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Modern Business -Getting Methods

By GEORGE HOWE, General Manager of the Metropolitan Engineering Company

a

of.

L.Alexander

HOSE who are familiar with the chinery and a fairly good collector ness shrewdness and aggressive up

to -dateness as would be adopted by

number of electric central advertising current, offering bargains any successful merchant in promot

stations in the United States remem- in current, educating the public to ing his line of goods — was unheard

ber with interest the days when the the many and varied uses of current,

But conditions have vastly changed

: 10w ; in fact, so very much so that

there are perhaps few industries

where modern up -to -date business

methods have been more widely ex

ploited than in the sale of electric

current. When a new invention for

the utilization of electric current is

put on the market to -day its very

first promoters, its most enthusiastic

friends, will always be found among

central station men .

The uses of electricity are multi

plying on every side. Almost daily a

new field is opened up. Central sta

tions supplying current are multiply

ing their output at a phenomenal

rate. The keynote of the industry is
A SIGN MADE BY THE METROPOLITAN ENGINEERING COMPANY , OF BROOKLYN ,

SHOWING THE ADAPTABILITY OF THE ELECTRIC SIGN TO ANY STYLE OF TRADE
" Push ," its by-word " Push ," its ev

MARK ery thought " Push " ; and the very

best brains of the land have been

sole and only concern of the station opening up new fields of revenue- employed right and left to do this

was to produce current. Managers in other words, selling current — an pushing

sat back in their easy chairs and intangible thing — with the same busi- The first step to be taken in the

waited for the public to come to

them . So long as the plant was

economical in operation and the

yearly increase in business normal, it

was considered that practically the

ideal of mangement had been at
tained.

The spirit existed that the central

station was a necessity to the public,

not the public a necessity to the

station . It mattered not whether the

general offices were well appointed ,

or on a convenient thoroughfare, or

whether there was anyone at the

office prepared to discuss the various

merits of electricity ; the only thing
ONE OF THE MANY MODIFICATIONS OF THE REGULAR PANEL SIGN . THE LATTER CON

that was really necessary was the TAINS A PANEL 17 X 47 INCHES , AND HAS TWELVE LAMPS ON EACH SIDE . THE SIGN

chief engineer to operate the ma- SHOWN HERE HAS PANELS 24 X 72 INCHES AND SIXTEEN LAMPS ON EACH SIDE

CARROLSDEXTER PARK

I - I

I
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promoting of any industry after the

production has been established on a

sane and solid basis is to develop a

well-organized and aggressive sales

department. This has been done and

is being added to most extensively

by every central station in the coun

try whose management is at all up to

date. The sales management of the

larger companies is perhaps one of

the most serious professions that have

engaged the thought of men . The

great New York , Boston, Philadel

phia and Chicago companies employ

hundreds of men in their sales de

partments.

A customer need no longer betake

himself to a distant point to talk

business with an illuminating com

pany; but may go into a sub -office

located in almost every prominent

district of his city. If he is interest

ed in power, he is referred to the

" power department" and may receive

expert information from a power ex

pert on his requirements free of all

charge to him . If he intends to put

in an are light he is referred to the

arc -light clepartment," and may con

fer with the arc- light expert.

If his object is to inquire into the

cost of electrical heating he is re

ferred to the “ electrical heating de

partment." If he is a manager of a

large enterprise which is operating

its own plant and would like to con

sult on the cost of buying current in

ADOLPH ZOBEL,

HAVANA SEGARS

LON

LAKI

NOS

0892197 TELEPHONE

YAG PAY

MUITAT2 STATION

AN ELECTRIC SIGN WHICH CENTRAL STATIONS HAVE UNIVERSALLY USED FOR THEIR FREE

SIGN CAMPAIGN

( S. & H.

GREEN

STAMPS.

a new

LEN

stead of producing it , he is referred canvassers, specialists, experts, inves

to the " private plant department, " tigators and wide-awake promoters,

with its well -trained experts. More a wide system of publicity may be

than this, every department and its found . " Follow -up departments,

branch in the various sub -offices em- which write thousands on thousands

ploys a host of active, wide-awake of form letters every day and keep

canvassers and investigators, who in touch with even the most unprom

usually find out about a thing long ising propositions by their ceaseless

before the customer has really fully

made up his mind about it . For in

F.H.

stance man putting up a

building is often surprised by a visit HARM
&

from the expert of the " new building BRO.

department," who wishes to close a

contract with him for the supply of

current for his new building before

he has officially announced his inten

tion to build. A man operating a A WESTERN DISPLAY COMPANY'S SIGN USED IN

machine shop with an extensive sys

tem of shafting and steam power
distribution is so unceasingly prodded efforts, bulletins edited in the most

about the uneconomy of his power clever and attractive manner appeal

distribution by one of the power ex- ing to every phase of the public's

perts that he almost invariably yields vulnerability, circulars, announc

to their arguments.
ments, notices, etc., are all in the

To add to the efforts of all of these general scheme of " Push ,""

CONNECTION WITH A FLASHER

A SIGN MADE BY THE WESTERN DISPLAY

COMPANY , ST . PAL'L, MINN . THE LAMPS IL

LUMINITE THE TRANSPARENCIES AT THE TOP

AND ALSO THE PANELS BELOW
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we have recorded in this decade . A

few years ago the electric sign was a

rarity, an unusual luxury, considered

far beyond the means of the average

tradesman . To-day , walk down any

busy thoroughfare of a wide -awake

city, taking New York as an exam

ple , and you will see not one, but a

great number of electric sign -dis

plays vying with each other in bril

liancy and effect. Their phenomenal

increase proves beyond the question

of a doubt that they are most effec

tive advertisements.

Note the central station's side of

the question. Its customer has a

sign, and has increased his business

so much by its use that he will not

be without it . The central station is

furnishing him with current to oper

ate this sign, and the cost of current

for the sign alone may possibly be

three or four times as much as the

total bill for current formerly used

in his establishment.

The smallest panel sign contains

24 lights of 4 or 8 candle power ,

usually the latter . An average indi

vidual letter sign would consist of

from 100 to 200 incandescent lamps,

while there are hundreds of enor

mous signs which contain from 500

to 1,500 incandescent lamps. Not

A
only are the number of lamps large ,

but the hours of burning are steady

and long. In fact, from every stand

point of this kind the electric sign

offers a most profitable and desirable

field for the sale of electric current.

There is another phase which has

especially attracted the central sta

tion manager, and that is the wide

advertisement of the use of electric

ity in general which is afforded by

the electric sign . It is an old story

in the proposition of advertising that

the public's eye must be appealed to .

The spectacle of hundreds of electric

signs and displays so impresses the

public with the uses of electricity that
THE LARGEST VERTICAL SIGN IN THE WORLD. IT IS 100 FEET LONG , AND WAS BUILT BY

THE METROPOLITAN ENGINEERING COMPANY , OF BROOKLYN , FOR THE DUANE STREET STATION it will soon have nothing else . It

becomes so convinced of the wide

possibilities of the electric current,

Bargain sales have long been the maintenance of an electric system the with its convenience, simplicity and

traditional selling method ; therefore real financial success depends. If in- economy, that electric current is soon

the keen sales manager in the mod- candescent lamps be not renewed , if displacing every other supply of en

ern central station often offers to his arc lamps be not kept in perfect op- ergy. The service of the central sta

customers and prospective customers eration , if meters be not tested prop- tion is advertised and re -advertised

bargain sales gotten up in the most erly , if the system be not properlyerly , if the system be not properly and the ball is kept rolling.
alluring form . balanced and adjusted, if , in other Moreover, a small store -keeper

But a bargain to be a good adver- words, the maintenance be poor , very puts up an electric sign to develop

tisement must be a real bargain . The few contracts will stay closed. his business ; he soon becomes so at

public must get the best , so that it Let us return to one phase of the tached to the advantages of electric

will forever congratulate itself upon aggressive business methods that ity in his sign that he uses it in the

its bargain. A problem that con- have been adopted , the phase which store for lighting, instead of oil or

fronts the central station managers, is perhaps the newest and most in- gas. In a short while he buys a

then , is one of maintenance of their teresting at the present time- name- small motor to run his coffee grinder,

system and apparatus after the con- ly , the electric sign proposition. then he puts in an electric lift, and

tracts and sales agreements have been The electric sign is without doubt so the story goes — all through the

made with customers. the most remarkable development in prime agency of the electric sign .

l'pon the effectiveness of the the line of profitable advertising that This is not pure theory, but is the

E

OF THE NEW YORK EDISON COMPANY
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use of current in the sign. An out

lay of fifty or one hundred dollars

is quite a large one for a small

trader, but he may be very glad to

pay twelve or fifteen dollars a month

for the benefits derived from such an

outlay. The sum is trivial for the

central station ; therefore, when the

central station comes forward and

offers to pay the initial expense, it

benefits not only itself , but its cus

tomer, and , even better still , the elec

trical industry.

It is interesting to note from the

most recent records of one of the

largest New York companies the fol

lowing facts in connection with their

free sign policy during the last

twelve months. The company made

an outlay of $ 13,000 for the installa

tion of 400 electric signs, bringing in

an annual revenue of $ 37,000 . From

this will be seen that the revenue per

annum more than three timeswas

the upper

result of observation of the condi- the regular rates , and guarantee that

tions in many cities . It has been the the total use of current will not be

writer's good fortune to be thrown less than a certain minimum amount

in contact with a great many central each month . This enables the cus

station men , and with one accord tomer to keep his sign burning for

very long hours for certain nights of

the week , and for a short number of

hours for other nights in the week

if he so desires . In the installment

plan the central station makes the

outlay for the cost of the sign in

every detail, charging the customer

the regular rates of current for its

operation, and requiring that he re

imburse them for their outlay in cer

tain monthly installments .

The rental proposition has been ex

ploited perhaps more widely than the

other two. It is reported that the

Chicago Edison Company have in

stalled more than three thousand
SECTIONAL VIEW OF A SIGN LETTER MADE BY

signs on a rental basis. The New
THE COLONIAL SIGN & INSULATOR COMPANY,

AKRON , OHIO York Edison Company, in the lower

“ East Side ” section of the city, have

they are strong believers in the elec- adopted the current guarantee policy

tric sign for the many reasons above
for the installation of panel signs for

enumerated. their customers, whereas the same

Conceding, therefore, that the elec- signs are installed on

tric sign is a particularly desirable
" West Side” on a rental basis . It is

proposition for the central station ,
said that the two systems operate

let us consider some of the steps that
equally as well.

have been taken and are being con
The United Electric Light &

stantly taken by up -to -date central Power Company, in New York City ,

have installed more than five hundred

signs within the last year on the cur

rent guarantee basis , while the Edi

son Electric Illuminating Company,

of Brooklyn, have for years reported

success in installing signs on the cur

rent guarantee basis . In the bor

ough of the Bronx, New York City,

and in Yonkers, the current guarantee

basis is also given preference. Such

is also the case with the Public Ser

vice Corporation, of New Jersey,

with the New York & Queens Elec

tric Light & Power Company, the

Westchester Lighting Company , the

Albany Electric Illuminating Com

pany, the Utica Gas & Electric Com

pany and a host of other companies

too many to enumerate .

Almost every one of the large

stations for promoting their companies and a great number of the

There are in general three distinct progressive small companies have

plans that have been widely adopted , adopted one of the foregoing so

namely, the rental plan, the current called free sign propositions, which,

guarantee plan, and the installment when examined carefully , are free in

plan. The titles of these plans are name only . In the West, particu

somewhat self-explanatory. larly the Northwest, in St. Paul,

The rental plan consists briefly in Minneapolis, and Milwaukee, and

the central station purchasing and in- cities in that section , the installment

stalling a sign for the customer ac- plan has been by far the most popu

cording to his requirements and ex- lar.

acting from him a certain monthly However, all the various proposi

rental for its operation during a cer- tions reduce to the following funda

tain number of hours each night. mtntal facts :—that the central station

The current guarantee plan is some- makes the outlay, assumes the initial

what similar, except that the central expense, is repaid by the customer

station requires the customer to pay by some gradual method, and reaps

for the current used in the sign at its real benefit from the continued

y
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the outlay for electric signs, not to

mention the many other incidental

advantages in connection with it .

Here was a case where the annual

revenue of the company was in

other types of panel signs of more

or less similar nature, we will con

sider the results from this style as

typical of the rest.

This panel sign will be seen to con

GUYGENSEZON

SIGNS
13 YAENEO TAY

AN INDIVIDUAL LETTER SIGN MADE BY THE FEDERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, CHICAGO
was a

IO

creased commensurate with several tain 24 incandescent lamps, 12 on

hundred thousand dollars' worth of each side. It is called a panel sign

capital, and still only an expenditure because it consists of a frame in

of $ 13,000 was incurred. which are placed interchangeable

To get more concretely at the facts panels bearing the customer's name

of the case , on page 2 is shown a and legend. From the central sta

popular type of electric sign , known tion's point of view this is desirable,

as the panel sign , which has perhaps as the sign may be used for another

been more universally used by cen- customer without any trouble save

tral stations than any other type. the repainting of the panels or ex

This panel sign , known as the style changing them for new ones.

No. 808, is considered a “ winner," The total cost to the central sta

and while there are hundreds of tion of this panel sign installed , to

gether with all wiring from the ser

vice to the sign, averages about fifty

dollars . Sometimes it is slightly

more, but more frequently is slightly
less .

Some time ago the United Electric

Light & Power Company, of New

York , in adopting the free sign pol

icy, wished to make a test of its

merits, and ordered 50 signs, which

were placed among its customers in

the usual manner . The three worst

months in the year were chosen

namely, June, July and August

three months when the days are very

long and the hours of illumination

short, when trade is slack and whe!

the most discouraging conditions

could be encountered .

A separate meter was placed on

each sign so as to indicate the con

sumption of current of each ; the cus

tomer made to guarantee

monthly use of at least $3 worth of

current at the regular retail price of

cents per kilowatt-hour. Dur

ing the three months in question the

average use of current from these

fifty experimental signs was $7 per

month , or a vearly revenue of $ 84 per

sign. The initial expenditure to the

company in installing these signs was

$50 each, including all expenses .

In normal conditions of lighting,

taking winter, summer , and other

seasons when business is brisk and

the days short, there is very little

doubt that the total revenue per sign

would exceed $ 150 per annum , and

all of this with an initial expenditure

of $50 . Business that would not or

dinarily have been obtained, revenue

that otherwise would never have been

added to the company's credit was

thus created. It is unnecessary to

add that the experience of this cen

tral station immediately decided it

lipon the adoption of the free sign

policy in the broadest sense .

Very little in the electric sign prop

osition is a matter of conjecture,,

however. If the central station man

ager know's the number of lights in

the sign , the candle -power of lamps

which he intends to use , the number

of hours during which the sign is to

burn , and the rate he intends to

charge for current, he very

easily calculate for himself the

monthly bill. It is then a very sim

ple matter, if he knows the cost of

the sign , to determine just how many

times over the sign will repay the

investment for itself in one year.

One more word as to minimum

guarantees. It is usually customary

among central stations to require a

minimum bill of at least $5 per

month from the customer for a panel

sign when it is installed free. Ex

ceptions to this rule are many , but it
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is considered a fairly good rule . advertising site and placed an enor- This, however, is not the limit, for if

Where the rental proposition is in mous electrical sign on it reading in addition one could crowd all the

vogue and the sign is rented at a that " Mr. Blank , operating the mag- radiation into the neighbourhood of

flat rate per month , independent of nificent Blank department store , is a wave length 590 , one could get light

the amount of current which it con- prominent user of our electric cur- at a duty of approximately 0.01 to

sumes, it is customary to charge $2 rent.” These names were changed 0.02 watt per candle -power, which is

per week , or about $8.50 per month from day to day, the complete cir- about the theoretical minimum . This

for rental of a panel sign of 24 lights. cuit taking a number of days. In a would , however, be practically mono

The individual electric letter sign, short while the large department chromatic light, by which colour

similar to that shown on page 4 , is stores using the central station cur- vision would be impossible.

usually rented on a basis of $ 1.50 rent had so multiplied that more than The Haming arc is the most effi

per letter per month , considering the a month was taken to make the cir- cient illuminant yet found, and M.

uise of a letter 18 inches tall . With cuit. The advertising value of an Blondel has been able to obtain from

a larger or smaller letter the cost is electric sign became so conspicuous it a duty in the vicinity of 0.1 watt

proportionate. that they multiplied on every side. per mean spherical candle, due to the

Before closing, the writer wishes To -day the city in question, although very high luminosity of the two

to mention a particularly clever busi- a small one, contains some of the calcium fuoride bands near to wave

ness move on the part of an active most profuse displays of electric light length 600 mm . But the light has a

central station manager in New York and electric signs of any city of its large colour error which can be cor

State. His company obtained a fine size in the State . rected only liv a considerable sacri

fice of efficiency . Undoubtedly ,

discontinuous spectrum gives the best

chance for high efficiency , but only

The Illuminating Engineering Society at the cost of serious colour errors.

Even if one could obtain a discon

MEETING IN NEW YORK , JUNE 8 tinuous spectrum of the three pri

mary rays only, it would be at

HE last meeting of the Illu- its normal sensibility that further in sacrifice, and there would be some

minating Engineering Society crease in illumination is of relatively doubt of its value as an illuminant

for the summer was held in very small value . on account of chromatic aberration

the Edison Auditorium , 44 West If the conditions are such as to re in the eye.

Twenty -seventh street, New York, quire powerful illumination in a part Could one steal the fire- fly's se

Friday evening, June 8. About forty of the field , a very bright background cret , the result would be, if Lang

members were present to hear Dr. in the rest of the field should be ley's experiments correctly repre

Louis Bell's paper on " Some Physio- avoided , it being preferable to have sent it , a light of high efficiency , it

logical Effects in Illumination and there merely enough light to avoid is true, but of about the colour of a

Photometry " read and discussed . Dr. excessive contrasts. superannuated Welsbach . From all

Bell was detained in Boston by a As most objects are coloured , the appearances, it will be extremely

patent suit, and , therefore, was un- relative luminosities of various col- difficult to do much better than a

able to be present, but his paper was ours are important considerations in cluty of 0.5 watt per candle with an

read and listened to with interest by illumination . That the eye is affected illuminant of reasonably good colour

those present. by various colours in very different quality.

The purpose of the paper was to degrees is well known, and the fact
DISCUSSION

point out some of the bearings of is responsible not only for great diffi

physiological optics upon practical culties in photometry, but also for Dr. Fredenberg brought out some

illumination, its measurement, and serious limitations on the possible interesting points regarding the gen

the limitations of its efficiency. efficiency of illuminants. eral effects of light on the eyes. He

Save for the effects of accommoda- Were it not for the adjustment of thought the incandescent electric

tion and convenience in determining the eve for a sharp maximum of sen- lamp the best artificial light for close

vision in three dimensions, we sibility, we should be totally unable work , because it could be brought

things wholly by their differences in to see clearly on account of the effect nearer the eve than other lights with

colour and in luminosity. If two ob- of chromatic aberration . When the out heating and drying the surface

jects are of the same colour and eve is accommodated for yellow light, of the eye and thus causing pain .

luminosity they cease to be separately images due to deep red and deep He spoke of temporary blindness

distinguished, and as they approach blue light are badly out of focus, and caused by electrical discharges, and

this condition they become progres- were they comparable in brightness said it seldom , if ever, happened that

sively more and more indistinct as to the yellow image, near vision a person became permanently blinded

individual forms. If the difference of would be very indistinct. Aside from in this way . For general lighting:

luminosity is small, the colour differ- this, we should lose much of the he considered the intensity and dis

ence must be increased to secure contrast which helps to render ob- tribution of the illuminant more im

visibility, and vice versa . jects visible . portant than the wave length . The

According to Fechner's law , the The efficiency of an illuminant in sources of light should be concealed

human eye can perceive a fixed frac- the sense in which the expression is as much as possible. Public places

tional difference of illumination , irre- ordinarily used , is the ratio between he believed were, as a rule, too luighly

spective, within wide limits of its al- the luminous energy and the total illuminated . Regarding fatigue of

solute amount. This fraction varies energy . If one could confine radia- the eves, he said that white light was

in general from about i per cent. to tion to the visible spectrum witli as less tiresome than any coloured light

about 0.55 per cent., assuming ordi- good a distribution as is given by because the former stimulated

nary sources of illumination and mor- the Welsbach or by sunlight, one greater number of fibres . so that

mal eves . At I or 2 foot -candles, could secure artificial light on a duty there was less strain on any one set

however, the eye is vrorking so near of about 0.00 watt per candle -power. of them . Walls of gray with blue or

~

see

2
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the eye .

A

aluelitongtem ciariamalisiekted, and the ACCORDING TO United States

an

yellow form restful backgrounds for of the month . The secretary of each building material for construction ;

section shall distribute the steno- also guarantees to obtain free of

Dr. Dennett called attention to the graphic reports of discussions to duty the importation of all needed

common custom of reading with a members of the section for correc- machinery and tools for thirty years ,

strong light on the book, but with tion, and forward the corrected re- —the life of the contract. The plant

the rest of the room dark . He con- port to the general secretary of the is to be installed within eighteen

sidered this practice tiresome to the society. The sections shall abide by months, and is to be sold to the
eyes on account of the strain pro- the constitution of the society and highest bidder at the end of the

duced on them by the sudden change conform to the regulations of the thirty years' term .

from light to darkness whenever council .”

glancing off the book . The enrolled membership of the

Mr. Cravath spoke of the light society on June 8 was 572 .

required in draughting. He claimed.
Municipal Ownership Report for

that in tracing, 10 foot - candles should the American Street and Inter

be used, but that ordinarily much urban Railway Association

less light than this was provided.
Electric Plant Concessions in

He presented the question, " Is it Colombia T the convention last year of the

good practice in a theatre to have

ban Railway Association, a

Consul P. P. Demers, of committee was appointed to make a

Those who spoke in answer to the ranquilla, Colombia, the gov- general investigation of the question

question believed that it would be ernment has granted to Francisco of municipal ownership, and to re

less trying on the eyes of the audito- E. Baena, president of the Baran- port at the 1906 convention , which is

rium was given a low light during quilla tramway, extension for to be held at Columbus, Ohio , in

a performance on the stage .
thirty-nine years of a previous con- October. The committee consists of

Mr. Elliott discussed the idea of cession for the building and operat- C. D. Wyman , chairman ; J. J. Stan

having too much light for general ing of an extensive tramway. It is ley, H. M. Sloan, John A. Beeler ,

illumination . He believed that this the intention of Mr. Baena to de- and Geo. F. Chapman .

was possible, and that the case was velop the enterprise with American In order to secure the opinions of

similar to that of the stomach when capital and equip the whole service street and interurban railway corpo

overloaded with food. Strong lights with American cars and machinery. rations on this subject, a list of ques

above the line of vision are fatiguing,
The new concession includes the tions was issued , containing in part

he said , because the rays strike the obligation to put into service mod- the following :

eye at an unusual angle . ern cars , substitute electric traction What municipally owned utilities

At a meeting of the council of the for that of animals, and to extend are now in operation in your city or

society, the following resolution was the lines to Soledad and Sabana- field of operation ?

unanimously adopted :- " In order to larga. Barranquilla has about 50,000 Has there been any agitation for

distribute as equitably as possible the inhabitants, having gained 30,000 in the municipal ownership of street

benefits and privileges of member- the last twenty years . Soledad and railroad properties ?

ship in the Illuminating Engineering Sabanalarga are, respectively, six What have been the sources

Society, the organization of sections and thirty - six miles distant from causes of such agitation ?

is authorized in any city or locality Barranquilla, between which there is Has there been any expression re

where the local membership is at extensive cart and mule -back traffic garding it by votes or taxpayers ?

least fifty . The membership of New over hot sandy roads. The tram Has your company made any pub

York City and vicinity shall be or- company has also been granted an lic statement of its position with re

ganized as a section , to be known as electric light franchise . Copies of gard to the question ?

the New York Section of the Illu- the concession can be seen at the Has the agitation affected the com

minating Engineering Society . Each Bureau of Manufactures. pany in its efforts for renewal of old

section organized shall nominate and The successful establishment in applications for new franchises ?

elect for the local conduct of the sec- Colombia of a modern trolley and Would you suggest a discussion of

tion a chairman, two vice - chairmen electric light system under American this question in open or executive

and a secretary . The expenses of management and capital will be a session at the next convention ?

sections incurred for postal-card no- good step toward the introduction of What, in your opinion , is the best

tices and stenographic report of dis- American commerce there. To -day method of overcoming the sentiment

cussions shall be paid from the gen- there is practically nothing Ameri- for municipal ownership ?

eral fund of the society . Other ex- can in the Barranquilla district ex
The material obtained from the

penses than these, such as rent of cept the ownership of a few outly- answers to these questions, together

auditorium , if any, must first be au- ing mining industries in adjacent
with other material obtained by the

thorized by the council. In order States. committee, will be embodied in the

to insure that the conduct of sec Another South American conces- report.

tions shall always be in conformity sion is that reported by Vice -Consul Another committee, consisting of

with the general policy of the so
A. O. Wallace, of Managua, Nic- W. E. Harrington, chairman ; H. F.

ciety, any proposed action of a sec- aragua The city of Leon , Nicara- Grout, and II . E. Reynolds, are to

tion not relating to the holding of gua, has given an electric light and report
methods of promoting

meetings and the discussion of papers power plant contract to René John traffic .

shall be submitted to the council of La Villebouvre, an American resid

the society for approval prior to be- ing at Managua. The city takes The German iron ore production

ing put into execution. In order to 100 arc lights of 1200 candle -power for the first quarter of 1906 amounted

facilitate the prompt issue of the each , and absolves the contractor to 3,005,982 tons . The production

transactions, the meetings of all the from all taxes , gives him the free use for the same period of 1905 was

sections shall be held before the 20th of any municipal lands and all the 2,334,500 tons.

or

On



A Mercury Arc Rectifier System With Magnetite

Lamps for Street Illumination

By W. S. BARSTOW

A Paper Read at the Atlantic City Convention of the National Electric Light Association

com

CANY times in the history of years been in course of development

the electrical industry the end a new system ( if it may be so called )

of a particular commercial for outdoor street arc lighting, which

development appears to be near at not only promises to take an impor

hand, only to be indefinitely post- tant place in the history of the art,

poned by a new discovery in this or but in many instances to replace the

some other allied science which acci carbon arc . It is actually the first

dentally opens up new possibilities. successful effort to increase

Often , again , the failure in some mercially the efficiency of outdoor

special line is caused by the absence arc illumination, while at the same

of a single element which , when time it opens up new fields where

forthcoming, turns the failure into the present type lamps cannot be

an important success . Sometimes all lised. The magnetite mercury arc

the elements are present, but scat- rectifier system requires not only 35

tered through different industries, so per cent. less energy at the lamp

that there is not a sufficient famili- than any existing system for the

arity or knowledge in the hands of
same illumination, but makes it pos

any one person or group of persons sible to do outdoor street arc lighting

for a combination to produce the de- from transmission systems of 35

sired result. cycles and under without the use of

Among all the radical changes in motor-generator sets or other mov

the details of the industry during ing apparatus. In the city of Port

past years the electric arc lamp has land, Ore ., about two years ago this

shown but little material progress. system was installed on a small ex

It is true that there have been perimental scale . The street lighting

evolved the high -tension, the low- system at that time had been in suc

tension , the open, the enclosed , the cessful operation for many years and

direct and the alternating- current was of the old style open -arc type,

systems, with their many modifica- supplied with direct current.

tions, but in none of these has there In the very early days current sup

been any departure made from the plied to Portland was generated by

carbon arc and its relatively uniform water-power at Oregon City, about

efficiency for a given illumination. 17 miles south of Portland , and was

From the day of Sir Humphrey transmitted to Portland for arc and

Davy , in 1808, when with a battery incandescent lighting. As all arc

of 2000 elements he produced his lighting was done on the high - tension

4 -inch flame between charcoal points, system , and incandescent lighting on

to the present refinement of the 150- the high -frequency, single -phase sys

hour enclosed lamp, progress has tem , each machine had a separate set

been confined more or less to me- of feeders from Oregon City to Port

chanical improvements. The com
land . ( This was one of the first in

mercial arc lamp of the early days stances where, previous to 1892,

was of open -arc type, requiring 500 single -phase, high-frequency machines

watts at the arc to produce what were operated at a direct pressure of

was then termed a “ nominal” 2000- over 4000 volts .) The business in

candle -power light, or a certain il- creased so rapidly that in 1891 there

lumination . After passing through was transmitted in actual commercial

the series and multiple stages, the capacity energy for 7200 incandes

enclosed lamp was evolved , cent and 650 arc lamps by means of
nomical in maintenance, but with no the systems above mentioned . As

improvement in consumption of en- business grew and electric railways

ergy. This in the direct and alter- were installed in Portland, a second

nating - current form is the type in power plant was built at Oregon

general use to -day. City, and a 33-cycle , three -phase,

There has during the last two 5000- volt system installed, with di

rect-connected vertical wheels, es

pecially arranged for a head varying

from 15 to 45 feet , and current was

transmitted from there by rearrang

ing the original arc and incandescent

circuits, each generator being con

nected to a single three - conductor,

three -phase feeder. To each feeder

in Portland were connected a set of

statics and a rotary transformer, so

that there were practically a number

of independent generating and trans

forming plants. To provide for the

city lighting, motor- generator Sets

were installed in Portland, each set

consisting of a direct-current T.-H.

motor, directly connected to two di

rect -current arc machines. Thus, in

these early day's several transforma

tions were necessary before the alter

nating current delivered to the sub-sta

tion was finally distributed to the sys

tem , and it required 806 watts per

lamp of the transmitted energy in the

form of 33 cycles, 5000 volts, three

phase, to supply each 500-wattlamp in

stalled in the city. In remodeling the

system , as no arc lighting could be

taken from the transmission frequency

of 33 cycles, it was either a case of

using alternating -current, high -ten

sion motor-generator sets , changing

the frequency from 33 to 60 cycles,

or a high -tension motor directly con

nected to direct- current arc machines.

Under these conditions, and with the

original idea of reducing motor-gen

erator capacity and the investment in

generating system , several magnetite

lamps were installed as an experi

ment about two years and a half ago ,

and from that time to the present

modifications and improvements were

made until now the lamps are equal

in all respects to any arc lamp of

either alternating or direct -current

system . In the meantime lengthy ex

periments were made with the mer

cury arc rectifier . About one year

ago the results appeared so promis

ing and so much progress had been

made in such a short period that an

order was placed to install the en

tire system of over I 200 lamps in

Portland with mercury arc rectifiers

eco
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and magnetite lamps. There have scribed in some of the technical Owing to the fact, that both parts

now been in operation in Portland papers. of the alternating -current waves are

for several months over 800 lamps The efficiency of the rotary trans- used , the voltage of the alternating

with rectifiers, and the installation is former motor-generator system , as current leaving the transformers to

being rapidly increased as fast as de- originally installed in Portland to the rectifier tube to produce a de

liveries can be made. The system has take care of the street arc lighting, sired voltage in distributed direct

proved successful and has fulfilled from the alternating -current trans- current, must be about three times

expectations. Considerable difficulty mitted energy to the direct -current the desired direct - current voltage re

in the form of static discharges and energy distributed to the lamps, was quired by the lamps in circuit. Thus,

short life was at first experienced 62 per cent. at near full load about 18,000 volts on the secondary

with the tubes. The tubes, which (which is the prevailing condition ). of the transformer tubes gives a use

were of small size , were subjected to The efficiency of the constant-cur- ful direct- current voltage of about

very rigid requirements on account rent transformer mercury arc recti- 6000.

of the alternating-current pressure of fier system from the alternating-cur- In the use of the magnetite system

18,000 volts , a pressure which was rent transmitted energy to the direct- a commercial question arises , which ,

very much higher than anything yet current energy distributed to the after very
careful consideration ,

attempted with mercury are recti- lamps is at full load 88 per cent. ( at should be definitely answered before

fiers. The tubes have now averaged 10 per cent. overload, 89 per cent ) ; the system is adopted to any great

over 650 hours, and several have ex- at three-quarter load , 85 per cent. ; extent. I refer to the specifications

ceeded 730 hours, 500 hours being at half- load, 81 per cent., and at one- used in the present public lighting

the economical requirement, and any- quarter load , 80 per cent. The effi- contracts. About fifteen years ago

thing above this being in the nature ciency was obtained by measuring considerable thought was given to

of a gain in the original calculated the true watt input of the primary the subject by this association , re

efficiency of the system . alternating -current energy and the sulting in a campaign of public edu

A simple description of the sys- true watt output in direct current, cation which produced the proper
tem as installed is as follows:- The and includes all transformers and re- result at that time of rating street are

transmitted energy in the form of actances, but not the small fan motor lamps by the " watts in the arc" and

10,000 - volt, three-phase, 33-cycle cur- lised to cool the rectifier tube. dropping out of contracts the terms

rent enters constant-current trans- Having thus effected a saving of " normal candle -power.” If the price

formers, each transformer being of 26 per cent . in the efficiency of the of public lighting is to be fixed by

single-phase design , the primary of transforming system itself in Port- " watts in the arc ' on the same basis

which is wound for 10,000 volts , and land, the company secured further as present cost the public will profit

the secondary for 16,000 volts . In economy by the use of magnetite by this lamp ( due to lamp efficiency )

the secondary is a centre connection lamps, using 320 watts in the lamp to the extent of 36 per cent., the com

for the rectifier. The mercury arc in place of the 500 watts, thus ob- pany gaining in transformer efficiency

rectifier is mounted upon a switch- taining for 364 watts of transmitted to an extent of 17 per cent.

board panel directly above the oil energy the same illuminatio
n

that The question as to how the public

switch It is excited by a small originally required 806 watts , or a and the companies should share this

amount of 115 - volt alternating-cur- saving of 1768 KW . -hours per lampsaving of 1768 KW .-hours per lamp gain so as to determine under what
rent energy. This is sufficient to per year ; or on the total Portland in specifications the illumination should

start the rectifier after the same has stallation a saving in capacity of 531 be furnished is a broad one and is a

been moved slightly with a handle KW ., and a saving in total energy of matter that should be carefully con

for that purpose in order to estab- 2,121,600 KW . -hours per year. sidered at this time, so that the intro

lish the mercury It requires The efficiency of a standard motor- duction of this new system shall be

but a few seconds to start up a cir- generator set using a high -voltage accompanied by a proper standard

cuit, and, when once started , it is not motor and direct -current arc gener- form of specifications.

necessary to maintain the exciting ator is about 76 per cent., so that if

circuit in operation , although this in a modern installation where low- A Rubber Exhibition in Ceylon

has been the practice up to the frequency alternating current is

In each alternating
RUBBER

present time. transformed by synchronous motor
exhibition , under

current side of the transformer is arc machines into direct -current en
authority of the Ceylon Gov

placed a reactance , and another in the ergy for present type of 500 -watt arc
ernment, will be held in the

direct -current side. The lamps them- lamps, there should be installed the
Royal Botanical Gardens, Peradeniva,

selves require four amperes at an constant- current transformer mercury
Ceylon, from September 13 to Sep

average of about 80 volts, or 320

tember 27 next. This will be the

arc rectifier system with magnetite

watts, and give an equal illumination lamps, the gain in efficiency for the
first exhibition of its kind ever held .

to the old -type open lamp requiring same illumination would amount to
Rubber is now being cultivated in

500 watts, As the original distrib
Ceylon and the Federated Malay

294 watts per lamp or 1176 KW.

uting system was installed for 10- hours per lamp per year.
States, and though the exports as

vet

ampere lamps, losses in these con
inconsiderable , they

The high commercial efficiency of

ductors have of course been reduced the latter system is due to a very
doubling annually, and will, in about

to a minimum . The present lamps large extent to the simplicity and
seven years' time, probably reach

are installed in units of seventy -five economy of the rectifier tube itself.
ten or fifteen million pounds. It is

lights. An extra transformer panel A tube of a capacity of about 30
expected that in fifteen years from

with rectifier is provided , so that in KW . has a constant loss of but 25
now they may exceed the exports of

the case of any accident happening to
Brazil.

volts, or, at four amperes, 100 watts

the transformer or rectifier, the cir- per hour, while the cost of renewing Vessels passing through the Suez

cuit can immediately be plugged in the tube on the basis of 500 hours' Canal are required to carry an elec
on the spare set . The lamps them- life about equals the cost of labour tric searchlight. Ships not so pro

selves are , no doubt, familiar to and renewals on a motor-generator vided can hire an outfit at the en

many, as they have already been de- set . trance .

)

arc .

V
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The Power - Transmission System of the Long

Island Railroad

By W. N. SMITH

were

a as

receiving its powe: from an exten

sion of the overheid line by way

of Springfield Junction .

Two portable sub - stations

also provided as the most economica!

method of supplying current for the

very heavy periodic traffic to and

from the Metropolitan race track

south of Jamaica, and the new Bel

mont Park race track about five

miles east of Jamaica. These loads oc

cur for two hours each day, for per
iods of two weeks, twice a year. The

portable sub -stations consist of 1000

K. W. rotary converter outfits, com

plete with transformers and switch

board , each mounted in a heavy steel

box car.

In reaching decision to

whether the overhead or under

ground type of construction should

predominate, a very careful study

was made of the record of exper

ience in operating lines of great

length and of large carrying capac

ity. It appeared that the troubles in

overhead lines were generally from

the following causes :—Wind, light

ning and sleet storms; structural

weakness of poles , cross arms, pins

and insulators ; outside interference

either from branches of trees or mis

chief makers and thieves ; and very

rarely, by heat from a conflagration

close to the route.

In case of conduit construction , it

was found that breakdowns

generally due toto capacity effects

causing extraordinary voltages, to de

preciation of cable sheaths from elec

trolysis, or to short circuits by rea
FIG. 1.—THE TRANSMISSION LINE OF THE LONG ISLAND RAILROAD CROSSING A TRACK.

son of mechanical injury , imperfect

insulation , or failure of joints, and

GENERAL FEATU'RES OF THE POWER to be met by the electric equipment occasionally to overloading or to gas
TRANSMISSION LINE

upon these divisions resulted in a explosions in manholes.

HE lines of the Long Island preference for sub -station sites at Comparing the causes and effects

Railroad first equipped with Woodhaven Junction,Junction , East New of the troubles in the two classes

electric power comprise the York , Flatbush Avenue, Rockaway of construction, the general conclu

Atlantic Avenue division between Junction, and Hammel. These were
sion was reached that, while an over

Flatbush terminal and Belmont Park , ultimately selected as permanent sub
head line is liable to more frequent

and the Rockaway Beach Division station locations, except that Grand interruption through minor troubles

between Woodhaven Junction and Avenue, about one mile out from the than an underground line, the inter

Rockaway Park . The equipment of terminal, was later substituted for
ferences with continuous operation

the latter division has also been ex- Flatbush Avenue. Since the original an underground line, when they

tended to enable electric operation via installation described in this article do happen, are likely to be of a more

Far Rockaway and Valley Stream . was completed, a sixth sub -station
serious character, and of longer du

A study of the traffic conditions has been located at Valley Stream , ration . Although underground con

were

THE

CABLE RETAINERS ARE SHOWN ON THE POLE AT THE LEFT

THI

on

II
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submarine cables were used at the

drawbridges in the Jamaica Bay tres

tle , the remainder of the transmis

sion line is of the overhead type of

construction .

The trunk line as originally built

carries five circuits from the power

station to Woodhaven Junction sub

station, running part of the way in

an eighteen -duct conduit line and the

remainder on a line of steel poles .

The general arrangement of the

transmission circuits is shown in

Fig. 3. It will be noted in this dia

gram that the incoming trunk line

circuits at Woodhaven Junction are

distributed along a set of bus bars

called the “ transfer buses," and di

vided into sections from which the

outgoing transmission circuits lead

in various directions. It is possible

by manipulation of the bus junction

switches to operate these circuits

separately or together, from outly

ing sub - stations all the way back to

the power station . The same gen

eral arrangement is carried out in a

smaller degree by similar transfer

buses at East New York and Rock

away Junction.

The lengths of the various sec

tions of the transmission lines are as

follows:

Conduit section of trunk line,

power station to Dutch Kills Street ,

1.12 miles. Overhead trunk lines,

Dutch Kills Street to Woodhaven

Junction, 7.85 miles. Conduit section

from Woodhaven to East New York,

3.23 miles ; from East New York to

Grand Avenue, 3.04 miles ; from

Woodhaven to Dunton, 1.7 miles.

Overhead from Dunton to Rockaway

Junction, 1.73 miles ; Rockaway Junc

tion to Belmont Park , 3.71 miles ;

Rockaway Junction to Springfield

Junction , 3.55 miles;miles ; Springfield

Junction toto Valley Stream 2.57

miles; Woodhaven Junction to Ham

mel, 6.98 miles. The total mileage

of conduit lines now in use is there

fore 9.09, and that of pole lines 26.19

miles.

CONDUIT CONSTRUCTION

Between the power station and the

railroad tracks, part of the conduit

construction was rendered especially

difficult because much of it was sit

uated below the level of the ground

water, which , for a large part of the

distance was nearly at the surface,

that special provision for the
drainage of the ducts and manholes

was necessary .

The manholes in this part of the

line are connected by a line of 8

inch sewer pipes laid beneath the

ducts and entering the manholes

about 18 inches from the bottom ,

thus forming a catch basin to prevent

FIG . 2.-AN ARRESTER HOUSE AT DUNTON . WHENEVER THE UNDERGROUND CABLE IS

JOINED TO THE OVERHEAD SYSTEM , LIGHTNING ARRESTERS AND CHOKE COILS ARE INSTALLED

IN SUITABLE HOUSES

struction might have been preferred, therefore to build a trunk line from

could its cost be brought down to the main power station to Wood

something like an equality with over- haven Junction, with two branch

head costs , financial considerations transmission lines running along At

favour the adoption of the overhead lantic Avenue between Grand Avenue

type because its cost is only a frac- and Rockaway Junction with two

tion of that involved in high -tension subordinate branches from Rocka

cable and conduit work, and because way Junction to the two race tracks ,

its reliability is assured when prop- and a third subordinate branch run

erly installed. Overhead construction ning directly south from Woodhaven

was therefore adopted wherever it to Hammel sub - station , across the

was usable. Jamaica Bay trestle.

The topography of the system is The impracticability of construct

such that the Woodhaven Junction ing high-tension overhead lines in

sub - station becomes a natural dis- thickly populated sections of Brook

tributing center between the power lyn and Queens, required recourse

house and the other sub - stations. The to underground construction in two

problem of line construction sections of the line. Except where

SO

was
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Station

H
H

Dutch Kills

#
1
0
0

were2
0€

Overhead
a

Morris Park

Underground 103

Arrester House

Overhead

891404 Underground

102
-2034

a
201

Transfer Buses

Rotary Buses

Belmont Race

Track Terminal

House

Grand Ave.S.S.

S

silt or other foreign matter from get- pleted cable is 21 inches outside armour of No. 4 B. & S. galvanizeci
ting into and clogging the pipes . diameter. iron wires laid spirally on the

This conduit line is so pitched as to Each length of the cable was tested outside of the lead covering with a

bring all the drainage into three at the factory by applying 30,000 thin layer of jute between the lead

sumps, one located at the power sta- volts between each pair of conduc- and the armor . There are two such

tion , one about one-half mile from tors , and between each conductor cables at each drawbridge.

it , and the third near the Dutch Kills and the sheath . After the cable was The high - tension cables are located

Street end of the conduit line. These installed in the ducts and jointed up in the lower portion of the conduit

sumps are kept pumped out by elec- ready for service , it was again tested system wherever possible with the

trically driven submerged centrifugal by applying between each pair or idea of separating them from any

pumps, automatically controlled and conductors 30,000 volts , and between other cables for different purposes

discharging into the city sewer sys- each conductor and the sheath 27 ,- which may be installed subsequently.

tem . 000 volts for a period of 30 minutes. They are carried around the sides

This conduit line is constructed At each end of every high -tension of the manholes in racks . The mini

of single vitrified clay ducts 18 inches cable there is sweated on a spun mum radius of the bend in this type

long, with square holes 3 13-16 brass end -bell, which is filled with of cable is 18 inches. At each man

inches inside measurement, and walls " No. 67 " G.E. compound, to properly hole, there is a strip of sheet copper

inch thick. They were designed sweated on to the lead sheath of the
L.I.City Power

especially for this construction, and cable and brought out through the

the ducts are 7-16 inch greater in
Working Bus

wrappings to allow of grounding the

diameter than usual in order to fa
Auxiliary Bus cable should it be necessary to pro

cilitate the installation of the three tect it from electrolysis .

conductor high-tension cables , which Lightning Arrester House
Before the cables

are nearly 3 inches in diameter. Underground
pulled into the ducts ,

A single duct was preferred to wooden mandrel 3 feet long

multiple ducts because of the thicker and 35 inches in diameter

wall between ducts , which is better was pulled through to insure

able to resist heat in case of a pos

sible short circuit. A square hole Dunton Lightning

with rounded corners was preferred Shops

101

as affording space for dirt and peb
Underground 204

bles to slide to one side instead of

being dragged along underneath the

cable and injuring the sheath as Rotary Bus

COM

would be the case if round ducts

had been used. The ducts are laid

in cement mortar in such a way as to Rockaway Jct.s.s.

break joints in all cases , and are All Circuits 3 Phase Springfield Jct.

surrounded on the top, bottom , and only One Leg shown .

sides by a covering of concrete 4 ---- Knife Switch

inches thick composed of one part
= Oil Circuit Breaker

S = Rotary Starting Circuit

Portland cement, 24 parts sand and B& S Booster & Rot. Start.Cir .

5 parts broken stone . The ducts are P = Portable S.S Circuit
Rotary Bus

A = Auxiliary Circuit

arranged three wide and six high.
R = Rotary Converter Circuit

11 li

Manholes for drawing in and splic

ing the cables are located 400 feet

apart on straight work and a shorter

distance apart on curves. The stand
FIG . 3.—DIAGRAM SHOWING THE GENERAL ARRANGEMENT OF THE TRANSMISSION CIRCUITS

ard manhole for straight line work
seal the ends of the cable and pre

is 8 feet long, 4 feet wide, and 6.1
a clear passage. At the Jamaica Bay

feet high , inside dimensions. The vent injurious static discharges. The drawbridges, the armoured cables
corners are cut off so that a horizon- end-bell is about 71 inches in diame- were laid across the channel and al

ter and about 7 inches high . The lowed to settle to the bottom .
tal section of the manhole resembles

A

an elongated octagon .
three conductors are brought out diver then arranged them so that

separately through a wooden head they were properly separated, and

UNDERGROUND CABLES in the end- bell, after being wrapped they were sunk into the mud by
The underground high -tension ca- with varnished cambric tape, and are means of a water jet , supplied by

bles are of the three - conductor type, surrounded by micanite tubes to give pumps at 100 pound pressure. By

each conductor having a cross - sec- additional insulation . means of this jet , the diver was able

tion of 250,000 c . m . , and being com- At the drawbridge in the Jamaica to scour out a trench wide enough to

posed of 37 copper wires .
Each con Bay trestle , the cables are of the contain the cables, 4 feet below the

ductor is covered with a wrapping armoured submarine type, and the cona bottom of the channel.

of impregnated paper 7-32 inch ductors are insulated with 7-32 inch This method of installation was

thick . The interstices between the of rubber around each strand with preferred to dredging, because of the

insulated strands are filled in with another 7-32 inch of rubber around difficulty which would have been en

jute insulation and another laver of the group of three. This insulation countered in attempting to dredge

7-32 inch thick paper insulation is is composed of 30 per cent. pure the trench through the fender piles

wound over the entire group . The Para rubber and is covered with a on either side, and because of the

outside sheath is 9-64 inch thick , and sheathing 9-64 inch thick , and com- rapid current through the channels,

is composed of lead with about it posed of lead with about 1 } per which would fill with sand a trench

per cent . of tin added . The com- cent. of tin added. Over this is an so dredged immediately after exca
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to

thus prevents the direct access of

rain or snow through the openings.

Standard straight line insulators are

used for supporting the bare wires

inside of the building.

The arrester house at Dunton is

shown in Fig. 2 . Here the branch

transmission line running eastward

from Woodhaven is changed from

conduit overhead construction .

The design of this house and the ar

rangements of the apparatus inside

it are identical with the one just de

scribed, but with capacity for six

circuits instead of eight.

At the drawbridge channels in

Jamaica Bay, three houses are pro

vided to shelter similar apparatus.

Each consists of a steel framework

covered with expanded metal and

concrete side walls and a corrugated

copper roof resting on a pile founda

tion .

O
R
D
E
R

FIG . 4.—THE TERMINAL CABLE RACK AT THE ROCKAWAY JUNCTION SUB- STATION

OVERHEAD LINE CONSTRUCTION

There are two general divisions of

the overhead construction ,—the trunk

line between Dutch Kills Street and

Woodhaven Junction , and the branch

lines between that point and the
other outlying sub -stations. The

trunk line is built of steel poles , and

the branch line between Dunton and

Rockaway Junction, through which

the latter sub-station and two porta

ble sub - stations are fed , and upon

Li
it
ti
ne
n

vation , unless the cables should be carried out in the construction of the

laid during the dredging process , arrester house, so that there would

which is obviously impracticable. be no confusion possible between live

There is in all about 25 miles and dead conductors whenever it

of high - tension underground cable might become necessary to do any

installed , besides 0.418 mile of arm- repair work on the line.

oured submarine cable. The arresters are all provided withi

knife switches, so that they can be

ARRESTER HOUSES
readily disconnected from the cir

The vulnerability of underground cuit. A choke coil is also provided

cables to lightning and to other in series with each main circuit, and

static disturbances set up in the another knife switch between the

line require that the outlying ends of choke coil and the cable bell , enabling

cables exposed to lightning dis- the cable to be entirely disconnected

charges have protective apparatus. from the overhead line.

Whenever the underground cable The ground connections all run to

section of the transmission line is a single ground lead consisting of

joined up with the overhead system , 54 square feet of copper plate buried

lightning arresters and choke coils in the ground between layers of

are installed , and suitable houses are crushed coke . The arresters are of

provided to shelter this apparatus . the Westinghouse low equivalent

There is one on the main transmis- type mounted on marble slabs, which

sion ilne at Dutch Kills Street , Long in turn are carried upon porcelain

Island City , and another at Dunton , insulators.

on the branch line running east of The outgoing cables on each side

Woodhaven . Smaller houses are anchored on a strain pole after

also provided for the same purpose leaving the racks upon the sides of

at the two drawbridges. the building, which in themselves

The house at Dutch Kills Street is a are not intended to carry the longi

fireproof brick structure , with a con- tudinal stresses of the overhead ca

crete floor and roof; it is 331 feet in bles.

length , 17. feet wide, and 30.4 feet The openings in the side of the

high inside. This house at present house through which the cables run

contains room sufficient for eight out- are 18 inches square, enclosed by two

going overhead circuits which leave glass plates 3 inch thick and sepa

the house four on a side. The gen- rated 5 inches with 21 inch holes in

eral design of the transmission line the centers, through which the cable

is such that the circuits on one side passes without touching the glass.

of the poles can be shut down for A thin disk of brass 2 inches in

repairs without shutting down those diameter is attached to each wire

on the other side, and this idea was midway between the glass plates, and

were

FIG . 5.-A STRAIN INSI'LATOR MANUFAC

TURED BY THE R. THOMAS & SONS COMPANY ,

EAST LIVERPOOL , OHIO
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TU'RED BY THE R. THOMAS & SONS COMPANY.

AS SHOWN HERE

which the circuits to stations not The standard poles are made in 490 , and of creosoted yellow pine

yet constructed may eventually run , four lengths, increasing by 5 feet , poles, 264

is also equally important with the from 39 feet to 54 feet in length, CROSS -ARMS

trunk line and is therefore built of the 39 - foot pole being the standard,
The cross - arms are of yellow pine,

steel . the other lengths being only used 5 by 6 inches in cross - section , housed
From Rockaway Junction , the where necessary . On account of the on top to a 12 - inch radius, and paint

branch pole lines to the separate out- previously mentioned uniform taper , ed with one coat of asphaltum paint.

lving sub -stations are of wood. From the sizes of the bases vary from 3.1

Woodhaven Junction south , the poles by 4 feet to 43 by 5 feet, depend

are of steel to the southern outskirts ing on the height of the pole. The

of Ozone Park , because of the rather foundations
therefore propor

exceptional height at which the ca- tioned accordingly. The poles are

bles have to be carried to clear other designed to withstand a wind pres

wires, but from Ozone Park to Ham- sure at right angles to the line cor

mel they are of wood . responding to a wind velocity of 100

The trunk line is designed to carry miles per hour.

eight three -phase transmission cir- The design of the curve poles was

cuits consisting of three 250,000 c . m . made dependent on the distance by

cables each , together with eight low- which the curve pole is offset from

tension cables of 500,000 c . m . each . a straight line joining the two poles

As the latter when installed must be on either side of it . For offsets up

25 feet above the ground, and as to 6 feet , the corner angles of the

there must be a reasonably clear pole construction are 34 by 3 by 7-16

space between the low and the high- inches, while for offsets between 6

tension circuits , steel tower construc- feet and 10 feet the corner angles

tion is necessarily used. are 31 by 3 by inch.

The branch line transmission cir- The strain poles used for anchor

cuits, however, are not intended to age are guyed fore and aft to the

carry more than two three-phase bases of the adjacent poles with 7-16

transmission circuits and four low- inch galvanized steel cable. On some

tention cables on a single line of sharp curves the poles were guyed

poles . This condition enabled the use laterally as an additional precaution, FIG . 6.—THE INSULATORS WERE MANUFAC

of wooden poles , of which an extra using 7-16 -inch guy cable and Stom

heavy type was selected for stability baugh guy anchors.
THE PINS ARE CLAMPED TO THE CROSS- ARMS,

The construction of the steel pole
STEEL POLES

includes angle iron seats for the

The steel poles are of various sizes
cross arms which pass through the

On the wooden poles they are gained

to meet the different conditions. They pole structure, the weight of the cables one inch into the pole and held by

are all designed to carry twenty-four holding the cross-arms down on the one 1 -inch through bolt with 2 - inch

250,000 c . m . cables, on their upper
seats and requiring only the simplest

square washers. Bracing, though un

portions, and underneath them an ad type of fastening , which consists of necessary on the steel poles, was ef

ditional load of eight 500,000 C. m .
two 1 -inch “ U ” bolts, which clamp

fected in the case of wooden poles

low -tension cables, which local regu the cross -arms immovably to their by angle iron braces made in one

lations require to be at least 25 feet seats . The use of the ordinary type
piece and bent V -shape. For stand

above the ground. The spans be
of cross -arm brace is rendered un ard steel poles the arms are 7 and 9

tween steel poles average 150 feet in
necessary.

length , except where turning corners The ability of the steel pole to act

or carrying the cables over railroad
as a lightning rod is turned to ad

tracks . The poles are able to carry
vantage, and each pole is thoroughly

safely a weight of 4500 pounds of
grounded to a copper plate buried

cable .
beneath the foundation and connect

The steel poles are built of four
ed to one of the anchor bolts by a

corner angles connected together by

angles and plates forming a lattice

type of construction . They are ta
WOODEN POLES

pered uniformly to the top on two Chestnut poles were used for ordi

sides and to within about 7 feet of nary work and creosoted yellow pine

the top on the other two sides, the along the trestle over Jamaica Bay.

taper being inch per foot . This The chestnut poles are 45. 50 and 55

taper is uniform to the bottom of feet in length , and 25 inches in cir

the pole , and is the same for all cumference at the top. The creosot- FIG . 7. — A SECTIONAL VIEW OF THE INSULATOR

lengths of poles. The tops are in ed poles are from 60 to 80 feet long,

every case 6 by 11 inches. At the with the same dimensions at the top,

bottom the corner angles are tied to and treated with 15 pounds of dead feet long. For steel strain poles they

a base composed of plates and chan- oil of coal tar per cubic foot of tim- are 7 feet 10 inches and 10 feet 6

nels through the corners of which ber. Creosoted poles are all set 15 inches.

the four anchor bolts pass . This feet into the bottom of the bay by On the steel pole line, the apex of

forms a sort of box construction means of a water jet , and have their the triangle, at the points of which

around the base of the pole and tops 30 feet above the rails . the wires are carried , is placed on top ,

greatly increases its stiffness and sta- The total number of steel poles while on wooden pole portions of the

bility. employed is 377 , of chestnut poles, line the apex is at the bottom . The

-

X

copper wire.

6 %

SHOWN ABOVE
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lators are coloured with a brown

glaze to render them less conspicu

They are designed particularly

for the conditions here imposed.

The pin and insulator together carry

a 250,000 c . m . cable 6.4 inches above

the cross -arm . The ties are made of

ordinary soft copper wire , tied on

top .

The tests to which the insulators

were subjected at the factory include

a rain test at 30,000 volts and a salt

water flash test of 50,000 volts for
two minutes. The insulators were

further obliged to pass the test of

plunging them into hot water and

then into ice water without cracking.

After the insulators were erected and

the cables strung upon them ready

for operation , they were tested by ap

plying 30,000 volts between the con

ductor and the ground for four min

utes. The insulators underwent all

these tests successfully.

The strain insulators are of the

" spool" type and are made in one

piece 7 inches in diameter and 8

inches high . Each strain insulator

has two petticoats, one above and

one below the point where the wire

is attached.

The insulators were cemented onto

the pins before erection . The cement

used throughout was composed of

FIG . 8. — VIEW NEAR JAMAICA STATION , SHOWING THE THIRD RAIL AT AN INTERLOCKING JOINT litharge moistened with a mixture of

glycerine and water . This type of

latter position is that generally pre- cross -arins by of U -bolts
cement was found after careful trials

ferred for the arrangement of high- threaded through the body of the to be preferable to Portland cement,

tension circuits , as it allows repair pin , and held by a plate fitting over
and , although the materials were

men more easily to get up between the U -bolts and against the cross
more expensive, the labour cost of

the circuits. On the trunk line, how- arm as shown in Fig. 6. This type was the cementing and the risk of break
ever , the necessity for carrying the first used on this transmission line and age more than counterbalanced the

maximum number of circuits made it
extra cost of material. The steel

represents a new departure in pin de

desirable to reverse the usual order sign, inasmuch as by its use all boring bolts that held the pins upon the

and the apex was accordingly placed of the cross-arm is avoided . The
strain insulators were cemented in the

on top. strength of the cross-arm is main
same manner . The pin was first

PINS tained , and the depreciation resulting wrapped with lead foil to prevent

The insulator pins consist of mal- from entrance of moisture through cracking due to possible expansion

leable iron castings clamped to the holes bored in the arm from top to
of the pin .

bottom , is obviated.
CABLES

This pin is also of much greater

strength than is possessed by one in
The transmission cables

which the bending moment where it
250,000 c.m. stranded copper and

enters the arm has to be met by a
are fastened to the insulators with

small cylindrical cross-section , which
ties of No. 6 copper wire 3 feet long.

in case of the iron pin is sometimes
Splices were made by cutting back

not more than 4 -inch in diameter,
the core of the cable and wrapping

and in a wooden pin 1.1 inches to 2
the outer layers of strands around

inches. The strongest part of this
the abutting cables, after the manner

pin is at the base where it joins the
of the ordinary Western Union

cross - arm . It admits of easily fol
splice . All the joints were soldered.

lowing up of any shrinkage of the Where jumpers were used to lead

cross -arm . All that is necessary, if into sub - stations or arrester houses

the pin comes loose , is to tighten up
the ordinary half connection joint

the nuts on the under side of the
was made and carefully soldered.

clevis .
The total amount of overhead trans

INSULATORS mission cable erected is 62.03 circuit

The straight line insulators are 61 miles, or 186.00 miles of cable.

inches in diameter and 5 inches high . No low -tension cables were

They are made of porcelain in two quired for the initial installation ex

FIG . 9.-SECTION OF THIRD RAIL AND GUARD parts connected together . The insu- cept to connect up isolated sections

means

are of

re
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sary ones

on

of third rail , where it became neces- terference with working circuits vertical strain comes upon it due to

to break the third rail at when new are being erected . the sagging of the tie when a train

switches and crossings. There are , By, an arrangement of jumpers the passes, as the rail is in no way di

therefore, no low -tension cables on outside circuits are led around with- rectly attached to it . The design also

the poles at present, but when in- out interfering with other circuits facilitates the removal of broken in

stalled they will be carried upon and are brought opposite their proper sulators, as the whole device may be

heavy porcelain top groove insulators pigeon holes in the side of the sub- removed by taking out two lag

and pins of the same general type as station structure . screws in the base .

previously described. The terminal racks at both stations The third rail joints are bonded

Wherever the power transmission consist of steel truss bridges about by laminated copper foot bonds withi

circuits cross the highways or rail- 11 feet wide and practically as long plug terminals. They vary in size

road tracks , special precautions are as the side of the sub - station build- according to the weight of the rail

taken to insure against the possibil- ing. They are supported on lattice to which they are applied, 300,000 ,

ity of a cable falling off a cross-arm steel columns, which are carried on 350,000 and 400,000 c.m. sizes being

and hanging down in position to en- concrete foundations. The wires are employed. The holes for the plug

danger passing traffic . At such supported standard insulators, terminals were punched in the base

points the spans are shortened as which are carried on the regular type of the rail by hydraulic punches, and

much as possible. In some cases an of cross - arms sawed long enough to the terminals were riveted into the

extra straight line pole is used in the project over both sides of the truss, holes by hydraulic compressors.

line, and at other points a strain pole to which they are fastened by U'

is placed on each side.
bolts, as they are on the standard CABLE JUMPER CONSTRUCTION

Wherever the wires cross other poles . Where the cables are dead- The third rail is frequently inter

electric circuits the high-tension ended they are fastened to the strain rupted by highway crossings and

wires are carried above the others, as type of insulator, which is mounted switches, and at such places under

their large size and strong mechani- in the manner before described . ground cables are provided to main

cal supports make them less liable to tain its electrical continuity .

fall upon others than would be the
THIRD RAIL CONSTRUCTION .

As at present installed the third

case if their positions were reversed . A study of the equipment clear- rail system is not fed in separate

At all crossings and over station plat- ances pointed to the necessity of lo- sections from the sub- stations, but is

forms and on the inside of curves , cating the third rail with its gauge treated as a continuous conductor be

vertical angle irons, called “ retain- line 26 inches inside of the gauge tween sub -stations, except where the

ers,” are bolted to the ends of the line of the running rail , and its number of switches and cross - overs

cross -arms, so that in case of the in top at a height of 3 inches above incidental to a station terminal or

sulator breaking or cross -arm burn- the top of the track rail . After con- junction necessitates dividing it into

ing off, the wire cannot fall any dis- sidering a great variety of designs, sections that can be easily isolated

tance away from its normal position. both of rails and contact shoes, it from the remainder of the third rail

Fig . I shows the retainers in posi- was decided to adopt the top contact should emergency require. There

tion on a pole carrying the trunk line type, with a horizontal guard extend- are , therefore, no low -tension cables

over the tracks near Glendale Junc- ing directly over the rail, requiring running along the tracks to reinforce

tion . the use of the slipper type of contact points distant from the sub - stations,

TERMINAL CABLE RACKS
shoe, as shown in Fig. 9 . but the frequency of highway grade

At the Woodhaven and Rockaway The rail used for most of the con- crossings and track switches and

Junction sub -stations special terminal struction has a modified tee shape cross -overs requires the frequent in

poles or racks are provided to dis- and weighis 100 pounds to the yard terruption of the third rail . To main

tribute the overhead circuits along in 33 -foot lengths. The section is 4 tain its electrical continuity at such

the face of the building parallel to inches high , with a head 3 inches places underground jumper cables are

the high -tension switching galleries wide, bottom flange 6 inches wide, provided .

in such a manner that the disposition and web 1 inches thick .
THIRD RAIL GUARD

of the cables after entering the build- ticular shape was selected because of

ing will be most convenient. the limited vertical distance between The Stilwell-Slater type of guard

The sub - station galleries were laid contact and running rail tops, re- was adopted for the third rail. It

out for the most convenient subdivi- quiring that the upper rail be of as consists of yellow pine plank 13

sion of the high - tension bus into sec- low section as possible to provide inches thick , 7 inches wide, placed

tions for distributing power to the maximum insulation distance to tie . above the rail, with 2 inches clear

branch feeder circuits. An idea of All of the main line tracks on the space between the top of the rail and

the manner in which this was elevated line are provided with this the under side of the plank . The

complished may be had from Fig . 4 , 100 -pound third rail, excepting about edge of the plank nearest the track

which shows the terminal pole at 7 miles, which are fitted with 70- extends I inch beyond the line of the

Rockaway Junction .
pound standard relaying T - rails. For third rail head and is beveled back

The wires of the circuits as they side tracking and unimportant spur to give the necessary clearance for

come
from the trunk lines work 60-pound relaying rails were running equipment. Each plank has

brought in at the same plane, the lised. a saw cut 3 inch deep in the middle

upper circuits going to the top cross- The contact rail is supported every of the under side to prevent warp

arm , which is located at the rear or 10 feet on vitrified clay insulators. ing. The planks vary in length from

farthest end of the terminal pole. The Resting on top of the insulator is 14 to 16 feet. The guard is support

next lower circuits are anchored di- a malleable iron cap , which projects ed directly from the third rail, there

rectly in front of these, and so on , down over it for a distance of it being four supports to each plank .

gradually working toward the front inches and lias two ears 1 inches The planks are butted together with

of the pole and downward from the long projecting upwards. The rail.
out splicing, so as not to interfere

top of the pole , as one circuit after rests on top of the cap between the with the free expansion and contrac

another is added , thus obviating in
With this type of insulator no tion of the rail and to facilitate re

This par

ac

are

ears ,

1-3
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pairs . Fig . 9 shows the guard in de- Near each sub -station the third rail and circuit breaker, mounted under

tail . is interrupted by a 40 -foot gap. shelter and conveniently located , by

All the timber guards are painted Should any section break down it is means of which they can be separat

with two coats of a good quality of then impossible for a single car to ed when necessary .

weatherproof paint. Experience up to bridge the gap between the live rail Fig . 8 shows the arrangement of

the present time leads to the belief and the grounded one , thus avoiding the third rail atthe third rail at a rather complicated

that the guard will prevent most of the possibility of injury to the car interlocking point just east of Jamai

the troubles that commonly arise wiring and equipment. The east and ca Station . The main third rail cir

from sleet . west bound tracks are in most cases cuits are carried around this section

supplied by a separate set of feeders by separate cables which run through
DRAWBRIDGE CONNECTIONS

and are not cross - connected except a small switch house standing beside

At the drawbridges in the Jamaica through the station bus-bars. Cur

Bay trestle the third rail is interrupt- rent can therefore be cut off from

ed , and to maintain this continuity the section of either track lying be

three submarine cables are installed , tween two sub - stations simply by

one for each third rail , and one extra opening the proper feeder switches
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FIG. 10.-SECTIONAL ELEVATION OF THE SUB-STATION AT WOODHAVEN JUNCTION

the tracks , in which is located the

switch and fuse board .

cable . These cables consist of 2,000,

000 c.m. copper core insulated with

4-32 inch of 30 per cent. Para rubber

incased in a lead sheath 5 inch thick

and armoured with one layer of No.

4 B. & S. galvanized steel wires laid

on spirally with a layer of jute cov

ering. These cables were laid in the

same manner the high -tension

power transmission cables which have

already been described.

The short length of third rail on

the drawbridge is connected by brass

contact shoes, which make connec

tions at each end of the draw when

it is closed .

as

a

in the stations at each end of the

section .

In order that part of a section be

tween two sub-stations may be dis

connected in case of emergency , in

stead of requiring the whole section

to be thrown out of service , 1,600

ampere disconnecting switches are in

stalled at suitable intervals between

sub -stations, being cut into the third

rail circuit so that by opening any

two of them the section between them

can be cut out, though normally these

switches are kept closed .

Practically all the line is double

tracked , excepting two stretches ,

which are four-tracked , one on At

lantic Avenue, between Chestnut

Street and Woodhaven Junction, and

the other running south from Wood

haven Junction as far as the north

end of the trestle .

The only place where the east and

west bound tracks are connected to

gether occurs at the entrance to the

yards, at the Rockaway Park termi

nal, at Jamaica Station and at the

north end of Jamaica Bay trestle . At

these points the two tracks are tied

together by a 2000 -ampere switch

RETURN CIRCUIT

Both running rails of each track

are used for the return circuit. On

a considerable portion of the line an

automatic block signal system is used,

requiring both running rails for its

operation, so that a special method

had to be employed in order to allow

the tracks to be used jointly as

power return circuit and for signal

purposes. The signal system wasde

veloped by The Union Switch & Sig

nal Company, of Swissvale, Pa ., and

employs alternating current for the

operation of the signals. With the

aid of a special arrangement of bond

ing, the track is used for carrying

both direct and alternating current

without the former affecting the lat

ter .

Where the automatic block signal

system is used it is not possible to

cross bond the running rails on ac

count of the disturbance in the sig

nal system which would thereby re

sult. The cross connections only oc

cur at the end of the signal blocks,

SYSTEM OF THIRD RAIL CONNECTIONS

The cables connecting the third

rail with the sub - stations are all of

2,000,000 c.m., and connections are

made directly in front of the sub

stations . In some cases these short

feeders are located in conduit and in

other cases laid directly in the

ground in the manner described for

the crossing jumpers. Such cables

when laid in ducts are insulated with

5-32 inch of paper , covered with a

layer of sheathing inch thick .
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where the special inductive bonds are

cut into each track rail . These in

ductive bonds serve to keep out sig

nal current, but for the direct cur

rent act exactly the same as the ordi

nary bond and maintain the continu

ity of the running rail . The cross

connections between the tracks are

made at these points, the inductive

bonds being used in both tracks , so

that the signal system is not affected

by the flow of current between them .

The feeder connections between the

track rail and the negative bus bar

connections in the sub - stations are

2,000,000 c.m. bare tinned copper

cable . In some cases these cables

are buried directly in the ground

without protection, while at others

they run in vitrified clay ducts.

In a

FIG . II .-IN THE SUB-STATION AT HAMMEL , 300 CELLS OF 3200 AMPERE-HOURS CAPACITY

ARE INSTALLED WITH TWO 162-KW . BOOSTERS TO TAKE CARE OF THE LOAD FLUCTUATIONS ON

THE ROCKAWAY BEACH LINE

serves

con

ampere -hours capacity , and two third story is added to the high

boosters of 162-KW. capacity each . tension gallery, which
the

double purpose of affording a
SUB-STATION BUILDINGS

venient entrance to the building for

The buildings vary in height , due the cables , about on a level with the

to the presence of overhead high -ten- cross - arms, and at the same time pro

sion circuits. Where underground vides a suitable chamber for enclos

circuits only are used , as is the case ing the high- tension lightning arrester

at East New York and at Hammel, apparatus .

there are but two floors in the high- Each sub -station is served by a

tension gallery . At Woodhaven and 16 - ton Niles crane , hand operated

Rockaway Junction, however , where from its trolley, thus obviating the

overhead circuits are employed, a usual hanging chains. It spans the

SUB-STATIONS

The principal feature of each sub

station is its equipment of rotary

converters and transformers.

single instance , namely, at Hammel,

a storage battery was installed as an

adjunct to the sub - station machinery .

The location and arrangement of all

the sub - station buildings is such as

to enable the ultimate use of a stor

age battery should future conditions

justify it , and the apparatus in each

building is so laid out that if the stor

age battery should be installed the

necessary boosters can occupy the

space allotted to one rotary con

verter.

The sub-station equipment also in

cludes two portable sub - stations, each

consisting of a car containing one

1000 -KW . rotary converter, three

375 -KW . transformers, and the nec

essary blower and switchboard panels,

high -tension oil circuit breaker, and

connecting leads to the outside cir

cuit breakers .

A storage battery was installed at

Hammel, which is further from the

power station than any of the other

sub -stations, and , by reason of the

exposed position of the transmission

line running across Jamaica Bay ,

might be considered somewhat more

liable interruption in service

through accident to the transmission .

The marked fluctuations in load at

this point, due to heavy travel to

Rockaway Beach on summer after

noons and evenings, afford a better

opportunity than almost any other lo

cation for testing the general appli

cability of the battery. The fact that

the station load in the winter time is

extremely light enables it to be oper

ated for much of the time at this

season from the battery alone, with

the minimum cost of sub-station at

tendance during the greater part of

the year. The storage battery equip

ment consists of 300 cells of 3200

UUTA

N

FIG. 12.-AN INTERIOR VIEW OF PART OF THE SUB - STATION AT WOODHAVEN JUNCTION

LOOKING TOWARD THE HIGH - TENSION GALLERY
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FIG. 13. — SECTIONAL ELEVATION OF A SUB-STATION CAR, SHOWING ARRANGMENT OF THE EQUIPMENT

central bay and is available not only divided in a horizontal plane. Each

for handling the permanent heavy converter is provided with a starting

sub - station machinery, but also the motor, whose frame is mounted upon

apparatus of the portable sub - stations an extension of the base of the ro

which, excepting at Grand Avenue, tary converter. The base frame is

can be run under it upon a track set into the floor so that the top of it

that enters one of the end-bays of is level with the floor line . It is en

the building tirely open below the commutator so

Fig. 10 shows a complete sectional that there is easy access to the lower

elevation of the sub - station at Wood- brushes from the pit in the interior

haven Junction, and Fig . 12 is an in- of the foundation, which can be

terior view of this station looking to- easily reached from the basement.

ward the high -tension gallery.. The The 1000 -KW . rotaries , three of

building is provided with a track en- which are installed in the sub -sta

trance for the portable sub- station . tions at Grand Avenue and at East

It stands on railway property of suf- New York , and two at Rockaway

ficient size to accommodate a battery Junction and at Hammel, are rated

house immediately in its rear , should to deliver 1600 amperes at 625 volts,

one ever become necessary . and 1667 amperes at 600 volts. The

three-phase potential at the alternat

ROTARY CONVERTERS ing -current end is approximately 370

The rotary converters are of the volts, for 625 volts at the direct -cur

two -bearing type, with field frames rent end. These machines have eight

poles and operate at 375 revolutions

per minute, corresponding to a fre

quency of 25 cycles per second .

The three 1500 -KW . rotaries at

Woodhaven Junction are rated to

deliver 2400 amperes at 625 volts,

or 2500 amperes at 600 volts. They

have twelve poles and run at 250

revolutions per minute.

In nearly all respects the two sizes

of machine are very similar. The

fields are compound wound with the

shunt winding arranged for self-ex

citation . The machines are so over

compounded, that if operated as di

rect-current generators at constant

speed , the voltage will rise from 600

volts at no load to 650 at full load .

The laminated steel pole pieces are

beveled at the edges, and slotted

through the faces to allow the use

of massive copper dampers of the

grid-iron type, which pass through

and around the pole faces . The syn

chronizing power is thereby in

creased and hunting prevented.

one

TRANSFORMERS

The transformers used with the

converters are of the air -blast type

throughout. Those for the 1000

KW. rotary converters are grouped

in banks of three 375-KW . trans

formers to rotary converter.

For the 1500 -KW . converters they

are in groups of three 550 KW . each .

The high - tension winding is de

signed for a normal electromotive

force of 12,000 volts with taps ar

ranged to enable other voltages to be
utilized down to 10,000 volts . The

low -tension winding is designed to

normally carry 400 volts with taps

which will enable other voltages to

be taken off it down to 340 volts .

FIG . 14. — A SUB - STATION CAR CONNECTED UP IN THE INTERIOR OF A PERMANENT SUB- STATION .

THE CAR IS BUILT OF STEEL AND RESEMBLES A FREIGT CAR IN APPEARANCE

AUXILLARY TRANSFORMERS

In each station there are four sets

of auxiliary transformers which sup
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use , is

ply current for the following pur- which control apparatus supplied The main alternating connections

poses : from the rotary bus, are all auto- then run directly to the alternat

matic. ing -current rotary converter panel

1. To the rotary converter starting
through heavy bus -bars extending up

motors. PORTABLE SUB -STATIONS

past the top of the panels . On the
2. To the motors driving the

Two portable sub - stations main alternating-current panel , taps
booster generators and their exciters .

provided , each consisting of a 1000- are taken off for the rotary starting

At Hanımel station these transformers
KW. rotary converter with trans- motor, and also for the synchroniz

are made large enough to also drive
formers, switchboard apparatus and ing transformer on the machine side .

rotary starting motors at the same
the necessary auxiliaries, carried in From this panel the main cables run

time.
a heavy steel car resembling a freight direct to the alternating - current side

3. For driving the transformer
car in general appearance. A sec of the rotary converter.

blower motors, and induction
tional elevation of this sub - station car The portable sub -station rotaries

motor -generator set used to charge

the small auxiliary storage battery disposition of theapparatus.
is given in Fig . 13 , which shows the are synchronized from the low -ten

sion side, by means of a synchro
that supplies current for the electric

The end of the car containing the scope . That is , the rotary converter
switch control system .

rotary converter is so built that it is started up by the starting motor

4. For house lighting. can be readily taken to pieces, and in after the transformers have been cut

fact, entirely knocked down so that in , and by the aid of a synchroscope

HIGH - TENSION BUS -BARS AND CIRCUIT
the rotary converter can be easily the low -tension alternating -current

BREAKERS
taken apart if necessary , by being switches on the rotary panel are

The sectional elevation at Wood- run under the crane in any of the thrown in by hand at the instant of

haven Junction sub -station , Fig. 10 , sub -stations. synchronism .

shows the high -tension cables enter- Besides the rotary converter, which From the direct- current side of the

ing through the lightning arrester is identical with the previously de- rotary, the negative connection runs

gallery in the third story . The cables scribed standard rotary converters of direct to a lug, mounted on a slab ,

extend down the wall into the base- 1000 -KW . capacity, are three 375- placed conveniently at the side of the

ment and run first to the proper oil KW. transformers of the air -blast car, opposite the opening, through

switch , and thence up to the trans- type, fitted with blower and motor. which connections are made to the

fer bus in the gallery overhead, each The apparatus can perhaps be best fixed lugs in either the portable sub

cable being in a separate brick sep- described by following the course of station house or in the permanent

tuun . The outgoing branch circuits the current through it . sub - station . There is no switch in

are tapped out of the transfer bus, The high-tension connections enter this connection . The equalizer is

cach tap coming down a septum in through an opening in one end of the also taken from the negative pole of

the back wall of the bus structure to car, which , when not in the machine and run to an equalizer

the oil switch directly underneath . closed by a steel flap hinged so as to switch mounted on the inside of the

Between every oil switch and the fall directly over the aperture. The car , conveniently to the slab support

bus to which it is connected is a set three connections for the three -phase ing the outgoing lugs, whence a,
of three disconnecting knife switches, current are tapped directly to lugs connection can be made to the other

one in each phase. Their function is that project through the rear of the portable sub -station if it is in the

to completely isolate the circuit oil switch structure. The oil switch same house , or to the equalizer bus

breaker from the bus -bars, and to is of 600 amperes capacity, three of the permanent sub- station if that

facilitate inspection, cleaning and re- pole, and electrically operated. Just is where the portable sub -station hap

pairs . Two of the outgoing branch before entering the oil switch , taps pens to be working.

circuits emerge underground, while are taken off for two potential trans- The positive leg goes to a direct

the third leaves by the overhead formers, both of them being used for current panel in the car , which car

route . the wattmeter connections, and one ries a single 2000 -ampere switch ,a ,

of them being used as the line side with 3000-ampere ammeter and cir
HIGH - TENSION SWITCHES

of the synchronizing apparatus. cuit breaker. From the circuit

The switches for manipulating the After leaving the oil switch , the breaker a connection is led to the

1 2,000 - volt current for the feeders, main connections pass through series slab where the taps are made to

and for the leads to the main trans- transformers, from which run whatever third - rail circuits the port

formers, are Westinghouse oil circuit nections for the integrating watt- able sub - station is connected. Fig .

breakers. meter. The main connections then 14 shows one of the portable sub -sta

They are all three -pole , with two run directly to the main trans- tion cars connected up in the interior

stationary contacts per pole, one for formers, where they fasten to the of a permanent sub -station .

the incoming and the other for the terminals of the high -tension coils.
SUB -STATION HEATING AND LIGHTING

outgoing lead of the same phase. On the low - tension side of the main

Each pole of the oil circuit breaker transformers, four connections are
EQUIPMENTS

is enclosed in a separate fireproof made between each transformer and Each sub -station is fitted with a

chamber of brick , capped with a slab a transformer terminal panel. These hot -water heating system supplied

of alberene stone upon which the four taps are arranged so as to give from a boiler in the basement. The

operating gear is mounted. four different voltages for the rotary lighting is accomplished through a

Both automatic and non -automatic converter, as on such a large system transformer which supplies a 105

circuit breakers are employed. They as this it is quite likely that the volt- volt three -wire lighting bus. Ten

are all automatic except those used age at different sub - station points lighting circuits are distributed from-

for connecting the sections of the may vary from time to time under fuse slabs carried on the back of a

transfer bus. and for connecting the different conditions. This trans- separate marble panel, and there are

two transfer buses to the rotary bus. former terminal panel is provided ten switches for the accommodation

The switches controlling feeders that with several switches making pos- of the various lighting circuits that

pass through a station , and also those sible four combinations of voltage . run about the building. Both 16

con
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1

an

TH

candle-power incandescent lamps and were first placed in operation June second-cabin staterooms electric curl

4-glower Nernst lamps are used . 12, 1905 . ing- iron heaters and food warmers

The operation of the transmission are provided by which milk , coffee,

TRANSFORMER BLOWER OUTFIT line and the third rail have been re- and the like may be kept warm dur

As the main transformers in these markably free from interruption of ing the night. All the apartments

sub-stations are all of the air -blast any kind, and has demonstrated their and staterooms, except the smoking

type, electric driven blowers are pro- efficiency as a substantial and reliable room , are heated electrically.

vided to furnish the necessary draft . transmission system for a suburban In the electric bath the heat of in

They are in two sizes , and are oper railroad , on whose regularity of oper- candescent lamps is employed to

ated at 480 revolutions per minute by ation thousands of people are daily produce the same effect as that of a

motors of 9.8 H. P. and 6.6 H. P. , dependent. Turkish bath . The bath consists of

respectively. The motors are coupled The design and construction of the an octagonal cabinet in the centre

direct to the fans, and are of the entire transmission and sub - station of which is a stool. Two sides swing

three -phase induction type operating system were carried out by West- out as doors, and a circular opening

at 400 volts from auxiliary trans- inghouse, Church , Kerr & Com- is left in the top , the head alone pro

formers. pany, engineers for the Long Island truding.

Railroad Company, and the entire In the kitchen , the plate washers,
SIGNAL SERVICE APPARATU'S

work was under the direction of knife cleaners, and silver -cleaning

The railroad lines are protected by Mr. George Gibbs, chief engineer machines are electrically operated,

a block signal system specially de- of electric traction of the Long and electrical egg boilers are also

vised to work with alternating cur- Island Railroad, subject to the ap- used.

rent, by which means it becomes pos proval of electric committee An electric passenger elevator

sible to make use of the well-known consisting of the chief operating of- runs through five decks, and for

feature of short circuiting the two ficials of the road, with the president handling provisions electric elevators

rails of the track without requiring as chairman . connect the provision room with the
that one of them shall be devoted

kitchens.

only to signaling purposes, which Perhaps the most novel thing on
would cut down by one -half the Electricity on the New Hamburg

KaiserinAmerican Liner
the ship is the gymnasium , provided

capacity of the track return circuit. for the use of the first- cabin passen

Accordingly, a set of transformers
Auguste Victoria "

gers . The various pieces of appa

is placed in the Woodhaven Junction HE Hamburg -American Line ratus are designed according to the

sub - station , there being two of 100 steamer " Kaiserin Auguste Swedish Zander system , and are mo
,

KW . each , one only being in serv Victoria," the largest passen- tor- driven .

ice , the other being a spare set .. ger steamer yet built, is well One convenience which is much

These take 11,000 -volt current,
equipped electrically, six generating appreciated by the male passengers

single -phase, and transform it to sets , of a total capacity of 445 KW. is the electric cigar lighters placed

2200 -volt current for use in the sig- being provided to supply current for in the smoking rooms of the first and

nal system . The transformers are lighting, heating and other purposes. second cabins and in the restaurant.

located in the basement and are sup- A telephone system is , of course,

plied through a type B , 11,000 -volt provided, and by this means com-

oil switch mounted on a separate munication is had between all the Census of Manufacturers of Elec

marble panel. first - cabin staterooms on the prom- trical Machinery and Apparatus

enade decks and the Crown Prince

AIR CLEANING SETS
deck , as well as the saloons, the HE result of the tabulation of

At each sub - station there is pro- entries of the other first -cabin state

vided a motor -driven air compres- rooms and the pantry. Six tele ery and apparatus recently

sor, the
motors of which phone central stations are provided given out by the Director of the

wound for 600 volts , direct current. for the first cabin and one for the Census contains the following com

Their capacity is 60 cubic feet of second cabin . A loud -speaking tele- parative figures for 1905 and 1900 :

free air per minute, up to 100 pounds phone system also connects the

pressure. The motor is geared to the bridge with both engine rooms, the

compressor. The compressor sup- engineer's office, the telephone house
Number of establishments

plies a system of air piping running aft, the crow's nest, the lower bridge,
Capital ... $ 191,469,874 $83,130,943 130.3

Salaried officials clerks,etc .;

to outlets conveniently placed for the wheel house and the stern .
4,987 132.4

Salaries $ 11,675,576 $ 4,563,112 155.9

blowing air into the rotary con- Three signal systems are provided :- Wage earners :

verters and the switching apparatus An alarm bell signal system for the
Average number

Wages $ 31.226.721 $ 20,190,344 54.7

for cleaning
ship and engines ; a bell signal sys

Miscellaneous expenses . 17,934,878 6,788,314 164.2

tem for fire extinguishing purposes; 66.728.176 48,916,440 36.4

CONCLUSION
and a fire -alarm system with Total value of products .. * 140,614,481 91,348,889 53.9

The completed overhead line was nunciators on every deck . * Exclusive of $ 17,335,033 , reported as by -products of

first put in service April 27 , 1905 , and
other industries , the aggregate value of electrical machinery

A Marconi wireless telegraph in- and apparatus production for 1905 being $ 157,949,514 .

the third rail was first put in service stallation makes possible the sending The principal products are sum

about May 13 , 1905. Regular opera- and receiving of messages while at marized as follows :

tion began July 26 , 1905. sea , and also the reception of news
$ 11,084 234 $ 10,472,576

The sub -stations were first sup- for two daily newspapers which are

plied with high - tension current from
1.731,248 56.62 710,935

printed on board, one in German , Incandescent lamps. 8,319,159 4,036,112 106.1

the overhead lines, and tested out on called the “ Atlantisches Tageblatt," Telephone and telegraph

16,974,892 12,154,678 39.7

April 27 , 1905. Current was first and the other in Englislı, " The At- Insulated wires and cables 34,519,699 21.292.001

furnished from Woodhaven Junction
All other products .

lantic Daily News.''
59,171,017 33,190,464 76.7

to the third rail for car tests May Electrical heating devices are used
2,798,922 2,063,736 35.6

13 , 1905. The portable sub - stations quite extensively . In the first and

pairing

$ 157,949,514 $ 104,746,319 50.8

are

1905

782

Per Ct .

of In

1900 creasc

580 35.9

Number 11,590

59.336 40.990 45.1

Total cost of materials

used

an

Dynamos

Motors

Carbons

5.8

11.722,370,626 19,505,504

apparatus.

02.1

Custom work and re



The Flaming Carbon Arc Lamp

By L. B. MARKS

A Paper Read at the Atlantic City Convention of the National Electric Light Association

UP

ar

may be

P to the year 1894 the only arc the light-giving efficiency of the lat- The regulating mechanism is

lamps used in the United ter . The volatilization of the miner- housed as completely as possible to

States were those of the open alized carbon produces fumes and prevent access of the fine ash and

arc type . In that year the commer- a considerable quantity of ash , de- the fumes from the arc . It is not

cial introduction of the enclosed arc posits of which are made largely in deemed necessary to give the details

lamp began , and during the past ten the portion of the lamp immediately of the regulating mechanism of the

years the gradual displacement of the above the arc . In the flaming arc various lamps of the flaming arc

open arc lamps by the enclosed arc lamp, unlike the open and the en- type, as in principle the mechanisms

has taken place. The manufacture closed arcs , the bulk of the light are the same as some of those of the

of the open arc type of lamp as used emanates from the arc itself , only a older types of arc lamps, with which

in the United States was practically comparatively small portion coming we are familiar. It should be stated ,

discontinued several years ago, and from the carbon points. In the lamp however, that in most of the types

since that time the arc lamps made with the carbons co-axially of these lamps used abroad the mech

in this country have been almost ex- ranged , as in Fig . 1 , the length of anism is of the wheel and pinion

clusively of the enclosed arc type . the arc is about five times that of the type and far more complicated than

The mean spherical candle-power ordinary open arc , taking the same that to which we are accustomed in

of the open arc, operated at its best , current and voltage, or about five- lamps now used in the United States .

is almost double that of the enclosed eighths of an inch . When both car In some of the more recent types of

are taking the same power . In spite bons are arranged to feed from the flaming arc lamp the mechanism
of this difference in the total light above, the arc tends to creep up the has been considerably simplified .

flux of the lamps, the enclosed arc sides of the carbons unless special In Europe there are no less than

displaced the old open street arc provision is made for holding it in ten different makes of flaming arc

mainly because of the following ad- place , so that in all flaming arc lamps on the market. Among these

vantages of the former: lamps with inclined carbons a mag mentioned the Siemens,

Decreased cost of carbons and netic field is provided in the lamp by KoertingKoerting & Mathiesen ( Excello ) ,

maintenance. which the arc is continuously blown and Beck, which are now on the

Greater steadiness. downward, resulting in a 'long flame market in the United States . All

Better distribution of illumination . measuring 1 inch to 1 } inches in three of these are of the inclined car

The lighting interests now have length . bon design , both carbons feeding

offered for their consideration an- Owing to the rapidity with which downward .

other lamp of the open arc type , the carbons are consumed in the Bremer, who was the first to bring

popularly known as the flaming car- flaming arc lamps, it has been found out a lamp of the flaming arc type ,

bon arc lamp. necessary to shield the tips as far in 1898, found that when the car

Let us examine briefly some of as possible from " washing ” of the bons were impregnated or built up

the characteristic differences between air currents in the globe. For this with substances suitable for augment

the faming carbon are , the ordinary purpose an “ economizer” or cham- ing the light-giving efficiency of the

open and the enclosed arc . In the ber of highly refractory material is arc , such as salts of calcium , mag

open arc , as commonly used, the car- used, which surrounds the ends of nesium , and the like , the scoria pro

bons are solid and comparatively the carbons ( in lamps in which the duced by the burning of the car

free from impurity. The arc is about carbons are arranged side by side) bons, when the latter were placed

one-eighth of an inch long, and the or encircles the upper carbon ( in one above the other, resulted in un

light emanates almost entirely from lamps in which the carbons are ar steadiness of the arc and liability to

incandescent points , less than 10 per ranged one above the other). extinction. To overcome this diffi

cent . coming from the arc itself . The vapour which results from the culty he arranged the carbons side

In the enclosed arc , the carbons burning of the mineralized carbons by side, both feeding downward , so

must be as pure as possible. The condenses for the most part on the
that when the arc was formed be

arc , as ordinarily operated, is about economizer and contiguous portions tween the tips of the carbon the

three - eighths of an inch long, and , of the lamp casing . Sometimes a molten scoria resulting from the vo

as in the case of the open arc , most special form of condenser is pro latilization of the foreign matter in

of the light issues from the incandes- vided to receive the vapour deposits. the carbon would drop off without

cent carbon tips. As the colour of the condensed va- materially interfering with the action

In the flaming arc lamp, on the pour is whitish , the deposits above of the arc .

other hand, the carbons are cored the are assist in reflecting the light The Blondel lamp, in which the

and mineralized , that is to say , pro downward . The arc is extremely carbons are arranged one above the

vided with certain mineral sub- sensitive to currents of air in the other, has met with considerable suc

stances either in the core or body globe and to variations in the mag- cess abroad. In this lamp a specially

of the carbon , or both , which , when netic field and regulating mechanism constructed mineralized carbon is

feeding into the arc , greatly increase of the lamp. used , designed to overcome the diffi

23
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culties resulting from the production

of scoria which Bremer found in

operating arcs with the carbons co

axially arranged. In the Blondel

lamp the lower carbon (which con

of the mineralization. When carbons

( containing strontium salts ) produc

ing a reddish -pink light are em

ployed , the luminous efficiency lies

about midway between that of the

yellow and the white light.

COLOR OF LIGHT

For purposes of street illumination

the highly efficient yellow light of

the calcium carbon is, in general ,

suitable ; but for interior illumination

where colour values are important,

the yellow light flaming carbon lamp

is objectionable. Under the light of

this lamp white material appears

cream -coloured, the shades of yellow

are intensified , and the colour values

at the violet end of the spectrum are

naturally distorted . It is quite

impossible to distinguish different

DISTRIBUTION OF ILLUMINATION

The distribution of illumination of

the type of flaming arc lamps now

in use is quite different from that of

the enclosed arc lamp. Most of the

light of the flaming arc lamp is

thrown downward in a zone from 30

to 90 degrees below the horizontal,

the amount of illumination dropping

off quickly toward the horizontal.

W. D’A . Ryan reported recently on

a series of tests of flaming carbon

arc lamps showing that only about

15 per cent . of the total luminous

flux lies between the horizontal and

20 degrees below .*

The maximum illumination of the

flaming arc lamp is at about 45 de

grees below the horizontal, in which

respect the distribution of its light

resembles that of the old open arc .

The flaming arc , however, sends its

rays with almost equal brilliancy

through all the angles from 30 to 75

degrees below the horizontal, while

the old open arc quickly drops from

its maximum on either side of the

0 0

Condenser

Economizer.

FIG . 1.-A FLAMING ARC LAMP WITH THE

CARBONS ARRANGED CO-AXIALLY AS IN THE

BLONDEL LAMP

tains practically all of the light-en

riching salts) is somewhat larger in

diameter than the upper . As the

upper carbon in this case produces

practically no scoria, the instability

of the arc from this cause is mini

mized. In this type of lamp the

magnetic field, which is required

with the inclined carbon lamps, is ,

of course , unnecessary .

LUMINOUS EFFICIENCY OF THE

FLAMING CARBON ARC

The following measurements are

taken from a report of test made by

the Electrical Testing Laboratories ,

New York , October 6 , 1905, on a

Koerting & Mathiesen flaming arc

lamp, and on a standard 5 -ampere,

single-globe enclosed arc lamp. The

enclosing globe in each case was

slightly opalescent .

ALA

FIG . 2.—DIAGRAM OF ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS

OF THE EXCELLO FLAMING ARC LAMP

Positive carbon (diameter).

Negative carbon (diameter ) .

Mean amperes ...

Mean volts at arc .

Mean watts at arc

Mean spherical candle -power .

Watts per mean spherical candle -power ..

Flaming Arc Lamp

9 mm . ( 11-32 in . )

8 mm .

8.0

45.0

360

1020

0.353

Enclosed Arc Lamp

13 mm. ( 1-2 in . )

13 mm .

5.1

81.0

413

232

1.78

anFrom these measurements it will shades of dark blue from one

be seen that the flaming arc lamp other, all of them appearing black .

gives a littie over five times the total With the white light flaming car

luminous flux of the enclosed arc bons, however, most of the colours

lamp using the same amount of have nearly their daylight value.

power at the arc .

In the test of the flaming arc
STEADINESS OF LIGHT

lamp just quoted , the carbons used In the very nature of things the

contained calcium salts , giving a yel- tendency of a long arc operated in

lowish golden tint to the light . Car- the manner employed in flamingarc

bons containing these salts produce lamps is toward unsteadiness. The

the highest luminous efficiency in variability of air currents in the

flaming arcs . It should be noted globe, the lack of uniformity in the

that when carbons (containing ba- chemical constituency of the miner

rium salts) producing a white light alized carbon , and the action of the

are employed, the luminous efficiency magnetic field (where such is em

is materially decreased , the reduction ployed ), these and other difficulties

amounting to from 25 to 40 per conspire to produce unsteadiness in

cent., depending upon the character the light.

FIG . 3.--- THE " SNOWBALL " FLAMING ARC

LAMP MADE BY THE EXCELLO ARC LAMP COM

PANY , NEW YORK . THIS LAMP GIVES A SILVER

WHITE LIGHT

45 -degree line of vision , and yields

a comparatively small proportion of

its total flux between zero and 15 de

grees below the horizontal. In the

* See Transactions, Illuminating Engineering

Society , March , 1906 .
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Candle Power

0

A
C

enclosed arc lamp, on the other hand,

the horizontal illumination is rela

tively very large , and at 15 degrees

below the horizontal the illumination

is not far from the maximum .

In the following table are given

enclosed and open arc candle -power

measurements taken from the report

of the committee for investigating

the photometric value of arc lamps,
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FIG . 5.—DIAGRAM SHOWING LIGHT DISTRI

BUTION OF ENCLOSED, OPEN , AND FLAMING ARC

LAMPS

15 degrees below , representing a dis

tance of 95 feet from the pole ; and

3.9 to 1 at 30 degrees below, repre

senting a distance of 45 feet from

the pole.

As in the last case , the proportion

increases rapidly in favour of the

flaming arc as we approach close to

the pole . Hence if we are to obtain

the most effective use of the remark

ably high luminous efficiency of the

flaming are lamp we must provide

the lamp with a reflecting device that

will materially modify the distribu

tion of illumination of the arc . There

is reason to believe that considerable

improvement in this respect may be

brought about, but the problem is

not a simple one. With the present

distribution of illumination , the flam

ing arc lamp, if mounted on a pole

having the same height as the poles

now in use for street lighting, would

produce an illumination in the im

mediate neighbourhood of the pole

entirely out of proportion to that

given at a distance of 125 to 250

IT GIVES A A

BY CHANGING THE CARBONS

this lamp was of slightly opalescent

glass.

Taking the 6.5 -ampere direct-cur

rent enclosed arc , it will be noted

that from the horizontal down to

about 12 degrees below, the en

closed arc gives more illumination

than the 9.5 -ampere open arc using

the same power. This means that if

the lamps were mounted on poles 25

feet above the ground they would

give equal illumination at a distance

of about 115 feet from the pole ; be

yond this distance the advantage

would be in favour of the enclosed

arc . Now taking the case of the

flaming arc lamp consuming 360

watts , or four-fifths of the energy of

the enclosed arc , the illumination at

a distance of 115 feet from the pole

will figure out 2.83 times that of the
enclosed arc .

FIG. 4.-A FLAMING ARC LAMP MADE BY THE
From the distribution of illumina

BECK FLAMING LAMP COMPANY, NEW YORK .

tion , as shown in the chart, it will
GOLDEN - YELLOW LIGHT, BUT

WHITE OR DEEP RED LIGHT MAY BE OBTAINED be seen that this same proportion

holds approximately for all distances

from the pole greater than 45 feet ,

and published in the National Elec- at which point the light strikes the

tric Light Association Proceedings , ground at an angle of 30 degrees

1902. The data are given for the below the horizontal. At distances

angles immediately below the hori- less than 45 feet from the pole the

zontal,—the important ones in street proportion rapidly changes in favour

lighting. of the flaming arc and reaches ap

DISTRIBUTION OF ILLUMINATION OF ENCLOSED ARC, OPEN ARC AND FLAMING

CARBON ARC LAMPS

0 ° (Hori- 15 ° (Below 30 ° (Below

zontal) Horizontal) Horizontal)

Candle - Power Candle -Power Candle - Power

Alternating - current enclosed arc 7.5 -ampere (450 watts ) ...

Direct-current enclosed arc , 6.5 -ampere (450 watts) .

Direct- current open arc , 9.5 -ampere (450 watts )..

Direct -current flaming carbon arc, 8 -ampere (360 watts) . 1754

In this table and accompanying proximately 10 to 1 at a distance

chart the wattage stated refers to of 7 feet from the pole .

the power consumption at the arc . With the 7.5 -ampere, alternating

The voltage of the alternating- cur- current enclosed arc , the amount of

rent arc was 70.7, the power factor illumination distributed through the

being 0.85 . The enclosed arc lamps most effective zone for street illu

were of the single globe type, the mination is considerably less than

alternating - current are being pro- that of the direct -current enclosed

vided with a metallic shade. The are with the same power consump

globes were of opalescent glass , ex- tion . The ratio of 2.83 to i cited

cept for the open arc , which was above would for the flaming arc and

bare. The candle -power measure- the alternating -current enclosed arc
ments of the flaming arc lamps are be 3.3 to 1 at 12 degrees below the

taken from the test previously horizontal, representing a distance of

quoted in this paper ; the globe of 115 feet from the pole ; 3.5 to i at

312

328

195

917

375

465

598

1312

445

579

1177

I
FIG . 6. - INSIDE VIEW OF THE BECK LAMP

FOR DIRECT CURENT

feet , which is about one -half the dis

tance that now obtains between poles

in arc lighting practice in this coun

try .

To meet this difficulty it is ap

parent that unless the size of the unit

can be materially decreased , the flam

ing arc lamp must be placed very

high above the ground, so high , in

fact , that in most cases serious ques

tions arise as to the practicability of

such a procedure .

1-4
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SIZE OF UNITS

The units now commonly employed

are 8, 10 and 12 amperes with 45 to

50 volts at the arc . Owing to the

special composition of the carbons

and the peculiar nature of the arc ,
1

power consumption (which assump

tion strongly favours the flaming arc

lamp so far as the illumination within

the useful zone for street lighting is

concerned , as has already been shown

in this paper) , it is obvious from the

law of inverse squares that , for equal

illumination midway between the

poles , even if the flaming arc were

mounted high enough up to give it

the advantage of a more favourable

distribution of light , it could not re

place more than two enclosed arc

lamps, each consuming the same

amount of power as the flaming arc .

Taking a circuit of lamps where two

enclosed arcs are thus replaced by

one flaming arc lamp, the difference

in the cost of carbons and mainte

nance is as follows :

1

STREET ARCS (500 WATTS) OPERATED 4000

HOURS A YEAR

Cost OF CARBONS AND MAINTENANCE

One Flaming

Two En Arc

closed Arcs (Carbons 10 Cents per

Trim )

Carbons $2.68 $ 36.50

Trimming. 2.34 8.21

Repairs . 1.50 0.75

Inspection . 0.90 0.90

Inner globes. 0.60

Outer globes. 0.30

$8.32 $46.51

1

}
0.15

FIG. 8. — VIEW SHOWING THE MECHANISM OF

THE SIEMENS FLAMING ARC LAMP

FIG. 7.—THE SIEMENS FLAMING ARC LAMP ,

SOLD IN THE UNITED STATES BY FELIX HAM

BURGER, NEW YORK

areobstacles encountered which

make the practical operation of the

lamp difficult when smaller currents

are used . Professor Blondel writes

to the author under date of March

28, 1906 , that the smallest practical

currents for operating his lamp (be

fore referred to) are “ from four to

five amperes for direct current and

from seven to eight amperes for al

ternating current." With small cur

rents the luminous efficiency of the

arc is very considerably reduced.

The cost of a pair of flaming car

bons suitable for an all-night run is

taken at IO cents . It should be

noted , however, that the lowest price

now quoted in this country for car

bons for such service is 15 cents a

pair in quantities. In the table which

follows, the difference indifference in cost of

operation , should the price of car

bons fall as low as 2 cents per trim

(an extreme case) , is given . The

cost of the enclosed arc carbons is

taken at 2.75 cents per trim , based

on an average life of 77 hours per

trim . This cost , it will be noted , is

higher than that which obtains in

most of the larger stations in the

country. The enclosed arcs are as

sumed to be trimmed once a week ,

the stub of the upper carbon being

used the succeeding week

lower, which is the usual practice .

The flaming arcs are trimmed once a

day. The cost of trimming and

cleaning the lamps is put at 2.25

cents per lamp, an average figure .

The cost of repairs per lamp is as

sumed to be the same in both cases ,

although with the present types of

flaming arc lamps the cost of repairs

would undoubtedly be very much

higher than that of the enclosed arc .

As bearing out this conclusion , it

may be stated that the cost of re

pairs of the old open-arc lamp now

in use in this country is consider

ably higher than that of the en
closed arc . S. G. Rhodes , in a paper

read at the convention of the Asso

as aCOST OF OPERATION CASE 1.-STREET.

LIGHTING CIRCUIT

In order to compare the cost of

operation of the flaming arc lamp

with that of the enclosed arc lamp

now commonly used for street illu

mination in the United States , the

writer has taken the case of a light

ing circuit in which the lamps are

run all night every night in the year ,

on what is commonly known

the 4000 -hour schedule . The present

practice in street lighting is to place

the poles on which the arc lamps

are mounted about 250 feet or more

apart .

Assuming that the flaming arc

lamp gives five times the illumina

tion of the enclosed arc for the same

ciation in 1904 (National Electric

Light Association Proceedings, 1904,

page 129) , stated that on the circuits

of the New York Edison Company

operating enclosed arc lamps of the

multiple direct- current and series al

ternating -current types, and series

open arc lamps, the cost of repairs

of 600 open arc lamps was as large

as that of 2000 enclosed arcs .

The cost of inner globes for the

enclosed arc lamps is figured at 15

cents each , two globes per lamp per

year being allowed . As an offset

against the cost of inner globes for

enclosed arc lamps the cost of the

" economizer" for the flaming are

lamp should undoubtedly be taken

into consideration, but no allowance

has been made for this destructible

element in the flaming arc lamp.

The cost of outer globes is figured

at 45 cents each , the average life of

a globe being taken as three years .

In the flaming arc lamp the life of

the globe would probably be consid

erably less than this.

The station cost of producing en

ergy is taken at values from 0.75

cent to 2.75 cents per kilowatt -hour.

This cost includes the cost of coal

and water and that proportion of the

station labour and maintenance ac

count chargeable to the arc lighting

system .

It will be noted from the table and

as

1
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CASE I

STREET-LIGHTING CIRCUIT
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Two Enclosed

Arc Lamps

( 500 Watts Each )

10c. 9c . 8c . 7c . 6c. 5c . 4c . 3с . 2c .

1

11

21c.

2c.

20.

2c .

17c .

1bc .

11c.

Ic .

fc .

$ 118.50

108.50

98.50

$ 8.50

78.50

68.50

58.50

48.50

38.50

$ 101.51

96.51

91 51

86.51

81.51 !

76.51

71.51

66.51 1

61.51

$97.86

92.86

87.86

82.86

77.86

72.86

67.86

62.86

57.86

$94.21
1

89.21

84.21

79.21

74.21

69.211

64.21

59.211

54.21

$90.56

85.56

80.56

75.56

70.56

65.56

60.56

55.56

50.56

$86.91

81.91

76.91

71.91

66.91

61.91

56.91

51.91 1

46.91

$83.26

78.26

73.26

68. 26

63.26

58.26

53. 26

48. 26

43. 26

$79.61

74.61

69.61

64.61

69.61

54.61

49.61

44.61

39.61

$75.96

70.96

65.96

60.96

55.96

50.96

45.96

40.96

35.96

$72.13

67.31

62 31

57.31

52.31

47.31

42.31

37.31

32.31

may be

CASE JI

STREET- LIGHTING CIRCUIT

Cosr OF

ENERGY ,

4000 HOURS
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10c . 9c . Sc. 7c . 60 . 50. 4c . 3c . 2c .

chart that when the station cost of enclosed arcs and of one flaming arc of carbons for the flaming arc falls

producing energy is less than two for costs of energy and of carbons below 3 cents a pair . At 5 cents

a pair, which is one- third of the price

now quoted in the United States (for

the long-burning carbons) and some

what lower than the lowest price
Cost of ENERGY, CARBONS, TRIMMING , INSPECTION, REPAIRS , GLOBES, 4000 Hours

quoted by the principal makers in

Europe, the cost of operation per
One Flaming Arc Lamp (500 Watts )

lamp per year in this supposed case

would be $22.60 for the enclosed arc
Cost of Carbon per Trim

as against $ 30.46 for the flaming arc .

The cost of operation per lamp per
23c .

year for various costs of energy and

of carbons is shown in the table and

accompanying chart.

CASE III.--COMMERCIAL OUTDOOR

CRCUIT

In this case the cost of operating

a commercial outdoor circuit, with

cents per kilowatt -hour, and the price other than above stated lamps burning on an average ap

of Alaming arc carbons 10 cents per readily obtained from the tables. proximately three hours a day, or

trim (which is one -third less than the 1000 hours a year, equipped with the
CASE II. - STREET-LIGHTING CIRCUIT

present price in this country ), it would present type of flaming arc lamps ,

not pay in this case to install the It has already been stated that the will be compared with the cost of

operating a similar circuit equipped

with enclosed arcs .

The cost of enclosed arc carbons

COST OF ENERGY CARBONS, TRIMMING , 4000 HOURS per trim , cost of one trimming per

lamp and the cost of repairs , in
One Enclosed

Arc Lump One Flaming Arc Lamp ( 100 Watts ) spection and globes per lamp per
( 500 Watts )

year are taken at the same figures

Cost of Carbons per Trim as in the preceding case . The en

closed arcs are trimmed ten times for

this service and the flaming arcs
27 .

eighty -three times. The safe allow
21c .

21c . ance under commercial conditions is
21c .

2c . taken as 100 hours per trim for the
1 c .

enclosed arc and 12 hours per trimlic .

11c . for the flaming arc . Following are
lc .

the data of cost of carbons and main
c.

tenance per lamp per year , figuring

the cost of flaming arc carbons at 15
flaming arc even if the extra cost of flaming arc lamp is not at present

cents per trim (present cost) :
new lamps and of installing them be commercially operative in small units .

COMMERCIAL OUTDOOR ARCS (500 WATTS)

left out of consideration , and even Let us take a hypothetical case and

though one Haming arc replace two assume that it is feasible to operate

enclosed arcs . When the cost of en- a unit taking one- fifth of the power

Flaming Arc
ergy is high , however, the flaming of the present enclosed arc lamp and Enclosed Arc (Carbons 15 Cents per

Trim )

arc' lamp makes a more favourable giving the same amount of illumina

showing than indicated above, par- tion as the latter . Trimming

Repairs.

ticularly if the cost of carbons is re- place each enclosed arc lamp of the Inspection

duced. For instance, at station cost circuit by such a flaming arc lamp Inner globes..

Outer globes.

of 2.75 cents per kilowatt -hour for consuming one-fifth of the power , we
$2.45

find the following costs of operaenergy, the cost of operation of the

two 500 -watt enclosed arc lamps is tion in the two cases , it being as- The total cost of operation, in

$ 118.50 per year, as against $ 101.51 sumed that the cost of repairs, cluding cost of energy (500 watts) ,

per year for one 500 -watt flaming globes , cleaning and inspection will cost of carbons, trimming, repairs ,

arc with carbons at 10 cents a pair, check up evenly against each other inspection and globes for both types

and as against $ 83.26 with carbons in both instances . of lamps, is given in the accompany

at 5 cents a pair . From the table it is evident that, ing table of Case III .

On the other hand, if the station even waiving the cost of new lamps Taking the cost of flaming arc car

cost of energy is very low , say 0.75 and expense of their installation , it bons at 15 cents per trim ( present

cent per kilowatt-hour, the cost of would not pay in order to secure the cost) and the cost of energy at sta

two enclosed arc lamps is $38.50 per same illumination in a street lighting tion -cost of 1 cent per kilowatt-hour,

year, as against $61.51 per year for system in which the station cost of the cost of carbons and maintenance

one flaming are with carbons at 10 producing energy is i cent per kilo- of the flaming are lamp per year of

cents a pair, $43.26 a year with car- watt- liour ( a practical case) to sub- 1000 hours under the assumption

bons at 5 cents a pair, and $ 33.31 stitute flaming are lamps taking only above made would be, as shown in

with carbons at 2 cents a pair. The 100 watts for enclosed arc lamps tak- the table , $21.13 , as against $ 7.45 for

cost of operation per year of two ing 5c0 watts each , unless the price the enclosed arc . Hence, even waiv

$ 11

10

9

8

$55

50

45

40

35

30

25

20

15

357.60

52.60

47.60

42.60

37.60

32.60

27.60

22.60

17.60

$55.71

54.71

53.71

52.71

51.71

50.71

49.71

48.71

47.71

$52.06

51 06

50.06

49.06

48.06

47.06

46.06

45.06

44.06

$48.41

47.41

46.41

45.41

44.41

43.41

42.41

41.41

40.41

$44.76

43.76

42.76

41.76

40.76

39.76

38.76

37. 76

36.76

$41.11

40.11

39.11

38.11

37.11

36.11

35.11

34.11

33.11

$37.46 $ 33.81 $ 30.16 $ 26.11

36.46 32.81 29.16 25.11

35.46 31.81 28.16 24.11

34.46 30.81 27.16 23.11

33.46 29.81 26.16 22.11

32.46 28.81 1
25.16 21.11

31.46 27.81 24.16 20.11

30.46 26.81 23.16 19.11

29.46 25.81 22. 16 18.11

OPERATED 1000 HOURS A YEAR

Cost OF CARBONS AND MAINTENANCE

Carbons .

If now we re

$0.275

0.225

0.75

0.90

0.15

0.15

$ 12.45

1.87

0.75

0.90

0.15

$ 16.12
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CASE III

One Enclosed

ing the additional cost of new lamp frequent roll changing. the mechanism which acts directly

and installation , it would not pay, flaming arc for this power gives five on the endless chain occupies the

from the standpoint of illumination, times the mean spherical candle- position of the hook on an ordinary

to substitute the flaming arc for ex- power of the enclosed arc, the cost traveller . A toothed wheel carries

isting enclosed arcs under the above per candle -power of the former is the endless chain holding the forg

conditions unless the flaming arc only three -fifths that of the latter . ing, and is driven by a 6-H. P. motor.a

lamps replace at least three enclosed But unless a very intense illumina- Probably the most difficult and un

arcs .
tion in a small space is desired (as , pleasnt operationpleasnt operation when performed

Neither would it pay in the above for example, for advertising pur- by hand is that of charging metal

case with carbons at 10 cents per poses ), no advantage would be gained into a steel furnace, or moving large

trim , the relative cost of operating by substituting an intense light for slabs, blooms, or ingots to and from

the lamps here being $ 16.97 and one of smaller candle-power and less the reheating furnace. Up-to -date

$7.45 . But with flaming carbons at intrinsic brightness. steel works have called electric power

5 cents a trim , the relative costs of into use, and electric charging ma

operation being $ 12.82 and $7.45 , the
CONCLUSIONS

chines are now beginning to be rec

substitution would pay if the flaming In summation, we may conclude :- ognized as an absolute necessity .

are replaces at least two enclosed First - That the flaming carbon arc Electric machines are now used for

arcs . If the cost of flaming arc car- lamp of commerce produces five charging a ton of scrap iron at a

bons were reduced to the present times the total luminous flux of the time in a steel furnace.

cost of enclosed arc carbons (2.75 enclosed arc lamp for the same ex- For placing ingots in and taking

cents per trim ), the relative costs of penditure of electrical power in the them out of the reheating furnace a

operation would be $ 10.95 and $7.45 , arc . somewhat different machine is

and in this case still it would not pay Second - The lamp is well adapted quired, as in this case a special hy

to make the substitution unless at for purposes of illumination where a draulic or screw gripping arrange

least two enclosed arcs are replaced flood of light is desirable in a single ment is necessary to hold the ingot.

by one flaming arc . From the table unit , as , for instance, for advertising The machine runs on rails on the

purposes. floor, the liſting and gripping of the

Third - The lamp may be used ingot being effected by hydraulic
COMMERCIAL OUTDOOR CIRCUIT

economically in the lighting of some power, for which purpose an elec

large interiors, and in large open trically driven pump and accumu
Cost OF ENERGY, CARBONS, TRIMMING, IN

SPECTION , REPAIRS , GLOBES, 1000 HOURS spaces, such as public squares and lator are provided.

wide boulevards, if the lamps are Small electric locomotives are likely

Arc Lamp One Flaming Arc Lamp (500 Watts) placed at a considerable height, say in the future to be largely used in
(500 Watts)

40 to 50 feet above the ground. iron and steel works. They are ex

Cost of Carbons per Trim Fourth - The concentration of such tremely useful for dealing with

a large flux of light in a single unit heavy ladles of molten metal , as the
21c . 15c . 21c . renders the lamp unsuitable for pur- workmen may operate them from a

27c . $25.72 $ 21.57 $ 19.70 poses of ordinary street illumination distance. In one locomotive supplied
23 .

in the United States . with current from two trolley wires,
2c.

Fifth — The advantage of econom- the motor for propelling it is at
1 c.

1hc . ical production of light is offset by tached to one of the axles , and a
lic.

reason of the necessity for frequent second motor serves to actuate the

fc . trimming with expensive carbons. ladle gear by means of a flexibleic.

Sixth - The fumes and ash given shaft. The propelling motor gives

out by the lamp, the unsteadiness 25 horse -power, and it will propel

the comparative costs of operation of thelight, and the objection to fre- the locomotive at four miles an hour.
for the various costs of energy and

quent trimming, render it unsuitable Roller tables in rolling mills have

of carbons may be read . for most cases of interior illumina- for years been driven by small steam

In the statements just made, to the tion . engines, with much complication of

effect that it would not pay to make
reversing levers and steam piping .

the substitution of the flaming arc
They are greatly simplified when

for the enclosed arc under the condi- Electric Power in Steel Works driven electrically.

tions named , it is , of course , under Probably the most notable success
stood that the station is selling en of the electric motor next to traction

the electric system , says “ The work has been its application to

both the enclosed arc and the flam Engineer ,” of London, is the working of overhead travelling
ing arc . If , however, the causing it to be preferred to the

Instead of it being difficult
spherical candle-power produced per older methods of power transmission , to buy an electrically driven crane,

unit of energy is made the basis of such as the hydraulic and com- was the case only a few short

comparison, the substitution of the pressed air, even when there is no years ago, matters have now com
flaming arc for the enclosed saving of power . Nowhere is the pletely changed , and it is almost as

would pay in every case cited in the electric motor more appreciated than difficult to obtain one driven by run

table, even at the present cost of in an iron and steel works.
ning rope or square shaft.

flaming arc carbons.
During the process of forging it is Electrically driven winches are em

For instance, with energy at sta- necessary for the steel to be fre- ploved to lift the weights used in

tion cost of i cent per kilowatt-hour, quently turned under the hammer, breaking rails under test .

the cost of current, carbon and main- and to facilitate this operation it is Screws on rolling mills are also

tenance of a flaming carbon arc is , supported in an endless chain run- actuated by electric motors, and withi

as appears from the chart, nearly ning over ' a toothed wheel hung them there is much saving of time

three times that of an enclosed arc from the hook of the crane. In the and labour, especially where many

taking the same power; but as the electrically operated turning tackle sections are turned out, necessitating
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10c . 50 .

2c .

$ 16.20

14.95

13.70

12.45

11.20

9.95

8.70

7.45

6.20

4.95

$29.87

28.62

27.37

26.12

24.87

23.62

22.37

21.12

19.87

18.62

24.47

23.22

21.97

20.72

19.47

18.22

16.97

15.72

14.47

20.32

19.07

17.82

16.57

15.32

14.07

12.82

11.57

10.32

18.45

17.20

15.95

14.70

13.45

12.20

10.95

9.70

8.45

1c .

ersyat a uniform price per unit for Theextraordinary flexibility of

mean
cranes .

as

arc
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The Technical Publicity Association

" PUBLISHERS' NIGHT” AT THE MAY MEETING

T!

his work as an advertising solicitor

as well as a publicity manager.

Rodman Gilder, secretary, referred

to the discouraging features of spend

ing money on exhibitions in pref

erence to magazine advertising . He

also pointed out the difficulty of dis

tinguishing between various kinds of

magazines.

1. H. Gale, president, put in a

plea for fair treatment of the adver

tising solicitor, pointing out that he

could sometimes help the advertising

manager even though no contract

was placed . He referred to the mat

ter of circulation statements, and said

that advertisers are entitled to know

what publishers are doing for them ,

whether or not contracts are based

on actual circulation.

a

T

HE evening of May 3 , set for promotion of good feeling between

the monthly meeting of the the publishers and the gentlemen of

Technical Publicity Associa- the advertising profession.

tion , was designated “ Publishers' Circulation statements and their

Night," the principal address being occasional
occasional unreliability were dis

given by John A. Hill, president of cussed by E. A. Simmons, vice-presi

the Trade Press Association . In dent of “ The Railroad Gazette.” He

speaking of the work of advertising indicated the good results possible to

managers, he said : be obtained by the association by se

" I know that many of your people curing authentic information regard

keep you hustling on catalogues and ing what publishers are doing in the

bulletins and what not, and give you matter of circulation . He referred to

little time for your newspaper work , the one year or more lapsed sub

but I want to tell you that there is scription policy, and said that his

where you can do the most good to publication found it inadvisable to

your concern . Forget how it used always cut off the subscriber when

to be done. You are the real pio- his payment lapsed, because, as a

neers in this business ; you must make class, they would eventually pay , and

the precedents. that, as a matter of fact , the per

“ Learn early in the game not to centage of such subscribers was very

compare the circulation of the rates small.

of one paper with another . The field , W. J. Johnston, of “ The Mining

the expense of editorial and the buy- Magazine" and " The American Re

ing capacity of the subscribers are porter ," said that we did not realize

as wide apart as the stars . Fifteen the possibilities of foreign trade, and

hundred readers in one field may be that in this country we can manufac

worth as many thousand in another. ture in eight months enough for the

This you must study. See where the demand for a whole year, while the

connection between the users of your other four months manufacturers

goods and the readers of each paper should go abroad . He also said that

is . See if the readers can or ought the demand for foreign trade for

to be buvers . American goods would be larger if

" Words count in copy , the fewer it could be properly handled .

the better, provided they tell the A. E. Clifford, business manager

story. A good maximum for adver- of “ The Engineering Record," re

tisement writers is the directions to ferred to the fact that there was not

new reporters on a great newspaper, enough personal acquaintanceship be

' li you have something to say, say it tween the advertising managers and

and then quit.' It may pay to tell the publishers. He said that other

the whole story about a small article up -to -date publishers stood ready to

that is liable to be ordered from the help the advertisers in every way

advertisement, but a poor policy on possible, and that the members of the

large machinery in which the mission association could profit materially

of the advertisement is to provoke an by getting in closer touch with the

inquiry and get the seller and buyer publishers.

in touch with each other. Descrip- R. V. Wright, of " The American

tion is necessary , but description of Engineer and Railroad Jounnal," re

details is better than a treatise on the ferred to the indirect results to be

whole machine. obtained by the advertising manager

“ May you do your work so well by keeping in close touch with the

that your employer will look upon editorial side of the publisher's or

your department as just as essential ganization .

as the power house and of his own P. W. Wade, a member of the as

volition order the bookkeeper to sociation, emphasized the remarks by

charge the entire cost of your de- Mr. Hill regarding the cumulative

partment to investment, and not ex- effect of advertising, and that we

pense ." should not tell all our story in one

Following Mr. Hill, C. W. Price, advertisement, but carry a definite

president of " The Electrical Review ." campaign clear through . He pointed

pointed out the benefits of organiza- out the value of a trade -mark and its

tion , referred to the broader and bet- continued use in a particular form ,

ter view obtained of one's own affairs always using fac -simile reproduction .

and duties by consulting with others H. N. Davis, treasurer of the as

in the same line of work , and sug- sociation , referred to his early ex

gested that one of the results to be periences in advertising, and his

obtained by the association was the reminiscences covered anecdotes of

Difficulties with Electric Locomo

tives in the Simplon Tunnel

HE motors of two of the three

phase electric locomotives, lent

by the Valtellina Railway to

the Swiss Federal Railways for a

preliminary service in the Simplon

Tunnel, have broken down, and re

quire complete overhauling. The

failure of the motors is not at

tributed to any defects in their con

struction, nor is any fault found

with the system , but the opinion of

the Swiss technical papers is di

vided as to the real causes of the

failure.

It is generally believed, however,

that the conditions which rule in the

tunnel are not suitable to electric

traction -motors constructed for

ordinary service . The locomotives in

question occupy two- thirds of the

tunnel section , and act therefore

more or less as an air-pump piston.

The high air pressure generated as

they travel forward reacts

engine.

There are , besides, water springs

in constant flow , which yield, ac

cording to the latest report issued by

the contractors, a total of about 200

gallons per second. Some of the

springs yield warm water, and at

parts the tunnel walls have a tem

perature of 70 degrees F. The air

inside the tunnel must therefore be

exceedingly damp, and the dampness,

it is suggested, percolates through the

motor insulation .

as

on the

9

In the laboratory of the New

York City Health Department, 24

electric heaters are used for boiling

ether for testing milk . An electri

cally heated hot-air bath is con

trolled by an electric thermostat, and

a number of electric sterilizers are

also used.
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customers are very favourably in

clined toward a further extension of

the comforts and conveniences which

electricity affords in the torrid days

of July and August. Of course , a

single fan motor in a house is a mere

trifle in itself , as far as the revenue

derived from it goes , but it is the

very best sort of advertising.

The cost of electric heating is the

great stumbling block to its uni

versal application ; but while it is

relatively more expensive than gas

or coal in certain large services, it is

not burdensome in cost under the

proper conditions where the heat is

required for only a short time and

at a concentrated spot. In the hot

season , thousands of families turn to

the gas stove as a relief from the

almost intolerable conditions which

a coal range at full blast produces

in a kitchen , but the gas stove is a

great sinner in the consumption of

oxygen .

People of means gladly pay the

cost of cooking by gas to escape the

discomfort of the coal range, and in

the residence districts this is precisely

the class of customers which the cen

tral station serves, or can serve if it

tries hard enough . Whether the cost

of gas or electric cooking will be

reasonable or not depends vastly

upon the handling of the

equipment than upon the actual cost

per thousand feet or per kilowatt

hour.

Other things being equal, gas at

$ 1 per thousand feet requires a rate

of about 2 ) cents per kilowatt-hour

for the same cost of cooking. With

a low residence rate of 9 cents per

kilowatt-hour, electric heating will

cost four times as much as gas, rela

tively speaking, but this is not the

end of the matter . A man of means

can go seven miles to his office in an

open trolley car for 5'cents, against

anywhere from 20 to 50 cents in his

automobile, allowing for all the

charges ; but the operating cost of

the latter is a small matter to the

man who can afford it , in propor

tion to the comfort and enjoyment

secured .

There is no reason why the com

forts of electric heating should not

be worth more than the actual dif

ference in operating costas

pared with gas. The relative differ

ence may be considerable, but the

actual bill may be very small, even

with the more expensive method .
In the warm season the central

station lighting business is at its

lowest ebb . The station lighting

machinery is , to a considerable de

gree, standing idle ; lines and trans

formers are carrying exceedingly

small loads. Fixed charges and

wages are going on , but the cost of

producing a considerable additional

output is little more than the extra

fuel consumption required. There

is every inducement to increase the

load on the plant.

The rate which can be given for

the heating service depends a good

deal upon the amount of current the

consumer requires for that purpose.

A good start can be made by per

suading the customer to take a sin

gle heating device on trial for thirty

days. Individual heating devices

comparatively little

ergy, and if the customer is made

acquainted with the energy con

sumption of a heating device in

terms of 16 -candle -power lamps and

impressed with the fact that the cost

drops to zero the instant the switch

is opened, it will be much easier to

persuade him to make a trial of a

heater on his lighting circuit. If

the entering wedge opens the way

toward a good -sized installation, the

time will come when it will pay to

The Index to Volume XXXVI of

THE ELECTRICAL AGE ,- January to

June, 1906 ,-is now ready, and will

be mailed free on application.

Elcctric Heating in the Coming

Warm Season

more

consume en

.

а

HERE is very little doubt that

many central station mana

gers look upon the subject

of electric heating as unworthy of

any sustained consideration so long

as there is any prospect of securing

new power or lighting contract ;

and yet, as the season ap

proaches, is it not a particularly fa

vourable time to take ip the heating

problem again in a better organized

manner than ever before ? In many

cities the fan motor campaign has

been so successful in the past three

or four years that central station

warm

30
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one

or

install a separate meter for the heat- It was also found that the intensi- 99.9 per cent . of the energy may be

ing equipment, but this is likely to ties of the signals received by either absorbed .

occur in commercial heating long of the stations mentioned are prac- Sunlight causes the absorption

before it is advisable in residential tically identical on the same night , clouds to approach much nearer the

service . but the intensity varies to a marked ground. The height above the earth

The customer who handles his degree on different nights. For ex- at which marked absorption begins

trial electric heating apparatus wisely ample, the intensity of signals on the to take place may be roughly esti

will probably find that his bills are night of January 31 last was mated as about 300 miles at night

not very seriously increased . Sup- thousandth less than on the preced- time and 100 miles during day time

pose a small urn for heating one ing night, January 30. This Mr. Fes- for the temperate zone , and 100 miles

pint of shaving water in five minutes senden believes to be due to at- at night time and 30 miles during

daily to a temperature of 200 degrees mospheric absorption of the energy day time for the tropics .

is taken on trial for a month at 10 of the electric waves . This absorp- The amount of power used in mak

cents per kilowatt -hour. The cost tion appears to increase as a high ing the trans - Atlantic tests herein re

for the entire month will be only 16 power of the distance, at least up to ferred to was approximately 4 H. P.

cents . Suppose a 200-watt flat-iron a certain distance, but from certain Arrangements are now being made

is placed on trial for a month at the results noted, the experimenter was at the Boston and Machrihanish sta

10 -cent rate . If it is used five hours led to believe that after a few thou- tions to increase the power to 50

per week , the total cost for ihe sand miles the rate of absorption be- H. P. Fessenden also announces

month will be but 40 cents, and the comes constant. that he will use a detector having
convenience of the device will in It was also observed that the ab- approximately ten times the sensi

most cases establish it permanently sorption varies aleotropically on dif- tivity of the liquid barretter.

in the consumer's favour. ferent nights. Thus on one night, By these means he expects to hear

It is most important that the cen- stations located in the South can be messages with only one one-hundred

tral station manager solicitor more readily heard than those to the thousandth of the maximum strength

should have personal experience in East or West, and vice versa . There of the signals on " best" nights . It

his own home with electric heating are strong indications that the ab- will be interesting to learn the re

apparatus before he attempts to con- sorbing masses are not continuous, sults of the effects of extraneous

vert his customers to the new meth- but somewhat resemble transparent electric waves upon so sensitive a

ods . The freedom from heat, offen- clouds, and also that the size of these detector as the one proposed .

sive products of combustion and clouds varies considerably, their di- With regard to the prospective
leaky valves, and the flexibility and ameter varying from 150 feet within commercial success of wireless tele

possible absence of all cooking de- five or ten miles above the ground graphy, Mr. Fessenden writes in

vices between periods of use, owing in tropical countries up to diameters rather a doleful tone . He says the

to the portability of electric heaters, of perhaps two miles, and much governments of India , New Zealand ,

can be doubly emphasized from the higher in the air in northern coun- Australia, Mexico, Germany, British

personal standpoints of experience. tries . Guinea and other places have seri

Careful records of the actual cost of The difference in the strength of ously checked the development of

various kinds of electric heating at wireless signals during day time and wireless working . His own com

the prevailing rates for current will night time has frequently been ob- pany, he notes , has expended the

be most welcome data when the cus- served, and was, perhaps, first an- sum of $ 422,000 in experimental

tomer is approached. It is a good nounced by Marconi. This differ- work , and had received something

plan to keep a careful record of heat- ence was attributed to ionization , due like $ 20,000 from the sale of appa

ing equipment purchased by custo- to sunlight, at the antenna ; but Fes- ratus .

mers, to facilitate follow -up work senden points out that insulating an Towards the close of his article he

leading to the extension of service . antenna or constructing it of such goes over some of the ground cov

a size that there is no ionization has ered by him in a letter to TuE ELEC

no effect on the weakening of the TRICAL AGE (December, 1904) rela

signals. tive to the reason for not undertak

Absorption of Electric Waves in This difference was very marked ing overland wireless telegraphy .

Space in tests made by Fessenden's com- This was, as previously pointed out

pany on the Amazon River, signals in these pages , because wireless tele

N a recent number of “ The Elec- that were of normal strength during graphy could not attempt to handle

trical Review ,” of London, Mr. the night time becoming inaudible the volume of telegraph business be

Reginald Fessenden details his within fifteen minutes after sunrise. tween the large cities .

observations during his trans -Atlan- Between Machrilianish and Boston, In view of the admissions which

tic experiments between the stations however, this difference is not nearly Mr. Fessenden makes to the

of his company (the National Elec- so much . varibility of the strength of wireless

tric Signaling Company) at Western Some of the conclusions reached signals from hour to hour and day

Tower, Brant Rock , Mass. (near by Fessenden are that large masses to day, one is almost tempted to

Boston ), and Machrihanish , Scot- of absorbing material, probably ion- question his ingenuousness when he

land. ized air , exist in the upper atmos- says , “ Transmission by wireless is ,

Among other interesting points phere. In temperate climates, the as a rule, more reliable than trans

noted by him is the one that up to a electric waves sent out do not reach mission by wire lines , and on no less

distance of over 3000 miles the in- up to the absorbing masses, and than three occasions during the past

tensity of signals falls off as the hence are not absorbed appreciably three or four years our company has

square of the distance. He had pre- up to distances of 100 miles. But offered to handle the business of the

viously demonstrated, by quantitative beyond this distance the waves reach Western Union and Postal Tele

measurements, made by means of his up to this distance and are absorbed . graph lines. The last occasion was

hot -wire barretter, that this was true For long distances the absorption in December, 1904, when all tele

up to a distance of 250 miles. may be very great, and more than phone and telegraph lines between

I

as
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For group

were

New York and Philadelphia were in curtailed production. Some of the end of the year than an equipment

down and our wireless lines were the latest plants are built in this way, - which is unable to meet emergencies

only ones working .' which is our excuse for again re- by a partial supplying of light and

In the letter to which we have just ferring to the matter . power. Half a loaf is better than no

referred he frankly stated that the When central station service is bread , even in the isolated plant.

capacity of a single wireless station available at the proper voltage and

between the points named was totally current quality, there is little object

inadequate to handle the business be- in installing reserve equipment be- Motor Capacity for Group Drive

tween those points . It may now be yond the overload necessary to han

said that although Mr. Fessenden dle the peak of the day's business . N the average machine shop run

implies that his wireless stations are Anything in excess of this is idle ning at full capacity, says E. H.

located in New York and Phiiadel- investment, and one of the first prin- McClintock, in “ Machinery ,"

phia, the stations in point of fact are ciples in power plant economy is the generally at least 75 per cent. of the

at inaccessible points in Jersey City reduction of idle investment to the total machines are running at the

and Camden, N. J. , respectively . lowest possible terms. An isolated same time, and if driven in groups a

A messenger would consume one plant can often get along with a sin- machine taking a heavy cut at maxi

hour in travelling with his batch of gle generating unit where central mum power will be generally bal

messages from New York to the Jer- station connections can be had , and anced by a machine taking a light

sey City wireless station , and one hour even if the minimum monthly charge cut at minimum power.

from the wireless station in Camden of the central station has to be paid driving, determine the average horse

to Philadelphia. In less time than for the readiness-to-serve connection , power for each tool , add these to

this the telegraph companies, if so this is almost always a much smaller gether, and use a motor with a ca

disposed, could send the messages by sum than the fixed charges upon the pacity of from 40 to 70 per cent. of

the hourly express trains that ply be- machinery capacity in excess of the the total thus obtained. This is ex

tween New York and Philadelphia. peak output . cellent practice if one can be sure
Mr. Fessenden's offer to the tele- When an isolated plant is equipped that no more machine tools are to be

graph companies was, therefore, lit- with two generating units and cen- added to the motor load . The

tle short of fantastic . He is obvi- tral station connections, the flexibil- writer's method is to assume that 75

ously estopped from retorting that ity is naturally much greater, for if a per cent . of the machine tools in

the messages might have been sent break-down occur at any time of the stalled are to be running at one time,

to the wireless stations by telephone day outside the peak load , the and to provide a motor equal to
by his prior statements that all tele- chances are that in many instances their combined average horse -power.

graph and telephone wires the load can be carried by the re- This would mean only a 30 per cent.

down at that time . maining machine until repairs can be overload on the motor if the entire

made . An overload of 75 or even group were temporarily running at

100 per cent . can usually be handled one time.

Reserve Equipment in Isolated
without trouble by a well-designed

Plants machine for ten or fifteen minutes,

and frequently for a longer period.
Testing Submarine Signals

N the design of an isolated plant , where central station
EGINNING

one of the early questions to be ,

settled is the capacity of the some reserve capacity in excess of

generating units most desirable for the overload capacity should cer
tinuously, submarine signal

the installation . It is generallygenerally tainly be provided, if the installation bells are being sounded from the

agreed among conservative engi- is one in which continuous service is lightships at Boston, Pollock Rip

neers that some provision against a important,-and in but few modern Shoals, Nantucket Shoals, Fire Isl

total interruption of service should installations is it not essential . Local
and, and Sandy Hook . This is in ac

be made , but opinions differ widely conditions will influence the reserve
cordance with a plan of the United

States Government for testing this
as to the amount of reserve capacity apportionment, but in most cases it

which should be included . Some- would seem that the machinery left
method of signalling.

times the machinery installed is de- in order should be capable of sup
In a notice sent to masters of ves

signed simply to take care of the plying at least half, or better, three
sels provided with submarine sound

maximum load which the plant will quarters of the peak load under all signalling apparatus, the request is

conditions.be called upon to carry, the idea be
made to note the distance and direc

ing to fall back upon central station In a building served by four elec
tion in which the sound is first heard

service in case of a severe break- tric elevators , for instance , with two
when the vessel is nearing a light

down. In other cases, the entire equal-sized generators in theengine ship, the direction and force of the

plant is concentrated in a single gen- room , one or two of the elevators
wind, or any condition which might

erating unit, without any provision could be shut down in case of the
tend to affect the transmission of the

for continuous service in of failure of cne unit, leaving the other signals. Postal cards containing the

trouble. unit to carry a reduced total load
questions, with room for the answers ,

The latter plan has often been
are furnished by the lighthouse in

until temporary repairs, at least,
criticised and branded as poor prac- could be made. The point is sim spectors at Boston and at Tompkins

tice , and yet it is astonishing how ply this: reduced service is an in
ville, Staten Island .

often one will meet with installa- convenience, but it is immeasurably

tions which have this one radical de- better than no service whatever, and

fect . The owner seems to be willing a reserve equipment which will carry The cars on the Frankfort electric

to take chances that the engine and the tenants through the service pe- system in Germany are provided with

generator will not fail, year in and riod without absolute failure is much a meter which records the time made

year out, and there is often small more likely to insure satisfaction between stops and also the current

realization of the cost of a shut-down from reasonable consumers at the consumed .

IN - breakdown service isnot to be had, Bling both day andnight con

case



Electric Wave Indicators and Meters

By WILLIAM MAVER, JR.
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FIG . I

or

pose Heitz employed an oscillator being known, it follows that the fre
Fiertz applied himself after his and a large zinc plate, Fig . 2 , to quency 1 (number per second ) of the

discovery of electric waves in reflect the waves, and found that I

free space in 1884, was to find a di- with a given oscillator and resonator oscillations or waves, will equal

rect means of measuring the length the wave -length of the waves along
T.

of the waves.
wires and in the air was practically knowing the velocity of propagation

Taking the velocity of propagation equal. This showed that the velocity of the oscillations or waves ( 186,000.

of electric waves along wires or in of propagation of electric waves was miles per second ), it is evident that

air at 186,000 miles per second (or the same in air as along wires, and the wave length will equal velocity

equal to the velocity of light), if the incidentally afforded the means of V divided by frequency 1, or by sub

wave length were known, it is evi- measuring the wave length and fre- titution wave length equals TV VKL

dent it would be easy to calculate quency .
= 2 1'VKL.

the frequency of the wave vibrations, Of course , results were not es

and vice versa .
To illustrate this variation of wave

tablished immediately, nor without

According to the electromagnetic many confirmatory experiments by
length by variation of frequency of

theory of light, electric waves should Hertz and others to explain seem
the wave, let us by way of analogy

take the following mechanical ex
be amenable to the same laws and ingly contradictory results.
tests as light waves or undulations. Upon the advent of tuned wireless ample. Suppose a car moving on a

track at the rate of sixty miles a

telegraphy (that is , the employment

of transmitting and receiving cir

minute. Let there be a level bed of

sand between the rails . Assume a

cuits attuned to corresponding wave

lengths), a simple means of deter
rod to be suspended vertically from

the front or rear of the car , its lower

mining the wave length or the fre
end reaching a little below the sur

quency of the wave in an oscillating face of the sand . If while the train is

circuit became highly essential. Ap
at full speed the rod is to be moved

paratus like the filings coherer and
back and forth across the front of

the magnetic and electrolytic de
the car, say at the rate of sixty full

tectors are exceedingly sensitive to
motions per minute, it will trace

In his experiments to determine the the presence of electric oscillations,
sinusoidal curves

waves in the

length of electric waves, Hertz em- but they do not give any indication
sand . The length of each full wave

ployed the phenomena of stationary or clue to the wave length or fre

waves due to interference. Thus, if quiency.

a wire end abruptly, electric oscil- A number of practical and com

lations set up in the wire are reflected paratively simple devices for measur

back from the open end of the wire, ing or indicating the wave frequency

and if the reflected waves are of the
or length have been designed by

same amplitude as the direct waves, Ferrie , Slaby, Donitz and Fleming.

stationary waves are formed with
These wave indicators or meters

nodes and anti - nodes or loops, the
depend for their operation primarily

distance between any two nodes on the fact that with an exciting

being one-half wave length .
oscillation circuit in proximity to a will be one mile. If the rod be

Thus, in Fig. 1 , a wire IV adjacent
secondary oscillation circuit, a max- moved back and forth twice as fast

to an exciting circuit or oscillator ( imum current or potential will be it will have 120 full motions per min

will, if its length be equal to or a
induced in the secondary circuit ute and the length of each full wave

multiple of the wave length of the
when the two circuits are in electrical traced in the sand will be one -half

exciting circuit , have waves oros- resonance , which will be when they mile, and so on .

cillations excited in it with nodes o possess equal inductance and If by suitable apparatus the trans

and loops a . By means of a spark pacity, or when the product of in verse motion of the rod could be

resonator r , or secondary circuit, as
ductance and capacity of the respec- varied at will, it is clear that the

Hertz termed it , placed at different tive circuits is equal. The time pe- length of the wave could be varied

points along the wire, he was able
riod T of an oscillation circuit varies as desired , the car, of course, main

in a dark room to detect the nodes with the inductance and capacity of taining a uniform rate of speed. We

and loops of the waves ; that is , at the circuit, according to the formula have seen that the rate of oscillation

different points along the wire (at the T = 2 * VKZ, where K is capacity of an electric circuit can be varied2AVKI

loops) the spark would be a maxi- and L is inductance . at will by varving the inductance or

mum and at other parts ( at the nodes ) Knowing these factors, which are capacity of the circuit, consequently
the spark would be a minimum or measurable in a circuit, the frequency the wave length can also be varied

absent. and wave length of the oscillation by a variation of these factors.

It still remained to measure the or wave are readily deducible. For Ferrie's wave meter comprises a

wave length in air . For this pur- instance, the time T of an oscillation horizontal wire connected to the

a
a a 7

FIG . 2

ca
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vertical wire between the Oscillator greatest difference of potential be- employed by the Telefunken Wire

and the ground. In the horizontal tween the terminals of the coil. In less Telegraph Company in practical

wire he places a hot wire ammeter, using this device the earth plate,plate, work , especially in the initial tuning

which indicates by its pointer the which is preferably of lead , is merely of aerial circuits with the station

maximum strength of current in its placed on the ground . outfit .

circuit. Then by varying the length To bring about tuning, the rod r A side view of this wave -meter is

of the horizontal wire, the strength is moved back and forth until maxi- shown in Fig. 5 and a top view in

of current will vary from maximum mum brilliancy is obtained . On the Fig. 6. It consists of a coil of fine

to minimum , the maximum occur- tube a scale is provided, on which copper wire S connected in series

ring when the horizontal wire is in the wave length or frequency at any with a condenser and with the

given point of the coil may be cali- primary wire i of a small induction

brated . coil , by means of the wires 1 , 2 , 3 .
dita

According to Professor Slaby, if The primary i is a single turn of

the coil be brought very near to the heavy copper wire . In the circuit

oscillating system under test , the ex- of the secondary wire il there is a

FIG. 3. — SLABY'S WAVE INDICATOR citiation of the coil is due to electro- heat wire w contained in the top of

magnetic radiation . When further one of the legs h of the U -shaped

resonance with the vertical wire . removed, the effect is due to electro- tube, which is partly filled with a

Knowing the capacity and induct- static action , principally through the coloured liquid, as indicated. When

ance of the horizontal wire in its earth . current is induced in the heat wire ,

various lengths, which factors are Fig. 4 shows a wave-meter de the heat developed expands the gas

determinable by laboratory tests , the vised by Professor J. A. Fleming or air in the top of the tube, depres

frequency and wave lengths of the somewhat on the foregoing described sing the liquid in one leg and raising

oscillations are readily calculated . plan . A long coil w is of fine cop- it in the other leg of the tube. This

Professor Adolph Slaby has pat per wire insulated with silk , closely device , originally due to Sir William

ented the simple wave indicator wound spirally on a tube of glass or Snow Harris, is termed the Riess air

shown in Fig. 3. It consists of a ebonite, and supported by insulating thermometer.

fine insulated copper wire w wound stands SS . A sliding contact K con- The condenser Ċ is made up of

in a close helix on a glass tube of nects any desired portion of the two series of semi-circular thin metal

about 4 inch diameter. One end x spiral to earth by means of the wire plates , properly separated from one

of the copper wire is connected to a W '. The left end of the wire w is another and contained in a circular

metal sleeve mon one end of the connected to one terminal of a con- case filled with oil . To allow ready

glass tube. This serves as a handle denser C, the other terminal of which adjustment of the capacity, one of

by which to hold the glass tube. The is connected to the aerial wire A. the series of plates is fixed, the other

other end y of the copper helix is
The oscillations set up by the series being movable to and from the

attached to a small fluorescent plate usual oscillator are communicated to fixed series by means of a spindle a

b , within the tube . This plate con- the spiral wire , and oscillations are and knob g . A pointer is attached

sists of a small sheet of paper coated established in the latter , and are re- to this knob and is movable with the

on one side with barium platino- flected at the sliding contact D , form- knob over the of the case

cyanide crystals , on the surface of ing stationary electric waves .. The around a graduated scale .

which gold -leaf is rubbed for best contact is moved along the coil back When the coil s is placed within

results. and forth by means of the handle h the influence of the field of force of

In the presence of high -tension until the length of the coil from K an external oscillation circuit, oscil

electric discharges this plate becomes to K' is equal to one complete

fluorescent , the phenomenon being potential wave.
P3

due, it is thought, to cathode rays To indicate this condition , advan

or to ultra-violet rays accompanying tage is taken of the well-known fact

the discharges. Other metals than that an exhausted tube becomes lu K

gold can be used for this purpose, minous in the presence of high -poten

but non -oxidizable metals are prefer- tiai , high -frequency electric waves. In

able . this case , when the tube shows max

When the tube is held by the han- imum brilliancy at the points P ' and

dle in the vicinity of an oscillating P3 and minimum brilliancy at point

circuit, the maximum brilliancy of P2 , the coil is oscillating in reson

the plate is indicated when the re- ance with the aerial wire.

spective circuits are in resonance , the The frequency of the oscillation in FIG . 4. - FLEMING'S WAVE - METER

potential at that time being a maxi- so much of the coil as is in operation

mum at p . at this time depends on its induct- lations are inductively set up in the

In order that the device may be ance and capacity . These factors circuit of the wave -meter. The ca

employed to the may be measured , the result being pacity of the circuit is then adjusted

length or frequency of an oscillating read off directly from the scale N by turning the knob g until the two

system , the metal rod r is used . This by means of the pointer carried on circuits are in resonance, which will

is capable of being moved along the sliding contact. When the slid- be indicated when the liquid is at

the coil, and is connected to ing contact is not placed at a point its maximum height in the left leg

earth plate g by a wire . In this ar- that coincides exactly with a com- of the tube, at which time the pointer

rangement, to obtain the highest plete wave length or a multiple of will be at a given point , opposite

efficiency , the terminal x of the coil the wave length, the tube will glow which is marked the wave length

is brought back through the tube to irregularly in any position . corresponding to the capacity and in

the fluorescent plate b. With this A convenient instrument ductance of the oscillation circuit at

arrangement, the maximum bril- than those described is the Donitz that time. The primary wire i is ad

liancy of the plate coincides with the wave-meter, which isis extensively justable to or from the secondary
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wire il for the purpose of regulating Cuttriss siphon recorder employed By adjusting the amount of mercury

the amount of current induced in the in cable telegraphy that bears an in the tube by means of a plunger

secondary wire . analogy to the adjustable wave -meter, P , a point is reached where the vi

In order to enlarge the scope of and, in fact , to the entire method of brating rate of the tube coincides

the wave-meter , the inductance coil tuning by varying the inductance or with the natural rate of vibration of

s is readily interchangeable with two capacity in wireless telegraphy. For the siphon . When this result is ob

other coils of different inductances. that reason it may not be amiss to tained it is indicated by the appear

The inductances of these coils are give here a brief description of this ance of a fine line of dots on the

so calculated that by a suitable se- device . moving paper strip and signals are

lection of coils the inductance of the The siphon in Fig. 7 * consists of recorded by marks to the right and

oscillation circuit may be varied a small glass tube Si carrying on its left of zero .

in the proportion of 4 : 1 : 4, the lower end a minute piece of soft iron As electrical inductance and ca

wave lengths corresponding with the T. This iron is placed close to , but pacity are usually likened in me

respective coil employed being in

dicated in meters on the scalet,
g

Fig . 4 . x

p

By means of these coils the appa

ratus is given an inductance ranging

from L = 140 to 1120, as indicated

by the figures on the scale . If de

sired, it is obvious that the frequency
h

of the oscillations instead of the wave

lengths might be indicated on the

scale .
Cosa

In oscillation circuits such as ver
pr

tical wires, it is found that there is

usually two or more ( superposed )

oscillations of different frequency

concurrently in the circuit. By plot

ting a diagram of the readings of

the wave-meter, it is possible to

ascertain whether there is more than

one system of oscillations in the ex

ternal oscillation circuit, and if so ,

what its wave -length is . This

is done by noting the respective ad
i

justments of the apparatus at which

the current reaches a maximum .

The relative amplitudes of the

separate Oscillations also are indi
W

cated by the magnitude of the cur 2

rent strength, as shown by the height

to which the liquid is raised . Further

more, the sharpness of the tuning

may be deduced by observing
FIGS. 5 AND 6. - SIDE AND TOP VIEWS OF THE DONITZ WAVE- METER

whether the movement of the liquid

in the tube decreases rapidly or does not touch , the paper strip P. chanics to inertia and elasticity , re

slowly as the oscillation circuit un- The paper at this point passes over a spectively, the tuning in this case is

dergoes small variations of adjust- magnetic table A1 , which is mag- accomplished by a variation of what

ment towards either side from the netized by the cores of an electro- in wireless telegraphy would cor

position of resonance . In effect, this magnet EV . Magnetic vibrations respond to inductance. To carry the

operation of the wave -meter are set up in the table by means of idea a little further, it may be re

responds to that of a sound the vibrating reed R, to which is at- marked that the fundamental rate of

sonator in selecting or analyzing the tached a glass tube G partly filled vibration of the siphon might easily

tone to which the resonator is at- with mercury . At its upper end the be ascertained by noting the musical

tuned .
reed R carries the armature of the tone produced by the rod R when

In ordinary practice, the wave- electromagnet M. vibrating in unison with the siphon.

meter is placed about one foot or When the tube G is set in vibra- Professor J. A. Fleming has de

18 inches from the primary oscilla- tion , it continues to vibrate in the vised the wave -meter outlined in Fig .

tion circuit. The entire outfit occu- well -known way common to circuits 8. This comprises an arrangement

pies about one cubical foot of space. connected up in the manner shown whereby the inductance and capacity

To test the wave length of an aerial in the diagram . But the rate of vi- of the meter are increased or de

circuit, a small coil of wire si in a bration of the rod R may be varied creased simultaneously and in the

loop from the aerial is placed con- by raising or lowering the column same proportion by the movement

centrically within the wave -meter of mercury contained in the tube G. of a handle H , for the purpose of

coil s . For more accurate tests and This is readily done by means of varying the wave length of the cir

to avoid reactance effects upon the
the flexible rubber tube R1 connect- cuit. In this meter the condition of

coil s ' , the latter should not approach ing the glass tube with a reservoir maximum current strength in the

within one inch of the coil s . X in which the mercury is stored . meter oscillation circuit, and conse

There is an electro -mechanical de quently of resonance with the ex

yice used in connection with the
* Reproduced from the author's work . " Ameri

can Telegraphy," with consent of the publishers.
citing oscillation circuit, is indicated
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by the maximum brilliancy of the

glow in a sensitive tube, whch , filled

with the rare gas neon , is rendered

luminous by electric oscillations .

In the figure , S S is an inductance

consisting of a helix of No. 14 cop

22

1. Thus, when the handle is moved circuit may have two or more quite

to the right , fewer turns of the spiral different oscillations.

wire are in the circuit , and less of In the use of this instrument,

the tube ) covers the tube 1. Conse- resonance is also indicated by means

quently, the inductance and capacity , of a thermal couple in the wave

respectively , are decreased, and the meter circuit, and connected with a

galvanometer. In this case , the max

imum deflection of the galvanometer

occasioned by maximum current in

the thermal couple indicates reson

ance .

Fleming has shown by actual meas

urement that the wave length in the

aerial wire is approximately five

times the length of the antenna, in

stead of four times, as it is generall

supposed to be. This apparatus is
Cable

used by the Marconi Wireless Tele

graph Company, and has, it is said ,

been found of much utility in prac

tical operation .8
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X GIR The New England Section of the

Illuminating Engineering Society

阿
HE New England Section of

the Illuminating Engineering
R

Society held its fourth regu

lar meeting at the American House,

E Boston, on May 22. The subject for

the evening was “ Street Lighting,"

and the following papers were pre

sented : — “ A Method of Street Light

FIG . 7. - THE CUTTRISS SIPHON RECORDER ing by Incandescent Lamps," and

" Lighting of Streets by the In

per wire, wound on an ebonite tube reverse is true when the handle is candescent Mantle Burner System ."

d . The turns of the helix are about moved to the left . A general discussion followed the

one -eighth of an inch apart and The left end of the inductance S reading of the papers , and was taken

cover about 3 feet of the tube d . is open ; its right end is connected part in by a large number of those

The capacity is supplied by two to a pin pi on a bent metal rod LL, present. J. W. Cowles , of the Bos

metallic tubes I, I , about 30 inches about one inch wide and one-eighth ton Edison Company, said that he

long, and separated by the ebonite inch thick . The left end of the inner was especialiy interested in the sub

tube d , which serves as the dielectric . tube I is connected by pin p to the ject , as his company was at present

Ebonite or some other dielectric that rod LL . Thus the inductance and operating about 6000 series in

does not vary with the frequency capacity are in series . candescent lamps for street lighting.

must be selected . The inner metal The neon tube V is connected He also discussed the relative ad

tube I is fixed ; the outer metal tube across the terminals of the capacity vantages of 25 to 32 -candle-power

J is movable laterally . as indicated . In practice, this tube units for general use . Mr. Sargent,

A metal rod a and a sliding con- consists of two bulbs connected by a of Haverhill, in reply, advocated a

tact K are attached to the outer ca- narrow glass tube of uranium glass higher candle -power, and thought

and filled with rarefied carbonic -acid that 40 candle -power better

gas, or preferably with the gas neon . adapted for ordinary service.

This tube is carried by and moves Considerable comment was made

with the metal tube J , and carries an on the G. E. M. series incandescent

index pointer, not shown, that indi- lamp, and Messrs. Brown, of the

cates the wave length or frequency Boston Edison Company, and Sar

on the scale C. gent, of Haverhill, said that they

In the use of this instrument, a were using a number of them and

part of the aerial wire in operation obtaining good results.

trana
is laid parallel to the copper rod L L, The question of reflectors and the

and the handle H is moved back and æsthetic side of street lighting were
8.- ANOTHER WAVE- METER

was

a

0 O o

J

FIG DEVISED BY

forth until the point is found where taken up by Mr. Barnes, of Provi

the glow in the tube is
dence, and others, and the need for

pacity tube J. The sliding contact
brightest, when the Oscillation cir- a more efficient and better appearing

K makes electrical contact with the
cuits will be in resonance . At such street reflector was generally ad

wire or inductance S , along which
time the index will indicate on the mitted .

it is movable by means of the in
scale Cthe wave length , frequency The colour of incandescent and

sulated handle H. The same move- or oscillation constant VKL of the Welsbach lamps and its effect on

ment of this handle moves the tube particular oscillation under test,, for, general illumination were also dis

I more or less over the inner tube as previously noted , the oscillation cussed.

FLEMING

neon



A Motor -Driven Dry -Dock Pumping Plant

At the United States Navy Yard in Boston

By H. S. KNOWLTON

a

THE BOSTON NAVY YARD.

SHOWN AT THE LEFT

and contains 1.000 - H . P. in main

pumps, 150 - H . P. in auxiliary drain

age pumps, and a 20 - H . P. pressure

pump, besides a transformer plant

and a controlling switchboard. The

pump well is the electrical distribu

tion center for the capstan motors of

the new dock and also of the old

dock , No. 1 . The pumping plant is

connected so that either dock can be

cleared of water by it at will.

Fig. 2 shows a general view of the

pump well interior taken from the

top of the stairway by which the at

tendants pass from the ground level

to the machinery floor. Below the

machinery floor is a pit 19 feet deep,

containing the intake pipes from the

two docks and two centrifugal drain

age pumps. All the motors are lo

cated on the floor of the machinery

room , and are of the Westinghouse

type " C " induction form , with a

three -phase primary winding and

short- circuited squirrel- cage rotor.
FIG . 1. — THE UNITED STATES CRUISER " MARYLAND ” ENTERING THE NEW DRY DOCK IN

Three-phase 60-cycle current is
THE BUILDING IN WHICH THE PUMPING PLANT IS HOUSED IS

supplied from one of the power

houses in the yard through an under

NE of the largest stationary it is 788 feet in maximum length, 114 ground cable line about 1800 feet

dry docks in the world was feet in maximum width and 30 feet long at a potential of 2000 volts ; it

opened for service at the Bos- deep above the sill at mean high water . passes into the pump wells and to

ton Navy Yard on August 12, 1905. The total width of the excavation the transformer plant by lead -cov

The docking facilities of the Boston was about 130 feet , and its greatest
ered cables carried beneath the stair

yard had long been inadequate to depth more than 50 feet , while the way. There are three 375 -K . W. oil

work of building it required the ex
cooled

meet the requirements of the most
transformers beneath the

modern vessels , and it was early cavation of 170,000 cubic yards of
switchboard galley shown in Fig. 2,

foreseen that, with the continued blue clay and hard pan . The walls
which reduces the tension to 220

rate of increase in the size of war- and floor were built of granite and volts for the operation of the mo

tors.
ships, additional of dock- concrete, about 62,000 cubic yards of

ing vessels at the more important the latter and 21,000 cubic yards of
The switchboard consists of three

yards would become necessary. The the former being required. The panels of blue Vermont marble, two

construction of the new dock at Bos- pacity of the dock is 18,600,000 gal- of them being devoted to the main

ton was therefore undertaken , five lons of water, and the total cost pumps, while the middle panel takes

years being required for the comple about $500,000. The first vessel to care of the auxiliary pumps. There

tion of the work. enter the dock was the United States are two main pumps, each consisting

To the electrical engineer the most 15,000-ton cruiser “ Maryland.” Fig . of a 48 -inch centrifugal direct -con

interesting point in connection with I shows the "Maryland " at the en- nected to a 500 - H . P. motor ; two 12

the Boston dock is the important part trance of the dock, the circular brick inch centrifugals in the pit for drain

played by electricity in its operation , building in which the pumping plant age purposes, direct-connected in

although the general features of the is housed being shown at the left. each case to a 75 - H . P. motor ; and

dock's construction are noteworthy. The building, a pump well as it is also the 20-H . P. 5 -stage centrifugal

The progress of acceptance tests by called, is fitted with a steel-supported previously mentioned, which supplies

the Government has rendered it ad- glass roof, and is tastefully trimmed the hydraulic valves with water.

visable to wait until the present time with granite blocks. The well is 34 All the pumps are governed by

before giving any particulars of the feet in diameter and about 56 feet controllers mounted shown in

plant. The new dock is known as Dry deep below the ground level. It is Fig. 2 , at the edge of the switch

Dock No. 2 at the Boston yard, and lined inside with white enamelled tile , board gallery. One of the 500 - H . P.

O

means

as

37
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main pumps is shown directly below

the stairway railing, with its large

discharge pipe in the right-hand cor

ner of the illustration ; the other 500

H. P. pump is partially hidden from

view by its discharge pipe. One of

the 75 - H . P. vertical motors is shown

just in front of the controllers , the

other being barely visible at the ex

treme right. On the controller stand

the two outfits in the center govern

the main 500 - H . P. pumps, the other

two taking care of the drainage

pumps. One of the 375 - H . P. trans

formers is shown just at the bottom

of the stairs .

Fig. 5 shows the motor of one of

the 500 - H . P. pumps. Each of these

pumps has a rated capacity of 65,000

gallons per minute, the normal speed

of the motor and impeller being 350

revolutions per minute. Each pump

and motor, with the exception of the

vertical shaft drainage pumps, are

mounted on a common cast -iron bed

plate, with shafts connected by a

flanged coupling. Provision is made

for cooling this bearing in each of

the two larger units by a stream of

water taken from the pump dis

charge pipe, as shown in the lower

right corner of Fig. 2 .

The two large main pumps work

ing together thus can deliver 130,000

gallons of water per minute, a per

formance which would empty dock

No. 2 in about two hours and twenty

minutes. Pending the installation of

additional generating machinery in

the power plant, only one of the

large centrifugals can be operated at

one time, which empties dock No. 2

in a little less than five hours . The

old dock , No. 1 , which is much

smaller than the new one , can be

emptied by a single 500 - H . P. pump
FIG. 3.—A 5 - STAGE MOTOR- DRIVEN WORTHINGTON PUMP SUPPLYING WATER AT 200 POUNDS

in about an hour and a quarter. The

main pump motors are started on 33

volts by means of auto -transformer are shown in Fig . 2 at the rear and T's to give the operating flexibility

taps brought to the controller stand. side of the switchboard . All the referred to . A pair of 38-inch riser.

There are nine steps of about 20 valves were supplied by the Ludlow pipes lead to each of the main pumps

volts each in the control. Manufacturing Company, of Indian on the floor above , as shown in Fig.

One of the 75 - H . P. motors driv- Orchard , Mass. 2. Each of the latter discharges cen

ing a culvert and pit drainage pump The piping system of the plant is trally into a 48 -inch delivery pipe ,

is shown in Fig . 4. The 12 -inch arranged to give as much flexibility which rises vertically through the

centrifugal which this motor oper- as is possible in its operation. The well , increasing in diameter to 54

ates is located 19 feet below the mo- installation is essentially one for low inches at the top of the run , whence

tor in the bottom of the pit . All the pressures and large volumes. Either the water is discharged into the har

pumps, except the five- stage outfit, of the main pumps can be operated bour at an elevation of 26 feet above

were built by the Morris Machine to pump out either dock ; both can the floor of the dock No. 2 .

Company, of Baldwinsville, N. Y. be applied to the same dock , or one The pump well and culvert drain
The 5 -stage pump is of the Worth pump can be run on one dock and age pumps discharge each into a 12

ington type and is shown in Fig . 3 , the other pump on the other dock . inch riser , which joins in a 16 - inch

with its horizontal driving motor at Provision is made in the piping to discharge main at the upper level of

the left . This pump draws fresh take care of a third dock by this the well . The drainage pumps are

water from the vertical tank at the plant should one be built in the fu- as flexibly arranged as the main

right, and, running at 1700 revolu- ture . In the bottom of the well four pumps. The culverts themselves are

tions per minute, delivers it to the 60- inch mains controlled by four 60- 8 feet in diameter, and are built of

valve piping and system at a pressure inch hydraulic valves enter the well , concrete . They are carried to open

of 200 pounds per square inch . The bringing the water from each dock. ings in the dock floors. Dock No. 2

valve piping and controlling levers These are cross-connected by large is barred by a floating caisson , and

PRESSURE FOR OPERATING THE HYDRAULIC VALVES
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the entrance is 100 feet wide. All

the main pipes are of cast iron .

Dock No. I is served by three 15

H. P. capstan motors, and dock No.

2 has six 10 - H . P. and three 35

H. P. motors, all Westinghouse type

“ C ,” 220 volts . These motors are

set up in pits around the sides of the

dock and are directly controlled from

these points, although the current

supply comes from the 220 - volt bus

bars of the pump well switchboard .

On account of the dampness in the

pump well , two 10 - K . W. transform

were installed and connected to

deliver three -phase current at 10

volts to an auxiliary set of bus bars

behind the switchboard. Double

throw switches on the front of the

panels enable all the motors to be

thrown upon this circuit when they

are not in use , for the purpose of

drying out any moisture which might
otherwise accumulate.

The installation is essentially one

for the induction motor, for it is

very doubtful if any commutator mo

tor of less than extraordinary design

could withstand the dampness which

the installation presents intrinsically.

The operating flexibility, simplicity

and economy in comparison with

steam -driven machinery should be

markedly in favour of the present

equipment.

Communication between the pump

well and the yard is had by the regu

lar telephone system in service there,

but between the dry dock and the

pump well , signals are transmitted by

the engine telegraph used in ship

board communication between the

wheelhouse and the engine room .

The absence of long steam mains or

special boiler and engine plant at the

pump well and the compactness of

the installation are additional fea

tures of interest. A visit to the Bos

ton yard will well repay any engineer

interested in the application of elec

tricity to dry -dock service .

FIG. 4.-A 75- H. P. VERTICAL MOTOR DRIVING A DRAINAGE PUMP

O

It is reported that the Allgemeine
Elektricitats Gesellschaft, of Berlin ,

are at present engaged in equipping

the rolling mills of the Hildengar

denhütte, in Teschen, with electric

motors of a maximum output of

10,000 H. P., and some rolling mills

belonging to the Staatseisenbahn

Gesellschaft, at Budapest, with 12,

COO H. P. motors . The same firm

is also providing the electric drive

for the reversing mills of the Rom

bacher Iron Works. These revers

ing rolling mills are to be cirectly

driven by two 6500 - H . P. motors,

and during the first part of the roll

ing operations the motors have to

reverse six or times in a

minute.

seven

FIG . 5.-A 500 -H . P. WESTINGHOUSE INDUCTION MOTOR DRIVING A MAIN PUMP



The Choice of Frequency for Induction Motors

By R. E. HELLMUND

I

2

I

= I

OST engineers, in treating the By introducing the value from ( 2 ) will not be very much different for

question of whether high or into ( 3 ), we obtain the two motors, and , therefore, may

low frequency should be ( 4 ) Air density is proportional to be assumed to be approximately the

chosen for a certain electric power same in both cases . Under this as

plant, take it as an established fact sumption,

that the low -frequency induction mo- Pole face X frequency X No. of turns Length of wire per turn V pole face .
tor is far superior to one designed and by introducing this into ( 1 ) , we This means that the length per

for high frequency. In consequence get turn in the low -frequency motor will
of the great number of factors ( 5) Magnetizing current

which determine the excellence of Number of poles.
be V1.5 = 1.225 , if that of the high

frequency motor is 1 .

an induction motor, it is , of course,
The weight of copper in the

( .Xo . of turns ) " X frequency X pole high frequency motor s length perimpossible to draw any conclusions

which hold quite generally. face .

The following considerations, in

turn X number of turns X cross-sec
In order to avoid complicated tion = IXIXI = 1.

1 =
which the writer has endeavoured to mathematical derivations, let us con

In order to get the same weight in
take every factor of importance into sider one instance and compare a

the low - frequency motor, we have to
clue account, will show , however, that

motor of a certain frequency with make the cross- section
although it is theoretically true that a motor of half this frequency hav

the low -frequency motor has some ing the same rating. The results

advantages over the high -frequency obtained from this comparison will

type, they are not so very consider- be true in general. 0.815 X 1.225,

able, there being also points in re- If we assume for the first the same
that is , the cross -section will be the

gard to which the high-frequency magnetizing current for both mo same in both cases .

motor is better . It will also be
tors, we see that the product We know the resistances are pro

brought out that in actual practice (6 ) ( Number of turns )" X pole portional to
portional to the length of turn

under the present conditions for the face = a constant, since the value

multiplied by the number of turns
larger number of cases, the high- Number of poles divided by the cross - section , there
frequency motor should even be pre is constant, if the

fore, we obtain for the high -fre
ferred . Frequency

quency motor

The magnetizing current of an synchronous speed of both motors
I XI

induction motor is approximately is the same.
Resistance of I ,

proportional to the air gap density If we have in the high -frequency

and inversely proportional to the motor certain number of total

and for the low -frequency motor

turns per pole. The turns per pole tuns, they will be distributed over

are equal to the total number of a certain number of pole faces . The 1.225 X 0.815

tuns over the number of poles. number of pole faces of the low -fre Resistance of

Therefore we may write : quency motor is only half as much,

( 1 ) Vagnetizing current is pro- ancl, naturally, it will not be possible which means that the resistances are

portional to to locate the same number of turns the same in both motors. This ap

Air density X number of poles. at half the number of pole faces of plies to the resistances of both mem

the same size . bers.

Total number of turns . Therefore, it will be necessary to The primary current is the same

The flux per pole of any alternat- make the pole faces of the low - fre- in both cases, therefore we obtain

ing -current apparatus is inversely pro- quency motor larger and the number the same primary copper losses in

portional to the total number of of turns smaller than in the motor both motors. The secondary

turns and the frequency, the poten- for high - frequency. rents are also the same in both mo

tial and the winding coefficient be- If we have for the high -frequency tors , since the ratio of transforma

ing assumed to be constant for the motor, tion is the same, therefore the sec

present piirpose. We may tlius pole face on I ondary copper losses are also equal

write : number of turns I in both motors .

( 2 ) Flux per pole is proportional we will have to choose for the low- The eddy losses in the iron are

to frequency motor about the following mostly a comparatively small part

values in order to fulfill condition of the total core losses. Therefore,

No. of turns X frequency. ( 6 ) , and in order to have sufficient the total core losses may be rough

The air gap density is , of course, room for locating the turns : ly considered to be hysteresis losses.

proportional to the flux and in Pole face 1.5 The latter are proportional to the
versely proportional to the pole face, Number of turns 0.815. frequency, to the 1.6th power of the

therefore According to condition ( 6 ) , we have core densities and to the weight.

Flux per pole. 1 " X 1 = (0.815 ) X 1.5 . The weight may be assumed to

13) Air density = The most favourable proportion of be the same for both motors . We

Pole face . width of iron core to polar pitch may put the weight of number of

I

a

I

I

cur

I

1-6
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= I

= I

reason

-

core

-

2.000 1,500

I

1,800

1,700

. 750

66

I 6

66

1.51 ,
900

.

6

1,400

1,300

1,200

1.100

1,000

900

800

750

700

650

600

550

66

720

500 600

I

6

514

450
SO

500

375450

400

350

325

300

400

327300

66

300

poles X core width x core depth X that, therefore, in this particular tors can be built for the same speed

polar pitch.
case the only advantage of the low- and each designed as favourably as

The same weight is , therefore, ob- frequency motor is the higher over- possible. The two latter conditions
tained, if we have in the high -fre- load capacity for instantaneous loads are , however, almost never fulfilled

quency motor, and the better starting torque. in actual practice .

core width At the same time, however, it may As is well known, all motors are

core depth be shown that the cooling surface cheaper the higher their speed . In

polar pitch = 1 , of the low - frequency motor is much actual practice the highest admissi

and according to the larger pole smaller, and that, therefore, its ble speed is mostly given for some

face in the low - frequency motor, overload capacity for continuous or other, and the motor is

core width V 1.5
overloads is much lower than that built for the next lower possible

polar pitch = V1.5
of the high -frequency motor, the speed . The standard frequencies in

core depth
losses being the same in both cases . this country are 25 and 60 cycles.

1.33

Therefore, the cross- sections in Of course , it is possible to im- Therefore, we have the following

the

table :will be iXI = 1 and
prove the full load power factor of

the low -frequency motor. This, how

V1.5 X 1.33 = 1.63 ,1.63 , respectively, ever, requires a larger number of Highest Speed Next Lower Speed Possible

and the densities
Admissible 25 Cycles 60 Cycles

turns, and assuming the amount of 1,800

material to be constant, the copper
1,900

in the high -fre
losses will thereby be increased con

1,200

I XIXI 1,600

siderably, and although the iron 1,500

quency motor, and
losses decrease , the total losses in

crease , and, therefore, the efficiency

decreases almost as much as the

.5 X .815 X 1.63 power factor may be increased .

and the core losses os IX 1 ' (XI
Moreover, the starting torque and

= l in the high -frequency motor,
the maximum output for instantan

and core losses .5 X 1.511.4XI= eous and for continuous overloads

I in the low -frequency motor. decrease, that in most cases

As will be seen , all the losses in
hardly any advantage may be se

the two motors are equal; therefore, cured by such changes. It seems

the efficiency will be the same. to the writer that it is never advis

Now it may be shown that part of able to secure an improvement in

the leakage ( slot and zigzag leak the power factor at the cost of the Comparing the motors for admis

age) is reversely proportional to the efficiency, if the product of these sible speeds from 2000 to 1000 , we

size of the pole face , and part of its two factors cannot be considerably find that on an average the speed of

end connection leakage reversely pro- improved thereby. the 60 -cycle motors will be 13 per
portional to the square root of the

It might be said that since the cent. higier than that of the 25
pole face. diameter of the low -frequency mo- cycle motors ; for the lower speeds

If we assume that the leakage of tor is smaller, the air gap may be the average difference is 8 per cent.
the high -frequency motor is 5 per made shorter and thereby some ad- This, of course , will cause some dii

cent, and that only zigzag and slot vantages secured. It must be taken ference in the average prices in fa

leakage exists , we would have
into consideration , however, that the vour of the high -frequency motors.

5 motor is wider, and, therefore, a OP highest importance is the fact

3.34 per cent.,
longer shaft is required, and that that most plants are mixed light and

1.5 the motor works with a stronger power plants, and , therefore, most

and if we assume that only end con- total field , therefore a shortening of induction motors are , in this coun

nection leakage exists , we would have
the air gap is hardly advisable . try , by necessity, 60 -cycle motors .

5 Another fact that may be men- The manufacturer, therefore, sells

x 4.10 per cent. tioned is that since the frame of the more 60 -cycle motors than 25 -cycle ,

V1.5 low -frequency motor has a smaller and is , as a rule, especially anxious

for the low - frequency motor. This diameter, it will be lighter and to make his 60-cycle motors good

means that a fair value for the low- cheaper. This will be compensated , and cheap. Since it would not pay

frequency motor is 3.75 per cent. however, by the fact that its core for him to make a special type for

Before finding from this a is wider, and the cost of making up 25 cycles, he simply uses the 60

parative value for the power factor , the discs will, therefore, be in- cycle type, with special winding for

we may remember that for the de- creased.
25 cycles, and under very unfavour

termination of the magnetizing cur- Reviewing now the previous con- able conditions of design .

rent only the air -gap reluctance has siderations, we may say that if mo- The consequence therefrom is that

been taken into account. Since, tors are built at the same cost for the standard motors on the market

however, higher densities and longer high and low frequency , -- 60 and 30 for 25 cycles, although somewhat

iron paths have been assumed , the cycles ,—the low - frequency motor will better in regard to starting torque.
magnetizing current in the low - fre- be superior in regard to starting instantaneous overload capacity, and

quency motor will be about 11, if torque and overload capacity for in- often also somewhat better in power

that of the high - frequency motor stantaneous overloads, but inferior factor, are , in regard to overload
is 1 . in regard to overload capacity for capacity forcapacity for continuous overloads,

It may be easily found that under continuous overload, while hardly their commercial efficiency , and their

these conditions in almost all cases any advantage in regard to effi- apparent efficiency ( this value and

within practical limits, the full load ciency, power factor apparent not the power factor is important

power factor of the two motors efficiency may be secured. This is for the line losses ), mostly worse

shows hardly any difference, and under the assumption that both mo- than in 60 - cycle motors, or the 25

com

or
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Progressive Business-Getting Methods

I™
N the June number of THE ELEC- Inside the folder was the foilow

TRICAL AGE, under the heading ing : -

of " Up -to -date Methods of Get AN OPPORTUNITY

ting New Business," was described
For every lady to acquire a thorouglı

the methods adopted by T. C. Mc- knowledge of the comfort, con

Reynolds, secretary and teasurer of
venience and economy of

the Kokomo, Marion & Western

Traction Company, for increasing the
ELECTRICITY AS FUEL,

sale of current for domestic use . To witness actual demonstration of

Mr. McReynolds, who is also con
the results obtainable , and to procure

nected with the Noblesville Heat, recipes of the daintiest dishes.

Light & Power Company, has Mrs. Sanborn will teach you to cook

adopted the same plan at Nobles- economically with electricity .

cycle motors are considerably higher

in price.

According to these facts , it

seems to the writer that the Euro

pean practice is preferable to the

practice of this country . In well

designed motors some advantages

may be secured by using low fre

quencies. The standard frequency in

Europe is as low as admissible for

lighting purposes, that is , 50 cycles ,

and this frequency is used in almost

all cases , even where current for

power alone is generated. In con

tradistinction to this, all manufac

turers in this country have to carry

motors for 25 and 60 cycles in stock,

and the advantage thereby secured

is , perhaps, only imaginary, especial

ly since it is , as a rule, not difficult

to design motors for 50 or also 60

cycles, with a starting torque and

instantaneous overload capacity which

are sufficient for most requirements

in practice .

Of course , the writer is aware

that there are certain cases in which

the low -frequency induction motor is

far superior to the high -frequency

motor; for instance, in cases where

low - speed motors have be

used , where especially high -starting

torque is required, and also in such

cases where only a few very large

motors, which are especially de

signed for the purpose, are operated

by long -distance transmission .

Low frequency is especially adapted

for railroad purposes , etc.

The writer is also aware that the

induction motors operated by a cer

tain plant are not the only factors

which influence the choice of the

frequency. It is believed, however,

that in almost all cases where light

and power are needed it is not ad

visable to use two frequencies, that

is , 60 cycles for light and 25 cycles

for power, as has been proposed and

done in many cases , but that it is

much more economical to use the

liigh frequency for both purposes.

8

to

a

ELECTRICAL COOKING APPARATUS IN THE DEMONSTRATING HALL OF THE NOBLESVILLE HEAT,

LIGHT & POWER COMPANY, NOBLESVILLE, IND.

A weekly menu was also printed,

which is given below , with the cost

of cooking each dish , and the total

for each day.

MENU FOR NOBLESVILLE

Daily , 2.30 P. M.

Monday-Cost 10 cents

Cents

3

-

33

ville for increasing the current sales .

The annexed illustration shows the

arrangement of the apparatus which

was used by Mrs. F. V. Sanborn to

demonstrate cooking by electricity

at the daily lectures.

Folders were sent out, on the front

of which was printed the following

invitation :

ANNOUNCEMENT

The Noblesville Heat, Light and

Power Company

invite you to

Attend a course of lectures on

Cooking by Electricity,

by

Mrs. F. Violet Sanborn ,

the well -known lecturer and writer

on Domestic Science, at

Second Room South of Opera House,

Beginning Monday, May 7 .

Daily, 2.30 P. M.

No Charges or Collections.

Currant bread

Broiled porterhouse

Fruit nut bread

Paul Jones Indian pudding
Velvet biscuit

Coffee mussee

Tuesday-Cost 7 cents

Fancy salads

Golden mayonnaise

Cheese balls

Ribbon salad

Vinegar test

24

12

A novel scheme has been insti

tuted in England for hiring out ac

cumulators for ignition sets to auto

mobile and motor-cycle owners. By

the payment of a small sum , sub

scribers are provided with an official

pass which allows them at any time

to exchange their run -down ignition

accumulaters for fresh ones at any

station along the route . Three dis

tinct classes of motorists are catered

to ,-motor-cyclists, small-car owners

and four -cylinder -car owners. The

first -named are , perhaps, the most

benefited by the innovation, as the

ignition accumulator is one of the

motor - cycle's weak points .

2

19

3

1

2

Wednesday - Cost 7 ! cents

Flank steak a la crecle ..

Nut bread

Cheese custard

Fruit salad

Ice cream croquettes

Thursday- Cost 9 cents

Broiled chops

Spiced rolls

Milk bread

Strawberry short cake

Pineapple salad ,

Yeast test

11

2

31

に
こ
に
い

た
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Friday - Cost 9 cents of 900 tons requires 60 H. P. to

Veal birds, mushroom sauce .

Planked fish ..
travel at six miles an hour .

Fruit bread .

29 3. — The cost of operation is small,Angels on horseback

Love apple salad . 15 owing to the lack of heavy traction
Wedding mussee

equipment . The driving mechanism

Saturday - Cost 8; cents is protected from the weather, and

Strawberry mousse with whipped cream

Golden layer cake .
thus has a long life . No motormen

Berlin salad .. or conductors are necessary.
Broiled steak

Coffee au lait 4. - Absence of stops and starts .

5.—Low rolling friction .
Saturday, 8 P. M. - Cost 84 cents

Broiled tenderloin .
A moving picture was shown of

Chicken recheffe the moving platform at the Paris
Potato bread .

Shredded ham with currant jelly . 13 Exposition in 1900. The paper was

Angel parfait .. concluded with a description of the
Coffee

moving platform proposed by Geo .

The cost given is obtained by S. Morrison for the Brooklyn

finding the current consumed as in Bridge .

dicated by a meter with a rate of Taking up the mono - rail system ,

four cents a kilowatt -hour. Mr. Behr first described his pro

At the lectures , the company's posed line for New York City. Start

representative exhibited the cooking ing at Van Cortlandt Park , it would

utensils, and these, with flat- irons, south to Seventy - fifth street ,

have been placed on trial , and are where it would branch east to the

proving successful in convincing the Borough of Queens, thence turning

users of their convenience and econ- south through Flatbush to Fort

omy. Exactly the same methods are

being used at Noblesville as have

already proved successful at Ko

komo, and the results indicate that

the current sales will be largely in

creased .

tration of the driving gear is given

on this page . Each car has four

vertical wheels, which run on the

mono -rail. Two of them are driving

wheels, 4 feet 4 inches in diameter,

and the other two are trailers , 3 feet

5 inches in diameter. The wheels

are 5 inches wide, and each has a

central groove 2 inches deep and 3
inches wide.

The centre line of the motor

shafts is 4 feet 61 inches below the

centre line of the driving -wheel axles ,

and connection between them is

made by chain drive. The two mo

tors at each end of the car are con

nected to one driving wheel. The

power required during acceleration

is 279 H. P. per motor, and with

normal current it is 129 H. P. per

motor. Current will be supplied by

means of two conducting rails , one

on each side of the trestles near the

ends of the ties .

The distance between Manchester

and Liverpool is 34 miles, and it is

proposed to cover this in 20 min

utes. The British Board of Trade

has set the speed limit at 110 miles

an hour.

Among the advantages claimed by

Mr. Behr for his system are that a

higher speeil can be attained , that

the grinding action on curves is

avoided, curves of shorter radius can

te built, and the can climb

steeper grades.

run

1

1

YorkMay Meeting of the N

Electrical Society 出
1

cars

2

1

,
3

1

CROSS - SECTION OF A CAR , SHOWING THE

DRIVING MECHANISM OF THE BEHR MONO

RAIL SYSTEM

T the May meeting of the New

York Electrical Society, held

at the Edison Auditorium , two

papers were read dealing with the

problem of transportation. Max E.

Schmidt discussed " The Moving

Platform Railway in City Trans

portation , " and F. B. Behr dealt with

" The Mono - Rail Solution of the“

Rapid Transit Problem ."

Mr. Schmidt first described the

elevated railway proposed in 1847 on
Broadway, in New York City , the

moving platform idea first being

brought out then . An experimental

line was built, the capital being pro

vided byby William Astor , Peter

Cooper and others. This line, how

ever, was destroyed by fire.

The moving platform at the Chi

cago Exposition, in 1893, and that

at the Paris Exposition, in 1900,

were next described. He showed

also the construction of the proposed

moving platform to under

Thirty -fourth street , New York City ,

from First to Ninth Avenues.

Among the advantages which Mr.

Schmidt claimed for passenger trans

portation by means of the moving

platform were the following :

1. - Absence of congestion, as the

masses of people do not stop.

2. — The carrying capacity is

greater than on a railway. A load

Passenger traffic in New York

City owes its tremendous growth to

the application of electricity in this

direction. According to the report

issued by the State Railroad Com

mission , 297,339,165 passengers were

carried during the three months end

ing March 31 , 1906. This is an in

crease of 37,061,250, or 141 per cent.

The number of surface transfers is

sued during this time was 68,212,

755 , an increase of 10,822,871. The

car mileage was 56,998,216 , a gain

of 6,522,434. While the surface and

the elevated lines have recovered

from the effect which the opening

of the subway had upon them , the

last -named carried 41,000,000 during

the quarter.

1

!

1

Hamilton , crossing the Narrows to

Staten Island , and ending at Totten

ville . From Seventy - fifth street , also ,

a line would run to the City Hall

and cross the East River to Brook

lyn, where it would intersect the

other line at Flatbush , and continue

on to Coney Island .

From Tompkinsville to Van Court

landt Park is a distance of 37 miles,

which would be covered in 38 min

utes. From Coney Island to the

City Hall would require 11 minutes,

and from Tottenville to the City

Hall , 25 minutes.

The system would have four tracks,

two for a speed of 15 miles an hour

and two for 60 miles an hour. The

express stations would be 3.5 miles

apart .

The system has been in use in Ire

land for the past eighteen years, and

a line between Manchester and Liv

erpool is now under way. An illus

run

The New York Electrical Club has

leased commodious apartments at 14

and 16 Park Place. The club starts

with a membership of 150 , and dur

ing the reception many gentlemen

identified with the allied electrical in

terests were present. In the suite of

rooms are included a fine dining hall

and a private dining room , which

promise to become popular among

the electrical men . Reasonable prices

will be charged.

1



Nuggets from the Milwaukee Convention

Of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers
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Na synchronous converter the liable to break down. There is also not only an excellent advertisement

liable to be trouble in operating the and a means of grace , but it may be

minals of the two sides of the system . A series field winding on a quite economically employed in as

machine is approximately constant, synchronous converter is always a sembly rooms which are occupied

and independent of the load on the source of danger on account of the but six or eight hours each month,

machines or the magnitude of the liability of its reversing. * * * if the controlling devices be properly

excitation . So the only way of vary- The automatic compounding ob- designed and used .

ing the direct-current terminal volt- tained by a series winding and re- Furthermore, a religious gathering,

age is to vary the alternating - current actance coils is not so satisfactory more than any other concourse of

voltage supplied to the machine. as would be expected. * * * This people, contains persons of all ages ,

Assuming that approximately con- method of compounding is often a many of whom have failing eyesight,

stant voltage is supplied at the gen- nuisance. There must be careful ad- and all of whom should have suffi

erator end of the alternating -current justment of the series winding and cient light to enable them to read

feeders, and that the circuit between of the resistance coils at the sub - sta- the lines of text or hymn. With an

the generator and synchronous con- tions beforebefore getting the desired expense of $2 an hour for light which

verters contains sufficient inductance, effect. If other compound -wound gives perfect satisfaction to everyone

then the voltage at the synchronous- converters are installed in the same in the audience, and makes of the

converter end of the alternating- cur- sub -station , there is trouble to ad- auditorium a beautiful and attractive

rent line can be raised or lowered just them so that they divide the load place for young people, there can be

by introducing a leading or a lag- properly at all loads. If shunt. no question of extravagance . The

ging current into the system . A wound converters are not dividing extravagance lies rather in employing

leading or lagging current can be the load properly, varying the field a system which , although it may cost

introduced into the system by over rheostat will quickly adjust the load . half as much , fails to give satisfac

or under -exciting the converter . So * * * A shunt -wound converter tends tion to any considerable number of

by putting a series winding on the to keep the power -factor the same the congregation . - Edwin R. Wecks.

magnets of the converter the excita at all loads. * * *

tion of the machines will be in- Thus with shunt-wound converters It is known that disturbances are

creased as the load comes on , and a instead of compound -wound caused on a system by allowing too

leading current approximately pro- chines with reactance -coils, there re- large a flow of current across ar
portional to the load introduced in

sults a cheaper, more efficient, and resters ; therefore, the requirement

the alternating -current system . This less complicated outfit , an outfit less that an arrester should take a limited

will tend to raise the alternating- liable to give trouble, and which will amount of dynamic current naturally

current voltage supplied to the con- give better results both in large and suggests itself. The writer consid

verter , and, in consequence, the ter- in small stations. - W . L. IVaters. ered that a three -ampere fuse wire

minal voltage at the direct- current placed in series with the arrester

side. The chief requisites in church light- should not be melted on the dis

Here, then , is a system that gives ing are adequacy and uniformity. The charge of a static machine across the

automatic control of the voltage as maximum variation throughout the gaps to start the dynamic arc . With

the load varies . Unfortunately , this auditorium should not exceed 20 per this requirement in view , tests were

system presents a number of disad cent. This uniformity is seldom se- made to see how many gaps would

vantages in practice; a series winding cured with daylight, but there is no have to be placed in series properly

is needed on the converter magnets, reason why it should not be attained to limit the current. During the

artificial reactance coils are with artificial light, since electricity test , gap after gap was added until

tically always needed to insert in the can easily be transmitted to all parts of forty -eight gaps from line to line

alternating- current line to the building and practically moulded were used before the current was

bring its reactance up to the re- to suit the demands of distribution as properly limited. A consideration of

quired value, and there is need for well as the needs of the architecture the expense and size of this arrester

extra switchboard arrangements. This and decoration. In this respect the showed immediately that it would

means increased complication and electric light may be said to “ beat be uncommercial.

cost, and a loss of efficiency. A daylight.” Experiments were then conducted

compound -wound converter costs The amount of light in the read- to see how the number of gaps could

about 7 or 8 per cent. more than a ing plane should not be less than two be reduced by the use of resistance

shut-wound converter. Reactance- candle -feet, that is , about twice the in shunt to some of the cylinders.

coils usually cost about 5 per cent. light required by the average person5 It was found that nine gaps, with six

of the cost of the converter . The for reading without the impairment of them shuted by carborundum re

efficiency of the system is lowered of eyesight. The frugal vestryman sistance, would limit the current to

probably I to 2 per cent. In ad- may ask , “Why double the amount the proper amount so as not to blow

dition the system is COM- of light ? " The answer is that the a three -ampere fuse . Usually there

plicated , and in consequence more test and most attractive lighting is will be two such combinations in

prac

SO as

more
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series , giving eighteen gaps from line string ; or a local circuit may be phase machine is 12 per cent . higher

to line with twelve of these shunted formed of small capacity and in- ihan that of the three -phase.

by resistance . Making further tests ductance, or high frequency may 4. The leakage factor of the two

on this arrester, it was found that come from a neighbouring spark, an phase machine averages 25 per cent.

low -voltage discharges from a Ley- arc, or cloud lightning. greater than that of the three-phase

den jar would pass through the The range of frequency which machine.

series gaps and resistance, but must be considered in lightning pro- Even machines of the same phase

high -voltage discharges would pass tection lies between zero frequency and rating, which are made as nearly

through all the gaps , thus produc- ( direct current) to about one billion alike in every respect as is commer

ing an arrester which allows a direct cycles per second . Within this range cially possible, vary widely among

discharge across the gaps to ground there are certain values of frequency themselves in their characteristics

without taking too large a dynamic which may be counted on as absent; when put in test . This fact makes

current. It is realized that the light- such , for example, are the fre- it very difficult to determine by test

ning discharge itself may give a quencies lying between zero and the the relative behaviour of two and

spark across the gaps which will generator periodicity, and also those three-phase machines, especially with

allow greater dynamic current to flow frequencies lying between the odd regard to those characteristics which

than during the Leyden -jar test . The multiples of the generator frequency
difter but slightly.

amount of lightning current can be extending over a considerable range
There can be no doubt as to the

determined only by actual tests on above the normal frequency. higher temperature rise of the cop

lines . Five hundred of the multigap The quantities of electricity in- per in the two -phase motor, occa

arresters with shunt resistances for volved vary from an immeasurably sioned by the higher copper loss.

2200 -volt circuits were placed in ser- small quantity, through the range of For the same reason the efficiency

vice last season and operated prac- comparatively small quantities tied of the two -phase motor is slightly

tically without trouble. - H . C. Wirt. up at different points of the trans lower, the difference depending upon

mission circuit in the form of elec- the relative magnitude of the iron

Some of the forms of lightning tromagnetic and electrostatic energy, and copper losses . Since the slip is

stroke cannot be reproduced in the into the range of comparatively large equal to the ratio of the secondary

laboratory. Laboratory demonstra- quantities involvedquantities involved in line -current copper loss to the total power input

tions have often been made of one flow over an arrester subsequent to to the secondary, it is evident that

particular kind and power of stroke the passage of the electrostatic spark . the slip is greater on the two-phase

in conjunction with a device which Up to the time the line current starts, motor. Calculations and tests indi

protects against that particular con- the energy involved is inconsiderable, cate that the slip on two - phase mo

dition, but not against a number of but the power is usually enormous. tors ' is about 20 per cent. greater

other conditions met in practice . As The successiul arrester must be ar than in three -phase motors. Due to

a result, laboratory methods have ranged to discharge this energy at the increased leakage , the power

fallen into disfavour and disuse . its natural maximum rate of dis- factor on the two-phase machine is

This condition is unfortunate, in that charge. Any restriction of power from 1 to 3 per cent. lower than on

apparatus may be installed which is increases the risk of high -potential the three -phase motor. – Bradley Mc

intrinsically unable to withstand even strains. Cormick .

laboratory tests . On the other hand, when gener

It seems safe to adopt a rule used ator current follows, the almost in- When the fringe of the main field

in the development of protective ap- compatible condition of restricted is used for commutating purposes,

paratus , to the effect that all pro- power and energy must be intro- it is necessary to bevel off the edge

tective apparatus must pass
the duced. To summarize :- The factors of the pole, so that the fringe shall

· laboratory and shop tests before it of immediate interest are the rise of be sufficiently wide. In cases where

can be considered ready for the line potential, the quantity of lightning the teeth of the armature are wide,
test ; it seems safe to say that, sooner electricity, the proper frequency of it is necessary to make the bevel of

or later, the arrester installed on the discharge, the frequency of recur- the edge of the pole quite wide .

line will be placed under every rea- rence of the lightning stroke , the This robs the pole of valuable area ,

sonable condition that can be pro- power of the lightning stroke, the tending to increase the speed of the

duced in the laboratory test , and be- power and energy of the generator motor. With the inter -pole con

sides, it will be subjected to other discharge. - E . E. F. Creighton . struction , as the fringe of the main

strains arising from new conditions, field is not used for commutating

such, for example, increased static The following are the principalthe principal purposes, the beveling or skewing of

capacity, distributed capacity, and points brought out relative to two the edge of the pole may be much

inductance, increased kilowatt ca- and three -phase motors, and will, narrower, and, therefore, the effective

pacity of generators, auxiliary oscil- aid the designer in deciding upon the pole area is larger . If it were not

lations, reinforcement of higher har- proper ratings for machines when for the humming of the armature

monics, disintegration from brush wound for two-phase service :- teeth , the main pole could be rectili

discharge, depreciation from use , 1. A two-phase machine should near, and without bevel. If a skew

bugs, dirt, and so on . have 22 per cent. more conductors form is used, it should amount to

At the same time, all the elements per slot than the corresponding three- about tooth and slot of the

are present on the line which could phase Y - connected machine designed armature, this being sufficient to

produce the effects of the laboratory for the same voltage and flux per dampen all tendency to vibration of

tests . For example, although the pole. the teeth .

total listributed capacity and the to- 2. The magnetizing current is the The inter -pole produces a much

tal inductance of a transmission line same in both two and three-phase better form of commutating field

may be such as to give a low value machines, when expressed in per than can be obtained from the fringe

of proper frequency: a higher fre- cent. of the current which corres- of the main field , even on constant

quency is possible by segmental os- ponds to the full load output. speed motors, unless an extremely

cillations on the line, as on a violin 3. The copper loss of the two- wide bevel is used . This is due to

one
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the fact that the inter -pole may be connection was fairly stiff , it being to determine the availability of nickel

made much wider than the bevel of possible to cut off the driving power for high temperatures would be very

the main pole, thus furnishing a,
from two of the machines, when useful. Nickel has a higher coeffi

broad, uniform field , well suited to they became alternating motors and cient than the purest platinum , it be
commutating conditions. The cur- carried their previous driving motors ing about 0.0041 per degree between

rent is , therefore , quite uniformly as load. The oscillograph showed o degree Cent. and 100 degrees

distributed over the brush face , and that the experiment was successfully Cent., and pure platinum , 0.0039, and

none of the difficulties such as pit- performed . commercial platinum but about 0.002.

ting or incandescent positions of the Having control of the synchroniz- The specific resistance of pure nickel

brush, due to too narrow a commu- ing angle at the 180 -degree and the and pure platinum is in the ratio of

tating fringe, are experienced . - C . 1 20-degree positions, we felt that about 933 to 1000.-E. F. Northrup.

H. Bedell. some way to secure the desired

0 -degree-angle must be available. A Vapour converters can be run in

With large machines whose re- final idea of trying an inductance parallel under the proper conditions

sistance and pure or non - iron re- without any iron core came oppor- without difficulty. The generalcondi

actance are relatively low , damage by tunely. This would secure the de- tion determining satisfactory paral

even slightly inaccurate synchroniz- sired lagging current, and the pure leling is that the voltage absorbed in

ing will be more probable, as well as
inductance acting instantaneously each of the parallel circuits shall in

more costly , than with small ma- would not permit an impulsive rush crease at least slightly with increase

chines, since the impulsive rush of of dangerous value, even at maxi- in current , since this insures a divi

current is proportionately greater. mum difference of phase. A trial sion of current between the two cir

* * * It is evident that the maxi- met with flattering success ; and by cuits. If two devices be used in

mum circulating current may be re- adjusting the amount of inductance, parallel of such a nature that with
duced in any desired degree by the it was found that for a 7.5 -KW. ma- increase in current a less voltage is
insertion of sufficient impedance be- chine, a value limiting the maximum absorbed , such as mercury vapour

tween the machines to be synchron- current to about half its full - load lamps, it is evident that the more

ized . amperes seemed the best, having due current one of these devices takes ,

Steinmetz has shown that the syn- regard objectionable reaction the more current it tends to take in

chronizing power of the current that upon the system , as well as to syn- proportion to the other device on ac

may circulate between two machines chronizing effect. - M . Brooks andM. count of its lowered voltage .

in parallel under the normal condi- K. Akers. The bulb of a vapour converter

tion of equal voltage depends upon also is usually a device of this char

the lagging of the current due to the The best material of which to con- acter, that is , an increase in current

inductance of the short- circuit path struct a resistance thermometer de- causes a decrease in voltage through

through the armatures of the al- pends upon the temperature range out the operating range. In such

ternators . To retain this lagging to be measured, as well as upon the cases they cannot be connected in

current and its desirable effect, the physical qualities of the available parallel directly, since one bulb or

impedance to be connected in series materials. Constancy of composi- the other would instantly take all

between the machines should be tion and other practical considera- the current . By the insertion some

highly inductive. The use of con- tions seem to limit the choice to a where in the paralleled circuits of a

densers in series confirmed the few of the pure metals, usually in the sufficient amount of ohmic or induc

theory above outlined , for the al- form of wire . The metal which has tive resistance, so that the additional

ternators now assumed the 180 -de- received the most study is platinum . voltage absorbed in the resistance on

gree phase -relation, and retained it It can be used over a very wide tem- any increase in current shall be

with such persistence as to suggest perature range, and can be obtained greater than the decrease in voltage

easy synclironizing by using a re- under the name of Heræus platinum in the bulb , satisfactory parallel oper

versing switch to connect che ma- in a state of great purity. ation is obtained . Since the voltage

chines together in the zero phase- This material answers every change on the bulb would notor

relation. At this point it was proved quirement of resistance thermometry, dinarily be more than a volt or two,
by experiment that it was a simple except that it is very costly. A sub- a very slight amount of resistance is

matter to synchronize two alterna- stitute for platinum should, there- sufficient to insure good operation .

tors through the armature of a third fore, be sought and used wherever Obviously, the inductance may be

alternator not running, and then by it will serve as well . This substi- substituted for resistance in such

bringing this third machine up to tute should be inexpensive, and ob- parts of the paralleled circuits as

synchronous speed to observe that it tainable in a pure state . It is de- carry alternating or intermittent cur

automatically fell into step , forming sirable that it should have a high

a delta -connected, three -phase sys- specific resistance, combined with A very interesting application of

teni. a large temperature coefficient. It vapour converters is the operation

The osciilograph showed that withi should be unoxidizable under usable of series direct -current are lamps

equal excitation the electromotive- conditions, and withistand a high from a constant- current alternating

force curves were properly spaced temperature without deterioration or supply. When a moderate number

in 120 -degree positions, and that by permanent alteration in resistance. of lamps is to be operated in series

varying the excitation it was easy to An examination of the pure met- a single bull) will furnish a suffi

obtain a distorted delta of any de- als shows that these conditions are ciently high direct -current voltage ;

sired shape, within reasonable lim- best met by nickel. The writer has where many arc lamps are to be

its , giving a simple means for ob had many thermometers constructed operated , two more converter

taining any required vector-differ- of this wire for temperatures ranging bulbs may be used, by which the

ence of voltage or current, especially from - 40 degrees Cent. to 300 de- direct-current voltage of the various

if one of the machines were a poly- grees or 400 degrees Cent ., and has bulbs is available in series in the arc

phase machine but used as a single- found it entirely reliable for this circuit.

phaser in a delta arrangement. The range. Conclusive experiments made By the use of sufficiently powerful

re

rents. * * *

or
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sustaining coils it is possible to phase transformers are more diffi seven -tenths of the wage- earners, and

utilize current obtained from 25 cult to transport. A reserve unit in paid almost four- fifths of the wages.

cycles without material fickering of either case is necessary . - D . B. Rush- The report show's that on the aver

the arcs . This is an extremely im- more . age there was i telephone to every

portant gain for the users of 25
In inventing a machine to operate

34 persons, that each person talked

cycle systems. Bulbs in series may 65 times a year, and that each tele

be started as individuals and afte.
upon any given material, the logical

phone was used 2190 times.

wards thrown in series either on
way is to work from the tool to the

Of the 1157 cities in the United
short- circuitor lamp load , or they

power. The tool , or tools , should
States with 4000 or more inhabitants,

may be started on a common short
first be invented , and the motions de

1002 cities were provided with tele

circuit or even on the arc circuit it
termined which are to be given to

phone systems of some kind in 1902.

self , the connections for accomplish them . The proper gearing of parts San Francisco Ianked first, with I

ing this purpose being comparatively
to produce from the power each mo

telephone to 9 persons. Cleveland
tion for each tool should then be in

easily devised .-P. H. Thomas. anked second, with i telephone for
vented . It should then be consid

every 16 persons, and Boston third ,

The points which have to be con
ered if parts of each train of gearing with one for every 19 inhabitants.

sidered concerning transformers in a
cannot be combined , so as to make

The average revenue per telephone

system of station connections are :
one part do the work of a part in

amounted to $37-50, and the aver

the number of units, rated capacity,
each train ; in short, to reduce the

age revenue per message was 1.7
machine to its lowest terms.

and capacity relative to that of sta cents . The average operating ex

tion generators and lines; the sys
Occasionally a mechanism will be

pense was $ 24.56 per telephone, and

tem of high and low voltage trans
invented which is exceedingly in II cents per message.

former connections, delta , star , etc. ,
genious, but which it is afterwards

According to a table giving tele

and whether grounded ,-single or
seen how to simplify greatly at the phone statistics up to January, 1905,

three -phase,—the number of taps and
expense of its apparent ingenuity . the number of telephones in the

the number of systems at different
This simplification will be at the United States was then 3,400,000 ,

voltages fed from the same trans
sacrifice of the pride of the inventor, and in Europe, 1,485,784.

former banks. * * *
but such considerations as cheapness, Comparing the rates charged for

The capacity of a transformer bank
durability and certainty of action

telegraph and telephone messages, it
leave no choice in the matter . It

is preferably made that of a gen
was found that for medium dis

erator, and, if possible, so is that of
will sometimes be found that a sin

tances they do not differ greatly ,
the line . With many large units, gle part can be made to actuate sev

Lut for very long distances they are

this may be done. At least two eral parts, by the interposition of ele
overwhelmingly in favour of the

ments which
transformer banks should be used,

reverse the motion
telegraph , if the message be taken

and duplicate lines fed to any sub
taken from such part, or which take as a unit . If, however,the number

station where the continuous supply only a component of the motion of of words exchanged be taken into

of power is essential. If a large such part, or the resultant of the
account, as well as the time required

number of generators be installed , it motion of such part and some other for getting into communication, the

may be desirable to make a unit of part.
telegraph is at a disadvantage in

one transformer and two generators. The drawing board can be made a case of a large amount of traffic.

In other cases , the number of trans- great source of economy in produc- The commercial land telegraph

formers: is entirely independent of ing inventions. If the three princi systems of the country owned and

that of the generators.
pal views of all the essentially differ

operated 1,318,350 miles of wire in

If it be desired to avoid high -ten ent positions of the parts of a ma- 1902. In addition, there were 16 ,

sion switching and the use of cur
chine are drawn, it will often be

677 nautical miles of submarine ca

rent transformers on the high -ten
found that defects will be brought ble. Railway telegraph systems were

sion side , the transformer bank may
to light which would not otherwise reported in use by 684 companies.

sometimes advantageously be made
have been observed until the ma- The number of telegraph messages

a unit with the line . The transformer chine was put into the metal. — E . J. sent during 1902, for railroad busi

bank can always equal the generator
Prindle.

ness only , was 201,743,756, and the
capacity, but the reverse is not number of commercial messages was

true. It is desirable, whenever 4,474,593

possible, to have the transformer
Report on Telephones and Tele

In 1902 there were 764 electric

banks make a unit with either the
graphs

fire alarm systems in operation. The

or HE last of a series of reports largest number, 106 , was reporteda ,

on the generation and utiliza- for Massachusetts, and the next

phase transformers is a matter of
tion of electric current for the largest, 70 , for New York , More

building design, transportation, cost , transmission of power, messages, than one- fourth of the 39,635 miles

reserve capacity, and repairs. In and conversation , recently published of fire alarm wires were underground

the case of many large units, it costs by the Bureau of the Census, treats at that time.

no more to have a spare three-phase of the telephone and telegraph sysa Police patrol systems numbered

unit than a single -phase, and, if a tems and the municipal electric fire 148 , with 26,350 miles of wire, 9476

transformer - generator System alarm and police patrol systems of signalling boxes, and 1170 telephon

used, the disablement of a three- the United States. ing boxes. Over these systems there

phase transformer is no more serious In 1902 the forty - four Bell tele- was a daily average per box or sta

than one of a single -phase bank , phone systems reported about seven tion of more than 10 calls. The use

unless the load be carried on two tenths of the wire mileage for all of the telephone for this work

transformers . The cost can be cal- telephone systems, more than one- predominated, there being 23,393.812

culated for each case , and there is hali of all the telephones, and three telephone messages, as compared

always a dividing line where the re- fifths of the messages or talks dur- with 17,232,693 messages of all other
lation of cost is reversed . Three- ing the year. They employed over kinds.

* * *

The use of"single or of three- T !

be
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The American Institute of Electrical Engineers

The Convention at Milwaukee, Wis., May 28-June 1

T'T
HIE opening session ,on Monday, and that he gets this information ; to

all
phase motor was superior 01

May 28, of the annual con- see that the public is not imposed points to the two-phase type.

vention of the American upon by misinformation . He should Dr. Steinmetz spoke of tests made

Institute of Electrical Engineers so conduct himself as to stand well a machine connected for twelve

marked the dedication of the public in his society, the members of which six -phases, three or two phases, th
auditorium of the Milwaukee Elec- are his peers, and are , therefore, the exciting volt-amperes being the

tric Railway & Light Company. men whose commendation the world same for all. With single -phase con

The convention was not notable in will accept." nections, however, the exciting volt

point of numbers, as only about 100 In conclusion, he read extracts amperes were somewhat lower, the

members had registered up to the from the proceedings of conventions maximum output being 35 to 40 per

time of opening, and up to Wednes- of ministers, lawyers, and physicians cent. of that with polyphase connec

day evening the total registry , in- at which certain codes of professional
tions.

cluding ladies,was 230 . ethics were either adopted or dis
MONDAY AFTERNOON

As Mayor Becker was unable to cussed . Architects and civil,
At the afternoon session the third

be present, City Attorney J. T. Kel- chanical, and mining engineers like- paper, on “ Heat Tests on Alterna

ley expressed the Mayor's regrets wise had codes, and he argued it was tors, was read by the author, Se

and welcomed the delegates to the no more than proper that certain bastian Senstius. He described a

city . He called their attention to the amenities should exist between elec- series of methods developed by him

fact that the building in which the trical engineers and the public in as substitutes for full-load heat tests ,

convention was being held was a re- general and the client in particular. all based on the assumption that the

sult of the courage and energy of After his address, President Wheel- short- circuit test gives the data to

electrical engineers in general and of er presented Dr. Samuel Sheldon , predetermine in a sufficiently accu

Mr. John I. Beggs, president of the the newly -elected president of the In- rate way the regulation of an alterna

company, in particular. stitute, who briefly expressed his ap tor , and also its normal field current

In his address to the members, preciation of the honour conferred and flux. Current is brought into

President Wheeler took for his the armature winding at such points
subject “ Engineering Ethics." He The first paper, describing a that no induced e . m . f . has to be

urged upon the members that they pulsion induction motor, was ab- overcome.

interest themselves in improving the stracted by Dr. Steinmetz, in the In the opinion of Dr. Steinmetz,

moral standard of the profession and absence of the author, Maurice methods of making heat tests on al

in strengthening their sense of the Milch . The machinemachine dealt with ternators were becoming of such im

obligation that binds all engineers starts as a repulsion motor and runs portance as to warrant being con

to a course that is honourable. as a single -phase induction motor. sidered by the committee on stand

" The habit of calling us 'profes- It has a large starting torque, and
ardization. For large machines, tests

sional,' ” he said, “ though not strictly also a large slip at full load. Its field could not be made under conditions

accurate, does not harm , and by en- of application is essentially machine of operation, as too much power was

couraging us to greater care and tool or elevator operation and similar required , hence the importance of

conscientiousness, ought to benefit. work . such tests as those described.

My wish is to draw the attention of The large slip of the motor at
In discussing " Direct - Current Mo

engineers and others who are full load , according to G. Percy Cole, tor Design, as Influenced by the in

gaged for the people in handling the would be a disadvantage in some
terpole ," C. H. Bedell told of the

forces of nature and in interpreting In other designs of the same advantages of the interpole in pre

its laws to the propriety and neces- type the slip was from 2 to 3 per serving the field of commutation in

sity of regarding themselves as in cent., while in the present case it direct -current motors.

the same category with the strictly was 15 per cent. Again , although Experience with the auxiliary poles

professional man . The attitude of the starting torque is large, the applied to machines of from 1 H. P.

the public contributes to this obliga starting current is also large. to 2000 KW ., according to H. F.

tion . The duty of the engineer is Dr. Steinmetz said that the repul T. Erben , had shown that it was a

as great as that of the physician to sion induction motor was the only valuable feature. Good regulation

his patient, although engineers do one that would give four times the may be obtained with the brushes of

not generally recognize such respon- full-load torque with four times nor
an interpole motor in the neutral

sibility. On the other hand, the mal current at starting. If, however, position. By shifting the brushes,

public finds no such declarations of the motor were not to be used on 10 per cent. overcompounding may

high standards in the engineering rapidly fuctuating loads, the same
be had with sparkless commutation .

profession as in the older profes- result could be obtained with In speaking of an interpole motor

sions. series motor or an induction motor for railway work , Mr. Bedell told

" The usual duties of the engineer controlled by hand.
of an instance in which a 10-11. P.

may be summarized as follows: - To The next paper, comparing two
motor was run with 100 per cent.

see that the client's interests are pro- and three -phase motors, was read by overload and 9 per cent. field ex

tected ; that he is wisely educated or the author. Bradley McCormick . He citation without sparking.

advised as to what he ought to have, reached the conclusion that the three
President Wheeler advocated the

en

cases .

a
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multiple -voltage system for variable- of gaps in series required to break and luncheon at the Milwaukee Coun

speed work , as giving a simpler mo- the arc will depend on the inductance try Club was provided.

tor. of the circuit . He criticised Prof. Wednesday being Decoration Day ,

TUESDAY MORNING Creighton's tests using very high fre- it was thought that the visits to the

On Tuesday morning the meeting quencies. various plants would better be post

place was changed to one of the as- In reply, Prof. Creighton said that poned till Thursday, and so the

sembly of the University after a lightning stroke currents may papers scheduled for that day were

building, the auditorium had oscillate at frequencies of several read at the afternoon session .

proved too large . The morning was hundred kilo -cycles in sections of the The first paper of the morning ,

devoted to the reading and discussion line, and it should be possible for an by W. L. Waters, on " Shunt and

of papers on protection from light- arrester to remove these surges. Compound -wound Converters for

ning and the report of the committee The mere fact that arresters con- Railway Work," discussed the rela

on standardization . nected from line to line may dis- tive advantages of both types , con

Farley Osgood described the ex- charge in series , said J. B. Taylor, cluding that the shunt-wound con

periences of the New Milford Power was not proof that a high potential verter was the more desirable.

Company, of New Milford, Conn ., existed between the wires; it may J. B. Taylor disagreed with the

with multi-gap series resistance ar- rather be due to the gaps acting as author, and said that the use of com

resters , and also those without the condensers at a very high frequency pound -wound converters, especially

resistance, during the years 1904 and oscillation . in small stations or where the load is

1905, on a 33,000 -volt transmission In the opinion of X. J. Weall , the not uniform , would be the practice

system . The paper by E. E. F. various types of arresters should be for many years to come. The com

Creighton on Methods of Testing tested under exactly similar condi- pound winding compensates auto

Protective Apparatus,” described a tions in order that comparisons matically for line drop, and all that
number of laboratory tests made by might be made of their relative is necessary to divide the load

the author and intended , as far as effectiveness. Laboratory tests are properly is to adjust the shunt of

possible, to be under working con- of no use for high -voltage conditions. the series field . The series winding

ditions. H. C. Wirt discussed “ Pro- P. M. Lincoln said that the three fixes the polarity at starting . The

tective Apparatus for Lightning and problems to be solved in designing efficiency of compound -wound ma

Static Strains," the type of arresters arresters were to keep high -frequency chines also is high.

chiefly dealt with being multi- gap surges out of the power house, to P. M. Lincoln said that the char

with non -arcing metals. provide a path for their escape , and acteristic of a shunt-wound

In opening the discussion, Dr. to prevent the dynamo current from verter was the same as that of a

Steinmetz said that a standard must following the arc. The third prob- shunt -wound generator , although it

be set for lightning arresters , lem is the most difficult one, and drooped somewhat less . For railway

that we may know what to expect of has not yet been solved successfully. work a rising characteristic was ne

them . It must not be expected that The overhead grounded line, said cessary ; hence the compound wind

arresters at the central station and Dr. F. A. C. Perrine, is of great im- ing must be used. The added cost

the sub -stations will protect the whole portance, as it lessens the amount of of the compound winding was not

system . In this case , all that can be work which the arresters have to appreciable, though a slight cost was

done is to protect the apparatus as perform . added to that of switching apparatus.

well as possible from the overflow The proposed standardization rules By obtaining the necessary reactance

of static disturbances or voltage from were also discussed at this session . from the transformers, the cost of

the line . In the opinion of some, the require- reactance coils is saved .

In selecting a route for the trans- ments were too severe and placed un- In reply, Mr. Waters said that 50

mission line, the question of light- necessary limitations on the manu- per cent. more copper was required

ning is an important factor . The pole facturer, notably as to rheostats, in the fields for compound winding

line must be located so as to keep lightning arresters, lighting units , in order to control the power factor ;

it as free as possible from lightning lamp testing , and direct- connected hence a compound-wound converter

effects. Isolated hills and west slopes generators. It was finally decided would cost much than

near the summit should be avoided . to refer the rules back to the com- shunt -wound machine. Special trans

As a special protection , Dr. Stein- mittee, so that members and others formers must be used if the neces

metz advocated a grounded overhead interested might receive copies for sary reactance is to be obtained from

conductor, placed high enough above comment. The committee were au- them .

the transmission line to be effective. thorized to make the necessary In his paper on " The Self-Syn

It should have high current-carrying changes and submit the rules to the chronizing of Alternators,” Prof Mor

capacity , and should be grounded board of directors for publication. gan Brooks described a method of

often . He suggested a steel cable , At 2.30 o'clock the members throwing synchronous frequency con

running from one pole top to an- boarded special cars of the Milwau- verters in parallel. There was

other , serving also as a mechanical kee Electric Railway & Light Com- discussion on this paper .

support to the line. Three grounded pany and proceeded to West Allis , In the next paper, Prof. C. F.

conductors, one each side of the line, of the Allis - Chalmers Company, Burgess dealt with the magnetic pro

should be used in very exposed where they were the guests of Presi- perties of electrolytic iron. Hys

places in addition to the overhead dent W. H. Whiteside and his asso- teresis tests were made of the iron

conductor. ciates , of the well-known Milwaukee before and after heating for eight

Regarding the series resistance in the company. Each department was in- hours at 1200 degrees Cent., the iron

low -equivalent type of arrester , Percy spected and the methods and the being imbedded in magnesium oxide .

II. Thomas said that it need not be character of work in each pointed After heating, the iron exhibited

high , but it was not desirable to omit out to the visitors. A luncheon was very low hysteresis losses .

it entirely. Its function was to limit also served the members at the works É . F. Northrup thought that a

the dynamic current and to aid in and a group photograph was taken . D'Arsonval galvanometer could be

extinguishing the arc . The number For the ladies , an automobile ride used if it were provided with a nar

more a
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Water-powers of Low Head in the lirical Journal," E. c . Wheeler
"

a

row coil heavily weighted. A series tors , though the representatives the Semet-Solvay Company; the Cut

resistance of manganin should also would have no vote . Dr. Sheldon ler Hammer Manufacturing Com

be used, as it had a low temperature said that while many opinions ex- pany ; the National Brake & Electric

coefficient. isted as to what constituted the suc- Company; Pawling & Harnischfeg

Prof. D. C. Jackson said that one cess of the Institute, yet all the mem- er ; the Johnson Service Company;

of the problems met with in dealing bers had its welfare at heart. He the Nordberg Manufacturing Com

with electrolytic iron was to keep it believed that the list of full members pany, and the Fred. M. Prescott

pure when melted . should be increased by transfers from Steam Pump Company.

Dr. Steinmetz said that he had the eligible list of associate members. A banquet had been arranged for

found an alloy of copper, manganese He suggested that the branches co- Thursday evening, but as a large

and aluminum to have a high mag- operate with the committee on papers number of the members and guests

netic permeability, and to be capable in securing desirable papers for the had arranged to leave the city on

of being permanently magnetized. meetings. that day, the plan was abandoned .
These properties are exhibited when The afternoon session of Wednes

the alloy is heated and then cooled . day opened with a paper by D. C.

He discussed other magnetic alloys, Jackson on “ Economies Derivable A Hot-Wire Ammeter

and concluded by saying that it from the Use of Relatively Small

might be possible to find an alloy N recent number of

having a higher magnetic permeabil- Middle West .”

ity than iron . scribed the plants of the Janesville tells how current was approx

The next paper, by E. F. North- Electric Company in Wisconsin , imately measured by means of a hot

rup , on “ Measurement of Temper- which utilize three separate water- copper wire.

ature by Electrical Means," dealt powers, two for continuous service The equipment of a large power

with the design and construction and one for peak -load service . The plant was recently installed in which

of resistance thermometers and the paper was not discussed. the installation of the generators was

methods for measuring their resist- In his paper on “ Some Fundamen- in charge of one company and the

ances . In reply to a question as to tal Characteristics of Mercury Va- installation of bench type of

their use for measuring steam tem- pour Apparatus,” Percy H. Thomas switchboard for the control of the

peratures, the author said that in- dealt with the more prominent funda- plant was in charge of another com

struments using a wire spiral had mental characteristics of mercury pany. The contract for the control

been designed and were in use. vapour lamps and converters, and apparatus stated that the use of the

On a motion by Dr. Steinmetz, gave his conception of the nature finished board or temporary appara

the president and the board of direc- of the phenomena consistent with the tus was to be furnished for any tests

tors were authorized to formulate latest theory of electricity . that the purchasers might desire to

a tentative code of ethics for elec- Dr. Steinmetz believed that the make.

trical engineers, to be submitted to phenomena exhibited in mercury va- The company supplying the gen

the members of the Institute for pour apparatus not different erators was ready to dry out their

comment. from that in any arc . He did not machines, and notification was given

The paper on the “ Educational believe in the ionization theory . to that effect. There were no

l'alue of an Electric Test Car ," by Connecting converters in series he meters on hand and none to be had

Prof. T. M. Gardiner, was read by thought unnecessary, as he had ob- at tliat time.

M. K. Akers. The paper described tained 6000 volts from one tube, and Some tests had been made by the

the new electrical test car now being even 25,000 volts without short -cir- writer a short time before to deter

equipped by the University of Illi cuiting. TubesTubes supplying current mine how much current was neces

nois, and gave an outline of the tests at 4000 to 7000 volts are now in use sary to fuse copper wire, and some

to be made. on arc-lighting circuits. notes had been kept of the amount

" The Art of Inventing," by E. J. The paper on " Safety Devices for of current necessary to heat copper

Prindle, was the title of the next Steam Engines, Turbines and Mo- wire of various sizes to a red heat.

paper . The author described a log- tors," by C. M. Heminway, was read The idea occurred to utilize this data

ical method of working out an in- by title . W. L. R. Emmet described as a of determining the
vention from a given problem . In the centrifugal speed -limiting device amount of current in the generator

discussing the paper, Dr. Steinmetz used on Curtis turbines to control when running on a short -circuit heat

said that inventing was the regular the admission of steam . run .

work of the engineer. He gathers The concluding paper of the ses- A few experiments, during which

data, takes what he wants and puts sion , " Some Notes on the Lighting a thermometer was kept in the wind

it together. He believed the pro- of Churches,” by E. R. Weeks, was ings of the armature , showed this

fessional inventor to be only one step read by A. S. McAllister. As there to be a thoroughly practical method ,

above the professional promoter. was no discussion on the paper, the the current to be kept

The question of local organiza- convention adjourned . constant. The switchboard operator

tions was brought up by Charles F. The members were then taken by simply had to look at the hot wire

Scott , chairman of the committee on special cars and by boat to White- to note the current approximately.

local organizations. There had been fish Bay, where a whitefish dinner This arrangement was so satisfactory

some feeling, he said , against New was served at six o'clock . Thurs- to the engineers present that they

York , but the headquarters must re- day was set apart for visits of in- expressed the purpose of following

main there. There must , however, spection to various plants in the city , the example if ever caught in a sim

be co -operation with the local or- the following being included in ilar situation .

ganizations, which should be as parts the list :—The Wisconsin. Telephone

of the whole. Company's new grand exchange and
Dr. Steinmetz suggested that the main office building: the Commerce About 1500 power stations are in

local organizations be represented at Street power house of the Milwaukee operation in Germany with a total

the meetings of the board of direc- Electric Railway & Light Company ; capacity of about 350,000 H. P.

was

ain

means

as was



The National Electric Light Association

Annual Convention at Atlantic City , June 5 to 8

THE NATIONAL ELECTRIC LIGHT ASSOCIATION
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1024. The question of annual dues Rectifier System with Magnetite

should have prompt consideration. Lamps
Lamps for StreetStreet Illumination ."

It may be expedient to increase the This paper is given in full elsewhere

fees of companies operating in large in this issue.

cities . It is desirable to adjust the In answer to a question by J. H.

dues so that companies in cities of Hallberg, Mr. Barstow said that the

10,000 population or under cannot minimum cost of the tube is $ 15 for

afford to stay out of the association . a 75 - light set , and this about bal

He recommended that class “ C ” ances the labour of attendance and

members, — college professors, — be- renewals on the motor - generator set .

treated as an honorary class , that no The labour cost is very small on the

fees be exacted, and that they be mercury-arc rectifier system , one at

admitted on invitation only. tendant taking care of a 1200 -light

The year has shown a healthy in- installation and also all the other sta

crease in the electric lighting busi tion apparatus.

ness . There has been a marked in- P. D. Wagoner said that the cost

crease in centralizing the ownership given by Mr. Barstow was a figure
of electrical undertakings. arrived at when the industry was

Allied with the question of rates very young and little data as to man

is the problem of government super ufacture was obtainable. A more ac

vision or regulation. Municipal curate figure would be $25 , with a

ownership is no longer as popular as $5 rebate for the return of the old

it once was . Some agitation, how- tube. The important consideration ,

ARTHUR WILLIAMS, THE NEW PRESIDENT OF

ever, is being kept up by the so- however, is the maintenance per cir

cialist , the political agitator , and the cuit per year from the tube stand

Y far the most successful of the " yellow journal." point. Ordinary tube life is 400

conventions of the National A general reduction in price for hours, which, on an average circuit,

Electric Light Association was current and a readjustment of rates would be ten tubes per year, at a

that held this month at Atlantic are constantly taking place all over net price of $20 , $ 200 per circuit per

City. The importance of the sub- the country . Flat rates are fast be- year, which even on a 50 -light cir

jects discussed in the papers read , coming things of the past, and watt

the features provided for the enter- meters, in conjunction with various

tainment of the guests, the excellent kinds of demand systems, are now

exhibits of the associate members, almost universally used . The public

and the large number present, all still objects to the demand system of

contributed toward the success of the charging, and we may have to return

meeting. Up to Thursday nearly to the straight meter rate , which

1500 members and guests had regis- though admittedly unjust , has a de

tered at the secretary's office. cided advantage in its simplicity .

The exhibits in the main hall were In reading the report of the com

notable as being more extensive than mittee on progress, T. C. Martin

those of preceding conventions. The said that the chief item of statistical

exhibits of central station advertis- interest was that showing an increase

ing literature were also worthy of of about 600 new central stations

attention. Cover plates of monthly during the past year. This would

bulletins, pamphlets, circulars, and bring the investment up to $700,000,

folders of several of the companies 000, a figure hardly equalled in any

operating in the larger cities other public service development in

shown in large variety . this or other countries. The gross DUDLEY FARRAND, THE NEW FIRST VICE

The convention was called to or- earnings on this investment

cler by President William H. Blood, $ 135.000,000 and the expenses $ 95,

Jr. , shortly after 10 o'clock on Tues- 000,000. The report also stated that cuit would be only $4 per lamp per

day morning. June 5. After a brief the production of electrical apparatus year. The other economies

address of welcome by the Hon . F. in the United States in 1904, the tioned are so great that the cost of

P. Story, Mayor of Atlantic City , latest figures available, was $ 157 , - tube renewals " is an insignificant

President Blood addressed the con- 000,000 , nearly $ 100,000,000 of which quantity.

vention . were used in the central station In reply to a question by Arthur

Ile congratulated the association branch of the electrical industry . Williams as to the performance of

on its growth . Two years ago the The first paper taken up was that the lamps, Mr. Barstow said that at

membership was 558. To-day it is by W. S. Barstow on " Mercury Arc the beginning the outages were fre

were

were
PRESIDENT

men
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all the year .

ELECTRIC LIGHT ASSOCIATION

quent, the main trouble being with · P. D. Wagoner said that it would in Brooklyn had been that orders for

the magnetite sticks . These were be of interest to note that with the the apparatus could not be filled in

packed by hand and the inequalities luminous magnetite lamp the cost of any reasonable length of time . F. E.

in the work produced a slag which carbon or electrodes would be 1-40 Matthews said that this was due to

caused the outage. When sticks that of the carbons of the flaming the abnormal conditions , that manu

packed by automatic machines were arc lamp, taking the latter as 15 facturers were unable to make de

lised , this trouble ended. In the past cents . liveries short of ninety days and

year trouble in starting up the lamp Samuel Scovil asked what the some more than that. The extent of

probability was of the cost of the the field for the small machines had

carbons being materially reduced . not been realized by the manufac

In reply , Mr. Marks said that with turers. They will, however,

a carbon such as the Blondel carbon , doubtedly adopt measures to meet

we cannot look for any great reduc- these abnormal conditions.

tion below the present price in Eu- S. B. Storer asked if any attempt

rope, say 6 or 7 cents. The diffi- had been made to use ice machines

culty is in securing homogeneity in for supplying a low spot in the load

the carbon. The foreign substance curve . Mr. Mever said that his

which gives the light must be placed company treated the refrigerating

in the carbon in exactly the right problem the same as the general

way ; it must be built up. power proposition . It is a mistaken

The lamp would undoubtedly have idea that the refrigerating business

an application for lighthouse use, as does not cost you as much as the

its fog -penetrating power was won- general power business. The paper

derful. showed that in a restaurant the ma

L. J. Auerbacher said that the chine ran from 12 M. to 9 P. M.

faming arc would light up a store

front more economically and better D. F. McGee said that in Red

than any other form of artificial illu- Oak , Ia . , no difficulty had been met

mination. The cost of carbons , 7 to in making contracts with butcher

10 cents a pair, and the cost of trim- shops and wholesale and retail gro

ming are assumed by the customer . cers with stationary ice - boxes. No

The cost of carbons will be gradually difficulty was encountered in making
W. C. L. EGLIN , SECRETARY OF THE NATIONAL

reduced ; whereas a few months ago contracts to keep off the peak load

they were costing the consumer 15 when a storage tank was installed in

was experienced, owing to the fact cents a pair, carbons burning the connection with the machines. A

that the metallic magnetite electrode
same number of hours can now be

required considerable time to heat bought for 10 cents.

to form the arc . This was overcome
TUESDAY AFTERNOON

by arranging for the transformer to

give an increased voltage at the
The session on Tuesday afternoon

start , running up the current to 4.5 opened with the reading, by W. C.

amperes at the start . L. Eglin , of the report of the com

Dudley Farrand asked how the mittee on steam turbines. This re

lamps were rated in the Portland port dealt with the recent improve

contract. Say the lamp takes 320
ments made in the Curtis, Westing

watts, what is the specification of house -Parsons, and Allis -Chalmers

candle -power consumption ? In re
Parsons steam turbines. A supple

ply, Mr. Barstow said thatthat the mentary report was added by I. E.

problem was a serious one . The Moultrop on steam turbines abroad.

way it was solved was to show the The paper on “ Mechanical Refrig

lamps burning side by side, showing eration ,” by John Meyer, first de

the superiority of the magnetite lamp
scribed the various systems of re

over the other, and then get a re
frigeration and then discussed the

lease from the city engineer waiving
various uses to which motor-driven

that part of the agreement calling apparatus might be put, to build up

for " watts in the arc” and placing it
the central station load .

on the basis of equal or satisfactory L. H. Scherck asked what induce

illumination . ments in securing business it had

In answer to C. A. S. Howlett's been necessary to offer in the way of CHAS . R. HUNTLEY, NEWLY -ELECTED MEMBER

question as to the relative efficiency guarantees, either by local companies

of alternating -current and direct-cur- or by the refrigerating companies ,

rent operation, Mr. Barstow said that
low rate had been made and hadin order to have especially small con

it was 4 per cent . in favour of the al- sumers go to the necessary expense proved satisfactory .

ternating -current machine with the of installing these plants. Mr. Meyer The paper on " Fuel Economy, " by
tub transformer. The efficiency is said that his company, the Philadel- J. H. Hallberg, described an auto

about 82 per cent . in one case and phia Electric Company, had only
matic CO , recorder . This apparatus

78 per cent in the other . furnished current for one or two was described in the April num

The next paper read was by L.
months. He did not know what ar

ber of THE ELECTRICAL AGE .

B. Marks on " The Flaming Carbon rangements were made by the re- In answer to a question, Mr. Hall

Arc Lamp.” This paper is given
frigerating company. berg said that it was $375 f . o . b .

elsewhere in this issue.
W. W. Freeman said the difficulty docks, New York . L. R. Nash was

OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
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of the opinion that hand -operated de- space for coal storage , thus requir- could be had where poles are set in

vices would give very satisfactory re- ing but little excavating , and by sandy soil. J. T. Hutchinson said

sults. He had decided that he would leaving out the coal range and the that in Rochester the street railway

experiment with a hand -operated de- gas stove , and, of course , installing track was used for a ground, and

vice and determine whether the pos- no gas pipes, the saving effected where this could not be had, a

sible additional economy obtained by would amply pay for electric heating ground was made to water pipes .

having a continuous record would circuits and for the entire electric

justify the extra expense of the con kitchen equipment. WEDNESDAY MORNING

tinuous recorder . E. F. McCabe said that he had The first paper at the Wednesday

Mr. Hallberg said that the use of found the trouble not to be the short- morning session " Busi

hand -operated instruments should be sightedness of the central station ness-Getting Methods, ” by F. W.

avoided . It was of vital importance man , but rather the slowness of the Frueaff. After the paper had been

to know at all times what was going apparatus itself . H. L. Wallau said read by John Craig Hammond, Pres

on in the furnace . One plant in New that in Cleveland they had to con- ident Blood announced that to judge

York City had saved more than $ 300 tend with natural gas at 30 cents per the papers on " Organization and

per day by the use of a continuous 1000 cubic feet . The cost by elec- Conduct of a New -Business Develop

recorder , tricity per month for a small family ment for Central Stations in Cities

“ Electric Heating and the Resi- would be $4. With natural gas , of Under 50,000 Population ,” for

dence Customer" was the title of the cooking and heating water for bath- which $ 1000 in prizes were to be

next paper, by James I. Ayer. The ing and washing clothes would cost awarded by the Co -operative Elec

author discussed ways and means for 90 cents a month ; with manufactured trical Development Association, he

educating the public in the use of gas at 75 cents, it would cost $2.50 had appointed Douglas Burnett, E.

electric heating devices. a month . H. Mathers and J. E. Montague.

In discussing the paper, Max Mr. Ayer said that the last two Twenty papers had been sent in , and

Loewenthal said that the " fad and speakers emphasized his argument. the winners were to be announced

fancy” period in electric heating had Cleveland is a very satisfactory mar- at the Thursday morning session .

been passed. While very little that ket . He wanted to impress on them D. F. McGee then read his paper

is new could be presented in the mat- not to go after big things, elec- on " How to Make a Small Electric

ter of new appliances and applica- tric cooking, selling electric ranges Light Plant Pay,” and “ Methods
tions, a great deal of added interest against gas ranges until they knew Used in Securing and Retaining

is being taken in the wants of cus all about it themselves. It will not Business” discussed in short

tomers. In spite of this, the devel- be a question of argument, but of papers by M. E. Turner, X. T. Wil

opment of electric heating has been observation . Provide articles of use cox , G. N. Tidd, R. S. Wallace, G.

small, and is still very limited. We and comfort about the houses which B. Tripp, and L. H. Scherck. In

will not be satisfied until we are supplied for lighting service only. the absence of Messrs. Wilcox and

have a house wired for current in- While these smaller things are being Tripp , their papers were read by

stead of piped for gas . pushed knowledge can be obtained Mr. F. N. Sanderson and Mr. Wal

In only 44 per cent. of the 5000 of what the cooking process is. lau , respectively.

cities in the United States is current The paper on “ Line Construction In opening the discussion, Presi

available, and in these cities only a for Overhead Light and Power Ser- derit Blood said that Mr. Sclerck

small part of the population use it . vice, ” by Paul Spencer, was read by had emphasized one point which is

This is because the public is not edu W. D. Partridge. The points to be coming more and more to the front,

cated in its use, and because it is considered in line construction were that of going after the large custo

prejudiced against all things elec- the safety of the public and the com- mer and giving him a low rate . M.

trical . The main reason for the lim- pany's employees, the reliability of S. Seelman believed that the best re

ited development, however, is the the service , and the sightliness of sults are to be obtained by the ad
short- sightedness of the central sta- construction

.
vertising of a specific proposition

tion man, believing, as he does, that
E. F. McCabe asked if a perfectly after the way has been paved by gen

his work is only to generate and satisfactory strain insulator for 6600 eral advertising. Good results had
transmit current. He must become volts for guide wires in alternating- been obtained by sending out return

a merchant and employ the tools of current circuits had been found . Mr. post cards with circulars. In order

a salesman . The operation of the Partridge said that the best protec- to retain business, he believed that

appliances should be demonstrated . tion for the guide wire was never to each monthly bill should be com

To become thoroughly familiar with bring it within 8 or 10 feet of the pared with the bill for the same

them , the central station man should ground . Asked as toto whether it month in the previous year, and if

install them in his own home. Ab- would be desirable to install large there is any marked dropping off ,

solute confidence must be had in transformers on poles carrying two the case should be called to the at

electric heating, not only in its future or three telegraph lines, the speaker tention of the sales department of

development, but also in the effi- said that he would put them there the company

ciency of the apparatus and the fact
if he had room . J. F. Gilclirist said he inferred

that the public wants them . In speaking of cross -arms. W. T. from Mr. Frueaff's paper that only

Figures gathered by Mr. Loewen- Morrison said that he had been un- good business should be sought and

thal showed that for a period of two able to obtain bids on all -heartwood . that poor business should be avoided .

vears all the ironing and cooking E. F. McCabe had found that a He believed that they should go

for a family of three or four could be creosoted arm would go as quickly after all the business they could get .

done for about $6 or $7 a month as one not treated . He had found Differential rates will, in a measure,

at a 5 - cent rate . He suggested that that white pine lasted as long as take care of the difference in cus

central station men co - operate with vellow pine, and in tomers . It must not be forgotten

architects and builders, as in several longer . that the customer with poor business
cases it had been found that by put In regard to ground wires , W. F. is one of the factors in public opinion

ting in only a furnace with a small Wells asked how a permanent ground in the community.

some cases
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In Chicago, the solicitors were
WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON

they have accomplished about all
given certain territories, in which “ Profitable Commercial Co-opera- that could be asked. Another matter

they were expected to obtain a cer- tion , " by J. Robert Crouse , was the omitted in the report is the methods

tain amount of business each year . first paper read at the Wednesday of grounding. The quality of ground
Above that a small commission is afternoon session . and general conditions have a great

paid on each 15 candle -power equiv- After the reading of the paper , J. deal to do with the performance of

alent, and a larger commission per F. Gilchrist read the report of the protective apparatus.

customer, 1 cent for a 16 - candle- committee to co -operate with manu- H. C. Wirt thought the report

power lamp, and in addition 50 cents facturers on advertising. It was showed that the arresters operated

a customer . moved to adopt the recommendation about equally well , and it was diffi

W. H. Gardner thought that un- in the report that the committee be cult to see how they could be im

profitable customers should be sought continued for another year . J. F. proved . The data regarding choke

only if they could be made profitable Gilchrist said he believed that the coils is half in favour of their use

within a reasonable time. J. S. Cod- best results from the proposed co- and half against it . The paper men

man believed it of great importance operation would reach the central tioned that very rarely any static

that the rates of any company stations. There was undoubtedly an trouble was had , that is, trouble due

thoroughly well known and pub- inclination on the part of central sta- to normal operating conditions . He

lished . W. Freeman said that the tion men to shrug their shoulders knew of one case in which a current

theoretical way to settle the question and say it was a scheme of the man- transformer grounded and about

of rates was to charge each custo- ufacturers to sell their goods . It 4500 KW. was shot into the sys

mer in proportion to the cost to the was , but it was a good, clean one. tem . If companies all reported their

company. In practice this cannot be The report of the committee on troubles, they would be found to be

done, and many customers must be protection from lightning during serious. He knew of one or two

supplied at a loss . He believed the 1905 was then read by R. S. Stewart. systems where these troubles were

plan of paying commissions monthly N. J. Neal opened the discussion nearly continuous, 30 or 40 in a very

the correct one . by saying that the matter should be short period. Most manufacturers

C. H. Herrick moved that a com- carried on for three or four years . admit that they cannot wholly pro

mittee of five be appointed by the A good plan would be to have plants tect the system from this trouble.

president to investigate , collect, and selected which were known for their Much data had been recently pub

suggest methods for the sale of elec- vulnerability to discharges, and have lished regarding these troubles, and

tricity , to report at the next annual them carefully watched. He thought he believed the problem would be

convention , and to be known as the the number of companies which had solved .

-Committee on Exploitation .' reported were but a small percentage The paper, by Sidney Hosmer, on
The paper “ Free Electric of all. Points which he thought the "Grounding Secondary Alternating

Signs, ” by J. F. Gilchrist, was read report should cover were the number Current Systems, was read by C.

by J. M. Gilchrist. The paper dealt of lightning storms per system, the H. Herrick .

with the " free" electric sign as a fac- percentage of total arresters lost by P. H. Bartlett said that consider

tor in central station prosperity, and failure , and the arresters per point of able preliminary work had been done
discussed the electric sign conditions power delivered, that is , on a trans- in this direction in Philadelphia. He

in the United States . mission line with a power house and asked if any difficulty was had in

Percy Ingalls asked whether, in the sub -station , the importance of the obtaining the concession to 10,000

patrol system spoken of , the patrol- protective apparatus is much greater volts from the insurance interests ,

man turned the signs on as well as than on a line distributing power and also what percentage of the in

off . The practice in Chicago, Mr. over large territory with about a stallations did not come up to these

Gilchrist said, in the congested part thousand transformers . Perhaps each modified requirements.

of the city where there are many transformer is not properly pro- W. T. Morrison said that in New

customers in a small area , was to tected. He thought the report mis- York grounds were obtained by the

cover it by patrolmen to switch the leading in this respect. plate method largely , and also by a

lamp on and off. A man in the cen- Resistances, said Mr. Neal , at bunch of copper wires, the wire ex

tral section of the city could tend present have a certain defect , and tending down the pole line . Tests

100 signs with ease ; their pay was they are a comproniise of the best made by him in a large system

about $60 a month . In outer dis- resistances suitable for the purpose . showed that the grounds made in

tricts the signs were placed on A trough of salt water has a very the usual manner were very poor .

meter basis, the consumer guaran- free discharge but a very low re- After mapping out a system with the

teeing a certain consumption month- sistance, and it is too bulky. If the secondary loop -hole wires, and esti

ly and switching his own sign . wire is doubled back on itself, the mating the cost of extending the

Mr. Ingalls said that in New Jer- static field will be reduced so that neutral throughout the system ,

sey about 636 free signs were on a the freedom of discharge is much grounded heavily at the station to

meter basis, at regular rates, with a improved. The carbon pencil is a a large water main , it was found that

minimum varying from $5 to $ 15 a good , compact form , but has a small the cost would be less than that

month , according to the size of the current-carrying capacity and a high given in the paper . This was, per

sign. From 600 signs the revenue equivalent spark gap under certain haps, partly due to a large number

was about $ 60,000 a year. With a conditions. Even with this it is one of customers being on secondary

minimum charge per month , whether of the best forms to meet the condi- mains, the neutrals being well ex

current is used or not, a mucı higher tions for which it is intended . Wire tended over the pole line . The ad.

rate is obtained than is supposed to immersed in oil is another form of vantage of this system is that it keeps

be charged. resistance used abroad. Still another any accident on the pole line .

E. W. Lloyd said that in Chicago form is wet earth covered with oil On another system , to make a

the revenue from sign lighting was to retain the moisture. Of the de- ground, a copper plate about 3 feet

about $ 300,000 a year, with more vices now on the narket it is safe long and 2 feet wide was buried near

than 3000 signs in use . to say that, so far as their form goes, the river , according to the rule, put

a
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ting down a barrel of coke, then the due to great number of and sometimes diminishes

plate , and then another barrel of grounds made very close to the rail- quite considerably. It is more ap

coke It was found that there were 30 way circuits. He thought that the parent with thin wires than with

or 40 volts between the plate and the single -phase system was better, or at thick ones, so that too much reliance

ground, showing what poor results least as good, as the three-phase, must not be placed on manganin

are obtained in grounding the plates . three-wire, and although a little more standards of resistance .

In very large districts where there copper must be used, considerable The next paper read, " Alternating

are many secondary mains, it is ad- complication can be saved in the Current Elevators," by W. N. Dick

visable to extend the neutral and main station . inson , Jr. , is given elsewhere in these

ground each transformer on the One thing brought out in the pages.

water main . paper was that with any automatic Commenting on the statement in

The report of the committee on the regulator operating directly on the the paper regarding the use of mer

fire hazard of electricity was read by generator, it is possible to take care cury arc rectifiers in connection with

H. C. Wirt . of the differences in the peaks on the elevators, P. D. Wagoner said that

W. H. Merrill, Jr., was greatly feeders, but he had suggested taking it is possible to maintain the arc dur

interested in the allusion , in the pres- some one important feeder , or per- ing the period referred to with a loss

ident's opening address, to the em- haps one of a number of them , and of energy not exceeding 100 watts.

ployment by the association of an regulating for that feeder, and this He thought it possible that rectifiers

expert to look up the subject of the will come very near what the others might be applied without the use of

fire hazard. He would prove ex- require. If this is impossible, com, a storage battery. He had seen

tremely valuable in finding out com- pounding can be dispensed with and trolley car taking current from a

pletely the extent to which current the regulator used only to maintain rectifier, the energy required being

is permitted through carelessness, constant potential. as great as that in elevator service

ignorance and lack of common safe- J. F. Geises asked if the regu- and the load fluctuating as much .

guards to go beyond bounds and de- lators described were in general use For about a year, said W. A. Lay

stroy life and property .
at present, and whether they required man , the Wagner Electric Manufac

C. J. H. Woodbury cited, as an much attention . Replying, Mr. Stone utring Company had been

example of how safely electricity can said that a large number were in deavouring to introduce a single

be applied for illumination, the case use in Chicago and in Toledo, and phase elevator motor designed by
of the factory mill insurance com- require very little attention and small the engineer who had been doing
panies, engaged largely in insurance maintenance. most of the European work . Start

of cotton mills. During the period “ The Maintenance and Calibration ing resistance had been used because

of fourteen years there was not a of Service Meters," by William Brad- it was felt that American central

known fire in all the $ 100,000,000 shaw , was the next paper read . stations would require it to keep

worth of property which In opening the discussion , J. F. down the starting current. The same

cribed to electric lighting. Becker said that the system outlined equipments can be employed without

had been in successful use by the starting resistance, and the starting
THURSDAY MORNING

Brooklyn Edison Company for the current kept down to reasonable

The session Thursday morning past three years. He asked if the limits. They had been trying to get

opened with a paper on " Alternating- Mowbray test meter could be ap- a type of motor that would give

Current Systems of Distribution and plied in testing polyphase meters on full-load torque with practically full

Their Automatic Regulation ,” by a three -phase, 25 -cycle system , the load current, or half torque at half

Charles W. Stone. The author dis- power factor being between 10 and load . For this reason starting re

cussed the following systems of dis 50 per cent. sistance was used .

tribution :-Single-phase, two-phase Mr. Bradshaw said he saw no rea- He thought the greatest difficulty

three -wire, two - phase four-wire, three- son why the meter could not be used . in the alternating -current elevator

phase four-wire, and three-phase He thought the calibration of the situation had been that the elevator

three -wire. meter best made by using it as a companies had not recognized that

H. L. Wallau said they were single -phase meter, and if it is pro- the central station man has anything

operating in Cleveland on a 11,000- perly lagged and arranged for zero to do with the question, and his ideas

volt wide-connection transmission power factor, it should be accurate have not been sought.

system , with grounded neutral both on inductive load . He thought bet- The reasons for the slow develop

at the main station and at all sub- ter results might be obtained if in- ment of the single -phase elevatormo

stations, and he asked if
any stead of taking only one field at a tor have been that it is a new line,

trouble would be had with stray time, as Mr. Becker had done, both and the manufacturers want to dem

currents due to railway circuits . fields be calibrated together.
onstrate what it will do ; the elevator

Three -phase, three -wire primary cir
Edward Weston said that errors men also have little interest in it .

cuits were used, with some single
in instruments of the dynamometer As to the question of results of sin

phase distributing mains running type are due to other causes than gle-phase equipments compared to

down short cross- streets . In the springs. Springs properly con- polyphase, the same principle ap
very congested district a load of 400 structed will show an error of less piled as in ordinary power service .

KW . was distributed underground than 1-10 of 1 per cent., or even The central station engineer will de

by a three -phase, four -wire secondary 1-100 of i per cent. They should termine where he wants polyphase

system . The balance on this finally be tested by the application of a service and where single -phase ser

became bad that the system was weight at a known distance from the vice.

discarded except where it cannot centre. As to Mr. Bradshaw's state- Following the discussion on Mr.

readily be changed . ment that manganin, which is uni- Dickinson's paper , the committee

In reply, Mr. Stone said that he versally used in resistance coils appointed to judge the best papers

did not think the three-phase shows a tendency, if at all, to de- on business departments for central

grounded neutral would cause much crease in resistance, Mr. Weston said stations announced that the prizes

trouble, as the principal difficulty that the resistance sometimes in- were awarded as follows :-M . S.

one

SO
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frosted 129.

coun

Seelman , Jr. , Brooklyn , $500 ; S. M. ownership has worked so well abroad , cycles . Of ten tantalum lamps test

Kennedy, Los Angles, $ 300 ; J. M. why is it not a good thing for this ed on 133 cycles, five with clear and

Robb, Peoria, I11 . , $ 200 . country ?” five with frosted globes, not one lamp

* Modern Switchboard Practice , In answering this question, the gave a life of more than 99 hours,

With Particular Reference to Auto- first thing which is to be suggested the average of the clear bulbs being

matic Devices," by E. M. Hewlett, is the danger which always lies in 37 hours, and that of the frosted

was next read . the off-hand adoption of foreign lamps being 46 hours. He could

II . L. Wallau thought that in- methods, laws, or practices in an- not yet say whether frosting in

stead of using time-limit relays for other country. It can seldom be creased the life of the lamp. On

feeder switches, for sinall distribut- done successfully. Differences in 60 -cycle current the maximum life

ing feeders carrying from 100 to 300 political, economic or social condi- was 308 hours, the average for the

watts, an automatic switch controlled tions almost always exist which ren- clear bulbs being 178 and for the

by an instantaneous relay would give der the transplanting of the laws,

as good protection . customs, or methods of one On direct current, no clear bulb

The last paper of the afternoon try into another inexpedient. lamp ran over 489 hours, and no

was that on “ Control of Motors on The remedy for existing condi- frosted bulb lamp over 609 hours,

Electric Light and Power Circuits, tions, according to Mr. Burdett, con- the average life of the lamps tested

by H. D. James. There was no dis- sists first, in the companies engaged being 462 hours . He thought , there

cussion, and the meeting adjourned . in furnishing public services striving fore, that it was a doubtful expedient

At the evening session on Thurs- more to give good service at fair to replace carbon filament lamps at

day, Everett W. Burdett, of Boston , rates ; second, in stopping, or at least present with tantalum lamps. In

a member of the New England bar, mitigating, the abuses of great wealth the United States there are about

who has given considerable atten- and corporate privileges previously four times as many lamps on alter

tion to relations between public and mentioned ; and third, cultivating nating-current service as on direct

corporation , spoke on “ The Meaning public sentiment. All members of a current service , and the alternating

and Proper Treatment of the Agita- community should be bound together current stations are about eight times

tion for Municipal Ownership of so that no member can ruthlessly those supplying direct current.

Public Utilities. injure another without ultimately With the first cost of the lamp at

Aithough men are better off to- feeling the recoil upon himself. “ Live 60 cents, and the life at 700 hours

clay than they ever were before, and and let live” should be the motto . for a 2 -watt, 20 -candle -power lamp,

industrial conditions are superior to An illustration of the soundness of it would be fatal to put the renewal

any known in history, he said the the theory of public control is the charge on the consumer. There are

masses and the working classes are State of Massachusetts which, for many small stations which could not

arrayed against capital, and in some twelve years , has been trying the ex- afford to give free renewals of the

instances against the social order. periment. It has developed a most tantalum lamp at its present price .

Forgetting the beneficial results complete system of public control of In speaking of the vacuum tube

which have been obtained only gas , electric lighting, railroad, street system of lighting, D. McFarlan

through the accumulation of great railway, and other public - service cor- Moore claimed for it an efficiency of

Wealth derived from corporate or- porations, and has just added the between 300 and 400 per cent. over

ganizations, such as the establish- telephone industry to the others.. that of the carbon filament lamp, and

ment and maintenance of the almost While there are imperfections in the also that the tube has an indefinite

countless hospitals, libraries, colleges, system , and while both the corpora
life . The tube is placed up high so

parks, museums, and special funds tions and the public are at times dis- that it cannot be broken and is

for the encouragement of learning, satisfied with its application in specific harmless to life and property ; it feels

the dissatisfied citizen sees only the cases , the system has, upon the comparatively cool to the hand, as

abuses of financial and corporate whole, been advantageous to all con- compared to incandescent lamps, and

power of which he has been , or im- cerned. could not set fire to anything.

agines himself to be, the victim .
FRIDAY MORNING

Asked as to whether the tube

He is largely influenced in favour The first paper, on “ New Illu- could 25 cycles, Mr.

of municipal ownership by seeing minants," by H. P. Clifford, dealt Moore said that a large hall, such as

the great railroads give secret re- with metallized and metallic filament the convention hall, could be lighted

bates, which have enriched their re- lamps, Nernst lamps, flame on 25 - cycle current with no greater

cipients and impoverished the un- lamps, mercury vapour lamps, and discomfort, or not as great by 50

favoured shipper, by witnessing enor- the Moore vacuum tube. per cent., than would be had with

mous accumulations of cash and se- After briefly reviewing his paper , arc lamps. In the earlier tubes the

curities by life insurance companies Prof. Clifford said that careful con- power factor was low , but it has

which rightfully belong to policy sideration should be given to the been materially improved, and is now

holders and their beneficiaries, and question of replacing the present about the same as an induction mo

by corporate power exacting high cheap carbon filament lamps, includ- tor or are lamp, namely, above 75

prices for poor service, securing ing the metallized filament, with per cent.

enormous returns on fictitious cap- some form of metallic filament, high- In the next paper, by F. W. Will

ital, paying extravagant salaries, sup- efficiency lamp. The data given of cox , on " Higher Efficiency Incandes

porting wasteful expenditures, and tests of metallic filament lamps, ex- cent Lamps. Their Value and Effect

securing legislation to enrich the few cepting tantalum lamps, showed that on Central Station Service," the ad

at the expense of the many. the voltages used were 19, 32 and vantages of the use of the metallized

Another reason for the popularity 60, and not 110. filament lamp were dealt with .

of the idea of municipal ownership As a result of tests of tantalum A. C. Dunham thought the metal

in the United States is the favourable lamps at the Electrical Testing lized filament lamp the greatest im

experience of British municipalities Laboratories in New York, which he provement in electrical appliances in
in public ownership . Many of our had personally conducted, the lamps the last five years. It gives the sta

people are asking, " If municipal were tested on 133 cycles and on 60 tions as much income as they ever

be run on

arc
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had , and gives the customer 25 per bers of the executive committee, to Annual Meeting of the New York

cent. more life . It runs to the limit serve three years, Charles R. Hunt Electrical Society

of its useful life . They had been ley , Buffalo, N. Y .; H. T. Tate,

taking off the ordinary 16 -candle- Dayton, Ohio ; and L. A. Ferguson , HE annual meeting of the New

power lamp at 400 hours because Chicago. York Electrical Society for

it blackened . A 20 -candle- power the election of officers was
ENTERTAINMENT FEATURES

lamp goes down to a little below 17 held in the college hall, in the Hotel

candle -power in 600 hours and then The features provided for the en- Astor, on June 13. The follow

tertainment of the members and
goes out.

ing ticket was elected :-President,

As to tantalum lamps, they can guests were thoroughly enjoyed by George Herbert Condict; vice-presi

not be used on alternating current
everyone . On Tuesday evening a dents, Robert T. Lozier , Walter F.

without the loss of half the life , and
reception and dance were given in Wells , P. G. Gossler; secretary ,
the ballroom of the Marlborough

cannot be used in any place where George H. Guy; treasurer, H A.

there is vibration. If the lamp is
Blenheim . From the Inlet, at the Sinclair

northern end of the board walk ,

left alone it will burn 700 hours, but
The report of the secretary showed

if it is taken off the circuit and tested sailing parties embarked on Wednes that during the past season 59 mem

every 50 hours, it will burn only 300
day morning for an excursion off the

bers were elected ; the society lost 2

hours.
shore. In the evening the Savoy of its members by death , and 32 re

Prof. Clifford emphasized the fact
Theatre was practically filled with signed. The total membership is

that the metallized filament lamp
delegates, guests, members of the

662. Although the report of the

could be used on both alternating
Rejuvenated Sons of Jove , and other treasurer showed a working deficit

and direct current. He hoped Mr.
jovial spirits , who made merry at of $39.17 on February 1 ,--the end of

Willcox would not urge his recom the expense of the players . the society's fiscal year ,—the present

mendation for a small increase in
On Thursday morning a horse- condition of the finances promises

the rate to the consumer . No mat
back ride on the beach was provided well for a marked improvement in

ter how many curves one may have
for the children , and in the after- the budget of the coming season .

noon the baseball enthusiasts organ
to show the lamp's greater efficiency,

Much interest was aroused by the

he believed that as long as human
ized four teams to try their skill on announcement that the officers of the

the diamond. Two of the contest
nature is what it is , the rates can

society are hopeful of securing quar

not be added to . ing teams were captained by John ters in the United Engineering build

F. Gilchrist and F. G. Vaughen ,
The paper on “ The Edison Sys ing, so that the many advantages of

tem of Southern California ," by R.
while the others were in charge of V. that edifice may be made available

H. Ballard, dealt with the system of
R. Lansingh and P. S. Klees. At the to the members of the society .

the Edison Company, of Los An
Country Club , also , the golfers con- The business meeting was followed

tested for the president's cups , one

geles . The next paper, on " The De by a smoker, music being provided
sign and Manufacture of Hydro- being offered for the ladies and the by the Eureka Trio . Among the

Electric Installations as a Whole,”
other for the gentlemen . Friday speeches was characteristic and

by E. F. Cassel, was abstracted by morning automobiles were provided witty recital of some of his personal

for the ladies for a tour about the

C. A. Tupper. There was no dis experiences by Charles L. Eidlitz.

cussion on either of these papers .
city . An excellent collation was served ,

One of the 100 -ton electric loco

The committee, consisting of Sam and the evening was voted a dis

uel Scovil , T. C. Martin , and Arthur
motives which the General Electric tinguished success.

Williams , appointed to consider the
Company and the American Loco

president's address, recommended in
motive Company are jointly build

its report that a committee be ap
ing for the electrified section of the

New York Central Railroad, was on The American Railway Associa

pointed to consider the matter of
exhibition on Friday on a side track

tion has a code of words used in
annual dues .

The committee also recommended
at the Pennsylvania Railroad sta railroading. With each word is a

tion , and the members and guests definition written by the association
that a representative be immediately

were invited to inspect it . in such a way as to make employees
retained to devote part of his time

familiar with the things they deal
to questions arising as to the best

with in daily operation. Changes

means of reducing the fire hazards
have recently been made by the train

of electricity . It was the opinion of
rules committee in

the committee also that the policy , The American -DeForest Wireless
some of the

definitions. One change especially

adopted for the present convention , Telegraph Company has shipped two

of relieving local interests of the ex

significant is that to the word “ en
sets of sending and receiving appara

gine.” Formerly an engine, accordpenses of the annual meeting, was tus to Mexico, to be used by a min

a wise one . ing company to communicate be
ing to the association's code, was “ a

locomotive propelled by steam .” Now
Letters were read from Norfolk , tween their mines and their head

Minneapolis, and Saratoga Springs, quarters, -a distance of 150 miles. by any form of energy.” The change
an engine is “ a locomotive propelled

inviting the association to hold the The mine is in an isolated district,
was made to include electric , gaso

next convention in those places . and at present there is no means of
line, or other motors which are com

At the executive session held later , communication except “mule-back .”
ing into use on American railroads.

the committee on nominations sub- This opens up a new field for wire

mitted the following names : less telegraphy, a means of communi

President, Arthur Williams, New cation which will, no doubt, be

York ; first vice -president, Dudley adopted by other mining companies The longest interurban line in the

Farrand, Newark , N. J .; second whose mines are some distance from United States is that recently opened

vice - president, Alex . Dow, Detroit , their headquarters, and where the between Dayton and Toledo, à dis

Mich .; secretary and treasurer, W. building of telephone or telegraph tance of 162 miles, which is covered

C. L. Eglin , Philadelphia ; for mem- lines would be expensive. in 5 hours and 51 minutes.

a
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The Increasing Use of Electricity in ply closing the line switch and throw- wire-amperes obtained from the sec

Medicine and Surgery ing 110 volts direct current upon the ondary of an induction coil . The

windings without external resistance, addition of this instrument to the

HE extent to which many of certain triumph of design in resources of the laboratory means

the latest medical and surgical comparison with the productions of that comparative and quantative ex

appliances depend upon elec- but a few years ago. perience can now be brought down

tricity as an auxiliary to their con- The incandescent lamp has been to a more rational basis , with every

venient and often successful opera- applied to surgical work in so many prospect of improvement in the

tion was one of the most striking different styles and sizes that nothing technique of X -ray treatment .

lessons of the recent Boston conven- short of a catalogue could cover its Previousiy it has been easy to

tion of the American Medical Asso- field of usefulness. As an aid in measure the time of treatment, the

ciation. Aside from the direct rem- diagnosis and an auxiliary in delicate distance of the source of the rays

edial applications of electricity in the operations in different parts of the from the patient, and approximately

treatment of diseases, a marveilous body, the miniature lamp is an im- the kind of rays . The new ammeter

development has taken place in the portant accessory . No other known for secondary currents carries the

adaptation of the small motor to the form of illumination could be safely data further, however, and also gives

mechanical side of the physician's introduced into the body , or rendered more or less information as to the

work . so readily aseptic . condition of the vacuum in the X-ray

The whole trend of present prac- Without the miniature lamp it is tube itself . Aside from its use in ex

tice seems to be away from all un- safe to say that the cystoscope would amination and diagnosis , the modern

necessary personal labour of the be a practical impossibility, and the X-ray outfit affords an opportunity

manual kind . In the X -ray labora- remarkble development of this in- for the practitioner who desires to

tory, for example, a machine has strument within the past two employ the discharges as direct rem

been produced for the sole purpose three years is due in large measure edial agents. In connection with
of rocking exposed plates in trays to the perfection with which small this, a large number of wall cabinets,

during the developing process, which incandescents of high power flexibly arranged with induction

is longer and more tedious in radio- now be manufactured . In somewhat coils , rheostats , motor-generators ,

graphic work than in ordinary photo- larger sizes , the incandescent lamp etc. , to convert central station sup

graphy. A motor of about 1-16 is now being applied to the illumina- ply into the quality of current needed

horse -power does the work , leaving tion of microscopes, and in the for different patients , were shown at

the man in the laboratory free to chemical laboratory of the new Har- Boston , by way of meeting a variety

attend to other matters . vard Medical School , at Boston, of conditions.

Tiny saws for bone cutting, X-ray special fixtures are installed beneath
machines, vibrators for massage the tables, projecting light through

work , air pumps for ear and eye an aperture directly through the

treatment, centrifuges for the precipi- microscopic slide without the inter- A feature of incandescent electric

tation of solids and bacteria in vention of a mirror . lighting in shops and factories that

liquids, and other devices for office Electric heaters of various designs has been greatly neglected, says

and laboratory use are driven more shown at Boston illustrated gratify- " Machinery, is the provision of

satisfactorily by small motors than ing progress in the application of proper connections from the wire

in any other way. The centrifuge in this class of apparatus to medical mains to the lamps used on the ma

particular has benefited by the mo- work . One of the latest appliances chines. The common practice has

tor drive, and cups of spun steel or is an asbestos - lined oven for dry been to carry a double flexible cord

aluminum have been designed for sterilization , in which the resistance from the nearest lamp socket to a

speeds as high as 6000 to 8000 revo- element is a perforated graphite portable lamp hung on some rickety

lutions per minute . The employment plate instead of the usual wire. An fixture attached to the machine.

of a special switch , which turns the electromagnetic switch, actuated by That this practice is not only

motor into a generator for the pur- an adjustable mercurial column, cuts slovenly, but dangerous besides , has

pose of electrically braking large out one section of the graphite re- been frequently proven by the un

centrifuges to a standstill within a sistance in case the oven temperature fortunate experience of operators

few seconds from a speed of 2000 to becomes too high . who have been badly shocked or

3000 revolutions, is a notable im- The electric heater has also re- burned by short circuits. Not only

provement. Direct-connected centri cently been successfully applied to this, but the use of lamp cord in

fuges are now being made in large the operating table for the purpose such a manner is wasteful; it lies

sizes, and the problems of mechan- of removing the chill of the glass around on the floor where the in

ical strength and balance at high surface. Air heaters , cautery wires sulation is bruised and de

speeds seem to be exceedingly well and various types of arc lamp for stroyed , and the amount of cord that

worked out . light treatment were also shown , to- may be needlessly used up in a large

Taken as a whole, the small medi- gether with electromagnets for re- shop in the course of a year is a

cal motors shown at the Boston ex- moving particles of steel from the considerable item . Where proper at

hibition appeared rugged and com eye . tention is given to this feature of ma

pact in design , were admirably re- For five years at least an X -ray chine-shopequipment , the machines

sponsive to speed control , rapid in outfit has been considered a are wired as a building is , the wires

acceleration and practically noiseless sity in most important hospitals , and being carried up inside the columns

in operation . Flexibility and con- the success which has been attained of the machines in insulated cables ,

venience are far more important than in the use of such apparatus has led and sockets are provided at various

actual percentage efficiency in very to the development of some very at- convenient points in which a plug,

small motors, many of which do not tractive sets for the use of individual connected to a short length of Alexi

consume more energy than an ordi practitioners . А recent important ble cord , can be inserted. The nearest

nary 16 -candle-power lamp. In some improvement is found in an ammeter socket, of course , is used to suit the

cases the motors were started by sim- capable of measuring the current in convenience of the work .

soon
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Alternating - Current Elevatorso

By W. N. DICKINSON. JR.

A Paper Read at the Atlantic City Convention of the National Electric Light Association

E
an

LEVATORS for any duty may the car by means of a hand rope , trol in connection with direct- current

in some manner be operated lever or wheel. The hand-rope con- elevators made it clear that the per

from alternating -current cir- trolled direct-connected elevator with fecting of alternating -current

cuits, that is , double -belt elevators squirrel-cage motor is an extremely magnet was distinctly desirable and

may be used with continuously run- simple machine, but its application is really essential to any marked ad

ning motors, hydraulic elevators may limited. vance in the alternating -current ele

be supplied with pressure by motor- The mechanical control served very vator field .

driven pumps, arranged to run con- well for the low -speed commercial We are doubtless all familiar with

tinuously, or in some cases , intermit- machine, but the call for an auto- the groaning sound made by the

tently, and direct-current elevators matic elevator , that is , one requiring earlier elevators when starting, and

maybe operated through the medium no operator, and usually equipped the pronounced humming noise while

of motor generators, or from storage with push -button control for resi- running. These are motor features

batteries charged by motor-generators
dence service , etc. , demanded a mag- and have not been so noticeable in

or mercury arc rectifiers. Further- netic control. As no satisfactory later machines and may be elimin

more, -the direct current inductive alternating -current magnet was avail- ated.

control lends itself with almost equal able , direct -current controlling mag- The maximum duty of direct-con

readiness to the control of elevators nets and brake magnet were ein- nected alternating -current elevators

receiving power from direct or al- ployed, and the direct current was has always been low , owing to the

ternating -current circuits. obtained from a small motor genera- comparatively large starting current

From the general commercial tor or an aluminium cell rectifier ; required with collector-ring motors ,

standpoint the desired machine is , the elevator motor being retained , and also to the difficulty experienced

however, the direct-connected eleva- however, in the alternating -current in stopping. In direct current ele

tor employing an induction motor.
form. vators the dynamic principle is em

It is , therefore, the direct-connected The mercury arc rectifier has been ployed to assist the mechanical fric

elevator with which this paper will considered with respect to the supply tion at the brake shoes in bringing

mainly concern itself . of a direct current for these control- the elevator to rest , and in some

We have had alternating -current ling magnets, but the current required cases this dynamic action exerts the

direct- connected elevators for about to maintain the arc during the period greater part of the braking effort .

eight years, or probably the experi- in which no useful work is being In the ordinary induction motor

mental machines date back eleven or done usually represents a loss which this dynamic action does not exist

twelve years. The early machines is prohibitive. It has been suggested after the line current has been cut

were equipped with multiphase mo- that in hospitals and similar build- off , and the braking effort is , there

tors with mechanical control and ings, a few hall lights might be con- fore, entirely the resultant of mechian

were of comparatively low duty, and nected with the rectifier in order to ical friction. This braking feature is

this same general equipment and make use of the arc -maintaining cur- extremely important, as an elevator

duty limitation applies to the ma- rent, but as any rectifying process is must be able to come from speed to

jority of alternating -current eleva- only a half-way step toward the de- rest almost instantly, and the car

tors in operation to -day. sired results with respect to direct- should land within 1 or 2 inches of

For multiphase circuits, motors connected alternating -current eleva- the desired level.

with either squirrel-cage or definite tor operation , action on this line will The speed of these elevators has

wound rotors were used, the latter doubtless be limited. found its maximum practical limita

- usually carrying collector rings to While a satisfactory alternating- tion at about 200 feet per minute .

allow of connection to exterior re- current magnet was not available, it This maximum may be increased

sistance at starting. The starting re- must not be assumed that alternating- about 40 per cent. by so arranging

sistance was sometimes inserted in current magnets have never been em- the motor winding and the controller

the primary circuit of the motor, but ployed. The writer has in mind an that the number of magnetic poles in

more frequently in the secondary or elevator in New York City installed the motor may be doubled when stop

rotor circuit. in 1899, in connection with which ping, thus reducing the speed of the

The controller generally consisted alternating -current controlling and motor one-half before finally cutting

of a three-pole double - throw switch . brake magnets were employed and off the line current and applying the

and, if the rst rush of current was have been in use ever since. mechanical brake. The employment

to be limited , a device for cutting out The early magnets exhibited, how- of such a primary makes necessary,
the starting resistance. This latter ever, several objectionable features. however, the use of a squirrel-cage

was usually a time element device They were noisy, took a large cur- form of rotor winding, and as this

employing gravity or spring pressure rent with an open magnetic circuit, involves very large starting current
against a dash -pot retardation. This and provided an uncertain electrical it is usually prohibitive.

controller in conjunction with a me- contact. The advantage accruing Professor Sever, of Columbia Uni

chanical brake was operated from from the employment of magnet con- versity, made some investigations as

60
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to duties, starting current, etc. , of nected work by the direct- current central stations toward alternating

multiphase alternating - current eleva- elevator is remarkably high, and for current made it clear that alternat

tors in operation in New York City , this reason a comparative basis of ing -current elevators suitable for all

and incorporated the results in a operation exists which did not exist classes of service would be called for ,

paper which appears in the proceed- during the early development of the and that if real progress was to be

ings of the American Institute of direct-current machine. Again , theAgain , the made, existing conditions and known
Electrical Engineers of April , 1902. alternating -current motor has not principles must be carefully analyzed

In the United States but few been readily obtainable. It has been and the latter applied to the former,

single-phase direct- connected eleva- expensive , and the delays in delivery singly and in combination, until a

tors have been installed . Small ele- have militated against experiment- basis of present possibilities was es

tablished . This basis should consti

tute at least an advanced starting

point for development.

Applying , in so far as possible , the

experience gained in direct current

practice , it followed that the first re

quirement was a quietly -running mo

tor having a large starting torque per

volt-ampere of input, a reasonably

small rotor weight, and good ef

ficiency and power factor through a

range of load. It further appeared

that a motor having direct -current

shunt motor characteristics at full

speed was necessary, and that if pos

sible this motor should be subject to

definite speed variation . The multi

phase motor, as known, gave better

promise than the single -phase motor

of fulfilling the conditions, and the

multiphase elevator was , therefore,

taken up first.

The elimination of noise, the ob

taining of an excellent efficiency and

power factor at full load, and the

reduction of rotor weight and speed

MANUFACTURING COMPANY, PITTSFIELD , MASS . to the minimum , could be provided

for in the design and manufacture of

vators, mainly for house service , and ing by the elevator manufacturer the motor. The starting torque and
using an ordinary multiphase induc- and have discouraged the elevator speed variation features did not so

tion motor with a phase splitting ar- customer. readily fall into line. The starting

rangement for starting , have operated The electric energy consumption torque per volt- ampere was improved ,

quietly and quite satisfactorily in so demanded by the motors in starting but was not and has not as yet been

far as service giving is concerned , has been considerably in excess of brought to a point comparable with

but the starting current has been that required by direct- current motors that of the direct -current motor.

large . for the same duty , and the introduc- Speed variation similar to that ob

Single-phase commutator motors tion of the power factor has aug- tained by series armature resistance

for direct -connected elevators have mented the consequent disturbance with direct-current motors was avail

thus far been employed but little in to the lines . The difficulty experi- able, but, owing to the fact that in

this country, although in England enced in stopping has already been direct -connected elevator work , with

considerable has been done along this mentioned ; while the lack of dy- a given live position of the controller,

line. That but little has been done namic action when disconnected
the motor may be driving the load or

here in single -phase work is no in- from the line , and the liability of the load driving the motor,—depend

dication that but little will be done , reversal of phase relation on the ing upon the instantaneous relation

and this single-phase situation will be lines of multiphase circuits, raised the between the car load and counter

treated of later. question of safety. Furthermore, the weight,—it is evident that such speed

So much for the general story con- noise made by the motors was dis- control is indefinite. Speed variation

cerning alternating -current elevators tinctly objectionable. through a change in the number of

as they have been obtainable until re- Summarized and compared, the ap- poles in a single motor could be ob

cently . Before taking up the ques- plication of the alternating -current tained, but, as already mentioned in
tion of the machines that may now motor to the regular type of direct- connection with bringing the motor
be offered by elevator manufactur- current direct- connected elevator ma- to rest , the use of this device en

ers , and the possibilities. — we might chine, limited the duty of the latter tailed large starting current.

say probabilities, -for the near fu- and rendered it expensive to install In elevator work the most impor

ture, it may be well to indicate brief- and to operate. It also made it noisy tant consideration is safety , and upon

lv some of the difficulties that have in operation, detracted from its safety, this the certainty with which the

stood in the path of development of necessitated mechanical or rectified maximum speed may be limited and

the direct - connected alternating -cur- magnetic control, and affected the the elevator brought to rest has a

rent elevator. lights when placed on a lightinga lighting direct bearing . The direct-current

In the first place , the standard that circuit. elevator is considered safe and it

has been established for direct- con- On the other hand, the tendency of remains, therefore, to consider the

À SINGLE-PHASE REPULSION INDUCTION MOTOR BUILT BY THE STANLEY-G. L. ELECTRIC
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passes the
A SINGLE -PHASE REPULSION -INDUCTION MO

TOR BUILT BY THE WAGNER ELECTRIC MANU

USE

difference between the application of ience , demanded that an alternating- magnetic control was set up and

direct current and alternating cur- current magnet control should be operated, and its action was positive.

rent to an elevator machine. available if higher speed or more Chattering was obviated by the use of

An induction motor has practically efficient alternating -current work was four-pole magnets acting on circular

the same characteristics as the direct- to be undertaken,but its design was armatures .

current shunt motor, and , with all limited by many conditions . For a two-phase circuit , two U

The eminence of phase reversal on magnets were set at right angles to

the line is not so apparent as it was each other , each having its pole tips

some time ago , but it is clear that the same relative distance from the

danger from this source
on multi

common armature. Each magnet was

phase circuits exists and always will wound for a separate phase and its

exist , and that provision should be strength varied with the alternations
made to nullify its effect. A device , of the current . As one magnet was

which, in the event of reversal of of maximum strength when the other

phase relation, shall immediately open was zero , and vice versa , and both

the supply circuit and apply the brake acted on the same armature, the pull

or prevent its release , thus bringing on the latter was constant , and as this

the elevator to rest if in operation, armature carried the moving contact

or preventing its starting if at rest, of the control , the contact it made

best meets this specification. was firm and constant. Furthermore,

With some mechanical controls the its attractive action was instantaneous

current is cut off from the machine and its release prompt. Magnets of

and the brake applied if the car this type may be made as large as

the ordinary terminals of desired, and are available for controls

travel , and provision is made whereby or for brake mechanisms.

FACTURING COMPANY , ST . LOUIS, FOR ELEVATOR the same two operations may at any For ordinary controls , a single

time be performed from the car phase magnet of the solenoid type

through some means other than the has been developed, which is simpler

resistance cut out of both primary regular control. in construction and wiring, and lends
and secondary circuits, the speed of

With a magnetic control , perhaps itself more readily to the requirements,

the induction motor is limited quite the best device for automatically ac- of a control. Owing to the single -phase

as well by the number of cycles on complishing the desired result makes winding, the pull on the solenoid core

the circuit as the speed of the direct- use of the torque principle of a is not steady , and if the contact were

current motor is limited by the line small multiphase motor inserted secured directly to this core it would

voltage. across the main line circuit . With chatter and the electrical contact

In the event of the line circuit be current across this small

ing broken , however, the comparison motor in the proper rela

ceases . Under such conditions the tion , the circuit to the ele

direct-current motor could retain a vator controller is com

speed- regulating effect, while the plete, but at the instant

speed of the induction motor would the phase relation on the

be limited only by the relation exist- main line circuit is

ing between the driving force and versed . the direction of

the mechanical friction opposing it . torque is reversed and the

In small machines this mechanical control circuit is , in con

friction has constituted such a large sequence, opened.

part of the load that but little diffi- This object may also be

culty has been experienced from run- accomplished by various

aways, though centrifugal devices applications of direction
have been added for further protec- relation between the power

tion ; but with higher duties the per- motor and parts of the

centage of friction must decrease . It control. Direction of

appears, therefore , that with highly movement of the control

efficient gearing and mechanical con- for desired direction of

trol, the failure of the current with elevator is definite. Re

the machine in operation or the lift- versal of phase relation

ing of the brake with no current on would disturb the relation

the line would prove a source of existing between control

danger. and elevator direction . De

The obvious answer to this objec- vices mechanically or electrically would be uncertain . To avoid this ,

tion is that the introduction of an operated, or operated in combina- the movable contact in the form of a

electric brake would at once over- tion , may be applied to any part of copper disc is sleeved over an

come this difficulty, as an electric the elevator system , whereby the ele- tension of the core and supported by

brake would refuse to release if there vator is brought to rest immediately a light spring The energizing of

were no current on the line, and this disturbance occurs . the solenoid coil raises the core and

would immediately set itself in the It would seem , therefore , that with completes the circuit through the

( vent of current being shut off dur- proper precautions safety may be as- movable and stationary contacts .

ing the operation of the elevator : in sured. It may be of interest to know During the time the current is

fact , it would do so more surely than that the problem of magnetic control passing through the coil , the core has

the electric brake on a direct-current has practically been solved. Some- a longitudinal vibratory motion , due

machine. Safety, as well as conven- thing over a year ago a multiphase to the alternating nature of the cur
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rent. The height at which contact induction motor seems to be the type starting torque per volt-ampere and

occurs and the pressure of the spring best adapted to higher duty single- high efficiency at average load seems
are so adjusted that even when the phase elevator service . There are a most fair to both central station and

core is at the lowest point of this few elevators in this country thus customer, and much has been accom

movement, a firm electrical contact is operated and it is to be hoped that plished toward obtaining a satisfac
maintained. This spring principle American motor manufacturers will tory motor along these lines. If no

has also been applied to horizontal continue the improvement of this type better performance can be expected
magnets with hinged armatures, but of motor. from the motor, high speed apparent

the vertical solenoid is the simpler Foreign manufacturers have suc- ly means heavy starting current ,

type. ceeded in reducing the noise in the multi-motors or higher mechanical

Accelerating magnets may be ob- motor, and at present their machines efficiency in the transmission between

tained by using the solenoid type in appear to be in the lead so far as motor and load .

conjunction with dash -pots to fur- motors suitable for direct- connected High - speed service requires some

nish the time element, or by utilizing elevators are concerned. They have form of control for intermediate

the differential action between two also reduced sparking at the com- speed, in order that good landings

coils, one energized from the pri- mutator without the use of high- may be made. The introduction of a

mary circuit, and the other from the resistance leads between the commu- double or multi-motor arrangement

secondary circuit of the motor . tator bars and the armature coils , with provision for individual and cas

With the controller magnets de- thus diminishing danger of burnout if cade connection, or with one electro

veloped , the next step was to re- the motor should fail to start prompt- dynamic machine arranged as

duce the current required to release ly. Furthermore, with the American power consumer , appears to offer the

the brake , and, if possible, with motor, starting resistance is best promise for definite speed con

safety, to provide that the brake-re- ployed, while from installations in- trol, but the introduction of the

leasing current should not occur si- cluding foreign motors it may be multi-motor also affects the starting

multaneously with the peak of the eliminated. torque required and obtainable.

motor- starting current. It must be Thus, while single -phase apparatus By use of the cascade connection

remembered that a reduction in volt- is still somewhat backward, with au- increased starting torque for the same

age on the line affects the torque of tomatic elevators multiphase opera- volt -ampere input may be obtained,

an induction motor very seriously, tive conditions have been met for a but in stepping from one set of con

and the motor and the brake should maximum speed of approximately nections to another the current jumps

be so related that it would be im- 175 feet per minute and with switch- are apt to be large unless the con

possible to release the brake under controlled elevators, maximum trol is complicated, and this situation

operating conditions, unless the tor- speed of approximately 250 feet per has been quite thoroughly gone over

que of the motor was sufficient to minute, without the use of rectified in the application of the cascade con

hold its maximum load. current, and elevators of these types nection to multiphase railroad work .

This end has been attained by available . For automatic The cascade arrangement would

proper connections in the controller, elevators the speed named meets all permit efficient operation at the va

and by the introduction of a mo- requirements, but for switch -con- rious speeds, and, during the first

mentum type of brake in which the trolled elevators a speed greater than portion of speed reduction would proa

turning effort produced when the 250 feet per minute is distinctly de- duce a dynamic braking effect, but,

friction shoes of the main brake grip sirable. on the other hand, any multi-motor

the revolving brake -wheel is trans- That such higher speed service is arrangement must naturally increase

mitted to the lever of a second brake obtainable with a machine which will the weight of the rotor necessary for

which also tends to bring the moving meet commercial conditions, the a given full-speed duty, and the dis

parts to rest . As the braking ef- writer is thoroughly convinced. advantages of an increase in the

fort is thus multiplied, a smaller The starting current for an alter- weight of the high -speed parts of a

brake magnet meets the requirements, nating-current motor suitable for direct-connected elevator may not be

and, in consequence, a smaller brake elevator work is greater than that of fully appreciated.

magnet current. a direct -current motor, but it seems For the information of those who

Utilizing these single -phase control reasonable to assume that in any lo- have not given thought to this phase
magnets and a multiphase brake mag- cation in which high -speed service is of the subject, it may be well to

net, any form of " switch -in -car" or demanded , provision for a high start- state with an ordinary direct-con

" push -button " control for a multi- ing current may be made. It was nected machine, using both indepen
phase elevator

may be obtained , done when direct -current elevators dent and drum counter -weight and

without employing a rectifying pro- were new and demanded large start- arranged for a capacity of 2500

cess , and it is clear that this same ing current, and it will be done for pounds at about 300 feet per min

combination is equally applicable to alternating -current elevators . It was ute, the inertia value of the high

the control of a single -phase elevator justified then . It will be justified speed parts, namely, the worm ,

by including a phase -splitting device brake -wheel and rotor, constitutes

to supply multiphase current to the It is not difficult to obtain a multi- about 85 per cent. of that of the en
brake magnet.

phase induction motor which shall tire elevator equipment; in other

The single -phase elevator has not have large starting torque, or words, of the excess torque neces

been developed to the same extent as which shall have either good power sary to accelerate the elevator to full

the multiphase elevator, but the limi- factor, high efficiency , good speed speed when starting, about 85 per

tation is entirely in the motor. At regulation, low speed , stability, quiet cent. is required to get the rotor,

present it is installed mainly for resi- operation or fairly low rotor weight,operation or fairly low rotor weight, brake -wheel and worm up to speed,

dence service, but higher duty seems but to combine all these features in while the small balance of from 10

quite possible. a single motor is an interesting per cent to 15 per cent. suffices to

Owing to its high starting torque, problem . bring the car , load and counter

the single-phase motor which starts Compromises must be made and a weights to speed.

as a repulsion motor and runs as an design which will insure the highest If necessary, the efficiency of the

are now

now .

one
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A Large Private Branch Telephone

Exchange

pressure due to the core is removed A Telephone Journal,"therecord
CCORDING to “ The American

a

mechanism between the motor and of a solenoid through which no cur

the live load in the car may be in- rent is flowing, to hold open the con

creased, thus cutting down the run- tact. When the coil is energized , the

ning horse -power required of the

motor, and, in consequence , the and firm contact is then established

weight of the rotor. This reduces by the action of gravity , or by a

not only the torque required to move spring.

the load at constant speed , but also A direct-acting single -phase mag

the torque needed to overcome iner- net may be made to insure continuity

tia during acceleration . of circuit by introducing sliding con

Mention has already been made of tacts . The vibraton due to the al

two methods of reducing the maxi- ternating current may move the con

mum starting current by reducing tact , but it does not open the circuit.

and adjusting the brake current, and Pilot motor controls may also be

still another device includes the employed.

mounting of the stator of the motor Compressed air may be applied to

in bearings concentric with the rotor alternating -current elevator control

bearings in such manner that it may substantially as in alternating -current

revolve through part of a circum- railroad control.

ference, but when not energized , For stopping, improved mechanical

will be held central between the limits braking devices have been mentioned,
of its arc of movement. The start- and the dynamic action obtainable

ing torque itself is thus made to re- from multi-motor arrangements may

lease the brake through a cam on the be employed through all or part of

stator, which acts upon the brake the period of stopping, as well as for

lever . This also provides for safety intermediate speed control. It is evi

by interlinking motor torque and dent that the introduction of direct

brake release , and includes in the current into the windings in the

same device the motion necessary for stator of an induction motor, after

a phase reversal safety . the alternating- current supply has

been , will produce a dynamic

for large private branch ex

changes is held in Philadelphia,

where Wanamaker's big store re

cently completed the installation of

branch exchange which has

connected to it 2000 instruments .

For handling the business a twelve

position switchboard is used , and

telephones are installed at each

counter. They are provided with

automatic coin boxes, to insure

payment for all outward messages,

and may be used by customers, if

desired. This is a distinct step be

yond the use of the instruments only
for the business of the store. One

hundred and twenty trunk lines are
in use to connect the branch ex

change with the regular telephone

system of the city.

A New Process of Making Metal.

Coated Paper

has been advocated with particular actioncoeffectivein stopping withia Awith Pelectrolytically deposited
reference to the acceleration of large multi-motor arrangement the applica metal is given in a recent num

units, employs a small direct -current tion of this scheme to one of the ber of “ Pulp and Paper." The anode

generator and direct- current mag- motors is also available for inter- of course is made of the metal to be

nets . The generator is arranged to mediate speed control . The direct deposited.deposited. On another plate is de

be positively driven by the elevator current required for this purpose may posited a thin layer of the metal

motor and is electrically connected to be obtained from a small direct-cur- about 1-250 inch in thickness.

the accelerating magnets. Rotation rent generator mechanically driven Against this is placed a sheet of

of the motor is accompanied by cor- by the elevator motor or from an ex- paper coated with a certain kind of

responding rotation of the generator, terior source. glue. When this is dry the ad

and, as the electromotive force of the It is no easy task to produce a hesion is strong enough to cause the

latter gradually increases, the accel- high - speed alternating -current eleva- metal to remain on the paper when

erating switches consecutively short- tor that shall be satisfactory from the latter is torn off the plate . In

circuit sections of rotor resistance every standpoint, but operative prin- this way gold , silver , and copper

until all starting resistance has been ciples have been evolved and its de- coated paper has been produced.

cut out. Current from this gener- velopment really lies in the hands of

ator is also employed to assist in stop- the central stations. Mechanically

ping, by passing it through an auxil- and electrically controlled elevators
One of the largest artificial storage

iary brake -applying solenoid at the for low and medium speeds are now
reservoir hydroelectric power plants

instant the operating circuit is opened . on the market, and the higher -speed
in the world is under construction

This is applicable to either multi- machines will , it is believed , be obtain
on the River Sihl, in the Canton of

phase or single-phase apparatus. able if there is a persistent call for
Schwytz, Switzerland. Adam 90

The direct -current type of accel- them . So long as the high -speed
feet high and 350 feet long will im

erating device employing a magnetic direct -current elevator meets the re
pound the water in a lake with a

clutch driven from the elevator quirements, so long will the develop
surface area of two square miles.

motor, may be applied to an alternat- ment of the high -speed alternating
The capacity of the reservoir will be

ing -current elevator by substituting current elevator be retarded, for this
25.360,000,000 gallons. The gell

alternating-current magnets. Any re- is a busy world and the work first
erating plant will be upon the shore

sistance cut-out, mechanically driven undertaken is that which is easiest
of Lake Zurich, and will be operated

and employing a magnetic detent and or that for which there is the greatest
under a head of 1575 feet. It is esti

a holding magnet at the terminus of demand.
mated that a continuous supply for

travel, may be made to accomplish
20,000 horse -power will be afforded.

the same object. or for 45,000 horse -power iſ operated

A non -chattering magnetic control Operating with trolley current at only ten hours per day.

may also be obtained by arranging 2200 volts, 25 cycles, a series single

for electrical contact through gravity phase electric railway system be- Fourteen automobiles are provided

or spring pressure rather than tween Atlanta and Marietta, Ga ., the by the Cumberland Telephone & Tele

through the direct action of the con- first alternating -current line in the graph Company, of Nashville , Tenn .,

trol magnets. This may be accom- Southern States , was recently put for use by " trouble shooters” or in

plished by allowing the weighted core into service . stallers .
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Small Curtis Turbines rings and wells of ample proportions. is obtained, irrespective of load con

In the larger sizes a closed oiling ditions. In addition to the regular

HE success attending the use of system is used, provided with an oil governor, an emergency governor is

small direct-current, horizon
circulating pump, which is shown at supplied which shuts off the steam ,

tal type Curtis steam turbine
the right of the accompanying illustra- if for any reason the speed should

generating sets, made by the General tion . Since the system is closed , rise certain percentage above

Electric Company, of Schenectady,

N. Y., warrants a description of this

type of electrical apparatus. Not only

is this machine suitable for

where reciprocating - engine - driven

generators have formerly been used.

but on account of its compactness

and simplicity of construction, it has

heen adopted for new uses .

This type of generating apparatus,

it may be said , embodies all the good

points of rotary motion . Vibration

and wear are reduced to a minimum

in the turbine. On this account the

machine may be placed on light and

inexpensive foundations, and on ac

count of the compactness of the en

tire set , it is well adapted for train

lighting, as an exciter in generating
stations, and for auxiliary power of

all kinds where small space and quiet

running, as well as minimum expense

for installation , are of importance.

Machines of this type are built for

these purposes in sizes from 15 to

300 kilowatts, for operating either

condensing or non -condensing at

pressures ranging from 80 to 200

pounds in the smaller sizes and from

200 pounds in the larger

types, without reducing valve and at there is no waste of oil from spat- that fixed as normal. This entirely

any degree of superheat up to about tering or other causes . No internal eliminates any danger of excessive

200 degrees Fahr ., without danger of lubrication is necessary in the Curtis speeds.

injury. steam turbine, and, as a result , the On account of the rugged con

Another important advantage of exhaust steam can be used in heating struction of the Curtis turbine, it is

the steam -turbine generator set is the systems or in manufacturing pro- not subject to injury in case it is by

small number of bearings, namely, cesses , as it is entirely free from oil. accident flooded with water.

the main shaft bearings and the link The speed of the turbine is held The generators in these turbine

between governor and valve . In the constant by a centrifugal governor sets gain indirectly in compactness

smaller sizes of turbines the bearings which controls the steam supply en- because of the higher operating

are supplied with oil by the usual oil
tering the turbine. A uniform speed speeds, and the cylindrical design of

GE
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A SMALL CURTIS STEAM TURBINE GENERATING SET BUILT BY THE GENERAL

ELECTRIC COMPANY, SCHENECTADY , N. Y.
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easily and quickly located in an odd S cently made on
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the turbine suits exactly the compact, be used for operating the machinery electrified section of the West Shore

well-proportioned electrical unit. in the cotton mills . The sizes of the Railroad between Utica and Syra

From their compactness and ab- motors follows:- Fourteen cuse .

sence of vibration , the small Curtis 100 H. P. , five 150 H. P., two 50 Two sections of catenary

steam - turbine sets have found a wide H. P. , two 40 H. P. , and one 75 erected,-one 300 -foot span , and one

field in electrical train lighting, H. P. 350 -foot span . The poles were made

mounted either on the locomotive or of tubular iron in three sections ; the

in the baggage car , as exciter sets in bottom section was 10 inches in di
Testing Overhead Catenary

power houses, and for small power ameter, the middle section , 9 inches,
Construction

Being and the top section, 8 inches. Each

OME interesting tests were re- of the three poles used measured 40

corner, they have been found excep 1000 -foot feet 6 inches from the ground up, or

tionally well adapted for auxiliary catenary line erected at Read- 48 feet over all , and weighed 2700

uits in manufacturing establish
ing, Pa., by Elmer P. Morris, 51 pounds. The middle pole

ments. In the smaller sizes the set Dey street , New York, representing placed under normal working con

makes an ideal unit for marine work . the ectric Railway Equipment ditions by securely anchoring the

Company, of Cincinnati, Ohio, to end poles of the line . On the side

determine whether a system of this it was guyed with a 5-16 -inch cable

Motor Drive in a Cotton Mill nature was practicable for service attached to a Miller anchor.

such as that to be required on the Three No. o equivalent aluminum

HE application of electric mo

tors to the operation of tex

tile mills has proved conclu

sively that by this method of drive

economies are obtained which are

not possible with any other method,

such as increased quantity of goods

manufactured , as well as the elimina

tion of heavy belts and shafting.

In the cotton industry the rapidly

increasing demand for electrical

equipments is especially noticeable,

one illustration being a recent order

from the Dan River Power & Manu

facturing Company, Danville , Va. ,

for their new plant, placed with the

Baltimore office of the Westinghouse

Electric & Manufacturing Company,

of Pittsburg

The contract is practically a dupli

cate of the present installation which

has been in operation about eighteen

months. The new plant, when com

pleted, will be one of the best elec

trical installations for cotton mill

work in the country. The mills were

designed by the well-known firm of

Lockwood , Green & Co., of Boston ,

and have the latest type of cotton

mill machinery driven by induction

motors.

The power plant is on the Dan

River about a mile distant from the

mills, and will contain , when com

pleted , three 750 -KW . and three 500

KW ., alternating-current, revolving

field generators of the water-wheel

type, with two 125 -KW . , direct-cur

rent exciters and complete switch

board equipment.

The recent order for new appara

tus includes one 750 -KW ., revolving

field , 6600 -volt, 25-cycle , 3-phase

water -wheel generator ; two 500 -KW .

generators of the same type; switch

board equipment; a bank of three

600 -KW . , oil- insulated, water - cooled

transformers complete with oil con

trolling switch ; a low -tension switch
FIG . 1. — GENERAL VIEW OF THE EXPERIMENTAL LINE FOR TESTING OVERHEAD CATENARY

board , and twenty - four 440- volt .
CONSTRUCTION , ERECTED BY ELMER P. MORRIS , NEW YORK , REPRESENTING THE ELECTRIC

3 -phase induction motors, which will RAILWAY EQUIPMENT COMPANY, CINCINNATI, OHIO

1
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forged ears and to the messenger

wire by clamps.

It is intended in future work of

this kind to use a bridle, as shown

in Fig. 2 , to strengthen the con

struction . This bridle isThis bridle is made of

steel rods, centering in a common

ring, which is secured to the pole

Ul! by a steel rod. It thus serves as a

side
guy for both messenger and

catenary, and in case of a break in

the messenger wire would prevent

the damage extending beyond one

span length .

In one of the tests made, a 7-16

inch cable was fastened to the top

of the pole and led off in a direction

opposite to the bracket for a dis

tance of 125 feet to the ground. At

this distance a strain of 2050 pounds

was put on the pole. As shown in

Fig. 3 , the pole was pulled slightly

out of the perpendicular. This was

apparently due to the poor resistance

offered by the earth to the concrete

foundation, which was about 3 feet

in diameter.

The pole was then pulled back to
FIG . 2. – CATENARY CONSTRUCTION IN WHICH A BRIDLE GUY IS ('SED

its normal position , so that the guy

rope was again tight, and a down

cables were mounted at the top of were used for the suspension ; these ward strain of 2000 pounds was put

the poles in the form of a triangle, were spaced 10 feet apart , and were on the end of the bracket directly

with the apex uppermost. Below fastened to the trolley wire by drop- below the catenary . This test pro

these, a 500,000 -circular mil copper

feeder cable was placed , and on

12 -foot pipe bracket containing a
catenary insulator were hung the

messenger wire and the trolley wire .

Fig. I shows a general view of the

experimental line thus constructed .

The insulators used for the mes

senger wire were of the usual high

tension type about 9 inches high,

and were tested for 80,000 volts . In

order to catch the messenger wire in

case the main insulators should

break , porcelain insulating spools

were slipped over each bracket arm

and secured directly under the main

insulator .

For this form of construction, Mr.

Morris has secured broad patents.

The advantages claimed for it are :

Non - interference with the service in

case of a main carrying insulator

breaking; prevention of the messen

ger wire coming in contact with the

supporting iron arm ; the messenger

wire may be composed of copper

cable and used as a feed wire instead

of the usual practice of thoroughly

insulating the messenger wire from

the trolley wire .

The catenary cable used in the

tests was hung with a dip of 5 feet

5 inches, and suspended from it was

a No. 0000 grooved trolley wire .

Spreaders like the one shown in Fig .

5. and composed of a flat steel strip ,

1 inch by I inch , and of different
FIG. 3.—THE POLE WAS DEFLECTED AS HERE SHOWN UNDER A STRAIN OF 2050 POUNDS AT

lengths to suit the catenary curve , THE TOP, EXERTED AT A DISTANCE OF 125 FEET

1

手
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test , the entire catenary and trolley

in the two full spans lay on the

ground.

Blast-Furnace Gas-Engine Devel.

opment in the Pittsburg District

T!

.

1

POUNDS ON THE END OF THE BRACKET

HE Carnegie Steel Company

recently contracted with the

Westinghouse Machine Com

pany, of Pittsburg, for a gas engine

to utilize surplus gas from their fur

naces for the generation of power

needed in the electric driving of mill

machinery.

Some time ago the Carnegie Steel

Company contracted with the West

inghouse Machine Company for

some large blowing engines to be

driven by blast furnace gas. For

the purpose of conducting prelimin

ary experimental work , an engine of

350 H. P., running at 150 revolu

tions with 30 -inch stroke, was in

stalled , and two gas blowing engines,

the largest ever built in this terri

tory, are now under construction at

East Pittsburg for the work at the

Edgar Thompson furnaces, at Bes

semer .

The gas engine for electric gen

eration will be similar in design to

the blowing unit, and will drive a

direct connected generator for the

purpose of augmenting the present

FIG . 4. — APPEARANCE OF THE EXPERIMENTAL LINE UNDER A DOWNWARD STRAIN OF 2000 power service at the Bessemer

works. The gas engine will de

velop approximately 2500 brake

duced a permanent set of about 3 to become slightly bow -shaped be
horse -power on blast furnace gas .

inches in the bracket, as shown in tween the pole and the end of the
The generator will be a 1500 -KW .,

Fig . 4. the set causing the bracket tie rod .
direct-current machine connected in

The next test consisted in cutting parallel with the other steam ma

the trolley wire at the middle of the chinery at the present Edgar Thomp

350 - foot section . The result was that
son power plant.

the wire slacked a trifle, the ends

hanging a few inches below their

normal horizontal position. Vertical Single-Phase Self-Starting

In the final test , the trolley wire Motors

was first cut and then the catenary

was severed at the dead end stud . O meet the rapidly increasing

This caused the bracket on the first demand for vertical single

pole to spring 90 degrees out of phase self- starting motors,the

position , and the casting on the un- Century Electric Company, of St.

der brace to break . The bracket on Louis, Mo., have designed a line

the middle pole behaved in the same of such motors , ranging in size from

way as that on the first pole, except što 5 H. P.}

that it did not turn as far and did One of these motors is shown in

not break . The bracket on the third the accompanying illustration . The

pole remained in its normal position standard winding is for 104 or 208

and held the catenary on the in- volts, interchangeable, but the motor

sulator can be wound for any voltage up to

As the brackets were all fastened 500. The motor be belted ,

to the poles by means of split col- . geared , or direct connected to a

lars , this test produced no torsion on vertical shaft, and when so desired

the poles, as the collars that moved can be equipped with feet or legs at

simply turned on the poles. The es- the side, so that it can be attached

timated strain on the bracket, assum- to any vertical support. As a whole,

ing the weight of the structure at it is well protected, and at the same

two pounds per foot, about time is well ventilated . Ball bear

FIG . 5.SPREADER MADE OF FLAT STEEL STRIP 5700 pounds . At the end of the lastAt the end of the lastings are used to take the end thrust.

T °

can

was
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These motors are designed for
operating centrifugal pumps, and

for house service and irrigation .

tion of the foundry are provided with a fireproof sliding door leads into the

wide and well-kept grass plots be- main building. Each Aoor consists

tween the pavement and the building of a single large room , the two upper

proper. The foundry is equipped ones being provided with suitably

with two cupolas, with a capacity numbered racks for storing patterns .

each of 12 tons per hour. The main The first floor is used as a stor

bay is served by two electric travel- age room for small dynamos and

ing cranes of 25 and 15 tons' capac- motors carried in stock . The second

ity, respectively. Each of the side floor is used as a pattern shop, pro

bays is served by a smaller 5 -ton viding room for forty pattern makers.

crane. Coke heated core ovens are The most approved forms of wood

employed for the treatment of cores working machinery comprise the

and moulds. equipment, each tool being driven by

In the pattern shop and pattern an individual electric motor.

storage building the slow -burning Machine shop No. 1 is one of the

mill type of construction has been original Bullock buildings. The

followed, the floors being of heavy equipment throughout is composed of

timber, with no openings of any de- motor -driven machine tools of all

scription. A tower in the rear of kinds used in the manufacture of

the building contains the elevator , electrical apparatus. The building

staircase and main electrical wiring. is identical in general appearance

There are no openings from this and construction with the others of

tower directly into the various floors the group. The central bay is served

of the building, but at each landing by two cranes of 20 and 30 tons ca

CouTsancel

A VERTICAL SINGE- PHASE SELF - STARTING

MOTOR BUILT BY THE CENTURY ELECTRIC COM

PANY, ST . LOUIS , MO.
971333

They are entirely automatic in opera

tion, and can be started and stopped

with an ordinary float switch .
Tin

The Electrical Works of the Allis

Chalmers Company

TH

MACHINE SHOP NO. I AND POWER HOUSE OF THE ALLIS -CHALMERS ELECTRICAL WORKS AT

NORWOOD , A SUBURB OF CINCINNATI , OHIO

HE electrical works of the

Allis -Chalmers Company are

located at Norwood , a suburb

of Cincinnati, Ohio, and comprise the

original model plant of the Bullock

Electric Manufacturing Company,

with extensive additions which have

been and are being made in order to

provide adequate facilities to meet

the rapidly increasing demand for

space. Electrical generating, trans

forming and driving apparatus of

every type is built here, including

direct - current dynamos and motors,

alternating - current generators , in

duction motors, transformers, rotary

converters, railway motors, air-brake

motors, controllers , switchboards and

a great variety of auxiliary appa

ratus.

The plat of ground on which the

works have been built is approxi

mately sixteen acres in area . All the

main buildings are of modern iron ,

steel and brick or concrete construc

tion , exceedingly well lighted and

ventilated . As a group , the buildings

of this plant present an appearance

which is far above the average , being

faced with buff - coloured pressed

brick. All buildings with the excep INTERIOR OF ALLIS -CHALMERS' MACHINE SHOP NO. I , SHOWING MOTOR -DRIVEN LATHES
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1

INTERIOR OF ALLIS-CHALMERS' MACHINE SHOP NO. 3, SHOWING PORTABLE MOTOR-DRIVEN TOOLS AND FLOOR PLATES

pacity, respectively, and the side bays On the first floor is located the On the second floor are the tool

each by a 5 - ton crane . In addition punching department where the sheet room and brass department for the

to the machine tool work performed steel punchings for armatures and manufacture of small brass parts en

in shop No. 1 , a portion of the arma- field poles are made. This shop is tering into the construction of ma

ture winding for large machines is provided with a complete equipment chines. The front portion of this

carried on here , and a testing depart- of motor -driven punch presses. On unit is used for the construction of

ment for the smaller machines has this floor the armature cores for di- large machines and is divided into

been provided in the front portion of rect-current dynamos and motors, and three bays. Each side bay is 48

the building The Allis - Chalmers the stator cores for small alternating- feet wide, one served by a 20-ton

motors, used to drive the machine current machines are assembled . crane, and the other by one of 30

tools, are operated on the multiple The commutator department is lo- tons capacity. Part of the central

voltage system of variable -speed cated at the rear , and in a room sep- bay is provided with iron floor pla

control . arated from the remainder of the tens for the use of portable drills ,

In each machine shop there is a building by fireproof walls, the punch- slotters, etc.

separate balancer installed for split- ings for armature and stator cores The works power house and boiler

ting the voltages, and which may be are annealed and japanned. The plant are located alongside of shop

used independently in case of the upper floor of shop No. 2 contains No. 1 . The power-house equipment

failure of those installed in either of the coil winding department where sists of two Allis -Chalmers 800

the other shops. The connections of. armature, field and transformed coils KW ., 240 - volt direct-connected en

these balancers are such that one set are wound and insulated. gine-type generators, one of which is

may be made to carry the load of In this shop, every machine tool , driven by a Lane & Bodley engine,

the others. from the ponderous drill presses, and the other by an Allis -Chalmers

Machine shop No. 2 is identical in making laminations for turbo -gen- Reynolds cross-compound Corliss en

general appearance with the other erators, to the small tapping ma- gine. There is further equipment

buildings of the group . A 5 -ton elec- chines for insulating armature coils, consisting of a small 100 -KW . unit

tric traveling crane
serves the en- is driven by an individual electric and an air compressor outfit used for

tire length of the shop. An indus- motor. operating pneumatic tools used in va

trial railway connects the punch de- Both upper and lower floors of rious operations throughout the shops.

partment with the annealing depart- shop No. 3 are divided into bays by Two artesian wells furnish the en

ment. At both ends of the shop rows of columns, and on the lower tire water supply for engines and fire

freight elevators , driven by electric two, 10-ton cranes are provided ; the service . A water storage reservoir is

motors, connect the upper and lower work on the upper floor being of a provided for use in fire, with a fire

floors . The drying ovens are also lighter character, two 5 -ton cranes pump in connection with a complete

connected directly with the insulating are installed. An elevator is located Sprinkler system for all buildings.

department by a similar elevator. at about the middle of the extension. The engines are run non - condensing.
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The boiler -house equipment is com- store , Duquesne Club, and a number means for weighing all coal used .

prised in six 250 - H . P. Cahill verti- of similar consumers . Both the conveying apparatus and

cal water -tube boilers , fitted with This isolated plant has a total of traveling hopper are operated by

Mansfield chain -grate stokers . 1459 KW. wired in load , which , with electric motors, and are easily and

In the service building a wire stor- contemplated extensions in the near quickly handled. The hopper travels

age room and locker, and wash future, will ultimately be increased to on an elevated track the length of

rooms for employees, occupy the approximately 2900 or 3000 KW. the boiler room , and is controlled

lower floor. The upper floor is fitted The three-wire , direct - current system from the floor by the fireman .

up as a dining-room for factory and of distribution is used , with an elec- The generating units consist of

office employees. tromotive force of 220 volts between three 200 -KW . , 220 -volt, direct-cur

The administration building pro- outside mains, and 110 volts between rent , three-wire generators built by

vides accommodation for the various each main wire and neutral. the Westinghouse Electric & Manu

administrative offices and depart- Babcock & Wilcox boilers having a facturing Company, of Pittsburg,

ments, drafting room , engineering total capacity of 2000 H. P. , are Pa . , and direct connected to three

(lepartment, purchasing department, used. These are divided into four Ball vertical twin -compound

superintendent's office, etc. batteries of 500 H. P. each, operat- gines of 325 H. P. each, built by

In addition to the standard gauge ing at a pressure of 150 pounds.ing at a pressure of 150 pounds. the Ball Engine Company, of Erie ,

railroad tracks in yards and build- Each boiler is provided with chain Pa ., and operating at an approxi

ings , complete equipment of narrow- grates made by the Green Engineer- mate speed of 190 revolutions per

gauge industrial railway interconnecting Company,of Chicago , Ill . minute ; and one Westinghouse 375

the various shop units . All the yard The coal is elevated from the stor- KW. generator of the same type con

track is equipped with overhead trol- age bins to a traveling hopper by nected to a Ball -Corliss type vertical

ley , and motor -driven cars equipped means of a coal conveyor . Scales in cross- compound engine of 600 H. P.,

with electrically operated jib cranes the cage beside the hopper provide a operating at 130 revolutions per

are used for loading and unloading

material and conveying it between the

shop buildings.

en

An Up-To-Date Isolated Plant

T !
HE electrical equipment of

modern office and mercantile

buildings has attained far

greater proportions than is generally

known. Aside from illumination ,

there is a broad field for electric

motors, their practically noiseless
operation, cleanliness and compact

ness, rendering them especially ap

plicable to general power work, such

as operating ventilating schemes,

refrigerating appliances, elevators ,

water and sewage pumps, and the

many classes of apparatus that make

up the equipment of large buildings.

There are also many applications

for electric motors in the boiler and

engine rooms of isolated plants. The

high value of real estate in large

cities generally necessitates locating

the power plant in the basement or

sub - cellar, where natural ventilation

is poor and space is reduced to a

minimum . Under such conditions it

is essential to have the machinery ar

ranged as compactly as possible, and

motor drive is the natural solution

of the problem of operating ventilat

ing fans , coal conveying apparatus,

stokers and pumps.

To illustrate practically the appli

cations enumerated , a description of

the central power plant of the estate

of Henry W. Oliver , of Pittsburg ,

Pa . , will be both interesting and in

structive. It is located in the heart

of the city's business center and fur

nishes light, heat and power to sev

eral large office buildings and

churches , the McCreery department

THE BABCOCK & WILCOX BOILERS IN THE CENTRAL POWER PLANT OF THE ESTATE OF

HENRY W. OLIVER , PITTSBURG , PA. , ARE PROVIDED WITH CHAIN GRATES MADE BY THE

GREEN ENGINEERING COMPANY, CHICAGO
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minute. The main features of the

three -wire generators are the same as

those of an ordinary direct- current

machine, with the addition of four

slip rings , which are connected to the

armature winding by taps at four

electrically equidistant points for each

pair of poles. From these rings

wires are carried to balancing coils

with their middle points connected

together to form the neutral of the

system .

The unbalanced current in the

armature is practically evenly dis

tributed, and the machine will oper

ate satisfactorily with a 25 per cent.
unbalanced load.

Current is transmitted by lead

covered cables to the switchboard,

which is of the standard Westing

house three - wire type with panels of

white marble . Two ammeters are

used with each generator so that the

load on both sides of the system may

be observed. A double -reading am

meter is connected in the neutral of

each machine to show the amount of

unbalanced load. A voltmeter con

nected across the main bus -bars in

dicates the potential at all times,

and a second voltmeter arranged to

be connected to each motor by four

point voltmeter receptacles , enables

the operator to adjust the voltage for

paralleling Two double -pole gen

erator switches, two double -pole bal

ance coil switches, and a shunt field

rheostat, complete the equipment of

each generator panel.

The balance coils are located con

veniently upon a shelf near the end
of the switchboard. Feeder panels

are provided with instruments sim

ilar to the generator panels, with the

exception of the field rheostat and

balance coil switches. A load panel

is provided for measuring the total

output of the station , upon which are

mounted a recording voltmeter made

by the Bristol Company, of Water

bury , Conn ., two recording ammeters
of the same make, and a switchboard

type integrating wattmeter.

The distribution system is quite

extensive. A tunnel extends from

the power plant to the McCreery and

new Smithfield street buildings for

carrying cables, steam and fire lines ,

refrigerating and cold water pipes.

The balance of the consumers are

supplied with cables run in under

ground conduits.

The McCreery building uses 775

KW ., supplying twenty -seven elec

tric motors ranging from 1 to 50 H.

P., 486 arc lamps, 926 16 -candle

power, and 650 8 -candle - power in

candescent lamps. The feeders for

supplying current for this load are

composed of 2370 feet of lead -covered

cable, 1,600,000 cm . in area ; 2340

THE REFRIGERATING APPARATUS IS DRIVEN BY WESTINGHOUSE MOTORS

9

WESTINGHOUSE THREE -WIRE, DIRECT -CURRENT GENERATORS FURNISH ( U'RRENT FOR THE

OLIVER ESTATE
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feet of lead -covered cable, 1,400,000 and freight and baggage cars, is has been incorporated, and, in ac

c.m. in area ; and 7941 feet of paper shown in Fig. 2 . It is of malleable cordance with its plans, about fifteen

insulated cable, 1,000,000 iron , the zigzag- shaped dies being miles of track will be equipped im

area ; all manufactured by the Stand- made of iempered steel . mecliately with single-phase appara

ard Underground Cable Company, of One important feature of the press tus. Eventually this single -phase

New York . is that it fastens the lead seal to the road will extend from Richmond to

The Smithfield and Wood Street wire in such a way that it is abso- Chesapeake, but the portion about to

properties are supplied by 4620 feet lutely impossible to open the seal be electrified comprises that part ly

of lead -covered cable, 1,000,000 c.m. without cutting the wire. The in- ing between Richmond and Ashland.

in area , each leg being approx- itials of the owner can be sunk in The contracts for the equipment of

imately 250 feet long, for supply- the lower die . When several presses this section have been let to the Gen

ing the balance of the consumers. are required by one company, they eral Electric Company, of Schenec

The cables are all supported by the are usually numbered consecutively, tady, N. Y.

latest improved methods and present and the number or figure is sunk in The line in general will follow the

a very neat appearance. the upper die of the press. The initials plans which several roads in the

The refrigerating apparatus for and numbers will then appear raised Middle West have adopted, but the

furnishing refrigeration to the Mc- on each lead seal , as shown in the trolley voltage will be higher. The

Creery store , kitchen , and to the two right-hand views in Fig. 1 . catenary method of suspension will

drinking water for the building is The two views at the left in Fig. I be usedi, adapted for a trolley poten

located in the rear of the switch

board in the power plant. The ab

sorption system , manufactured by

the Carbondale Machine Company,

of Carbondale, Pa ., is used . In con

nection with the refrigerating plant,

there are two Dean Holyoke triplex

water pumps, two brine pumps made

by the same company, and three

ammonia pumps made by the Gould

Manufacturing Company, all of which

are driven by Westinghouse motors

ranging in size from 3 to 15 H. P.,

inclusive, by means of Morse silent
02 SQUEEZE

chain .

Exhaust steam from the engines is

utilized in the absorption system of
FIGS . I AND 2.---LEAD SEALS BEFORE AND AFTER AN IMPRESSION ,

AND THE NEW LEAD SEAL PRESS MADE BY THE H. C. K. COMPANY,

refrigeration to evaporate the am

monia , which is in the form of a

liquid or a 26 per cent . solution . show the front and side of a seal tial of 6600 volts. Each of the cars

The steam circulates in pipes through before an impression. will be equipped with four single

the solution, causing the free am Central stations and railway com- phase motors. The Sprague-General

monia to pass upward through a se- panies have found it advantageous Electric system of multiple -unit con

ries of perforated battle plates for to number cach press. Each em- trol will be used. The air -brake sys

draining off moisture ; after passing ployee is then held responsible for tem will be of the combined straight

through coils for further draining, it his press and for all seals bearing and automatic type with motor com

is carried into a cylinder containing his identification number. The im- pressors.

coils of pipe , through which the brine portance of this system of meter, Power for the operation of the new

circulates, the ammonia absorbing the fare register, and car sealing should road will be furnished by the Vir

heat therefrom . be appreciated by superintendents ginia Passenger & Power Company,

There are several interesting motor and managers who may otherwise and the arrangements for furnishing

applications in the McCreery Build- have difficulty in locating the em- the single-phase current are of es

ing, among which may be mentioned plovee who last applied the seal. pecial intesest. Two generating sets

a 30 - H . P. constant -speed Westing will be furnished , both to be operated

house motor, operating a cold -air fan ordinarily by water power, but ar

for ventilating purposes; two 8 - H . P. Single-Phase Equipment for the ranged for electrical drive when that
Westinghouse type S , 220 - volt mo- Richmond & Chesapeake Bay is necessary . The first unit will con

tors operating elevator safety de Railway Company sist of a 750 - kilowatt, 6600 - volt,

vices ; and a 25 - H . P. Westinghouse 3 -phase, 25 - cycle generator, mounted

constant-speed motor, driving a sew- N the early days of electric rail- on the same shaft with a 750 -kilo

age pumping outfit to raise the roading . Richmond, Va., was watt, 2300 - volt, 60 -cycle, 3 -phase

building sewage to the level of the among the first to install a street generator, the shaft being extended

street mains. railway. In thie Vear 1888 the at one end for connection with

Sprague system successfully water-wheel of sufficient power to

operated in the city on a commercial drive both generators at their rated

A New Lead-Seal Press basis. This glimpse of carly railroad output.

history is interesting, because Rich- The second set will be made up of

NEW lead seal press, manti- mond is adopting the latest develop- a 25 - cycle, 6600 - volt generator, a.

ment in railway traction, the single- duplicate of the first; but instead of

Company, of New York, for phase, alternating -current system . being mounted with a 60 -cycle ma

stamping seals on electric anal gas To this end , the Richmond & chine, this generator will be mounted

meters, service boxes, fare registers , Chesapeake Bay Railway Company the same shaft with
750

NEW YORK

a

was

A by CK

On a

I - 10
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cars

a

KW. , 550 -volt, direct -current ma Trade News taining about 80,000 square feet ,

chine. When there is sufficient water which will be located at the south

to operate all the water-wheel gen
The Allis - Chalmers Company, of end of the block bounded by Kan

erators in the station, these sets will Milwaukee, Wis ., recently received sas , Rhode Island, Fifteenth and Ala

be driven by the water -wheels; if , at an order from the Tanana Electric meda streets . At the temporary

any time, there is sufficient water to Company, of Fairbanks , Alaska , for warehouse forty cars of material

drive the generators, or flood condi
four induction motors , one 10 H. P. , have been housed , and nineteen cars

tions render it advisable to close the
one 15 H. P. , and two 20 H. P. A

of additional apparatus are now in

gate valves , the sets will be discon- few of the more important recent the yards waiting to be unloaded ,

nected from the wheels and operated orders for reciprocating engines are with thirty or forty more cars en

as straight motor generator units.
the following International Paper

route from Schenectady. Additional

The 60-cycle generator will run as a Company, of New York City, four 22 are being shipped from the

60-cycle synchronous motor and the
by 42 -inch Reynolds "Reliance " Cor company's factories, so that the stock

550-volt machine will operate as
liss engines; the Republic Iron & Steel at San Francisco will soon be com

direct- curent motor. Company, Thomas, Ala ., four 44 by 84 plete. At present the company is in

Power for driving the motor end
and 84 by 60 -inch cross-compound, excellent condition to fill orders as

of the 25 -cycle sets in this way will
disconnected type vertical blow- rapidly as before the fire.

be obtained from the engine-driven ing engines; the Waterbury Rolling

units of the Virginia Passenger & Mills, Waterbury, Conn ., one 22 by For the equipment of their new

Power Company already installed. 48 - inch Reynolds heavy duty Corliss rolling stock , made necessary by the

When the motor-generator units are
engine; the Rockdale Improvement recent fire, the United Railroads of

operated as water -wheel-driven ma- Company, Rockdale, Tex . , one 14 by San Francisco have placed large or

chines, the 60 -cycle generator will be
30- inch Reynolds "Reliance " Corliss ders with the General Electric Com

operated in parallel with the present engine ; the Winona Copper Com pany, of Schenectady, N. Y. , for

60 -cycle machines, and the 550 -volt pany, Houghton, Mich ., one 16 and various types of equipments. These

machine in the other set will run in
30 by 36 -inch Reynolds heavy duty include twenty - five 4 -motor, 40 - H . P.

multiple with the present 550 - volt
cross -compound Corliss engine, one equipments ; fifteen 4 -motor, 50 -H .

machines. The 750 -kilowatt, 25-cy
250 -KW . Allis -Chalmers generator, P. equipments, and ten 4 -motor, 75

cle generators in each set will, for and one 15- KW . exciter . H. P. equipments. All these equip

the present, be operated as single ments will be supplied with the flex

phase machines and will supply cur
Fairbanks, Morse & Co., of Chi- ible Sprague-General Electric sys

rent directly to the trolley of the cago , have recently sold a large tem of multiple -unit control. The

Richmond & Chesapeake road at
number of their standard mine cars G. E. -80 (40 H. P.) motor is

6600 volts. to the Republic Iron & Steel Com- being widely used in railway work ,

In addition to the main apparatus pany, Nassau Ore Company, La many other companies having adopt

outlined for the road , there will be Rue Mining Company and the ed it . It is the most suitable

a lighting station at Ashland. This Rhodes Mining Company, for use in size for city work , and the special

will have a 100 -kilowatt, 2300-volt , these companies' large iron mines in M. C. B. oil bearing design has

Minnesota . The San Francisco
60 -cycle, 3 -phase generator mounted proved extremely popular. The

common base with a 150
offices of the company have been United Traction Company, of Al

upon a

Tİ . P., 440 -volt, 25-cycle , single
transferred to temporary head- bany, N. Y. , has recently ordered

plase induction motor. This set will quarters at 969 Broadway, Oakland,
twenty -five 4 -motor equipments of

be operated from the 6600 - volt trol- Cal., until they are able to this type, and the Philadelphia Rapid

ley through a 150 -kilowatt, single- turn to their permanent location in Transit Company, 100 4 -motor equip

phase, oil-cooled transformer. The San Francisco, where they were re- ments . In several instances the G. E.

motor -generator set will be pro-
cently burnt out in the disastrous 80 motor is being substituted on

vided with a direct- connected exciter confagration following the recent cars already using a less efficient

mounted on an extension of the shaft. earthquake. Meanwhile, customers motor. Thirty - six equipments of

The Richmond & Chesapeake Bay are receiving the customary prompt four motors each were recently or

road will practically parallel the Rich
attention . dered by the St. Louis Railway

mond, Fredericksburg & Potomac Company, supplanting motors of an

steam road from Richmond to Ash The General Electric Company, of

land , and it is the intention of the
Schenectady, X Y. , which estab

lished its main Pacific coast office introlley company to maintain a fast
The Dean Brothers Steam Pump

schedule between these two points,
the Union Savings Bank building at Works, of Indianapolis, Ind ., are in

operating cars at very frequent inter
Oakland, Cal., immediately after the(

stalling electric motors for driving

vals. San Francisco disaster, as well as a their machine tools and cranes .

local office at 1759 Geary street, in

the burned city, has already leased a The Lackawanna Steel Company, of

A New Feeder Support suite of rooms in the new Monad- West Seneca, N. Y., which recently

nock building, which they expect to decided to operate the greater part

V the May number of THE ELEC- occupy about June 15 , 1907. For of its mills by electricity, and con

TRICAL AGE, it will be remem- handling the present business, a half tracted for electric power with the

bered , a feeder support, block of land has been leased in Ontario Power Transmission plant

manufactured by the Coleman J. Emeryville, in close proximity to at Niagara Falls, is now installing the

Mullin Company, of Brooklyn , was both the Santa Fe and Southern electrical machinery in its power

illustrated and described. Unfor- Pacific Railroad tracks. A tem- house at West Seneca. This ma

tunately, through a mistake of the porary building is now about com- chinery will include
1500

printer, the illustrations not pleted on this land for taking care of horse-power transformers and a num

placed correctly : they should stock , and work has already been ber of motor -generator sets , which

shown in the reverse position. started on new warehouse, con- will transmit the power and make it

re

other type .

IN
new

seven

were

a
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available in the mills. These elec- plant, obtained from local wells, and Arthur Koppel Company from Ger

trical improvements to the steel is exceedingly rich , both the gas and many.

plant will involve the expenditure oil occurring in this district being

Kohler Brothers,
of several hundred thousand dollars , the richest known in any part of the of Chicago,

and, when completed , will add con through their Pacific coast managers,country.
Abner Doble Company, have just

siderably to the operative efficiency

and the producing capacity of the The Westinghouse Machine Com- finished installing a 4 -motor Kohler

works. All of the electrical machin- pany, of East Pittsburg, Pa ., has re- equipment for the new octuple Hoe

press, which the San Francisco “ Ex
ery will be furnished by the Westing- cently received an order from the
house Electric & Manufacturing Portsmouth Street Railway & Light- aminer” has installed and placed in

Company, of Pittsburg. ing Company to install in their plant operation in its temporary building

at Portsmouth , Ohio , a 500-KW . in San Francisco . They have also

Announcement has been made of turbine. The turbine is to be of closed contract
2 -motor

the incorporation of the engineering the multiple -expansion, parallel- flow Kohler equipment for a sextuple

firm of W. S. Barstow & Co. , with type, and direct connected to a 500 Hoe press, which is now being

offices at 56 Pine street , New York KW ., 60 -cycle, two -phase, 220 -volt shipped for the San Francisco “ Call”

for installation in its old building atCity, and in the Failing building, Port- Westinghouse generator. Two 400
land. Ore. Mr. Barstow , who has in KW . Westinghouse - Parsons turbines Third and Market streets .

recent years been closely identified are already operating at this plant, The American Axle Works, of

with transmission and lighting work serving the entire city with light and Philadelphia, have found that the de
on the Pacific coast , has now power. The plant was built

mand for their product greatly ex
cured the co -operation in the new tirely for turbine machinery. Super- ceeds their present output. They

company of J. B. Taylor, late with heated steam and high vacuum are
have engaged Dodge & Day, engi

Westinghouse, Church, Kerr & Co., used . Steam turbines of the sa
neers , of Philadelphia, to investigateand R. L. Donald , late with the make as those installed at Ports
the condition of their plant, and re

Southern Pacific Railroad. They will mouth have been adopted by the
port on just what changes should beundertake the complete designing Durham Traction Company, of Dur
made to their present layout and

anti construction of electric lighting, ham , N. C., and the Columbia Elec
what additional building should be

railway and power plants, and dis- tric Street Railway Company, of
undertaken to enable them to in

tributing systems, the designing and Columbia , S. C., for traction service.
crease their capacity about 50 per

construction of industrial plants, the
The San Francisco offices of the cent.

supervision and management of elec
Fort Wayne Electric Works, of Fort

trical properties, and special reports Generators supplying current at

and examinations on operation, im
Wayne, Ind ., are temporarily at 67 18,000 volts are to beinstalled in a

Blake block . Oakland,Oakland, Cal . The
provement and extension of existing new power plant at Redondo, a sub

installations. Very recently orders
permanent offices will be in the At urb of Los Angeles, Cal . The ma

were booked for seven important in
las building, San Francisco, as soon chines were built by the General

stallations running into millions of
as the building is ready for occu- Electric Company, of Schenectady,

dollars. Mr. Barstow , who was ' at pancy. The company's stock de- N. Y.

one time prominent in the electric
stroved by fire has been replaced.

G. M. Gest, subway contractor, of
lighting field , and manager of the

Application for a charter has been New York and Cincinnati, has closed
Edison system in Brooklyn, is at

made to the Pennsylvania State au- a contract, through the New York
present the president of the New

thorities by the Westinghouse Con- office, for the construction of 500,
York Electrical Society .

solidated Foundries Company of 000 feet of conduit for the Toronto

Pittsburg, Pa. The object is for the Railway Company, at Toronto . This
The Stanley - G . I. Electric Manu

various Westinghouse Companies,Companies, will complete the subway system
facturing Company's San Francisco

which now have foundries at Pitts- for that company, and will give it

office, which was until recently occu
burg, Allegheny City, Cleveland and one of the most complete under

pying temporary quarters in the Attica , N. Y., to have all their cast- ground conduit systems of any rail
Blake block , Oakland, has moved to

ings made in one factory, which is road .

the Atlas building, San Francisco . located at Trafford City, near Pitts

burg. This plan is to assure greater
Following the recent starting of

The Franklin Electric Co., Frank the 5500 -KW . Allis -Chalmers steameconomy and uniformity in the mak
lin , Pa ., has recently decided to in

ing of foundry products.
turbine and generator unit at the

crease their gas power lighting Williamsburg power house of the
plant, and has accordingly placed Plans for the new works of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company,

with the Westinghouse Machine Arthur Koppel Company, of New Allis -Chalmers turbines have been

Company, of East Pittsburg, an order York, and Berlin , Germany, have put practically in readiness for

for a 125 H. P., three -cylinder, ver been completed by the engineers, starting at the power houses of

tical-type gas engine. The company Dodge & Day, of Philadelphia. Con- the New York Edison Company,

lias operated a gas engine plant for struction work will be started at Bronx station , New York City ; West

several years, and has done away en- once, and the plans contemplate the chester Lighting Company, New Ro
tirely with the use of steam . The immediate building of a section of chelle , N. Y .; Dayton Lighting Com

present plant consists of five belted the erection shop, the light car shop. pany, Dayton , Ohio, and the Brook

units of similar type, which have the switch shop, service building and lyn Edison Company, New York. A

been giving uninterrupted service office building, and a part of the 1500 -KW . unit for the Memphis Con

since the change over from steam to power plant. The works are situated solidated Gas & Electric Company of

gas , and the present order is the at Homewood, a place about thirty- Memphis, Tenn ., having just under

outcome of the successful experience five miles from Pittsburg, and will gone satisfactory test at the West

which the company has had with gas turn out many of the products which Allis, Milwaukee, works, is now being

power. Natural gas is used in the have hitherto been imported by the prepared
for shipment. Similar
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tests on three 500 -KW . units, two for

the city of Jacksonville, Fla ., and one

for the Western United Gas & Elec

tric Company, of Aurora, Ill . , will

follow as rapidly as possible, after

which the three 1500-KW. units or

dered by John I. Beggs , to meet very

unusual running conditions, will be

rapidly brought to completon. These

latter units are for installation in the

handsome new station of the Mil

waukee Electric Railway & Light

Company, Milwaukee. The construc

tion of steam turbines by the Allis

Chalmers Company, which has up to

the present time been seriously handi

capped for want of necessary space

and working facilities, will very soon

be transferred to the new turbine

shop in unit No. 4 , of the West Allis

works , which is rapidly nearing com

pletion and which will be devoted en

tirely to the construction of this type

of prime mover .

over

over

ca
A cyanide gold mill, with a

pacity of 500 tons a day, is reported

sold by Fairbanks, Morse & Co., of

Chicago. The entire plant will be

operated by Fairbanks-Morse direct

current dynamos and motors , driven

by water power, a 240 - foot head of

water being available. The mill will

be near Boulder, Col., and will con

tain many features of novelty and

interest. It will be a very modern

and complete plant in every way .

New Catalogues mercury vapour lamp for alternating

current circuits, and a third dealing

The Electric Storage Battery Com- with the applications of these lamps

pany, of Philadelphia, Pa., have to general industrial purposes.

issued a new bulletin, devoted to the

application of storage batteries to
“ The New Surface Car of the

lighting and power plants. The in Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company” is

stallations of chloride accumulators the title of an attractive booklet, il

furnished by this company for pri- lustrating and describing this new

vate residences in Groton, Conn . , in type of surface car, and giving the

Merion, Pa ., and in Narberth , Pa .. reasons for its adoption. The new

are illustrated and described . Sim
car embodies a number of improve

ilar installations have been provided
ments those previously used ,

by them for
which are increased accom

among200 residential

plants.
modation, greater comfort to passen

gers , increased ability to maintain

" Mechanical Firing " is the title of schedule time on city and suburban

a publication recently sent out by the lines in all kinds of weather, a sat

Ross Engineering Company, of New isfactory winter and summer car , and

York . The object of this booklet is reduced liability to accidents.

not to answer the question " Shall we
The Robins Conveying Belt Com

put in mechanical stokers, or fire by

hand ? " but rather. " What mechanical
pany, of New York, illustrate and

describe in a new bulletin their con
stoker shall we put in ?" The argu

veying and elevating machinery for

ments presented are intended to show
retail coal pockets and locomotive

that the Ross mechanical stoker is
coaling stations . The belt, idlers,

the proper device to install.
take-up bearings, pillow blocks, dis

The Phosphor-Bronze Smelting tributing trippers, and brushes, are

Company, Ltd., of Philadelphia, Pa .,
each described in detail. Illustra

have issued a new price list of phos
tions are given showing retail coal

phor-bronze sheet, plates, wire , rods , pockets and locomotive coaling sta

wire ropes, ingots, castings , and
tions in different parts of the coun

anti-friction metal. Phosphor-bronze try where the Robins conveying and

spring sheet is used as a substitute elevating machinery is used .

for German silver and brass in elec- Motor-driven laboratory lathes for

trical apparatus, the wire for tele the light polishing and grinding done

graph and telephone wires, the rods
by dentists and jewelers are well il

for the piston rods and valve stems lustrated in a new bulletin issued by

of steam pumps, the ropes for rig- the Emerson Electric Manufacturing

ging, transmission, hoisting and tiller Company, of St. Louis, Mo. The

purposes, the ingots and castings for lathes treated of in this bulletin are

parts of machinery subject to con driven by 1 / 10 - H . P., 110 or 220- volt

stant vibrations, and the anti- friction direct -current motors , and operate at

metal in place of Babbitt metal for three speeds, -1500, 2220 , and 3000

heavy pressure and high speed. revolutions per
minute . A set of

“ Mine and Quarry," a quarterly
eiglit chucks for dental work , a

bulletin issued by the Sullivan Ma
bristle polishing wheel, and a grind

chinery Company, of Chicago , Ill . ,
ing wheel, accompany the lathe.

recently made its first appearance. The Allis -Chalmers Company, of

Electric rock drills built by this com- Milwaukee, Wis ., have recently sent

pany, it will be remembered , were il- out two new publications, -- one a

lustrated and described in the June bulletin relating to their steam tur

issue of THE ELECTRICAL AGE. The bines and generators, and the other a

pamphlet contains illustrated articles
folder containing a reprint from the

rock excavation at Panama, Milwaukee " Sentinel" entitled, “ The

modern methods at an Illinois mine, Rise of a Great Company.” The bul

diamond drilling, power extension of letin gives an elementary description

the Chicago drainage canal, low cost of the Parsons type of steam turbine

of compressing air for drills, clean- built by the Allis -Chalmers Company,

ing granite by compressed air , and and is accompanied by a number of

suggestions for the operation of rock well -selected illustrations showing

drills . its construction .

The Cooper Hewitt Electric Com- “ Kinks" is the expressive title of a

pany, of New York , recently sent out 70 -page booklet issued by the Na

several publications, one illustrating tional Carbon Company, of Cleve

and describing their indoor type of land, Ohio . This is the third edition

mercury vapour lamp for direct-cur- of the booklet, which contains much

rent circuits, another treating in a valuable information for those who

similar manner their indoor type of own or operate automobiles or auto

The De La Vergne Machine Com

many, of New York , are installing a

150-H . P. Koerting gas engine at

the works of the Penn Hardware

Company, of Reading, Pa. The en

gine is to run on producer gas .

9

on

The Canadian Westinghouse Com

pany, Ltd., are doing a large busi

ness in steam turbo -generator equip

ments. The Northern Electric &

Manufacturing Company, of Mont

real, duplicated an order recently for

a 300 -KW . Westinghouse -Parsons

turbo -generator unit , to be installed

in their power house alongside of

one of the same capacity now in ser

vice. The generator is a 220 - volt,

three-phase, 60 -cycle machine, oper

ating at 3600 revolutions per min

ute, and will be of the latest enclosed

type, while the turbine will operate

at 150 pounds steam pressure with

100 degrees superheat. A turbine

at present in service is operating

part of the year condensing and

through the winter non -condensing,

the exhaust steam being used during

the winter for heating purposes. It

was the splendid operation of this

steam turbine generating unit which

led the company to order the one

about to be installed .
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new

ance

boats. One of the main features dis- The Metropolitan Engineering Sellers , Francis B. Stevens, and Rear

cussed is the ignition system , and for Company, of New York , have sent Admiral George W. Melville, U. S.

this work the " Reserve " dry cell is out a folder, announcing they have N. To Professor Jacobus' many

recommended . This cell is made by lately placed on the market a friends and acquaintances, his sever

the National Carbon Company in electric sign letter , which is imperish
from the Institute will, no

three sizes :-21 by 6 inches, 3 by 7 able. The letter is made of sheet doubt, be a matter of surprise . The

inches, and 3 } by 8 inches. steel , pressed in the desired shape. Babcock & Wilcox Company is to

Socket holes are then punched in it , be congratulated upon having ac
A monthly record book for man

and the letter is given a heavy coat quired his services .
agers and operators of electric light

of porcelain enamel in any desired
and power plants and gas works has

Cabot Stevens, for many
colour.

years

been sent out by the Gas & Electric
electrical engineer of the Edison

Development Company, of Philadel- Taplets , attachment plugs, and Electric Illuminating Company, of

phia, Pa. This company has been or- rosettes made by the H. T. Paiste Brooklyn , severed his connection

ganized to act as broker or agent in Company, of Philadelphia, Pa ., are with that company on June 1 , to ac

the purchase and sale of public serv
dealt with in a new bulletin . The cept a responsible position with Stone

ice properties, such as electric light different styles of these products are & Webster, of Boston . His first

and power plants, gas plants, water- well illustrated, and instructions are work will be at Columbus, Ga. ,

works, and electric railways. Also , included regarding the purposes for where he will represent Stone &

to act as consulting engineers in con- which they are intended , together Webster in the construction and

nection with the construction and with the reasons why they should be operation of a large light, power and

operation of such properties, and to
used . railroad plant .

undertake the operation, supervision,

or management of them under special

At a meeting of the Council of the

agreement as to results and com Personal American Society of Mechanical En

pensation. The book is well gotten
gineers , held June 6 , it was unani

up, and may be had on application H. C. Baker, formerly in charge mously decided to invite Calvin W.

to the company.
of the Atlanta, Ga . , office of the Rice , at present a consulting engi

Crocker -Wheeler Company, of Am- neer of the General Electric Com

The Gisholt Machine Company, of pere , N. J. , in which capacity pany, in New York City , to become

Madison , Wis., have issued a new he became favourably known as an secretary of the society . The posi

leaflet describing the use of Gisholt electrical engineer throughout the tion will be made vacant next De

lathes in finishing armature spiders. Southern industrial field , has started cember, at which time the resigna

The process is divided into two oper- for San Francisco, where he will take tion of Prof. F. R. Hutton, an

ations, which are described in con- charge of the Pacific coast territory nounced in a previous issue, will

nection with two illustrations show- of the Crocker -Wheeler Company. take effect. Mr. Rice has been a

ing the spider in the lathe.
The offices at Fremont and Howard very active member of the society ,

streets , San Francisco, were
and is now chairman of the commit

Steel trucks for factories, foun

dries, and shops are well illustrated
pletely destroyed by the recent fire; tee on papers . While he still has the

in a 35 -page catalogue recently sent

offer under consideration and has nottemporary offices have been estab

lished at 2611 Broadway. Mr. Baout by the Lyon Metallic Manufac
yet positively accepted it , it is con

turing Company, of Chicago, Ill . A
ker will enter an active field of elec- fidently believed that he has the so

number of different styles of trucks
trical development in which the com- ciety's welfare so much at heart that

are shown to give an idea of their
pany is already conspicuously estab- he will be willing to make the sacri

uses , and in each case the standard
lished by its installation of 4000- fices necessary if he devotes himself

to this new work .

dimensions, capacity , colour, and,
KW . , alternating -current generators

price are given.
in the plant of the California Gas &

N. A. Christensen, the inventor of

Electrical Corporation . These ma

The De La l'ergne Machine Com
the air brake and the air compressor

chines, the largest gas- engine- driven
pany, of New York, has just issued alternators in the world, escaped

which bear his name, is now with the

a new 82-page catalogue, describing damage in the recent disaster.
Allis -Chalmers Company, of Milwau

the mode of operation of the “ Horns
kee , Wis ., who have purchased the

by-Akroyd" oil engine, and giving
Professor David S. Jacobus, who exclusive rights to manufacture and

illustrations and short descriptions of
for twenty -two years has been on the sell them . One of the company's

the more recent installations of these
faculty of the Stevens Institute of shops is now being fitted up for turn

engines. More than 14,000 of these
Technology, at Hoboken , during the ing out this equipment. Mr. Chris

engines are now in operation. It is
last ten years of which period he oc- tension is a Dane, and came to the

claimed that the cost of power de cupied the chair of experimental United States in 1891. After the in

veloped by them is from one- fourth mechanics, has resigned , to become vention of his air brake , the Christ

to one -half cent per B. H. P.-hour.
associated with the Babcock & Wil Engineering Company

cox Company, makers of the Bab- formed to manufacture it , and was

In a catalogue recently issued by cock & Wilcox water-tube boiler. subsequently merged in the National

the Wellman -Seaver-Morgan Com- of New York . Professor Jacobus' Electric Company. In the spring of

pany, of Cleveland, Ohio , electric resignation took effect with the end 1905, the latter company went into

hoists are illustrated and described . of the college year, and the Insti- the hands of a receiver and was sold

The various types include single and tute , in appreciation of his services at public auction to interests repre

double-drum hoists fitted with al to engineering science, conferred senting the Westinghouse Air Brake

ternating-current motors , single and upon him the honorary degree of Company, which legally surrendered

double -drum hoists fitted with direct- Doctor of Engineering, making him all rights, title and interest to all the

current motors, hoists with reels , one of a small, distinguished com- Christensen patented devices, and

electrically operated water hoists, and pany composed, among others, of also settled the claims of Mr. Christ

various special types. Dr. E. D. Leavitt, Jr. , Coleman ensen against the National Electric

com

ensen was
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N. A. CHRISTENSEN

" Excello " lamps and carbons , to isfactory solution of the capacity of a

complete arrangements for prompt multiphase line, and experimentally
deliveries next season . proved his conclusions (A. I. E. E.

Frank George Baum , recently
Transactions, Vol. XVII., 1900, page

elected a vice-president of the Amer
345 ). While at Leland Stanford, he

ican Institute of Electrical Engineers,
solved the problem of voltage con

was graduated from Leland Stanford
trol for the Bay Counties Company,

Jr. University in 1898, in the de at Oakland , by compounding the

partment of electrical engineering, synchronous motors with the rail
which was at that time under the way current. At Los Angeles, also ,

direction of Dr. F. A. C. Perrine.
he solved the problem of the inter

In addition to completing the full
ference of long -distance lines with

quota of university work in the telegraph lines . In 1902 he pub

specified time, he managed to do
lished a calculating device for alter

considerable outside work as a means
nating -current circuits, employing a

of paying his way through college .
new graphic diagram . He has also

In view of his success as a laboratory
published a book on transformer cal

culations .
experimentalist, he was placed in

charge of the electrical laboratory in A. M. Schoen , recently elected a

the Summer school during the later manager of the American Institute

portions of his college course, and, of Electrical Engineers, is chief elec

after graduation , was appointed in- trician and engineer of the South

structor in electrical engineering, be

ing later advanced to the rank of as

sistant professor. While carrying on

his work at the university as an in

structor, he managed to do consider

able work, especially during the sum

mer vacation , as consulting engineer

for various power companies in San

Francisco , Los Angeles and else

where. So successful was he in this

field that he received a very flatter

ing offer from the California Gas

& Electric Corporation to take charge

of the electrical engineering of their

great system , which centres in San

Francisco. He occupies the position

of electrical engineer and superinten

dent of transmission for this com

pany at the present time.
Mr.

Baum's mathematical powers were

exhibited not only in his work as a

student, but also more particularly

in his ability to apply mathematics to

solving practical problems. He

presented the first thoroughly sat

Eastern Tariff Association . He was

born in Richmond, Va. In 1889 he

received the degree of Civil Engi

neer from the Virginia Military In

stitute , and engaged in railroad and

bridge construction during the two

years next ensuing. He was after

ward engaged in electrical work in

Richmond, going later with the
Thomson - Houston Company, at

Lynn, Mass. After remaining with

them until the formation of the Gen

eral Electric Company, he returned

South and took up central station

work in Virginia and Georgia .

Prior to 1905 he took charge of the

electrical inspection department of

the South - Eastern Tariff Association ,

with jurisdiction over the eight States

from Virginia to Louisiana. Mr.

Schoen has been doing more or less

consulting work in addition to his

work for the association .

Company and its receiver . Since this

settlement, negotiations have been

brought to a successful issue with

Mr. Christensen for the consolidation

of the Christensen airbrake and

compressor business with the inter

ests of the Allis -Chalmers Company,

Mr. Christensen himself going to

this company as consulting engineer.

At the celebration of the seventy

fifth anniversary of the Koeniglich

Preussische Technische Hochschule,

of Hanover, Germany, one of the

most prominent scientific institutions

in the world , the honorary degree of

Doctor of Engineering was con

ferred on Mr. Ernst Koerting, the

noted European engineer, of the

well-known firm of Gebr. Koerting,

A. G. Koertingsdorf, Hanover, for

his scientific researches and dis

coveries in gas engines and other

important branches of engineering.

Dr. Koerting lives in Pegli , Italy .

He is interested in a number of large

enterprises in the United States ,

among them the De La Vergne Ma

chine Company, of New York, as

well as the Schutte- Koerting Com

pany, of Philadelphia, and is at pres

ent visiting this country.

Walter Robbins, assistant to the

manager of the apparatus department

of the Western Electric Company, of

Chicago, has resigned his position

with that company, and will on July

I assume the duties of assistant to

the manager of the Wagner Electric

Manufacturing Company, of St.

Louis .

H. M. Hirschberg, president of the

Excello Arc Lamp Company, of New

York , left that city on June 15 , on

the steamer “ Celtic ,” for a Aying

visit abroad to the factories of both

A. M. SCHOEN

F. G. BAUM
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THE ELECTRICAL AGE

How to Make a Small Electric Plant Pay

By D. F. McGEE

From a Paper Read at the Atlantic City Convention of the National Electric Light Association

our an

H

a

OW to make electrical

Н
ing boiler feed water to , at least, 200

properties earn a dividend for degrees.

their stockholders is a subject Many central-station managers

that is engaging the attention of the would have a rude awakening if

brightest minds of the country. The they would take the trouble to in

author of this sketch undertakes the stall recording instruments. Record

task with fear and trembling, but, be- ing voltmeters, as well as thermom

lieving it to be the duty of every cen- eters, will provide a healthy incen

tral station manager to contribute tive for your men to attend to their

luis mite toward hastening the solu- duties, and will also provide a means

tion of this very important problem , by which that mystery of voltage

he has responded to the request of variation, which has given us all so

our president to furnish to this asso- much trouble at various times, may

ciation paper describing the be solved. It is well known that one

methods which we adopted to trans- of the chief difficulties in small plants

form into a dividend - earned an elec- is to have competent help available

trical property , operating in a town when accidents or other trouble oc

of five thousand population, that had cur, which is generally during the

previously been a losing investment. time of the heaviest loads. We have

It has been proved that an provided for this by dividing the

tirely modern equipment is not es- power -house force into three watches,

sential for the financial success of an with the understanding that they are

electric plant, and a wise manager of to work 10 hours per day. This pro

a small plant will hesitate before he vides double force on duty 2 hours

consignis to the scrap heap equipment each day to make all repairs and tide

that he might, by overhauling and over the peak -load period.

judicious arrangement, be able to Engines should be indicated regu

operate at a net efficiency equal to larly, and valves adjusted for the

the most modern equipment, besides most economical steam consumption .

saving for his company the amount Tests of water and fuel consumption

required for new equipment and in- should be made at stated periods. A

creased fixed charges that must nec- log book should be kept, showing

essarily follow such an expenditure. records of the hourly readings of the

On the other hand, if he finds that various instruments. Daily readings

his requirements and conditions call should be made of the switchboard

for an entirely new installation, he wattmeters. No plant is too small

should not hesitate to make it , pro- for those instruments. If aa plant can

vided he can get the funds to do so not afford load - curve drawing instru

which is often difficult in a small ments, the engineer or switchboard

plant. attendant should plot the daily load

The boiler room is usually the most from the ammeter readings. The curve

neglected part of the small plant thus drawn will bring before you

equipment. L'ncovered pipes, leaky plainly that hollow place in your load
valves and joints, improper boiler line that must be filled before you can

setting, careless firing and injudicious corral that dividend- earning germ

selection of fuel, are a few of the which we are all striving to cultivate

dividend -consuming devices common with more or less success.

to small plants. It is well to have as The distributing system of a small

few different sizes of valves, fittings , plant is very often the source of

etc., as possible in the piping equip- considerable waste . The annual

ments . By making the nipples and losses from poor line construction,

short pieces of pipe of some uniform inefficient transformers and badly

length , repairs will be simplified, and designed feeder systems, would go

many a shut-down be prevented, and a long way toward paving dividends.

a much smaller stock of fittings will The line and transformer losses on

provide for emergencies. above -mentioned plant at present are

Boilers should be inspected at reg- only 60 per cent. of what they were

ular intervals and kept free from five years ago , when the income was

scale . Scale in boilers is often the only 25 per cent. of the present

cause of enormous waste of fuel. earnings. We scrapped thirty trans

Every steam plant should have re- formers and replaced the entire lot

cording thermometers installed in the with four large ones , using three -wire

feed -water lines to boilers . The secondary network with banked

average engineer in the small plant transformers to take care of this large

does not realize the necessity of heat- increase in business.

The first duty of every manager is

to provide for reliable and continu

ous service . He must furnish " the

goods. ” Excuses won't go with the

up - to - date American citizen .

His next duty is to his company.

He must see that it receives

equitable return for money invested

by it to provide the equipment to

supply this service. Before he can

do this, he must first know , beyond

question, what constitutes the various

costs that go to make up the entire

operating expenses of the plant. He

must be able to make a monthly com

parison of his various costs , for it is

only by this means that he will be

able to keep a check on his operating

expenses. By studying carefully all

the facts and factors that constitute

his costs , the manager will be able

to steer clear of the folly of taking

on unprofitable business.

In plants located in cities with

populations of ten thousand and less ,

the manager must be familiar with

every detail of his business . He

must be his own solicitor. It has

been said that an outside man can in

terest and get customers that the

local manager cannot reach . If he

can , it is because he is a man better

fitted for the business. The manager

of a small plant should know ways

and means of approaching a pros

pective customer that a stranger can

not know . He should study the am

bitions and weaknesses of every pros

pective customer. Often it is the

wife and mother that should be ap

proached, perhaps in an indirectman

ner. Very often it is the daughters

of the house who aspire to have as

many conveniences as their neigh

bours. hint from

should not be neglected. There is

always some way to land an inter

manager is not

worthy of the name if he cannot find

a way to do this .

Above all , a solicitor must be spe

cific , and must be thoroughly posted

regarding cost of installation and

cost of operating the article sold ;

also regarding its maintenance. He

must be able to say, “ Buy this ; it

will cost you so much to install and

run , and will give you so much

profit.” He must be able to meet

any argument that may be advanced

by his competitors. Above all , he

must be truthful. He must not make

rash promises. It is well always to

allow a factor of safety in this re

spect. How gratifying it is to hear

from a customer that he is getting

better results than you promised

him . The writer can recall one in

cident that has afforded me consider

able pleasure, as well as profit. A

German owned a blacksmith shop in

anv source

ested partyparty . A
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our little city. After a lot of hard The manager must be able to plan

talking, a small motor was installed the most efficient arrangements of

to operate his tools . Some time machines. In very many cases , such

after , the writer called on him and en- as machine shops, grouping the ma

quired how he liked his power.
He chines will permit the most efficient

replied, “ One boy put that thing in operation. In other cases , such as

here , but it would take several good printing plants, individual motor

men to get it out again .” As he is a drive is preferable.

very profane man , he used much It pays to study every installation ,

more forcible language to express giving your prospective customer

himself on this subject. The writer your very best advice, for there is no

used this story many times since, and advertisement so cheap and good as

must say that it has helped to close satisfied customer. Above all ,

up the sale of a good many motors. create confidence, for confidence is

The manager of a small plant must the foundation of new business . Pay

keep posted regarding the latest and every attention to the little things.

most efficient types of different ap- The average user of power knows

paratus lamps, reflectors and nothing at all about electricity or

forth . He should read all the trade mechanics and cares less . What he

publications ; not only the reading wants is to see the wheels go round.

matter, but should study the adver- Have your trouble man call at the

tisements as well. He will miss a various installations at stated inter

great deal of valuable information if vals , making a report to you of any

he does not. He will often find the abuse or misuse of the equipments.

solution in those pages of some diffi- The average patron will appreciate

cult problem that has bothered him this. He can well afford to pay a

for months. Many manufacturing small sum for this inspection to in

concerns gladly furnish binders for sure him against a shut -down.

their literature. This matter, when One of the best means to increase

properly assorted , represents a mass your business is to co -operate withi

of valuable information that can be architects and builders. The advice

acquired in no other manner, of a disinterested party will go a

there is no excuse , save " that tired long way with the houseowner.

feeling," for a central-station Be prompt in looking after trouble.

ager not being up to date. Let your customers know that their

It is somewhat difficult to convince troubles are yours. Make yourself

a customer that if his requirements and your service indispensable to

call for a 25-H . P. motor, he would them ; keep posted in regard to the

only have to pay for 5 to 10 H. P. troubles of users of other sources of

A very large proportion of the load power. We have often taken ad

that can be secured by a small plant vantage of breakdown in both

is intermittent. The customer aver- steam and gasoline engines to install

ages a payment for only about 25 per a motor to help them out of a diffi

cent. of his actual installation . By culty, and we have never had occa

carefully studying the requirements sion to take the motor out after

of all prospective customers and fa- wards, as the engine would inva

miliarizing yourself with their actual riably pass to the second -hand man .

costs, you are then in a position to With all due respect to advertis

go to any one of those customers ing, it must not be thought, how

with a proposition that will save them ever, that the getting of new busi

money. If you can show the average ness, in a small city, is dependent on

man that you can cut down his ex- advertising alone. There must be

penses or decrease his manufactur- good and reliable service as a found

ing costs, you will have no difficulty ation for all this. The service must

in getting his business. be continuous and free from interrup

One of the most desirable classes tion . Voltage must be steady. With

of customers is the small refrigerat- such good voltage regulators on the

ing plant; especially when they install market, there is no excuse for poor

brine cold - storage tanks. Arrange- regulation . Customers' installations

ments can be made with this class of must be looked after by the central

customers to shut down their motor station manager to insure their being

during peak loads. The cost of this maintained in good condition . He

class of power would be only the net must watch the little things, keep clim

additional cost of fuel and proportion or other inefficient lamps weeded out.

of your general expense, as it does At an early date we adopted a liberal

not increase the peak load on the policy regarding free lamp renewals.

station . A careful analysis of costs It is also essential to have a schedule

will work wonders toward helping of rates that will attract the long

the manager of our small plants in hour or all-day customers for both

building up that hollow of low busi- light and power.

ness in daytime. You must educate the people away

from the idea that electric light is

for the well- to -do only , for the dif

ference in the yearly cost for redeco

rating houses where electricity , gas

or kerosene is used will often more

than pay the entire electric light bill

for the year. Where electric light

alone is used , the redecorating cost is

about one -half as much as it is where

the other illuminants are used .

Regarding advertising in local

papers, it is very necessary to retain

their good will, and some money can

be spent in this manner to advantage.

A short time ago there was

epidemic of burglaries in our city.

To one paper we furnished a news

item , supposed to be an interview

with a reformed burglar, stating that

he always gave an electrically -lighted

house a wide berth while he was in

the business, because he never could

tell when a light would be snapped

on him from an upper story.

To another paper we furnished a

news item , to appear as a statement

by a noted detective, advising people

to have their houses wired so that

the lights in the lower rooms could

be switched on from an upper story.

We were indebted to an electrical

trade paper for this hint. We be

lieve that we received more benefit

from this one item in one issue of

two newspapers than we should have

received from a bona fide advertise

ment running a vear in the same

papers. The idea is to take advan

tage of the psychological moment to

instil your proposition into the minds

of your prospective customers.

Advertising novelties are of ques

tionable value to small plants. Every

manager finds upon his desk every

morning a mass of advertising mat

ter, which he immediately confines to

the waste basket. There may be

valuable matter hidden somewhere
in this mass . The average manager

has too many duties that demand his

attention to waste it in wading

through so much trash to discover

them . Every business man has sim

ilar experience. We have found that

the better way is to install a number

of the articles, the sale of which we

desired to push , in a number of care

fully selected places, where they will

be seen and talked about; and this ,

after all, is the only result to be

gained by advertising. It is then up

to the manager or his solicitor to

strike while the iron is hot.

a

The largest casting ever poured at

the West Allis works of the Allis

Chalmers Company was a 90 -ton bed

plate, recently cast for a rolling -mill

engine now being built for the Car

negie Steel Company.
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The Neglected End of the Power Station

By H. T. HARTMAN, of the Electric Company of America

SO ar

W " cated and closely related
HICH of the various compli- up the power plant scrap heap. cident, due to only a slight degree of

The boiler walls are cracked , the carelessness, ignorance or neglect .

parts of a central station will pipes and pumps leak , and the pipe Now what are we to do to remedy

best repay careful study ? Where is covering hangs in festoons, looking this state of affairs, and will it pay

money being wasted ? Where is ap- as unkempt and forsaken as is pos- to make the attempt ? Answering

paratus most abused ? Where is sible in any inanimate object. The the last question first, the writer

more intelligence most required ? rough, uneven brick floor is covered would say that in his experience

These are some of the vital questions with coal in front of the boilers , and there is no other place about the sta

coming up in the operation of a the general air of the place is that of tion where a little trouble and a

power station . slovenly, dirty incompetence. little expense will meet with such

Most stations have switchboards The writer does not mean to say immediate and gratifying returns .

that are fairly safe and convenient, that all boiler rooms answer to this When the fireman wheels his own

both for operation and repairs. The description . There are plenty of not- coal , the cost of boiler room labour

wiring is usually well and safely in- able exceptions, but it is true of a with hand - fired boilers runs from 30

stalled. There is comparatively little sufficiently large proportion to make to 40 cents per ton of coal, so that

to be looked for in the matter of effi- it only too familiar. there is frequently room for saving

ciency of dynamos, that of even the There are several reasons for this in the cost of labour, even in a sta

smallest in commercial use being only really distressing state of affairs. We tion where a conveyor system would

little less than that of the larger do not have to seek far for one of be out of the question. The greater

sizes . A wonderful advance has been the most prominent. It wears dirty part of the time which might be

made in the efficiency of engines dur- overalls and draws the munificent saved is occupied in unloading cars

ing the past few years, and the con- salary of 14 cents per hour, and or in getting the coal into the boiler

struction of the leading makes leaves works twelve hours per day and 365 room , or in handling ashes.

little to be desired. days per year . Anyone who is fit Frequently the siding is

The engine room personnel is us- for nothing else on the face of the ranged that the average distance the

ually of a high class , well paid , intel- living earth is generally considered to coal must be hauled is too great .

ligent, ambitious and reliable. The be quite good enough for a fireman . Sometimes it must be wheeled up

average engine room is clean and He is naturally looked down upon , hill. In many cases an industrial

well cared for , and general attention and if he has any ambition in the railway can be installed at small ini

is focussed on its operations. The line of station work it is to get out tial cost that will work wonders in

records are carefully kept and the of the fireroom into the pleasanter the direction of eliminating the heavy

necessary repairs promptly and thor- and more remunerative branch of the work that leaves the fireman too little

oughly attended to . In short, the business. No engineer likes to take energy for the vital part of his job.

engine room is the model part of the a shift in the boiler room even in Sometimes a change in the siding

station . case of emergency, and such a thing will be of the very greatest benefit .

What an uninviting contrast the as having to help in unloading a car
There is a class of stations com

boiler room generally presents! The of coal is looked upon as little short prising a very considerable propor

windows are few in number and of a disgrace . tion of the total investment in such

poorly located ; the glass is covered Yet upon the fireman devolves the properties, where the coal consump

with an accumulation of grime of a handling and combustion of coal tion is too great for hand wheeling

thickness depending on the age of the costing an amount from six to ten and yet not large enough to justify

station . The walls , roof and floor times his daily wages. The appa- the installation of a conveyor . In such

are black with soot , oil and dirt ; all ratus he cares for costs almost as a mule and cart will fill a

the otherwise vacant spaces are oc much as the carefully cherished en- long - felt want.

cupied with pieces of pipe, rusty pipe gine room outfit, and in no place But this is a small matter beside

fittings , old tools and the miscel- about the station is there more immi- the possible saving in fuel. The

laneous junk that goes to make nent probability of a destructive ac- writer has known of instances where

cases

2-1
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there was a difference of as much as pearance if the results of his work independent chemist, or from one of

40 per cent . in the amount of fuel are not apparent. Scrape the walls the prominent boiler insurance com
burned by different firemen in the and inside of the roof, and put on a panies that maintain laboratories for

same station , using precisely the same good coat of whitewash . See that the purpose. They will not only

equipment and fuel, and operating there are plenty of incandescent or furnish the analysis, but will also
the same load . arc lights conveniently placed , so prescribe for any given case . Do not

In the matter of repairs there is no that the boiler room is at least safe ask for an analysis from any one

place about the station where the to walk around in at night. who has a boiler compound to sell ,

traditional “ stitch in time" is so sure There should be a ventilator in the for you will probably get no in

to save big bills. At the same time, boiler room roof to make the temper- formation that will be of real use

there is no place where the forces of ature supportable in the summer to you .

destruction are so insidious and give time, and there should be a por- Many of the boiler compounds on

so little warning of impending trou- celain -lined iron sink with hot and the market are very injurious to a

ble . Unceasing, unwearying vigi- cold water and a connection to the boiler, and unfortunately the results
lance is the only way to avoid it . sewer for the waste water . There are not always apparent until the

As the theoretical heat values in should be closets for the men to damage has reached a dangerous

bituminous coals vary as much as 40 store their clothes in . Whether or point. The best of them generally

per cent., and as the commercial dif- not it is true that “ cleanliness is next consist mainly of soda ash, which

ference is sometimes even greater, it to God!iness," it certainly has an im- can be bought in the open market

is apparent that the price is not al- portant bearing on self- respect, and for about one- fourth of the cost of

ways the best criterion. The fact
without this quality in the firemen , the compound. Common building

that the best and poorest coals fre- the best of apparatus will show poor lime or quick lime is another promi

quently pay the same freight rate , results. nent ingredient. Both of these are

which is often 40 per cent. or more The question of hours of work and good, but neither should be used ex

in excess of the cost of the coal rates of pay is a delicate one that cept in such proportions as may be

itself , forms an additional and very each station must settle for itself . prescribed by a competent chemist

important reason why the central sta- It is quite evident, however, that a for the water in question.

tion should decide the really mo- desirable class of men for such ar- Kerosene or other light oils are

mentous question of the choice of duous and important work as that of often used as boiler compounds, but

fuel only after careful experiment firing and attending to boilers is not in the opinion of the writer it is

under actual working conditions, tak- likely to be attracted to a job requir- better not to use oil except when

ing into consideration all the items ing twelve hours work a day and cleaning the boiler. If all the water

that make up the boiler room ex- seven days a week for wages no is drained off and the oil applied to

pense account in determining the greater than are offered for safer , the scaled parts , it disintegrates the

comparative cost per kilowatt -hour lighter and more agreeable work that scale, and when the boiler is filled

of the various coals under test . Any affords a day off each week. again and a slow fire applied, the

test of twelve or even twenty - four The experience of the writer is scale breaks off , and the boiler

hours is almost sure to be mislead- that much better results are obtained should be carefully cleaned at once

ing, for the following reasons : by taking on young men with no before it is put into service.

First . – Such tests areare generally previous knowledge of the business Of course the best way to keep a

conducted under a fixed load, which and breaking them in to the work . boiler clean is to purify the water

is not true of the every-day commer- It is hard to get the older men out of before it reaches the boiler , but in

cial conditions. slipshod and wrong methods that many cases it is impracticable to even

Second . — The state of the fire at they have learned at other plants. consider the several systems that are

the beginning and end of the test There is no one so positive or so set showing such good results in various

may account for too large a per- in his ways as an ignorant man who parts of the country.

centage of the total coal consumed . has grown up in a business that he If a boiler compound be used , the

Third . — The firemen are more or has not even half learned, and any only thing it can do is to either

less keyed up by the fact that a test attempt to change existing methods soften existing scale or throw down
is on and that their superior officers will instantly meet with his opposi- scale-making materials in the form

are present . tion. of a soft precipitate . This material
Fourth - Each kind of coal has With the green hand , experiments must be removed from the boiler

peculiarities of its own that require can be made with a given coal until either through the manhole or hand

close observation and test to obtain the best method of handling it and hole plates or through the blow -off .

the best results. For example, a firing it is arrived at , and he will Now , the blow- off is so much the

man accustomed to firing a very vol- then continue on the right path , pro- most dangerous point about a sta

atile coal would fire a good coking vided there is a reasonable amount tion that one can only wonder at the

coal very uneconomically until he of supervision. light-hearted temerity — the almost

learned the knack . After all , the vital point is econ- criminal ignorance and neglect - with

The most obvious and cheapest re- omy in coal, and in the following which it is treated .

form in the boiler room is a general the writer has undertaken to indi- It seems axiomatic to say that a

house -cleaning. Wash the windows cate a few of the more important blow -off should leave the boiler at its

you have, and add others if this does matters to which constant attention lowest point, vet this is frequently

not give floods of light. Put the new must be directed if good results are disregarded. Consequently it is im

windows where they illuminate the to be achieved .
possible to blow out all the contents

dingy passage back of the boilers Iron is a good conductor of heat : of the boiler, and the sludge that

and show up all the grime on the all scale-making materials are poor remains in it bakes fast to the shell

pumps and heater. One can hardly conductors, and high efficiency can- as soon as the boiler is started . The

expect the fireman to care much not be obtained unless the boiler is blow -off should be so installed that

about the cleanliness of his depart kept clean. An analysis of the feed it can not be put under strain if the

ment or about his own personal ap- water should be obtained from some boiler setting settles, and it should
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one a

be protected from the direct action

of the fire,-in the case of a tubular

boiler by a sleeve of larger pipe,

preferably connecting with the open

air . A blow -off valve should be pro

vided in addition to the usual cock

so as to prevent leakage and so as to

give an opportunity for repairs when

necessary without shutting down .

With many kinds of boiler feed

water, a surface blow -off is of the

very greatest advantage. But in any

case every boiler in use should be

blown down at least once a day and ,

with bad water, three or four times.

Otherwise the sludge and flakes of

scale will remain in the boiler and

bake fast to the surfaces.

In blowing off, the pressure should

be low,—not over 40 or 50 pounds,

—and the cock should be wide open .

Then the valve that is in series

with it should be very gradually

opened to its fullest extent. After

the boiler has been blown down

from inch to full gauge,

depending on conditions, the valve

should be very slowly closed again ,

and after it is tight, the cock should

be closed , too . Unless the opening

and closing of the valve is done very

slowly , severe strains are set up, and

unless the valve is wide open , parti

cles of the scale may lodge in the

blow -off pipe, with the ultimate

sult of burning it out. It is desirable

that the boiler be allowed to stand

for several hours before blowing off,

so as to allow the particles to settle ,

but this is frequently impossible un

der electric lighting conditions.

The chief engineer should person

ally inspect the operation of blowing

off. It is too generally neglected and

entirely too important to justify its

being trusted to anyone else . The

boiler must be cleaned at regular in

tervals depending on the character of

the feed water. This is a job of

such importance that the chief en

gineer should be present and satisfy

himself by personal examination that

it has been thoroughly done .

Assuming that the boiler is clean ,

the next point is to see that it is

thoroughly tight . Cold air leaking

in lowers the temperature and re

duces the draught. Double boiler

walls are a prolific source of leaks ,

and other danger points are where

the iron framework of doors , etc. ,

joins the brick work, and at the junc

tion of the breeching with the set

ting. Cracks may be discovered by

means of a lighted candle, but the

safest way is to provide against them

by painting the entire setting at peri

odical intervals with fire clay of

about the consistency of cream . The

spaces around the door framing,

and other parts , should be calked

with asbestos fibre or mineral wool . the grate , taking care to bank up a

Assuming that the foregoing points little along the walls and across the

are carefully attended to , the next bridge wall . Then the mound is re

and most important thing is the fir- newed with green coal and the pro

ing of the coal . The main reasons for cess repeated. This sounds ludi

inefficiency in combustion are poor crously simple, but it takes judg

draught, due either to insufficient ment and experience, and no little

or poorly designed stack or breeching, strength and fortitude, as a coking

or both ; air leaks in or around the fire is intensely hot.

setting; insufficient grate surface ; in- 5. It must be remembered that

sufficient air space in the grate ; every time the fire doors are opened

methods of firing the coal. air rushes in to cool the fire and im

The draught may be ascertained by pose a heavy contraction strain on

means of a very simple gauge, and the iron work . Consequently they

there should be one on every stack . must be opened as seldom as possi

Parenthetically it might be remarked ble and kept closed all the rest of

that it is put there for daily examina- the time. It is , however, of very de

tion and not for decorative purposes. cided advantage to open the peep

Rankine's formula for stack dimen- holes in the fire doors after the

sions, the one usually followed, is green coal has been fired in and be

based on the difference in weight fore it has thoroughly ignited .

between the air in the chimney and It may be considered superfluous

that of an equal volume of air out- to mention the fact that all the coal

side. As this depends on the relative used must be weighed. But in many,

temperature, it is plain that every one might even say in most, cases

leak must exert a decidedly adverse the weighing is done in such a man

effect.
ner that, while it may constitute an

Many kinds of coal burn to best accurate measure of the day's coal

advantage when consumed slowly . consumption, it is useless as a guide

When forced , such coals clinker badly to the fireman .

or flow in a sticky mass that chokes What if he does know that in the

the draught. Other coals burn best pile of coal at his back there are

when forced to high temperatures. forty tons of coal that will all be

Generally it is safest to provide am- used up by morning ? He may be

ple grate area .area . One square foot of firing his portion of that pile most
grate area to 45 square feet of heat- inefficiently without thethe slightest

ing surface is not too much . If this conception of the fact . It is there

is attended to it is pretty certain to fore better, where it is possible, to

follow that there will be sufficient air bring in the coal in small quantities

space. The method of firing must to be weighed and used as received.

be adapted to the coal. What would A very valuable habit to inculcate

be good practice with one might not in firemen is that of counting the

serve at all with another. The main shovels -full used in a given period,

points to attend to are as follows:- and for this reason a good clock with

1. The coal burns most freely near large dial and conspicuous figures

the side walls and bridge wall on should be part of every boiler room

account of the radiation of heat from equipment.

these surfaces. Therefore, it is nec- It does not do to depend absolutely

essary to have the bed of coal thicker
on the scale for the weight of the coal

at these points than on the rest of used . Between dirt and wear there

is considerable variation , and every

2. In the body of the grate the scale should be checked at frequent

coal should be uniformly distributed . and regular intervals .

Do not allow hills and valleys to Probably the most accurate meth

form or there will soon be a " hole od of determining efficiency of com

in the fire" through which cold air bustion is by analysis of flue gases.

passes to chill the hot fuel. The apparatus is not expensive, and

3. With coals having a high per- the process is one that any intelligent

centage of volatile matter, fire one engineer would comprehend. The

side and allow it to become incan trouble about it is that by the time

descent before firing the other side the analysis is made, the fireman is

of the furnace. In this way the gases likely to have forgotten the precise

distilling from the green coal are ig- conditions and appearance of the

nited and consumed by the heat aris- fire, and consequently the process of

ing from the other side of the fur- experiment is long and tedious. A

nace . continuous automatic recorder of

4. With coking coals , drench with the amount of CO , produced has re

water before firing. A mound of
cently been invented , and, if accu

green coal is left on the dead plate rate , should prove a most valuable

to coke. As soon as it is coked it is instrument.

broken and pushed back evenly over It is the belief of the writer that to

the grate.
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arouse

a

interest in coal economy not keep this uniform he is working cent equipment of several pipe foun

among all concerned it is necessary at poor efficiency. To avoid this dries with traveling cranes indicates

to have some visual record of evap- he must pay attention to the load that the latter was the correct ex

oration . Water meters are , unfor- and keep his pumps working con- planation.

tunately , inaccurate, especially when stantly at a speed that will maintain It is no doubt true that the foun

used with muddy water, which clogs the water at the right height. dry has set the standard of excel

the working parts . The readings The fireman must strive to main- lence for electric cranes . Some shops

have, however, some relative accu- tain the steam pressure constant. A and mills may have heavier loads to

racy ; that is , for the same pressure recording gauge will help him to re- handle and require greater speed,

and volume of flow , the readings member that his chief will know just but the crane manufacturer recog

will be within a comparatively small how carefully he has been attending nizes that the perfect control required
percentage of each other . to business . In order to keep a good in the foundry represents a higher

In many respects the most satisfac- steam line he must attend carefully state of development than mere re

tory , and certainly the most accu- to the dampers and ash pit doors , quirements of capacity and speed. It

rate , method of measuring the water anticipating the rise of the gauge should not be understood that good

evaporated is by means of the fa- needle. There is no possible excuse control is not required in mills and

miliar device of two barrels, one for a fireman in an electric light sta- shops, particularly the latter ; but as

being filled as the other is emptied. tion allowing the safety valves to a rule the requirements of the foun

By having floats with graduated blow . dry are much more exacting .
gauges, the fireman can see exactly Finally , it will not do to tell the The conditions under which a

what is happening. This plan has fireman to do this or that and then foundry crane is operated are less

also the very great advantage that it go off and leave him to his own de- favourable to continued good service

insures the presence in the boiler vices . Firemen have about the aver- than the conditions in a machine

room of at least one or two of those age percentage of human nature and shop. It is more subject to over

“ higher up.” It arouses a general are liable both to err and to forget .
load, and the dirt and dust necessi

interest in the subject and a feeling An unfortunately large percentage do tate more careful attention ; further

of pride and emulation among the not care a bit , and between more , the men directly responsible

firemen that would make frequent them the chief engineer , the super- are usually less familiar with machin

experiments of this kind worth while intendent and the manager must de ery , with the result that the crane too

if they had no other effect.
vote a good deal of time to the fire often does not have the care that it.

Another point the fireman must room if good results are to be ob
should . It is a mistake to assume

watch is the water level . If he does tained. that a crane which does the work of

an army of labourers can safely be

handled and cared for by one of that

class . The importance of employing

only thoroughly competent and con
The Electric Crane in the Foundry

scientious operators , and keeping the

crane in perfect repair cannot be too
By HARRY SAWYER

strongly urged. Prompt attention

will reduce the total cost of repairs
A Paper Presented at the Recent Cleveland Meeting of the American Foundrymen's Association

and the extra cost of careful and

competent men will be saved many
T is not the purpose of this paper troduction of the electric crane . The times in the more constant service

to enter into a technical discus- skepticism of those in need of such
and longer life of the crane .

sion of the electric crane , but machines, and the opposition of There is at the present time some

such a presentation of the subject as those engaged in the manufacture of thing of a demand for excessively

will lead to a better understanding the earlier types, was to be expected; high speeds, and the motives of the

between makers and users cannot fail but it is only fair to say that the manufacturers who advise against

to be mutually profitable. users of cranes were quicker to rec- them are sometimes misunderstood.

The use of the electric crane in the ognize the advantages of the new It is not that the problem presents

foundry doing heavy work has be- type and to adopt it than were the any difficulties from the manufactur

come so general that even a refer- makers of the old . er's standpoint. He may prefer to
ence to the older methods, by way The use of the electric motor and furnish a standard article , from con

of comparison, seems uncalled for . the sliding contacts, solved in so sat- siderations of cost and delivery, but

It may be interesting, as a bit of isfactory a way the problem of trans- oftener he is considering the direct

history, to note that the first three mitting power to a moving machine, benefit to the customer and the indi

motor electric traveling crane built that the traveling crane rapidly su- rect benefit to himself. The manu

in the United States , and probably in perseded the swinging crane in facturer and user may recognize the

the world , was for use in a foun- nearly all classes of foundry work same advantages and disadvantages,

dry. It was put in operation only a where a crane is required. In one but from their different standpoints

little over seventeen years ago . Al- notable instance, --pipe foundry work they do not see them in the same

though it was constructed from the —the swinging crane was retained . proportion.

wreck of an old rope-driven crane, Whether this was due to some pe- The one advantage sought in high

it did good service night and day for culiarity of the work that made the speeds is a saving of time, but this

nearly ten years . It was the inven- circular pit and the circular move- is often overestimated. Take for ex

tion of Alton J. Shaw , then employed ment essentially better than the rec- ample a 10 - ton crane with full -load

by the E. P. Allis Company as a de- tangular pit and corresponding crane speed of 20 feet per minute. We

signer , and was used in the foundry movements, or whether it was due may assume that the average load

of its Reliance works , at Milwaukee. to the natural persistency of estab will not be more than one or two

There have been some interesting lished practices, seemed for a time tons, that the average speed for such

phases in the development and in- to be an open question ; but the re- load will be 30 feet per minute, and

1
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move no
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that the average lift is five feet . Al- all , forms of load brakes now in use cutting more or less of the resistance

lowing 50 per cent. more time for ac- the brake is applied by the action of into or out of the circuit . Various

celeration from a state of rest , we the load. They may be divided into materials may be employed and de

find the time for an average lift to be two classes : One in which the brake tails used to obtain the desired re

15 seconds. pressure is not reduced in lowering, sult , but certain conditions must be
If the speed of hoist were doubled , but the motor acts with the load to complied with if satisfactory results

it would at first appear that one- half cause the brake to slip ; and the other are to be secured .

of this time, or 73 seconds , would be in which torsion of the motor in the The total resistance may be suffi

saved . If twenty lifts were made per lowering direction reduces the press- cient to allow the passage of only

hour, the result would be a saving ure between the surfaces, allowing enough current to start the motor at

of only about 4 per cent. of the time. the brake to slip and the load to a very slow speed with its smallest
When it is remembered that many of descend. load . The number of sections must

the lifts must be very slow , regard- The most common of the first be sufficiently great and the resist

less of what the crane is capable of class is the enlarged step -bearing on ance of these sections sufficiently
doing and, and that traverse a worm shaft. It can be used only in small that sudden or abrupt

ments are usually started as soon as connection with worm gearing. It changes of speed will occur from the

the load is clear of surrounding ob- is a very simple and may be made a time the first contact is closed , send

jects and before the hoist movement very satisfactory working brake . The ing the current through the resist

is stopped, the actual saving is re- most serious objection to it is this : ance, to the time that all the resist

duced to very inconsiderable If proportioned to give a fair margin ance is cut out and the motor is

amount of time. of safety with the best conditions of given full current.

Where a large floor area is cov- lubrication, it will take considerable Durability of the controller and

ered, a greater saving can be made power to lower with moderate or convenience in making repairs are

by increasing speeds of horizontal poor lubrication, for the motor must important considerations. The con

movements, but the swaying of load overcome any excess of holding struction should be such that neither

which results from high speeds and power over that necessary to sustain the resistance material or the sup

sudden starting and stopping, sets a the load. This extra work in lower- porting insulation will be injured by

limit to the saving that can be made ing means loss of time and power, the heat. Conservative rating and

in this direction . and greater wear of parts . good ventilation are required to keep

Two objections may be offered to Of the second class, there are two the temperature down to safe

excessively high speeds. First, the types , namely, the coil type and the point . Sparking and burning of con

accidents that are likely to result disc type. Both have their advan- tacts cannot be entirely prevented,

from putting a high -speed crane in tages and disadvantages. The disc but proper proportion of resistance

the hands of an incompetent oper- type is more substantial in construc- to avoid great changes in voltage

ator often cause the loss of much tion , gives better distribution of between consecutive steps, and

more time than is saved by the pressure over the friction surfaces , well-designed magnetic blowout will
higher speeds, and greatly increase and consequently a much lower unit prevent serious burning The

the cost of repairs. Second, if the pressure ; and the pressure is brushes and contact pieces must be

crane is not usually run at full speed , strictly in proportion to the load, it renewed occasionally, and they should

there is a constant loss of power in gives higher speeds in lowering lightgives higher speeds in lowering light be very accessible. It is important
the rheostat, and unnecessary wear loads . It has this disadvantage, that also that the resistance material

and tear on the controller parts , both it is more sensitive to irregularities should be removable without moving

of which cause expense and loss of in lubrication . the controllers from their positions

time. The above comparisons apply In the coil brake , the pressure and in the operator's cage. Economy of

with the most force to cranes in wear are concentrated principally at space , so far as it is consistent with

foundries, and with least force to one end . While the brake is applied proper sizes of parts, good ventila

cranes in mills where much higher by the action of the load , the press- tion, good insulation and accessibil

speeds are necessary and practical . ure and resistance to slipping are ity , is of importance.

Next to the requirement of neces- not strictly in proportion to the load. Crane motors are usually series

sary strength in all parts for absolute The torsional effort of the motor to wound. It seems almost unneces

safety , the most important point to release the brake is dependent upon sary to say that they should be very

be considered is perfect control of the proportions of the brake parts, simple and strong mechanically, that
the hoisting mechanism . This de- and not upon the load ; hence the the electrical insulation should be of

pends upon three parts, namely, the speed in lowering is approximately the best quality, and that they should

motor brake, the load brake, and the the same for all loads. Both types be designed to stand great variations

controller. are used by reputable builders, and in speed and load , and sudden re

The motor brake is released by both may be designed to give good versals under load without injurious

the current which operates the mo- results. effects. The highest possible effi

tor , and should require only as much A good controller is indispensable ciency at some one speed and load

current as is necessary to drive the to a satisfactory crane. The essen- is not so important as a good aver

machinery without load. It should tial parts of the controller are the age efficiency over

be sufficiently powerful to bring the resistances and the means for vary Motors of low or moderate speeds

armature to a stop promptly, but ing the amount of resistance in the are preferable on account of the re

without shock, when the current is circuit, according to the speed and duced gear ratio required between

interrupted. power required. The most common motor and winding drum or driving

The load brake is a far more im- practice is to divide the resistance wheels.

portant part . It must allow the ma- into sections, connect the sections to- Referring in a more general way

chinery to run freely in hoisting, but gether in series and connect each to the design of cranes and the prob

prevent the load from descending, section to one of a series of corre- lems and limitations met by the de

except when the motor is run in the sponding contacts . A brush is ar- signer, it is the exception rather than

lowering direction . In most, if not ranged to pass over those contacts, the rule , that he has free hands to

as

a wide range.
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cars on

ATA American

do as he might wish . Limited space , to handle their local suburban and motive-power plant, whether gaso

close approach of hook to roof , sides, interurban travel electrically , giving line , gasoline- electric or steam , occu

and ends of building ; perfect access- frequent trains and frequent stops, pies a distinct field of usefulness.

ibility of all parts ; a large factor of equaling the convenience and acces- On many branch lines, now existing,

safety ; low price,—these are some of sibility of trolley lines, for which the where travel is light, and on new

the requirements which, desirable as public does not have to stop to con- extensions into unsettled country

they may be, are not always com- sult time- tables, buy tickets and go to where the business will not return a

patible. inconvenient points to get on trains . profit on steam train service , it

Manufacturers and users have un- Traffic of this kind should have its would have to be run at a loss until

derestimated the advantages to both separate tracks, as it would get in the a sufficient business was induced or

of getting together. The manufac- way of fast through trains and itself built up by the travel facilities af

turer should understand fully the re- would be impeded by slow freight forded. These situations are the dis

quirements of the user , and the user trains, using the same tracks . tinct field of the motor car, which

should know the full effect of the It would be possible to make a can be operated for less per car -mile

limitations he places upon the manu- combination service in some terri- than by regular steam train or elec

facturer . tories , running slow freight through tric methods until the volume of

at certain hours when travel was business will warrant the regular

light, or, if the character of the transportation methods..

The Electrification of Steam freight would permit, to have special The use of motor the

Railroads
separate freight units which could Union Pacific is for picking up pas

keep out of the way of passenger sengers on branch lines. In deliver

T the recent convention of the
traffic . The committee believes, how ing passengers at connecting points

Railway Master ever, that few situations will figure for through trains, the service of

Mechanics ' Association , a re
out profitably with the combination these motor cars is exceedingly lu

port was read on the electrification service , and that if electrification is crative . The matter of giving the

of steam railroads. The committee warranted for passenger traffic, a branch - line patrons of any steam

was appointed to consider and pre
complete change will be desirable, road increased service , with more

except possibly where
sent the relative advantages of the

there is frequent trips per diem , is very much

different systems of electric traction through travel involved also . appreciated by the local community,

now in use as applied to interurban In discussing the relative ad- and their good will is beneficial.

and suburban lines, and, as far as vantages of systems of electric trac- On the hypothesis of the same

possible, the relative cost of electric tion now in use , the report deals density of traffic , with the same class

and steam operation. The different
briefly with the direct and the alter- of service as would be encountered

systems of gasoline, gasoline-electric nating -current systems. on one of the ordinary branch lines

and steam motor cars were also con
As to the relative cost of opera- of the territory west of the Missouri

sidered .
tion by electricity and by steam , very River, the cost per mile for local

It is perfectly apparent , says the little accurate information could be train service , equipment consisting of

report, that the density of traffic is obtained. The results obtained by at- two cars and a locomotive, would be

the ruling factor as to whether the tempting to draw comparisons from about 24 cents, including repairs ,

steam or the electric road will prove hypothetical roads would depend en- fuel, oil , labour, cleaning, etc .; this

the more profitable . tirely upon the assumptions which is for passenger, as well as baggage ,
It is quite well known on old- were made. For instance, a set of mail and express service .

established lines what the passenger
conditions could be assumed which Electric service equipment, consist

returns will be with fairly steady
would show a much lower cost of ing of one -car and trailer, figuring

business conditions, provided there is operation byoperation by electricity than by that the density of traffic is sufficiently

no change in the train accommoda- steam ; another set could be assumed regular to warrant it 7 days a week,

tions, but if there is an increase in
which would show practically equal would cost about 18 cents a mile .

train service it is almost sure to build cost , and a third set which would show The gasoline service, mechanical

up an induced traffic, the amount of that steam operation would be the drive only being considered, consist

which is difficult to estimate. Unless, most economical. In view of the fact ing of one car and trailer , with bag

therefore, there is a reasonable basis that the assumption would govern the gage, mail and express service , would

of expectation for such traffic, the
results, it is believed that information

cost 15 cents per mile . This, of course ,

steam railway that can fully care for of this nature would not be of value would be independent of whether

its own is not in need of a new sys to the association and might lead to service was six days or seven days

tem , and the expediency is doubtful. erroneous assumptions and misunder- per week, the cost simply depending

On the contrary , there are many sec
standing upon the service rendered.

tions of the country, well populated
A number of electrifications are Railroads , therefore, have a choice

and suburban district, where an in- under way at the present time, em- of the various systems proposed, and

crease of travel may be induced by ploying various systems of distribu- a study of the conditions to be met

improved facilities, the amount of tion, and a considerable amount of and facilities afforded, both in the

which can be gauged by the density
data will no doubt be available in the way of care and maintenance, as well

of population. near future. as the train service proposed, will
Absence of smoke and cinders, Relative subjects which would be give the elements by which each situ

open cars in season , connections with of interest and value are the char- ation will have to be studied . The

city lines, all add to the popularity acter of the shops, shop equipment motive power departments will be

of the trolley and give a business that and apparatus necessary for the called upon to participate more and

can be profitably carried at lower maintenance and repair of electric more in advising as to these ques

rates, which , after all , is the main in- equipment, also the power houses and tions, and in order to be qualified to

ducement. It is believed , therefore, their equipment. undertake such work it is very desir

that where there is a sufficient density It is recognized that the so-called able to introduce information and

of traffic it will pay steam railroads motor car, one carrying its own discussion of these subjects.



Alternating Current Systems of Distribution and
-

Their Automatic Regulation

By CHARLES W. STONE, of the General Electric Company

A Paper Read at the Atlantic City Convention of the National Electric Light Association

T !
sirable at present if properly carried regulators can be installed and ver
out. The principal disadvantage is good regulation can be obtained .

that it is not well adapted for a There are now practically no new

power load, except where compara- single-phase systems being installed,

Main Buses

HE subject naturally divides

into two sections, the first

section covering the general

subject of primary and secondary

distribution , and the second section

covering general theory and descrip

tive matter in regard to the different

types of automatic regulators which

are now available .

In dealing with the theory of al

ternating -current distribution, two

sides of the system have to be con

sidered : the primary and the sec

ondary. In order that a direct com

parison may be made beiween the

different methods of primary and sec

ondary distribution , it seems wise to

discuss them separately .

PRIMARY DISTRIBUTION

Several different systems are now

in use in this country for primary
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5-3 Phase Feeders using

One Phose only for Lighting

А

FIG . 2. — THE SYSTEM OF FEEDER CONNECTIONS USED IN SCHENECTADY, N. Y.

I Phase Feeder

Step Down

Transforme
rs

B

J Wire Net Work

I Phase Motor Load

FIG . I. - IWO - PHASE, THREE - WIRE SYSTEM

a' Wire for MotorLood

distribution. The five principal ones

will be taken up as follows :

Single -phase, two -phase three -wire ,

two -phase
four-wire, three -phase

four-wire, three -phase three-wire.

SINGLE - PHASE

Lighting Load

The first alternating current used

for lighting was all single- phase, and

was distributed from the main gen

erating station by means of a num
FIG . 3. — THREE -WIRE SECONDARY NETWORK , WITH FOURTH WIRE FOR POWER

ber of single -phase feeders, which

were run to the different sections of tively small motors are used . If all and it therefore does not seem desir

the town, feeding individual trans- the generators be run in multiple, the able to dwell on this subject at any

formers located near each of the con- single -phase circuits be carried to great length

suuners . different sections of the town, and

This system was in many ways

TWO - PHASE THREE -WIRE

the secondary system be properly de

very simple to manage and is de- signed, individual automatic feeder This system is a step in advance

87
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over the single-phase system , in that

it has the great advantage of be

ing able to take care of a power

load in addition to the lighting load .

SPRING Pivo

MAN CONTACTS

OC CONTROL

MAGNE

PIVOT

Corco

WCONT

POTENTIAC

WINONGAC CONTROL

MAGNET

ADJUSTABLE

COMPENSATIN

WINONG

This means a higher potential with wires would be a short- circuit on that

no decrease in copper. phase. If the neutral is not grounded

There are very few systems of and the two phases are intercon

this kind now in use in this country, nected, simultaneous grounds on any

two wires would affect both phases .

If the phases are kept entirely sepa

rate , a disturbance on one phase need

not necessarily affect the other phase,

and the switchboard and its appli

ances can be very much simplified.

It is doubtful if this arrangement is

ever as desirable as the three -phase

with single -phase lighting feeders.

THREE - PHASE FOUR-WIRE

This system has many advantages ,

the principal one being that it is pos

sible to obtain a higher voltage on the

circuit, thus reducing the amount of

copper necessary or increasing the

distance to which power can be trans

mitted economically without having a

higher potential on the line between

line and ground than would exist on

any other system .

This system is obtained by connect

ing together the three phases of the

generators transformers in Y.

Thus the potential across the outside

wires is V3 times the potential of

each individual phase. When the sys

tem is balanced , the neutral wire car

ries no current and therefore is usu
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FIG. 4. — DIAGRAM SHOWING CONNECTIONS OF THE

TIRRILL REGULATOR

MOTOA .

This system is obtained by con- and in most of the places where it

necting together one side of each of has been tried it has been abandoned.

the two phases, thus obtaining a

third wire which acts as a common TWO-PHASE FOUR-WIRE

return for the two phases. Two
This system is very desirable in

phase circuits can be run to different many ways for both lighting and

Sections of the city ; the lighting can power. It does not have the disad

be distributed on the two phases and vantage above mentioned of the two
power load can be fed from both

phase three-wire system , as each

phases.
phase can be kept independent; light

The principal objection to such a ing can be done single -phase, dis
system is that the load on one phase tributing the different single-phase

reacts under certain circumstances in
circuits on the two phases, and car

uch a way as to affect the other
rying the power on both phases. Of

phase, thus making it very difficult to
course , such a system requires more

obtain good regulation . The third copper than the three-phase, as all
wire must also be made large enough four wires must be carried out for

to carry the resultant current of the
any power load.

two phases. It is therefore 40 per The two phases are interconnected

cent. larger than the other two wires. at their middle or neutral point in

One other objection might be some cases , thus making it possible

pointed, and that is that the potential
to ground this point, and thereby re

between the two outside wires is con ducing the potential to ground on the

siderably higher than the potential circuit. In other cases , both phases

across either of the phases . That is ,
are kept absolutely independent.

the potential between wires A and
The first arrangement seems unde

( in Fig . I is 12 times the po- sirable, on account of the fact that

tential between A and B, and be- considerable complications are caused

tween B and C , which means in the switchboard and its appliances ,

higher potential strain to ground. and a ground on any of the four

a

FIG . 5. - AN AUTOMATIC FEEDER REGULATOR
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up somewhere out in the outlying dis

tricts a Auctuation in voltage was

noticed on the alternating - current

system , thus proving conclusively that

lighting cities of average size . Less

copper is required than in the two

phase four-wire system , and it is also

superior in many ways to the two

.

ally made smaller than the outside

wires .

There are a number of large in

stallations using this system of dis

tribution , such as the Chicago Edison

Company in its outlying districts , the

Cincinnati Edison Company, the To

ledo Traction Company, the Union

Heat , Light & Power Company, of

Covington, Ky., the Consumers' Light

& Power Company, of Duluth , Minn .,

and others .

The usual practice in such a system

is to run single - phase circuits from

the station , distributing the different

single -phase circuits between the out

side wires and the neutral .

power load can be obtained , the other

two wires are installed , or if a large

block of lighting or power can be

obtained at some distant point , all

If any

Contact

Dial Swilen developed

Collector Pings

To Tops on Sec Coil

FIG. 7. — COVER OF THE SWITCH - TYPE REGULATOR WITH CONTROLLING MECHANISM

Preventivo

Resistance

the neutral wire of the three-phase phase three -wire alternating system .

four-wire system was conveying back In laying out a three-phase lighting

to the station part of the return system , the best method is to make

current from the railway system . provision so that all circuits leaving

To Foeder

FIG . 6. — CONNECTIONS OF SWITCH AND RE

SISTANCE FOR AUTOMATIC FEEDER REGULATOR

four wires are installed , and the light

ing can then be distributed between

the outside and the neutral wires , and

the power can be distributed on all

the three phases in the usual manner.

Most of these systems are operated

with a grounded neutral . This neu

tral , however, should be grounded

only at the main station , as all kinds

of disturbances to telephones , etc. ,

would occur if the neutral is ground

ed outside the station .

The writer has recently had called

to his attention a peculiar incident

which has happened in Milwaukee,

which has in operation a three-phase

four-wire grounded neutral system ,

this system being grounded not only

in the main station , but also at the

transformers.

It was noticed that at times a

considerable amount of direct current

would exist in the neutral wire of

the three -phase four -wire alternating

system . This matter was investi

gated and found to be current from

the railway system , that is , it was

noted that every time a car started

FIG . 8. — THE SWITCH OF THE AUTOMATIC FEEDER REGULATOR

THREE - PHASE TIIREE -WIRE

This system , if properly installed ,

is a very satisfactory method for

the station may be three -phase, each

circuit, however, carrying all the

lighting on one phase, the third wire
2-2
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run

above general rules are observed ,

there is no reason why the best pos

sible regulation will not be obtained

with the fewest number of devices ,

and with the least amount of trouble.

In order to illustrate this method

of distribution a little more fully , the

diagram in Fig. 2 shows the arrange

ment of the feeders which was

adopted in Schenectady, N. Y. , when

the new station was built. This

method of distribution was adopted

after giving the matter considerable

thought and study , and has proved

very satisfactory in every way since

its adoption. It will be seen that the

main bus -bars are three -phase and

that eight circuits run from the sta

tion .

The central portion of the city is

fed by two single - phase feeders.

These two feeders are run through

the main business street of the city ,

one feeder on each side of the street .

As most of the load on these feeders

is for stores and shops of different

kinds, the peaks correspond almost

exactly. These two feeders are run

as single-phase feeders, and the third

wire has never been run , as it proved

in this case to be more economical to

a separate three- phase power

feeder for this section of the city.

Both of these feeders are connected

to the same phase of the main station

bus -bars, and a Tirrill regulator is

installed to regulate the potential of

the bus -bars and to over-compound

for the potential drop of these two

feeders.

All the other feeders of the city

are run as three -phase feeders, the

lighting on each feeder, however, be

FIG. 9.—AUTOMATIC FEEDER REGULATORS IN THE DOCK STREET STATION OF T ing done entirely from one phase, the

third wire being run entirely for the

incidental power work, such as ice

being simply for any power work small as possible, the lighting fed by cream freezers , small power motors

which can be obtained along the line the different circuits should be dis- and similar devices. Individual reg

of the feeder. The third wire would tributed on the different phases, that ulators of the automatic type are in

not necessarily have to be run at is , all the lighting on feeder No. I stalled in the lighting phase of each

first, and would simply be installed should be connected to phase A , all of these feeders. The arc load is

when any power work is developed . the lighting on feeder No. 2 should fed entirely by constant-current trans

It is possible to regulate the lighting be connected to phase B , all the light- formers, and the different trans

phase of this feeder several dif- ing on feeder No. 3 should be con- formers are connected to all three of

ferent methods, so that extremely nected to phase C , and so on . If the the phases.

good regulation can be obtained , and load on the different circuits is not By an arrangement such as out

no attention need be paid to the other approximately the same, by connect- lined above , it will readily be seen

two phases. ing the lighting load of, say, two that the total range of the individual

As the power load on such a cir- small feeders on to one phase and the feeder regulators is reduced to a

cuit increases, the tendency toward lighting load of other individual minimum ,that is , the total range of

balancing the circuit is increased, the feeders to the other phases, a good regulation necessary on the regulators

motors tending to take current from balance can be obtained. is determined by the difference in the

the other two phases ; under certain If the street lighting is done by a peaks of the load of the individual

circumstances, they would even tend constant -current transformer sys
feeders and the unbalancing of the

to feed back current into the lighting tem of some kind , it is possible to main bus -bars. In actual practice it

phase. Such an arrangement causes connect this load to one, or perhaps was found that the peaks of the dif- *
no trouble in the motors unless the two, of the phases, and possibly do ferent feeders corresponded very

unbalancing in potential is consider- all the lighting from the third phase, closely, and by balancing the system
able. thus obtaining a balanced condition . as outlined, the unbalancing in po

In order that the unbalancing of Each system , however, will be a tential of the bus-bars was very small,

the bus -bars at the station shall be as separate study by itself , and if the being seldom more than I per cent.

1

1

SCHENECTADY

ILLUMINATING COMPANY
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Thus the total range necessary on the load . Other transformers can be in

regulators was very small. stailed connected to the other phases

for obtaining a third wire for feeding
SECONDARY SYSTEMS OF DISTRIBUTION

the power load. If the primary of

The secondary side of the system the feeder can be carried into the

is one that requires very careful con- customer's premises, a three-phase

sideration and constant watchfulness, transformer might be installed for

in order that proper regulation can the power load. There are , however,

be obtained ; this is also the part of some cases where it would be desir

the system from which , if carefully able to run a fourth wire around

watched and intelligently adminis- through the section fed by the feeder

tered , the greatest sources of economy connected as shown in Fig 3 .
can result, both in amount of copper In planning any system of distri

required and in the reducton in core bution , it is very important to make

losses of transformers. such arrangements that it is possible

The 220 to 110-volt , three-wire to eliminate the primary_line losses

secondary system of distribution has by means of regulators. These losses GENERALI CO.

proved to be the most satisfactory in being usually a large proportion of

almost every particular. The three- the total losses, by eliminating them

wire system is simple and is readily it is possible to obtain exceedingly

understood by the average operator good regulation . Both the three

and lineman . All three wires can be phase system , with the lighting car

carried into all the customers' prem- ried on one phase of each feeder, and

ises where the load amounts to more the three-phase, four -wire, with the

than six to eight lights, thus making lighting carried on the individual

it possible to obtain the very best bal- phases connected between the outside
FIG . 10.-POTENTIAL RELAY, OR CONTACT

ance ; yet the copper required for wires and the neutral, are particu

such a system is considerably less larly well adapted for the installation

than that required for a two -wire, of automatic regulators, as direct iron core which is hung on a bal

low -voltage secondary system . control can be had of the lighting anced lever carrying a platinum point

If the three-wire system of sec phase. at its other end. When the alternat

ondary distribution is used , the neu- The secondary being in both cases ing -current generator is operating

tral or middle point of the secondary a single-phase, three-wire system , the with a light load , the exciter voltage

of the transformer should be ground- control of the lightning phase on the is at a minimum , and the pull of the

ed . This is advisable from several high -tension side of the system means exciter solenoid is therefore much

standpoints and it is assumed that all the direct control of the voltage of weaker than when the alternating

are familiar with the discussions that the three -wire network . It is , there current generator is fully loaded, and

have taken place in regard to this fore, not only possible to compensate the exciter voltage at a maximum .

point. The writer will, therefore, not
for the line loss on the high -poten- It will therefore be seen that the

enter any further into the discussion tial side of the system , but the losses place of contact between the plati

of its merits. on the low -potential side can also be num points varies in space relatively

If the single-phase primary system partly eliminated. to the load carried by the alternating

is used , the secondary system is very The three -phase, four-wire and the current generator, and hence it has

simple, as a complete three-wire net- three-phase, three -wire secondary been very aptly termed a " floating

work can be installed , and can be systems have been used for secondary contact .'

fed at different points by the different
distribution. Both of these arrange- When these contact points are

feeders. If , however, either the two- ments are very bad and are not to be closed , the relay magnet is energized

phase or three-phase systems are recommended at all , as it is not pos- from the exciter circuit, and this in

used, it is necessary to have a number sible to get good regulation. turn closes the main contacts that

of different networks; each network short -circuit the resistance in series

being fed by the feeders connected
AL'TOMATIC REGULATORS

to the different phases of the main There are two types of regulators

bus -bars.
which should be considered under

This has many advantages, and this head :

also some disadvantages. In case of Regulators that are arranged to

trouble in any one section , if this sec- work directly or indirectly to change

tion is fed from one phase it does not the potential of the generators.

mean necessarily that any other sec- Regulators for operating directly

tion of the town that is fed from on the feeders.

some other phase of the bus -bars is The most successful type of regu

affected . However, on the other lator now in use for regulating the

hand , the more complete the sec- potential of the generator is one that

ondary three-wire network , the better is called the Tirrill regulator. Fig .

is the regulation . 4 shows its general working charac

If the three -phase, three -wire sys- teristics .

tem described above is used , a three- There are two main controlling

wire network can be fed for lighting solenoids, one energized from the

from one phase of the feeder, and alternating -current generator that is

this network can be fed by single- to be regulated, and one energized

phase transformers installed at, or as from the exciter circuit. Each of

near as possible to , the center of the these solenoids contains a movable

Contact making
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from Generator To Feeder

with the exciter field . The main con

tact points may thus be made large

and heavy so that they will not

readily wear or burn away, and the

power of the relay magnet insures a

positive make-and -break action .

By the application of a simple com

pounding device to the alternating

of these types of regulators are trans

formers or compensators in principle .

One of these depends on the move

ment of a dial switch and the other

is dependent on the shifting of the

magnetic flux through the two coils

and cores .

Fig. 5 shows the dial-switch type

FIG. 13.—DIAGRAM SHOWING CONNECTIONS OF

SINGLE -PHASE INDUCTION REGULATOR

its construction in order to stand the

wear and tear of constant operation.

It must also be so designed that there

will be no burning of the contacts .

This switch consists of three sep

arate parts, namely , the stationary

contacts placed on the inside of a

cylindrical cast-iron pot, the station

ary set of collector rings and the

moving part which carries the con

tact fingers .

The moving part is shown in Fig.

8 very clearly , and consists of a

metal carrier which has mounted on

it ten fingers of different length , all

insulated from one another. These

fingers bear on the contacts of the

stationary part , and are also con

nected to the ten collector rings on

the central stationary part .

It will be seen that by thus de

signing the contact arms several of

these fingers are in contact with the

stationary contacts at the same time.

If these fingers were not insulated

from one another, a short -circuit

would take place between the taps on

the transformer. They are therefore

insulated from one another and a re

sistance is connected between them .

2600

FIG . 12. - AN AL'TOMATIC SINGLE -PHASE INDUCTION REGI'LATOR
2500
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VOLTS GENERATOR
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current solenoid , any desired voltage of regulator. Two sets of coils are

can be constantly maintained at a wound around a core like the core

center of distribution distant from type transformers, one of the coils

the generating plant, under varying being connected across the circuit ,

conditions of load , the station voltage and the other coil connected in series

being raised and lowered automati- with the circuit and provided with a

cally in direct proportion to the cur- number of taps which are connected

rent flowing: to the dial switch .

A dial switch for an automatic
AUTOMATIC FEEDER REGULATORS

regulator must be so designed that
Two types of automatic feeder it will be light, and thus have little

regulators are now obtainable. Both inertia , and must also be rugged in

2000

o 20 40 60 80 90 100 120 140 160 180

FIG . 14.—CURVES OF VARIATION IN FEEDER

VOLTAGE BY ROTATING PRIMARY CORE OF IN

DUCTION REGULATOR 180 DEGREES
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This resistance limits the flow of

current between the different taps.

By this means, several fingers being

in contact at all times, no sparking

can possibly occur . Fig . 6 shows

the systems of connections of this

switch .

The operation of this switch is

very simple, as may be seen from

Fig. 7. To the top of the switch

arm is attached a beveled gear, and

on opposite sides of this gear are

two magnetic clutches. A shaft is

run through these clutches and on

the end is mounted a fly-wheel ,

which is belted to a nitor, or , in

case there are a number of regula

tors, it is belted to a line shaft . This

shaft is kept in continual operation ;

thus if one or the other of the mag

netic clutches are energized, the pinion

attached to it is rotated , and it in turn

rotates the switch arm . A limit

switch is provided, so that if the

switch completes its motion in one

direction or the other, the operating

circuit of the clutch is opened, stop

ping the movement of the switch .

The entire moving part of this

type of regulator is so small and

light that it can respond very quickly,

and thus it is impossible to make it

hunt. Fig. 5 is a view of the regu

lator complete, and Fig. 9 shows a

typical installation of a number of

these devices.

FIG . 15. — PARTS OF AN INDUCTION REGULATOR

The regu

that described above . It is in prin- magnetizing flux that has a constant

ciple a variable ratio transformer, value , the direction of which is con

or rather compensator. stant in the movable core . But the

lator is made with a primary or shunt direction is variable with respect to

winding, which is connected across the secondary core , and consequently
the line. It also has a secondary or with respect to the series or station

series winding, which is connected in ary winding The passing of this

series with the line. The primary or flux , through the secondary coils in

shunt winding is placed on a movable one direction induces a potential in
core , and the secondary or series these coils which is added directly

winding is placed on the stationary to the line potential, or subtracted

core , as is shown graphically in Fig. when the direction of the flux is re

13 on the opposite page. versed by rotating the primary core

The shunt winding produces a through an angle of 180 degrees .

POTENTIAL RELAY

It is necessary to use a potential

relay, which energizes one or the

other of the two magnetic clutches.

This relay is shown in Fig. 10. It

consists of one simple solenoid, in

which is placed a movable core. This

core is attached to one end of a lever,

on the other end of which are two

platinum contacts . Additional con

tacts are so placed above and below

this lever that any movement of the

plunger in the solenoid will close one

or the other of these sets of con

tacts . With the switch type of regu

lator the closing of one or the other

sets of contacts will energize one of

the magnetic clutches. With the in

duction type of regulator, instead of

operating directly on the motor cir

cuit , the circuit of either one or the

other of the solenoids of the revers

ing switch is closed .

Fig. 11 gives a good idea of the

system of connections. A very simple

method of compounding is provided ,

which is exactly the same as that

used on the potential coil of the Tir

rill regulator already described .

AUTOMATIC SINGLE-PHASE INDUCTION

REGULATORS

This type of regulator is built on

an entirely different principle from

25

FIG . 16. - REVERSING SWITCH TO REVERSE THE DIRECTION OF THE MOTOR USED ON THE

INDUCTION REGULATOR
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As the core is rotated gradually, the power factor of the circuit is in- Distributing Telephone Directories

direction of the Aux , and conse- creased ; thus with a 20 per cent .
in New York

quently the amount forced through range on the regulator, the power

the secondary coils , is similarly va
factor of the feeder would be N June 25 the employees of

ried, and produces gradually a vary- lowered only a trifle over i per cent.,
the New York Telephone

and with a total range of 10 per cent .ing potential in the secondary from
the workCompany began the

the maximum positive through zero it will be lowered about one-half of i of delivering the new summer tele

to the maximum negative value . per cent. The efficiency is extremely phone directories and collecting the

The effect of rotating the core high, on account of the fact that the
old ones . About 200 men are em

through its entire range is shown regulators are built on a very small
ployed for this task , which takes

graphically in Fig . 14. which shows diameter of punching, and are all about four weeks to complete, and

the variation in the feeder voltage built with two poles.
means the handling of about 800

with no load and full -load current The moving mechanism consists of tons of paper , since the old books

flowing
are takenThe slight difference in a segment of gun -metal which is

away when the

these curves is due to the loss of the keyed to the shaft. This segment en
ones are left . This is done for the

gages
with

protection and convenience of the
worm gear , which is

mounted the extension of the subscriber, and to prevent the use of

motor shaft. The motor can be the old directories , which would re

either director alternating current,
sult in the giving of many wrong

and is designed to have a very high
numbers, and would be, in conse

starting torque in order that the quence, a drag on telephone service .

regulator can be started quickly. A
The new directory contains the

simple magnetic brake is used to names of over a quarter of a million

bring the regulator to rest quickly.
of New York's most progressive

By referring to the Figs. 12 and
business houseshouses and individuals.

15 , a good idea of the appearance of
Books to the number of 365,000 will

the complete regulator and its essen
be distributed . Originally the tele

tial parts can be had. phone book was used only for the

A reversing switch or relay is used purpose of looking up telephone

to reserve the direction of the motor. numbers, but at the present time the

This switch is shown clearly in Fig . list of telephone subscribers in New

16 and needs no further comment.
York is so complete that the tele

Mechanically, they are very substan phone directory has become one of

tial . The coils are all form -wound the best general directories of New

and are fitted into the slots in the York and vicinity, and is almost ab

punchings ; they are therefore not solutely accurate, since it is revised

subject to any mechanical injury. A
new issue distributed every

four months.
potential relay is used to operate the

FIG . 17. — A THREE-PHASE REGULATOR reversing relay, and is exactly the An advertisement recently issued

same as that described above for use by the New York Telephone Com

regulator itself , and represents the with the switch type of regulator. pany illustrates graphically the ex

entire loss of the device.
tent to which this feature has grown .

AUTOMATIC THREE - PHASE REGULATORS

The rotating core is provided with
It is in the form of a picture showing

two windings: the active or shunt At present there is only one type side by side Mount Everest , the

winding connected across the lines , of automatic three-phase regulator highest mountain in the world , and

and a second winding which is short- available. This regulator is of the in- a tower of 365,000 telephone books,

circuited on itself and arranged at duction type , and is built on exactly one on top of another, which makes

right angles to the former. The ob- the same principle as the single -phase a column 634 miles high, towering

ject of this short-circuited winding is induction regulator described above. over a mile above the top of the

to decrease the reactance of the regu- The windings are all three - phase in- mountain . The present edition filled

lator. If the movable core were not stead if single-phase , and are dis twenty-five freight cars and weighed

provided with a short-circuited wind- tributed in the slots on the cores of
four hundred tons .

ing, and it were rotated from one po- the stationary and rotating part, in

sition to the other, a gradually in- exactly the same manner as on the An electric baggage truck is being

creased potential would be required single-phase . experimented with by the Pennsyl

to force this current through the se- Regulators of this type are par- vania Railroad at Altoona, Pa. It is

ries winding, thus causing poor ticularly useful when used on trans- about the size of an ordinary bag

power factor on the feeder. mission circuits to sub -stations. They gage truck, but is much heavier,

By adding this winding, however, can be installed either in the main owing to the electric apparatus re

the reactance of the regulator is cut station or in the sub - station . If quired . It is operated by the han

down to the minimum , and thus has such regulators are used on the main dle , and has a speed of about three

very little effect on the power factor three-phase feeders feeding sub-sta- miles per hour. Safety appliances
of the line. In this respect it is vastly tions, from which are distributed

have been provided whereby, if, while

superior to any of the other resis- single-phase lighting feeders, it is the truck is in motion , the handle

tance and reactance types of regula- possible to install automatic single- suddenly drops to the ground, the

tors heretofore built. phase feeder regulators on the dif- truck will stop. By turning a rod

The amount of reactive effect on ferent lighting circuits , and thus the to the right or left , the truck can be

the feeder is directly proportional to very best possible regulation would moved forward or backward . When

the range of regulation of the regu- be obtained. Fig . 17 gives a good the power is off it cannot be moved .

lator , that is , as the range in the reg idea of the general outside appear- the rear wheels being automatically

ulator increases, the effect on the ance of regulators of this type. locked by machinery.

and a
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The Present Status of the Electrolysis Situation

By PROF. F. C. CALDWELL, of Ohio State University

an

a

or

HE disintegrating effect of elec- must be kept as low as practicable tion of the return current. That

tric currents on underground by the use of first -class rail bonding such bonding does produce this

pipes and cable sheaths, as a and by the application of return effect, at least in some cases , is in

factor in the operation of electric rail- feeders where they are needed . It is dicated by the data of a German

ways, was first brought to the atten- also generally acceded that it system where the removal of the

tion of the electrical public in 1893 , particularly important to prevent the bonding wire reduced the current

and there began a period of agitation passage of any considerable quantity flowing through the pipes from 30

and investigation which seems to of current from the pipes through amperes to less than 1-10 of

have reached a maximum about 1901. the ground to the rails , and the use ampere .

Since that time, although the matter of bonding conductors from the pipe On the other hand , it is reported

has been continually before the oper- or cable to the rails or to the nega- that the bonding of the gas pipes

ators of electric railways and of water tive pole of the generator is quite to the rails in Brooklyn about six

and gas distributing plants, much commonly recommended . years ago marked the beginning of

less has been heard of it ; this is The wisdom of this policy is un- a period of freedom from electroly

probably partly due to the much im- questionable in the case of cable tic troubles which succeeded one of

proved condition of railway return sheaths, and probably also in the serious damage from this cause . It

systems through the country, and case of steel pipes with screwed or would appear that this question can

partly to the general conclusion that riveted joints, because in these cases not be regarded as settled , but that

the danger has been considerably ex- proper application and mainte- there is not conclusive evidence that

aggerated . As, however, the effect nance of such bonding wires should electrolysis at the joints is to be an

of the current must in many in- stop all passage of current into the ticipated.

stances be a slow one, it is well, from soil , and thus entirely do away with The possibilities of a system of

time to time, to look over the field the electrolytic trouble. overhead return feeders properly lo

and note the progress of events. As a result of this policy, the tele- cated and effectively connected to the

There are certain well- established phone companies usually accommo- rails seem not to have been gener

facts concerning this so -called elec- date the railways with a large capacity ally appreciated as a means of keep

trolysis, some of which may be of lead return feeders free of cost , but ing the current out of the pipes . The

stated as follows: are glad enough to do it in order to Cross -section of iron conductor which

Whenever a lead -covered cable or save themselves from injury. It is the rails of a heavy double track ,

an ordinary pipe line lies parallel to reported that at one place in Brook- even single track , offer to the re

an electric railway track , or lies in Ivn from 200 to 300 amperes are turn current, is such that the drop

such a position as to form a connec- taken care of in this way . through the rail when the joints are

tion between the tracks and the This practice is also not uncom- properly welded and bonded becomes

power house, there will always be monly followed in the case of cast- very small, except when the traffic

found in it more or less current, iron pipes, and is justified by many is very heavy. Take, for example,

which , however, may be made very engineers. It is , however, a well- the case of two tracks of 90 -pound

small by taking proper precautions. known fact that the resistance of the rails well bonded . We have the re

When this current leaves the cable leaded joints in such pipes is often sistance per thousand feet equal ap

or pipe and passes into the soil, elec- quite high, and if the joints are lo 0.3

trolysis is liable to result , in a de- cated in moist conducting earth it proximately to – ohm per track ,

gree depending upon the current seems inevitable that there would W

density, the character and dampness be some flow of current through the where W is the weight per yard.

of the soil, and the metal of the pipe. soil around the joints; also if the cur- This would give approximately 1-600
The presence of salts in the soil rent flows in appreciable amounts of an ohm per thousand feet of track .

facilitates the action , so that the same electrolysis is sure to follow . This With an averge of two heavy cars

condition as to amount of current point has been insisted upon by many running over such tracks , the aver

flowing will produce very different who have made a study of this sub- age current might be as much as

damage in different cities . Further- ject, and cases of pitting supposed to 200 amperes, which would give a

more, the effect on lead is much be due to such joint electrolysis have drop of of a volt per thousand feet .

greater than on iron , and greater on been reported. Taking as a rough approximation the

steel or wrought iron than on cast On the other hand, there are many resistance of 6 -inch cast -iron pipe as

iron , so that lead service pipes and who claim that this action is inap- about 0.8 ohm per thousand feet , as

lead -covered cables especially preciable, and that no consideration found by Blake, we shall have the

liable to trouble . The greater thick- need be given to it . This, of course , current that will result from this,

ness of cast - iron pipe is also in its has a very pronounced bearing on even if the track is bonded directly

favour, as compared with the other the question of whether such pipes to one thousand feet of main , to be

materials mentioned. should be bonded to the rail so as less than one ampere ; and with the

As a consequence of these facts , to materially decrease the resistance usual insulation intervening between

we find the generally accepted policy of the path through the pipes and track and pipes, this insignificant cur

that the drop in the track return thereby attract an increased propor- rent would be still smaller. This

are
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as mile .
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shows that in most systems the re- adopied by the telephone companies. cluding all instances where the dam

turn feeders would not need to run Ever since the early days of elec- age is going on , for with others the

far from the centre of the system . trolytic troubles the question of so trouble may be in progress , but may

In large systems, it is often ad- constructing cast -iron pipe lines as not yet have developed far enough

visable to adopt a regular feeder and to increase the resistance to the flow to attract attention .

main system , similar to the Edison of return current has been a mooted Of twenty -nine reports made to

system of distribution of light and one. Various expedients have been various municipalities twenty-two in

power, the tracks constituting the suggested , such as the insertion of dicate the presence of electroly

mains, and the feeders so placed and occasional lengths of insulating tube; sis . Of course , such reports often

so designed that the whole track sys- the use of pine as packing for the follow the first detection of this

tem may be maintained at about the joints in place of lead, as has been sort of trouble, and the large per

same voltage, with the current flowing done in St. Johns , N. B .; and the use centage of electrolysis cases is , there

from both directions through the of cementing materials other than fore , natural. A summary of the

track toward each feeder junction . lead , such as sulphur and iron various city ordinances gives the fol

While this system would not make filings or Portland cement. In con- lowing drops as permitted in the

the most economical use of the rail nection with the latter material, re- tracks of different cities :

return , from the point of view of rail- cent reports from California indicate
Chicago - 12 volt per 300 feet or 8.8 volts per mile .

way operation, and would necessitate that very satisfactory results in its Battle Creek - 18 volt per 200 feet or 3.3 volts per

a larger expenditure for overhead use have been obtained in Los
Atlantic City - 14 volt per 200 feet or 6.6 volts per

return feeders than economy of oper- Angeles, and that it has been adopted
mile.

Philadelphia - 13 volt per 200 feet or 3.3 volts

ation would indicate, the results a standard method of construc

which can be obtained by it would tion for water supply systems.
New York - 25 volts maximum difference on the

seem to be a most conclusive answer It is also stated that , apart from Berlin , Germany--2 volts maximum difference on

the whole system .

to the statement that a double trol- the question of electrolysis , the use

ley is the only means by which ap- of cement joints in gas pipes has
Of the twenty -five published ex

preciable electrolysis can be pre- been increasing in favour, and that pert opinions, four state that the

vented . even 30 - inch pipes are so in trouble from electrolysis cannot be

In connection with this, it is in- stalled . In one case in Los Angeles eliminated so long as the single trol

teresting to note that while several a comparison of two similar water ley is used ; ten state that it can, and

suits to compel railroads to adopt pipes, one cemented and the other
eleven avoid the question .

double trolleys have been introduced , leaded, with a rather high voltage One question which has been dis

no double trolleys are yet in use as applied , gave in the leaded pipe one cussed since the earliest days of elec

a result of such suits. In Peoria , hundred and twenty amperes, but
, trolytic troubles, and which has just

Ill . , the Lower Court granted an in- with the cemented joints less than come to be of much practical im

junction, " subject to reasonable con- three amperes. These figures would portance , is that with regard to the

ditions.” In Dayton, Ohio, the Court seem to justify a thorough considera- electrolytic effects of alternating cur

of Common Pleas declined to com- tion of this method of avoiding the rents . Many opinions upon this

pel the railways to put in the double difficulty ; though , of course , were the subject have been expressed , both

trolley , and this decision has been bonding of the rails particularly bad pro and con , and some results of

virtually upheld by the Circuit the trouble might only be accentuated laboratory tests have been published ,

Court . by such a course .
the conclusions of which have not

The insulating effect of concrete, Such reasonable precautions as the been very concordant. The first case,

used in the roadbed, has an important locating of new pipe lines in alleys,
locating of new pipe lines in alleys , however, where actual conditions of

bearing on the subject, as has also or at least as far from the tracks as operation have been closely approx

the waterproof qualities of good mod- possible, the surrounding of the ser
imated seems to have been in an

ern pavements, which by keeping the vice pipes with vitrified tile where investigation recently published by

soil between the rails and the pipes they cross under rails , turning the
S. M. Kintner. In these tests sev

dry, both increases the resistance and bells of the pipe toward the power eral iron and lead pipes were buried ,

decreases the electrolytic effect. house, and similar precautions, would and subjected to a 25-cycle current

It has often been assumed that the seem hardly to require argument. of from three and one-half to

presence of pitting in pipes is conclu- A recent extensive investigation of seven amperes under about 25 volts

sive evidence of electrolysis. This this subject is embodied in a paper pressure. This current was main

conclusion , however, is entirely un- read before the International Con tained for a period of one year , at

warranted, as exactly similar results gress at St. Louis by Prof. G. F. the end of which time there was no

are produced by certain chemicals in Sever. This contained a large amount evidence of electrolytic action . Two

the soil . The destructive character of data given by various railways weeks of direct current at 20 volts

of soil where ashes have been used and municipalities with regard to the a similar piece of pipe

as filling is well known . conditions existing in their respective sulted in pitting 1-16 inch deep . In
Turning next to the question of co- cases . The following summaries are teresting though these results are ,

operation on the part of the owners of interest :-Out of one hundred their importance would be much

of underground metallic structures and two railways reporting, thirty greater if there were more prospect
for the prevention of electrolysis, we stated that electrolysis had occurred of the alternating - current motors be
find, as noted above, that the tele- in connection with their systems, and ing employed for city railway work .

phone interests have, in general, ac- in twenty -two cases claims had been To sum up the situation , we find

cepted the situation and taken effec- made against the companies; forty- that while there will always be need

tive steps to end the difficulty. In one, including nearly all the larger of vigilance, both for the railway man
the case of the gas and water sys- plants and many smaller ones, use and the pipe owner , there is no

tems, however, the question of joint return feeders. It should be borne good reason to suppose that practical

electrolysis has stood as a barrier in in mind that the thirty cases where immunity from electrolysis may not
the wayway of effective co -operation electrolysis is reported to have oc be had without giving up the present

along the same lines those curred cannot be regarded as in- standard methods of distribution .

on re
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The Organization and Conduct of a New Business

Department

For Central Stations in Cities of 50,000 Population and Under

By M. S. SEELMAN, JR., of the Edison Electric Illuminating Co., of Brooklyn

Some time ago, it will be remembered, the Co-operative Electrical Development Association offered three prizes, $500,

$ 300, and $ 200, ior papers on the subject treated here. The competition was open to central station managers and their

employees in the commercial department. The first prize was awarded to Mr. Seelman , whose paper is given here. -

The Editor .

TH

on

man

ex comes or

are . If you

HE writer was recently in a do toward establishing an effective town . If the company's offices are

number of cities , not alone of commercial organization, the writer already so located , he can alter and

50,000 and under, but of 100 ,- would
say : utilize them , or a portion of them ,, ,

000 and over , where the central sta- Hire a good man , if possible one for the purpose. But if , as is too

tion had not only no organization for familiar with the kind of work he often the case , the offices are

securing new and retaining old busi- will be called upon to do ; a some side street at a distance from

ness, but no sense or appreciation of under forty, if possible: better still , the business centre, or even , as fre

the lack of it . These companies do under thirty -five. If one can be se- quently happens, in the generating

no advertising, make no attempt to cured with a combination of tech- station itself , somewhere on the out

educate their public to a knowledge nical and commercial knowledge, not skirts of the city , then the general

of the superior advantages of an necessarily an engineer, but a man agent must get the company to either

electric service , have no special pro- who has been trained around a cen- move its entire offices, bag and bag

positions, employ no canvassers. tral station , who knows something gage , to a main location, or else hire

Some of them do not even follow about generating and distributing for his department alone a suitable

up the permits for new buildings. methods, and has tackled lighting store .

They give no suggestion to the cus- and power problems before, so much The former course is recommended,

tomer as to the most economical and the better. He will have the less so that every time a customer comes

effective methods of lighting his to learn . in to pay his bill, or anybody enters

home or store or factory ; that is left But, above all, le must have " gin- the office for any purpose , he must

to the wiring contractor, who in all ger,” he must be a hustler with red necessarily see the exhibit of elec

likelihood has an exceedingly primi- blood in his veins, and in his heart trical appliances and utensils. Thus

tive and limited idea of illuminative the zest for labour and the pride and the law of suggestion comes into play,

engineering. The attitude of such a loyalty of the service . If the time and the visitor becomes more or less

central station may be thus
when expert technical interested in those things to which

pressed : — “ Here we knowledge which he lacks is needed , we desire to attract his attention .

really want to buy current from us that can be bought for him ; but we This new office and show -room

and are careful in arranging neces- cannot buy the energy, the dash , and must be made bright and attractive .

sary preliminaries and formalities, we the vim if it is not there. The colour scheme should be a

will agree to supply it to you." There are many such men to be creamy white that will reflect the

In one city of about 50,000 inhab- had . Sometimes we find the very light to the best advantage. The

itants, not one hundred miles from man in charge of some smaller cen- electrical exhibits should be as varied

New York , the customer, before be- tral station . A good place to look and complete as possible. A great

ing permitted to do business with the for him also is among the employees many exhibits can be secured at

central station , must to the of the larger companies, where the little cost from manufacturers, who

company's office and sign his, or her, live young man is likely to have had will be glad to co -operate with the

name in a big book kept for that more comprehensive experience central station for the advantageous

purpose . than would have been possible in a display of their wares .

The business that comes to these smaller station, and still , because of The windows of this office must

central stations drifts in . If the sta- peculiar conditions, to be working for be utilized to illustrate different meth

tion makes money it is rather in a wage which would make an offer ods of show -window lighting. Ar

spite of itself than because of itself , well within your limit personally flat- ranged on separate switches can be

and , under the circumstances, sooner tering and financially attractive. shown exhibits of trough incandes

or later the municipal ownership This man should have charge of cent lighting ( as by Frinck reflectors ),

propaganda is certain to take strong the organizing and conducting of our incandescents in combination with

hold . There is need of stirring up new department. Let us consider him cone or Holophane reflectors and

and enlightenment. These stations as having been installed and call him Nernst lamps with the special Nernst

must " awake, gird up their loins and the general agent. reflectors.

go forth to do battle ” for business. The first step the general agent The common method of window

If asked what the company, awak- should take is to establish a first - class lighting by means of projecting in

ing from its lethargy and desirous of and highly attractive office and show- candescents running around the sides

securing the possible business within room . This should be located on the of the windows, or by chandeliers,

its sphere of operation, should first main street or principal square of the may also be shown, but in this case

come

a
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FOR

SIX CENTS

room

care must be taken to explain to bination electric meat chopper and is a debatable question. The writer

customers that wherever the object coffee mill, dough mixer, ice-cream is a firm believer in the latter method

of the lighting is to display the goods, freezer , vibrators, dental machinery, as the one most effective for secur

then one of the three first-mentioned prepayment meters , theatre dimmers, ing new business. Especially is this

systems of reflected light from hidden electric vacuum carpet cleaner, a mo- true in residence districts, where the

sources is the more desirable, while tor operating a refrigerating ma- householder must frequently be inter

the visible lamps ,-projecting or in chine, a motor operating adding ma- viewed at night, the only time he is

chandeliers,—may be used to advan- chine, the Gray telautograph. to be found at home. The canvasser

tage only when the object is not so In a prominent place over the desk on straight salary naturally hesitates

much to draw attention to the goods which his canvassers are to occupy to give up many of his evenings to

as to attract the eye to the window the general agent should have a sign this work, but if each call may mean

itself, as with a saloon . hung, reading: a dollar or two to him it becomes a

In the show-window itself should different proposition.
DON'T TALK VOLTS AND AMPERES ;

be placed an exhibit of electric fans An equitable arrangement for the
TALK DOLLARS AND CENTS .

and heating appliances , such as irons , payment of canvassers would be

water and food heaters , coffee perco- This brings us to the subject of about $ 12 per week salary and a

lators , chafing dishes , stoves , toasters canvassers . The general agent will , commission of two cents per 16 -can

and grids, heating pads , curling of course, take steps at once toward dle -power lamp equivalent for all

irons , and the like . Adjacent to each securing the aides required in his over 250 equivalents a month the

appliance place a neatly painted or campaign for new business, the prin- canvasser turns in . In addition , the

printed card naming the article and cipal questions that arise being how company should pay his car fares and

a definite price for its use , thus :- many does he need , in what manner incidentals .

THIS ELECTRIC IRON shall he secure them , and how much Now , then , let us suppose we have
CAN BE USED

ONE HOUR ought he to pay thein . gathered our selling force together

The solution of the first question and have equipped our show -room .

must be governed, to a considerable We are still not quite ready for busi

If there is in the win- extent, by local conditions ,—the in

dow , a sewing machine operated by dustrial, commercial, and residential

a motor should be prominently fea- nature and status of the town .

tured and kept running, as a mov- Roughly speaking, it might be said ,

ing object attracts more attention that other things being equal, a city

than a still -life exhibit . If preferred, with 50,000 population or less, which is

a buzz -saw or a coffee mill might be alive and fairly prosperous, would re

thus utilized instead of the sewing quire one canvasser to about every

machine. Two or three handsome 12,500 population.

reading lamps will add a touch of This is an elastic rule , however,

art and colour to the window . and must be freely interpreted . For

An exhibit of various types of instance, the writer has in mind a

lamps should be installed in the factory town in New England with

office. These should include a population of 100,000, of which

lamps (one showing the concentric 35.000 are mill hands, comparatively It is advantageous to give the

diffuser) , one , two, and three -glower few of which would be " pros- new men the run of the office for a

Nernst lamps ( there is a simple, but pectives." In deciding upon the num- day or two, so that they may become

highly artistic five single-glower ber of canvassers needed there, that acquainted with the company's phys

Nernst lamp fixture which could well 35,000 would receive but scant con- ical layout and its installation , meter

be made a part of this exhibit ), sideration . Take it , then , that we ing and service methods. During

meridian and high -efficiency lamps, start with one canvasser for every this time the general agent can have

Cooper -Hewitt tubes , turn - down 12,500 population , and these we can divided the city into districts, one for

lamps, such as the Hylo ,—and at- lop off or add to as future conditions each of his canvassers .

tractive and efficient clusters, such as and contingencies may show to be A word about this work of dis

the arc burst and the pagoda re- necessary . tricting. There are many cities where

flecting arc . Holophane glassware To secure the men we want, we the business district is largely con

could be shown as an annex to this must either again draught from the centrated in the centre of the town .

exhibit. larger companies or advertise in In places of this kind it is an excel

Two or three types of panel signs, technical publications. Very likely our lent plan ,—at least to start with ,—to

individual letter signs and trans- general agent knows one or two men district along lines starting at a com

parencies should also be installed in of the type he wants who are work- mon centre in the business section

this show - room , if there is space for ing for other companies, and whose and radiating outward, as shown in

them ; novelties in signs and trans- services he can secure . It may be the diagram herewith . In this way

parencies should be added from time possible to take an employee from each man is given a portion of busi

to time. some other department of the busi- ness section, of residence locality , and
The balance of the exhibit should ness and put him to canvassing, but probably of power territory . Later

be made as complete and interesting the writer's experience has been that on it may be found that one of the

as is possible within a reasonable
such men

are rarely effective and men is especially effective in resi

expense limit. There must be usually unsatisfactory. As a rule , if dence work, another for business or

motor exhibit, of course , and, among necessary, the writer would rather
for power propositions, and it is then

other appliances that could be given take salesmen from some other line easy to redistrict in accordance with

a place in the show -room might be of business and educate them .
the special qualifications of the men .

mentioned these : - As to remuneration , whether Or again , to vary the system later

Electric pump, organ blower, forge, straight salary or salary and commis, on , occasionally one man may be

drills and lathes, coffee mill, com- sion is the best method of paying, given line of business ,—the

1

DIAGRAM SHOWING METHOD OF LAYING OUT

DISTRICTS FOR CANVASSERS . THE CENTER IS

THE BUSINESS SECTION , AND THE CITY IS

DIVIDED ALONG LINES RADIATING FROM THE

CENTER

arc

ness .

!

1

a

one
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vassers

000 or

men

can

or

printers or butchers or bakers , or and prepare his instructions to his be utilized to a considerable extent .

whatever line may be selected,-to men for issue in the morning. Take a whole page or a half page

canvass right straight through , giv- There are a number of systems of once in a while on some special oc

ing a report upon each one inter- keeping track and record of can- casion, such , for instance, as a reduc

viewed . work . The card system is tion in rate or the inauguration of

We are now nearly ready to can- probably the best for a city of 50 ,- some new policy or special proposi

vass . The general agent gives his less. The district agent's tion, or a marked addition to station

a selling talk , not only to in- daily report of his work is made out capacity .

spire them with enthusiasm , but to in the form of a card for everyone At other times use an advertise

give them the last word of informa- visited . On the card is inscribed ment each week in weekly papers

tion as to how to approach and han- name, address, nature of business, and about three times a week in

dle various light and power proposi- date visited , attitude of the person dailies, not all the year round, but for

tions as they may present themselves, called on , prospects of doing business certain months in the year , pausing

so that the men may be competent with him , when to call again , and now and again to take breath and

to advise prospective customers as the like . This is not a particularly gather renewed energy for a new

to matters involved in their installa- arduous job for the canvasser, and campaign. The size of these adver

tion , such as wiring, selection of he is not likely to call upon more tisements should not be fixed hard

lamps and glassware, location of than from twelve to twenty people a and fast, but should vary up from a

switches and outlets, painting and day . minimum of 5 inches, single col

decoration of houses and stores to The general agent must look these umn , or 4 inches, double, according

produce the best and most economical daily card reports over carefully be- to the particular message it is de

lighting effects, types of motors in fore they are alphabetically filed sired to convey.

general most suited for special away. He must especially note any It is doubtful if a central station

classes of power work , ideas and difficulties or obstacles encountered in a city of 50,000 or less would sup

methods of apportioning the units by his men , and he himself must port a first -class advertising man , and

in a power installation, and the like . bend his best sales efforts on these the other kind is of little use, - liable

It is well if these instructions, to- specially difficult propositions. If to cost a good deal more than his

gether with the special propositions the canvasser reports a man as posi- salary. If the general agent

offered by the company, be gotten tively out of the prospective class , write a good advertisement,—and a

up compactly in small book before the general agent accepts this good one does not need to be

pamphlet-form and handed to each classification he should either send " smart" at all , it is merely the em

canvasser . Of course , the canvasser someone else to see the recalcitrant
bodiment of a common -sense argu

must be told to refer at once all pro- or go himself. In this way the im- ment or a special proposition in an

positions that he finds himself unable possibles can be eliminated and the attractive form,—so much the better.

to adequately or competently handle card catalogue list becomes a list of He can do that part of the work to

to the general agent. If he starts prospectives. advantage, especially if it is some

such business he is entitled to his This list of prospectives soon as- special proposition or announcement

commission on it , even if the deal sumes proportions and furnishes the of local interest and value that is

has to be consummated by the gen- very best possible list for the effec- being made.

eral agent or some expert or spe- tive distribution of printed matter. For general advertising of educa

cialist . This brings us to the important tive effect some of the advertising

In connection with this talk of the subject of advertising. The writer agencies that have made a specialty

general agent to his men , it may be is inclined to believe that newspaper of electrical work , —notably the Cur

said , in passing, that it is excellent advertising is likely to be more ad- tis Advertising Company, of Detroit,

business to secure, from time to time vantageous and profitable in a small and the C. W. Lee Company, of

and as frequently as possible, experts city than it is in a big one . There Newark ,-get up clever and attrac

in various lines ,-illuminative engi- should be more or less of it done in tive newspaper advertisements, both

neers, power men , Nernst, meridian , every city, not only because it pro- text and illustration, and supply

and high - efficiency representatives, motes a desirable feeling of good- them at a price that any central sta

heating appliance manufacturers, and will between the newspapers and the tion can afford. Or the general

the like, -to address the members of corporation, but because it certainly agent can secure samples of the ad

the business department. This helps has a very real educative value. In vertisements of the larger companies

a great deal. the average big city, however, the by writing for them , and many of

Some might advise a preliminary character of the population is such these can be readily adapted for local

to secure names and ad that out of a circulation of, say 100 ,- use .

dresses of prospectives, but the writer 000 that some newspapers have, only The same rule or methods may be

believes in digging right in from the one or two thousand may be possi- followed in securing advertising mat

start , reaching out after business ble customers. In advertising, the' ter for the other and, in the writer's

from the first day. The district agent company must pay to reach the 98 , - judgment, more valuable system of

begins work about 9 A. M., and is 000 unprofitable ones along with the advertising by letters , circulars, book

instructed to report back at 4.30 or 2000 prospectives, and it is , as a gen- lets, and the like, distributed through

5 P. M. If this is not practicable eral proposition, uneconomical to pay the mail. The advertising agencies

on account of distance, then reports for all this surplus publicity. get up some very excellent and rela

can be limited to the morning ses- In the average small city condi- tively inexpensive general educative

sion , the district agent arriving at tions are different. Circulations are matter which is printed with your

the office at 8 instead of 9. Where not so large nor mediums so numer- name, and, as far as anyone who re

practicable, it is better to have the ous, advertising charges are not so ceives it knows, emanates originally

agent return late in the afternoon, heavy, and a larger proportion of from the company. In this category
.

so that he may report on his day's readers are likely to be prospectives, is the “ Residence Number" of the

business then , giving time for the so that, for advertising in the city of " Electrical Bulletin ,” recently issued

general agent to go over the reports 50,000 or less , the newspaper should by the Curtis Company.

canvass
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SO as

Letters, circulars, and the like , This brings us to another very im- is also likely to get in the habit of

that refer to purely local offers, con- portant feature of, and factor in , a keeping his windows illuminated

ditions and announcements must , of new business campaign, and that is some hours after closing, and this,

course, be gotten up in the home the special propositions. again , leads others to do the same.

office by the general agent or an as- If a big share of new business is Such night lighting has a far-reach

sistant , and here, again, samples of wanted , one has to be liberal, one ing effect in creating new business

the big companies' advertisements must go half way to meet the cus- for the entire town , increasing the
will be of aid , if not to pattern after, tomer , and must be willing to spend activity and energy of its life , and

at least to suggest ideas and methods a dollar to make two . materially assisting in its develop

of treatment. Another big help is A good many companies are ready ment.

to get a good printer, even if he to make extensions, even in cases The sign is a good advertisement

costs you more .
Don't have a poor where it takes quite some time to to the customer , too, and economical

printer if you can avoid it at any get back the original investment, not as well. Suppose it costs him $ 10 a

price. The good one is often able to mention a profit; yet they turn month for lighting it . How much

to aid you with ideas, suggestions, away from the proposition to supply newspaper advertising could he buy

and plans for the effective construc- customer with some equipment for that amount ? How many circu

tion of advertising matter.
which in a far shorter period pays lars can he print and distribute ? It

A point that should be borne in for itself and gives a handsome re- would cost him that much to buy a

mind is never to send out a piece of turn on the money invested . thousand postal cards without the

advertising matter without enclosing There is a free sign proposition, charge for printing and addressing

a return post card . A fundamental for instance; it has proved “ good them , while his sign for $ 10 is

law of political economy is that man business " everywhere that it has brightly visible for three or four

is a lazy animal. Each different been tried , far the writer hours every night to everyone who

branch of the business should have knows. A panel sign costs, com- passes his store, giving it a distinc- .

its distinctive return post card , so if plete, about $45 . With overhead tive character and burning his name

a lighting circular is sent out , a construction, customary in a city of into the public mind .”

lighting post card is enclosed ; if a 50,000 or less , to hang and connect The town in which this free sign

sign circular is sent out, a sign post the sign ought not to cost more than proposition will not take , if it is

card is enclosed , and the same with $25 . Here is an investment of $70 . properly advertised and pushed by

power, fans, heating, and refrigera- Take 200 per cent. of the invest- the new business organization , must

tion , if the company goes that far . ment, — $ 140 ,—divide it into 24 parts, be dead indeed.

A postal card should not be used ; and offer customers free signs on a Then there are the special lamp

that is expensive; but an attractively two year's guarantee of $6 a month . propositions. There are doubtless

printed post card, with the address The cost of the sign and installa- many stores in the city , in which we

and place for a one-cent stamp on tion will surely be returned well are hustling for new business, that

the one side and on the other a within the two years, even if the are illuminated by gas arcs or Wels

printed form referring to the matter customers' current bills do not run bachs, which we find it impossible

in hand and space for name and ad- above the guarantee (which is un- to touch with the ordinary standard

dress of the sender. likely) . As a matter of fact , the ac- incandescent lamp proposition. Here

The writer has experimented as tual cost, including the proportion of is where the Nernst lamp comes in ,

to the relative advertising value of operating expenses , will be returned and also the high-efficiency and

the penny United States postal card within the first year, and all the rest meridian lamps. Each has its place.

and the plain post card for this re- above percentage of operating cost The Nernst is an attractive propo

turn work , and finds that while the is " velvet," especially as in fully 95 sition to a customer, especially a

cost is as six to one, the latter is per cent. of cases the customer keeps lamp about three -glower size . It is

nearly as effective as the former. on using the sign far beyond the two highly attractive , even decorative, in

This return post -card method gives years of this contract. Not only appearance, gives a beautiful pearly

you a fair cliance to estimate the in- this, but each sign thus erected is a white light, and is in every way far

terest your advertising is arousing, good advertisement and helps bring superior to any gas lamp, being at
and leads, if the advertising is right, another, besides being, as already the same time so efficient in wattage

other things being equal, to a con- said , in many an opening as to permit of free competition with

tinuous and often surprisingly large wedge for other business with the gas . From the station's standpoint

amount of new business. customer ; and title is retained to the also , it is not nearly so expensive

The system of doing the bulk of sign, so that in case of the worst the of maintenance as from some reports

advertising by mail, distribution of loss must be small, as the sign, with we might be led to believe.

circulars, booklets, and the like . slight changes, can usually be util- If our friends who are out after

rather than through the newspapers, ized for some other customer . new business will supply these lamps

is the best because the people reached, With individual letter signs, the free , with free glower renewals, even

-if the campaign is rightly con- return of the investment with profit with free wiring and installation for

ducted ,—are just those desired to be is even more rapid than with the outside lamps, they will find this pro

reached, and with the least waste of panel sign, because they use more position a potent factor in securing

expensive publicity. The list of current in proportion to their cost. new and profitable customers, and
prospectives is a good list to work When giving an expensive sign , thie stores where the lamps are

on, and that can be supplemented however, care must be exercised as placed outside will most likely soon
by special lists for special purposes, to the financial responsibility of the install them inside at their own ex

as, for instance , a sign list composed recipient. pense. The meridian and high -effi

of present store customers and stores Still another advantage of the elec- ciency lamps can also be worked in

not yet using the service, but whom tric sign proposition is that it leads the same way, either in direct - current

it is hoped some day to secure. The the merchant to realize the advertis- districts overhead circuits,

sign proposition may be the enter- ing value of electric light, so that he where the customer , having his

ing wedge. burns not only his sign at night, but choice, may select one of these types

cases

or on
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as , most suitable for his purpose. architects , and in the town of 25,000 spend, suggest to him tìạt he wire

The new decorative and highly- about three. One of the first acts his living rooms, --- dining-room ,
efficient “ arc " clusters that have re- the new general agent must do is to kitchen, cellar , back parlour, par

cently been placed upon the market get acquainted with these architects, lour, and lower halls, which can be

may be utilized to adyntage where not alone in a business way, but also done for $ 100, including fixtures.:

the customer is disposed to complain socially, if possible, so that a feeling The foregoing refers to caseswhere .
of the arc lamps, at arc-lamp cost of of friendliness may spring up be- the tenant is also the owner . Where
operation. They give adequate illu- tween them . Let him join their he is not the owner, the difficulties

mination of fine quality at a very clubs, take them out to dinner, and multiply. Here is a plan or scheme

low cost. With these, as with signs the like . After this “ entente cor- that might prove efficacious under

and other lamps, one should not be diale " has been established, the gen- the latter circumstances, and is worth

afraid to go half way to meet the eral agent is in a position to know while trying where neither landlord

customer . from the start what is taking place nor tenant is willing to pay the com

A method of getting one class of in the line of erecting new structures, plete cost of wiring Approach the

new business which has worked well and he is less likely to be called upon tenant and tell him that you can ap

in at least one large city, but which to continually fight the installation preciate the fact that he is unwilling

might or might not be applicable to of isolated plants. Get the architects to spend from $ 100 to $250 in im

the city of 50,000 or less , can be on your side.
proving somebody else's property ,

utilized with the drug stores. Then, of course, the building per- but that it certainly is worth some

Here hours of burning are long , mits must be closely followed up. Let thing to him and his family to enjoy

and the average drug store may not no guilty man escape. Every new the comforts, conveniences and ele

be able to afford the average rate building must be wired, and the way gances of electric service . Then this

for the average installation . Still to do this is to see the builder the proposition should be made him :

one cannot cut rates for him and be day his permit is issued before, if If he will see his landlord and get

consistent. An attractive advertising possible ), and to follow him right up the landlord to pay one -third the
bulletin stand of wood and iron until the business is done. The same cost of wiring, and he ( the tenant)

should be made, costing about $ 15 . should be done with permits for will pay another third , the company
with a frame in the top portion for a alterations. When the owner is about will pay the remaining third of the

placard , and beneath this pockets for to make alterations in his home or bill. This ought to be an attractive

bulletins and other advertising mat- store , that is the psychological mo- and paying proposition for landlord,

ter. Then an arrangement should ment to approach him about using tenant, and company.

be made with the druggist, now electric illumination on the premises. Residence lighting can be secured

using gas , that in consideration of These are new business pointers that also by planning on paper an appro

his permitting you to keep your ad- cannot be neglected . pirate illumination for some particu

vertising stand in a prominent place A far stiffer proposition than the lar home and interesting the resident

in his store, you will pay him a sum new residence is the unwired old one , in these plans. It is a case of be

which , subtracted from the bills at and yet there are doubtless hundreds ing alive and hustling.

regular rates for lighting his store of these , even in a city of 50,000, In pushing electric heating and

by electricity, will make such illu- which , if wired , would yield a fair cooking devices some companies

mination economical for him . The and certain revenue . How to get
have acted in co -operation with the

placards, bulletins, circulars, and the them wired is the problem . The ad- department stores . From personal

like , are changed once a month . It vertising helps by bringing the experience, the writer would say that

is good advertising for the central householder to a realization of the it is better for the company to act

station , too , because, as a rule, the many advantages and conveniences alone and let the department store

right kind of people deal in drug of an electric service . Then it is a do the same. Standpoints and pur

stores , and while awaiting the com- good plan for the canvasser to call poses widely different. The

pounding of prescriptions have time in the daytime, get the " lady of the store sells the appliances for the

to read your advertising, which is house " on his side, and then make profit in the sale , and the profit must

placed where they cannot help but an appointment for evening after sup- be a large one, for sales are neces

per, when the householder is likely sarily limited in number. The cen

One way to get at a gas illu- to be in the right frame of mind, and tral station's object is not to make a

minated store is to offer to draw , the canvasser can meet wife ,-already profit on the sale , but to get the ap

gratis , plans for the electric illumina- predisposed in his favour ,—and hus- pliance on the system where it will

tion the store which will provide band together. May and June are use current. For a G. E. six -pound

a lighting far superior to gas, adding speciallyspecially good months to canvass iron, for instance, the store charges
materially to the attractiveness of the residences in , because families who $4 ; the iron costs the central station

establishment, at a price little , if are out of town in July and August about $2.85 , and the latter is glad to

any, heavier than the storekeeper has can arrange to have the wiring done sell it for $3 , if an arrangement with
been paying for an inferior illu- in their absence, saving them some the store does not tie its hands. Four

minant. This can be done by select- inconvenience. irons can be sold at $3 to one iron

ing the right kind of lamps and But there are householders who at $4 .

glassware and arranging them to ad- would like to have electric illumina- The method which has been most

vantage. One of the canvassers could tion who do not feel that they can successful in placing irons is to send

easily be educated to do this class of afford to pay out the cost of wiring them out on trial , putting one

work . Once the plans are drawn, in a lump sum . If these be reput every house equipped for an electric

the storekeeper is very apt to be- able citizens, let the company help service. In the city of 50,000 or

come sufficiently interested to wire them out by financing the deal, the less, either one of the canvassers

up and sign a contract. money to be repaid within a year, in should be used for this purpose

Now as to residences and new monthly installments. If this wiring throughout the city, or else each

buildings. In the average town of would cost $200 to $250 , and that is canvasser should take care of his

50,000 there will be found about six more than the householder wants to own district in this respect. Load the

are

see it .
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irons in ay , auto, and when leaving tion, and at the same time is or, day. This man's example is a good

each iron. lor, a trial of from thirty dinarily the most difficult to secure. one to follow .

days to three months, have the can- While it is possible to secure light- There is one matter that the gen

varsei- give a little selling talk and ing business at a higher price than eral agent and canvassers must not

leate a neat circular , calling atten- is paid for other illuminants, because lose sight of,-in the natural desire

tion to its many advantages. Also of superiority, and also because aver- for new. business, old business must

let him leave a postal card addressed age installations are of such size that not be overlooked or neglected.

to the company, explaining that it is isolated generating plants are im- As soon as a canvasser has signed

possible, though not probable, in first practicable, to get any large slice of a customer, the tendency is to quit

using the iron that some trifling new power business the price must him and pass by on the other side of

trouble may be experienced, in which be right. Even though it be demon- the street . This must be avoided .

case tell the customer not to con- strated that by cutting out friction The customer ought to be frequently

demn the iron, but to send the postal load the energy required to turn the visited by the man who took his

card, when the company's representa- wheels can be reduced , if the rate for contract, cementing an acquaintance,

tive will call and straighten out the current is too high there is nothing ascertaining and attending to his

kinks. The iron is all right, and if to prevent the mill owner from tak- wants, and, what is of the utmost

followed up in this way is bound to ing advantage of the tip, eliminating importance in more ways than one ,

prove a boon to the housewife and
much belting and shafts, installing retaining his good -will. If the cus

a source of revenue to the company. motors and putting in his own dy- tomer have a complaint, it is better

As a matter of fact , these irons namo . Power business is such good to relieve him of it than to let it ran

could be given away with profit by business that special effort to get it kle in his breast, and the complaint

the central stations. They cost, say is well worth while . If within the may be of something readily reme

$3 , and bring in a revenue of about limits of possibility, make the rate died. Besides, the customer may de

$ 1 a month , which begins the minute right to begin with . sire to add to his installation . Ac

they are placed on the system . In It is more difficult to secure tually, the old customers ought to

three months the first outlay is re- good power canvasser than the other constitute one of the most fruitful

turned ; in six months the iron is kind. If the general agent is enough fields of new business. Do not neg

completely paid for out of the profits of a technician and sufficiently familiar lect them .

and becomes from that time a con- with power problems to handle this In line with this care of old cus

stant agent of profitable income. It end of the business, that is tomers, one idea which can be fol

is a day load, too . In those cities tremendous help. If not , and there lowed to advantge is that the bills

where the company my fail in se- is much power business in the town, each month should be compared,

curing the $ 3 for the irons, they then, in addition to other canvassers, either in the metering or building

should be given away. a power expert must be employed. department, with the bills of the pre

Other heating and cooking devices To get power business, there must vious month . Wherever any marked

are not so valuable to the central be energy, enterprise, and indomit- drop is noticed, the case should be

station as the iron , but they all have able tenacity on the part of the called to the attention of the general

their place in popularizing current. power man, backed up on the part agent. In nine such cases out of

The company has them displayed in of the company by a readiness to ten something is wrong , which , taken

the show -room . A " demonstration ” help and a willingness to be liberal. at once, may be remedied with little

should be made, an attractive young The writer knows a general agent, loss to the company. If , on the other

lady being hired to do the cooking, who is also a power man , in a manu- hand, the matter escapes notice, the

and invitations being sent out to the facturing city of 25,000 inhabitants, customer also may escape, and, at

customers. They should be given and he has obtained a large load of any rate , the revenue from him for

something dainty to eat and a small new power business for his company many months is likely to be greatly

souvenir of the occasion. Have your by the use of the qualities mentioned . reduced or lost altogether.

advertising and your men follow this He goes into a factory , indicates, The writer has abstained in this

up, and a sufficient number of ap- at the company's expense,-the en- paper from going into details as to

pliances will be sold to make it pay . gines in use, figures out the energy systems of making out orders and

The use of electric fans can be in- saving that can be effected by the maintaining records, of handling the

creased by judicious advertising and use of motors installed to the best business on paper after it has been

canvassing, and if the company is not advantage, and finds out the cost of brought into the office by the can

afraid of complications with con- coal and water to the factory . He vasser . The main point is to get the

tractors and supply dealers, by selling has been enabled more than once to business. The connect orders, which

them at a low figure, -at approxi- go in and win on a guarantee not to are passed on to the credit man , or

mately cost. If there is a consider- exceed for expense of operation these turned over to the meter and installa

able surplus supply, they should be coal and water charges, getting tion departments, are simple matters

rented for the summer months. eventually from four to six cents for of detail that can be readily worked

The increase of business from the the current. out as part of an easy system of mak

city itself for lighting of streets and If the factory owners balk at the ing and preserving orders and re

public buildings will not be consid- expense of motors, he offers to buy cords.

ered here. This matter is usually them and receive payment in install- The organization for getting new

taken care of by some official of the ments. If installation is going to in- business outlined in the foregoing has

company , and does not, customarily, terfere with the needed operation of the advantage of being elastic . If

come within the province of the new machinery, he agrees to install the fewer canvassers are required than at
business department. motors at night, on Sundays and first figured upon , it is easy enough

The writer has purposely kept the holidays. That man has " ginger, to lop them off ; if more are needed .

subject of increasing the power busi- and does the business. He is now it is easy to get them . The writer

ness to the last, because it is at running not so very far from that believes that if the ideas and plans of

once, being primarily day load , of the ideal condition where peak is nearly action suggested or described in this

utmost importance to the central sta- uniform for at least twelve hours per paper are followed with a reasonable

1
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degree of faithfulness and a proper upon it . Dr. Morton, unfortunately, would take the reader's attention

adaptation to the peculiarities and did not live to see the completion of from the parts absolutely necessary

exigencies of the particular central the work , but its programme was for him to know .

station making the trial , the result well carried out, and the volume, as The explanations and diagrams are

will be such a large volume of new it is , is splendidly representative of presented so that anyone possessing

business that, besides the fruits of labour intelligently di- an clementary knowledge of the prin

vassers, within a year three additional rected towards the foundation work ciples of direct current machines-

members of the commercial staff will of engineering science and industry. should be able to understand them .

be required, as follows: The Stevens family,-a family of en- The subject is treated in three

A man to take hold of contracts gineers,—of whom Edwin Augustus chapters. Chapter I is devoted to

as soon as they are signed and follow Stevens was the founder of the Insti- the theory of windings, the principle

them up until connection is accom- tute, forms one of the several inter- of induction being thoroughly illus

plished . esting chapters of the volume, con- trated and described, and also the ac

A secretary or assistant to the gen- cerning itself mainly with the work tion of the commutator, after which

eral agent , who shall attend to the of Colonel John Stevens, grandson the theory of drum windings of the

mass of correspondence and fulfill of the founder of the family in Amer- parallel, series , and series -parallel

the office function of the general ica , and of his sons, Robert Living- types is taken up . Chapter II deals
agent while he is engaged on the ston and Edwin Augustus, in the with the construction of drum wind

outside on new business propositions. early part of the last century. The ings , and describes hand windings,

A record and filing clerk to handle development of the steamboat and and bar windings of the evolute, bar

the reports of canvassers, make out the early days of the steam locomo- rel , and former types. Chapter III

orders, and assume systematic charge tive and steam railway, the invention illustrates and describes the mechan

of the papers and records of the de- of the T - rail and spike, of the ical construction of armatures.

partment. elongated shell for cannon , and the By means of the rules given in the

building of the Stevens battery , the book , the reader can , if necessary,

first iron - clad vessel to be actually design other windings than those

Book News placed under construction, are thus mentioned . The volume should , there

successively presented, together with fore , be found useful by designers,

The Morton Memorial Volume of the an account of miscellaneous inven- as well as by students and workmen .

Stevens Institute of Technology tions by members of the Stevens

Published by the Alumni Association of the In family, the whole forming a story of

stitute . Size 8 x 12 inches . 641 pages . Price, continued interest.
The Practical Telephone Handbook

Indeed, even this part alone would
By Joseph Poole. Published by the Macmillan

A noteworthy addition to the lit- make the volume a most valuable Company, New York. Size 5 x 712 inches. 533

erature of engineering education has one for reference use ; coupled, as it
473 illustrations. Price, $2.

been made by the recent publication is , with the succeeding chapters, re- This, the third edition of the Prac

of an elaborately gotten -up volume cords of the lives of members of the tical Telephone Handbook, contains

giving " A History of the Stevens In- faculty in the earlier days of the In- nearly twice the amount of text mat

stitute of Technology," and dedicated stitute, all men of distinction in the
ter, about 200 more illustrations, and

to the memory of Dr. Henry Morton , applied sciences and arts , and the re- larger pages than the previous edi

the first president of that institution, cords of the younger men who fol- tions.

which ranks among the best of its lowed them , the reader has before The author has chiefly confined

kind in the world . For over thirty him a volume of fascinating interest. himself to British practice, and mainly

years Stevens Institute has turned As may have been gathered from this to that of the National Telephone

out into engineering life a yearly brief notice, the book, published by Company, which , he says, is , in most

growing number of young men , the Alumni Association of Stevens particulars, the same as American

equipped, no doubt, as well as any Institute, at Hoboken , N. J. , was in- practice. However this may be, it is

institution of learning can equip a tended mainly for circulation among a well-known fact that the service in

man for professional work , and to- its members, but a limited number Great Britain is far below that in this

day Stevens men are found allied of copies are still available for others
country .

with engineering enterprise in many interested in the progress of engi- In general, the instruments and

different parts of the world . neering education . To these the other apparatus described are in

A record of their achievements is volume will prove a desirable li- practical use, although exceptions

virtually a record of the achievements brary acquisition well worth the price.brary acquisition well worth the price. have been made where some special
of the school itself , and such a re

principle is illustrated in the appa
cord is supplied by the volume in ratus delt with .

question. It makes interesting read- Continuous-Current Armatures An idea of the scope of the book

ing, tracing the development of each may be formed from the following

of the nearly 1200 graduates from
By C. Kinzbrunner. Pubiished by the D. Van

Nostrand Company, New York . Size 542 x 812 headings under which the subject

early school-day's to the present time, inches. 80 pages. 79 illustrations. Price, $ 1,50. is treated :-Introduction : Batteries ;

-an almost unbroken story of suc- This book , although originally in- History ; Receivers in General Use ;

cess . tended as a translation of Professor Transmitters in Practical Use : Sub

The inception of the volume came Arnold's treatise on the same subject, Station Apparatus: Sub - Station In

with the exercises of the twenty-fifth follows that work only with regard strument Connections; Intermediate

anniversary of the Institute , held in to the commonly employed drum Switches and Extension Instru

February, 1897 , when Dr. Morton windings for standard machines of ments ; Intercommunication Tele

planned a souvenir book , to include medium size . This was done because phones: Switchboard Apparatus; Re

a complete account of those exer- the author intended the present vol- lavand Lamp Signalling: Small

cises. history of the school, uime for students and workmen , and Switchboards; Larger Sub -Exchange

biographies of the trustees and fac- considered that a discussion on any and Private Branch Exchange Switch

ulty, and whatever else had a bearing but the common forms of windings boards; Magneto Series - Multiple

>
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Switchboards; Magneto Branching

Multiple Switchboards; Principles of

Common Battery or Central Energy

Working ; Common Battery Multiple

Switchboards; Junction -Line Work

ing ; Trunk Line Exchanges; Party

Line Working ; Apparatus Room ;

The Power Plant; Traffic Statistics ;

Aerial Line Construction ; Under

ground Work ; Long Distance Lines,

-Pupin System ; Faults and Their

Localization ; Electrical Measure

ments ; Special Exchange Systems;

Automatic Exchanges; Miscellaneous

Applications ; Appendix.

The Appendix contains that por

tion of the agreement recently en

tered into between the Post Office

and the National Telephone Com

pany, relating to transmission tests ;

telephone statistics of countries and

cities of the world ; the British stand

ard wire gauge ; notes on traffic ; use

ful numbers; and the index .

on

Alternating-Current Windings

By C. Kinzbrunner. Published by the D. Van

Nostrand Company, New York. Size 5 % x 842

inches. 80 pages . 89 illustrations. Price, $ 1.50.

Similar in general appearance and

tone to the author's book on “ Con

tinuous- Current Armatures," this vol

ume may be considered as a coun

terpart of it . The author has here

endeavoured to interest the student,

the workman, and the designer with

the theory and construction of alter

nating -current windings.

This subject is treated first with

regard to the production of alternat

ing currents. The different forms of

alternating-current windings and con

tinuous -current windings are then il

lustrated and described , followed by

examples of dissolved continuous

current windings and multiphase

windings.

Separate chapters are devoted to the

construction of , and the insulation

of , alternating -current windings. At

the end of the book is given a list of

symbols used in the text. The well

chosen illustrations and the concise ,

but clearly -worded, descriptions, make

the book of interest and value.

June Meeting of the New England hotels, the Chittenden , Neil , Hart

Section of the Illuminating En. man , and Southern , all under one

gineering Society management, have guaranteed 600

HE last regular meeting for the
rooms, and as many more will be

season of the New England
available in a number of smaller

section of the Illuminating
hotels.

Engineering Society, held in Boston ,
The association headquarters will

on Tuesday evening, June 26 , was a
be at the Fair Grounds, and no one

question box meeting, the questions
hotel will be a strictly headquarters

hotel. However, the Southern will
for discussion having been submitted

by the members and printed previ
probably be the general meeting

ously. A large number of questions
place in the evenings, and it is there

were presented , but only a few could that the annual banquet will be held .

be taken up in the limited time.
It is planned to make the Hartman

President L. B. Marks spoke on
Hotel the headquarters for the ladies

who attend the convention .

some particular applications of the

semi-concealed methods of lighting,
Hotel accommodations may be re

and described in detail the lighting served by writing Benj. H. Harmon ,

of a church where a very good illu
secretary convention committee, Co

mination was obtained at a reason lumbus Board of Trade.

able cost . Dr. Louis Bell
A committee from the Manufac

com

mented on the colours of some of
turers' Association has already vis

the common forms of illuminants,
ited Columbus, and arrangements are

and also mentioned some of the going rapidly forward for the largest

commercial difficulties in obtaining
and most comprehensive exhibit of

good illumination , Mr. Cummings, street railway apparatus and appli

of the Boston Consolidated Gas Com
ances which has ever been gathered

pany , spoke the distribution
together in one place. The exhibit

curves of various lamps and the
at Philadelphia was considered the

value of reflectors from a photo
best which had been held up to that

metric point of view . Mr. Allen , of
time. The available floor space at

the General Electric Company, gave
the Fair Grounds in Columbus is

a brief description of some diffusing
nearly double that of last year , and

devices which are being used with
the plans for the Columbus exhibit

good results in store and factory
are much more elaborate than were

those of 1905 .

lighting

The subject of concealed lighting

in halls, auditoriums, and the like ,

was discussed freely by Messrs. Electric Traction on the New York,

Marks, Gardner, Cummings, Robin
New Haven & Hartford Railroad

son , and others.
T is probable that the first single

phase electric train will run on

the New York, New Haven &

Hartford Railroad between New

Anuual Convention of the Ameri.
York City and Stamford, Conn ., be

can Street and Interurban
fore the summer is over . The latest

Railway Asseciation
reports from Coscob, where the elec

tric power station is now being

erected by Westinghouse, Church,

the American Street and In- Kerr & Co., who have charge of the

terurban Railway Association , gives construction of that building, are to

some additional particulars of the the effect that everything is now

convention to be held at Columbus, about ready for the reception of the

Ohio, during October 15 to 19.
first installment of electrical ma

Columbus is on the main lines of chinery. The latter is being pushed

the Pennsylvania and Big Four sys- at the Westinghouse works in East

tems, and eighteen steam railroads Pittsburg with the utmost expedition ,

radiate from the city. New York , and the first generator is already in

Philadelphia, Savannah, Memphis. the testing department.

St. Louis , Milwaukee, Toronto and The initial installation of apparatus

Albany are all within a radius of 500 will have a capacity of 13,000 H. P.,

miles, so that representatives from a consisting of Westinghouse-Parsons

large area may readily reach Colum- steam turbines and Westinghouse

bus on fast trains by a night's jour- alternating -current, single-phase gen

ney .
erators . Of the thirty - five locomo

Some doubts have been expressed tives , which will be operated on the

as to the adequacy of the hotel fa- road to begin with , the first are now

cilities in the city , but investigation undergoing practical tests on thetests

has shown that there is no reason Westinghouse inter -works railway at

for doubt on that score. Four of the East Pittsburg

I

A byB.V. Swenson, secretary of

3

1

Electric block signals are to be

installed by the Union Pacific and

Southern Pacific from Omaha to San

Francisco, a distance of 1800 miles,

and from San Francisco to Colton ,

through Los Angeles, 542 miles.

This will comprise the longest stretch

of continuous automatic electric

block signals in the world.

A bill recently introduced in the

Canadian Parliament provides for the

control of telephone rates by the

Dominion Railway Commission.



The Utilization of Water Powers of Low Head in the

Central West

By DUGALD C. JACKSON

A Paper Read at the Milwaukee Convention of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers
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THISFIG . 1.–VIEW OF THE UPPER DAM WHILE THE CENTRAL PLANT OF THE JANESVILLE ELECTRIC COMPANY WAS BEING CONSTRUCTED .

IS ONE OF THREE PLANTS OWNED BY THE COMPANY, TWO BEING USED FOR NORMAL SERVICE AND ONE FOR PEAK LOADS

T !

a

HE necessity for the utmost

reduction in the cost of their

product is being pressed more

determinedly upon the electric gen

erating companies located in the

smaller cities of the Central West as

the use of the electric current be

comes more generalized. The ex

tension and generalization of the use

of current also goes hand in hand

with , and is encouraged by, reduc

tion in the cost of the plant output,

since a generating company may ob

viously increase its sales at a rapidly

accelerating rate as the price of its

product falls.

It is well known to engineers fa

miliar with the conditions of the

Central West that the electric plants

of the cities of medium and smaller

size have, until recent years, been of

characteristically unsubstantial con

struction , and the operating expenses

2-4

have been proportionately high. ville Electric Company was operat

The author proposes to tell briefly ing a power house in the heart of

something of the way in which the the city , and was there utilizing a

electric light company in one of these small amount of water power in con

smaller cities, namely, Janesville , junction with a considerable amount

Wis ., a city of about 15,000 inhabi- of steam power, the latter being gen

tants , has improved its condition by erated under conditions of much in

getting away from the old - time un- convenience and lack of economy.

economical plant to plant of The company also owned a small

modern construction which is sub- water power some miles from the

stantial, and is capable of producing city, and it utilized this for oper

current with so much economy that ating a synchronous motor in the

the use of the product has extended city station, and the like .

enormously during the last three The company came into hands with

years . The situation in Janesville is financial strength and keen foresight,

taken for the subject of this paper and it obtained nearly exclusive water

because of the unusual fact that the rights at two dams on the Rock

company has been able to utilize River . located within the limits of

three separate water powers, two of the city of Janesville.

which used for continuous An examination of Map I shows

service , and the third for peak -load that the Rock River flows from the
service . north into the city of Janesville,

Three or four years ago the Janes- makes an easy easterly turn, and then

105
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swings sharply toward the west be- nished the power for operating a

fore it leaves the limits of the city . cotton mill ; but the cotton mill was

As it makes its turn through the city, closed down, and the Janesville Elec

it also makes a rapid drop in level . tric Company was enabled to obtain

At a point a few blocks from the its site with power plant and the
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erected, suitable water -wheels in

stalled , and measuring gates erected

at the entrance to the forebay.

The measuring gates are large ,

movable gates which are required be

cause the electric company does not

own quite all of the water rights.

They were installed under the direc

tion of the county court for the pur

pose of properly dividing the water

between the owners in accordance

with their proportionate ownership.

The condition of the site while this

work was going on is indicated by

the illustration in Fig . I. Fig . 5

shows the site after the completion

of the power house .

In passing, it may be remarked

that the concrete work for the pen

stocks was prosecuted in midwinter

with the temperature at times 12 to

16 degrees F. below zero , but care

fuľ precautions were taken and the

concrete has proved exceptionally

free from defects .

The dam at the Central plant af

fords a head of 8.5 feet at normal

water, which is somewhat reduced in

the case of high flood waters on ac

count of the effect of back water .

The Rock River rises in a marshy

region in Central Wisconsin , and has

a drainage area of approximately

3250 square miles. It is a river of

reasonably equable flow , though it is

subject to quite low water in the late

summer, and rather high water in the

early spring. Ordinarily it has a

very satisfactory flow during those

months that afford the greatest daily

load for the electric light company .

The water-wheel equipment in

stalled at this point consists of six

wheels, four rated at 148 H. P. each ,

and two rated at 100 H. P. each , the

four being arranged to drive upon a

main horizontal shaft, while the two

drive an independent shaft. The lat

ter two are wheels which were al

ready owned by the company when

this plant was developed , and they

were temporarily installed
for use

until the demand for power shall be

come sufficiently great to make it

worth while to replace them by

wheels corresponding to the other
four.

The company had been operating

a rather mixed lot of circuits, includ

ing Edison direct-current three -wire

system , no volts on a side, for in

candescent lamp lighting, with 220

volt direct - current motors between

the outside wires ; 500 - volt railway

circuits ; alternating-current incan

descent electric lighting circuits ;

direct-current series are lighting cir

cuits, and circuits to polyphase

alternating- current motors. This

mixed system had partially come

about through the merging of two

MONTEREY OAM .MONTEREY

PLANT.

RO
CK

soo DOO 1900 2 000 FT

MAP I , SHOWING THE COURSE OF ROCK RIVER THROUGH THE CITY OF JANESVILLE

business center of the city , there is greater portion of the water rights at

an old timber dam which has long this dam . This is the Monterey site ,

been used to develop water power
which is marked upon the map.

that was originally utilized for run- The third water power is a small

ning a grist mill and other like pur- power about 12 miles from Janes

poses, a canal of some length having ville , the water rights of which are

been extended along the margin of owned exclusively by the company,

the river through a portion of the this is the Fulton site , which may be

city. The electric company obtained seen on Map No. 2 .

water rights for the greater portion
The plants at these three power

of the power on this site , and also sites will be designated respectively,

the site of the old grist mill upon as the Central plant, the Monterey

which the company has erected a plant, and the Fulton plant .

modern fireproof power house. This l'pon securing the water rights

is the Central plant named on the and the mill site where the Central

map . plant now stands, the Janesville com

Just southwest of the point where pany placed the development of a

the river turns sharply westward be- suitable electrical generating plant in

fore leaving the limits of the city, is the hands of engineers. The condi

another old timber dam , which has tion of the site at that time is indi

been in existence many years. It cated in Fig . 4. The old mill was

formerly supplied power to a woolen torn down , a suitable forebay exca

mill, and of recent years also fur- vated , reinforced concrete penstocks
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FIG . 2. - CURVES SHOWING GENERAL CHARACTER OF VARIATION OF STAGES

OF WATER DURING THE YEAR

power house.

companies a considerable number of ing circuits. The three phases are a boiler which were installed for re

years ago, and partially through the utilized to operate polyphase motors, serve purposes. The boiler is of the

gradual development of the plant to- of which there are several of con- water -tube type, purchased at the

ward an alternating -current plant. siderable capacity. time of the erection of the power

When the Central plant was con- The power house at the central house, and the two engines, respec

structed and the old plant in the station stands on made ground be- tively a Corliss engine of 300 H. P. ,

heart of the city abandoned , it was tween the old power canal and the and a high - speed engine of 150 H.

decided that the better economy lay

in preserving the mixed system for

the present, since considerable of the

machinery was in very good shape

and good many direct-current

motors were in use . Consequently

the company still maintains the di

rect-current three-wire system , the

500 - volt electric railway circuits, and

its alternating -current circuits for in

candescent lighting and motors. It

has changed its are light system so

as to use alternating -current series

arc lamps operating from Thomson

tub transformers.
SET._bct . NOV. bec.

Such of the electric generators of

the old plant as were modern and in

good operating condition were moved

to the new Central plant. These in
cluded one 500 -volt generator for river bank . The foundations are P., were moved from the old city

the railway load , two 110 - volt gen- supported on piles. When it came to The steam plant is ar

erators for direct - current lighting and building the house it was found that ranged so that the Corliss engine

power load , and a 250 - volt direct- a concrete block building could be may be connected by friction - clutch

current machine, which, with other put up more economically under the to the water -wheel shaft so that the

purchased machines, serve a double particular circumstances than a build- steam and water power can work to

purpose, namely, either to operate ing of brick , and the block construc- gether.

between the outside wires of the tion was therefore chosen , the type As the generators in this station

direct - current three-wire system , the of blocks being carefully selected so are relatively small, they are all

1 10 - volt machines taking care of any as to afford a satisfactory appear- belted , and the 110-volt machines are

lack of balance, or, connected in se
Artificial rock -faced blocks operated in pairs by tandem belts to

ries with each other, to operate with used in the exterior lower save space. The low head makes the

the 500 -volt generator in connection courses and the pilasters of the build- use of vertical water -wheels neces

with the railway load . Additional ing, while blocks with imitation bush- sary , and bevel gears are used for

250 -volt direct -current machines have hammered faces were used for the transmitting the power to the hori

since been purchased and installed remainder of the exterior of the zontal shaft.

for a like purpose. building. All the blocks are smooth Some engineers who have not had

A synchronous three -phase alter- on the faces exposed in the interior experience in the operation of such

nator of 6600 volts pressure had been of the building. The roof-trusses are plants undoubtedly may criticize the

in use as a motor driving a jack- of steel , and the roof is covered with introduction of the small belted units

shaft in the old city station, receiving fireproof roofing. An exterior view into this plant and the use of tan

power from the Fulton plant, for the of the power house is given in Fig . dem belts ; but experience shows that

purpose of aiding the old city sta- 5. The corrugated -iron extension to it is satisfactory and reliable, and

tion in coping with its peak -loads. be seen in the photograph runningbe seen in the photograph running there is no doubt that it has cost
This machine of 85 -KW . capacity toward the observer composes a cov- the company less per annum through

and another three-phase alternator of ering for the wheel settings. operating these machines than the ad

150 -KW . capacity were installed in The equipment in use in the power ditional annual charge which would

the Central plant, and these are con- house includes two steam engines and have been imposed by selling these

nected to the switchboard in such a

manner that they may be used as

synchronous motors to receive power

from either or both of the other gen

erating plants, thus aiding to drive

the generators in the central plant.

They may also be used as gener

ators, being driven by the shaft of

the Central plant, and thus deliver

power to the polyphase alternating

current circuits and tub transformers.

The latter, four in number, are lo

cated in this plant and are divided

two and two between two phases of

the three -phase circuits , while the

third phase is connected to the al

ance .

were
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FIG . 4. - VIEW OF THE UPPER DAM AND GRIST MILL AT THE SITE OF THE PRESENT CENTRAL PLANT

machines at second hand and pur tained for another year to operate in 510 square miles above Fulton .

chasing others of uniform type. The conjunction with the new , after The head afforded by the dam is

use of direct-connected machines is which it will be replaced by larger 14 feet , and the pond above the dam

not practicable under the conditions and better apparatus. affords considerable storage capacity.

of the plant. The generating capacity of this This plant is therefore used only for

The Monterey plant, which is on plant may be utilized in co -operation peak -loads, and is consequently oper

the Rock River about 2 miles south with the Central plant, either by ated only a few hours each day,

of the Central plant, is now operated operating a synchronous motor at the under ordinary conditions. The plant

from the old water -wheels of the cot- Central plant to aid in driving the has been in its present condition for

ton mill, which are mounted in an direct- current machinery, or by de- a number of years. Its equipment

unsatisfactory manner, and this sum- livering the alternating current to includes three 75- H . P. water-wheels

mer will see the water -wheel develop- the alternating-current distributing and a 150 -KW . three-phase generator.

ment at this point extended so that system through the Central plant The water -wheels are vertical wheels

the old wheels may be ultimately re- switchboard or both . geared to a horizontal shaft.

placed and the full power of the site The head which the Monterey dam A small generator is also installed

taken advantage of .
affords at normal water is approxi- in this power house for the purpose

There is also located at this point mately 9. feet , which is somewhat of contributing to the lighting of the

an admirable Corliss engine of 350 reduced at times of excessively high town of Edgerton, which may be

H. P. , which was part of the cotton water . A fair amount of storage ex on Map 2 . This generator

mill equipment, and which is still ists in the pond above the dam at is supplied by the owner of the elec

maintained by the electric company each of the Central and Monterey trical supply for the village of Edger

as part of its steam reserve . "One plants, so that advantageous use may tOn , who owns a water power site of

275 -KW. , three -phase generator is be made of the water for the variable very low head on the Rock River at

now temporarily installed in this load of the lighting company. a point marked Indian Ford , which

plant, driven by the old wheels of The Fulton plant is about 12 miles can be seen on the map , and who

the cotton mill, of which there are northerly from Janesville. It is lo- found it desirable to buy some of his

four, three being rated at 100 H. P. cated on the Yahara River , a stream power from the Fulton plant of the

each , and one being rated at 50, at 50 colloquially known as the Catfish , Janesville company on account of the

H. P. which is the outlet of a string of insufficiency of the Indian Ford plant.

Additional generating capacity will lakes which have surface area of This Fulton plant has a transmis

be added this summer after new con- about 60 square miles. The stream sion line of 6800 volts pressure . The

crete penstocks have been put in , and also has some sources of supply from city distribution circuits on the al

two new water -wheels of 250 H. P. branch streams entering below the ternating -current system are of 3200

each have been installed therein . The outlet from the lakes . The total volts pressure. The alternating -cur

old equipment will probably be main- drainage area covers approximately rent machines in the Monterey and

seen

1

1
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FIG. 5.—THE UPPER DAM AND CENTRAL PLANT OF THE JANESVILLE ELECTRIC COMPANY AFTER COMPLETION

Central plants are of 2200 volts pres- the storage of water or other condi- numerous lakes and streams. The

sure, with the exception of one old tions may make desirable. A thor- river has an average slope of about

synchronous machine which operates oughly efficient combination of the 1.2 feet to the mile and runs through

at 6600 volts . three plants is accomplished , and the a country of loamy soil which was

Transformers suitably located with company is remarkably well fortified once covered by extensive forests that

respect to this 6600 -volt machine in against interruptions of service . have now disappeared, and the land

the Central plant make it possible to The synchronous alternating- cur- is well developed for agricultural pur

use it in connection with the 2200- rent machine, being operated either poses. The area lies in the region of

volt lines as motor or generator, or as a generator of a motor without glacial drift which accounts for nu

to receive power from the 6600 - volt any changes in its connections, is a merous lakes and marshes and their

line from Fulton. The same trans- device of great convenience in a sys- tributary small streams.

formers also provide means by which tem like that of the Janesville Elec- The extreme source of the river is

the 6600 -volt" line may feed directly tric Company. It also adds ma- the extended Horicon marsh , once a

into the 2200 - volt distribution cir- terially to the reserve generating ca- large lake , but now partially drained .

cuits. pacity of the plant so that some The river is fed as it flows south

It will thus be seen that the three economy of space results, and some ward by numerous streams, which

plants may work together. They driving gear and machinery are dis- themselves originate usually in small

ordinarily operate as substantially one pensed with. lakes and marshes, and it passes

generating unit by being associated Map 3 shows that the drainage through Lake Koshkonong, widely

during peak -loads. area of the Rock River above Janes- famous as a feeding ground for can

Under usual conditions of operat- ville includes nearly the whole of the vas -back ducks during their migra

ing, the two alternating machines in counties of Dane, Jefferson and tions.

the Central plantare utilized as Dodge, and considerable portions of At a point about a dozen miles from.

motors in driving the direct- current the counties of Rock, Waukesha, Janesville, the river receives the

machines, deriving their power from Washington and Fond du Lac, most waters of the Yahara which dis

the other two stations, and the alter- of which are notably excellent and charge from the Four Lakes of Madi

nating- current distribution lines of well cultivated farm and dairy coun- son and from the various small

the system are supplied by current ties . This gives a reasonable basis streams and marshes. The Fulton

from the other two plants through for expecting fairly stable conditions plant is located on the Yahara River

the Central plant switchboard. The of the water power, so that the fu- above its junction with the Rock

arrangement of the switchboard is ture power may be reasonably esti- River.

simple, but it affords the possibility mated from the records of the past. A peculiarity of the under soil of

of operating the plants in any com- The map illustrates in a rather the area robs the river at Janesville of

bination on the distribution circuits, graphic manner the general charac- that uniformity of Aow which might

either with each other or singly, as teristics of the drainage area with its be expected from the considerable

a
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area of lakes and marshes which con- mostly taken at stations below Janes- most advantage of the storage ponds

tribute to the waters of the river. ville , but the drainage area extend- at the dams for the purpose of help

A substratum of sand and gravel or ing to one of these stations is of the ing over peak -loads which demand

sandy nature lies beneath the sur- same general charcter as the area more power than the normal flow of

face soil and carries a heavy flow of above Janesville, and estimates of the the river at the time, but do not ex

ceed the capacity of the water -wheel
installation .

When the load has grown to make

this water-wheel capacity needed , it
EDGERTON

may be expected to operate as much

as 500 or 600 H. P. of the steam re

serve for several hours per day dur

ing the months of November and

December. Small amounts of steam

power will likely be required for

short times during some days in

other months,—such as the months of

August and September, when the

flow of the river is ordinarily at a

minimum , or the months of March

or April for the days of excessively

high water accompanied by decreased

head caused by back water . Fortu

nately the flow curve of the river has

its lowest position in months when

experience shows that the demand for

electrical energy is likely to be rela

tively small, and the total use of

steam power for the year may be

decidedly small.

Fig. 2 shows the general slope of

the flow curve of the river during a

year. This is merely typical and is

introduced to indicate the months of

the year when the low and high

water may be expected. The actual

flow curve of the river has many

sinuosities not shown .

Rainfall records taken within the

drainage area of the Rock River do

not extend far enough into past years

to be very serviceable as an aid to

estimating the stability of the water

power considered for a cycle of years,

but Fig . 3 shows the annual rainfall

averaged for eleven stations on the

drainage area and extending back for

fourteen years.

Fig. 6 shows the annual rainfall as

observed for fifty years past at the

cities of Beloit and Milwaukee. Be
JANESVILLE AND FULTON

loit is located on the Rock River

about 14 miles below Janesville. Mil

waukee is located directly on the

shore of Lake Michigan, about 8o

miles east of Janesville and a few

underground water throughout the Janesville flow must be based miles east of the eastern boundary of

year. It may be reasonably supposed those gaugings. the Rock River watershed . The ef

that a goodly proportion of the total It seems on this basis that the fect of the environment of Milwau

waters discharged from the area are Janesville Electric Company, after kee makes its rainfall records of lit

found in this underground flow , and raising its dam at Fulton a little , can tle use for consideration in connec

that the apparent river flow suffers afford to install water -wheels with a tion with the Rock River area .

most of the Aluctuations following capacity as a probable ultimate limit The Janesville Electric Company

precipitation, thus causing an in- of 2500 H. P. to meet the require- has made remarkable progress under

creased ratio between the waters dis- ments of increasing loads. Four- efficient management. During the

charged by the river in the high and fifths of this capacity would be about year 1905, the electrical output ag-.

low -water months of each year. equally divided between the Central gregated nearly 2,000,000 KW.- .

The gaugings of the Rock River do and Monterey plants, and the re- hours, which were absorbed by a city

not extend as far into the past as mainder would be located at Fulton . of 15,000 inhabitants. The corre

could be wished , and those records This equipment would be made with sponding output for the year 1903

that exist are meager and were the expectation of taking the ut- was a little more than half as great.
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During the year 1905, which was the head Indian Ford dam was wiped out the very last part of the year, the

first year in which the full advan by the high water , and the Edgerton same condition arose on account of

cage of the water power at the Cen- supply had to be purchased from the the growth of the output , and a

tral plant was available, there were Fulton plant, though ordinarily the steam -driven generator

only five days during which the steam Fulton plant only furnishes power to nected on the street railway service

nearly every evening for a short

time, but this condition will be helped

after the Monterey improvement is

OND, DU LA C completed this summer.

The saving in the cost of fuel

over operating a steam - driven sta

tion is sufficient of itself to make a

good return for the extra cost of the

power development.

The plants are also fairly economi
COLUMBI

cal from the standpoint of the labour

required, considering the division be

tween three cities . The Fulton plant ,

which operates under peak-loads , is

operated and cared for by one man

who lives in the vicinity of the plant .

When important repairs are required,

are sent from Janesville, but

otherwise this one man furnishes all

required labour.

WAUK ESHA

BE FFLER SON
The Monterey plant is operated for

the 24 hours by two men , one man

on each 12 -hour shift . The Central

plant is operated by four men , two
men on each 12 -hour shift. Thus the

three stations require a total of seven

operating attendants on the pay roll ,

whose labour is distributed during the

C ---K

Janesville 1 W AlWORTH
24 hours . These men have the care

of substantially 1200 KW . in gen

erating capacity beside tub trans

formers, water-wheels , steam

serves , and the like . If the plants
MAP 3, SHOWING THE DRAINAGE AREA OF ROCK RIVER. IT RISES IN A

were combined in a single steam
MARSHY REGION IN CENTRAL WISCONSIN AND DRAINS AN AREA OF ABOUT 3250

driven station furnishing the same
SQUARE MILES

variety of service , such a station

would probably require an aggregate

reserve was operated on account of Edgerton in the winter time, to help
of more than seven operating at

lack of water power ; these were the out with the peak - load between five

first five days of April, when the
tendents on the pay roll .

and six o'clock .

water reached a height greater than During the early part of the year

Delegates to the Saratoga conven

tion of the Street Railway Associa

tion of the State of New York, vis

ited Schenectady at the invitation of

the General Electric and American

Locomotive Companies. The party in

cluded about fifty members of the

association and was in charge of E.

F. Peck, manager of the Schenectady

Railway Company, and chairman of

the entertainment committee, and

other officials. Special cars, fur

nished by the local railway company,

brought the guests to the city, where

they were received by officials of the

American Locomotive Company.

After viewing the works , the party

proceeded to the factories of the

FIG . 6.- RECORDS OF RAINFALL AT BELOIT AND MILWAL'KEE.
General Electric Company where an

informal lunch was served in the new

firemen's headquarters building. The

had been recorded in the previous 1905 , a steam -driven generator was reception committee at the works in

twenty years . operated in connection with the street cluded J. G. Barry, C. P. Haskins,

During these days, three - fourths of railway service , but this was due to G. H. Hill. E. D. Priest, Theodore

the Fulton output was sent to Edger- the fact that the generating capacity Beran, manager of the New York

ton because the power of the low- had not been fully installed. During office ; F. H. Gale and others.
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Protection From Lightning During 1905

A REPORT READ AT THE ATLANTIC CITY CONVENTION OF THE NATIONAL ELECTRIC LIGHT ASSOCIATION
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the plants of large kilowatt capacity one for every 5400 kilowatts capacity
protection from lightning dur this is apparently reversed ; but when over 10,000 volts , it is surprising

ing the year 1905, presented it is considered that one transformer that more of the large plants are not

at the Atlantic City Convention of the was lost for every 1850 kilowatts sta- in the troubled class " C."

National Electric Light Association tion capacity under 10,000 volts and The money -value of property de

by a committee consisting of Alex .

Dow , C. A. Honnold, and R. A.
STATISTICS FROM REPORTS ON LIGHTNING TROUBLES DURING 1905

Stewart , the effects of lightning and
-Under 10,000 Volts -Over 10,000 Volts

static disturbances depend so much 0:000 VoltsA Total

on local conditions and are felt at
Total companies reporting .. 11

Total kw capacity of stations.
33,230 70,200 25,775 50,825 4985 84,680 269,695

such rare intervals that it is not pos Average kw capacity per company . 830 3.690 1660 7700

Stations under 200 -kw 12

sible to formulate any general prin 200 to 490 -kw

ciples from the study of the expe
500 to 990 -kw .

Stations 1000 to 1490 -kw

riences of a single lightinglighting and
1500 to 1990 -kw

2000 to 2990 -kw

power system . 3000 to 4990 -kw .

5000 -kw and over

If , however, the experiences of a Distribution voltage

large number of stations, located in 110 to 250 volts

500 to 700 volts .. 3

all sections of the United States , are 1000 to 1200 volts .

2000 to 2500 volts . 14

tabulated, these statistics should be 4000 to 4600 volts .
0

very helpful in deciding on what Transmission voltage

3500 to 4600 volts .

methods of protection should be 5500 volts ..

6600 volts .

adopted in any particular case . In 10,000 to 13,000 volts

order to obtain such statistics the 20,000 to 24,000 volts .

30,000 to 36,000 volts .

committee sent to each of the com- 40,000 to 45,000 volts

panies in the National Electric Light
55,000 volts ...

Length of transmission lines ---miles 117 138 64

Association a circular letter asking Under 60 cycles .
5

60 cycles ...

for information in regard to lightning 125 to 140 cycles .

troubles during 1905 . Single -phase .

Two-phase ..

The replies were classed under two Three - phase ..

Direct - current service only .

general heads:-Stations operating Companies using G. E. arresters . 77

under 10,000 volts, and stations hav
Companies using Westinghouse arresters .

Companies using Stanley arresters ...

ing transmission lines of 10,000 volts Companies using Garton -Daniels arresters .

Companies using miscellaneous arresters..

or over . This division is natural, for Companies using choke coils ..
45

very few , except the stations operat
Companies using no choke coils.

Companies using overhead ground wires.

ing at very high voltage, have long Companies using no overhead ground wires 94

Apparatus injured during 1905

transmission lines, and the methods Lightning arresters...
107

Transformers

of protecting transmission lines are
Meters .

different from those used in distribu- Armatures

Oil switches .

tion lines. Shut - downs due to too violent discharges or to arc holding

Each one of these two classes was
on in arresters ? .. Yes

No

divided into three, as follows:
Number of times

8 30

Were there damages therefrom ? .. Yes

A. Companies suffering no dam No
77

age .
Were apparatus or lines burned out or grounded due to

failure of arresters to discharge ? .. Yes

B. Companies whose losses were
No

72

Number of times

confined to lightning arresters and Were there damages therefrom ?

meters,
70

Shut-downs due to discharges between line wires ...... Yes

C. Companies suffering more se No
99

Number of times 14

rious losses. All who had lost trans- Have poles been split or insulators been broken by light

formers or other expensive apparatus
ning discharges ?. 26

No 15 7

were included under this head . Number of poles split

Number of insulators broken .

The table on this page gives the Companies reporting that damages are most frequently

results of the inquiry .
caused by severe storms ... 57

Companies reporting that damages are most frequently

In analyzing these results special caused bymild storms and static charges...
1

attention is called to the following
Are lines seriously affected at a distance from the center of

a storm ?

No 15

points :
13 63

Shutdowns due to damages caused by sudden changes of

Freedom from Trouble. - Two- load or short - circuits ?.
Yes

No 10 9 56

thirds of the companies have been
Number of times 37 178

practically free from trouble. This
Were the damages serious ? 5

No 27

proportion holds in the high -tension Is your lightning protection satisfactory ?.
Yes

No

as well as the low -tension plants. In Companies advising the use of more arresters . , 7 24

16
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stroyed by lightning is extremely storms. All burn -outs have been The Use of Choke Coils .—These

small compared with the value of the short -circuited coils , and none have are usually installed in high -tension

plants , for, even when transformers been due to discharges to earth . plants, but in plants under 10,000

are burned out, they can be repaired These generators are 200 -KW , 6600- voits choke coils are not very com

at moderate expense. The principalThe principal volt, three-phase, Y -wound machines, mon . No argument, for or aginst

loss is due to interruption of service. and both the inductance and the their use , can be deduced from the

The freedom from trouble is due length of wire in the armature are replies received, for the main gen

largely to the increased use of light- consequentiy very great . erating stations have had few burn

ning arresters and largely to the high It is very possible that the length outs .

grade of insulation in modern trans- of the static wave in the armature is Many series transformers on sta

formers and generators . Every year, reduced so much by the inductance tion switchboards have been burned

as old transformers are replaced by that it is sometimes comparable in out, both in stations protected by

newer types and as defective light- length with that of the wire in the choke coils and in those unprotected.

ning arresters are replaced by more armature . With such short waves , A considerable part of the discharge

efficient types properly located in the the difference of potential between the must have passed the choke coils

system , the troubles should diminish . lightning arrester taps will be small to burn out this apparatus. Ex

Type of the Average Station.- and the arresters will not protect the periments have shown that choke

The standard station at the present generators. The committee's recom- coils reduce the strain on the ends

time runs at 2300 volts , 60 cycles , mendation to connect lower- of the windings of generators or

three -phase. There is a large num- voltage arresters across portions of transformers, and they should, there

ber of two -phase stations operating the armature winding of course fore, prevent this apparatus from re

below 10,000 volts, but above 10,000 leaving no part of the winding un- ceiving as high a potential strain as

volts practically all plants are three- protected by arrester . A dis- that required to break down the ar

phase. The average size of stations charge would jump across one ar- resters .

below 10,000 volts is 1540 kilowatts, rester after the other in succession The Use of Overhead Ground

and of stations of 10,000 volts and (not simultaneously ), and the maxi- Wires. - Overhead ground wires are

over is 4840 kilowatts . mum potential strain would be that rarely used . On distribution lines

Arresters Injured . - There has been necessary to break down each low- they are a menace to the linemen ,

quite a little trouble with burned -out voltage arrester . and have been taken down, after

graphite resistances in lightning ar- Suppose, for example, that a short trial , by several companies. Barbed

resters . This resistance is a very electric wave enters the generator wire is especially troublesome. The

variable quantity, being greatly af- and that its wave length in the ar- benefit derived from overhead ground

fected by electric discharges. Car- mature is just equal to the length wires on distribution lines is doubt

borundum and other mixtures are of wire between two terminals . The ful . On transmission lines they are

used in the latest types, and resist- potential difference between the two of undoubted service . The few com

ances of these materials seem to be terminals, due to the discharge, panies that use them report that they

constant and do not fly to pieces as would be zero . If, however, the po- are well satisfied , and some are even

the graphite rods do. tential difference across one armature enthusiastic. It is still a disputed

The wire resistances in the West- coil were measured, it might be very question as to whether they are

inghouse low - equivalent arresters large . In this case, arrester worth the cost . There is danger of

have also burned out in several cases . placed across the terminals would be trouble from breaking of these ground

Objection is made to the wire resist use, but several connected wires unless they are very heavily

ance that the path to earth is very across the several sections of the galvanized iron or heavy copper

far from straight, and that the chok- armature would be effective. wires , and either of these would add

ing effect of this circuitous path Very few stations experience simi- considerable to the cost of a line.

must be great . It is to be hoped lar trouble, for their high -voltage The Use of Lightning Arresters.

that the manufacturers realize that generators are larger , the length of Most companies have learned from

the resistances are the weak spots in wire in the armature is less , and the " before and after " experience that

their arresters , and that they will be inductance is smaller. The electric lightning arresters are absolutely ne

able to furnish resistances which are waves are , therefore, much longer, cessary . As to the location of these,

free from the trouble of the past. compared with the length of wire in many feel that they have not enough

Transformers Burned Out . — These the armature circuit. It should be on the lines. One very good way of

have been usually small, old, air- noted, however, that trouble in high- telling where new arresters are

cooled type or switchboard series or voltage transformers may often be quired is to keep a special map of the
shunt transformers. Very often trans- due to this cause . distribution system and mark on this

former fuses are blown or lightning In several cases transformers pro- the location of any burn - outs .

jumps from the transformer lead to tected by choke coils and arresters Lightning may never strike twice

the case without injuring the trans- have had the leads punctured on the in the same place, but it often makes

former . transformer side of the choke coils . itself manifest in the same part of

Meters Burned Out. - Wattmeters The question is , " what was the good a distribution system . A system of

are frequently burned out. The dam- of the choke coils if they did not different marks can easily be arranged

ages are slight, and there is usually prevent this ?" Possibly the choke to show what kind of apparatus was

no interruption to the service , but coils added just enough inductance injured, how it was protected by ar

the company loses quite a little while and length to the transformer circuit resters , how severe the storm , and so

the meter is not registering.
to reduce the potential difference forth . Much more can be learned

Armatures injured . There has across the arresters for that particular from such a map than from the re

been little trouble with the main discharge. This trouble was guard- cords usually kept.

generators. one high - tension ed against when choke coils were It should be remembered that, ex

plant the two generators, which are first used by connecting arresters to cept on railway lines, arresters should

weil protected by arresters,
have both the transformer side and line be located near apparatus to be pro

burned out repeatedly during mild side of the coils . tected or on junction poles . It is

an

of no

?
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very good to have a general rule as fined to special localities . Every cept in two large plants in Utah and

to the proper number of arresters company should be able to tell from Colorado. The New England, North

per mile, but the rule should be flex- its past history whether or not special Atlantic, Pacific and Southwestern

ible enough to permit of locating ar- precautions should be taken to guard States had about the same amount of

resters near transformers. If there against broken insulators and poles . trouble as the average of the entire

is a long distance between trans- To the question as to whether the United States .

formers, the capacity of this line damages to apparatus were caused As more than one -third of all the

helps very materially in keeping most frequently by severe storms, by reports came from New England,

down excessive potential strains, and, mild storms, or by static charges on New York and Pennsylvania, the

therefore, needs no arresters . the wires , practically all who replied conclusions concerning the trouble

On transmission lines arresters had the most trouble from severe in most of the United States are

should not be scattered along the storms. Four had the same trouble based on meagre testimony. Except

line, for an arrester is a weak spot on from static as from severe storms. in New Mexico, Arizona, South Da

the line and should be placed where Arresters which discharge freely , or , kota , and Nevada, the reports are

it can be inspected from time to in other words, which do not have very well scattered over the United

time. Apparatus connected to the too much resistance throttling the States .

line needs protection rather than the discharge, should , therefore, be most The portions of the United States

line itself . useful. The long air gap generally in whichin which lightning was most de

Failures of Arresters. — The chief required for such an arrester prevents structive follows :-South

cause of trouble seems to be due to it from handling the occasional eastern Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri,

failure of arresters to discharge, trouble from static charges and mild Illinois, Eastern Ohio , North Caro

though there was nearly as much storms. An arrester with a long air lina and Northern Georgia . It may

trouble due to too violent discharges gap, part of which is shunted by a be that the companies reporting from
through arresters . Apparently there high resistance, is equally effective in these sections were more unlucky

is little trouble in the average station both severe and mild storms. than the others.

from discharges between line wires. The question, " Are lines seriously Conclusions. - In analyzing the

Many such discharges, however, may affected at a long distance from the statistics , it should be remembered

not have been recognized as such . centre of a storm ? " was answered by that complete records of lightning

Static discharges are assumed as go nearly all in the negative. Some, troubles are seldom kept, and many

ing to earth unless there is positive however, cited special cases where of the figures are very approximate

proof to the contrary .
apparatus had been injured several estimates. Any conclusions that may

Shut - Downs Due to Sudden miles from the storm centre. Waves be drawn should, therefore, be qual

Changes of Load and Short -Cir- of low frequency may travel long dis- itative rather than quantitative.

cuits , and Damages Resulting There- tances on the line until they find a

from . — Short - circuits and sudden weak spot or are reflected back at

changes of load do not seem to have the end of the line with increased
Electric Haulage on the TeltowCanal

set up high-frequenccy currents that potential at this point. The ends of
SYSTEM of electric haulage

damaged insulation very much . In

one plant high- tension cables were vided with arresters . Those with
on the Teltow Canal, in Ger

sometimes punctured from this cause. short gaps and resistances, or with
many, was started early in

In another case a 20 -KW . trans- both series and shunted gaps, are
June. Tractors for hauling the ves

most suitable at the ends of lines .
sels run on tracks at the side of the

former was burned out, and probably
canal for a distance of twenty - five

this was the cause rather than the In reply to the question, “ Are you

result of the short- circuit. satisfied that your apparatus is as
miles, current being taken from over

head wires. In tli
No other short -circuits reported fully protected as you would wish ? "

power station .

most of those who had little trouble close to the canal, two 1000-H . P.
were followed by damages that could

have been brought about by high- were satisfied , and most of those who
steam turbines each drive a three

frequency currents. Experimental had had trouble felt that there was
phase generator and a small direct

current machine. The three -phase
tests and several actual examples much room for improvement. The

show how destructive high -frequency majority thought that this improve
machines supply the mains along the

currents set up by short-circuits and ment should consist in the installa whole length of the canal with 50

sudden changes of load may occa- tion of more arresters of similar type.
cycle current at 6000 volts. The di

sionally be, but in the average plant Quite a few who “ had never had any
rect-current generators supply cur

the conditions do not seem to be trouble” were not satisfied with their rent for working the tractors in the
theimmediate neighbourhood ofjust right for setting up these dan- protective apparatus. They probably

power station .
felt that they were lucky, and that

theFor working
gerous oscillations.

Protection of Poles and Insulators.

further reaches of the canal a sub
this luck might change if they gave

-One argument for overhead ground too much credit to their arresters . station is provided, in which the

wires is that the poles and insulators Several objected to the large number high -pressure three -phase current is

converted into continuous current for
are protected by them . Only 25 per of angles and bends which the dis

The current

cent. of the companies replying to charge to earth has to make in some
working the tractors.

of the standard makes of arresters ,this question have had poles struck,
thus obtained is not only utilized for

and on the poles struck few in- and many thought that the resistances
haulage, but provides for the lighting

sulators were broken .
of the entire canal, and for the oper

One pole was used could be much improved. Only
ation of tramways in the district.

struck for every 2860 -KW . capacity two or three made severe criticisms.

of station . One pole was struck for Experience of the Different Sec

every 19 miles of high -tension trans- tions of the United States. — The Prizes for essays by public school

mission line, and one insulator was South Atlantic, Central, and North- pupils on the domestic vises of elec

broken for every 62 miles. Inter- western States appear to have had tricity were recently awarded by the

ruptions to service due to broken in- the most trouble. The Rocky Moun- Mifflin County Gas & Electric Com

sulators are very rare , and are con- tain district reported no trouble ex- pany, of Lewiston, Pa.

long lines should,therefore, be pro A
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Photographic Investigations of Electric Sparks

By DR. ALFRED GRADENWITZ

Slecinietis

coatings of the Leyden jars employed.

A metal point resting in the mid

dle of the sensitive surface will give

a monopolar field picture, while two

points communicating with the same

conductor result in a bipolar field

picture between the two poles of the

same sign , as shown in Fig. 5. 1 wo

points communicating with conduc

tors of opposite signs give a bipolar

field picture between the two poles of

opposite signs , as in Fig. 6. Photo

graphs of the latter are the more

difficult to obtain , as the amount of

current required is very small. When

using a number of points, photo

graphs of multipolar electrical fields

will be obtained .

In order to avoid the veil , due to

the spark , “ anti-halo " plates should

be used. Moreover, the plate should

be immersed and the discharge ef

fected in compressed red mercury

oxide. Fig. 7 shows the image thus

obtained between two points at right

angles to the surface of the plate .

In this novel picture of electric

discharge will be seen an aureola

round each point characteristic of the

positive or negative sign of the lat

ter , and some coarser lines going

from one point to the other. The

particles tracing the aureolas show a

different behaviour from those pro

FIG. 1. - A PHOTOGRAPH OF A SPARK DISCHARGE TRACING THE WORD " ELECTRICITE"

Sº
OME highly interesting investiga- produced on the sensitive surface the

tions on the behaviour of elec- tracing of the openings.

tric discharges have been car- The plate is placed on metal foil

ried out during the last few years by joined to the outer coating of one

Dr. Stephane Leduc, of Nantes, of the Leyden jars of a Wimshurst

France. machine, and a point connected to

A photographic picture of an elec- the outer coating of the other jar is

trical discharge is obtained by pro- placed perpendicularly to the sensi

ducing the latter in a dark room on tive surface in the middle of the trac

the sensitive surface of a photo- ing. The two poles of the machine

graphic plate , which is afterward de- are connected respectively with the

veloped . This process may be used inner coatings of each jar, the sensi

to obtain an infinite variety of orna- tive surface of the plate being pro

mental figures which are well suited tected by a screen against the veil

to decorative purposes, being not un- due to the discharge of sparks.

like those given by kaleidoscopes or Upon developing the plate an orna

derived from nature . Figs. 2 and mental figure will appear on it , vary

3 show several of the figures ob- ing in design according to the metal

tained by Dr. Leduc. lic conductors, the arrangement and

On the sensitive surface of a pho- nature of the powder, the tension and

tographic plate is placed a cut pat- strength of current, moisture and the

tern of the form to be reproduced , temperature of the air. This opera

and a fine powder, such as starch , tion will be found very interesting,

amylum or metallic oxide , is spread as the variety of the factors men

over the plate by the aid of a fine tioned results in a great variation in

sieve . l'pon removing the pattern the figures obtained . Letters and

the powder will be found to have re- words may also be traced in this

manner, as shown in Fig . I , repre

senting the word " Electricité."

Dr. Leduc also uses photography

for representing electric fields . Pre

vious endeavours made in this line

have given rather poor results, but

Leduc's process gives a means of ob

taining a highly satisfactory repre
sentation of electric fields. Silent

discharges are photographed to ob

tain an image of electric spectra , by

arranging the metallic point and

plate in exactly the same way in re

gard to the photographic plate as in
producing ornamental designs. In

order to photograph disruptive dis

charges the metal point and plate are

likewise connected to the externalFIG. 2. - A DECORATIVE SPARK FIGS . 3 AND 4. - DECORATIVE SPARK DESIGNS
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Its ap

WITH THE PLATE AS THE NEGATIVE

SAME SIGN

1

FROM TWO POLES OF

OPPOSITE SIGN

FIG. 10.—A DISCHARGE FROM A NEGATIVE POLE

WITH THE PLATE AS THE POSITIVE

If the discharge be produced at the

same tension , one point being con

nected to the earth , the aureola sur

rounding the latter point will be

rather reduced and the other aureola

will be increased in the same propor

tion .

Fig. 8 shows a line spark , with the

left -hand point negative and the

right-hand point positive.

pearance is accounted for by suppos

ing the lines to be traced by such

particles as have received , at the con

tact of either point , a charge of the

same sign, thus being repelled and FIG. 9.—A DISCHARGE FROM A POSITIVE POLE

attracted by the other point. TheseFIG. 5.—A DISCHARGE FROM TWO POLES OF THE

particles carrying electrical charges

will attract neutral molecules which ,

on being directed towards the point,

trace the aureola . In the middle of

the spark there is a neutral zone

without an aureola , the particles of

the two halves being thrown against

one another with opposite charges, so

as to neutralize each other.

When using a point as one of the

electrodes and a plate as the other,

the discharge will take place only in

one direction from the point toward
FIG. 6.—A DISCHARGE the plate, the aureola showing

throughout its length the character

of the discharge, whether positive or

ducing the lines, their electrical state negative. A positive discharge will to occur, are too often lost sight of .

being different . In fact, the aureolas appear as in Fig. 9 , and a negative Wherever there is any chance of the

seem to be formed by the molecules discharge as Fig. 10 . line coming in contact with the roof ,

of air attracted by each point . While the spot should be plugged for an in

the coarse lines depend only on the sulator ; a 4 -inch square wooden plug

potential difference between the two
Telephones in Mines

is usually sufficient distance between

points , the aureolas depend on that the pairs of plugs to prevent induc

between the point and the surround
The principal points to overcome tion .

ing air.
in installing mine telephones, accord The instrument should be secured

ing to “ The Engineering and Mining
to a solid plank in a place that is

Journal,” are dampness, induction,
selected for its freedom from moist

vibration , and difficulties of installa
ure as well as for its convenience.

tion .

By using No. 12 rubber -covered wire

In overcoming the first it is neces
properly stretched and bound to in

sary, where wires run down shafts,

sulators, there will be little or
use lead-encased rubber-covered

trouble .

wire . This should be run or enclosed

The average expense of maintain
in an iron pipe of sufficient size ; it

will be found from experience that
ing a system of six instruments is

about $ 40 per year. This expense is
the small lumps that continually fall

necessitated by the purchase of new

from the cage or hoistway will in a batteries , repairing brakes , etc. In

short time wear the lead cover to
some slopes it is found more practi

FIG . 7.—A DISCHARGE PHOTOGRAPHED WITH- pieces ; hence the iron pipe . Often ,
cable to run wires on thr roof, esOUT THE HALO OR VEIL, BETWEEN TWO POINTS

after reaching the foot of the shafts,
pecially if it be level ; in ɔther casesit is desired to extend the line some

distance into the mines; by separat
it will be found more practicable to

run them on the side . The cars in
ing the wires a sufficient distance ( 2

feet is good practice ), using No. 12
running down the slope sometimes

jump the track , the rope becomes
rubber-covered wire , the induction

effect is minimized.
tangled, and the line wires are apt to

For work in
be torn and otherwise damaged.

mines where electric traction

power feeders are installed , the dis

tance should be increased. It is reported that in order to in

The chief trouble with the major crease the traffic facilities on the Ber

part of telephone installations in the lin Elevated Railroad the plan of

mines is the utter disregard of con- using two -story cars is being con

ditions that are required to be met. sidered. The German Society of

FIG . 8.—A DISCHARGE BETWEEN TWO POLES ,
The constantconstant dampness, and the Mechanical Engineers has offered a

movement of the roof, as well as prize of 6000 marks about $ 1400 )

POSITIVE AT THE RIGHT other mechanical injury that is apt fer a feasible design .

no

to

PERPENDICU'LAR TO THE PLATE

or

THE NEGATIVE BEING AT THE LEFT AND THE



Line Construction for Overhead Light and

Power Service

By PAUL SPENCER

1 Paper Read at the Atlantic City Convention of the National Electric Light Association

AN

arms

N electric light and power sys derground, even in localities where Third ,-sightliness of the construc

tem can broadly be divided the cost of the necessary under- tion .

into three parts, the genera- ground construction is out of all The question of cost has been

tion, the distribution, and the utiliza- proportion to the revenue to be ob- omitted altogether, as the cost of a

tion of the current. The progress tained in the territory . The writer well-built line over that of a poorly

made in two of these departments, does not believe that the objections built line should be of no moment

namely, the generating and the utili- to overhead lines can be altogether as compared with the much greater

zation of the current, has been con- eliminated . A pole line can never be safety and reliability of the former

stant and rapid. The greatest possi- said to be, in itself , an artistic crea- construction .

ble care and thought have been given tion , a thing of beauty, or an orna- These first two requirements, safety

to designing and building the power ment to the landscape; but with more and reliability , can be considered to

station and to its equipment with care given to the construction, such gether, the first embracing the sec

machinery that will insure uninter- lines can be made safe and reliable ond, for safe construction implies re

rupted service. and their unsightliness reduced to a liability of service . To meet these

The improvement in the reliability minimum , so as to be unobjection- requirements we should use , first of

of arc and incandescent lamps, of able as compared with the benefits all , structurally sound material, of

motors, and of all other appliances of the electric service , which only ample strength to withstand, under
for transforming the current into their use will permit. all conditions of service , the strains

useful work, has also been a matter The problem of constructing a sat- to which the line may be subjected .

for careful engineering study. But isfactory overhead line is not an easy The poles should not have less

the central link in the chain , the dis- one. There are many conditions that than 7 -inch tops, should be set not

tribution of the current from the are not altogether in the control of less than 5 feet in the ground and

power station to the consumer, has the line superintendent. Suitable pole be held firmly, by substantial guying

received much less attention . locations are frequently difficult to against sideor end pulls. The cross

Granted conditions where under- obtain. The highway along which should be of sound , honest

ground construction is economically the line must run is generally , to wood, and not the sap-wood variety ,
feasible, the distribution problem some extent at least , obstructed by which are covered with so-called red

stands a chance of intelligent consid- trees which can only be trimmed paint to hide their defects, and which

eration and of being satisfactorily sparingly , and may also be occupied are made up of the leavings of the
solved along engineering lines, with by the lines of other companies, mills after the good wood has been

proper consideration given to reli- whose construction must be taken cut into building timber and floor
ability of service, freedom from acci- into consideration to avoid an ing . They should be firmly bolted

dents, safety to the public and em- sightly and dangerous tangle of poles to the pole and should be braced .

ployees, and the future growth and and wires . The line wires should not be less

development of the situation . The back alleys of some of the than No. 6 B. & S. gauge in size ,

But the possibility of underground smaller cities , where alley construc- and they should be strung with am

distribution is limited to more or less tion is in vogue, illustrate the hope- ple clearanceple clearance over highways and

thickly settled territories. Consider- less mess which results when two or footways, and should be inaccessible

ing electric light companies as a more electric light and telephone to the general public from bridges

whole, the largest extent of the ter- companies build their lines without or buildings.

ritory covered must be reached by reference to the lines of the other The guy wires should be of stranded

overhead lines. And when it comes fellow . To avoid such conditions cable and not solid wire . They

to overhead distribution , the engi- and to construct well-built lines should be insulated , and , so far as

neer seems to have thought the mat- should be the endeavour of every possible, installed so they cannot be

ter too trifling for his efforts , and to electric light manager whose service, easily reached from the ground .

have left the problem to solve itself in whole or in large part, is supplied Ground wires should not be in

or to be worked out by the rule-of- by overhead construction. stalled unless they can be connected

thumb methods of the line gang . The points to be considered in line to a permanent and effectual ground.

The result is shown in the gener- construction in the order of their im- A ground wire connected to a poor

ally poor construction of overhead portance are the following:- ground not only fails when it be

lines throughout the country and by First and foremost, to which all comes charged to give the protection

the general belief that overhead ser- others must be entirely secondary , - for which it is supposed to be in

vice is much more unreliable than the safety of the public and the com- stalled , but becomes a positive source

underground service , and is responsi- pany's employees. of danger to the passer-by.

ble, in a great measure, for the agita- Second , the reliability of the com- For the safety of employees, pole

tion in favour of placing wires un- pany's service . wiring should be carried out in a

un

a
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SO The dimensions are as follows :--

66

systematic manner, as to leave

space on the pole for climbing and

working. To protect the trimmer,

series arc lamps should have absolute

cut -outs.

Due consideration should be given

to the wires of other companies in

the territory. We must remember

35

Length Diameter at Top Diameter at Butt

25 feet 7 inches 10 inches

30 7 103

7 11

40 12

45 14

NOTE . — Diameters given are the diameters of the in

scribed circle.

66 46

f.

F
o
o
r
u
m

f.6

+
gai

n

larly . The cross-arnis should be of

uniform length .

Wires should be pulled up with

similar sag, and should not be left

with any greater amount of sag than

is necessary to relieve the strain due

to contraction at low temperature.

Systematic pole wiring, with taps

for transformer connections and for

branch circuits led across the pole

horizontally and dropped perpendicu

larly , will do a great deal to help the

looks of things. Nothing is more
unsightly than a pole with wires

crossing it and leaving it in all direc

tions and at all angles.

After the line is completed there

remains the necessity of constant in

spection and maintenance in order to

keep it in good condition.

The above points have been enu

merated in order to call attention

to some of the most important items

that enter into the problem of line

construction. The subject is one of

endless detail , and it may be of in

terest to quote at some length from

the line specification recently pre

pared for the electric companies of

the United Gas Improvement Com

pany and of the Public Service Cor

poration of New Jersey . Omitting

many paragraphs which deal with

minor details, the principal sections

are as follows:

POLES

Specification .—All poles used must

be purchased under, and conform to ,

the company's standard specification.

Round chestnut poles should be used

where possible, but wooden piles

other than chestnut may be used in

localities where it is difficult to ob

tain chestnut poles . If municipal

regulations require a finished pole ,

yellow pine poles, in accordance with

the company's specification therefor,

may be installed .

Chestnut poles should be of sound,

live , straight chestnut, squared at

both ends, well proportioned from

butt to top, peeled, and with knots

trimmed close .

The poles should be of the follow

ing dimensions:

Poles should be finished smooth .

Butts are sawed square and the tops

pointed at an angle of 60 degrees.

The cross -section of the finished

poles, at any point, is a true octagon .

Poles are shipped unpainted, but

are given one coat of boiled linseed

oil before shipment.

Poles are inspected at point of de

livery, and all poles not in accord

ance with these specifications should

be rejected .

Height. - Unless taller poles are re

quired by municipal ordinance, or by

exceptional conditions, the standard

height in cities or thickly settled lo

calities should be 35 feet for poles to

carry either one or two cross -arms,

40 feet for poles to carry three or

four cross - arms, and 45 feet for poles

to carry over four cross -arms. For

lines in suburban districts 30 -foot

poles may be used to advantage, and

their use is recommended . In gen

eral , stability of construction is sac

rificed by using poles higher than

necessary. The height of a pole is

always considered as the total length

over all .

Trimming . - Before being set , poles

should be well trimmed and shaved,

every effort being made to have their

appearance when set as unobjection

able as possible. The top of each

pole should be roofed at an angle of

45 degrees, as shown in Fig . 1 .

Cross-Arm Gains. - Gains for the

FIG. I. - POLE FRAMING

that the telephone and fire -alarm

wires have much less mechanical

strength than the line wires used by

electric light companies, and that in

case of sleet -storms they are the ones

that are likely to break and come

down, making possible contact with

the electric light wires .

The writer does not believe in in

stalling guard wires as a protection

against such possible crosses with

other wires. The stable and proper

installation of such guard wires in a

general distribution system is imprac

ticable, and as they would generally

have to be installed , they would in

crease rather than lessen the chances

of trouble. When electric light, fire

alarm and telephone wires must be

run in proximity, the best results

to all concerned and to the public

will be obtained by having the elec

tric light wires on top and above all

other wires, and when they must be

run on the same side of a highway,

joint occupancy of a single pole line

is preferable to separate and con

flicting pole lines .

Sightliness of construction will be

best obtained by having the work

done in a systematic manner and by

using poles of a uniform height and

size, set and maintained perpendicu

+Length of Pole

Circumference

at Top
Not Less Than

22 inches

22
POLE Guy STIS

64

FIG . 2.-CRIB BRACING

30 feet
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Circumference
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Sawed octagonal poles should be

made of long -leaf yellow pine, sound,

straight grain, and free from sapwood

and unsound or large knots.

cross -arms up to the expected carry

ing capacity of the line should be

cut in a pole before the latter is set .

Gains should be cut square with axis

of pole, and with all other gains :

they should be 4.5 inches wide to

securely fit the cross -arms, and should

inch deep and spaced 24 inches
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venient to step poles carrying trans

formers. The location of steps on

a pole is shown in Fig. 3. They

should always be placed on a line

with the street on which the pole is

located .

apart on centres, as shown in Fig .

I. The gains for ten -pin cross - arms

are 5 inches wide. The distance from

the peak of the pole to the top of the

upper gain is 9 inches.

Painting . – Poles that are to be

painted are given a priming coat of

standard green pole paint before be

ing taken from the yard , special at

tention being taken to paint thor

oughly the roof, gains and parts of

the pole to be set in the ground.

After the pole is set , and construc

tion line work thereon has been com

pleted, the pole is given a second or

finishing coat of standard green pole

paint. Cross -arm braces, pins, switch

I
FIG . 4.-STRAIGHT LINE GUYING

Street Rights of Way . - Pole lines

on streets are preferable to those over

private property. Where possible,

poles should be located at the cor

ners of intersecting streets . Lines

should be laid out to follow one side

of the street , so that the number of

street crossings shall be a minimum .

In laying out a new line , care should

be taken to obtain an unobstructed

right of way. Select the side of the

street most free from trees and avoid

erecting pole lines that will conflict

with existing pole lines of other com

panies. Objection should always be

made to the erection by other com

panies of pole lines paralleling and

on the same side of the street as ex

isting pole lines of this company.

Line Level. - The lengths of poles

· are so proportioned to the contour of

the country, or to adjacent poles of

exceptional height set to clear obsta

cles , that abrupt changes in the level

of the wires will not occur .

Pole Setting. – Poles should be set

in the ground to depths specified in

Table I. At line terminals, corners ,

curves, and other points of exces

sive strain , poles are set in the

ground an additional 6 inches. They

should be set to stand perpendicu

larly when the line is completed . Ex

ception can be taken to this rule in

that a very slight lean against the

strain can be given to poles at line

terminals, corners , curves , and other

points of excessive strain .

1

T

-

-
9
-
5

POLE GUYING

When to Use Guys . - Guys should

be used whenever they can be located

so as to counteract the strain of the

wires attached to a pole, and so pre

vent the pole from being pulled from

its proper position in a line. The

following general instructions cover

some of the special cases where guy

ing may be required. On straight

lines carrying more than one cross

arm , poles should be head -guyed at

convenient intervals, i . e . , guys should

extend from the top of a pole to the

butts of the adjacent poles in the line

on either side . If possible , this same

pole should be side -guyed, i . e . , guys

should extend from the top of the

pole on either side at right angles

to the line to guy stubs or other

supports.

On street lines, side-guying can be

employed only in comparatively few

instances . Straight line guying is for

the purpose of giving additional sta

bility to a line in case of severe

storms, and is illustrated in Fig. 4.

Line terminal poles are head - guyed ,

and on heavy lines the two poles

next to the terminal poles are head

guyed to assist the latter in taking

the terminal strain, as in Fig . 6.

Poles at the terminals of long spans

are guyed to counteract the extra

strain on the pole due to the long

T

-
1
4
-
0

7
-
4

TABLE 1. - POLE DIMENSIONS AND SETTINGS

MINIMUM CIR . DEPTH IN GROUND

Length

Curves,

Corners
Over All 6 Ft . from Top Straight and Points

in Feet Butt Lines of Extra

Strain

30 37" 22 " 5. ' 6. '

35 41 " 22 " 5.5' 6. '

40 22 6 . 6.5

45 47" 6.5 7. '

50 50 " 6.5' 7. '

55 53 " 224 7. ' 7.5'

60 57" 22 7. ' 7.5

65 60 " 22 " 7.5

70 63 " 22 " 7.5

75 66 " 8.5'

80 70 " 22 " 8. ' 8.5

阳
历

的历
历

如
防

心
仍

8. '

8. '

FIG . 3. - LOCATION OF POLE STEPS 22 8.1

ИH
FIG . 5.—HEAD GUYING

boxes, wooden pole steps and other Crib - Bracing. – Poles which cannot

pole fixtures are painted at the same be strongly guyed and which must
time. be set in soft ground, may be given

Pole Numbering . - In order that additional stability by crib -bracing,

complete records of the locations and as shown in Fig . 2 . This consists in

number of poles in use may be kept, placing at the points of maximum

it is necessary that every pole belong- strain two logs, about 5 feet long and

ing to the company, and every pole not less than 8 inches in diameter.

that is the joint property of the com These furnish considerable extra bear

pany and of some foreign company, ing surface, tending to hold the pole

be numbered and the initial letters of in position. The top brace alone.

the company marked thereon . or both braces, can be used accord

Spacing . – For heavy trunk lines to ing to the amount of additional sta

carry three or more cross-arms, the bility required .

spans should not exceed 110 feet . Poles to Be Stepped . - All poles

For main lines to carry two cross carrying branch cut-outs, incandes

arms , the spans should not exceed cent lamps or other attachments that

125 feet . For branch lines that will may require frequent attention , as

never carry more than one also all testing poles , are stepped to

arm , the spans should not exceed 140 facilitate climbing them . For the

feet .

span , as shown in Fig . 5 . In turn

ing a corner with one pole , guysare

preferably placed as shown in Fig .

7. In turning a corner with two

poles, guys are preferably located as

shown in Fig. 8 .

On curved lines carrying not more

than one cross - arm , the guys are

located in a line with the radius of

the curve on every pole with an offset
of more than 10 feet . On lines car

rying more than one cross -arm , asame reason , it will be found con

cross
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a

guy is located on every pole having placed and pulled to the required

an offset of more than 5 feet . Poles tension before the lines are strung .

on steep hills are head-guyed. Stub-Guying. – When a line cannot

Guy Wire. — The material used for be properly guyed by means of other

poles in the vicinity , guy stubs are

set , as shown in Fig . 2. Guy stubs

should be of sound chestnut, at least

8 inches in diameter, and of sufficient

length to raise the attached guys to

the proper height from the ground

or from obstacles as herein specified.

They are set in the ground to a

depth of at least 6 feet , leaning away

from the pole to be guyed , and set

in the ground according to specifica

tions applying to poles. Special sta

DO bility of guy stub setting may be

obtained by the use of crib -bracing,

LORA WANI

attached to trees without permission

of the owner or other proper authori

ties . Tree guys are preferably at

tached to tree trunks. When this is

impossible , attachment may be made

to a live sound limb, close to the

tree trunk , provided the limb is not

less than 8 inches in diameter.

Tree trunks and limbs should al

ways be protected from injury by

the use of tree -blocks between the

tree and the wire attached to it .

Tree-blocks should be of chestnut,

and should be placed around a tree

trunk or limb sufficiently close to

gether to prevent the wire from

touching it . To avoid injury to the

tree, guy wires should not be

wrapped continuously around it , but

should simply pass around the tree,

supported on blocks, as shown in

Fig . 9 .

Clearance . - Guys should be at

tached to poles so as to interfere as

little as possible with workmen climb

ing or working thereon . Every guy

which passes either over or under

any electric wires other than those

attached to the guyed pole should be

so placed and maintained as to pro

vide a clearance of not less than 24

inches between the guy and such

electric wires, under all conditions

of temperature and sag . As changes

in temperature will affect the sag of

FIG . 6.-METHOD OF DEAD -ENDING A LINE

CORNER

guying should be standard cable com

posed of galvanized iron or steel

wire . The standard guy cable con

sists of seven strands of No. 12 B.

W. G. galvanized iron wire . A smaller

cable may be used for guying cross

arms and light poles , but no cable

of less diameter than one- quarter

inch should be used, nor should solid

iron wire be used for guying poles or

cross -arms. In connection with the

stranded cable, galvanized iron guy

clamps and thimbles should be used.

Wrapped joints should not be made

in guy wire when clamps can be em

ployed.

Guy Attachment. - All guy wires FIG . 7. - ONE - POLE METHOD OF TURNING A

are preferably attached to poles, guy

stubs, trees or other ungrounded sup

ports, and when so attached should as indicated in Fig . 2 , or by concrete

not reach within 8 feet of the ground . setting:

Unless such attachment be absolutely Anchor Guys. - An anchor guy

unavoidable, guy wires should not may be employed to guy poles, but

be attached to rocks , stone founda- must not be installed when it might

tions , iron structures other interfere with surface traffic. It is

grounded supports, and such attach- constructed as shown in Fig . 10 . A

ments to structures are made only 1 -inch iron eye-bolt about 7 feet long

with the consent of the owner, and is attached at the middle of , and at

in such a manner that there is no right angles to , a wooden anchor,

danger of any damage to , or inter- consisting of a cross-log of sound

ference with , the free use of the chestnut, not less than 8 inches in

structure . diameter, and about 5 feet long . This

On poles carrying extra-high -po- anchor is set in the ground so that

tential wires , guys should not be at- the eye of the guy rod stands about

tached to the cross-arms carrying I foot above the ground, the guy

these wires , nor to the pole at or rod being in line with the guy wire

above these cross -arms. When two attached to it . The guy rod is at

or more guy wires run to a pole , guy tached to the anchor by means of a

stub or other support in close prox- washer and nut.

imity to each other , the attachment Tree-Guying :—When neither poles

of one guy should never overlap that nor guy stubs can be obtained to

of another, but be entirely indepen- which to fasten guy wires , conven

dent. In new construction work , and iently located trees may sometimes

in rebuilding old lines , guy wires are be used . Guy wires should not be

or

FIG . 8. - TWO - POLE METHOD OF TURNING A

CORNER

the wires more than that of the guy ,

the latter being under strain , allow

ance must be made for this at the

time the guy is installed .

Guy Insulation . — All guy wires at

tached to poles carrying electric
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Mi

light or power wires should be in- carriage bolts. When the cross - arm do not cut down the space between

sulated by the insertion of at least is placed in position , with the braces the nearest wires and the cross-arms

one strain insulator . In the case of facing away fromfrom the pole , so as to make it difficult for the men
head guys and side guys, the in- eleven -sixteenth -inch hole is bored to climb through. Where on corner

sulator is located at the upper end

of the guy, and at least six feet from

the pole, measured horizontally.
Where any portion of the guy passes

under electric light or power wires ,

other than those attached to the

guyed pole, a second strain insulator

is used , placed 6 feet from the lower

end of the
guy .

Guy wires which are attached to

a non- insulating support, such as a

rock , iron pole, bridge , or any other

structure, and anchor guys , should FIG . 9.-TREE BLOCKS FOR PREVENT

have inserted in them two strain in ING INJURY TO THE TREE FROM GUY

WIRES

sulators, one being so placed as to

protect a man working on the pole

from coming in contact with that

portion of the guy beyond the in

sulator, and the other placed so as to through the centre of the gain , and poles the use of double arms would

be out of reach from the ground or a five - eighths-inch cross -arm bolt reduce the clear space to less than

structure. driven through the cross-arm and twenty inches, the double-arming

pole. should be omitted and the line held
CROSS -ARMS

This cross-arm bolt is of just suffi- by double -arming on the adjacent

Specification . — All cross -arms used
cient length toto pass completely poles to the corner pole , as in Fig .

must be purchased under and con- through the pole and cross-arm and 14 . If the corner cannot be securely

form to the company's standard receive its complement of washers turned without the use of double

specifications. The dimensions adopt- and nuts . One square washer is arms on the cornerthe corner pole , longer

ed by any company will depend placed under the head and one under cross -arms should be used and the

somewhat on the character of the the nut at the end of the bolt . The wires shifted to provide a clear space

service and the surrounding condi- back of the pole should never be cut of 24 inches between the inside line

tions, and should be uniformly ad- out to allow the use of a shorter wires and the nearest face of the

ered to . The following specifica- bolt, and projecting bolt ends should pole .

tion covers the purchase of cross
not be left on .

arms, and the dimensions for two Cross -arms should invariably be

different classes are shown in Figs . placed either at right angles or paral

II and 12 . lel to the line of the street on which

Cross -arms shall be made from pole is set , and they should always

sound, straight grain, long -leaf yel- be faced on the opposite side of the

low pine , free from sap wood, shakes pole from that in which the maxi

and unsound knots . strain comes. On straight

The dimensions shall be as shown lines where the spans between poles

in Figs. 11 and 12 . All cross -arms are equal , the cross -arms are faced

shall be sawed true and square, and alternately on succeeding poles, in

the centres of holes shall be on the first one direction and then the other ,

centre lines of the arm . as shown in Fig. 4 .

Cross -arms shall not be painted , Double Arms. - At line terminals,

but as soon as cut and finished shall corners , and other places

be stored so as to be protected from where there is excessive strain on

the weather until shipped. No kiln the cross - arms, pins and insulators,

drying or other artificial methods of the pole is double -armed , as shown

seasoning shall be used . in Figs. 6 or 13. Where wires cross

Cross-arms shall be subject to in- from one side of the street to the

spection at point of delivery, and all other, the two crossing poles are

arms not conforming to the require- double -armed , the arms being at

ments of this specification shall be right angles to the line of the street .

rejected . The cross -arms on poles adjacent to

Painting. – Cross -arms should be crossing poles should face toward Pins. - Before being taken from

kept under cover until seasoned, and the crossing the yard , each cross-arm should be

then painted with two coats of stand- At line terminals, the last pole is fitted complete with it- inch stand

ard green white-lead paint before be- double -armed and the cross - arms of ard pins. A detail drawing of a

ing placedon poles .
the last two poles before the terminal standard locust pin , giving dimen

Fitting Cross- Arm to Pole.When pole faced toward the latter . In sions, is shown in Fig . 15. Pins

possible, cross-arms should be fas- turning corners with two poles , the should fit tightly into the holes in a

tened to a pole before the latter is corner pole is double -armed, as shown cross -arm , should stand perpendicu

set. Before being placed on a pole, in Fig. 8. In turning corners on one larly to the cross-arm when fitted,

cach cross-arm is fitted with two pole , double-arming may be used , as and be nailed to it with one six

Israces , attached to the cross-arm by shown in Fig . 7 , if the reverse arms penny nail driven straight from the

mum

curves

2x4 Washer

FIG . 10.-AN ANCHOR GUY

2-6
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middle of the side of the cross-arm .

Insulators . — The standard form of

insulator for direct -current circuits

of all voltages and for alternating

WIRE AND WIRE STRINGING

Wire Specification . — Up to and in

cluding No. o B. & S. gauge, solid

wire should be used for lines.
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FIG . II . - DIMENSIONS FOR

CROSS -ARMS
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current circuits up to 3500 volts Stranded cable should be used for all

should be the deep-groove, double- wire larger than No. o B. & S. gauge.

petticoat, flint-glass insulator. For No wire of smaller size than No. 6

alternating -current circuits exceed- B. & S. gauge should be used for

ing 3500 volts and not exceeding line wire. For service connections,

5000 volts, the triple -petticoat glass not more than 75 feet in length, and

insulator should be the standard . not crossing a street , No. 8 twin or

Triple- petticoat glass insulators may single conductor may be used . The

also be used for alternating-current standard insulation for line wires

circuits under 3500 volts , to reduce should be an approved triple-braided

noise on telephone wires due to leak- weatherproof covering.

age from electric wires on poles Wires Attached to Structures.- ,

jointly used by electric light and High - tension lines should not be sup

telephone wires . For constant-po ported upon trees, nor should they

tential lines having a voltage ex- be attached to buildings. When they

ceeding 5000, special insulators of must be attached to bridges every

approved pattern should be used . effort must be made to so place the

Insulators should be placed upon wires that they will be entirely in
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or about the place, and also so as to

avoid possibility of contact with

awnings, shutters, signs and similar

fixtures on the building. Line wires

should not be attached to wooden

bracket -pins.

Clearance. The clear space be

tween the crown of the road and

wires crossing it should always con

form to municipal ordinances

rules, but in no case should such

clear space be less than 21 feet .

Similarly, the clear space between

sidewalks and wires crossing them

should never be less than 15 feet .

High - tension wires should clear all

roofs in such a manner that the

wires cannot be reached from the

roof. They should clear other wires,

or guy wires above or below , by not

less than 24 inches except where

attached rigidly at poles , and should

be run so that they cannot be readily

reached from any building or struc

ture ,

Tree Trimming. - It is essential for

the safe and uninterrupted operation

of high - tension lines that they be

free from the possibility of ground

ing on trees . It is, therefore , im

portant that tree branches interfer

ing, or likely to interfere , with the

lines should be cut away . Such

trimming must be done with care

and judgment and under the imme

diate supervision of the superinten

dent, line foreman or other responsi

ble person.

Before any trimming is done, the

consent of the owner of the trees

should be obtained . Opposition to

tree trimming may sometimes be

overcome by offering to employ a

professional gardener for this pur

pose. If consent to trim trees can

not be obtained, tree wire should be

used . Trees can generally be best

trimmed in the fall and winter

months, when the leaves are off , and

the result of the work will be less

noticeable . When branches have

been cut off they should not be left

to litter the streets , nor thrown into

the nearest vacant lot , but should be

removed in the company's wagons.

The stubs of branches should always

be painted for their protection and

to make them less noticeable.

Running Through Trees. — When

lines must be carried through trees

that cannot be cleared or trimmed so

as to give a clear passage for the

wires, tree wire of approved insula

tion should be used. This insula

tion consists of a three-thirty-second

inch rubber cover, taped , and with

two braids over all .

Abrasion Moulding . – Where tree

wire is used, if there is danger of

limbs or large branches chafing the

insulation , it should be protected
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FIG . I2 . - DIMENSIONS OF CROSS-ARMS

DIFFERING FROM THOSE IN FIG. II

the cross-arm pins only when the

wire is to be immediately attached

thereto , and should be screwed up

tightly in every case . If a wire be

permanently removed from an in

sulator, and no other is to take its

place, the insulator should also be

removed.

accessible to the general public .

When a high -potential series circuit

must be attached to a building in

order to supply commercial series

are lighting in the building, the

wires must be installed in such a

way as to be beyond the possibility

of accidental contact by people in
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by means of wooden abrasion mould

ing. A satisfactory form of wood

moulding is shown in detail in

Fig. 16 .

Line Sag .–By means of jack

strap , blocks and tackle , or other

device , wires should be pulled up
B
o
l
t

b
a
r
e

i
r
o
n

P
i
p
e

*E
y
e

D
o
l
t

a

spreader brackets, as shown in Fig . can be supplied from distributing

17 . If the branch line carries more mains or branches. Branch lines or

than two wires, a reverse -arm should mains on the 500 -volt power cir

be used . All bends in wires should , cuits should be tied together so far

if possible, be at right angles . When as possible, thereby providing an

strung in position, all wires should interconnected network of wires

be entirely free from crooks and throughout a district. Branch lines

kinks, and should not hang loosely or mains, however, supplied by sepa

between supports. Loosely hung or rate feeders, should not be so inter

kinked wires are not only unsightly, connected .

but are indicative of poor line work . Temporary Work to be Avoided .

Carrying wires across the face of a -All construction and extension

pole at right angles, and necessarily work on circuits should be of a per

without proper supports, not only manent character, both as to the

increases the liability of trouble , and routes followed and the quality of

makes trouble-hunting and repair line work . Rush work, short-cuts ,

work difficult in the confusion of skimped materials, and other such

wires, but unnecessarily makes the attempts to hasten the completion

wires an eye - sore to the public. or reduce the initial cost of circuit

Corners.-At right-angle corners extension , should be avoided .

in heavy lines, when possible, turn
LOCATION OF WIRES

by means of two poles, as shown in
Series

Fig. 8. A corner with only one pole
Circuits . - Series circuits

may be turned, as shown in Fig . 7 .
should start from the station , sub

The double -arms are omitted , if ne station , or other point of distribu

cessary, to provide space for climb
tion on a given pin and cross - arm ,

ing, and the turn made as shown in
and should follow this same relative

Figs . 14 and 18. When guys will pin and cross -arm throughout its

hold the pole securely, the line wires
course. Circuits should not jump

from one location on a cross -arm to
can be pulled tightly around the

corner, but when guys are weak , the
another location on the same cross

strain of the wires should be cor
arm , or to a different cross-arm , but

respondingly lightened .
should always be placed on their

Dead Wires. — All wires tem
proper pin .

porarily out of service should be left
Such a system of confining each

on the poles, but should be cut dead ,
circuit to a given pin throughout its

as their connection to a current-car
course makes trouble-hunting and

rying circuit only needlessly in
repair work much simpler than they

creases the chance of trouble on the
otherwise would be, and is the only

lines . Wires permanently out of ser
possible way in which circuits can

vice should be at once entirely re

moved from the poles .

Systems of Distribution . — Com

mercial circuits must be designed to

furnish practically uniform voltage
throughout a system of distribution,

otherwise satisfactory lighting or

power service cannot be supplied to

consumers. To secure this end, so

far as possible, all constant- potential

circuits are laid out on the feeder

and main system , feeders being run

from the station or sub -station to

some point of distribution centrally

located in the district to be supplied.

From this centre of distribution ,

the mains radiate in such a manner

and are of such a size that the drop

in potential will be as uniform as

possible, and as low as is warranted

by the costs of construction . The

drop of potential in the feeder, be- FIG . 14.- CORNER POLE WITHOUT DOUBLE

tween station or sub -station and the

centre of distribution, should not ex

ceed 10 per cent. of the delivered be constructed , maintained, operated ,

voltage. Potential regulators may
and extended in a satisfactorily sys

be used to advantage on feeder cir- tematic manner. As series are and

cuits, and when the drop exceeds 10 series incandescent circuits are cut

per cent. they should be used. (lead during the daytime, and will

In general, consumers should not not, therefore, hamper linemen work

be connected to feeders when they ing on a pole , these circuits can

FIG . 13. -A DOUBLE CROSS -ARM

until the sag or dip in the line be

tween supports is as specified in

Table II. As will be seen from the

table, the dip below horizontal is

the same for all sizes of line wire,

but varies with the length of the

span and with the temperature of the

air at the time the work is done.

Therefore, wires stretched between

two poles should all hang parallel

to each other .

TABLE II . - DIP IN ANNEALED ( OPPER

LINE WIRE

DEFLECTION IN INCHES

Span in Feet Temperature in Degrees Fahrenheit

30 ° 40 ° 50 ° 60 ° 70 ° 80 ° 90°

50 8 9 9 10 11 11 12

60 10 11 11 12 13 14 14

70 11 12 13 14 15 16 17

80 13 14 15 16 17 18 19

90 14 16 17 18 19 20 21

100 16 17 19 20 21 23 24

110 18 21 22 24 25 26

120 19 21 23 24 26 27 28

140 22 24 26 28 30 32 33

160 26 28 30 32 34 36 38

180 29 32 34 36 39 41 43

Soft -drawn copper wire, ultimate tensile strength 34,000

pounds per square inch. Triple braided weather proof

insulation Factor of safety 4. Minimum temperature

20 ° F.

19

ARMS

Splicing Wires. - Every joint and

tap should be carefully soldered and

taped.

Branch Lines . - When only one or

two wires branch from a pole , the

tap should be made by the use of
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often be run to advantage on the

pole pins of a cross -arm . Such an

arrangement is also convenient for

making lamp loop connections.A
L
U
M
I
N
I
U
M

ward as possible , and to simplify

street lamp transformers and service

connections, ali througir feeders are

placed on the upper cross-arms of a

trunk line, as far as possible , and all

circuits feeding the territory through

which the line passes are located on

the lower cross -arms. Five-hundred

volt wires can often be advantage

ously located on the pole pins at

the centre of a cross-arm .

Secondary Circuits. - Secondary

mains should be run on the lowest

or lower cross -arms, and preferably

on the end pins of the arm nearest

the side of the street on which the

consumers are situated . If , how

ever , secondary mains supply both

sides of a street about equally , they

should be located near the centre of

the cross-arm . Secondary mains

should positively be located on adja

cent pins of a cross-arm , and three

wire mains located on adjacent pins

and with the neutral wire in the

centre .

E

u
n
d

". *

货

FIG. 15. - STANDARD LOCUST PIN SECONDARY DISTRIBUTION

Multiple Circuits. — The wires of

commercial circuits should retain

the same relative positions on pins

and cross -arms throughout their

course, and should not jump from

one set of pins to another set on the

same cross - arm , or from one cross

arm to another cross-arm . To mini

mize the induction on alternating

current lines, the two wires of each

circuit must positively be run on

adjacent pins of a cross -arm . As

these circuits are operated continu

that caused by the weight of the

wire , approved glass knobs, attached

to a building by screws , may be

used . All exposed wires on a build

ing that are within 8 feet of the

ground should be enclosed in con

duit .

Location of Transformers. — Trans

formers must be installed only on

poles or in fireproof vaults, and

should not be attached to walls ,

roofs or other parts of a building.

When on poles , transformers should

be hung on the face, or cross -arm

side , of the pole . Transformers of

3000 watts ' capacity or less may be

hung at the most convenient loca

tion on the line cross-arm and im

mediately under the primary wires

feeding the same. Transformers of

over 3000 watts and up to 15,000

watts ' capacity should be hung on

the line cross-arms, and astride the

pole , the hooks of the transformer

hangers being attached to that cross

arm which carries the primary cir

cuit feeding the transformer .

Transformers of over 15,000 watts '

capacity should be hung astride the

pole and on special cross -arms bolted

to the pole below the line cross-arms.

Transformers larger than 30,000

watts' capacity should not be hung

on regular line poles . Double -arms

may be used when they will make it

possible to feed primary or second

ary wires more directly from insu

lators to transformers than is possi

ble with the single cross-arm .

Removal of Transformers. When

ever a consumer discontinues the use

of a service for a definite short pe

riod his service wires should be im
mediately disconnected from the line ,

and if he be supplied by an indi

vidual transformer , this should also

be disconnected by removing the fuse

plugs . If the stoppage be per

manent, or for a long or indefinite

time, the service wires, and the in

dividual transformer, if there be one ,

should be entirely removed .

Underground Connections. When

transformers are to be located in

basement vaults, the latter should

be built by the owner of the build

ing, in accordance with the require

ments of the National Board of Fire

Underwriters . The primary wires

running down the side of the pole

and underground to the vault should

consist of an approved lead-encased

twin conductor, carried through a

conduit.

Pole Wiring . – All wiring on the

pole and all apparatus on it should

be so located as to leave one side ,

namely, the back of the pole , free

for climbing and working upon .

Therefore, all primary and secondary

connections of transformers, branch

2 .

Two -Wire Mains. — Where the ser

vice connections of two or more con

sumers are located within a radius

of about 500 feet , they may be fed

by the two -wire system of distribu

tion from one centrally-located trans

former .

Three-Wire Mains. — Where con

sumers are comparatively numerous

in a given block or district , the sec

ondary mains will be practically con

tinuous, and three-wire secondaries

should be employed .

Service Wires. — The service is that

portion of the overhead system ex

tending from the mains or trans

former secondaries on the pole to

the consumer's service outlet on the

building. Service connections should

not be made with wire smaller than

No. 6 B. & S. gauge, except for

spans of not more than 75 feet , and

not crossing a street , under which

circumstances No. 8 B. & S. gauge

may be used . In all cases they

should be of such a size that the

drop from the transformer to the

consumer's outlet, including the drop

in secondary mains and service con

nections, shall not exceed 2 per cent.

Duplex rubber cable may frequently

be used to advantage for service con

nections where the spans are not ex

cessive .

The regulation method of sup

porting wires on buildings should be

by iron brackets, but with wires not

larger than No. 6 B. & S. gauge,

carrying not over 125 volts and run

ning along straight, smooth walls ,

or along the fronts of adjacent build

ings, and where there will be no

strain on the supports other than

ondodorordonsoe ofwire

BINO WIRE

ng

FIG. 16.—ABRASION MOULDING

ously day and night, 2200 -volt cir

cuits are preferably located on the

adjacent pins at the ends of a cross

arm .

To keep line work as straightfor
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across

FIG .

taps carried the pole on source of unnecessary interruptions lamp suspension that is recom

spreader brackets , lightning arrester to the service . mended as being both neat, simple

connections, and all service connec and mechanically and electrically se

tions, should be made on the face or
SERIES ARC AND INCANDESCENT

cure , is shown in Fig . 19 .
LAMPS

cross - arm side of the pole. Also , Series Lamps Attached to Build

twin conductors carried down the Series Arc Lamp Suspension.- ings . — The use of series lamps in

pole for arc or incandescent lamps, No method of suspension for arc

and cables and conduits for primary lamps can be rigidly specified, owing

and secondary underground service to the various conditions and types

connections, should be located on of lamps to be covered. Whatever

the face of the pole. system of suspension is adopted

If it is necessary, in order to clear should be neat, simple and mechan

pole steps or cross -arms, that they ically and electrically secure . Lamps

be located toward the side, the loca- hung from a rigid support will be

tion selected should be that quarter much less liable to open - circuit

section of the pole lying between the troubles than if their method of sus

pole face and the side toward the pension allows of much swinging ,

street curb . All wiring to and from and for this reason the use of span

fuse blocks and the primary line wires should be avoided.

wires, or the transformer primary When lamps must be so hung, the

terminals, should be done neatly and span cable should be a stranded iron

securely , and with as little slack wire or steel cable, and be fitted with a

as possible. Wires should be run strain insulator at each end. The in

horizontally or vertically, and all cor- sulators will be located 6 feet from the

ners turned with right-angle bends. supporting poles, as specified for guy

The use of duplex conductors for insulation . Arc lamps should be

pole wiring is recommended as being suspended so that the bottom of the 17.-BRANCH LINE TAPS

both more sightly and convenient lamp will be approximately 20 feet

than single conductors. This is es- above the ground, and when at such buildings, or attached to buildings,

pecially so where wires have to be a height, the hanger insulator should should be avoided . Series arc lamps

carried down the side of a pole , and be drawn close up to the tail pulley, so installed must be located at least

should be used in all such cases . but not touching it . 9 feet from the floor, and in every
Twir conductors, however, should When manila rope is employed to

way beyond the possibility of acci

not be used for primary constant- lower the lamp, the lamp pulley dental contact by people in or about

potential circuit pole wiring unless should have some catch arrangement the place . They should be of a

frotected by pole cut- outs . that will relieve the rope of strain . type having a ball-shaped globe en
Fuse Blocks. - To protect both line Every series are lamp should be

closing the carbons , holders and the

wire and transformers, there should equipped with an absolute cut-out of- lower frame of the lamp.

be inserted in each leg of a primary approved type and have a double The lamps, wires and all fixtures

circuit, where the same connects to insulation between the lamp and the for series arc lighting in buildings

a transformer, a single -pole cut-out supporting rope or cable . should be installed by the company

of an approved type. Such cut-out Series Are Lamp Loop.- When and in accordance with the rules and

blocks should always be fused , and the lamp loop runs down the side of
requirements of the National Board

the fuse wire of a size to carry not the pole, and this method of con- of Fire Underwriters. A switch of

more than 50 per cent. overload on struction is recommended as being

the transformer. both more sightly and reliable than

Fuse blocks should be conven- when the conductors are suspended

iently located on the cross -arm , in the air , duplex conductor should

preferably being placed immediately invariably be used . This conductor

under the line to which they are should be No. 8 B. & S. gauge, and

tapped . A branch fuse or switch for arc lamps should have a rubber

box of approved type should be wall of not less than three-sixty

placed on each leg of a circuit fourths inch and a covering of braid

where a set of mains tap to the or tape on each conductor, and with

feeder wires, and also where im- a covering of braid over all .

portant branch lines are tapped to The duplex conductor, as specified

the mains. Fuses should be of am- above, should be attached to the pole

ple size to carry the normal maxi- by means of standard deep groove ,

mum load on the branch which they double -petticoat insulators on iron

protect, and of a size to open the cir- brackets, or may be run through an

cuit upon a severe overload or short approved insulating conduit that is

circuit on that branch , without blow- securely attached to the pole by

ing the fuses on the feeder . means of metal clamps. If glass

The use of branch cut -outs, as de- knobs or porcelain knobs or cleats

scribed above, is recommended, but be used, each conductor of the du
FIG . 18. - CORNER POLE WITHOUT DOUBLE

not required . Local conditions of plex cable should have a rubber wall

operation must be taken into con- of not less than three -thirty -seconds

sideration before deciding to locate inch , and a covering of braid or tape approved type that will cut off the

branch cut-outs, and judgment used on each conductor, and with a cov- current entirely from an installation

in placing them , as the indiscriminate ering of braid over all . should be placed at least 10 feet from.

use of such cut-outs might be a A typical method of series arç the floor where the circuit wires are

CURVES
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first attached to the building, and at in the circuit to the line insulators at placed in a bed of charcoal or coke

a point at all times accessible from the lamp end of the fixture , as in as specified above, in a hole which

the street . Fig. 20. will furnish a suitable ground as near

Series Incandescent Lamps. - Series If the circuit is on the opposite the pole as possible, the ground wire

incandescent lamps will be run on side of the pole from the fixture, so being run under the surface of the

constant - current circuits controlled that the wires installed as above ground in as straight a line as possi

by some form of regulator , prefer- would cross the pole , or if there are ble from the foot of the pole to the

intervening arms or line wires , or if ground plate.

the drop would exceed 15 feet , then Grounding of Low -Potential Cir

the connection to the lamp should cuits. — The neutral wire of three

be made by means of rubber -covered wire, direct- current circuits should

duplex conductors attached to the be grounded at the central station

pole and installed as in Fig . 21. It and also every 500 feet in overhead

is recommended that duplex con- lines . The secondary systems of all

ductors be used in all cases for series distributing transformers should be

incandescent lamp loops . grounded. This should preferably

be done at each consumer's installa

GROUND CONNECTIONS
tion by a ground wire connection

Grounds for Lightning Arresters . from the service outlet to the city

-When lightning arresters are to be water pipe system , as called for and

placed on a pole, special attention described in the paragraphs cover

should be given to making a good ing the grounding of secondaries in

ground connection . A piece of No. the company's wiring rules .

4. B. & S. gauge insulated copper

wire should extend down the pole
FOREIGN LINES

from the arrester location to a suit- Limiting Attachments . Exten

able ground, as hereinafter specified . sions to the company's lines should

This ground wire should be as short , preferably be made by the erection

straight , and free from coils or turns of independent pole lines . Attach

as possible, and run down the side of ments should not be made to poles

the pole enclosed, in a half-round of foreign companies, even though

wooden moulding. The moulding there be agreements permitting joint

should extend to a depth of at least use , unless the conditions for any

6 inches below the surface of the

ground. The part of the ground

wire below the surface of the ground

FIG . 19.-INNER ROPE ARC LIGHT SUSPENSION should be cleaned free of insulation .

This ground wire is preferably car

ably automatic, located at the station ried under the ground in as direct

or sub -station . It is recommended a line as possible to the nearest ser

that shunt box or similar systems be vice water pipe and connected thereto

not used. Each series of lamps by being sweated into a lug attached

should be run from the regulator to a clamp, the clamp being firmly

a separate circuit , common re- bolted around the pipe. The water

turns for two or more series being pipe should be cleaned bright before

avoided , and the series circuits the attachment is made, and the

throughout should be electricallybe electrically clamp and part of the pipe adjacent

independent of the commercial ser- to it painted with asphaltum paint

vice . after the connection has been made.

The lamps should be suspended If no water pipe is available for

from poles on fixtures of an ap a ground connection , the ground

proved type, having insulated heads, wire should be attached to a plate of

and lamp sockets with approved cut No. 16 B. W. G. copper containing

outs . Fixtures should be of such not less than 41 square feet of sur

length and so attached that the lamp face , and should be riveted and sol

will be 3 feet 6 inches from the pole dered securely to both surfaces there

and 14 feet above the street , unless of . If the soil at the base of the

otherwise specified by municipal con- pole is suitable for a good ground,

tract . They should be firmly at- the pole isole should be dug i foot

tached to the pole by means of two additional in depth , or if the pole is

4 -inch lag bolts. If the series cir- already set , a hole not less than 6

cuit to which an incandescent lamp feet in depth shall be dug beside the

is to be connected is on the same pole, and a 6 - inch layer of crushed

side of the pole as the lamp fixture, charcoal or coke placed in bottom of

if there are no intervening cross same .

arms or line wires between the cir- The copper ground plate should

cuit and the fixture, and if the drop then be placed on the coke and cov

does not exceed 15 feet, the connec ered by an additional layer of 6 particular extension make such at

tion to the lamp may be made by
inches of crushed charcoal or coke. tachments necessary , but joint oc

dropping the No. 6 B. & S. line If the soil at the butt of the pole is cupancy is always preferable

wires from the break -arm insulators not suitable, the plate should be parallel or conflicting separate pole

on

*T&C
C
D

I
S

FIG . 20.--INCANDESCENT LAMP SUSPENSION

WITH SEPARATE CONDUCTOR LOOP

to
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FIG . 21. - INCANDESCENT LAMP SUSPENSION

WITH DI'PLEX CONDUCTOR LOOP

lines on the same side of the street . Line superintendents should take should be supplied with suitable

Independent Cross -Arms. - Foreign up with the line superintendents of note-books or blank pads on whichi

attachments should not be made to other companies in their territory all to note defects in the line construc

cross -arms carrying the company's matters of construction where the tion of the territory covered , which

wires, nor should wires of the com- overhead lines are likely to interfere should be turned in daily and im
pany be attached to foreign cross- with each other, and come to a mu- mediately attended to by the repair

arms. The use of wooden bracket tual understanding as to the essential department.

pins instead of cross -arms by for

eign companies upon the company's

poles should not be allowed , except The Telephone as a News Distributor

that one bracket pin may be placed

on poles set on private property, N excellent example of the ad

when this pin is for the purpose of vantages of the telephone for

supplying a telephone service . distributing news, says “ The
Cross- Arms on Poles Carrying American Telephone Journal," was

Foreign Wires . - On all poles wh recently furnished the people of Mass

the company's lines are below those achusetts on the occasion of the pro

of a foreign company , ample space mulgation of the appeal of Governor

should be provided between the in Curtis Guild for contributions to the

side wires. sufferers by the earthquake in Cali

Location of Wires. - On all poles fornia.

jointly occupied by the wires of the This letter of the Governor was

company and those of another, it is
read at a meeting of the relief com

recommended that the company's mittee and given to the telephone

wires be piaced on the top cross company at 5 o'clock in the after

arms, and above all other attach
noon and by II o'clock in the even

ments . A clear space of
4 feet (two ing it had been dictated over the tele

gains) should separate the company's phone and copied by the mayor, as

wires from foreign wires. the chairman of the board of select

Foreign Cables . - Foreign ground men , or his representative, in every

ed cables should be so installed that one of the 356 cities , towns, villages

workmen cannot make simultaneous and hamlets in Massachusetts except

contact with high -potential wires
two, one being a mountain village in

and the grounded cables. the Berkshires and the other a fishing
Interference from Lines of Other

hamlet on the island of Martha's
Companies. In constructing over- points necessary to insure non -in

Vineyard.

head lines, careful attention should
terference .

The letter was also given to the

be given to avoiding any possibility editorial office of every newspaper in
INSPECTION OF LINES

of contact between the company's
Massachusetts during the same time.

poles, lines or fixtures and the poles, Every portion of the outside over This information reached the cities

lines or fixtures of other companies.
head construction of the company and larger towns in time to provide

It is not sufficient for the superin- should be carefully inspected at regu- for calling special meetings of citi

tendent or line foreman to see that lar intervals by an inspector detailed zens and to be read before audiences
the construction on the company's for the purpose, and where found to

already gathered together at theatres,
poles and on jointly used poles is in be in a condition, either through ac concerts and other entertainments,

good condition . It will also be ne- cident or decay, or from any other enabling thousands to give twice by

cessary for him to see that the lines cause, that might make an accident giving quickly.

of foreign companies which are of any kind possible, should be re

tached only to their own poles, but paired at once, the repairs being

which are near to , or cross the com- carried out in accordance with these

pany's lines, are so installed that specifications. Andrew Gray, in the Proceedings

there is ample clearance between the This inspection must all of the Royal Society, gives an ac

two lines and so that accidents are poles, guys, lines, and line appara count of the acquirements of mag

not likely to bring them in contact. tus belonging to or operated by the netic properties by a Heusler alloy

Guy wires and telephone services company, either on public highways containing about 16 per cent. man

should be given particular attention . on private property, and all at- ganese,
8 per cent. aluminum , with a

The superintendent should oppose tachments of the company on for little lead and the remainder copper.

any construction on the part of other eign poles . It must also cover the It was originally almost non -mag

companies that is likely to cause attachments, of whatever kind, made netic. It was heated to 400 deg .

trouble to the company's service . to the company's poles by foreign C. in a furnace, and then allowed to

Where there are two or more com- companies, and all conditions affect- cool slowly . After having been

panies operating overhead lines in ing, or likely to affect, the safe placed in a magnetic field it was

the same territory, the man in charge operation of the company's lines. found to have considerable residual

of the line construction of each com- Any conditions found in the con- magnetism . It was next heated to

pany should recognize the fact that struction of a foreign company that 340 deg . C. for about 20 min . and

the presence of the other company's might affect the safe and uninter- allowed to cool, when it was found

lines entails on him the necessity of rupted operation of this company's that the magnetic properties were

so constructing the lines of his own system should be immediately re- much more pronounced . The mag

company as to avoid possible inter- ported to the proper officials of such netic properties were destroyed by

ference or contact with the lines of foreign company so that the same quenching from a temperature of

the other companies. be corrected. The inspectors 400 deg. C.

Cover

or

can
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Direct-Current and Alternating Cur

rent High-Tension Transmission

Compared

I

erators, but mostly the cost of the of accumulators, having a maximum

motor-generator step -down trans- output of 9000 KW . and an average

forming units at the Milan end of of 4500 KW . for the whole year, is

the line; whereas in the alternating- being considered for the near future,

current system only stationary trans- but no costs have been prepared yet

formers haveto bepurchased, which for this scheme.

are comparatively cheap. The actual The report finally decides in favour

calculated cost of the machinery in of the three -phase system , partly on

the Milan (Thury system ) sub -station practical engineering grounds and

is $694,800. partly from considerations of effi

The following information on the ciency when operating at full load .

calculated efficiency of the different

systems is of considerable interest :

Direct- Current System . The over
Electrical Time Service in Glasgow

all efficiency of the two systems

shows in favour of the three -phase

scheme by3percent.,theefficiency AA the Glasgow Corporation to
throughout being based on the full

load of 28,000 KW.

The detailed efficiencies are as fol

lows:

Per Cent.

Water pipes 96.5

Turbines 75

Generators 92

Line 95.3

Motors 92

Alternators for sectional distribution . 93

T is proposed to transmit hydro

electric power in Italy from the

Upper Adda River , in Valtellina,

to Milan, a distance of 240 miles, and

Signor I. Motta, of the Milan Uni

versity, was requested by the City

Council of Milan to report on the

relative merits of the Thury direct

current transmission and that by al

ternating current . Approximately

28,000 KW . are to be delivered at

the secondaries of the transformers

in Milan .

The following abstract of the re

port is given in a recent issue of

" The Electrical Review ," of Lon

don :

The comparison is made on the

basis of 150,000 volts continuous cur

rent, and 60,000 volts alternating ,

three -phase current, these values be

ing settled by consideration of the

most economical voltage for each

system .

The Thury system is to consist of

ten groups, each group having four

generators driven by one water tur

bine ; the voltage per group is not

to exceed a limiting value of 15,000

volts .

The transmission line is to have

both positive and negative con

ductors, the earth not being em

ployed as return . The centre point

of the system is to be grounded . The

60,000 -volt, three -phase scheme will

consist of units operating in parallel

in the usual way , with no novel fea

tures , the exact frequency to be de

termined later, but probably 42 cy

cles .

The costs of the two schemes work

out, in round numbers, as follows,

the estimates being based on

chinery , switchboards, line insul

ators , poles, transformers for the al

ternating -current system and motor

generator transformers at the receiv

ing end of the direct- current sys

tem . The cost thus calculated shows

in favour of the direct -current sys

tem by 1.6 per cent., the figures be

ing approximately $ 1,930,000 total

for direct current and $ 1,960,880 for

the alternating -current system .

A further comparison of interest

is the division of the line and ma

chinery costs into separate items , as

follows:

Direct Alternating

Current Current

1. Machinery, including trans

formers, switchboards, etc. $ 1,351,000 $ 723,750

2. Line, including insulators ,

poles , lightning arresters ,

579,000 1,236,130

report on electrically propelled

and electro -mechanical clocks , have,

during the past year, examined the

systems in use in Berlin, Antwerp,

Paris, London , and other European

cities , and also in America. Bids

were also invited from a number of

firms for a system of street clocks

placed at forty -three points in the

city, and for connecting thirty -two

existing turret clocks to the proposed

system .

It was estimated that such an in

stallation would cost from $ 11,000 to

$ 13,000, with an annual maintenance

of from $2000 to $2750 ; for self-con

tained electro -mechanical clocks , the

cost would be $ 24,500 , with $3450

for annual maintenance. Connect

ing the existing clocks would cost

$ 2400, with $ 200 for annual main

tenance .

The committee considers that no

system of public time service can be

considered adequate unless the citi

zens are enabled to participate in the

benefits of the scheme by renting

electrical clocks . This would mean

the instituting of a new department,

which , for some years during its pio

neering stage, might involve the city
in a financial loss. The supply of

time service presents in itself peculiar

features which afford reasonable

grounds for believing that at first

this enterprise should be conducted

by a private company. It is further

suggested that at present the public

does not adequately realize the im

portance of a precise time service to

such an extent as would justify the

Corporation embarking on an enter

prise which would for some years be

of an educative nature , in addition to

performing its functions as a public

utility.

Giving a total over-all efficiency of

54.2 per cent . for the Thury system .

Three -phase System . — The effi

ciency of the water pipes and tur

bines remains the same, while that of

the line drops to 91 per cent., and

the total over-all efficiency works out

at 55.8 per cent.

It is of interest to note that one

factor which has determined Con

sulting Engineer Motta to discard

the further consideration of the di

rect -current system is that there

would be 104 commutators in series

on the line. The main conductors

are , for the three -phase system , three

wires, each of 240 sq . mm . cross

section, and for the direct current

line four wires , two for each side,

each of 140 sq . mm . cross- section .

The costs given above include the

interest on capital during construc

tion , and the period of construction

is assumed to be the same in each

The final cost of energy to the

municipality of Milan is calculated at

$30.88 for the three -phase system per

KW .-year , including all items; this

cost is based on an assumed demand

of full load continuously , that is , for

8640 hours per year .

This assumption of continuous load

is perfectly reasonable when the con
ditions in Milan are considered. The

traction system operates for seventeen

hours in every twenty -four, and dur

ing the remaining seven hours an at

tempt will be made to persuade fac

tories to operate by offering excep

tionaliy cheap rates for power ; it is

noteworthy that already 3000 KW .

are supplied in this manner every

night by the present power company.

To carry the peak loads, an addi

tional steam station, with a battery

ma

a

case .

etc.

The reason for this great difference

in cost is stated to be partly the

extra cost of the direct-current gen

It was recently reported that in a

recent test by the De Forest Wire

less Telegraph Company a 572 -word

message was sent across the Atlantic

Ocean from Coney Island to the

coast of Ireland ,-3200 miles distant.



The Sale and Measurement of Electric Power

By S. B. STORER, General Manager of the Niagara , Lockport & Ontario Power Company

A Paper Read at the Recent Convention of the New York State Street Railway Association

cars

S
train carrying fully loaded items of coal , water, oil , waste, and

throughout. incidentals.

Robbed of unnecessary verbiage, With the hydro - electric plant, con

it means that on every investment the sequently, the cost per horse -power

interest , tax , insurance and deprecia- per year is almost constant , regard

tion charge,-commonly referred to less of whether supplied one hour

as the fixed charge,-continues at per day or twenty-four hours per

a uniform rate over twenty-four hours day. Repairs are about the only

of every day in the year, and unless variable , and they may be consid

the apparatus or material represent- ered as increasing in direct propor

ing that investment is put to its max- tion to the load factor . Labour, oii ,

ST
ER
NA

INCE the day when the first com

mercial electric light entered the

field of artificial illuminants,

there have been endeavours to find

an equitable way of charging for en

ergy supplied in the form of elec

tricity.

At first, in the absence of any

measuring instruments, the flat rate

was the only method . This was soon

found to be impracticable for most

cases , and the ampere -houi meter,

followed by various types of integ

rating and recording wattmeters,

soon brought into use the idea of

paying for the exact amount of en

ergy used, at a given price per

ampere-hour or per kilowatt-hour.

This method is still in very general

use in its simplest form , but there

has been dissatisfaction with it from

the time it started .

The fact of the matter is that

neither the straight flat rate nor the

straight kilowatt -hour rate is equi

table except when applied in connec

tion with a definite load factor ,—and

even then it may not be entirely so ,

due to uncertainty as to the number

of hours per day that full -load condi

tions prevail , with correspondingly

high efficiency, and to the hours

during which operation continues at

light loads with resultant low effi

ciency.

It is fully recognized now , how

ever, that the load factor is the root

of the trouble, and unless a system

of charging gives due consideration

to it there will always be inequality

of rates and dissatisfaction on the

part of the power company or of its

customers, or of both . This has been

shown in all classes of service. - in

candescent and arc lighting, heating

and power purposes, including rail

way lines,—and in power companies

and consumers of all sizes .

Nor are power companies the only

ones so affected by the load factor .

No manufacturing company is en

tirely successful in the ordinary sense

of the word unless it keeps all of its

tools and equipment in use all of the

time. No railroad can earn its full

quota until it finds its tracks carry

ing their maximum number of trains

every twenty- four hours, and every

2-7

FIG. I. - METHOD OF PLOTTING COSTS PER HORSE-POWER PER YEAR IN TERMS OF LOAD FACTOR,

AND PRICE PER HORSE - POWER PER YEAR

imum use every hour in the day and

every day in the year, there is an op

portunity for increase in efficiency

until the theoretically possible condi

tion of maximum use is reached .

And the ratio of the use actually ob

tained to that theoretical or possible

maximum use, is the load factor of

the manufacturing establishment and

of the railway line just as it is of the

power house or transmission system .

Before taking up the question of

rate-making and methods of charg

ing, brief reſerence will be made to

the cost of production of power from

hydro - electric plants and from steam

plants. In the former the cost is

almost solely one of fixed charge,

while the latter is made up from

fixed charge coupled with variable

waste , and the like , are nearly the

same irrespective of the proportion

of light loads to full load,

With the steam plant, on the con

trary , the items of coal , labour, and

others, increase rapidly with the load

factor , and hence the cost per horse

power per year increases in almost

the same proportion . The costs per

porse -power per year may be shown

graphically, as in Fig . I , the curves

being plotted in terms of load factor

and price per horse -power per year .

The curve marked " Hydro -Elec

tric " is intended to represent cost of

power after transmission for some

distance, while that marked “ Steam

Plant ” represents cost at the power

house switchboard . These curves are

about the best obtainable from any

129
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FIG. 2.- METHOD OF PLOTTING COSIS PER HORSE -POWER PER YEAR, IN TERMS OF LOAD FACTOR,

AND PRICE PER KILOWATT - HOUR

are

power houses of 5000 to 10,000 - H . P.

capacity , with coal from $2.50 to

$ 2.75 per ton .

In Fig. 2 the same costs

shown, but plotted in terms of load

factor and price per kilowatt -hour.

Particular notice should be given to

the wide variation in cost per kilo

watt-hour, ranging in the steam plant

from nine cents at a load factor of 4

per cent. to about three -quarters of

a cent at 100 per cent. load factor.

The hydro-electric plant varies under

the same range of load factors from

ten cents to less than half a cent per

kilowatt -hour.

In Fig . 3 is given a very con

venient and easy method of chang

ins cost per horse-power per year at

various load factors to equivalent

cost per kilowatt-hour or vice versa .

The method to be followed in mak

ing the change is self - evident, so no

explanation of it is needed .

If we now take up the case of a

hydro -electric plant and transmission

system with a wholesale cost of $30

per horse -power per year, and at

tempt to make a fat rate to all con

sumers, we quickly find there is lit

tle demand for power; as nearly

every consumer has an intermittent

load, or , in other words, a low load

factor , and cannot afford to pay or

will not pay the price it is necessary

to ask for flat- rate twenty -four -hour

power. It then becomes incumbent

on the power company to devise a

system of charging that will not only

enable it to market its output, but

to do so at prices that will secure a

net revenue for the power equal to

$30 per horse-power-year, besides an

additional amount sufficient to cover

the cost of retailing or distributing

it , but to further enable it to sell at

rates low enough to be attractive to

consumers . It is believed that the

method described hereinafter offers

a solution that is equitable to both

power company and consumer, and

at the same time gives the ordinary

small consumer a low rate per horse

power per year, in spite of heavy

distributing cost, and also gives the

power company the necessary re

turn on its maximum demand out

put .

In the proposed system everything

is sold on a maximum demand basis,

with the rate per horse-power per

year varying between fixed limits in

accordance with the consumer's load

factor . In order that this method

may be clearly understood, mention
is here made of the fact that the

load -factor is computed on the basis

of a twenty -four hour day ; the kilo

watt-hour consumption per day, di

vided by 24 , being taken as the aver

age demand, and dividing this aver

age demand by the maximum de

mand for that day, we have a frac

tion ,-or in one case unity - repre

senting the load -factor for the given

twenty -four-hour period. In the

same way the load - factor for any

month may be obtained by dividing

the average rate nf consumption for

the entire month by the average of

the daily maximum demands, thus

obtaining the average load -factor of

all the days in the month .

The maximum demand is taken

as being the highest rate of con

sumption for any one minute during

the day; or, as it is perhaps more

commonly expressed, the highest one

minute peak occurring during any

day is considered as the maximum

demand for that day. The average

of these highest daily one-minute

peaks occurring during any month

MO
TO
R

,

720 3 .10.00 1/3 " 32370 * 30 .

FIG . 3. — METHOD OF CHARGING COST PER HORSE - POWER PER YEAR , AT VARIOUS LOAD FACTORS ,

TO EQUIVALENT COST PER KILOWATT- HOUR , AND VICE VERSA
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then becomes the average maximum

demand for that month , and is so

used in the calculation of load factor .

Assuming that a manufacturer has

made a contract to buy 400 horse

power for the operation of his fac

tory , and that the rate per horse

power-year varies between the lim

its of $16 and $ 43, depending on the

load factor , the determination of his

rate per horse -power per year for

any given month would be as fol

lows:

If the kilowatt -hours consumed

during a thirty -day month are 43,

200 , then the average demand for

power is 43,200 divided by 720 (the
FIGHT

number of hours in the month ),

equal to 60 KW. or 80 H. P. As

suming further that his maximum

demand each day was just 400 H. P.,

then , of course, his average maxi
mum demand for the month will be LOAD-FACTOR

the same amount, and the load factor
100 %

is 80 divided by 400 = 0.2 , or , as

commonly expressed, 20 per cent . FIG . 4.-SUGGESTED PLAN OF CHARGING FOR ELECTRIC POWER

If the rate per horse -power -year

varies between $ 16 and $ 43, it will
factor of 30 per cent. This simply siderable transmission is involved,

be evident that the variable quantity means that the consumer pays a flat and that a relatively large amount of

is the difference between $ 16 and rate per horse -power per year of power is under contract to be deliv

$ 43, or $27 . The rate is , therefore, $ 19.60 at all points from zero load- ered , the price of $ 19.60 per horse

equal to the minimum rate ($ 16) plus factor to 30 per cent. load-factor, in- power per year is too low to cover

the load-factor (0.2) times the vari
clusive, and from 30 per cent. to 100 cost ,—much less than necessary to

able ($27) . Two -teuths of $27 is per cent. load -factor the rate increases pay a profit. There is also

$5.40 , so the rate per horse -power per in direct proportion until it reaches probability that the rate will ever

year for that month will be $ 16 plus
the limit at $ 65.35 per horse -power be much higher than this, as there

$5.40 equals $21.40 . The total charge per year at 100 per cent. load- factor. is no inducement to the consumer to

for the month would , therefore, be This method is bad for both increase his load- factor above the

400 times $21.40 divided by 12 , or parties to a contract. For the power guaranteed 30 per cent.

$713.33 . This is equal to 1.65 cents company, if we assume that any con- On the other side, the consumer

per kilowatt-hour. If his use of the

power had been such as to give a

load -factor of 30 per cent ., the rate

per horse -power per year would have

increased to $ 24.10, but the equiv

alent cost per kilowatt-hour would

have decreased to 1.24 cents ,-a re

duction of almost 25 per cent. in

cost per kilowatt -hour due to in- Pop

creasing the load - factor to 30 per

cent.

This may readily be put in the

form of an equation which , if the

desired rate per horse -power per

R
0.0

the minimum rate limit is A

the maximum rate limit is B

and the load - factor is L

is expressed by R = A + L (BA ).

This method is much more equi

table than that sometimes used , of

selling all the power on a kilowatt

hour basis with a guarantee from the

consumer of a specified load - factor.

By referring to Fig. 4 , there will be

seen the diagrammatic equivalent of

such a method of charging con

verted into a cost per horse -power பாக
207

per year basis. The example given
307 40 % 60 % 70 % 2012

there is that of a kilowatt-hour cost
FIG . 5.-EQUIVALENT KILOWATT -HOUR CURVES OF HORSE-POWER PER YEAR CURVES SHOWN

of one cent with a guaranteed load IN FIG. 4

Sdou

year is
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zero horse-power line. If the con

takes anything over 4400

H. P. , he may be considered as be

ing entitled to the wholesale rate of

$30 per horse -power per year .

If , however, the consumers oper

ate at a low load-factor , the power

company may " oversell" its plant to

an extent directly dependent on the

relation between the capacity of its

plant and the amount of firm power

sold to each one . The amount it

may be oversold may be determined

approximately from the equation of

the " Law of Probability," or graph

ically from the " Probability Curve,"

both of which may be found in books

on higher mathematics, but which

will not be taken up here, as this is

not intended to be a treatise on that

FIG . 6
subject .

It may be said, however, that if

a large number of motors are oper

ating in a city , performing all classes

of work, starting and stopping, run
100 %

ning part of the time at full load and

FIG. 6.—SHOWING RESULTS UNDER THE SUGGESTED PLAN FOR CHARGING FOR ELECTRIC POWER part of the time at light loads, the

ordinary amount of power required
has a right to assume that the price cost per kilowatt -hour of the variable to supply them will be much less

at the guaranteed load-factor offers $ 18 to $38 per horse -power -per-year than the total rated capacity of the

a fair return per horse -power per rate . motors, and still every one of the

year to the power company, and con- With such a system of charging motors may at some time during the

sequently no effort is made to in- established , the question immediately day have been operated at full rated

crease his load - factor, particularly as arising will be as to the manner in load . As a matter of actual prac

his cost per kilowatt-hour remains which the limiting values per horse tice , the ratio is about three to one,

the same. If, however, the contract power per year are established, with the motors, of course , being mostly

is one of long duration , and , due to power companies of different ca- of from one - quarter horse -power to

natural causes beyond control of the pacities to supply demands of all 20 or 30 H. P. The 10,000 - H . P.

consumer , the load-factor should in- kinds and sizes . plant could, therefore, safely connect

crease to a high value, say 75 or 80 Referring to the assumed case of on its circuits small motors having

per cent ., the consumer would be a hydro-electric plant and transmis a total rated capacity of 30,000 H. P.

paying over $50 per horse -power per sion line wherein the wholesale cost The average load -factor of the dif

year for power that he is justified in is $30 per horse-power per year, ferent installations would not be

thinking does not cost over $20 or and further assuming that the rated much, if any , over 15 per cent . , and

$ 25 . capacity of the system , as a whole, where occasional large installations

A better way of charging,-cer- is 10,000 horse -power, we then have are operating somewhat more uni

tainly a much more equitable way ,– a basis with which to start . In Fig . formly, the load -factor would reach

would be to sell the power on 6 a vertical line is drawn from the perhaps 25 per cent., it being as

maximum -demand basis with the rate zero point at the middle of the lower sumed, of course, that they are prac

varying between the limits of, say line , and laid off in price per horse tically all ten -hour factories. To

$ 18 and $ 38 per horse -power-year ,- power per year. On the lower line such factories , of say 400 H. P. ca

this rate-line also being shown in to the left is laid off the amounts of pacity , the power house could not be

Fig . 4. With this way of charging power that may be sold , up to the
oversold more than twice . If the

there is a continual inducement held capacity of the plant. To the right entire output were sold to one, two,

out to the consumer to increase his is laid off the load - factors that may or even three large consumers, the

load - factor. The power company be obtained by the various con plant could not be oversold at all,

would probably also increase its sumers. From the $30 point on the as the chance of both or all three of

profits somewhat by the increase in vertical line a horizontal line is the consumers taking their maximum

load -factor, but only to a compar- drawn to the left that may be known of power at the same time is so

atively small extent. as the " base -rate line." high as to become almost a

In Fig. 5 the two curves of load- If power is to be furnished to con- tainty. With a single 10,000 - H . P.

factor and cost per kilowatt-hour are sumers having a load -factor of ap- consumer there is no " chance " about

given , and they indicate more clearly proximately 100 per cent. and sold it , and such a customer must pay

than words the advantage of the sys- a straight flat rate per horse- the full flat rate of $30 per horse

tem having , as its basis the load power per year, then the cost of re- power per year, regardless of load

factor of the consumer . The dotted tailing the power in small amounts factor .

line represents the one cent per kilo- will increase the cost as the amounts In Fig . 6 the curve marked "max

watt -hour rate with a guaranteed decrease , approximately in accord- imum rate line" is an approximation

revenue equal to that from a 30 -per- ance with the curve starting from of the “ probability curve," drawn

cent. load -factor consumption ; the the base-rate line on the 4400 - H . P. with reference to the $30 base -rate

full line or curve gives the equivalent point, and increasing to $ 43 on the line and the central vertical line.

a

cer

on
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The curve marked "minimum rate consumer with a load -factor of 25 per It must be understood , of course,

line" is also an approximation of the cent. would pay at the rate of $22.75 that all permissible intermittent de

“ probability curve, drawn with re- per horse -power per year, and over- mands are paid for at the same rate

ference to the same line, but on the selling twice would bring in a gross per horse -power per year as the firm

lower side of the $30 base - rate line. revenue of $45.50 per H. P. per year . power, and are to be measured by

The minimum rate or the zero The combination of these two rate the highest, daily, one -minute peaks ,

load -factor rate for any amount of curves, both approaching the $ 30 or average one -minute demands in

power may now be found by following base -rate line as the firm power in- excess of the firm power. The one

the vertical line from the desired creases, taken in conjunction with minute peak is taken for the reason

amount of power indicated by the the method of charging that depends that any load lasting for a full min

figures at the bottom line of the on the load - factor of the consumer, ute means a definite and correspond

eliagram until it intersects the mini- furnishes a system that affords abso- ing opening of the gates controlling

mum rate line. From the point of lute protection to the power con- the water -wheels, and, therefore, lim

intersection follow the horizontal line pany, and at the same time gives all its their output as much as if it lasted

to the right of the vertical line at the consumers every benefit of low price a much longer time.

middle of the sheet, thereby obtain- that can be done with safety to the It is not to be expected that this

ing the amount in dollars per horse- vested interests of the power com- system of charging. - based, as it is ,

power per year. In the same way, pany. Each consumer would pay a on the " Law of Probability , " — will

from the intersection of the vertical rate per horse -power per year such apply where only one class of ser

line indicating the horse -power with as to give the power company a uni- vice is supplied, as , for example, in

the maximum rate line, the amount form percentage of profit on all its candescent lighting. There is very

of the maximum rate per horse- business, so there could be no ques- little " probability " about that service,

power per year is obtained . tion as to " preferential rates" and for people want the light when it is

Taking as an example a 400 - H . P. certain consumers having advantages dark, and the demand consequently,

consumer, the intersections are found over others. comes at that time. Where, how

to be at a and b on the minimum It may be said that the maximum ever , lighting is only one of many

and maximum rate lines, correspond- demand is hard to measure, but with other uses for power , the system in

ing to $ 16 and $43 , respectively . a demand for that class of meters dicated above applies with equal

Carrying a horizontal line to the there will come an instrument capable force, and may be used for every

right from b to b'on the 100 per of fulfilling the requirements. For consumer, regardless of size or of

cent. vertical load -factor line, and the most part, in small installations, the use to which the electric en

connecting a ' and b ' , we then have the maximum demand may be taken ergy is put, and also of the number

a variable rate line for 400 - H . P. as the rated capacity of apparatus in- of hours per day it is supplied .

consumers. The rate for consumers stalled, and an ordinary integrating The same system may also be ap

desiring to buy on a straight flat wattmeter giving the kilowatt-hour plied to steam plants if consideration
rate, regardless of load - factor, is consumption per month , for use in is given to the range in cost due to

obtained from the point in where determining the load -factor, is all that change in load - factor. The modifi

the 400 - H . P. line crosses the flat- will be required . With large instal- cation would appear in Fig. 6 by

rate line, or at the $36 point. lations, where greater accuracy is using two base - rate lines, one at

In the same way a 3200 - H . P. con- required, more money may be spent about $20 and the other one at about

sumer's variable rate would be from on individual measuring instruments $55 . The minimum and maximum

$24 to $34 . with a corresponding with no relative increase in cost of rate curves would then be drawn

flat rate of $30.40, and the variable meters over that of the many small with reference to these two lines ,

rate line runs from point o ' to d '. consumers, and the total error in re- leaving a considerable variation in

Referring to the small consumers cords would probably be very much price per horse -power per year be

having a load -factor of approximately less than under present service . tween zero and 100 -per -cent. load

15 per cent., and following the same In the sale of power on the maxi- factor even for the largest consumers.

method given above, ascertaining mum -demand basis, the question of Greater leeway as to permissible

that the variable rate is from $ 11 to the amount of firm power to be intermittent demands could also be

$52 ,-at 15 per cent. load - factor the taken , and the permissible demands given, due to steam engines being

rate would be $ 11.7.15 ( $52.- above that amount, are always the capable of temporary overloads to a

$ 11 ) = $ 17.15 . subject of much discussion . In this much greater extent than are water

In view of overselling three times system , however, intermittent de- wheels . The general principles un

for this class of consumers , the gross mands in excess of the firm power derlying all power plants of whatever

income derived for each horse -power may be permitted in percentages ap- type are, however, the same; and

actually delivered from the plant proximately those obtained by fol- one system of sale and measurement

would be three times $ 17.15, equal- lowing about the same curve as the of their output, giving due consid

ing $51.45 , or practically the maxi- maximum rate curve ,-measurement erations to local conditions, would,

ກາ ເ 1 mm rate . This increased return being made from the $ 30 base line if universally used , do much to es

per horse-power output at the sta- up to the curve . For example, the tablish a better relationship between

tion, over the corresponding straight small consumer may be permitted to producer and consumer ,—if, as in

flat- rate price of $41 per horse -power take power 100 per cent. above his the one proposed, it is founded on

year, is made necessary by the fact firm amount ; the 2000 - HI. P. con- equity.

that three installations must be made sumer, allowing for probable maxi

to get the gross revenue of $51.45 , mums occurring at the same time, On a recent trip, the Cunard liner

while only one is required for the would be entitled to about 25 per “ Campania ” was in communication

$41 revenue .
The difference in reve- cent. intermittent demand. At the by wireless telegraph with Poldhu, in

nue is , therefore, just about suffi- 10,000 - H . P. limit, no intermittent Cornwall, when 2350 miles from the

cient to make up for this additional demands could be permitted , as there British coast. At 1850 miles out,

expense .
is nothing with which to furnish messages were received from both

In the same way , the 400 - H . P. them . Europe and America.
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The Neglected Boiler Room

ONpage81 of this issue, H. T.
a

P. Hancock , of the Boston Edison emphasizes the importance of the

Company, spoke of the firemen as personal equation in the problem of

those of the force who must be se- efficient fuel combustion. How can

lected with care , for the type needed a fireman be shown that he is burn

must have had experience, and must ing coal inefficiently ? As is well

have judgment and be reliable. “ We known, poor combustion of coal re

want men who will burn coal," he sults in loss of heat units to the

said , “ and not simply dispose of it ; stack . If, then , some means be pro

men who will use judgment in both vided to indicate this loss and show

firing and cleaning fires. the fireman that he is burning the

“ Firemen are a class of men who coal inefficiently , it will go a long

must of necessity do very hard work , way toward solving the problem .

and they are also a class of men With the ordinary method of flue

upon whom the power stations are gas analysis, however, the results

to a large degree dependent for their are obtained so long after the test

continuous operation. Both of these that the fireman cannot remember

facts should be taken into careful exactly the conditions and appear

consideration , especially as to the ance of the fire at the time of the

treatment of these men , and as to the test . There is now in use , however,

wages paid them .” an automatic continuous CO , re

As to keeping the boiler room corder, which seems to have met the

clean , he said : - " A little spare time conditions of rapidity of record and

on each watch , especially on Sun- reliability . This apparatus has al

days and holidays, when the load is ready been described in THE ELEC

below normal, can be used in TRICAL AGE, so that no particulars

manner not to cause reflection as to of its working need be given here.

expense and, at the same time, make It will be interesting, however, to

even the men who work in the room refer to the results obtained with

feel a sense of content, while a like this apparatus, as given in a paper
feeling could not obtain in a fire read before the American Institute

room which contained the dirt and of Electrical Engineers by H. G.

filth of months of accumulation, with Stott, superintendent of motive power

no prospect of its ever becoming of the Interborough Rapid Transit

any better.” Company, of New York .

One of the ways suggested by the Records taken from a stoker boiler

author in which labour cost might while the recorder was covered up

be reduced, is to provide means of to prevent the fireman seeing it , and

getting the coal into the boiler room other records taken from the same

so that the fireman's time will not boiler while the fireman was watch

be taken for this work . One ar- ing the CO , indications, showed a

rangement in use by some plants is saving of more than 12 per cent. in

to run the railroad siding alongside the latter records.

of the boiler room at such a height One objection to the automatic

that the coal may be dumped into ( 0 , recorder might be that its cost,

bins under the track and opening -$375 f . o . b . docks, New York .--
into the boiler room . would prove too much for small

The author's statement that he has plants, where cne would be neces

known the methods of different fire- sary for each stack . It would seem ,

men to make a variation of 40 per however, from the percentage of sav

cent . in the amount of fuel burned, ing given by Mr. Stott , that the ap

Hartman pleads for better care

and more consideration of the

boiler room of power plants. It is

true, as he says, that while there are

many notable exceptions, in a large

number of plants the boiler room

presents an uninviting contrast to

the other parts of tlie station . The

direct cause for this is the fireman ,

careless, untidy, and drawing " the

munificent salary of 14 cents

hour.” The indirect cause, however,

may be traced back to the lack of

care in getting a proper man . One

low in the scale of intelligence is

generally neglectful of his personal

cleanliness, and, what follows, neg

lectful of his work and the cleanli

ness of his surroundings.

That the selection of a fireman is

a matter on which the economical

operation of the power station de

pends largely, has already been em

phasized by others. Last year, at

the Denver convention of the Na

tional Electric Light Association, W.

an

14
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or even

.

paratus would soon pay for itself. It Large stores often freeze their own

has been suggested that one recorder ice cream , and the cost of doing this

might be used for several stacks , by an electrically -operated freezer is

being connected from one to the far below the cost of performing the

cther by means of a system of tubes. task by manual labour.

This might result in a boiler being Small centrifuges for separating

fired efficiently only when the re- cream and other liquids, ice crushers,

corder was on its stack , but it would, grinders, pumps, and small lathes are

nevertheless, mark the beginning of made many times more convenient

a commendable improvement in by the motor drive. A motor-oper

boiler room equipment. ated pill-making machine is one of

the latest devices for drug store

work , the only thing necessary for

Electricity in the Drug Store the apothecary to do being to supply

the hoppers with the ingredients in

HE retail drug store offers a bulk . Moving window advertise

field for the utilization of cen- ments of ail sorts are now in use in

tral station current which some of the larger drug stores , and

ought not to be overlooked . Elec- in almost all cases the small motor

tricity is now used for lighting in a is the power behind the screen .

great many such establishments, and
Electric cigar lighters, sign flashi

the small motor is gradually becom- ers , small basement hoists and ele

ing better appreciated in this line of vators, special electric heating appa

work . Outside the large cities, how- ratus for chemicals and electric signs

ever, gas lamps of the Welsbach or in a multitude of varieties are worth

open flame types, and even kerosene considering by the central station

oil lamps, are widely used for drug man and the druggist. In many

store illumination . Where central cases an electric refrigerating plant

station current is available at fair can be employed to great advantage

prices , there ought to be little diffi- on the premises.

culty in introducing electricity for The drug store offers a long -hour

quite a variety of drug store service . and sometimes an all-night load, and

There is probably no branch of while it is seldom possible to install

artificial illumination , which offers a a great variety of equipment at the

better field for the trial of original outset in such establishments, it

ideas than the lighting of show win- ought to follow in due time that a

dows, and the variety of wares car- persistent campaign in this field will

ried by the modern druggist lend be thoroughly profitable to both the

themselves especially well toward ex- central station and the druggist.

hibition in high quality light. Fancy

papers, glassware, silverware and

toilet articles never appear to better The Value of the Study of Electric

advantage than under the soft yet ity to Artillery Officers

brilliant illumination of the incandes

cent lamp, whether the high effi- HE full defensive powers of our

ciency unit, the Nernst glower, or modern seacoast fortifications,

the ordinary frosted bulb be which have cost the United

ployed. Given an adequate supply States Government nearly $ 98,000 ,

of incandescent light, the gas- lighted 000, have been made possible only

drug store is always certain to look by the application of electricity, says

less attractive and be less comfortable Licut. E T. Hines, in the " Journal

in lot weather than its electrically of the l'nited States Artillery."

supplied rival . For general drug From the report of the Secretary

store illumination the enclosed arc of War for 1904, it is estimated that

lamp with a diffusing reflector is about $54,000,000 will be required

being successfully used, but there is to complete the fortifications of our

not much doubt that the most pleas- proposed coast defense. Upon this

ing results can be secured by the use assumption, it is safe to say that the

of incandescent lamps. total cost will reach $ 150,000,000.

The extent to which the small mo- The electrical installation of this de

tor can be utilized as an auxiliary fence will cost approximately $ 5.

in drug store service is far from real 000,000, or 3 per cent. of the total.

ized by many central station men . This amount is represented in our

The use of electric fans for ventila- seacoast forts by electrical apparatus

tion , for keeping the window panes with the necessary accessories, such

clear from frost and for operating as boilers, engines, both steam and

coloured streamers of ribbon in win- oil, dynamos, motors, storage bat

dow advertising, is familiar to every- teries, telephones, searchlights, and

one, but there are still many drug telautographs.

stores where motor-driven sliakers If we should do away with this

for the soda fountain are unknown . cquipment, or discard its electrical

features, says Lieut . Hines , our mod

ern armament, or rather the effective

use of our large calibre guns, on which

the safety of the coast of the United

States depends in case of war, would

be impaired to at least half of its

value. Eliminate the electrical ap

pliances, the range finders, telauto

graphs, and other apparatus now

utilized in fire control work , and the

efficiency of our coast defense will be

depreciated nearly 75 per cent .

This may seem unduly to enlarge

the value or importance of electricity ,

yet suppose in action the generators

or engines failed to do the work or

the storage battery fails to light the

emplacements, or the telephones and

telautograplis fail to convey orders

and ballistic data, what then becomes

of our system of fire control or direc

tion ? In connection with this it may

be assumed , in nine cases out of ten ,

that the failure of the foregoing ap

paratus to work properly is due to

unskilled attendants or lack of care

ful care and preservation .

We cannot and should not expect

an enlisted man receiving $ 13 per

month , an electrician ser

geant on his small salary of $40 per

month , to give this equipment the

care and attention required for its

preservation and efficient operation

without at least being properly in

structed by officers over them , who
in a measure are more adequately

compensated.

To enable officers to give the ne

cessary instructions, requires them

first to prepare themselves properly

for this work by a diligent and care

ful study of the subject of electricity

and its many applications. Not only

should all artillery officers be able to

install and operate the instruments

and equipment of the modern fortifi

cations, but they should also be fa

miliar with so much of the theory of

electricity as bears directly on their

work . This does not seem to be a

very unreasonable requirement, when

one considers that the enlisted men

of the Signal Corps, electrician ser

geants, and master electricians, must

all possess this practical and theoret

ical knowledge, in a certain degree,

in order to perform their daily duties

efficiently.

The Chief of Artillery, in his re

port for the year 1901 , found it ne

cessary to make the following recom

mendations :

“ It is recommended that the em

ployment of expert civilian elec

tricians be continued, one for each

Artillery District."

With the aid of our service schools

at Forts Monroe and Totten, and

the assistance of well-qualified mas

ter electricians, it is hoped that in the

T
ein
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as a

future reports from the same source The telephone is becoming a most under proper safeguards is possible,

it will not be found necessary to call valuable aid in the operation of trains and is already being done on some

upon the civilian electrician to as- in large yards and terminals , and roads. On the Union Pacific be

sist the artillery in any other than quick work is necessary because of tween Council Bluffs and Gilmore

work connected with the first instal- the constantly increasing volume of in conjunction with the block signal

lation . The chief reliance for the business. system the movement of trains is

proper care and operation of our It is most necessary that the train very greatly facilitated by use of

electrical installation must be ob- dispatcher, telegraph office, yardmas- telephones by the dispatcher in one

tained from the commissioned per- ter , car inspector, roundhouse, tow- of the towers . Official and private

sonnel of the artillery, assisted by ers , and switch shanties should be cars , while standing on side -tracks

properly instructed and qualified en- supplied liberally with telephones. at important terminals, may be quickly

listed attendants . By a liberal use of the telephone be- connected with private branch ex

The direct handling of this equip- tween these, much time often may changes, or local and long-distance

ment must, of course, be intrusted be saved for freight conductors and lines, thus giving the occupants of

to specially trained and efficient at- whole train crews and also in ex- such cars telephonic service as at

tendants selected by officers in charge pediting the starting of trains, their offices or homes. Such an ar

of such work . Telephones are soon to be con- rangement is in vogue at the Omaha

structed in connection with the auto- union station .

matic block system now being in- Long -distance telephone lines be

A New Timber Preservative stalled , as they will place the dis- tween division and district terminals

patcher in close touch with the non- would afford invaluable service to

N interesting method of apply- telegraph stations , Portable tele- operating and traffic departments in

ing a preservative to railway phones may also be placed on trains giving orders and exchanging infor

ties and timber is described in for use on these wires in emergency mation which now overburden the

" L'Industrie Electrique," of Paris. cases . On some other sections of telegraph wires . Mr. Korty said he

The process consists of the artificial the road it is contemplated to intro- looked forward to the time , in the

metallization of the pores of the duce the composite system , by means not distant future, when the tele

wood , the metal being deposited of which one wire may be used phone service of the Union Pacific

electrolytically. simultaneously for telegraphing and will be coextensive with that of the

In brief, the method requires first telephoning. Trains will be equipped tlegraph ; with long -distance tele

the application of a solution of some with portable composite telephone phone circuits along the main lines
salt , sulphate of copper, for exam- apparatus, enabling conductors to capable of satisfactory use between

ple , by placing the wood immersed reach the dispatcher or nearest tele- the extreme limits of the road , not

in the solution in a closed chamber graph office. rival of , the telegraph , but

and subjecting it to pressure . The Several complete circuits are al- rather as an auxiliary thereto , and as

wood is thus thoroughly impregnated ready in use on the Union Pacific a direct and quick means for per

with the solution . It is then taken road whereby, in each case , several sonal conversations between officials,

out and piled up in layers in a con- stations on a district are thus con- agents and others. Each system has

crete reservoir . The first layer of nected with the dispatcher and much its particular advantage over the

timber is immersed in the same cop- valuable use derived therefrom by other, the telegraph being the best

per sulphate solution and also rests the dispatchers and trainmen con- where a record is required.

on a layer of jute or other fibrous ferring with each other. Where the

material which is supported by an use of the composite is impracticable,

electrode made of woven strands of the most economical arrangement is
While a storage system of ligliter

copper. Similar electrodes are placed to string a single iron wire between
weight for use in electric vehicles

would undoubtedly be welcomed by
between each layer of timbers as they a siding and nearest telegraph office

are piled up to the desired height.
both the manufacturer and purchaser ,

and connect with telephones . This

Alternate electrodes are then con- places trains at sidings within reach there is little likelihood, according to

nected to the opposite poles of an of the dispatcher.
" The Automobile ,” of a radical

alternating -current supply, and the Experiments with telephones on
change in the near future in battery

construction , due to the recently re

current is allowed to pass. The ac- trains are in progress on the Union

tion is said to decompose the solu Pacific road which , it is hoped , may
ported discoveries of large quantities

tion and set free metallic copper in result in devising apparatus that will
of cobalt in the western section of

North Carolina. These cobalt beds
the pores of the wood . Besides the make it possible for the engineer and

have been known to exist for a
preservative action in thus closing conductor to successfully carry on

the pores, it is said that a certain conversation and compare their un
number of years, and as the applica

tion of that mineral for use in stor
amount of copper sulphate is per- derstanding of orders .
manently retained in the pores, giv- A wrecking car on each division is age battery construction is yet in

ing an additional and decided pre- supplied with two portable tele
an early experimental stage , a con

servative effect. phones, and a reel carrying one
siderable period of time must elapse

before the perfected product could
quarter mile of insulated wire for

use at wrecks, washouts, etc. , which be put on the market should the ex

The Telephone in Railway Service used to place the temporary
periments prove successful. Intend

telegraph office in communication
ing buyers of electric vehicles are

T a recent meeting of officials with the repair work , the
safe in purchasing the standard

and employees of the Union ered wire being stretched along the
products.

Pacific Railroad at Omaha, L. ground. The arrangement keeps the

H. Korty, superintendent of tele- division office promptly advised as A gift of $ 100,000 has been made

graph , spoke of the important part to the progress of repairs, etc. to the University of California by

plaved by the telephone in railway The movement of trains by tele- Clarence H. Mackay for a profes

service. phonic orders in certain localities sorship of electrical engineering.

are

COV
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FIG . I.-TWO ELECTRICALLY OPERATED COAL TIPS IN HAMBURG HARBOUR, GERMANY

IN

Electrically Operated Coal Tips unloaded , is similar in design to the zontal position , as shown in Fig . I.

coal tips in use in the Ruhr harbours . By means of this tip , cars having

N the May number of THE ELEC- The ramp, or inclined part, carrying a wheel base of 8 to 13 feet and of

TRICAL AGE, it will be remem- on the water side a patented grip for 10 to 20 tons capacity , are tilted auto

bered , were described a number catching the car to be unloaded, is matically. For cars having longer

of electrically operated cranes built common to both tips . With the au- wheel bases a hand winch can be re

by the Vereinigte Maschinenfabrik tomatic outer tip , the inner end of the sorted to to supplement the auto

Augsburg and Maschinenbau Gesell ramp bears on two pins located on the matic action . The catching hooks

schaft, Ltd., of Nürnberg. As of fur- girders which support the mechani- above mentioned are free to move in

ther interest electrically operated coal cally driven outer tip , while in the, the longitudinal axis of the ramp by

tips built by the same company are event of the latter being used , the means of hand cranks , so as to give

here described. ramp is coupled to these girders . a favourable tilting moment for each

The two coal tips , shown in the Below the ramp, a tooth-wheel wheel distance. For this purpose an

illustrations, were recently supplied segment, with its center coinciding index is provided on the left side of

to the State of Hamburg for use in with that of the bearing pins of the the foundations.

connection with the new Kuhwärder ramp, engages a pinion , the shaft of For operating the electrical tilting

harbour in unloading coal directly which is located on the frame of the device the outer tip, as above men

from cars into barges and lighters. outer tip . On this shaft is mounted tioned, is coupled to the inner one ,

They are placed about 230 feet apart a hand -operated band brake outside so that the two box -shaped girders

and ciose to the coal quay, on which of the frame of the outer tilting de- are rigidly connected to the ramp lo

are the tracks over which the coal vice . cated between them . At the outer

cars are hauled. The car to be unloaded is run on ends the girders are pivotted on the

The tilting device proper of each the ramp, which is then in a horizon- foundation, while at the inner ends

of the two coal tips is a combination tal position , the front axle is caught they rest on wooden sleepers , with

of two separate tips , the outer one of by hooks and the brake is then re- the iron construction connecting them

which works automatically and is in- leased . As, with a loaded car , the below the ramp.

tended for use with low water levels , center of gravity lies now in front of The whole tilting device is sur

as in Fig. 2 , while the other is elec- the axis of rotation of the moving mounted by an iron framework, on

trically driven and is used for high parts, the ramp is made to tilt . The the platform of which is arranged
water levels , as in Fig. 3 . It may be inclined position of the ramp is main- the engine house . In the latter are

mentioned that the water levei in tained by the brake, since , when the the motor -driven winches for the

Hamburg harbour varies from 6 ! to car is empty, the center of gravity operation of the inner tip , in addi
20 feet . of the whole is back of the bearing tion to the necessary switching de

The automatic tip , which is oper- pins. When the brake is released vices . From the two double drums

ated by the weight of the coal to be this causes the ramp to assume a hori- of the tilting winch, wire ropes are

2-8
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carried over the rollers located at the

back ends of the tilting ramp and

thence over the rollers of a tighten

ing and compensating device . The

drum shaft is operated by a 50 - H . P.

series -motor driving through gearing.

At the back end of the tilting ramp,

idlers have been arranged , which

guide the ramp during its motion on

the frame. The weight of the inner

tip is compensated for by means of

counter -weights, arranged on both

sides and moving in pits behind the
frame.

About 30 seconds are required to

tilt the cars 45 degrees. To limit the

motion in the two end positions, an

automatic disengaging device is pro

vided , and to stop the motor

electro -magnetic jaw brake is pro

vided on the motor shaft.

Independently of the tilting winch

there have been installed in the en

gine house winches for operating the

chute. If the tilting device be not

in use , the chute is raised into the

upper position, as shown in Fig. 1 ,

so as to be out of the way of the

ships. The inner end of the chute is

displaced by means of a 43 - H . P.

series motor driving cable drums

through a worm and gear . Another

series motor of 7-H . P. operates the

cable drums for hauling in the outer

end of the chute.

The chute was so designed as to

be able in case of necessity to hold
the contents of one wagon . At the

outer end, which is somewhat nar

row , two adjustable folaing doors

have been fitted, and these can be

used to regulate the speed of dump

ing. The length of the chute can

also be changed by hand from 19.)

feet to about 241 feet.

The driver's stand to operate the

chute and the electrically driven tip

is in the engine house on the water

side . Close to the driver's stand are

arranged indices for the chute and

the tips. In addition, there is in the

engine house the switchboard for

power and light distribution .. The

engine house, to which convenient

winding stairs lead , is provided with

double walls, consisting of pitch pine

inside and teak wood outside. Cur

rent is supplied from the Kuhwärder

power station at 440 volts . The elec

trical equipment was supplied by the

Siemens-Schuckert Werke.

Each of these coal-tips will dis

charge about 15 coal cars of 10 to 20

tons' capacity per hour, in the case

of electrical operation, and about 20

cars with automatic operation , though

these figures can be increased .

FIG. 2.-FOR LOW-WATER LEVELS , HE TIP IS OPERATED AUTOMATICALLY BY THE WEIGHT OF

THE LOADED CAR

A twenty -line automatic telephone

system is to be installed on Andrew

Carnegie's Scottish estate .FIG. 3.–FOR HIGH -WATER LEVELS, THE TIP IS OPERATED BY ELECTRICITY
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THEcaire ofthis article is to give

As op

Radium and Cathode Rays
charge of negative electricity to its

target of green light, and by the

same means it can be shown that the

By RICHARD MEADE BACHE, Member of the American anode gust conveys a charge of posi

Philosophical Society tive electricity to the cathode. The

first rays, those from the cathode , de

So much that is abstruse, and, on the other hand , so much of the daily newspaper order , has been monstrably composed of corpuscles,

written about radium , that what is given here will be of interest as describing the phenomena of its bombard the side of the glass oppo
actions in a clear and simple way.- The Editor.

site the cathode, where the green

light is . They have been found by

HE aim of this article is to give pretty spectacle, is , nevertheless, what calculation to move with approxi

the the led , step by step, to the recognition mately a third of the speed of light,

most recent one of the notable artificially produced corpuscles of the velocity of which is between 180,

discoveries in science , one revolu- great motive power, and to that of 000 and 190,000 miles per second.

tionizing all previous conception of their correspondence with others The rays from the anode, correspond

the constitution of the earth. emitted by lately discovered matter . ing to those from the cathode ( the

posed to the earliest, and wholly Everyone who has ever seen the latter being also called canal rays, be

erroneous conception, that earth, air, spark of a static electrical machine cause they were discovered by pass

fire, and water are the only earthly knows that it passes in a bright line ing them through an opening in the

elements, or uncompounded princi- from pole to pole. When , however, cathode ), have less velocity than the
ples in matter, about seventy real instead of passing under ordinary at- others, or at least less penetration .

ones are now recognized. mospheric pressure, it is delivered in They bend in opposite directions

Atoms, forming molecules, or col- a glass receptacle in which there has when subjected to the same magnetic

lections of atoms, of any substance, been great reduction of the pressure influence .

were regarded until recently as the through the instrumentality of the air The Roentgen rays , so-called from

smallest particles in existence , and pump, there is no longer a well- their discoverer, a distinguished Ger

also as indivisible. One might, it defined bright line discernible from man physicist, who named them the

was thought, for it was done, break pole to pole, but in its stead a glowa X -rays, are not pure and simple cath

up molecules, but not atoms them- is produced . If , in the glass recep- ode rays, but are an emanation from

selves. We were right and we were tacle , air at a certain degree of re- them , produced by the impact of

wrong. The atoms of which we were duced pressure be present, it will be cathode rays upon a hard surface ,

then thinking were the only smallest observed that the contents will look and are , therefore, in a word, rays of

particles then known . blue near the negative pole , and on secondary formation . Soon after the

By the test of chemistry, the small- the opposite point of the glass re- discovery of X -rays, a man wrote

est and the lightest of them all is ceptacle , as on a target , will appear to a newspaper, inquiring if the rays

the atom of hydrogen. We had not, green light. The negative pole is , in are not sometimes called "wrenching

and could not possess, prior to the re- fact, firing its negatively charged cor- rays,” because they twist . A person

cent discovery, knowledge that any- puscles at the place forming the green once questioned the author about the

thing smaller existed , for all our target. " cross -rays," interpreting X to mean

knowledge of minute particles of mat- The terms anode and cathode, or rays that cross one another.

ter came through chemistry. Chemi- positive and negative, to designate Simultaneously with these experi

cally , the atom of hydrogen necessa- the opposite poles of an electric ma- ments and discoveries, were proceed

rily still remains the smallest and the chine, whether static or galvanic, are ing researches dealing with elements

lightest of them all . often misleading to the general read- capable of spontaneous action of a

But we have now found , through er , giving the idea that electricity high order, resulting finally in the

the discovery referred to , that some passes exclusively from the anode to wonderful discovery, by husband and

particles exist which are called cor- the cathode, from the positive to the wife, Monsieur and Madame Curie,

puscles, or little bodies, compared negative pole, but not in the opposite in the isolation of radium . This, be

with which the atom of hydrogen is direction , from the cathode to the yond any other kind of matter known,

gigantic, sometimes at least a thou- anode, from the negative to the posi- is an element that has been found to

sand times greater . More than that, tive pole. The fact is , however, that possess an activity and a duration of

it has been simultaneously discovered each pole gives out a characteristic function beyond anything heretofore

that matter, instead of being, as pre- force representing the effluence which suspected to exist . It is known that

viously regarded , incapable of action passes into and through the opposite a piece of it would lose only about

without extraneous force , is , at least pole . half its power in 1500 years , and

in some of its forms, endowed with The characteristic effluence differs would still have i per cent. of it left

intense activity. in effects physically, visually, and after a lapse of 10,000 years . Its

The priceless value of observing therapeutically. Therapeutically, or rays are threefold in energy and

familiar phenomena that daily appear as affecting disease , the case is be- character. Each has been designated

around us, and of collecting and col- vond the intention of this article ; vis- by scientists by a Greek letter, but

lating their various manifestations, as ually, everyone can satisfy himself of they will be here called by the cor

possibly leading to conclusions re- the fact; physically, it only needs to responding English letters , a , b , and

garding their cause, was never better cite one circumstance, that the gust g . Each of them has its individual

exemplified than in the case of ob- of negative, or cathode, corpuscles, velocity, or at least penetrative pow

servation of the conduct of electrical being deflected in one direction by a er , which with them does not seem

discharges in glass vessels in which magnet, the gust of anode corpuscles altogether to depend upon mass as

atmospheric pressure had been re- can be deflected by the magnet only well as upon velocity.

duced by the air pump. This experiThis experi- in the opposite one. These rays chemically affect a pho

ment, which was at first generally The cathode gust, which we see as tographic plate, the influence on it of

regarded as only capable of affording rays, can be experimentally shown, by the b ravs (which are the same as

the gratification of a curious and means of an electrometer, to carry a the cathode rays of the electrical ma
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earswhich are charged with positive light-blue illumination.Undertheir A Praterials for producing women

chine) being more conspicuous than especially upon diamonds, the most Fabrics for Electric Heating

the influence of the others . The a vivid and beautiful effect of liquid ,

,

electricity, stopped
suitable electric

gust of corpuscles, the real diamond

of metal, yet they are known to have glows with a purity that reveals its
heating purposes is described

the greatest energy of discharge of true water, and sets at naught spuri
in a recent issue of " L'Electricité."

the three kinds . Nevertheless, they ous stones of white translucency.
A special flexible resistance wire,

rays have a greater penetrative power It does not seem surprising that the which can be drawn of any required

than the others , having been known sun , prime source of all phenomena
section, is used, and is uniformly in

to pass through nearly 3 inches of in our planetary system , chemically
terwoven with the ordinary material

lead . composite in constitution, should both
of the cloth . The resulting material,

We have the authority of a state- produce and excite to various phe whether composed of hemp, cotton ,

ment in one of the volumes of the
wool or silk , and whether heavy or

nomena ; but that radium , isolated

“ Physical Science Series," of Cam- from other substances , and therefore
light in texture, is not noticeably

difierent from the same material

bridge, England, that the mass of the necessarily assumed to be elementary,

positively charged corpuscle of ra- should give out three kinds of rays,
without the electric heating wires.

dium is a thousand times greater than different in force and other charac
All strain is taken by the textile ma

the mass of the atom of hydrogen ,
terial, so that the conducting part

teristics , seems at the first blush ex

and that the mass of the negatively traordinary. And yet , what do we
can be safely made of extremely

charged corpuscle of radium is a call extraordinary, or simply strange
small section , and offers a large heat

thousand times less than that of the in nature ? Only that which we do
radiating surface.

atom of hydrogen . Therefore, the not understand ; and how little of it
The large number of circuits em

mass of the a corpuscle of radium is
ployed enables the voltage between

we do understand !

two thousand times as great as that The author has gone far enough to
neighbouring conductors to be kept

of the b corpuscle. The velocity of
down from one -half to one volt , and

show what a boundless field lies here

the a corpuscle has been calculated for further investigation and discov
so prevents all danger from short

circuits. Current is led to the vari

to be only about a tenth that of light. ery . We may all confess with Shake

This may account, with its greater
ous groups of conductors in parallel

speare, in view of these late wonders,

mass , for its penetrative power being
by means of special leading-in wires

that there are many things in heaven
less than that of the other corpuscles. and earth not dreained of in ourphi- running alongthe opposite edges of

the cloth .

As in the case of the two artifici- losophy. More, in all probability, lie
Carpets, bed - covers, foot-warmers,

ally generated rays from the anode invitingly beyond than present them
and the like , are made up on this

and the cathode of an electrical ma- selves as possible even now to the

chine, two of the three rays of ra
principle, and offer a safe and effec

most enlightened understanding and
tive method of internal heating. It

dium , the a ray and the b ray , can be the keenest vision into the past.

deflected from their course, but only

is only necessary to connect the lead

in opposite directions, under magnetic
ing -in wires to the electric supply

influence. The ability to sever them ,
through a suitable fuse and switch in

order to raise the surface of the

in both cases , under the influence of Tlie trials of a single-phase trac
material to a uniform moderate tem

magnetism , was what led to the dis tion system conducted for some time
perature, which is usually 30 degrees

covery that the b rays of radium are past by the Maschinenfabrik Oerli to 35 degrees C. above the at

of the same kind as the cathode rays kon, of Zürich , Switzerland, on the
mosphere in the case of carpets , and

from the electrical machine. Seebach -Wettingen line, are said to
20 degrees to 25 degrees C. in the

There is , however, this marked dif- be progressing favourably. A great
case of foot -warmers and the like .

ference between them , that whereas deal of experimental work was found
Amongst the many applications to

the velocity of the corpuscles from necessary in order to reduce the in
which this system of heating lends

the cathode of the electrical machine
terference which the first plant caused itself are the medical treatment of

has been approximately determined to the working of the local and trunk
rheumatism and other cases requir

at a third of the speed of light, the telephone lines which run parallel to
ing the application of a gentle heat

corpuscles from the b rays of radium the railway. At first the line was
locally ; the filtering of syrupy liquids,

have been calculated to be much more worked with alternating current at which have to be treated at a definite

than half the speed of light. A de- 50 cycles, when it was found that the
temperature, the drying of paper by

scription of the apparatus and the induction trouble in the telephone
passing it over endless bands of the

equations, by which these and other circuits was sufficient to render the
heated cloth , and the construction of

determinations of velocity have been telephone service almost impossible.
compact foot-warmers for tramway

made, could be given , but they would The telephone circuits had copper re- and railway carriages .

be inappropriate in an account like turns. In order to reduce the trouble,

this. the Oerlikon Company experimented

The most apparently extraordinary with lower frequencies for the sup- According to a bulletin recently

action of the gusts of corpuscles from ply to the railway locomotives. They issued by the New York Telephone

radium is that of the g rays. They, found that with 15 cycles there was Company and the New York & New

unlike the two other kinds of radium absolutely no influence on the work- Jersey Telephone Company, showing

rays discussed , are not deflected by ing of the telephones, and it is now the increase in telephones in New

the magnet, and are , as already men- being proved that 20 cycles are also York City during the month of June

tioned , capable of passing through serviceable. just past, the total net gain in tele

nearly 3 inches of lead ; but they are phones for the month is given as

also , in their usual association with 3591. This is against a gain of 2217

some cathode rays, chiefly instrumen A bust of Volta was recently pre- telephones during June of 1905 , an

tal , through their corpuscular bom- sented to the British Institution of increase for June, 1906, over the

bardment of neighbouring objects, in Electrical Engineers by the Associa- same month of last year of 62 per

producing upon some substances, zione Elettrotecnia Italiana. cent .
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Progressive Business Methods in

Denver

W
HEN the more than 50,000

members of the Order of Elks

met in Denver, Col. , this

month , one of the attractive elec

trical displays in their honour was

an arch , illustrated on this page ,

erected by the Denver Gas & Elec
FERING .

tric Company. Across the top of the

arch is the word “ Welcome, ” which ,

with other parts of the arch , is out

lined with incandescent lamps, 1600

in all . It affords an excellent ex

ample of the value of electric light

ing for display advertising or spec
LATOR

tacular effects. The arch weighs 70

tons, is 60 feet high, and the drive

way is 34 feet wide. It is con

structed of iron, plated with bronze

and with an antique finish .

The building of the arch was an

outgrowth of a spirited campaign

begun some years ago by the Denver

Gas & Electric Company to increase

the sale of current for lighting and
AN ELECTRIC ARCH IN COURSE OF ERECTION BY THE DENVER GAS & ELECTRIC COMPANY FOR

other purposes. This campaign was THE " ELKS" CONVENTION AT DENVER

successful from the start , and in a

short time hardly a dark corner

could be found in any portion of the

business district.

This increased demand for adver

tising purposes created a demand for

better public lighting, until now Den

ver claims a place among the best

lighted cities in the country. The WELCOME

ambition to make Denver known as

" The City of Lights " became a pub

lic one, and the arch is one result

of this spirit .

A fund, started with the object

of impressing the visitors with the

up - to - date methods of lighting in

Denver, soon totalled $ 22,000, con

tributed by business firms and a

large number of citizens . With this
OF

fund the arch was erected, to express

the hospitality of Denver to every

visitor to the city . It stands at the

Union Depot, and was dedicated on

July 4 , before 10,000 people . In ac

cepting it as a gift to the city , the

Mayor emphasized the value of lights

as a means of welcoming visitors .

As a further evidence of its pro

gressive spirit, the Denver Gas & student has graduated in some course securing large sales of gas and elec

Electric Company has established a in the engineering department of his tricity.

" school of practice," in which will be alma mater. There is every reason to expect

taught all the pinciples which have Mr. Doherty has mapped out a that Mr. Doherty's idea will prove

made for the success of the company , two-years' course for his charges, invaluable to the companies in which

and in which new problems in the during which they will acquire a he is interested , as the school will

gas and electric business will be full knowledge of the conduct of always keep him supplied with ca

worked out. The school is the idea each department of the gas and pable men , able to conduct his plants

of Henry L. Doherty, president of electric business. Although all the successfully.

the company. The present pupils students have, thus far , had a tech- Denver has figured prominently in

are twenty students from various col- nical training only, they will not con- the electrical world in the past few

leges and universities of the coun- fine their efforts to this side alto- years. Heretofore it was by reason

try , namely, Cornell, Michigan, Wis- gether. They will be given thor- of the fact that few cities of her size

consin , Massachusetts Institute of ough instruction in those methods had a more extensive public and

Technology, and Dartmouth . Each which have been found to be best in commercial lighting display . At the

2

A NIGHT VIEW OF THE ARCH
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present time there is a wave of popu- to withstand considerable external Power Company, 4000 cubic feet per

larity in favour of electricity for all shock . second ; Lockport Hydraulic Power

purposes. For instance, the Shirley The wire gauze casings are easily Company, 500 cubic feet per second

and the Albany may be classed as ventilated, and are both cheap and from the Erie Canal and 333 cubic
electric hotels, as they are equipped light, but are not very strong. The feet from the ower level of the canal

with nearly every electrical appliance gauze should be of the normal di- at Lockport.

necessary for the convenience of their mensions used in safety lamps, viz . , In the case of the Albion Power

guests. The Shirley, which is con- 1-75 -inch wire , and 940 meshes to Company, it is the opinion of the
ducted in connection with the Shirley the square inch . Bronze or galvan- Secretary that the use of water from

Annex, recently gave up its own ized steel wire is the best material, the river by the company does not
plant, as it was found to be inade- and should be as carefully cleaned fall within the law , and for the pres

quate for all purposes of its general and kept free from defects as the ent he has withheld his decision con

service , and is now purchasing its ordinary safety lamp gauze . No cerning that company. He has also
current from the Denver Gas & Elec- soldering is permissible on the gauze, decided to postpone consideration of

tric Company. and the latter must be tightly the application of the Niagara Falls

All the pleasure and comfort that screwed into rigid frames and als Trust Company, as executor of the

electricity may afford are provided protected from external injury by estate of Henry E. Woodruff, de

by the Shirley Hotel. The sign perforated sheet metal, fastened over ceased , giving as his reason that

which greets the guests on entering it . water is not being used by the com

the hotel is a model of its type . It The oil -bath casing affords the pany .

is most effective and exceedingly best protection of all , since it en- Secretary Taft's decision permits

tasteful. The lighting arrangement tirely prevents access of firedamp to the Niagara, Lockport & Ontario

in the lobby shows careful study, and the parts where ignition could arise. Power Company to import into the

there is hardly room for improve- The casing should always be filled United States from Canada the

ment, so far as pleasing effects go. with sufficient oil to cover all spark- equivalent of 25,000 horse -power from

Those rooms which are occupied ing parts . The point showing the the Ontario Power Company of Can

by permanent guests have every elec necessary depth of oil should be ada, and the Niagara Power Com

tric appliance necessary for com marked on the casing, and the actual pany is also authorized to import

fort and convenience. The electric level of the oil at any time should be from the Canadian Niagara Power

chafing dish is very popular, as there visible without opening the casing. Company not to exceed 25,000

are many private parties. The mas- Where a transmission of current oc- horse -power daily.

sage vibrator is another appliance curs beneath the surface of the oil , These two permits are the only

which is used to a great extent in the contacts should be so constituted ones granted for the importation of

these rooms, and one may find in that no extensive decomposition , or the electricity generated in Canada.

nearly every room little electric heat- gasification, of the oil will occur be- The Secretary says that it will be ne

ers for curling irons . In fact , every- neath the surface . The shape of the cessary to make a thorough investi

where about the hotel there is evi- casing should preclude any exposure gation before granting permits to the

dence of the great conveniences of the sparking parts by violent mo- two companies. He has designated

which electricity , applied to diverse tion of the oil . Capt. Charles W. Kutz, of the Corps

uses, provides. Other protective measures , such as of Engineers, to make a full report

The example of the Albany and locking devices, and the like , should on the Canadian power, and when it

the Shirley will be followed by the be used in addition to the different is submitted the report will be laid

other Denver hotels, as the electric styles of casing mentioned . before the International Waterways

hotel increases the effectiveness of The best form of casing to use for Commission .

the service of any hotel. motors of low capacity, such as those

used for rock - drills and coal-cutters,

is the hermetical casing . For motors
According to " The Automobile ."

an extremely novel and interesting
The Explosion Hazard of Electrical of larger size , used for driving fans,

surface - increasing device for air
Appliances in Collieries air compressors, pumps , winches,

etc. , the wire gauze is preferable.
cooled gas -engine cylinders has been

ERTAIN For switches and safety plugs, the
made as follows:-Copper wire of

hermetical and oil-bath casings are
square section was wound over

the ignition of firedamp by best, because no ventilation is needed ;
form as if to make a long helical

sparking of electrical appliances in in fact , all starting resistances and
spring, except that the form was

mines have been given out by the transformers may generally be im
triangular instead of round, the tri

Gelsenkirchen testing station , in Ger- mersed in oil.
angle having a short base and two

long sides. Inside the spring-like
many.

Experiments extending over a pe
coil thus made was run a flat copper

ribbon, and the whole was wound
riod of three years indicate that the Limits for the Use of Niagara'Power

hermetical casing, wire gauze pro around the cylinder, the copper rib

tectors , are .
bon pressing the short base of the

is by Congress at its recent ses
triangular coil closely against the

thecasting. Then cvlinder

suited for certain particular condi- sion, providing that the Secre

tions. tary of War might issue permits for
placed in an electro -plating path and

The hermetical casing is not suit- water to be taken from Niagara
the coils united to the casting by a

able for appliances that are likely River to the extent of 15,600 cubic
heavy coating of copper.

to get hot while in use ; in such a feet per second, Secretary Taft has

case ventilation would be necessary . granted temporary permits as fol- A trackless trolley line is in opera

This form of device is also heavy, lows: tion in Italy between Spezia and

having to be built very strong, but Niagara Falls Power Company, Portovere, a distance of about two

has the advantage of being able 8000 cubic feet per second ; Niagara and one- quarter miles.

Ceing the danger resulting from a

Each of these, however, inte besit IN accordancewith the law passed
was
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The Lubrication of Bearings although it is about the least effi

cient and most expensive method of

all .

S the successful operation of and should have the edges well The smaller the amount of oil fed

machinery depends in large rounded off to facilitate the entrance to the bearings , the more it costs .

part upon the ability of the of oil between bearing and journal. This at first seems paradoxical, but

bearings to run continuously with- The simple removal of the sharp it is true, for the reason that if just

out undue friction and wear , says edge of the groove is not sufficient. enough oil is fed to the bearings to

A. M. Mattice, in a recent issue of Too many designers, moreover, permit of motion without damage,

" The Electric Journal," the propor- seem to look upon the matter of oil the oil becomes " worn out” by ex

tions and details of the bearings de- grooves as of too little importance cessive friction . If, on the other

mand the utmost care on the part of to be worthy of their consideration , hand, an excess of oil is supplied, a

the designer. In a great many cases but rather something to be left to the less quantity is actually worn out,

bearings give trouble, although the shop to take care of , or to be neg- while the excess
can be recovered

surface velocity and pressure per lected entirely. The result frequently and used over again .

unit area are well within safe limits, is an oil grooving which does more This old system of drop-by -drop

and although proper lubricant is ap- harm than good, letting the oil to lubrication is not only wasteful , but

plied in ample quantity, the troubles certain parts of the bearing and leav- it leads to danger of cutting the

being caused by the lack of atten- ing other parts dry.
bearings by reducing the oil supply

tion to small, but essential, details. In the days of slow -moving ma- to a dangerous minimum . It is not

One of the commonest causes of chinery it sufficed to use tallow or altogether the cault of engine build

trouble in two -part bearings is side pieces of pork -fat, placed in open- ers that this form of lubrication is

binding. This occurs principally in ings in the bearing caps and rest- the one most generally used by them ,

vertical engines and in other ma- ing directly upon the shaft. As ma- but rather because purchasers will

chinery where the principal load on chinery grew heavier and speeds not stand the slight additional first

the bearing is that due to the dead increased, the necessity for some cost of a better method .

weight of the rotating part. The more efficient means of lubrication Ring oiling and kindred systems

bearing boxes are too often bored made itself felt . It was known that are very efficient for a large class

and scraped to a good fit all around oil was a good lubricant, but there of bearings, but unfortunately are

without being eased off to prevent was the difficulty of applying it not well adapted to engine work, es

wedging action near the parting of in some automatic manner without pecially in large sizes , although some

the boxes. This not only causes a waste . designers have done some very good

tremendous pressure on the bearings Finally, some genius hit upon what work along this line. Ring oiling,

at these points, but prevents the oil in its day was considered the acme however, is admirably adapted to

from getting in between the shaft of perfection in the matter of lubri- many forms of electrical apparatus,

and the bearings. cation , feeding oil by means of wick and is probably used to a greater
A bearing is always much better siphons. A number of holes in the extent in that class of machinery

if eased off so that it will be well bearing cap connected with the oil than in any other.

clear of the shaft for at least 20 de- reservoir above the level of the oil . Grease and similar lubricants have

grees of arc on each side of the cen- In these holes were placed wicks , their limitations, but are ideal lubri

tre line, and even 30 degrees is not dipping in the oil. The rate of feed cants for many purposes, and in en

excessive. Many designers, espe- was regulated by the number of gine work can be used to good ad

cially those who have not had prac- wicks or the number of strånds in vantage on the smaller parts of valve

tical experience in the operation of each wick . gear, and even on eccentrics .

machinery, seem to dislike to lose It was not so very long ago , either, Supplying oil under pressure is a

any part of the bearing area by eas- that these primitive inethods were the necessity with step bearings which

ing off the sides of the boxes, but only ones in vogue. When the writer carry very heavy weights, and has

area at these points is more detri- first went to sea , about 33 years been applied with success to hori

mental than efficient, and bearings ago , the only methods of lubrication zontal bearings where the work

which are originally made with all were wicks for the engines and tal- is extremely heavy ; but this class of

around contact can frequently be im- low for the line shafts. The intro- lubrication may be considered as

proved by the use of hammer and duction , some years later , of adjust- adaptable only to special cases where

chisel. able drop - feed oil cups was a marked it is an absolute necessity, to be

Let the oil have a fair chance to improvement, followed later by the avoided if possible.

get in its work . The edges of the addition of “ sight feeds," so that the The central gravity system of lubri

bearing boxes are frequently left attendant could see what was going cation , which has come into exten

sharp, thus scraping off the oil in- on , instead of increasing or decreas- sive use in engine installations within

stead of assisting it to enter . If the ing the feed according as the bear- the past few years, has resulted in

box is eased off to form a channel ings felt too hot or otherwise. a marked saving in cost of lubrica

for the oil, meeting the shaft ap- From time to time various sys- tion and the elimination of bearing

proximately on a tangent, oil will tems of improved lubrication have troubles, and the details of such sys

be drawn in instead of being scraped appeared, such as ring oiling, chain tems are well worth the serious at

off. oiling, felt pads, packed waste, com- tention of engineers. The writer re

In the matter of oil grooves also, pression and spring grease cups, etc. fers to the systems which , while vary

designers frequently seem loth to But with the exception of the ing in details, comprise essentially

sacrifice bearing area , apparently “ splasher " system , which is very effi- an overhead supply tank, pipes lead
losing sight of the fact that no area , ciently used in a number of types of ing to all bearings with valves for

no matter how great , can be suffi- enclosed engines, the old type of regulating the supply, arrangements

cient unless properly lubricated . Oil drop -by -drop lubrication , feeding the for catching the overflow oil , settling

grooves should be large, arranged so oil in homeopathic coses, is the one tanks, filters and pumps for return

as to keep the oil well distributed, most generally used with engines, ing the oil to the supply tank , the
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being circulated through the bear. A

whole system being automatic, and had not appreciably diminished. The Long Distance Transmission in

resulting in a continuous circulation service tank contained a little less Switzerland

of oil . than 150 U. S. gallons, and this was

Although this system is at present
FTER an investigation of va

used principally in large installations, ings at the rate of between 40 and
rious schemes for affording an

it has been used with success in 50 gallons per minute, the whole
extension of the local supply

smaller plants, and the writer believes supply being circulated in less than of light and power, the Zurich muni

that engineers would be justified in four minutes. cipal authorities, says “ The Electri

using it in installations of single en- In the case just cited the oil re cal Review ," of London , have de

gines of large, or even moderate size . ferred to was that for lubricating the cided to carry out a project for the

Its success is not only due to the bearings of the three turbines. The utilization of the water power of the

saving of labour, as in large installa- line shafting was lubricated by the Albula River, which is to be dammed

tions, but by supplying an excess of old drop -by -drop method, and used and the water led to a turbine-gen

oil to the bearings the oil does not up a considerable quantity of oil ,
erator station on one bank of the

become “ worn out, " as in the drop- whereas the more exacting needs of
stream . It is estimated that the ex

by-drop system , thus resulting in a the turbines themselves were met penditure on the works will amount

reduction of oil bills. by the waste of practically no oil to $ 2,140,000, and the scheme re

A further extension of the princi
at all . quire from three to four years for

ple of continuous circulation of oil As another example, the turbine
its execution .

obtains in the flooded system of steamer " Queen Alexandria," which Although the distance between the

lubrication which has come into use in the summer season makes daily place of production and the center

in connection with steam turbines. trips on the Clyde , used less than of application is 86 miles, a decision

In fact , this system was introduced one barrel of oil during a season of
has not yet been arrived at as to the

by Parsons before the central gravity between four and five months. use of the alternating or the contin

system for reciprocating engines came Users of engines and other ma uous -current system for transmis

into vogue . This system consists in chinery would do well to take a sion . The alternating-current scheme

supplying to the bearings as much les , on from the results of steam tur- proposes the employment of four cir

oil as will flow through them ; the bi ie lubrication, which has demon- cuits having three wires in each and

oil carrying away the heat of the strated bevond a doubt that the sup- a pressure of 46,000 volts from the

bearings and being cooled in a tubu- ply of oil in large excess of that generating station . The direct-cur

lar cooler before going back to the actually required to prevent bearings rent project contemplates a pressure

bearings again . cutting is , in the long run , the most
of 79,000 volts, which will be reduced

The oil is not forced into the economical, and far in advance of the by one -half by the use of a double

bearings under pressure, but simply old drop -by -drop method .
circuit.

supplied at a head of from a few Another matter upon which a few
Both systems provide for the erec

inches to several feet,-just enough words may not be amiss is that of tion of watch -houses at distances of

to allow it to flow freely to the bear- the temperature of bearings. There about 14 miles, which will be in tele

ings. As the oil is nowhere ex- seems to be a wide misapprehension phonic and telegraphic communica

posed to the outside air , circulating as to what is a safe temperature. tion with the generating station and

only in a closed system , it collects Much of the idea about safe tem the Zurich transforming station, and

no dirt and does not need to be peratures is an inheritance from the each 14 -mile section will be regularly

filtered , but is used over and over time when lubricating oils were all
examined by the attendants perma

again continuously, the entire oil of animal or vegetable origin, and is nently engaged in connection with

supply circulating through the bear- not applicable to the high -test min
the watch -houses, which will be com

ings every few minutes. eral oils of to -day. bined with dwellings.

By means of this flooded system Some time ago the writer happened

speeds and pressures are used which to a controversy as

would otherwise be impossible, and , proper bearing temperatures, the im
It is reported that it has thus

what is of still greater interest to r ediate cause of which was an en
far been found impossible to use

the owner, the oil consumption is re
electric locomotives for hauling trains

ne whose main bearings ran at a}

duced to a minimum . As instances 1 mperature of about 135 degrees F.,
It isthrough the Simplon tunnel.

of this may be cited the cases of two 1 hile the owner claimed that a tem
stated that when the metal surfaces

installations of 400 -KW . steam tur- perature of over 100 degrees was
of the locomotives, chilled by the

outside

bines of the Parsons type running at unsafe, and produced " expert " tes
temperature, entered the

3600 revolutions per minute, one of temony to that effect. warm , moist atmosphere of the tun

which used only 50 gallons of oil in Knowing from experience that this
nel, the amount of condensation upon

six months and the other one 55 gal- view was not correct , but requiring
them was so great as to affect the

insulation of the conduceno
testimony to the contrary, the writer

and

lons. At another plant one turbine

of 400 -KW . and another of 750- proceeded to have examinations
cause short circuits. The n

KW . used only three barrels of oil made of the temperature of bearings
now being altered to obviati

in sixteen months. In another case of a large number of engines of vari ficulty.

two 1000 -KW . turbines used one- ous makes. The result of this inves

half gallon of oil per turbine per tigation showed more large engines Combined municipal water supply

week . running with bearings at temper- and electric power generation is said

Some months ago
the writer atures over than under 135 degrees. to be contemplated by the Eureka

crossed the Atlantic on the turbine Many bearings were running at Lake & Water Company, owning ex

steamer " Virginian ," and upon in- over 150 degrees, some considerably tensive properties in Northern Cali

quiring about the consumption of oil , higher, and in one case a continuous, fornia. At one point in a pipe line

found that no oil had been added to temperature of 180 degrees for a proposed water supply for San

the supply during four successive found , and in all of these cases the Francisco, sufficient head could be

round trips, and the original supply bearings were giving no trouble. obtained to generate 15,000 H. P.

get into to

was
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Tantalum Incandescent Lamps use on alternating -current circuits . as shown by the saving they secure

This lamp will enable central sta ; in consumers' cost of lighting at va

ANTALUM lamps now being tions to reduce the cost of lighting to rious rates per kilowatt-hour, is given

produced in this country at the the customer and therefore meet and in the following table :

General Electric Company's

lamp works at Harrison , N. J. , are

shown in the annexed illustration .

They are offered to the electrical

trade as giving the highest efficiency
of any form of commercial incandes

cent lamp available to-day.

The saving in the cost of the light

ing to the customer puts a large pre

mium upon higher efficiency lamps

and the latest production of inven

tion and research is really notable in

results obtained . The General Elec

tric tantalum lamp, it is claimed ,

gives an actual efficiency of two

watts per candle , based on the mean

horizontal English Parliamentary

Standard, with an average useful life

on direct- current circuits of 700

hours or more.

The construction and general ap

pearance of the new lamp are clearly

shown in the illustrations. When

used with the special “ Holophane"

pagoda reflectors provided with the

lamps, the downward lighting effi

ciency, it is claimed , is increased to

one w ler candle or better. Two A 22 -CANDLE -POWER , 44 -WATT TANTALUM LAMP WITH DISTRIBUTING FORM OF REFLECTOR ,

eflectors are provided, the
MADE BY THE GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, HARRISON , N. J.

t form , which gives a

charau. ic meridian distribution, resist competition, secure additional SAVING IN COST OF CURRENT AT VARIOUS

RATES AT 22 C. P. - 44-WATT G. E. TAN

and the concentrating form which desirable business and increase its TALUM LAMPS

gives a mgre centralized distribution net earnings. While the first cost of Over present Over present

beneath the ļamp. the tantalum lamp is somewhat higher 25 c. p . lamp

The lamp is at present supplied by than that of the ordinary carbon fila $2.47 $ 1.80

the General Electric Company in but ment lamp, this additional cost is

one size , having a consumption of 44 saved several times over by the con

watts and giving a mean horizontal sumer buying light at average meter
rating at 22 candle -power. It is rates given by electric lighting com

made for voltages of 100 to 130 volts panies. It is expected that the new lamp

and fitted only with standard Edison The average life of these lamps will be supplied to lighting customers

base. It is not recommended for is about 750 hours, and their value, on direct- current circuits on a liberal

2-9 145

Rate per 3.1 w . p . c.3.5 w . p . c .

22 c . p . lampKw. hour cents

10 .

11

12..

13..

14 ..

15...

2.83

2.97

3.24

3.47

3.72

1.98

2.15

2.33

2.51

2.69
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erators

THE

can

policy as to charges, either on a re- be taken the fullest advantage of to greater in proportion in the high

newal or on a purchase basis. The the end of pleasing the progressive speed, single-valve engine .

lamp possesses several very attractive and most desirable customers and There are many advantages in the

features which should appeal both exemplifying a progressive policy on duplex compound type not found in

to the central station man and to his the part of the central station . either the tandem or cross-compound

customer. The advertising value of types . The chief among them is its

this new lamp as a novelty represents compactness. The American - Ball

an asset to the lighting company first duplex compound engine occupies

introducing it to the public in its American-Ball Engines and Gen no more floor space than a simple

section. The brilliancy and quality engine of less power. The high and

of light of the tantalum lamp is un low -pressure cylinders are cast to

surpassed, and, it is predicted, will HE American Engine Company, gether, one directly below the other.

render it most attractive to the con of Bound Brook, N. J., the One cross-head carries both piston

suming public. manufacturers of the Ameri- rods, while a single continuous valve

On an equal pro -rated useful life -Ball engines (both simple and of an improved design controls the

basis with present 16 candle-power, duplex compound) and of electric admission and exhaust in both cyl

inders . The admission and exhaust

are simultaneous in both cylinders,

thus securing an even distribution of

the work between the two pistons .

The inertia governor is one of the

chief characteristics of the American

Ball engines. It is said to maintain

a speed regulation within one-tenth

of one per cent. from no load to full

load suddenly applied.

A continuous oiling system is pro

vided which does not depend upon

the splash principle, but is positive

in its action .

The generators built by the com

pany conform to the most approved

principles of modern practice. Special

attention has been devoted to the

matter of armature ventilation . This

is one of the most important ques

tions which confront the dynamo

designer and constructor . Wm . E.

Kent, M. E. , says , “ Resistance varies

with temperature ,—for every degree

Fahrenheit the resistance increases

0.2222 degrees." Armature heating ,

is , therefore, always accompanied by

an unavoidable increase in resistance ,

loss of efficiency, and loss of gen

erator capacity .

Heating is kept as low as possible

3.1 watts per candle lamps, central generators and motors, report among in the American - Ball generators by

stations now supplying free renewals their recent sales the following : a single large air duct, dividing the

of 16 candle -power, 3.1 watts per Two 80-H . P. duplex compound en- armature, transversely , into halves .

candle lamps could afford to supply gines, to the De Lamar Copper Re- This acts like a centrifugal blower.

tantalum lamps at a low figure with- fining Company, of Perth Amboy, drawing a great volume of fresh air.

out adding to their present lamp re- N. J .; three duplex compound en- through the armature and giving a

newal costs . gines, to the E. 1. du Pont Company, thorough ventilation to the machine.
Central stations which of Wilmington, Del , being their Another item in the maintenance

furnishing free renewals of 3-5 watts seventh order for this type; three of low armature temperature is the

per candle lamps could similarly duplex compound engines, to a San formation of the coils. These being

supply the tantalum lamp at a little Francisco firm ; two 200 -KW . of solid bar copper , wound with cot

higher figure without increasing their gine-type generators, to be water- ton and thoroughly insulated, allow

renewal costs . In any case , the con- wheel-driven, to the W. D. Boyce a greater cross -section of copper

sumer, as shown by the foregoing Paper Mills Company, of Marseilles, ( and thus larger conductors) to be

table, would save several times the I11. put in the slots than if the more

value of the charges of the tantalum The American -Ball simple engines bulky tape -wound wire coils be used .

lamp.
are somewhat similar in design and In this manner

a greater current

Central stations will have oppor- construction to others of their type, carrying capacity is obtained with

tunity to exploit the tantalum lamp distinct advantages and economies, less resistance, and therefore less

with their customers and give them however, being claimed for them . heating under load ,

every opportunity to profit by their The advantages and economies of The company is specializing in the

use . compounding, while very great in the construction of complete generating

The advertising value of this new case of the slow -speed Corliss-type sets . There are many times when

lamp as a novelty will no doubt engines, are claimed to be even the purchaser prefers to deal with

GENERAL ELECTRIC TANTALUM LAMP WITH CONCENTRATING FORM OF REFLECTOR

are now

en
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one manufacturer who builds both

parts to run together and assumes

the entire responsibility for the proper

performance of the unit.

The generators have the same me

chanical excellence that has distin

guished the many thousand engines

designed and built by Frank H. Ball,

general manager and engineer - in

chief of the American Engine Com

pany .

An Interesting Example of Motor

Drive

A
N excellent opportunity for com

parison of the advantages of

motor drive over belt drive is

afforded by the two illustrations on

this page, showing the brass depart

ment of the Baush , Lomb, Saegmul

ler Company, of Rochester, N. Y.

The contrast between the individual

drive and belt drive is very marked ,

and the increased light and cleanli

ness in places such as this , where

very fine work is done, will make a

large return on the investment.

The motor equipment was manu

factured and installed by the Roch

ester Electric Motor Company, of

Rochester, N. Y. , who are making a

specialty of the smaller sizes of mo

tors and generators.

The motors are run on a single

voltage of 220, direct current , a speed

variation of 2 to i being obtained

by varying the strength of the shunt

field . On the motor shaft is keyed

a two-step cone, the drive being by

means of a short rawhide belt.

The motor is supported on a cast

iron bracket bolted to the machine

bed and supported at the outer end

by an iron pipe leg , which also

serves as a runway for the feed wires .

The motor circuit is independent of

the lighting circuit.

Full reverse controllers, manufac

tured by the Globe Electric Com

pany, of Amsterdam , N. Y. , are pro

vided, with two armature contacts ,

for starting only, and ten running

points.

Electrical Generating Equipment

for the Indiana Steel Company

TH
HE remarkable extent to which

the use of electricity for power

purposes has been developed in

the innumerable industrial plants of

the country, will be nowhere better

exemplified than in the proposed

electrical equipment of the new Gary

( Indiana ) Steel Plant, plans for the

building of which were recently an

nounced by the United States Steel

Corporation .

TWO VIEWS OF THE BRASS DEPARTMENT OF THE BAUSH , LOMB, SAEGMULLER COMPANY , OF

ROCHESTER , N. Y. , SHOWING THE INCREASED LIGHT AND CLEANLINESS , DUE TO THE

MACHINES BEING DRIVEN BY MOTORS BUILT BY THE ROCHESTER ELECTRIC MOTOR COMPANY
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THE POCKET BLOW TORCH OFFERED BY M. W.

OF

PASTE

room

When completed, it is estimated used in soldering all metals except that the merits of “ Nokorode” would

that the plant will handle substan- aluminum , which does not need a make its continued use assured.

tially 5,000,000 tons of ore a year, flux so much as a solder with a low With this object in mind, one hun

and produce annually approximately melting point. It is also claimed to dred alcohol pocket blow -torches,

2,500,000 tons of steel. There will be be economical , as very little is re- 58 inches high by inch diameter ,

sixteen blast furnaces of 450 tons quired for work to be soldered. were obtained. The size of the flame

daily capacity each , and eighty - four In compounding it, nothing but is adjustable, the torch is thoroughly

60 -ton basic open -hearth furnaces . the purest products are used, and nickel plated on brass, and is very

The necessary electrical generating care is taken to mix them in propor- neat and attractive .

equipment capable of handling such tions to make the flux homogeneous. For some reason , the original offer,

an output is to have an initial ca- To the bottom of an old galvan- which expired July 1 , 1906 , did not

pacity of 18,000 KW., and will be so ized iron tank used on a gas stove attract the desired attention, although

designed that extensions may be it was advertised quite extensively.

added indefinitely at one or both ends.
It was , therefore, decided to renew

The initial equipment will have a
the offer until July 1 , 1907.

capacity of 18,000 KW., 14,000KW. Car.

being in 2000 -KW ., 25-cycle , 2300

volt units, and 4000 KW ., 250- volt , A New Insulator Pin

direct-current units . These gener
DUNTON & COMPANY, FOR FIFTY TIN COVERS

ators are now on order from the THEIR CANS OF " NOKORODE" SOLDERING

N the description of the transmis
Allis -Chalmers Company, of Mil

waukee , and will be direct coupled
of the Long Island Railroad in

to nine Allis - Chalmers horizontal for years, without cleaning or pre

twin - tandem gas engines.
the July number, attention was called

paring the surface in any way, a to the new type of iron insulator

The power house building for the brass ring was soldered. The at
pin employed. This pin , which is a

present is to be approximately 700 tempt was made to separate the two
radical departure from previous prac

feet long with a span in the main by force , with the result that the
tice in pin design , is the invention

building of 88 feet. An 18 - foot ex- galvanized surface was pulled from
of W. N. Smith, of Westinghouse,

tension under the same roof through the iron without breaking the joint.

the entire length of the structure, has Other tests were made as follows :

been planned in order to provide the -On a greasy Norway iron armature

necessary for high -tension a small place was filed smooth and

switches. The power house will be bright, after which a piece of copper

located immediately adjacent to the wire was soldered . When cool, the

blast-furnace blowing -engine houses, copper wire broke under force , but

and between the blast furnaces and the joint held good .

the open -hearth furnaces most ad- With an ordinary flat-head wood

vantageously placed for fuel supply screw , the head of which was not

and for securing a minimum length very new or bright,-in fact , it was

of transmission lines to the various somewhat rusty , -- the entire head

departments using electric power . and slot were covered with solder, by

The Allis -Chalmers alternators and the use of " Nokorode. "

direct-current generators will be built One of the most conservative tele

at the company's electrical works in phone companies would not pass on

Cincinnati. " Nokorode ' until they had made six

months' exhaustive test to determine

its non - corrosive qualities, as well as

• Nokorode " Soldering Paste its soldering properties. Since adopt

ing it they have used it exclusively ,

HE merit of " Nokorode , " a ordering one hundred one-pound

soldering paste, manufactured boxes at a time.

by M. W. Dunton Company, In introducing " Nokorode," it was

of Providence , R. I., lies , it is found that many buyers were not in

terested, for the reason that they

purchased so little soldering paste

that they paid very little personal at- Church , Kerr & Co., of New York .

tention to the matter, and left it Mr. Smith has applied for a patent

principally to the workman and left on the device. The design has been

its selection to him . further improved, and arrangements

In many cases the workman was are now being made for manufactur

not familiar with the various grades , ing and placing it on the market,

and decided on the most expensive under the name of “ The Smith -Grip
SOLDERING

PASTE or the most advertised as sure to Insulator Pin ."

be the best. It combines several important

In order to attract the attention advantages, follows: - It does

OF " NOKORODE " SOLDERING
of the workmen , M. W. Dunton & away with the necessity of boring

Co. conceived the idea of offering holes in the cross -arms, thereby con

PANY, PROVIDENCE, R. I. their " Little Beauty" pocket blow- serving the whole strength of the

torch, illustrated herewith, for the re- arm and lengthening its life ; the

claimed , in its non - corrosive quali- turn of fifty tin covers from two- metal composing it is distributed in

ties , in the fact that it be ounce decorated cans, feeling sure the most effective manner possible,

T
INSULATOR PIN DESIGNED BY W. N. SMITH

FOR THE TRANSMISSION LINES OF THE LONG

ISLAND RAILROAD

ox
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or other device to which the rectifier

is furnishing direct current.

The instruments comprise an am

meter of a size corresponding to the

maximum current obtainable from

the rectifier with which it is mounted ,

and a voltmeter varying in capacity

according to the maximum voltage of

the rectifier. The only other switches

on the panel are a load switch of

special design, on the right, an alter

nating -current line switch , on the

left , and the reactance switch below .

It will be noted from Fig. 2 that

the rectifier tube is mounted on the

back of the panel where it is less

liable to breakage from accidental

causes, as persons striking against

it or the like . The tube is mounted

in a holder, which is connected to a

small handle in front of the board .

as its cross-section is greatest next

to the arm , where the greatest re

sistance to bending is required ; and

finally, the shrinkage of the arm can

more effectively be taken care of by

the U -bolt and strap than by any of

the other forms of pin fastenings in

common use , as there is no tendency

to distort the bolt , and , consequently,

there is no possibility of the pin

standing crooked upon the arm after

the shrinkage has been taken up .

Furthermore, it is practicably inde

structible, and instead of being one

of the weakest factors in line con

struction , this pin is expected to be

the strongest.

More than 8000 of the pins, as

originally designed and shown in the

accompanying illustration , were used

in the transmission line construction

of the Long Island Railroad, carry

ing 250,000 c . m . cables in spans

averaging 150 feet in length , and

no failures have yet been reported

after over a year of service. A dozen

or more standard sizes of the im

proved design are being worked up

to fit several sizes of cross -arms and

pole tops, and to carry insulators of

varying sizes up to the highest volt

ages in practical use . The pins will

be made of either cast or malleable

iron to suit the purchaser's condi

tions, and will, it is believed , fill a

long -felt want for a pin which com

bines, at a reasonable cost , the maxi

mum of strength and durability both

in itself and in the cross -arm to

which it is fastened .

While it is designed particularly

for use with wooden cross -arms, it

can readily be adapted to steel cross

arms, and to such special fixtures as

are often necessary in heavy trans

mission line construction . On

count of its superior mechanical de

sign, it will also without doubt find

a place in heavy catenary trolley

construction, which is now being ac

tively developed for the electrifica

tion of railways by the single -phase

system .

After the arrangements for placing

the Smith -grip pin upon the market

have been perfected, a more detailed

announcement will be made, that will

be of interest to engineers and others

interested in following the march of

improvement in the mechanical con

struction of power transmission lines.

ac

FIG . 1. - NEW MERCURY - ARC RECTIFIER OL'T

FIT MADE BY THE GENERAL ELECTRIC COM

PANY, SCHENECTADY , N. Y.

annexed illustrations. While old

form of panel has been very satisfac

tory during the past two years for

charging storage batteries, and other

uses, the new type has several im

provements, tending to make the

complete outfit as simple as possible.

As will be seen from Fig. 1 , the

panel is of simple and neat design ,

equipped only with such switches and

instruments as are absolutely neces

sary for the satisfactory operation of

the rectifier. At the top is a double

overload circuit

breaker, connected in the direct-cur

rent line, which not only protects the

rectifier tube against any sudden

overload, but also the storage battery

A New Mercury-Arc Rectifier

Outfit

AFercuardainpretiniefornuti prilikeraconnect:
NEW improved

-

recently placed on the market

by the General Electric Company, of

Schenectady, N. Y., is shown in the

FIG . 2._REAR VIEW OF THE GENERAL ELECTRIC

RECTIFIER OUTFIT IN FIG. I
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A SMALL GAS - ENGINE LIGHTING UNIT BUILT BY THE

com

By turning this handle slightly from Consolidation of Electric Railways of arriving at a design which would

right to left , the tube will be rocked be simple, compact, and easy to oper

and formed .
NUMBER of railway ate . and, at the same time, capable

At on back of being sold at a low price. These

the panel is a small reactance coil . cently in the incorporation of small outfits are built in several sizes ,

This is connected in series with the the Indiana, Columbus & Eastern one with an engine of 1 } H. P. ,

alternating -current line and has taps Traction Company, with a capitaliza- capable of supplying current for fif

brought off from it which are con
tion of $ 12,000,000. The interests teen lights. With a 3 - H . P. engine,

3

nected to the buttons on the regu- promoting the merger are

lating switch , as shown in Fig . 1 . those long identified as the

This reactance is used for obtaining Widener -Elkins syndicate,

a fine adjustment and is of such de- and the intention is to take

sign that it serves admirably for the over all the traction lines in

purpose. Ohio which have been held

The compensating reactance , com- by the Ohio syndicate, of

plete with a regulating dial switch , is which W. Kesley Schoepf,

mounted on the floor just below the of Cincinnati, is chairman ,

panel. The function of this part of and J. H. McGowan , of In

the outfit is to obtain a neutral point dianapolis, chairman of the

for the rectifier which will furnish Indiana syndicate, is vice

the negative pole of the direct cur- president. The United Gas

rent. On this compensating reac- Improvement Company, of

tance, taps are brought out to the Philadelphia, represented by

dial switch above mentioned , by Randall Morgan, is behind

means of which a rough adjustment the two syndicates. R. M. CORNWELL COMPANY, OF SYRACUSE , N. Y.

of current may be obtained before The consolidated

starting the tube. When the same pany will operate over 500 miles thirty lights of 16 candle-power can

machine is being charged each day of interurban lines,-a larger mileage be used . Of course , by making use

this rough adjustment may be fixed than is now controlled by any other of a lamp of lower candle -power

once for all , and only the reactance single corporation. It will cover all of more lights are available.

coil on the panel need be used . Central and Western Ohio , and by con- The outfit is shipped, as shown in

The method of starting the new nection with the lines of the syndicate the accompanying illustration, con

panel is as follows :-Set the dial in Indiana will be enabled to operate nected with gasoline and water tanks,

switch on the compensating reactance through cars from Zanesville to and also all electrical connections

to the approximately correct point Terre Haute, Ind . - a distance of made, so that the machine is ready

( readily found after the tube has over 300 miles. The principal cities to operate as soon as the tanks have

been started the first two or three which it will connect are : Cincin- been filled with gasoline and water .

times ) , and set the regulating reac- nati, Toledo, Cleveland, Columbus, Where it is desired, these outfits are

tance on the panel at the lowest Zanesville , Dayton, and Newark in supplied with everything necessary

point. Close the circuit breaker and Ohio , and Indianapolis and Muncie in for complete installation, including

the alternating -current line switch Indiana. voltmeter, ammeter, wire, lamp cord ,

shown at the left of the panel in Fig . The company will solicit both receptacles, and rosettes . Such an

I. Hold the starting switch on the high -speed passenger and freight outfit is very desirable for an up -to

right in the starting position with traffic. Sites have been secured in date farmhouse, cottage, shop, or ,

one hand and turn the small start- Dayton and Columbus for large pas- in fact , any place where an efficient

ing handle with the other end and senger and freight union stations. and uniform light is desired . It is

the tube will start after one or two The station to be built in Columbus said to be possible, with one of these

shakes. will cost in the neighbourhood of outfits , to light a building at a rate

The starting switch is arranged $ 1,000,000. cheaper than can be done by a

with a spring so that it is normally lighting company.

closed in the load position . On re These goods have been regarded

leasing the starting handle, the start with favour by foreign buyers, and
ing switch will therefore return au- Small Electric Lighting Units the company referred to have worked

tomatically to the load position , and up quite a considerable foreign trade.

HE construction and The cost of this outfit is very low ,
current to the load . This load cur of

rent may be regulated after starting plants have become so sim- inconsiderable . It is claimed that the

by means of the reactance switch on plified in the last few years that they 3 - H . P. engine can be operated at

the panel, which gives a wide range are now made for practical use in full capacity for ten hours at a cost

of adjustment without any appre- lighting houses with a capacity as of thirty cents.

ciable sacrifice in efficiency. low as fifteen lamps. It will be seen

To anyone familiar with the old that such a plant will serve a great

type of panel this method of starting many purposes, and make a very

will be seen to be extremely simple. welcome addition to isolated farm- Gas-Engine Blowing Plant for the

Moreover, the complete apparatus, houses and similar establishments Indiana Steel Company

with the exception of the reactance which may be out of reach of gas

beneath the panel, is arranged to be or electricity. HAT will eventually develop

shipped as a unit so that the outfit The R. M. Cornwell Company, of into perhaps the largest gas

may be operated just as soon as the Syracuse, N. Y. , realized early the power plant in the world has

pipe frame can be screwed to its sup- demand for such an outfit, and com- its inception in an important con

ports and the connections made. menced experiments with the view tract recently placed with the West

the rectifier will be sending direct Tbi smatr"electricalgenerating and the expense of operatingisalso

W
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cor

inghouse Machine Company, of East burg, generating electricity for mo- the chair of mechanical engineering,

Pittsburg, Pa . , for eight large gas- tor -driven foundry machinery. The received the honorary degree of doc

driven blowing engines to be in- engine was installed largely for ex- tor of engineering at the recent thir

stalled in the steel plant at Gary, Ind . perimental purposes and has given ty-first annual commencement of the

As it is the expressed intention of the such excellent operating results that Institute. Professor Denton has for

United States Steel Corporation, the success of the larger machines a long time been prominent in pro

which controls the Indiana Steel may be regarded as an assured fact. fessional circles , and is to - day one of

Company, to make this the foremost At the time of going to press this en the best-known engineers in the

American steel center, the signifi- gine was completing a 30-day con- United States . His wide consulting

cance of simultaneous development of tinuous load and duty test , operating engineering practice has kept him
gas power is obvious. 24 hours per day and seven days per closely in touch with the practical and

The machines comprised in this week during the period, commercial aspects of engineering,

initial order will be uniform in size and has helped to equip him excep

and capacity . Each gas engine will tionally well for the post of engineer

have a rated capacity on blast fur ing professor . He is a member of

nace gas of nearly 3000 H. P. , Personal the American Society of Mechanical

responding to a rating of 400 H. P.
Engineers and of the Engineers'

on natural gas . The unit will be ar- Lewis Buckley Stillwell, who is Club , of New York .

ranged in twin -tandem fashion, each one of the electrical commission of
S. O. Ochs, who was formerly

side consisting of two double -acting the Erie Railroad, sailed for Europe
associated with the Stanley Instru

gas cylinders and one blowing cyl- shortly after completing with Bion J.
ment Company, of Great Barrington,

inder in the opposed or “ vis - a - vis ” Arnold the report on the electrifica
Mass., is now representing the Fort

arrangement. Power cylinders are tion of the Erie Railroad Company's
Wayne Electric Works, of Fort

42 inches, and the air cylinders 68 lines. The trip will be for rest and
Wayne, Ind ., in New England terri

inches in diameter, with a common recreation, especially for Mrs. Still
tory, with headquarters at Boston .

stroke of 54 inches, the unit running well, whose health has not been of
He is well known to the electrical

at a maximum speed of 75 revolu
the best for some time.

fraternity throughout the New Eng
tions per minute. The capacity of

Among the recent passengers leavair delivery at this speed will be 33.

land States and also in New York .

ing New York for Liverpool on the
000 cubic feet of free air per minute It is announced that the degree of

Cunard steamer “ Caronia ,' was Pres

at 18 pounds pressure , with a maxi doctor of engineering has been con

ident W. H. Whiteside, of the Allis
mum pressure delivery of 30 pounds ferred upon George Westinghouse

Chalmers Company, of Milwaukee.
persquare inch . by the Technical University of Ber

He was accompanied by his wife and
This type of engine will not only

lin .

be used for blowing purposes, but
daughter, and will devote several

also for electrical generation .
William Ransom Cooper, associweeks to a recreation trip abroad .For

Mr. Whiteside and his family will ated with James Swinburne, in Lon

the latter purpose, the revolutions per
visit various points of interest in don , has been appointed editor of

minute will be 84. In all sizes a re
England, Germany, Switzerland and the “ Electrician , ” of London , in place

semblance to the horizontal tandem
France, spending most of their time of F. C. Raphael, who retired on

heavy -duty steam engine design is
on the Continent. June 30 .

strong The general design con

forms quite closely to that of similar M. B. Roper, formerly chief engi- Frederick C. R. Spence has sev

machinery ordered by the United neer for the Cananea Consolidated ered his connection with the Stanley

States Steel Corporation for the Car- Copper Company, of Cananea, Mex ., Instrument Company, of Great Bar

negie Steel Company's plant at Bes- was recently engaged by the Power rington, Mass ., and is now with the

semer, near Pittsburg. It also fol- & Mining Machinery Company, of Fort Wayne Electric Works, of Fort

lows closely , but upon a larger scale , Milwaukee, Wis., as mining engineer Wayne, Ind. He is acting in the

the design of a number of smaller to represent them at their New York capacity of a special representative

units already in operation in various sales office. in that city for the sale of meters, in

parts of the country for power work ;
which line of business the company

W. A. Lieblein was recently ap
notably those at the plants of the has a large and increasing trade.

Warren & Jamestown Street Rail
pointed manager of the Salt Lake

City branch of the Power & Mining James H. Hessin was recently ap
way Company, of Warren , Pa ., the

Standard Steel Car Company, of
Machinery Company, of Milwaukee, pointed superintendent of the Pon

Wis ., with offices at Room 215 , Com- tiac ( I11 . ) Light & Water Company,
Butler, Pa. , the Iola Portland Cement

Company, Iola , Kan ., the Carnegie
mercial Club Building. Mr. Lieblein and also general manager of the

was for a number of years manager
Technical Schools , of Pittsburg, and

Bloomington, Pontiac & Joliet Elec

others . Some of these smaller plants
of one of the large Cripple Creek tric Railway Company, succeeding

mining properties, and during the

are operating on natural gas , but Fred L. Lucas.
past few years represented the Rand

with the exception of slightly dif
Drill Company as manager of their

John I. Beggs, president of the

ferent proportioning of air and gas Salt Lake City office.
Milwaukee Electric Railway & Light

He has an
passages and cylinder diameter, the

unusually wide acquaintance through
Company was recently presented

general construction of the natural
out the Western mining country, and with a bronze tablet as a mark of ap

gas engine is practically identical
brings to the lower & Mining Ma preciation of the manner in which the

with that intended for leaner gases , affairs of the National Electric Com

such as producer and blast- furnace
chinery Company his practical selling

experience of many years' standing.
pany, of Milwaukee, were managed

gases . by him from April, 1905, to May,

For several months a 350 - H . P. James E. Denton, who for the last 1906. The company was brought out

engine of this type has been in regu- twenty - five vears has been one of the of financial embarrassment and re

lar operation on blast - furnace gas at faculty at Stevens Institute of Tech- organized under the name of the Na

the Edgar Thompson Works, Pitts- nology, in recent years occupying tional Brake & Electric Company.
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are in

a

The officers whose names Mexico. He has been connected with and will make a specialty of temper

scribed on the tablet are :-J . H. the Power & Mining Machinery ature and pressure regulation, es

Denton, general superintendent; R. Company ever since its purchase of pecially in power plant work and in

P. Tell , secretary and treasurer ; S. the old Holthoff Machinery Company mechanical processes requiring close

I. Wailes, general sales manager ; W. in 1903. For nine years previous to regulation. For the past three years

L. Waters, chief engineer. this time he represented the American he was connected with the Davis &

Smelting & Refining Company in va- Roesch Temperature Controlling

Dr. A. E. Kennelly, professor of rious capacities. Company and the H. & M. Auto

electrical engineering at Harvard matic Regulator Company, as mas

University, and well known as Walter A. Pearson , formerly elec- ter mechanic and superintendent.

writer on electrical engineering top trical engineer for the New York

ics , was recently given the degree of City Railway Company, lias been ap- Dr. Lee De Forest , the wireless

Master of Arts by Harvard. Dr. pointed chief engineer for the Elec- telegraph expert, recently survived a

Kennelly is one of the past presidents trical Development Company, of On- shock of 25,000 volts while he was

of the American Institute of Elec- tario , and for the Toronto -Niagara sending a message from the wireless

trical Engineers. Power Company. J. W. Putnam , station at Ottawa, Canada, to Mont

superintendent of lines and feeders real. Dr. De Forest started to open

George I. Rockwood has just been in New York , will take charge of the muffler, or soundproof box , at the

appointed to the professorship of the transmission lines, under Mr. Ottawa station . He grasped the iron

steam engineering at the Worcester Pearson handle on the door, and the full volt
Polytechnic Institute. Mr. Rock

age of the transformer leaped from

wood is a graduate of the Worcester George H. Rowe has opened an one of the lead wires to the handle

Institute ,-a member of the class of office as consulting engineer at 1211 and through his body to the cement

1888 ,—and is very well known in Fisher Building, Chicago . Mr. Rowe floor. He was knocked unconscious,

professional circles as one of the is well known as a designer of al- but quickly revived , and, aside from

leading authorities on the subject of ternating - current apparatus, having a partial paralysis, which soon passed

steam engineering. The Institute is been for some time connected with away , he felt no serious effects. He

to be congratulated upon having the Western Electric Company. He is unable to explain why the shock

added him to its faculty . was for a number of years an in- was not fatal .

structor in various universities, and

C. J. H. Woodbury, of the Ameri has contributed to some extent to

can Telephone & Telegraph Com the technical press . He will make a

pany, recently received the degree of specialty of design of apparatus and
Obituary

Doctor ofof Science from Union transmission lines. He has had con

College. siderable experience in the latter William R. Fleming, general man

branch while on the Pacific Coast.
The honorary degree of Doctor of

ager of the Harrisburg Foundry &

Machine Works, of Harrisburg, Pa.,

Science was recently conferred on E.
Alson C. Ralph , of Boston , Mass ., and designer of the well-known

W. Rice, Jr. , technical director of the
who has been with the Thomson- " Fleming" engines built by them ,

General Electric Company, by Union
Houston and General Electric Com- died suddenly, in Washington, D. C.

College, at Schenectady, N. Y. panies almost continuously since Jan- on July 6. He had been in ill health

Dr. Schuyler Skaats Wheeler, uary, 1891, as erecting engineer and for several months. Mr. Fleming

president of the Crocker -Wheeler expert electrician , has severed his was born in Harrisburg in 1862 .

Company, of Ampere, N. J., and
connection with the General Electric After spending eighteen months at

Prof. Francis B. Crocker, of the Company, and accepted a position the Harrisburg Foundry & Machine

Columbia University, electrical engi
with Stone & Webster, of Boston , as Works wlien a young man , he went

neering department, recently sailed
superintendent in charge of con- to the works of the Pratt & Whitney

for England to enjoy the hospitality
struction and development work. He Company, at Hartford , Conn ., where

of the British Institution of Electri- is now in El Paso, Tex ., superin- he remained for four years. He

cal Engineers.
tending the work of installing new afterward engaged in the selling end

apparatus at the El Paso power plant. of the business at New York for the

E. B. Raymond, general superin Harrisburg works, and in 1898 was
tendent of the General Electric Com- Clarence A. Ross, who has for the

made general manager of the com
pany, of Schenectady, N. Y. , under- last ten years been identified with pany. He was a founder of the En

went severe operation recently, the Westinghouse Electric & Manu gineers' Club of Central Pennsyl

from which he is now convalescent, facturing Company, has resigned his vania , and a member of theAmerican

so that he has been able to go to position in order to take up the duties Society of Mechanical Engineers.

Cape Cod for his vacation . of vice- president of the Engineering,

Construction & Securities Company, Charles C. Newton, president and

W. C. MacDowell, formerly con of Chicago. Mr. Ross carries into treasurer of the Newton Machine

nected with the mining department his new position experience in cen Tool Works, Inc., of Philadelpnia,

of the New York office of the Power
tral- station construction and manage Pa ., died at Bremen , Germany, on

& Mining Machinery Company, Mil ment, having built and managed the June 13 His failing health was the

waukee, Wis., was recently appointed Ardmore ( 1. T.) Electric Company, cause of his trip abroad, but he was

manager of the El Paso, Tex ., office the Holton (Kan .) Electric Company, too ill to continue his travel after

of that company. His territory will and the Eldorado Springs (Mo.) his arrival at Bremen . Mr. Newton

comprise all of Mexico, New Mexico, Electric Company, owner and man- was born at Cambridge, N. Y., in

and parts of Texas and Arizona. He ager of the plants at Holten and 1846. When nineteen years old he

has had many years' practical mining Eldorado Springs. entered the Brooks Locomotive

experience, and is well known to the Works, at Dunkirk , N. Y. , serving

mining fraternity in almost every Olaf Saugstad has opened an office there as apprentice until 1875. In

mining district in this country and at 13-21 Park Row , New York City , that year he became partner with J.

a
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can

A

D. Cox in the manufacture of twist gineering, intended to deal with R. Garton Company have also taken

drills, reamers, cutters, and the like , steam , electricity, poiver. This was the agency controlling a large por

and in 1876 the firm moved to Cleve- in November, 1891 . tion of the output of the Main Hub

land , Ohio. Mr. Newton sold his Disaster was freely predicted for & Manufacturing Company for the

interest in the firm to Mr. Cox in the venture, but, with the buoyancy electrical insulator pin product. The

1880 , and, locating in Philadelphia , of spirit and courage of conviction latter company carry in stock at

laid the foundation for the present which characterized him , the work least one million pins at all times .

Newton Machine Tool Works. At of developing the new publication These pins are made of winter cut

first, the working force consisted only was pushed unremittingly. In the black birch, one of the closest

of himself and his assistant. The fall of 1894 a London edition of the grained, strongest -fibred and most

business grew , however, until it oc- magazine was started , and thus on durable woods grown on the Ameri

cupied an entire square, and up to both sides of the Atlantic the pub- Continent. It is very long

July 14 , 1897, Mr. Newton was the lication began to grow and spread lived, of high tensile strength, pleas

sole proprietor. Then articles of in- to the gratifying proportions which ing in appearance, and cheap in the

corporation were taken out, and the it now has. long run . It has proved to be bet

firm became the Newton Machine Vot content with this measure of ter than locust, in point of strength

Tool Works, Inc., with Mr. Newton success, however, Mr. Cassier. late and durability. It is not readily at

as president and treasurer. He was in 1903 , purchased THE ELECTRICAL tacked by rot or insects, and is one

a member of the American Society AGE, a periodical of many years' of the most serviceable lumbers to

of Mechanical Engineers and of the standing, neglected and indifferently be found . Many vehicle manufac

Engineers' Club . managed until then , but of promising turers will use nothing else for hubs,

possibilities. The Cassier Magazine because it has been found to be the

Company had meanwhile been most satisfactory. When used as

formed, with The Electrical Age insulator pins, it is the nearest ap
Louis Cassier

Company as a subsidiary organiza- proach of anything in wood to iron

IN MEMORIAM
tion, and with Mr. Cassier as presi or metal. The W. R. Garton Com

MONG the victims of the ap dent of both , and under this new pany are convinced that they have

palling railway disaster on the ownership , THE ELECTRICAL AGE, an assembly of agencies representing

London && South - Western reinvigorated, started out on a new the strongest possible manufactory

Railway, on July 1 , was Louis Cas- career in 1904, with all signs point- of materials for electric railway con

sier , the founder of " Cassier's Mag- ing to as successful a future as that struction and maintenance possible

azine," and president of The Elec- of “ Cassier's Magazine.” An Eng- to group , such as the Lord Electric

trical Age Company. Speeding from
lish edition also of THE ELECTRICAL Company's products. the Thomas

Plymouth to London , the fast night AGE, with offices in London, was
soldered bonds and Shaw lightning

express, which carried mails and pas- projected when death overtook him . arresters, the Massachusetts Chen

sengers from the American Line Vír. Cassier was a cosmopolite , - ical Company's products, and those

steamship “ New York ,” left the rails at home on both sides of the Atlan- later additions already mentioned.

near Salisbury. Twenty -three of the tic ,—with hosts of friends and ac- It is very gratifying to the Garton

passengers were killed and many quaintances. His personality was Company to note that they have,

others injured , and the wreck gener- striking. To meet him was to re- thus far this year, closed up with

ally was complete. member him . Original, resourceful, various railroad companies in the

Mr. Cassier was on one of his fre- enterprising, he combined in himself neighbourhood of 175 miles of rail

quent trips between New York and most of those qualities which stamp way construction material, bonds,

London , and , though usually accom- themselves upon men's memories. hangers, high-tension porcelain in

panied by Mrs. Cassier on these
He was an associate member of sulators and other like material for

journeys, was alone this time.
the American Society of Mechanical new propositions. The 250 -mile

He was born at Boston in 1862 , Engineers, and of the American In- point is expected to be reached be

and immediately after leaving school stitute of Electrical Engineers, a
fore the close of the year .

began work in that city , in the ad- member of the Iron and Steel Insti

tute of Great Britain , and also of the
The Denver office of the Allis

vertising department of one of the

daily newspapers. This he contin- Republican and Camera Clubs of the Chalmers Company has been

ued until, late in the eighties, he City of New York , the Manufactur
moved to the McPhee Building, Sev

went to New York and there en- ers ' Club of Philadelphia, and the
enteenth and Glenore Streets . The

gaged in miscellaneous advertising
Automobile Club of America . His

El Paso , Tex ., office has been re

work , principally in connection with home was at Trumbull, Conn ., near
moved to the Guarantee Trust Build

the American edition of the “ London Bridgeport, where he was buried. ing, Rooms 301-306.

Illustrated News.”
The Newcomer -Manry Company,

Of restless disposition , with a vast
Trade News of Atlanta , Ga ., have been appointed

amount of nervous energy seeking
agents for the sale of line material

new outlets constantly, he soon felt The W. R. Garton Company, of and " Ætna" insulators, manufac

the need of expansion in directions Chicago, have taken the general tured by the Albert & J. M. Ander

other than those which he had pre
Western agency for the overhead son Manufacturing Company, of Bos

viously followed. Though not an railway materials manufactured by ton . The former company recently

engineer, engineering appealed to the Albert & J. M. Anderson Manu- acquired the agency for the Lord

him as a field for publishing exploit
facturing Company, of Boston , Mass. Electric Company's rail bonds, and

ation ,-exploitation of a
new kind

“ Ætna " insulation and Anderson as they already have the agency for

with hitherto untried methods, and
products stand for everything that the Schaper Construction Company's

the result, after a comparatively brief is good. " Ætna” insulation is one material, and a number of other well

period of planning. was the first of the oldest insulations in existence, known products, are well equipped for

number of the magazine bearing his
and many large properties are stand- serving electric railways in their ter

nane,,-a magazine of illustrated en ardized on this material. The W. ritory.

re
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The Oneida Community, Ltd. , of turbine plant that the Westinghouse Conn . , as engineers in making ex

Oneida, N. Y. , are now putting out Machine Company has installed for tensive additions to their electric

a chain for the suspension of incan- the Navy Department, the first one power plant and distributing system .

descent lamps for street work. This being at the Boston Navy Yard, The present plant will be remodeled

chain is of the same construction as where the turbines have been giving to conform with the new installa

their No. 1 Oneida galvanized chain very good service . Two Westing- tion . When the plant is completed

commonly used for the suspension of house-Parsons turbines also will be it will be one of the most modern of

arc lamps, and has the strength , dur- installed in the Hoboken , N. J. , ter- its kind , and will include some inter

ability and flexibility that is charac- minal of the Delaware, Lackawanna esting departures from current prac

teristic of No, I chain . This new & Western Railroad Company. They tice . The firm have also been en

size is termed No. 5 Oneida galvan- will drive 500 -KW ., three-phase, 60- engaged as engineers for remodel

ized chain , and is made from the best cycle Westinghouse generators of the ing the plant of the Jamestown

open hearth steel , heavily galvanized revolving-field, enclosed type. Bab- Worsted Mills, at Jamestown, N. Y.

at the Community's plant by the hot cock & Wilcox boilers and Worth- Plans will be drawn covering an

galvanizing process . This material ington condensers will also be in- extensive addition to the power plant,

will prove of interest to central sta- stalled . Another steam turbine in- and the plant will be changed over

tion men for suspending incandes- stallation is that for the municipal to an electric motor drive through

cent lamps in the middle of the lighting plant of Burlington , Vt . out . Barstow & Co. recently com

street . A sample length sufficient The turbines will be direct- connected pleted a similar installation for the

for the suspension of one lamp is to a three-phase, 2300 -volt, 60 -cycle Hartford Carpet Corporation,

furnished free of charge to any cen- generator . Thompsonville, Conn.

tral station desiring to test the chain .

The Abner Doble Company an

The De La Vergne Machine Com
The Foos Gas Engine Company, of

nounces that it has relocated its offi

pany, of New York, reports the fol
Springfield, Ohio , have just placed

ces at its former site , Fremont and

lowing recent sales of the well-known
an order for $ 20,000 worth of ma

Howard streets , San Francisco . The
“ Hornsby -Akroyd " crude and fuel

chine tools, consisting of lathes,

oil engines :—The Fulton Bag & Cot
company is one of the first to re

planers, boring mills, drill-presses ,

ton Mills, Atlanta, Ga . , 50-H . P.
sume operations in the burned dis grinders, etc. Their business so far

trict , and has taken contracts for a
gine to drive general machinery ; F. this year shows an increase of 50

P. Pfleghar & Son , New Haven ,
large amount of work in addition to per cent. over any previous year, and
the orders on hand previous to the

Conn ., 125 - H . P. engine direct-con
this extra equipment will enable them

fire. Work is progressing rapidly
nected to generator ; Wissahickon

to make prompt delivery of all orders .

Electric Company, Fort Washing
on the company's new shops and

warehouses in the Potrero district at
ton, Pa., 50 - H . P. engine; Iola -Au The Pacific Electric & Manufac

Seventh and Hubbell streets . Tem
rora Production Company, Iola , Kan ., turing Company, of Napa, Cal . , has

20 - H . P. engine for driving general
porary pattern and forge shops are

been organized to manufacture and

already in operation on the new site .
machinery ; Marconi Wireless Tele

sell high -tension switches for indoor

graph Company of America, New and outdoor use , and all high -tension
The Allis - Chalmers Company, of

York City, 7 - H . P. engine for fur
Milwaukee, Wis. , have received an

line appliances, Arrangements have

nishing current for a wireless tele been made with F. G. Baum , trans

order from the Meriden Electricgraph station. An order was also re mission engineer of the California

ceived from the Standard Oil Com
Light Company, of Meriden , Conn ., Gas & Electric Corporation , for the

for a 500 -KW ., two-phase, 60 -cycle, right to manufacture the oil switches
pany for two “ Hornsby -Akroyd " oil

2300-volt Allis -Chalmers turbo gen
engines of 25 H. P. each, which will and outdoor switches designed by

erator unit to be installed at the
be shipped to Chinkiang, China, and

him .

used for pumping purposes. The use
power house in Meriden late in the

Fall , for lighting and power pur
of oil engines has increased enor

Caxton Brown, until recently man

mously in the past few years, there
poses. In addition to the turbine ager of the New York office of the

being now over 14,000 oil engines of
and generator proper, the Allis-Chal- Weston Electrical Instrument Com

the " Hornsby-Akroyd " make in oper
mers Company will also furnish a pany, of Waverly Park , Newark, N.

structural steel foundation frame and J. , is now secretary of the companyation .

a surface condenser with 2000 square and sales manager. Stanley Brown

Westinghouse- Parsons Steam tur- feet of cooling surface, including is now manager of the New York

bines, built by the Westinghouse centrifugal circulating pumps, air office. In connection with this office,

Machine Company, of Pittsburg, Pa ., pumps, and the like . Units similar a repair department has been in

to be installed in the New to this one are now on order for the stalled , the duty of which is to take

York Navy Yard . The installa- city of Jacksonville, Fla .; the West- care of the repairs in the metropoli

tion will comprise two 500 -KW . ern United Gas & Electric Company, tan district, and particularly to look

units operating under 150 pounds of Aurora , Ill . , and the Muncie Elec- after emergency calls .

steam pressure, 28 - inch vacuum , and tric Light Company, of Muncie, feature has been very warmly wel

on superheated steam at 100 degrees Ind. Both turbine and alternator are comed by the many users of Weston

Fahr. The power plant supplies the products of the Allis - Chalmers instruments in New York city, and

three phase, 60 - cycle alternating cur- Company. The alternator will be has enabled the manufacturer to in

rent at 2300 volts to machine shops, built at the company's electrical sure a higher degree of satisfaction

dry docks, and other general pur- works, Cincinnati, Ohio , and the tur- to his customer than ever before.

poses about the yard , including light- bine will be built in the West Allis , The company is very much pleased
ing of buildings. Boilers will be of Milwaukee, works. with the present instrument outlook,

the Stirling water -tube type, with and is exceedingly busy preparing

Foster internal superheaters. Worth- W. S. Barstow & Co. of New new models for measuring apparatus

ington surface condensers will be York , have been retained by the to meet the wider demands of modern

used . This will make the second Derby Gas Company, of Derby, electrical requirements.

are

This new
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Work has been begun on the build- now being installed . This plant is four -cycle engines are built by them

ing of a manufacturing plant for the the largest steam plant in Baltimore in sizes from 50 to 175 H. P. , two

American Telegraphone Company, at and passed through the Baltimore cycle, double -acting engines in sizes

Wheeling, W. Va. The financing of conflagration without damage, al- from 500 to 3000 H. P. , and oil

this undertaking is in the hands of though the adjacent engine house engines in sizes from 5 to 250 H. P.

Charles K. Fankhauser & Co. , and was destroyed . A large order for A forty - eight - page pamphlet de

the Sterling Debenture corporation, mechanical stokers has also been re- scribing various types of horizontal

of New York city . Since the first ceived from the American Steel & and vertical ammonia compression

announcement of Poulsen's invention Wire Company, of Pittsburg , cover- refrigerating machines and equip

of the electro -magnetic “ recording ing equipments for nineteen boilers. ment for ice plants, breweries, packing

and speaking telephone," a corps of houses, etc. , was also recently issued

American experts have been working by this company. The book is illus

on the perfection of the instrument trated by many fine half -tones, a

for commercial purposes. This has New Catalogues
feature of these being the arrange

now been accomplished, and the com ment of composite views of plants in

pany expects to be in a position to " Summer Comforts" is the title of stalled in various parts of the world .

meet the demand for telegraphones a pamphlet on fan motors, sent out

which is at present far ahead of the recently by the Fort Wayne Electric C. E. F. Ahlm , consulting and de

supply. Works, of Fort Wayne, Ind. The signing engineer, of Cleveland, Ohio ,

pamphlet illustrates and describes has lately sent out a pamphlet, call

The Salt Lake City district office desk, revolving, dragon bracket, uni- ing attention to the specifications,

of the Westinghouse Electric & Man- versal bracket, and telephone bcoth designs, and reports executed by

ufacturing Company was removed on fan motors for direct -current and al- him , and showing samples of his

July 2 , to 212-214 Southwest Temple ternating -current circuits. Another work .

street, Salt Lake City, Utah . The pamphlet is devoted to direct -con

Dallas district office was also nected , direct - current generators for Alternating and direct- current mo

moved on the same date to 418
date to 418 power and lighting, and shows both tors built by the Westinghouse Elec

Main street, Dallas , Tex . the detail parts and the complete tric & Manufacturing Company, of

machines. Pittsburg, Pa ., for all classes of ser

The Philadelphia Rapid Transit vice , are dealt with in a circular re

Company has recently placed orders A new flush push -button switch , cently issued . The circular is known

with the Westinghouse Machine manufactured by the Stanley- G . I. as the " Convention Edition ," and

Company, of Pittsburg, for a com- Electric Manufacturing Company, of contains a list of Westinghouse mo

plete equipment of Roney mechanical Pittsfield , Mass. , is dealt with in a tors in convenient form for reference.

stokers for their large subway power bulletin recently issued . The switch

plant now building in Philadelphia. is made in single-pole, double-pole, Direct -connected Corliss engines,

This plant was constructed for tur- three -way and four-way types, and built by the Allis -Chalmers Com

bine machinery, and Westinghouse- may be safely used on 250 - volt cir- pany, of Milwaukee, Wis . , are dealt

Parsons turbines of 6000 -KW . ca- cuits. The movement is rotary , with in recent bulletin . The

pacity will be installed. With the combining a short pushi with a posi- pamphlet emphasizes the steam econ

equipment of mechanical stokers and tive action . omy and high efficiency of these en

other labour- saving devices the plant gines, and the small floor space re

will represent one of the most up-to- The interpole motor built by the quired. Another bulletin is devoted

date modern power stations. The Electro -Dynamic Company, of New to alternating -current generators of

order covers stokers for the entire York , is illustrated and described in the belted type, and data is given

boiler plant of 32,700 H. P. Boilers circular recently issued . This showing the output, speed, and volt

are of the Parker water -tube type. motor is built in sizes up to 150 age .

The New York , New Haven & horse -power for either constant or

Hartford Railroad company recently variable -speed service , and is made M. W. Dunston & Co., of Provi

adopted mechanical stokers for their either open, semi- enclosed , or fully dence, R. I. , are mailing samples of

large power plant at Cos-Cob, now closed , and in horizontal, vertical , cotton sleeving and tape for elec

building to serve the electrified sec- elevator, and hoist types . trical purposes. The samples show

tion of their New York city terminal. the sizes , quality, and colours of these

The initial order comprising twelve Instruments manufactured by the materials carried in stock .

stokers was recently placed. These Wagner Electric Manufacturing

stokers will serve twelve 520 - H . P. Company, of St. Louis, Mo., are The Von Zweigbergk Controller

Babcock & Wilcox water-tube boilers . illustrated and described in a folder. Company, of Cleveland, Ohio , in a

The adoption of mechanical stokers The list includes standard types of recent bulletin , describe the metallic

at this plant thus follows the prac- wattmeters, ammeters, transformers, shield blow - out arc -rupturing de

tice of all the large power generat multipliers, portable volt -wattmeters vices made by them . These con

ing plants in New York city and for lamp testing, combined voltage trollers are adapted for street rail

Brooklyn. The United Railway & and frequency indicators, and power way work , and for cranes and hoists .

Electric Company, ofof Baltimore, factor indicators . The blow -out coil is located in the

which has recently in operation one centre of its field of action , making

of the most modern and efficient The construction and operation of the apparatus compact and simple.

boiler plants in this country, has had gas engines built by the De La The process of rupturing an arc by

sufficient successful experience with Vergne Machine Company, of New this method is clearly explained in

mechanical stokers to justify recent York, are described in a new cata- the bulletin by aid of diagrams.

extensions of their plant. The boiler logue. A number of gas and oil en

house is double -decked, and three gines, and a suction gas producer The Manhattan Electrical Supply

new batteries on the second tier are are also dealt with . Single-cylinder, Company, of New York , announce,

a

a
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in a unique folder, their new loca

tion at 17 Park Place,-only 45 sec

onds from Broadway. Information

is given how to reach them from

New York and surrounding towns .

Their motto is,, " Something Elec

trical for Everybody . "

TH

made up extending its service to such THE eleventh annualconvention

The Leeds & Northrup Company,

of Philadelphia, Pa ., have recently
sent out an attractive circular con

taining an illustrated description of

their new shop and laboratory at Phil

adelphia. The increased floor space

has enabled them to make extensive

additions to their equipment of ma

chine tools and standardizing appa

ratus for turning out condensers,

galvanometers, bridges , resistance

standards, testing keys, potentiome

ters , electro -dynamometers, and port

able testing sets .

A series of bulletins recently issued

by the General Electric Company, of

Schenectady , N. Y. , are devoted to

“GE -87" railway motors, type “ H ”

subway transformers, small polyphase

motors, direct -current motor- driven

air compressors, and Curtis steam

turbine generators of the horizontal

type. These units are built in sizes

of 15 KW . , 20 KW ., 25 KW ., 75

KW ., 150 KW ., and 300 KW ., and

can be arranged either for non -con

densing or condensing operation. The

15 -KW . unit for train lighting has

already been described in these pages .

A folder also issued deals with the

Edison reflector lamp. This lamp has

a rather flaring bulb , the upper half

of which is coated with a heat-proof

silvering, forming a very efficient re

flector. Other literature consists

of a pamphlet of parts of plain

type carbon feed enclosed arc lamp,

cast grid field rheostats, and mould

ing rosettes.

Electrical Development in South in parts, none of which will weigh

America over 350 pounds, except the alterna

tor shaft . The work of assembling

HAT there is a healthy growth the machinery will be done at the

in the installation of elec mines.

trical machinery in South

America is well shown by several

activities in Peru and Brazil . The

Empress Electrica de Santa Rosa,
International Association of Muni.

Peru, which already operates a large
cipal Electricians

generating station on the River Ri

, is
of

that an

house is necessary . This will
tion of Municipal Electricians

be

will be held at New Haven, Conn .,
operated in parallel with the present

station .
August 15 , 16 , and 17. Among the

The equipment for the new sta

papers to be read are the follow

tion includes two three -phase, 60
ing :

cycle, revolving-field , alternating
" History of the Fire and Police

current generators, each having a
Telegraph ," by Adamby Adam Bosch , of

Newark, N. J.

capacity of 1200 kilowatts and oper
" Details of Certain Auxiliaries to

ating at 2300 volts . The generator

voltage will be stepped-up in three
Fire-Alarm Apparatus,” by J. B.

Yeakle, of Baltimore, Md.
750 -kilowatt water - cooled transform

ers to 33,500 volts, and transmitted “ Advisability of Protecting Mu

to a sub-station where distribution
nicipal Electricians by the Civil Ser

will be made from water -cooled step
vice Laws," by Jerry Murphy, of

down transformers
Cleveland, Ohio .

at 2300 volts .

The electrical equipment, includ
" Comparison of Underground and

ing generators, transformers, switch
Overhead Wiring, and of the Rela

boards, and auxiliary apparatus, has
tive Values of Single Rubber-Cov

been ordered from thie General Elec

ered Wire and Lead- Encased Cable

tric Company, of Schenectady, N. Y.
for Underground Construction," by

In Brazil, the Sao Paulo Tram
W. H. Thompson, of Richmond , Va.

way Light & Power Company is
" Conditions Surrounding the In

also making additions to its present
spection of Wires in the Southwest,"

equipment. At the generating sta
by Clarence R. George, of Houston ,

tion another General Electric three
Tex .

phase, revolving -field , 2000 -kilowatt,
The question box is in charge of

2300 -volt generator is about to be
W. M. Petty, cf Rutherford, N. J.

installed, with necessary switchboards

for the operation of the new machine.

In addition, the equipment will be
increased by three 60 -cycle, 666 -kilo- According to " Stahl und Eisen ,'

watt , 24,000-2000 -volt transformers North America's coal deposits are es

and three 60 -cycle, 666- kilowatt , 20,- timated 681,000,000,000 tons,

000-2300-volt transformers of the Germany's at 280,000,000,000 , Great

same type. This power house fur- Britain and Ireland's at 193,000,000 ,

nishes current for the railway, and 000 , Russia's 40,000,000,000 , Bel

for light and power. The railway gium's 23,000,000,000, France's 19,
equipment is being increased by ten 000,000,000 , and Austria's 17,000,

double -motor car equipments , and 000,000 . Europe's total is given as

one four -motor equipment. 700,000,000,000 , while that of Asia

Another interesting installation is too great to be even estimated.

about to be made in Peru is at the China and Siberia are also noted for

mines of the Inca Mining Company. large coal deposits. Germany's de

The location of the properties of this posit, it is estimated, will last 2000

concern makes transportation very years, while that of Great Britain

difficult, and all material has to be and Ireland would last only 400

packed up the mountain trails on years, as the consumption is twice as

mules. The electrical equipment in- great.

cludes a three -phase, 200 -kilowatt,

6600 - volt, alternating -current genera

tor of the revolving - field type. In The operating efficiency of the

adclition, there will be four 67-kilo- electric elevator, says S. M. Bush

watt transformers, as well as several nell, in “ Cassier's Magazine," is about

induction motors for hoisting work , twice that of the hydraulic, and when

and the necessary switchboards. The we add to this the enormous differ

complete equipment will be furnished ence in first cost, the argument be

by the General Electric Company. comes very strong in favour of the

In order to facilitate transportation , electric elevator with central station

all the apparatus will be constructed service .

at

are

Railway motors for direct- current

service are illustrated and described

in a pamphlet recently issued by the

Westinghouse Electric & Manufac

turing Company, of Pittsburg. The

various details are shown in the illus

trations and efficiency curves

given for various gear ratios. Elec

trical and mechanical brakes for type

“ K ” motors are dealt with in another

pamphlet. Sectional views show the

arrangement of parts , and illustra

tions are also given of motors and

brakes applied to Wellman , Seaver,

Morgan charging machines.

One of the means for recreation

provided for the Bell telephone oper

ators in Boston will be a roof gar

den .
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High-Voltage Direct -Current Lines

on the Continent

V view of the experiments now

I

nating - current railway system , which would have to be built in 15 or 20

is now being installed by the New mile sections with sections a mile or

York , New Haven & Hartford Rail- two long in between, which could

road Company, is to be used . The not be crossed by a train while an

preliminary contract calls for the other train was in the section ahead .

electrification of 35 miles of the com- These short sections could be so

pany's line from Rochester to Mount equipped that the power would be

Morris, the equipment of a trans- cut off as long as there was a train

former station , and the installation of in the long section ahead. The re

seven electric cars . These cars will sult would be that the train following

be operated by single-phase motors, would come to a standstill until the

probably four of 150 -H.- P. capacity train ahead got out of the block .
each to one car . The line construc- However, these are mere matters of

tion will be of the single -phase ca- detail which I am confident could be

tenary trolley type. The cars will adjusted to provide for all emer

be used to haul passenger as well as gencies .

freight cars . The power for the “ In my opinion we are fast com

operation of the road is to be ob- ing to electricity in place of steam, in,

tained from the Niagara Falls Power all densely settled sections at least."

Co.'s plant.

covers

In the papFlaming

direct-current motors using po

tentials above the present standard,

it is interesting to note, says “ The

Street Railway Journal,” that in

Germany and other countries, the

Siemens- Schuckert Works have com

pleted , or have under construction, a

number of lines of this character. At

the present time they are building

several lines exclusive of the 1000

volt Cologne-Bonn Railway, and the

Berlin elevated and subway lines ,

which use 800 volts .

One contract various

branches of the Cologne suburban

lines, which are to employ 700-800

volts direct current. On the Castel

lamare de Stabia - Sorrento (Italy)

line, an operating current of 825

volts will be used, and also one of

volts at the center of the line.

12 ,

have a 3 - foot 1.1 -inch gauge, and

with a maximum grade of 6.2 per

cent , and a minimum curve of 49

feet . The highest speed at which

cars will be run will be 18.6 miles

per hour. Current will be taken

through trolley bows. At present

there are twelve cars in operation,

carrying 50- H . P. motors.

Another line under construction is

the Moselhütte Freight Railway

(Maizieres -St. Marie ). It will be 9

miles long, and will use 2000 volts

direct current. A freight railway is

also being built for the Anhalt Coal

Works, Reppist, near Senftenberg.

This is to be a goo -volt line, 4 miles

long, 4 foot 8.1-inch gauge , with a

grade of i per cent.

This system will be ez miles long; Idate Charleske, Steinmetzeis

or

The Flaming Carbon Arc Lamp

Steinmetz on High-Speed Electric

Railroading N the paper, by L. B. Marks, on

“ Carbon Arc

N New York “ of Lamp," reprinted in the July

number of THE ELECTRICAL AGE,

quoted as saying that up to 150 the table on page 26 should give the

200 miles an hour there is no cost of carbons for two enclosed arc

limit to the speed that may be devel- lamps as $2.86 instead of $2.68 . This

oped in electric traction . Higher will make the total $8.50.

speed than that the car wheels could In justice to Mr. Marks also , we

not stand , as they would fly to pieces wish to say that Figs. 2 , 3 , 4 , 6, 7

from centrifugal force. and 8 did not appear in the original

His remarks were called forth by paper, but were added as being per

the publication in a Philadelphia haps of additional interest.

newspaper of an article doubting if

much higher speed could ever be

used on the railroads than that which The value central Station men

is attained now . It was pointed out place upon the convention papers of

that the first cost would be enor- the National Electric Light Associa

mous, entailing a higher fare between
tion is strongly evidenced by the

cities , but more important was the large number of orders sent in for

question of signals. The engineer, it sets of these papers and the Ques

was said , could not see the signal in tion Box. The programmes are now

time to stop the train if it was going so large and the expense of printing

at a high rate of speed . so heavy that it is found imprac

“ Not only can a speed of 120 miles ticable to make free distribution of

an hour be maintained on
a train

the papers, before they are issued
equipped with electricity," said Mr.

in book form , except to members

Steinmetz, “ but in my opinion it is attending the meetings. Although

an entirely feasible scheme from the the transactions are distributed as

commercial point of view. promptly as the character of the pub

“ It is largely a question of road- lication will allow , a large propor

beds, and signals have little or noth- tion of the members are glad to pay

ing to do with it . Of course there is
the cost of printing and mailing in

danger from high -speed trains, and order to have copies of the papers at

probably there always will be, but once , and the secretary's office has
the tendency is not only to increase

been kept busy filling orders for

the speed but to make the railroads them .

safer . This is illustrated by the

gradual abolition of crossings at

grade and the elimination of sharp A new railway, now being con

curves . I presume that the time will structed between Portland and Seat

come when grade crossings will be tle to supplement the present North

done away with entirely and the rail- ern Pacific line between those cities ,

roads so ballasted and straightened is to be operated by electricity. This

out that a speed of 120 to 150 miles is the first instance in which one of

an hour can be maintained . the large steam railroad systems in

“ As a precaution against collisions the West has adopted electric trac

the high -speed electric railroad tion.

Single-Phase System for the Erie

Railroad

a

A

COD

T recent meeting of the

board of directors of the

Erie Railroad it was de

cided to take the initial steps of

operating electric trains by

tracting with Westinghouse, Church,

Kerr & Co. for the installation of an

electric system on its Rochester &

Mount Morris Division, a distance

of 35 miles. The company's elec

trical board, which consists of J. M.

Graham , B. J. Arnold, L. B. Still

well and A. C. Williams, has had

the matter under advisement for a

period of two years . Mr. Graham

has been on a personal tour of in

spection of electric railway systems

in this country, as well as in Europe.

The Westinghouse single-phase alter
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Power Required by Motor -Driven Machine Tools

By G. M. CAMPBELL

From Paper Read Before the Mechanical Section of the Engineers' Society of Western Pennsylvania

are small , except when the spindle

or table is running at top speed. At

the high -spindle speed it is rather

unlikely that a maximum cut is to be

taken , but in all probability only

light finishing cuts or polishing, so

that in general the power lost in fric

tion in the machinemay be neglected

in considering the question of size

of motor required .

There is a class of machines where

I

H.P.
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0 .
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0.7
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a
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8.8 to
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0.1
St
o

0

100 tu 700300 600

Motor Speed R.P.M.

IN AFIG . I.-POWER LOST IN FRICTION

20- INCH LATHE

K

per minute.

N machine tool work speed varia : ment was about ten per cent. and

tion is essential , and in a ma the speed range required in the

chine driven by an individualmo- motor somewhat less than three to

tor part of the speed variation must one, the necessary number of runs of

be obtained in the motor itself if effi- gears being used to give the total

cient speed control is required . The range in the machine. The maxi

range of speed required in some mum number of runs used was four.

machines may be quite limited , on Other conditions being the same,

account of the particular class of the power taken by a machine, after

work for which the machine is used , allowance is made for friction losses ,

and in such a case the full range of will vary approximately as the speed

speed could be supplied by the and cut and therefore as the weight

motor. On the other hand, the of metal removed ; consequently, in

speed variation required may be so fitting motors to tools , due allowance

great that it is impossible to supply must be made for high speeds and

it all by the motor. maximum cuts, bearing in mind the

Just what range of speed is re- coming universal use of high -speed

quired in the motor can not be defi
tool steels and the increase in rig

nitely stated for all conditions. If idity of machines. A formula for the

a total speed range of six to one is amount of power absorbed in cutting

required in a machine, it might be may be stated thus :

advisable under certain conditions to
H. P. E K. W.

obtain this total range in the motor,
where H. P. Horse -power

but as a general rule the writer be
= A constant, depend

lieves it would be advisable to use
ing on the kind

at least two runs of gears when the

speed change required exceeds four
and grade of ma

terial .

to one, and that a somewhat better
W = Weight of metal,

and more efficient design can be ob pounds removed

tained when the speed change re

quired in the motor is limited to

about three to one. Values of K may be taken as fol

The controller necessary to enable
lows:

the speed change to be obtained in K = 2.5 for hard steel .

proper increments will vary accord = 2.0 for wrought iron .

ing to the range required and the = 1.8 for soft steel .

size of the increment. It is feasible = 1.4 for cast iron.

to work to within ten per cent.
This formula is simply a general

change of speed and consequently a
one ; the power required in any par

ten per cent . increment would be
ticular case will vary perhaps 100 per

desirable. If ten per cent . increment cent, according to the condition of

is used the number of points of the

controller would be obtained from
the cutting tool .

Another factor which enters into
the formula :

the capacity of the motor required is
I. 1 " -2 speed range in motor.

the friction loss of the machine itself ;

Heren is the number of points

in the controller, " off" point being termine, but fortunately is not very
this is a factor impossible to prede

counted as one point. This would

give results as follows:
large except on very large machines;

it depends greatly on the gear reduc

Speed Range . Controller Points . tion . The accompanying diagram ,

Fig . 1 , gives a typical example of

friction losses and shows the general

run of such losses; the power lost

If the motor is a reversing one . in other machines may be assumed

then to this number of forward mo- by comparison. It is for a twenty

tion points must be added the re- inch by eleven -foot Putnam lathe,

quired number of back motion points , gear reduction varying from 3-1 to

usually one- third to one half the 80 - I . The maximum loss is about

number of forward , so it is seen that 1.2 horse -power. The loss in fric

the controller would become tion is not directly proportional either

wieldy in size or the speed increment to motor speed or spindle speed.

would have to be increased above ten Fig. 2 shows the power lost in a

per cent. In the Pittsburg & Lake sixty - inch planer, Fig . 3 , in a punch .

Erie Railroad shops the speed incre- These curves show that the losses

the size of motor required depends

very largely on the machine itself,

almost independent of the size of cut

it has to take ; this is the reciprocat

ing tool, as the shaper and planer,

and to a somewhat less extent the

intermittent working machines, such

as punches and shears. In planers

where shifting of belts is relied on to

reverse the motion , the statement is

fairly accurate ; in tools where the

reversal takes place by magnetic

clutches or motor reversal it is not

so much so , as the power taken by

the motor can be better regulated.

In planer drives where motors run

continuously in one direction, it is

of relatively little importance how

much the platen or the load on it

weighs, but the size and weight of the

revolving pulleys which have to re

verse it are of very great importance.

These pulleys should be as small and

light at the rim as capacity will

allow ; and on one of the revolving

shafts, preferably on the motor shaft,

H.P.

20
Reversing for

Cutting Struko

3

4

5

6

14

17

19

21
Reveringfor

Keluiti setuket

16

12

Return toke

CuttingStroke

un

Tinio

A 60FIG. 2.-POWER CONSUMPTION OF

INCH X 60 - INCH X 20 - FOOT POND PLANER ,

RUNNING LIGHT
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H.P.

Hola

Plate

21

14 Hole

flat

16

Xale

Thane

FIG . 3. - POWER CONSUMPTION OF A HILLES &

JONES PUNCH

4

there should be a fly -wheel of large

diameter and heavy rim so as to aid

the motor at moment of reversal .

Fig . 2 is for a 60 -inch by 60- inch

by 20 -foot Pond planer. The cycle

of power consumption is rather re

markable, but is a fair example of

tools of this class and method of

drive, reversal by shifting belts.

These readings were taken with the

machine running light. During cut

ting stroke the horse -power taken

was 3.9, reversing to return stroke

3

2

3

Test No. 1 2 7 9 10

2

OF METAL REMOVED

motor was , in general, about 2.8 to was approximately 100 per cent.

one for full power, but up to from overload . On reciprocating tools, the

six and seven and one-half to one for circuit -breaker was set 40 to 50 per

diminished power at low speeds, and cent. higher. The enclosed fuses

the size of motor was approximately used had a rating the same as that

double the horse -power required by at which the circuit-breakers were

the machine throughout this full set .

power range, i . e . , if the motor was After the plant was in operation a

rated as a variable -speed motor, it- large number of tests was made,

would have a rating approximately every machine listed being tested to

one - half that of the constant- speed see whether or not the motor ca

rating. The speed variation in many pacity was sufficient. In no case was

instances differed considerably from the motor too small. In a few cases

the above. In many of the drills, the the motor could easily be reduced .

In making tests three separate sets

were made:

I. Power required to drive the

motor disconnected entirely from

the machine, themotor being run at
H.P all the speeds. (Fig . 4.)

2. Power required to drive the

machine on its different gear drives

and different motor speeds.

3. The total power required dur

ing the time the machine gear drives

and at different motor speeds.

This latter set of tests was taken

haphazard, i . e . , the electrician sim

ply passed from machine to machine

and took readings and record of the

cut, no attempt being made to get

the record at the best tool efficiency,
FIG . 5. - HORSE - POWER REQUIRED PER POUND

consequently the records give every

day shop practice such as will prob

speed variation was higher and in
ably be met with in the ordinary

planers, shapers, etc. , lower. The shop. Practically all the tests were

speed control in these shops is ob- made in 1904 , but only after the new

tained by means of the multivoltage shops were running and consequently

system . The horse -power required the cuts and speeds given are much

by the machine was determined part- lower than present day practice. Nor

ly by general considerations and was any attemptmade to make tests

partly by the formula stated above, when the machines were taking

H. P. K. W., where K had a heavy cuts . These points must be

value of 3.6 for hard steels and 2.5
borne in mind if cuts and feeds are

for soft steels . From data given on examined .

a previous page, it may be seen that After the tests were made, the first

the size of this constant was on the
set would be compared motor to

safe side. All machines are pro motor to see if all motors

tected by both circuit -breaker and
equally efficient , then the first set

fuses, the size of the breaker was, in
would be subtracted from the second

general, four amperes per rated horse
to obtain friction losses in the vari

power of the motor and it was set at ous machines and finally the second

the limit of 50 per cent. above this
set would be subtracted from the

rating : the breaker would, therefore,
third to find the actual horse -power

fly out when the power consumption taken by the cutting tool or tools .

The curve of power lost by friction

is given for a typical case in Fig. 1 .

As a sample, however, of the tests

made, Table I. is given for a 72-inch

boring mill. The horse-power given

WWWN is the input into the motor, not the

horse -power of the cut .

Table II. is of some of the read

ings taken on a 90 -inch driving wheel

lathe. After eliminating the power

lost in friction and in the motor, the

horse -power required to remove one

pound of metal is given in Fig. 5 :

FIG . 6. - POWER LOSSES AND AVERAGE CON
the amount varies from 3.87 to 1.70,

certainly a very wide range, but the

OF 500 grade of steel also varies widely.

100 200 700300 400 500 000

Motor Speed - R.P.M .

FIG. 4.-- POWER LOST IN A 25 - H . P. MOTOR

were

the power jumped to 19 ; on the re

turn stroke it was 6.3 and in revers

ing to cutting stroke it rose to 27 .

The speed of the table in the cutting

stroke was about 25 feet per minute;

on the reverse stroke , 60 feet . This

planer was driven by a compound

wound Crocker -Wheeler motor, 73.5

amperes, twenty horse-power at full

speed and voltage rating. The fly

wheel on this machine is much too

small, but, owing to special design of

the driving mechanism , it could not

be increased . The driving mechanism

would have to be improved consid

erably to make it suitable for much

higher speeds.

Influence of design on the power

required for punches and shears is

well brought out by Fig. 3 . The

horse -power rose to 21 . The influ

ence of the heavy flywheel and gear

in another punch was sufficient to

keep the power down to 7.9 horse

power on the same test .

In the shops of the Pittsburg &

Lake Erie Railroad Company, at

McKees Rocks, there about

eighty machines driven by individual

motors. For variable speed work

the speed variation required in the

HP.
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100
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in diotors and Machines
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are

SUMPTION OF FORTY - SIX MACHINES WITH

MOTORS OF AN AGGREGATE RATED HORSE - POWER
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The total power lost in the motors are plotted in Fig. 6 ; planer platens tions may enter into the determina

and lost in friction in the machines were not operating except for points tion of the size of the motor required

is considerable, even though in indi- 3 , 6 and 8. The curve giving losses for any particular tool, the class of

vidual cases it is not very large . To in motor armatures was plotted from work it is to be restricted to , the

grade of material, whether cuts , if
TABLE 1. - 72 - INCH BORING MILL

heavy, will be of short duration, etc. ,
Motor-Type C. M., 25 H.-P. at 750 R. P. M. , 230 V. 90.5 Amp.

so that it is rather difficult to make
R. P. M. of Table = 2.35, 0.97 or 0.34 % of Motor

a statement that will fit all cases , but
Motor

the writer would suggest the follow

ing for determining the size of motor
for average conditions:-Assume a

cutting speed of 50 to 70 feet a min
Running light , table not

ute for soft steels , estimate the maxturning

Running light , table turning imum size of cut that will likely be
785 .125 .125 & .125 19,5

Running light required for any time longer than
.0625 Brass

thirty minutes, transfer this into

pounds of metal removed per minuteRunning light
1.90

and multiply by 2.7 (this figure is 50

per cent. above the constant 1.8 used

Running light
51 previously in this paper, the increase

being for safety for bad conditions),
.125 & .187

then select a motor which will de
.094 & .031

velop this power throughout the

Running light range of speed desired .1.07

The record is not quite complete

as it does not give the gear reduc

tions in use ; some of the machines
investigate this point , among others, readings on a number of motors dis

some experiments were made on a connected from machines. The speed
were using high - speed , some low

Sunday when the shops were idle . of the motors varies approximately speed gears. If all the machines had

Forty -six machines been run on the highest speed gear
were selected as the impressed voltage, so it will

every one equipped with an indivi- be seen that after deducting 15.2
the loss in friction in the machines

dual motor capable of speed varia- horse -power for the fields the horse would probably have been doubled .

tion . The machines were
power lost in the motor -armature

lows:
and tool varies approximately as the

Electric fans and automatic valves
speed . It will be noted that when

Machines are to be used for cooling the New
Rating all these forty-six tools were running

York subway. Between the Brook
at top speed, no useful work being lyn Bridge and Columbus Circle

5 milling machines and boring mills .. done, the lost horse -power was 105 .
5 planers .... there are to be fourteen outlet cham
5 slotters and shapers... The full losses given are never in- bers, each of which is to contain a
9 drilling machines ...

curred as the tools are never all run
5 punches, shapers, rolls , etc .. fan and valve . Ordinarily, only the

ning at one time and never all on valves are to be used , the fans being

the top motor speed ; in fact , the aver- reserved for excessively hot periods.
First , full - current strength was put

age or even the maximum power The valves are operated by the in

on all the fields , then all the motors
consumption on any working day creased pressure of air caused by

the 40 - volt circuit , when all the tools are working is passing trains: the escape of heated

then all on the 80 - volt circuit , less than the maximum for lost

air between stations through the
120-vclt , 160 - volt, 200 - volt and 240 power alone. The part of curve at valves , which open outward only,

TABLE 11. - 90 -INCH DRIVING WHEEL causes an inflow of surface air at the

Motor--Type C. M. , 25 H.-P. at 750 R. P. M., 230 V. 90.5 Amp. stations and thus lowers the tem

R. P. M. of Spindle = 3.63, or 0.167 % of Motor perature .
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Horse Power
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were ruin on

Motor. Cut .
Material .
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troller

Point

Remarks
Volt

age

Cur

rent

R.P. M.
H.-P. Feed

Input Inches

Depth

Inches

Speed Weight

Ft. per Diam . Pounds
Min , Jnches Min .

Kinds

16 637

13
Steel Double Head

16

13

13

13

9

9
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17

188
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156

156

156

113

114

115
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60
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70

15

75

70

80

77

60

46

430

550

540

537

596

355

363

450

728

15.1

10.5

17.8

9.4

15.7

14.6

12.1

11.8

9.1

12.1

3-16

3-16

8-16

3-16

1-5

1-5

1-5

1-5

1-5

1-5

3-16 & 3-16

5-16 & 5-16

1-4 & 1-4

3-16 & 8-16

3.8 & 3-8

3-8 & 3-8

5-16 & 14

1-4 & 1-4

3-16 & 1.1

1-4 & 1-1

13.0

8.8

13,3

10.9

12.3

12.3

10.5

10.6

48

48

48

48

54

54

69

69

3,1

3.5

4.2

2.6

6.3

6.3

4.0

3.6

4.0

5.3

13.4

15.5 51

In connection with the 1400 - voit,

three -wire, continuous-current rail

way recently constructed by him ,

Herr Krizik has devised the follow

ing method of speed control. At

starting, current is taken from one

side only of the three -wire system ,

the four motors and all the starting

resistances being connected in series

across that side . The resistances are

gradually cut out, and then two of

the motors. The latter are next con

nected in series with starting resist

ances and across the other side of

the system ; the resistances are then

gradually cut out until full speed is

reached and the four motors are in

series across the outer conductors of

the system .

volt in turn , and finally lathes and

drills were on the high -speed

point, approximately 30 per cent.

above normal 240 -volt speed, power

consumption being noted at all the

different points. All machines driven

by these motors were in motion , but

no work was being done, nor

feed mechanism in use . The results

run

the right hand in the figure is the

total power consumption for all the
tools included above and a few con

stant speed motors besides. These

readings were taken every two hours

during the six working days suc

ceeding the Sunday on which the

readings for power losses were taken .

A large number of special condi

was
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The Electric Home

By MAX LOEWENTHAL, E. E

market for his product, was of equal

and ofttimes greater importance. He

either scorned , or was not acquainted

with , the use of the salesman's tools

and methods which in his particu

lar case meant primarily the educa

tion of the public in the employment

and possibilities of the electric cur

rent, the extension of his circuits into

residential sections, the granting of

special rates in particular instances,

or for specific uses, and the fostering

of local co -operative action on the

part of the central station , the elec

trical contractor, the architect, the

supply dealer, the electrical engineer,

the manufacturer and the people.

That all these interests have come

to realize the truth of this unfortu

nate state cf affairs, namely, the ex

tremely limited domestic employment

of electricity, has been evidenced on

every hand during the past year, for

in almost every large city an “ elec

trical residential campaign epidemic ”

has broken out. That a great deal

A BED - ROOM IN THE HOME OF H. W. HILLMAN , OF SCHENECTADY, N. Y. , SHOWING AN ELECTRIC of important work still remains to be

RADIATOR , AN ELECTRIC HEATING PAD AND AN ELECTRIC FLATIRON done may be gathered from the

startling fact , as shown by recent

N the pursuit of human happi- well as the betterment of hygienic statistics, that the inhabitants of only

conditions. 44 per cent. of 5000 cities have ac

standard of efficiency of the If we reflect seriously, however, on to the electric current , not

home stands out supreme. What- the real causes responsible for this mentioning the small percentage of

ever will improve our domestic en- condition, we will find that the root this 44 per cent which actually em

vironments and lighten the labours of the evil is not sentiment to ad
ploys it .

of those entrusted with the cares of here to antiquated methods, or a lack The central station manager who

a household, adds to our happiness of appreciation of improvements on talks abcut efficiency and price of

and becomes a material factor in the part of the " great, preoccupied, apparatus should recognize the cardi

furthering the progress of civiliza- incredulous and indifferent public," nal truth , that “ it is not a problem of

tion . as the great mass of the people have price, but of progress. It is not

It is true that the undue influence recently been termed . It is rather in
solicitation , but education that will

of sentiment has frequently retarded
the lack of foresight in the past on open the market and make this class

domestic progress, and this may be the part of the central station man- of apparatus more popular ," educa

partially responsible for the limited ager, who believed that his duty was tion , not cnly of the public, but pri

use of mechanical, and especially completely and well performed after marily of the central station solicit

electrical appliances in the modern he had generated and transmitted ing force, for it is as important to

home, a most deplorable fact , when current economically, never dream- know the limitations of one's product

one considers their many desirable ing that the mercantile or business as it is to preach the gospel of its

qualifications, such as cleanliness, end of the enterprise which he was utility. Lccal conditions should be

flexibility, safety and convenience, as
guiding, namely, the finding of a carefully analyzed and no advice

3-1
161
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THE LIVING ROOM OF THE HILLMAN HOME, WITH AN ELECTRIC RADIATOR AND AN ELECTRIC

CIGAR LIGHTER ON THE CHIMNEY MANTEL

given or statement made which can

not be substantiated or is not based

on facts and figures.

Up to within a year, reliable data

were not easily obtainable on which

to base such statements, but since

that time a number of comparative

tests between various fuels and elec

tricity under widely varying condi

tinons have been conducted and re

ported , and these , in conjunction

with descriptions of actual domestic

installations, working under normal

conditions, may well serve as safe

guides in the intelligent discussion

of almost any electro -domestic prob

lem . In view of this , the following

description of a typical, up -to -date

" electric home, " which has , in every

respect , come up to the expecta

tions of its owner and may be said

to have set to rest all doubts which

may have been harboured in the

minds - of the most skeptical as to

practicability of domestic electrical

appliances, may be of interest and

value.

This " spotless" electric home is

that of H. W. Hillman , of Schenec

tady , N. Y. It is situated in a re

stricted suburban section of the city

on Douglas road, on slightly ele

vated ground, so that from the ver

anda one may obtain a splendid view

of the picturesque Mohawk Valley ,

with the southerly slope of the Adi

rondack range in the distance. It is

a two-story frame cottage , built on a

stone foundation.

This is the second residence which

Mr. Hillman has erected in this sec

tion and the experience gained from

the first has come in good stead in

the construction and equipment of

the second and larger home. The

almost universal employment of elec

tricity as the unseen servant who

faithfully and tirelessly performs so

much of the domestic work was due

to the conviction, gained by the ex

perimental use of electricity in the

first house, that the utensils were

eficient, durable and reliable , and

that with careful handling the equip

ment was economical from the stand

point of operation as well as of

maintenance.

In the planning of the house, Mr.

Hillman had two sets of specifica

tions prepared , one including the

cellar excavation for coal and wood

storage under the entire house, and

a kitchen range with its inevitable

chimney. The other specification

was with only half the cellar exca

vated , the other half of the founda

tion only going down to the frost

line, with no provision for a kitchen

range and kitchen chimney, but in

cluding the installation of heating

and cooking circuits and outlets in

addition to the lighting circuits.

When the estimates were examined

it was found that the difference in

cost between the first and second

plans was so much in favour of the

second, that the amount saved was

more than sufficient to purchase the

entire electric kitchen equipment and

all the other small electric utensils

used throughout the house. The

extra cost of wiring was about $ 125 ,

or less than I per cent . of the total
investment. Such an item of ex

pense will never be considered in

the wiring of houses costing $ 12,905

or more. This will certainly be true

when prospective builders, architects

and the householders have learned

about the convenience and reason

able cost of operating electric house

hold utensils.

It may be needless to state that

the second plan was adopted, and , as

the basement plan indicates, the cel

lar was excavated only in the rear

portion of the house, the front half

of the foundation having been car

ried down only to the frost line. In

the excavated part , the furnace , not

electric, but fed with coal, is located ,

and while ultra - enthusiasts may feel

apologetically disposed in making

this admission , it is far better to con

cede that electric house heating, at

9

IN THE SEWING - ROOM , THE MACHINE IS RUN BY AN ELECTRIC MOTOR , AND AN ELECTRIC

PRESSING IRON IS A CONVENIENT DEVICE
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mention the unique and well-planned

lighting system . A very pretty ,

chcap and convenient method of

lighting has been adopted for the

of one, two and four, as may be

desired . When all the eight lights

are burning, the current consumed

is practically the same as that used

Service Mains

Ioducating Switch in Cut-Out !
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lesersioe
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hat Iron
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the present rates for current, is not

practicable, than to make the at

tempt, fail , and be compelled perhaps

to admit the inefficiency of the en

tire installation and thereby retard

the progress of the domestic branch

of the electrical industry.

The small amount of fuel which is

required for the operation of the fur

nace during the winter months is

stored in the limited space parti

tioned off toward the side of the

house where the electric mains enter .

In the small room adjoining the

lighting and heating meters are lo

cated , and from here the mains as

cend to the main distributing board

on the second floor. Toward the

rear of the house, in the basement,

is the laundry, from which stairs

lead to the electric kitchen on the

first flocr. Between this and the

servants' quarters, is the pantry, as

shown in the plan , on which is also

indicated the lighting and heating

circuits, as well as the outlets , fix

tures and electrical utensils.

A spacious veranda or solarium

extends along the entire front of the

house and is completely enclosed by

glass , which makes it an agreeable

lounging space in winter, as it of

fers protection against cold winds

and snow , permitting, however, the

sun's rays to enter and assist the

luminous radiator in making the

place habitable . In summer the

porch is shaded by numerous pine

trees clustered around it .

On entering the house and turn

ing to the left , one finds himself in

the very spacious, common sense liv

ing or music room , which occupies

the one entire side of the first floor,

while the dining room is on the op

posite side of the entrance hall. It

was sentiment which induced Mr.

Hillman to install in the living room

an eight-foot New England fireplace,
arcund which his family and neigh

bours gather during winter evenings

to discuss, beside other topics, their

experiences with the numerous elec

trical devices . The mantel serves,

furthermore, as resting place for the

electric cigar lighter, as may be seen

in the illustration .

On the second floor, as shown in

the plan , are four bedrooms, the

sitting room or library, and the bath

room . In the hall is the main dis

tributing board for the electrical cir

cuits. The service box is divided

into two sections, each containing

eight branch circuits, evenly balanced

on the two sides of the three -wire

system .

Before entering upon the discus

sion of the heating circuits , and the

utensils which they supply with the

current, it may be of interest to

Living Room

Heating Wiro ---

Lighting Wire

Ceiling Lamp

Portable Lamp

linmersion Heater-----

Plush Wall Receptaclora

Switch

Cooking Devices

Air Heater

Wall Receptacle

Soap Switch

Om Vire Place

A

FIRST FLOOR PLAN

Chamber Chamber Chamber

To Disylbution Box

B
I

Chamber Sitting Room

Heating Wire -

Lighting Wiro

Colling Lamp

Portable Lamp --

Sewing Machine Motor

FlushWall Receptacle

Switeh

Water Heater ---

Air Heater

Wall Lamp ---

Immersion Heater

Wall Receptacle

Cigar Lighter ---

Bath

Room

SECOND FLOOR PLAN

illumination of the dining room .

Eight lights are placed in a cove

ceiling, two on each side. The re

flector type of lamp being used , the

light is thrown down, where it is

wanted, on the table.

Four switch buttons on the side

wall control the lights in multiples

by four ordinary 16 -candle-power

lamps.

Special mention might well be

made of the wisdom in installing

the four sets of push -button switch

es , which greatly facilitate the exer

cise of economy in the use of the

current, as the switching on of each
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the second floor hall and one even

in the children's closet , which has

been built under the stairs , on the

first floor. In the words of Mr.

Hillman , " It doesn't cost much and

is convenient," which voices in a

few words the why and wherefor

of the many comfort-giving features

about the house.

In a number of rooms the branch

lighting circuits are tapped for the

insertion of a flush wall receptacle,

to which may be attached a great

variety of electrical utensils, which

consume up to 250 watts , such as the

small electric food heater or shaving

mug , curling- iron heater, Christmas

tree outfit, heating pad, small press

ing iron , sewing -machine motor,

massage outfit , cigar lighter, ventil

ating fan and others, almost too nu

merous to mention .

Space also forbids more than a

passing mention of the great con

venience of the devices found in this

modern home, for example, the

cigar lighter, so thoroughly enjoyed

by the men, and on account of the

absence of matches from the house, so

greatly appreciated by the ladies. It

can be purchased for about $ 2.00

and it costs less than 1.10 mill to

light a cigar . On the piazza it is a

convenience, in the den it is orna

mental as well , in the billiard room

a necessity, and its low initial cost

encourages its installation freely

throughout the house. An import

ant insurance authority recently re

marked that the electric cigar light

er , if extensively used , would mini

mize the fire hazard from matches

considerably.

Then there is the electric heating

pad . Words fail to describe the

value of this household utensil. The

heat from the pad is uniform , com
A PART OF THE BATH - ROOM , WITH RADIATOR , MASSAGE VIBZATOR AND WATER -HEATER FOR

pared with the varying temperature

of the hot -water bag. It is adjust

additional set of lamps entails some located on the top of the fireplace . able for three heats. It will produce

manual labour, which the servant as
Each of the other rooms on this maximum heat for a perspiration

well as householder prefers to leave floor is lighted by one ceiling light, effect , a medium heat, or, can be

undone. The extra cost of the sub- separately controlled by siap kept under the bed cover all night

division of the circuit is easily paid switch . There three ceiling at the low heat. The hot-water bag

for in a short time, by this enforced lights on the front veranda, controlled requires constant attention , or else

and actually demonstrated economy. from the inside hall, one on the back it will become cold and uncomfort

As in the dining room , there are no porch , one over the basement stairs able and do more harm than good.

lighting fixtures of any kind in the and three in the basement. In three Among the up - to -date sewing-
living room across the hall, which of the chambers on the second floor room appliances, the electric sewing

receives ample illumination from ten ceiling lights have been provided , machine motor and pressing iron

meridian reflector lamps attached to while the front chamber has three, are most highly prized and become

the ceiling beams, as shown in the and the sitting room two, additional almost indispensable to the one who
illustration , while for reading or wall lights. The bathroom is light- has used them . The cost of the

work requiring a more concentrated ed by two wall lights, one on each motor , about $ 12.00, places it within

light the portable lamp shown on side of the mirror, and each set of the reach of every current user . Its

the side table is used . lights in the various rooms is con- operating cost is hardly more than

Additional lamps of this type may trolled by a push -button switch . one cent an hour. It is made to fit

be pressed into service by attaching A light is provided in each of the any type of sewing machine, and any

them to plugs which fit into four five closets on this floor, controlled lady can be taught to operate it in

flush receptacles in the baseboard by a button switch outside of the a few minutes. Many a backache,

around the room and two closet door. There is one light in the writer is informed, has been

SHAVING

a

are

more
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IN THE KITCHEN NO GAS OR COAL IS USED . EVERYTHING IS COOKED BY ELECTRICITY

saved since the machine has been

available in this household . From

the sewing room window , a dozen

houses may be counted which are

equipped with this convenient device.

In the same illustration will be

noticed a small electric flat- iron, par

ticularly valuable for sewing room

use . It is difficult to state which

device is prized most highly. They

really go together. A sewing room

in an up -to -date house would be in

complete without both . Many are

the steps saved by having this iron

ready at any time merely by the

turning of a switch .

On the wash bowl, shown in the

view ofof the bathroom , will be

noticed a portable massage motor.

The use of this article not only

affords pleasure, but is well known

that much benefit results from its in

telligent application. It may be attach

ed to any lamp socket and can be

operated by any inexperienced per

son , by simply holding the motor by

the handle and applying the appli

cator to the face, arm , neck , chest,

or that part of the body where the

stimulation is needed . Like the sew

ing -machine motor, the expense of

operating it is trivial , while much

benefit and pleasure may be derived

from it .

The small water -heater, also shown

in the wash bowl in the bathroom ,

is used as a shaving mug every

incrning. The bottomThe bottom is simply

covered with water, and while the

man of the house is preparing to

shave the water is heating. The

push -button switch on the wall above

the dish turns the current on and

off , and should the current be left on

by accident no harm will be done,

as the dish is indestructible . The

operation of heating the water for

shaving costs about one mill and the

device may be purchased for from

$3.75 to $5.00, depending upon size

and style .

It will thus be seen from the

foregoing that the function of light

ing circuits may be extended a great

deal further than the mere furnish

ing of current for indiscriminately

distributed lights. The complete re

alization of their scope of application

and some forethought during the

planning period will insure for the

inteliigent household many benefits

and comforts at a low initial and

small operating cost. If , in addition

to these circuits, separate heating

and cooking circuits are available,

as they are in this house, then the

full blessings of electricity in the

home may be realized and apprecia

ted .

In the dining room , for example,

we find the coffee percolator and

chafing dish , the romance of which

might be disturbed, at the very

moment when a jolly evening ga

thering might be expectantly seated

around the table, by a flash in a

lamy socket which was not designed

to carry the current required by a

chafing dish , or by the blowing of

fuse a lighting circuit. To

avoid so disastrous a mishap and in

view of its great convenience,

special table has been installed

whch is quite interesting. It is

much like any ordinary side table,

of quartered oak to match the din

ing room finish . A small backboard

to the table supports two sockets, or

receptacles, the wiring and the on

and -off switch . The flexible cord

leading from this switch has at the

other end a plug which fits into any

one of the several heating circuit

receptacles in the baseboard around

the room . These tables have be

come so popular that they are now

carried in stock by a local depart

ment store, and sold at something

like $ 1.00 or $ 1.50 above the regular

price.

It was, however, mainly for the

a on

a

THE LAUNDRY, SHOWING FLATIRON , WASH - BOJLER AND IMMERSION -COIL HEATER
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TWENTY -FOUR BILLS FOR CURRENT, SHOWING THAT THE MONTHLY AMOUNTS RANGED FROM $3.40 to $ 9.90. THE AVERAGE IS $ 6.62

purpose of performing, within cer- ber first, an electric immersion coil

tain limitations, the three indispen- heater, shown in the illustration of

sable operations in the household, the laundry, is used to heat the water

for which fuels such as gas or coal , in the bath tub .

or both , are ordinarily employed, The temperature of the bath water

that the heating circuits were install- required by the average person is

ed . These are the heating of water from 95 to 100 degrees F., and the

for bathing and washing purposes, temperature of the water running

ironing the wash and cooking the through the mains in Schenectady

food. That these functions have during the summer months will aver

been satisfactorily and economically age 65 degress , F. A hot bath can

performed by means of the electric be secured in from 20 minutes to

current, Mr. and Mrs. Hillman are a half hour, at a cost of from three

prepared to state after two years to five cents . Considering the few

experience, and this testimony is months of the year when the furnace

amply borne out by the figures is not operating and the vacation

which are presented herewith . days when the house is closed , the

During the winter months the hot expense, as cited, does not unduly

water front on the furnace, furnishes increase the monthly bills .

hot water for the two bathrooms, While on the hot water proposition,

kitchen, laundry, etc. Such water our thoughts are naturally directed

fronts are commonly installed by the to the laundry and the writer deems

furnace people and the extra expense it best to quote Mr. Hillman's own

amounts to almost nothing. In this words in relating the family's laun

case , it was $ 8.00 or about 2 per dry experiences. “ For ten years," he

cent. above the contract price of the says , " the coal range has done duty

heating system without the water in connection with washing and iron

front. During the summer months, ing ; the gas range performed good

say from the first of June until Octo- service for six years , but on Mondays

and Tuesdays it was considered ad

visable by the women folk to wash

and iron by the coal range. The

servant always had a red -hot fire on

ironing day, and used three or four

flat irons. The common objection

was raised as to the heat from the

stove during the hot days, and the

taking of many steps from the stove

to the ironing board, it being natural

to get as far away from the stove as

possible , to avoid the heat.

" It cost from nine to fifteen cents

for the coal consumed . The electric

iron has been used by us for twenty

six months and represents a most

popular article . It costs about $3.75

to purchase; the ironing can be

finished more quickly and handled

more comfortably on a hot day ; it

saves steps and the operating cost

for the same work is about twelve

cents. During our experience with

electric devices, the coal range con

tinued to be necessary until some

months ago, when an immersion coil

was tried for several weeks. This

was convenient, but expensive.

was superseded by a special electric
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on

PROVIDED WITH SOCKETS AND A SWITCH

wash boiler, having a capacity of

nine gallons . The cost of operating

this was twelve cents per week, or

forty -eight cents more expensive per

month than the coal range.

“ The latest and best arrangement,

however, is the washing machine

operated by an electric motor , which

is about to be installed . Our family

experience cannot be given , but it

will be interesting to know that a

wash of the size of ours

finished in three - quarters of an hour,

compared with the entire morning

in the old way . The expense will be

less than five cents for the current

used .” As the illustration of the

laundry shows, the flexible cord lead

ing to the iron is attached to a key

less ceiling receptacle , which is con

trolled by an on -and -off indicating

switch the wall . Two other

switches of the same type control

the current which operates the wash

boiler and immersion coil.

The illustrations of almost every

room show what is known as the IN THE DINING -ROOM A COFFEE PERCOLATOR AND A CHAFING DISH ARE PLACED ON A SIDE TABLE

luminous radiator, as the three large

leat- giving lamps also produce light,

and on account of the rapidity with Mounted on the front of the pro- door. This is made even more con

which heat is emanated it is some- jecting board are eight on -and -off venient by the turning on of an in

times called the " instantaneous elec snap switches. Six switches for the candescent lamp secured inside of

tric heater.” During October the control of the various cooking uten the oven .

weather in Schenectady is almost too sils may be seen on top of the table, To appreciate how satisfactorily
warm for a hot furnace fire, yet it is and below are one for the oven and the oven bakes it is only necessary

sufficiently cold to require some heat the small switch for the light within to listen to the verbal testimony of

daily, especially in the morning and the oven . Below the switches on the Mrs. Hillman , who will, at the same

at night. The four heaters installed , board are six holes through which time, show you a loaf of bread , some

therefore, were used quite a little the flexible cords pass, to the ends cookies, or a batch of doughnuts

for auxiliary heat during that month . of which the terminals fitting the which have been cooked perhaps the

Early in the morning, also , before utensils are attached . The other ends same day . In reading this one must

the furnace fire is burning well, it is of the cords enter the switches at appreciate that the person who has

pleasant to switch the radiator on the back of the board where all operated this outfit entirely since its

for fifteen minutes, let us say , in the the permanent wiring terminates in introduction is a young Polish girl

bathroom while shaving. It costs a fuse block . From here a flexible of crdinary intelligence. For two

about two cents for electricity. The cord with a plug at the end leads consecutive Christmas dinners the

initial cost of the heater is about to the baseboard receptacle .
electric oven has been tested with

$ 10.00 or $ 12.00, depending upon The cooking and baking outfit, very gratifying results. A fourteen

size and finish . It is portable and which has been in use over two pound turkeyprepared in an excel

can be used anywhere in the house, years, consists of an oven , a cereal lent manner gave ample evidence of

as the plugs to which the flexible cooker, frying pans, vegetable boiler, the efficacy of this system of roast

cords are attached are interchange- stoves, gridiron and meat broiler. ing .

able and receptacles are located all When one considers the convenient The electric gridiron is 9 by 12

over the house to meet such require- design of the devices, the majority inches in size . It requires but two

ments.
of which are made of aluminum , be- minutes to get it hot, after which the

Having now acquainted ourselves sides the features of economy, safety , most delightful brown cakes may be

with all the miscellaneous electric cleanliness and portability, cne can fried on it .

utensils used about the house , we come appreciate the pleasure experienced The meat broiler is equally pleas

to the kitchen , perhaps the most inter- in this household by their use . ing to handle, the heat regulation

esting feature of the house on account The oven, for example, is equipped being effected by means of a three

of its very complete electrical equip- with a regulating switch for securing heat switch . The cereal cooker is

ment and the absence of a coal , as well high, low and medium heats by the a four -combination device. When

as a gas , range. As the plan and turn of a handle. In size , it has getting breakfast, it is the first used

illustration of the kitchen show , a about the same inside dimensions as for heating water for coffee, and then

small table, resembling an ordinary the old - style kitchen stove , or later it is used as a cereal cooker. When

kitchen table , measuring 32 feet in designs of gas ovens. A novel fea- that is cooked , the interior dish is

length , 2 feet in width , with a pro- ture of this oven is its equipment removed and the eggs are boiled

jection at the back , 12 inches high, with two glass windows in the door, or steamed , using the boiling water

and a shelf near the bottom , stands through which one may watch the then available. Later in the morn

in the corner between the window progress of the roasting or baking ing the potatoes are steamed ,—not

and the pantry door. operation without cpening the oven " water soaked ” by boiling.
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SO

working conditions, and no theo- about 31 kilowatt-hours, the daily

retical discussion can possibly take use varying from 2 to 7 kilowatt

into account the ever - varying condi- hours, the larger amount being con

tions which develop when customs sumed on Tuesday, when 2.1 kilo

change, as well as the personal fac- watt-hours are used for ironing. It

tor which enters so largely into is also interesting to note that while

culinary operations, considerations, only 4 kilowatt-hours are used on

which , though unmeasurable, are as Sunday, 2 kilowatt-hours of these

vital almost as the question of cost were required for the preparation of

of current. the Sunday dinner . Half of the Sat

While numerous laboratory tesis urday current consumption, or 3 kilo

appear to prove that electricity at watt-hours, were used for baking

cents per kilowatt -hour during the forenoon . Using this

compares favorably with gas at $ 1.00 figure of 31 kilowatt-hours as a basis ,

per 1000 cu . ft., and while this rate we find that the monthly consump

may in a general way serve for pur- tion would be about 134 kilowatt

poses of discussion, results covering hours, which , at 5 cents, would
a period of operation of two years amount to $6.70 . This figure is

in this household seem to show that checked up to an accuracy, which

about 2.5

TABLE SHOWING AMOUNT OF ELECTRICITY USED AND TIME WHEN USED FOR AVERAGE

COOKING , BAKING , IRONING , AND MISCELLANEOUS HEATING DEVICES

Breakfast Baking Ironing Dinner Misc . 'Supper Misc .

Days 6.30-8.00 8.00-11.00 7.00-12.00 11.30 1.00 Day 4.30-8.00 Night Total

Monday, Kw . H. 1 Kw . H. 0 Kw . H. 13 Kw. H. 1 ) Kw . H. Kw . H. 0 Kw. H. 4 KW , H.

Tuesday 1 Kw . H. 0 Kw . H. 2 ! Kw . H. 11 Kw . H. 1.Kw. H. 1 Kw . H. Kw . H. 7 kw , H.

Wednesday. { Kw . H. 3 KW . H. 0 Kw . H. i Kw . H. O'Kw . H. Kw . H. Ö Kw . H. 5 KW . H.

Thursday 1 Kw . H. 0 Kw . H. 0 Kw . H. i Kw , H. 'Kw. H. 0 Kw . H. 0 Kw . H. 2 Kw . H.

Friday . 1 Kw . H. 0 Kw . H. 0 Kw . H. 1 Kw . II . 0 KW . H. 1 Kw . H. Kw , H. 3 Kw . H.

Saturday 1 Kw . H. 3 Kw . H. 0 Kw . H. 1 Kw H. 1 Kw , H. Kw. H. 0 KW . H. 6 Kw , H.

Sunday .. Kw . H. 0 Kw . H. 0 Kw . H. 2 ) Kw . H. 0 KW . H. 0 Kw . H 1 Kw . H. 4 Kw . H.

Total 59 Kw. H. 7 Kw . H. 2 Kw. H. 3 Kw . H. 2 KW . H. 31 Kw . H.

Monday . ;

Tuesday

Wedneslay

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

0 Kw . H.

0 Kw . H.

0 Kw . H.

0 Kw. H.

0 KW . H.

0 Kw . H

0 KW . H.

0 Kw . H.

0 kw . H.

0 KW . H.

0 Kw . H.

0 kw . H.

0 Kw . H.

O KW , H.

2 ! Kw . H. 9 Kw . H.

LIGHTING

0 Kw . H. 0 Kw . H.

0 Kw . II . 0 KW . H.

0 Kw . H. 0 Kw . H.

0 Kw . H. 0 Kw . H.

0 KW . H. 0 Kw . H.

0 Kw . H. 0 Kw . H.

oKW. Н. 0 Kw . H.

0 Kw. H.

0 Kw . H.

0 Kw . H.

0 Kw . H.

0 Kw . H.

ОК . Н.

0 KW . H.

1 Kw . H.

{ Kw . H.

1 KW . H.

1 Kw . H.

Kw. H.

1 Kw . H.

Kw . H.

! Kw ; H. 1 ! Kw . H.

I KWH I kw . H.

Kw . H. 1 ) Kw . H.

1 Kw . H. 2 Kw . H.

| Kw . H. 1 Kw . H.

1 Kw . H. 1 ! Kw . H.

i Kw . H. 1 ! Kv . H.

Total 0 Kw . H. 0 Kw . H. 0 Kw . H. 0 Kw. H. 0 Kw . H. 64 Kw. H. 37 Kw . H. 10 Kw . H

When steam is thus utilized , a

small quantity of water is sufficient ,

and the device uses less current and

requires less time for cooking. In the

writer's presence , for example, Mr.

Hillman boiled, or rather steamed,

an egg to medium hardness in the

following manner : Instead of put

ting a cup full of water into a pot

or enough to cover the egg , as is

usually done, he simply put in a table

spoon of water . After one minute,

most of this water had been trans

formed into steam and the egg was

then inserted, the steam completing

the operation in another three min

utes. This incident is cited in order

to point out the economy which may

be effected in the use of current if

intelligent use is made of the uten

sils , and they be disocnnected from

the circuit as soon as the cooking

operation is completed.

The simplicity of this function,

namely the mere turning of a switch

handle, and the fact that the food

would be spoiled if the current be

left on , is one of the inherent advan

tages of this system of cooking.

The careless liabit of the gas stove

operator to leave the several gas

rings turned on , when there is no

further need for them for quite some

time, setting the pots with food in

them to one side, is thus obviously

prevented by the use of these utensils

with their self- contained heaters.

The frying pan and vegetable boiler

are used frequently, particularly the

frying pan , which becomes well

heated in about a minute, and is

mostly used for frying bacon and

eggs .

For the washing of dishes and

utensils, during the summer months,

hot water is obtained by the use of

an immersion coil, there being a re

ceptacle near the sink for this pur

pose. An almost momentary use of

the current is made for the drying

out cf the cooking utensils.

Curiosity has doubtless been

aroused before reaching this point

as to the cost of operating all the

electric heating, cooking and miscel

laneous devices described above. This

question, whether asked by the lay

man or central -station man, should

be answered fully and frankly, for

the immediate future of this branch

of the electrical industry depends

largely upon the dissemination of data

based on the practical results ob

tained by the public and not the pre

sentation of tables compiled in the

laboratories by investigating com

mittees. This is not so much a ques

tion of thermal efficiency of the uten

sils , or a comparison
between gas

and electric appliances, as one of

actual cost of operation under normal

Representative of a sim ncr mon ' . Kw . H. means kilwatt hour. '

Energy used for 4 weeks = 4 X 31 Kw . H. = 124 Kw . H. at 5 cents per Kw. H. = 5 X 124 $ 6.20 .

the cost of current need not be re- might be called suspicious, were not

duced to so low a figure in order to both methods of computation based

compare favorably with gas for do- on the records of accurate meters

mestic operations. by twenty - four bills from the light

One of the two accompanying ing company which are presented

tables shows the amount of electricity herewith and cover a period of two

used and the ncurs when used for years. The average of these bills

the cooking, baking, ironing and amounts to $6.62 per month and,

miscellaneous heating devices, and the as will be seen , the bills vary be

other what was used for lighting for a tween wide limits, namely, $ 3.40 and

period of one week during winter. $ 9.90 .

The records from which these tables This figure of $6.62 is about 10 to

were compiled were obtained from a 15 per cent higher than the monthly

carefully calibrated Bristol recording bills were when the cooking, baking,

ampere meter, which is constantly ironing and washing was done bv

kept in circuit . In view of the de- the coal range and gas stove. The

sirability of the heating and cooking average gas bill per month for a

load , being, as will be seen , largely period of six years was about $ 3.50 ,

a day load , the local electric light with gas at $ 1.30 per thousand . The

company made Mr. Hillman the
coal range was used for washing and

special rate of 5 cents per kilowatt- ironing . With coal at $6.50 per ton ,

hour, while the net price for the the average cost per month amounted

current used for lighting is 10 cents. to about $2.50 for less than one -half

While formerly the average yearly a ton . Therefore, for gas and coal

lighting bills amounted to about together, the bills amounted to about

$ 30.00 to $ 35.00 per year, Mr. Hill- $ 6,00 per month . It should be stated

man has paid the company
about that no effort has been made to

$ 110.00 per year for the past two economize during any month for

years, since his electric kitchen has two years, except on the luminous

been in service. radiator. This was the result, verv

It will be seen from the heating largely, of an investigation which

and cooking table that the average showed that during the months of

weekly consumption of current is October and November of the first
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year, the bills were as high as $ 8.00 Annual Convention of the National were excluded . On Thursday morn

and $ 9.00 per month, which was Electrical Contractors' Association ing, J. Robert Crouse, of the Co

traced to the careless use of the operative Electrical Development

HE Sixth Annual Convention Association, spoke of the importance

the National Electrical of co -operation in developing the

of our story when it is customary Contractors' Association was sale of current-using devices, and

to draw conclusions, but in view of held at the Hollenden Hotel , in outlined the work of his Association

the fact that the figures presented Cleveland , from July 18 to 20. The in fostering the movement for co

herewith are in themselves conclu- convention was called to order by cperation.

sive proof of the efficiency and prac- Secretary A. Oppenheimer in the Speaking from the inspector's point

ticability of this installation , there is absence of Chairman F. C. Werk of of view , J. H. Montgomery, of the

no further need for generalization or the Cleveland committee. Mayor Tom recently formed National Electrical

comment. L. Johnson addressed the members, Inspectors' Association, told of the

It is essential , however, to enum- telling them among other things of werk of the electrical inspector, and

erate four important factors , which his scheme to produce a car that how it of interest to the

should be observed, in order to would “ shoot people from New York electrical contractor . Both contrac

insure the same success that to Chicago in an hour, or from tor and inspector, he said , needed to

achieved by Mr. Hillman , and these coast to coast in three hours." He study the questions from each other's

are : Careful initial planning of cir- had some doubts, however, as to viewpoint, after which they would

cuits, judicious purchase of utensils , whether the air friction would melt arrive at a more satisfactory under

a five-cent or even lower rate from the front of the car or form icicles standing

the central station , and the intelligent on it , and whether the occupants The electrical fire hazard was dis

use of the utensils , so as to reduce would be deviled or frappéd. cussed by C. J. H. Woodbury, of

the current consumption to a mini- The members were also welcomed the American Telephone & Tele

muin , by Ward B. McAllister, president of graph Company. He told of the

Assured of these, the “ electric the Cleveland Builders' Exchange, formulation in 1881 of a code of

home" can be cperated not only as and by E. M. Lawton, of Cincinnati, wiring rules by engineers of the in

economically as a household where who referred to Cleveland as an eat- surance companies meeting with

coal and gas have been deemed in- ing place between New York and Brush , Edison and cther prominent

dispensable, but the highly-prized and Chicago.. electricians, which was the founda

undeniable advantages of a “ wired” In responding, James R. Strong, tion of the present code.

house over a " piped" house, namely, president of the Association, spoke The closing address of the open

safety, convenience, and cleanliness, of the growth and work of the sessions was by J. R. Galloway, trea

may be fully realized . Association. Its policy, he said, was surer, who gave the history of the

Let us hope, furthermore, and we to build up and improve conditions Association from its organization in

may confidently predict, that the in the trade, and to stop ruinous Buffalo, on July 17 , 1901 , with 31

electric kitchen will lessen the trials competition. There is room for all , members to the present with

and tribulations of the twentieth- and each can secure and retain his membership of 610.

century housekeeper by finally and share of the business with a reason- The incumbents of the various

effectually solving the servant ques- able profit . offices were re - elected as follows:

tion, considered by our helpmates S.C. Dickey, president of the President, James R. Strong, New

one of the most stupendous and per- Winona Trades School, of Indian- York ; first vice -president, W. I.

plexing problems confronting modern apolis, Ind ., asked for the interest of Gray, Minneapolis; second vice-presi

civilization . the Association in the instruction of dent, Walter C. McIntyre, Philadel

young men in the trades. A depart- phia ; third vice-president, F. E. New

ment had been found for instruction bery, St. Louis ; treasurer, John R.

According to President Vreeland,
in electrical work . At a later session

of the New York City Railway Com
Galloway, Washington; secretary, W.

a committee was appointed to co H. Morton, Utica, N. Y .; sergeant
pany, it would be more profitable

to station an agent at One Hun
operate with Mr. Dickey in develop- at-arms, J. C. Stearns, Buffalo ; mas

tering this department. of transportation, Alexander

dred and Twenty - Fifth street and

Eighth avenue and give each down
“Liberty and Organization ” was Henderson, New York . The next

then discussed by Frank A. Pattison , meeting of the Association will be at
town passenger a nickel to travel

of New York , who believed in the New York .

on the elevated line rather than have

him make the trip on a surface car .
organization of men in the same line

of business for mutual aid . Individ

This simply means that the long-dis The first wireless telegraph mes
ual liberty must, however, still be

tance passenger would occupy a seat

in the surface car which might other
preserved . He believed that the As

sage from the Arctic regions was

wise be sold several times over to
sociation was improving in its mem

that sent on July 21 by the Well

short trippers. If the passenger took

man polar expedition from Davis
bership , and that members were giv

Island to Hammerfest, in Norway,

ing more attention to the rights of
an express train on the elevated line

their associates and to their attitude
the most northerly town in Europe.

he would occupy space that could Davis Island is 650 miles north of

be sold but once.
toward customers. While limits of

The haul would

be quickly made and the company
capital might keep some from doing

Norway and 600 miles from the Pole .

would then be able to use the equip
the extent of work of others, yet all

could do the same grade of work . It is reported that the Italian Gov

ment a second time.
The Association was of value in deal- ernment proposes to assume control

ing with manufacturers and with of all telephone lines in Italy. The

Exports of copper from the United labour unions. companies owning the lines will be

States in 1905 amounted to $ 86,225 ,
On Wednesday afternoon and indemnified by annual payments up

291. This is six times the value of evening executive business sessions to the time of the expiration of the

the copper exported in 1895.
were held , from which non -members concession.

a
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The First Incandescent Lamp light illumination of the march of the per cent . of cobalt and 30 per cent.

Fixtures British from Boston to Lexington , of nickel , a cobalt -nickel deposit can

the inventor produced a fine mcon- be produced . This deposit upon the

N telling of the pioneer days of light effect from the incandescent blush of zinc is only about 2-10,000

electric lighting, G. Wilfred light , and a very fine sunlight effect of an inch in thickness. The plate

Pearce says , in “ The Illumin- from a glass sun illumined by elec- with its two thin coatings of different

ating Engineer," that the first electric tric light, reflected from cut glass metals is then immersed in dilute

lighting fixtures for incandescent prisms. acid , such as sulphuric or acetic . The

lamps were made by William Pearce, Meyerbeer, the composer, heard of acid does not attack the cobalt or

of Boston, to the order of George this sunlight effect at the American nickel film or the combined film of

Peabody, the great banker and mannikin show , and sent over and the two to any sensible degree .

philanthropist. The motif was a free got the right to use it for his opera The most beautiful step in the
treatment of stalks of Indian corn " The Prophet.” Dr. Colton , who operation, and that upon which de

and running pumpkin vines . brought out an electric tram pends the final success , now takes

Twenty-six lights were set in away back in 1846, and who survived place . The zinc is rapidly dissolved

sockets fashioned like the stems of to ride in modern trolley cars , said by the acid and the cobalt-nickel

ears of corn . The bulbs were of that he never saw a finer effect of alloy freed from its base . But the two

moulded glass made to show kernels , electric lighting than at the mannikin surfaces of the zinc are thoroughly

and the sockets had leaves of sheet show in Portland, Maine, away back protected from the acid — by the co

brass hammered to the likeness of in the forties . balt upon one side and the copper

corn shucks. The twenty -six lights on the other. The edge only of the

symbolized the then twenty - six zinc comes in contact with the acid ;

States of the Federal Union. This Metallic Films for the Edison how , then , can the two sheets be

candelabra about twelve feet Storage Battery
separated ? The dissolution of the

high, and was finished in ormula . zinc by the acid results in the forma

The object of its manufacture was PROCESS of extreme refine- tion of hydrogen gas , which , in es

to enable George Peabody to use it ment is thatthat adopted byby caping, forces the cobalt film away

in his office for the purpose of en Thomas A. Edison in the from the copper plate. The alloy is

listing capital in floating the electri- making of the metallic films or detached in the form of small flakes

cal lighting inventions of J. W. scales used in his storage batteries , or scales , being pushed from the cop

Starr , of Cincinnati, Ohio. The can- says " The Iron Age.' Interest per by the hydrogen gas . It is ex
delabra afterward taken to attaches not so much to the work ceedingly brittle ; therefore, the scales

George Peabody's banking offices in these films perform in the battery are exceedingly small.

London, where Michael Faraday saw to the simple and beautiful With most metals the flakes would

it and made it the subject of a lecture . method of producing them in quan be fat and useless for this purpose,

In his boyhood, John Pierponttity .Pierponttity. These scales are exceedingly since they would pack too closely

Morgan saw this lighting fixture in thin, are minute in size and each and too nearly resemble dense

Peabody's office, where he was ap- scale is curled . This form was rather than an open mass. But it is

prenticed to learn the banking busi- selected for the purpose of insuring a peculiar characteristic of both co

ness, and it is known that Mr. Mor- contact between the metallic particles balt and nickel, and also of the alloy

gan's interests in the electrical field , themselves and the inclosing pockets. formed of the two , to become de

which now amounts to many million The flake form possessed another tached in curled and not in flat

dollars, was first quickened by what advantage in that it exposed the flakes .

his father and the aged George Pea- largest possible surface to the action It has been found possible to

body told him in his young manhood of the active Again , the facilitate the stripping of the film of

of the brilliant young American, curled shape of the scale prevents the alloy from the zinc by coating the

Starr, who was the father of the close packing of the material and latter with a solution of wax or oil

incandescent electric lamp, and who maintains an open , porous condition . in alcohol. When dry, the zinc is
died just on the eve of making a Crushed particles of metal would an- covered with a film of wax so thin as

practical dynamo. swer the purpose, but the exposed not to prevent the proper disposition

This first incandescent electric surface would then be infinitely less of the pure metal or the alloy of both

lighting fixture was made about 1842 . than with thin flakes, and the battery through it .

From the same patterns Moses Farm- would be very much heavier for the When used in the storage battery

er, many years in the charge of capacity. the cobalt- nickel alloy has been

the electric fire alarm system of Bos- To make these films or scales in found to possess advantages superior

ton, Mass ., got out material for in- large quantities was the problem be- to either of those metals used alone.

candescent lighting fixtures for his fore the inventor. Upon a polished It has the good contact secured by

own home, for which he invented copper plate an exceedingly thin film the cobalt, while the nickel prevents

an incandescent lighting system de- of zinc was deposited . A film of the cobalt from more than a mere

pendent upon a battery. This plant this character is so thin that it is surface oxidation .

was seen by Edison when he was a known among electroplaters as

telegrapher in Boston many years blush " of metal. The deposit is

ago. made upon the plate in a solution Cadiz and St. Fernando, fourteen

The first public stage lighting by of zinc sulphate or other zinc salt miles apart in Southwestern Spain ,

the electric incandescent system was in the usual way , the cathode thus are to be connected by a trolley line .

brought out at Portland, Maine, in prepared being washed and placed Its effect in developing Cadiz will

the early forties, by the inventor of in an electrolytic bath, formed of doubtless be very marked, as the

mannikins mechanically moved by an ammonium sulphate of cobalt . population is iinused to travel , the

electricity, that went through the Nickel can be deposited in the majority having seldom gone beyond

mimicry of the battles of Concord same way ; or by combining the two the narrow neck of sand which con

and Bunker Hill. For the moon- solutions in the proportions of 70 nects the city to the mainland.

a

mass .

a



The Electrical Plant of thethe CanadianCanadian Niagara

Power Company

By H. W. BUCK

A Paper Read at the Recent Convention of the Canadian Electrical Association

THI

was

HE plant of the Canadian Niag- When the 10,000 - H . P. generators 10,000 H. P. could be installed with

ara Power Company was the were ordered for this development out having such unit represent too

first of the power houses on they constituted the record to date large a proportion of the total load ,

the Canadian side of the falls to be for capacity, and were for a short from the standpoint of convenience

designed and to have construction time the " largest in the world ," but, and flexibility of operation.

work begun upon it . As soon as the like all records in electrical work , it The decision to have the genera

decision was made to go ahead with was of short duration. At present tors wound for 12,000 volts

this development the question was there are a number of machines in made to effect economies in sta

raised as towhether the plant should operation somewhat larger than these tion wiring and in the system of

be identical with those of its allied in rating, and others are being seri- underground distribution necessary

company, the Niagara Falls Power ously considered for certain installa- to transmit the power from the

Company, on the American side , or tions which will be nearly twice as power house outside the limits of the

whether engineering advances had large . Victoria Park. The particular volt

taken place since their completion It was decided to change from age of 12,000 was selected as being

sufficient to justify changes and im- 5000 H. P. to 10,000 H. P. for the the highest which at that time was

provements . In general, it was de- generating units, in order to reduce considered reasonably safe for under
cided to adopt the same system of the length of the wheel pit , power ground service, and also because the

development, but certain essential house, forebay, etc. , and consequently Niagara Falls Power Company had

changes were introduced , as fol- to reduce their cost of construction, already adopted this as a transformed

lows:
and to reduce the cost per H. P. of voltage for the transmission of power

Generating units of 10,000 H. P. , the generators, water wheels , etc. to some of its local customers.

instead of 5000 H. P., were adopted. The load of the Niagara Falls Three-phase was taken instead of

The generated voltage was raised to Power Company and its ally , the the two -phase winding of the Ameri

12,000 volts . The generators were Canadian Niagara Power Company, can machines on account of the sim

wound for 3 -phase instead of 2 -phase. had become so large that a unit of plification of switches, wiring, etc.,
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FIG. 1. - SECTIONS OF THE POWER HOUSE AND WHEEL PIT OF THE CANADIAN NIAGARA POWER COMPANY, SHOWING EQUIPMENT
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per cent. The generators were built

by the General Electric Company, a

large part of the assembly work be

ing carried out in the power house .

The armatures are Y -connected, and

the neutral is brought out so that it

can be grounded if desired .
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Forebay
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Bridge
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River
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SWITCHBOARD

From the generators the current is

led through varnished cambric in

sulated cables to double - throw selec

tor oil switches, and thence to the

bus-bars, of which there are four

sets . The oil switches are electri

cally operated by relay switches

placed on the main switchboard

els . Fig . 5 shows a general section

through the switchboard gallery , and

indicates the relation between control

ling panels , oil switches, bus-bars,

etc.

The controlling and instrument

board consists of 5 generator pan

els , 20 feeder panels, 10 recording

wattmeter panels, and 3 bus -bar in

terconnecting panels. Each panel is

distinct, and contains no instruments

FIG. 2. - GENERAL PLAN OF THE CANADIAN NIAGARA POWER COMPANY'S DEVELOPMENT

Peroes

and also to effect the saving of 25 end of the wheel pit to maintain the

per cent. in transmission copper . level of the tail water at a sufficient

height at all loads to cover the
HYDRAULIC MACHINERY

mouths of the draft tubes. This reg

The general hydraulic construction ulating gate is operated by an 85

of this plant is very similar to that of H. P. direct -current motor, hand

the American plant , which is too controlled. The weight of the rotat

well known to engineers to require ing machinery is carried by an oil

detailed description here. Fig. 2 thrust bearing under the dynamos,

shows a general plan of the develop- and also by an hydraulic piston at

ment. Fig. I shows sections of the the bottom of the turbine. At full

power house and wheel pit, together gate opening at a head of approxi
with their equipment. mately 135 feet , the turbines give an

The turbines were all designed by output of about 12,000 H. P.

Escher Wyss, and the first three

wheels were built at Zurich . The
ELECTRIC GENERATORS

last two were built from the same The generators are of the internal

designs by the I. P. Morris Com- revolving-field type with 12 poles,

pany, of Philadelphia . The turbines giving 25 cycles at 250 revolutions

are of the Francis type, inward dis- per minute . The details of construc

charge, with draft tubes led to the tion of the generator are shown in

bottom of the wheel pit, as shown in Fig . 3. The efficiency at full load is

Fig. 1 .
about 98 per cent . , and the regulation

A regulating gate is installed at the on full non -inductive load about 8

| || | 000

ba

devoran

FIG. 4. - GENERAL WIRING DIAGRAM OF THE

CIRCUITS CONNECTED WITH THE FIRST FIVE

UNITS

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

O O OOO(

c
h
i
b
o

0 0 0 0 0 0

or switches except those belonging

to the particular feeder or generator

in question. In this regard it is dif

ferent from most of the switchboard

arrangements adopted in modern

plants.

The so-called " bench -board " sys

tem of operation usually installed

economizes space , but it has certain

disadvantages. The concentration of

instruments and relays necessitated in

this construction may cause consider

able confusion at times of emergency .

If instrument needles suddenly begin

to slam around on their scales , it is

somewhat difficult to make a prompt

and correct association in a bench

board installation between the instru

ments and the relay switches in

volved, which are usually on slabs

separate from the instruments. With

the panel construction adopted in this

plant , possibly more space is occu

pied by the board itself , but operat

ing simplicity and directness results.

Each panel contains within its lim

its all the instruments and switches

involved in any operation which the

attendant has to make, and conse

0 0 0 0 0

FIG . 3 .-- CROSS -SECTION OF ONE OF THE GENERATORS BUILT BY THE GENERAL ELECTRIC

COMPANY, OF SCHENECTADY , N. Y.
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quently there is a minimum liability large a block of power as should be

to confusion and mistake. The sepa- under the control of a single switch

rate panel construction also permits board and its attendant.
the separation of control wires, which Fig . 4 shows the general wiring

become so congested in the bench- diagram of the circuits connected

board arrangement. In case of an with the first five units .

accident in the power house there is

consequently less likelihood of a com
EXCITER

plete crippling of the control system . The exciter plant is located in a

The present equipment of thepower compartment near the bottom of the

house comprises five machines, and wheel pit at the turbine deck level ,

this group and its switchboard is con- There are three 200 -KW . 125-volt

A
2:

1
1
:

1
3).

C
R
C
:

1
7:16:

5
7:

PLANT

H
A
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
E

FIG. 6. - SHOWING GENERAL CONSTRUCTION OF

MANHOLES AND THE GROUPING OF DUCTS

ALSERENE spore

JITOFAN 2 co

STEN

and arc lights. The current is car

ried up the pit to the main floor of

the power house through a system

of vertical copper bars supported

every 10 feet . Fig . 8 shows the gen

eral arrangement of this plant .

UNDERGROUND CABLE SYSTEM

All the power from the power

house is transmitted underground

by means of No. 000 B. & S. paper

insulated triplex lead-covered cables .

The feeders are divided into two

groups. One set leads from the north

end of the power house through

Victoria Park and across the arch

bridge to the plants of the Niagara

Falls Power Company, with which

the feeders are interconnected. The

A.

H
H
H
H
H
I

LONG Distance TRANSMIS "

27000 , 4002062099 VOLS

CANADIAN

POWER HOUSE

CINERATORS

300 VOLTS - PASC

LOCAL SERVICE IN CANADA

+1000 VOLTS- ) PMASE

H
H
I
A

3%W
I
L
C
S

W
I
N
E

-
S
1
1
0
A

0
0
0
1
1

A INTERCONNECTING

BEAVERICAN

POWER HOUSE
TRANSFORMERS

CINCRATORS

2200 VOLTS

2 PMASE

FIG . 5. - SECTION THROUGH SWITCHBOARD GALLERY

TO NACARA TALLS

ROWCA COMPANY

TENARIS

TO NA ARAS !

POWER CUVAN!

Thes
sidered as a complete plant. When

the power house structure is extend

ed to its full length , six more 10,000

H. P. units will be installed, having

an entirely separate switchboard,

separate exciter plant, etc. This sep

aration is made for the reason that

50,000 H. P. is believed to be as

d . c . generators, each connected to

an independent turbine. Any two of

these units will carry the entire

direct -current load of the power

house . There are two sets of exciter

bus -bars, one of which operates the

generator fields and the other the

d.c. power system , including motors

FIG . 7. - SHOWING METHOD OF CONNECTING

THE THREE -PHASE , 12 000 -VOLT CANADIAN

SYSTEM WITH THE TWO -PHASE, 2400 -VOLT

SYSTEM OF THE NIAGARA FALLS POWER COM

PANY THROUGH SCOTT CONNECTED TRANS

FORMERS
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other group runs south up the high of the cables in the ducts , the sepa

bank above the power house to the ration of the groups facilitating the

transformer house there located . conduction of heat in the ground.

The conduits are constructed in In no case is the group wider than

four groups of eight ducts each , this two ducts , so that every duct has the

Orn

Rostormers

aulary transitrines

FIG . 9.-DIAGRAM OF CONNECTIONS OF TRANS

FORMER HOUSE CIRCUITS

p
o
z
e
g
r
a
s

40 -degree C. rise in copper tempera

ture when all the cables in the group

are in service at full load . Fig. 6

shows the general construction of

manholes and grouping of ducts . The

manholes are all made double with

a concrete fire wall between the two

halves, so that in case of a destruc

tive manhole short-circuit , not more

than one-half the feeders could be

involved.

Fig . 7 shows the method of inter

connecting the three-phase 12,000

volt Canadian system with the 2400

volt two -phase system of the Niag

are Falls Power Company through

Scott connected transformers. The

two systems are constantly in opera

tion in parallel through this connec
tion , and no trouble is experienced

from pumping or in controlling the

distribution of load .

I
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FIG. 8. - GENERAL IRRANGEMENT OF THE EXCITER PLANT
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segregation being in order to sepa- ground in contact at least on one
rate the cables in the manholes, and face.

consequently reduce to a minimum The cables are rated at a maximum

the risk of damage from short cir- of 4000 H. P. each at 12,000 volts .

cuit and also to prevent overheating This rating corresponds to about a

FIG. THE10. - DIAGRAM OF WINDINGS OF

1250-KW . TRANSFORMERS
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12,000 VoltSwitchboard

consumers in the city of Niagara

Falls , Ont., to whom it would be un

suitable to deliver power at as high

a voltage as 12,000 volts . This dis

tribution at 2400 volts is by an over

head line.

All the high -tension wiring in the

transformer house is insulated for the

highest voltage, 62,500 volts , and the

conductors are of sufficient current

carrying capacity for operation at

full output at the lowest transformer

voltage , 24.000 volts .

1250 kW

Transformers

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

O
N

60,000 Volt Switchboard

FIG. II.-- PLAN OF TRANSFORMER HOUSE , SHOWING ARRANGEMENT OF EQUIPMENT

TRANSFORMER HOUSE cost considerably less per KW. , but

Fig. I shows the general arrange- the large size of units makes it diffi

ment of the transformer house and cult to isolate circuits and bus-bar

its equipment. The installation com- sections so necessary at times in the

prises twelve 1250 -KW . transform- operation of a plant.

ers , each bank therefore requiring The building is divided into three

one -half the output of a generator at sections. The east bay contains all

the power house. Transformers of the 12,000 switches and bus-bars , the

comparatively small size were in- central bay contains only the step -up

stalled for reasons of flexibility of transformers, and the west bay the

operation . The very large transformer 60,000 -volt switching apparatus . The

units now being used in some plants transformers are of the oil type, water

cooled , the water supply being in

sured by a storage standpipe adjacent

to the transformer house , with suffi

cient capacity to operate the trans

formers for 48 hours in case of a

waterworks shut-down. Fig . 9 il

lustrates the general scheme of con

nections of the transformer house

circuits .

The arrangement of windings on

the 1250-KW. transformers are some
what unusual. Fig . 10 illustrates

the arrangement . The transformers

are constructed with five similar coils ,

two of which constitute one winding

and three the other winding , either of

which can be used interchangeably

as a primary or secondary . By the

various combinations of coils , as

shown in the sketch, any of the fol

lowing voltage ratios can be obtained

with the full copper efficiency of each

coil :

12,000 volts 1 to 24,000 volts A

12,000 volts 4 to 36,000 volts A

12,000 volts A to 41,500 volts Y

12,000 volts A to 62,500 volts Y

The west bay of the building also

contains 3000 H. P. in air-blast trans

formers , which lower the generated
BUFFALO

TU'RED BY THE ELECTROSE MANUFACTURING voltage from 12,000 to 2400 for dis

COMPANY, BROOKLYN , N, Y. tribution of power to several small

Motoren

SINAVINAMIENTO

FIG. 12.-SECTION OF INSULATOR FOR THE

TRANSMISSION LINE. MANUFAC

FIG , 13.—POLE FOR THE BUFFALO TRANS

MISSION LINE
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BUFFALO TRANSMISSION LINE channels of special section ; and the

The output from this transformer pins are malleable castings secured

house will be used partially for trans- through the cross -arms by nuts on

mission at 24,000 volts to Fort Erie , the bottom .
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FIG. 41.—MAP SHOWING RIGHT OF WAY OF THE BUFFALO TRANSMISSION LINE
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and thence across the Niagara River This type of pole is very strong

to Buffalo, the distance being about and very economical in iron . The

15 miles . There are some engineer- central member is under direct com

ing features connected with this work pression only, and the guys are un

which may be of interest. der direct tension, which stresses re

The transmission line is built on a quire the minimum amount of

private right of way 30 feet wide ex- material to resist . There

tending from the transformer house lapped joints to rust out, and the sec

to the River front at Fort Erie . tions are all large enough to with

There will be two pole lines on this stand considerable corrosion without

right of way, each carrying two cir- weakening.weakening. The poles are 40 feet in

cuits . The circuits have a nominal height, and are placed apart at dis

rating of 12,500 H. P. each at 24,000 tances ranging from 250 to 300 feet .

volts , making 50,000 H. P. total for Fig . 14 shows a map of the trans

the transmission. mission line right of way.

The poles used are shown in Fig. The insulators shown in Fig . 12

13 , and consist of two 4 - inch wrought are made of a compound known as

iron pipes , jointed together at the " electrose.” This material is a very

center, as shown, by a casting which good insulator, is very strong me

has four struts projecting radially at chanically, and is entirely free from

90-degree angles. Truss rods se- cracks and other defects which are

cured at the top and bottom of the common in glass and porcelain .

poles pass over the ends of these Similar insulators have been used on

struts, which , when tightened up , the Buffalo transmission lines of the

stiffen the jointed pipe . The function Niagara Falls Power Company for

of this central tubular member is to the past three years , and they are the

resist downward compression only . only insulators on those lines which

The horizontal stresses on the pole have caused no trouble. It is impos

are resisted by four guy rods an- sible to shatter electrose insulators

chored in the ground with concrete by stone throwing, and they will fre

guy stubs. There is one of these quently turn a rifle bullet without

guys in each quadrant around the being damaged seriously. The con

pole . Under the central member of ductor used on this line is of alumi

the pole is placed a heavy block of num , 500,000 cir . mils in section and

concrete which carries the iron step having 37 strands.

for the central pipe and takes the At Fort Erie the line is tapped by

thrust. All the castings are malle- a connection to a local sub -station

able . The cross -arms are made of for the supply of power to that muni

no
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cipality. The line then rises from terminal house on the Buffalo side and while with the small company a

the standard 40 -foot elevation to a and to the main transmission line on method of delivery upon request may

tower 80 feet high, erected about the Canadian side. suffice, in any large system a regu

1200 feet from the Canadian shore The object of this arrangement is lar routine delivery must be main
line of the Niagara River . Thence to obtain a maximum clearance above tained, with constant urging upon

the line rises again by a single span the water with a minimum height of the customer to make full use of the

of 1200 feet to a tower on the river tower . By keeping the span under opportunity for obtaining fresh lamps

bank 210 feet in height. Thence by constant tension the deflection be- for his old ones whether burned out

another single span of 2300 feet the comes independent of variations in or noticeably dimmed.

line passes to the Buffalo side of the temperature and also independent of Owing to the various candle

river to another 210- foot tower . wind stress allowance. In a fixed powers and styles of lamps which

From there it drops down to a new span of this length the increase in it is necessary to carry, such a de

50,000 - H . P. terminal house con- deflection in summer , due to the heat livery can practically be carried on

structed for the distribution of this of the sun , would amount to at least only by team , and in the case of one

power in Buffalo . 40 feet . With the weight and sheave company four teams working con

Fig . 15 shows the general profile arrangement the deflection is main- tinuously are obliged to average nine.

of this long span crossing ; 500,000- tained constant at the minimum . At ty to one hundred cails a day in order

c . m . 61- strand aluminum cable is times of heavy wind stress the weights to visit each customer once in six

used . Each wire is secured to the will rise and prevent the tension in weeks. By delivering lamps directly

top of pele B on an insulated support. the cable from ever exceeding the to the premises of the customer and

At towers A and C the lines are at- predetermined amount equal to the receiving the old lamps directly from

tached through strain insulators to balance weight. his hands, the chances of imposition

steel cables, which pass over sheaves The power house has been in suc- are greatly reduced , as the likeli

about 24 inches in diameter, and cessful operation for about a year , hood of lamps furnished being im

thence to weights which are equal to and five generators are now in serv- properly used, and of all lamps be

the tension on the wire in pounds, ice . The transmission lines to Fort ing turned in for new ones in ex

amounting to 4500 pounds on each Erie and Buffalo are now in process change by parties not customers, is

line . The live portion of the line of construction , and are expected to much less than where lamps are

passes down the tower from the oui- be placed in service about the first brought to the station and exchanges

side of the strain insulator to the of November. are made unsystematically.

In the various candle-powers and

styles of lamps, frosted and coloured

(dipped) may be safely included in

8 candle-power and over, the 4 and 2

Incandescent Lamp Renewals candle -power preferably being fur

nished only for signs . In the special

lamps, such as the tubular, spherical ,
By J. W. COWLES

“ Hylo ," and the like , good results

may be obtained by furnishing them

VERY public service corpora- ply has been unknown, will show with an excess charge equal to the

tion may rightly include among very strikingly how little regard has difference between the cost of the

its most essential assets the been given to quality and cost of regular lamp which the company is

good-will and satisfaction of its cus- operation in the purchasing of lamps. ready to furnish and the special type

tomers. To the central station man- Assuming that all billing is on which the customer desires .

ager the question of how far he can meter basis , the careful selection of While liberality in the supply of

extend conveniences and privileges lamps with reference to wattage is lamps can hardly be urged too

to his customers, without actual in- of greatest importance, since the strongly, it is none the less impor

justice to his company, is one
customer's satisfaction may safely be tant that the customer should be

quiring constant thought and study. assumed to hinge largely upon the held responsible for all lamps fur

Probably the question of incandes- reasonableness of his bills , and un- nished him , paying for those which

cent lamps affords as much ground fortunately his own purchasing of may, through carelessness or acci

for discussion as any one of the vari- lamps is rarely done with full regard dent , be lost , and for all shortage

ous details of the distribution sys- to economical operation . which may be found at final discon

tem , and while the solution of the With the assurance of each cus- tinuance.

problem must, to some extent , de- tomer fully supplied with proper For the success of a periodic de

pend upon local conditions, the ex- lamps at the start, the question then livery system some means should be

periences of different companies are arises as to the best method of keep- employed for informing each cus
always interesting . The question of ing him supplied with fresh lamps tomer of the dates on which the

liberal supply of lamps for both for the renewing of burned out and " lamp exchange" team will call , in

initial installation and subsequent re- dim ones . The practice of depend- order that lamps may be in readi

newals seems almost beyond argu- ing upon the customer to send his ness for exchange at the time of

ment, though not yet universally old lamps in for renewal has in- call , since it is obvious that it will

adopted. variably proved unsatisfactory to be impossible for the agent to wait
To the average layman , to whom both parties , and results in lamps for lamps to be collected about the

a lamp is a lamp, the opportunity being burned far beyondfar beyond their premises. With the territory suffi

to buy lamps in the vicinity of ten economical life, and the customer ciently divided into districts, a sched

cents apiece is very attractive , in finding himself without fresh lamps ule of dates can be made up for

comparison with others at double perhaps at the time when most months and even a year in advance

the price , and an examination of needed. and furnished to each incandescent

lamps brought in from the premises Some sort of delivery system to customer .

of customers to whom free lamp sup- the customer must be maintained, A method of still higher efficiency

E

a

re
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are

SO

Thisitem, stillan important expense T attained in Hame are lamps

,

HE excellent light efficiency SOM
”

S

is to notify each customer by postal these wires oxidizes, but silver is the lating property of the rare earth

card two or three days in advance cheapest. The contacts self- mixture. The effect of this last

of each delivery of the exact date cleaning or rubbing contacts, and are action has been found to be very

that call will be made upon him . In constructed and protected me- marked. The composition of the

practice , however, this bethod has chanically that a uniform contact is mixture is , of course , of the first
not proved itself of sufficiently greater made regardless of the violence with importance, as , besides having the

value to warrant the very consider- which the manual or pedal keys may required electrical properties, it

able increase in clerical and mailing be operated. The wires leading from should be capable of withstanding

cost . the contacts to the organ proper are the very high temperature with little

By the system above described, the carried in a cable . or no vaporization, so that frequent

cost of lamp renewals is necessarily It is obvious that the console may renewal is not necessary .

increased somewhat over a “ hit or be any reasonable distance from the Experiments have shown that one

miss” method, but a still greater pro- organ ; also , that duplicate consoles suitable substance is chamotte, which ,

portionate increase may confidently may be placed in different places in a though it becomes soft under the

be looked for in monthly earnings . large auditorium . It would also be action of the arc , does not drop off.

With the rapid introduction of in- feasible to so arrange the circuits Further investigation in this direc

candescent lamps of higher efficiency, that one organist could play two or tion may, however, lead to the dis

the heretofore commonmethod of fig more organs in different places sim- covery of some still more suitable

uring the cost of lamp renewals on the ultaneously from the one console. substance.

kilowatt-hour basis must be aban

doned somewhat, since with lamps
The Bonn-Cologne High-Tension

of higher cost and consuming less Rare Earth Auxiliary Conductors
Direct-Current Railway

energy , the renewal cost per kilo for Arc Lamps

watt -hour must of necessity increase . OME interesting details of the

high -tension direct-current rail

factor , should not be given the im way between Bonn and Cologne

portance it has formerly received . Nernst lamps and incandescent in Germany, are given in a recent

While the treatment of this ques- gas mantels is due, as is well known,
number of " L'Eclairage Electrique.”

tion by each illuminating company to the presence in them of mixtures The length of the line is 17 miles,
must of necessity be governed some- of the rare earth oxides, a character a voltage of 550 being used in

what by local conditions, the work- istic property of most of which is the towns, and 990 outside.

ing out of such methods as above fact that they only become electri- The conductors are run overhead

described has been found a most in- cal conductors when heated . One of and are double, connected by cross
teresting and profitable one in con- the earliest lamps in which the

pieces to which are fixed the con
nection with the various other prob- advantageous effect of such light nection for the catenary suspensions.

lems of the distribution system . giving substances was noticed was
The poles supporting the wires are

the Jablochkoff candle ( 1876 ), in 155 feet apart on the straight and

which the good light obtained was closer curves. The return is

Electropneumatically Actuated chiefly due to the presence of
effected by the rails , which are bond

Organs
the rare earths in the substance used

ed every 110 yards. Signal and tele

to separate the two carbons . The phone wires are laid in cable under
HERE are perhaps few , if any, well-known Soleil lamp ( 1879) work- ground.

uses of electromagnetism in ed on a somewhat similar principle. The line is divided into three sec

the arts , says " Cassier's Mag- These lamps have ceased to exist tions for feeding. The Marienbourg

azine,” that in ingenuity of design chiefly because of their short burn- to Surth section is fed at Surth by

and reliability of operation approaching period, and the difficulty of start- a feeder assisted by a battery of 330

its application to modern electropneu- ing the arc in them . ampere -hours capacity . There is also
matically actuated organs. The mo- An attempt to combine the advan

a booster capable of raising the volt
tive power for the bellows or blowers tages of these early lamps with those age of the feed current by 150 volts .
that suppply the air pressure in all of the modern arc lamp, according The second section , from Surth to

up -to -date organs is furnished by to E. Stadelmann , in " Elektrotech- Hersel, is fed from the generating

electric motors which lend them- nische Zeitschrift," points to the use station direct; and the third, from

selves admirably to the rapidly vary- of the rare earth mixture only as an Hersel to Bonn, is fed in at Hersel,

ing minimum to maximum demands auxiliary to the ordinary arc after the where is also a battery and a booster.

made upon them . latter has been started . Thus
Two sets of 350 -KW . each , direct

The keys of the clavier , or key- block of the material might be placed driven by compound tandem engines,

board , and the pedal keys are con- close to and above , but not in con- are installed in the power station .

nected with electrical contacts which , tact with the carbons of, a horizon There are also two boosters for feed
in turn , are connected with wires tal arc , so that when the arc had

ers , and a Pirani booster for charg

leading to small electromagnets at been started in the ordinary way , it ing the battery. The action of this

the foot of the organ pipes. The would heat up the mixture and cause booster is such that when the de

armatures of the magnets are about this to carry a certain amount of the mand for current is large , it boosts

the size of a 5 -cent piece, and act as current of the circuit, and so give discharge current from the battery ;

valves which admit the necessary out light in the same way as the when there is a surplus, the booster

amount of air pressure. The mag- filament of the Nernst lamp does. raises the voltage of the line current

nets are about 2 inches long and are The advantages of such a com- to charge the battery.

wound with No. 22 B. & S. copper bination are three -fold : -- Improved

wire. light efficiency : good reflection of

For the key contacts, some manu- the light of the arc in a downward The Westinghouse single -phase

facturers use gold and platinum , direction ; and improved steadiness of system is to be used on a suburban

while others employ silver . None of the light owing to the light-accumu- line near Stockholm , Sweden .

on

а



The Economics of Electric Transmission

By H. B. GEAR, of the Chicago Edison Company

HE economic phases of electric takings , to 10 per cent. in cases therefore, be fair to estimate the de

transmission systems have where plants have been rebuilt fre- preciation on lead -sheathed cables at

been the subject of discussion quently and the depreciation due to 4 per cent.

by various authors from the date of the growth of the art has been very In a growing system the replace

the first enunciation of the now high . ment of feeders due to the expansion

classic " law of Kelvin ” to the present Generating stations driven by water of the load carried , results in more

time. The usual method of treat- power are on a more stable basis rapid depreciation than is experienced

ment of the subject has been along than those operating by steam , as the in a system where the feeder con

general lines, which have been only steam station is still capable of great ductors remain undisturbed until they

illustrative of the principle and not improvements. It is , therefore, con- are too far gone to be of further ser

directly applicable to any specific sidered by managers of large prop vice.

problem . erties that it is not too conservative The value of the energy loss on a

The purpose of the present article to estimate the probable life of steam feeder varies with the size of the con

will be to illustrate the method pur- station apparatus at fourteen years, ductor, the “ load factor," and cost of

sued in adapting the general princi- or 7 per cent. a year . The deprecia- generating a kilowatt-hour at the

ples of the law of Kelvin to the tion of buildings of good construc- switchboard .

problems incident to the transmission tion should not be over 3 or 4 per For the purpose of illustration, let

of electrical energy in a large dis- cent. The combined rates of depre- us assume a set of conditions similar

tributing system . ciation on a generating plant, in- to these found in a medium - sized

The engineer in charge of the de- cluding building and apparatus, may distributing system . A two -wire over

sign of a large distributing system be fairly assumed at 5 per cent. The head feeder, 1000 feet in length , con

is confronted with the problem of usual rate of interest on capital in- sisting of weather -proof wire costing

transmitting considerable amounts of vested in electrical properties is 5 20 cents a pound, is supplied by cur

energy from point to point over feed- per cent., and the fixed charges on rent from a generating plant costing

ers at various voltages, by means of generating equipment may, therefore, $ 150 per kilowatt of capacity in
two-wire , three-wire or four-wire lines be conservatively estimated at 10 per stalled. The interest is to be reck

and by overhead and underground cent. oned at 5 per cent . The deprecia

lines. The selection of the proper The depreciation on feeder con- tion on the line is 3 per cent . and

size of wire or cable affects invest- ductors is more rapid than that on on station capacity 5 per cent. The

ment, operating and dividend ac- generating apparatus, but the junk cost of energy at the station switch

counts , and is, therefore, essentially value is a much larger proportion of board is to be taken at I cent per

an economic problem . the original cost than is the case kilowatt-hour, and the shape of the

The annual cost of maintaining and with station apparatus. Weather-proof load curve is such that the annual

operating a feeder is composed of wire consists of about 80 per cent. " load factor" is about 30 per cent.

two parts which are so related to copper and 20 per cent. insulation in The three components of the total

each other that as either is increased, the sizes ordinarily used for feeders. annual cost of operating this feeder,

the other decreases. These elements There is no depreciation on the cop- namely, the fixed charges on line

are :-(a) Fixed charges ( interest and per, except the labour of replacing wire, fixed charges on station ca

depreciation ) on the investment. ( b ) it about once in ten or twelve years pacity, and value of energy loss , may

The value of the energy lost on the when the insulation is out. be designated, for convenience, as A ,

feeder during a year's operation.
The increase in the value of copper B and C, respectively . Each of these

The investment includes the cost as years go by is likely to offset the quantities may be expressed in alge

of the feeder conductors, and of the loss on the insulation , so that at braic form , by an equation contain

staiion capacity required to carry the best it is an uncertain quantity. It ing one variable, the resistance of the

load due to the loss on the feeder will be conservative, however, to fig- feeder. These equations are derived

at the time of its annual maximum ure 10 per cent. on the 20 per cent. as follows :

load . The portion of the investment of insulation , or 2 per cent., and i The fixed charges on line wire ,

due to value of station capacity is a per cent. for the labour of replacing, designated A , are to be taken as 8

larger factor in the problem than making a total of 3 per cent. of the per cent. of the value of the line cop

might at first appear. original cost of the wire. per, the cost of the pole line being

The fixed charges, interest and de- The life of lead - sheathed paper or neglected, as it is practically inde

preciation on the investment must be rubber cables is yet indeterminate, pendent of the size of wire. The

figured from the current rates of in- but there is good reason to hope that value of a feeder 1000 feet long is

terest on borrowed capital and from these may be serviceable for at least the value of 2000 feet of wire at 20

an assumed rate of depreciation based fifteen years. The junk value is com- cents per pound . It will be found ,

on past experience and future possi- paratively high, as the copper is from upon consulting a table of weights

bilities. The methods of estimating 30 to 10 per cent. of the original of the various sizes of wire from No.

depreciation are various, the rates cost, and the lead sheath 2 to 4/o, that there is nearly con

taken varying from 2 per cent. in stitutes a considerable percentage of stant relation between the weight and

the case of some municipal under- the cross - section of the cable. It will, resistance · per 1000 feet of each of

Worn

con
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2 X 39

W =

=

-

these sizes . This may be expressed charges cn generating capacity is :
in the equation WR = 39. The B = .IX.3C ? R = .03 C²R (2)

weight of 1000 feet of two-wire feed- The value of the energy dissipated

ers is , therefore , on the feeder is known from the gen

erating cost and the annual loss in

kilowatt-hours. The calculation of

R this loss is usually a rather tedious

and its value at 20 cents a pound = process , which need not be detailed

2 X 39 X 2 15.6 here in full . However, some dis

dollars , cussion will be necessary for the sake

R R of the illustration which we are car

in which R is the resistance of 1000 rying through

feet of conductor. In Fig . 1 are shown load curves

The fixed charges at 8 per cent. from a working system . The four

are, therefore, curves show the variation of load

.08 X 15.6 1.248 from hour to hour on representative

( 1 ) week days in March , June, Septem

R R ber and December, respectively. The

The investment in generating ca- annual “ load factor" of these curves

pacity required to supply the feeder is about 32 per cent.

loss at its annual maximum load is Inasmuch as the energy loss varies

equal to the product of the loss at with the square of the current , it

Or A =

the
year .

The loss at maximum load

2 CPR

being the annual loss on any

1000

feeder carrying a load similar to that

of Fig . I is the product of the maxi

mum load loss by 13.4 per cent. of

the hours in a year, or 1162. The

annual loss in kilowatt-hours is ,

therefore :

2 C²R X 1162

2.36 CPR

1000

The value of the annual loss at I

cent per kilowatt-hour is , therefore :

C = .0236 CPR

The total annual cost is , there

fore :

1.248

A + B + C = . + .03 C²R +

R

1.248 +.0536 CPR

.0236 C ? R =

R

The problem being to find the

most economical value of R for a

given current, the equation may be

treated according to the usual method

of calculus with R as a variable.

1.248 +.0536 C2R2

That is , if y =

R

dy .0536 C² R² — 1.248

-

1100

"000

900

800

TYPICAL

LOAD

700

CURVES

600

DEC

K
I
L
O
W
A
T
T
S

-

500!

dR R?

The value of y being a minimum

dy dy

when 0, it follows when

dR dR

0 , that .0536 C² R2 — 1.248 = 0,

1.248

and C? R ? 23.3

.0536

whence CR - V 23.3 = 4.83,

4.83

400
SEPT

MANI!

-JUNE

300

-

200

or R

100

HOUR

o

o

12 ) 2

5
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3
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FIG . I

a

С

Substituting any desired value of

C, the maximum current, the value

of R is readily found . By com

parison with a wire table containing

the resistance per 1000 feet of the

various sizes of wire , the most eco

nomical size of wire for the above

asumed conditions is known.

This equation also means that un

der the conditions above assumed .

the ohmic drop at the maximum load

of the year should be 2 X 4.83 =

9.66 volts per 1000 feet of feeder,

when the most economical size of

conductor is employed . That is , on

a 2000 - volt feeder 10,000 feet long,

the drop should be 96 volts , or about

5 per cent . If the maximum cur

rent on this feeder were 60 amperes,

4.83

Rwculd be = .0805 ohm . The

60

resistance per 1000 feet of No. 00

maximum load by $ 150, the value of must be calculated for each hour of

a kilowatt of generating capacity . the day, the loss for representative
The loss in kilowatts at the maxi- days in the year being used as

2C? R. basis of calculation of the annual loss ,

load is in which C allowance being made for holidays

1000 and Sundays. This having been done,

equals the current at maximum load it will be found that the “ load fac

and R equals resistance of 1000 feet tor " of the feeder loss is less than

of conductor . The investment in sta- that of the load carried by the feeder.

tion capacity is , therefore , In the curves of Fig . I the load fac

2 CPR X 150 tor of the feeder loss is 13.4 per

= .3 C² R dollars . cent .; that is , the annual loss is

I000 equivalent to what the loss would be

With fixed charges at 10 per cent., if the feeder carried its maximum

the annual expense due to these load continuously 13.4 per cent. of

mum

-
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Hence, fixed charges are

1.248 X 1.5 1.872

A =

wire is .078 , and this would, there

fore, be the most economical size to

use .

On a 220 -volt, two -wire feeder

2000 feet long, the drop should be

19.3 volts, or about 9 per cent.

With a maximum current of 200

4.83

amperes the resistance should be

200

.0241 ohm , which is approximately
the resistance of 400,000 -cir .-mil

cables. In general, under the as

It will be noted that the minimum

point on the total cost curve is at

No. 00 wire , as above calculated . It

will also be noted that the curve of

total cost is rather flat in the region

of the mimimum , and that the use

of a size smaller or larger than No.

00 would affect the annual cost less

than 5 per cent . This is of impor

tance in a growing system , as it

permits of the operation of feeders

temporarily at higher or lower loads

than their most economical

R R

The fixed charges on generating

capacity and the value of the en

ergy lost is the same as in the case

of the two -wire feeder .

The total annual cost is , there

fore:

1.872

A + B + 0 = + .0536 CPR

R

This will be a minimum when

1.872

C? R? = --
= 35

ones

ö

이

2
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ū
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and CR 5.92 .

In the case of a three -wire, three

phase feeder, all the elements are in

creased 50 per cent. over the figures

for the two-wire feeder, since the

current in each wire is the same.

1.872

Hence, A + B + C = 23

.0814

and CR = 4.83 , which is the same

as in the case of a two -wire feeder .

In the case of a four -wire, three

phase feeder , the fixed charges on

the line are twice those of the two

wire feeder. The other elements are

1.5 times those of the two -wire

feeder, with balanced load .

2.49

Hence, A + B + C =

R

+ .0814 CºR .

This is a maximum when

2.49

C2 R2

.0814

and CR 5-53.=

The above calculations have all

been based on steam power . In case

the power is hydraulically derived ,

the value of the energy lost on the

feeder is a negligible quantity, and

the annual cost for a three -wire,

three -phase feeder, for instance, be

comes

1.872

A + B = - +.03 CPR

R

This is a minimum when

1.872

C2 R2 = 62.4

0.03

and CR 7.9 .

The use of weatherproof insulation

was also assumed in the foregoing.

If bare wire were used, the fixed

charges on line investment would be

reduced, since IV R = 32 for bare

wire, and the depreciation would be

negligible. The fixed charges on

the line would be for a two -wire

feeder

2 X 32 X 0.2 X .05 0.64

A

R R

200

Wa0000

225

FIG . 2

-

---

sumed conditions, the cross -section

should be about 2000 cir . mils per

ampere.

With copper at a lower price , with

different rates of computing fixed

charges, investment and energy cost ,

it is obvicus that the above result

wolild be modified . The interpola

tion of other values is , however,

easily accomplished , and the prob

lem is, therefore, easily solved for

any other set of conditions.

The rate of variation of the three

quantities, A , B and C , which com

pose the annual cost, is illustrated

in the curves of Fig. 2 , which are

calculated for a maximum load of 60

amperes.

without seriously affecting the econ

omy of operation .

The equations above deduced are

applicable only to two-wire feeders.

It is , therefore, of importance that

similar equations be derived for

three -wire Edison, three -phase, three

wire, and three - phase four - wire

feeders.

Making the same assumptions as

to cost of generating equipment, en

ergy, etc. , that were made in the

case of the two -wire feeders, the

fixed charges on the line investment

for a three -wire Edison feeder will

be 1.5 times those for a two-wire

feeder, when the third wire is the

same size as the others.
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аFor three -phase, three-wire

feeder the fixed charges would be

0.64 X 1.5 0.96

-

a

R R

The total annual cost would be

0.96

AA + B = — + .03 C’R ,which is a

R

minimum when

0.96

C’RP = = 32 and CR = 5.66

.03

With three -phase, three-wire

transmission of bare wire supplied

by water power carrying 100 amperes

per wire at maximum load, at a line

pressure of 20,000 volts , and for a

distance of 100,000 feet , the best size

of wire should give a drop of 5.66

volts per 1000 feet of wire, under the

assumed conditions as to cost of line

and power plant. That is, such a

line should have an ohmic drop of

CR X 100 = 566 volts per wire, and

no

35.6

5.66

=

SON

The value of a two-wire feeder of In such cases the bus may be run

lead and paper cable at $ 1 per 1000 high during the peak of the load, and

cir . mils per 1000 feet is , therefore, any feeders which do not require the

2 X 1 X 10.6 21.2 full bus pressure may be " choked"

dollars . by the regulator, thus decreasing the

R R ampere load on the armatures of

With fixed charges at 9 per cent ., the generators.

these will be The method has been applied on

0.09 X 21.2 1.908 one system where about sixty feed

ers controlled by potential regulators

R R and supplied through motor- genera

Assuming station capacity and en : tor sub -stations are operated . In this
ergy loss as in the case of the over- case it is necessary to add to the

head two -wire feeder, the total an- generating plant investment the sub

nual cost will be station investment, which is

1.908 means a negligible item in the fixed

A + B + C = +0.0536 CPR charges on generating equipment.

R In any alternating system where

This will be a minimum when there is a number of feeders, which

1.908 is increasing, the application of the

C2R² = -- general method herein outlined will

.0536 result beneficially to the dividend ac

and CR 5.97 . count in the long run .

With a load of 500 amperes, the

resistance per 1000 feet of cable

5.97
Electrically Operated Refrigerating

shculd be R = 0.0119 ohm ,
Plants as Central Station Load

500

which is approximately the resistance OME very interesting facts re

of a 1,000,000 cir , mil cable. garding the sale of current for

With a smaller current it would
the operation of private refriger

be necessary to use a higher cost per ating plants were given at the recent

1000 cir , mils and to use a “ cut-and meeting of the Association of Elec

try" method until the size of cable tric Lighting Engineers, of New

found to be the best by the use of England, at Springfield, Mass.

the formula coincided with that for The Hartford Electric Light Com

which the cost was assumed . A lit pany, said R. W. Rollins, now has

tle practice will , however, enable one ten motor- driven refrigerating outfits

to reach a result by the " cut-and -try" as a part of his load . The motors

method more quickly than by the range from 1 to 15 H. P. , and with

plotting of a curve from which the a rate of about 3 cents a kilowatt

minimum point is taken . hour, the yearly income up to July
The writer realizes that the re- i has been about $ 5000. This kind

sults reached from the use of this of load is a very attractive one, as it

method of arriving at the best sizes increases in summer when the light

of feeder copper are not applied in ing load is very low , and falls off

practice in many instances, for vari gradually in the autumn when the

reasons . In low -tension net- lighting load increases. With the

works, for instance, the feeder must rate charged, its economy makes it

be designed to deliver a certain pres- attractive to the consumer, especially

sure to the mains with a certain set season of ice shortage as at

of conditions. Short feeders must, present.

therefore, be loaded heavily and long W. R. Eaton , of the Cambridge

feeders proportionately less . Electric Light Company, described

In most plants the station capacity 7 !-ton installation in a large

required to supply the feeder losses market. A brine circulation system

is represented by a range of pres- was used to cool a meat room to 35

sure of about 10 per cent. above that degrees F. , a freezing room to 20

delivered at the feeder end, in the degrees, a butter and cheese room to

fields of the generators. Any sav- 37 degrees, a vegetable room to 40

ing made in station capacity by degrees, and a fish room to 45 de

using large feeders is , therefore, not grees .

easily realized, since generator ca- Using natural ice , the cost for

pacity in this form is not fully avail- cooling these rooms was $ 11.44 a

able to carry additional load on the day, the meat rocm alone costing

plant. $5.72 . With the private plant, the

In the case of alternating - current cost of cooling all the rooms was

feeders, however, this saving can be $4.02 per 24 -hour day at a rate of 2 !.

realized , and the principles apply cents per kilowatt -hour.

quite strictly where potential regu- G. R. Stetson , of New Bedford ,

lators are employed on each feeder. told of a 15 - H . P. installation in

R should be 0.0566 ohm .

100

This is between the resistances of

4/0 and 3/0 wire , but nearest 3/0,

which would be the most economical

size .

The above calculation would prob

ably require some modification in an

actual case, as the cost of hydraulic

development is apt to be greater

than that of steam power . In some

cases , also, the selling value of power

delivered at the end of the line is

such that the value of the kilowatts

lost on the line at maximum load

must be included as an element of

cost . That is , if 100 additional kilo

watts of energy could be delivered

at the end of the transmission line

by using larger wire, and each kilo

watt could be sold at $ 50 per year ,

the income from the sale of the addi

tional power delivered might more

than pay fixed charges on the extra

line capacity required.

The application of the foregoing

treatment to underground work is net

so readily accomplished, since there

is no fixed law between weight and

resistance for lead -sheatlied cables.

For the sake of rough comparison

with overhead lines, it is possible,

however, to carry through a reason

ably accurate calculation for single

conductor, low - tension , paper cable ,

in sizes between 500,000 and 1,000 ,

000 cir , mils . The average value of

such cable is about $ 1 per 1000 feet

per 1000 cir . mils when copper is

20 cents a pound. The resistance of

1000 feet of copper conductor being

10.6 X 1000

R the cir. mils per

cir mils

1000 feet are 10.6 : R.

ous

in a

a
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MACHINERY

SAVOY

a market in that city which was

formerly operated by a gas engine.

For last vear the ice bill was about

$ 685, with ice at $2.25 a ton , and

this year the price of ice ser ton is

about double. With the motor

driven outfit , the cost was reduced to

$ 1.47 a day.

In Boston, said C. H. Herrick, no

automatic plants are on the circuit

ret, although power is sold at the

regular rates to plants running con

tinuously. The largest installation of

this kind is a 65 -HP. plant in a

restaurant. J. W. Cowles said that

the situation was complicated by

private organizations selling cold

storage on a steam basis.

According to W. R. Eaton, cuts of

meat are always dry in an electric

refrigerating plant, while using ice in

the ordinary way made the meat

damp and slimy. With the electric

system , also , meat would keep fresh

or two days longer when

placed in a glass case with the coils

below . The low rate in the Cam

bridge market, he said , was the re

sult of the customer's power load ,

aggregating. 42 H. P. in connected

motors .

LOOKING UP SEVENTEENTH STREET, IN DENVER, DURING THE ELKS' CONVENTION IN JULY

for one

Electric Illumination at the Elks

Convention in Denver

C
C
U
A
L

SO was

HE illumination of Denver dur

ing the Elk's convention , held

there during the week be

ginning July 16, was , in the opinion

of the visitors to the city , the most

artistic and the most richly diversi

fied ever seen at any grand lodge

reunion in the history of the order.

The large number of visitors were

unanimous in their declaration that

Denver is justly entitled to its wide

spread fame as the " City of Lights.”

It is believed that every person in at

tendance at the convention will be a

strong booster of lights for decora

tive purposes, great the

impression made by the elaborate

display.

The Denver lodge of Elks spent a

considerable sum on its own account

to eclipse all other conventions in

decorative lighting and their efforts

alone resulted in a noteworthy dis

play. The merchants of the city also

endeavoured to make the occasion a

notable one, and the result was a

splendid and most effective illumina

tion of all the large places of busi

ness. They vied with each other with

considerable spirit to secure the most

striking light displays and their at

tainments are well shown in the

illustrations given herewith .

The welcome arch at the Union

Depot, illustrated in the August num A STRIKING DISPLAY. AN ELK WITH THE ANTLERS TIPPED BY INCANDESCENT LAMPS
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gine remains idle for a longer period

than 90 seconds.

It will have, no doubt, been fre

quently observed that, in order to

maintain the required number of

draws per hour from a winding en

gine, the boiler pressure must be

kept as near as possible to the blow

ing-off point . Consequently, when

winding is delayed, steam blows off

at the safety valves and energy is

wasted beyond any possibility of re

covery. But by the aid of the auto

matic reducing valve , an appreciable

portion of this otherwise waste steam

will go through the turbine, just at

the moment when the latter cannot

obtain exhaust steam owing to the

cessation of winding.

In the case of the Hucknall tur

bine, it has been noted that there is

no appreciable change in its speed

ILLUMINATION OF THE OFFICES OF THE DENVER GAS & ELECTRIC COMPANY when fed with steam from any of the

three sources of supply , namely, live

ber of THE ELECTRICAL AGE, was the ing the exhaust steam period of the steam , exhaust steam , and regener

first piece of lighting to greet the primary engine with as much heat as ated steam in the accumulator.

visitors and the comments made upon will suffice to raise steam from the The greater part of the power de

its beauty evidenced the appreciation already boiling water during the veloped by the alternator is used for

which it earned from everyone who time when the primary engine is haulage in the mine where the plant

stepped within the city's gates. idle , and the volume of steam is installed . Since, under the local

Looking up Seventeenth street , raised suffices to drive the secondary conditions, no coal winding can go

there seemed to be a regular roof of engine , then the purpose of the in- on without haulage and no haulage

multi-coloured lights with the Elk vention is achieved and the second- can be done without winding, the

purple lamps as the dominating ary engine can run under a constant plant works under circumstances fa

colour. This effect was produced speed driven by this artificial supply vourable to economy.

from the strings of lights stretched of steam . Whilst power is wanted for haul

across the intersections of the streets . Thus, it will be seen that the sec- age the turbine can be driven by
This same scheme was followed on ondary engine, that is , the turbine, exhaust steam , but if it had to run,

Sixteenth and Fifteenth streets and is supplied during part of its run say for the purpose of operating elec
the whole made the downtown sec- directly with the exhaust steam from tric pumps during the night shift, or

tion as bright as day. the primary engine , namely, the to do other work during intervals

winding engine. During this period between coal turning shifts , it would

the accumulator or reservoir is noth- then be necessary to run on reduced

A Steam Turbine Operating on ing more than a common link be- live steam . The efficiency of the

Exhaust Steam tween the source of the steam and plant would thus be reduced by

the point of utilization . nearly 50 per cent., as compared with

N a paper read at a recent meet- During another period , the tur- that of a good type of compound

ing of the British Institution of bine is fed by fresh steam raised engine.

Mining Engineers, Wm . Maurice (with the help of the heat stored in There is undoubtedly a large mar

described a generating unit driven by the metal contained in the reservoir) gin of surplus exhaust steam escap

a Rateau steam turbine operating on from the boiling water, which has ing into the atmosphere, and it is

exhaust steam from a winding en- been brought to boiling point by the probable that the full output of the

gine at a colliery in Hucknall, Not- passing and remaining of the ex- generator could be obtained with lit

tinghamshire, England. haust steam during the exhausting tle more steam than is supplied by

The steam escaping from the wind- period . In the Hucknall installa- one cylinder of the winding engine.

ing engine passesthrough a large tion the accumulator contains 50 tons

steam reservoir . The latter is de- of scrap -iron pit-rails , assembled

signed to accumulate the heat from horizontally and in parallel layers . Glasgow has abandoned municipal

the steam by the help of water or In order to prevent the turbine telephone operation in competition

metal, and to evaporate the water from slowing down, in the event of with the National Telephone Com

again during the time that fresh ex- the winding engine stopping longer pany . The system was sold to the

haust steam cannot be supplied . than usual, a direct connection with British Post Office, with the under

This freshly raised steam is given to the main boiler -gallery is made standing that it was to be operated

the turbine until fresh exhaust steam through a reducing valve , which re- as a branch of that system .

can go directly through it . duces the boiler pressure of 55

It is well known that metals have pounds per square inch to 16 pounds

a very low temperature coefficient of absolute pressure. This reducing A bill is now before the House

(that is , they take over heat very valve is worked automatically by of Lords in the British Parliament

quickly and give it back very quick- levers, and is set to admit reduced providing for the supply of electrical

ly) , and so , if the metals assembled live steam from the boilers into the fittings by metropolitan borough

in the reservoir can be supplied dur- turbine, whenever the winding en- councils.

I



The Organization and Conduct of a New

Business Department

By S. M. KENNEDY, of the Los Angeles Edison Company

A Paper Awarded Secoad Prize in the Co-operative Electrical Develpoment Association's Competition
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HERE is probably no other

kind of business in America

to -day which is capable of as

much development as is the selling

of electric energy. At first glance,

this may appear to be a bold asser

tion , but the more the subject is

considered , the more the truth of the

statement will become evident. There

are countless opportunities for work

ing fields only partially cultivated ,

for plowing and sowing fields now

lying fallow , and for reaching out

into the deserts and making them

" blossom like the rose."

It matters little what may be the

relative size of the city in which a

central station is being operated ,

whether it contains 5000, 50,000 or

500,000 population ,—the opportuni

ties are there in each case and al

most begging to be looked after .

However, opportunities are not in the

habit of rushing at those who sit

down and wait for them ; they re

quire to be sought. But many a

man who is sincerely looking for op

portunity will be astonished to find

that opportunity has been looking

for him and anxious to meet him

more than half-way.

Electrical opportunities are every

where in any city ,won the streets ,

in the home, in the office , in the fac

tory , in the store, in the work -shop,

on the surface, overhead, and under

ground ,—wherever men and women :

live , labour, eat , and sleep.

But this great pressure of work, changed to conform with modern

these insistent demands for attention, ideas. ( 5 ) Persistence ,-in order that

what are they ? Just the visible in prospects be converted into

dications cf opportunities which have actualities. ( 6) Knowledge, — which

been stirred up, and opportunities is the mother of good judgment.

which have been met on the way in . ( 7) Enthusiasm , -- the quality which
The central station will obtain the compels by force of belief. This

full advantage of these opportunities is the combination which oils the

by means of its “ New Business De- mechanism of a business and cements

partment." the forces for a common cause. With

OBJECTS a proper admixture of each of these

The great problem which central elements, the superstructure will

station managers are trying to solve grow of its own volition.

is one of equalization . It is highly

desirable to increase the sale of elec
STAFF

tric energy in every legitimate way, For cities of 50,000 population and

but some ways are more profitable under, the staff of the new business

to a company than others. In a department proper may consist of

growing city it is an easy matter to from one to twelve individuals, de

build up a " peak.” But it takes pending on the size of the city , the
effort and brains to broaden the local conditions, and the rate of speed

" peak," to build up a day load and with which certain objects are to be

to reduce the difference between the attained .

peak load and the minimum demand. There has been an inclination in

These are prime reasons for the some quarters to look upon this de

existence of a “ New Business De- partment as an extravagance which

partment.” It is to this department tends toward excessive plant invest

that the central station manager ment. But this idea is easily ex

must look in order that he may ob- ploded. A properly organized and

tain a proper load for every hour of well operated new business depart

each day, and every day of the year . ment not only points the way to

profitable extension, but increases

FOUNDATIONS
the value of present investments by

In organizing such a department, developing paying business existing

it is well to consider the requisite under a company's lines and selling

foundations upon which to build. In energy during those hours when it

the first place, there should be a cor
would otherwise be wasted, or , at

ner stone, on which is graven the least , not fully utilized.

words: " Electricity for Everything , Let the central station manager

and Everything forfor Electricity .” select a good man to put in charge

This should be adopted as the motto of the new business department, and

for all connected with the depart let that man add to his assistants as

ment. he feels the necessity, and as cir

The remainder of the foundations cumstances warrant. An energetic

should consist of:-(1) Energy,-un- man will soon stir up more business

tiring , unswerving energy,—the kind and more prospects in a city of 10,

that never stops. (2 ) Vigilance -, 000 inhabitants than he can himself

the watch - dog progress - the handle, and he and those labouring

sleepless element that takes advan- with him will have pleasure in watch

tage of every opportunity. (3 ) Alert- ing the growth of the new business

ness. - quickness to see an opening added, as the direct result of their,

for business, and readiness to act
efforts.

upon it . (4) Aggressiveness,-SO THE WORK

that old methods and conditions It is safe to say that no city on

may successfully be combated and this continent, no street, no block ,

185

NEW BUSINESS

There is no standing still in the

electrical business ,-a central station

is either going ahead or falling back .

As a matter of fact , a really healthy

electric company should be behind

with its new work most of the time,

should be rushed with orders and

straining to keep up with them . It

is not meant by this that there should

be inefficient methods, or inefficient

help , but that the pressure of con

stantly increasing demands for elec

tric energy should be impatiently

pushing forward the orders awaiting

their turn for attention .

3-4

of
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can

over

and no house claim to be
light. What do they want first ? ELECTRIC IRONS

properly illuminated , or to have all More light! It is an axiom in this

the electricity - consuming devices business that the more opportunities
The company with which the writer

which might be used with advantage.
is connected operates in one city

there are for using light, the more
with a population of 225,000 , and in

In every city of any size there are light will be sold . Some of the resi

hundreds of horse -power in steam
seventeen other cities with popula

dences are without porch lights, hall
tions varying from 4000 to 25,000,

and gasoline engines operated at a lights, portable lights, cellar lights,
and has upwards of 30,000 con

greater cost than necessary , just be- out-house lights, and out-door lights.
sumers. About eighteen months ago

cause their owners have wrong ideas The stores want more inside lights, it was decided to stimulate the sale

about electric energy and are not more window lights, and more elec
of electric laundry irons for use in

aware of the great advantages to be tric signs. The factories and work
private dwellings, hundreds having

derived from its use . Many electric shops need more arcs and reflector
already been installed in various

appliances could be installed in each lamps. Good light makes cheerful
laundries on the system and found

household now using electric light. and efficient workmen , and good

workmen deserve good light.In every community there are
to be giving great satisfaction.

Within twelve months there were

many thousands of dollars in reve installed in residences 1600

nue waiting to be picked up from
ELECTRIC APPLIANCES

irons, which were all paid for by the
the sale of current, the production of Do those householders know of all

which would not increase the central the electric appliances that add so
consumers using them . Careful data

were compiled, and it was conserva

station plant investment one cent .. much to the comforts of life ? Perhaps tively estimated that the average

The people want to know about the they do know of some of them , but not
monthly income from each iron was

possible advantages of electricity , and from the central station office . And

65 cents , or equivalent to $ 8 per
this curiosity should be stimulated yet those housewives are ready to use

year. It was also apparent that those
and satisfied by the central station, electric toasters, chafing dishes,

who had the irons were highly
as it is entirely in line with the irons, sewing-machine motors, plate pleased, and, in numerous instances,

growth of its business. warmers, coffee pots, curling tongs,
were inquiring for other appliances.

More light and power can be sold broilers, and dozens of other con
Many who would gladly use them ,

to consumers, as well as to non -con- veniences, but they must be told
did not have the irons, but they

sumers, but it must be done by hard about them .
could not, or would not, spend the

work . Men with a knowledge of Anything else ? Yes, power . Power
The company

salesmanship and business methods

money to buy them .
usually means day load, and that is

found that electric irons are good

are required to successfully spread what the manager is looking for.

the news of electrical possibilities, to That city of 20,000 people is using There is
things for day load at lighting rates .

There is no increased plant line,,
swell the number of consumers, and power in intermittent and constant

transformer, or meter investment re
increase the amount of individual operation. How much of it is elec

quired. The average income per

consumption . tric ? Is the manager going to sit iron is at least $8 per year ; 1600 of

down until new factories start and
them are installed . Why not 10,000 ?

THE METHOD
wait for the promoters to come to

There are four ideas the manager
Because the people won't buy them .

his office and inquire what can be
Well, let us Every thousand

must grasp before starting on his done ? If he does, he will probably
irons out increases the annual in

campaign , namely, that the public have few inquiries. Is he going to

wait until those existing power users
come $ 8,000 ; 10,000 irons would

requires education , instruction, per
mean $ 80,000 ! Just like finding it !suasion, and demonstration. It is who have steam and gasoline plants
What was to be done ? Invest a lit

not usual for men or women to want meet with accidents, and then ex
tle money, take a little risk . Loan

something which they do not know pect to have them ring him up for
the irons to customers who will use

exists . And after they have been information ? Perhaps he will have
them .

taught that something does exist a few calls, but he will have fewer That is what our company has
which would better their condition, crders.

done. The first order placed was for
they require to be instructed as to its What must be done to obtain

3500 irons. Within twelve months

advantages. these valuable kinds of business ?

In a city of 20,000 population , a
from the time the plan was put into

Educate, instruct, demonstrate and
effect the company will have loaned

company may have 3000 consumers , persuade. If you want to sell more
not less than 7500 irons, and there

all using light. Perhaps the man- light, show your customers that they
will probably be in use on our sys

ager contentedly leans back in his need more . If you want to derive
tem in 1907 10,000 electric irons.

office chair, and, in answer to an in- the increased income from the use of
That is one way of getting new busi

quiry, says, “ Yes, business is good, electric appliances without increas ness and making it easy to obtain
we keep adding to our consumers ing your investment, you must create

right along, and must soon increase a demand for the appliances. If you
BUYING OLD PLANTS

the capacity of our plant.” At the want power consumers to hold your

same time, his load curve may re- plant down during the daylight One more reference to the means

semble the spire of a church . Does hours, then show the power users in adopted by the same company to

he try to broaden his peak ? Does your city the advantages of electric obtain power business. It often hap

he try to equalize, so that there may energy. They must learn of the con- pens that a power user may be in

be a profitable day load ? Perhaps venience, cleanliness, and reliability terested in electricity, but has his

he is too busy to do more work him- of electric motor driven power. They money tied up in a steam or gasoline

self . If such is the case , then he must be shown the saving in insur- engine and does not wish , or thinks

would better obtain a means of edu- ance, interest, and depreciation. They he cannot afford , to invest more .

cating his consumers. must have all these things explained During the past two years our com
His 3000 customers could prob- and demonstrated to them . Theythem . They pany has purchased such plants, in

ably be increased to 4000, but let us must become interested, then anx- units averaging 20 H. P. each, to an

stick to the 3000. They are all using ious, and then hungry. aggregate of over 1000 H. P. These

see .

more .
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or

engines have been re-sold and shipped tion, nexttion , next promote inquiry, then papers, the business manager must of

to territories away from the com- awaken desire, and finally create a necessity be governed by local con

pany's lines, and their former owners demand. ditions and by his own experience

are now invariably strong advocates For the reason that the public can- as to the advantages of each class .

of electric energy. not all be reached in the same way, It is desirable to vary the manner

But engines have been purchased it follows that all honest advertising of publicity, but to keep at it all the

in this manner only where there was is good. Some people never look at time, remembering that constant

no other way of obtaining the elec- the advertisements in the daily pa- drops of water will wear away the
tric power business. Owing to the pers, but will eagerly scan each ad- stone, and that indifference may

lower cost of motors, most of these vertising page in a magazine. Others gradually be changed to interest , and
exchanges were made without loss never see an advertisement in a peri- antagonism to friendship.

to the company, although in some odical , but yet their eyes catch the

cases it was figured that an initial notice on a bill-board, or the card in CIRCULARS, ETC.

loss must be met in order to obtain a street car . Again , there are others The mailing of circulars separately
profitable and permanent power busi- too absent-minded to note anything or along with bills is a successful

ness . on a bill-board or in a car, but put a way of arousing interest, but the

WAYS AND MEANS circular or letter in their hands and
circulars must be carefully prepared,

What must the new business de- it will be read from beginning to printed on good paper, and always
partment do to educate, instruct, and end . Consequently, to reach every artistic . Neat booklets folders

persuade the public. The answer is :- class , use every medium of attract should be interchanged with the cir

Advertise, solicit, exhibit, system
ing their attention . You need not

culars, and each should draw atten

atize, and foster existing business. go after all at once , but go after tion to one subject only. Bill - boards

The success of the central station them somehow . are splendid for special announce

is first dependent upon good service , ments, and catch the eyes of many

but most of the different problems
NEWSPAPERS

who will not read the papers. He
in generation , transmission, and dis- Newspaper advertising pays in

who runs may read a poster, and
tribution have been satisfactorily many ways. Its returns are both

many read and remember.

solved, and most managers know
visible and invisible . Considerable

Street car advertising is also valu

how to obtain an adequate amount of advertising space is often taken to
able to impress an idea on the pub

energy . But the limits to the sale influence the press . The friendship
lic . If a man is sitting in a car for

of electricity have not yet been of local papers is important. Foster ten or fifteen minutes with one of

sighted , and the more these limits that friendship, but do not neglect
your advertisements opposite him ,

are sought, the greater distance they the space you take just because you he will read it , and if what you say

seem to be away.
think it is there always. That space

is catchy or important, he will not

The new business department can is valuable to you in proportion to forget it .

not be divorced from the other de- the circulation of the paper, and the

partments of the company. It must editor may be valuable to you for
“ FOLLOW -UP" LETTERS

of necessity keep in touch with the the same reason . If your advertise- “ Follow -up ” letters are a dignified

operating and construction ends, ments are built right, if they attract and desirable means of drawing the

must be close to the accounting side, attention and say something, they attention of selected people to a sub

and in constant communication with will help your business and increase ject which should be of special inter

the customers' department. The your income. est . They are always productive of

manager of this department need not It is a good plan to tell one thing good results. These letters should

be an engineer, but he must have at a time, to change the copy fre- have a personal touch to them , and

absorbed a considerable amount of quently so that it will not become should be neat and attractive in style

technical knowledge. He need not stale, and to use a snappy, concise and diction , avoiding altogether the

be an accountant, but he must know style that will gradually draw a regu- appearance of a general circular. By

how to figure . He need not be a lar following of readers who will look this means the individuals you wish

meter reader, collector, or a trouble- for your advertisement in the paper
to reach are talked to without chance

man , but he must know the diffi- just to see what you have to say . or haphazard .

culties of each of these positions. What you print will be read by con

Above all , he mu't know the public.
and non -consumers. Say ADVERTISING ON BILLS

He must know its failings, its preju- something to each . The former One of the best ways of drawing

dices, its needs, and its opinions. should be using more current. Point the attention of existing consumers

out to them where they need more. to a subject is to use the backs of

ADVERTISING The latter need to begin . Show their monthly bills. If you wish to

Advertising is one of the main- them where they will be better off . advertise electric appliances useful in

stays of the new business depart- Create the desire. a home, put a “ snappy ” notice on

ment, and must receive careful at- It is not necessary for you to be the backs of the bills. If you wish

tention . The man who advertises an advertising expert . to have merchants consider window

must put himself in the place of own business. Be thoroughly ac- lighting, electric signs, or fans, talk

those whom he wishes to reach . quainted with the public needs. Talk to them briefly on the backs of their

With this idea before him , he will in the advertisement as you would to bills. Say something different each

understand how to attract the atten- a prospective customer sitting in month . Every man and woman will

tion of the public, where to place vour office. Attract attention ; then look at the bill to see the amount.

his advertisements, and when the be short, direct, and crisp , and let Let them also notice a bold line

psychological moment arrives to pro- your words show that you believe in reading, " See Other Side." They

duce the best results. what you say, and they will carry will then turn the bill over and read

Advertising of any description must conviction with them . your advertisement. That is what

attain its object by a well -defined Regarding the many valuable you want them to do.

process . It must first attract atten media of advertising other than news- The business manager should do

suniers

know your
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his advertising thoroughly, intelli- a daily meeting is necessary , and ad- winter and summer, so that the pub

gently, and systematically. If he can- vantageous. lic may see what he wishes to dis

not do it himself, or have some one Direct solicitation is the safest and play . Then the solicitor shows him

on his staff do it , he would better surest way to obtain business , and the score of electrical devices which

pay an “ ad -smith " to take the details the solicitor must be equipped for may be operated to advantage inside

of the whole matter off his shoulders. his work . The electric company has his store , and help him make money.

much to do to overcome competi- And , lastly , the solicitor takes the

SOLICITING tion, indifference and inertia , and it merchant to the door and points out

Advertising in the electrical busi- is through the solicitor that a large how and where an electric sign will

amount of this active and passive
ness is to arouse curiosity, invite in

work for him while he sleeps, how

vestigation, induce the reader to ask opposition may be removed . He he can burn his name and business

questions, and thus prepare the way
must educate and demonstrate. He into the public mind, and how the

for getting business . But it requires
must make the public realize that company will take care of the sign ,

a personal interview to close a con
what his companv is selling is some- turn the current on and off at the

The prospective consumer
thing in which everyone should be

tract .

proper times, and relieve him of all

must either hunt someone up, or
interested, something that lessens the responsibility in the matter.

someone must hunt him up, in order
cares and responsibilities of life . The power user has much to learn,

something that is superior to every
to bring matters to a desirable cli and, to a great extent , the solicitor

max. It is a good plan for a repre thing else for doing similar things, must be his instructor. In a factory

sentative of the company to do the
something that reduces work , light- in the crowded part of the city , the

hunting. The man who reads the ens labour, and saves the public's solicitor sees probably 50 per cent.

advertisement might have good in
pocketbooks from certain ravages . of thepower generated being wasted

tentions, but a poor memory .
and dissipated in shafting and belt

SOLICITOR'S TACTFUL WORK

The new business department re
ing, ten times as much space as is

It is essential that solicitors should
quires good solicitors. There necessary given up to engines and

not be too technical in their talks
some lines in which a solicitor re

boilers , twice as much money in

with prospective consumers. Therequires only to be a good talker, but vested in the power end as there

is nothing to be gained in befogging
it is not so in selling light and

should be, and, consequently, twice

a man by injecting into a conversa- as much interest and insurance , and
power. A good talker is all right,

lion a mixture of amperes, ohms, and
but he must be honest, earnest, and

four times as much depreciation con

volts . The solicitor is not selling tinually piling up . He probably finds
straightforward, and what he says

kilowatts; he is selling light. He is plenty of noise, odour, dirt , and in
must carry with it the ring of truth .

not selling amperes ; he is selling convenience, and high -priced skilled
The solicitor meets the people in

heat and power. If he has acquired
their homes, offices, and places of

labour to keep his wheels moving.

business . He represents the com
technical knowledge, let him forget it The solicitor can show that elec

when talking to an ordinary man orpany, and the public is going to
trically -driven machinery represents

judge the company by the actions
woman , and he will sell electric cur economy of power by means of direct

rent with less trouble .
and words of the solicitcr . Often

connected units; that motors occupy

he is the only one about the com
Those engaged in the electric little space , and may be taken cff the

business are apt to forget that the floors and stuck on the walls and
pany whom the customer knows.

public does not know as much about
The president, directors, and offi

ceilings ; that they cost less than half

it as they do . A very large per- the price of any other kind of power
cers may be men of standing, but the

know
centage of the community does not machinery; that they clean ,average customer does not
know of the conveniences and sim

He judgesanything about them .
noiseless, convenient, and reliable ,,

the officers by the kind of men they
plicity of handling the current, even and do not require skilled labour to

when they have it for lighting their
send out to talk to him . Do not

operate them .

homes. Many people have a fear of
think that any kind of a man

electricity on account of its mysteri
APPLIANCE SIIOW -ROOM

solicit. Have men who know , men

who can make friends, men who can
ous nature, some thinking it as dan- The work of the solicitor may be

mix well , and men who wear well.
gerous as lightning. Here is where greatly aided by the company having

the careful work of the solicitor may a show -room in which all kinds of
There is a big difference between

a man coming to you to do business
do good every day . He can point electrical appliances may be seen , and

out the safety of electricity in the their usefulness and
and you going to him . The first pre

convenience

home, the impossibility of upsetting demonstrated. The public may thus
supposes a desire in him to act, the

second a desire in you to induce him electric lights, with the reduction of become familiar with the workings

fire risk , the dispensing with matches of the different apparatus, and the
to act . Consequently, solicitors should

where there are children and careless
be trained and instructed .

solicitor will have an advantageous
people, the abundance of pure air , place to which he may invite

the saving of doctors ' bills, and the prospective consumers, and there ex
REGULAR SOLICITORS' MEETING

convenience of the many wonder- plain the actual operation of what

It is well for the business manager ful electrical appliances which are he wishes to sell .

to gather his staff around him at adapted for house use . Too much care and attention can

least three times each week to dis- To the merchant, the solicitor not be given to the arrangement and

cuss matters in hand , and to answer points out the advantages of electric fitting -up of this room . Lamps of

questions and smooth out difficulties . light for showing his goods , for every size and design should be

New conditions to be met are con- keeping his ceilings and store clean tastefully displayed , so as to obtain

stantly arising. Information is con- by an absence of smoke and smut, the best effect with each . With them

stantly coming in which must be dis- for reducing the heat in summer, should be shown the current-saving

tributed. Reports about new build- and permitting good air at all times , devices , and also electric meters in

ings, new building permits, and new for improving the decoration of his operation. The latter will help to

tenants must be dealt with , and often windows and keeping them clean make the people familiar with the

are

can
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a

meter's mechanism , and tend to in- rule , there does not seem to be a and expense until the trouble is rec

spire confidence . proper sympathy between the public tified . As rule , when he has

There should also be specimens of and the electric company . They do trouble with his motor or service ,

all kinds of practical appliances not seem to understand each other . the first thing he does is to call up

which may be used in the house, The public is too liable to think the electric company. The first thing

office, store, and workshop. In short, it is being overcharged or imposed the electric company should do in

a continuous exhibition of electric upon , and the employees of the com- such a case is to give this man's

apparatus and what may be done pany to think the public “ kicks” too trouble the right of way . Whether

with them . In this show - room plenty much . the cause of the trouble is the fault

of small booklets should be always The company is largely responsi- of the company or of the consumer ,

at hand, giving illustrations and con- ble for this condition . Employees are does not much matter ; the fact that

cise information regarding the dif- not trained to be courteous and po- the consumer is shut down is suffi

ferent kinds of appliances , so that lite , to put themselves in the cus- cient reason to see that he is put in

those inspecting them may have tomer's place, to understand why running order again as quickly as

something to carry away to refresh they ask questions about what they possible.

their memories and arouse the inter- do not know , and why they “ kick ” One of the most successful ways

est of others. when those who are taking their of convincing prospective power

money do not give them proper at- users that the energy you have to
ELECTRIC OFFICE DISPLAY

tention and civil answers. The im- sell is the energy they need, is to

The central station manager must portance of this subject cannot be take them to plants that are being

show his belief in what he produces over-estimated, because it is " up to " operated by electric power for sim

and sells , by using freely what he the company to do everything possi- ilar purposes to that for which they

wants others to buy. He preachesHe preaches ble to establish and maintain friendly would use it . Then have these con

that an electric sign is the best kind relations with its customers. sumers who have been using power

of an advertisement. Does his com for some time tell the prospective

pany use one ? He advocates a well
GOOD SERVICE

customer how electricity works, its

lighted store and a brilliant window , Good service requires that there advantages, its troubles, if any, and

but how about the company's office ? should be polite and attentive clerks , the cost of operation .

Is there plenty of light, and is it collectors, meter readers, and trouble- The prospective customer may

burned far into the night ? Has he men ; that complaints shall be lis- think that the agent of the com

electric fans, foot -warmers, and radi- tened to and promptly investigated, pany is prejudiced. Besides, the

ators installed for the benefit of em- and that the settlement of disputes man who is trying to sell him a

ployees and customers ? Let deeds,, and adjustment of claims shall not steam or gasoline plant has probably

as well as w ds , show he has plenty be side- tracked and postponed be- told him something just the oppo

of confidence in his own product. yond reason . The very existence of site to what your agent has said .

There must be system in advertis- a company depends upon the good- But if he is going to run a machine

ing, system in laying out the work will of its customers, and for this shop, or a planing mill, or a foundry ,

for solicitors, system in noting the re- reason inattention and discourtesy or a peanut stand, take him or send

sults of advertising, and the returns on the part of any of its employees him to some of your customers who

which solicitors bring in , system in should be considered unpardonable. have been running similar plants with

handling what has to be done and The agents of the new business your electric power. If you have

what has already been accomplished, department go out after business . treated your customers right, they

system in noting sales , terms, pro- They approach a man in his own will honestly help you to win others.

posals and contracts, records of house or office, and then it is that

buildings to be constructed , names a man is liable to talk freely of how
RESULTS

of owners , contractors and tenants, the company has treated him . If However, results are the best test

and the particulars regarding the the treatment has been bad, the cf all work , and there is nothing

probable requirements of each. In agents' chances of doing more busi- problematical about the results to

records of prospective power con are very slim . If the treat- be obtained if the new business de

sumers, complete information is ne- ment has been good , the chances for partment is operated with diligence,

cessary about present installations, more business are excellent . The intelligence, and perseverance. Let

kind of machinery, maker's name, best means of advertising a business the department manager cultivate

horse -power, use and hours of opera- is for it to be advertised by its among his assistants a spirit of pride

ticn . friends. If a man is a consumer , in the work . Let him encourage and

CARE OF CUSTOMERS look after him . If he has a enthuse them , so that a healthy

In all branches of the work , sys- plaint, or is in trouble, give his case emulation may exist , an emulation

tem is needed, but not the kind of immediate attention .attention . His general to excel each other for the benefit of

system which becomes a tax and a opinion may be that corporations the company's business, and to pull

burden . The longer the manager is have no souls, but he will find that together so that the successes of to

at his work , the longer he is dealing individuals in the corporation have, day may be but the stepping stones

with the people, and the longer he and it is by the work of the indi- for the achievement of to -morrow ,

is trying to sell electricity , the more viduals that he is going to judge Let there be politeness, attention ,

will he be impressed with the fact your particular corporation . and courtesy in all ranks and at all

that the best advertisement is If a man is a power user, he is de- times. Under such conditions the

pleased customer, and the best pos- pending on that power to help him central stations will surely prosper

sible solicitor is a consumer who is earn his daily bread. He may have and the tiny stream of new business

satisfied. All the work of his de- a large number of employees, or he which cnce had to be coaxed and

partment is practically wasted if the may be operating a motor alone him- persuaded will eventually begin to

new business taken on is not properly self. In either case, if the power goes
flow as a river , and continue to

cared for off, or some trouble occurs with his grow in force and volume dav by

It is a regrettable fact that, as a service, he is put to inconvenience dav.

ness

com

a
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The Direct Production of Copper from Electro- to insulate, by coating with grease ,

lytic Solution
the raised portions of the copper as

soon as it becomes rough, so as to

cause the lower portions of the cop

T has been the aim of electro -me- The conditions that are necessary per to build up to the same level :

tallurgists , ever since copper re- to enable copper to be quickly the impingement of the electrolyte

fining was introduced by Messrs. electro -deposited can be summarized against the surface being deposited

Elkington, in the year 1869, to in- as follows: on has also been tried .

crease the rate at which copper can The electrolyte must be rapidly The Cowper-Coles centrifugal pro

be deposited in a smooth form , with- circulated so as to prevent the elec- cess is distinct from any of these, in ,

out any considerable increase in vol- trolyte being deprived of its copper that it consists of revolving the man

tage , which means increased power ions in proximity to the cathode.

and corresponding cost . The object of The conditions must be such that

increasing the rate at which copper no metal other than copper is de

can be deposited is to reduce the posited.

capital outlay , andoutlay, and the amount of The electric resistance must be

copper under treatment, which is an kept low .

item of great importance in works The ideal electrolyte would be

of any size. one that is chemically inert as a

The current density employed in solvent , but capable of dissolving

clectrolytic refineries has been in- copper electro -chemically , and hav

ing a low specific electrical resistance.

Ames These conditions have, so far, been

met by the use of an acidulated cop

per -sulphate solution , although this

is far from ideal ; but it is cheap, and

is capable of producing exceedingly

pure copper from comparitively im

pure copper. It has been estimated

that the resistance of the circuit is

approximately as follows :-15 per
cent. metallic resistance, 60 per cent.

electrolyte, including the transfer

resistance, 20 per cent. due to poor

contacts, and 5 per cent. due to

counter electromotive force.
FIG . 3.-A CONE ON

Various attempts have been made

from time to time to further increase

the current density by using mechan

ical means for keeping the copper drel on which the copper is deposited

smooth during the process of de- at a critical speed . It is found that

position . The best known of these for a given current density the man

is the Elmore process , which em- drel must have a certain peripheral

ploys an agate burnisher, which con- speed, the greater the speed the

creased from about 8 or 10 amperes, tinually traverses the surface of the greater the tensile strength of the

as originally employed by Messrs. copper being deposited ; and the Du copper. The result of revolving the
Elkington and Messrs. Elliots, of moulin process, which employs a mandrel at this comparatively high

Birmingham , England, to 20 amperes sheepskin rubber, the object being speed is that every molecule, as it,

per square foot , as at present em

ployed by the Anaconda works, in the

United States .

The usual current density employed

in the centrifugal process described
here is 200 amperes per square

foot of cathode surface, the voltage

at the terminals of the depositing

cell being 0.75 , as shown on the

diagram , Fig 1, the figures for which

were obtained in actual practice.

To enable finished products, such

as copper tubes, sheets, and wire, to

be made direct in one operation from

crude copper by electro -deposition, it

is necessary to greatly increase the

rate at which the copper is deposited ,

as compared to the rate at which

copper can be electrically refined ,

otherwise the capital outlay on the

plant is so heavy as to render the

process too costly for practical pur FIG . 2.—A MICROGRAPH , SHOWING THE CRYSTALLINE STRUCTURE OF ELECTRICALLY DEPOSITED

poses . COPPER AND THE FORMATION OF NODULES

80

WHICH COPPER HAS

BEEN DEPOSITED WHILE THE CONE IS ROTATING,

THE EFFECT OF THE DIFFERENT PERIPHERAL

SPEEDS IS CLEARLY SHOWN

25

10 11

Volts

FIG. I. - DIAGRAM SHOWING THE CURRENT

DENSITY IN THE COWPER -COLES CENTRIFUGAL

PROCESS
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considerable amount of foreign mat

ter in suspension, as the impurities

are thrown off by centrifugal force

and the rubbing action of the elec

trolyte, thus preventing the forma

tion of any nodules.

Fig. 2 shows, under a moderate

magnification, the way these nodules

are built up, and the crystalline

structure of the copper, crystals be

ing formed at right angles to the

surface on which the copper is de

posited . When these nodules are re

moved by force , and examined under

the microscope, it will be found

that at the root of each there is a

small speck of foreign matter . These

specks of impurities are also found FIG . 7. — COPPER DEPOSITED BELOW THE CRITICAL

to cause corrosion of the finished

copper tube or sheet, when subject

ed to salt water or cther corroding clearly be seen how the nature of

agencies, as they are usually electro- the copper varies , according to the

negative to the copper. peripheral speed ; at the smallest dia

The method employed for deter- meter the copper is rough and brit

mining the critical speed for varying tle , at the larger diameter it is

conditions was a revolving cone, as smooth and tough. Figs. 4 , 5 , 6

shown in Fig. 3 , from which it will and 7 show deposits of copper ob

SPEED

E

B

C

D

FIGS. 4, 5 AND 6. — SHOWING COPPER DEPOSITED

BELOW THE CRITICAL SPEED

is deposited, is burnished or rubbed

down so as to produce a tough fil)

rous copper , the usual order of things

being reversed , the present practice

being to put the mechanical work

into a mass of copper instead of

treating each molecule as it is de

posited.

The centrifugal action plays an im

portant part in this process, as it

enables very impure solutions to be

used, that is , solutions containing a FIG . 8,—PLANT FOR DEPOSITING LARGE COPPER CYLINDERS
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tained before the critical speed is

arrived at .

A recent application cf the process

is the production of large copper

cylinders for printing purposes, in

connection with the textile industry.

A plant for such a purpose is shown

in Fig . 8, and consists of a highly

polished mandrel C , corresponding

to the internal dimensions of the fin

ished cylinder , or continuous band

that is to be produced .

When it is desired to produce a

sheet instead of a cylinder, an in

sulating strip is put down the side of

the mandrel . A copper sheet D thus

produced is shown standing on the

left-hand side of the vat . The man

drel , or cathode, is driven at the

desired speed by means of a belt

and pulley ; the anodes are cast cop

per , suspended on a copper ring,

the current being led to them by

means of the conductors The

cathode connection is made by means

of a mercury cup placed on the top

of the driving spindle, and the arm

B , which fits on the top bracket.

А

В

FIG. II .-MACHINE FOR EXPANDING OFF LARGE COPPER CYLINDERS

a

5

copper strip thus produced is shown

in Fig. 14. The copper is deposited

in the usual way, but when the end

has once been started , it can be un

wound in a continuous strip , as

shown in Fig. 13.

Copper obtained by this process

gives remarkably high tensile

strength . Copper tubes without any

drawing have been given a maxi

mum stress of 17 tons, and a tube

after drawing has stood a pressure of

3000 lb. per square inch thickness

of metal, 0.063 inch - without show

ing any signs of distress ; and sheets,

a

FIG . 9.–CAST ANTIMONY , SHOWING LINES OF

CLEAVAGE

ANODE

CONNEC

The cylinders are made quite

thin — about 1-32 inch in thickness

and are expanded off on especially

constructed lathes. As shown in Fig.

11 , a roller B is caused to traverse

the service of the deposited copper

A , so as to slightly stretch or expand

it . After the roller has passed over

the copper once or twice , it is found

that the cylinder can be easily drawn

off.

Another point of particular interest

about the Cowper-Coles process is

the method of making wire or strip .

The apparatus employed is shown

in Fig. 12 , from which it will be seen

that the vat is annular in construc

ticn . Such an arrangement has the

great advantage that there are no

working parts in the acid electro

lyte, and that the mandrel can read

ily be withdrawn , and the amount of

electrolyte required is greatly re
duced. Such a vat is capable of

making wire three or four miles in

length

The mandrel for the production of

wire has a fine spiral scratch made

on the surface , as shown in Fig. 13 .

This scratch is angular, not of a

rounded section , otherwise the cop

per will not divide. The effect of this

scratch is to alter the crystalline

structure of the deposited copper,

and form a line of cleavage similar

to those formed in cast metals, with

sharp angles, as in Figs 9 and 10 .

A microphotograph of a section of

H
A
R
E
D

FLOOR UNA

CAYHOOL

CONNEC

FIG . 10.-CAST LINES OFZINC , SHOWING

CLEAVAGE

FIG . 12. - CROSS - SECTION OF MACHINE FOR

DEPOSITING COPPER FOR WIRE STRIP
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behines in one operation, the copper ACCORDING TOST. Boam , in

chief advantages claimed for the Economy of Electric Power in

process : The copper is refined Collieries

and manufactured into sheets

a ,
a paper read before the

that which is cold rolled ; the process ish Colliery Managers' Asso

is at least ten times faster than any ciation , recent tests at a colliery elec

existing electrolytic process ; a high tric plant having horizcntal engines

showed a total steam consumption
current can be employed without de

teriorating the quality of the copper; of -76,590 pounds per twenty - four-

there is no risk of lamination, as no hours.

burnisher is employed ; the plant is
If all the various steam engines

were replaced by motors with an

efficiency of go per cent., then the

brake horse-power or electrical horse

power required to take their place

would be 123.3 H. P. per hour, or

for nine hours per day , 1100 electric

horse -power hours, which gives an

efficiency cf 87 per cent, and requires

the dynamo engines to give 1276

I. H. P.-hours, which involves an

actual steam consumption of 32.7

pounds per I. H. P. per hour.
Therefore , the total steam used in

working by electric motors would be

simple, and free from mechanical 41,725 pounds per day, against 76 ,

complications; the amount of copper 590 pounds used by the engines as

locked up for a given output is small at present, or a saving of 34,865

compared to other processes; anodes
pounds per day.

Now with the assumption that
of very impure copper can be used

as compared to the anode copper
one pound of coal will evaporate

used in other systems. The process 7 pounds of water at 100 pounds

is being introduced by Messrs. Sher
pressure, the saving would be 2 tons

ard Cowper- Coles and Company days to the year ( five days per week ),,
4 cwt. of coal per day, which , in 260

Limited , 82 , Victoria street , West

minister, London. The King's Nor
would be a saving of 572 tons of coal

ton Metal Company, of King's Nor
per year. There would also be a

saving in oil, stores , wages ; thus we

see there is a considerable saving in

favour of electric motor over

iliary steam engines on the surface .

FIG . 13. — UNWINDING COPPER STRIP FOR WIRE FIGS. 15 AND 16. — SHOWING SECTION OF

CYLINDER ON WHICH WIRE STRIP IS DEPOSITED

AND SECTION OF WIRE STRIP BEING TORN OFF

without rclling, have given a maxi

mum stress of from 28 to 34 tons

per square inch .

It is found that very pure copper

is obtained by the centrifugal pro

aux

FIG . 1.- MICROGRAPH OF A SECTION OF WIRE

STRIP

cess , even when very high current

densities are employed and with a

solution containing much foreign

matter in suspension, as shown by FIG . 17. - A MICROGRAPH OF DEPOSITED COPPER

the fcllowing analysis :

Per Cent. ton , near Birmingham , have acquired

Iron

0.0189 an interest in the process and are
Arsenic

0.0015 now erecting a plant.
Lead

0.0013
Antimony

0.0010 A portable telephone system is
Bisniuth

0.0018 being installed in Detroit by the
Silver

Absent Michigan State Telephone Company.

Nickel
Portable telephones carried in auto

Sulphur mobiles , carriages or wagons may be
Copper (by difference ) 99.9765 temporarily connected at different

The following are some of the points in the city.

Owing to its greater conductivity

copper wire was long ago substituted

for iron in the more important tele

graph circuits. Recently, however,

there is a tendency to revert again

to the iron wire in certain districts,

particularly those in which sleet

storms are prevalent and also where

the lines pass through wooded dis

tricts . The Postal Telegraph Cable

Company, as pointed out in the

“ Telegraph Age ," is now improving

its wiring through such districts.

At exposed places in the Alleghany

Mountains iron wire has been sub

stituted for copper, and its great

tensile strength has made it much

more serviceable. To get the desired

conductivity nothing smaller than a

No. 6 wire is used. In the West,

out through the mountainous dis

tricts , the copper wire is still re

tained , as sleet storms are not so

prevalent at the higher altitudes, and

because the character of the timber

is such that little difficulty is ex

perienced from blown- down limbs of

trees breaking the wires .
3-5



The Testing of Alternators in Central Stations

By SEBASTIAN SENSTIUS, of the Triumph Electric Company

N central stations, the testing of the latter subject. Among the many

methods advanced, the one which the

author considers to be best adapted

to the needs of the central station en

gineer, and which is accurate enough

fcr all practical purposes, is that of

Torda Heyman.

In Fig . 1 , curve OU B represents

the saturation curve of the alternator

obtained by driving the latter by its

prime mover and by taking readings

of the generated voltage as a func

tion of the exciting current. Curve

OGC represents the short-circuit

curve obtained by short- circuiting

the stator winding and taking read

ings of the short-circuit current as a

function of the exciting current.

To deduce from curves ( U B and

O G C the regulation curve on

power-factor load , Mr. Heyman first

plots curve D T V E , which is ob

tained by plotting to any convenient

scale the ratio

amperes exciting current ?

zero

2

motor efficiency . Now , this method

can be applied only on belted alter

nators , provided a motor of suitable

capacity is at hand, which usually
is not the case .

For alternators connected to recip

rocating engines or to turbines, no

method of testing the core losses has

thus far been proposed. A certain

indirect core loss test is employed .

It consists in making a small trans

former, built up of laminated steel

of the kind employed for the stator .

The core loss per pound of trans

former steel at varicus magnetic

densities is measured by means of

a wattmeter, and the core loss of

the alternator is calculated on the

basis of the core -loss curve ob

tained from the transformer test .

This method , at best, is a very crude

one, and yields results varying from

six -tenths to four -tenths of the actual

losses .

The writer prefers the following

arrangement, which is more accurate

than the other method . The alter

nator is run as a synchronous mo

tor , the impressed voltage is varied,

and the excitation current adjusted

to eclipse all lagging currents . Un

der these conditions, the input of

the synchronous motor equals the

terminal voltage times the stator cur

rent , and this energy is used up in

stator copper losses, losses ,

friction , and windage.

Since the resistance of the stator

winding can be measured, the cop

per losses can be separated from the

other losses . The separation of the

core losses from the losses in fric

tion and windage is necessary only

in the case of direct connection to

reciprocating engines, because in

ccmputing the efficiency , the latter

losses are charged to the engine.

This will be explained later .

Given a 60-cycle 3 - phase alternator

of 115 -KW . capacity and 2200 volts

pressure, we will proceed to compute

its regulation and efficiency .

erally in use in the shops of the

nianufacturer is seldom feasible .

Among the tests which can readily

be carried out, may be mentioned

those for determining the saturation

curve, the short- circuit curve, and

the temperature rise of the alternator .

For the purpose of obtaining the

two curves, the alternator is driven

by its prime mover . Exciting the

fields , with open - circuited stator

winding, and plctting the generator

voltages as ordinates and the ex

citing field currents as abscissæ , gives

the saturation curve. Exciting the

fields , with short - circuited stator

winding, and plotting the short -cir

cuited currents as ordinates and the

exciting field currents as abscissæ ,

gives the short- circuit curve . Both

curves give the data to predetermine

the regulation with any load and any

power factor .

The heating of an alternator can

best be obtained by throwing it in

parallel on the line. Should this

not be feasible , one of the methods

suggested in the author's paper on

the subject ( “ Heat Tests on Alter

nators," Proceedings American Insti

tute of Electrical Engineers, June,

1906 ) can be resorted to .

It is evident that the tests men

tioned are easily made. With the

efficiency test , one considered very

important by central station man

agers , it is a difficult matter. In

this case , the data furnished by the

manufacturer are wholly relied upon .

The factors which enter into the cal

culation of the efficiency are

output, the copper losses in arma

ture and field windings, the losses

in friction and windage, and the core

losses. Whereas the determination

of the copper losses offers no diffi

culties, the measurement of the core

losses, and of the friction and wind

age , is considered next to impossible

in a central station .

In explanation of this fact , we have

only to consider by what method

these losses are usually measured .

The alternator must be driven by a

motor, the efficiency of which must

be known fcr different loads . The

sum of the friction , windage, and

core losses of the alternator equals

the input of the motor times the

9

core

generated voltage

as a function of the exciting current.

Since the ordinate is divided to suit

a division of voltages between o and

2800 volts , we should try to obtain

for curve DTME the same scale .

Taking, for instance, an exciting

current of 32 amperes, its cor

responding voltage on the curve

OUB is 2765 , and the ordinate of

curve DTME would be

32

= 0.0001 39 .

2765.

But this is too small on the voltage

scale . We, therefore, multiply it by

any large number to make it come in

the neighbourhood of 2200 volts .

Such a number, for instance, is 1.3 X

107. The crdinate of curve DTIE

for an excitation of 32 amperes is ,

therefore,

32

X 1.3 X 102 1800

2765

(point E ). For an excitation of 17.75

amperes, which corresponds to 2200

volts the saturation curve ,

would get an ordinate of

17.75

X 1.3 X 107 = 850

( )

on we

2

PREDETERMINATION OF THE REGULI

TION

The predetermination of the regul

lation of any power - factor load is

usually preceded by a predetermina

tion of the regulation on zero power

factor load . Electrical literature con

tains many valuable contributions to

( )
the ordinate of point M.

A little consideration will show
194
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The drop in voltage , as indicated

by the regulation curve , is due to

the demagnetizing armature ampere

turns and to the inductive drop ,

X !! which is practically equal to the im

pedance drop. The two components

of the drop can be found by trial , if

we keep in mind, first, that the

armature reaction is at right angles

to the inductive drop ; second , that

both remain practically constant for
any excitation ; and third, that the

triangle thus formed describes the

regulation curve by moving parallel

to itself along the saturation curve .

In Fig . I , IX was found to be

the armature reaction in terms of the

excitation current, and H X the in

ductive drop. By increasing the ex

citation current the triangle moves

along the saturation curve, and takes

positions as W XV and W " X" P.

in which WX = W X ' = W " X " , and

HYEV X' = P X " .

Assuming, as usual, that neither

the armature reaction nor the in

ductive drop is influenced by the

power factor , we now are enabled to

find the regulation on any power

factor . Specifications generally call

for the regulation on 100 per cent .

and that on 85 per cent. power fac

tor . Figs, 2 , 3 , 4, and 5 refer to

these cases .

In Fig . 3 we have ON (equal to

the armature reaction W X , 164 am

peres, in Fig. 1) in phase with the
FIG. 1. - SATURATION AND REGULATION CURVES FOR A THREE -PHASE ALTERNATOR

terminal voltage O A , 2200 volts , ob

tained at no load with a current O Q ,

that the ordinate for the zero excita- lead , or, what is practically the same, 17.75 amperes, leading by 90 degrees .

tion cannot be obtained from the on power factors smaller than 20 per The resistance drop A B is due to

saturation curve . Since , however, cent. the load current, 30 amperes, and is

the ratio of amperes excitation and The problem now arises to deter- in phase with ON . The resistance

voltage for that point of the curve mine the voltage the generator would drop per phase is 0.6 ohm , and AB,

equals a similar ratio on the line OY , get with a variable excitation when therefore, equals 30 X 0.6 X 1.73 =

tangent to the saturation curve, we loaded with its normal current of 30 31 volts. The inductive drop BC is

need only to calculate this ratio for
amperes per phase. at right angles with ON and equals

any point on the line ol' to obtain Ün the short-circuit curve OC , we HI, 380 volts, in Fig . 1. The re

the ordinate of curve DTME cor- note the point G , which has the co- sultant of O A , A B , and B C is O C,

responding to zero excitation (point crdinates : 30 amperes armature cur- 2360 volts , the voltage induced in the

D ) . The ordinate of D , for instance, is rent and 9 amperes excitation cur- armature.

15 rent. To get the voltage correspond- From the saturation curve in Fig .

XX 1.3 X 101 = 530 . ing to 32 ) amperes excitation cur- 1 , it will be seen that 2360 volts re

2350 rent (point I ), 30 amperes per phase quire 18.9 amperes excitation. The

From point D , ( raw DSK parallel
armature current, and zero power resultant field thus corresponds to

to the abscissa . The four curves
factor, we draw the line ! /'" . From 18.9 amperes excitation , and is rep

thus drawn form the basis for a
its intersection K with line DS, mark resented in Fig . 3 by the vector OS,

graphical determination of the regu
off a distance KL equal to OH = 9 leading 0 C by 90 degrees.

lation amperes. Draw the line JL , inter- Draw the circle AFHK with O A

zero power- factor
secting the curve DTIE at the point as radius. Then HI represents the

11. Draw from VI a line parallel to difference in voltage betweenbetween the
the ordinate . It intersects the sat- full -load and no-load conditions, with

uration curve at l '; draw from Na an excitation of N S amperes.

parallel to the base, intersecting JX " The regulation of an alternator is

at P. Then PJ ( 2200 volts ) is the defined as the percentage rise in voit

voltage sought. age upon throwing off the load , so

Repeating the operation for sev- in this case it is

eral exciting currents, yields the 01-0 H HI 2360-2200

regulation curve HVPI for 30 am
2.--REGULATION , peres armature current and practic- OH OH 2200

ally o power factor ( cos. V 0.20 ). = 7} per cent .

-

2

( )

curve On

20

10

PER CENT OF FULL LOAD

25 50 100 125 150

FIG.
AT 100 PER CENT.

POWER FACTOR LOAD , OF THE THREE -PHASE

ALTERNATOR REFERRED TO IN FIG . I
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The impedance pressure AC is

proportional to the armature

rent ON . Thus for a current OM ,

which is half of ON, or for a cur

rent OP, which is one and a half

times 0 N, the impedance voltage is

one -half AC ( = A D ) , and one and

one-half AC (= AE), respectively .

The induced pressures for these two

loads are O D and O E , excited by

the fields O R and PT, respectively .

The currents carried in the field coils

become MR and PT; the no -load

pressures with these exciting cur

rents would be ( G and OL, the

FG

regulation 2.7 per cent., and

OF

KL

145 per cent., respectively.

OK

In Fig. 2 the regulation is plotted

against the percentage of load car

ried by the alternator. The de

termination of the regulation on 85

per cent . power factor is made in the

way. Referring to Fig . 4 ,

first plot the terminal pressure O A

= 2200 volts, then the current vector

ON= armature reaction, lagging be

hind 0 A by the angle ", of which the

cosine is 0.85 . Next lay off the re

sistance drop AB parallel to ON,

and the inductive drop B C at right

angles to AB . Then 0 C is the in

duced voltage. The rest of the con

struction is exactly the same as on

Fig. 3. Fig. 5 gives the regulation

plotted against the per cent. of load .

This method of predetermination

of the regulation suggested by Mr.

Heyman applies as well for two

phase and single -phase alternators.

The leakage coefficient is assumed

constant for any load .

It will be noticed that the method

here followed for the predetermina
FIG . 3.—VECTOR DIAGRAM FOR 100 PER CENT. POWER FACTOR

tion of the regulation differs con

siderably from that recommended in

the Standardization Rules of the by the sum of output, field copper winding, and the rotor resistance

American Institute of Electrical En
loss, stator loss , copper loss, and 3.2 ohms hot. It will be of more

gineers. The latter gives values al
iron loss . The friction and windage importance to discuss the following

ways far better than the actual regu
are considered as engine losses. core- loss test , suggested to the writer

lation . ( See " Experimental Basis Among the first type of alternators by Bud . Frankenfield in an article

for the Theory of the Regulation of
are the belted and the water -wheel on “ Direct Measurement of Wattless

Alternators, by B. A. Behrend .
alternators. For lack of a better col- Power ."

Trans. A. I. E. E., May 19, 1903.) lective name, these will hereinafter In Fig . 6 , representing the con

According to the writer's experience,
be termed alternators of the double- nection for the core - loss test , G , an

the way of calculation followed in
bearing (D. B.) type. The second alternating -current generator, sup

,

this article yields very close results . class includes the engine-type and plies current to the three-phase wind

the fly -wheel-type of alternators. They ings 1 , 2 , 3 of the alternator under
THE EFFICIENCY TEST

will be referred to as engine-type al- test , and runs it as a non -loaded syn

The efficiency of an alternator, the
ternators. In general, the friction and chronous motor. The capacity of G

rotor of which is mounted on two windage losses are charged to the should be about one-tenth to one

bearings independent of the prime- prime-mover, whenever the rotor is fifteenth of the motor capacity, sim

mover, is equal to the output divided mounted on the prime-mover's shaft. ply because it has to supply the 110

by the sum of output, field copper It is considered superfluous to ex- load losses only. These consist of

loss , stator copper loss, iron loss, plain how to measure the resistance friction , windage, iron loss , and

friction , and windage. of stator and rotor windings. Suffice stator copper loss .
The efficiency of alternators, it to say that in the case under con- A voltmeter V is put across phase

mounted differently from the pre- sideration the stator resistance was 1 , and the primary of a voltmeter

ceding, equals the output divided found to be 0.6 ohms hot per phase transformer T is connected across
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meter's potential coil will be at right

angles with the current in the cur

rent coil of the wattmeter. The read

ing of the wattmeter will be zero .

While adjusting the field excitation ,

the wattmeter is used exclusively to
indicate when the power - factor is too

per cent., i . e . , when its pointer
stands on zero .

To obtain the core -loss curve , the

voltage applied on the three phases

can be varied by varying the voltage

of the generator G , Fig . 6. Table I.

gives results of the test . The ter

minal voltage given in the table

equals 1.73 times the voltage per

phase. It will be noticed that the

stator copper loss is very small, com

pared to the other losses. By neg

lecting it , the greatest error made

17

would be 0.58 per cent of the

2930

total loss and 0.015 per cent. of the

capacity of the alternator, which is

smaller than the degree of accuracy

of the instruments.

In Fig. 7 the kilowatt iron loss,

friction and windage is plotted as a

function of the terminal pressure.

The part drawn out in full represents

that obtained from test . In general ,

the lowest voltage that can be ap

plied on the alternator equals about

one - fourth of the normal pressure.

Below this the motor will come to a

stop. With great accuracy , how
FIG . 4. - VECTOR DIAGRAM FOR 85 PER CENT. POWER FACTOR

ever, the points between one- fourth

of normal pressure and zero voltage

phases 2 and 3, the secondary being duced pressure . The error incurred can be estimated by continuing the

connected to the fine -wire coil of a by this assumption is smaller than
curve to the ordinate, as has been

wattmeter II ' . The heavy -wire coil the degree of accuracy of the instru
done by the dotted lines.

of the wattmeter is in series with ments.
Since the speed remains constant

phase 1. Any current flowing through Fig. 6 shows that the phase differ- throughout the whole range of volt

ages , the friction and windage remainCORE -LOSS TEST.- TABLE I.

constant, and at zero voltage the enVolts per phase 1,590

Current per phase.. ergy taken then equals the frictionWatts for three phases.
6,730 5,230 4,120

2,930 and windage loss . It is measured byCopper loss in stator. 5.6

Iron loss , friction , wind 3,354.4 the ordinate of the point C, and a
Terminal voltage 2,750 1,650 1,100

line, drawn from C parallel to the

phase I can be brought into phase ence between the pressure of the abscissæ, represents the friction and

with the voltage across it by adjust- voltmeter - transformer and the pres- windage loss at any pressure . Ob

ing the field excitation . When both sure of phase i amounts to 90 de- viously, the iron loss curve is ob

are in phase, the product of current grees. Should thus the power -factor tained by scaling the difference be

and voltage represents the energy in phase i be 100 per cent., then the tween the two curves just discussed.

absorbed by the winding. Under pressure of the voltmeter -transformer Having separated the iron loss from

these conditions, the terminal pres- or the pressure applied on the watt- the losses in friction and windage,

sure may be assumed to equal the in
EFFICIENCY CALCULATION . - TABLE II .

115 --K.W ., 60-Cycle, 3 -Phase Alternator - 2200 - Volt, 30 A - Phase, 900 R. P. M.

COS. d = 1.00
COS. 0 = 0.85

Amp. load per phase .

Copper loss in stator .

.Imp. excitation

Copper loss in rotor .
Induced pressure

2,580 OF

Friction and windage

2.800

Total loss - Eng; type. 7,000 10,700
i D. B. tyre

13,500
Output 115,000)

146,625
183,560

Input .. 160,1251 Eng. type
180,760

FIG . 5. — REGU'LATION , AT 85 PER CENT. POWER Efficiency
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45 OP

3.650

33.8 PT

3.650

15 ( 11

405

IS.SMR

1,130

2.220 OD

2.500

2.SCH

4,037

6,8 :35

57.500

61.335

61.535

30 ON

1.620

20.8.1'S

1.390)

2.260 OC

2.580

2.800

5,590 )

8,390

Iron loss

45 OP

3.650

21.3 PT

1.890

2.320) OE

2,720

2.800

8,260

11,060

172,500

30 OV

1.620

27.3NS

2.380

2,440 OC

3,000

15OM

405

21.8 MR

1.520

2.320 OD

2,720

2.800

4,615

7,415

48,875

56,320

53,520

10

3,400

2.800

PER CENT OF FULL LOAD
D. B. type.

9,800

97.750

107,550

104.750

123,390

120.590
25 50 75 100 125 150

Eng. type

D. B. type ..

FACTOR LOAD , OF THE THREE -PHASE ALTERNA
Note . - Stator resistance per phase = 0.6 ohms hot. Field resistance = 3.2 ohms hot. For OM , MR,

On), etc. , see Fig . 2 and Fig. 4 .

157.325

93.5

89.4

95.37

93.20

93.13

94.(K )

91 +

86.5

93.3

90.9

93.2

91.6

TOR REFERRED TO IN FIG. I
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we can proceed to calculate the effi

ciency of the motor run as an alter

nator . The diagrams in Figs. 2 and

3 form the basis of the calculation ,

which is carried out in Table II .

Given the load, the stator copper

loss becomes known . On the vector

diagram the excitation current for

that load is scaled , and the field cop

per loss is obtained . The induced
pressure, measured on the vector
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FIG . 7.-CCRVES OF IRON , FRICTION AND WINCAGE LOSS
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paratus and machinery. The presi- It is intended that the work of the

dent of the American Institute of commission shall proceed by cor

Electrical Engineers was asked to respondence, and that the efforts of

take charge of the matter in the the commission will be addressed, in

United States , and Colonel Cromp- the first instance, to the standardiza

ton was appointed to deal with the tion of nomenclature, so that the

countries on the other side of the electro - technical terms used shall be

water . A preliminary meeting was common to all countries, and it is

held at the Hotel Cecil , in London , hoped then that a similar standard

on Tuesday, June 26 , with Alexander ization of physical formulæ , which

Siemens in the chair. At this meet- must be equally common to all coun

ing Lord Kelvin was unanimously tries, may be reached.

elected the first president of the com- F. B. Crocker , A. E. Kennelly , and

mission , and Cclonel Crompton was C. ( ). Mailloux represent the Ameri

appointed honorary secretary . can Institute of Electrical Engineers .

W
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FIG. 6.—CONNECTIONS FOR A CORE LOSS TEST
80 40

EXCITER VOLTAGE 12 V

POINTS OF 100 PER CENT POWERFACTOR LOLO70

85

1

diagram , gives the iron , friction and

windage losses by reference to Fig .

7 .

The efficiency has been cúmputed

for the alternator both as an engine

type and as a double -bearing -typea

generator. The results of the com

putations of the regulation and the

efficiency have been embodied in the

performance diagram in Fig. 8 .
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International Electro-Technical

Commission

V September, 1904, towards the

close if the international Elec

trical Congress at St. Louis, a

resolution was unanimously adopted

by the chamber of government dele

gates that steps should be taken to

secure the co-operation of the tech

nical societies of the world by the

appointment of a representative com

mission to consider the question of

the standardization of the nomen

clature and ratings of electrical ap

REGUL
ATION

CURVE
D
COS 1694doek

10 REGU
LATI

ON
CURV

E
cos 4.00

10 20 30 40 AMP.LOAD

FIG . 8. — PERFORMANCE DIAGRAM OF THE THREE - PILISE ALTERNATOR REFERRED TO IN FIG . I



The Electric Car Equipment of the Long

Island Railroad

By W. N. SMITH

M
E

FIG . 1. — A STEEL MOTOR CAR FOR THE LONG ISLAND RAILROAD , BU'ILT AT THE BERWICK ( PA . )

SHOPS OF THE AMERICAN CAR & FOU'NDRY COMPANY

TH

now operating in the largest cities .
GENERAL TRAFFIC CONDITIONS

The building up of any suburban

HE tendency of a change from territory is dependent upon the trans

steam to electric motive power portation facilities provided for it ,

on suburban lines such and the inevitable result of improve

those of the Long Island Railroad, ment in transportation is to increase

is to convert them into a rapid -tran- the traffic to a degree gradually ap

sit system of the same general type proaching the density prevailing on
as the subway and elevated systems metropolitan rapid -transit lines .

as

Frequency and regularity of ser

vice are essential to the profitable de

velopment of a rapid -transit system .

The car service must also be cf a

sufficiently flexible character to meet

the fluctuating conditions of the

traffic, which are changing from

hour to hcur during the day, as well

as from day to day and month to

month .

The now well-known multiple -unit

system of train operation, which has

been so satisfactorily tested in ele

vated and underground railway ser

vice , is , obvicusly, also the best

method for the convenient handling

of the suburban type of train , where,

as in other rapid -transit service, rela

tively frequent stops are necessary .

The distribution of motive power

through the train eliminates dead

weight, and, at the same time ,

utilizes the weight of the train itself

to secure the adhesion needed for

train propulsion , an advantage which

becomes of greater relative impor

tance as the interval between stops

is shortened and the train is ac

celerated from rest more frequently ,

which is a condition peculiar to

rapid - transit and suburban passen

ger service . Argument is no longer

needed to demonstrate the advan

tages of this type of train equipment;

the problems are simply those of

mechanical practicability, sufficiency

and reliability.

The design of the car equipment of

the Long Island Railroad is based

upon a careful study of the traffic

conditions as they were outlined by

the railroad officials at the com

mencement of the undertaking, call

ing for trains with the number of

cars varying from two to six per

train at different hours of the dav ,

in regular operation , while heavy ex

cursion travel to the beaches and

race tracks would occasionally re

quire trains of ten or twelve cars .

Some of the service is express and

some local . It was deemed of the

greatest importance to provide a sin

gle type of equipment that should be

uniformly available for all the vary

ing conditions of train service.

The proposed local service on the

Atlantic Division involved making

U
1201 1201

FIG . 2. — IN ELECTRIC EXPRESS ( IR
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FIG . 3.—THE THIRD-RAIL SHOE, FUSE, AND CONNECTIONS

stops at an average of about 1.6 rush hours express trains were also

miles. The express service orig- to be interspersed with locals.

inally contemplated between Flat- Between Flatbush Avenue and

bush Avenue Station and Jamaica Rockaway Park the local trains were

provided for only one intermediate to run on about half -hourly head

stop in the 9.63 miles between them . way during the most of the day, this

On the Rockaway Beach Division, a being decreased to 20 minutes dur

local train making all stops between ing' the rush hours, and 60 minutes

Flatbush Avenue and Rockaway during early morning hours. Ex

Park would average one stop every press trains were also to be inter

0.99 mile, while an express run to spersed between locals during the

Rockaway Park involved a run 7 rush hours. The Brooklyn Rapid

miles in length at the highest prac- Transit trains operating over parts

ticable speed. of the Long Island lines were to be

These runs called for a schedule mostly express, running on about

speed, including stops, of about 25 half-hourly intervals during the early

miles per hour for local trains on part of the day, but from noon until

the Atlantic Division, and about 30, late at night on 15 -minute headway.

miles per hour for the express trains. On days when there would be

Upon the Rockaway Beach Division, both a race- track muvement on the

with relatively more frequent stops, Atlantic Division and heavy travel

the local run called for a schedule to the beaches, the headway of the

speed of about 20 miles per hour, combined traffic on Atlantic Avenue

while the express run , with seven was to be reduced to about 3 min

stops in the 15.86 miles, called for utes.

about 25 miles per hour. The aver The Long Island Railroad local

age length of stop was usually as- trains as originally proposed were to

sumed at 30 seconds.
consist of two and three cars , except

The headway of trains on the pro- during the rush hours,when they were

posed schedule was, between Flat- to be of six cars . The express trains

bush Avenue and Jamaica, about 20 were to consist of three cars each .

minutes during the greater part of The Brooklyn Rapid Transit trains

the clay, with 10 minutes during the on ordinary days were to be of four

morning and evening rush hours, cars each , increased to six on holi

and 30 to 60 minutes during the days.

early morning hours. During the The maximum possible speed for

express runs can be made when all

the cars of a multiple -unit train are

motor cars . Ordinary schedule con

ditions, however, usually permit a

portion of each train to consist of

trailers , and the most severe condi

tion of frequent stops can be met if

the proportion of trailers is not more

than one trailer to two motor cars .

A considerable saving in the weight

of the entire train is thus possible

without exceeding either the tractive

power of the motors or their ability

to radiate the heat developed by the

frequent accelerations which are the

severest tax upon their capacity.

In fact , the proportion of motor cars

to trailers is based upon the speed

and time characteristics of the sched

ule and the frequency of stops.

The fact that the Atlantic Division

is partly in a subway, and the need

for interchangeability with the rolling

stock of the Interborough Rapid

Transit subway, has much to do with

the design of the cars . The complete

success of the first all -steel passen

ger cars ever built, which were de

signed by George Gibbs for the New

York Subway, led him , in his ca

pacity as chief engineer of the Long

Island Railroad electric conversion,

to advocate their use on this road as

well. To the Interborough Rapid

Transit Company and the Long

Island Railroad Company belong,

therefore, the distinction of being the

first railroads in the world to adopt

this radical departure in car con

struction, thus insuring to the public

complete immunity from the danger

of fire in cars equipped with appara

tus carrying powerful electric cur

rents .

The incidental advantages of these

steel cars over wooden cars in su

perior strength and durability are,

of course, likewise of importance in

insuring their adoption. As the

Long Island Railroad cars were

obliged to meet very similar condi

tions, both as to the physical nature

of the route to be traversed and the

class of travel to be handled, they

were built along practically the same

lines as the above -mentioned steel

cars for the New York subway. In

fact , except for the steps, which are

made necessary by the low platforms

at stations in the suburban districts,

the steel car bodies are practically

identical with those designed for the

New York subway.

It has been common practice in

the past to build passenger coaches

for rapid -transit service of rather

lighter construction than the stand

ard steam railway coaches, chiefly

because the steam locomotive was

universally used and it was desired

to keep down to a minimum the
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FIG . 4. - INNER POSITION OF TIIE ADJUSTABLE THIRD - RAIL SHOE

weight behind the locomotive. The

multiple- unit system of control , how

ever, which allows the distribution of

the motive power under all the cars ,

removes this restriction upon the

weight and makes it possible to con

struct the parts of a suburban pas

senger car with more regard for rig
idity, and greater ability to resist

shocks. Muitiple -unit cars for this

kind of service can , therefore, be

made as substantial as the require

ments of safety and durability de

mand, but it should also be noted

that the steel construction adopted

does not materially increase the

weight over what would be called

durable construction in a wooden car .

the increased strength and durability

being secured without sacrificing

operating economy .

CAR BODIES

The principal dimensions of the

steel trailer cars are the same as

those for motor cars , and they may ,

if desired , be readily converted into

motor cars . While the conformation

of the car body is practically identi

cal with the conventional type of

steam railroad coach, the adoption

of steel as the constructive material

is responsible for some differences

in the general design of car framing

that have been hitherto followed in

wooden car construction . These dif

ferences will appear in the course of

the description . Most of the stand

ard parts in the framing of the

wooden cars have their counterparts

in the framing of the steel car .

VESTIBULES

The vestibules are of the Gibbs

patent type with floors of steel plates.

The vestibule side doors are arranged

to slide in pockets in the sides of the

car , leaving the entire platform to

the passengers. These doors close

against pneumatic cushions, so as to

readily release the clothing of pas

sengers if caught by the closing of

thedoor. The device for operating

the side doors consists of a series

of bell cranks and levers so arranged

that the movable parts are either

overhead in the vestibule or entirely

outside of it , leaving the entire in

terior of the vestibule clear . The

side doors are operated by brake

men standing outside of the doors at

the extreme end of the vestibule .

Side steps are provided with plain

wooden treads, the gangway being

fitted with trap doors of 3-16 - inch

sheet steel , to enable the use of the

entire width of the vestibule when

the side doors are closed . When in

the extreme open position the vesti

bule end door is folded over the mas

ter controller, the brake valve , and

FIG. 5. - OUTER POSITION OF THE ADJUSTABLE THIRD-RAIL SHOE

all other apparatus in the motor

man's compartment. The upper half

of this door is glazed , like the others.

When this door is shut, and the side

doors closed, the entire vestibule is

available as a motorman's compart

ment, and the control apparatus is

then entirely exposed . A view of
3-6
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of their construction . Fig. 1 , on

page 199, is a view of the completely

equipped steel car, showing the vesti

bule end door closed , as it appears

when the vestibule is being used as

the motorman's compartment.

THIRD -RAIL SHOES

The hinged slipper -type of third

rail shoe is used on the Long Island

cars, supported on the usual wooden

beam, which is clamped against the

notched face of the equalizer spring

seat castings , providing means for

vertical adjustment. Upon the centre

of the beam is placed a 600-ampere

enclosed type fuse in a wooden box ,

with a hinged cover and lined with

asbestos. The arrangement is shown

in detail in Fig . 3 .

Trains from the Brooklyn Rapid

Transit Company's elevated lines

operate over the Atlantic Avenue

and Rockaway Beach Divisions by

way of Chestnut Street Junction to

Rockaway Park . The Brcoklyn ele

vated lines have been for some years

FIG. 6. — A CAM IN THE THIRD RAIL FOR CHANGING THE POSITION OF THE SHOE operated by the third rail , but the

location of their rail is 221 inches

the vestibule under these conditions FINISH outside and 6 inches above the track

is shown in Fig. 7 . The flooring of the car body is of rail , while the Long Island Railroad

The body end doors are of the corrugated sheet iron , and is sup- third rail is 26 inches out and 34

double sliding type, and are fitted ported by the longitudinal sills and inches up . This made it necessary

with a door coupling device that will the steel plate bridging that is riv- to devise some form of adjustable

hold them in any desired .position to eted across the space between the third -rail shoe which would operate

prevent them from closing when sills . Metal clips are riveted to the with equal facility over both third

trains are rounding curves . Marker sheets at about 10 -inch centres, to rails and be able to change from one

lamps are mounted on the hood over secure the “Monolith ” plastic floor to the other at reduced speed with

the vestibule platfornis and are oper- upon which , after being finished, the out requiring attention on the part

ated from inside of the vestibule by maple floor strips are laid with brass of the motormen or train crew . Such

handles extending through the can- screws. This monolithic flocr is ab- an arrangement has been worked

opy sheathing. These handles are solutely fireproof, and is laid on in out, and patents on it have been ap

fitted at the lower end with discs the form of a cement, which , when plied for by James C. Boyd .

carrying coloured crystals that cor- set , has smooth , hard finish . It consists essentially of a hinged

respond to the colour of the lenses
The interior ofthe car is attractively slipper type of shoe mounted upon

on the four sides of the marker finished in green and gold , the hard- a movable lug, which is held in

lamps. ware fittings being of lacquered either position by means of coil

In the vestibule at the motor end bronze . Seats for fifty -two persons springs, and is actuated by an arm

of the car, just forward of the end are provided in each car , the arrange- that engages with a stationary cam

door pocket on the left -hand side ment being similar to that used in mounted alongside of the track , in

facing outward, is placed a swinging subway and elevaťed railway cars line with the third rail . The move

door , made convex, of pressed steel, generally . Steel construction is also ment of the car past this cam in

so as to form a pocket to contain the employed for the seat frames, the one direction changes the shoe from

auxiliary control switchboard panel, cushion and seat backs being of rat- the inner to the outer low position,

which will be described later . tan . Strap rails of polished ma- while a reverse movement of the car

All motor cars are equipped with hogany are also provided, running past the cam changes it from the

pilots suspended from the platform along each side of the car in the outer to the inner raised position.

buffers , and the vestibules are fitted clere story , supported in bronze The shoe in the inner position is

with pantagraph safety gates and brackets . The wainscoting is of steel , shown in Fig . 4 , while in the outer

guard chains to prevent trainmen backed by asbestos “ ceilinite," so as position it is shown in Fig . 5. The

and passengers from falling between to make it conduct heat less readily . cam as it appears in the third rail is

the cars . The usual grab handles are There are 130 motor cars and 4 shown in Fig. 6. These adjustable

also fitted to the sides and ends of trailers , all of which were built at shoe equipments have been fitted to

the vestibules. An air whistle is also the Berwick , Pa ., shops of the Amer- such cars of the Brooklyn Rapid

provided over each vestibule, with ican Car & Foundry Company. They Transit Company as are to onerate

its operating valve situated were personally designed by George over the lines of the Long Island

veniently to the control apparatus. Gibbs, chief engineer of electric trac- Railroad .

Wooden paddles are carried in the tion of the Long Island Railroad ,

vestibules of all cars , to be used to and a number of United States and ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

raise the contact shoes from the con- foreign patents have been issued to The selection of the electrical

ductor rail when necessary. him covering the various features equipment of the motor cars , whether

con
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operated singly or in trains , re,

quired the most careful study of the

loads to be handled , the schedule
conditions under which the appara

tus is to be operated , and the limita

tions of the apparatus itself . Whether

all cars of a train should be motor

cars ; whether all axles of the motor

cars should be equipped ; what the

motor charcteristics, the ratio of

gearing , and the wheel diameter

should be; the maximum speed that

could be depended upon to make up

time, and the amount of time to be

allowed for “ laying over” at ter
minals ,-these, among others, were

considerations of the utmost impor

tance in coming to a decision on the

equipment that would most eco

nomically serve the purposes of the

Long Island Railroad suburban lines .

The variable number of motor and

trailer cars per train caused , some

variation in the load per motor on

different trains . There were also va

rious classes of express and local

service to deal with, involving different

schedule speeds and average lengths

of runs between stops , for all of FIG. 7. — VESTIBULE OF STEEL MOTOR CAR

which it was desirable to provide a

uniform equipment, so that any car tively light steam locomotive train lem was worked out by the aid of

could be devoted to any desired type weighing 171.9 tons with the loco- speed-time curves, whose value " for

of service without discrimination . motive is shown in Fig . 8. The dif- this purpose began to be recognized

The motor equipment to be adopted ference in the running time of an when electrical rapid transit prob

must handle traffic efficiently under equivalent electric train is shown in lems first began to come up for solu

any and all of the varying conditions the same diagram , and , in general, tion on a large scale in connection

of train weight and schedule speed indicates that for all average lengths with elevated railways. The general

that occur in the operation of the of run between stops in suburban type of curve referred to is that illus

suburban lines of the Long Island service up to about two miles the trated in Fig. 9 , which has the ad

Railroad . electric train is the faster . vantage of showing the instantaneous

Careful investigation showed that The average length of run over fluctuations of the current applied

the greatest flexibility would result the Atlantic Division , the first to be per motor, or for an entire train ;

from a two -motor car equipment, equipped, was originally estimated and from this record of current

using the most powerful motors at 1.6 miles , but in practical opera- fluctuation with regard to time the

practicable. The limitations were tion since the road was equipped average output in watts and the total

mainly the dimensions imposed by this has been reduced to about i power in watt-hours is easily com

the largest trucks that could be oper- mile, giving the electric trains a still puted. The various quantities of

ated under the conditions prescribed greater advantage in speed, due, of speed , time, distance and power, a

by the tunnel and curve clearances , course , to their higher rate of ac- knowledge of whose relations is de
which restricted the wheel base of celeration . sired , are readily worked out from

the motor truck to 6 feet 6 inches . These same tests also threw some such curves.

This restricted the size of the motor light on the time to be allowed for This is hardly the place to give a

to about 200 H. P. , and the study various delays to which the trains detailed account of the development

of the conditions was consequently were likely to be subjected, and, to- of speed - time curves , that subject

reduced to an examination of the gether with the actually derived having been already fully covered in

characteristics and gear ratio most speed curves , and calculated best- professional papers and technical ar

suitable for this motor, and of its performance curves , showed the re- ticles . It should be said, however,

power of endurance to resist over- lation between the schedule time or- that speed -time curves require special

heating. dinarily allowed for a train assumptions, first as to train weight,
At the outset, a series of speed given run , and the best time that it and the train resistance due to grades ,

tests was made on various steam could possibly make over the same curves, rail , journal and air friction ,
trains , in order to compare the actual distance, which go to make up the total re

running time with that laid down in An idea of the scope of the prob- sistance to be overcome; and , sec

the time tables , and with the times lem may be had from the statement ondly, the speed and torque charac

which the railroad officials desired that there had to be compared about teristics of the motor and the aver

to be met by the electrical equip- twenty-three different types of train age voltage during operation , which

ment. An ordinary passenger coach runs , local and express , on eight dif- determine the power that is available

was fitted up with speed-recording ferent routes , with the average dis- to overcome resistance ; and, finally,

devices and a number of speed curves tance between stops different in prac- the retarding effects of coasting and

were obtained . tically every case . braking , which are equally impor

The best performance of a rela- The general solution of the prob- tant . The resultants of these forces

on a
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TONS WITH STARTING LOAD . ALL TRAINS HAD THREE CARS

easily computed from the current

time curve corresponding to each

speed- time curve . The time distance

curve was used to determine the lo

cation of the amount of current at

any instant, thus enabling the ready

computation of third -rail and track

drop, and the distribution of load be

tween sub - stations. Fig. 7 gives each

of these curves for a typical run of

a three -car multiple -unit train .

These graphical methods of solu

tion , based upon speed time curves,

FIG . 8. — TIME SPEED CURVE OF A STEAM TRAIN WEIGHING 171.9 TONS , DISREGARDING A were found to be of the greatest pos

SMALL LIVE LOAD ; AND TIME SPEED CURVES OF PROPOSED ELECTRIC TRAINS , WEIGHING 121 sible utility, as by means of them it

became possible to determine not

only the powering of the trains and

express themselves in the variation compute the speed of trains, and the the limits of heat endurance of mo

of the speed of a train from rest to power required by them . With this tors of known characteristics , but

full speed and back again to rest, data secured, the next step was to also the loading upon the sub -sta

which is plotted for computation and determine, first, the schedule speeds tions, the drop in the third-rail and

for general comparisons, in the speed- that could be maintained by certain track circuits , and the loading upon

time curves . motor and train combinations; sec- the power station at any instant for

It will be seen by the foregoing ond, the heating effect upon the mo- a given train schedule covering the

statement of the conditions to be met tors when run continuously through entire system .

and the results sought, that the prob- the cycles of operation representing The work of determining the equip

lem involves a large number of vari- the average length of run, and the ment of any system , particularly one

able quantities, each of which has minimum permissible lay -over at the so extensive and interconnected as

important influence upon the result . end of a run , for trains in continuous that of the Long Island Railroad,

In the last analysis, the solution of operation ; and third , the power con- begins with the railway motor per

the problem is reduced to the selec- sumption of the system , with average formance as the principal starting

tion of the gear ratio which will en- and maximum service . point, and when the train require

able a given motor to handle with- The schedule speeds were derived ments have been worked out care

out overheating a given range of directly from the speed -time curves . fully , the determination of the rest

tonnage over given range of The most rational method available of the equipment is a matter of de

schedule speed between stops , with for estimating the heating effect de- tailed computation. The general fit
proper allowance for difference in the veloped in each motor was to com- ness for its work of the equipment

average length of run between stops . pute the “ square root of the mean actually selected , as proved by the

Considerable work was done in the square" current per motor averaged operating results , has justified the

early stages, in comparing results over the entire time of any given run , care that was taken to work out the

previously obtained by former ex- or succession of runs, and to com- problem in a consistent and logical

perimenters with a view to determin- pare it with the limiting value set by manner .

ing the train resistance , which had the manufacturers for the motor se- The general result of the motor

to be properly assumed in order to lected. The power consumption was computations, as determining the size

of the car equipment, was that a

'medium gear ratio (25.58 for the No.

113 Westinghouse motor) was fixed

upon and the number of motor cars

and trailers per train was recom

mended in acrordance with the fol

lowing table :
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The motors are of the Westing

house type, both mounted on

truck. As may be seen in Fig . 11 ,

the cast - steel frame is split atan an

gle of 45 degrees horizontally, the

axle bearing being in the lower half.

By lifting off the top half of the

frame, the armature can be taken out

200

40 60 80 120 140 160 180 200100

SECONDS

FIG. 9.—TYPICAL SPEED TIME CURVE OF A 117-TON TRAIN
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without removing the motor from that it approaches the waste from be- position of thecars, to meet the ex
the truck , or the motor can be lifted low and is filtered by it before reach- igencies of traffic.

entire from the truck by removing ing the bearings. The reservoirs are The Westinghouse electro-pneu

the gear case and axle caps . Access easily accessible, and oil can be matic multiple control system was

to the brushes and brush -holders is readily kept at the proper level. adopted for the cars of the Long

provided through the cpening in the The axle bearings are made of Island Railroad , its special features

frame over the commutator, which split bushings of phosphor bronze being air operation of main switches ,

extends down well over the axle , lined with babbitt, and are secured the use of storage battery current for
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FIG . 10.—WIRING DIAGRAM OF A MOTOR CAR

over

making it easy to inspect the motor to the lower half of the lower frame the control of main switches, indi

from the pit . The commutator cover by axle caps and heavy stud bolts . rect system of control from a small

is perforated, and openings in the master controller with small currents

bearing housings at the pinion end
CONTROL SYSTEM and train line conductors, automatic

provide for ventilation , which is prac- One of the most important features progression of switch operation in

tically effected by air being drawn in in electric railway development dur- starting a train , and protective quali
at that end and thrown out through ing the past eight years has been ties .

the ventilating cover the the gradual perfection of systems of The advantage of air pressure as

commutator, forming a continuous multiple -unit control where a num- an actuating force for making and

draught through the motor. ber of motors distributed throughout breaking switch contacts is that it

The armature bearings are solid a train can be readily controlled from permits an application of consider

phosphor bronze bushings, lined with either end of any one of the motor able power at the contact with rela

3-32 -inch babbitt metal, so that in cars in the train . By the develop- tively light and simple means, con

case of a bearing becoming over- ment of this system of control , elec- sisting simply of a piston working ina

heated during service, even though tric train operation has been sim- an air cylinder, making contact by

the babbitt should melt out , the ar- plified ; locomotives and accompany- air pressure and breaking it by a

mature is supported by the bronze ing dead weight have been rendered powerful release spring when the air

bushing, which is an excellent bear unnecessary for suburban trains ; the is exhausted. Contact is thus made

ing surface, and will prevent the number of train and switching move- certain , and welding is prevented at

armature from rubbing on the poles . ments to accomplish a given result the contact points with the very

All the bearings are arranged for oil have been lessened ; and trains of one heavy operating currents that have

and waste lubrication, oil being fed or more cars can be made up or to be carried On account of the

into the reservoirs through openings cut apart, incidentally affording the great power obtained with a small

separate from the waste pockets, so greatest possible flexibility in dis- amount of air, the switches can be
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AGE

3

FIG. 11.—A MOTOR TRUCK . THE MOTORS WERE BUILT BY THE WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC &

MANUFACTURING COMPANY, OF PITTSBURG

constructed with large contacts and movement of a master controller by
substantial parts . the motorman . This dispenses with

The use of storage battery current the concentration of a large number

for controlling the main switches re- of cables and contacts where arcs are

moves the necessity for using line likely to be frequent and heavy (as

current at 600 volts in the control would be the case where contacts

system , and, further , relieves it from are made on a controller of the drum

any bad effects that can result from type) , and distributes the points of

a fluctuation of the potential on the contact in a manner that prevents

system . As the loads to be carried such risks .

on the Long Island Railroad are quite An automatic feature of operation

heavy, with possibility of extreme is of importance in securing a regu

fluctuations in potential on the line lar progressive action of the switches

in regular service, this point becomes independently of the manner in which

important. The likelihood of dam- the motorman may handle the con

age to wiring is less , as 14 volts are troller , or of any accidentaccident that

far easier to insulate than 600. The may happen to the train line . The

certainty of action of the control is switches are only moved in a certain

with this system entirely independent predetermined manner, through a

of the line pressure. system of interlocks, and the operat

The indirect system of control in- ing current is limited to a certain

volves the use of main switches on predetermined amount, ensuring a

each car, which are actuated by the rate of acceleration that is auto

matically kept constant, which results

in maximum comfort to the passen

gers and a minimum of wear and

tear .

The control system is naturallydi

vided into two general sections:—The

main motor control system , through

whose connections the current from

the third rail is fed into the motors and

back again into the track return , and

the auxiliary control system , through

which , by means of anyone of the

master controllers which are placed

at each end of every motor car, the
motorman actuates the switches which

make and break connections in the

main motor control system .

Compressed air is used for open

ing and closing the main motor con

trol switches, the action of the air

being, in turn , controlled by electro

magnetic valves which are opened

and closed by making and breaking

the current in their exciting coils by

means of the niaster controller .

These valves are light and easily

moved, and the auxiliary control

system , therefore , operates with very

light currents in a train line of seven

small wires taking current from an

independent storage battery of seven

cells carried on each motor car .

The apparatus constituting the

main control system comprises the

following apparatus:-Group of unit

switches, resistances, electrically oper

ated line switch , supply system , com

prising the third -rail shoes , supply

mains and bus line , connecting the

main control apparatus on all the

cars , including the necessary fuses

and jumpers.

The various details of the design

have been carefully worked out to

make the control as nearly as possi

ble proof against the errors of the

operator or against excess or failure

of the main current supply. The

connection of the control system with

the air brake system lends itself

readily to the introduction of features

designed to automatically protect

the train from accident .

There are four positions of the

main control handle, on either side

of the central position. When at the

central position , the current is off

and the emergency brake is auto

matically applied . At the first notch

in either direction from the centre

the current is still off, but the brake

is not applied. This is commonly

called the coasting " position . The

second notch from the centre is com

monly called the switching position ,

because all of the extra resistance is

then in series with the motors and

control resistance , enabling the car

or train to be moved very gently

while switching and coupling. The

third notch brings the motors to

FIG. 12.—ELECTRIC SNOW PLOW BUILT BY THE PECKHAM MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

OF KINGSTON , N. Y.
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cause

the series position, ultimately work- line switch cut-out switch , brake cut- troller are three auxiliary switches

ing them up to half -speed, while out switch , overload trip and reset mounted within easy reach of the

the fourth and last notch is the full device, train line, magnet valves and motorman . As they are intimately

speed or parallel position . interlocks, line relay, limit switch , associated with the operation of the

The acceleration resulting from control cut- out switch , battery charg- auxiliary control, they will be de

the scheme of switch manipulation is ing outfit. scribed here. The first is the line

very smooth, and the change from The trailer cars are fitted with bus switch cut-out, which , when the train

series to parallel is not perceptible. lines and third - rail shoe connections is in operation, is kept closed , but

for the main circuit, and also with when open it cuts off the battery
SUPPLY SYSTEM

the train line, including the neces- current from the electro-magnetic
The supply system begins with the sary junction boxes and conductor valve that closes the line switch .

four third - rail shoes mounted upon sockets with the auxiliary control cir- Consequently the line switch remains

the trucks, each shoe being pro- cuit, these being necessary for con- open, and it is impossible for the

vided with an enclosed fuse . The necting motor cars which are sepa- third -rail current to reach any of the

two shoes on opposite sides of the rated by a trailer . apparatus in the main control sys
same truck are connected together One master controller is placed at tem ,

by a cable run in conduit. From a each end of every motor car , and The second is the brake cut-out

point just above the inner terminal consists of a mcvable drum carrying switch, which , when closed in its

of one of the shoe fuses the supply contact segments, the contacts being normal position, permits the handle
main is connected, running direct to made with stationary fingers . The of the master controller when it

a switchboard panel (mounted in an circuits made and broken by these reaches the central notch to complete

enclosed space in one of the vesti- contact fingers receive their current a circuit which energizes the emer

bules) with two taps, one of which from the 14 -volt storage battery. On gency train brake magnet valve , im

leads through a bus fuse to a pair the face of the master controller mediately releasing the air from the

of bus line receptacles at each end there are nine notches or stops, one train pipe and setting the brakes.

of the car . The bus line may be in the centre and four on either side, This arrangement makes effective the

considered as a jumper run from one which engage the spring catch of the “ dead man's handle” feature of this

motor car to the next, tapping at handle. If the handle come to and type of control. If the motorman

each end through a fuse into the remain in the centre position, when removes his hand from the master

supply main wiring of the motor car, the brake cut -out switch is closed , controller handle from any

thus equalizing the main motor sup- the train brake relay valve operates whatever, it returns immediately to

ply circuits throughout the train . to exhaust air from the brake pipe the central position and sets the
Upon the switchboard is mounted and causes an emergency application brakes.

the main switch , which is of a three- of the train brakes. The first notch The third switch is the overload

bladed, quick -break knife type with is really the “ off” or coasting posi- trip reset. Two overload trips are

front connections. From this main tion of the controller , and when the mowited on the unit switch group ,

switch the supply line runs directly handle is at this point the train and are tripped by excessive current

to the main fuse underneath the car , brakes are not applied , but all in the main motor circuit. Each trip

thence to the electrically cperated switches, including the line switch . includes an electro -magnet, which,

line switch , thence to the switch are open . Reversal is accomplished in lifting its armature when exces

group which is connected to the re- by moving the handle to the oppo- sive current rushes through it,—that

sistances, to the reverse switch and site side of the centre notch . is , through either motor,-breaks the

to the motors . One ground connec- When on the second notch auxiliary control circuit in such a

tion in the main motor circuit is switching position , the controller es- manner that all the unit switch

made from the field of one of the tablishes such connections with the valves are immediately released and

motors to the truck . There is an- train line that the reverse switch is the unit switches all open at once,

other ground connection made di thrown to the correct position , the cutting the current off from both mo

rectly from the switch group . line switch is closed , and the switch tors .

The auxiliary control, which might group closes the circuit of the mo- When this trip opens, it stays open

be termed the nervous system which tors with all the resistance in , thus until reset . The resetting device

actuates the muscles of the main mo- effecting a slow movement of the consists of a latch which holds the

tor control comprises an electric cir- train . This, of course, can only hap- plunger away from the contacts it

cuit receiving its power from a small pen with all the train line jumpers has just broken , until the latch it

storage battery of seven cells , two connected up , so that the auxiliary self is withdrawn by the electro

batteries being carried on the car and control apparatus on each motor car magnetic suction of the resetting coil

used alternately, one being charged is in parallel across the wires of the which encircles it and is connected

while the other is feeding the con- train line . A single series of con- to the overload trip resetting switch

trol circuit . This auxiliary control tacts made by one master controller in the car vestibule. It should be

circuit operates , by means of small anywhere in the train line charges in kept inkept in mind that these three

electro-magnets, the air valves which proper succession all the seven wires switches, together with the master

admit air to the cylinders, the pistons constituting the train line throughout controller, are so connected to the

of which, when forced in and out, the train , and causes identical com- seven -wire train line that the same

make and break the contacts of the binations in the auxiliarv control cir- results occur on all cars simultan

main control system . cuit devices to be made in all the eously when any one of these three

The auxiliary control system is in cars simultaneousiv. switch contacts is closed or opened .

no way electrically connected with The third notch is the series run The train line, which comprises

the main motor control system or ning position, and the fourth and seven wires, each having differently

any of the 600 - volt wiring , and is last notch is called the multiple run coloured coverings, is carried through

absolutely independent of the main ning position , bringing the motors
the entire train by means of con

supply system . The apparatus in de gradually to full speed . nector sockets and jumpers, and is
tail is as follows:- Master controller,

Alongside of each master con
also fitted with three junction boxes

or
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on each car, there being one at each

end for the connections running to

the master controller and the three

auxiliary switches, also effecting a

junction between the two train line

connector sockets which are perma

nently fixed on opposite sides of the

end sill of the vestibule. The third

junction box is used to connect the

train line with the battery and with

the wires leading to the switch

group, line switch , reverse switch and

control cut - out.

The current for operating the con

trol system in each car is derived

from one of two small storage bat

teries consisting of seven cells each .

These batteries connected

that one is being charged while

the other is working upon the

control circuit. The batteries

charged from the circuit of the air

compressor motor, which is accom

plished by connecting the battery in

multiple with an adjustable resistance

so arranged that the proper charging

current will pass through the bat

teries when the compressor is oper

ated , the circuit through the battery

being closed by a relay mounted on

the switchboard panel.

are SO

on

are

was

a

are provided , each having a ven- supported by a steel frame, being

tilated sheet -iron back and being held in it against a rubber cushion ,

placed under the seats . There are and arc shields of asbestos are pro

twenty - four heaters in the body of vided at all points where arcing from

the car , and at each end there is one the switches is liable to reach the

of a special type in the motorman's framework of the car . Additional in

cab . The heaters inside of the body sulation is provided in the form of

of the car are proportioned so that " electrobestos ” at the sides and top

each can radiate the heat generated of the switchboard compartment.

by 600 watts without sufficient rise The power cables are brought into the

of temperature to endanger passen- bottom of the switchboard through

gers ' clothing. The variation in the loricated conduit, the ends of which

amount of heat is accomplished by are capped with special bell-mouthed

having two sets of heater coils , one castings fitted with rubber rings to

of twice the capacity of the cther. prevent damaging the insulation on

Either or both sets may be cut in the cables.

by switches, thus providing three de- The conduits are of the loricated

grees of heat, the distribution being type , and are run through the fram,

uniform in all parts of the car ing of the car according to a well

any step . worked -out plan which is uniform

The heating element consists of for all cars , the framing being drilled

ciouble galvanized iron wire , wound at the proper points before the cars

helically around a porcelain spindle, left the builder's shops. To aid in

grooved to receive it . Two of these this work, a steel subway car

heating elements, one of twice the temporarily secured through the

resistance of the other, are set in a courtesy of the Interborough Rapid

cast -iron frame with ventilated Transit Company, and upon it the

back lined with asbestos, due provi- various details of assembling the

sion being made for the ingress and electro -pneumatic control and the air

egress of the air so that it can circu- brake equipment were so perfected

late through the heater. that a standard system of parts, at

The heaters in the steel motor cars tachments and drilling was deter

were supplied by the Consolidated mined upon which simplified and

Car Heating Company, of New York . hastened the work of installing the

Those in the wooden trailer cars equipments upon all the cars .

were manufactured by the Gold Car A temporary plant was placed in

Heating & Lighting Company, of operation at the Locust Avenue shops

New York , and are cf the truss cf the Long Island Railroad, fitted

plank type of construction . The in- with all the necessary tools for

ternal arrangement of the Gold manipulating the iron conduit, and
heater is of their usual construction , the work , after being started at this

consisting of a special resistance wire shop , proceeded with great rapidity

wound as a helix and supported on until the entire number of 130 steel

a crimped and enamelled steel rod . cars was completely equipped. The

There are two elements , as in the motors and all the rest of the equip

case of the motor car heaters. ment pertaining to the cars , except

The heating circuits are con- the air brakes, were mounted upon

trolled by quick -break knife switches them at those shops.

mounted at the top of the switch- All the switches except the head

board panel at the end of the car . light, marker and platform light

Fuses for the heater circuits are switches, which are installed in the

mounted directly below the switches. platform hoods, are mounted upon

this switchboard , as well as certain

WIRING

other parts of the auxiliary control

All wires and cables, for whatever system which have been mentioned

purpose, are run in iron conduits. in various parts of the preceding de

The leads to motors and third -rail scription .

shoes from the car body were cov

ered with a coil of spring brass wire
AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT

for armour, and carefully cleated to The steel cars as thus constructed

the motors and truck bolster to
and equipped have now been in suc

avoid chafing and to reduce their cessful operation for over a year.

motion to a minimum . Besides the steel cars above de

As already mentioned, in the vesti- scribed, fifty - five wooden trailer cars ,

bule at the motor end of the car is which had been built six or

mounted the switchboard . A com years previously with a view to

partment is provided in the end bulk- using them in electrical trains, were
head with metal door lined equipped to run in trains with the

with asbestos material, which . when motor cars ; provision had been made

opened , exposes the entire front of in designing these car bodies for

the switchboard panel . The panel is conveniently disposing the electric

a

LIGHTING

The lighting of the car is divided

into five independent circuits , for in

terior illumination , besides a separate

circuit at each end controlling the

vestibule dome lights and the signal

markers. The incandescent head.

light is in series with a resistance and

independent of all other circuits. The

headlight is controlled by a separate

switch , but the marker and dome

lights are so controlled that when

the latter are turned out on either

end of the car the former are turned

This is for the accommodation

of the motorman , whose vestibule at

night must be dark, except for the

gauge lamp, while the headlight and

markers are to be lit only at his end

of the car .

The interior of each car is lighted

by twenty -six 16 candle -power incan

descent lamps. Two 16 candle -power

lamps are placed in each vestibule in

such a manner as to effectively light

the platform and the steps. One 16

candle -power lamp is located in each

marker, and a 50 candle -power lamp

is placed in the headlights, which are

permanently fixed on the vestibule

roof between the markers. Snap

switches are placed within easy reach

of the motorman for the control of

the headlight, the markers and the

platform lights. All other light and

heater switches and fuses are located

on the switchboard .

HEATERS

Electric heaters of the panel type

on .

seven

a

a
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were

a

one

lighting circuits, but the class of carrying two 50-H . P. railway type room for an office upon a gallery

Work then in use was not consid
motors, run by a series parallel con- running across one end of the build

ered safe now . These trailers are 46 troller of the standard platform type . ing, reached by an iron staircase

feet long and 84 feet wide , over all . A view of the plow is given in coming up between the tracks .

These wooden trailers had formerly Fig . 12 . The Dunton inspection shed is

been used in certain Long Island In order that all the electric car equipped with lavatory conveniences.

Railroad trains that had been run on equipment might be given a thorough At Rockaway Park the lavatory is

the Brooklyn Elevated lines between service test , and the apparatus prop- situated in the terminal station ad

Flatbush Avenue station and the erly adjusted before going into the jacent. Both sheds are fitted with

Brooklyn Bridge. They have open regular passenger service , the section electric lighting, the wires being run

platforms, side doors, and cross - seats, of the line known as the Old South in iron conduit, and receiving cur

and seat fifty -six peopie . They were Road, between Jamaica and Spring- rent from the third rail .

wired for electric lighting and heater field Junction, was equipped with

circuits, and fitted with bus line and third rail , and all the car electrical ORGANIZATION

train line connections. The lighting equipments were subjected to ser- The equipment of the steel passen

and heater circuits are supplied by vice running tests in trains of vari- ger cars, the auxiliary rolling stock ,

a connection tapped from the bus ous lengths, and given a continual and the building of inspection sheds

line through a fuse, and leading to a inspection to insure that all appara- were carried out by Westinghouse,

small switchboard panel from which tus was in proper order. Church , Kerr & Co. , who, as in the

the distribution is made. There are These tests also served the purpose other portions of the complete

thirty 16 candle-power lamps in each of instructing the motormen and fa- equipment, acted as constructing en

trailer. miliarizing them with the car and gineers. The entire work of design

Five electric express cars operation of the car equipments and and construction was in charge of

provided , equipped with the standard brakes.
George Gibbs, chief engineer of elec

type of motor and trailer trucks, two tric traction of the Long Island Rail

200 - H . P. standard motors , and with
CAR SHOPS

road.

the standard multiple -unit control The facilities for inspection and re

apparatus. These cars haul the old pair of electric cars of the Long CONCLUSION

standard steam baggage and express Island Railroad system consist partly With the preceding account of the

cars as trailers . of a section of the original car shop electrical car equipment, the descrip

Reference has been made in the at Morris Park , near Jamaica, which tion of the newly installed system

former article describing the sub - sta- has been , to certain extent, for operating the Long Island Rail

tions to the two all -steel portable remodeled to better accommodate road trains with electric power is

sub - station cars which were designed the new motive power, and two brought to a close . The car equip

to carry a complete rotary converter inspection sheds, located at ment has proved itself in every way

substation of 1000 KW . capacity , be- Rockaway Park, at the extrem- equal to the demands made upon it

ing so fitted that they can be used ity of the Rockaway Beach Di- both for regular and emergency con

at a number of different places on vision, the other being at Dunton, ditions of travel .

the system on the Long Island Rail- which is between Morris Park and The electro -pneumatic, multiple

road where connections to the high Jamaica , on the Atlantic Division . unit control system has worked per

and low- tension systems of distribu- The two latter structures are entirely fectly from the start , and throughout

tion could readily be effected . The new , and are fitted only for the in- the entire installation , including the

car is carried on a freight truck of spection of trains, while the
power station, transmission system ,

the standard tvpe,and is notequipped shops at Morris Park are fitted with sub - stations and cars , the endeavour

with motors , but is hauled from one the necessary machine tools for ex- was made not only to take advan

place to another. ecuting repair work , tage of the most recent progress, but ,
Its superstructure is so constructed Besides the repair shop facilities as opportunity offered , to establish

as to be readily taken apart in order at Morris Park, two inspection sheds new precedents in the art . In achiev

to enable the machine to be run into have also been provided for effecting ing the distinction of being the first
a sub-station and placed underneath the periodical inspection and light one of the main steam railroad lines

the travelling crane in case it is ne- repairs that are required to keep the to initiate and make effective the

cessary to repair the apparatus. cars in fit operative condition . The change of motive power for its sub

These cars were primarily intended smaller of the inspection sheds is ad- urban service to meet the needs of

to be used at the race tracks during jacent to the Rockaway Park ter- its territory, the Long Island Rail

the racing season when the loads are minal. The larger inspection shed road Company has set an example of

particularly heavy but have also been is located at Dunton, on the Jamaica foresight, thoroughness and suffi

found quite useful at other points Division , directly west of Jamaica. ciency in the execution of the under

since operation began . This building is about double the taking

A rotary snow plow has also been size of the former, being designed to The contract with the American

provided, built by the Peckham afford inspection facilities for all the Car & Foundry Company, of Ber

Manufacturing Company, of King- cars on the Atlantic Division , which wick, Pa . , for the steel car bodies

ston , N. Y., and equipped with one is a busy line all the year around . was let on January 20 , 1905 .

motor and one trailer truck of The building is constructed entirely The first car body was received at

standard type , and all of the stand- of reinforced concrete, with roof the Locust Avenue shops for equip

ard motor car electrical equipment. trusses of steel plate girders sup- ment early in April, 1905 , and an

A set of revolving blades with fan ported in the centre of the building other one was exhibited at the In

and housing is mounted at each end on lattice columns. ternational Railway Congress in

of the car , operated by one line shaft The Rockaway Park inspection Washington early in May. By Au

running through the car and fitted shed will accommodate twelve cars , gust, 1905 , the entire number of steel

with two friction clutches, one for and that at Dunton twenty -four.. cars had been delivered at the shops,

each end section , the centre section The latter station is provided with where they were mounted upon

car

3-7
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rately, and one plant uses the two

gasez mixed. The Mansfeld Com

pany utilizes the waste gases from

the copper smelting furnaces for

driving gas engines. Producers em

ploying coke as fuel are kept as a

reserve at seven works; these are

for use only in case of a strike , to

assure the working of the most

necessary part of the plant.

struction of the motormen . Regni: A the Iron and Steel Institute
?

3

Of a

trucks and all parts of the electrical sit problem . Could he have lived

equipment assembled. During the but one year longer he would have

summer the cars were equipped at witnessed the consumption of his

the rate of ten per week . latours, which have conferred i last

The first test of a completely ing benefit on the community.

equipped car was made on May 13 ,

1905. A month later , fully equipped

trains were running on the branch Gas Engines in German Smelting

between Jamaica and Springfield for Works

testing the equipment and for the in

T the recent joint meeting of

lar electrical operation was first in

augurated between Flatbush Avenue and the American Institute of

and Rockaway Park on July 26, Mining Engineers, in London, K.

1905. Service between Flatbush Ave- Reinhardt gave some statistics re

nue and Rockaway Junction was in- garding the use of Gas Engines in

augurated on August 30. In Octo- German Smelting Works.

ber the heavy excursion traffic to In actual operation on March 1 ,

and from the Belmont Park Race there were 203 engines having a

Track was successfully handled . total effective horse-power aggrega

December if the electric service was ting 184,000. In course of erection,

extended to Far Rockaway and Val- cr on order, there were 146 engines

ley Stream , and the use of steam lo- aggregating 201,000 H. P.

comotives for hauling passenger combined total of 385,000 H. P.,

trains to and from the Brooklyn ter- 64 engines were of the single -acting

minal of the Long Island Railroad four- cycle pattern , accounting for 34,

was discontinued . 000 H. P.; 88 were of the single

On April 27, 1896, the act creating acting two -cycle pattern , amounting
the Atlantic Avenue Commission to 81,000 H.P., and 197 were double

passed the New York State Legis- acting four -cycle mctors amounting
lature, this being the fcrmal begin- to 260,000 H. P.

ning of the working out of a trans In order that the tally may be as

portation problem that was of imme- nearly up to date as possible, the
diate and far-reaching importance to author notes that there has been

the citizens of Brooklyn and the ordered between March i and July 1 ,

Long Island Railroad. Several years of the current year 31 engines ag

elapsed before the results of the gregating 36,150 H. P .; 14 of these

wcrk , first of the Commission and are to be used for driving blowing

then of the Loard of the Atlantic engines, seven being two-cycle en

Avenue Improvement, began to be gines, and seven double -acting four

noticeable , but it progressed year by cycle motors , the respective aggre

year until finally consummated on the gate powers being 7800 and 9400 .

above date , a little less than ten years For driving dynamos, 17 double

from its inception. acting four -cycle engines were

The respective parts taken , first, order, these aggregating 18,950 H. P.

by the Atlantic Avenue Commission Taking present installations and

in formulating a concrete plan of im- present orders, there will be at work

provement of such far-reaching im- 161,300 H. P. for blowing purposes,

portance, and later by the Board of 16,100 H. P. for driving rolling -mills,

the Atlantic Avenue Improvement in and 206,100 H. P. for driving dy

planning and executing the work , namos. Of the 199 engines falling

and by the Long Island Railroad in under the latter category, 48 are

co -operating with all the duly con- single -acting four-cycle motors, 41

stituted authorities for the advance- are two - cycle motors, and 110 dou

ment of a plan so conducive to the ble -acting four-cycle motors. The

welfare of the ccmmunity served by largest aggregate installation at any

it , have not been enlarged upon in single works is of 35.000 effective

the foregoing technical description of horse -power; 16 works possess over

the work , but they are now matters 10,000 H. P., and 27 works over

of history , a full knowledge of which 5000 H. P. , all in actual working.

is available for other municipalities In most of the ironworks the gas

and corporations which may be con- engines work continuously without

fronted by similar problems. any reserve engine power ; a few have

But the record will be incomplete up to 40 per cent. reserve of gas

without an acknowledgment of the engines, and a few have a similar

credit due to the late William H. reserve of older types of steam en

Baldwin , Jr. , president of the Long gines and steam turbines. Nearly

Island Railroad from 1896 to 1905 , all the engines in ironworks use

whose foresight, public spirit and in- blast - furnace gas . Two plants use

itative played such a leading part in only coke -oven gases , three use blast

the solution of a difficult rapid-tran- furnace gas and coke-oven gas sepa

The conditions existing in all

round houses, says “ The Railway

Master Mechanic," are such that the

standard method of wiring for light

ing, namely, that in which the wires

are encased in steel pipe or conduit
drifted, reamed and especially pre

pared as approved by the National

Board of Fire Underwriters, and the

open method of supporting the wires

by means of porcelain cleats or
knobs, do not fulfill requirements.

This is because of the destructive

effect of gases and steam to which

wires are subjected in round houses.

A method recently adopted by one

of our leading railroads , to overcome

this effect of gases and protect the

wires as much as possible, is to place

all wiring within fourteen feet of the

floor, or below the gas belt, and

locate all main wires outside with a

fuse protecting each stall . Some

railroads have installed a conduit

system on the roof of round houses .

However, there is always a certain

amount of gas at this location , es

pecially in heavy weather, which in

time is liable to effect the pipe where

joined to the boxes. This would

probably cause a ground in time
which would be hard to locate. Also

it would be difficult to repair the

wires and place them in as good

condition as when criginally installed .

on

Some particulars of Osmin lamps,

the trade name for the Austrian os

mium filament lamps, were given in

a paper by A. Libesny, read recently

before the Elektrotechmischer Verein ,

of Vienna. The great disadvantage

of these lamps has been their low re

sistivity, urtil recently the highest

voltage possible with a practicable

length of filament being 37 . Now.

however, lamps of 36 candle -power

for 120 volts and of 72 candle -power

for 200 volts are available. Tests on

these lamps gave an initial consump

tion of 121 watts per candle, and dur

ing 1776 hours of burning, the aver

age consumption was 1.22 watts per

candle. At the end of that period,

the lamps still maintained 80 per

cent. of the original candle-power.

1

There are now 158,874 Bell tele

phones in use in Chicago. For the

month of July the increase was 1552.



Contracting for Use of Hydro - Electric Power on

Railway Systems

By G. A. HARVEY, Electrical Engineer, International Railway Company, Buffalo

A Paper Read at the Recent Convention of the New York State Street Railway Association

TI
to the full capacity of the plant , it greatest part of the power now de

is plain that the power- selling con- veloped.

pany will strive vigcurously for a The foregoing is not intended to

uniform load as high as is practicable convey the idea that railways cannot

for the installed machinery to carry. contract advantageously for hydro

1 his results in making peaks a pro- electric power. The typical street

hibitive element to power deals where railway load necessarily has prom
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HE majority of railway man

agers and engineers in this

section of the country have

had occasion during the past few

years to consider the subject of using

electric power developed from water

power for the operation of their cars .

The first point for definite investi

gation is invariably the matter of

cost , as it has long ago been shown

that electricity can fulfill all the

power requirements of any sort of

transportation system . If the sys

tem of the prospective purchaser hap

pens to be so fortunately located

that he can receive offers from dif

ferent sources, his inquiries are apt

to bring together figures which, at

first sight, appear to be widely at

variance and cause him to conclude

that there are excellent opportunities

for bargaining. Investigation soon

shows, however, that the prices are

not very unequal if the use of power

under the different proposals is re

duced to a uniform footing, and the

fact at once becomes apparent that

the most advantageous conditions are

those under which the consumer uses

power at a high load -factor.

The effect of load -factor on cost

of power is thoroughly understood

where steam plants are concerned ,

but it might be supposed in the case

of hydraulic power, where no fur

naces have to be banked and ineffi

ciency at light lcads becomes unim

portant, that the conditions would be

different . Hydraulic turbines of mod

ern design , however, usually have

such characteristics that their over

load capacity is very slight, and it ,

therefore, becomes necessary, if peak

loads are to be handled , to provide

extra machinery to take care of

these .

With no provision for peaks it is

still necessary to hold at least one

generating unit in reserve , and a

margin of capacity must be left un

used in the operating turbines for

gate travel in regulation, and to

allow for partial clogging of dis

tributors by refuse which accidentally

enters the penstocks. As the water

is available and costs no more if used

ܬ
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FIG . 1. — SHOWING SUGGESTED PLAN FOR CHARGING FOR ELECTRIC POWER

а

the hydraulic plant has been some inent peaks, and, if these cannot be

time in the field and has been able smoothed down by adjustments of

to discriminate in the choice of its service , it is still possible, where a

customers. fair price is asked for the water

The plants now operating at Ni- power, to carry the heaviest part of

agara Falls have been particularly the all-day load by means of this and

fortunate in this respect, one cf the the remainder by steam engines, gas

oldest having twenty - four -hour engines or storage batteries, or com

load line of about 26,000 H. P. , and binations of engines and batteries .

Auctuations not exceeding 5 per cent. The point is frequently raised

of the average load . Needless to that power companies undertaking to

say, the portion of this power sup- supply customers of any sort should

plied for railway and lighting pur- be equipped to take care of all re

poses is very small. The Niagara quirements of these customers, in

conditions are unique on account of cluding peak -loads. This is done in

the electrochemical plants which pro- some cases , the power companies go

vide an ideal load and consume the ing so far as to provide steam plants

211
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FIG . 2. - SHOWING LOAD CURVE OF ONE OF THE NIAGARA COMPANIES

for reserves and peak purposes. The

character of local demands for power

will usually determine this matter,

and if the power companies eventu

ally install auxiliary steam plants, it

will be only because they are forced

to it by pericdic shortages of water

or inability to obtain customers

whose aggregate use of power re

sults in a high yearly load -factor.

The power company wants to sell

all of its power all of the time, and

in a thriving, progressive community

it is probable that it finally will come

very near doing this . The load -fac

tor will improve as customers in

crease in number, and as the load

approacnes the full capacity of the

plant the power company will be

discriminating abontcome more

closing new contracts , or renewing

old ones, that involve conditions

tending toward poorpoor load -factor.

When power plants are new , and

struggling for an early return on in

vestment, there are good chances of

railway companies being able to con

tract with them for power to cover

full requirements.

In making such agreements it is

well for railway companies to make

the contract period of considerable

duration , as there is little likelihood

of rates being dropped by competi

tion , except in such localities as Vi

agara , and there is also small chance

of any other power being able to .

underbid the price of hydro-electric

power where conditions are at all

favourable to the latter . Power con

tracts covering periods of twenty

years or more are not unusual

In drawing such agreements there

should al:vays be provision for in

creasing the amount of power, at the

same or better rate , as the railway

service grows, and it is well to

specify that iſ power is later sold at

a lower rate by the power company

to other parties no more favourably

situated , the railway company is also

to have the benefit of such rate .

If it is possible to make contracts

for full power requirements, it is

usual for power companies to place

some penalty rate on the peak power

or to arrange the terms of charge

so that there are distinct advantages

to the purchaser in keeping the load

line as nearly straight as possible.

The most common method is to sell

a solid block of “ firm " power, which

can be used at a load -factor of 70

per cent. to 80 per cent. or better,

charging the minimum flat rate for

this, and providing power above the

firm amount on a kilowatt-hour basis

at rates gradually increasing with the

height of the peaks.

Sometimes provision is made for

charging extreme rates for possible

peaks of such height that the railway

company has no expectation of ever

reaching them . These clauses should

be avoided, if possible , as the unex

pected is constantly happening in the

operation and growth of a railroad .

Where measurement of peaks is dealt

with at all , it should be specified that

they are not to be counted unless

they continue for two minutes or

longer. Uncontrollable occurrences,

such as the partial grounding of a

feeder , or the performance of a de

fective car , may produce peaks of

short duration which are of small

consequence to the power company,

but might be very costly to the rail

way company under an unreasonable

power agreement.

A very fair method of billing for

20

. LINE ARUHAN
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FIG. 3.—SHOWING LOAD LINE REPRESENTED AS C C IN FIG. 2
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steam - generated power at 100 per

cent. load -factor, assuming reason

able first cost of plant and moderate

distance of transmission in the first

case and average cost of coal and

labour in the second case .

Obviously, the bulk of the load

should be carried by the purchased

power , but the higher the limiting

firm line of this power is raised the

lower will be the load - factors of both

steam power and purchased power

become, and the cost per kilowatt

hour of each will increase . There is

probably make its accuracy look

doubtful. A safe point for this line

is at such height that the fifteen

hour daily use of purchased power

will be fairly close to it at all times .

It is important, in starting to make

this adjustment, to know the cost of

steam power per kilowatt-hour at

various load-factors under local con

ditions .

Railway systems supplied with pur

chased , hydro - electric power afford

ideal opportunities for application of

storage batteries . The batteries can

22100

21:00

.

20 ? CO

BASE UNS TO'AA'_91601 96 , -- $ 454.02
1301.61

ABOVE
4456508 33 % = 847.59 1

BASE LINE EB' - 117218 — 87 % 566.08 )

1206.99

ABOVE BB'- 35891 28% 620.91 )

BASE LINE TO'CCI - 134470 —83 % 1146.82

ABOVE SCC -- 18637 -15% 447.28

BASE LINE TODD 140459 — 78 % 814.66 )
1168.80

ABOVE -DD ' - 12648 13 % - 954.14 )

19100 699.24 11

18100

17100

16100

15100

1 * 100

110

12100

11100

power is on a sliding rate depending

on the monthly load - factor . The

maximum two -minute peaks are re

corded in kilowatts each day and

averaged for the month . The total

number of kilowatt -hours for the

month , divided by the kilowatt of

this average peak times the number

of hours in the month, represents the

monthly load -factor.

1 he charge for the month is then

made up as follows :-A definite ser

vice charge + (load-factor X a

fixed amount) Х average daily

maximum kilowatts. A moderate

penalty for peaks is thus included ,

and the customer pays , according to

the load - factor, as nearly for what

he consumes as can be expected.

This method of charging is now be

ing offered extensively by one of the

companies which is about to do busi

ness over a large portion of New

York State . In effect, it corresponds

very closely with a flat-rate charge,

but gives the purchaser a slightly

less cost per kilowatt-hour at low

load - factors, as shown by the curves

in Fig . 1 .

The total load of most any street

railway is pretty sure to have a load

factor of less than 50 per cent. If

the details of peak -power measure

ment are successfully carried out in

practice, this plan of charging will

probably prove popular when cus

tomers become familiar with it .

If power companies cannot enter

tain peak propositions at all , or if

they place prohibitive rates thereon ,

the purchaser must then provide the

steam plant or storage battery , or

beth , to care for a part of the load . In

this case the hydro-electric power

purchased should form the solid

twenty - four -hour base of the area in

closed by the total load - curve, and

should extend up to such height as

to cover a chart area bounded at the

top by a line closely corresponding

with the base of the average daily

fifteen -hour load -peak.

The purchaser should be allowed,

without charge, swings of about 10

per cent. above the firm line of pur

chased power, provided the kilowatt

hours used above the line do not ex

ceed those unused below it . It is

impossible to always carry the load

directly on the limiting line, even

with the aid of batteries and the most

approved regulating devices . The

10 per cent . savings should be allowed

ior this reason .

Very careful consideration must be

given to proportioning the division

of load to water power and steam

power. The cost of hydro-electric

power at 100 per cent. load -factor

should be somewhere in the neigh

bourhood of one-third the cost of

101001 D

nad0:00 с

0

6:00

B B

7100

0100 A

5100

4100

3100

2100

1100

0

H.P.D.C. 1 2 3 4 6 7 8 9 10 11 NOON 1 2 3 4 5 B 7 8 9 10 11 H.P.D.a

FIG. 4.-A LOAD CURVE WITH FIRM LINES LOCATED AT DIFFERENT POINTS

a certain critical point, however, to

which the firm purchased power line

may be raised before the total cost

(which is of prime importance) of

combined purchased power and steam

power will commence to increase. In

raising the firm line of purchased

power to this point the total cost

will be decreasing

It is hardly possible to evolve an

exact formula for the location of the

firm line of purchased power, and if

were worked out the weekly

variations of load conditions would

be charged at night with power that

otherwise could not be used , and the

discharge of the load-peak provides

power at an extremely low load -fac

tor which
costs only the fixed

charges, operation and maintenance

of the battery .

The possibility of power interrup

tions should be recognized in agree

ments and have penalties placed

upon them . An interruption of six

minutes is of comparatively small

consequence to the railway, and might

be ignored if not repeated too fre

one
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quently. Interruptions due to light- termining monthly bills should be

ning, mistakes in switching, cable made on the purchaser's premises,

burn - outs, etc. , are bound to occur, the power company supplying and

and six minutes are a reasonable al- maintaining the meters for this

lowance for testing cables and lines purpose. These meters should be

and returning power. Longer inter- checked each month . The railway

ruptions should entail forfeitures by company should take daily readings

same

7
are

6

5
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R

K
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W
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R

ably straight local load line of one of

the Niagara power companies. At BB

is shown the total load line, includ

ing the long -distance load, of the

company. CC shows a rail

way load, the shaded portion of which

is carried by the railway company's

steam engines and storage batteries .

The unevenness of the power com

pany's total load is not contributed

to by the railway company except

to the extent of a dip during the

early morning hours . The peaks of

the railway load would, if included

in the power company's total load,

distort it considerably in an unde

sirable way .
The curves all

plotted from the same base line and

represent the same day.

Fig. 3 shows on a more open ver

tical scale the same railway load that

is represented at CC in Fig. 2. The

firm line of purchased power is here

located lower with reference to the

total load than has been described as

the economical point. This is partly

for the reason that the chart repre

sents a winter day, the heavy load

season of the year. The total load

drops below the firm purchased

power line during the middle of the

day at some seasons and, as the firm

line cannot be shifted back and forth ,

there are necessarily times when the

proportions of purchased power and

steam are not the most economical,

as in the instance of this particular

dav.

In cases where steam plants are

already in service on railway systems

where the companies commence buy

ing additional power, the interest ,

depreciation, etc. , on these plants, al

though charged to total cost of power ,

should nct enter into the cost of

steam - generated power when balanc

ing up the amount of this to be used

in conjunction with the purchased

steam plant's fixed

charges continue, regardless of the

power turned out, and only the

actual operating expenses, such as

coal, labcur, etc. , should be figured

against the steam power in this case .

If the steam plant is installed ,

either at or after the time of con

tracting to buy power, the fixed

charges might be considered as

against " peak -power," but it does not

alter the case materially in propor

tioning the amount of steam power

to be used . Operating cost per kilo

watt -hour at various load - factors and

the normal capacity and dependable

overload capacity are the governing

features.

As an example of the economical

location of the firm line of purchased

hydro -electric power, a load curve

is shown in Fig . 4. The experimental

firm lines are located on the total

S
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A
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O
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A
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power. The
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PER -CENT LOAD-FACTOR

FIG. 5.-CURVES OF COST PER HORSE-POWER PER YEAR , IN TERMS OF LOAD FACTOR

AND PRICE PER KILOWATT - HOUR ; AND CURVE SHOWING OPERATING COST ONLY OF

STEAM PLANT

.

the power company, increasing con- from them , keeping a permanent re

siderably in amount as the length of cord in chart form which will show

interruption increases. A mere abate- hourly changes of total Icad and any

ment of power charge during an in- important sub -divisions of load.

terruption is practically no consider- Such records are invaluable in ad

ation at all . Power companies, by justing the use of power to the most

providing sufficient reserve appara- economical conditicns and in figur

tus, lines, cables, etc. , will prctect ing on extensions of the system .

themselves against penalties and in- They are needed for daily reference,

sure their customers against inter- and , if the meters on which readings

ruptions. are taken for rendering bills do not

Purchased power should be deliv- provide proper character of measure

ered on the premises of the pur- ments for making up load - curves,

cha : er by means of cables and lines other suitable instruments should be

installed and operated by the power installed .

company. Measurements for de- Fig . 2 shows at Ad the remark
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lcad curve at the points AA , BB, hours with 13 per cent. above the charges on the steam plant should .
CC and DD .

line, costing $354.14, or a total of nct be considered in determining the
With the firm line at AA there are $ 1.168.80 . relative amounts of steam power and

96,601 kilowatt- hours, with 96 per These costs are based on the as- purchased power to be used, but

cent. load - factor below the line , cost- sumed figures of $50 per horse-power- merely the operating costs should be

ing $ 454.02, and 56,506 kilowatt year at 100 per cent. load -factor for considered in connection with the

hours with 33 per cent. load -factor steam power, and $30 per horse- steam power in this case. The fixed

above the line, costing $ 847-59, or a power - year at 100 per cent. load- fac- charges on the steam plant still enter

total power cost cf $ 1,301.61 . tor for hydro - electric power, as shown into the total cost of power.

With the firm line at BB there on curves in Mr. Storer's paper on Fig. 5 shows a reproduction of

Mr. Storer's curves . There is added ,

however, another curve showing

operating cost only of steam power

per kilowatt-hour at various loadRATE OF $ 16 + (L. F. X $ 27)

factors . Using figures derived fromBB - RATE OF $ 29.50 FLAT.

this latter curve, the firm line of pur

chased power would obviously be

located at a lower point than CC in

Fig . 4, and instead of the steam plant

being economical only under condi

tions where the load -factor is 20 per

cent. or less, it is economical over a

considerably greater range, as the

curve of operating cost of steam

plant will the water -power

curve at a point somewhere near 50

per cent. load -factor.

Taking Mr. Sucrer's example of a

rate per horse-power per year of $ 16

+ (load -factor X $27), and plotting

this in terms of cost per kilowatt

hour at various load- factors , we have

the curve AA , Fig . 6. As power

companies seldom hesitate to offer a

flat -rate contract, it would seem that

the rate depending on load -factor

could be appropriately compared with

the flat- rate which comes closest to

the same effective cost per kilowatt

hour. Such flat-rate would be the

one which equals at 50 per cent.

load - factor, the 50 per cent. load

factor of the $ 16 + ( load - factor X

$27 ) rate .

This flat-rate curve is shown at

BB , Fig. 6, and represents a rate of

$ 29.50 per horse-power per year.

There is an inconsistency in this,

as the rate depending upon load -fac

tor makes the cost to the customer

lower at a low load - factor and higher

at a high load - factor, which is con

trary to the arguments always pre
are 117,216 kilowatt -hours below the “ Sale and Measurement of Power.' sented by power companies. This

line, with 87 per cent. load -factor, It is to be seen that in raising the same inconsistency exists in the rates

costing $ 586.08, and 35,891 kilowatt- firm line of purchased power from shown on the curves in Fig . 1 , but

hours above the line, with 26 per point AA , the total cost decreases the differences between the lines are

cent. load - factor, costing $620.91, or up to the point CC , and then in not so great .

a total power cost of $ 1,206.99. creases at the point DD . The eco

With the firm load at CC there are ncmical location for the firm line at The compilation of the Techno

134,470 kilowatt - hours with 83 per these prices for power is , therefore, lexicon , which the Society of German
cent . load -factor below the line , cost- somewhere in the neighbourhood of Engineers undertook about four

ing $699.24, and 18,637 kilowatt- the line CC , which represents, as pre- years ago , under the direction of Dr.

hours with 16 per cent. load - factor viously suggested , the base of the Hubert Jansen, of Berlin , is nearing

above the line, costing $447.28 , mak- fifteen -hour load -peak. completion, and printing will begin

ing a total power cost of $ 1,146.52 As previously mentioned, the fixed early in 1907. Publication will be in

for this location of firm line. English , German and French . About
* The reference is to a paper on the " Sale and

With the firm line at DD there
Measurement of Electric Power,” presented by 2000 firms and individuals have col

are 140,459 kilowatt -hours below the S. B. Storer, general manager of the Niagara, laborated in the enterprise and over

Lockport & Ontario Power Company, at a meet

line , with 78 per cent. load -factor, ing of the Street Railway Association of the State 3,000,000 word cards have been col

of New York . This paper was reprinted in the
lected.costing $ 814.66, and 12,648 kilowatt August number of “ The Electrical Age."

.
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tive customers of the opportunity energy a year,—using Mr. Kenne

which the electric flatiron offers for dy's figure,—the gross revenuewould

escaping the heat of an ironing day . be $ 2,000,000. The net revenue would

Nevertheless, much of the weather then be $ 900,000 a year, or nearly

in September is warm enough to 100 per cent. on the investment, This

make the heat of a gas or coal range plan , therefore, certainly deserves se

unbearable , and furthermore, be it rious consideration as means of

summer or winter, there is always breaking down the opposition of

the advantage of saving the count- customers to any initial cost . · It is

less steps between the fire and the in the nature of a " bargain ," which

ironing board . should appeal to many housekeepers .

Whether or not a favourable im- That many central stations

pression may be created by a 30 -day alive to the opportunities which the

trial , depends largely upon meeting electric flatiron affords for increasing

the conditions. If the iron is to be business is evidenced by figures

used in the sewing room for press- gathered recently by Mr. Loewen

ing or for other light work, then one thal. In Spokane, Wash ., 2,0000

of smaller size should be installed . irons were placed in homes in the

If laundry work is to be done, then past six months. This figure repre

a large- sized iron should be used . sents 5 per cent of the entire popula

Nothing can hurt the prestige of the tion . Several other cities have in

electric flatiron so much as the un- troduced between 500 and 2,000 irons

satisfactory results obtained by using in the same period .

a small iron for heavy work . Here In New York , their introduction is

as elsewhere the conditions must be somewhat retarded for several rea

studied . No central station man sons, one being the difficulty of get

would think of installing a motor for ting in touch with the consumer and

power without first finding out the another being the attitude of the

nature and the amount of work to be underwriters, who insist in this city

done . on the use of the automatic switch

That it may be necessary in some or cut -off switch on the handle of the

cases to loan the iron to the con- iron, which makes the iron cumber

sumer is apparent from what Mr. some and expensive. The under

Kennedy says about the action of writers are fortified by the following

his company in this regard . That clause in the National Electrical

even on this basis the investment in Code:

irons will yield a profitable return is " An approved automatic attach

apparent from a moment's consider- ment which will cut off the current

ation. One estimate has placed the when the iron is not on the stand

number of electric flatirons in use or in actual use is desirable . Inspec

in the United States at 300,000 or tion departments having jurisdiction

400,000 , and another at 100,000 . Let may require this provision to be car

take 250,000 as fair ried out if they deem it advisable . ”

age. Assuming the cost of these There is , however, an inclination

to be $3.75 each , makes the total in- on the part of the underwriters in

vestment $937.500 . Suppose interest New York to do away with this rule .

and depreciation increases this to Doubtless its removal, making a

$ 1,100,000,-certainly a safe margin. cheaper iron available, would go far

If each iron consumes $8 worth of toward breaking down the barriers .

Copyright, 1906 , by The Electrical Age Company.

The Electric Flatiron

N the article on " The Electric

I
ganization and Conduct of a

new Business Department," else

where in these pages, attention is

again drawn to the electric flatiron .

Perhaps no single device is becom

ing of such importance to central

stations as is this for an entering

wedge in the securing of new busi
ness . Whether heated by coal , gas ,

or electricity, a flatiron is a neces

sity in every home, and if its added

convenience can be impressed on the

housekeeper by an actual trial , aa

long stride will be made in convinc

ing the consumer of the advantages

of using current for other purposes.

At this time, as the best part of

the summer is over , it might seem

hardly well advised to tell prospec

US a aver
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An Attractive Field for the Electric be proportionally reduced to the less

Motor violent and steadier motor torques

required ; or , with the same strain

HE replacement of steam - driven upon the towers, quicker acceleration

machinery by motor-driven and hence greater capacity would be

equipment has long ago the result. In place of the notor

ceased to be exceptional practice , iously low efficiency of the donkey

but there are still many installations engine, the well-known maximum

of an industrial character in opera- economy of the electric motor would

tion which have for some reduce the fuel cost of operation

failed to take advantage of the elec- probably from 25 to 50 per cent, at

tric drive. Among these may be least ; and in a well-designed installa

cited the coal towers on the water tion one of the hoisting engineers

fronts of popular communities. The could be dispensed with on each

great majority of these outfits are at tower if a proper use were made

present run by steam engines of a of the remote control principal.

wasteful type, and it is not uncom- With suitable cable connections,

mon to find steam -driven hoists in buttons and switch relays in front of

active service in even large modern the operator, the control could be

electric generating plants. exercised from any point of advantage

The disadvantage of the steam- along the wharf, at the side of the

driven coaling tower are tower, or even from the barge deck

view of the possibilities of electricity itself if that should prove to be de

in the hoisting field . In the first sirable. The machinery room could

place, to transmit high -pressure steam be kept clean and comfortable, and

over the distance usually obtaining all the benefits of flexible lighting

in coaling establishments, entails a could be had with an electrical in

loss from condensation , which is stallation Instead of the 50 per

greatly increased in cold weather. cent . excess boiler capacity required

Often it is necessary to transmit live to supply the condensation and radia

steam two or three hundred feet tion losses and operate the donkey

from the central boiler plant to the engines, with electric motors the

hoisting engines, and in most cases margin would be perhaps 10 or 15

this means a serious loss of steam- per cent., releasing 35 to 40 per cent.

pressure, as well as increased fuel of boiler capacity for other duty or

consumption. expansion of plant in an established

In a typical plant of this sort installation, or calling for perhaps

there was recently noted a drop in 35 per cent . smaller original boiler

steam -pressure of about 12 lbs. be plant investment in coal

tween the boilers and the engines; handling installation .

the piping was poorly insulated , so Considering the record which the

that the operating deck of each tower electric hoist has made for itself in

was almost unbearably hot when mining installation, where the con

hoisting was in progress; the engines
clitions far more severe than

were of the simple non -condensing
obtain on the wharf of a coal-handling

type, little better than so many open
plant in a settled community, there

vent pipes in point of steam econ- ought to be no great difficulty in

omy; the entire installation adopting it to coaling-tower service
covered with grime, and the labour on any water front. There is room

item in the work of hoisting exceed- for the design of better controlling

ingly heavy. Two men were required mechanisms, perhaps along the line

at the hoisting and trolley traverse of the switches used in multiple-unit

engines, a third guided the grab railway equipments, and if the motor

bucket in the descent and ascent driven plant is to earn a good name,

from the barge in the slip , a fourth ample motive-power must be supplied

fired the boilers, and a fifth operated
for the work in hand. The electric

another simple engine, windlass and crane needs but slight alteration, in

coal slide used to move the receiving many cases, to fit it admirably to

cars back and forth upon the wharf coal-hoisting service .

and supply them with fuel from the

pocket above.

Given a well-designed motor-driven Central Station Rates

installation , there would be no trans

mission losses whatever when the O problem of greater impor

machinery was not in operation ; the tance than the rate question

losses at any time would be simply
confronts the central station

in proportion to the load being industry at the present time. The

handled when the current was on .
retention of established business and

In place of the shocks and strains the securing of new customers de

imposed by the engines upon the pend in the last analysis upon the

tower structures, the stresses would prevailing rates , and unless these are

equitable to both the company and

the customer, money and effort de

voted to comprehensive advertising

and organized solicitation are cer

tain to be inefficiently expended .

It is often the case that the public

fails to realize the justice of widely

varying changes to different con

sumers of electric light and power,

accustomed as it is to flat rates on

water and gas . Even if the con

sumer appreciates that the difference

in conditions between one city and

another justifies a wide difference in

rates , it is a much more difficult

problem to make it clear to him

that there is good reason why the

rates in a single community should

vary .

One thing that is certainly clear

is that nothing short of an open ,

frank attitude in regard to rates can

disarm unjust suspicion on the part

of the public that the rates are un

fairly made and applied. It is

vitally important that a maximum

rate should not be fixed by law ,

but unless central station men every

where join hands in making the

equities of the rate problem clear to

dissatisfied customers and inquiring

legislators , serious restrictions are

liable to be imposed at any time.

The review of rates by a state com

mission is far more elastic in its

possibilities of change as conditions

alter than the prescription of a legis

lative maximum .

At the July meeting of the Asso

ciation of Electric Lighting En

gineers of New England, held at

Springfield, Mass . , the rate problem

was discussed in an unusually frank

spirit . It was pointed out that noth

ing is to be gained by shutting one's

eyes to the attitude of the customer

in regard to wide differences between

lighting and power rates on current

generated at a single plant .

It is natural enough that a light

ing rate of 15 or 18 cents per kilo

watt -hour should be looked

askance by the customer when

power rate of from 5 to 3 cents or

even lower applies on the same sy

stem . It will not do to point out

that this condition is found on other

systems as the sole reason for its

existence. What is essential is to

frankly point out the differences and

the reasons therefor somewhat along

the following lines :

Without going into all the in

tricacies of sliding scales and step

rates, it should be clear to every cus

tomer that the business department

of an electric light and power com

pany can present wholesale rates to

the large consumer just as fairly as

the transportation company can offer

a lower rate on carload shipments or

a new

are

was

at

a

N °
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the retail grocer sell four cheaper ter season through the expedient of at such a point is about one week .
by the barrel than when small limiting low -rate power service in This may be considered unusual, but

quantities are purchased . Thus, in certain cases to non -peak hours. As it serves to show the indifference dis

a water power electric plant, the a matter of fact , it is probable that played on the part of some railway

small consumer may have to pay 5 in plants where the equipment has companies on this question.

cents per kilowatt-hour against pos- been co -ordinated to common Reference is made to " a regular

sibly 2 or 3 cents on the larger cus- bus -bar basis of supply, the rates feeder and main system ” similar to

tomer's bill. for power and lighting current in the Edison three -wire system , which ,

The wisdom of granting discounts the future will not be as far apart it is stated, is “ often advisable ." This

bringing the rates , even on large as they have been in the past . What- method is not new , but there are

consumptions, as low as 2 or 3 cents , ever may be the rates in force , there objections, such as maintaining high

is open to considerable debate, but is little doubt that a fair published voltage at certain points and un

that is a question aside from the schedule is in the long run the equal load pertaining in

present issue . If the small wisest policy . able system like a railway, as against

sumer complains that his larger com the stationary lighting system . Be

petitor has an undue advantage by sides , it not being adopted anywhere
virtue of the lower rate which the lat- The Present Status of the Electro- would act as a reason for not recom

ter enjoys, the answer must be that lysis Situation mending it as “ often advisable ."

such a condition is the inevitable The double trolley has been in use

result of pitting small means against
To EDITOR OF THE ELFC for a number of years, and is known

large in every department of com- TRICAL AGE : to be practicable, the Government

mercial activity . There is some miti- DEAR SIR :-I have read the arti- of Japan , it is learned, having re

gation, however, in the fact that the cle entitled “ The Present Status of cently adopted that system for cities
cost of power and light seldom ex- the Electrolysis Situation ,” by Prof. in that country:

ceed 5 or 10 per cent. of the total Caldwell, and take the liberty to Insulating joints are spoken of .

cost of manufacturing a commodity, make a few comments on it . This method has found favour in

since labour and material charges Among the " certain well-estab some cases , and is a detriment in

constitute the great result of the ex- lished facts concerning electrolysis ' other cases . Where cement joints

pense .
which are stated , there are a few are used , as in cast -iron gas mains,

The electric light and power in- which may be considered which are in place of the lead joint, very little

dustry differ radically from the gas often met with in practice. As to the current will flow except in severe

industry in one important particular statement relating to the bonding of cases . Where such are in the same

—the difficulty of strong power lead -covered cables to the track re- streets as water mains, it will be

economically to meet the demands turn , it is well known that this found that the water main will carry

of the peak load . The storage bat- method has been practiced for a the burden .

tery is a most useful adjunct of number of years , and is really their The question, in our opinion , will

many
a power station , but only protection against electrolysis. long be a serious one , where im

pared with the gas holder it is na- It is not stated, however, that such munity from electrolysis with the

turally an expensive and relatively bonding has another effect which single trolley depends upon the vol

inefficient apparatus. Hence a large causes electrolysis upon other adja- untary action of the average railway

capital must be invested in reserve cent metals in the same street as the company in establishing such nice

equipment in an electric plant, in cables, such as water and gas pipes. conditions as perfect track returns

order to properly carry the peak This is dangerous to such metals and constant maintenance of them .

load , and this is true regardless of close together in the ground,-often Prof. Caldwell seems to think that

whether water or steam power,-or crossing at street intersections,—the practical immunity from electrolysis

even gas engine power - is employed pipes becoming “ positive" to the ca- would then obtain . I think , how

to drive the generators. As soon bles and being destroyed. Recent ex- ever , that to constantly maintain

as the customer realizes this point, aminations by the writer has proved such ideal conditions is impossible.

the justice of the " readiness -to -serve" this to be the case in several in- Hence vigilance is the word while

charges ought to be easily apparent. stances . the single trolley is with us .

Finally, there is a broad difference This same effect applies to the Yours very truly,

between the supply of light and the bonding of water mains to track re A. A. KNUDSON .

supply of power which justifies a turns , causing the gas mains to

considerable, though possibly not an suffer , or vice versa . In fact , the

excessive , difference in rates , even trouble is not ended by simply bond The United States Navy Depart

when power and lighting current is ing one or two underground sys- ment is to establish on the Pacific

drawn from the same bus-bars. This tems. Coast a system of wireless telegraph

difference lies essentially in the simul- The method of keeping the drop stations similar to that on the Atlan

taneous demand for light at all in the track return as low as possi- tic Coast . Stations are now at San

points on the system and the varying ble by the use of first-class rail bond- Diego, Arquello, Farranola and

demands for power throughout the ing and by the application of return Mare Island . Those to be established

day. feeders, is spoken of as the " gen- will be at Table Bluff , Cape Blanco,

Probably at no time is the demand erally accepted policy." We do not North Head and Cape Flattery . The

for power as universal, taking all find this to be the case, except in distances between stations vary from

the customers into consideration , as large cities . In many cases to -day 130 to 210 miles.

the demand for lighting current. The there are trolley lines operating

relation of the peak to the non- which in their unbonded state are A portable wireless telegraph set ,

peak load enters this question with simply a disgrace. One recent in- weighing about 300 lbs. is to be test

force. By special rates and con- stance shows a gas pipe positive to ed by the United States Signal Corps.

tracts it is sometimes possible to rails near a power house of from 10 The set can easily be packed on

keep down the peak load in the win- to 30 volts. The life of the main two mules.

com
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Electrochemical Processes as Central Station which no power is furnished for ten

months, or forty -three weeks of the

Load Equalizers year, and a four -hour peak during

the remaining nine weeks. This class

By E. A. SPERRY
is willing to guarantee throughout

the year forty -hour continuous power

at the weeks' ends, which yields 92.6
A Paper Read at the Recent General Meeting of the American Electrochemical Association

per cent of the total time available .

Some station managers, especially

OR some years the station man- point which is not generally recog- those of the first class , go so far as

ager , the electrochemist and the nized in connection with this) is al to say that if they assume the load

electrometallurgist have been most wholly independent of the rate
they will, in all probability, carry it

groping for each other. For some received for the additions if they are more hours than guaranteed. Others,

reason there is a notable lack of any rightly placed on the load curve . again , go so far as to intimate that

union of interests of any electro- Another favorable sign is that they will find some way in which to
chemical process deriving its supply managers are becoming more and

carry it all the time, especially days

or utilizing equipment of the central more keen for business, and, as their when their battery is not unduly

station . Papers have been read and stations increase in importance, are drawn upon . In every instance the

much said as to the possibilities of able to make concessions and in
cost will go higher if the energy is

this combination, which, however, ducements for loads impossible a required to be transmitted to a dis

does not seem to materialize. few years ago , and in many instances tance, and the site for the electrolytic

Some time ago the author under- are willing to make very low rates plant should be chosen accordingly .

took some investigations as to the for “ off -peak " load. The operations It may be stated as a general prop

exact conditions existing with some of the stations vary through quite osition under these conditions, where

central station managers and what wide limits as to the hours and sea- the electrolytic load is available to

terms they were willing to make as sons which they can furnish current
equalize the station load, that power

inducement to the establishment of falling strictly within this class . is available for electrolytic work in

permanent electrochemical loads of With the very clcsest prices that large units at equal rates , if not more

more or less magnitude. Our prime have been named , the station man- favourable than those ruling for water

requisite with electrochemical proc- ager, has, in some instances, de
power . Where the process is one

essess is cheap and centrally located manded the emerger.cy privilege of that does admit of interruption, stor

power; and many of these processes cuttting off the current always with age is , of course , always available ,

may easily become large consumers notice, unless absolutely impossible, where the extra cost entailed permits

of power.
and, in one or two instances, the

The question naturally arises , why price has been made on a sliding There are conditions under which

is it that this combination has not scale, based on the price of fuel. In the additional power cost entailed

been brought about , as earlier ex- connnection with this last item any need not be great , and from the

pected . The result of observations long -time contract should include
standpoint of the central station

and of such time as the author has considerations relative to the con- manager a storage battery is a most

been able to devote to the question version factors or the thermal effi- desirable adjunct. This arises from

has been that neither party has yet ciency of the prime movers employed the fact that while its discharge is

by any means exhausted this subject, in such a way as to properly cover confined to short and definitely

and, furthermore, that some misun- the actual fuel factor, as represented plácid periods, its charge may go

derstanding exists as to the condi- in the power cost, in the mutual in forward at periods entirely conform

tions which are capable of being so terest of parties concerned . able to the demands of the station

harmonized as to yield commercial The hours and seasons available for equalizing purposes, while its eco

results to both .
in various stations fall within three

nomical rate of charge may be varied

The condition is growing more classes , the most favourable being a through exceedingly wide limits,

favorable in that the central station guarantee of twenty - four -hour power therefore, available for the most

manager is constantly gaining knowl- for ten months of the year, approxi- economical loading of the generating

edge and experience as to the value mately, or forty -three weeks ; three units.

and relation of certain factors in this weeks, twenty -two -hour power ; and In some electrolytic processes the

load curve, and something as to what six weeks, twenty -hour power; dur- current may be dropped to a mere

it means to him to have the valleys ing these two latter periods guaran- fraction of normal intensity, and , in

filled , portions of his load equalized. teeing forty-hours ' continuous power this way, a comparatively small stor

and the mean load increased. at the weeks' ends . This gives a full age battery may be employed to

We hear much about the evils of year, less 180 hours, or about 98 per carry the process over the cut -off

the peak in the station load curve; cent. available time throughout the periods.

the peak in the load curve is only a year. Intermittent processes, or those

relative matter, and there are man- The second class grants twenty- susceptible of interruption under

agers who still think that the disad- four hours during about nine months commercial conditions, are desirable

vantages of peak load is a matter of of the year, or thirty -nine weeks; six in this connection . The electrolytic

altitude of the peak. It is not at all weeks with twenty -one-hour power; and electrothermic arts by no means

so ; on the contrary, it is only a and seven weeks with nineteen -hour abound in processes that may be

matter of prominence above sur- power ; guaranteeing during these two considered commercially intermittent.

roundings, and its evil is in its height latter periods thirty -eight-hour con- It is expected that this condition

in relation to mean load. The peak tinuous power at the weeks' ends: will gradually change as the advan

represents the investment, while mean This class yields 96} per cent. of all tages of centrally located , abundant

load represents receipts. Anything available time. and cheap power are brought more

that brings up the latter, contributes A third class demands a two -hour into prominence; this is evidently the

directly to earning capacity and (a peak for six days each week, during duty of the station management hav
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ing problems of load and equaliza- large sets . If gearing is used, bronze tion . In small pumping plants , if the

tion before it . wheels and raw -hide pinions should flow varies very much , the pumps may

On the other hand, the electro- be employed in order to avoid noise, stand idle during the hours of less

chemist and metallurgist should be which is most objectionable in flow , but with large installations this

none the less active. In fact, it mine, and constitutes a real danger. is hardly practicable. In the latter

would that his task is the The motor may also be mounted case, the pumping plant must have

greater. Processes that are applicable side by side with a three -cylinder its own electric generating plant at

must be brought out, thoroughly pump, but this arrangement has the the power station, namely, its own

tested , under conditions of service disadvantage that all parts of the dynamo and spare plant, so as to

proposed, and demonstrated to be pump are not so easily reached as regulate the speed of the pump by

thoroughly practicable and commer- with the motor placed in the center. intluencing the generator field

cial. In the former case, however, the through a separate exciter, and also

motor should be provided with a re- the steam -engine speed . This en

volving mass , either in the rotor or sures a speed regulation without in

Electric Motors for Driving Mine in the shape of a separate fly-wheel , curring the losses of a speed -control

Pumps so as to ensure an even turning mo- through resistances. This arrange

ment. ment is only, however, to be recom

N discussing electric pumping in Of course , where existing slow- mended for large pumping plants

collieries, in a recent paper be speed steam pumps have to be con- ( 300 to 500 H. P.) as the generator

fore the Manchester Geological verted into electrically -driven pumps, units in the power station will be

& Mining Society, G. H. J. Hoogh special motors must be built, and this about that size .

winkel said that the pumps should sometimes necessitates very special In both cases , however, employ

be driven by high - speed, three- designs. In a case within the writer's ing either a separate dynamo or di

phase motors, because they were the experience, a steam -driven pump, rect driving from the mains, there

cheapest and best adapted for mining making 68 revolutions per minute, should be a starting arrangement in

purposes and might be worked up to had to be converted by replacing the the mine as well, and the motor

an output of 100 H. P. without a steam cylinder by a 150 - H . P. three- should be provided with slip -rings.

starting switch . Instead of the lat- phase motor, working at a periodi- In case of emergency, the man in the

ter , it is equipped with a centrifugal city of 21 and therefore requiring 38 pump room should not be obliged to

compensator, which can be made poles. This again required a large ring up the power station , but he

completely gas and water tight, and stator, which had to be especially should be able to shut down the

which cuts out the starting resist- stiffened by means of end -shells, s ) pumping plant himself. A telephone

ances automatically . as to ensure safety from breakdown should always be installed between

The point is to construct a motor with a clearance of only 0.07 inch . the pump room in the nine, which

running at a medium speed, and Specially stiffened frames, however, is used at the same time as a general

well ventilated so as to show no high are very expensive, and a very small distributing room for the electrical

temperature use after a 24 -hour run . clearance is in every way undesirable energy , and the power station on the

Another requirement is the possi- from a running point of view . This surface.

bility of regulating the position of may be avoided by using a motor

the stator of the motor, as the small with a double armature, having about

clearance between the rotor and the half the diameter of an ordinary slow
Books on Electricity

stator with three - phase motors ( con- speed motor, but more than double

tinuous - current motors are not very
LIST of

suitable for underground pumping) Two rotors and two stators are placed

scon necessitates a readjustment of next to each other and combined
tute Free Library, Brooklyn ,

the clearance, after continuous run into one . Each stator and each rotor
N. Y., is being mailed to any address

has, therefore, half the normal wind
on receipt of a request .ning, perhaps for months, without

stopping. ings and half the number of poles.
The list was prepared in 1905 by

For large motors, it is essential This construction has still another
Herbert L. Cowing, then head of the

that they be constructed in many advantage . We may cross -connect,
Applied Science Reference Depart

parts, so as to permit of easy trans
ment of the Pratt Institute Free Li

or rather exchange the electric june- brary. Annotations are given for each

port in the shaft and narrow road- tions of the one rotor for the other

ways. Motors of a capacity of 200
book , and these, as far as possible,

stator winding, as follows:

H. P. and more should be provided The right-hand rotor winding is
have been made from the point of

with slip -rings, and these can be connected directly to the left -hand
view of the student or user of books

who is without special training incompletely enclosed , so to be
stator winding, both forming, there

water and gas tight. They must be fore, a short- circuited winding with electricity. The net price of each

so well ventilated that, after continu- cut slip rings, and may be former book is given in almost every case .

ous running for any considerable wound. The second half of the sec With the exception of electrother

length of time, their temperature ondary winding is on the right-hand apeutics the subjects treated of by

the books listed cover practicallylimit is not reached . stator and may, therefore, be ended at

A three -phase motor of modern fixed terminals. The stator may be every branch of electricity.

construction mav be considered free connected to a three -phase starter.

from breakdown, and it is therefore The motor has, therefore, no slip
not necessary to provide spare units. rings, and is eminently suitable for The British rights for the patents

It is good practice to mount the use in fiery mines. of the Thury system of high - tension

motor between two pumps, one being Much depends, of course, on the direct- current transmission have been

a spare, or between the two cylinders regularity of the pumping. If the purchased by Dick , Kerr & Company.

of a two -cylinder pump. Direct driv- flow of water to be removed is con- This system of transmission is said

ing, although not absolutely neces- stant, then the pumps can be run
to be under consideration for Lon

sary , is to be preferred, especially for direct from the mains of a power sta don power supply .

thelength, which isnodisadvantage . A contained in the"PrattInsti

as

1
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Increasing Business in a Small City

By SAMUEL RUST, of Greenville, Ohio

A Paper Read at the Recent Convention of the Ohio Electric Light Association

T
HIS subject is a very interest- current consumed ; second , the dis

ing one to every electric light satisfied customer, because he has

manager or superintendent, to use some other kind of light, and

ard while it is not the writer's in- perhaps go to scme inconvenience

tention to try to cover all of the in order to accomplish his purpose ;

ground, he will give some of his whereas, had there been an electric

personal experiences and ideas in lamp there, he would have turned it

trying to secure and maintain a busi- on and been pleased with the result.

ness in a small town or city where The successful superintendent in a

the field for new business is limited small town, must, of necessity , be a

and where it has been intelligently very busy man . He must be in

worked for many years. touch with everything, from the coal

In the first place, you will all agree pile to the lamp. Must know where

that we must give good service , and his men are , what they are doing at

in order to do this the manager or all times, be with them as much as

superintendent must have reliable possible, and know that the work

men - men who take pride in their along every line of the business is

work and who make the company's being done in the most economical

interest their interest. They must and best way possible. He should

be men that are trustworthy, and if make a study of his customers, know

any of them have to deal with the their peculiarities, and see that they

customers (and they all do more or are taken care of in a way that will

less ), they should be courteous at satisfy each individual. It is a de

all times. plorable fact that almost every public

I believe that the central stations service company has the reputation

should take care of all construction of overcharging and mistreating their

work, such as wiring, etc. , for the customers. This feeling may be,

customers; at least , the company and should be eliminated, and I be

should see to it that the contractor lieve that this duty falls upon the

does not charge prices that will tend shoulders of the superintendent, per

to prevent prospective customers haps, more than any other officer of

from installing the wiring; in fact, the company, and by hard and con

any work of this class should be in- tinuous work, by meeting the custo

stalled by the lighting company at mers from time to time, listening

nearly cost. In doing this the com- to their grievances, whether they be

pany should of course use nothing real or imaginary, yielding to their

but the very best material and work- whims as far as possible, and con

manship . The manager or superin- stantly bringing before them and im

tendent should make it his duty to pressing on them the fact that their

convince the customers that the com- interests are your interests, you can

pany is giving them value received convince them that you are their

for everything done for them , that friends, and that you are serving

it is his earnest endeavour to favour them rather than trying to

them as far as it is possible, and charge them . Whenever you Suc

never under any circumstance mis- ceed in gaining their confidence, you

represent anything. It is far better will have a friend as long as you

for your business if you never secure prove worthy of their friendship , and

man for a customer than to get that customer will do you more good

him and lose him because he finds in getting new business than any

that you have misrepresented some- one you might hire.

thing. Another grave mistake that is

I believe that every central station made by many small plants, is the

should furnish free renewals, arbitrary way they have adopted of

matter how small the town . It has furnishing service . Some have cer

a pleasing effect on the customer tain hours to run , starting at a given

and I believe it a paying business hour and shutting down at a certain

for the company, for the reason that hour. Others are controlled by the

if the customer is compelled to pay weather, starting when it gets dark

for his renewals, you will find him and stopping as soon as they think

taking lamps from places that are it is light enough to do so . I have

little used, leaving the sockets open , found that these things are very an

and when he has occasion to use noving and unsatisfactory to the

light in these places , he does with- customer. He may have a dark

out . This works two hardships on store and will need light , when the

the company ; first, the loss of the majority do not need it and you may

shut off the light just at the time

when the consumer may have an

important customer . Now, put your

self in the same place and see how

long you will put up with that kind

of service . The current should be

kept on the lines as much as pos

sible . You may not make anything

in dollars and cents; in fact , you

may lose something in operating

during the day, butI am sure that

the satisfaction will more than re

compense you for any outlay that

you may make in this direction. The

revenue derived from this service

may not look like a paying proposi

tion ; in fact , it may appear that you

are losing by operating your plant

at times, but the fact that you are

giving satisfaction and that your

customer can have what he wants

and at the time he wants it , will more

than repay for the seeming loss in

operating This kind of service

opens up a field for many little things

that are a convenience to the custo

mer and incidentally a source of

revenue for the company. It gives

you a charce to install sewing-ma

chine motors, flatirons , chafing

dishes and a great many other things

that are fully appreciated by your

customers .

Another thing that is in favour of

the continuous operation of your

plant is the fact that you may edu

cate the public to use more light.

If they know that they can use it at

any time, they will learn to use it

at times when ordinarily they have

been getting along without it. The

fact that they know that they can

have the use of the current will tend

to have a pleasing effect upon the

customer and you all know what that

means, not only more revenue from

these parties but their influence to

wards securing other and new busi

ness from their friends. This is

the end for which we should all be

working. The satisfied and enthu

siastic customers are the best adver

tising mediums that a company can

secure .

The inducements of good service,

courteous treatment, free renewals

and day current will do much to

solve the difficulty of slow business,

but where this does not bring in the

necessary amount of increase desired

by a company, special inducements

may be employed in some cases to

good advantage. Where the com

pany has a day current, and I be

lieve that no company should operate

without furnishing a day current ,

special inducements can be offered

that will attract residence customers

especially. I haveI have always found

that where you could enlist the in

terests of the ladies in your business

over

a

no
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say noth

that you had a strong aid if the sive the business man , if he sees his theory but experience . The plant

inducements were suchas to appeal competitor well lighted and draw- with which I am now connected has

to their ideas of good house -keeping ing customers for that reason he will within the last two or three years

and labour -saving devices . With a listen to inducements for his own gone through this same experience

day current flat irons can be made lighting and while I was not with them dur

to prove a profitable investment, not As I before stated , the necessity ing the greater part of this change,

supplied free, because I have always for the superintendent or business I know it was a most satisfactory

found that what costs nothing is manager of the plant in a small city change to both company and cus

usually but little appreciated, but or town to know and have a business tomers . In making the change to

supplied at actual cost installed with acquaintance with all light consumers, meters, they adopted the two rate

out further cost than the iron . The is an absolute necessity . Five min- system for stores and commercial

best method of introducing the flat utes , two or three times each month, use , giving the customer the option

iron problem is to order plenty, get spent in the store of a man who does of the two rate or straight meter

consent to install on trial , not use your product, with induce- system . They went into the question

ing about price or cost until they ments of better light, will eventually of the cost of production and fixed

have had a chance to get acquainted get his business. expenses very thoroughly in order to

with their use .
Where irons are One of the greatest mistakes some arrive at the best price that they

furnished at cost , it will be found that of the smaller central stations are could give the consumer . They

less than five per cent. will come making and perhaps the primary then went to their customers giving

back to the plant when the time cause of many plants not proving them the reasons for the change , and

comes to close the contract or re- a financial success is the system of courteously but firmly informing

move the irons. selling current on a flat rate basis . them that the flat rate system was

The same rule holds good as to Many times a superintendent in order to be a thing of the past , that cur

water heaters, sewing -machine mo- to secure business will listen to a rent would only be sold by meter

tors , small radiators for bedroom prospective customer as to how much and that they might have their option

service and other like appliances cost- current he will use and the hours of either current at a 9 cent rate

ing little but adding greatly to the that he will use it , and basing his including the discount, or a two rate

convenience of the household. calculations on the customer's state- system with a fixed charge of $ 3.00

One hard problem I have found ment makes a price too low and in per K. W. per month and current at

in pushing residence business has a short time finds the same customer a 4 cent rate , or the company would

been the immediate cost of wiring using fully double the current he had be compelled to discontinue service.

in houses that are already occupied. contracted for . In this case you have No attempt was made to withhold

I have not tried collecting for wiring no recourse other than to shut him anything from the customer and the

in installments but I believe that off, making an enemy who will knock whole matter was dealt with by a

such inducements will be profitable. your business afterward, or letting heart - to -heart business talk on the

Where parties are absolutely good him continue at a loss . To any sup- injustice of flat rate system and the

I have found it to an advantage to erintendent labouring under such un- necessity for the meter rate which

give all reasonable time asked for in favourable conditions I would say :- would be fair to both parties to the

paying for wiring. Another induce Do not sleep after you return contract . In a city of 7000 people

ment is to offer free a nice portable home until ycu put all your custo- not a single customer was lost in
lamp in each residence wired . This mers upon meters, for this is your changing over and the results have

does not partake of free wiring but only salvation . You may hesitate been better satisfied customers, more

is merely an evidence of good will fearing you will lose some business ; light used , larger receipts for the

on the part of the company to induce you may, but the probabilities are company, less operating expenses

the customer to stand the incon- you will not lose any if they are and more actual profit from the busi

venience of having the house wired . properly handled ; even if ness done.

I believe that companies could ad- lose a few, don't worry, as the ones I do not believe that our company

vertise this as a special inducement you lose will be the ones that you our city is differently situated

for certain months and it would cannot afford to keep on your lines. from any other company or town or

bring in much more than the cost of The first thing to do is to find out city in the State and that the same

the lamp. With business houses I as near as possible what your current results could be obtained and a surely

have found that furnishing the new- costs to produce and then add to profitable business had as against a

est and best method of lighting is an that a fair profit, bearing in mind poor business at an unsatisfactory

inducement that is always good. In that you are to now get paid for all rate under the old flat rate system .

the plant with which I am connected , you put out , and make your rate as To recapitulate, I will say that

we would have lost three very desir- favourable as possible to the customer the following will increase business

able department store customers had and never lose sight of the fact that in any town :

we not been able to please them your rate must be one that the con- Reasonable meter rates , good se:

with the high efficiency lamp, and sumer can afford to use the current, vice , courteous treatment, good wir

while they paid for the first installa- not as they have been using it but as ing at or near cost , free renewals,

tion, all lamp renewals are furnished they need it and as it should be used . continuous service , attention to small

under the contract. This was suffi- If you have the confidence of your details, cultivation of acquaintance,

cient inducement in these cases. I have people it is not a hard proposition careful attention to plant, allow wir

also found that in small stores where to convince the average business man ing to be paid for in installments or

they were dissatisfied with a small in- that you are giving him all that you on reasonably long time, offer such

stallation of lamps or with the use of can afford. With this change you little inducements in the way of labour

gas , that the installation without cost will find that the gross earnings of saving and comfort-giving appliances,

of high - efficiency lamp would bring your plant will increase very will enlist the interest of the

about satisfaction , or a change of terially and at the same time your ladies. At all times work to con

gas to electricity. No matter how output and operating expenses will vince the people that the company

small the town or how unprogres I am not giving you is working in their interest.decrease .

you should

or

ma as
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man .

man .

Annual Convention of the Inter- the company is furnishing full cur- concerning wires strung on build

national Association of Muni rent to the circuits ? ings ?

cipal Electricians Answering the reporting of " outs, " Who trims the trees , and what are

the prevailing method was to have the rules governing it ?

HE eleventh annual convention this done by the police department, Do any cities have an ordinance

of the International Associa the public supply companies keeping permitting or compelling pole lines

tion of Municipal Electricians men on duty to trim lamps when the being put on lot lines instead of

was held at New Haven , Conn ., on report was received from a patrol- streets and alleys, where there are no

August 15 , 16 and 17. The meeting alleys , or where they run in the wrong

was called to order by the president, Mast arms, in cases where the trees direction ?

J. Murphy, of Cleveland, Ohio, at were not heavy , were considered bet- Answers were received from sev

10:30 A. V., and the Rev. Mr.
ter than center suspension. Where eral to these questions. Some cities

Knight, of New Haven , invoked the the foliage was dense, as in suburban placed restrictions on wires and poles ,

Divine blessing: Governor Roberts,
towns , it was necessary to suspend while others apparently had no rules

of Connecticut, and the Mayor of lamps from the center of the streets. governing the matter. The same an

New Haven , Hon. J. P. Studley, then Broken globes should not be thrown swer was given to the restrictions

made addresses of welcome. Ex- in a nearby lot, as is often done. concerning the leakage of current

Mayor Hendrics presented the Asso- Trimmers should be fined if detected from railway tracks . It was stated

ciation with a gavel on behalf of the doing this. that no more than 5 volts should

firemen of the city. Most towns favoured the full burn- show between the rails and cables

President Murphy then followed ing schedule, but where the Philadel- and pipes. Some cities required con

with an address andalso read a paper phia moonlight schedule was in force , stant tests and reports from the rail

on “ The Advisability of Placing the provisos were inserted calling for the way companies. Richmond has trees

City Electrician Under Civil Service lighting of the streets upon short no- trimmed by a capable city nursery

Rules." In the discussion on this tice . man , who made such trimming as

paper, most of the members agreed Measurement of the wattage of cir- was necessary in a scientific manner.

with Mr. Murphy in his idea that all cuits was considered the only proper The report on aerial construction

should be under the rules. The de manner of ascertaining that the city was made by Will Y. Ellett, of El

cided opinion was expressed, how- was receiving full candle -power in its mira. Mr. Éllett reviewed the latest

ever, that the majority of rules now lamps. methods of overhead wiring, and said

existing were capable of great im- Matters relating to the inspection the tendency was for a much better

provement. department were taken up at the class of work all through. Messrs.

After the reading of communica evening session , when a report was Gascoigne, of Detroit ; Bradshaw , of

tions and the appointment of a nomi- made by T. C. O'Hearn , the chair- Charlotte, N. C. , and others discussed

nating committee the morning session In his report , Mr. O'Hearn re- the various methods of wiring, pole

was declared adjourned. viewed the work of the code com- setting, and the attaching of police

At 2:30 P. M. the members took mittee and spoke of the advisability and fire- alarm boxes to the poles.

up the papers and reports relating to of adopting local rules in addition to The modern practice required run

the electric light and power division the code wherever necessary. He did ning of 3 -inch conduit to the top of

of the association . The chairman , not favour any alteration of the code, the pole , rather than to the dropping

A. S. Hatch , of Detroit, read a re- as it was the result of the work of of the wires to within a few feet of

port on the subject, which was dis- the ablest minds. This report was the box, as was formerly done. In

cussed by Messrs. Smith , of Norfolk , followed by the reading of a paper stances were given of places where

Va.: Bradshaw , of Charlotte, N. C.; entitled “ Conditions Surrounding the very careless construction had result

George, of Houston, Tex .; O'Hearn , Inspection of Wires in the South- ed in injury to the public.

of Cambridge, Mass., and Petty, of west," by C. R. George, of Houston , The topic for the morning session

Rutherford, N. J. Mr. Hatch also Tex . of the 16th was underground con

read a paper on a proposed trackless Mr. Smith , of Norfolk , in discuss- struction. Louis Gascoigne, of De

trolley system for Detroit. ing the paper and report , gave sev- troit , Mich ., made a report on the

Questions in the Question Box re- eral rules in force in his city, among subject, and a paper by W. H.

lating to this department were as fol- them some which imposed fines on Thompson was read and discussed .

lows: carpenters and other craftsmen who Mr. Thompson's paper was entitled

How are " outs " reported and what disturbed wires while working in " Comparison of Underground and

record is kept of them ? What no- buildings. This was considered an Overhead Construction and the Rela

tices are given the company ? excellent idea by many present. Sev- tive Values of Single Rubber -Covered

Do you prefer mast arms or center eral others discussed the paper and Wire and Lead-Encased Cable."

suspension in order to put the lamp the Question Box was then taken up. The discussion of the report and

in the center of the street ? With The questions relating to inspection paper brought out interesting facts

the former the lamp is not quite in relating to the subjects. A question,

the center and with the latter there What restrictions are placed on “ Is it not feasible to have a combined

are two poles instead of one in the running services , particularly tele- sewer and subway system , owned by

street . phone and electric light services, from a municipality, the subways to be

What restrictions are made in the distributing poles in the center of the rented to the public supply cor

disposal of broken globes and carbon block with both classes of wires radi- porations ?" brought out the opin

stubs ? How badly broken maya ating in all directions, interlacing ion that such a scheme was not

globe be before it must be changed ? through each other ? feasible.

What constitutes dark and moon- What restrictions are placed on The evening session was opened by

light nights ? If the night is cloudy leakage of current from railway J. B. Yeakle, of Baltimore, Md., who

though moonlight, can you compel tracks to water pipes and what rec- made a report on fire and police tele

the lights to be turned on ? ords are kept of such leaks ? graph progress during the year, and

What methods are adopted to know What are the restrictions made also read a paper on “ Details of Cer

a

were :
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tain Auxiliaries to Fire-Alarm Appa- pressure, this was found not to be The height includes a cellular base

ratus .” the case, the radium having no ap- consisting of two courses of fire

The point brought out by Mr. Yea- preciable effect in producing a visible brick set on edge .

kle relating to the illumination of fire discharge. As the furnace rests upon a cement

and police boxes at night was con- When the radium -coated cathode floor laid on the ground this con

sidered valuable , and it was stated was heated to redness , the radium struction affords ample protection ,

that many towns are following the was found to have a very marked but if the furnace were set upon a

practice. A paper by Adam Bosch, action in facilitating the production table , in any part of which wood

of Newark, N. J., giving a history of of a luminous discharge. Experi- were used, it would be necessary to

the fire and police telegraph of this ments were made which proved that place a solid layer of brick between

country ,was read by title . the mere presence of radium in the the two parts of the cellular base, to

The Friday morning session was tube was insufficient to produce the check radiation to the table .

devoted to business. Norfolk , Va , effect , and, furthermore, it was found The material used in its construc

was selected as the next place of that the tube would allow only visible tion is fire -brick , with a lining of a

meeting. The nominating committee discharges to pass in the direction single layer of magnesite brick . This

made a report and the following were that made the radium -treated elec- lining is necessary , as fire -brick is

duly elected officers for the ensuing trode the cathode, the tube acting as attacked by hot carbon, and is also

year : a unidirectional valve in the same melted at the temperature usually

President, T. C. O'Hearn , Cam- wav as do tubes with cathodes coated attained in this furnace. No cement

bridge, Mass.; first vice - president, with oxides. was used in laying the brick , and
James Grant , New Haven, Conn .; Experiments were also made with none is necessary , but it would be

second vice -president, C. R. George , out any heating of the cathode, but advisable where a permanent furnace

Houston, Tex.; third vice-president, using alternating currents of higher is desired , to put iron straps around

J. Berry, Indianapolis, Ind.; fourth voltages than were available in con- the outside to prevent spreading of

vice -president, W. H. Bradt , Troy, tinuous current. It was found that the side walls under the influence of
N. Y. using an untreated electrode it re- repeated expansion and contraction .

Executive Committee : A. D. quired from 800 to 600 volts to get This will be done when it becomes

Smith , Norfolk , Va.; J. B. Yeakle , a visible discharge to pass ; whereas, necessary to rebuild this furnace.

Baltimore, Md.; Wm . Crane, Erie, using a radium -treated electrode, a The articles to be heated are

Pa.; Jerry Murphy, Cleveland, Ohio ; visible discharge would pass with bedded in a granular resistor with

W. M. Petty, Rutherford , N. J .; A. from 700 to 800 volts . The exact their lengths at right angles to the

S. Hatch , Detroit, Mich .; W. H. voltages required in each case were heating current, but with the dif

Thompson, Richmond, Va.; G. F. variable, but it was always found ference that the articles — in this case ,

MacDonald, Ottawa, Can.; secretary, that a visible discharge would pass , the crucibles — are placed in a vertical

Frank P. Foster, Corning, N. Y .; using the radium -treated electrode, instead of a horizontal position .

treasurer, C. H. Diehl, Harrisburg, with about 100 volts less than when Among the advantages of this re

P2. the untreated electrode was employed. sistance furnace for crucibles may

Finance Committee :-L. W. Kitt be mentioned the following Low

ridge , New Haven , Conn .; C. E. costs and simplicity of construction ;

Bradshaw , Charlotte, N. C.; W. D. the possibility of designing the fur

Clayborne, Savannah , Ga. An Electric Furnace for Heating nace to heat any desired number of

Crucibles crucibles simultaneously. By adapt

ing the size of a furnace to the

Radium and Electric Discharges N an investigation upon the pro- amount of energy available , any de

duction and properties of elec- sired temperature may be attained

HE effect of radium in facilitat- trolytic iron and iron alloys, up to that of the destruction of the

ing the visible electric dis- now being pursued at the University container for the resistor . Where

charge in vacuo was described of Wisconsin, under a grant from linings must be used in the crucibles,

by A. A. C. Swinton at a recent the Carnegie Institution , it became their melting or vapourizing fixes

meeting of the Physical Society , in necessary , says Dr. O. P. Watts the maximum temperature at which

London . It has been shown by in “ Electro - chemical and Metal- the furnace may be successfully used.
Edison , Fleming, and others that the lurgical Industry," to secure The crucibles are buried in the

passage of the electric discharge in of melting iron with the source of heat, and hence are heated

d'acuo is much facilitated by heating introduction minimum im- more rapidly, effectively, and prob

the cathode. More recently it has purity. From the high temperature ably more uniformly than in some

been shown that the passage of the required , some form of electric fur- other furnaces, as for example, in

discharge is still further facilitated seemed most suitable, and the arc furnace where the source of

by coating the heated cathode with after several months of experiment- heat is on one side only . For heating

oxides of the alkaline metals.
ing with both arc and resistance a half-dozen crucibles at once it has

It is generally held that the effi- types, a very simple form of resist- proved far more economical of energy

cacy of the hot oxides in this direc- ance furnace was adopted, and has than the arc furnace .

tion is due to their giving off nega- now been in successful use for sev- Some of its disadvantages are:

tively -charged ions or corpuscles. eral months. The need of a variable voltage for

The author, therefore, decided to as- It consists of a rectangular brick the most satisfactory operation. It

certain whether similar effects could box, into which the crucibles are set , is , so far as developed by the writer ,

be obtained by painting the cathode crushed carbon shoveled in and an intermittent furnace, and hence

with radium , and as radium gives off packed around them , and the cur- wasteful of energy. It contains a

corpuscles when cold, it was an- rent turned on until the desired tem- large mass of material other than the

ticipated that it might not be neces- perature is attained. The outside crucibles and charges, namely, the

sary to heat the cathode. Using a dimensions are :-Length , 54 inches ; resistor, which must be heated to the

continuous current up to 400 volts width , 28 inches ; height, 26 inches . maximum temperature attained .
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Electrical and Mechanical Progress

Large Induction Motors

F

which the waters will be backed up

to form a lake near the capital city.

The transmission of power will be

at a pressure of 76,000 volts over a

double line to Anaconda, nearly a

hundred miles distant.

A sub -station at the smelter con

ing about 1500 KW .; the power from

this plant will be used principally

for the operation of blowers and air

compressors in the smelter power

house.

The concentrating plant is the

first unit to be driven by electric

OUR induction motors, the

largest installed west of the

Mississippi River, have been

purchased for the equipment of the

famous 10,000 - ton concentrator of

the Washoe smelter, a new portion

of the $9,000,000 reduction plant of

the Anaconda Copper Mining Com

pany, at Anaconda, Mont. They

were designed and built at the elec

trical works of the Allis-Chalmers

Company, of Cincinnati, Ohio .

This plant is to operate with power

supplied by the two stations of the

Helena Power Transmission Com

pany, on the Missouri River near

Helena, nearly 100 miles from Ana

conda . In addition to power being

furnished for the smelter and street

railway of Anaconda, the improve

ments now in progress will, when

completed, make it possible for the

mines of Butte to utiliz : Missouri

River power.

A 1200 - H . P. THREE -PHASE INDUCTION MOTOR BUILT BY THE ALLIS -CHALMERS COMPANY, OF

MILWAUKEE, WIS . , FOR THE ANACONDA COPPER COMPANY

The output of copper from the

Washoe smelter, which has been

equipped throughout with electrical

drive, is from 15,000,000 to 17,000,

000 pounds per month . Formerly

all the power required was supplied
by steam engines, and a certain

amount of steam power will probably

always be used, as some of the steam

boilers utilize the heat contained in

the waste gases from the furnaces .

However, this power, obtained from

a by -product, is not nearly sufficient

to operate the whole plant , and all

additional power is in the future to

be supplied by electricity .

A second huge dam is being built

across the river , near Helena , by the

Missouri River Power Company, by

3-9

tains the step -down transformers for

lowering the pressure to 2200 volts

for distribution to the various parts

of the plant. The Anaconda Com

1 any has also recently purchased a

water -power plant located at Flint

Creek, about thirty -one miles from

the smelter, and capable of supply

power exclusively , the four large in

duction motors being used for this

purpose. The concentration build

ing is 600 feet long, with the steam

plant heretofore used for driving it

located in the centre . The jigs, ta

bles , etc. , are driven from a main

line shaft 500 feet long to which the

225
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engines have been connected by rope is 91 per cent . , and their full -load

drive and friction clutch pulleys . power factor 92 per cent . Squirrel

It is intended to leave this steam cage motors were chosen for this in

plant intact, to be used as a reserve stallation because the conditions un

in case the electric power fails , and der which they have to start are

disconnect the shaft at each side favourable , and also because of the

where it enters the engine room , higher power factor of this kind of

thus dividing the shaft into three motor as compared with the wound

parts , a live section on each side of rotor type.

the engine room . The mill , as a The motors being connected to

whole , is divided into eight sections , friction clutches, start up light , and

four on each side of the engine room . as the mill runs continuously, it is

Two induction motors will be in- not expected that the motors will be

stalled in each half of the mill, and started at all frequently. The power

connected to the main shaft by rope system of the Missouri River Power

drive and friction clutch pulleys . Company is so large that the occa

gradually . Since the motors are ar

ranged in pairs in the mill, one con

troller is provided for each pair of

motors, and the necessary instru

ments, switches , and the like , are

mounted on two two-panel marble

switchboards placed near the mo

tors ; the controller is operated by

means of a hand wheel on the front

of the board .

The main switches and also the

transfer switch for connecting either

motor to the controller are of the

oil-immersed type , and are inter

locked with the controller handle in

such manner that it is impossible to

close the main switch of either motor

while the controller is at the " on "

position .

The general construction of these

large induction motors is practically

the same as that of the smaller ones

built by the Allis-Chalmers Com

pany. The stator punchings are sup

ported in a substantial yoke to which

the housings carrying the bearings

are bolted . The bearings are ad

justable, to permit compensation for

wear and thus maintain a uniform

air gap between stator and rotor .

1.1e stator is wound with copper

strip with the slot insulation formed

around it under pressure in steam

heated moulds. The end connec

tions of the winding are rigidly sup

ported, to prevent any distortion due

to abnormally large current.

The rotor, Fig . 2. is mounted on

a spider provided with cast -steel end

rings between which the laminations

are held. The rotor slcts are of the

partially closed tyne , and the rotor

bars are securely held in place by

the overhanging tips of the teeth .

The bars are bolted at each end to

the bronze short-circuiting rings,

thus making a very strong rotor

that can be safely run at high

peripheral speed .

THE ROTOR OF THE INDUCTION MOTOR SHOWN ON THE PREVIOUS PAGE

Electric Locomotives for the New

York Central & Hudson River

Railroad

L

Each motor has a 1200 - H . P. out

put at 360 revolutions per minute

synchronous speed, and will furnish

power sufficient to operate easily two

mill sections ; connection is made to

the main shaft by eighteen 2-inch

ropes, and the pulley dimensions are

such that the main shaft will be

driven at 250 revolutions per minute .

These large motors, one of which

is shown in Fig. I , designed and

built by the Allis -Chalmers Com

pany at their Cincinnati works , are

notable not only on account of their

large size , but also because of their

having squirrel -cage rotors,-some

thing unusual in motors of this size .

Their guaranteed full -load efficiency

sional starting of one of these mo

tors will not cause undue disturbance,

while the higher power factor under

ordinary running conditions is a de

cided advantage . Tests show that

these motors exceed the guaranteed

power factor of 92 per cent . , and

that the starting current taken from

the line will not exceed full -load run

ning current when starting the mo

tor with its ropes and friction pulley

connected .

Starting is effected by an oil- im

mersed controller connected to an

auto - transformer which lowers the

applied voltage at starting. The con

troller has six steps , so that the mo

tor can be brought up to speed

AST October the first half of

the 50,000 mile-endurance run

of the first high -speed electric

locomotive No. 6000, built jointly

by the General Electric Company

and the American Locomotive Com

pany, of Schenectady, N. Y. , was

ccmpleted on the test tracks of the

New York Central lines in Schenec

tady . On June 12 this locomotive

completed the second half of this ex

haustive service test .

The maintenance expense per mile

for the complete 50,000 -mile run

amounted to 0.0126 . This figure in

cludes all maintenance expense on
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EIGHT ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVES BUILT JOINTLY BY THE GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY AND THE AMERICAN LOCOMOTIVE COMPANY, OF

SCHENECTADY, N. Y. , FOR THE NEW YORK CENTRAL & HUDSON RIVER RAILROAD

motors , brake shoes, tires , inspec- proved upon these brushes, and are lower current density than a carbon

tion , and other miscellaneous items. now selling them in the forms shown brush .

Moreover, the operating conditions in the accompanying illustrations. Tests made by the company con

were much more severe than those In comparison with carbon brushes , firm the conclusion that pressures

to which the thirty - five electric loco- graphite brushes cause less friction lower than three pounds per square

motives, which have been ordered , with the commutator; they are soft , inch must not be used with graphite

will be subjected . The test locomo

tive hauled a train averaging from

200 to 400 tons over a six -mile

track , and high -speed running under

these conditions involved higher

braking and accelerating duty than
in regular operating service .

The illustration on this page shows

eight of the thirty -five 100 -ton , 2200

H. P. electric locomotives built for

the New York Central lines , follow

ing the same design as the locomo

tive which has made such a satis

factory record . There are , in all ,

fourteen machines now complete. Of

the eight locomotives shown , Nos.

3401 and 3402 have been shipped

to New York. The remaining loco

motives are well under way at the

shops of the General Electric Com

pany and American Locomotive

Works, and it is expected that the

complete number, thirty-five , will be

ready for service early in October.
GRAPHITE BRUSHES MANUFACTURED BY THE JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE COMPANY,

OF JERSEY CITY , N. J.

T

and automatically lubricate the com- brushes in any case. With pressures
Graphite Brushes

mutator . greater than six pounds per square

HE graphite brushes manufac- It is not claimed that the graphite inch , it was found that the commu

tured by the Joseph Dixon brush is especially desirable for low tator would be likely to blacken and

Crucible Company, of Jersey voltages and high current density , the brushes wear rapidly .

City , N. J. , were first made by them for the graphite brush should have Anyone can quickly and conven

for use in their own lighting and greater resistance and is best used in iently test the pressure he is using
power plant in place of carbon connection with high voltages . In by means of an ordinary spring bal

brushes , with which they were hav- view of its higher contact resistance , ance . All that is needed is to hook

ing some trouble . Later, they im- it should be used with a somewhat the balance on the brush holder and
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Electric Railway Building in Oregon

A

lift until the brush clears the com

mutator . If the hook of the scale

cannot be caught on the brush

holder, a piece of ordinary cord can

be passed around and caught on the

hook of the balance.

For the convenience of users of

Dixon's graphite brushes the follow

ing summary is given of the conclu

N electric road for the trans

portation of freight as well

as passengers is that of the

Oregon Electric Railway Company,

entering the Willamette Valley , south

of Portland. This road opens up a

very rich territory in the center of

fact that there are no frosts or cold

weather during winter time, is rap

idly building up with farming and

manufacturing population .

There will be a number of bran

ches aggregating about 50 miles con

structed as soon as the main line is

in operation , and plans are in con

templation to extend the main line

to the south of Salem to the City

of Eugene, making an electric rail

way system of about 150 miles .

All the engineering and construc

tion work is being done by W. S.

Barstow & Company, engineers, of

Portland, Oregon . Among the finan

cial people interested in the enter

prise are Moffat & White, bankers ,

of New York ; Chas . Pratt & Ccm

pany, of New York ; the Franklin

Trust Company, of Brocklyn, N. Y. ,

and numerous other leading finan

ciers of the East and West. This

railroad is one of the first to be con

structed for heavy traffic in the State

of Oregon . The passenger express

service will be of the best, the run

ning time between Portland and

Salem being one and one -half hours ,

against three hours with the present

railroad service .

SOME MORE DIXON GRAPHITE BRUSHES

A New Electric Dump Car

T

mum

sions deducted from tests and obser- which is located Salem , the capital

vations made by Prof. Albert F. of Oregon.

Ganz, of Stevens Institute of Tech- The first section of the railroad

nology will be fifty miles in length , and will

Dixon's graphite brushes must not connect the City of Portland with

be used on the same commutator Salem . It will be constructed in

with carbon brushes. accordance with the best railway

Before Dixon's graphite brushes practice , of 70 -pound rails on rock

are applied to a machine the commu- ballasted road-bed , with a maximum

tator must be given a true and pol- grade of 2.2 per cent, and a maxi

ished surface . A rough commutator curvature of 5 degrees . A

will quickly wear away graphite portion of the 50 -mile line will con

brushes . sist of a tangent 26 miles with practi

No oil , vaseline or other lubricant cally no grade.

must be used with Dixon's graphite The road crosses the Willamette

brushes, but the commutator must be River, over which is being con

kept perfectly free and clean from structed a steel deck span bridge on

such materials . concrete piers. There are five piers

When a new graphite brush is in- in the river, and the approaches to

serted on a commutator, its surface the bridges on either side consist of

should be fitted to the surface of the fills aggregating about a thousand

commutator by means of finest sand feet in length. The bridge proper

paper . consists of four 200-foot spans , the

The brush holder should be so distance from the rail to the surface

constructed that the entire contact of the river being 110 feet . This is

surface of the brush is touching the one of the largest bridges in the

commutator and that the brush pres- State, and is being constructed for

sure is evenly distributed over the the heaviest type of electric locomo

contact surface of the brush . tive drawing trains of 100,000 -pound

The brush pressure should not be freight cars.

less than six pounds per square inch . The road enters the south bound

For slow -speed machines with little ary of the City of Portland , and con

vibration , the lower pressure will tinues into the center of the city,

give satisfactory results , while for where the passenger station is lo

high -speed machines with consider- cated . Connection will here be made

able vibration, the high pressures by the Southern Pacific, Northern

must be used . Pacific and Great Northern Rail

Where two or more brushes are roads. The country through which

used in parallel on one machine, it is the road passes is the garden spot

important that the brush pressure of Oregon, and is extremely fertile,

be the same for all brushes. and owing to the climate, and the

HE new electric slack dump car

built by the Jeffrey Manu

facturing Company, of Colum

bus, Ohio , and shown in the annexed

illustrations, covers a wide range

of usefulness, and is adapted to many

requirements. The car consists of a

structural steel truck upon which is

mounted a steel hopper, and is pro

vided with two Jeffrey 250-volt mo

tors , one being geared through a

single reduction to each axle, the

gears being enclosed in dust-proof

cases and running in oil .

The journal boxes are removable

without dropping the wheels, and are

provided with renewable steel wear

ing faces . The boxes are held in cast

steel pedestals, which are securely

bolted to the steel channel frame,

and which are also strengthened at

the lower end by diagonal braces .

Four sand boxes of liberal capacity

are provided. The brake is of the

well known Jeffrey self-locking type.

Heavy sheet steel , suitably braced

and reinforced, is used in the con

struction of the copper , which , when

loaded as shown in the illustration ,

has a capacity of 25,000 pounds of

run -of -mine coal . This hopper is so

supported on the frame that the

weight is uniformly distributed

throughout the structure .

Probably the most novel feature of

this car is the ease and rapidity with
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which the load may be discharged . length adjustment, so that the strain
To facilitate this, the bottom ofthe may be equally distributed on all of

car slopes from the hip or ridge in the chains. The method of operat

the center down to the bottom edge ing these doors may be arranged to

front door control shafts are the sand

valve handles.

Each car is provided with two

headlights, and a gong is located

underthe floor plate within reach of

the operator's foot. The car is used

for handling slack , and discharges

its load from a trestle at a consider

able height above the ground . ' Dump

ing the slack from the front and

both sides will gradually form a fill

or embankment upon which exten

sions to the track may be laid . These

cars are built in several sizes .

The Generating Units in the New

Public Service Building of the

Milwaukee Electric Railway

and Light Company

JEFFR
EY

T

FIG. I.-A NEW ELECTRIC DUMP CAR BUILT BY THE JEFFREY

MANUFACTURING COMPANY, OF COLUMBUS, OHIO

of each side door , and at the front suit the purpose for which the car

end is a triangular face or slope is to be used, for instance , each door

descending from the ridge to the may be operated separately , and two

bottom edge of the front door. The may be operated at the same time, or

angle of slope cf the bottom is made all the doors may be arranged to

whatever may be necessary to readily operate simultaneously.

discharge the material to be hauled. The mechanism for operating the

The doors are securely hinged to doors is self-locking in any position,
the body of the hopper, and are so and is easily and quickly manipu

a

HE handsome new Public Ser

vice Building of the Mil

waukee Electric Railway &

Light Company, which was first

thrown open to the public on the oc

casion of the convention of the

American Institute of Electrical En

gineers in Milwaukee, on June 1 , is

said to be the finest and best equipped

of its kind in the country .

This building offers generous

quarters for all departments of the

operating organization , as well as

affording an excellent terminal for

the various interurban lines radiating

from the city of Milwaukee . It is

located near the centre of electrical

distribution for the city , and a por

tion of the basement is used as

generating station . An especially

interesting power plant is now being

installed there .

The three generating units for this

plant consist of non -condensing

turbines of the Parsons type, built

by the Allis -Chalmers Company, of

Milwaukee, Wis. , each driving a

1500-kilowatt, 60 -cycle, 2300 to 4000

volt Allis-Chalmers alternating -cur

rent generator . The turbines are

not of the standard design, but were

specially built to be run non -con

densing . These turbines have a guar

anteed steam consumption per kilo

watt -hour of 44 pounds at three

quarters load , 40 pounds at full load ,

and 41 pounds at one- quarter over

load , with an absolute back pressure

of 22 pounds .

The turbine equipment is de

signed to be run only when steam

is needed for the heating system ,

and the current cutput of the tur

bine-driven generators will be fed

into a lighting network . ex

haust trunk for the three units is

provided with a vertical atmospheric

pipe built in one of the partition

walls . The exhaust trunk is directly

connected with the district heating

FIG . 2.-ANOTHER VIEW OF THE JEFFREY ELECTRIC DUMP CAR,

SHOWING SIDES OPEN

hung that they open slightly by their lated . Fig. I shows the convenient

own weight whenever the holding arrangement of the operating me

chains are loosened . chanism . The vertical shafts and

Each door is provided with three hand wheels at the right and left

chains for holding it closed . The operate the front and side doors re

two side doors are operated simul- spectively, and the hand wheel and

taneously, the frontthe front door being shaft in the center operate the brake .

operated independently. The chains At the left of the operator's seat is

are wound upon windlass shafts , the controller , and at the right , sup

and each chain is provided with ported between the brake and the
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TOUT

I

GENERA
L ELEGTAIC COMPANY

A MOTOR BUILT BY THE GENERAL ELECTRIC

ING PURPOSES AT THE WORTHINGTON HY

system through two 24 -inch under- The largest of these units is shown rigid in spite of the unusual length

ground steam mains . in the accompanying illustration. of the studs .

In order to make this installation This motor delivers 200 H. P. at 220 The motors are materially light

more flexible and permit of equaliz- volts, running at 750 to 1500 revolu- ened by making the magnet frames

ing the load between the direct-cur- tions per minute and 100 H. P. at of steel, and both armature and field

rent and the alternating -current dis- 110 volts , running at 375 to 750 coils are built to give proper ven

tribution systems, two Allis -Chal- revolutions per minute. A similar tilation at the overload capacity .

mers motor-generator sets will be in- range in capacity and speed is ob- Particular attention has been paid

stalled close to the turbine units. tainable with each of the other mo- to balancing rotating parts so that

Each of these motor-generators will tors , which have full load ratings of vibraticn, within the wide variation

consist of a 1500 -kilowatt motor, 100 H. P. , 30 H. P. and 10 H. P. , of speed and load is eliminated .

with the same characteristics as the respectively , at 220 volts . There is a wide field among ma

turbine generators, mounted on the All the machines are of the four- chinery manufacturers for motors of

same shaft with a 300 - volt, direct- pole type and will carry 50 per cent. this type having high overload ca

current generator . The installation overload for two hours at any speed pacity with high speed range , not

of this motor -generator equipment within the range specified . The only for permanent installation for

was made necessary because at the general testing work , as in the case

time the machinery was ordered it of the machines for the Worthington

was not commercially possible to Works , but also for the driving of

purchase a 1500 -kilowatt, direct-cur machine tools .

rent turbine unit , and reciprocating

engine units could not be used be

cause of the continual jar which they Universal Insulator Supports

would give to the building above

them .

The alternating - current generators tured by the Steel City Electric

are designed with an enclosed arma Company, of Pittsburg, are

ture casting, so that the usual hum shown in the annexed illustrations.

ming during operation will be greatly The supports are principally used

lessened. Each generator is wound for attaching standard forms of in

with four-wire , three -phase circuits sulators to the frame work of steel

with 2300 volts difference of potential buildings , especially mills, factories,

between any leg and the neutral . COMPANY , OF SCHENECTADY , N. Y. , FOR TEST machine shops , foundries and build

As part of the auxiliary service , ings of similar character, where the

a continuous supply of compressed DRAULIC WORKS, HARRISON , N. J. structural steel work is exposed and

air is furnished by two motor-driven where the " open " style of wiring is
Christensen air compressors , each of motors operate on the three-wire used . They are also largely used for

150 cubic feet capacity , now manu- system , the fields being excited from securing in place pipe, chairs and

factured by the Allis -Chalmers Com- the 220-volt mains, and the arma- hangers, motor starters, cut-outs ,

pany. A large part of the output of tures being connected through dou- junction boxes, switches and the like .

these compressors is used for operat- ble-throw switches to the 220-volt

ing the pneumatic tube service which or 110-volt mains, according to the

connects the various departments. A speed range required . The speed

portion of the compressed air is used ranges are obtained by field control,

in the heat regulating service which and the 200 H. P. and 100 H. P.

controls, by means of thermostats, machines are built with commutating

each steam radiator in the building. poles .

The compressed air is also used at A German silver resistance, shown

about 80 pounds pressure for the just below the terminal board in the

blast forges in the machine and re- illustration, is used to make the final

pair shops. adjustment of the current in the

commutating field coils.

Motors for Testing Purposes
arrangement absolutely

commutation at all loads, including

EVERAL especially interesting 50 per cent. overload, is assured .

motors have recently been in- Aside from the large capacity and

stalled for testing purposes by high -speed range , these motors have
the International Steam Pump Com- several interesting structural features .

pany in its new Worthington Hy- On account of the high surface speed

draulic Works at Harrison, N. J. of the commutators in the 200 H.

The motors were built by the Gen- P. and 100 H. P. machines, an im

eral Electric Company, of Schenec- proved shrink -ring type of commu

tady , N. Y. , and are used in testing tator is used . The brush rigging is

blowers, pumps and air compressors, similar to the form recently adopted COMPANY, OF PITTSBURG

being permanently installed on suit- in high -speed, D. C. Curtis turbine

able foundations, so that the ma- generators . The brush holder studs For special work they are drilled and
chinery to be tested can be easily are of stiff, ribbed design , and the tapped as ordered .

brought up to them . The machines brush holders are secured to the The insulator supports being of

are remarkable because of their high studs by bolts passing through ma- metal , the use of all inflammable

overload capacity and wide speed chined joints of special form , making construction material , such as wood
range for these purposes. the entire brush system extremely timbers , is avoided. The loosening

By this

spurkless

SEMI

AN INSULATOR ON ONE OF THE UNI

VERSAL INSULATOR SUPPORTS MANU

FACTURED BY THE STEEL CITY ELECTRIC
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TACHED TO AN ANGLE IRON

to

of bolts and twisting of timbers, due sary special work according to the acquaintance, and has had a wide

to shrinkage of such wooden pieces , number of wires , their size, direction experience in the electrical field . His

is also entirely avoided and the steel of strains, and other local consider- earlyearly experience in the practical

structure is not weakened by drill- ations , getting carpenters , black- operation of central stations has

ing holes for supporting insulators smiths, machine shops , hardware proved particularly useful in

dealers , and others, to prepare special electrical supply business , with which

work and materials , with the annoy- he has been identified for the past

ing delays so often thereby attendant , ten years . During the last four

and collecting and assorting these years Mr. Hessel has successively

various devices and materials each to occupied the positions of sales man

their assigned special places . ager for the Western Electric Com

By the use of the universal in- pany, manager of the Standard Elec

sulator supports all of this costly pre- tric Company, of Cincinnati, Ohio,

paratory work is avoided. The work which is the Ohio branch of the

will fit in place no matter where the Western Electric Company, and

wires go , and it is only necessary to Western sales manager of Pass &

provide the proper number and size Seymour, Inc. Prior to that time ,

of insulator supports to correspond he was associated with the Eastern

to the desired number of insulators interests, and had many Eastern

according to the route previously friends , who will be pleased to learn

UNIVERSAL INSULATOR SUPPORTS AT- laid out . that he has returned to again take

a place among them .

or timbers, as no holes are needed
Personal George L. Rockwood was recently

for this device . appointed to the professorship of

They are universal in application
E. N. Chilson has been appointed steam engineering in the Worcester

and can be used anywhere, without purchasing agent of J. G. White Polytechnic Institute. Mr. Rock

restriction as to location. They are
& Company, of New York . E. V. wood is a graduate of the Worcester

designed to attach to any form of
Peters will continue to act as assist- Polytechnic Institute in the class of

the
standard rolled section from ant purchasing agent as heretofore. 1888, and is one of the leading au

heaviest 24 -inch I -beam the
thorities in this country on steam en

At an election of officers of the

smallest angle or T in common use .
gineering

Newton Machine Tool Works, Inc. ,

They can also be attached to round
of Philadelphia, made necessary by

Daniel D. Banks, who as chief en

or square rods , gas or other pipes ,
the death of Charles C. Newton , gineer had charge of all the track

flat bars , plates, the edges of tanks ,
founder and president of the com

and other construction work oi the

braces , guy rods, etc. , in fact , to any pany , the following were elected :- United Railways & Electric Company,

thing over which the clamp jaw will
Harry W. Champion , president ;

of Baltimore , has resigned to take up

go . This is also an important con William M. Graham , treasurer; Ellis independent consulting work. It is

sideration when changes in previous J. Hannum, secretary . These gen said that the company will not name
work are made. There is no special

ilemen were closely associated in ex successors, with like authority , to

ecutive positions with Mr. Newton
Mr. Banks and to P. C. Keilholtz ,

ior many years . No change in the who resigned lately as consulting en

conduction of the business will be gineer. Part of their duties will be

made. filled by the staff of L. B. Stillwell ,

of New York . At the present time

W. S. Barstow , of W. S. Barstow Mr. Stillwell's electrical assistants are

& Co. , Inc., of New York , has just making an examination of the Pratt

returned from Portland, Ore., after a street power station .

four weeks ' trip. He reports that

A UNIVERSAL INSULATOR SUPPORT there is in contemplation the build J. W. Lieb , Jr. , assistant general

ing of several miles of railroad ex
manager of the New York Edison

tensions in connection with the Ore Company, recently returned with Mrs.

work to throw into the scrap , as in Lieb from an extended European

gon Electric Railway Company, for

the case with special forgings, hook whom W. S. Barstow & Co. are now
trip . Mr. Lieb received many marks

bolts , and the multitude of similar
of honour while in Italy , and also en

building and equipping about sixty

affairs familiar to every construction miles of road . It is expected that joyed the hospitality of the British

man who has had to do with this
Institution of Electrical Engineers

part of the main line between Port

kind of work . If the work is to be land and Salem will be in operation while in England .

changed, as for instance temporarytemporary September 1 , and that cars will be

work, it is only necessary to change operated between the two cities by

the location of the supports, and, if July 1 , 1907. Obituary

the work is taken out , to put the sup

porls into stock . W. F. Hessel, of Chicago , has just H. P. Bruce, formerly general

The most important part of the assumed the position cf general sales manager of the Demerara Electric

labour cost in open work goes into manager of the Stuart Howland Company, of British Guiana, asso

preparing the runs to receive the Company, of Boston, Mass. This is ciate engineer of the Pittsburg Rail

wires , viz .: laying out the most avail- a valuable addition to the rapidly ways, and latterly connected with the

able locations for the hangers , block- increasing organization of the com- firm of Rockwell & Bruce, of New

ing, etc. , making measurements and pany , as Mr. Hessel has been asso- York, died suddenly on July 26. He

sketches of all structural features and ciated with some of the largest com- entered the electrical field in the early

designing and sketching the neces- panies of the country, has a broad days of the Thomson -Houston Com

i
WITH TWO INSULATORS
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pany, his activities since then being the continent. The power house of La .; one 400 -H . P. single -cylinder

in connection with some of the this company, which will be situated and one 320- H . P. single -cylinder for

largest work in the East . He leaves at Port Washington, Wis . , is to con- the Craddock - Terry Company,Lynch

a widow and one child . tain three horizontal, twin -tandem burg, Va.

gas engines, each having a rated ca
One of the few American exhibits

pacity of 1500 H. P., with liberal

allowance for overload , direct con at the exposition , at Milan , Italy,
Trade News

nected to three 1000 -KW ., three
now open for the season of 1906 , is

W. S. Barstow & Co. , of New
phase, 25 -cycle, alternating-current

that of the " Long Arm ” system of

generators. The complete units will
electrically operated bulkhead doors .

York, have been engaged as engi The exhibit consists of a horizontal

neers for remodelling the plant of the
be built and installed by the Allis

Jamestown Worsted Mills , at James- Chalmers Company. The exciting sliding door, a vertical sliding door, a

town , N. Y. Plans will be drawn units for these generators, which are
hatch gear and the electrical em

covering an extensive addition to the
to be driven by special vertical gas

ergency station from which , aboard

power plant , and the plant will be engines , will also be furnished by the
ship , all important bulkhead doors

changed over to an electric motor Allis-Chalmers Company. All of the
and the armour hatches are oper

engines are to operate on producerdrive throughout. Barstow & Co.

ated . The types of doors and the

hatch forming this exhibit are all of
recently completed a similar installa- gas .

the latest model. A great deal of in
tion for the Hartford Carpet Cor

As announced in a previous issue , terest has been manifested in Italy

poration, at Thompsonville, Conn .
the Crocker -Wheeler Company have in the " Long Arm ” system , which is

They have also been engaged as now completed arrangements and in use on all the new warships of the

the engineers for the New Jerthe New Jer- have opened an office and warehouse United States Navy , and it is doubt

sey Company, of Matawan , N. ° J. ,
at 208 First street , near Howard . less somewhat due to the educating

who are making improvements and San Francisco, Cal . , with H. C. Ba- influence of this exhibit, that a move

additions to their plant. The remod ker as local manager. They have ment has been started in Italy to

elled plant will have double the ca also opened an office at 447 Pa- have incorporated in the govern
pacity of the old one . In order to cific Electric Building, Los An- mental regulations for passenger ships

meet the increased shipping require- geles , Cal . , with L. Cummins as rep- a clause making the installation of

ments, a large dock will be built on resentative , and are arranging to es- power doors obligatory.

Matawan creek , and a new power tablish an office in Seattle, Wash . , in

house will provide for electric drive
the near future .

and lighting throughcut the plant .
New Catalogues

The Bay State Lamp Company, of
The Carnegie Steel Company has

Danvers , Mass., has started up again

purchased for its Homestead works An order guide for supplies an ]

2000 -KW ., alternating -current
after its annual summer shut-down.

car and truck specialties was recently

The increasing business of the com
generators driven by gas engines.

sent out jointly by the J. G. Brill

These units are to be furnished by
pany made necessary a considerable

Company, of Philadelphia ; the G. C.

the Allis - Chalmers Company, of Mil
addition , which has just been com

Kuhlman Car Company, of Cleve

waukee, and they complete an order
pleted. During the vacation also, a

land ; the American Car Company, of

recently given for machinery costing
number of alterations and improve

St. Louis , and the John Stephenson

approximately one million dollars to
ments in the factory were made for Company, of Elizabeth . The names

be built by the Allis -Chalmers Com
the purpose of the better handling of

of the various items are given, with
the fall and winter business.

pany for the Homestead plant. It a number annexed corresponding to

includes three gas -engine-driven elec- The Gas & Electric Development a number on the illustrations, so that

tric units and four gas blowing en
Company, of Philadelphia, reports the

the correct name of the part needed!

gines, the aggregate capacity of these sale of the plants of the Frostburg
may be known.

machines being nearly 30,000 H. P.
Gas & Electric Company, of Frost- Iron and steel works equipment

This follows close upon the recent burg, Md., to Philadelphia interests.

million -dollar order given to the Al
built by the Wellman -Seaver-Morgan

lis -Chalmers Company by the Indi- The Ball Engine Company, of
Company, of Cleveland , Ohio, are

dealt with in a pamphlet recently is
ana Steel Company for the electrical Erie , Pa ., report a very brisk demand

equipment of its new plant at Gary, for their Corliss four -valve type of
sued . Open -hearth steel melting fur

naces of both stationary and rolling

Ind ., where gas engines of the same engine. Among recent orders are

type and capacities , operating on the following One 700 - H . P. cross
type are first taken up , reheating fur

waste gas from the blast furnaces, compound for the city of Aurora ,
naces and equipment then being dealt

with . The Foster patent water

are to serve as prinie movers for Ill . ; one 800 - H . P. cross -compound

electric generators supplying current
sealed reversing valve for regenera

for the National Tube Company,

to the steel mills. Other purchases Pittsburg, Pa .; two 700 - H . P. cross
tive gas furnaces, open -hearth fur

of gas blowing engines and gas -en- compound for the Duluth & Iron
naces , heating furnaces, soaking piti,

crucible furnaces, glass furnaces, and

gine-driven electrical units from the Range Railway , Duluth , Minn .; one
Allis -Chalmers Company amount to

the like , are also illustrated and de

600 - H . P. cross -compound for the
scribed .

practically a million dollars more, so Flint Light & Power Company, Flint ,

that sales during the past few months Mich .; one 700 - H . P. cross - com- Steel tanks built by the Osweg. )

have aggregated three million dol- pound for the Pennsylvania Railroad Boiler & Engine Company, of Oswe

lars . Now another notable sale of Company, Altoona, Pa.; one 550 go , N. Y. , are illustrated and de

gas-engine -driven generating units H. P. single- cylinder for the Wash- scribed in a recent catalogue. The

has just been made to the Milwaukee ington Electric Light & Power Com- tanks listed vary in size from 18

Northern ( electric ) Railway Com- pany , Washington, Pa.; one, 550- inches in diameter with 3-16 -inch

pany, whose plant will represent the H. P. single -cylinder for the Natal- shell. Coil tanks, with iron or brass

largest installation of this kind on bany Lumber Company, Montpelier, coils, are also listed . The company.
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also turn out boilers of every de- which the Geo. H. Gibson Company pamphlet is attractively gotten up

scription , smokestacks, steel chim- describes and lists important patents and should prove of value to anyone

neys , breechings, boiler castings , and other industrial opportunities. interested in this subject.

standpipes , carburettors, vulcanizers ,

and digesters , and are prepared to A booklet telling about carbon The " Gem ” wire grip , manufac

construct general iron work and build brushes was recently issued by the tured by the Colman J. Mullin Com

special machinery to any design and
Speer Carbon Company , of St. pany, of Brooklyn, is illustrated and

specification. Mary's, Pa. The advantages of described in a folder recently issued .

Speer brushes are discussed and
The grip consists of a cylindrical

Lightning protective apparatus is curves are given showing the results wire network , which tightens on the

dealt with in a new pamphlet sent out of heat, brush friction , voltage drops, cable as it draws at one end .,

by the Westinghouse Electric & Man- brush tension, contact resistance, and

ufacturing Company, of Pittsburg. wattage loss tests . Marsh boiler-feed pumps built by

It has upon the cover a very interest

ing illustration of a lightning stroke
A folder recently sent out by the

the American Steam Pump Com

from cloud to ground. The general Wagner Electric Manufacturing pany, of Battle Creek, Mich., are

Company, of St. Louis, Mo., deals
dealt with in a recent catalogue . The

consideration , performance, and selec
with transformers. Those illustratedtion of protective apparatus are dis

various types are illustrated and de

scribed , tables of dimensions and
cussed, and the various types of vary in capacity from 1 to 500 KW.

Westinghouse arresters are illustrat
capacity being also given . Another

They are of the air -cooled type , the

ed and described .
ail -filled , self-cooled type and the pamphlet deals with deep-well en

dry type.
gines and pump cylinders .

The James Leffel & Co., of Spring

field, Ohio, have issued an attractive Gas and gasoline engines built by “ The Economical Lighting of In

new 52
ge catalogue, illustrating the Bruce -Meriam -Abbott Company, dustrial Plants” is the title of an at

and describing steam engines an : of Cleveland , Ohio, are illustrated and tractive booklet recently issued by

boilers. The details of construction described in a catalogue recently is- the Cooper Hewitt Lamp Company,

are plainly shown and fully explained , sued . The engines are shown in de of Pittsburg . The illustrations show

and the catalogue will be of interest tail and the various features are fully installations of the Cooper Hewitt

to any prospective purchaser of steam described. The engravings are ex lamps for various classes of service,

power equipment. A copy will be cellent, and the pamphlet as a whole including warehouses, erecting shops ,

manufactories and offices.
furnished free to prospective buyers is a creditable piece of work .

stating their wants, and addressing

the company as above for catalogue
Industrial railways built by the C.

A pamphlet recently issued by the

" 0."
W. Hunt Company, of West New Nernst Lamp Company, of Pitts

Brighton , Staten Island, N. Y. , are
burg, treats of the Nernst series al

A new folder sent out by the H. T. illustrated and described in a cata- ternating vertical-glower street-light
Paiste Company, of Philadelphia, is logue recently issued . The various ing system . The details of the sys

devoted to plug cut-outs, panel cut features of this well-known system tem are described with illustrations

outs for rotary snap switches, tablets, are discussed and numerous illus- showing the regulating apparatus and

and attachment plugs. trations show the wide variety of
transformers.

cars built for industrial use .
A book on cables , sent out recently A new catalogue sent out by the

by the Standard Underground Cable Motors and generators, varying in Atlas Engine Works, of Indianapolis,

Company, of Pittsburg, should prove size from 1 to 35 H. P. , are dealt Ind ., is devoted to throttling and au

of value to any one interested . Be
with in a bulletin recently sent out

tomatic single-valve engines. The

sides telling all about the company's by the Allis-Chalmers Company, of advantages of each type are dis

products , it gives a variety of useful Milwaukee, Wis. Another bulletin cussed, indicator cards also being

tables and information about cables
sent out by the company deals with

given. The various details are illus

too great to be listed here. With heavy -duty engines of the belted -type.
trated and described , and tables give

three grades of binding the book is Many of the details are illustrated
the main dimensions and indicated

sold for $.50 , $.75 , and $ 1.00 . and described, and a table gives the horse-power and various speeds .

The Machine Tool Pocket List , indicated horse -power for various

cut-offs of each size .
A new series of bulletins sent out

formerly published by the Angus by the Chandler & Taylor Company ,
Ballard Company, has been pur

chased by the Geo . H. Gibson Com
Water -wheel governors are illus

of Indianapolis, Ind . , are devoted to

trated and described in a catalogue
inclosed direct-connected engines ,

pany , advertising engineers, of New

York City. The size of the book
recently issued by the Sturgess En- high -speed automatic cut -off engines,

will be increased from 34 inches by

gineering Department of the Ludlow high -speed throttling engines, sta
medium

6 inches to 4 inches by 9 inches, a
Valve Manufacturing Company , of tionary tubular boilers,

larger pocket or pigeon -hole size ,

Troy, N. Y. The several types of speed throttling engines, medium

governors are dealt with and a num
and the buyers' finding list of ma

speed double throttling engines, por

ber of illustrations show some of the
chine tools and supplies will be made

table fire-box boilers, plain vertical

still more complete and definite , if

water-power plants regulated by boilers, and semi-portable outfits.

possible, although the present list
Sturgess governors.

Of the 923 coal-cutting machines in

covers over a thousand firms and Magneto switchboards built by use in the United Kingdom , 355 are

about two thousand articles and the Automatic Electric Company, of electrically driven , and 555 are oper

types of tools used in machine shops. Chicago, are illustrated and de- ated by compressed air . This is a

Brief articles of interest to manufac- scribed in a catalogue recently issued . total increase for 1905 of 155 ma

turers of machinery will also be Express type and bell type switch- chines, 85 of which are electrically

added , and the list will be combined boards are dealt with and the details driven and 70 driven by compressed

with “Manufacturing,” a journal in are illustrated and described. The air.
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Wireless Telegraphy at the Isles of Shoals a cabin about 6 feet long by 8 feet

wide .

At the Portsmouth Navy Yard , a

By H. S. KNOWLTON high- powered station is in continuous

day and night service under the con

N interesting wireless telegraph been sent from Appledore. Although trol of the government. This is one
station is in operation this there are three steamboat railways of the busiest stations on the Atlantic

summer at the Isles of Shoals , daily to the mainland , there seems to Coast , and three operators are re

a group of seven islands lying 10 be a real demand for the wireless in- quired to handle the business, where

miles out in the Atlantic Ocean, off stallation . as one operator takes care of the

the Maine and the New Hampshire The Appledore station is not de little station on the Isles of Shoals .

coasts . The installation first signed for long- distance transmission, At the Portsmouth station , the ap

placed in operation in the summer of and it is therefore equipped with low paratus is also that of the Stone

1905, and it is located on the island powered apparatus. The mast which system, the mast being 180 feet high

of Appledore , close by the landing of supports the aerial wires is about 30 and strongly guyed to hold it secure

the steamboat line which connects the feet high and carries 20 rubber- ly in place upon a concrete and ledge

shoals with the city of Portsmouth , insulated No. 12 copper wires sus- foundation in heavy gales and

N. H. The installation is equipped pended from glass insulators attached storms.

with the apparatus of the Stone sys- to a horizontal yard arm . These Messages have been received at

tem, and its object is to furnish tele- wires are dead -ended at the top of Portsmouth from the steamship “Sa

graph service between the islands and the mast and are brought together at vannah " at a distance of 1380 miles ,

the nearest mainland wireless tele- the bottom in a cable which enters and under favorable conditions the

graph station , which is located at the the station cabin through a porcelain station has communicated with Beau

Portsmouth Navy Yard . bushing. The cable is here con- fort, N. C. Messages were received

The Appledore station is main- nected with the transmitting and re- from the floating drydock Dewey for

tained by the Stone Telegraph & ceiving apparatus. some time after she started on her

Telephone Company , of Boston, a Battery power is used in this sta- Eastern trip .

certain minimum of business being tion , about 12 volts on the induction Power for the operation of the

guaranteed by the syndicate which coil primary being sufficient to com- Portsmouth station is drawn from a

controls the Appledore and Oceanic municate with Portsmouth. About generating plant in the Yard , located

hotels on Appledore and Star islands, 500 feet of wire are used in the an- about half a mile from the wireless

respectively. The traffic originates tennæ . Ordinarily from 6 to 8 cells cabin . Current is taken at 110 volts

largely among the guests of the ho- of storage battery are employed in direct , and transformed to 110 volts

tels , as all the telegraphic business of the transmitting circuits. The cells alternating current, 60 cycles , by a

the islands is conducted through this are of the “ Chloride" 7 -plate type, 5 -KW . Holtzer -Cabot motor-genera

station . and are charged about every ten days tor set mounted in a small building

The Portsmouth Navy Yard sta- in Portsmouth, a spare set being just outside the main station. The

tion is about 10 miles distant, and the kept on hand as The alternating current is passed through
tariff between the Appledore and the charging rate is 7.5 amperes on a 10- the primary of a step-up transformer

Portsmouth stations is 25 cents for hour basis . upon the depression of the sending

10 words . When a message from The wave length of 320 meters key, and by means of a five-point

the islands is received at Portsmouth used by the United States Navy De- multiple spark gap in the secondary

it is turned over to the Postal Tele- partment is also used in the Isles of circuit
, an oscillating potential of

graph-Cable Company or the Western Shoals apparatus, and the inside of about 50,000 volts is impressed upon

Union Telegraph Company, accord- all the instrument boxes are lined the aerial wires , which in this case

ing as the sender specifies. The with tin , which is grounded . About represent a total length of about

charge from Portsmouth to the des 50,000 volts are used on the second- 2000 feet of No. 8 copper , rubber in

tination of the message is added at ary side of the transmitting circuit. sulated.

regular telegraph or cable rates . Mes- The standard Stone electrolytic re- An indicating kilo -wattmeter is in

sages coming to the Isles of Shoals ceiver with telephones is employed, serted in the primary circuit , and the

from other points bear a similar addi- and on account of the low height of power used in transmitting averages

tional charge in the opposite direc- the mast the weather has very little about 2 KW. The normal speed of

tion . effect on the efficiency of the trans- the motor- generator set is 1800 revo

Aside from the business occasioned mission . Even in thunderstorms, it lutions per minute, but by means of

through the guests of the hotels, a is not necessary to shut down the a rheostat in the motor field , a speed

considerable amount of ordering sup- equipment. Although the sending of 2200 revolutions per minute can

plies by wireless from Boston through power of the station is purposely lim- be obtained if desired . The motor

Portsmouth is done by the hotels ited, messages have been picked up generator is protected by a special

themselves. Personal messages, im- from considerable distances. At the lightning arrester and spark gap

portant stock market transactions , time the North Atlantic Squadron shunt , with condensers . The step- up

weather reports and other kinds of was going through evolutions off transformer is also carefully protected

business are handled , the office being Rockport recently, the wireless dis- against excessive potentials.

open from 8 A. M. to 8 P. M. patches between the various battle- The receiving circuits provide for

week days, and from 9 to 10 A. M. ships and between the fleet and the a wide range of adjustment. Both

and 5 to 6 P. M. on Sundays. At shore were read at Appledore, as are inductance and capacity may be al

the recent convention of the Ameri- messages from other ships passing tered to suit the wave length in force

can Unitarian Association , held at the along the coast. Cape Elizabeth , and by means of a special " weeding

Isles of Shoals, the proceedings were Me., and Cape Cod, Mass ., are fre- out" coil or tertiary transformer, the

reported by wireless telegraphy to quently heard from by Appledore. apparatus can be held sensitive to

“ The Boston Herald .” As many as The entire equipment, exclusive of within 5 per cent . of the adjusted

18 outward messages a day have the mast and antennæ , is installed in wave length . It is possible to com

а reserve .

on
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In every care

municate with the Isles of Shoals derstands him . When the sending manager can have lists prepared of

without difficulty, even though a operator depresses his key he short- every class of possible customers,

large number of wireless messages circuits the primary receiving circuit , and call their attention by letter at

may be in process of transmission rendering it immune from electrical intervals to his product. Newspaper

from other points, provided the wave disturbances, and also opens the re- advertising can also be used to ad

lengths are suitably different. ceiving circuit, protecting it from vantage. Personal solicitation must

About 12 amperes are ordinarily violent oscillations at the station be relied upon to do the actual work

used in the primary circuit . The re- while the spark is passing . On re- of business getting, but the assist

ceiving circuit operates very satisfac- leasing the key the spark is stopped, ance of the letters and advertising

torily on about 4 volts potential , the short- circuit removed , and the re- will be felt .

which is obtained by two storage ceiving circuit completed so that the Good service is the principal factor

cells . These are charged from the sending operator will hear any signal in getting and retaining business.

110 - volt direct-current supply about which is sent in by the opposing op Good service consists of furnishing a

once in two weeks. The condensers erator between the dots and dashes continuous supply of electricity at

in the primary and secondary receiv- which he makes on the transmitting uniform voltage to the premises of
ing circuits are of the sliding adjust- key . In this way a great deal of every customer , together with such

able type. Make - and - break contacts time is saved through the avoidance supervision of each customer's instal

are protected by fixed condensers. of needless repetitions. lation as will result in his greatest

Ground connections are made by the Time signals are sent out at noon satisfaction . case

wire netting known to the trade as daily by a solenoid magnet attached should be taken to give the consumer

“ hen cooping , ” being set into the to the sending key, the magnet being the most useful light possible for his

ground over a wide area around the actuated by an ordinary telegraph re- money. If a 16 candle-power lamp,

signal house. lay circuit . Both the Postal and the with a prismatic glass reflector, will

An important feature of this sys- Western Union companies have wires give the customer more useful light

tem is an arrangement whereby the to the Portsmouth station , which can than a 32 candle -power lamp without

sender of a message can be inter- communicate directly with Boston by a shade, the customer shculd be ad

rupted in case the recipient misun- land lines if desired. vised to that effect.

The central station manager must

not only obtain the order for lighting

but fill it in such a manner that the

customer will feel that he is getting

Best Methods of Increasing Business his money's worth , and repeat his

order from month to month in

HOW TO GET IT , AND HOW TO KEEP IT
definitely . One well lighted store is

the best canvasser for the neighbour
By W. C. ANDERSON, of Canton , Ohio

ing stores , and too great pains can

A Paper Read at the Recent Convention of the Ohio Electric Light Association . not be taken to give the store lighted

the most handsome effect.

HE electric light and power petitor. For general space lighting , When a residence is wired, see

company is a manufacturer, the direct current arc lamp and the that the stable is wired also , and that

selling direct to the consumer. alternating current Nernst lamp can the lamps are of such candle -power

There must be combined in the man- compete with any other light with as will give the best results without

agement both manufacturing and everv opportunity of success . waste. Prompt and courteous atten

selling ability . The product is prom- The product of the central station tion should be given to all com

inently before the public, but is little is highly perishable ; in fact , must plaints and causes therefore remedied

understood by them . It has inherent be used the instant of production. promptly.

superiority that manifests itself to Neither can it be transported any A recording voltmeter should be

every user . The electric light gives considerable distance , but must be in continuous service at every plant,

off no odor, dirt or fumes; requires consumed at or near the point of and a chart should be taken at the

no attention ; takes notice of production . The market is, there- end of each main at intervals , to see

drafts, and can be controlled from fore, limited, and every possible cus- that the proper voltage is being ob

any distance. It can be accurately tomer can be card -indexed as to pos- tained . Every plant that does not

measured and kept continuously in sible consumption with considerable keep a switchboard attendant on that

service . The principal form in which accuracy . We must not make the work , exclusively, should have an

it comes, the incandescent lamp, is mistake of underestimating our sell- automatic voltage regulator,

not efficient, however, in comparison ing possibilities, but go after all nothing
dissatisfaction

with the Welsbach mantel. Had not
possible customers with enthusiasm . readily as to have the lights bright

this mantel been invented , the incan- Nearly every private house is a at one period and dim during an

descent lamp would be today in uni- possible customer, as nowhere else other .

versal use , by reason of economy as are the advantages of electricity so Like any other manufacturer, the

well as general desirability. Notwith- pronounced . We should expect to central station manager must have a

tanding the greater cheapness of light every store and furnish both good factory to be successful . His

light from Welsbach mantels, the in- light and power to all the small fac- machinery must not be antiquated

candescent lamp has grown in use tories. It is hardly to be expected nor insufficient. He cannot afford

enormously, but in new and different that we can fully realize our expec- to waste his raw material in ineffi

fields from before the advent of the tations in this regard , but an attempt cient engines, boilers or electrical ap
mantel. should be made in every case. paratus. His apparatus must be de

In window -lighting, sign-lighting , Elaborate and expensive business pendable and adapted to the supply

theatre -lighting, and all kinds of dec- getting systems are out of the ques- of both light and power. No selling

orative and display lighting, the in- tion in the smaller places, comprising department can be successful without

candescent lamp is without a com the bulk of our membership, but the a good product to sell .

T

no

as
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Electric lights are the street lights cause trouble than a meter rate low The Telephone and the Telegraph

par excellence , and every city in the enough to hold the business . Too in the Russo-Japanese War

State should be lighted by a pri- much care cannot be taken in classi

vately owned electric light plant . ſving business to make all rates bear N the " Journal of the United

The public lighting done at a small justly against each class , the test of

profit, will give pole lines covering any special rate being whether it Lassiter gives a translation of

the entire city, so that private light- could be justified before a state light- an article by Colonel Neznamov on

ing and power customers can be ob- ing commission in case we had one the teachings of the Russo-Japanese

tained , where otherwise it would not in this state . war. Among other things, the parts
pay to build pole lines to them for Every central station problem is played by the telephone and the tele

their use alone . complicated by past history and its graph are briefly outlined .

Every electric light manager rec particular environment and methods The telephone, says the author, has

ognizes the difference between sup- which may have been extremely suc- rendered enormous service in bat

plying electric current to motors and cessful under certain conditions else- tles of position , and has functioned

in supplying the current to lamps. where must be looked over carefully perfectly. The instruction of tele

It is not the lamp renewal expense before being attempted . phone operators has offered not the

that governs the difference in cost, In my judgment, the best help to least difficulty either in the infantry

for lamp renewal cost is small. It success is to visit the plant of a suc- or in the artillery .

means that a uniform rate cannot be cessful manager. First see what he Experience has shown that the

successfully applied to cur business. has accomplished and then try to telephone should form part of the

We must classify our business and duplicate his work or excel him . equipment furnished to the staff, to

charge according to our investment regiments, to batteries, and the like ,

cost and operating expenses. All at the rate of three or four stations

such methods of charging must be Wireless Telegraph Conference and 10 versts (6.6 miles) of light ca

worked out so as to show a fair re ble per regiment or division head

turn and be equitable between differ- N August 4 , Brigadier -General quarters, three or four stations and
ent consumers . Large consumers. James Allen , chief of the Sig

6 versts (3.9 miles) of wire per bat
must have special rates cr isolated nal Corps of the United States tallion or isolated battery of artil

plants will result . There is no ex- Army, sailed for Europe, where he lery .

cuse for the existence of small iso- will investigate the signal service in
The equipment of the “ telephone

lated plants , as the central station various foreign armies preparatory to company" (85 versts , or 56.3 miles,

will have a lower first cost for the attending the international conference of line) ought to remain exclusively

necessary capacity as well as a lower on wireless telegraphy which will at the disposition of corps head

operating cost. The cost of operat- convene at Berlin October 3 . quarters , and suffices for its needs.

ing the isolated plant plus the in- Charlemagne Tower, American Am- In the Russo - Japanese war there

terest on its capacity cost should al- bassador to Germany, will represent was always an insufficiency of equip

low the central station a fair profit the State Department at that confer- ment in this respect. In the infantry

on this class of business beside re- ence ; Rear -Admiral H. N. Manney, and artillery there were no tele

ducing the expense per unit of its United States Navy, retired , will rep- phones at all, or there were very

own production. resent the Navy ; Gen. Allen will be few (two stations and 6 versts of

Then the residence lighting is in the Army's representative, and John wire per regiment, and sometimes

another class . This should be on a I. Waterbury, of New York, who is purchased at the expense of the lat

two-rate basis, the demand being now in Europe, will represent the ter) . The equipment pertaining to

computed as a certain percentage of Department of Commerce and La- corps headquarters was withdrawn

the lamps wired . Maximum demand bour. and put at the disposition of army

meters are too expensive in first cost Nearly every great Power will be headquarters, and the like .

and care required to meet the needs represented at the Berlin conference, We must regard the telephone as

of the case . By using a percentage which will take up the work of inter- especially useful for regimental use

of the lights wired with a minimum national regulation of wireless teleg- while occupying positions within the

number on which to rate any house raphy where it was left by the pre- divisions and between headquarters

we will meet the average condition liminary international conference held of neighbouring divisions . For the

closely enough without any extra in- in Berlin in 1903. Germany, Austria, larger units it is preferable to em

vestment cost and with barely any Spain, the United States, France, ploy the telegraph , because the pos

extra bookkeeping : Hungary, and Russia were signatory sibility of talking by telephone with

The two - rate system of charging, to preliminary agreements then all the subordinate officers leads su

such as in general use will meet framed as the basis for an interna- perior headquarters to wish to know

all the remaining classes of custom- tional convention regulating wireless everything and direct everything,

ers except small motor customers telegraphy. Since then most of the and this to such an extent that there

and those burning very long hours. other nations of importance have sig- often results interference with the

For both of these classes of custom nified their intention to participate in initiative of subordinates, a super

ers flat rates may have to be resorted such a convention . abundance of orders , embarrassment,

to , especially in small cities where all and even orders contrary to those of

the business in the town must be the immediate chiefs .

done from one central station in According to United States Con

order to give load enough to insure sul-General Guenther, at Frankfort,

a low operating cost . This must be Germany, Russia has the longest It is reported that an electric line

done with extreme care , a flat rate telegraph lines of the European between Chicago and St. Louis is

per unit of demand being charged , States , with a total of 109,375 miles. contemplated. The present Illinois

computed on the investment cost and Next in order are France, 93,750 traction system , known as the Mc

operating cost for the annual hours miles, and Germany, 83,750. Great Kinley route, will be the nucleus of

used. I believe this is less apt to Britain has 49,375 miles of lines . the greater system .



The Design of Blast -Furnace Gas Engines

in Belgium

By H. HUBERT

A Paper Read at the Recent Meeting of the Iron and Steel Institute.

ΤΗ
were

ers .

HE first attempts at direct utili- and developing 220 brake-horse-pow- The authors, in an article pub

zation of blast- furnace gas en- er, with a consumption cf about one lished in the " Annales des Mines de

gines made in 1895. pound of coal per brake-horse -power Belgique” at the commencement of

For a considerable time the gas had per hour. Despite the difficulties met 1897, described the results of the first

been burnt in Cowper stoves for with in this bold attempt, it showed trials , and the conditions necessary

heating the blast for the furnace, the possibility of economically pro- for the direct use of blast-furnace

and under the boilers which sup- ducing high power with poor gas . gases , showing that a plant produc

plied steam to the blowing engines, The time had now arrived for en- ing 100 tons of pig per day was able

and others serving the furnaces. It gineers to pay attention to the use to furnish about 18,000 cubic meters

was natural, therefore, that the idea of gas from blast-furnaces, which , al- of gas per hour with a calorific value

of directly employing it in gas en- though not of great heating value, of 1000 calories . Taking into con

gines should have cccurred simultane- was less ccstly, and was the more sideration that half this volume is

ously to several engineers, notably suitable on account of the progress available , and allowing for an effi
to Lürmann and to Lencauchez, who which had been made in the design ciency of only 20 per cent. in the

had pointed out the blast-furnace as and working of blast -furnaces, the engines, the authors showed that it

a powerful gas producer. Neverthe- proportionally lower consumption of would be possible to obtain from
less , nowhere had any attempt been coke. and, as a result, the marked these gases about 3000 H. P.

made to apply it to this purpose up reduction in the relative quantity of The small trial engine consumed

to the end of 1894, when Thwaite conibustible gases which only sufficed about five cubic meters per brake

proposed it to James Riley , of the with difficulty to heat the blast horse -power, which reduces the pre

Glasgow Iron and Steel Company. and to produce the steam required ceding figures to 1800 H. P .; but

About the same time investigations about the furnaces. Finally, the they foresaw at the time that this

were being made in Belgium and in progress of the science of heat had consumption would be ere long

Germany, independently of Thwaite's brought to light the causes of the greatly reduced, and that blowing

experiments, which were not gen- low thermal efficiency of the steam engines driven by gas would be built.

erally known on the Continent. engine, and notably of the loss re- They also foresaw that by disposing

The industrial world, which up to sulting from the employment of boil- of the great surplus motor power,

that time had hardly favoured the the blast- furnace would ultimately

idea , had thus been gradually pre- It is not therefore surprising that become a center for the production

pared to receive it . The gas engine, the idea of dispensing with the boiler , of energy for works surrounding, the

long restricted to small sizes and and burning the blast-furnace gases boilers of which it would gradually

dependent upon the use of an ex- directly in the engine, occurred near- supersede.

pensive fuel obtainable only in large ly simultaneously in three countries, This remarkable progress was de

centres , now began to make head- where metallurgical industry had
scribed by E. P. Martin , president

way .
made great progress. of the Iron and Steel Institute, in his

At the Paris Exhibition of 1889 , To Bailly and Kraft , of the Cock- presidential address of 1897 .

two engines of 100 H. P. erill Company, belongs the honour of At themeeting ofthe institute on

shown, and excited much interest being the first in the field in Bel- May 3, 1898, M. A. Greiner discussed

among engineers. One had four cyl- gium . The patent taken cut by the the results published up to that time ,

inders, and was made at the celebrat- Cockerill Company for this new ap which included the author's paper of

ed works of the Deutz Company, and plication was dated May 15 , 1895 February, 1897 ; a note by Galbraith

the other was a single -cylinder en- and the first trials were made at the and Rowden on November 18, 1897 ;

gine, exhibited by two French de- end of that year . They were made one by Lenchauchez on November 8 ,

signers, Messrs. Delamare-Deboutte- with a " Simplex " engine of 8 H. P. , 1897, and another by Lürmann on

ville and Malandin . in which it had only been sought to February 27, 1898.

In the meanwhile the design of gas reduce the clearance space, in order Mr. Greiner combatted the objec

producers had made important prog to increase the compression and to tions which had been specially

ress , completely freeing the new en- facilitate the ignition of the mixture. raised against this new method of

gine from its dependence on the gas The gas cleaning was very imperfect , employing gas by German metal
works, enabling it to be installed and was carried out simply by pass- lurgists at the Düsseldorf meeting,

anywhere, and to realize to the full ing it through two scrubbers four and gave reasons for his belief that

extent its economic value by supply- metres in height. the consumption would be reduced

ing it with a cheaper fuel. This engineengine displayed perfect below four cubic meters per brake

In 1892 Delamare installed at the elasticity and adapted itself to the horse -power per hour, and that the

Moulins Leblanc works , at Pantin , variations of composition, pressure blast-furnaces would be able, by sup

a four -cycie, single-acting, single- and temperature of the gases, giving erseding the steam boiler as an inter

cylinder engine, using producer gas, an efficiency of 77 per cent. mediary in the production of motive

were

237
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0.800 metre

1 metre

105

2.3

182

quently of liberating the blast

furnace from its dependence upon the

boiler.

Though the enterprise was consid

ered rash , they still went on with the

attempt, which was logically justified ,

seeing that in modern steam -driven

blast - furnace installations the gas

produced is cnly just sufficient for

the requirements of the furnaces . To

procure gas in excess it was neces

sary to commence by replacing the

existing engines by more economical

gas engines, for by such means only

would gas be available. It is neces

sary to commence with gas-driven

blowing apparatus. A motor of this

description attracted much attention

at the Paris Universal Exhibition of

1900 . Another coupled with its

blowing apparatus, in the blast-furn

ace department of the Cockerill

Company, and started up on Novem

ber 30 , 1899 , was submitted to a

series of trials on March 20 and 21 ,

1900 .

The features of this remarkable

engine were as follows : regulation by

the method of hit -and -miss — that is

to say, suppression of an admission

of gas complete.

By Brake Tests

Diameter of cylinder ..

Stroke of piston 1,400 meters

Revolutions per minute .

Indicated horse -power *.

Effective brake- H . P.

Consumption indicated 2,556 cubic meters,

H. P. hour or 2,515 calories

Consumption brake -H . 13,495 cubic meters,

Tests with the Blowing Apparatus

Number of revolutions per minute.

Indicated H. P.f .. 886.5

Effective brake - H , P..

Consumption per indicated 2,334 cubic meters ,

H. P -hour or 2,343 calories.

Consumption per brake -H . 2,853 cubic meters,

or 2,864 calories.

1,300 meters

power, to place at the disposal of the

engineer 20 H. P. per ton of pig

produced daily.

Experience soon verified these fore

casts . The Cockerill Company have

constructed, with the collaboration of

Mr. Delamare, a four- cycle , single

cylinder engine of the " Simplex' ”

type, which in the twenty - four -hour

trials , at which the author had the

honour to collaborate with Professor

A. Witz, gave one brake -horse-power

for an average consumption of 3329

cubic meters, of a gas possessing a

calorific power of 981 calories — say

3266 calories . (This figure has since

been reduced to 3162. )

The principal dimensions of this

engine are as follows:

Diameter of cylinder ..

Stroke,of piston ....

Revolutions per minute..

Indicated horse -power.

Brake-horse- power.......

The construction cf this engine is

worthy of note . The cylinder proper

is cast with a breech carrying at its

lower portion the exhaust valve , and

at the back a cylindrical prolonga

tion , in which the admission valve is

placed . This breech or cylinder head

has its own water jacket and is pro

vided toward the front with flanges

bolted to the cylinder jacket , which

was a part of the cylinder bayonet

casing

The shaft is not cranked, and car

ries a heavy flywheel. The piston

is made in one piece and is not

chilled . The pressure does not ex

ceed seven kilogrammes ( 10)

pounds). The sparking is effected

by Delamare's system , in which a

succession of sparks, produced by a

Ruhmkorff ccil, is emitted from a

slide- valve on the back of the cylin

der when its opening comes opposite

to an orifice bored in the back . The

movement of the sliding valve and

similarity of the other valves is made

by a crank and by cams keyed on to

an auxiliary shaft parallel to the cyl

inder and revclving at half the speed

of the main shaft. The governing is

effected by the hit -and -miss arrange

ment by means of Delamare's air

governor.

Starting is effected by turning the

flywheel by a handwheel and by ad

mitting a charge of carbureted air ,

the explosion of which starts the en

gine.

The success of this engine, which

worked perfectly without the gas be

ing cleaned as perfectly as is now

done, and is still running after being

eight years in service at Cockerill's ,

encouraged them to build a much

more powerful type of engine, capa

ble of directly operating a blowing

apparatus of 600 H. P., and conse

94.4

786

675

Per

head and to the piston rod itself , to

which the water penetrated by means

of flexible pipes, which adapted

themselves to its movement.
The

exhaust valve was also cooled . This

was done with the object of prevent

ing the ignition of the mixture by

the dust, which , combining with the

products of the decomposed oils on

the piston or in the recesses of the

explosion chamber, might form con

cretions retaining a temperature high

enough to ignite the gases .

The arrangement of all the valves

at the under side of the cylinder was

such as to facilitate the sweeping out

of the dust and decomposed oil , and

to allow these large engines to work

equally as well as the 200 - H . P. en

gines without having recourse to a

more perfect gas-cleaning process.

This hope was ill -founded . It be

came necessary to interpose between

the blast-furnace and the large en

gines of this class apparatus capable

of reducing the dust held in suspen

sion by the gasto 0.02 gramme per

cubic meter. The means now used

in Belgium are centrifugal fans with

water injection and Theisen , Brian

and Zschokke apparatus. The latter

are not, strictly speaking, purifiers ;

they are, rather, coolers.

As they are not the invention of

Belgian engineers it is not necessary

to deal further with them .

As is well known , the novel idea

of the Cockerill Company was vigor

ously discussed by engineers, who

saw therein an economic mistake ,

and maintained that it was better to

divide the power between two or four

cylinders . The designers, neverthe

less , knew perfectly well that they

could obtain in this way, for a 600

H. P. engine, a more regular and

perhaps more economical engine .

They had already , however , studied

the two-cylinder tandem types of
600 and 1200 - H . P. One of Cock

erill's licensees — Brietfeld -Danek , of

Prague—had , since 1901, construct

ed a four - cylinder double -tandem en

gine of 600 H. P., giving remarka

bly even running; but Messrs. Cock

erill wished to demonstrate that it

was practically possible to develop

600 H. P. by means of a single cyl

inder alone, single-acting and of four

cycles , and consequently to construct

engines developing up to 2500 H. P.

without exceeding four cylinders . In
addition to this they were, moreover,

anxious also to improve the govern

ing , by applying to these large en

gines the principle of variable admis

sion in lieu of the hit-and-miss gov

erning, which required the use of

heavy flywheels, and was not well

suited for producing alternating elec

tric currents , and needlessly strained

per

P.-hour or 3,440 calories .

93

725

P.-hour

* With 89 per cent . admission and 11 per cent .

hit -and -miss by the governor .

i Full charge without hit-and -miss.

The method of construction of the

200-H . P. motor had generally been

retained , saving that the main bear

ings were separated from the cyl
inder casing , and were connected by

four strong screwed steel stay -bolts ,

giving easy access to the piston.

The shaft was cranked and rested on

three bearings to support the fly

wheel, which weighed 33 tons . The

piston - rod traversed the back cover

in a stuffing box .

The admission valves were retained

below like those of the exhaust. The

admission of gas was carried out by

separate valves placed in a valve box,

separated from the cylinder by a third

valve, called the mixture valve . The

methods of working the valves and

those of the ignition slide valve were

retained . The regulation was

ried out by hit -and -miss. The pres

sure attained nine kilogrammes per

square centimeter ( 128 pounds). The

circulation of water extended to the

car
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the engine when it had to run con- more easily , thus ensuring more ignition is readily transmitted to the

‘inuously with reduced loads . steady running with a lighter fly- whole volume . It will be seen that

From 1901 they realized , with M. wheel. the gas -admission valve must be able

Delamare, that it was essential to They retained , firstly, the general to open independently of that giving

obtain a variable -admission motor, arrangement of the single -acting air admission .

an air governor, or else a centrifugal motor, which up to that time they In engines of this system the two

force, causing the double air and gas had constructed, notably the disposi- valves are superposed, the air arriv
valves to open from the commence- tion of the inlet and exhaust valves ing by a casing which surrounds the

ment of the suction stroke , but de- underneath the cylinder . However, gas passage, and the valve spindle
termining the closure earlier in the from that time they introduced an passing through the gas valve , which

stroke as the power to be developed important modification. The cylinder is hollow . The placing of the valve
becomes lower liner with its jacket constituted a in an ante -chamber of the combus

In this manner the mixture ad- part independent of the two cylinder tion chamber, leading to a tubular

mitted possessed the composition heads. Each of these carried a stuff- combustion chamber, evidently

most favorable for complete combus- ing box, through which the water- assists the stratification of which

tion , but the volume admitted to the cooled piston rod worked , and an mention has been made, and conse

cylinder varied, and with it the pres- extension downward of the combus- quently the ignition of weak charges,

sure . tion chamber, in which was installed but it resulted in cylinder heads of

The ingenious mechanism which the valve , which simultaneously ad- unsymmetrical form , which created

realized this mode of operation , mits air and gas , and actuates the difficulties at Cockerill's works , as it

which has been described elsewhere exhaust valve. The actuating mech- had already done elsewhere .

by the author, * was applied to a anism of the valves was also modi- The unequal contraction of the

single -cylinder motor of 200 H. P. fied , without departing from the sys- metal of the various parts of the cyl

of the same dimensions as that of tem of variation of the admission , inder head causes great stress, which ,

1898 . consisting of cutting off the air and added to the already high stresses ,

The trials to which it was sub- gas supply simultaneously. This sys- due to the explosion and to the heat

mitted in November and December, tem had the advantage of preserving ing , have occasionally brought about

1901, established beyond doubt a the composition of the mixture most the fracture of the cylinder heads ,

consumption varying between 3.318 favorable to complete combustion , even when they have been replaced

and 3.455 cubic meters per brake- but it had the inconvenience of di- by steel castings .

horse-power per hour for full load, minishing to some extent the com- This circumstance decided the

the calorific value being 914 to 1017 pression as the charge decreased . makers of large engines to revert to

calories . The expenditure in calories This diminution reduced the eco- the symmetrical arrangement of the

per horse -power varied between 3172 nomic efficiency of the engine in the valves , which is customary in steam

and 3434 , and has been on an aver- case of light loads ; and also when engines where the inlet valve is

age nearly 3298 — practically the it happened that the gas was very placed on top of the cylinder , and

same as that of 1898. At half -load it poor it spoilt the ignition and caused that of the exhaust underneath , and

average 4320 calories, misfires, which altogether upset thus to obtain an arrangement which

and at quarter- load 7406 calories . regularity and economy. lends itself well to expansion, and

About the same time ( 1902) the This trouble becomes very marked which , moveover, facilitates access to

Cockerill Company produced another in motors driving dynamos, which the valves .

engine, designed to give greater very often work with reduced loads , This arrangement has been ob

regularity with smaller dimensions- and where economy is a greater con- tained in different ways by manufact

viz.: the double -acting engine . sideration than in blowing engines . urers, notably at the works at Deutz

It was well known that the first Therefore, no time was lost in in- and Nurnberg and at Seraing. At

industrial gas engine-- that of Lenoir troducing another system of vari- the Cockerill Company's works the

-was double-acting, but the success ation, consisting of air admission covers are no longer attached to the

of the Otto four-cycle and single-act- to the cylinder during the whole central body by studs screwed into

ing engine had, for a long time, rele- piston stroke , and only allowing the it , but joined by tie-bolts bolted to

gated to the background all other gas to enter during the last portion flanges on these covers.

types of engines . Nevertheless, M. of the stroke by the governor vary These bolts are thus subjected to

Letombe, at the Brussels Exhibition , ing the moment at which this admis- tension , and, similarly, the body of

showed a four-cycle and double-act- sion commences . In this way in- the cylinder is subjected to a com

ing engine . variable compression is secured . pression stress of the kind which best

The Körting Company exhibited It is true that when the mixture is suits such metal . This arrangement

at Düsseldorf a powerful two-cycle modified it becomes poorer and poor- is patented . The frame is formed of

double-acting engine which attracted er ; but it should be noted that gas two box girders carrying the cyl

much attention . The long - standing is introduced at the back end of a inder. These girders are joined by

prejudice against the adoption of this cylinder already partially filled by a tie -bolts to others that contain the

system was thus broken down. volume of air which follows the slides and carry the crank - shaft bear

The direct driving of the blowing piston . Although it is impossible ing. The piston is composed of two

apparatus from the piston rod of the absolutely to rely upon retaining the halves with double walls , each half

engine had accustomed Cockerill's exact stratification characteristic of permitting water circulation , the two

engineers to the adoption of a stuff- the Otto cycle , there persists , never- halves being bolted together with an

ing box at the back end of the cyl- theless, an undoubted stratification of india -rubber joint.

inder. They were therefore natur- mixture, the richest strata remaining The water cooling is effected at a

ally disposed to adopt double action, at the back end of the cylinder, close pressure of three and one -half to five

which enabled them to considerably to the ignitor . kilogrammes ( fifty pounds to seventy

reduce the size of the cylinder, and The sparks then impinge on the pounds) per square centimeter , to

consequently approach large powers explosive mixture, which, being avoid water -hammering in the piston

* Revue Universelle des Mines, 1902, vol. lix .
strongly compressed , ensures that the and its rod. The water, furnished to

was on an
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reaching thepublic,the saving in the Tof thescorid, 285 innumber
,

the latter by a duct fixed at one end ,

passes through the rod and the two

halves of the piston, and goes out at

the back by another duct.

The ignition is effected by means

of one or two high -tension magnetos,

through fixed sparking-plugs. These

magnetos do away with the necessity

for a source of electricity, external to
the motor. The compression has

been successively increased up to

fourteen kilogrammes per square

centimeter. The starting is effected

by means of air, compressed to ten

atmospheres ( 143 pounds) by

special compressor, and retained in

a reservoir in sufficient quantity to

enable the engine to revolve several

times .

a

IN

A

now

The Telephone in Railroad Service

RAILROAD can , without large

outlay , according to H. L.

Burdick and W.T. Saunders,

in “ The Railway Age,” gradually

cover its whole system with tele

phone circuits. When it is consid

ered that the telephone does not re

quire expert knowledge of teleg

raphy , and that in case of differ

ences with organized labour, the

roads can manage to continue oper

ating, it would seem that the tele

phone is becoming a necessity to the

railroad and cannot much longer be

denied a place in operating.

The question of whether a railroad

should own or rent its telephone sets ,

for private line use , does not enter

into the problem to any great ex

tent. If a railroad pays $12 for a

set of telephone instruments ,—the life

of which, for railroad private line

use, is six years, —the road must lay

aside $2 per year, on the original

cost , to pay for the set . There is

also a charge of 5 per cent. on the

investment, or 60 cents per year.

Beyond this, there is the replacing

of broken parts of instruments,

which , taking into consideration the

fact that these sets , on private lines

in yards, are subjected to compara

tively rough usage, cannot be less

than 5 per cent. on the original in

vestment. This amounts to an addi

tional 60 cents per year. As a to

tal , then , the railroad pays $3.20 per

year for each set owned .

If these sets are owned by the

road they cannot at present be con

nected with the general public, nor

with the majority of railroads, for the

majority of roads rent their tele

phone sets. The road must also

take into account the fact that the

sets owned, if destroyed by fire, flood

or any other causę, are a total loss ,

while sets , if rented , must be re

placed by the telephone company.

In whatever manner the telephone The Wireless Telegraph Stations of

is adopted by the railroad company, the World

it would seem that the facility of

HE wireless

handling of yards , the possibility of

combining the telegraph circuit and have been catalogued by the

the telephone circuit , the added Bureau of Equipment of the United

facilities for train movements, the States Navy Department, and the

making -up of freights, and lastly , the list will be published in a small

exemption from tie-up on account
book . The various systems of space

of organized labour, would render telegraphy used are also given in

it indispensable that live railroads
each case .

be , within a few years , fully equipped According to this authority, the

throughout their entire systems with
number of stations in each country

telephone facilities .
is : United States , 88 (of which 10

are in the possession cf the United

States and 32 are directly under the
Power from Waste Gases in Great control of the navy ); United King

Britain
dom , 43 ; Italy , 18 ; Germany, 13 ;

Belgium , 1 ; Denmark, 4 ; France,I
N his address at the fiftieth anni

6 ; Holland, 8 ; Spain , 4 ; Portugal, 1 ;
versary meeting of the German Gibraltar, 2 ; Malta, I ; Montenegro,

Society of Engineers , Dr. H.
1 ; Norway, I; Austria -Hungary, 2 ;

Hoffman , of Bochum , estimated that Roumania, 2 ; Russia in Europe, 8 ;

500,000 H. P.could be obtained by Sweden , 3 ; Turkey, 6 ; Argentina,

the proper utilization of coke oven 5; Brazil, 5 ; Canada , 5 ; Chile, I ;

gases wasted and 1,000,000 Costa Rica , I ; Mexico, 2 ; Panama,

H. P. from blast furnace gases , if 2 ; Uruguay, 1 ; Trinidad, 1 ; Tobago ,

used to drive gas engines . 1 ; Audaman Islands, 2 ; Burma, 1 ;

H. E. Wimperis, by a similar cal
Hong Kong, 1 ; China, 5 ; Hawaii, 5 ;

culation in an article in the London Japan , 2 ; Dutch East India , 5 ; Rus

“ Times” Engineering Supplement, sia in Asia , 1 ; Egypt, 2 ; Morocco, 2 ;

estimated that in Great Britain coke Mozambique, 2 , and Tripoli , 1 .

oven and blast furnace gases now

wasted could be made to develop
Beginning August 1 , the NewI

1,000,000 H. P. — 300,00 H. P. from York Central Railroad has been

the former and 700,000 H. P. from conducting a school for the instruc

the latter . He says : “ So far little
tion of engineers in the handling of

has been done in this country, but its new electric locomotives and su

with the keen interest now taken in
burban cars . By October 15 , it is

every development connected with
expected, through passenger trains

the internal combustion engine it is
will be hauled by electric loco

not likely that the metallurgical in motives between the Grand Central

dustries here will remain blind to
Station and Kingsbridge on the main

anything which affects so strongly line and suburban trains will be
their own interests. Probably the

operated by the mutliple -unit system
results obtained at the Shelton Iron

as far as Kingsbridge on the main
& Steel Company's Works , where it

and Wakefield on the Harlem di

is understood that a plant of about vision. This will give two months

700 H. P. has recently been put in which to thoroughly familiarize

down to deal with coke oven gases , employes with the handling of elec

will , when the details are published, tric locomotives and cars . In choos
operate largely to bring others in

ing crews for the electric zone pref
this country to a decision for or

erence will be given to the present
against the speedy introduction of

enginemen and firemen . The com

such engines in their own works. "
pany will not attempt to give its em

ployes an insight into the techni

The third -rail electric cars of the calities of electric operation, but will

New York, New Haven & Hartford merely give them practical instruc

Railroad, which have been running tions in the operation of the electric

between Hartford and Bristol for sev- equipment. In the course of a recent

eral years, were taken off the first of test at Schenectady one of the com

August. This action was a re- pany's steam locomotive engineers

sult of a decision of the Superior was given a half hour of instruction

Court in a suit brought by or on be- and then placed in charge of the New

half of citizens of New Britain com- York Central electric engine No. 6000.

plaining of the third rail. The track In a race with the Empire State Ex

used by the electric cars will be re- press the electric engine outdistanced

stored to its former use as one of the its competitor, was slowed down by

two lines of a double track for steam the new engineman and then allowed

trains . to overtake the express again .

as
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Train Resistance and the Fuel Relations Between

Heavy Steam and Electric Traction

By WM. S. MURRAY, Chief Electrical Engineer, the New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad

T
HE fuel bill, although by 113

means occupying the largest

percentage of the total operat

ing cost either of a steam or electric

iailroad property, yet, as a part to

be integrated into the whole, is one

that commands immediate respect

and attention . Locked within the

iimits of a pound of coal are from

11,000 to 15,000 British thermal

units, each one of which is effective ,

in part, for the movement of trains.

This is true whether the trains are

operated by steam or electric loco

motives, and it follows that the sys

tem of the highest commercial effi

ciency of transmission from heat en

engy into traction energy is the one

operating at a minimum fuel cost.

A word on commercial efficiency

before proceeding further . Truly it

is better to send one dollar after two

dollars than the reverse , yet as often

do we see the latter done. At times

one hears a fierce animadversion upon

the alternating- current railway motor

because its efficiency is , perhaps, in

herently 2 per cent. less than its direct

current brother, but from the same

voice we hear little about the fixed

charges constantly demanding finan

cial tribute from the 1,000,000 c . m .

cable that is feeding the latter, and

less about the 4/0 wire feeding the

former.

True commercial efficiency may

be defined as a great chain of engi

neering and commercial considera

tions. From a purely engineering

standpoint, were we to consider only

one ink of this chain , we might

wonder why a piece of apparatus was

deliberately chosen of an acknowl

edged lower rather than a higher

efficiency; but as surely as we know

that a chain must have more than

one link , as surely should we look

to see , first, what holds this link ,

4-1

and, second, what this link holds,

and so follow the chain both ways to

its ends. Then , and only then , are

we in the position to criticise,—not

before. This definition of commer

cial efficiency , its analogue, and the

preceding illustrations, are offered

in an endeavour to present a fair and

firm platform on which the broad

minded commercial and technical en

gineer can stand.

In the problem of electrification

of the New Haven road there was

no middle link upon which to perch

and travel both ways to its ends in

order to criticise and improve. The

chain had to be forged all but its

first link , —the coal pile,—and the

foregoing remarks concerning the

matter of commercial efficiency are

pertinent to those following, since

the real essence of this article is to

show that the electric system of trac

tion we have adopted is the one in

which $ i worth of coal will produce

a much greater hour rate of doing

work at the rims of the locomotive

drivers.

It is the writer's belief that a care

ful investigation would show that

over 90 per cent. of the watt- liours

put out fer electric traction in this

country are primarily generated on

a coal- steam basis. It is the system

adopted by the New York , New

Haven & Hartford Railroad Com

pany ; and as the constants that enter

the chain of efficiencies for both the

steam and electric locomotive trac

tion are well known , these, together

with other data collected , afford an

interesting study of probable results

to be attained . The article naturally

divides itself into two departments ,

as follows:

first.— The actual resistance of the

division over which steam and elec

tric traction are to be considered.

Second. — The determination of :

( a ) The number of ton -miles the

steam locomotive will haul.

( b ) The number of ton -miles the

electric locomotive wil haul, when

for each locomotive the same amount

of money is expended for coal.

It is to be noted that we are not

considering equal amounts of coal

burned , but equal amcunts of money

expended for coal , by which distinc

tion we note immediately one of the

commercial links in the efficiency

chain .

We are supplied with much data

concerning the performance of loco

motives. Many elaborate tests have

been made in which are recorded

the number of pounds of coal

burned per indicated horse-power

hour. These tests have been con

ducted both in the shop and on the

road , and are of inestimable value, as

far as they go, to show the operating

characteristics of individual locomo

tives.

The data furnished , however, are

insufficient in estimating the actual

coal consumed by mileage under real

commercial schedule. It does not

concern a company,—except that it

is wise to use the most economical

locomotive ,—that a locomotive burns

a given amount of coal per indicated

horse-power-hour while that locomo

tive is making its schedule of reve

nue miles . These revenue miles may

be made in three, six , nine or twelve

hours in a day.

To get the actual amount burned,

we must finish the day in each case ,

and not only note the total amount

of coal burned for revenue miles

run , but the amount burned while

the locomotive was idle, vet still

holding steam pressure. This amount

of coal burned for the 24 hours very

materially concerns the company.
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LOCOMOTIVE TESTS

ON

NEW YORK DIVISION

ELECTRICAL DEPARTMENT

AVERAGES FOR ACCOMMODATION RUNS

SYNOPSIS

TRAIN 2 79 - AVERAGE ENGINE 1210 TRAIN264 - AVERAGE .

SHOWNBYFULL LINES SIZE CYLINDER 20'x 26" SHOWN BY DOTTED LINES

WT. OF TRAIN WITH ENGINE WHEEL 70" AVERAGE WTOF TRAIN -WITH ENGINE-294.3 TONS

2596STONS -44 CARS -NEW HAVEN TO STAMFORD WORKING PRESSURE ZOO LBS AVER , NO. OF CARS -S .

356.32 STAMFORD TO WOODLAWN WTON DRIVERS BO ,00 LBS SCHEDULE TIME 2MOURS -7MIN

SCHEDULE TIME 2 HOURS -32 MIN NEW HAVEN TO WOOD LAWN WT. OF ENGINE & TENDER-232 COLBS . AVERAGE 2 45SEC

AVERAGE TIME - 2
-42 TYPE, AMERICAN
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equipment common to steam loco

motives. At this point the writer

must mention the excellent services

of Messrs. A. L. Roberts, W. J.

O'Meara, and J. M. Morse, all of the

New York, New Haven & Hartford

Railroad Co. , whose stations were on

the locomotive, either behind the wind

shield or on the cab, and whose

careful attention to detail during the

work of indication and observation

gives the real value to the results

obtained . It is needless to add that

on a swaying locomotive, at a speed

of 60 miles an hour, in a blistering

temperature, it is not an easy task

to take six indicator cards in two

minutes, and in the next minute get

ready for another cycle. So much

for the method adopted to secure the

average indicated horse -power.

Concerning the matter of the

actual mileage over which these

weights obtained. The department

of the mechanical superintendent

kept an account of the mileage of

each locomotive.

Three general classes of service

were considered, as follows :

( 1) Express.
Passenger.

( 2 ) Express-Local.

(3) Freight.

Thus an accurate record of the

weight of coal, the train weights , and

the miles covered in the three above

mentioned services , furnished the ne

cessary data to determine the pounds

of coal burned per ton -mile. These

are shown in Tables I. and II .

In these tables one locomotive has

been omitted from the express runs,

as it was clear from the other values

received that this locomotive was

very inefficient, and indeed was

Over a four-track system 73 miles

in length , varying in grade and

curvature, it is obvious that the re

sistance also varies greatly . It was

apparent, therefore, that to take a

few indicator cards various

parts of the division, with locomotive

speeds varying from 10 to 30 per

cent . , would not furnish a reliable

data upon which to base conclusive

records of average indicated horse

power. It was equally apparent that

the more indicator cards that could

be taken throughout the entire re

sistance run , the more reliable would

be the figure obtained for the aver

age indicated horse -power developed.

After a conference with the com

pany's mechanical engineer, the

writer became convinced that 66 per

cent. of the total distance between

Woodlawn and New Haven could be

indicated, and that, further, after sev

eral of these complete runs had been

made, by superimposing them upon

each other for an average value,

practically the whole division would

be indicated for its resistance. The

following scheme of indication was

adopted :

(a) One minute allowed for chang

ing cards on steam indicator.

( b ) Six diagrams per minute to

be taken on the same card .

( c ) Two minutes to be devoted to

taking cards.

( d ) Interval between cards, 20 sec

onds.

It will be noted that by this method

on each indicator card were ob

tained twelve indicator diagrams,

six for each end of the cylinder. The

average mean effective pressure of

these six cards was taken to secure

the indicated horse-power for the

cycle of three minutes above de

scribed . This three -minute cycle of

66 per cent . card indication

practiced for several days until per

fect runs were secured between

Woodlawn and New Haven , east

and west . Then five continuous east

and west runs were made for ex

press and local service , and an aver

age curve of each class plotted . These

curves are shown in Figs. I and 2 .

The data on the test sheets referred

to are self-explanatory. Much ? !

these data do not concern this arti

cle , though all have a relative bear

ing to the indicated horse -power cal

culated . In particular is the water

consumption curve interesting in its

cumulative course as the indicated

horse -power-hours were reeled off ,

The apparatus used in making

these tests was of a simple character,

consisting in the main of a steam

indicator, a simple reducing motion,

two hot-water meters, a locomotive

speed counter, and the ordinary

A LOCOMOTIVE FITTED WITH A WIND SHIELD FOR PROTECTION WHILE INDICATOR

CARDS WERE TAKEN

was

10

amount of coal burred, a review of

the means at hand showed that by

a simple, thoroughly understood and

well-organized plan of co -operation

between the several departments of

the company interested, accurate and

reliable results could be obtained .

To the end of calculating the 24

hour, or what may be called ccm

mercial, economy, the operating de

partment provided, for test purposes,

20 locomotives, 10 freight and

passenger, all operating on regular

schedule, and coaling at regular

points.

The fuel department supplied each

engine with an individual coal car ,

and for a period of eighteen days

the exact weight of coal each loco

motive burned was determined . Over

the above period of eighteen days

the car service department kept an

account of the number and weight of

cars each locomotive hauled , and the

shortly ordered to the shops in vir

tue of the developed fault.

Also in the table cf local-express

tests , the records of two locomotives

have been omitted , in view of sched

ule requirements necessitating their

operating on other divisions. Al

though complete data were secured ,

they have been omitted , in view of

the fact that the operation of these

locomotives was not entirely upon

the New York division .

In the schedule of freight engines,

it may be noted that two locomo

tives have not been included, and

again , while we have as complete a

record of these as of the other loco

motives, the results proved the loco

motives to be so inefficient as

make it advisable to exclude their

records from the averages obtained .

Ten per cent. of total car weights

has been added to cover the weight

of passengers. From the above

to
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LOCOMOTIVE TESTS

ON

NEW YORK DIVISION

ELECTRICAL DEPARTMENT

AVERAGES FOR EXPRESS RUNS

SYNOPSIS

TRAIN 63 - AVERAGE,

SHOWN BY FULL LINES

AVER . WE OF TRAIN WITH ENGINE - 320.1 TONS

NO CAAS - 5

SCHEDULE TIME - IHOUR 12 MINUTES

AVER TIME - IMOUR IS MIN 17 SEC .

ENGINE ZIO

SIZE CYLINDER 2 X 26"

WHEEL 78 "
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NG

PRESS
URE -200LB 5

WTON DRIVER
S

SOOO LBS .

WT. OF ENGINE ATEND
ER 232,00 LBS .

TYPE , AMERIC
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TANK CAPACI
TY- 5500 GALLON

S

TRAIN 16 - AVERAGE ,

SHOWN BY DOTTED LINES .
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FIG. 2. - CURVES SHOWING FUEL AND WATER CONSUMPTION OF A LOCOMOTIVE DRIWING AN EXPRESS TRAIN BETWEEN WOODLAIN AND

NEW HAVEN

coal per

ас

stated conditions, it is to be observed

that the steam locomotive is

corded every possible favour, in or

der to be on the safe side.

Referring to Table I. , it will be

noted that the average amount of

ton -mile of express service sin by their respective coal con

is 0.194 pounds; for local express stants, as above calculated, the sum

service, 0.335 pounds; for freight ser- of the three products thus obtained

vice, 0.169 pounds. By multiplying should, and will, give a very close

the total number of ton -miles of these check on the amount of coal which

three services operated over the divi- will be burned on the division for
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anwhich the calculations and measure

ments were made. It is of impor

tance to note the very small differ

ence in ton -miles between columns

5 and 8 in Table I. , showing prac

lawn and New Haven , while for ex

press local service, due to a speed

between Woodlawn and Forty-second

street higher than the average speed

between Woodlawn and New Haven ,

these average of 85 per cent.

( efficiency of locomotive) are turned

into useful tractive effort , increasing,

therefore, the coal rate at the rim of

the driver to 5.14 pounds per horse

power -heur.

Local Express service.

In the same way for local ex

press, 4.61 pounds of coal are ob

tained per indicated horse -power

hour, or 5.43 pounds at the rim of

the driver.

TABLE I. - EXPRESS PASSENGER SERVICE .
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$32

841

2.782

2,336

301.384

215,830

573.5

480.7

1.556,730

1,123,050

73,100

53,150

4.12

4.00

1,545 000

1,123,000

0.195

0.192

4.40

4.34

Average 2,559 258,607 527.1 1.339.890 63,125 4.00 1,334,000 0.194 4.37

1262

1258

1272

1571

1574

3,160

2.144

3. 42

1,490

1,938

295,038

291,138

353,396

187.180

216,583

LOCAL EXPRESS PASSENGER SERVICE ,

303.0 914.330 63.900 4.62

302.2 795,182 57.000 4.4

351.5 1,147.520 80.000 4.42

307.8 577.929 40.000 4.61

306.4 593,838 42,500 5.10

894,000

794.500

1.114.000

500.000

593.000

0.330

0.330

0.317

0.331

0.366

4.54

4.54

4.36

4.55

5.04

Average 2.623 203,207 314.2 805,760 56,800 4.68 792,300 0.335 4.01

No. of

Locomotive .

300

301

325

373

382

386

148

453

Mileage of

Locomotive

in 18 Days.

1.557

1.153

1.592

2.010

2,018

1,274

2.272

2,350

TABLE II - FREIGHT SERVICE

Total Ton Miles

Pounds of Average Weight of of Train Including

Coul Burned Train Including Locomotive

in 18 Days. Locomotive. for 18 Days

230,376 930 1,116,868

184,536 661 761.755

231,366 696 1,108,615

237,000 1,000
2,129,575

304,044 1,210 2. 195,072

220.680 731 930.792

413,100 1,255 2,850.046

255 , 444 872 2,053,142

Pounds Coal Per

Ton - Mile .

0.59

0.212

0.209

0.111

0.122

0.237

0.145

0.124

ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE

Express service.

Pounds ccal per switchboard

horse -power -hour, 2.10 pounds.

Average efficiency of line, 95 per

cent.

Average efficiency of transformer,

95 per cent.

Iverage efficiency of motors, 87

per cent.

Pounds of coal per horse-power

2.10

hour at rim of drivers,

0.95 x 0.95 x 0.87

2.67 pounds.

Local Express.

Pounds of coal per horse-power

hour at rim of driver, as before, 2.67

pounds.

It is , therefore , n . ted that a pound

of coal delivered under the boilers of

the power station produces 93 per

cent, more horse -power-hours for ex

press service than the same pound

delivered under the boiler of the lo

comotive; or conversely, the same

express ton -mileage by the electric

method of traction is produced with

52 per cent. of the coal required

when trains are moved by steam lo

comotives . For express -local

vice these become 103 and 49 per

cent ., respectively.

An investigation of the total num

ber of ton -miles moved per annum

in the division for which these cal

culations were made, is indicated in

Average . 1,778 259,607 931 1,721,983 0.169

the coal rate would naturally be in

creased . With this explanation the

first method is obviously only an ap

proximation , and the second method

may be taken as bearing out the

actual results. It is of passing in

terest to note , however, how closely

the two methods check .

These calculations thus determine

the real practical economy cf loco

motives doing an express and local

service.

The discussion of the two effi

ciency chains, first , that of the steam

locomctive, and second , the electric

ser

tically no switching done by the lo

comotives.

Having determined the amount

and cost of coal burned on a divi

sion with steam traction , we are im

meiliately interested to know the

amount and cost of coal burned on

that division when operated under

electric traction, the ton -mile haul

age being the same in each case .

Again referring to Table I. , it is

to be noted that two results are re

corded as the amount of coal burned

per indicated horse -power-hour, the

first based upon the “ average indi

cated horse - power - hours between

Woodlawn and New York , ” the

second based upon the " indicated

horse -power -hours by average ton

mile method ." It is to be noted

further that, in the case of the ex

press service, the first figures show

a better economy, while in the case

of the local express service the fig

ures are reversed , the better economy

being ni ted in the second method.

These two methods were selected as

a check upon eaclı other, and the re

sulting differences anticipated . An

explanation of their difference is sim

ple, in view of the fact that, for ex

press service, the reduced speed be

tween Woodlawn and Forty -second

street , in New York , would call for

a rate of expenditure of a less

than the average rate between Pood

TABLE III

Saving of Eder

Tons of Coal Tons of Coal Cost of Coal Cost of Coal tric over Steam

Steam Traction Electric Traction Steam Traction Electric Traction Traction

57,147 29.870 $ 183 ,830 $ 39,620 $ 94.210

59.300 28,00 186.500 85 , SCO 100.700

187,841 139,010 563.530 417,030 146,500

Ton Miles

per Annum

592.240.000

349.000.000

2,223,000,000

Express .

Express Local...

Express Freight..

$ 341,470

locomotive, is now in Crder. In this

discussion we note with which sus

tem a pound of coal goes the

farthest. The unit of measurement

can be taken as the horse-power

hour delivered to both the steam

and electric locomotive for both the

express and local service.

the following tabulation , in which

also is shown the coal consumed by

the two methods of traction.

In the place of taking steam indi

cator diagrams on the freight loco

mctives, the rather high figure of 35

watt -hours per ton -mile for an aver

age speed of 18 miles per hour luas

been used to show the difference in

coal censumption for this class of

service. Thirty -five watt -hours per

101 -mile reduced to horse -power

units become 0.0461) horse-power

hours. The coal measurement showed

STEIN LOCOMOTIVES

Express service.

By figures in the foregoing it is

shown that the pounds cf coal per

horse -power -hour are 4.37 , and if
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PR

ers

plans were discussed for the ensuing I grapher Leighton, of theUnited

over

that an average of 0.169 pound of The Schenectady Branch of the E. B. Merriam , of the General

coal was being used per ton -mile, American Institute of Electrical Electric Company, is chairman of

thus giving the figure of 3.604 Enginenrs the membership committee, and is

pounds of coal per horse -power -hour already getting busy enrolling new

for coal consumed by the steam trac- ROMISE of great activity on the members. A special membership,
tion method . As the same chain of educaticnal and social side of with dues one -half the regular branch

efficiency applies for freight service Schenectady's electrical work- dues, is proposed for all men in the

in electric traction as in passenger was given at a well-attended General Electric testing department,

service , the ratio of 2.67 to 3.604 meeting of the branch of the Ameri- the American Locomotive Works

shows that by the electric traction can Institute of Electrical Engineers, testing department, Union College

method the same tun -mileage can be held on Saturday evening, Septem- and the Rensselaer Polytechnic, of

moved for 74 per cent. of the amount ber 8. The gathering, at the fra- Troy .

of fuel required for steam traction , ternity house of Alpha Delta Phi on

which is indicated in Table III . Cnion College campus, was in the Water Power in Wisconsin

In the saving effected , as shown nature of an informal smoker, and

in Table III ., it is to be noted that N recent ,

for freight service , due to more vear .

feasible points of coaling , the loco- During the evening addresses were States Geological Survey, says

motives receive their coal on the made by Prof. C. P. Steinmetz and that much interest is shown at the

tenders at the same rate as coal de- by David B. Rushmore, the chair- present time in water power develop

livered under the boilers of the man of the branch . The speakers
ment in the State of Wisconsin . A

power station , this figure being $3 cutlined the suggested programme single firm of engineers has received

per ton . Due to the necessity of for the winter, which includes not during the past year over thirty ap

extra handling, this figure becomes only the regular monthly meetings, plications from clients for preliminary

$3.20 per ton in passenger service . as heretofore, but a course of Satur- plans for water -power plants. Many

A word in conclusion. The fig- day evening lectures has been ar- of these projects contemplated the

ures in the foregoing are a discus- ranged, and already thirty transmission of power a considerable

sion of the economies to be effected prominent engineers, many of them distance by electricity .

entirely within the limits of the coal from outside of Schenectady, have The United States Geological Sur

pile. It has been the effort to show accepted the society's invitation to vey , which is measuring the flow of

every favour to the steam side, and speak . streams in all parts of the country, is

thus play safe for the results to be Prof. Steinmetz, in his remarks, carrying on in Wisconsin as much

attained in actual practice. On fuel recalled the early days of the Gen
work as the available funds will per

alone, therefore, we note a saving of eral Electric Company, so well re- mit. Surveys of streams are being

$341,470 per annum . membered by the older engineers, made in co -operation with the State ,

Capitalizing this saving upon a 4 when a close acquaintanceship and and river gauging stations are being
per cent . basis produces a figure of exchange of ideas was possible be- maintained at the following points:

$ 8,537,000, -- not a small percentage tween the experienced men and the Black River , at Neillsville ; Chippe

of the total investment,—and as beginners. The immense growth of wa River , at Chippewa Falls , and

have yet to open up the record of the business has so segregated the
Eau Claire : Flambeau River ,River , at

further economies secured by virtue members of the different departments Ladysmith ; Occnto River , at Gillett ;

of less equipment and track main- that this intercourse is no longer Peshtigo River, at Crivitz ; Wisconsin

tenance charges , both of which are practical, a condition greatly River, at Merrill; Necedah and

an interesting story in themselves, it gretted by those who appreciated the Rhinelander and Wolf River , at

is the writer's belief that high -ten- advantages derived on both sides Shawano .

sion electrification will not only do from the former closer relationships.

away with dirt and cinders, but will It is , therefore, intended to make In speaking before the British

produce the results in which not the lecture nights not only of an Association of the growth in business

only the engineering world are in- instructive nature, but to furnish on railways due to electrification ,

terested , but also the sound -minded , thereby an opportunity for social C. F. Jenkin said that in 1901 the

practical business men behind whom gatherings where acquaintances can trams on the west side of London

and by means of whom the demon- be made between the local engineers, were electrified , and in three years,

stration be made possible. the students in the colleges of while the mileage was increased four

An interesting check on these fig- Schenectady and Troy and all others fold , the traffic increased seven and

ures is the actual per annum fuel bill interested in electricity and its ap
a half times. The Manhattan line in

covering coal for the New York plications.
New York was electrified the same

Division, and I find that it agrees In order to stimulate interest in year. In the first year after electri

substantially with the figures these meetings, free trips to New fication the traffic increased 50 per

shown in the fourth column of Table York to attend the monthly meet- cent., and the cost of working fell

III . It should be added , however, ings of the national association, the from 55.79 to 41.2 per cent. of the

that the high single -phase efficiency American Institute of Electrical En- gross receipts. The Milan-Gallarate

upon which the electrical figures are gineers, will be given to those who Verese line was also electrified in

based does not obtain over that por- take a conspicuous part in the dis- 1901, and in three years the number

tion of the line between Woodlawn cussions or otherwise contribute to passengers carried increased 170

and New York , where, by reason of the success of the branch . A neat On the North - Eastern

conversion from alternating to direct prospectus, outlining the proposed Railway, at Newcastle, the traffic on

current, a heavier loss results; but as work , was distributed at the gather- the electric lines has increased 25

the ton mileage over this section is ing Saturday evening, and the gen- per cent., and the receipts have gone

but a small percentage of the total, eral expressions of approval the plans up from $ 645.000 to $755,000, while

the figures will not be affected to an received leave no doubts as to the the costs have only risen from $ 213.

extent greater than 5 per cent. success of the undertaking.

per cent.

805 to $ 238,895.

we

re

as



Some European Hydro-Electric Plants

By FRANK C. PERKINS

Societie d'Electricité Aloeth , of Lyons

and Münchenstien (Bale ). These

machines are of the 12-pole type

shown in the illustration , with a

2-pole exciter mounted cutside of the

main bearings of the alternator, and

supplying an exciting current at 43.6

volts . The three-phase machines are

driven at 500 revolutions per minute

by tangential wheels, 4 feet in di

ameter, and constructed at Zurich ,

Switzerland, by Escher, Wyss & Co.

From the intake conduit is

blasted out of rock for a distance of

a

FIG . 1. - PART OF THE TRANSMISSION LINE

IN SWITZERLAND, FROM GIUBIASCO TO BEL

LINZONA

I
FIG . 2. — INTERIOR OF THE HYDRO -ELECTRIC PLANT ON THE MAROBBIA RIVER IN SWITZERLAND.

CURRENT IS GENERATED BY THREE 490 -KW . MACHINES AT 5350 VOLTS

२०
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N Switzerland and Italy during

the past decade engineers and

financial interests have awakened

to the advantages to be gained by the

development of the water power avail

able , and during the last two years a

number of plants have been installed

and schemes projected for utilizing

in various cities electric power trans

mitted from these stations.

One of the Swiss plants is that

erected the Marobbia River,

which joins the River Tessin at

Giubiasco. Electric current is util

ized for light, heat and power in the

city of Bellinzona, about two and one

half miles from the power station.

In several sub - stations in the city are

installed step- down transformers, and

the villages of Castione and Giu

biasco also are supplied with cur

rent transmitted to sub -staticns. Iron

poles of the lattice -work type are

used on the transmission line , the

conductors being mounted on triple

petticoat insulators. Following cur

rent practice, the switching apparatus

of this power plant is mounted in a

separate room . The switchboard

faces the generator room and is in

stalled in a gallery .

Three-phase, 50 -cycle current at

5350 volts is supplied by three 490

KW . generators constructed by the

I

FIG . 3.-ONE OF THE GENERATORS IN THE MAROBBIA RIVER PLANT.

MOUNTED OUTSIDE THE MAIN BEARING

A TWO - POLE EXCITER IS

247
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2} miles, with a fall of about 2 per

cent. At two points, however, brick

and concrete conduits carried over

bridges were made necessary by the

topography of the country. The

water is received at the power sta

tion through a pipe 2 feet in di

ameter, the total length being 6230

feet . TheThe total fall is 1148 feet .

There is a large reservoir at St.

Antonio, and the water may thus be

maintained practically constant, re

1

FIG . 4. — THE END OF THE CONDUIT FROM THE MAROLBIA RIVER AND THE GATE HOUSE FROM

WHICH THE PEN STOCK CONVEYS THE WATER TO THE POWER PLANT

FIG . 6 .-- TRANSFORMER OIL SWITCHES AT THE

VENICE SUB -STATION

gardless of the period of the year

and the consumption of power.

Brick and stone are used in the

construction of the power house,

with foundations of concrete and with

a tiled roof. An overhead travelling

crane of ten tons capacity is pro

vided for handling the heavy ma

chinery.

An interesting Italian hydro -elec

tric installation is that at Monte

reale, on the Cellina River , which

has its source in the Carnic Alps,

and is reported to deliver 1050 cubic
feet a second at the drvest season .

A reservoir, of a capacity of more

than 11,700,000 cubic feet , and pro

FIG . 5. — BUS - BARS IN THE VENICE SUB -STATION , WHICH RECEIVES CURRENT FROM THE POWER

PLANT AT MONTEREALE
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FIG. 8.-- REGULATING RHEOSTATS IN THE CELLINA RIVER POWER FLANT AT MONTEREALE

as a reserve .

tension apparatus is installed under

the gallery, as shown through the

large glass doorway in the fore

ground . Fig. 9 shows the trans

formers for raising the pressure from

4000 to 36,000 volts. These consist

of five groups of three single -phase,

1000 -KW . transformers of the oil

cooled type. They may be

nected either in delta or in star .

Four of the groups are in service ,

one being used А

three -phase transformer is also pro

vided for supplying light and power

in the generating station.

Fig . 8 shows the regulating rheo

stats , which are installed under the

gallery, the contact devices being

moved from above by means of

sprockets and chains. Fig. 7 shows

con

FIG . 7. — OIL SWITCHES AND TRANSFORMERS

FOR SUPPLYING CURRENT TO SWITCH BOARD IN

STRUMENTS IN THE PLANT AT MONTEREALE

7

vided with electrically operated sluice

gates , keeps the water supply con

stant.

This plant contains six hydraulic

turbines of the Francis type, each

having a capacity of 2600 H. P.,

and driving by direct connection re

volving -field alternators at a speed

cf 315 revolutions per minute. Two

smaller turbines of 200 H. P. each

are directly coupled to exciters . An

other 200 H. P. turbine is direct

connected to a direct- current exciter

and also an alternator. The latter

may be operated as a generator or

used as a synchronous motor to drive

the exciter. The alternators are of

the revolving -field type, and generate

current at 42 cycles and 4000 volts .

The generators were built by Brown,

Boveri & Co.; of Baden , Switzerland ,

and the turbines by Rivera Mouneret

& Co., of Milan Italy.

The switchboard in the power

plant on the Cellina is installed in

a gallery with cement stairways and

floor, shown in Fig . 10. The high

FIG . 9. - SINGLE-PHASE TRANSFORMERS AT THE CELLINI RIVER PLANT FOR RUISING THE

PRESSURE FROM 4000 TO 36,000 VOLTS. FIVE GROUPS OF THREE SINGLE - PHASE TRANSFORMERS
ARE INSTALLED

4-2
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ing conducted from the river by a

canal 34 miles long with a fall of

187 feet in 1000. The capacity of

this canal is 99,000 cubic feet a

second. At the power station a pen

stock , 39 inches in diameter and

2250 feet long, carries the water to

the wheels. The total head is 946

feet , the effective head being 913

feet . In the station there are five

units of 1400 horse-power each and

two units of 150 horse -power each ,

shown in Fig . II . The smaller tur

bines drive exciter generators for

supplying direct current to the field

coils of the alternators . The tur

bines were constructed at Geneva,

Switzerland, by Piccard, Pictet &

Co.

Although the plant was designed

FIG . 10.—SWITCHBOARD AND GALLERY IN THE CELLINA RIVER PLANT

the arrangement of the switches in

cells or concrete chambers, and also

the fuses , insulators, and trans

formers for supplying current to the

measuring instruments on the high

tension switchboard. Fig . 6 shows

the transformer switches at the

Venice sub - station .

From the power station to the

sub - station at Venice is a distance

of 56 miles, and over this extends

four circuits of three conductcrs

each , the twelve being mounted on

double poles in a hexagon , as shown

in Fig . 12 , on this page.

Still another interesting Italian de

velopment is that of the Societe Fran

co -Suisse pour L'Industrie Electrique.

The water supply is obtained from

the Tusciano River , which has its

source in the ravines south of the

mountains in Salerne , and flows into

the Mediterranean near Battipaglia.

Current for light and power service

is furnished to the industrial centres

of Salerne , Torre Annunziata , Scafati

and Nocera .

The power station is located near

the village of Olevano, about 41

iniles from Battipaglia, the water be

FIG. 12.- PART OF TIE TRANSMISSION LINE

FROM MONTEREALE TO VENICE. FOUR THREE

PHASE CIRCUITS ARE MOUNTED ON DOUBLE

POLES

for a total capacity of 10,000 horse

power , the first equipment had an

output of only 7000 horse -power.

The unique construction of the hy

draulic machines is shown in Figs .

13 and 14. The water enters at the

side of the casing near the main

shaft bearing and strikes the wheel

buckets from within . The rims hold

ing the buckets form heavy fly

wheels, which greatly aid in the

regulation of the turbines. Each

wheel is provided with an automatic

regulator, shown in Fig . 13. The

orifice supplying water to the wheel

is variable in section and under per

fect control of the regulating appa

ratus , which is of the Piccard relay

type.

To each of the 1400 -horse -power

turbines is directly coupled a West

inghouse Aly -wheel revolving - field
alternator supplying a current of

3000 volts pressure. These gener

ators are supplied with exciting cur

rent from eight-pole, direct -current

machines driven at 700 revolutions
a minute by 150 - H . P. turbines simi

lar to those illustrated,

For use on the high -tension trans

mission lines, the current is raised by

means of step - up transformers from

3000 volts , at which the current is

generated, to 30,000 volts , the pres

FIG. II .-INTERIOR OF THE TUSCIANO RIVER PLANT IN ITALY, SHOWING FIVE 1400 - H . P.

UNITS AND TWO 150- H. P. EXCITER UNITS
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Norway remaining undeveloped, and

there is great activity at the present

tine among electrical and mechanical

engineers of the country, designing

and constructing hydro -electric power

stations for the transmission of elec

trical energy to neighbouring cities ,

and also for use in electrochemical

industries. The " Norske Kvaelscof

Companie " have recently constructed

a saltpetre factory at Notodden, in
the Hittedal, in which electric energy

is employed for the manufacture of

nitrate of lime , the production of the

Norwegian saltpetre calling for noth

ing save the electric furnace, electric

power, limestone, air and water, all

of which are available at low cost .

The nitrogen is obtained from the

air , by the arc process of Birkeland

and Eyde. The cost of electrical en

ergy at this plant on the Tinnfos ,

where 6000 H. P. is developed , is

said to be $ 8.50 per kilowatt-year .

The company will shortly enlarge

its plant and utilize another waterfall

three miles up the gorge of the

Tinnelf, having a total capacity of

nearly 30,000 H. P. This company

also is planning to utilize three other

waterfalls , one of which has a

pacity of 25.000 H. P. , at Boilfos,

near Arendal , while a second plant,
of 40,000 H. P. , will be installed at

Wamma, on the River Glomen , on

the Swedish border. A still larger

fall is to be utilized at Telemarken .

It is estimated that here a maxi

ca

FIGS . 13 AND 14. - ONE OF THE TURBINES INSTALLED IN THE TUSCIANO RIVER PLANT

FEES
PICCARO

GENEVE

4773

sure used on the transmission line.

Another important hydro -electric

plant in Northern Italy near the

French border, which is operated by

the Societé Franco - Suisse pour L'In

dustrie Electrique, is that shown in

Fig . 16. Fig . 15 shows one of the

turbines with the governor mounted

on top. The turbines and governors

were built by Piccard , Pictet & Co.

As will be seen, the regulation is

aided by means cf a fly -wheel

mounted between the turbines and

the generator.

In Austria one of the recent de

velopments is that at Innsbruck .

Water is obtained from the River

Sill , and is conducted to the power

house by a canal 4 miles long. One

of the difficulties which had to be

overcome was the presence of sand

in the water . By the use of sand

traps, however, the water was freed

from this very undesirable content.

The fall from the dam and reservoir

to the power house is about 617

feet . Fig. 18 is a section of one of

the wheels and governor. The way

in which the size of the jet is changed

is clearly shown. Current is gen

erated at 10,000 volts.

There are many water -powers in

1)

FIG . 15.-ONE OF THE TURBINES USED IN AN ITALIAN
HYDRO- ELECTRIC PLANT
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electrical and mechanical engineer .

The accompanying illustrations

show a thoroughly up -to - date and

modern electrical power generating

and transmission plant installed on

the Glommen near Kykkeelsrud, in

Southeastern Norway. Fig. 19 shows

the neat construction of the power

house of the “ Elektrizitats Werk am

Glommen ," the tail race , and the in

take canal. Fig. 20 shows the in

terior of this station , with its vertical

generators for power generation as

well as excitation, the neat switch

board gallery with its marble panels

and high -tension rooms below and

back of the switchboard, and

equipped with oil switches, trans

formers and high -tension bus -bars, as

shown in Figs. 21 and 22 .

The Glommen power plant is

equipped with two vertical turbines

FIG . 16.— INTERIOR OF IN ITALIAN HYDRO -ELECTRIC PLANT IN NORTHERN ITALY of 3000 H. P. capacity directly

coupled to two 3 -phase dynamos of

mum of about 300,000 H. P. can be nowhere else in Europe is there a 2500 -KW . capacity , and also with

developed, with a minimum of about water supply which presents so fa- three vertical turbines of 280 H. P.,

250,000 horse-power. It is said that vourable a field for the enterprising each directly coupled to direct-cur

rent dynames used as exciters and

noted in the foreground of Fig. 20 .

The main turbines were constructed

at Zurich , Switzerland , by Escher,

h
e
d
e
f

FIG . 18. — SECTION OF A WHEEL AND GOVERNOR

IN THE INNSBRUCK PLANT

Wyss & Co., and the exciter tur

bines by J. M. Doith , of Heifden

heim .

The power house was designed so

that the present building will hold

two more units of 3000 H. P. ca

pacity, while provision has been

made for an extension to the south

capable of holding three turbines and

generators of 5000 H. P. each . To

the north provision has been made

for five turbines, also of 5000 H. P.,

making the total output of the plant

nearly 50,000 H. P.

The water delivered from the

Glommen has a fall of 62 feet , andFIG. 17.- VIEW OF THE HYDRO -ELECTRIC PLANT AT INNSBRUCK , IN AUSTRIA
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FIG . 19.-A HYDRO-ELECTRIC PLANT ON THE GLOMMEN RIVER, IN SOUTHEASTERN NORWAY

=

FIG. 20.-INTERIOR OF THE GLOMMEN RIVER PLANT, SHOWING TWO 3000 - H . P. UNITS AND TWO OF THE THREF 280- H . P. EXCITER UNITS
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FIG. 21. — TRANSFORMERS IN THE GLOMMEN RIVER POWER PLANT. CURRENT IS GENERATED AT 5000 VOLTS AND RAISED TO 20,000 VOLTS

the present supply of water possible mission line to the north is slightly

with the hydraulic equipment is 9200 over 100 miles in length . Leaving

cubic feet of water per second . the power house in this direction

The 300- H . P. turbines at present are two rows of steel poles, with two

in operation are directly coupled to circuits of three wires on each pole

generators of the revolving - field line. The longest transmission line

type, constructed by the Siemens- from the power house runs 139 miles

Schukert Werke , of Berlin , Germany. to the Slemmestad sub - station .

These alternating -current generators On the various transmission lines

are 40 -pole machines, and supply there are seven sub-stations equipped

current at a frequency of 50 cycles. with step -down transformers of the

The exciter dynamos each have a oil type, which lower the pressure

capacity of 181.7 KW . from 20,000 volts to 5000 volts, at

The current is transmitted by which pressure the current is sup

long -distance lines at a pressure of plied to smaller transformer stations,

20,000 volts, being generated at 5000 where the current is again reduced

volts and raised to 20,000 volts by in pressure to 220 volts for light and

oil transformers, each having a ca power service .

pacity of 950 KW .

The current is transmitted from

this central power station by five In discussing the progress in

3 - plase lines , four to the north and electrometallurgy in 1905, J. B. C.

one to the south . The longest trans- Kershaw says , in “ The Engineering

and Mining Journal," that the year

1905 was marked by a striking devel

opment in the electrolytic -refining in

dustry in America , many of the re

fineries having been remodeled and

enlarged. The aggregate production

of the American refineries is stated

to have doubled during the last six

years; and, according to the pub

lished figures , the capacity of the

electrolytic refineries is now nearly

equal to the whole of the annual out

put of raw copper . In Europe the

position as regards the refining in

dustry is stationary. A new process

for producing moulded articles in

copper was introduced during 1905.

These are moulded in clay, coated

with black lead, and then coated with

copper by electro -deposition. The

resuits are said to be good, and the

cost of the finshed articles is lower

than by the older methods.
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vehicles . Automobile plate roads are

those in which a locomotive travels

on a roadbed of iron plates , drawing

several wagons behind.

After considering all these systems,

the choice narrowed down to the

plate road , the trackless trolley , and

electric and gasoline automobiles. It

was found that the plate road could

be constructed for less than the other

two systems, but the greatest objec

tion to it was that the longest trains

would be in service during the most

crowded hours when the largest num

ber of children are on the island ,

making it themost dangerous system ,

since it could not be kept under con

trol as well as the individual cars .

In considering electric automobiles,

it was found that the weight of the

batteries would prohibit the use of

these vehicles . The choice therefore

narrowed down to the trackless trol

ley or gasoline automobiles. A com

parison of the initial cost of these

systems showed that the latter had

the advantage, as follows:

Automobile Trolley

$ 32,000 $ 24,000

Line construction

Buildings, roadway , shop .. 7,500

Plant and shop tools . 2,000 7,000

Loading and unloading sta

4,800 4,800

$ 46,300 $51,925

The operating costs , however, show

a decided advantage in favour of the

trolley, as given in the table below .

It is thus seen that with the track

less trolley the cost one way per car

would be 22 cents, or an average

of 1.1 cents per passage, if only one

half the capacity of the car , or 20

passengers, is taken . At no time

should the average be less than that.

allowed on any span of the bridge At a fare of 2 cents per trip, with a

is ten tons, so that any increased load of 40 passengers , the gross re

amount would require new bridge ceipts per car would be $ 1.60 and

construction . the net receipts $ 1.16 . In the rush

The following systems were con- hours, however, the car could be

sidered :-Trackless trolley, automo- loaded to about double the normal

bile plate roads , elevated roads, mov- capacity, making the net receipts

ing sidewalk, ferry, and horse -drawn $2.78 per car .

Cars

8,625

7.500

tions

FIG. 22.-- OIL SWITCHES IN THE GLOMMEN RIVER PLANT

Proposed Trackless Trolley for

Detroit

PROPOSED trackless trolley

A

Trolley

$ 4,673.25

7,000.00

$ 11,673.25

11,610.00

$ 23,283.25

by A. S. Hatch at the recent

meeting of the International Associa

tion of Municipal Electricans. The

line will be run to Belle Isle Park ,

an island 2 miles long and varying

from } mile to i mile in width . It

is reached only by boat or by horse

drawn vehicle over a bridge. The

present means of conveyance are

inadequate for the large crowds,

numbering at times 150,000 .

In seeking for a new means of

conveyance, the conditions to be met

were that the system must be ca

pable of handling at least 5000 peo

ple an hour, at a speed of six miles

an hour and must be free from tracks

on the grade of the roadway. Where

vehicles are run on the grade of the

roadway , they must be free to go

in any part of the road with cther

vehicles . The maximum weight

$ 11,673.25

8,062.50

Automobile

Interest , 4 per cent. , depreciation 5 per cent . $ 4,167.00

Supervision 7,000.00

Fixed costs $ 11,167.00

Operating costs at round trip rates .. 22,575.00

Total on above assumption .... $ 33,742.00

ITEMIZED OPERATING COSTS

Supervision as above ( fixed cost ) . $11,167.00

Maintenance, 1212 cents per trip . 8,062.50

Maintenance, motors ( 812 cents ) . 5,482.50

Maintenance, motors (3373 per cent. cost ) .

Station labour, 2 men .

Station , supplies

Running , 40 H. P. 14 hour per trip , gasoline 1242 cents , oil and waste 342
cents ; total , 16 cents .. 10,320.00

Running, 9 K. W. at car, 12 at barn ; current 5.62 cents , oil 1.38 cents .

Totals $35,032.00

Average cost per round trip ..
.53

The inadequate system as now in use cost for the year 1905 as much as the others would .

The cost of care of horses and repair of phaetons was ...

Supervision , interest , depreciation , at least ..

Total on same basis as above...

1,600.00

2,160.00

360.00

4,515.00

$ 28,370.75

.44

$24,442.92

12,000.00

$ 36,442.92
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Speculations Regarding Radium

E

radium school appear to have cast

caution to the winds and to have

substituted pure imagination for it .

Among ourselves we should always

be at liberty to postulate the most

crack - brained of hypotheses, to

dream the wildest of dreams, as

means of guiding inquiry ; but we

should not court popularity on such

a basis. By so doing we lose all

claim to guide public opinion .”

a

The Need of Cotton in the Use of

Electricity in Mines

anerkramstay aindoprania boday, Yril. I " GeorgeHarrison,chiefmine 95

of

XTRAVAGANT statements re

garding radium are decried by

Lord Kelvin and Prof. H. E.

Armstrong in letters to the “ Times,

of London . At the recent meeting

of the British Association for the

Advancement of Science, Prof. Sod

dy discussed the possible transmu

tation of the elements, and made the

statement that the production of

lielium from radium has established

the fact of the gradual evolution of

one element into others.

Regarding this, Lord Kelvin says :

“ I wish to remark that an isolated

experimental discovery Sir Will

· Prof.

liantly interesting as it is , and solidly

instructive as it is toward the theory

of radium , suggests nothing more

toward any modification the

atomic doctrine, proposed some 2500

years ago by Democritus and uni

versally adopted by chemists and

other philosophers in the nineteenth

century, than does Ramsay's ori

ginal discovery of helium as an ema

nation from the mineral clevite . The

obvious conclusion from the two dis

coveries is that clevite and radium

both contain helium .

“ I cannot refer , thus publicly, to

discussions on radium in the meeting

of the British Association , which

commenced last Wednesday in York ,

without protesting against the hy

pothesis that the heat of the sun or

earth or other bodies in the universe

is due to radium . I believe it is

mainly due to gravitation, and I be

lieve that the experimental results on

which the radium hypothesis has

been built give no foundation on

which it can rest."

In his letter , Prof. Armstrong says

that the thanks of the public are due

to Lord Kelvin for his timely and

outspoken protest against the con

clusion being drawn, from the evi

dence at present before us , that it is

proved that there is a “ gradual evo

lution of one element into others."

No one has yet handled radium in

such quantity or in such manner

that we can say what it is precisely .

“ That helium can be obtained from

radium appears to be proved ," he

writes, “ but no proof has yet been

given that it is not merely contained

in it . As I remarked at York last

week, physicists are strangely inno

cent workers ; formulæ and fashion

appear to exercise an all-potent in

Huence over them .

“ There was a time when the ex

pression scientific caution ? meant

the highest degree of caution , and it

was supposed to be the attribute of

workers in science. Workers in the

to

of miners travelling in and out of

the mine free from dangers incident

to travelling in the main haulway .

There were six fatal acidents dur

ing the year resulting frem contact

with electric wires in mines in Ohio ,

all the victimis being foreign -speak

ing men . This may not seem a very

large number of fatal accidents con

sidering the amount of cal produced

and handled by electricity; but if

proper care and foresight are used in

the construction of wires, which can

very easily be done, especially in the

opening of new mines, Mr. Harrison

is of the opinion that fatal accidents

from this cause can almost entirely

be eliminated . It is also very no

ticeable that, with few exceptions,

the fatal acidents from coming in

contact with electricity is where a

high power of 500 or 550 volts is

carried , which also seems unneces

sary, as it is fatal to those whose

misfortune it is to come in contact

with the wires.

Some manufacturers of high -power

electric machinery and mine oper

ators who desire to use such may

take exception to the Department of

Mines raising the question of limited

voltage; but we feel , says Mr. Ilarri

son , that it is but fair to the 95 per

cent. of mine operators in the State

say that they are successfully

cperating their mines with a power

not to exceed 250 volts, which in few

proves fatal where persons

stumble against the wire, and those

operators ought not to be charged

in common for the loss of life with

those who use an unnecessary and

excessively dangerous power, and

under whose operations these acci

dents almost exclusively occur .

Nhis annual report for 1905 ,

, in

spector of Ohio , says that elec

tricity as an element of power in the

production of coal is not only neces

sary from a standpoint of competi

tion , but that its use in every legiti

mate way in the advancement of

civilization is justified. It is , how

ever , highly essential that the greatest

caution be exercised in its applica

tion so as to avoid loss of life or in

jury to persons coming in contact

with it .

Many of the largest mines in Ohio

now using electricity were formerly

pick mines, and have been developed

into electric -mining -machine mines

beyond a territory worked out on

the old pick -mining system . In many

cases there is but one marrow entry

that penetrates and extends through

the old worked -out territory to the

new development, which , of neces

sity, must be used as a motor haul

way and travelling way as well, for

employees who are employed therein .

In this entry it is also necessary to

have the motor wire and the positive

and negative wires on which to con

duct the electricity to operate the

mining machines, etc. This is not

all. We often find a line or two of

water or steam pipes strung along

one side or the other of the track .

Consider a space probably 8 feet

wide, and 4 or 5 feet high , contain

ing all this paraphernalia and a trip

of mine cars propelled by an electric

motor at a speed of io miles an

hour, and it is easy to conceive how

difficult it is for the miners to travel

in and out without rubbing against

a live wire or being caught by a

passing trip of cars .

This condition of things, in some

instances, cannot well be avoided ,

and , if any radical changes were en

forced, it would mean the closing

down or abandonment of the mine,

but there are a number of cases

where openings could be provided

at the head of the workings at nom

inal cost, and used for the purpose

cases

|

A recent annual report of the Bos

ton Wire Department shows that

there are used in the city 971,711 in

candescent lamps, 15,271 arc lamps,

and 13,724 motors of a total horse

power of 192,493. The total rated

horse -power of the engines in the

power plants is 142,931. The Bos

ton Elevated Railway Company has

an engine capacity of 54.450 H. P ..

with 153,860 H. P. in motors. The

Edison Electric Illuminating Com

pany has an engine capacity of 44,

840 , with 28,030 in motors.

.

10WThe ICW Marconi station

being built at Clifden , County Gal

way, will be the largest of its kind

on the otlier side of the Atlantic .

The work was begun last November,

and will not be completed until the

end of the year. The station is in

tended for the transmission and re

ception of messages from America.



Electricity in a Modern Marketaa

By H. S. KNOWLTON

AN ELECTRICALLY DRIVEN BRINE PUMP IN THE MANHATTAN MARKET IN CAMBRIDGE ,

MASS. AT THE RIGHT IS A MOTOR FOR DRIVING A GENERATOR SUPPLYING CURRENT FOR

LIGHTING THE LATTER ARRANGEMENT IS TO BRING THE POWER LOAD UP IN ORDER TO OBTAIN

A LOW RATE

ex

A
MONG the recent applications Comparatively few markets are yet

of electricity to the purposes of equipped with an extensive variety of

retail trade, the market instal- electrical apparatus, and in many

lation offers an attractive field for the cases the only use of electricity in

securing of operating economies. such establishments is for illumina

tion . The cleanliness of this method

is a strong point in its favour, in all

houses where foodstuffs are handled,

and the day has passed when any

thing but the most sanitary appli

ances are acceptable in a modern

market. Few owners of markets and

groceries realize the uses to which

electricity can be turned in the pur

veying business, both for power and

lighting

A notable installation of electrical

machinery is to be found in the

" Manhattan Market," located on

Massachusetts Avenue near Central

Square, in the City of Cambridge,

Mass . This establishment is the

largest market in Cambridge , and

aside from the usual meat, fish , and

delicatessen departments, the com

pany does an extensive business in

the supply of dairy products , fruit ,

groceries, canned goods and kitchen

supplies. A public lunch counter is

also found within the premises. The

establishment employs one hundred

persons, and yet it contains every

labour-saving appliance which

perience has suggested as valuable .

Current for power and lighting is

supplied in three services by the

Cambridge Electric Light Company.

There are eight motors in the estab

lishment, 52 Nernst lamps , and a

considerable number of 16 -candle

power incandescents, besides a num

ber of fan motors of the ceiling and

desk types. The central station ser

vice consists of a 550 -volt, 3 -phase,

60 -cycle circuit, a 220-volt , 3 -wire

alternating circuit, and a 52-volt di

rect -current circuit . The Nernst

lamps are of the six -glower style

with the exception of one three

glower lamp, and are operated upon

the 220 -volt line. All the motors ex

cept one are operated by the 550-volt

three -phase supply. The 52 -volt di

rect-current circuit operates a single

motor and some incandescent lamps,

principally in the basement, as a sup

plement to a local 52- volt circuit

derived from a generator the

premises.

The 550 -volt motors are all of the

induction type, wound for 60 - cycle

current. There are two 15 - H.P . mo

tors , one of 7.5 H. P. , one of 2 H.P. ,

two of i H.P., and one 1 -H . P. mo

tor . The direct -current motor is

rated at 1.5 H. P. The motors of 2

on

A MOTOR DRIVING A MEAT CHOPPER

4-3 257
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AN ELECTRICALLY DRIVEN AMMONIA COMPRESSOR IN THE MANHATTAN MARKET IN

CAMBRIDGE, MASS. THE EXPANSION TANK IS SHOWN AT THE LEFT

H. P. or less are started by throwing

them directly upon the line without

any resistance or inductance between

the line and the motors. All are

Westinghouse machines except the

direct- current outfit, built by the

Holtzer -Cabot Electric Co. , of Boston.

Refrigeration is probably the most

important mechanical problem to be

solved in the modern market , al

though the transportation of orders

and supplies is in no sense of sec

ondary consequence. The Manhat

tan Market is equipped with a 7

ton ice machine of the brine circu

lating type, made by the York Man

ufacturing Company, of York , Pa .

It is driven by a 15 -H . P. motor, to

gether with a Deane triplex vertical

brine pump which has a capacity of

90 gallons per minute.

Short belt transmissions connect

the motor with the brine pump and

the compressor. The latter machine

is of the vertical two -cylinder, dou

ble-acting crank-case type . Am

monia is the refrigerating medium

used, and by its compression , lique

faction and expansion it absorbs the

heat from the brine, which is then

circulated around the plant through

the cooling coils.

Three distinct and separate cycles

are present in the apparatus: The

ammonia cycle begins at the expan

sion coils , where the ammonia gas

absorbs the heat from the returned

brine. The ammonia gas is drawn

into the compressor, and forced out,

highly compressed, to the condenser.

As the ammonia gas passes through

the condenser tubes, which are sur

rounded by cold , flowing water, it

condenses to a liquid, and is forced

around the system to the expansion

valve at the entrance of the cooler.

Passing into the cooler, the liquid

ammonia vaporizes , and in so doing

absorbs heat from the returned brine,

completing the cycle.

The second cycle is that of the

brine, which is pumped around the

system through the cooler, pump and

refrigerating coils in various parts of

the plant and back to the cooler in

a closed loop. The cold brine ab

sorbs heat from surrounding objects

in the refrigerating chambers, and

yields it to the expanding ammonia

in the cooler . The third cycle is

that of the condensing water, which

enters the condenser cool and leaves

it freighted with the heat of the com

pressed and liquefied ammonia . The

operation of each cycle is continuous

and the plant operates twenty - four

hours a day .

The economy of this plant was

cited by W. R. Eaton of the Cam

bridge Electric Light Company at

the July meeting of the New Eng

land Association of Electric Lighting

Engineers . The rooms cooled are :

Meat refrigerator, 45 feet long, 22

feet wide and 17 feet high , temper

ature 35 degrees Fahrenheit; freezing

room , 12 feet by 10 feet , 20 degrees;

butter and cheese room , 16 feet by

16 feet, 37 degrees; vegetable room ,

14 feet by 12 feet, 40 degrees; fish

room , 10 feet by 10 feet , 45 degrees .

Last year the cost of ice to this mar

ket was $ 2.50 per ton ; this year it is
A MOTOR DRIVING A PARCELS CONVEYOR , WHICH TAKES PARCELS FROM SALESROOMS TO

ASSORTING SECTION PRIOR TO SHIPMENT. THIS MOTOR ALSO DRIVES A BARREL HOIST
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expense in

a

belt, and all empty parcel boxes are

returned automatically to the sender.

All the belt conveyors are 17 inches

wide. The conveyor which collects

orders on the ground floor delivers

them to the basement and returns the

empty boxes, is operated by a 7

H. P. motor through a worm gear

ing. By means of a countershaft,

this motor also drives a tramway ele

vator of the link -belt type, which is

used to convey heavy articles from

the receiving department to the street

floor. This hoist has a ruin of 18

feet, is specially fitted with lugs to

handle barrels , and has a capacity of

600 pounds. It can be started or

stopped at any point of the belt travel.

Goods are handled from the ship

ping department to the first floor by

a belt of about 100 pounds capacity,

driven by a 1 -H . P. motor.

The main ice chest, or meat room ,

is ventilated by a continuously operat

ed 18 - inch blower, direct connected to

a . - H . P. motor making 1800 revo

lutions per minute.minute . In the meat cut

ting room is an Enterprise meat

chopper, driven by a 2 - H . P. motor.

About six times as much oil was

used in the original plant, which was
a gasolene engine installation. The

electrical installation obviates an in

crease in the expense of running the

engineer's department, which is in

charge of W. J. Gordon. An addi

tional licensed engineer and a fire

man would be required instead of the

present arrangement of employees, in

case motors were not used .

are

Notes on the Nernst Lamp

By MAX HARRIS

From a Paper Read at the Recent Convention of the Ohio Electric Light Association

ivora coffe milmelted lihrough the So much has been writtenandsaid

$ 3. The ice 1905

amounted to $ 11.44 per day, while

the cooling of the meat refrigerating

room alone cost $5.72 per day. This

year, with electric power at 2.5 cents

per kilowatt-hour, the cost of operat

ing the refrigerating plant is $4.02 per

twenty -four hours, which means

saving of over $ 2600 per year at last

year's ice charge.

The refrigerating coils are also ap

plied to the meat display cases , in

stead of ice being used in the old

fashioned way. Cuts of meat

kept dry by the new method, and

they remain in good condition much

longer, exposed in a glass case with

the electrically refrigerated coils
below . The main meat refrigerator

contains 1700 feet of 1 -inch pipe, laid

up in cooling coils. Small fan mo

tors are used to circulate the air in

the rooms to be cooled, and the ice

boxes are electrically lighted.

One of the 15 - H . P. motors, run

ning at 1120 revolutions per minute,

is belted to a 52 -volt, 125 ampere,

direct -current generator which oper

ates the circuit of basement lights

and

floor to the - P. direct- current

motor previously mentioned . The

coffee mill makes 400 revolutions per

minute, and the motor 1000 revolu

tions per minute. The suspension of

the latter from the basement ceiling

enables the coffee mill to be com

pactly driven, without the occupation

of valuable counter space by the

niotor. The basement lighting con

sists of sixty -five 52 -volt, 16 -candle

power lamps. This arrangement was

employed to bring the total power

load of the market to the proper

point for a 21 - cent rate per kilowatt

hour.

Separate meters are installed on

the Nernst lamp, 110 - volt circuit, the

52- volt circuit and the 550-volt

power lines. At night when the load

is light, the direct - current generator

is shut down and the basement

lighted by the Cambridge company

through a double -throw , double-pole

switch which transfers the load.

An important feature of the mar

ket installation is a system of parcel

and stock conveyors which facilitates

the transaction of business to a re

markable degree. These conveyors

are motor driven , and carry parcels

from the counters to a checking desk
and from the latter to the assorting

room in the basement, where all out

going orders are made up prior to

delivery by the teams. After the

orders are made up they are sent by

a conveyor to the first floor, where

the shipping department delivers

them to the wagons.

Each conveyor is a continuous

incandescent lamps, or one 75 -ampere

about from alternating -current enclosed arc lamp.

the technical standpoint that no The six -glower lamp, consuming

attempt will be made to cover this 528 watts at 220 volts, will success

side of the question. The writer is fully replace twenty 16 -candle -power

of the opinion that for the daily incandescent lamps, or one 7 -ampere

problems to be solved in efforts to alternating - current arc lamp, or one

increase the sale of electric current, 5 -ampere direct- current are lamp.

and in meeting the requirements of The light emitted from the Nernst

customers, a full knowledge of the glower is absolutely steady at all

practical results obtained will be of times, mellow and pleasing, and of a

greater interest and value. colour best suited for the illumina

The Nernst system , as now mar- tion of stores, public buildings, and

keted, consists of five units for use generally for all classes of indoor il

on alternating -current circuits of 110 lumination .

or 220 volts, 25 to 133 cycles, for in- The basis upon which central sta

door and outdoor service , and popu- tions should and do promote the use

larly termed one - glower, two - glower, of Nernst lamps depends upon local

three-glower, four- glower and six- conditions and the policy of the

glower lamps. The manufacturer, central stations. The manufacturer

after four years of practical experience rightfully expects that this system

in the installation of these units, has shall be offered to the consumer on an

been enabled , for all practical pur- equal basis with other illuminants.

poses, to classify these units, as com- This being recognized as a reasonable

pared with other systems on the mar- and just position, it has been the pol

ket , as follows : icy of the central stations, which have

The one - glower lamp, consuming already established the precedent of

88 watts at 220 volts, will successfully loaning apparatus, to also loan Nernst

replace three 16 -candle -power in- lamps as an inducement for the use

candescent lamps, or one gas mantle. of current. Other methods include

The two- glower lamp, consuming a re - sale of the lamps at cost in many

176 watts at 220 volts, will success- cases under deferred payment plan,

fully replace seven 16 -candle -power and in some cases on a rental basis.

incandescent lamps. Wherever the policy of free renew

The three - glower lamp, consuming als is in vogue, free maintenance of

264 watts at 220 volts, will success- the lamps has been adopted. In some

fully replace ten 16 - candle- power in- cases where consumers purchase re

candescent lamps, or one four -burner for incandescent and

gas arc .
lamps, a fixed charge, visually 10 cents

The four - glower lamp, consuming per glower per month , is made for the

352 watts at 220 volts , will success- care and maintenance of lamps, or , in

fully replace fourteen 16 -candle-power asmuch as the cost of maintenance is

newals arc
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FIG . I.-A CARD ON WHICH A SOLICITOR HAS REPORTED THE CONDITIONS OF LIGHTING IN

proportional to the wattage consumed, of educating the user of artificial lighting and four gas arcs for in

an additional charge of one -half cent illumination to the advantages of this terior illumination . The proposed

per kilowatt-hour is sometimes added system and effectively promoting its new installation would include two

to the regular rate for current. introduction .
2 -glower lamps in the windows and

After all, the question of the An advantage of the system is its four 3 -glower lamps for the interior,

method adopted is a simple problem ability to hold customers who are showing an increase from

in arithmetic. As an example, a lamp dissatisfied because of insufficient il- nected load of approximately 600

watts to a connected load of ap

proximately 1400 watts .

City Again, the installation of four

Name
Busi ness

3 -glower lamps instead of two ares
Address . Phone

will invariably result in an increased

GAS ELECTA IC use of electric current, as during the
ALAY Ares Incandca oon to Nernst.

early morning and evening hours,

Ax S.Rrobur AC. D.c9c8c0c766 25.326 50x56100 19 29 3919 69 Watts when two are lamps are too expen

Window

sive for the average small merchant,
srore 4

such users will operate two of the

3 - glower lamps. A typical illustra

Total
tion is shown in Fig. 2 .

Vni boo
In many cases on record central

Window

stations have changed their flat rate
Score

to meter rate by installing Sernst

lamps, and it requires no lengthy
HooTotal

argument to convince one that in

Window all such instances it is the proper

Score
move to install lamps of the highest

efficiency available.

Where a central station changes
Tota 2

from open - are service , it is advansoles m Recommended by.com

tageous to employ Nernst units of

varying ' sizes , and particularly is this

so where the use of alternating-curA PROSPECTIVE CUSTOMER'S STORE, AND THE SUGGESTED USE OF NERNST LAMPS

rent multiple -arc lamps is contem

plated , because of the unity power

costing $ 12 would carry an interest lumination or high est. It has been. factor of the Nernst system and its

and depreciation charge of $ 1.80 per the writer's experience with this other advantages.

year, or 15 cents per month , which class of consumers that what they As a means of presenting some

charge may readily be included in most desire is better and increased thing new and novel to the prospec

the charge for current. Every cen- illumination without material in
tive consumer , the first installations

tral station manager can work out crease in cost . This can invariably of such lamps, because of the dis

for himself a profitable method. be accomplished by the installation tinctive form of the lamp and the

The demand for any article is of a sufficient number of units of colour of its light, will attract atten

based, first, upon its merit, and sec tion . Attention will arouse interest,

ond, upon the publicity given the ar- Again , many merchants are using which in turn will create inquiry,

ticle and its advantages. It is a electricity for lighting their window and inquiries, if properly followed ,

well-known fact that the use of or displays and gas arcs for interior will result in the further introduc

adoption of any device which will illumination. In this case , by cut- tion of lamps with a consequent in

tend to lessen the cost of a com- ting down some of the current con- creased sale of current, and with the

modity, be it electric current or oth- sumed for the window display illu- further advantage that each lamp in

erwise, will, and does, result in the mination and replacing the gas arcs stalled will shine out as an advertise

greater use of that commodity. In by a complete Nernst installation , ment for the central station .

other words, to lessen the cost per the consumer , at about an equal cost The Nernst lamp affords a means

for a complete electric installation , of obtaining a large volume of busi
-50-0"

replacing the former gas and elec- ness which may be classed under the

tric outfit , is secured for the central heading of “ Advertising ," such as

station. The dual advantages to the window display illumination . It af
* central station are thus an increased fords means of broadening the

sale of current and a load which , in- peak, due to the ability of the central

stead of being an entirely peak and station to obtain a large number of

Scale1 /Ft. after peak load , becomes dis- small consumers, who , as
a rule.

tributed load, with part of it in use have a connected load very nearlyREPREJENTJ ARCS

NERNST'S . uring the day hours. equal to their daily peak consump

Fig . I shows the card used in tion . This class of consumers is bet

some cities by the solicitors for re- ter than a small number of so - called

porting mixed installations to the large consumers, who, as a rule, have

contract agent of the central sta- a connected lead greater than their

uunit of illumination will increase the tions to enable him to pass upon usual daily -peak consumption.

number of units in use . the desirability of installing Nernst Another advantage lies in the fact

The manufacturer, recognizing this lamps. In this particular instance that while central stations have been

truth as applied to the Nernst sys
the consumer was using twelve in- trying “ to sell current at the meter,"

tem , has assumed the responsibility candescent lamps for window display they now generally recognize they

proper size .

a

Х
О

FIG . 2.SHOWING THE ARRANGEMENT OF FOUR

NERNST LAMPS FOR REPLACING TWO ARCS

.
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must go further and act as illuminat

ing engineers, and accordingly be

come more interested in actually sell

ing illumination . With the Nernst

system , this problem is made easier

for the central station by reason of

its many advantages: quality of light,

efficiency , appearance and flexibility

of the system .

In conclusion, attention is directed

to the recent development of a series

system of single vertical glower

Nernst lamps for street lighting .

Briefly, the system consists of plac

ing in circuit on any alternating con

stant current circuit of 6.6 cr 7.5

amperes, a series transformer with

each single -glower lamp. The total

wattage consumed by the series

transformer and lamp is 115 watts.

By the use of this system central sta

tions are placed in a position to com

pete with the single-burner Welsbach

gas system .

V'ernon grade to Lenox avenue,

Oneida, 10 miles long, with 24.5

miles of track .

Lenox avenue, Oneida, to Chitten

ango, 10.3 miles long, with 26.6

miles of track .

Chittenango to Syracuse city lim

its , 12.5 miles long, with 25.6 miles

of track .

Work was started on May 15 , and

the installation of the third rail is

practically complete on the first sec

tion. Third -rail ties are in place and

rails distributed in the second sec

tion , and work on the third section

was begun on August 1 . The elec

trical equipment is being done by

the Oneida Railway Company, of

Oneida, a corporation organized un

der the earlier railroad laws and

having a more liberal charter than

could be obtained were a new cor

poration to be organized at this time.

The Oneida Railway Company has

contracted with the Hudson River

Electric Power Company for the de

livery of three -phase current at

potential of 60,000 volts at the

Oneida Railway Company's sub-sta

tion at Clarks Mills, about seven

miles west of Utica . The Hudson

River Electric Power Company will,

for the present, generate this current

at its auxiliary steam plant in Utica.

l'pon the completion of its trans

cuise city limits. These sub -stations
will be identical in construction, and

each will be equipped with two 300

kilowatt rotary converters and the

necessary equipment for transform

ing 60,000 - volt, three -phase current

to direct current for distribution to

the rail at 600 volts .

The transmission line connecting

the company's sub - stations will be of

No. o stranded copper cable sup

ported on narrow base steel towers .

There are to be 391 of these towers,

with a normal spacing of 480 feet ,

the great majority of them being 39

feet high ; the highest are 63 feet ,

measuring from the top of the

foundation to the bottom insulators.

The insulatcrs are of the four-petti

coat type, 13 ] inches high over all

and 14 inches maximum diameter.

The three conductors will be at the

vertices of an equilateral triangle 7

feet on a side.

The third -rail construction is the

Wilgus underrunning protected type,

which is the standard adopted by the

New York Central . The rail is a

double -headed section , 4 3-16 inches

high and 2 9-16 inches wide , weigh

ing 70 pounds to the yard. The

rail protection adopted is of two

types. For all but 10 miles the pro

tection is of yellow pine designed to

give at least 11 inches of wood above

the rail and on both sides. On ten

miles of the third rail the protection

is of fibre 3-16 inches thick moulded

to conform to the outline of the rail

section and sufficiently flexible to

permit lengths of this to be slipped

over the top head of the rail .

Electrical Equipment of the West

Shore Railroad

a

Sodo
H

HOME particulars of the electrical

equipment of the West Shore

Railroad are given in a recent

isue of “ The Railway Age.” The

section of the road undergoing elec

trificati n is that part between the

city limits of Syracuse and the cross

ing of the railroad and Genesee street

in Utica. This distance is 44 miles.

The distance from the centre of

[ ' tica and the centre of Syracuse is

48.6 miles. The passenger schedule

provides for limited trains in each

direction leaving on the even hours

and making the distance from down

town terminal to downtown terminal

in 1 hour and 22 minutes, and trains

each way leaving on the half -hour,

making the run in 1 hour and 52

minutes, this latter service caring for

local traffic.

The passenger schedule contem

plated , taken in connection with the

freight traffic which the West Shore

would handle with steam -operated

trains, required that one or two addi

tional tracks be built tver certain

sections of the line. These additional

tracks will enable the passenger

trains operated by electricity at 55

and 45 miles per hour, respectively,

to avoid interference with the freight

trains operated by steam , which are

of two classes , fast freights with

a schedule of about 25 miles per

hour and local freights with a sched

ule of about 15 miles per hour.

For the purpose of construction

the line has been made into four

sub -divisions, as follows:

Genesee street , in Utica, to Vernon

grade, 11.3 miles long, with a total

of 31 miles of track ,

S
T
U
D
I

L
I
E
U
T
E
N

away with a

THIRD RAL IN ' ' SE ON THE ELECTRIFIED SEC

TION OF THE WEST SHORE RAILROAD

The induction -motor, says C. F.

Lehman in " The Mining and Scien

tific Press,” will , in his opinion , be

the one used on most of the mine

hoists in the future. It is , however, a

little better adapted to inclined shafts

than to the vertical , as there is a

certain amount of slack in the rope

or cable and the motor has a chance

to start under small loads , thus doing

more sudden rush of

current on the line. With a proper

controller and resistances for primary

and secondary, and a design suited

for this particular load , there should

be no reason why this motor should

not be adapted to any hoist up to

200 H. P. at least . Of course , it is

understood that where large induc

tion -motor hoists are used and other

apparatus and lights are run from

the same plant, the main plant must

be of large enough capacity to take

care of peak loads ; also the power

wires should be of ample size for a

maximum load so as not to cause a

drop in voltage due to higher cur

rents .

mission lines, current will undoubt

edly be taken later from hydro -elec

tric plants owned by this company

in the eastern part of the State .

The Oneida Railway Company is

building four sub -stations located

about 10. miles apart. These, count

ing west from l'tica , are located at

Clarks Mills, at a point 1. miles west

of Vernon , at a point 2 miles west

of Canastota , and at Manlius Centre,

which is 5.9 miles east of the Syra
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“ SUCCESS
"UCCESS lies in never tiring of then another and another. Encour- tive customer's interest between his

doing, in repeating and never aged by these, more and more ker- calls . Each of the above divisions of

ceasing to repeat , in toiling , in nels pop until your popper fills as if business-getting properly handled ,

waiting, in bearing and observing, in by magic. If, most fortunately for will produce excellent results, but the
watching and experimenting, in fall- you , your business seems to be in the most effective work can be done only

ing back on one's self by reflection , condition of the full popper, remem- with a combination of all three.

turning the thought over and over, ber the unpopped kernels that are Endeavour to handle your new

round and about the mind and vis- always found when the popper is business appropriation so that your

ion , acting again and again upon it,- emptied. There are plenty of un- efforts will be continuous. If you

this is thelaw of growth . The secret is popped kernels of undeveloped elec- must choose one of the three methods

to do, to do it now ; not to look away trical business in your territory which above outlined , by all means employ

at all." a little attention would convert into a solicitor and make strenuous efforts

Bishop Spalding's definition of suc- profitable income. to keep him permanently at work.

cess fits the organization and con- Naturally your first thought will

duct of a new business department be “ How much money shall I spend SOLICITORS

as though he had it especially in to secure more business ? ” As the In picking your solicitors , pay the

mind when he penned these lines . limit up to which money can be pro- most attention to their ability to

The ability to increase the sales of fitably spent for this purpose is in handle people. For this work you

current must be as assiduously cul- all probability beyond your means, must have salesmen , and a man who

tivated as are studied the means of your chief concern will be to use to cannot handle people can never be a

reducing costs and bettering your the best advantage the largest appro- salesman . The " gift of gab " is not

service . There is no central station priation you can get. Go slowly at an essential, but the ability to talk

so small that it can afford to get the beginning. As a general rule , convincingly is. Many a loquacious

along without a new business depart- any expenditure for pushing your salesman spoils his work by talking

ment. business will be beneficial, but there too much .

There is a general tendency to be- great possibilities for waste . Beware of the brilliant, sharp man ,

lieve that others accomplish their Hence the necessity for waiting, ob- who works by fits and starts . De

work with less effort than ourselves, serving, watching and experimenting. pendability is of the utmost impor
and this perhaps is responsible for How shall you spend your new tance . The slow plodder, who never
the lack of confidence some central business appropriation ? For solici- forgets a point once mastered, will
station men have in their own ability tors ? For newspaper advertising ? soon distance the speedy man who

to conduct a successful new business Or for " direct -by-mail” advertising ? quickly catches on, but just as quick

department. The most efficient results will be ob- ly tires if his first efforts are not suc

The busiest manager or super- tained by a combination of all these cessful. Persistency counts for more

intendent, if he will persistently de- methods. Newspaper advertising will than dash . Few prospective custom

vote a few minutes daily to increasing awaken your public to the possibili- ers are interested at the first call , and

his sales of current, will accomplish ties of electric service and prepare just as water constantly dropping

results as amazing as they are grati- the way for your solicitors . wears away stones, so patient solici

fying when he reviews them . Do not Solicitors should call upon possible tation secures profitable business.

let anything prevent your beginning customers, answer their questions, ar- If you have, among your em

your new business campaign at once . gue away their objections and clinch ployees, a man who evidences selling

Start now . Do not wait for printed their orders, as well as investigate ability, use him for a solicitor. Your

forms, or to think out definitely how the troubles of present customers. solicitor must, of course , thoroughly

you will go about it . They should explain your methods of understand your business, but this

have made your beginning you will handling the customers' business, and does not mean that he must start

be astonished at the opportunities for convince them that they are actually with a working knowledge. If your

new business that will develop in receiving full value for the money man is a real salesman , he may be

the most unexpected places. they are paying you. ignorant of the electrical business at

Working a new business depart- Direct-by-mail advertising will ex- the start . A few days ' coaching will

ment is like popping corn . Your cite the interest of those possible fit him to begin your work and every

first efforts produce only a cracking users of your service whom the so- day after will add to his knowledge.

sound, but no popped corn . licitor cannot readily reach. It will Some gas companies have made so

stop now , your work is lost . But back up his arguments with those he licitors of their regular employees, in

keep on ; first one kernel pops and does see , and keep alive his prospec- connection with their routine work,

When you

If you

262
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1.
SOLICITORS DAILY RE POR 1.

NAME FOR DATE

PowTSIONS

M.P
APPLIANCESCUSTOMER'S NAME A ADDRESS .

KONTTO LICNTING

NO
JNO 16 ' NEARCSI

YOYAL CTOS Y CASH

LOAD CONNECT REVENUS PAID

TOTAL CASH RED BY

AIAY.

tror WINESDAY

P14 MO 10 $ 0 DAY or WEEK

reta YAX UT PAYO

TOTAL YEAR TO PATI .

ELECTRIC COMPANY .

day, the prospects he developed, and

anything which helped him secure an

order.

Encourage the men to discuss the

business freely and to advance their

criticisms and suggestions. Be lib

eral in your commendations of good

work and sparing of criticism , but

criticise sharply when circumstances

require it .

As often as possible explain the

operation of some appliance you are

pushing. Demonstrate its good points

and teach the men the arguments to

down any objection that could be ad

vanced by a prospective customer .

Use every means at your disposal

to increase the men's knowledge of

your business, constantly impressing

upon them that any increase in their

efficiency is to your mutual advan

tage. Note carefully any articles in

trade papers , or any articles on sales

manship that will help your men , and

specifically call their attention to

them , asking the men to read them

carefully and then tell you what they

think of the matters discussed.

FIG . I .--FORM FOR SOLICITOR'S DAILY REPORT Have your men telephone to you

at noon , both to let them know that

you are following their work and to

by paying them commissions on new deavour to make them appreciate the advise them of any prospects which

business secured, with the under- amount of work involved in render- may have developed in their respec

standing that the new business work ing good service to your customers. tive territory since morning. Keep a

would be pushed only outside of reg- If possible, make a few calls with blackboard record of each man's

ular working hours. each solicitor, letting him do all the work brought up to date , to advertise
Properly handled, this practice will talking, and then coach him between

to all the employees the work the

produce results , and it possesses the calls. solicitors are securing.

additional advantage of arousing the If you already have one or more Have each solicitor turn in a daily

men's interest in pushing your busi- solicitors, they can assist you in train- report each morning, similar in form

ness . There is always danger, how- ing the new men , but it will be to
to Fig. 1. If any payments are col

ever, that the prospect of a commis- your best interest to let the beginners lected , the amounts must be properly

sion will lead to neglect of some reg- receive their first notions of your entered , footed and receipted by your

ular duty, and the practice is further methods of handling your customers cashier, or whoever is authorized to

likely to foment jealousy among the from yourself. Divide your territory receive the cash .

into as many districts as you have The daily, weekly , monthly and

An excellent way to pick solicitors solicitors, arranging as nearly as pos- yearly totals make possible an imme

is to advertise for salesmen and care- sible an equal division of business diate comparison of each man's work ,

fully study the applicants. You can and residence territory in each dis- both with reference to current re

soon pick out the effective men . The trict , so as to give each mon an equal sults and to results obtained in any

man who can't be earnest in advanc- amount of possible business. previous period. This form should
ing his own interests certainly won't The size of your new business ap- be printed on sheets in letter -head

make much headway in pushing propriation will determine the num- size and put up in pads. The com
yours. In searching for soliciting ber of solicitors you can use. Some

pleted sheets should then be filed in

material, do not neglect to consider companies have profitably worked one a vertical file, where they give a

how a woman can push your inter- solicitor to each 4000 of population . complete record of each man's work.

ests , if you can find one of the right Each central station man must deter- You must train your solicitors to

sort. mine the number of solicitors to em- be old -business retainers as well

Having picked your solicitors, take ploy from his own conditions. as new -business getters . They must

time enough to thoroughly explain Your solicitors are now ready to realize that their own , their custom

your business policy to them . Dis- go after business, but your work in er's and the company's interests are

cuss with them your rates, your con- handling them has just begun. It all bound together. Turn over to

tracts, your customs, and your rules depends on you to arouse their en- them for investigation the complaints

and regulations. Make clear to them thusiasm to the highest pitch and of customers in their territory.

the distinction between profitable and keep it there.
Have them look up the customer's

unprofitable business. Teach them to Have the solicitors report to you apparatus, read his meter again , ex

think in dollars and cents and give each morning as early as convenient plain to him the methods used in

them enough data to enable them to and

men .

their previous day's handling his business and make a vig
estimate the cost of connecting any work . Have a little " booster” meet- orous effort to convince the customer

business they secure . ing to start the day. Have each man that he has the same check on his

Take them over your plant and en- tell of the orders he secured yester- purchases of current that he has on

canvass
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ber of points to the business secured .

At regular intervals the solicitor's

records are checked from the cus

tomers' ledgers, so that the tendency

to overestimate the value of secured

business may be offset .

A deduction of an arbitrary num

ber of points is made for business

lost in each solicitor's territory. At

the end of each month each solicitor's

points are totaled , and the percentage

his : total bears to the total of all the

solicitors' points determines his share

of the pool.

In this particular case the sum

pooled for each solicitor is $25 , mak

ing the average salary $75 a month

for each man . Some of the solicitors

on this basis earn as much as $ 125 a

month . A better way is to determine

what price you can pay for each kilo

watt of new business secured, grad

If the order represents a customer

already connected, the amount of the

customer's business for the year pre

vious to securing the order should be

entered on the P. B. I. sheet and also

the monthly average for the year.

The sheet should then be filed in a

secured business binder under the

name of the solicitor securing the

business.

Each month of the year following

the date of the order, the amount of

the customer's business should be

posted to the sheets and the increased

business credited to the solicitor at

the agreed rate . Such an arrange

ment may be kept up with a mini

mum of work and may be modified

to suit any set of conditions.

It would induce the solicitors to

devote their efforts along channels

most profitable to the company , and

BUSINESS .
A

NO

REPORT OS SECURED

SL.NAME SOLICITOR

DATE ORDER SECURED FOR

O

EST. COST TO CONNECT EST YEARLY REVENUE

REVENUE for en PREVIOUS TO ORDER KW.HRS AMI .

REVENUE SINCE ORDEN REMARKS

KW.WPS AMOUNT

his purchases of any other commod

ity. Energy expended to convince

customers that they are receiving

full value for the money they pay

you is one of the most profitable

means of securing more business. If

your customers are made to realize

that they are receiving their money's

worth in service rendered, they will

use your service much more liberally

and be much more open to your sug

gestions for their use of more con

veniences requiring additional cur

rent.

It is a mistake to pay solicitors

commissions only on the sales of ap

pliances. This practice will surely.

result in sales of appliances to cus

tomers who cannot advantageously

use them , and will certainly cause

much dissatisfaction and loss to you .

A flat salary is preferable, and some

managers adopt the flat salary

method because of the labour re

quired to record the results of each

solicitor's work . The ideal method

is a combination of a flat salary and

a commission based upon the volume

and value to the company of the

sales of current effected by the so

licitor , with a fine for business lost

in the territory allotted to him .

One prominent gas company pays

its solicitors a salary of $50 per

month and a commission based on

results secured, which is determined

as follows :

A pool is made each month , rep

resenting a certain sum for each so

licitor employed . The various kinds

of business to be secured are classi

fied and given an arbitrary value

of a certain number of points. The

greatest number of points are

signed to business requiring no addi

tional investment to serve and to

business corresponding to sign and

power business .

From this the business is graded

down to the lowest number of points

for business which is simply renewal

business , due to consumers removing

from one location to another, and

business requiring a heavy investment

for a relatively small income. To

assist in the classification, the solici

tor must report on a card the esti

mated cost of connecting the cus

tomer, as determined from a schedule

furnished him in which are given the

costs, as determined by the previous

years' averages, of the various items

entering into the total investment

necessary to serve the new business.

He must also report an estimate of

the first year's revenue from the new

customer.

The ratio between cost of con

necting and volume of sales is con

sidered by the new business depart

ment manager in assigning the num

LANUARY

14 : ? MARY

M.
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MAY

JUNE

_JUS
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SEPTEMAER
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O

o
TOTAL YEAR

PREVIOUS YEAR
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MOTERIMOYED

ELECTRIC

as
CAUSE
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FIG . 2 .--- FORM FOR REPORTING BUSINESS SECURED

ing this price from a high rate for

profitable business to a very low rate

for business requiring a heavy in

vestment, and no rate for unprofit

able business.

Then agree to pay the solicitors a

commission at these rates for a year

for all business secured, having it un

derstood that any business lost in

their territory shall be deducted from

the commissions at the same rates .

Such an arrangement is mutually

profitable for both solicitor and com

pany.

The business secured can be read

ily determined if the backs of the

Possible Business Index sheets be

printed as shown in Fig. 2 . The so

licitor should be required to turn in

with each order the corresponding
P. B. I. sheet on which he has noted

what his order covers.

the deduction for business lost would

insure their being old - business re

tainers as well as new -business get

ters . Under such an arrangement,

the solicitor would have every in

ducement to make every effort to

remedy complaints, and he would find

it very unprofitable to waste his time

selling appliances to customers who

could not use them to their best ad

vantage.

If the foregoing seems too com

plicated a method of handling solici

tors , you would do well to reflect

that the success of your new business

department demands good men to

carry on the work . You can

cure the best work from good men

only when you pay them in pro

portion to the results they secure for

you . Any plan which will increase

the efficiency of your men in secur

se
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3 POSSIBLE BUSINESS INDEX METER SET .

NAME NO . $ 1 .

OWNER NO. FLOORS

o HOW LIGHTED . IS BLDG WIRED

ROOMS USED FOR

BIXTURES HUNG

APPARATUSSIZE METER CURRENT

o

HOW WEATED . KITCHEN BUEL LAUNDRY APP .

PHONE NO

SOLICITOR TA
PATA FILE NO.

DATE REMARKS . MAL

NO

AOVIC

PA

O

SOMPANY

2. POSSIBLE BUSINESS INDEX. NO METER SET

SERVICE IND

NAME NO. ST.

OWNER NO. FLOORS NO ROOMS USED FOR

O HOW LIGHIED IS BLDG WI AED
FIXTURES MUNG

MAS CURRENT BEENUSED WHY CUT OFF

WOW HEATED AP PARAIUS IN LAUNDRY

O
KITCHEN FUEL

PHONE NO.

SOLICITOR

DATA FILE NO .

DATE REMARKS
NAIL ACVic

DIENJ

found in their proper sequence , and,

if necessary, can be removed from

the binder as easily as a card from a

file . By using thin paper, much
more information can be filed in a

given space. By using a thin binder,

it may be carried in the pocket, and

in this manner the sheets are much

easier to handle in the field than

cards.

Figs. 2 , 3 and 4 give a set of

forms for a Possible Business Index .

Fig. 2 is to be printed on the reverse

sides of Figs. 3 and 4. These forms

are self -explanatory. The telephone

number is put in because often very

effective soliciting can be done by

telephone. The data file number is

to be used when correspondence or

estimates, etc., accumulate in solicit

ing prospective business.

An envelope, large enough to con

tain all the letters, estimates, etc. , in

flat sheets, is used, given a number

and filed in your data files. The en

velope number posted to the index

sheet gives quick reference to all of

the data on file for the prospective.

Your Possible Business Index

should contain a sheet for each house

or prospective in your territory.

As your territory is extended, put in

a sheet for each house or prospective

in the new territory.

Arrange your orders so that every

meter setting, removal or transfer or

der, and every appliance order, will

go to the person in charge of the

Possible Business Index, so that it

will be always up to date, and show

a complete list of all electrical appli

ances are supplying with cur

rent. Remember that your index is

your guide for directing your fight

for more business, and the more care

ful attention it receives the less effort

you will waste.

Use different colours of paper to

indicate the different classes of new

business. For instance, white paper

can be used to indicate a building

where no current has ever been sold ,

and yellow paper can be used to in

dicate a building now being supplied

with current. Make the sheet for

this class of business show an item

ized statement of the connected load .

Red paper would indicate a build

ing where current has been supplied ,

but, for some reason , has been dis

connected. Brown paper would indi

cate power prospects, and green pa

per sign prospects.

Properly laid out and handled, the

Possible Business Index will show

not only the possibilities for business,

but also the amount of work done on

each prospect, and when the business

is finally secured the index sheets can

be used to keep a record of the busi

ness obtained by each solicitor. This

О
О

vou

CTRIC TOMPANY

FIGS. 3 AND 4. - SUGGESTED FORMS FOR A POSSIBLE BUSINESS INDEX

ing more business for you, is mutual

ly profitable to every one concerned.

no

POSSIBLE BI'SINESS INDEX

One of the most necessary essen

tials of a systematic campaign for

new business is a Possible Business

Index .

Pope says S

" Index learning turns student

pale,

But it grasps the eel of science by

the tail. "

That expresses the aim of a Possi

ble Business Index . It is to the con

duct of a new business department

what plans and specifications are to

a piece of construction work . No

two men will work up their new busi

ness data precisely alike. Where

one will want a complete plan, set

ting forth every detail, another will

be content with a free -hand pencil

sketch with a very few notes.

It is well to bear in mind that

when a man goes hunting he must

have quite a definite idea of what he

seeks . If you have in your new busi

ness campaign a complete index of

the possibilities in your territory, you

will waste less of your new business

appropriation .

While cards are generally used for

such an index, loose sheets 5 by 8

inches in size and bound in binders

will be found to be far more useful,

and, in addition , will give all of the

advantages of a card index .

Some of the advantages over cards

are as follows :

The sheets are larger, giving more

space for useful data. The sheets

bound in the binders will always be

4-4
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DOES YOUR WIFE SEW ?

SHE CERTAINLY WILL APPRECIATE

AN ELECTRIC MOTOR TO DRIVE HER

MACHINE. ORDER ONE ON TRIAL.

#

DO YOU USE POWER ?

AN ELECTRIC MOTOR WILL FURNISH

IT AT LESS EXPENSE THAN ANYTHING

ELSE YOU CAN GET. TELEPHONE NO.

FOR PARTICULARS .

AN ELECTRIC FAN WILL CHASE THE

FLIES OUT FOR YOU . SEND IN YOUR

ORDER NOW .

is easily accomplished by noting on

the sheets the orders to be credited

to the solicitors and then filing them

in a separate binder behind the name

of the solicitor who is entitled to

credit . Then , periodically, the rev

enue from such business can be post

ed to the sheets credited to each so

licitor , and his income earning value

is thus readily determined .

One of the best methods of starting

your solicitors is to have them first

go over their territory to make up

reports for the Possible Business In

dex. In this manner the ice is more

easily broken for a new man and he

quickly becomes familiar with his

territory.

Periodically, at regular intervals ,

depending upon your local conditions,

have your man check up the New

Business Index and carefully make

the necessary corrections. If you are

mailing matter to your prospective

customers, this practice will not only

save money in postage , but the moral

effect on your prospective customers

will increase the efficiency of your

new business department many per

cent.

To assist in keeping your Possible

Business Index up to date, give your

solicitors creditcredit for any business

closed in your office, where the index

shows the solicitor has called on the

customer within thirty days of the

date of the order.

tion. Select some person or pros

pective in your city , as nearly typical

as possible, of the prevailing class of

people whose business you are going

to get , and address all your talks to

him . It has been demonstrated in

training street car conductors to call

streets and stopping places, that an

nouncements are much more easily

understood if the conductor will di

rect his talk to some individual in

the car , instead of just talking into

space .

The same thing holds good in ad

vertising. You are going to persuade

people to buy your service. Very

well . Point your arguments for

some particular individual. Be di

rect ; come to the point at once .

Use old - fashioned plain English ,

the kind that says “Keep Out” in
stead of " No Admittance ," or " Come

In," instead of “ Visitors are Wel

coine. Use common sense . “ The

man who has the truth in his heart

need never fear the lack of persua

sion on his lips."

It is not necessary that you be able
to write flowing sentences . You

have a story to tell . Imagine that

you have your prospective customer

up in a corner where he cannot get

away. Talk to him , but be brief .

Select some phrase to correspond

with “ Cook with Gas," Use it to

head every advertisement and follow

it with a reason why.

Here are some suggestions :

Change your copy every day. This

is important, and it will lead many

people to look up your advertisements

to see what you will say next. The

more people you can get to think

about your business, the faster it will

increase.

Keep a scrap-book file containing

copies of every advertisement you

run . If
you will arrange your scrap

book in the order in which your ad

vertisements appear, it will form an

excellent means of checking your

monthly newspaper bills . Study every

advertisement that comes to your no

tice , in your endeavour to make your

own advertisements different from the

others with which it is printed. The

effort will pay big returns.

LET ELECTRICITY DO YOUR WORK.

GET AN ELECTRIC IRON . THEN YOUR

IRONING WILL BE DONE WITH HALF

THE TIME AND WORK . ONE WILL BE

SENT TO YOU ON THIRTY DAYS' TRIAL

IF YOU 'PHONE TO NO.

GET AN ELECTRIC WARMER FOR

BABY'S FOOD . THEN YOU WON'T HAVE

TO CHASE DOWNSTAIRS NIGHTS TO

THE GAS STOVE .

NEWSPAPER ADVERTISING

Your new business department can

be made to prosper without the aid of

newspapers, but , if you are wise and

your appropriation permits, you will

use them liberally and continuously.

Properly used , the newspaper will

aid you in moulding a favourable

public opinion and it will also secure

new business for you . If it does

nothing else , it will pay its cost in

the increased efficiency produced in

your solicitors ' work. The newspa

per adds a dignity to the house- to

house work of your men which it

would otherwise lack .

Use as much space as your appro

priation will buy, but use it continu

ously. Don't splurge, unless your

appropriation will stand it . Consider,

also , how the average person scans

his newspaper and you will realize

that if you would have your adver

tisements noticed , they must be ar

ranged so that “ he who runs may

read.” This means that your news

paper talks must be very short, sharp ,

pithy, incisive. They must stand out

so that upon the paper being opened

the advertisement at once catches the

eye. Plenty of white space must be

used to accomplish this.

Give your newspaper talks direc

PUT (' P A PORCH LIGHT, WITH THE

STREET NUMBER ON THE GLOBE . KEEP

IT LIGHTED EVENINGS. LET YOUR

FRIENDS KNOW WHERE YOU LIVE

WIEN THEY CALL .

DIRECT BY MAIL ADVERTISING

A campaign of direct advertising

by mail will still further increase

your solicitors ' efficiency . Mail will

easily reach customers who will never

see a solicitor, or get to them at times

when a solicitor's call would be con

sidered an intrusion and resented.

Be chary, however, of your use of

circular letters and do not place too

much faith in the selling power of

multi- coloured, direct -by -mail stuff ,

artistically folded like a table cloth

or bed sheet.

Business men to -day are busy. A

sentence in black type on a plain

postal will make an indelible, uncon

scious impression, where a choice col

lection of pictures on a square yard

of wrapping paper will only produce

an emphatic " cuss” word and a vig

orous shove toward the waste basket.

The chief value of a circular let

ter is its personal appeal. In that is

found the necessity for its prepara

tion with consummate care , to give

it all the effect of a personal appeal

to the reader. Most circular letters

are an abomination, and unless you

are sure of your ability to convince

your man that it is his interest and

business, not yours, that you are push

ing, you would better stick to your

postals.

If you do send out circular letters ,

enclose with each one an addressed

HOW ABOUT THE WEAR AND TEAR

THAT CLOTHES WRINGER TAKES OUT

OF YOUR CLOTHES ? AN ELECTRIC

CENTRIFUGAL CLOTHES WRINGER WILL

SAVE IT.

EVER HUNT FOR THINGS IN YOUR

CLOSETS WITH MATCHES ? ELECTRIC

CLOSET LIGHTS ARE CHEAP FIRE IN

SURANCE . PUT THEM IN NOW .

DO YOU USE A CHAFING DISH ? SEE

THE ELECTRIC CHAFING DISHES AT

( YOUR ADDRESS ).
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are

or

Own

postal, -- not a mailing card without a CATALOGUES extending your business and is well

stamp, --so that when your letter
Keep carefully filed , for reference , worth your strenuous efforts to se

makes the desired impression, the every catalogue of current-using ap- cure and hold .

postal will be mailed before your paratus you can obtain . Study your Keep informed of the local work

prospective customer changes his catalogues and have your solicitor your architects have in hand and ar

mind in hunting for a 1 - cent stamp. study them . They will suggest end- range for regular reports from the

Be sure, too , that the postals are less applications demanding the use building inspector's office. Knowing

numbered for identification, for some
of current, many of which can be

in advance of projected new build

times prospects mail cards, forgetting profitably used by your consumers. ings or remodeling work, you can

to sign them . If you have an ad furnish advance information to your

dressing machine, have the addresses friends, the contractors, and their
APPLIANCE POLICY

of your prospective customers set up self -interest in securing the work will

for it and arrange to keep it up to Make your selling prices for appli- make them efficient solicitors for

date . This will put you in position ances bring you the same rate of you .

to effectively and quickly reach your profit a dealer would expect, but PUBLICITY

prospective customers with any prop- scrupulously put into advertising or Make use of every legitimate means

osition you want to push . soliciting every cent of such profit.
of securing desirable publicity for

Number consecutively the printed This practice will encourage dealers
your company. Establish friendly re

matter, mailing cards, circular letters, to handle electrical appliances. Co- lations with the editors and reporters

etc. , that you send out; keep a scrap- operation is what you need, and the of your newspapers. In most small

book with copies of all such matter more people in your territory who towns, news items not plen
and have the date and number can be induced to push electrical ap

tiful, and much profitable publicity

stamped upon your Possible Business pliances, the better will it be for you . can be secured through tactfully ac

Index sheets. By tabulating the or The practice of selling appliances quainting your newspaper man of
ders secured from each lot of matter at cost less than cost , fur

current happenings, such as contracts

mailed out, as shown by the entries ther, has the tendency to confirm the closed, contemplated improvements,

on the Possible Business Index, you popular opinion of the profits from
etc. , or handing them an occasional

are in position to judge the effective- the sale of current. Then , too , many
clipping describing some electrical ap

ness of what you are distributing. people measure the value of an ar
pliance or some new application of

ticle by its price, and emphasizing electricity.

the low price of what you are selling
CO -OPERATION WITH EMPLOYEES

Should you , unfortunately , have an

depreciates it to them .

Do not end your work among your
accident, prepare your own version

Selling electrical appliances is more

men with training your solici
for the papers. It will save them the

a matter of salesmanship than price .

tors. Work up the interest of every
trouble of writing it up and insure

Convince your customers of the value
man connected with the company. your public having the story as you

of your service. Create in them a

Make them all see the possibilities
want it told. Remember that your

desire to use it . It can be done by
that can be obtained if every man

business is bound to receive a certain

persistent work . Make your terms
makes use of the opportunities that

amount of attention from the press .

easy ,-small payments on long time,

come to him every day for boosting and they will buy.
If you will make the effort, you can

direct it to your advantage.
the company's business.

Offer every appliance you handle Make every piece of company prop

Organize a progress club among
on trial long enough to thoroughly erty carry its advertising message.

the men , with meetings to be held demonstrate its convenience and util
If there is no ordinance prohibiting

monthly or oftener, at which matters ity. Follow up every appliance sold

relating to the service , the sales of
it , put a permanent enameled sign on

with a careful inspection, to ascer
appliances, their use, the betterment

every one of your poles . You need

tain that it has been properly set and

of the service, etc. , can be discussed.
not incur the expense of equipping

that its operation is thoroughly un- all the poles at one time, but by buy
Invite their criticisms and study their

derstood. Push forward the merits

suggestions. This work will cost
ing permanent signs you can put them

of your service and leave price the

much in time and energy, but better
up on the installment plan without

last thing to discuss when you have
results will be secured than can be

finding the expense too heavy a bur

shown how desirable and useful a den .

obtained in any other manner. thing your service is .
The benefit to be obtained by cir

In exceptional cases , your margin culating a monthly bulletin among

SALESROOM of profit will permit you to arrange their customers and prospective cus

Your salesroom is a most impor- exchanges to secure profitable busi tomers is not properly appreciated by

tant adjunct of your new business
ness which you could not otherwise

central station men . Most electric

department. First impressions count
get , because of the customer's invest

men fully realize the benefits their

for everything with some people and
ment in non -current-consuming ap

companies bring to the community

for something with everybody. Your paratus.
they serve , but too many forget that

conditions will govern the quantity of there is no one except themselves to
apparatus you can display, but even CO -OPERATION WITH CONTRACTORS

exploit these benefits to obtain the

if you show only a flatiron, you can Display in a prominent place in public appreciation they merit. Elec
show it , if you will , so that it will vour office a wall directory of all the tric men , and gas men too , for that

attract interested attention . electrical contractors in your terri- matter, have too long been guilty of

Don't neglect to have a glass case tory. Arrange to send them imme- " hiding their light under a bushel.”

wattmeter connected up, so that you diately any tips coming to your no- Energetically pushing forward the

can demonstrate its operation at any tice concerning wire work , etc. Keep many advantages of electric service ,

time . Make use of the pamphlets, in touch with them , establish friendly both to the customers and to the

etc. , that manufacturers of electrical relations with them , and consider community as a whole. will do more

apparatus will supply vou for the their criticisms and suggestions. Their than anything else to disarm the hos

asking. Everything helps . co-operation is a valuable means of tile spirit too often manifested against
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Itine Grading of voltages, read

central stations. There is no one to

do this save the central station men

themselves, and no better way to ac

complish it than the monthly bulletin .

The practice of advertising appli

ances on or with monthly bills for

service is of doubtful value . The re

cipient of the bill is then in the least

receptive mood for suggestions to in

crease his use of current. The bul

letin metliod is more costly , to be

sure , but it deserves careful consid

eration among the other plans for

extending your business. Give your

wagons, tool carts , etc. , especial at

tention . Paint them often and keep

them clean . Make your entire equip

ment carry its message of wide

awakeness and progressiveness

your community.

a

τό

No. of Gene

54

1

1

1

now

72,701

463

160

2,824

7,308

put the

or right his trouble. You will find Variations in Voltage on British

a few people whom you cannot con Lighting Systems

vince , but your efforts in this direc

tion, persistently followed up , will
N a paper on “

bear rich fruit.
at the recent meeting of the

British Association for the Advance
CONCLUSION

You have doubtless noticed that

ment of Science, Sir W. H. Preece

said that the most serious distur
there is nothing new or radical in

what has been advanced in this paper
bance in British systems of distri

bution of electrical energy, and a
for the organization and conduct of

new business department. These
prolific source of decay and destruc

tion of incandescent lamps, is the

things have all occurred to every man

who has given persistent thought to
variation of voltage, not only from

the specified standard pressures , but

the work , and will occur anew to the

men who will engage in it later.
in any one system , from the individ

ual pressure adopted in the network

It would perhaps be difficult for
of that system . This latter variation

any one man to follow all the lines

is an evil , not only in the feeders,
suggested , but every man doing cen

but in the service lines, and fre
tral station work can , if he will , start

with some one line of effort in this
quently in the internal circuits of

.direction. The start is the all-impor- lamp installations.
No serious attempt has yet been

tant thing, for if the work be fol
made to secure uniform pressure

lowed up , new ways and methods will

be constantly suggested to the per

throughout the network of distribu

tion systems by introducing voltage
sistent worker .

Thoreau savs : " I learned this
regulators. The departure from the

that if one advances confidently in
standard pressures of 110 volts and

the direction of his dreams he will
220 volts adopted by the Engineer

ing Standards Committee is shown
meet with a success unexpected in

by the following table:
common . If you have built castles

Voltage of Lighting

in the air , your work need not be Kilowatt rating Stations

lost ; that is where they should be

foundations under

them .”

3,567

This also applies to the new busi 7,523

ness work . Dream your dreams of 5,103

satisfied customers lighting their

homes, their factories and their stores
129.690

with your current, driving their ma

chines with your power, cooking their

meals with your appliances, advertis 66,935

ing their business with your signs.

Then work , work day and night, to

make your dreams true .

Work ,-everlasting, never -tiring, pa

tient, persistent work , -- that is the
512,516

secret of a successful new business In 472 systems only li adopt 110

department.
and 82 adopt 220 volts , while 122

employ 230. Most of these, how

ever, established before the

Standards Committee was formed ,

Nernst electric lamps have been
selected for the New York terminal but many have been established since .

of the New York , Pennsylvania &

Long Island Railroad Company. Not A commission nominated by the

only is the vast main building to be Italian Government has just esti

lighted, with its waiting rooms, din- mated the total available water -power

ing -rooms, arcades with shops, offices at 3.750,000 H. P. There are in the

for railroad officials, baggage rooms, fifty -eight Italian provinces 24,486

driveways, a concourse, train plat- waterfalls, which have together a

forms, etc. , but there are also to be mean power of 2,000,000 H. P .; of

lighted several miles of tunnels and this amount 38 per cent. is situated

approaches, and large terminal vards. in the north , 26 per cent, in the cen

Every variety of lighting service is tre , and 30 per cent. in the south ,

called for, and the predetermination the small remainder occurring mainly

of the energy required was the first in Sicily . In addition to these ex

problem to settle. On account of isting falls , the great rivers can fur

the economy of the Nernst lamp, tie nish 575.000 H. P., of which 130,000

plant required will be remarkably is already taken up ; the Tiber alone

small, about 20,000 glower units be- can supply 375,000 II . P., and al

ing specified. ready gives 75,000 H. P.

120

2,379

Circuit

100 .

102 .

103 .

104 .

105 .

107

110 .

115 .

120 .

150 .

200 .

204.

205 .

210 .

214 .

215

220 .

225 .

230 ,

235

240 .

250 .

16,603

3.142

21.361

3,568

479
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ܙ
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ܝ
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ܒ
ܝ
ܧ
ܟ
ܨ
ܝ
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݁
ܳ
ܝ
ܙ
ܝ
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ܰ
ܗ
ܪ
ܺ
ܪ
ܰ
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26

144

104,720

88

45,399

18.249

1

82

6

122

1

come

CULTIVATE POPULARITY

Aim to be considered in your com

munity as a public benefactor. Use

a portion of your new business ap

propriation for purchasing advertis

ing space in programmes for church

entertainments, and the like. The

space so purchased has little adver

tising value, but when the character

and energy of the people behind the

church and charitable organizations

is considered , the importance of se

curing their good will is apparent.

The amount paid in each case need

only be a small one , but it is impor

tant that this matter be so handled

as to build up a co -operative spirit

and that your customers appreciate

that you are anxious to lend your as

sistance to anything promoting the

public welfare. In this line of work,

beware of the professional advertis

ing scheme promoters.

If possible, arrange to loan cook

ing and other apparatus to church

and charitable organizations free of

charge, including current used. Stip

ulate , however, that a representative

of your company shall superintend

its operation to demonstrate the ap

paratus and to make use of any op

portunity to promote your interests

that may occur. Your efforts along

this line of work will certainly go

far toward establishing your com
pany solidly in the good graces of

your customers and possible custom

ers .

Never let any adverse criticism of

pour company, by any individual in

community; go uanswered .

Public service companies have so gen

erally neglected to
answer hostile

criticisms that the public generally

has come to consider that they have

no answer .

Whenever you hear of a disgrun

tled individual, ascertain as quickly as

possible what his grievance is , and

either show him where he is wrong,
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The Power Plant of the Electrical Development

Company of Ontario

By F. O. BLACKWELL

I Paper Read at the Recent Convention of the Canadian Eectrical Association

as it

and there will be from 3 to 8 feet

of water flowing over it, depending

upon the condition of the river.

Near the power house the dam is

cut away for a length of 30 feet to

an elevation of 524 feet , so that there

will be 3 feet additional depth of

water to carry away ice from the

submerged arches in front of the

pover house.

This question of guarding against

ice is one of the most important

problems which had to be met. In

arched wall linings. The arches were

mit allowed to be put in until the

pit had closed in as much

would and come to rest . There has

teen no movement whatever at the

union of the arches and the walls

that the most accurate observations

could detect, which is interesting on

account of the thecry once advanced

that there was a peric dic change in

the distance apart of the sides of the

pit.

For the power to be developed ,
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HE power plant of the Elec

trical Development Company

was designed to utilize 11,220

cubic feet of water per second under

a head ii 1351 feet , diverted from

the Niagara River at Tempest Point,

midway between the headworks of

the Ontario Power Company and the

Canadian Niagara Falls Power Com

pany.

The general plan of development

adopted called for the construction of

a wing wall to gather the water from

the rapids, the excavation of a fore

bay of sufficient capacity with the

river at its lowest future stage, a

wheel pit, and a tailrace tunnel dis

charging under the centre of the

Horseshoe Falls, where the flow of

water over the Falls is greatest. The

forebay in the rapids and the tunnel

outlet under the Falls were both bold

and original conceptions, which were

thought at the time to be practically

impossible of execution .

In order to uncover the forebay, it

was necessary to construct a coffer

dam 2200 feet long in the rapids,

where, for a portion of the way, the

cribs had to be sunk in water 26

feet deep and running at a velocity

of 22 feet a second . This work was

started in April, 1903 , and preved

to be an extremely difficult under

taking. but was successfully com

pleted in about twelve months.

In May, 1903, the tailrace tunnel

was started by the sinking oi a con

struction shaft on the bank of the

river 150 feet deep and 15 by 7 feet

inside the timbering. From this

shaft a drift 14 feet wide and 7 feet

high was run 670 feet to the portal

of the tailrace tunnel, work upon

which was only actually started in

December of the same year. The

final opening under the Falls proved

very difficult on account of the large

amount of water encountered near

the face and the mass of detritus that

had to be cleared away by men ex

posed to the full force of the wind

and spray from the Falls.

The wing dam is 785 feet long.

and its maximum height is 27 feet.

The elevation of the crest is 527 feet,
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LONGITUDINAL 3CTION

GENERAL PLAN OF THE ELECTRICAL DEVELOPMENT COMPANY'S UTILIZATION OF NIAGARA POWER

as

addition to the first line of sub

merged arches just referred to , a

second wall has been constructed

outside of the racks. The spaces be

tween the outer and inner walls, and

between the latter and the racks, are

arranged each with a spillway at one

end , so that such ice passes

through will float out at the north

end of the building.

The wheel pit is 416 feet long and

22 feet in width inside of the brick

lining . which is 2 feet thick , and is

spanner by masonry arches at three

levels to carry the machinery. The

ends of the pit are also closed by

the length of the wheel pit is much

less than in previous developments

of this character. This is due to the

penstocks alternately being on the

right and left -hand sides of the

water-wheels, permitting one loist

way to serve two wheels.

The water, after passing through

the racks, enters a cast - iron bell

mouth , which in turn joins on

a riveted steel penstock 10 feet 6

inches in diameter. There are eleven

penstocks, and at the head of each

an electrically operated gate controls

the water. The penstocks are con

nected at the bottom to water -wheels

to
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VERTICAL SUTION TO CONSTRUCTION

VERTICAL SECTIONS OF THE CONSTRUCTION SHAFT AND DRIFT UNDER THE FALLS

The object of the under discharge

is to seal the draught tubes and pre

vent loss of vacuum, no matter what

the elevation of the water in the tun

nels may be, and without the neces

sity for a tailrace weir . By using

two tunnels it is possible to shut off

the water entirely from one-half of

the wheels without interfering with

the other half.

By closing down the wheels, dis

charging water into either tunnel,

that tunnel will drain itself , and there

is no necessity for closing off the

mouth of the tunnel. A gate is pro

Tejas vided at the mouth of both tunnels,

however, in case of extreme back

water, which has been known to be

50 feet above normal in the lower

river. As the wheel pit is not con
huis

nected to the tailrace , the hydraulic

apparatus can never be flooded out.

The tunnels on each side of the

wheel pit are 25 feet deep , and vary

Porno
Montrer in width from 66 to 30 feet , with a

velocity of from 15 to 21 feet a sec

ond. At a point about 150 feet
SNACT

VERTICAL SecTION or curr under FALLS

north of the wheel pit the tunnels

come together . At the junction the

tunnel is 35 feet wide and 25 feet 6

inches high , and tapers to a width

of 23 feet 5 inches and a height ofof 13,000 H. P. capacity , running at 5 feet 4 inches in diameter. The

discharge of water is to be gov
26 feet 13 inches, which section is

a speed of 250 revolutions per min

ute. The wheels and penstocks rest
carried to the edge of the Falls , a

erned by cylinder gates , and the
distance of 1935 feet .

on a heavy concrete foundation , which weight of the moving parts will be
The slope of the main tunnel is

covers the bottom of the wheel pit . partially taken by a water piston in
,

The hydraulic apparatus is being the wheel . A single cast-iron draught
the wheel.A single cast-iron draught- 0.005,making the total loss about 10

furnished by the I. P. Morris Com- tube 9 feet in diameter is provided feet, and the velocity is 26 feet a
second. The tunnels have a lining

bany , of Philadelphia. for each wheel, and the units alter
2 feet thick throughout of concreteEach wheel unit consists of two nately discharge water underneath
faced with brick , except for 300 feet

Francis internal discharge turbines the east and west tailrace tunnels.
at the north end, where the lining

consists of concrete rings in 6-foot

sections, which are expected to break

off as the Falls gradually wear away .

This is necessary , as the crest in the

centre has been receding at an aver

age rate of 24 feet a year.

The power of the water -wheels is

delivered to the electric generators

through vertical shafts 150 feet long ,

consisting of riveted steel tubes 30

inches in diameter between bearings

and solid shafts 141 inches in di

ameter at bearings. This shaft is

held at three points in the wheel pit

by steady bearings resting on con

crete arches. At the upper end

there is an oil thrust bearing 374

inches in diameter fed by oil under

a pressure of 350 pounds, which is

sufficient to carry the weight of the

entire revolving parts should the

water thrust fail from any cause .

There will be ultimately eleven

8000 -KW . generator units, four of

which are now being installed by the

Canadian General ElectricElectric Com

panv. These are of the revolving

field type and run at a speed of 250
LONGITUDINAL AND TRANSVERSE SECTIONS OF THE TAILRACE TUNNEL

revolutions per minute. They de
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pled unless two conduits should sim- on rails and arranged to slide out of

ultaneously fail . the compartments into a gangway,

At present two conduits only are where they can be readily handled

constructed, each with sixteen 41 by an overhead travelling crane. The

inch ducts placed two wide and eight piping for oil and water is placed
deep. The manhcles are common in the basement under the back of

to the two conduits, but are divided the building and on the wall of the

into two parts by a central partition, transformer compartments.

so that one duct system would not From the power house the cables

be damaged by a burn - out on the are carried in ducts to a gallery

other. above the transformers, where the

The cables required for the por- 12,000 - volt switches, instrument trans

tion of the power plant first installed formers and bus -bars are located .

are six 500,000 c . m . triplex for 12,- The high -potential bus-bars, wiring

000 -volt power, two No. 00 B. & S. instrument transformers and air

for the switch motor bus -bars, two switches for the 60,000 -volt circuits

with 45 No. 8 B. & S. wires for oil are located in the room back of the

see
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liver three -phase alternating current

at a periodicity of 25 cycles and a

potential of 12,000 volts . There are

at first to be two 500 -KW . water

wheel-driven exciters in a room un

derground, and two motor -generator
sets of the same capacity on the

generator floor. Eventually three

sets of each type will be installed, any

two of which will excite all the al

ternators .

The controlling switchboard for

the entire plant, including trans

formers and transmission lines, is lo

cated in the centre of the power

house, where the operator can

the generators. It consists of an en

closed compartment with a bench

board in front and doors at the ends.

The instruments which are ordi

narily employed in the operation of

the station face towards the gen

erator room .

On the back are the recording in

struments and switches, which are

only occasionally used or referred

to . Dummy bus-bars and signal

lamps on the bench -board clearly

indicate to the operator the connec

tions in the station, and the instru

ments are so located that each is

over the switch which controls it .

The generator instruments, for in

stance, are over the generator con

trol switch .

The board is so compact that an

operator standing in front of it can

see all the instruments from one posi

tion, and conveniently reach

all the controlling switches. The

power house bus-bars, generator oil

switches, instrument and switch

transformers are located immediately

below the power house floor in brick

compartments. The wiring arrange

ment is such that a generator can

be connected either to the bus -bar

or to a separate outgoing cable . In

ordinary operation, the current from

each generator will leave the build

ing by the shortest possible route ,

and there will be practically no ca

bles running the length of the power

house.

The power house will be a hand

some building in the style of the

Italian Renaissance, about 500 feet

long and 70 feet wide. The height

will be 40 feet , except at the centre

and end bays. The centre bay will

stand out from the face of the build

ing, and, besides being the main en

trance, will give room for the offices

of the company. On the inside it

will also afford space for the switch

board and auxiliary apparatus. The

power and transformer houses are

1817 feet apart, and will eventually

be connected by four underground

conduits. One conduit will be in re

serve , and the plant will not be crip
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WHEEL PIT AND BRANCH TAILRACE TUNNELS

switch control, two each of 13 No.

12 and 14 No. 7 wires for in

strument connections . The cables

are in duplicate, and either half of

the ducts might be disabled without

shutting down the power system .

The transformer house is on top

of the bluff outside of the Park lim

its , and is designed to accommodate

fifteen 2670 -KW . transformers fur

nished by the Canadian General

Electric Company, twelve of which

are Now being installed . These

transformers are of the oil immersed ,

water-cooled type, and are wound

for 10,000 , 11,000 and 12,000 volts

primary and 60,000, 50,000 and 40,

000 volts secondary . They will be

connected in delta on both primary

and secondary sides.

Each transformer is placed in a

separate closed fireproof room , so as

to minimize the fire risk and prevent

the possibility of trouble in one

transformer being communicated to

others. The transformers are mounted

transformers, and connected through

the gallery floor to the high -potential

oil switches on the floor above.

The outgoing transmission lines

leave the building through porcelain

bushings at the back, and are pro

tected by lightning arresters on the

wall below .

The wiring throughout is com

pletely enclosed in brick compart

ments, the only cpenings being

through asbestos doors placed at

points convenient for inspection.

The transmission line to Toronto ,

constructed by the Toronto and Ni

agara Power Company, is built on a

private right of way 80 feet wide,

which can later be used for a double

track railway. With this idea in

view , the line was located so that

the maximum grade at no point need

exceed one per cent., and the mini

mum radius of track curvature can

be made as low as a quarter of a

mile.

Two complete steel tower trans
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mission lines will eventually be con- formers, and is similar to the trans- Friday, October 19 , Morning and
structed , one only being erected at former house at Niagara Falls, ex- Afternoon - American Association.

present. Each tower carries two cir- cept that there will be double low- The committee on subjects lias

cuits of 190,000 c . m . copper. con- tension bus-bars and a much larger been actively engaged on the pro
ductor. The standard distance be- number of feeder cables for distribut- grammes of the four associations for

tween poles is 400 feet , although ing power throughout the city of several months past, and there is

much longer spans are used in cross- Tercnto .
every prospect a number of interest

ing rivers and ravines. For curves The switchboard is located at one ing papers will be presented which

and long spans special extra heavy end for controlling the transmission will be of great value to the com

towers are employed, with double lines, transformers and 12.000 - volt panies. While the programmes of the

and triple insulators. The height of circuits . This is equipped with dum- various associations are practically

the standard tower is sufficient to my bus -bars with all necessary in- complete, it is expected that a later

support the lower cable at a height struments . bulletin will show several additional

of 40 feet from the ground. Fifty In the plans of the Electrical De- papers bearing upon subjects of more

and 60-foot towers are made by velopment Company every effort has than usual interest.

bolting extensions to the bottom of been made to avoid any interrup- A partial list of the papers to be

the standard towers , and are used tions to the power service . No sin- read before the American Street &

wherever there are depressions along gle accident or any probable combi- Interurban Railway Association fol

the right of way. In two places nation of accidents is ever likely to lows:

towers 150 feet and 175 feet higli shut down the entire plant. The “ Elevated RailwaysRailways and Their

are required in order to cross navi- double ice protection, twin tailrace Bearing on Heavy Electric Traction ."

gable channels at the Welland Canal tunnels, the extra 8000 -KW . water- by H. M. Brinckerhoff, of New York .

and at Burlington Beach. wheel, generator and transformer “ Electric Railways in Sparsely Set

The copper cable consists of six unit, and the duplication of the tled Communities," by E. P. Roberts,

strands with a hemp centre, and has transmission lines and of all auxil- of the Roberts & Abbott Company,

a tensile strength of 60,000 pounds, iary apparatus is with this end in of Cleveland, Ohio.

and an elastic limit of 40,000 pounds view . “ Interurban Limited Trains," by

per square inch. It was made by the The engineering design of the H. P. Clegg, president of the Dayton

Dominion Wire & Cable Company, plant is in charge of Dr. F. S. Pear- & Troy Electric Railway Company,

of Montreal. son as consulting engineer. The wa- of Dayton, Ohio .

A large portion of the power is ter -power development was planned " Interurban Freight and Express,"

delivered to synchronous apparatus, by H. L. Cooper, chief hydraulic by E. C. Spring, general manager of

the Toronto Street Railway employ- engineer, and the writer laid out the the Dayton, Covington & Piqua Trac

ing rotary converters, and the Light- electric plant. The construction of tion Company, of West Milton , Ohio.

ing Company synchronous motor- the hydraulic work and power house Reports are to be made on munici

generator sets. The loss of power, was originally under Beverly R. pal ownership and on public relations.

when transmitting 10,000 H. P. to Value, and is now in charge of L. J. At the meeting of the Accountants '

Toronto over each circuit, will be Hirt as resident engineer, and Wal- Association , a paper on “ Deprecia

less than 10 per cent ., and either ter Pearson as electrical engineer. tion as Applicable to Electric Rail

line can transmit 20,000 H. P. with The transformer houses and trans- ways" is to be read by R. N. Wallis,

less than 20 per cent. loss should mission line were built by Robert treasurer of the Fitchburg & Leo

the other become disabled . C. Brown, chief electrical engineer minster Street Railway Company, of

The insulators are 14 inches in cli- of the Toronto & Viagara Power Fitchburg, Mass.

ameter and 14 inches high, and are Company Before the American Street &

tested for a potential of 120,000 volts Interurban Railway Engineering As

complete, cr 60,000 volts on each of sociation , the following papers are to
The Columbus Convention of the

the three parts of which it is com be read :
American Street & Interurban

posed. " Ballast," by Chas. H. Clark , engi
Railway Association

The transmission towers are heavily neer , maintenance of way of the

all machine work Cleveland Electric Railway Company,

been . of Cleveland , Ohio .

They were made by the Canada the American Street & Inter- “ Gas Engines, ” by Paul Winsor,

Foundry Company, of Toronto, and urban Railway Association and its chief engineer, motive power and roll

the Riter - Conley Manufacturing affiliated associations, the various ses- ing stock of the Boston Elevated

Company of PittsburgPittsburg, Pa. At sions will be as follows: Railway Company, of Boston , Mass.

points exposed to severe lightning Monday, October 15 , Morning and “ '"Economy of Car Equipment,

the line will be protected by 12 - foot Afternoon - Engineering Association , Weights and Schedules," by E. H.

extensions carrying galvanized steel Claim Agents' Association. Anderson, of Schenectady, V. Y.

cable above the power conductors. Tuesday, October 16 , Morning and " Ties, Poles and Posts," by C. A.

There will be three division houses Afternoon – Engineering Association , Alderman , chief engineer, the Cincin

along the line, dividing it into four Accountants' Association , Claim nati Traction Company, of Cincinnati,

sections, any one of which can be Agents' Association . Ohio .

cut out for inspection or repair. Wednesday, October 17 , Vorning- “ Underground Cables , ” by H. G.

The length of the line is about 90 First meeting of the " American " As- Stott, superintendent of motive pow

miles, and the division houses will, sociation at which the members of er , the Interborough Rapid Transit

therefore, be 22. miles apart. A the other associations will be present. Company, of New York,

lineman will control each section Afternoon - Separate meetings of all

daily after the transmission is in of the associations.

operaticn. Thursday, October 18 , Morning The new low -grade freight line of

The sub -station in Toronto is de- and Afternoon - American Associa- the Pennsylvania from Harrisburg to

signed for fifteen 2670 -KW . trans- tion , Accountants' Association . Atglen will be operated by telephone,

upon the parts hasbecar complete A CoftheColumbus conuestion of
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An Interesting Case of Electrolysis such points, the spikes were found

to be heavily incrusted with a brittle

By SAMUEL H. McLEARY, M. E. metallic -looking deposit , the incrust

ation sometimes doubling the size of

HILE in Porto Rico early this characterized by much shallower re- the head of the spike .

year, the writer had occasion cesses than those produced in larger, In Fig. 1 is seen such a spike

to investigate a very interest- heavier rails used for only four or heavily incrusted. Around this spike

ing phenomenon manifesting itself on five years , with electric traction. The a very deep semi- circular recess was

the track of a certain electric railway. cinder ballast , while perhaps assisting formed in the 70-lb . rail. The edge

It had been observed that the rails at this erosive action , nevertheless was of this cut was entirely free from the

various points of the road were ap- not of prime importance, for some of spike , though almost surrounding it .

parently wearing away very rapidly

where they were in contact with the

spikes. This wear had been so per

sistent that additional spikes had to

be driven to retain the rails in place .

In fact , it was found that many old

spikes were not even in contact with

the rails , but were merely standing

in recesses formed in the flanges of

the rails . In many cases new

cesses formed in the rails adjacent to

the new spikes driven in beside the

old ones .

Three suggestions were offered in

explanation of this peculiar occur

rence : that frictional wear occurred

FIG . 3.—ANOTHER SPIKE HEAVILY INCRUSTED BY ELECTROLYTIC ACTION

re

the most prominent evidences of the

trouble were present where cinder

ballast had not been used.

The third suggestion seems to be

undoubtedly the true reason . The

fact that for fifteen or twenty years of

steam traffic 45-1b rails showed less

erosion than 70-1b rails used only

four or five years with electric trac

tion, naturally leads one to the con

Fig . 2 shows another electrolytic

deposit between the spike and the

flange of the rail . This causes the

spike to appear very much larger

than the others shown in the illus

tration , though they are all actually

the same size. Fig . 3 shows another

form of incrustation .

In Fig. 5 , the deep recess in the

rail is clearly shown. It will be ob

FIG . 1.—A RAILROAD SPIKE HEAVILY IN

CRUSTED BY ELECTROLYTIC ACTION . AROUND

THE HEAD OF THE SPIKE THE RAIL FLANGE

WAS ALSO ATTACKED

between the rail and spike; that fric

tional wear was augmented by the
cinder ballast used ; that electrolysis

was occurring between the rail and

the spike .

The first reason will hardly hold.

The wear shown by old rails used on

the same roadbed during the fifteen

years preceding electrification was

FIG . 4. — THE BOTTOM OF THE FLANGE OF A 45 -POUND RAIL , SHOWING THE

GREAT EXTENT OF DAMAGE BY ELECTROLYTIC ACTION

clusion that electricity must be an

important factor in the trouble. Ac

cordingly, it was arranged to make

tests to determine the cause of the

erosion , and although an accident

prevented anything from being done

along this line - at least at that time

-several photographs of interest

were secured .

Wherever the most prominent ex

amples of this peculiar erosion were

found, tests showed the spikes to be

electro -negative with respect to the

rail — in most cases markedly so . At

served that the spike has been moved

to the edge of the tie , where the rail

is sound.

Fig. 4 is one of the most interest

ing of all . It is a view of the base

of an old 45-1b . rail , and clearly

shows the difference between excess

ive frictional wear and the electro

lytic action . It will be observed that

this electrolysis has so completely

eroded both sides of the rail flange

that a crack has actually been start

ed . The rail flange, in addition , has

a bluish , glazed appearance, as if it

FIG . 2. — BETWEEN THE SPIKE SHOWN NEAR

THE CENTER OF THE ILLUSTRATION AND THE

KAIL FLANGE A HEAVY INCRUSTATION HAS

FORMED

4-5
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Creatly coutlined selyt circutiar" cutin T HeiaAvertice Winstholde inNo

had been subjected to a considerable An Exposition of Safety Devices Section 17 , models, photographs

heat. Such an effect is frequently
and plans of toilets , dressing and liv

by electrolytic . The HE Institute of So- ing rooms, baths, etc.

semi- cial will New Section 18 , cooking demonstration

the lower edge of the flange is slight York City , in January next , in heating food, models, plans, pho

ly larger than the spike that formerly an exposition of devices for safe- tographs.

rested in there, and is too sharply guarding the lives and limbs of Section 19 , other social betterment

defined to have been produced by working men and women , and for institutions, reports of labour depart

any movement of the rail . The vari preventing accidents under the ordi- ments, industrial arbitration courts .

ous indentations on the lower side nary conditions of life and labour to Section 20 , agricultural machinery,

of the rail-base are due to ordinary which the general public is exposed. safety appliances . on same, demon

This will be the first exposition of strated by models and views.

the kind in the country . Section 21 , lumber industry, safety

In 1889 there was a German ex- devices for band and circular saws .

position for the prevention of acci planing machinery, etc. , demonstrated

dents. In 1893 an exposition of this by models.

nature was held in Amsterdam , and Section 22, models, photographs

since then there have been several and plans of workingmen's industrial

similar expositions in Continental betterment institutions of all kinds.

Europe and in Canada. As an out- Requests for information regarding

growth of these national movements space can be made to Dr. William

there have been organized several H. Tolman , director, 287 Fourth ave

museums of security ,—one at Vienna nue, New York .

in 1890, one at Amsterdam in 1893 ,
FIG. 5.—IN THIS

one at Munich in 1900 , one at Berlin
A Mountain Telephone Line

NEW ONE, PLACED in 1901 , and one at Paris in 1905,

and Russia has recently established N

CASE THE RAIL FLANGE

WAS EATEN ENTIRELY THROUGH . THE SPIKE

SHOWN IS A FURTHER

ALONG ON THE EDGE OF THE TIE a museum ona large scale at Mos. A reinteresting telephone line has

frictional wear , and are seen to differ lock Mountain , Adams, Mass.

materially from the electrolytic ero- Following are some of the groups The line is built on poles to the base of

sions shown in the figure .
of exhibits :—Section 1 , models, pho- the mountain , where the wires then

• The track bonding of the worst tographis and drawings of scaffold- run through a 1-inch steel pipe. The

sections of the road was in need of ing , as well as the personal equip- pipe is strapped to the solid rock in

repair at that time. The moist cli- ment of workers in building trades. the centre of a large landslip that

mate and frequent rains, in conjunc- Section 2 , protective devices for occurred some years ago . The steel

tion with the defective bonds, are boilers, water gauges , signal appara- straps are riveted to the rock , holes

probably the cause of this unusual tus , boiler and pipe valves , protective having been drilled for that purpose .

electrolysis. With good bonds, well- devices for electrical machinery and There are 2800 feet of wire in the

drained roadbeds, and sound ties , the acetylene apparatus. pipe.

trouble can probably be eliminated Section 3 , protective devices for At the top of the landslip the

entirely. motors and power transmitters, de- wires come out of the pipe and are

This electrolytic phenomenon has vices for turning on power and shut- strung on poles to the summit. The

apparently been overlooked, and as it ting it off, belt connection , coupling, poles used on top were cut there, and

seems to be a factor in the life of a etc. are of spruce. Some of them are

rail , it is to be hoped that it may be Section 4, fire protection and trie set in 6 feet of sclid rock .

the subject of a further investigation . prevention of explosion. In the pipe that is on the slide,

It will at least serve to indicate one Section 5 , first aid to the injured. hand holes are spaced 300 feet apart

additional reason for good bonding. Section 6 , mining and quarrying, to permit of repairs .

devices in use on stone crushing ma- To provide earth wires against

chinery, etc .; storing of explosives. lightning, two poles at the base of

Some interesting figures regarding Section 7. metal industry, safety the fallen rock are set in 8 feet of

the use of electrically ozonized air in devices for metal-working machinery. water, and about 50 feet of wire is

removing bacteria from water are
Section 8. textile industry, safety coiled about to take the discharge

given in a letter addressed to the devices for looms, carding, etc. cf the lightning should it attack the

Commissioner of Public Works of Section 9 , leather and paper indus- line. Mountain climbers are warned

Philadelphia by W. W. Gibbs, presi- try, safety devices for paper cutting against using the pipe in climbing,

dent of the United Water Improve- stamping anci moulding machinery. especially during thunder showers,

ment Company. Tests were made Section 10, safety appliances for when they might receive fatal shocks.

on water drawn from the Schuylkill elevators andand hoisting apparatus

River containing 2,500,000 bacteria models. In the ten years ending December
per cubic centimeter. After being Section II , food products, safety I , 1905 , the toll and long -distance

roughly strained to remove the appliances for kneading machines, service of the American Telephone

larger particles of suspended matter , rollers and cutters . & Telegraph Company and its sub
the same amount of water was found Section 12 , personal equipment of sidiary companies has increased from

to contain from 253,000 to 700,000 workingmen , protective spectacles, $ 4,000,000 to $ 30,000,000. In the

bacteria. After the ozonized air was respirators , suits , etc. same time the service of the Western

passed throug ! the water the bac- Section 13 , workingmen's dwell- Union Telegraph Company has in

teria were reduced to from 5 to 55 . ings . creased only from $22,218,019 to

About 200 kilowat: -hours Sections 14 and 15 , housing mod- $ 29,033,635, due to the competition

quired for each million gallons of els, plans, photographs. of the Postal Telegraph -Cable Com

water . Section 16, ventilation . pany.

are re
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From the World's TechnicalTechnical Press

The Internal Cleaning of Electrical

Machinery

:
EXT to the lubrication of rub

bing surfaces, which is gener

ally of the simplest nature

possible, says. “ The Electrical Re

view ," of London, cleaning electrical

machinery is the most important con

sideration, particularly with regard to

internal regions , where heat is most

likely to affect any matter present.

A large proportion of electrical

machinery, generators, motors , rheo

stats and the like is of such con

struction that the interior is not ac

cessible for the iemoval of the ubi

quitous matter out of place by the

direct application of the usual agents ,

namely , rags and wasto, which suit

the purpose so far as the exterior is

concerned. In order to meet the ne

cessities of the case air is pressed , or

rather compressed, into service , with

the result that cleaning can be thor

oughly accomplished by a jet of air

under a pressure of some 20 or more

pounds per square inch above the at

mospheric pressure .

When the amount of cleaning to

be done is small, as in the case of an

installation of one or two motors of

some 10 or 20 horse-power, a pair of

hand bellows energetically applied

or twice a week will prove

amply sufficient for the purpose; but

where the machines are many or of

larger size , a more powerful and sus

tained source of air-blast must be

ergy that will be required if a pair of more ago — the rims of the steel sup

bellows is applied to each machine ports for the rubber tires were the

with the necessary intervals of rest only parts which were manufactured

between. by this process, and the same parts

A suitable equipment of the kind are electrically welded to -day. Since

for a central station consists of an air that time the gradual development of

compressor driven by a motor or the business has made the application

engine, of about 12 H. P., fixed in of electric welding cover a very much

the machinery room with a 1 - inch wider range, so that the present

main air pipe under the floor in con- vehicle may have from four to twenty

nection with a cylindrical reservoir parts so united .

of about 3 cubic feet capacity. From I -beam axles , which are much

the main pipe a 14 - inch branch with used in the construction of automo

a valve , just above floor level , is biles, are generally welded in this

taken up to each generator with a way . Thousands of different parts

pipe terminal to which may be at- formed of drop forgings or steel cast

tached a flexible hose of the length ings, such as steering levers , uni

necessary to reach all parts of the versal joint shafts, tubular transmis

machine. The hose should be of the sion shafts, body loops, connecting

kind protected by wire, and may rods, tubing, exhaust and intake

suitably terminate at the " business valves , and hubs, are welded in a

end in 6 inches of 34-inch brass tube way that it would be impossible to

hammered flat at the point to make do in the forge , and a product is the

a slit -like orifice i inch x 1-16 inch , result that is far superior even to

this shape enabling it to be presented the solid drop forgings. This is ex

more effectually than a circular noz- plained by the fact that in many

zle between armature windings. pieces it is necessary to have metals

To take a different case , where the of two different types to form one

machinery to be operated on consists satisfactory complete article , and

of many motors in different parts of electric welding renders valuable aid

a building, as in a tramway car -shed, in effecting the junction .

a portable electrically -driven air com The steel stamping is in many

pressor, with flexible leads and pipe, places superseding the drop forging,

is a more useful apparatus. and in connection with this electric

welding is aiding, and will in the fu

ture to a greater extent than at pres

The Electric Welding of Automo- ent aid, the manufacturer and benefit

bile Parts the user of automobiles. With the

gradual adoption of well- tried de

N the past ten years, W. vices , so that the construction of the

" motor car becomes less complex and

necessity forfor complexcomplex metal raore uniform , and as the business

parts in the construction of the bi- will surely become more centralized

cycle and the automobile more espe- owing to its special nature , by man

cially, has provoked a new field for ufacturers producing in larger quan

the use of electric welding. It is tities than at the present time, it is

safe to assert that there is not a sin- safe to predict that every large con

gle automobile of American manu- cern will have one or more of these

facture in use to -day which has not welding machines installed in their

several of the iron or steel parts, works, forming a regular part of the

forming a part of the structure of equipment, the same as any machine

this apparatus, electrically welded . tool of the present day.

In the early days — five years or The adaptation of this interesting

once

utilized to obtain the utmost expedier I Gorton in "Motor Traffic," the
tion . As an example of the latter

case may be taken any electric gen

erating station with more than four

or five generators, where it is de

sired so to arrange the duties of a

limited staff that they can do multi

farious tasks as readily as possible.

It is found that if an air com

pressor is installed with a suitable

system of piping, the machinery can

be kept in a more satisfactory state

with one-quarter the time, and less

than that proportion of human en

275
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method of welding in the automobile

line has only just begun. The man

ufacturer is just appreciating the

value of this method as a time and

money saver .

Motor-Driven Ice-Handling

Machinery

T!
HE advantages of driving ice

handling machinery by elec

tric motors are apparent at

first glance , says “ Ice and Refriger

ation .” The source of power can be

located much nearer the tower ma

chinery of the elevator . It is com

pact , of small weight, and can be

placed where other sources of power

could not be supported . The electric

motor is noiseless and cleanly in

operation. If proper judgment is ex

ercised in the selection of sizes and

of voltages to operate the motor,

there need be no more danger of fire

than in the ordinary steam -driven

plant .

Once installed , an electrically op

erated plant does not require skilled

help for the power end during the

harvesting season, and the motor

may oftentimes be located sufficiently

near the top of the tower so that the

friction tender can give it any neces

sary attention , thus dispensing with

the services of an engineer or a fire

man , or both . A motor-driven ele

vator can be instantly started and

operated continuously and evenly,

whereas in a steam - driven plant it is

often necessary that the engineer be

on hand very early , so as to have

steam available at 7 o'clock , and if

tne weather is exceedingly cold extra

help must be employed to tend the

fires during the night.

vious; the agitation of the ocean , and

the tossing of the vessel , might ren

der it useless in a moment. Bu :

Gioia placed the magnetized needle

on a pivot, which permits it to turi

to all sides with facility. Afterwards

it was attached to a card , divided

into thirty -two points, called Rose de

Vents, and then the box containing

it was suspended in such a manner

that, however the vessel might be

tossed, it would always remain hori

zontal.

" The result of an investigation par

ticipated in by men of various na

tions, and possessing the highest de

gree of competency, may thus be

stated . The discovery of the direct

ive virtue of the magnet was made

anterior to the time of Gioia . Before

that period, navigators, both in the

Mediterranean and Indian seas , em

ployed the magnetic needle, but

Gioia , by his valuable improvement

in the principle of suspension, is fully

entitled to the honor of being con

sidered the real inventor, in Europe,

of the compass as it now exists . ”

Oils for High-Tension Switches

T for

learning and labour have been be

stowed upon the subject of the dis

covery . It has been maintained by

one class that even the Phoenicians

were the inventors; by another that

the Greeks and Romans had a knowl

edge of it . Such notions, however,

have been completely refuted.

“ One passage, nevertheless, of a

very remarkable character occurs in

the work of Cardinal de Vitty , Bislijp

of Ptolemais, in Syria. He went to

Palestine during the fourth crusade,

about the year 1204 ; he returned

afterwards to Europe, and subse

quently went back to the Holy Land,

where he wrote his work entitled

“ Historia Orientalis,' as nearly as can

be determined, between the years

1215 and 1220 . In chapter XCI . of

that work he has this singular pas

sage : ' The iron needle, after con

tact with the lodestone , constantin

turns to the north star, which , as the

axis of the firmament, remains im

movable, whilst the others revolve,

and hence it is essentially necessary

to those navigating on the ocean .'

These words are as explicit as they

are extraordinary ; they state a fact

and announce a use .

“ The thing, therefore, which essen

tially constitutes the compass must

have been known long before the

birth of Gioia . In addition to this

fact , there is another equally fatal to

his claims as the original discoverer.

It is now settled beyond a doubt that

the Chinese were acquainted with the

compass long before the Europeans.

It is certain that there are allusions

to the magnetic needle in the tradi

tionary period of Chinese history,

about 2600 years before Christ; and

a still more credible account of it is

found in the reign of Chingwang, of

the Chow dynasty, before Christ

I114 .

“ All this, however, may be granted,

without in the least impairing the

just claims of Gioia to the gratitude

of mankind. The truth appears to

be this : the position of Gioia in

relation to the compass was pre

cisely that of Watt in relation to the

steam engine — the element existed ,

he augmented its utility .

“ The compass used by the marin

ers of the Mediterranean during the

twelfth and thirteenth centuries was

a very uncertain and unsatisfactory

apparatus. It consisted only of a

magnetic needle floating in a vase or

basin by means of two straws or a

bit of cork supporting it on the sur

face of the water. The compass used

by the Arabians in the thirteenth

century was an instrument of exactly
the same description .

" The inconvenience and ineffi

ciency of such an apparatus are ob

The Discovery of the Mariner's

Compass

TH

HE results of tests of oils used

high - tension oil-break

switches are given by J. H.

Bolam in a recent issue of the Lon

don “ Electrician .” The method of

testing consisted in determining the

break -down point of thin layers of oil

between small terminals. Current was

obtained from an alternator, the volt

age being stepped up by a trans

former.

The requisites of an oil suitable for

the use indicated are as follows :-It

should have a high insulation resist

ance ; it should be capable of quickly

extinguishing the arc; it should be

free from acids or other compounds

liable to corrode the switches; it

should not gum ; it should be as fluid

as is consistent with a quick extin

guishing of the arc ; it should have a

high flash point, and it should be

transparent.

When pure, nearly all oils are

good insulators, but the action of an

arc alters this aspect, as some of the

oils are decomposed. Castor oil has

a high insulating value, but it does

not extinguish the arc . For switch

work , mineral or resin oil is gener

ally used , although the latter has

fallen into disfavour lately. The in

sulation properties of the two oils are

similar, the resin oil perhaps having

a slight advantage.

As a general thing, mineral oil

should be used, because, in the pre

paration of vegetable and animal oils ,

cliemicals must be used which are

HE discovery of the mariner's

compass is discussed in

extract from a magazine pub

lished seventy years ago, and given

in a recent issue of “ The Electrical

Engineer," of London , as follows:

“ Much interest must forever at

tach to the discovery of this instru

ment, and yet there are few subjects

concerning which less is known. For

a period the honour of the invention

was ascribed to Gioia , a pilot or

ship captain born at Pasitano, a

small village situated near Malphi, or

Amalfi, about the end of the thir

teenth century. His claims, how

ever , have been disputed .

“ According to some, he did not

invent, but improved it , and accord .

ing to others he did neither. Much

an
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apt to leave undesirable materials in light. He made mantles of little the two terminals. The steam was

the oil. Tests show that the highest baskets of squirted magnesia. purposely made very moist by pass

insulation resistance was given by a Kuzel is generally supposed to ing it through a long line of pipe, so

resin oil. Then follow several min- have invented a tungsten lamp. His that it lost a large quantity of heat
eral oils, the one having the lowest invention is really a method of mak- before arriving at the gap . The

faslı point being the best.
ing lamp filaments of any suitable results of this tests are shown in the

An ordinary mineral engine oil metal; and he appears to have chosen curves in the accompanying diagram .

gave fairly good results, the break tungsten as the most suitable . He It will be seen that the striking dis

down voltage being 18,000 for a has invented a most ingenious way tance, or distance at which current

spark -gap one -sixth of an inch . The of converting metals into fine . will jump the gap , is greater for a

resin oil, with the same spark -gap, smooth paste, in which the particles given voltage in air than in smoke

required a breakdown voltage of 32,- are so exceedingly small that very for voltages below approximately 55 ,

000 . This resin oil gave in every fine filaments cf paste can be squirted. ooo, but that at this point the curves
way the most satisfactory results of These filaments are then heated elec- cross each other , and it requires a

all the oils tested. trically until they practically fuse to- greater voltage to jump a given gap

gether in steam than in dry air.

If this invention works practically, The jumping distance in air, as

as there is little doubt it does, it plotted in this curve, was obtained

Metallic Filaments for Electric opens a very large field , because it by measurements taken at the time

Lamps puts the inventor in the position of the curve for steam was determined ,

being able to make lamp filaments of the same terminals buing used and

T is now quite well known, say's any metal he chooses. It is simply the points checked several times , so

J. Swinburne, in the London
a matter of choosing cne which has

“ Times ” Engineering Supple a high melting point, and is other

ment, that several metals are intus wise convenient. Of course, the melt

ible enough to serve as lamp fila ing points of the very refractory

ments if they can only be made into
metals are not yet ascertained. It

that form . The infusibility of the has been known for a long time that

metal is the chief ebstacle to its be
tungsten is very infusible; and it was

ing made into wire, for such metals considered an achievement when it

are generally obtainable only in a was first fused in the electric furnace

fine powder by reduction from the some fifty years ago. The metal is

oxide, or in partially fused lumps ctherwise so unpromising physically

which contain carbon , and are not that to make from it a lamp filament

in a condition suitable for wire draw
is a very remarkable triumph over

ing. the apparent obstinacy of inanimate

Dr. Hans Kuzel has invented a
things.

process by which the most refractory

and obstinate metals can be made
The Effect of Smoke on Trolley

into filaments. It might be said that

there is little difficulty in making a
Wire in Joint Operation

filament from a metallic powder by ANY proposals are now under

mixing it with an agglutinant and way for the joint operation DIELECTRIC DISCHARGES IN ORDINARY AIR, IN

squirting it . Anyone who has tried of electric cars and steam lo- STEAM , AND IN SMOKE

squirting such things as powdered comotives on the same tracks , and

silicon , tungsten , cr molybdenum , the question has arisen as to whether that it seems certain that the values

will realize the difficulties. Tungsten if high -voltage trolley wires are placed are relatively correct. During the

powder, for instance, can be squirted over the tracks, and particularly at test with steam the terminals were

in rods about a millimeter in di- such places as in tunnels and under saturated with moisture to such an

ameter; but these would be of no use bridges, there might be dielectric dis- extent that the water dripped from

for resistances in thousands of ohms. charges from the trolley to the loco- them freely . No perceptible change

These powders, made into pastes and motives and ground caused by the was neted , however, when the sipam

squirted , generally pack , and only steam and smoke of passing loco- was somewhat drier.

water comes through the nozzle. motives acting as conducting me- The next test was made to deter

Squirting can be greatly facilitated diums. mine the conductivity of smoke and

by the use of gum tragacanth . It To determine the likelihcod of ciuders. The terminals wewere im

would be interesting to know who trouble under these conditions, a mersed in a dense volume of smoke

first thought of tragacanthin that series of tests described by S. M. produced by building an intense fire

connection. A comparatively small Kintner in “ The Electric Journal,' in a small stove. After a hot bed

percentage of the population of the were carried out with two terminals of coals was obtained, some fresh coal,

globe knows anything about traga- placed one above the other and ar- containing considerable dirt, sulphur,

canth or its ways; and a still smaller ranged so that the space between etc. , was thrown on the fire to pre

percentage is interested in squirting them forming the discharge gap could vent perfect combustion and pro

filaments ; so that the chances that be varied . The terminals were 1 duced large quantities of very dense

any one person, knowing about trag- inch in diameter with spherical ends, black smoke. It was in this case

acanth and wanting to squirt fila- and were so mounted that jets of impossible to maintain constant con

ments , should realize that tragacanth steam and smoke could be projected ditions through a suficient period to

would help him are very small in- around them in a direction parallel cbtain a curve , but a number of ob

deed . I believe the use of this gum to their axis of support. servations were taken which indicated

was due to Farnejehlm ,-one of the In the first test a column of steam that the striking or jumping distance

early workers in incandescent gas was projected across the gap between through dense smoke was not ma

11 - Sicam

101

9 10

Distance in laches

M

GRAPHIC REPRESENTATION OF TESTS TO DE

TERMINE THE RELATIVE TENDENCIES TO
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terially reduced from that of the steam has, and is a necessary condition for An over -excited Synchronous mo

or air in the previous test . the continuous operation of the pro- tor produces a leading current, and,

One set of readings was ducer without it . therefore, from the point of view of

lows: The presence of hydrogen in the power factor, it is a great advantage

gas stands in the way of securing to have motors of this type connected
TABLE OF VOLTAGE-STRIKING

TANCES IN DENSE SMOKE more than a limited degree of com- on a supply system . Owing to their
AND STEAM

Voltage Distance in Inches pression in the engine cylinders.cylinders. absolutely constant speed and high

When that limit is passed , the hydro- efficiency, they are frequently used
25,000

35,000 gen is ignited by the heat formed for driving dynamos and line shaft
42,000

during compression, and the objec- ing . In some cases amortisseur cir

From these tests the conclusion is tionable features known as “back- cuits have been fitted to the magnet

made that with a reasonable factor firing " and " pre-ignition " poles, and these prove of great ad

of safety, of possible six or seven , With carbonic oxide alone as the vantage in assisting the motor to

over the dielectric strength of air , no principal combustible element, the keep in step when overloaded .

difficulty will be encountered through engine is enabled to carry a much Passing now to the second class

steam and smoke from locomotives higher degree of compression, and viz . , motors with aiternating mag

attracting current from an overhead thereby produce a proportionately netic field - we find that development

trclley wire .
greater amount of power. Conse- of these has taken place along vari

quently, on the tests using exhaust Ous lines, Broadly speaking, they

gases , the clearance in the engine may be divided into the following

Using Exhaust Gases in a Gas was reduced so as to obtain the types :-(1) Pure induction motors;

Producer benefit which might follow the in- ( 2 ) series motors ; ( 3 ) repulsion mo

creased compression due to that tors ; and in addition there have been

HE results of tests of a gas change. No experiments were made designed various combinations of

engine operated with a suc- to see if the best point of compres these classes . Pure single -phase in

tin gas producer, in which a sion was reached, but all the indica- duction motors have been

part if the inert gases from the en- tions seem to be that further largely used for maily classes of in

gine were used instead of steam , are increase would have resulted bene- dustrial work, but ihese are ineffi

given by George H. Barrus in a re- ficially . cient, as compared with three-phase
cent issue of " Cassier's Magazine." The results of tests using the ex- motors, and their starting perform

When the exhaust gases were used haust gases and others using steam ance is extremely poor. Economical

in the producer, the clearance was are given in the following table :- running is only obtained over a small

portion of the total speed range.
LEADING DATA AND RESULTS OF ECONOMY TESTS

Recently the alternating -current
Exhaust Ordinary

Conditions series motor has been attracting aGases Used System

Dale of test , 1906 .. April 5-6 great deal of attention, and is now
1. Duration, hours

2. Total time engine was running, hours . on the market. It has been built in

3. Maximum brake horse-power developed ,.

4. Minimum power developed , horse -power. small sizes for some time past , but it

5. Average brake horse-power developed for entire period. is only quite lately that commuta
6. Average brake horse-power for running period .

7. Total weight of dry coal consumed , pounds.. tion difficulties have been sufficiently
2,927 .

8. Total ash and refuse, pounds....

9. Percentage of ash and refuse in dry coal . overcome to make it a practical suc

10. Weight of dry coal per hour , pounds ... cess in large sizes . On account of

11. Dry coal consumed per brake horse-power per hour ( line 5 ), pounds..

12. Combustible consumed per brake horse -power per hour, pounds ... its variable speed, however, it is not

well adapted for most stationary

reduced by attaching special cylinder work , and its sphere of usefulness

heads, which extended into the bore Single-Phase Motors will probably be contined to railways
of the cylinders a distance of 1 inch and cranes, where the direct - current

motors series motor at present holds the

flush ), thereby increasing the com field . One advantage of the niotor,

pression to the neighbourhood of 200 phrey, in “ The Electrical Re- of course , is that it will operate on

pounds. view , " of London, and have done ex- either director alternating current.

The reason for changing the clear- cellent service in connection with the and it is found experimentally that

ance of the engine when using the driving of factories and machinery. it has practically the same character

exhaust gases in the producer will At the same time, difficulties in con- istic when running on either system

be best understood by considering nection with speed regulation and the of supply.

the effect which they have on the necessity for three connecting wires The various modifications of the

composition of the original gas . The are drawbacks, and there will, there- repulsion motor are , at present, at

principal combustible elements which fore, be a very great field of utility tracting a great deal of attention , for

the gas contains when steam is used for single -phase motors. The latter it is this type that seems most nearly

in the producer are carbonic oxide may be roughly divided into ( 1) mo- to approach the results that are ob

and hydrogen . The effect of shut- tors with constant magnetic field ; tained with direct current shunt mo

ting off the steam is to remove most and ( 2 ) motors with alternating mag- tors , i . e . , it has an excellent starting

of the hydrogen , and leave carbonic netic field . In Class I we have sim- torque and a constant normal speed.

oxide alone as the leading combusti- ply an ordinary alternator used as The pure repulsion motor is prac

ble element of the product. The a motor, which is usually known as a tically useless, owing to its poor run

substitution of a part of the exhaust synchronous motor. Owing to the ning performance, but by connecting

gases in place of the steam , it should fact that these are not seli-starting, it as an induction motor when it is

be said , has the same cooling effect they are practically of little value for running up to speed , excellent re

on the fire, and the same effect in commercial purposes, except when sults have been obtained .

preventing fusion of the ash and the rqeuired to drive very large loads Single -phase repulsion induction

formation of clinkers, as the steam and to run practically continuously. motors can be started from a dis

March 28-29

25.5

25.5

110.5

50 .

102.5

102.5

14.05

13.17

99.8

7.6

78.7

84.1

1.988 .

317 .

15.9

141.5

1.8

1.51

391 .

13.5

114.8

1.12

.97

(the face of the standard head being Pºadvocates , " writesL. J. Pum
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tance by simply closing, either the protection , a second set of fuses is far as possible. It is estimated that

primary or secondary circuit, and necessary . These fuses should be power could be delivered at the re

they are thus specially adapted for switched into the circuit after the ceiving stations for 0.6 cent to 0.8

pumping work, air compressors or motor has come up to speed. When cent a kilowatt -hour .

similar machines, arranged to be thus used they may be of suitable

started and stopped by means of a capacity to give much better protec

float- switch or pressure regulator. tion to the motor.
The Utilization of Small Water

When connected directly across the The use of two enclosed fuses in Powers

lines, a motor of this type will de- parallel is not advisable unless suffi

velop two and one-half times full- cient resistance is placed directly in

load torque at starting with two and series with each fuse to render the ** The Engineering Record,”

one -half times full -load current, but contact resistance of the fuse negligi- have been so long accustomed

by the time the motor has reached ble . Fuses have such low resistance to thinking of a water -power as

quarter speed , the torque will have that equal resistances in the two something with a big dam across an

increased to five times full -load branches cannot be insured except imposing stream that the possibilities

torque, and the current decreased to by the arrangement just mentioned, of a small stream under the high

double -load current. Both torque and thie resistance of the contacts heads of a mountainous region may

curent may be materially reduced would be proportionately large. be overlooked by them . At , say , 20

by altering the relative position of When branches of unequal resistance feet of head , it takes a wheel

the brushes and the field . are in parallel the two fuses do not couple of feet in diameter and

carry equal currents, and are likely flow cf nearly 3500 cubic feet of

to open the main circuit at a current water per minute to give 100 H. P.
Some Points About Fuses less than their combined carrying At 75 feet head a 10 -inch wheel

capacity.
will do the same work on about

NE of the principal features of 850 cubic feet per minute, and when

the fuse, says " The Electric
several hundred feet are obtainable

High-Tension, Direct -Current Elec.
Journal," is its overload time the water demanded is proportion

tric Power Supply for Paris
element. Before a given current will ately less , until at 650 feet of

heat up the fuse metal to its meiting OME details of a project for head a mechanical horse -power cor

temperature a fixed time must elapse. transmitting high -tension direct
responds to a cubic fcot per minute.

This time lag , as it is commonly current from the Rhone River Amere brook then suffices to give a

called, rapidly decreases as the cur- to Paris are giver in a recent num- power that may be worth at least

rent increases. ber oi the London · Electrician.” The developing for local use .

There is common impression point in the river from which the The general cost of development

that fuses and overload circuit water supply would be obtained is and equipment tells part of the story,

breakers have practically the same near its entry into French territory the cost of transmission the rest . In

characteristics, though such is not the near Bellegrade and about 250 miles the hydraulic work the cost of con

casc . The overload circuit breaker from Paris in a straight line. duits from the dam to the power

depends for its operation upon the A minimum supply of 80,000 H.P. house is generally the controlling

quantity of current, while the blow- is available , with a maximum of, item when considering high head,

ing cf a fuse is dependent both upon nearly double that amount during and this is again determined by the

the quantity of current and upon the 300 days of the year . An artificial distance necessary to be covered. If

time during which it is applied . The lake in the plain of Collogny could the cost can be kept in the neigh

circuit breaker will open immediately serve as a storage reservoir. bourhood of $ 100 per horse -power,

at any overload in excess of its set- In the power house 48 direct-cur- the outlook for an economical short

ting , but will not operate at any rent series -wound generators would transmission is good, since this

smaller current, no matter how long each deliver 1000 amperes at 2500 means an annual charge of no more

continued . Standard fuses, on the volts, making the line voltage 120 ,- than $ 10 or $ 12 per horse-power for

other hand , will operate, in time, at 000 . The generators would be di the motive power.

as small an overload as 25 per cent ., vided into two groups, each group The cost of wheels and generators

and will open in a proportionately being driven by eight 10,000 - H . P. with their equipment will commonly
shorter time with greater overloads. turbines. Three generators would run from $25 to $30 per kilowatt in

In determining the proper size of thus be driven by one generator. cases where raising transformers are

fuses to protect any apparatus, the The central point of the generating not needed, the usual case for small

overload time element should be system would be earthed so that the powers. All of this can be approx

considered in connection with the difference of potential between the imated very readily. as also can the

smallest current likely to prove dan- earth and the line would be 60,000 cost of the necessary buildings. The

gerous. The low ci st and the over- volts. As the load lessened , the volt- lieaviest charges in small work come

load time element of the fuse render age would be cut down by cutting in the operating expenses and in the

it particularly suitable for the pro- out the generators not required , the pole line. Pole lines for light wires

tection of motor circuits, as it will current, however, being maintained need not cost more than $250 to

carry a certain overload for a short at 1000 amperes. $ 300 per mile, exclusive of wires and

time, but will open if the overload In Paris, the receiving stations right of way.

continues. would be equipped with a similar For mechanical reasons, however,

For alternating - current motors, tak- series of motors, the central point it is not desirable to string wire

ing a starting current much more also being earthed. In this way , if smaller than No. 4 or No. 5 , so that

than the full- load value, fuses which one-half of the system should break the minimum cost of conducter is

would carry the starting current down, the other half could still re- somewhere about $ 500 per mile .

would not give much protection ex- main in operation. The two trans- Fortunately, the depreciation charge

cept against a short -circuit. mission lines would run over sepa against bare wire is practically neg

der, therefore, to afford adequate rate routes, towns being avoided as ligible, and wire of this minimum

In or
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size will carry comfortably the output posal. The company is to bear the roughly uniform speed between the

of the class of plant considered . title of the Metallurgiska Patent viclent momentary overloads .

The cost of attendance is the most Aktiebolaget, and it has already been Recognizing the advantages of

serious output in small stations. It settled that the Trollhatta falls shall electrical drive in the rolling mill,

means generally the pay of at least be brought into use for the purpose the various constituent companies of

three men, and occasional extras , not in view . It is assumed that the un- the United States Steel Corporation

less than $ 2000 per year even ior a dertaking will have about 15,000 and the large independent mills of

very small plant. At 100 -KW . ca- H. P. at its disposal in 1908. The the country are making extensive use

pacity this would come to at least F. Krupp Company is understood of this system . In order to observe

$20 per kilowatt per year , which , to have purchased the rights to its practical application, let us take ,

added to the other charges, is pretty work the process in Germany, while for example, a single motor, one of

nearly prohibitive. At 200 -KW . ca- Messrs. Vickers, Sons & Maxim are 180 H. P., 230 volts, 88 revolutions

pacity the operating charge gets credited with the possession of the per minute, furnished by the Allis

down to reasonable figures. same privilege for England. Chalmers Company, of Milwaukee,

In a rough estimate one will not for the Youngstown, Ohio, plant of

go far wrong in saying that for elec the Carnegie Steel Company, and in

trical purposes a water -power of 250 Electricity in Afghanistan stalled complete, with yoke, shaft ,

to 300 H. P. on steady flow is pedestals and armature, for raising

worth considering. Anything below FGHANISTAN , says " The and lowering the tables of a blom

this is of little account except for
Electrical Engineer ,” of Lon- ing mill.

local utilization, and the usefulness don, is primarily associated The gear reduction for this bloom

of the power increases rapidly above in people's minds with native risings ing mill will be about 6.5 to 1 ,

this point. If the situation is favour
and repressions rather than with in- based on a speed of 100 revolutions

able for storage , a good deal can be dustrial activity. But this Asiatic per minute of the motor shaft, and

done with small streams, but unless province, which is a veritable pawn the motor will be required for con

the above amount can be made avail- on the political chessboard, is not tinuous operation at full load for

able without going to heavy expense ,
altogether without its quota of com- twenty - four hours without rising in

there is not much that can be done . mercial enterprise. The Ameer, who temperature, in any part, more than

If several such powers are available has literally created the new town of 45 degrees C. above the surrounding

they can be often worked together Jabl-us-Siraj, is deeply interesting atmosphere, and without sparking at

to advantage .
himself in its development. He has the brushes.

determined to employ electric power The machine will be used to raise

in his factories , but the cost of fuel and lower both front and rear tables

Electrical Production of Steel in is so high that the driving of dyna- of a three -high blooming mill table ,

Sweden mos by steam would involve heavy making fifteen operations ( seven and

expenditure. There is , however, an one -half complete cycles) per minute..
STOCKHOLM correspondent enormous amount of water -power No binding wires will be used on the

of “ The Electrical Review ," of running to waste in the Khoistan , body of the armature. The shaft
London, writes that Swedish and this is now to be utilized . At will be made replaceable without dis

capitalists and manufacturers have Jabl-us- Siraj, apparently, the PanjJabl-us- Siraj, apparently, the Panj- turbing commutator or winding, and
submitted a scheme to the govern- shehr has a sufficient fall to give all extended on the commutatcr end for

ment, which aims at the electrical the power that is needed , and the a magnetic brake.

production of steel according to the necessary works are being under Ten years ago it is doubtful if the

process devised by Messrs. Grondal taken to utilize this . An electrical most sanguine friends of electrical

& Kjellin . The proposal is to form engineer has been engaged, and ma- drive in rolling mills would have

a company to erect works in the chinery will be erected in due course . predicted that in so short a time the

district of Goteborg and on Norr- It is believed that the arms and am- adoption of electric power for driv

land, provided that the government munition factories will be eventually ing heavy rolling mills would be

will utilize the waterfalls in the transferred to the new town , and it ccnie conmon .

vicinity and supply the power to the is probable that manufacturing in- The line of improvement in elec

company. dustries may be started as well. trical machinery, which has probably

In the case of the projected works done most to encourage its adoption

near Goteborg the intention is to in mill operation, has been that of

produce 500,000 tons of iron and Electricity in the Rolling Mill developing a high torque at start

steel per annum by means of elec ing. Electricity has thus far found

trical energy supplied by the utiliza- LOOMING MILLS require a no limit in iron and steel works

tion of the Trollhatta waterfall, and prime mover to be self- start- operations. It has conquered in one

a similar tonnage is foreshadowed for ing and reversing, and all direction after another. Its most re

the works on Norrland. It is pointed types demand enormous overload ca- cent success in driving the heaviest

cut that an annual output of 1,000.- pacity. Electric motors receiving machinery leaves no field unassailed.

000 tons of steel would not only current from generators direct con- It is the universal power which helps

meet the inland demand in respect nected to gas engines appear to have, to raise the iron ore from the ground,

of steel for warships and guns, and in combination, possibilities which separates it , when necessary , by an

for railway rails , joints, etc. , but it are far beyond anything achieved other form of its power from the

would also permit of the creation of by the clder metliods of engine gangue, drives machinery in various

a large export trade, owing to the drive. Electric motors are now used processes through the conversion

low cost of production by means of to drive " three-high " rolling mills into finished product, furnishes light

water -power and the cheapness of with entire satisfaction , compound- at all stages, and even by magnetic

labour. wound motors being perfectly adapted attraction lifts huge pieces of steel

The government, after due con- to the widely varying character of when they must be carried from one

sideration, has agreed to the pro the load and the requirement for point to another,

A

B



Electric Train Lighting Systems

By W. H. RADCLIFFE

hnellzüge

Mit einem Heizschlauche

Vereins- Lenkachsen 619

in oil and gas systems. There is

less heating, no vitiation of the air ,

and no odour, making the cars more

comfortable and more healthful at all

times. No danger exists from ex

plosions and asphyxiations, and the

fire risk is less than with oil or gas .

The system of control is more per

fect , the lights are unaffected by

draughts, and there is greater clean

liness. Fan motors and warming

devices may be operated by the cu : -

rent, and also illuminated signs and

vestibule step lamps which light auto

matically when the train stops , and

extinguish themselves after the train

starts .

In providing the necessities and

917
319 313

FIG . 1. - BATTERY TRAYS IN PLACE ON AN AUSTRIAN POSTAL CAR

ELECTR comme
although first

used commercially for train

lighting in the early eighties,

has not until recently been employed

to any appreciable extent for this

purpose. Oil and gas have been

used almost entirely for light in

transportation .

The dangers inherent to the use of

oil or gas in the case cf fire, their

consumption of the oxygen in the

air, the disagreeable odours emitted

by them , and their lack of flexibility

in comparison with electricity, have

for several years past aroused the

interest of engineers and transporta

tion companies in the electric train

lighting problem . The result has

been that the apparatus for this pur

pose now on the market is simpler in

operation , of improved design, and

more substantially built than in the

past, and bids fair within the next

few years to offset the long period

during which the advantages of the

electric system were not sufficiently

appreciated to warrant its develop

ment.

These advantages, some of which

are due to improvements lately made

in the electric system , may be sum

marized as follows :

The light is brilliant and can be

better distributed in small units than

992

FIG . 3.—A STORAGE CELL USED FOR TRAIN

LIGHTING IN AUSTRIA

le

conveniences just mentioned, the

electric system requires from 1 to 2

H. P. per car , which is insignificant

with the power developed by a mod

ern passenger locomotive. Although

the first cost is greater than that for

gas or oil , it has been shown that

when deterioration, up -keep, inter

est and all essential factors are con

sidered , a candle -power -hour can be

produced for about 68 per cent . of

the cost with gas . For a full bat

tery equipment, about $ 600 per car

is a fair allowance ; this with $ 300

or $ 400 added for wiring is not large

in comparison with $ 8000 to $ 10,000,

the cost of a coach, or in compari

son with $ 16,000 to $ 20,000 expended

for a sleeper .

Three systems of electric train

lighting are now in use :—The stor

age battery system , in which the cars

are equipped only with batteries as

the source of power, the cells when

run down being removed from the

cars and replaced by others freshly

281
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FIG . 2. - INTERIOR OF CAR LIGHTING STORAGE BATTERY CHARGING STATION AT PRAGUE
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from one end of the line to the

other, the battery may be dispensed

with . It is largely owing to the

facts that the battery plays so im

portant a part in electric lighting

systems, and that heretofore its con

struction has not been such as to

withstand the vibrations and jars rail

way traveling imposes upon it that

gas and oil have been so generally

used .

The storage-battery system is un

doubtedly the simplest of the three

equipments. It is not used to any

extent in America, but in Austria ,

about sixty postal cars are lighted in
this way

The proper lighting of postal cars

is a matter of great importance in

the operation of a railroad . With

oil or gas the extreme heat above the

heads of the postal clerks and the

vitiating effect on the air of the car

naturally have a detrimental effect on

the clerks in the sorting and distri

bution of mail mater, where that

work is carried on during the night .

Mail cars are generally placed at the

front end of the trains, and often the

damage in a wreck to the equipment

of a train is slight compared to the

enormous loss of valuable express

and mail matter consumed in the

fires which have followed , caused by

ignition of the oil or gas used in

lighting the cars . With electric light

these objectionable features are elimi

nated .

Fig. 4 shows an interior view of

one of the Austrian postal cars

FIG . 4.-AN AUSTRIAN MAIL CAR LIGHTED BY ELECTRICITY lighted by electricity. Each car is

equipped with from eleven to nine

charged ; the single -unit engine - gen- and works in connection with a bat- teen lamps of 10 candle-power, oper

erator system in which the steam tery, as in the previous case . ating at from 2 to 2.1 watts per candle.

from the locomotive is used in a tur- The storage battery is a factor in The pressure used is 20 volts, fur

bine carried on the train to drive a all three systems owing to the neces nished by battery cells , having a ca

pacity of 150 ampere -hours when dis

Voltmeter CircuitBreoker charged at a rate of five amperes

The battery is arranged in five
ButterySwitch

trays of two cells each , and is mount

ed under the car as shown in Fig . 1 .

In ordinary service one ch'irge lights
ReverseCurrent Trip Coll

a car for 36 hours. Th · cells are

currentRelay charged at a rate of froin 50 to 60

amperes, 2 or 3 hours being required.

Fig . 2 shows an interior of the

TO 4amps

charging station in Prague, Austro
CouplerSocket

Series Field
40km Hungary, and indicates the arrange

B
Shunt Field

ment of the switchboard and of the

battery cells for charging .

CouplerPlug When instolledon locomotive or The simplicity of the storage-bat

tery system is its chief advantage in
storoge botter and bottéry
Switch shownon this diogram comparison with the other two elec

tric train -lighting systems. The dis

FIG . 5. — DIAGRAM OF CONNECTIONS BETWEEN THE BATTERIES AND TURBO -GENERATOR advantages are that the battery is of

considerable weight and the charg

generator, and this in turn by the sity of current being provided whensity of current being provided when ing of it is inconvenient and ex

aid of batteries, in each car , to fur- the train is standing still and when pensive .

nish the current ; and the multiple- the cars are disconnected from each The single- unit engine-generator

unit, axle -lighting system , in which a other. In the second system , how- system has been quite thoroughly de

generator is driven by the car axic ever, when the trains are run solid veloped by the General Electric Com

Field

Rheostot

Overlood Trip Coil

Fuse

Reverse

Transfer

Switch

ww

www

Armoture

where individuolbotteriesare

vsedoneoch possenger sar, the

JunctionBox wouldbe omitted.
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ELECTRIC SYSTEM

pany, of Schenectady, N. Y. In this brought out by the Bliss Electric axle ; a regulator mounted on the
system , non -condensing singlesingle- Car Lighting Company, of Milwau- bottom of the car body for control
stage steam turbine is direct-con- kee, Wis ., is of this kind . It con ling the output of the generator and

nected to a 20 -KW ., bipolar, com

pound -wound generator.

The generating set is very com

pact, being only 64 inches long, 23

inches wide, and 24 inches high. It
4W

Battery
ToLomps

weighs 1850 pounds, and operates at

a speed of 4500 revolutions per min
ute . It is placed either in the bag

• This switchis closed on reorcarin train only
gage car as shown in Fig. 7 , or on

the locomotive. Full boiler pressure
FIG . 6.—DIAGRAM OF CONNECTIONS IN A PASSENGER CAR WITH THE GENERAL

is available and no high -pressure

steam couplings need be used in the

latter case , although if the generating
sists essentially of the following ap- maintaining the lamp voltage con

set be placed in the baggage car it
paratus :-A generator mounted upon stant irrespective of the speed of the

is more accessible and can be given
the truck frame and driven by the car and the number of lamps in use ;

closer attention .

The battery consists of 56 cells

giving approximately lo volts, and

is of such size that the 1 -hour dis

charge rate is equal to the full load

required by the entire train ; it is

used either in a single group or dis

tributed through the cars , depending

upon whether or not the train runs

solid between termini.

In the former case , the cells are

placed in the baggage car and are

wired to the generator as in Fig . 5 .

If the locomotive is not charged from

one end of the train to the other, the

battery may, if desired, be entirely

dispensed with. In the latter case ,

the car carrying the generating set

is wired as in Fig . 5 , and the re

maining cars of the train are wired

as in Fig . 6 .

The single -unit engine- generator

system has the advantage of utiliz

ing apparatus which has become

standardized and which in

quence is of comparatively high effi

ciency. The generator is run at a

uniform speed, and thus gives a
practically constant voltage. The

system is advantageous also in that

the apparatus used is of light weight ,

is comparatively cheap to install, and

has a minimum depreciation and

maintenance cost. It ranks next to the

storage-battery system in simplicity,

the various units being under one

control. There is , furthermore, good

potential regulation. As the gener

ating set can be placed inside the

car, it is protected from injury and

kept in good condition .

To counterbalance these advan

tages are the valuable space occu

pied by the generating set, when

placed in the car, the attendance re

quired en route, the flexible connec

tions between the cars , and the stor

age battery needed for the lights

while the locomotive is disconnected

from the train .

The majority of train -lighting sys

tems belong to the multiple -unit axle FIG. 7.-BAGGAGE CAR EQUIPPED WITH A CURTIS STEAM -TURBINE-DRIVEN GENERATOR FOR

lighting type. The Bliss system
ELECTRIC TRAIN LIGHTING

conse
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and an automatic switch mounted in- the cells , and also through the field- erator field as the speed increases,

side the car for controlling the con- winding of the regulator or " bucker" and the other increasing as the charg

nection of the generator with the on its way back to the generator. ing voltage of the battery increases,

rest of the system . In addition, there The current used to excite the field thus keeping the lamp voltage con

stant.

As the car accelerates , the gener

ator develops an increasing voltage.

sending current through the different

circuits connected with it and start

ing the motor armature of the

bucker . When the car reaches the

operating speed , the generator will

develop normal lamp voltage and

the bucker will be running at fu! 1

speed . The automatic switch will

then close, connecting the generator

to the rest of the system and supply

ing current to the lamps. A fur

ther increase of speed would tend to

FIG . 8.--VIEW OF GENERATOR AND METHOD OF SUSPENSION IN THE increase the voltage, but the oppos

SYSTEM OF THE BLISS ELECTRIC CAR LICHTING COMPANY, OF MIL ing influence of the bucker in the
WAUKEE, WIS.

field circuit weakens the field and

keeps the output of the generator

within the predetermined limits.

At the same time the opposing

effect of the bucker in the lamp cir

cuit prevents the increase in lamp

voltage due to the higher speed of

the generator as the car increases in

speed . A change in the number of

lamps in circuit will also have no ef

fect on the lamp voltage, since the

bucking effect is the same, irrespec

tive of the current which may tow

Sie
against it .

In Europe a multi- unit axle- light

ing system controlled by J. Stone &

Co., Ltd., of Deptford , London , has

FIG . 9.-THE BUCKER USED IN THE BLISS SYSTEM . been largely used. As shown by the

THE COUPLER HEAD AND BLOCK FOR CONNECTING THE diagrams in Fig. 13 , the generator

for this system is suspended, so that

its pulley is approximately at the

must be provided on each magnets of the generator passes by same level as the pulley on the car
storage battery and the wiring, fix- means of brushes through the com- axle , from which it is driven by

tures, lamps, circuits, switches, etc. mutator on one side of the bucker means of a belt. Part of the cur

The current from the generator, armature, and the current that has rent generated is used by the lamps

after passing through the switch passed through the lamps passes and the remainder is stored in ac

through the other commutator of cumulators, one -half of which acts as

the bucker. regulator to the other hialf and auto

The two commutators each matically comes into action when

connected to an independent winding, the train slackens speed or stops at

wound on the same core , the winding stations, without any attention what

in the lamp circuit being

composed of a comparative Carntact
Lamp witch .

ly small number of turns of

heavy wire, and the winding

in the generator field circuit

of a large number of turns Gurerilor

of fine wire. The armature Switch
000

shaft of the bucker carries
Lamp's

also another armature pro

vided with shunt field mag

nets, and this shunt motor is

driven by the current from

the generator.

Counter voltages are gen
Motor: 400.-Bucher.

shown in the left-hand upper corner crated automatically in the Arrows indicate Current TS

of Fig. II , divides, part of it passing two windings of the bucker,
whenGenerchor 13 operatingu

through the lamps and part through the one providing the neces

the storage battery, so as to charge sary regulation for the gen

SY
ST
EM

CAR WIRES ARE ALSO SHOWN

car a

SYSJED
are

Triple

mi

크
크

Cenerator

FIG . 10 .--GENERATOR SWITCH OF THE BLISS

SYSTEM

FIG . II. - DLAGRAM OF THESHOWING CONNECTIONS

BLISS SYSTEM
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LAMP CAPACITY PER EQUIPMENT

BAO CANDLE POWER AT 60 VOLTS .
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BATTERY

DISCHARGE IN AMPS FOR @ HOURS .
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FIG . 12. - WIRING DIAGRAM OF THE MC ELROY AVTOMATIC CAR LIGHTING SYSTEM OF THE CONSOLIDATED CAR HEATING COMPANY , NEW YORK
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The generator runs at a uni- worthy of note in connection with the generator output , lamp voltage ,

form speed, and maintains a uniform the multiple-unit axle - lighting types. and battery charging, and the stor

pressure after a certain pre-detercertain pre -deter- The equipment comprises a genera- age battery.

mined speed is reached , regardless of tor driven by a gear attached to the The generator, shown in Fig. 14 ,

variations in the speed of the train . car axle and a raw -hide pinion on the is of the shunt-wound , four-pole

The result is secured by suspending end of the armature shaft ,—both of type. It has an output of 50 am

the generator by an adjustable link, which are inclosed to protect them peres at 83 volts, and can supply

so that the former can swing to- against flying particles from the road- current sufficient for lighting 110

wards or away from the driving pul- bed and require no lubrication, an 8 -candle -power lamps at 60 volts,8

ley on the axle. automatic regulator for governing and at the same time charge the

The link allows the driving belt to

draw the generator out of the di

agonal position in which it would

naturally hang, and so put a definite

tension on the belt just sufficient to

transmit power equivalent to the

amount of electricity required. Thus

when the pull on the belt, owing to

increase in speed of the train ex

ceeds the weight on the belt due to

the one-sided suspension of the gen

erator, the generator will automati

cally be drawn towards the driving

pulley on the axle and allow the belt

to slip while the armature continues

to rotate at its normal speed.

A mechanical governor automati

cally makes connection between the

generator and the storage battery

while the train is in motion, but on

slowing down or stopping, the lamps

are supplied by the storage battery

alone.

The McElroy car-lighting system

of the Consolidated Car Heating FIC . 13.--- BRITISH PASSENGER COACH EQUIPPED WITH THE ELECTRIC LIGHTING SYSTEM

Company, of New York , is also OF J. STONE & COMPANY , LTD ., TEPTFORD , LONDON

ACCUMORI
OYNAMO

ACCUMULATORS

DYNAMO

SWITCH

ACCVRULATORS

H
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battery. Ball bearings are used on

the armature shaft to reduce the

frictional load to a minimum . These

bearings require oiling only at pe

riods of from four to six months.

method of regulation will be best

understood by referring to the dia

gram of wiring in Fig. 12. The

voltage of the dynamo is controlled

by a field rheostat operated by a

current these two coils act in con

junction. So long as the pull of

the solenoids just balances the ten

sion of the spring, the arm of the

automatic switch is in its mid -posi

tion ; here the motor circuit is broken ,

and the rheostat arm remains sta

tionary until a change in the voltage

of the generator destroys the equi

librium between the pull of the spring

and that of the solenoid , when the

motor will again receive current and

the rheostats be so adjusted as to

FANO

OOO

ME ELROY AUTOMATIC CAR LIGNTING SYSTEM
MANUFACTUUR

CONSOLIDATED CAR HEATING COMPANY ALBANY , NY

FIG. 14. - GENERATOR USED IN THE MC ELROY TRAIN LIGHTING SYSTEM OF THE

CONSOLIDATED CAR HEATING COMPANY, OF NEW YORK

The reversing switch for main

taining the same relative polarity in

the external circuit regardless of the

direction in which the car may be

moving, is shown in Fig. 14 , located

in a compartment at the right of the

generator . The construction of the

switch is similar to that of the re

versing drum switch on a street car

controller .

Fig. 16 shows the regulator. The

small series , double - field , reverse

wound motor in the regulator case.

The rotation of the motor is gov

erned by the combined action of two

solenoids which act against the ten

sion of a spring. One solenoid is a

shunt-wound coil connected across

the generator mains, and the other

is a series -wound coil in the battery

circuit.

When the generator is supplying

FIG . 16 .-- REGULATOR OF THE MC ELROY SYSTEM

ATERIE

ଅ a , V

bring the voltage of the generator to

the correct value.

The switch connecting the gener

ator and battery is automatically

opened when the voltage of the gen

erator equals the voltage of the bat

tery. The operation is positive and

takes place at zero difference of po

tential, so that no arcing occurs

when the circuit is opened. In re

versing the operation, when connec

tion is made to the battery, there is

also zero difference of potential at

the terminals which are connected,

and the generator picks up the lamp

load without fluctuation of the lights .

The lamp voltage is controlled

FIG. 15.--CAR TRUCK , SHOWING METHOD OF GENERATOR SUSPENSION IN THE MOSKOWITZ

SYSTEM OF THE UNITED STATES LIGHT & HEATING COMPANY , OF NEW YORK
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an employed in the Brush constant-cur

rent arc machines.

In multiple with the shunt field C

is connected a pile of carbonR

blocks C, which are arranged so as

to be pressed together by a lever F

through independent rheostat in Fig. 20 is used by the New York

operated by another motor, which is Central & Hudson River Railroad on

controlled by a solenoid connected the Empire State Express . The stor

across the lamp mains and is inde- age battery is located in the box

pendent of whether the current is shown at the centre under the car

supplied from the generator when the body. In case the train becomes

car is in motion or from the battery

when it is standing still . The lamps

can be turned on or off at will , either T

singly or in groups, without affecting

the remaining lights, as the regulator

immediately adjusts the resistance to

maintain the fixed voltage across the

lamp terminals. Regulation of the

lamp voltage is constantly maintained

within i per cent. of the mean value .

A 32-cell battery is used with this

equipment, the size varying accord

M
R A

FIG . 18. ---DIAGRAM OF WIRING CONNECTIONS OF THE MOSKOWITZ SYSTEM

CYD

side -tracked or stopped , as in a when the latter is pulled down by
snowstorm , the batteries are guar- the solenoid M. This solenoid is

anteed to furnish current for light- joined in series with the main cir

ing all the lamps installed during 12 cuit of the generator, and with the

hours. By decreasing the number of storage battery P and lamps E. The

lights to one-quarter the full number, battery and lamps are joined in

they would give ample light for four parallel , as shown.parallel, as shown. If the generator,

nights or longer than provision is owing to excessive speed , tends to

made by any other kind of illumina- produce too large a current, the lever

tion for the blocked train . F is pulled down , thereby com

The method of regulation used in pressing the carbon blocks c ; their

the Moskowitz system possesses the resistance being thus reduced , the

advantage of being very simple. current is shunted away from the

There are no gears , rheostats, nor field C, and this brings the voltage

constantly moving parts. The prin- ( and hence the current ) of the ma

ciple is shown diagrammatically in chine back to normal.

Fig. 18. The generator A is spring- In conclusion , it may be said that

supported from the car truck , and is multiple - unit axle -lighting systems

driven from the axle by a belt. It are advantageous in that there is no

is shunt wound, and is regulated by attendance required en route , that

means of a device similar to that power is obtained without connec

FIG. 17. - REGULATOR OF THE MOSKOWITZ

SYSTEM

A
N
A
K
A
K

ing to the number of lamps in the

car . Owing to the fact that the ca

pacity of the dynamo is such that

the battery can be charged at the

same time that the lamps are being

run direct from the machine, it is not

necessary to provide large storage

capacity. A battery capable of car

rying the lamp load for 5 or 6 hours

is deemed entirely sufficient for all

purposes.
The system of the United States

Light & Heating Company, of New

York , controlling Moskowitz patents,

is another example of the multiple

unit axle -lighting type. The genera

tor is here suspended outside of the

end sill of the car truck , as shown in

Fig . 15 , where a single truck is

illustrated . The suspension here is

what is known as a spring cushion

foundation, and allows the generator

to swing as a pendulum . This, it is

claimed , secures the proper belt ten

sion at all times .

The electrically lighted car shown

FIG . 19. - A POSTAL CAR LIGHTED ON THE MOSKOWITZ SYSTEM OF THE UNITED STATES

LIGHT & HEATING COMPANY
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mica can now be utilized in the man

ufacture of insulators in lamp sock

ets , lightning arresters , switch boxes

and fuse blocks. More important

even is the extensive use that is made

of composite mica, micanite, moulded

mica and other varieties of built up

mica sheets. In the manufacture of

material of this class thin laminae of

irregular form and different sizes are

arranged and cemented together to

form thick sheets of any desired size .

German Electrical Working Agree

ment

U

FIG. 20. - AN " EMPIRE STATE EXPRESS " CAR ON THE NEW YORK CENTRAL & HUDSON RIVER

RAILROAD LIGHTED BY THE MOSKOWITZ SYSTEM

tions between the cars , and that the the previous year was largely in other

illumination of each car is indepen- States , while the larger increase in

dent of the conditions of any other value may be accounted for in part

car of the train . The disadvantages by high prices reported by producers

are :—The apparatus is in part ex- in those States .

posed and subject to mechanical A decrease in the average price for

injury ; storage batteries must neces- the North Carolina product is due to

sarily be used ; erratic current gener- the increasing proportion of small

ation develops commutator troubles ; mica produced for electrical uses .

the units must be small and there- The total production of scrap mica

fore comparatively inefficient ; com- in the United States in 1905 was 856

pensation for reversal of rotation net tons, valued at $ 15,255, an in

complicates matters ; the first cost is crease in value over the production

high, and the depreciation and main- for 1904. North Carolina's output

tenance are not low . of scrap mica for 1905 was 175 tons,

Several of these disadvantages are valued at $2375 . The separation of

overcome wholly or in part in dif- the production figures for scrap mica

ferent systems, and while there is a and for the smaller sizes of sheet

still opportunity for improvement mica becomes more difficult as the

along the lines mentioned , the prac- use of these small sizes increases.

ticability of multiple -unit axle- light- The production of sheet mica in

ing system is proved by its adoption 1904 was 668,358 pounds, valued at

in one former another, by over $ 109,462 , and of scrap mica 1096 net

thirty prominent railway companies tons, valued at $ 10,854 . Thus the

in the United States , and by more value of the aggregated product of

than 130 railway companies abroad. mica in 1905 was $201,155 , as com

pared with $ 120,316 in 1994. The

value of imported mica now used in

The Production of Mica in the United the United States is twice that of the

States in 1905 domestic article. In 1905, 1,506,382

pounds of unmanufactured mica, val

ued at $352,475 , and 88,188 pounds
port of the United States Geo- of cut or trimmed mica, valued at

logical Survey, the production $ 51,281, were imported, making a

in the United States of mica in 1905 total of 1,594,570 pounds, valued at

made an important advance over that $ 403.756 .

for 1904. Production was limited to The three principal uses of mica

six States : North Carolina, Colo- aie for electrical insulation , glazing

rado , New Hampshire, Georgia , and decoration . The first-named ap

South Dakota and New Mexico, 112 plication probably leads in present

order namel indicating their relative importance, but the other two uses

rank . The total output of sheet mici date back to ancient times, mica

for these States, as reported to the antcdating glass and also being early

Survey, was 851.000 pounds, with a used to secure decorative effects.

total value of $ 185.900. Of this The increasing 11 : e of mica in elec

quantity North Carolina is credited trical manufacture has largely mosli

with 669.000 pounds, valued at $85,- fied the demand macie upon the min

OCO . The increase in production over ing industry. Small sizes of sheet

NDER date of August 17 the

Berlin correspondent of the

London “ Times" Engineering

Supplement writes:

" The arangement for the redis

tribution of capital among the three

great electrical undertakings,—the

Allgemeine Elektricitäts Gesellschaft ,

Siemens -Schuckert and the Lah

meyer group,-has recently un

dergone certain modifications, in that

mutual agreements have been con

cluded for the adoption of a pro

tective cartel, in accordance with

which the three rival concerns will

merge their conflicting interests. The

object of this intimate form of fusion

will be to safeguard each of the

allied firms in submitting tenders for

work for the execution of which, in

consequence of previous business re

lations, any one of them would

possess paramount claims. This will

be effected by engagements on the

part of the two other firms in the

cartel to make their tenders in such

cases higher than that of their rival .

Firms not in the combine are either

individually too feeble to oppose

effectually the vast united interests

ranged against them , or , on the

ther hand, their undertakings are

too diverse in character to enable

them successfully to attempt any

joint resistance to the trust .'

savs

The most prclific natural gas weil,

the " Mining and Scientific

Press, " usually produces little or no

oil. Where a large volume of gas

exists in rock strata it generally

issues when tapped by the boring

drill under tremendous pressure , in

some instances blowing the string (

tools out of the hicle and wrecking

the derrick . One of the most noted

gas wells in the world is the Vic

Conkev. which flows 30,000,000

cubic feet per day with a static pres

sure of 960 pounds per square inch .

Gas is distributed from this well

through an extensive system of pipes ,

pressure being equalized over long

distances by means of compressors.



The Control of Motors on Electric Light and

Power Circuits

By H. D. JAMES

From a Paper Read at the Recent Convention of the National Electric Light Issociation

I

a

Direct current..

Rheostatic . armature .

Direct current..

Series-- Parallel.

Direct current .
series .

T is the intention of this paper to fail and the spring returns the arm ries directly with the current, so that

treat of the control problems to the off position. this motor is not well suited for

only, and the writer assumes This is a very convenient arrange rheostatic control. This form of con

that the general characteristics of the ment, but one which is not embodied trol is used extensively for cranes,

different motors are generally known . in commercial controllers , other than hoists, bending rolls and intermittent

To assist in understanding the gen- the above type, until we reach the service of this character. The two

eral methods of control, the follow- large controllers consisting of elec- forms of mechanical controllers are

ing table has been prepared , dividing trically operated switches, or the lised . The drum type of controller

the control of motors into general large hand starters which have a no- has a rotary motion of the handle

classes and again into subdivisions. voltage coil for tripping the circuit- and separately mounted resistance.

In a number of cases these divisions breakers when the line voltage fails . This controller can be readily en

have had to be assumed arbitrarily At various times controllers have closed and is compact in construc

and are intended only for convenience been built in which the drum is re- tion , but the rotary motion of the

in following this paper turned to the off position when handle is sometimes objectionable.

The disc type of controller consists
GENERAL CLASSIFICATION OF CONTROL SYSTEMS

of either a face plate or grindstone,
( Resistance in series with the armature .
Resistance in both series and parallel with the upon which a series of contacts are

fastened . The brush holders are
Resistance in series with the primary.Alternating current .

i Resistance in series with the secondary. moved over these contacts by the re
Changing voltage at motor terminals.

ciprocating motion of the controller
Series -- Parallel.

Voltage .. I C'sing several lines of different voltages. · handle. These controllers, being flat

Alternating current.
Changing impressed voltage by transformers. in construction, can readily have the

resistance mounted in the same frame
Changing field strength.

Changing Motor Changing number of armature conductors in as the switching mechanism .
Characteristics .

Changing the number of poles. They can also be operated at a dis

Alternating current ....... * Changing the frequency (cascade connection ).
Į Changing the number of poles. tance by means of a bell crank and

levers. For this reason they are used
The use of gearing , clutches, etc.

Mechanical Devices...
l'sing two or more motors geared for different speeds. extensively for cranes and in other
Varying the amount of iron in the field poles.

Varying the air gap between the armature and field . places where it is not desirable to

Mechanical........ Brake released by a magnet. have the controller located in front
Braking ..

Electrical . Brake obtained by operating the motor as a gen .
of the operator, the reciprocating mo

tion of the handle being similar to
RHEOSTATIC CONTROL - DIRECT tripped by the release of a shunt coil,

the motion of an engine lever . This

CURRENT but they have not come into general motion of the controller handle is

The oldest and perhaps best known use . There has also been placed on very convenient when a motor is sub

method of control consists in reduc- the market a type of controller which stituted for a steam engine. If the

ing the voltage at the mo or termin- is a combination of the drum switch resistance is mounted with the con

als by means of resistance in series having an electrically operated switch troller it is not so convenient to pro

with the armature. This method of used in connection with same. In tect it from the weather, but in most

control is embodied in all direct-cur- general, however, the drum and face cases the controllers can be placed

rent starting devices, from the small plate controllers used for intermittent under cover.

face plate to the heaviest unit -switch service do not embody such a device. Automatic Controllers — The dash

device. Regulating Controllers - Rheostatic pot type of controller is perhaps the

Face - Plate and Unit- Switch Start- controllers for regulating purposes oldest form which is automatic in its

ers - Face-plate starting devices are are generally used in connection with operation. The arm which cuts out
generally built in but one form , con- series or compound-wound motors. the resistance passes over a series of

sisting of an arm passing over The torque of a series motor varies contacts under the tension of a spring

series of contacts which gradually approximately as the square of the or weight, the motion being retarded

short - circuits sections of the resist- current, therefore a wide range of by a dash -pot. This control has been
a

ance until the arm reaches the last speed regulation can be obtained by successful for small capacities.

position in which all of the resistance varying the current through a com- For larger capacities an automatic

is short- circuited . The arm is held paratively small range .. In 1110st control has been developed, consist

in this position by means of a mag- cases this variation in current does ing of a series of electrically operated

net connected across the line, some- not exceed 40 to 50 per cent. With
switches. These switches are actuated

times in series with the shiunt field of a compound -wound motormore range by means of a master switch and the

the motor. This magnet releases the of current value is required.
rate of cutting out resistance can be

arm should the voltage on the system The torque of the shunt motor va- made automatic by using some func

4-7 289

erator .
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a

con

type of con

tion of the counter electromotive force jected to a breaking test , as fol- used for starting polyplase induction

of the motor, or the value of the cur- lows : motors. It is particularly well adapt
rent in the armature circuit. Such The switch was connected across ed for starting heavy loads, the cur

controllers are very durable, as a 500 - volt direct - current circuit in rent being directly proportional to

powerful magnetic blow -out can be series with two 100 - H . P. railway- the torque required.

used and theopening and closing of type motors and sufficient resistance The maximum torque which this

the switches is performed quickly by to reduce the current to 400 amperes . motor can exert can be obtained at

means of a magnet. Arcing tips can The operating coil of the switch was the moment of starting by properly

be provided which are readily re- connected to a small switch operated proportioning the secondary resist

newable. by clock -work . This clock -work mech- ance. This torque is usually from two

The switches can be made inter- anism caused the main contacts to be to three times as great as the full

changeable, so that repair parts for opened and closed quite rapidly. load torque of the motor and requires

only one switch need be carried in The switch opened the circuit under a proportionate increase in the cur

stock . The switches can be mounted the above conditions 100,000 times rent.

in any convenient manner best suited without materially reducing the arc When used for starting purposes

to the particular application. This ing tips. The two motors in series only, the control corresponds exactly

form of controller can be readily de- with the switch produced a very se- with the direct - current starter , ex

signed to meet any reasonable start- vere inductive kick which made the cept that no automatic release has

ing condition. Recent developments arc over twice as large as that pro- been provided when the current fails

have reduced the cost and duced with only resistance in circuit. in the circuit. Such an automatic

plication of this The above tests indicate in a gen- release is not necessary , as the self

troller and materially increased its eral way what may be expected from induction of the motor limits the

durability. this type of controller : amount of current that will flow

With a controller of this type the Series and Parallel Resistance- should power again be applied to the

current taken at the time of accelera- Resistance in series and also parallel line, and there is no commutator

tion can be limited to any desired with the motor armature has some- which could be injured as with the

amount and the full value of this times been used to reduce the speed direct-current motor. The overload

current will always be available, thus of the motor for printing -press work. current flowing at such time would

giving the maximum acceleration The resistance in parallel with the open the circuit - breakers and relieve

without injury to the motor. If the armature gives a certain fixed current the motor immediately. In special

motor is suddenly reversed , the auto- value through the series resistance cases where such a device is required

matic feature will prevent the resist- which causes a definite drop indepen- a no -load circuit -breaker is used .

ance from being cut out of the arma- dent of the load on the armature of Recently a starting device for this

ture circuit until the current has de- the motor, which in turn gives a far type of motor has been developed

creased to a predetermined value. In more stable running condition , al- which is connected to the secondary

this way the "plugging" of a motor though the efficiency is materially re- of the motor only, the primary of the

is automatically limited . duced. motor being controlled by any com

The unit -switch type of control is mercial form of switch or circuit

well adapted for automatically start
ALTERNATING CURRENT

breaker. This enables the starting

ing pumps, air compressors, elevators, Commutator - Type Series Motors- device to be placed external to the

etc. It is used for printing presses, Resistance is used in series with the motor at any convenient place, and

mill tables , cranes , ore bridges, car single -phase commutator type motor by winding the secondary of the mo

dumpers and many special purposes, in the same manner as with the di- tor for low voltage and grounding

and is particularly adapted to cases rect - current motor. The control is the center of the resistance, the op

where the operating conditions are practically the same, although the erator is in no danger from shock .

very severe . amount of series resistance is affected This starting device is entirely en

This form of control has recently by the power factor of the motor . closed and dustproof, so that it can

been subjected to a very severe test , This form of motor is well adapted be located in cotton mills, powder fac

as follows : for crane and hoist purposes. It has tories , dyeing houses, ash - pits, and

The controller was connected to a practically the same characteristics as many other places where external

motor which operates a planer, and the direct -current series motor and conditions will prevent the use of an

the master switch was attached to the control is effected in the same ordinary starting device.

the planer in such a way that the manner . By using a line switch to open the

controller reversed the motor at the Induction Motors, Slip -Ring Type primary of the motor in stopping, the

end of each stroke of the planer. -The alternating -current induction arcing is localized in the switchi ,

The controller was so arranged that motor of the slip -ring type is con- where inspection and repairs are

the speed of the motor could be ad- trolled by inserting resistance in the easily made. A line of controllers

justed on the cutting stroke by means secondary circuit. The speed regu- connected to the secondary of the

of a field rheostat, but the motor al- lation is the same as that of a direct- motor only can also be obtained. The

ways returned at the maximum speed , current shunt motor, the reduction in resistance for such controllers is sep

which in this case was four times the the speed being directly proporcioned arately mounted.

minimum cutting speed. The con- to the amount of energy absorbed in Automatic controllers of the unit

troller has been in continuous opera- the resistance, the torque in each case switch type are not available for this

tion since December 1 , and often being proportional to the current. form of motors, except those operat

called upon to reverse the motor The speed of the motor is different ed by direct current or compressed

from five to six times a minute. for different loads with the same air. A number of controllers for

Thus far all contacts are in first- class amount of resistance. This form of elevator work and similar purposes

condition and it is probable that no motor has been applied extensively have been built by operating the mag

renewals will be necessary for an- to cranes, mine hoists, elevators, gold nets with direct current obtained from

dredges, pumps and similar appara- a small motor-generator set or other

A larger type of switch was sub- tus. This method of control is also source of power. Recently control

other year.
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ALTERNATING CURRENT

Induction Motor and Auto - Trans

former - The polyphase induction mo

tor with short-circuited secondary is

usually started by changing the volt

age impressed upon the motor ter

minals by means of a transformer ;

usually an auto -transformer is em

ployed. This device is simply a

single -coil transformer from which

a number of taps are brought out

to give various voltages. The mo

less current being 166 amperes.

If a resistance were used in series

with the secondary of the motor in

order to reduce the voltage across

the motor terminals, as shown in

Fig. 2 , the line current would have

the same value as the motor current,

and instead of the small losses from

the auto -transformer we should have

the still greater loss due to the en

ergy consumed in the starting resist

ance . In Fig. 2 we have assumed
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lers have been developed for larger

motors of this type, employing com

pressed air for operating the switches.

These controllers can be operated

from the master switch and are ap

plicable to hoists, conveying machin

ery and similar apparatus . Both the

motor and the controller can be en

tirely enclosed where desired to pro

tect the same both from dirt and

from the weather.

Some very large unit - switch con

trollers operated by direct current

will be used employing oil-immersed

switches for high voltages. The

ability to use high voltage and a cor

respondingly small current is a de

cided advantage in designing control

lers for alternating -current motors .

VOLTAGE CONTROL - DIRECT CURRENT

Motor -Generator System — The sys

tem generally known as the Ward

Leonard system consists of a direct

current generator connected to a sep

arately excited direct - current shunt

motor. The voltage at the terminals

of the motor is changed and reversed

by changing the field current of the

generator . A constant speed is ob

tained on every notch of the control

ler and as many speeds can be pro

vided for as necessary .

This form of control is well adapt

ed for variable-speed work, and also

for reversing motors . Its applica

tion in the past has been limited ,

owing to the extra cost of the gen

erator and its prime mover, whether

a motor or an engine. Now, how

ever , direct-current motors of very

large sizes are being contemplated,

and in a number of instances have

actually been installed atinstalled at various

places in Europe.

To switch the armature current ,

which amounts in some cases to sev

eral thousand amperes , would cause

prohibitive wear on the controller,

but by use of this system of control

only the field current of the genera

tor is switched and the wear on the

contacts has been reduced to a mini

mum .

Another advantage in using a sep

arate generator for each motor is that

a fly -wheel can be mounted on the

shaft of the motor-generator set , and

by varying the slip of the induction

motor, or the field strength of the

direct- current motor, this fly -wheel

can be made to take the peak of the

load so that a practically constant

load is taken from the transmission

circuit. This arrangement is known

as the Ilgner system , and has been

installed in a number of places in

Europe. A system similar to this is

practically necessary where motors of

hundreds and sometimes thousands

of horse -power are used .

WIRING

DIAGRAM

200AMP

20

MOTOR

200AMP.

130 AMP PER PHASE LINE CURRENT

200 MOTOR

166 WATTLESS LINE CURRENT

200 * 130 4.50 = 1430 TRUE WATTS LOST PER PHASE

0 n

FIG . 1. — WIRING DIAGRAM OF TWO -PHASE MOTOR AND POWER CIRCUIT

tor is connected to the line on one

side and to a tap of the transformer

on the opposite side . The current in

the line is less than the current in the

motor in the inverse ratio of the volt

ages .

Fig. I represents the effective cur

rent in a two -phase motor and power

circuit. When the motor is con

nected to a tap which impresses 130

volts across the motor terminals with

a line voltage of 200 , it will be seen

that if the line current is 130 am

peres and the motor current 200

amperes the transformer supplies the

additional 70 amperes by which the

motor current exceeds the line cur

rent. This method of starting draws

the minimum current from the line.

In the above example the true watts

in one phase, assuming 55 per cent.

power factor, are 1430 , the watt

the same starting conditions at the

motor terminals as in the previous

example, namely, 130 volts across the

motor terminals and 200 amperes in

the motor circuit, 55 power factor

and 166 amperes wattless current.

By referring to the vector diagramı

it will be seen that this triangle is the

same as the triangle for the motor

when started from an auto -trans

former, shown in Fig. 1 .

In order to reduce the 200 volts in

the line to 130 volts at the motor

terminals, it is necessary to insert

0.77 of an ohm resistance in each

phase of the motor circuit. This in

creases the power factor to 83 per

cent., but the wattless component of

the current remains the same and the

energy drawn from the line is 33,200

watts , neglecting minor losses. By

comparing this with the 1430 watt
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loss in starting the same motor from Comparing these motors with the and the load is comparatively light,

an auto -transformer, it will be seen series commutator type motors with at starting a multi-point " auto

that not only is the line current re- which series resistance is used for starter" or " compensator " should be

duced at the time of starting, but the controlling, we find that undoubtedly used . This enables the motor to be

actual energy consumed is less than better conditions could be obtained started with a low voltage and con

one-half when an auto - transformer with an auto -transformer ; but with sequently a small line current. As

is used. the series motor the torque is approx- the speed of the motor increases,

The above figures are approximate imately in proportion to the square higher voltages can gradually be ap

only, as the losses in the motors, of the current, so that a small varia- plied until the motor is brought up

transformers and the lead wires are tion in the current makes a consider- to full speed at the line voltage.

If , on the other hand, a double

throw switch were used in connec

tion with such an auto -transformer ,

only one starting notch would be

available , which would materially in

crease the amount of current taken

at the time of starting. Centrifugal

pumps, fans and similar apparatus

are well adapted for starting with the

VECTOR DIAGRAM multi- point auto - starter , as the torque

of this apparatus varies as the square

of the speed, and considerable saving

83 %PF
55 %PE

110 AMP can be effected and the maximum

current materially reduced by the use
-95 V : --- -71 V : of this kind of starting device.

For motors up to 50 H. P. a start

--166 V. ing device with three points can read

ily be obtained ; for larger motors,

six and nine -point starters are avail
12 24

• 200 K ..
able . These starters are all of the

drum type. The most approved de

1.77 OHMS. signs have no moving wires connect

ed to the drum , all contacts being

13 200 AMP. made by fingers pressed against metal

WIRING DIAGRAM clips mounted on the drum . These

fingers and clips should be remov
20

able , so that the controller can be

MOTOR readily repaired if the contact sur

faces have been burned by arcing .

Where heavy loads are to be start

.77 OHMS ed which require considerable torque

to overcome the static friction, but

where the running friction is com
95 V, X 110 A. = 10450 WATTS LOST IN RESISTANCE . paratively light, such as a long line

166 AMP, WATTLESS CURRENT. shaft, it is necessary to apply consid

200 x 200 x 83 = 33200 TRUE WATTS LOST PER PHASE erable voltage to the motor terminal

to start the load, and in most cases

this voltage is sufficient to bring the

motor up to practically full speed, so

that a double -throw switch is all that

neglected . The figures , however, able variation in the torque, as ex is necessary . In fact , it is an ad

represent approximate commercial plained underunder " The Control of vantage to apply the voltage sud

conditions, and the losses given are Direct -Current Motors." For this lenly to the motor terminal so as to

for one phase only ; for a two-phase reason the current taken by the se- jar the load loose. By suddenly ap

motor they will be doubled . From ries motors in starting is not nearly polving this voltage the maximum

the above it is easy to see why all so great as that drawn by an induc- current taken at starting can be ap

commercial induction motors tion motor, and the use of series preciably reduced .

started by means of an auto -trans- resistance for crane service, for in- Where a double -throw switch is

former, and that the use of series stance , materially simplifies the con- used for starting these motors, it is

resistance, while it improves the trol apparatus ; for this reason it is generally because the starting condi

power factor, does not reduce the used in the same manner as with tions are severe, and for that reason

wattless current or improve the regi- direct - current motors . AA voltage considerable current will have to be

lation , but increases the amount of system of control would be some- handled by the switch. Separate re

current taken and makes an ineffi- what more efficient, and where step- movable arcing tips should be pro

cient starting device. In such cases down transformers are available, such vided of very rugged construction .

as this, the improving of the power as in railway work , these series mo- Recent tests made indicate that

factor is a decided advantage. In tors are controlled from taps on the arcing tips can be provided which

fact , the power factor could be in- transformer will open the full -load current of the

creased by this method even with an Multi- Point Auto- Starters- When switch from 1500 to 2000 times be

increased wattless current and de- starting a motor where the torque in- fore being renewed . When a switch

creased regulation. creases with the speed of the motor of this kind is used in a factory the

-
-
-

2
0
0
7

ܬܙܵܝܚܚܚܚ

FI' . 2. - DIAGRAM OF INDUCTION MOTOR STARTING WITH SERIES RESISTANCE

IN THE PRIMARY CIRCUIT

are
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as

re

motor is generally started but twice a these circumstances is of itself a made to machine tools and printing

day, so it will readily be appreciable splendid warning: presses .

that arcing tips of this character Series - Parallel Control Series Wide variations in speed of ma

will last for several years without commutator -type motors can be con- chine tools are obtained by mechani

being renewed . This, however, does trolled by placing two motors, first cal devices ; for instance, a lathe with

not mean that they should not be in series and then in parallel, in the a 20-to- I speed variation driven by a

properly inspected, someiimes same manner as with direct -current motor with a four -to -one speed va

short circuits occur which materially motors. This method, however, is riation would require approximately

reduce the life of an arcing tip. seldom used , as the varying of the two mechanical speed changes to ob

The use of an induction motor voltage at the terminals of these mo- tain the total range of speed . This

with a short -circuited secondary does tors can be done very readily by use method of control is very efficient, as

away with all motor troubles and of an auto -transformer. These mo- the only power lost in resistance is

concentrates them at the controller. tors can be used on both alternating due to the shunt field current which

This has rendered the design of current and direct current, and when represents a very small percentage of

switching devices for these motors cperating on direct- current lines the energy of the moor. The speed

quite difficult. This problem has re- are sometimes controlled by this is practically constant on every notch

ceived special consideration, with the method. of the controller independent of the

result that several different types of Cascade Connections - Polyphase load.

starters have been placed on the mar- induction motors can have their speed This control is generally effected

ket , all of which employ an auto- varied by using two motors of the by means of a drum -type switch

transformer to reduce the line cur- slip -ring type, the secondary of the which reverses the motor and pro

rent. The application of the proper first motor being connected to the vides the necessary stariing notches

starter depends upon the load which primary of the second motor. This by armature resistance. In the same

the motor starts . method is commonly called a cascade frame with the drum switch ismount

Fuses — Where fuses are used, in connection . The speed of the com- ed a face plate which controls the

starting induction motors with short- bination is equivalent to the speed of amount of resistance in series with

circuited secondaries, the starting le- a single motor having a number of the shunt field . The control is SO

vices should be arranged to open-cir- poles equal to the sum of the poles on arranged that in the off position all

cuit the fuses in the starting position. the two separate motors . This method of the resistance is inserted into the

In some cases the fuses have been of control has been used in traction shunt field circuit. On the first

short-circuited , but the resistance of work and will probably be used in starting notch this shunt field resist

the fuse is small, and where the lead large industrial installations where ance is short-circuited : after the mo

wires for short-circuiting purposes two or three fixed speeds are tor has been brought up to speed this

are long , their resistance is consid- quired. resistance is gradually inserted in the

erable , so that the short- circuit is Intermediate speeds can be ob- circuit to reduce the field strength

not always effective. The general tained by resistance in the secondary and increase the speed of the motor.

method employed is to run wires of either motor. Where the two mo- Automatic Acceleration - As the

from the feeders direct to the de- tors are of equal power with a differ- size of these motors increases, it is

vices and use these in the starting ent number of poles three speeds can probable that a form of unit-switch
positions. In the running position be obtained :—First, with both mo- control will be found necessary. Such

other wires are used which connect tors cascade giving the lowest speed ; a control gives automatic accelera

to the fuses.
second, with the motor having the tion in starting the motor, removes

Auto - Transformers — Where a two larger number of poles ; third , withi all armature circuits from the hand

or three - point starter is used, the motor having the smaller number of switching device and permits of a

auto -transformers should be provided poles. In each case the power de- powerful blow -out being employed

with a number of extra taps so that livered will be the same, provided the which will increase the life of the

the starting voltage can be adjusted two motors liave the same horse- contacts. With such a control a very

to suit the load. The auto -trans power capacity small master switch can be usel,
formers furnished should be able to mounted in combination with the

withstand the magnetizing current
CHANGING MOTOR CHARACTERISTIC-- field rheostat. The difficulty of fur

continuously, so if through accident DIRECT CURRENT
nishing large drum -type controllers is

they are left connected across the Changing Field Strength - Chang- due to the heavy contacts required

line in the running position they will ing the field strength is a very com- for the main line current. This

not burn out. These transformers mon method of controlling direct- makes the controller difficult to op

should be properly enclosed , so that current shunt and compound -wound erate , particularly when the contacts

there will be no fire risk if the trans- motors , where it is desirable to have are partially burnt and have become

former is burnt out in starting the the speed remain constant on each rough.

motor. notch of the controller independent Changing the Number of Armature

Commercial transformers can be of the load. Commercial motors can Conductors in Series — As the speed

obtained which fulfill the above func- be obtained having speed ranges as of the motor, other things being

tions admirably. A very high as five or six to I by this equal, depends on the number of

form consists of an ordinary trans- method of control. armature conductors in series, efforts

former having case -iron caps placed However, there is very little de- have been made to vary the speed of

over each end to cover the windings, mand for motors with more than a the motor by changing the arrange

the central portion of the transformer four -to - one speed variation, and even ment of these conductors. The most

having the iron exposed . This gives these motors represent but a small common method employing this prin

a good radiation . A burn -out test portion of the demand for this class ciple is the double commutator mo

made on this type of transformer did of motor. By far the greatest num- tor. The difficulties experienced

not heat the exterior of the iron suf- ber of motors are sold having a two- seem to be confined to the design of

ficiently to cause a fire risk . The to -one speed range. The application the motor itself .

heavy white smoke emitted under of these motors has generally been The objection to the double -com

comm011
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motors, considerable variations in

speed can be obtained in this way

without interfering with their com

mutation .

mutator motor, other than that of its

cost, is the difficulty of balancing

both sections so that the two ends

can be run in parallel . The control

ler for this motor is a combination

of the series- parallel control with

field rheostat for obtaining the inter

mediate speeds.

Changing Number of Poles

Changing the number of poles is a

very effective way of varying the

speed of a motor. At the same time,

however, it varies the power the mo

tor can deliver and adds other com

plications. The writer does not know

of any practical application of this

principle for a direct -current motor .

ALTERNATING CURRENT

Two -Speed Induction Motor- The

polyphase induction motor is fur

nished with two sets of poles, one set

generally having twice as many poles

as the other set . These are known

as the two - speed induction motors

and have been used in a good many

cases . The control generally consists

of a standard auto - starter and a

double -throw switch for effecting the

change in the number of poles. This

method of control has been applied ,

in general, to motors with short-cir

cuited secondaries.

In one or two instances such mo

tors have been built with slip - ring

secondaries in which external resist

ances are furnished . This type of

motor, however, is exceedingly com

plicated , as the secondary must be

provided with a double winding cor

responding with the double sets of

poles in the primary. For this rea

son these motors have not been de

veloped .

With a motor having two sets of

poles care must be taken in passing

from the high -speed to the low - speed

combination . If the motor is run

ning on the high speed and the con

nections are changed to low speed , a

dynamo action is set up and the

torque of the motor is reversed in

the same manner as in changing the

voltage across the terminals of a

direct -current motor operating on

multi- voltage system .

This dynamo effect is very severe,

and proper precaution should be taken

to protect the apparatus from me

chanical strains. The usual method

of changing the speed of such a mo

tor is to open the switch which

changes the number of poles and al

low the motor speed to drop to ap

proximately slow speed before the

switch is closed on the slow - speed

side.

Alternating - current single - phase

motors can be controlled by introduc

ing resistance in shunt with the field .

Owing to the good design of these

nore

they should be considered as a part

of the control system .

The dynamic brake consists in

short-circuiting the armature through

a suitable resistance, either having the

series field in the circuit or having a

shunt field excited from the line .

The principle consists in making the

motor operate as a generator. The

load consisting of the internal resist

ance of the motor and whatever ex

ternal resistance is used.

Shunt motors are very often used

in this way and are very reliable.

The shunt field is excited either by

the motor electromotive force or is

left connected to the line.

A mechanical brake is generally re

leased by means of a solenoid and

applied by a spring or weight. Shoe,

band, and disc brakes are used and

each has its particular advantage. All

three forins can be made to operate

satisfactorily by careful design. At

the instant of application the stored

energy of the moving parts causes

the brake to grip the wheel with con

siderably than the normal

torque. In some instances this ex

cess torque is two or three times the

normal. " In properly designed brakes

the stored energy of the moving

parts is compensated so the shaft

does not receive excessive strains.

Where brakes are used often , the

energy absorbed by the brake causes

excessive heating unless proper means

are provided for radiating this heat.

The problem is the same as the heat

ing of electrical machinery, although

the mechanical parts of the brake

may be run at a very high tempera

ture provided the magnet coil is kept

at a low temperature. The tempera

ture of the brake itself is only limited

by the material of which it is made.

For instance, organic substances will

deteriorate at 100 to 150 degrees C. ,

while the cast -iron shoe of a railway

brake can be run 200 to 400 de

MECHANICAL DEVICES

Gearing, clutches , etc., are general

ly used in connection with motors

whose speed is changed by changing

their field strength. The old method

of controlling the speed of machine

tools was done entirely by mechanical

means and generally gave few steps

with wide variations in speed between

steps.

Two or more motors have been

used for obtaining different speed

variations in the same piece of appa

ratus. Probably the best known ap

plication of this method is that made

to printing presses of large size , and

known as the Kohler system , in which

a small motor is used for operating

the press at the slower speed, and a

larger motor for the high speeds.

The control for such a system gen

erally consists of a panel on which

is mounted various switching devices

controlled by solenoids . This control

can be operated from a number of

stations by means of a master switch

or a series of push buttons. The

mechanical connection between the

machinery and the slow - speed motor

is made by means of a clutch , so that

the low - speed motor can be discon

nected from the system at the higher

speeds.

Two types of motors have been

placed on the market in which the

gap between the armature and the

field poles is varied . In one of these

the iron of the field poles is with

drawn by means of mechanical gear

ing. In the other type of motor the

armature is moved parallel with the

axis of the shaft. Both types require

mechanical devices for balancing the

magnetic pull on the parts which are

moved. At present the application of

this device has been quite limited.

In a number of instances centrif

ugal devices have been used for

starting motors. One application con

sists of a single -phase induction mo

tor, which is started up as a repul

sion motor and the connections

changed to an induction motor after

the speed has reached a fixed limit .

Another application of this prin

ciple is entirely mechanical. The

single -phase induction motor is start

ed light; after it has attained consid

erable speed the centrifugal device

grips the pulley to which the load is

belted.

BRAKES

Two general methods of braking

or stopping an electric motor have

been emploved, and as their operation

depends largely upon the controller,

grees C.

a

METHODS OF REDUCING THE LINE

CURRENT AT STARTING

Very often the consumer finds after

the motor has been installed that the

starting of this motor causes consid

erable drop in the line voltage, and

the question naturally arises , in what

way can the starting conditions be

improved ? Following is a table giving

in a general way different methods

which may improve the starting con

ditions of the motor. Any improve

ment depends entirely upon the con

dition of the load , the characteristics

of the motor and the type of starting

device or controller that is already in
use :

1. Increasing the number of steps.
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sistance into the field circuit. No

automatic attachments used at pres

ent, but this control will probably

develop into automatic acceleration

for larger motors. The resistance for

the field should be adjustable to suit

conditions, especially for compound

wound motors.

The multi-voltage control, in addi

tion to the features mentioned above,

should have an automatic device to

insert resistance into the armature

circuit in passing from one voltage

to another, especially when coming

quickly to the off position, it has

fewer steps by field control.

MILL TABLES

Generally Direct Current - For this

service series or compound -wound

motors , designed for quick reverse

and controlled by resistance in arma

ture circuit, are used . Both motor

and controller must withstand severe

usage. The controller handle should

have a reciprocating motion . For

large motors a unit - switch controller

should be used , operated from a mas

ter switch and adjusted for quick ac

tion .

MILL ROLLS

are are

2. Jarring the load loose, by sud- Alternating Current - Slip -ring in

denly applying the power. duction motors are controlled by re

3. Increasing the field strength. sistance in series with the secondary.

(Compound winding.) This motor has a fixed speed limit

4. Igner system . C'sing a motor- and is controlled like a direct- current

generator set with a heavy fly -wheel. shunt motor.

5. Substituting automatic accelera

tion for hand starting.
CENTRIFUGAL FANS

6. Starting the motor light and Direct Current - Shunt motors are

using a clutch to pick up the load . used and controlled by both armature

7. Substituting an auto -transform- resistance and shunt field variation .

er for a rheostatic method of starting The torque and current decrease ap

alternating - current motors . when the proximately as the square of the

control is in the motor primary. speed, so the power absorbed in arm

8. Increasing the number and de- ature resistance is small.

creasing the size of the motors. Alternating Current-- Polyphase in

9. Increase the slip of an induction duction motors are used with resist

motor. ance in the secondary circuit. The

These methods have all been dis- loss is the same as with direct-cur

cussed in the previous part of this rent shunt motors having armature

paper and will not be dealt with here. resistance. Automatic devices for

starting have not yet come into use .
APPLICATION OF MOTORS AND

CONTROLLERS PUMPS

In the following the different ap- Plunger pumps have constant

plications of electric motors have torque and heavy starting conditions.

been taken up and the types of con- The loss by armature resistance con

trollers applicable for the different trol is directly proportional to reduc

service conditions have been noted tion in speed, therefore field control

briefly. The treatment has neces- is preferable.

sarily been general and can cover With centrifugal pumps the power

only a few of the many applications is inversely proportional to the head ,

of motors for industrial purposes. so the speed of the motor should be

The methods of control noted are ex- reduced when the head is reduced .

plained in the early portion of the The torque varies approximately as

paper . with a fan.

CRANE Automatic starting devices can be

The controller should be arranged obtained for small constant-speed, al

for remote control by bell crank and ternating - current motors and all di

levers or master switch . The handle rect -current motors .

should have a reciprocating motion .

The controller should be narrow .
PRINTING PRESSES

Direct Current — Series motors Direct -Current Sluunt Votors

should be used, controlled by resist- The control has automatic overload

ance in the armature circuit . The and no voltage release and push -but

torque is proportional to the current.
ton release . The power is propor

A series brake coil is used, so tional to the speed . The slow speeds

brake switch is required. The unit- are obtained by low voltage from a

switch type is advisable for heavy small motor -generator set ( Teaser

service where few steps are system ) ; higher speeds are obtained

sary . by field control. One motor-genera

Alternating Current - A single- tor set be used for several

phase series motor is used , controlled presses.

by armature resistance similar to a
Controlled from two -voltage

direct -current motor, with a shunt three -wire system , the slow speeds

brake coil, and separate brake switch . are obtained by armature resistance

and the higher speeds by field con

trol.

The controller should be protected
Kohler System — This system was

from the weather. Automatic accel
described under “ Mechanical De

eration is often desirable. An auto
vices.”

matic stop at the top and bottom lim

its of travel can be arranged as in MACHINE TOOL - DIRECT CURRENT

elevator work . Shunt and Compound -Wound Mo

Direct Current - Series motors are tors — The control is obtained by vary

lised where the hoist is always under ing the field strength . I four- to - one

load , and compound motors where speed variation can be obtained on

the load is lowered and the motor is one voltage. A simple drum -type

apt to run away . The control is by controller is used for reversing the

armature resistance. A dynamic , motor and providing the starting

brake can be used with compound- notches. A face plate mounted in

wound motors. connection with the drum inserts re

For three -high rolls, both alternat

ing - current and direct -current motors

suitable. These motors

mounted on the same shaft with a

very heavy fly -whel, and their speed

is adjusted so the fly -wheel will take

the peak of the load.

For two-high rolls, direct -current

motors only are applicable ; some

form of motor -generator system of

control will probably be used, but

such an outfit has not yet been in
stalled .

MILL

no

neces

MISCELLANEOUS STEEL

CONTROLLERS

Alternating - current induction mo

tors are generally used for constant

speed work controlled by an auto

starter . For variable speed both

direct-current series and compound

wound motors are used , controlled

by resistance in the armature circuit.

can

a

HOIST

COTTON , WOOLEN AND SILK MILLS

The alternating- current polyphase

induction motor is used entirely, be
cause of the fire risk due to lint. In

the case of group drive, the control

is by auto -starters or secondary re

sistance, preferable exterior to motor .

The controller must be entirely en

closed and dustproof.

The individual drive by small mo

tors thrown directly on the line is

being developed and will be used

considerably in the future. The ab

sence of line shafting and belting

materially reduces the fire risk and

repairs.

.
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the ground, and the conditions for On another occasion , Mr. Knudson

electrolysis are fulfilled. found that the chairs for supporting

A similar action was noted by A. street railway track were attacked.

A. Knudson in a paper read at the The chair legs, which were spiked to

October, 1898 , meeting of the Ameri- the ties at their base , were in contact

can Institute of Electrical Engineers. with moist earth both outside and in

Of a number of tests made in differ- side, making a convenient outlet for

ent parts of New York City to de- the current from the rails to earth

tect stray railway currents, one was and water mains. The metal was

on trolley tracks terminating near an corroded to a great extent, particu

elevated structure . Gas and sewer larly around the spike heads.

pipes were buried in the adjacent It will thus be seen that there is

ground. nothing essentially new in what Mr.

The maximum reading obtained Leary describes, though this particu

with a voltmeter between the rails lar manifestation of electrolytic ac

and the elevated pillar or between tion may be somewhat novel .

the rails and the sewer or gas pipes,

was 10 volts, the rails being positive

to the other points. When the rails

were taken up , it was found that Switchboard Locations

quite a large amount of metal had

been removed from them by elec- HE proper location of the

trolysis. The flanges were cut down switchboard in the railway or

to knife edges for several feet back other power plant is a matter

from the ends, the edges being irreg- of no little importance, and the di

ular and somewhat jagged in ap- versity of practice which may be

pearance . seen in different parts of the country

Nearly all the tie rods also were so is good proof that the subject has

eaten away that the middle part was not always received adequate con

missing, the ends protruding from sideration on the part of designers.

the rails from 6 to 12 inches. The After a switchboard has been erected

ridges and pitting, characteristic of in a plant, it stays in place, in ninety

electrolytic action, were plainly vis- nine cases out of a hundred , as long

ible.
as the plant exists , and it is therefore

Some astonishment was expressed exceedingly worth while to plan for
that the tie rods should be destroyed the future in solving this problem .

to such a greater extent in the mid- Cases have occurred where the only

dle. The reason assigned for this, expansion of the switchboard which

however, was that the ground wire was possible was around a right

was placed midway between the rails angled corner at the end of an engine

and a few inches below the rods. room , or by building a gallery over

The escaping current would thus the established installation — an incon

pass
from about the middle of the venient and unsightly arrangement

rods to the ground wire — the rods in either instance. The switchboard

and rails being positive to the earth should parallel the axis of a plant's

and the pipes-- and the excessive cut- o ultimate development.

ting at this part of the rod would be The switchboard should always

accounted for. dominate the entire operating room ,

I

The Electrolysis of Rails

N connection with the electrolytic

action of the return current from

overhead trolley systems, we are

accustomed usually to hear only of

the destruction of the water and gas

pipes adjacent to the tracks. It is

therefore interesting to note that

there are cases in which the elec

trolytic action has resulted in dam

age to the rails themselves.

Elsewhere in these pages, S. H. Mc

Leary tells of the destruction of rail

fanges and spikes on an electric line

in Porto Rico , where the moist con

dition of the soil was particularly

favourable to electrolytic action .

There can be no doubt that the es

cape of the return current from the

rails to the spikes and into the

ground is responsible for the results

shown in the illustrations. Given a

moist soil, with the rails positive to

296
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and yet its equipment should be as

little in the way of crane movements

as is possible. If these two points

are observed, the problem is solved .

In some very large recent plants, the

principal switch mechanism is in

stalled in a fire -proof room , sepa

rated from the engine or turbine in

stallation ; this is good practice if the

operating room is overlooked by an

attendant with remote control appa

ratus at his fingers' ends, including

the essentially important instrument

leads.

Many years ago capable engineers

grasped the fact that the switchboard

is the brain of a power plant, and

nothing in the way of switch me

chanism development justifies any

other view of the matter. Unless the

switchboard is concentrated at the

operating focus of the plant's ma

chinery, the chance is taken of in

curring great inconvenience and pos

sible disaster in the times of sudden

emergency which come to every

commercial installation .

Small Engines and Motors

I

than that needed by an equivalent mended the use of small engines in

engine, and the first cost of the lat- competition with motors, but it is

ter is easily greater , while the labour impossible for an advocate of elec

of installation is much less in the trical methods to read it without

case of the motor. A 3 H. P. in- commenting upon the ease with

duction motor wound for 220 volts , which the small motor meets all the

60 cycles, three -phase current, can requirements which are set forth

be purchased for about $65 at the therein as having been achieved after

factory; whereas a first-class vertical arduous work by the small engine

high -speed engine of that size , with designer.

a 3 by 2.5 -inch cylinder, costs about There is no doubt that the speed

double this sum , or $ 117 , to cite a of a small engine can be more flex

recent quotation . ibly controlled by throttling the

As the size of the engine increases, steam supply than that of most mo

the costs draw nearer, until in the tors now in stationary service , but

10 -H.- P . machine of either type there recent improvements in " inter-pole"

is not very much difference in selling types of motors, as investigated ex

price. Among the myriad of appli- perimentally and commercially by

cations of small engines and motors, the principal electrical manufacturers,

it is probable that the majority of the bid fair to meet any requirements

machines in present-day service do which the steam engine has pre

not exceed 5 H. P., so it is safe to empted in years gone by.

say that the engine for small service

can hardly be built in the same qual

ity for as little money as the equiva

lent motor. Apprenticeship Course as a Prep

In point of ability to withstand aration for Engineering Activity

heavy overloads, the small motor eas

ily comes off victor, and it is no N an address delivered to the en

slight matter to escape the burden- gineering apprentices of the

some heat which the use of a steam Allis -Chalmers Company's elec

engine entails even under favourable
trical works at Cincinnati, on August

circumstances. Mr. Still points out 30, Prof. V. Karapetoff, of Cornell

in his paper that, by reason of im- C'niversity , said that the three es

proved designs, the steam consump sentials for a successful engineer

tion of the small vertical high -speed were professional knowledge, knowl

engines per horse- power-hour has edge of business forms and of human

now been cut down from 60 or 80 relations, and strong character.

lbs. to about 37 lbs. in a 6 by 6 -in . As regards professional knowledge,

machine operating at 500 revolutions the construction of machinery, the

per minute and full load with 100 manufacturing operations and test

lbs. pressure ing may be learned in the works

This is a great gain in economy, without a particular effort. How

indeed , but in all-around service at ever , the question " Why ?" is of de

fractional loads, normal rating, and cided importance ; one should not be

overloads, it is hard to see how the satisfied with " How ?” The habit of

small motor can be beaten on the analyzing should be acquired .

economy question , if the cost of To get the full benefit from the

power is anything in reason. Even factory work , regular notes should

allowing full-load conditions and an be kept of the work , sketches made,

evaporation of 8 lbs. of water per a separate sheet kept for doubts, to

pound of coal, with coal at $3 per be straightened out at a future op

ton, the fuel cost alone of operating portunity, and rough check calcula:
such an engine as the above would tions should be made on the ma

be close to three-quarters of a cent chines worked with .

per horse -power -liour, - a figure In addition to this , the apprentice

which can certainly be bettered in a should devote a part of his evenings

first- class electric plant. to systematic study, reading at least

In actual variable service, the cost one electrical magazine and keeping

of power per horse -power -hour in a an index of at least one subject in

small vertical steam engine would which he interested ; college

run nearer three or four cents , taking books and notes should be gone over

standby losses into consideration , and to make sure of fundamentals. He

including maintenance expenses. Fan must be absolutely sure of Ohm's

work is on a par with pumping in its law , the general law of induction and

favourable conditions, but in most its application to machinery, the law

other applications of small power it of electrical energy ; the general

is difficult to see why anyone should theory of direct- current and alternat

choose an engine if a motor can be and trans

secured to do the required work .

ing -current machinery and

formers should also be known.

Mr. Still's paper in no sense recom- The apprentice should gradually

run

N an interesting paper on " Small,

Vertical High -Speed Engines ,'

recently read before the Detroit

Engineering Society, F. R. Sill dis

cussed the principal defects in the

design of these prime movers and

pointed out the characteristics of the

most advanced types of such equip

ment thus far developed. The small

engine has certainly made good pro

gress toward reliability of operation,

and it is not uncommon to

across machines of this type which

will run three or four months with

out requiring any attention , either to

the oiling system or for adjustments,

except the filling of the sight-feed

cylinder lubricator.

In the field of forced draft applica

tions, where the engine's exhaust

steam is turned into the heating sys

tem , the small vertical or horizontal

unit of from 3 to 10 H.P., and some

times higher, has an undoubted use

fulness; but after all is said in favour

of the small engine, it is impossible

to escape the conviction that the

electric motor is vastly superior to it

except in a very few unusual cases.

Surely in point of reliable opera

tion the electric motor can equal or

exceed anything which a small en

gine can do . Innumerable instances

may be cited where an induction, or

direct -current, motor has

operated in continuous service for

many months without the slightest

adjustment. The space occupied by

a motor of equal size is always less

.

a

Was

even a
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familiarize himself with the standard man . Work patiently on any prob- the " cost of construction and equip

electrical books . He should select lem until a result is achieved . If it ment,” which is compared with the

some one branch of electrical engi- should be impossible to get satis- capital required for the gas com
neering and devote all his extra time factory results , at least make clear to panies . The capital stock and

to it. Every opportunity for yourself the causes and limitations. funded debt reported for the 2049

original investigation should be Be honest in all things; do not be central stations owned by corpora

seized . afraid to confess ycur mistake or tions amounted to $627,515,875, and

Human relations and business ignorance. Train your character by would possibly be the better total

forms should be studied , as without doing over your work cheerfully. to compare with the capital reported

a knowledge of these it would be Keep down your selfish personality for gas companies, namely, $ 567,

impossible for one to hold a respon- and ambition. Do not let them in- 000,506 .

sible position. Observe the charac- terfere with your business . The The income for the central elec

ters of men you are working with ; highest form of personality and am- tric stations was $ 85,700,605, while

in particular the influence of age, bition is to have your part of the the value of the gas products ' vas

education , nationality, and the like ; work done in the most ideal way . $75.716,693 .

also things that make them success- Be generous, polite and consid- It is true that in order to give full

ful, things that are an impediment in erate to others; there are no circum- credit to the electric lighting indus

their work , things that they would stances where you would be justified try it would be necessary to include

like to have, things that make them in breaking this rule. Remain dig- the figures for isolated plants, which

happy and unhappy, and betterment nified even underunder unjust reproof. usually assumed to be about

work that they would appreciate. Remember that you work for the equal to the central stations as re

The foremen should be observed, future ; shape it aright now , and it gards extensiveness of equipment.

and their ways of conducting their will come as you expect it to be. These stations, however, would be

departments. The apprentice should offset by a large and unknown num

make clear to himself what he would ber of isolated gas plants.

consider an ideal fcreman . Do not Gas and Electric Lighting Indus- The following table gives the rela

judge the foremen by the way they
tries Compared

tive distribution of the central elec

treat you . tric stations and gas plants in cities

Observe the general factory system tries in 1902, recently published interesting in its revelation of theNa report on Electrical Indus- of different population , and is very

as far as possible. In particular,

gradually find out the following: by the United States Bureau of

General sub -division of duties of the Census, some interesting com- NUMBER OF CENTRAL ELECTRIC STA

the executive officers; the manage- parative figures are given of the gas TIONS AND GAS PLANTS IN PLACES

ment, commercial, engineering, man- and electric lighting industries.
CLASSIFIED BY SIZE

ufacturing, erecting, selling depart- Because of its rapid development, Population of Places in Central Electric

Stations, 1902

ment, etc.
electric lighting has already been

Arrangement of factory buildings, placed in sharp competition with
5000 , but under 25,000 ...

25,000, but under 100,000 .

and the general idea of this arrange- other of artificial illumina- 100.000, but under 500,000.

ment. tion , and with one of these, namely,
500,000 and over .....

Orders, cost , accounting, etc. that depending upon the manufac- Totals 3,620

Causes of waste of time and ma- ture of gas , it can be compared . In connection with this table it

terials, and possible remedies.
The gas industry in the United States may be stated that in the United

Get a thorough understanding of is nearly a century old , dating from States in 1900 there were 827 cities

the significance of co -operation in 1806 , whereas central electric sta and towns in which one

modern industry. Do not get rusty tions have been in existence only gas plants were in operation, while

in regard to general life questions; about twenty - five years , or since in 1902 there were central electric

continue reading books on philoso- 1879 , when two or three were to be stations in operation in all but 153
phy, economics, history, and the like . found in limited operation. The of these places. It will be observed

This will make human relations latest available comparative census from the table that 75 per cent. of

clearer. Besides, a man in a respon- statistics for the two industries are the central electric stations and 22.8

sible position must be a well- edu- shown in the following statement :- per cent. of the gas plants were in

cated man ; he should be posted on COMPARATIVE SUMMARY OF CENTRAL
places of less than 5000 inhabitants.

many general things and ought to ELECTRIC STATIONS AND GAS PLANTS This, however, does not reveal the

be able to speak about them . Plants,
full extent of the benefit conferred

Engineering and business knowl Stations, 1902 by electric methods, the area of dis

Number of establishm'ts.

edge are the necessary conditions for Cost of construction and tribution from gasworks being neces

usefulness (“ success and usefulness
equipment . $504,740,352 * $567,000,506

Cost of supplies, mate
sarily limited by physical and eco

are not always the same), but the 22,915,932 20,605,356 nomic considerations, SO that one

Salaried officials and clerks :

proper development of the character gas plant cannot supply more than

is the third
$ 5,663,580necessary condition . $5,273,500 three or four communities, while the

Wage carners :

What is the use of having a pro- Average number electric lighting station can , and
Wages $ 14.083,112 $ 12,436,296

found engineering knowledge if one 85,700,605 175,716.693 often does, supply light, heat and

have not the necessary perseverance power to many towns and villages

to have
* Capital. † Value of

to achieve results ; cr
products .

scattered over many square miles of

knowledge of business forms and re- While these statistics for the two territory.

lations, if one's temper be such that industries do not cover the same

nobody cares to be associated with
year, the periods reported correspond

you in business ? sufficiently for a general comparison. The single-phase alternating-cur

Practice daily the qualities of the The totals shown for central electric rent system of electric traction is to

character that you find essential for stations exceed those for the manu- be used on a part of the Midland

a good citizen and good business facture of gas in all the items except Railway Company's line in England.

Which Located

Under 5000 2,714

675

128

73

30

Gas

Plants ,

190 )

2110

454

124

39

means

877

or more

Gas

Central Electric

1900

8773,620

rials and fuel.

6,936 5.904Number

Salaries

23,330 22.459

Income

a



High -Efficiency Lighting Units in Ohio

PAPERS READ AT THE RECENT CONVENTION OF THE OHIO ELECTRIC LIGHTASSOCIATION

Nernst Lamps were

BY A. N. COPE , OF THE COLUMBUS (O. )

PUBLIC SERVICE CORPORATION
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Book store

2

Cafe 292

81 .:

892.0

55.2

25.0

217.0

41.6

375.0

53.0

1.760

9.856

3.168

1.056

2.288

1.584

2.464

2.112

.792

1.584

2.640

44.2

825.0

67.6

343

308 0

44.0

571.0

160.0

37.5

102.0

289.93

Saloon

18.01

1

2

87.9

233.1

HE word " progress" and the

term "high efficiency " in the

subject matter, form the text

of this paper. The unit of high effi

ciency with which the writer is most

familiar is the Nernst lamp, -- and

that his company has made progress

with this unit in the city of Colum

bus is in evidence on every hand.

General progress is not condi

tioned upon high efficiency alone, as

is illustrated by the facts that the

more efficient Cooper -Hewitt lamp

and the high-efficient arc lamp lack

something which limits their field of

usefulness and consequently their

general progress.

The object of this paper is to give

the writer's practical experience

gained from the operation of Nernst

lamps in a commercial field and show

that, while the Nernst lamp has made

progress, this success has not been

due to the high - efficiency feature

alone, and also to show that the cen

tral station has participated in this

progress.

In the face of strong competition,

electric or gas , or both, progress is

made only by study ,-studying the

needs of your customer and the needs

of your service .

The Nernst lamp proposition was

presented to us in the fall of 1904 ,

and in December we put on our cir

cuits a trial installation which proved

a failure and was ordered out by our

customer after sixty days, and are

lamps put back . This was during

our constructive period, and we were

conscious at that time that cur regu

lation was none too good and our

knowledge of the needs of the lamp

about the same. While this installa

tion was occasionally very pleasing,

a novelty, and we had fre

quent calls for the lamp.

If we could secure a new customer

froni our electric competitor or re

place gas, we made the installation ,

but refused to change any of our ex

isting installations. When any of

our customers wanted Nernst lamps

we referred them to our first ex

perience.

This was our attitude until April,

1905. In the meantime, we arc lamps, gives the same revenue,

improving our regulation , receiving with the additional benefit of an in

good and bad reports from the lamps creased power factor . It also means

and more demand for them . We

then adopted the lamp as our sole

means of securing business from gas

users along cur lines, and , in justice

to the Nernst lamp, the writer must
Dry goods. 242

Clothing

say that it has proved itself a busi 212

Grocery

ness getter in this field .
Grocery

While the company can claim no

great honour or distinction for the Shoe store...

Jewelry store ..

great number of gas arcs that it has Gros

consigned to everlasting perdition,
Candy store...

we know that it has reduced the gas an increase in burning hours and a

company's revenue in a number of better station load factor.

places. The customer uses the light be

The writer feels that with the cause of its quality and cheapness,

campaign of education that is be- as he knows it is to his advantage

ing pushed in Columbus, the pub- to have plenty of light that is free

lic will consider heat value of less from offensive glare and not tiring

importance than health , and when to the eyes. This is where the cen

they do our gross receipts will be tral station makes progress with the

larger.
Nernst lamp.

It was not long before some of The high -efficiency unit is not a

our arc custcmers began to be urgent revenue destroyer, providing it has

in their demands for Nernst lamps. other attributes conducive to longer

This was a serious problem for us , burning hours. The Nernst lamp

as it meanta double investment; our has these attributes, and the flex

are lamps began to accumulate in ibility, as to different sizes of units,

our store rooni. This condition was is so suggestive that often a small

relieved by an arc exchange deal lamp is placed where otherwise no

which we were able to effect with light would be used .

the manufacturers of the Nernst It has been surprising to the writer

lamp. to see the readiness with which the

The high -efficiency feature of the laity appreciate this flexibility . The

Nernst lamp has been an aid in merchant is conscious of having a

keeping disgruntled customers variety of lighting needs, and with

our lines. The quality and distribu- quick familarity calls for 6 - glower

tion of light from the Nernst lamp lamps here, 3 -glower lamps there,

has allaved chronic kickers , even and 1- glcwer lamp somewhere else .

though their bills were not reduced , This is a condition for progress,

and those among our customers who yet it is impossible to please all the

were gcod light users with arc lamps people all the time, because some

are giving us more revenue from a cannot please themselves. While

less connected load , as the following good store illumination is a profit

list of installations demonstrates. able luxury, if supported by square

This list shows installations in dif- dealing and courteous treatment, yet

ferent kinds of business rooms com- there are thicse who will over -in

paring their kilowatt consumption dulge, or have a weak link in their

for June of 1905 with arc lamps, and chain of success . Complaints we are

that for June of 1906 with Nernst bound to have, and it behooves the

lamps. lighting company to again study how

The average kilowatt-hours return best to handle these complaints.

per kilowatt connected in the above With the Nernst lamp it is an easy

list is 70.47 for the are , while for the matter to drop out a glower in each

same unit in Vernst it is 84.75 kilo- lamp and reduce the current

watt-hours, or 20 per cent. more , sumpticn 25 to 33 per cent, and re

showing that 163 per cent. less con- tain the good -will of the kicker .

nected load with Nernst lamps than A feature with the Nernst lamp

on

it was

con
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samelenergy with one-half the drop; ALTHOUGH great improvement

as

that must not be overlooked is , that The GEM Filament Lamp light bill, from which he derives so

with the same current density as in little benefit, and who has been at

the 110 - volt circuit, twice the amount
BY C. C. COLLINS, COLUMBUS, OHIO other places which were brightly

of watts may be distributed , or the lighted , and yet the cost was

, little , if any, greater than his ? It

-a decided advantage in in the application would be ridiculous to attempt to

circuits in old installations. It is a for lighting purposes has been keep your customer in ignorance of

panacea for unbalanced three -wire made in thepast ten or twelve years, improvements in something which

distribution . it has been only a short time that he has found necessary, only because

The Nernst lamp requires diligent, we have had any material increase you feared that should you give it

careful and constant care . It is not in the efficiency of the lighting units
to him your income would be re

advisable to entrust them to the care themselves. The arc lamp remained duced. No improvement is too good

of an unskilled attendant and expect stationary, so far as efficiency was for your customer if you would re

good results. They do not require concerned, while the incandescent tain him when reverses set in in the

a high -priced man , but one who will lamp was bettered but little , if we way of competition with other as

be a close observer and study the take into account its comparatively well as electrical illuminants .

lamp and the conditions, this is the short life when burned at a higher This new incandescent lamp, as it

man who can tell you what your vcltage, and, therefore, a higher effi is offered to us, resembles the older

regulation has been since he was ciency. 3.1 and 3.5 watt lamps, but its fila

last over the line. After he gets ac- Recent improvements, however, ment has been so treated that it can

quainted with the line he does not have taken place all along the line. be burned at higher voltage, and ,

need a voltmeter to tell how the volt- The flaming arc , Nernst lamp and therefore, higher temperature, with

age runs, and these indications are Gem filament incandescent lamp are out a material reduction in its life .

of more value than voltmeter read- probably the most notable of the im
Just how this is done is a factory

ings taken at periods of light loads. proved units which are commercial. process which concerns the central

The lamps are defective in this point, This paper will be confined to the station very little . What does con

—that it is too hard to get at the last , namely , the Gem filament lamp. cern the central station is its feasi

ballasts to see their condition . Improvement in the incandescent bility

The system of maintenance will lamp must be more welcome than A radical departure is the factory

depend upon the number of lamps that in other units, since it consti- marking ofthe Gem lamp in that it

installed . With a small number it tutes, in nearly every case , the greater has three different voltages and cne

will pay to do some of the repair portion of the central station's load wattage on the label . The wattage,

work on the customer's premises; and source of revenue . Although of course, shows the size of the lamp,

but, as the installations increase, it there are still some central station while the three voltages are given to

is well to have extra holders to re- managers who cling to the lower instruct the central station to

place defective ones, and these, in efficiency lamps, fearful that should a which lamp should be ordered , so as
turn , to be repaired at the stock- better lamp be substituted the reve- to secure a lamp whose life will be

room during the repair man's leisure, nue would be irreparably reduced, to the same as the 3.1 , 3.5 or 4 -watt

or by some one assigned to this continue to serve to its patrons such carbon filament lamp. The central

work . A maintenance system which inferior articles is only to invite dis- statin which buys the lamp whose

records time and material on each content, competition , and perhaps top voltage corresponds to that of

installation indicates by the number legislation . Invariably, to lower the its circuit, will secure a 2.5 watt effi

of ballasts burned how well the price of a commodity is to increase
ciency, while the others will secure

glower voltage is adapted to the its consumption . only a 2.65 or 2.8 watt of efficiency .

line voltage. The right kind of The writer has found that if a This departure is beneficial in sev

maintenance man gets his glower in- customer is , with the same expend- eral ways. It combines all effi

struction from the ballast condition. iture, able to increase his lighting, ciencies in one lamp and does away

While mixed installations afford us and , therefore, outshine his neigh- with the term candle -power in solicit
!

little cpportunity to get accurate bour or competitor, he is willing to ing business from your customer. It

data on Nernst maintenance, on the spend even a little more than before has so long been the custom of the

whole we are satisfied that it is not for this form of comfort or advertise- merchant to judge the amount of

high. From accurate records kept mient. The neighbour or competitor light he is getting by reading the

of some of the largest installations, follows the lead , and so the game lamp labels or believing the not al

the writer finds the cost varying from goes on to the benefit of the central ways truthful solicitor, this method

0.48 cents to 0.69 cents per kilowatt- station, which is able to supply good of marking now opens up an avenue

hour. This cost will vary directly light at cheap rates. for soliciting which heretofore was
as the regulation and the care of the The writer does not believe that practically unknown. It leads to the

lamp. any community has been worked so selling of useful light rather than

Since April, 1905, we have installed hard that it is impossible to further candle -power, of which the average

nearly 6000 glower units, 1200 of increase the lighting. Further, it is person know's very little .

which represent 300 alternating -cur- possible with existing installations to It is essential that the solicitor

rent arc lamps successfully replaced substitute a lamp of higher candle should always gain the confidence of

by 300 4 -glower Nernst lamps, the power , but consuming the same the customer sufficiently that he be

balance being new business. amount of energy. With this the permitted to lay out the system of

In conclusion, the writer wishes to consumer gains and the central sta- lighting for him , telling him only

say that he firmly believes that had tion not only loses no revenue, but what good light for his house or

the electric competition been less gains a satisfied customer . store will cost him . It is then the

keen, central station " conservatism ” What is more unprogressive than duty of the solicitor to select units of

would have had less general progress a poorly lighted store or house and sucii size and so place them that the

of high -efficiency lighting units to a dissatisfied, grumbling customer , customer gets the greatest amount of

report. who feels hardly able to pay the useful light for the least expenditure.
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In working along these lines, it source cf light be small it must be

should never be the object to deceive intensely bright in order to equal

the customer in any way. All meth- the illuminating power of a lamp in

ods of measurement should be ex- which the source is distributed over

plained to him in the simplest way a larger area .

possible, a matter not very difficult The Gem lamp in large size is

for an expert solicitor. found to fill a long felt want for

Direct comparison of illuminants something between the arc and ordi

is probably the best method of con- nary incandescent, which position it

vincing the public of the advantages fills admirably. Although not equal

of one illuminant over another. This to the arc in efficiency , it is far more

can be done either on the customer's suited where ceilings are low , and in

premises or in a display room owned every case where clusters are

by the central station. By this used .

method all the effects of reflectors , A cluster of five 16 -candle -power

globes for filtering out objectionable lamps of the ordinary 3.1 -watt type

colours, general diffusing properties, would consume 250 watts and give

etc. , can be taken into full account. 80 candle - power, while the 250 -watt

The customer is now buying light, Gem lamp consumes the same energy

not candle -power, nor kilowatts, and and gives 105 candle -power. And

can see for himself if one illuminant besides giving more useful light, a

has advantages over another. A dis- renewal for the Gem lamp would

play room owned by the central sta- cost 64 cents, while five 16 -candle

tion can in such cases be made in- power lamps would cost 82 cents .

valuable . The cost of installing the Gem

The effects of all reflectors and unit is less than its equivalent in

globes must be taken into account candle-power of 16 - candle - power

and the real value of the light to the lamps or Nernst lamps, costing 94

customer shown . All modern meth- per cent. of a cluster of 16 -candle

ods of lighting use reflectors power or 16 per cent. of a Nernst

globes of some sort, and great care lamp. The central station which is

should be taken in the selection of obliged to make free installation of

these reflectors . lamps will not find it necessary,

The high -efficiency unit or Gem should this unit be displaced by a

lamp and its shade must be used to- still more efficient unit, to write off

gether as a unit. It is generally used any heavy fixed charges, as would

with one of two shades, the concen- be the case with the arc or Nernst.

trating and diffusing. These shades We thus have an efficiency, although

are so designed that they give an less than the arc , equal to the Vernst

even distribution of light over lamp and better than the 3.1 - watt
specified area , most desirable incandescent, and a life equal to the

feature. Thus the lamps be 3.1-watt and an installation cost less

spaced so as to give a very even dis- than any other unit. The renewal

tribution of iight over a whole room cost is slightly less than its equiv

or floor. alent in 3.1-watt 16 -candle -power

The efficiency of the Gem lamp at lamps and about 75 per cent. of that

top voltage is 2 } watts per mean of the Nernst .

horizontal candle -power, but when The ability to install the Gem unit

used with its shades a much higher without any change in an existing

efficiency in useful light can be ob- installation is one of its strongest

tained, the candle -power becoming points and a considerable expenditure
140 per cent. and 240 per cent. of the is avoided . A customer is , there

mean horizontal candle -power. This fore, able to increase lis lighting

is far better than has ever been at- with no additional wiring.

tained heretofore with the incandes- Considerable difficulty was at first

cent lamp, and is partly due to the experienced in procuring fixtures

excellence of the shades used . An- suitable for the Gem lamp, but at

other most important feature is that present a number of companies are

the source of light is distributed over making such fixtures at a very rea

a much larger area than with the arc sonable price.

lamp, Nernst lamp and faming arc , This lamp, to secure the best re

when used at their maximum effi- sults , should hang vertically. The

ciency, that is , without dense globes. distance of the lamp from the sur

A concentration of the source cf face to be illuminated should be the

light has sometimes a misleading same as the distance between lamps,

effect on the merchant who is buv- if an even distribution is desired .

ing light for his store, especially if All incandescent lamps should be

he looks at the lights themselves and used with shades, and their selection

judges their respective light-giving is a matter of considerable impor
powers by their brightness. He very tance . The principal cbject of the

seldom stops to consider that if the shade, aside from its giving the fix

ture an ornamental appearance, is to

distribute the light in quantities such

as is desired . The shades used with

the Gem lamp do this admirably.

They are so formed that only enough

light to prevent the ceiling from ap

pearing dark passes through them ,

while the rest of the light is evenly

distributed horizontally under the

lamp. A wide difference will be

found in shades in respect to their

evenly distributing the light and ab

sorption .

The arc lamp, preferably the di

rect -current type, should be used

where it is essential to show the day

light colour of article . But

where colour is of little consequence,

or white light is not so effective as

a light rich in red or yellow rays,

the Gem lamp can be used to great

advantage. An article should be dis

played under a light which is , as

nearly as possible, of the

colour as that under which it will

be used . For instance, a rug which.

is intended for use in an apartment

where incandescent lighting is used

should be selected under incandes

cent light.

In lighting large stores or halls, a

combination of arc and Gem lamps

gives very good results, and is prob

ably the most efficient method .

Where the ceilings have a height of

less than 10 feet , in rooms too small

arc lamp, in show -windows,

offices , stores with hangings, porches,

etc. , the Gem lamp, with its proper

shade, will be found entirely feasible .

In conclusion , the writer wishes

to say that all lighting companies

should consider the Gem lampas

being the best lamp obtainable at

the present time in sizes of 250 watts

or less . It may at first be put out

as a specialty until it has proved its

feasibility to the customer, and then

be adopted as standard . The writer

can see no reason why the 50-watt ,

20 -candle -power size should not be

used to displace all carbon filament

16 -candle -power lamps.

For lighting companies whose

regulation will not permit the use of

the 3.1 -watt carbon filament lamp,

the Gem lamp can be used at either

its middle or bottom voltage and

still give an efficiency of 2.65 or 2.8

watts per candle.

The tantalum lamp appears to the

writer as not yet being in a ccm

mercial form . The first cost is ex

ceedingly high, being about 60 cents,

which is naturally a great drawback

to its use, especially by central sta

tions which furnishi free renewals.

Further, the tantalum lamp should

be used only on direct current. The

filament is extremely long, and is

only gotten into a globe of ordinary

for an

a

a

can

a
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dimensions by being strung in a zig- dlle -power to be 25 , with a consump- 75 amperes, thus giving a total out

zag form on a hub of projecting ticn of 47 watts, giving an efficiency put from the station of approximately

hooks. On account of this form of of 1.8 watts per mean horizontal can 4500 KW.

suspension, the lamp can be burned dle -power. The end-on candle -power, Provision is made for grounding

only in a vertical position on account however, is very low , being only the center point of the system , and

of the danger of rupturing the fila- about 5. This, however, is not a also either line, in case of breakdown.

ment. serious disadvantage, since a properly On leaving the station , the line passes

The remarkable high efficiency of designed shade will give a suffi- to the first earthing station at Chig

the lamp is , of course, due to ability ciently even distribution of light un- nin , where the section between Chig

of the metal to withstand a higher der the lamp. nin and Moutiers, or Chignin and the

temperature than any carbon fila- The life of the lamp is claimed second earthing station at Sablon

ment. The writer recently tested one by the maker to be 750 hours, but nières, may be grounded.

of the tantalum lamps manufactured no information is at hand showing The Sablonnières cabin is situated

by the General Electric Company, if this claim is substantiated in com- approximately 64 miles from the

and found the mean horizontal can mercial use . Vaulx -en - Velin station , and contains

in addition some switching gear for

disconnecting, in case of necessity,

the three-phase lines which converge

at that point. The idea is to operate

Thc Moutiers-Lyons High-Tension Direct-Current this system with the center point

Transmission earthed and the two lines insulated,

so that in case of accident, or if it

is necessary to replace the insulators,

HE new high - tension direct being then coupled to the turbine etc. , on either the positive or nega

current transmissiontransmission system through another similar coupling. tive , that line may be grounded , and

from Moutiers to Lyons, a dis- The bases of the machines are held the earth used for transmission.

tance of 288 miles, is described in a by bolts which fit into the inside of The equipment at both the earthing

recent issue of “ The Electrical Re double -cup insulators embedded in an stations for the direct-current system

view ,” of London . The maximum insulated foundation. contains four ammeters ; this enables

pressure is 60,000 volts . The dis Each group has one ammeter, one observations to be taken of the cur

trict lying to the east of Lyons con- voltmeter, a switch , and a pair of rent passing either into or out of the

tains many water-power stations, and horn lightning arresters with resist- cabin , and by the earth or by the

the new power supply consists of an ance, arranged in the manner shown wire . The earth connections at these

interesting combination of three- in the general scheme in Fig. 2 . cabins simply consist of iron plates,

phase alternating current and high- The object of arranging the gen scattered over small area , and

tension direct current.
erators in this way is to overcome buried wherever possible in wet

The generating station at Moutiers the objection raised previously, with earth .

transmits energy 214 miles to regard to the difficulty of increasing M. Thury claims that a drop of not

switch house at Sablonnières, which the capacity of a Thury system with- more than a maximum of 200 volts

also forms the center of a converging out raising the pressure, and thus exists between the ground and the

three -phase system of transmission making it necessary to purchase a line when carrying the full current of

lines bringing energy from Belle 75 amperes.

garde ( 10,000 H. P.), Avignonet At the Vaulx - en - Velin station ,

( 8000 H. P.) , Lechylienne ( 8000
three groups are provided, each con

H. P.) , and La Bourne ( 5000 H. P. ) sisting of two Thury machines con

The arrangement of these lines is nected by an insulated flexible coup

shown in Fig. 1 . The whole system
ling to a three -phase alternating-cur

is under the control of the Société rent machine, the former being
Grenobloise de Force et Lumière All

mounted on a common bedplate in

these plants supply 50 -cycle, three sulated from the earth . Each set has

phase energy at 26,000 volts, with a capacity of 800 H. P., with a maxi

delta -connected transformers at the mum pressure of about 7800 volts

receiving end. each direct-current group.

From Sablonnières, the total en The alternating -current machines are
ergy is transmitted 64 miles to Vaulx

wound for 11,000 volts, 50 cycles.

en - Velin by two sets of three -phase The greater part of the alternating

lines and two direct - current lines , the current is stepped down for use in

total power required for Lyons being factories , which are thickly scattered

then transmitted 7 miles to a receiv over the district, this being the rea

ing station. Here the energy is con- completely new equipment of line in for using both three-phase

verted by three -unit motor - generator sulators, since the two units on one alternating current and direct -current

sets to direct current at 600 volts for bedplate and the same shaft may be transmission lines between Sablon

the traction system . placed in parallel, thus doubling the nières and Vaulx - en -Velin , since the

In the Moutiers station, four Thury current on the line, and the additional direct current offers advantages in

groups are provided, each driven by apparatus to be purchased placed in transmission , but does not at present

a separate turbine. Each group con- series, for giving the necessary in- offer such facilities as a three -phase

sists of four armatures and four field creased capacity: line for factory supply.

frames in two pairs, each mounted on Each group in the Moutiers sta- The function of the Vaulx - en -Velin

a common cast-iron base and sepa tion has a maximum pressure of ap- station is somewhat complicated. It

rated from the other pair by an in- proximately 15.000 volts (3300 per forms a final receiving point for all

sulated friction coupling, the whole commutator ), and the line current is the power transmitted toward Lyons,

a

Bellgarde
1

.

Lyons AvignonetVaulx -en -Velin

Sabonnieres

Moutiers

o Lechyllenne
across

La Bourno

FIG . I.--DIAGRAM SHOWING RELATIVE LENGTH

AND LOCATION OF HIGH - TENSION LINES SUP

I'LYING HYDRO - ELECTRIC POWER TO LYONS , IN

FRANCE

S011

a
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M. Thury employs his old method of

insulating all the machinery in the

station from the earth bymeansof E Niagara Falls, N. Y., has an

Soft Graphite Made Electrically

DWARD G. ACHESON, of
on

and acts also as a reserve station , so

that in case of breakdown at Mou
tiers , or the transmission line

from Moutiers, the alternating -cur

rent machines at Vaulx -en -Velin may

be driven as synchronous motors, op

erating the Thury machines as gen

erators to supply Lyons ; and in case

an insulated flooring, which consists

of an upper laver of pure asphalt ap

proximately i cm . thick; next a layer

of asphalt and small stones about 1.1

cm . thick ; and finally, the concrete

To Vault - en - Velin

and Lyons

Earth Connections

( Sablonnieres )

as

Carth toren

Aerial Line , 180 km .

nounced that he has discovered

a process for making unctuous or

soft graphite. Heretofore the graphite

made by the International Acheson

Company has been hard graphite,

and has been applied to a field not

entered by the natural graphites, such

as in the manufacture of electrodes ,

a battery filler, and as a paint

pigment. The soft graphite will be

used as a lubricant, as a stove pol

ish , and also for ccating gunpowder,

which is tumbled in graphite to coat

or face it . It will also be used for

electrotyping

As it can be manufactured at com

paratively low cost, it is expected

that the new , soft graphite will be

come a successful competitor of nat

ural graphite. The product cf the

experimental furnaces has been very

satisfactory as to uniformity. Mr.

Acheson predicts that within a few

years the manufacture of artificial

graphite will be the largest industry

at Niagara Falls.

Earth Connection

Chignin ) It

noong
મ

Carth ..6

on
2. Eorth

11
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Wireless Telegra phy for Trains in

Bavaria

v
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y

C
U
M

HE ministry of

T'failwaysthias decided to install
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Solg Mregl

a
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FIG . 2. - GENERAL ARRINGEMENT OF THE THCRY HIGH

TENSION DIRECT -CURRENT EQUIPMENT IN THE MOUTIERS

STATION

foundation . It is stated that this

flooring will withstand 80,000 volts

alternating

The machine bedplates are sup

ported by double -cup insulators which

fit into a foundation about 6 inches

above the surface of the flooring, the

space between the two insulators and

the space surrounding the bolt being

filled up with litharge.

the Marconi wireless telegraph

system on some of its trains to trans

mit signals and orders. The system

will be tried experimentally on a

single track line.

There have been extensive

periments of short- distance wireless

telegraphıy made by the General

Electricity Company, of Berlin , on

some Bavarian roads near Munich ,

and they are said to have been suc

cessful. While the minister for rail

ways was on one of the trains a mes

sage was transmitted to him from

Berlin , 200 miles away . The receiver

was fitted on the train's locomotive.

The apparatus to be installed will

permit not only the receipt of mes

sages while the train is in motion,

but also the sending of dispatches.

The engineer is notified that a mes

sage is to be sent by a bell signal

and a few seconds later the signs

appear on a paper baud.

additional three -phase energy is

needed , the Thury machines may also

be operated as motors, driving the

alternating -current machines as gen

erators .

The Vaulx -en -Velin station also

contains two special 600 - volt 47-an

pere shunt-wound generators, each

driven by an induction motor mount

ed on the same bedplate, all these

machines being used as exciters for

the three -phase machines, and also to

start the Thury machines as motors,

in case of a breakdown at Moutiers

occurring while none of the machines

in Vaulx - en - Velin are operating.

From Vaulx - en -Velin energy is

supplied to Lyons through under

ground cables to the receiving station

at the Rue d'Alsace, where it will be

transformerl for transmission pur

poses by five groups, four of which

are installed.

In all the stations of this system ,

1

The Pennsylvania Railroad has in

augurated electric service in the first

of its electrified lines by substituting

electric for steam service on the So

mers Point branch of the West Jer

sey & Seashore Railroad . Trains at

present are electrically operated be

tween Pleasantville and Somers Point;

but additional lines of the Camden

Atlantic City road will be ready for

the new motive power within a short

time.

According to the annual report

of the Railroad Commissioners of

Connecticut. the electric roads carried

over 50 per cent. more passengers

during the vear ending Dec. 31 , 1905 .

than the steam lines. The steam

roads carried 64.403.149 passengers

and the trolley lines 102,849,160 .
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Advertising and New Business Getting which much circulation is necessarily

lost by appealing to people not en

the lines or mains of the company.
By C. A. PARKER

The monthly bulletin can treat en

From a Paper Read at the Recent Convention of the Ohio Electric Light Association tertainingly of so many different uses

of electricity , can illustrate , can in

policies and activities in the past. struct, can drive home the point. It

and written to and for and at Quite the contrary. comes to be looked for each month ,

the central station men in the Electrical science has only just and becomes a strong factor in se

past few months in regard to new reached the stage where active com- curing and retaining the public

business getting and advertising that mercialism would be desirable or good-will and friendship.

it is not astonishing that some cen- even possible. It has evolved througlı One of the strongest values of

tral station men are a little inclined many quick -sands and conditions such direct -by -mail advertising is

to resent what may appear to them where an active commercial policy that it paves the way for the soli

to be an unwarrantable intrusion on would have been suicidal. citor , it secures inquiries, and it

their affairs by a lot of meddlers and The " flat-rate " error had to be allows the solicitor's calls to be con

outsiders. fought out and eliminated before the centrated principally on the inter

We heard of one central station central station could even afford to ested parties in the community.

man who wanted to know “ what all whisper in an advertising way . Ma- The solicitor, whose coming has

this fuss was about, anyway, and did chinery had to be standardized . Les- been heralded by good , forceful , di

anyone think they cculd come along sons had to be learnt in regard to rect-by -mail advertising, finds a ready

and tell him how to run his busi- the maintenance and protection of acquaintance with electricity , the a

ness ? If so , they were grandly mis- transmission lines, etc. b c's have been learned, the mission

taken ." The successful central station man ary work has been done; he finds,

Now , that's a wrong and a nar- of the future is going to be the good too, that the desire has been created

row -minded way to look at it . If all -round business man who believes to a considerable degree.

you were to go to a merchant and in running his central station at least As a result, but little of his en

try to show him that an electric sign as aggressively as if it were a dry ergy will need to be devoted to mak

would bring him good returns,would goods store cr a tailor shop. ing the prospect want electricity .

he be justified in telling you that he Why, even the peanut man dis- Consequently, he can use nearly all
wouldn't stand for your coming plays his goods and has his rotary his effort in the closing of the con

around and showing him how to converter that makes a noise like tract and the formation of the most

run his business ? I think not. “ roasting peanuts ,” — he does some- mutually profitable deal for his cus

Would the factory man be wise in thing to make you want 'em .” tomer and his company .

resenting your efforts to interest him Why should the central station Just one last word - I thing every

in individual motor equipment as an man , purveyor of cne of the most central station man , of all men

intrusion upon his affairs ? Assur- advertisable things in the world, siut the world , ought to believe in ad

edly he wouldn't. If such an atti- himself, as he too often does, in a vertising. And , of course, if he does

tude were universally adopted busi- gloomy barracks of a power house believe in it he cught to use it .

would go out of business. way out on the city limits, and pre- You should believe in it because

These things are matters of business, serve a deadly silence towards the you are in the advertising business

—they are business propositions. rest of humanity ? yourselves. You are selling electric

So , too, when the technical press , The successful central station of light to the merchant for his win

advertising companies, and affilia- to -day and to -morrow are dow display, and you tell him that

tions of jobbers and manufacturers where a possible customer is wel- that light is the best advertising he

approach the central station man comed and made much of; where could use, do you nct ? And you

with advice and argument in favour bright, well - trained sclicitors are are right.

of a broad and enterprising commer- kept constantly busy calling on in- You do the same with electric

cial policy, it is not in the spirit of terested people; where good, live ad- signs, do you not ? And you are

pedantic arrogance, but in the spirit vertising, capable of arousing popu- right, again ! everlastingly right!

of business “ hustle." lar interest, is sent out to lists of You are in the advertising busi

So I say we are not meddlers. We residences, stores and factories situ- ness, every man of you , and if you

are not intruders. We are business ated on , or adjacent to , the com- show a lack of faith in advertising,

men " out for business ." We believe pany's lines and mains; and where, if you fail to have your own electric

electricity is tremendously under -ad- throughout the entire institution , sign, or signs, if you assume a nar

vertised ; we know it is ; you know it is . there is a broad -minded , up -to -date row , unaggressive, unadvertising at

We know that modern , aggressive business welcome for new business titude towards the public, are not

business methods would be exceed- and a proper fostering care of the your pretentions as a seller of elec

ingly profitable to the central station business already contracted for. tricity for advertising purposes going

adopting them and to the electrical I think ,-and actual experience in to suffer ?

art and industry as a whole. preparing advertising for a number You are, yourselves, in the adver
And, what is still more important, of central stations in all parts of the tising business. Will not a hearty

we believe that now is the time to country bears out in this , -- I faith in advertising and a good, live,

" get busy." The hour is ripe. The think no kind cf advertising can be aggressive use cf it in its most effi

country is prosperous. People are so powerful an agent in securing cacious forms be a wise and desir
intensely interested in electricity. new business as a well- conducted, able acquisition to your personality

They await the word from you. well-edited monthly bulletin , sent by as a successful central station busi

Will you turn a deaf ear ? mail to lists of people on the com- ness man and to your company as

It is no reflection upon the cen- pany's mains and lines. a revenue- strengthener and as a fos

tral station man that he has been a Such a bulletin takes precedence tering influencer of the good will of

little conservative in his commercial even over newspaper advertising, in the public.
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Electrical and Mechanical Progress

Motor Drive in a Lumber Mill

IN

T
O

N many respects the conditions

encountered in lumber mills pre

sent problems in power trans

mission that are not found in other

industries. The inflammable nature

of the material used , the size of the

work handled and the severe power

demands for starting and operating

wood-working machinery of necessity

require a motive power that is not

only immune from fire risk but one

that will withstand heavy fluctuations

in load and operate the various ma

chines with as little obstruction to

the handling of material as possible.

The foregoing conditions led to a

demand for some method of opera

tion that would in the main eliminate

many of the objectionable features,

and electric drive was the natural

outcome. By its adoption the vari

ous foors and section can be subdi

vided so that any machine or group

of machines may be operated inde

pendently, producing a flexibility

which is especially valuable in over A 15 - H . P. WESTINGHOUSE INDUCTION MOTOR DRIVING A PLANER IN THE LUMBER MILL OF THE

time work , when power requirements EGGERS & GRAHAM LUMBER COMPANY, UNION TOWN, PA .

are small.

It was these considerations that led
following list of motors and the ma- P. motor driving a panel raiser ; one

the Eggers & Graham Lumber Com- chines they drive : 1 -H.P . motor driving a shaper; one

pany, of Uniontown, Pa . , to adopt One } -H.P. motor driving an em- 3- H.P . motor driving a hand -feed
electric drive in their mills, and the

ery wheel ; one }-H.P . motor driving planer ; one 3-H.P. motor driving a.
installation furnishes an excellent ex- a grindstone; one 5 -H.P . motor op- band saw ; one 3-H . P. motor driving

ample of this mode of operation. erating a rip saw, the sizes varying a rip saw .

The electrical equipment consists from 8 to 14 inches in diameter; one The accompanying illustrations

of Westinghouse two-phase induc
15 -H.P . motor driving a moulding show several of these applications

tion motors operating on 60-cycle , machine; one 15 -H.P. motor operat- and are striking examples of the

200 - volt circuits, the current being ing a universal planer; one 5 -H.P. severe conditions encountered in this
furnished by the West Penn Rail

motor driving a 10 - inch cross -cut class of service . Owing to the rush

ways Company.
Each machine

saw ; one 2 -H.P . motor operating a of work in this plant, the mill run
throughout the entire plant is indi

tennoning machine: one 5 -H.P . mo- ning night and day, there is neces

vidually driven, as shown by the
tor driving a pony planer; one 4 - H , sarily a large accumulation of shav.

4-9
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that, together with the severe start

ing conditions, require motors of ex

ceptional strength , capable of operat

ing under adverse conditions.

The installation is operating night

and day and is giving entire satisfac

tion to the owners, who consider

electric drive the only successful

method of operating lumber mills.

A New Company to Manufacture

Incandescent Lamps

INANCIAL interests compara

F

A MOULDING MACHINE DRIVEN BY A 15 - H . P. WESTINGHOUSE INDUCTION MOTOR

IN THE EGGERS & GRAHAM LUMBER MILL

dustry are now behind a new

company, the Novelty Incandescent

Lamp Company, which is being or

ganized in St. Marys, Elk County ,

Pa . , for the manufacture of incan

descent lamps. This new company

is being operated on an entirely in

dependent basis, it is announced, and

no understanding nor agreement as

to methods or prices will be entered

into with any existing association of

manufacturers in this field . It is be

lieved that the character of the men

committed to the company and the
policies as to sales methods and

prices which it is the purpose of

the management to inaugurate will

be sufficient to gain the interest and

sympathy of lamp buyers.

The product to be marketed will

embrace the new “ Elk Standard " in

candescent lamps, " Novelty " minia

ture lamps, and " Novelty" renewed

lamps. For the manufacture of the

new types of standard incandescent

and miniature lamps this company is

now erecting a new building at Em

porium , Pa., twenty - one miles from

St. Marys. For handling the de

partment devoted to renewed lamps,

a two -story brick addition to the

plant now occupied at St. Mary's is

in course of construction .

The officers of the company are R.

K. Mickey, president and general

manager, of St. Mary's, Pa .; Josiah

Howard, vice -president, of Empo

rium , Pa .; Joseph Kaye, secretary, of

Emporium , Pa.; A. F. Vogt, treas

urer, of Emporium , Pa. These gen

tlemen , together with Henry Auchu,

of Emporium , Pa ., constitute the

principal members of the board of

directors.

Reference to the following banking

institutions will establish the financial

responsibility of the concern : First

National Bank, Emporium , Pa., and

the Farmers and Merchants' Bank ,

St. Marys, Pa.

It is announced that in the near

future the two plants of the Noveltv

Incandescent Lamp Company will

have developed facilities for the pro

duction of 10,000 lamps daily .

A 2-H . P. WESTINGHOUSE INDI'CTION MOTOR DRIVING A TENONING MACHINE

ings and sawdust, which , in some

instances, nearly covers the motors,

furnishing a forcible illustration of

the immunity from fire risk secured

with induction motors. Some of the

motors have covers which, with the

accumulation of refuse coming from

machines, prohibits ventilation , and
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Electric Horns for Automobiles

A automobile

a

NOVEL accompaniment to an

is the electric

horn manufactured by the

Vesta Accumulator Company, of

Chicago, Ill .

The sound is produced by a

vibrating diaphragm as in the case

of telephones, the diaphragm being

vibrated by means of an electro

magnet. Two wires from a small

storage battery join the electro

magnet windings with a vibrator

which serves to make and break the

circuit . The vibrations of the vi

brator cause a small rod surrounded

by a coiled spring to strike against

the diaphragm and thus produces the

noise. The spring pulls the striking

rod back as soon as the circuit is

broken at each vibration .

The horn is mounted in any con

venient place on the car, and the

battery is carried beneath the seat .

The wires from the battery to the

horn pass up the center of the steer

ing wheel post, and on the rim of

the wheel is a switch which can be

operated by the finger without taking

the hand off the wheel. The sound

produced differs slightly from that

of the bulb horn , yet the blast has a

decidedly musical tone .

Motor Drive for Coal-Crushing Rolls

HE accompanying illustration

T 4

now

A MOTOR -DRIVEN COAL CRUSHER BUILT BY THE ALLIS-CHALMERS COMPANY , OF

MILWAUKEE , WIS.

coal-crushing rolls , belted to

an electric motor . These outfits are

built by the Allis -Chalmers Com

pany, of Milwaukee, and are

being installed by many users of

steam - driven power machinery.

In connection with furnaces at

which automatic stokers are used, or

where, for other reasons , it is desir

able to have the coal crushed to a

uniform size , the advantages of such

an arrangement will be readily ap

parent. The coal , as it is unloaded

from the car, is passed through these

rolls and drops to the hopper which

feeds the stokers . Where it is pos

sible to secure coal in hopper cars at

all times, a further improvement is

made by placing the crushing rolls

beneath the track , allowing the coal

to drop from the car into the rolls ,

and falling from there to the stoker

supply hopper.

Motor drive is the most satisfac

tory for an equipment of this char

acter, as such rolls are in operation

for a limited time only each day;

there is therefore no waste of power

and no idle belts or extra shafting to

be cared for while the rolls are not

in operation.

The Allis -Chalmers Company is

now manufacturing a full line of

these rolls , which are used not only

for crushing coal, but also rock salt ,

phosphate rock and other similar

materials that do not require the

heavy machinery furnished by this

company for mining work and the

crushing of harder materials. The

company also builds the motors by

which the rolls are driven.

is fathered by Arnold Lupton , a

member of the British Parliament.

His plan contemplates the use of

electricity for power , lighting, heat

ing and cooking in London, and

bringing the electrical energy from

the coal fields of the Midlands, thus

doing away with the smoke-produc

ers of the metropolis. He estimates

that the smoke nuisance damages

London every year fully $ 10,000,000,

not to mention the incalculable per

sonal discomfort it causes .

Mr. Lupon is thus quoted :

“ What I propose is to use a high

tension current of 60,000 volts and

to bring the electric energy from the

Midland coal fields, 120 miles away .

If London were supplied with elec

tric generators of, say, 1,000,000 kilo

watts average load , the greater part

of the railways, tramways and fac

Electricity for Light, Heat and Power

in London

A
SCHEME for supplying electric

current to London for light,

heat and power is outlined in a

report recently made to the Bureau of

Manufactures of the Department of

Commerce and Labour. The scheme
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T HE aportable testing,set, illus

tories could get their electric lighting placed the cut- out which automatic- The absence of all odours, and the

and power and the bulk of the ally opens and closes the electric promptness with which the appara

houses be warmed and cooking done circuit as the water is turned off and tus performs the work, should com

by electric energy . The current could mend it for use in many places , some

be delivered in London in bulk at i In the upper end of the bronze of which may be referred to as fol

farthing (half a cent) per unit, and fitting there is held in a similar lows:

therefore it could be sold at i penny as is a water glass for a For hot drinks at soda fountains

(2 cents) and even less for large boiler) a porcelain tube, with one and cafés .

quantities . terminal at each end . Within the Hot water for barber shops, mani

" It is proposed to construct porcelain tube is placed the heating curing establishments, etc.

plant as a beginning, to be enlarged element, which consists of a specially In hopitals, doctors' and den

when needed , to cost about $ 17,000 ,- designed spiral, made of a material tists ' offices for an instant supply of

000. The railways may oppose this which is guaranteed not to rust or hot water for general use and for

project , for it would mean a heavy corrode, or be injured in any way sterilizing instruments .

annual loss to them in freight re- by the action of the current and the Hotels can use this instantaneous

ceipts for carrying coal to London . presence of the water. electric water heater in many of the
But manifestly the Midland coal

At the upper end of the porcelain rooms for supplying hot drinking

fields would offer it every encourage- tube there is another bronze fitting, water , and in rooms where there is

ment." with an insulating joint above it no running water, the heater can be

which supports the spout. One installed in combination with the

wire leads from the switch to the water tank mounted above it .

An Instantaneous Electric Water

Heater
upper bronze fitting on the porce- The heaters will be ready for de

lain tube, and the wire from the livery by October 15 , and the cost

other side of the switch leads to the of the heater complete , ready for ccn

heater, manufactured by the
lower bronze fitting. The porcelain nection to the wires and the water

H. C. K. Company, of New
tube and the bronze fittings are sur- supply, as illustrated , will be about

York , and illustrated herewith, con
rounded by a brass tube, 13 inches $ 15 to the consumer .

sists , in the main , of a supporting in diameter. The total height of

the heater from the bottom of the

inlet valve to the top of the spout A Portable Testing Set for Naval Use

20 inches, and all fittings are

nickel-plated and highly polished.

The device is ornamental, and can is a type

be placed anywhere where an elec recently put on the market

tric circuit can be installed. by Queen & Co., of Philadelphia, to

The heater can also be furnished meet the revised Navy Department

in combination with a water tank, portable testing set specifications,

to be placed slightly above it , in which have been altered considerably

which case it is not necessary to and made much more exacting than

connect the heater with the water heretofore .

system , only connecting it to the The arrangement cf this set has

electric wiring by means of an at- formerly been made with not only

tachment plug and flexible cable of these specifications in mind, but also

the prcper kind . Under this condi- with a view to securing the maxi

tion, the water heater is portable, mum portability with due regard to

and can be installed in any hotel convenience in mechanical arrange

room , where it can be attached to ment, while the connections of cir

the ordinary wash - stand . cuits are such that a large variety

If the water valve is open , but the of tests beyond those indicated in

switch not turned on , cold water the Government specifications may

will flow from the heater. The mo- be executed . It therefore forms an

ment the current is turned cn the ideal set for the use of telephone

water becomes heated instantly, and and telegraph companies, electric

by regulating the flow of the water light and power stations, and for

the temperature can be adjusted up electrical engineers who find it nec

to 200 degrees F. essary to make a wide variety of

The standard heater requires about measurements and prefer one

10 amperes at 110 volts , and will plete testing instrument to a large

heat a glass full of water to 190 de number of individual pieces.

grees F. in 40 seconds, which , at the It consists in general of a Wheat

rate of io cents per kilowatt-hour, stone bridge, with a 1 , 10, 100 and

MANUFACTURED BY THE H. C. K. COMPANY , would cost 0.014 cent . The same 1,000 -ohm coil in each arm . The

heater will heat cne gallon of water rheostat consists of 10 coils of units,

to the temperature in IO tens, hundreds and thousands denom

box , upon which is mounted minutes for less than 2 cents . For inations, the last or tenth coil being

double -pole, quick break switch , an an ordinary wash -stand, there would added for convenience in checking

insulating joint of special design to be required about one quart of water up the next higher series of coils ;

the lower end of which is attached at about 105 degrees F. The heater that is , the ten coils in the unit row

a 1 - inch water valve. Screwed into would require 40 seconds to heat in series can be checked with the first

the upper part of the insulating joint this water, and the cost would be less coil in the ten row and likewise the

is a bronze fitting , within which is than 0.014 cent . ten 10 -ohm coils can be checked

ELECTEE

WATER
PRILE

H.CKU

ONEWY

com

AN INSTANTANEOUS ELECTRIC WATER HEATER

OF NEW YORK

same

a

1
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against the first 100 -ohm coil, etc. , and Varley loop can be employed. Personal

an operation which confirms the ac- The resistance coils in the bridge

curacy of adjustment, but one not are adjusted to an
J. F. Davis, formerly connected

accuracy with the Pittsburg organization of

possible in a " Decade" set where of 1/20 per cent., while that of the

each row consists of but nine coils . rheostat coils is 1/10 per cent., the
the Atlas Engine Works, Indian

apolis , has been transferred to the

company's offices at Chicago .

G. Percy Cole, assistant chief engi

neer of the Wagner Electric Manu

facturing Company, of St. Louis ,

Mo., has resigned to accept a similar

position with the Allis -Chalmers

Bullock Company, of Montreal.

J. Lester Woodbridge, formerly

engineer of the sales department of

the Electric Storage Battery Com

pany, Philadelphia, has been ap

pointed chief engineer of that com

pany, succeeding J. B. Entz, who

has resigned to accept the position

of vice-president of the Electric Ve

hicle Company, of Hartford, Conn .

J. P. Johnston , for several years

past the general sales manager for

the Weber Steel Concrete Chimney

Company, of Chicago, has resigned

to become sales manager of the

water-tube boiler department of the

Atlas Engine Works , of Indianapolis .

Mr. Johnston's offices will be at the

company's plant in Indianapolis.

William Marconi has been

tained by the Columbia Phonograph

A NEW PORTABLE NAVY DEPARTMENT TESTING SET, MANUFACTURED BY QUEEN & COMPANY , Company as a member of its experi

mental staff. In a recent trip abroad ,

Edward D. Easton , president of the

The bridge and rheostat are prop- wire used being manganin with a company, secured Mr. Marconi's ser

erly connected to an improved negligible temperature coefficient; all vices in furthering the development
D'Arsonval dead-beat galvanometer, the spools are well shellacked , prop- in the art of sound recording and re

of such high sensibility that a change erly baked and aged before stand- production.

of 1/10 of 1 per cent . in theper cent . in the ardizing . To the hard rubber plate, J. M. Broucher, of the Brownell
rheostat when measuring resistance which is highly polished, and of ex

of approximately 1000 ohms value ceptionally good quality, are securely
Company, of Dayton , Ohio, has re

will give a decided galvanometer de- fastened the resistance coils , galvano
signed his connection with that com

flection. The needle is perfectly free meters, battery, etc. , so that by re
pany to accept the position of as

from outside magnetic influences and moving this plate all interior parts
sistant general manager of sales for

the Atlas Engine Works, of In

so balanced that the test set can be are out at the same time.

used in practically any position ; it is The individual cells of battery can
dianapolis.

also provided with an adjustment be removed by unscrewing a small Baxter Reynolds, formerly of the

lever so that the pointer of the gal- section of the bottom of the case , Nernst Lamp Company, is now in

vanometer can also be made to indi- which exposes them to view , when charge of the electrical department of

cate zero . the connections can be loosened and Fairbanks, Morse & Co. , in the East ,

The battery consists of six chloride new cells inserted when necessary . with headquarters at 12 Dey street ,

of silver cells connected so that any The over-all dimensions of the set New York City.

one or number up to six in series are approximately 12 by 8 by 6 in

may be used, while a pair of binding ches, and the weight is about 12 lbs.,
N. F. Brady, vice -president and

posts allows the use of an outside the cases being made of polished
treasurer of the New York Edison

battery when desired .
Company , was married on Aug. II at

Both the quartered oak, and protected with

galvanometer and battery keys are nickel -plated brass corner pieces .
St. Joseph's Cathedral, Hartford ,

on the front of the case in a most In addition to the usual measure
Conn . , to Miss Genevieve Garvan ,

convenient location, and are made ments of resistance, this set can be daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Patrick
cf

extra heavy with a liberal supply used for locating grounds , crosses
Garvan, and sister of Assistant Dis

of platinum -iridium at the actual and other cable troubles using either
trict Attorney Garvan, of New York

contact points. Binding posts and the Murray or Varley loop tests ,
City . Mr. and Mrs. Brady have

a small switch allow the use of an while it can be used for insulation
sailed for Europe for a tour of three

outside galvanometer if desired . resistance measurements and numer
or four months.

A ground post , as well ous other tests , such as checking up George Howe, formerly general

auxiliary galvanometer switch , is voltmeters and ammeters, measuring

manager of the Metropolitan Engin
provided so that both the Murray battery resistance, etc. eering Company, of New York, has

OF PHILADELPHIA

as an
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opened an office at 150 Nassau street,

in the same city , as consulting elec

trical engineer and contractor. Mr.

Howe has had a wide range of ex

perience as engineer and executive

in charge of engineering work , and

has successively occupied positions as

assistant professor of physics at

Tulane University, engineer of the

the United States Engineering Corps

at New Orleans, in the testing de

partment of the General Electric

Company at Schenectady, sales en

gineer of the Fairbanks Company,

power expert of the New York

Edison Company, and latterly gen

domestic appliance, from a push- have characterized the journal, which,

button to a refrigerating plant, will though not due solely to Mr. Dredge,

be shown in actual operation. Elec- could nct have obtained to such an

tric cooking will be demonstrated at extent had he not been in hearty

another portion of the exhibit , which sympathy with such ideas , as in fact

will be open to the public during the he was known to be.

first week in September.
E. T. Hannan , the inventor of the

Howard E. Troutman , for over ten “ Atlas” water tube boiler, died at

years connected with the Buckeye Chicago, on Saturday, August 18 ,

Engine Company, and for several just as he was entering a train with

years manager of its Chicago office, J. P. Johnson, of the Atlas Engine

has resigned to accept the sales man- Works, to go to the latter's home at

agement cf the Corliss and high- Evanston. His death was due to

speed engine department of the Atlas heart disease. In the three years that

Engine Works , of Indianapolis. Mr. Mr. Hannan had been with the Atlas

Troutman's headquarters will be at company he has grown steadily in

the home office. their esteem and had only recently

been promoted to assistant manager
George B. Tripp , formerly gen

of sales of the Water Tube Boiler

eral manager of the Colorado Springs
Department, his excepticnal ability

Electric Company, has become asso
ciated with Curtis & Hine, engineers

as a salesman warranting his being

and central station managers, with
changed from the Philadelphia office

and placed in the broader field . He

headquarters at Colorado Springs,

Col. Mr. Tripp had been connected
was just entering upon his new du

with the gas and electric interests
ties when he was stricken down. His

at Colcrado Springs for five years ,
death is considered a distinct loss to

and under his directiun these proper
the company.

ties have been very successful . He

is one of the best -known men in the

Western field , and for several years
Trade News

has been secretary -treasurer of the W. S. Barstow & Co., of New

Colorado Electric Light, Power & York , have recently completed an

Railway Association . extensive electrolytic survey for the

Chester Traction Company, Chester,
W. H. Whiteside, president of the

Pa ., and the Trenton Street Railway

Allis-Chalmers Company, of Milwau
Company, of Trenton , X. J. Under

kee , returned on August 22 from a
their direction , several modifications

two months' combined business and
have been made which bring the

pleasure tour of England, France,
track return systems of these two

Germany and Switzerland. Mr.

Whiteside inspected various large
companies up to date.

manufacturing industries of Eng- The following are some recent sales

land and on the Continent, including of the new design of side -crank

the leading English steam turbine automatic engines, built by the Ball

builders, whose American rights for Engine Company, of Erie, Pa.:

building Parsons steam turbines for One 100- H . P. and two 200

marine and land use are held by the H. P., Commonwealth Trust Com

Allis -Chalmers Company. pany, Pittsburg, Pa. One 200 - H . P.,

Chicago Varnish Company, Chicago,

Ill . One 256-H . P. and cne 100

Obituary H. P., Holdredge Lighting Com

pany, Holdredge, Neb. One 335

James Dredge, one of the editors H. P., Philadelphia Post Office

and proprietors of “ Engineering,” of building Philadelphia, Pa . One

London , is dead. He had been in 100-H . P. , Deepwater Railway Com

ill health for some time. Mr. Dredge pany , Deepwater, Va. One 320

was well known in engineering cir- H. P., Henderson Light & Power

cles of America and was a Royal Company, Henderson , N. C. One

Commissioner to our Centennial and 210 - H . P., T. A. Gillespie & Co.,

Chicago exhibitions. With Mr. Maw Pittsburg, Pa. Two 320 - H . P.,,

he built up “ Engineering” into a L'nited Hebrew Charities, Chicago,

great journal and its pages have 111. One 150-H . P., Germain -Boyd

always been pervaded by a spirit of Lumber Company, Atlanta , Ga. One

fairness and good fellowship for all 100 - HI. P., Washington Gas & Elec

the world . Willingness to accept and tric Company, Washington C. H.,

advise the acceptance of new ideas, Ohio . One 320-H . P. , Taylor Coal

freedom in pointing out directions in Company, Beaver Dam , Ky. One

which improvements might be made 210 - H . P .. Isthmian Canal Commis

in the practice of his own country- sion, Washington, D. C. One 150

men and a general broadmindeness H. P., Natalbany Lumber Company,

GEORGE HOWE

eral manager of the Metropolitan

Engineering Company. He is pre

pared to submit plans, specifications

and estimates for electrical work of

every description, to operate power

plants, to place poorly -paying pro

perties on a profitable working basis,

to organize business -getting cam

paigns, to audit electric lighting ac

counts , and to act as the purchasing

agent and general New York repre

sentative for out- of -town electric

plants. Mr. Howe's many friends

will be interested to know that he

has already closed a number of pro

fitable contracts.

Max Lowenthal, the well-known

consulting electrical heating engineer,

having been commissioned by John

Wanamaker to reorganize his elec

trical supply department, is now in

stalling a very elaborate display

covering a floor area of 1600 square

feet , in the basement of the new

New York building. A model kitchen

and bedroom are being erected .,

in which every conceivable electro

a
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Montpelier, La. Two 100-11 . P.,

Jewish Hospital, Cincinnati, Ohio .

Two 150-H . P., West Unity Power

& Light Company, West Unity,

Ohio . Two 100 - H . P., Sweetbrier

Institute, Amherst, Va.

The rapid expansion of the busi

ness of the Locke Insulator Manu

facturing Company, of Victor, X. Y. ,

has taxed to the utmost all the

facilities of the old power plant,

until, at the present time, the con

struction of a new and larger one

has become imperative. The new

building, for which foundations have

already been laid , is to be 90 feet

square, of approved concrete con

struction, one side being parallel to ,

and 15 feet below , the tracks of the

New York Central & Hudson River

Railroad , enabling hard and soft coal

to be unloaded directly to the bunk

ers . The boiler room , which meas

ures approximately 45 by 90 feet ,

will contain 600 horse -power in hori
zontal tubular boilers, land- fired

with a mixture of buckwheat and

soft coal, necessary draught being

provided by a large engine-driven

fan . Engines, generators and high

tension testing transformers will oc

cupy the remainder of the building.

There will be two power units, one

for day load and a smaller one for

night load, the demand for power

being practically continuous. The

smaller unit, of 60-KW . capacity, is

made up of a Skinner engine run

ning at 300 revolutions per minute ,

direct connected to a three -phase, 60

cycle, 440 -volt alternator. The large

unit, a low -speed Corliss, will be

direct connected to a three -phase,

60 - cycle, 440 -volt alternator of 150

KW . These two machines will sup

ply light, power and current for test

ing all through the factory, as well

as supply power for street and resi

dence lighting in the village of

Victor.

The Carborundum Company, of

Niagara Falls, has started construc

tion work on a large branch plant in

Germany. This company is the sole

American manufacturer of carborun

dum in the various forms in which it

is used for grinding purposes, and

the demands of its European trade

have increased so rapidly that the

establishment of a branch works on

the Continent has become absolutely

necessary . A Germany Company

has been formed under the title ,

" Deutsche Carborundum Werke, G.

m . b . h .” The new works are lo

cated at Reisholz, a manufacturing

suburb of Dusseldorf. This city is

situated on the Rhine, and has un

usual facilities for distribution of

products, both to Germany and to

other European countries. The con

struction of the new plant is under

the supervision of one of the Ameri

can engineers of the Carborundum

Company. Five kilns for the manu

facture of vitrified wheels are pro

vided for, two of these to be built

at once . The buildings, when com

pleted, will embody all of the iatest

and most improved machinery for

the manufacture of abrasive mate

rials . It is expected the new works

will be in operation by Jan. I , 1907 .

The Carborundum Company has for

some time maintained large stores

in London and Berlin , and has

agencies in most of the principal

cities of Great Britain , Germany,

Denmark , Norway,Norway, SwedenSweden and

Russia. With the completion of the

German works, the European busi

ness can be largely increased on ac

count of the better service that can

be given .

The Atlas Engine Works, of

Indianapolis, whose Chicago sales

offices have for several years past

been in suites 900-902 Fisher build

ing, will, upon completion of the

new Fisher building in November,

increase their present rather cramped

quarters by the addition of several

larger offices. Frank H. Baker, con

nected with the Atlas Engine Works

for over twenty years, will continue

at the head of its Chicago organiza

tion .

a

gle meter, for determining angular

velocity , and a draught gauge for

pressure or vacuum , are also illus

trated and described .

“ Through ' Frisco's Furnace" is the

title of a pamphlet recently sent out

by the Joseph Dixon Crucible Com

pany, of Jersey City, N. J. , showing

a number of buildings in San Fran

cisco on the steel work of which

Dixon's silica - graphite paint was

used . The illustrations are offered

an evidence of the protective

value of this paint.

A pamphlet recently sent out by

the Rockwell Engineering Company,

of New York, illustrates and de

scribes high and low -pressure oil

burners, a fuel oil pumping system ,

positive pressure blowers, and

variety of fittings for use in connec

tion with oil -burning furnaces. A

series of pamphlets deals with a

double-chamber metal-melting fur

nace , and other furnaces for cyanide

hardening and melting soft metals,

for brazing, for heating rivets , for

welding flues, and for annealing and

hardening. In all these either gas

or oil may be used as a fuel.

Metallic packing is illustrated and

described in a pamphlet recently is

sued by the C. Lee Cook Manufactur

ing Company, of Louisville, Ky.

The packing is made in single and

double types for piston rod and valve

rod use . The double type is in

tended for vertical engines where

trouble is had from condensed steam

in the cylinder working down with

the rod.

A pamphlet, illustrating and de

scribing medium speed, automatic,

four -valve engines, was recently is

sued by the Atlas Engine Works, of

Indianapolis. The several parts are
shown in detail and the various en

gine sizes are tabulated.

Gas and electric portable lamps

manufactured by the Goodwin &

Kintz Company, of Winsted, Conn .,

are illustrated in a catalogue recently

issued. It would be impossible here

to describe the wide variety of lamps

illustrated . Suffice it to say that the

company is evidently prepared to

gratify every possible variety of taste .

New Catalogues

Telephone and annunciator prac

tice , as exemplified in the installa

tions of the Electric Goods Manu

facturing Company, of Boston ,

Mass ., is illustrated and described in

a catalogue recently issued . The

illustrations show a variety of an

nunciators, central energy switch

boards for factory, office and hotel

use , and " annunciphones," which are

combined annunciators and telephone

switchboards. Telephones for

on private lines are also illustrated .

A folder recently issued by the

Oswego Boiler & Engine Company,

of Oswego, N. Y., contains, in tabu

lated form , the various dimensions

and particulars of stationary return

tubular boilers for 100 pounds pres

lise

sure .

A pamphlet recently issued by the

Sargent Steam Meter Company, of

Chicago, deals with the meter manu

factured by the company for indicat

ing the pounds of steam flowing

through it irrespective of the pres

sure . The meter may also be cali

brated to read directly in horse

power. The Sargent indicating an

It is reported that to maintain tele

graphic communication in case of a

strike , the Russian Government has

established a system of wireless tele

graph stations. One is at St. Peters

burg and another on the German

frontier. Communication with Fin

land is also possible between the

capital and fortress and garrison

towiis .



The Relation of Alternating Current Motors to

Central Station Business

By E. W. LLOYD

From a Paper Read at the Recent Convention of the Association of Edison Illuminating Companies

com

run

HE bearing that the develop

ment of the alternating -cur

rent motor has on the securing

of power business is greater than

generally supposed .

We all across cases where

business was lost because we could

not secure motors that would do the

work as satisfactorily as the direct

current motor, the margin between

the cost of the operation of a private

plant and central station service be

ing so small that in order to secure

the best results from the machinery,

the manufacturer often decides to in

stall his own plant and direct - current

motors with a resulting loss to the

central station company.

If we can secure motors that will

do the work asked for by the cus

tomer, we will help our own cause

materially. With the increase in the

capacity of central stations and the

tendency towards the generation of

alternating current at high potential

in large units, it has become possible

to furnish power in large quantities

at a low price to the consumer sev

eral miles from these central stations.

If this power can be furnished di

rectly from our overhead or under

ground lines with the use of trans

formers instead of installing sub

stations, even for large quantities of

power, the saving to the central sta

tion companies will be material.

The past few years have seen a

large increase in the use of alternat

ing -current motors in connection with

factory work. This has been largely

due to the decreased cost of these

motors , the prices now approximating

closely prices of direct -current mo

tors of the same sizes and speeds.

Except on tools and machinery re

quiring variable speeds, the alternat

ing-current motor is generally admit

ted to be a better prime mover than

the direct current motor, owing to its

overload characteristics. This motor

having been developed to a point

where it can be guaranteed as a per

fectly reliable prime mover as far as

ordinary work is concerned, we are

only waiting for the development of

variable - speed work for factory use . direct -current motor, still the installa

There have been numerous devel- tion is a vast improvement over the

opments on single and multi-phase old installation or belt drive and cone

motors for variable - speed work by pulley.

different manufacturers, one The possibility of equipping alter

pany having on the market single- nating- current motors with automatic

phase motors up to 3 H. P. that will starting devices is bound to be real

do variable- speed work with very fair ized . With this device it is possible

results. While, as with the three- to start and stop a motor driving an

phase motor, the operation of this air compressor from the varying

type of motor is not so successful as pressure in the storage tank . One

the direct -current motor, still it is a company has a starter ready for the

great step in advance and of the ut- market which it will guarantee.

most importance to central station With alternating -current motors

companies. doing the work described above, the

Already the possibility of equip- troubles of obtaining power business

ping cranes and hoists with alternat- in larger quantities are to some ex

ing -current motors has been realized. tent overcome, as one of the most

In Chicago we have several manufac- difficult obstacles in the way of ob

turers using current from the three- taining this business was the fact

phase, 220 -volt, 60 - cycle system who that the alternating- current motor

have their factory equipped with was not capable of giving anywhere

traveling cranes using three -phase near the duty to be obtained of the

motors. These equipments, while not direct -current motor.

perfect, are reliable enough so that The alternating - current motor has

the parties using them are very well Irany advantages :-its ability to op

satisfied . In fact , one large cus- erate under overloads, which would

tomer, having approximately 700 destroy a direct - current motor ; it can

horse-power in motors, is changing operate in dirty places without ex

over a number of traveling cranes traordinary attention ; its freedom

from direct-current to alternating- from sparking ; and last, but not

current motors. This is being done least , the low cost of maintenance.

in order to save the loss in the chang- The manufacturers of alternating

ing from alternating to direct current current apparatus have not yet made

through rotary converters. One large these motors to meet conditions re

alternating -current crane is already quired in individual driving, such as
in operation , and is proving entirely that used in connection with stereo

satisfactory . type machinery, printing machinery,

We have also equipped several jib bookbinding machinery, or any of the

cianes with alternating -current mo- small tools now generally equipped

tors with satisfaction , being able to with individual motors, but there is

handle moulten metal in 5 -ton ladles no reason that this cannot be done.

with perfect safety. One large foun- Alternating- current motors equipped

dry has several ladles running on with back-gears would find a ready

tracks equipped with variable -speed market to-day , as the demand for

alternating -current motors, enabling individual drive on all classes of ma

the operator to tip the ladles at will, chinery in factories is more pro

and as easily as if equipped with nounced every day.

direct - current motors. As near as the writer can ascer

For small printing press work we tain , there has not been the demand

have arranged to install three -phase the manufacturers for variable

variable -speed motors on cylinder speed in these motors that there might

presses, and while we know it is not have been the manufacturers being

possible to get the wide range of left to do the experimenting, if not

speed or efficiency possible with the leisurely, still not as fast possibly as

on
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mon .

if the demand had been greater and the same as a direct -current drum- fine indeed , it being practically im

more urgent. Certain manufactur- type machine. This machine is equip- possible to have an accident on this

ers of apparatus have refused, not ped with magnet control, the main type of machine through any thought

later than a year ago, to manufac- magnets operating directly from the lessness on the part of the person

ture traveling cranes equipped with alternating -current circuits . Driven operating it .

alternating -current motors, and if it from the worm shaft by a Renold Outside of New York, the writer

had not been pointed out to them in silent chain is a small direct- current is not aware that there are any auto

a forcible manner that their competi- dynamo, which is used to furnish matic elevators to speak of , even in

tors would get the business, they current to the acceleration magnets the largest cities in this country,

would still be in the same frame of on the controller. while in Europe they are quite com

mind. Machines of the larger sizes are

If our central station power busi- equipped with this direct- current Taking it altogether, the situation

ness is to increase in outlying dis- dynamo, while machines of smaller as regards the electric elevator is

tricts and we are to take care of this sizes for apartment-house work can very flattering indeed. The progress

business with the same advantages to be operated with alternating -current being made is very good and prom
the customer as in the districts where magnet controller without the use of ises to continue. The experiments

we furnish direct current, we must direct current, and the elevator com- being conducted in connection with

have a prime mover that will fit all panies are prepared to take orders all types of electric elevators cover a

cases . In our efforts to obtain power for this class of machine at this writ- large field , and a great deal of money

business in the alternating -current ing is being spent and many able men are

districts, we find that it is essential The manufacturers have had in constantly designing new devices for

that we be able to recommend to our operation in their shops for nine the perfection of this class of eleva

customers elevators that will operate months an alternating - current motor tor.

satisfactorily on the alternating -cur- with alternating -current magnet con- The progress in the design of

rent system without undue disturb- trcl. They claim that the machine has single -phase motors in connection

ance to the pressure on these lines. not had any further adjustment than with direct-connected elevators has

There has been a large amount of that which would be required by an not been as satisfactory as with the

money and a great deal of thought ordinary direct - current controller. multi-phase motor. We have one

put into the development of a direct- This machine was also automatically single -phase, direct- connected eleva

connected alternating -current electric operated by push buttons. tor on our lines in Chicago which

elevator, but it is safe to say that While this controller was not seen was installed to replace an old 505

the progress made in the last two in operation , the writer will say that volt machine. The old apparatus was

years has been greater than in the the alternating -current magnets op- used ; the motor and controller only

previous ten , and that the next two erated in conjunction with the eleva- being changed. The operation of this

years will see even greater advances tor, which was equipped with a small elevator, while giving fairly good re

along these lines . dynamo operating the acceleration sults to the apartment building, is

We can now see alternating -cur- magnets, did not make a particle of hardly satisfactory to us, as the start

rent multiphase motors in connection noise. The elevator in question had ing current is about five times the

with elevator service giving excel- a speed of 210 feet a minute. The full load current. When the line is

lent results, as the manufacturers are elevator company promised speeds up well loaded the effect is not appre

ready to place on the market ma- to 300 feet a minute for 1500-pound ciable, but during times when the line

chines of this type that have been lifts . is lightly loaded the effect on the

perfected to such a point that their These elevators are equipped with lighting system is very noticeable.

operation is quite satisfactory, the alternating -current magnet brakes in The motor in getting up to speed

manufacturers stating that the ma- the same general way as the direct- makes considerable noise, and even

chine takes about double full- load current elevators. The brake on the when running at normal speed is

current in starting: While, as true worm shaft seemed to work perfect- more noisy than desirable . The com

of other alternating -current motors ly, In addition to the electric brake, pany making it claim they will in a

for regular duty, they are not yet so this car was equipped with a device short time be able to place on the

good as are direct -current motors, preventing accident to the elevator market a machine that will act more

still these elevators are very excellent should there be any phase changes on satisfactorily, but there is room for

indeed, considerirg the many diffi- the line . This device would prevent a considerable improvement before

culties that were necessary to be over- the operation of the car until the this outfit will approach the smooth

come in connection with their design trouble was rectified. ness of operation of the multi-phase
and manufacture. The push -button type of elevator machine above mentioned .

It is possible to -day to obtain an has not received the support from We hope to see many improve

alternating - current direct-connected central station companies that it ments in the design of alternating

multi-phase elevator that is practi- should . This type of elevator is in current apparatus, and, as stated in

cally noiseless in its operation so far an excellent state of development, the first part of this paper, we should

as the motors, brakes and controller and there is no doubt a wide field co -operate in encouraging the manu

are concerned , and as these three for its use in apartment buildings in facturers in making apparatus that

sources of noise have been the ob- outlying districts . This push -button will suit all conditions of service .

jectional feature in alternating -cur- elevator has been perfected in con Unless we are prepared to make

rent elevators in the past , we nection with an alternating - current considerable reductions in the price

safely say that an elevator of this multi-phase motor to such an extent of current we must get this class of

type can be secured that is practically that it can be operated very satisfac business by removing every possible

noiseless. torily, at least good enough for all waste, increasing the output of each

The writer had the pleasure of ex- ordinary purposes. machine and improving the operation

amining a machine of this type in The hoisting part of the apparatus of them by the application of devices

operation, and it was as free of noise runs very smoothly, and the control- that can be operated electrically and

as is necessary , running practically ling part of the mechanism is very automatically.

can

4-10
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While investigating the progress the basement, whichever is the most way that it greatly increases the

made in the manufacture of alternat- desirable and economical, taking up smoothness of the operation of this

ing -current elevators , the improve- little space in either location . The type of elevator in stopping, thus

ments in the electric traction elevator main objection to the traction eleva- permitting the operation of drum

were brought to the writer's notice. tor to -day is that it is not quite as types of elevators at high speed, and ,

A word at this time, while somewhat economical in the consumption of according to the manufacturers, up

outside of the scope of this paper , current as the drum type of elevator, to 400 feet a minute.

might not be amiss regarding high- owing to the very low motor speed More strenuous missionary work

speed electric elevators for office and correspondingly large size of the among architects and owners of

buildings. motor. buildings about to be erected , with

To -day in the larger cities the use The present motor for this type of information of the proper sort in re

of electric elevators has increased to elevator has a speed of from 60 to gard to electric elevators, would go

a very large extent, so that owners 100 revolutions per minute. To make a long way towards increasing the

and builders of high buildings seri- a commercial piece of apparatus of popularity of this type of machine.

ously consider, and very often fa- this speed, the efficiency of the motor The elevator companies are in this

vourably, the installation of electric is sacrificed to some extent. Neces- position : they are able to build any

elevators instead of hydraulic. Not sarily the size of a motor of this type of machine, and it makes little

only the first cost is less , but the speed is larger than of the standard difference to them whether or not

electric elevator has been perfected commercial motor, and the shop and the customer uses central station ser

to such an extent that the smooth- material costs are greater. vice. It is up to the electric light

ness of operation compares favour- Experiments are at present being companies to take hold of the situa

ably with all types of hydraulic ele- made with high -speed motors for tion in a methodical manner, obtain

vators, not only for local but for traction elevator work , and the pros- ing accurate information regarding

express service either in dry goods pects of obtaining satisfactory results the cost of operation of different

stores or office buildings. look very bright. If this feat is ac- types of elevators . There have been

The traction elevator has practi- complished it will further reduce the many figures submitted regarding

cally solved the high - speed, high -lift, initial and operating cost of the trac- these costs, but the writer believes

electric elevator problem , and while tion elevator. the subject will stand closer investi

there will no doubt be many im- The drum type of machine has gation.

provements in electric clevators in been improved greatly in the past With the advance in the design

the future, still this type of elevator few years. The magnet control has and manufacture of electric elevators,

is bound to have a great influence in had a wonderful influence on the placing this machine on a high plane.

favour of central station service in smooth running of machines of this it seems to the writer that enough

office buildings and stores in our type. The electric brake has also evidence could be secured so that we

large cities , owing to smootliness of been improved , and this type of would not be afraid to present the

running and economy of operation . brake is not only now applied to the true costs of operation to our cus

The traction elevator can be placed worm shaft, but is also applied in- tomers with great advantage to our

either on the roof of a building or in ternally to the drum itself in such a selves.

Municipal Ownership

By ARTHUR WILLIAMS

From a Paper Read at the Recent Convention of the Association of Edison Illuminating Companies

A

T the moment it is probably and hold public opinion , and know

true that the municipal owner- ing the shameless methods of those

ship movement in this coun- most prominently identified with this

try is a mere political expedient. movement, we liave, perhaps, un

Yet in the cause, as it has been pre- dervalued its strength . In this may

sented , there is much of an attrac- lie an element of danger. It is said

tive nature, and danger is not lack- Napoleon's battles were won by over

ing that the movement may become estimating rather than under -esti

a fixture in the government of Amer- mating the strength of his enemies.

ican municipalities. Men are wont England is looked upon as the

to look kindly upon any public homeof municipal ownership, which

measure that promises to relieve the indeed it is. Owing to the sim

tension on their pocketbooks. And ilarity of language and our greater

in advocating municipal ownership familiarity with her institutions, we

politicians have a rare chance to are, perhaps, better informed con

pose as public benefactors. cerning, and greatly im

pressed by, what is taking place

in that country . The same
A POSSIBLE DINGER

ment, however, has extended to the

Familiar with the ways of poli- Continent, in some parts of which it

ticians in endeavouring to attract has made equal or greater headway.

In the city of Vienna, for example,

the municipal investment in the elec

tric light and tram works,-two

great generating stations standing

side by side,-exceeds ten millions

of American money .

Behind this movement, wherever

it has occurred , there must have

been a cause, and its present ex

istence and continued extension must

be due to the approval of the pub

lic . The original cause probably

an unsatisfactory service ren

dered by private corporations.-- in

many instances, at least , the result

of short-term franchises and high

tax rates. For political reasons the

defects may have been magnified or

unduly emphasized . But there must

have been

Was

nore

move

foundation upon

which to build.

Some
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are

are

was

CUS

H. T. Newcomb, in his excellent

analysis of the matter, states : *

" It is altogether likely that the

latent spirit of conservatism

just as extensive in Detroit, Chicago,

and San Francisco prior to these

more or less complete expressions

of popular ideals and purposes as in

Cleveland, and that the chief dif

ference is really in the degree in

which the dormant opposition to

radical departure from the govern

mental practices which have the ap

proval of American experience was

aroused and made effective."

INADEQUATE PUBLICITY

There may also have been in

adequate presentation of the cor

poration's side, in seeking to en

lighten and win public opinion . The

great public has been likened to a

jury which can give a verdict cnly

on the evidence before it . Thus, a

poor case fully presented may pre

vail over a good case where the pre
sentation is insufficient.

Many public service corporations

of European cities are to -day giving

wretched service, owing to the ap

prcaching expiration of their fran

chises. The defects in the service,

with which the public is familiar, are

constantly referred to and advanced

as complete justification for the

termination of the franchises and the

forfeiture of existing property and

public rights and the substitution of

public instead of corporation cwner

ship .

How often does one find the side

of a corporation fully and fairly pre

sented ; its cause pleaded or its posi

tion explained ; the hidden conditions

brought to light; the overlooked or

forgotten elements of cost revealed ;

the experience of other communities

compared ? Were these things done,

how different might be the direction

of public opinion.

the company : the manner with which

poles are erected and wires

strung ; with which streets

opened and the pavement again laid ;

the promptness with which

tomers' wants are met; with which

service interrupted is restored ; the

convenience and promptness with

which the public may become users

of electric current.

The complaint bureau of a public

service corporation cannot be too

highly rated . Every complaint made

gives an opportunity to make a new

and lasting friend ,-the kind it pays

to have,-one who has been cured

of a grievance. It is not that a re

bate has been made or an employee

discharged, but the manner in which

the complaint is received and the

evidence of careful consideration that

counts with the public.

A CAUSE COMMON TO ALL

Public action by private corpora

tions should be carefully considered ,

and well directed . It should be

united, since the cause of one is the

cause of all , and the conditions con

trolling one surround all .all. While

united and co -operative, it should be

individual, personal, direct and local.

Helping all the others by example

and experience, each must do its

own work in its own field of cpera

tion.

Educational publicity without, and

the attainment of higher ideals with

in , are concededly the effective ways
of meeting this movement. No

others are needed ; no others should

be wanted . Quick, perhaps, to see

the defects in others. we should ap

ply a magnifying glass , with search

light rays, to our own methods and

relations with the public.

are

were more

RESULTS OF AROUSED PUBLIC SENTI

MENT

POPU

One of the best examples of the

value of aroused public sentiment re

sulting from a campaign of pub
licity is that offered by the city of

Cleveland, in comparing the results

of the vote there upon the question

of municipal ownership with the

cities of Detroit, Chicago and San
Francisco .

In 1893 Detroit passed upon the

question, 27.55 per cent. of those

voting favouring, and 2.24 per cent.

opposing, municipal ownership ; in

1902 in Chicago 27:39 per cent. fa

voured and 4.18 per cent. opposed ;

in 1903 in San Francisco 11.13 per

cent. favoured and 8.36 per cent.

opposed ; while in Cleveland in 1903,

21.69 per cent. favoured and 27.29

per cent. opposed municipal owner
ship .

In making these comparisons it

will be appreciated that there is no
suggestion of criticism . It is much

easier to arouse public sentiment to

day upon this question than it was

a year ago, and doubtless it will be

far easier next year than it is now .

Further, there is now a large amount

of accumulated material upon which

to make an effective defensive cam

paign which even two or three years

ago was not in available form .

SOME ESSENTIALS OF PUBLIC

LARITY

A first essential is that courteous,

considerate treatment which the pub

lic so thoroughly appreciates and en

joys. Compare what we can do with

ihe brusque indifference of the em

ployees in almost every department

and cffice of a municipality. Our

own methods, instead of resembling

them , should stand out in marked

contrast . The beginning should be.

with the directors and president, and

it should extend through the entire

organization to the office boy and

janitor.

The quality of the service should

be as nearly perfect as modern in

vention , construction and operation

can make it . Bad , indifferent, or

poor service should be corrected at

any cost . More should be given ,

not less than the public has been

led to expect. What we are to the

public makes good opinion or bad ,

friends or opponents.

Good service means not alone the

kind of light we supply :-it includes

everything relating to the affairs of

CONSIDERATION TO EMPLOYEES

Another very important consid

eration is the treatment which pri

vate corporations accord to their em

ployees. There is probably little

question but that a large percentage

of those whose votes must be relied

upon in any municipal ownership or

socialistic movement the em

ployees of public service corpora

tions. In 1903 there

than one million three hundred

thousand employees in the service of

American steam railways alone; the

number is undoubtedly greater to

dav. Thus in this single service

alone are more than 10 per cent. of

the voters of the country .

The highest wages are now paid

by the private corporations. But

there is something more than wages

to which employees are entitled :

The conveniences with which they

are surrounded ; the care and pro

tection accorded them ; the apprecia

tion of their work ,—for they are a

part of every success their employers

achieve; the assistance rendered dur

ing illness ; reading and meeting

rooms and other means of enter

tainment; and pensions for old age .

Many streetstreet railway companies

now provide, at convenient points,

meeting rooms in which are billiard

tables and other forms of recreation .

The employees of one company con

duct a magazine, in which recently

was an article by James Dalrymple,

of Glasgow , and one will soon ap

pear by H. T. Newcomb, whose work

against municipal socialism has been

of such an important nature.

The Pennsylvania Railroad Com

pany continues, as long as they shall

live , a pension to its employees after

reaching a predetermined age and

rendering a certain number of years

of continuous service. It is said that
* From Municipal Socialism , The Conservative

Victory in Cleveland, by H. T. Newcomb.
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since the adoption of this system

strikes have become unknown and

the men are absolutely loyal to the

company.

.

a

PRIVATE PREFERABLE TO GOVERN

MENT EMPLOYMENT

At the recent summer meeting of

the American Association for the

Advancement of Science, H. T. New

comb brought out quite clearly that

to the employees private was far

preferable to public employment.

He states in that connection : - *

“ I propose to prove not only that

the government is not the best em

ployer, but that it is not even a fair

employer. Nor is this all . I shall

show conclusively that when gov

ernment engages in industry cn

large scale the condition of its em

ployees naturally and inevitably de

generates to that of slavery."

He then proceeds to make good

this challenge, as he calls it , by

showing that while from 1896 to

1904 the average cost of food in this

country had advanced nearly 17 per

cent . , and while during that period

the average rate of wages in private

employment had increased

thing over 17 per cent., there had

been no increase at all in the wages

of government employees.

Comparisons in the government

printing office areare only available

since March 3 , 1899. Since then ,

however, the cost of food has in

creased more than 12 per cent . and

the wages of printers in private es

tablishments have been raised from

12 per cent. to 22 per cent . , though

no advance has been allowed the

employees of the government print

ing office.

some

SLIDING SCALE AS A PUBLIC POLICY by private corporations operating

FACTOR under like conditicns.

One method of charge for public
But loss of investment and in

service ,-gas and electric ,—now re
creased taxes are not the most seri

ceiving a great deal of attention
oue considerations which have en

might be mentioned ,—the English
tered into this development in Eng

land .

sliding scale, recently adopted by the
Of far more serious import is

gas companies of Boston. The the restricted growth of the indus

method seems to contain elements
tries of Great Britain compared with

in satisfying the public which no
those of other countries. This Mr.

Burdett characterizes as worse than
other rate system thus far devised

appears to have accomplished. After a failure ,-as a calamity. Permit me

assuring to the company a fair re
to quote him on the subject :

turn upon its investment
" But in one respect municipal

and the
“

public a maximum price beyond
ownership in Great Britain has been

which it shall not be charged, the
worse than a failure ,—it has been a

further profits are divided, in ratios
calamity. Owing to the restrictive

agreed upon, between the public and
character of the laws, particularly

the company.
the Electric Lighting Acts of 1882

How the plan is looked upon by and 1886 and the Tramways Act of

an cutsider may be understood in
1870, the electrical industry in Great

the following editorial paragraph
Britain has been hampered and re

taken from “ Collier's Weekly ," Au
stricted to such an extent as to make

the showing lamentable. So serious
gust 4 , 1906 :

" The Boston Consolidated Gas had this become in 1902 that the

Company on the same date (July 1 ,
council of the Institution of Elec

trical Engineers of England ap
1906 ), acting on the sliding scale in
troduced through the energy and in

pointed a committee to determine

telligence of the Public Franchise
whether they can recommend the

League in its three years' fight , re
council to take any action , and , if

duced the price to 85 cents, a drop
so , what action , that would assist

the industry .' After a most elaborate
of 15 per cent, and a direct saving

to the public for the coming year of
investigation and the taking of much

$ 562,500.
testimony, the committee of the

" The gas company, under its pres
council resolved : ' That notwithstand

ent exceptionally liberal - minded ing that our countrymen have been

management, accepts enthusiastically
among the first in inventive genius

in electrical science , its development
the sliding scale and speaks of itself

as in partnership with the public, by
in the United Kingdom is in a back

which the gain of either, under the
ward condition , as compared with

other countries, in respect of prac

new law , means the gain of each .

Unusual, indeed, is it for a corpora
tical application to the industrial and

tion to state in an advertisement that
social requirements of the nation .'

And this result
the 'immediate effect' of a drastic

attributable

law made for its regulation is an
principally to the operation of laws

other reduction in the price of gas . '
expressly designed to encourage mu

nicipal and discourage private en

FAVOURABLE OPINION BASED ON MIS terprise . The committee of the coun

cil of the Institution of Electrical
LEADING INFORMATION

Engineers expressly attributed the
The members of this association

unsatisfactory results to what they
do not need to be told that public determine the restrictive character

cpinion to - day, where favourable to of the legislation , governing the

municipal ownership, is based upon

information of a very misleading na
initiation and development of electric

power and traction undertakings and

ture . In his memorable address be
the powers of obstruction granted

fore the National Electric Light As
to local authorities,' which they

sociation at Atlantic City last June,* allege to be the 'essential difference
Everett W. Burdett shows that the

between the electrical industry as it

reported profits of municipal plants exists in the United Kingdom and

in England, so widely advertised as it exists abroad."

here, are accounted for by the fact

that the amount set aside for de
INDICATIONS OF REACTION

preciation averages only 2/10 of one
ENGLISH PUBLIC SENTIMENT

per cent. upon the investment. Even

this small sum would entirely disap
England's municipal indebtedness,

according to the last available fig
pear the municipal plants

charged with taxes , direct and indi
ures , now amounts to £ 2,345,000 ,

000 , and there is evidence of a strong
rect , commensurate with those paid

counter -movement looking to the
* “ The Agitation for Municipal Ownership in material curtailment of the functions

United States- Its Origin, Meaning

Proper Treatment. " of the municipalities.

was

THISTHE RATE QUESTION IN

MOVEMENT

With all other considerations the

prices of our companies must be

included. Not only should they be

as low as circumstances justify, but

as simple and as readily understood .

Differential are not preferential rates .

But this it is sometimes difficult to

make the public understand.

While a differential rate is the

more equitable method of charging

for electric current, under municipal

ownership the more simple flat rate

would probably prevail . The gov

ernment sets an example in a two

cent postage stamp,—whatever the

distance. Manifestly does it seem

unfair to charge as much to deliver

a letter a half dozen city blocks as,

say, between New York and Chicago.

Yet this the government. does ,—and

probably in the general good few

could ask a change.

* " Public Ownership and the Wage-Earner."

A IN

were

the and
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ex

FROM AN

ABROAD

Lord Avebury, in a recent address, pose, he says , with regard to mu- depreciation or reserve funds have

pointed out that the capital nicipal trading generally in Bristol , as yet been accumulated . Notwith

penditure in the electric lighting un- that the results from a financial point standing a showing so pitifully in

dertakings alone now amounts to of view have been very disappoint- adequate the London County Council

£ 27,000,000, upon which last year ing to the ratepayers ; that the elec- intends to expend £ 756,000 for addi

a " profit " was claimed of £ 339,000 ; trical as well as the dock enterprises tions and equipment during the year

that only i per cent. was allowed for of the city have been carried on " on to come.

depreciation, which he called absurd . financial principles which leave much All reports agree that the course

If as little as 2 per cent. had been to be desired from the point of view pursued by the London County

set aside for depreciation, he says, of soundness." Council in its extravagant and ven

this item alone would have amounted The Parliamentary Electric Light- turesome entrance into the field of

to £ 673,000 and " would have turned ing Act stipulates that an undertak- private industry is creating a strong

the so -called profit into a heavy ing established under it shall pro- counter -current of public sentiment,

loss.” He also pointed out that of vide a reserve fund with a portion which will undoubtedly cause marked
forty -eight municipalities working of its surplus, and that this reserve reaction in the not distant future.

tramways only thirteen contribute to fund shall be invested outside of

the rates; seventeen make no depre- the undertaking itself in approved
TIMELY WORDS AMERICAN

ciation allowance, and only eleven “ trustee securities.” During his in

make over 2 per cent. vestigation , Mr. Witty found that the As this paper is about ready for

In an address before the London sum of £ 5000 had been allowed as the press, reports have been cabled

County Council. Lord Goschen is a reserve fund ; when asked where to the effect that Mayor McClellan ,

credited with having said : it was invested, he was told " in the of New York City , now making an

" Extravagant expenditure, accu- unexhausted borrowing powers of extensive foreign tour, has said that

mulation of debt, the invasion of field the committee.” “ That is to say , ' his observations abroad convince him

after field of private enterprise, con- continuing to quote Mr. Witty, “ sup- there is nothing in municipal owner

sequences which I feared for the posing the committee had authority ship for the American people. He

executive government, have dogged from the Local Government Board states that the conditions are most

the footsteps of municipal adminis- to borrow £ 100,000, it registered a unsatisfactory, and, with the possible

tration . In no direction have blows self-denying ordinance in its minute exception of those prevailing in the

more serious been struck at the very book that instead of borrowing street railways of Glasgow, they are

foundations of private enterprise.” £ 100,000 it would borrow only such as the American people would

Sir Felix Schuster, before the In- £ 95,000.” This is the way the re- not tolerate for a moment.

dustrial Freedom League of Eng- serve fund of £ 5000 has been “ in With the matter pressing upon

land , protesting against the extent vested . " him om every hand , it is but nat

to which municipalities of his coun ural that Mr. McClellan would be in

try have engaged in private enter- LONDON'S MUNICIPAL FERRIES AND terested in the question of municipal

prise, says:
TRAMS

ownership , wherever that question

" Private enterprise is , after all, the Under the title of “ Some Lessons has found expression in practical

backbone of our industries, to which in Municipal Trading," " Engineer- application. The Mayor cannot be

nearly everything great that has been ing ," of London, of August 3, 1906 , said to be an opponent of the move

done in this country is due, and on is responsible for the statement ment, as is well evidenced by the

private enterprise, we believe , the " that in view of the County Council fact that the lighting on one of the

future of cur trade, of our commerce, elections next spring an organized large bridges of New York City

and of our public life depend ." campaign is to be undertaken to was undertaken as a general step in

Lord Avebury, before the same awaken the electors of London to a that direction during his administra

body, gave five reasons against mu- due sense of their responsibility in tion , and , at the same time, under

nicipal trading : connection with the administration the same authority, the most impor

( a) That the legitimate functions of the municipal affairs of the tant municipal ferry in this country

and duties of our municipalities are metropolis.” The same article points was placed in operation.

already enough . out that during the first year of the In concluding, I will quote in full

( b ) Municipal trading involves an municipal steamboat service on the Lord Avebury's fifth reason why mu

immense increase in municipal debt. River Thames the receipts fell short nicipalities should not become com

(c ) It involves municipalities in of the working expenses by £ 50 ,- petitors with private enterprises :

labour disputes. 095, -- $ 250,000. The expenditure for “" Different trades are being at

( d ) There is not the same stimulus this service is placed at £ 293.136 ,- tacked , one by one, and unless they

to economy and attention . $ 1,465.000 . As the receipts fell short unite, will be destroyed one after the

( e ) Municipal trading is a serious of the working expenses, it is to be other. Governments and municipal

check to progress and cliscovery . presumed that no allowance was ities cannot work as economically

made for depreciation, which at the as private enterprises, and it follows
FURTHER EVIDENCE OF GROWING DIS- moderate allowance of 7 per cent. that municipal trading must increase

SATISFACTION WITH ENGLISH would amount to an additional loss our rates more and more, while at

CONDITIONS of $ 109.926 , or a total loss of more the same time it raises the price of

At Bristol careful investigation is than $ 360,000 . necessaries , so that it cuts down in

now being made into the conduct of The same authority points out comes with one hand, and with the

municipal trading enterprises. Feath- that, according to the annual report other makes life more expensive. In

erstone Witty, speaking before the of the London tramways, the sur- the long run the artisans and labour

Industrial FreedomFreedom League, de- plus balance is £ 31,249, - $ 156,000, ers will be the greatest sufferers :

scribes them as being in a mostu- --on a capital expenditure of over the check to enterprise will mean

satisfactory financial state. After £ 3,000,000— $ 15,000,000. This is one- less demand for workmen and lower

careful investigation, as a member of tenth of one per cent. upon the in- wages , while everything they require

a commission appointed for that pur- vestment, for which , presumably no will cost them more .”
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New Lamps and New Opportunities POLICY AND METHOD FOR INTRODUC

ING THE NEW LAMPS

By FRANCIS W. WILLCOX

From a Paper Read at the Recent Convention of the Ohio Electric Light Association

a higher efficiency lamps involves added

costs and perhaps some temporary

loss of income, but the change should

nevertheless be definitely and de

cisively made.

There should be no question as to

the ultimate result, if we can judge

by experience. The introduction of

higher efficiency lamps is the equiva

lent of a reduction in rates , and the

Before proceeding further it will

be desirable to describe the method

of rating adopted for and values

given by the new lamps.

The new Gem filament lamp has

been standardized at 50 watts, thus

giving the improvement in the form

of an increase in candle -power of

25 per cent., or from 16 to 20 can

dle -power, instead of a reduced watt

age to 40 watts per lamp. The price

of the lamp has been increased in

the same proportion, so that the re

newal cost per candle -power per

kilowatt-hour has not been changed.

THE
HE present period marks a

most important development

for the electrical industry.

The limitations oi the ordinary car

bon filament incandescent lamp have

been removed through Dr. Whit

ney's discovery of metallizing or

graphitizing carbon . This has given

a practical lamp of 2 watts per can

dle without any loss of life over the

present 3.1 w . p . c . lamps and the

promise of still greater gains .

The discovery and utilization of

certain new metallic substances for

filaments gives a practical lamp of

2 watts per candle in the tantalum

lamp, and possibly still higher effi

ciencies in other lamps under devel

opment.

The Gem or metallized filament

and the tantalum lamp are now both

on the market at prices far below

their value to consumers, and stand

ready to give the aid central stations

have long required and desired from

higher efficiency incandescent lamps.

So then we have before us an op

portunity,—not a theory,-a very

pressing, practical and important op

portunity, which is the immediate

adoption of these higher efficiency

lamps and their introduction into ser

vice to replace present incandescent
lamps (now obsolete) as rapidly as it

is possible to obtain them .

This movement should not be de

terred by the possibilities of still

higher efficiency lamps to come, for

the incandescent lamp is a renewal

device of low cost and must be re

placed by one of its own kind or

something better . Exchanges can ,

therefore, readily be made to im

proved types without any sacrifice.

Neither should the movement be

deterred by the fear that higher effi

ciency lamps may cause an immedi
ate reduction of income. Act as

promptly as a company may , they

will hardly be able to introduce the

new lamps fast enough to cause any

immediate material reduction of in

come, and the improvement in busi

ness resulting from the adoption of

the new lamps will offset any ten

dency towards income reduction.

Let no central station attempt half

way measures or lose the prestige of

having first introduced and supplied

the new lamps to their consumers.

The central station must be an eager

and willing leader in such matters

and not a constrained or hesitating

follower. Of course , the change to

A 22 -CANDLE -POWER , 44 -WATT TANTALUM LAMP WITH DISTRIBUTING FORM OF REFLECTOR,

MADE BY THE GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, HARRISON , N. J.

270

260 °
100

250 °
110

same effects should follow from each . On the label for the Gem lamp

What does experience show results the total watts are substituted for the

from reduction in rates intelligently candle-power rating heretofore shown
made ? Does it not show material on labels . This does not mean that

growth of business and greater net candle-power ratings or values will

earnings ? This, at least, is the re- be abandoned ; such a course is not

sult that is stated to the writer .

Electric service appears of recent

years to have received its greatest

impetus as a result of the adoption

of low rates (made under new , profit

able rate systems).

An Eastern manager in business

for many years with an aggregation

of lighting companies, told the writer

that experience had demonstrated to

him that more money could be made

at reasonably low rates than at higher

rates, and that the policy of keeping

up rates which his companies had
advocated and followed for many

years would be entirely reversed if

they had to do it over again .

2409
Nizoº

2301
130

25

220 ° 30

Y-40 °

3

270 200 190 ° 180 ° 160 50

CURVE SHOWING LIGHT DISTRIBUTION OF A

TANTALUM LAMP WITH A DISTRIBUTING

FORM OF REFLECTOR
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desirable, nor possible even if de

sirable. Candle -power values will

continue to be used and referred to ,

but when given will be fully de

fined . As a lamp is capable of being

rated in candle-power in several

ways, horizontally , spherically , down

lamp, such as 50, 30 , 20, etc. , instead consumption per lamp unchanged.

of the fractional ratings now exist- While the total cost of lamp re

ing on many sizes . newals would be increased somewhat

It insures a more uniform appear- on this basis , the added charge is a

ance and a more uniform perform- small one to pay for the ability to

ance of individual lamps by reason give consumers 25 per cent . more

of the even degree of incandescence light for the same revenue.

Central stations now using 3-5 w .

p . c . lamps could opportunely adopt

the new lamp in the middle or second

voltage . This would share the im

provement with the consumer, giving

12 per cent. more light with 15 per

cent . less wattage . The total cost of

lamp renewals, which is very low

for the present 3-5 w . p . c . lamps,

only about one- third cent per kilo

watt -hour,—would be only slightly

increased , and there is hardly a light

ing company that could not profit

ably afford to make the change to at

least this intermediate efficiency of

the new lamps. Its useful life , 750

hours (with average life materially

longer ), is commercially sufficient , as

it is equal to that formerly given by

3.5 w . p . c . lamps. The life of 3.5

w . p . c . lamps is at present too long

for the most economical service and

could with advantage be shortened

to correspond with that given by the

new Gem lamp in middle voltage .

GENERAL ELECTRIC TANTALUM LAMP WITH CONCENTRATING FORM OF REFLECTOR

ward values from varied forms of

reflectors, etc. , the omission of

any candle -power rating from label

seemed desirable to avoid confusion.

After all, as electric metering is

generally done on the kilowatt-hour

basis, the practical unit is really

watts per lamp instead of candle

power. The plan has, besides, many

advantages:

It allows even watt ratings per

or efficiency at which a filament so

rated will burn .

It permits central stations to grad

ually advance their standard of effi

ciency from time to time to meet

changing conditions.

The voltage markings are arranged

in a vertical column in steps of two

volts apart. These voltages are

known as the " top ," "middle " and

" bottom ," or first second, and third

voltages (V1, V2, and V3).

As is well known , any one lamp

will vary in its candle -power and

watt ratings with increase and de

crease of voltage. The arrangement

shown, therefore, permits three rat

ings for the lamp, as shown in the

following table :

SUGGESTIONS AS TO RENEWALS

If anyone doubts whether free

lamp renewals are desirable, or if the

practice is well established , let him

consult the 1906 National Electric

Light Association Question Box on

this point (pages 250 to 260 ). The

answers to a number of questions on

lamp supply and renewal policy

shows overwhelming testimony in

favour of free and liberal renewals.

Indeed, practice goes much further

in many instances, and furnishes not

only free lamps, but is now giving

free signs to burn them in , and ex

perience shows that this pays hand

somely .

With the advent of the new Gem

lamp, the importance of central sta

tion direction and control of the

lamps used is greater than ever . Full

and complete control is obtained only

with free renewals, and the adoption

of a free renewal policy (where not

270 !
90 '

260 100

2509 110

240 !
120

130

220
140

TABLE OF VALUES OF GEM 50 -WATT LAMPS AT FIRST, SECOND AND

THIRD VOLTAGES

Mean Horizontal Watts Average

Voltage of Circuit Total Watts Candle - Power Per Candle Useful Life

“ Top ” or first voltage ( V1 ) , 114 ... 50. 20 2.5 450

" Middle" or second voltage (V2) , 112 . 47.5 18 2.65 640

“ Bottom " or third voltage (V3) , 110 ..
45. 16 2.8 940

210 150

From the data given in the fore

going table each lighting company

can determine what course it should

adopt.

Central stations now using 3.1 W.

p . c . lamps would naturally adopt

the new lamps at full efficiency (top

voltage) and thus keep their watt

now in vogue) could, therefore, most

opportunely be made with the intro

duction of the new Gem lamp. In

any event, it is specially important

that the new lamp should be fa

voured with equally as liberal a pol

icy as the present lamps.

Companies now giving free re

200 130 170 160 °

CURVE SHOWING LIGHT DISTRIBUTION OF A

TANTALUM LAMP WITH CONCENTRATING

FORM OF REFLECTOR
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newals of the present lamps should TABLE I. - COST OF 1000 CANDLE-HOURS Communication by Electricity in

do likewise for the new lamp . Com
OF LIGHT IN CENTS, INCLUDING the British Army

COST OF POWER AND LAMP

panies now charging for lamps
RENEWALS

should supply the new lamp without For Different Lamp Efficiencies at Various Rates

any increase of price . per Kilowatt-Hour

Unless the policy for the new lamp of field units of the Royal En

be at least as liberal as that for the gineers of the British army, says

present lamps, the introduction and " The Electrical Engineer," of Lon

general use of the new lamps is apt don , are doubtless those referring to

to be retarded. telegraph companies , whose impor

tance in modern warfare is now gen
THE TANTALUM LAMP

The tantalum lamp is now manu
erally reccgnized. At present there

are three field telegraph companies .
factured in this country, and has been

The new establishments provide for

listed at a price of 75 cents each , or
one line of communication telegraph

60 cents net in lots of 500 .

The lamp is at present supplied in company, two air-line, two cable, two

wireless, and six divisional telegraph
but one size,—about 44 watts , giving

companies. Of the six divisional
22 mean horizontal · candle -power

companies only three units and three
( English Parliamentary standard) and

staffs will be maintained at home in
with a useful life cn direct current

times of peace. Of the searchlight

of 700 to 800 hours. Unfortunately,
companies, one unit divisible into

the life on alternating current is only
two sections will be maintained, a

about one-third of this value ,—too

section to comprise two plants, each
short to be commercial.

complete with generator and pro
While the first cost , say 60 cents , ordinary carbon lamps and free re

of this lamp seems high , if we pro
jector , or four plants in all for the

newals of Gem filament lamps and unit .

rate the useful life on direct current, tantalum lamp renewals at 25 cents,

—750 to 800 hours ,—on an equal as suggested herein , the resulting

basis with that of the ordinary 3.1 cost for an equal amount of light at Electric Freight Service in Chicago

w . p . c . carbon filament lamp, we various rates per kilowatt-hour will Tunnels

find that it is reduced to about 40 be for the different lamps as shown

cents. This is only about 25 cents in Table 11 . August 15,15 , underground

more than present 3.I w . p . c . lamps freight service was begun in
TABLE II . - COST OF 1000 CANDLE -HOURS

cost, and companies now supplying the tunnels of the Illinois Tun

OF LIGHT, IN CENTS , WITH FREE RE

free renewals of the latter could nel Company. The first trip was madeNEWALS OF ALL LAMPS EXCEPT

furnish renewals of the tantalum at TANTALUM , FOR WHICH A RE a distance of two miles, and
NEWAL CHARGE OF 25 CENTS

25 cents each without any increase occupied 16 minutes.
IS MADE

of renewal costs . This would give
About forty-five miles of the tunnel

consumers the chance to use tanta are now completed, several branches

lum lamps at no greater costs than
extending well beyond the river on

are paid for a Welsbach mantle, and the North and West sides. The tun

thus place the electric service with nel company now is equipped with

the tantalum lamp on an excellent 67 electric locomotives

competitive basis with Welsbach freight trucks, and an additional

lamps. complement of 15 locomotives and3.25

TANTALUM UNITS 250 trucks is now being built .

The tantalum lamp, by reason of The company has forty receiving

the relatively small end candle-power
stations and is connected with nine

regular railroads. The roads now
and the fact of their burning to bet

ter advantage in a vertical position,
ready for service are the Erie , Alton,

Rock Island, Wabash , Santa Fe,can be used to marked advantage in
Great Western, Monon , Baltimore &

the form of a " unit " with a suitable

Ohio , Milwaukee & St. Paul , and
Holophane reflector.

In Table I. is given the cost of
contracts have just been entered into

33.25

35.25 between the tunnel company and the
an equal amount of light ( 1000 can

Chicago & Eastern Illinois and thedle -hours) with tantalum (at 2 w . p .
Illinois Central.

c .) , Gem filament (at 2 ] w . p . c . ) , and

ordinary carbon at 3.1 and 3.5 w . p .

c . , including cost of renewals in each During last winter the intake canal It is announced that the Lacka

case and power at various rates per of the Niagara Falls Power Com- wanna Railroad will in the near fu

kilowatt-hour shown .
pany was kept free from floating ice ture operate its trains by telephone

From these results it can be seen , by means of a trolley bcat 25 feet in connection with its automatic

at straight costs per kilowatt -hour long and 10 feet beam , operated by block - signal system over the entire

for current and an equal amount of a Westinghouse single -phase railway line, including branches.

light, just how the different lamps motor supplied with current by

stand . double trolley wires running the A railway telegraph school is to

It should be noted that in spite of length of the canal and provided with be opened by the Atchison , Topeka

its high renewal cost , the tantalum an over-running trolley and flexible & Santa Fe Railway at Topeka, for

lamp gives the lowest cost of any cable . The ice was broken by the the purpose of recruiting students

of the lamps, above 3 cents per kilo- boat and driven toward the cverflow to be trained for telegraph operators

watt-hour. With free renewals of near the head -house.
and agents.
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3.1
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The Corporation and the Public.

By WM. H. BLOOD, JR.

I '
T was only a few years ago that ing his property, he has been careless

the manager of the electric cor- in his dealings with the public and

poration devoted the greater oftentimes his laisses faire policy , or

portion of his time and energy to perhaps lack of any policy at all,

engineering problems. Matters of has now brought him face to face

detail in the selection of apparatus with serious complications.

and systems were to him of para- No one likes to be ignored and the

mount importance. The success of public at large is very sensitive in

his enterprises depended , he thought, this respect. The people, the poli

on his ability to decide aright be- ticians and the newspapers have, for

tween a two -motor and a four-motor years , been demanding all sorts of

equipment for his cars , or between a possible and impossible things of the

direct -current and an alternating -cur- companies, and the companies have

rent system of lighting. Such prob- for the most part taken this abuse in

lems as these gradually solved them- very much the same way a stupid

selves as the " art progressed " and as dog takes his whipping. They have

the manager acquainted himself with cringed, acted as though guilty , and

his requirements. have tried to keep out of the way.

The next step in the process of Very few companies have stated

evolution was in economy of opera- their side of the case ; fewer still have

tion . The manager was bending all taken the public into their confidence.

his energies to save even a tenth of a It is a common occurrence for the

cent in turning out his kilowatt- companies to be misrepresented and

hours. Direct- connected generators maligned, and it is a rare thing for

were installed , turbines were con- one of them to take the pains to

templated, water -tube boilers with correct the perverted facts or to nail

mechanical stokers were regarded as the malicious lies . Why are the

important, and the entire plant was companies so cowardly ? Is it not

put upon a more efficient basis . about time for them to be a little

During the last year or two the aggressive and to present their case

commercial side of the business has to the people ?

been emphasized . Engineering mat- In most instances, the company is

ters the manager now leaves to his in the right and has all the facts

trained electrical or mechanical en- and figures at its command to prove

gineers . Questions of operation his this, but rather than get into an

superintendent cares for ; but his per- argument or to " avoid stirring up

sonal attention is required on mat- the matter" it says nothing and the

ters of advertising, soliciting and all people at large believe what they see

forms of business getting. printed in the sensational papers, par

Co -operation is the watchword to ticularly as it remains uncontradicted.

day, and the manufacturer, the so- The companies are by no means per

licitor, and the advertiser are work- fect and the points wherein they fall

ing together with one object in view , short should be corrected before the

—that of getting additional business. public will take the corporations seri

While the manager has been re- ously or believe in their honesty.

vamping his plant, improving his The organization of a large cor

operating conditions, increasing his poration is complex ; the officials are

business, and , in many ways, perfect- not in touch with the real people ,

5-1

and the higher an official is the less ,

as a rule, he comes in contact with

his patrons or knows of the details
of their grievances.

Arbitrary rules are common - cir

cumstances do not alter cases . The

big corporations , like the Pharisees

of old , live up to the letter of the

law , and so long as they are working

within their corporate rights they

think they are doing no evil . Is

that, however, all the public service

corporation should do ? Are not

moral obligations as important as

contract requirements ? Is it good

policy for a company to ignore the

ruling of an inferior court simply

because the attorneys say that they

have the right on their side and that

the upper court will reverse the de

cision of the lower ?

Is it right to beat the people over

their heads and throw them off the

cars simply because they will not pay

a second fare ? Is not such treat

ment of the public, to say the least ,

unjust and entirely uncalled for ?

Could not better results have been

accomplished in other ways and with

much less offense ? Not only does

this company suffer on account of

such short-sighted policy, but the

cause of corporate management of

public utilities at large is injured and

municipal ownership is given an ex

cuse for existence.

A lighting company with a large

income is perhaps supplying the city

with street lights. The city desires

to renew the contract but holds that

the price of ten years ago is too

high. The company says , “ Oh, no .

That is our price . Take it or leave

it .” What course is there left for

the city but to establish its own

plant ?

Suppose, if you please , that the

income which came to the company

321
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from lighting the city's streets was against the high-handed outrages quote some remarks made at a recent

only 2 or 3 per cent . of its total perpetrated by the big corporations, meeting of the National Bar Associ

business; the company could , from a and should not everyone who be- ation :

business standpoint, better afford to lieves in square dealing, whether “ Once possible ostracism by pro

give the service to the city free owner, operator, or patron , speak up fessional brethren was sufficient to

rather than to allow the establish- and condemn such practices ? keep from serious error the prac

ment of a municipal plant. And The little knowledge which be- titioner with no fixed ideals of eth

what of the effect of this action on comes a dangerous thing is one of ical conduct; but now the shyster,

the other cities of the country ? Is the chief assets of the small public the barratrously inclined , the ambu

it not establishing a bad precedent, service corporation in its dealings lance chaser, the member of the bar

and do not all other companies in with the people. The number of with a system of runners , pursue

the country have to suffer for the foolish things such a company can their nefarious methods with no

indiscretion of this one ? do is astonishing, and while few of check , save the rope of sand of moral

A lady desired to take the train them are wilful the effect upon the suasion, so long as they stop short

from A to B , and the following con- public is very much the same, and of actual fraud and violate no crim

versation ensued : other companies throughout the inal law . * * Never having real

Lady : " I should like a lower country suffer on their account . ized or grasped that indefinable eth

berth on the sleeper from A to B The company is charging, say , ical something which is the soul and

to -night." $ 100 per lamp per year to the city . spirit of law and justice, they not

Clerk : “ Have none." Municipal ownership is talked and only lower the morale within the

Lady : " None at all ? Then I will some " professor" is hired by the profession, but they debase our high

take an upper." city as an " expert" to determine the calling in the eyes of the public.”

Clerk : " Have no uppers . ' cost to the city of making its own It is useless to try to make an im

Lady : “ No uppers ?" lights. The report shows that for pression upon the public unless the
Clerk : “ That's what I said . Train $51.29, or some other absurdly low service is good,—that is what you

all sold .” figure, the city can do this work, but are selling and the public wants to

Lady : " Well, then I suppose I nowhere in the report do we see any buy the best . Good service does not

shall have to wait over another day . mention of depreciation, maintenance, mean simply constant pressure on
Let me have one for to-morrow insurance, loss of taxes , interest dur- the lighting lines or regularity in the

night.” ing construction, etc. , etc. operation of cars . It includes , also ,

Clerk : “ Nothing doing to -mor- The company in its fright immedi- neatly painted poles , lines well kept

row night either.” ately says , “ Yes. We will take the up , good repavement of streets when

Lady: " You mean you have no contract for $ 55," thereby accepting underground construction is under

accommodations for to -morrow night the " expert's” figures and owning up taken , clean cars , tidy employees,
either ?" to having overcharged the city for prompt response to trouble calls, etc. ,

Clerk : " That's what I said ." several years . The true facts in the etc. The neglect of any one of these

Lady: " Well, when can I get ac- case are that $ 100 was a just price may make an enemy for the com

commodations ?" ten years ago and that to -day $75 pany, while the attention to such

Clerk : “There is one upper you would be a fair price , one which is details is sure to make friends.

can have four nights from to-night , less than the city would be able to In its rule books, published for the

but you had better speak quick if reach and upon which the company , guidance of its trainmen , one well

you want it." in connection with its other business, managed company instructs as fol

Lady: “ Is there no other way I could realize a small profit. lows :

can get to B ? ” We might as well admit it — the “ Employees shall bear in mind

Clerk : “ Yes. You can walk . " public service corporation of to -day that they are engaged in a public

Had she been a man she would does not have the support from the service , in which they are constantly

probably have " said a few things ” to public that it should, and the fault called upon to exercise great pa

the clerk and would have gone some is largely that of the company itself . tience, forbearance and self-control .

other way had that been possible. In these days , when municipal own- Politeness and courtesy continually

Is it strange that the public has no ership is the talk of the town , the practiced by employees will prevent

love for corporations which employ corporations should do all they can controversy and complaint, and will

such men to represent them ? And to curry public popularity and
greatly benefit the service .

what can you say to these and to should show by their actions that “While the road is intended and

other operating men when the presi- they are better able to conduct such expected to be a source of profit to

dent of the company , by giving out business than is the municipality. the company, it is operated for the

erroneous reports as to the condition Now to suggest a few points which 'public convenience and necessity . '

of the company and by deferring the need careful attention : A higher There should , therefore, be an ear

declaration of dividends, meanwhile code of ethics of corporate manage- nest effort on the part of every em

buys up all the securities he can on ment, good service, courteous treat- ployee to make the service so excel

the quiet and then suddenly an- ment, fair rates , consideration of em- lent and attractive that the public will

nounces that a dividend will be paid , ployees. always find it convenient and neces

thereby increasing the value of his Much might be said upon the first sary . ”

holdings by millions of dollars ? subject, but it is a dangerous one If every individual in the employ

Is it a wonder that when an acci- upon which to get started . In these of the public service corporation

dent case comes before a jury the days of modern finance, there are should live up to this rule, the mil

corporation is universally " soaked " ? many men , the writer regrets to say, lenium would be upon us at once and

Does not every case of this kind who have become financially inter- no one would have any occasion to

have its cumulative effect, and is it ested in public service corporations complain of discourteous treatment.

strange that so many people are and who are in them strictly for Now , as to rates . Every company

“" agin ' the trusts " ? Can we blame what they can get out of them . To in the country will tell you that its

the yellow journals for their tirade such as these the writer desires to rates are fair and equitable , but are
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they ? Many of them are simply sur- lounging or club rooms, furnished efficiency of 81 per cent . , gives 191

vivals of ancient days and are full with billiard tables,tables, card tables, pounds per kilowatt -hour.

of irregularities and unwarranted dis- shower baths, and the like . Are not At night, working at about half

criminations. Rates should not only these attentions appreciated ? The load, the consumption will be about

be fair and just but should also be pension system for old employees 224 pounds per kilowatt-hour. The

as simple as possible. costs but little and is one factor in total steam consumption at full load

Step into a lighting company's of- keeping good men in the company's will thus be 17,700 pounds per hour,

fice and ask the man at the desk for employ. or , allowing for condensing machin

the price of electric current, and Most of your men are voters , and ery, feed pumps and pipe condensa

what do you get for a reply ? In- some of them have fathers and broth- tion , say, 21,000 pounds per hour.

variably, a lot of questions are ers who are also voters. They all When the third machine is added ,

“ fired” at you ; you never get a direct have friends with whom they talk . the consumption will rise to about

answer ; you seldom even get a card If the company is broad-gauged and 31,000 pounds per hour.

with a printed schedule of rates . is liberal with its men , it soon has a The condensers employed would

It is not always wise to stick to a small army talking for it and work- be jet condensers , and the condens

high schedule simply because ing for its interests ; but if the com- ing water would be cooled in wooden

are allowed to do so by franchise or pany is close and " picayune" in its cooling towers and used over and

because the State board permits it . dealings with its employees, you may over again ,—the maximum quantity

The public should get some of the rest assured that it will not stand to be circulated (when the third gen

advantages accruing on account of well with the community at large . erating set is in use) being about

improvements in the art , and the To be a success to -day, the public 60,000 gallons per hour. The con

company should at least appear to be service corporation must, first of all, densing machinery would be driven

generous by sharing its profit before serve the public. It must put itself by a 50 - H . P. single-cylinder en

it is forced to do so . in a position where its acts cannot gine , and the two feed pumps would

Does the company's duty towards justly be criticised ; it must educate also be steam driven .

its employees end on Saturday night the public in its ways of doing busi- Three water- tube boilers , with a

when it turns over the envelope con- ness; it must be liberal in its policy ; heating surface of 2700 square feet

taining the week's wages ? What is it must not be afraid to state its case each , would be required, and the

the esprit de corts in such a and to show that its business is being boiler house would have room for

pany ? conducted honestly with a hope of a fourth. Each boiler would be fitted

Some companies supply pleasant a fair return upon its investment. with its own superheater for about

85 degrees C. of superheat, but no

economizer need be provided, as the

feed-water could be warmed by

means of the exhaust steam from

The Comparative Cost of Steam Engines, Steam the feed pumps. A 24 -inch exhaust

steam main would be required . The

Turbines and Gas Engines for Works Driving details of the cost of this installation

are as follows:

OME interesting data regarding A third similar 440-KW. set can
CAPITAL EXPENDITURE

the comparative cost of steam then be added later. Allowing for
( 1 ) Two steam dynamos $ 54,000

engines, steam turbines, and gas 300 working days in the year with (2) Three water- tube boilers , with super

engines for generating electricity for 10 -hour day shifts and 8-hour night
15,000

( 3 ) Condensing plant 11,500

light and power in a large plant, are shifts, the total units used will be as ( 4 ) Feed pumps and oil separator . 3,250

( 5 ) Live and exhaust steam mains...

follows:

1,875

given by W. Schömburg in a recent
(6) Feed -water and cooling water piping 1,375

number of the " Elektrotechnische
( 7) Overhead hand- driven

Day shifts, 440 X 2 X 10 X 300 2,640,000 B. T. U.
about 10 tons and 40 - foot span ... 1,050Zeitschrift." At present a number Night shifts, 250 X 8 X 300 = .... 600,000 B. T. U.

( 8 ) Switchboard and connecting cables

to dynamos
Total annual units..

1,750

of independent steam engines are
.3,240,000 B. T. U.

(9) Coverings for pipe troughs..

used .
( 10 ) Spare parts for engines, etc .. 1,500

( 11 ) Coal trucks , ash trucks , rails, weigh

The day load , assuming that half the
The two generators will be ap ing machine, etc. 2,750

machinery is at work at one time at
proximately fully loaded during the (12) Engine room , 33 feet high and 3800

square feet area 6,125

its ordinary load, is taken as 900
day, while one alone will be run (13) 5200 square feet , boiler and pump

6,600

KW ., and the night load is about during the night, and will be only ( 14 ) Foundations for the steam dynamos,

250 KW . No spare plant is to be partly loaded.
(15) One chimney shaft , 160 feet high and

installed, as a small electric plant
8 feet internal diameter at the top . 4,500

RECIPROCATIN
G
STEAM ENGINES (16) Boiler brickwork 3,000

with battery is available in case of
Total

The engines are assumed to bebreakdown ; but future extensions
$118,650

23,730

are to be allowed for . of the three- crank, triple-expansion The capital cost per KW, installed is = $ 135 ,

Coal, at $ 4.50 a ton , delivered, and type, running at 140 revolutions per
or, allowing for the future extensions ,

having a thermal value of 12,500 B. minute, and working condensing 30,750

with superheatedT. U. per pound, is obtainable, and steam at 180 it is about.... $ 117.50 per KW.

1,320

also coke at $5.75 a ton and of 11,- pounds per square inch , and a tem
ANNUAL RUNNING EXPENSES

700 B. T. U. , while the cost of perature of 250 degrees to 275 de

water is 5.4 cents a thousand gallons. grees C. The steam consumption at
( 1 ) Coal consumption :- 2,640,000 KW .-hours,

1934

Assuming that the future exten- full load, allowing for the fact that pounds of coal per KW .-hour, and

sions amount to half the present the engines will not be running at 2214

power, and that the future night load quite full load constantly ) is taken 600,000 KW . -hours, at pounds of coal

will not exceed one-third of the fu- as 11 } pounds per I. H. P.-hour, per KW .-hour

ture day load , it will be advantage- which , with a generator efficiency of Heating-up ( 10 per cent . ) ...

Feed pumps and condensing plant... 425

ous to install two 440 -KW . machines 92 per cent, and an engine efficiency
5,060 tons .

rather than a single one of 900 KW . of 88 per cent., making a combined At $4.50 per ton ... $22.520

Som

heaters

crane for

750

house

etc. 3,625

880

at

7

4.212 tons.

423
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on

ANNUAL RUNNING EXPENSE

(1 ) 2,640,000 KW. -hours , at 1.65 pounds of
coke

Per KW -hour, and 600,000

KW .-hours, at 2.45 pounds per KW.

hour + 10 per cent. loss in gas

generator 2810 tons of coke, at

$5.75 per ton . $ 16,160

( 2 ) Lubrication and cleaning material. 2,625

(3 ) Attendance and supervision ... 5,500

( 4 ) Water for the purifiers (12,400,0,0 gal

lons per year , at 5.4 cents per 1000

gallons) 675

( 5 ) l'pkeep and repairs :

3 per cent. on items ( 1 ) and ( 2 ) of

capital expenditure. 1,89)

2 per cent on items (3 ) to (8) and

( 10 ) expenditure
305

1 per cent. on items (11 ) to ( 13 ) ,

expenditure 190

(6) Depreciation , 7 per cent . on items ( 1 )

to ( 8 ) and ( 10 )... 5,48 )

3 per cent. on items ( 11 ) to ( 13 ) . 560

( 7 ) Interest on capital expenditure at 4

per cent. 3,970

Total $ 373,35

The cost per KW . -hour is therefore 1.1 cents .

The above figures show that in

this case the steam turbines lead to

the lowest capital cost , but that the

gas engines give a lower annual cost .

The writer points out , however, that

no general rule can be laid down,

since the price of fuel, the overloads

to which the plant is subjected , the

value of floor space and other sim

ilar variables enter into the question

and make it necessary to consider

each case in detail in the way out

lined above.

grees C.

figures of well-known makers, the R

( 2 ) Lubrication and packing ... $ 2,200
GAS ENGINES

(3) Stoking, engine driving and super

vision 6,250

Two gas engine dynamos for
( 4 ) Water purification 225

(5 ) Upkeep and repairs: 440 -KW . each will be required ,
3 per cent . on items ( 1 ) to (6) of

capital cost
and these

2,610 would preferably be
2
per cent. on items (7 ) to ( 11 ) and of the 4-cycle , double -acting type
item (16 )

215

1 per cent. on items (12) to ( 15 ) .... 210 with tandem arrangement of cylin
(6 ) Depreciation , 7 per cent. , items

( 1 ) to '(19 ), ( 11 ) and ( 16 ) ... 6,740 ders, though single cylinder engines
Depreciation, 3 per cent . , on items

could be used . The speed would be
( 10 ) and ( 12 ) to ( 15) .. 670

(7 ) Interest on capital at 4 per cent . 4,745 130 revolutions per minute. Start

Total $46,635 ing would be effected by compressed

Cost per KW . -hour therefore = 1.38 cents . air provided by a small electric

pump and air cylinder. The neces
STEAM TURBINES

sary cooling water would amount to

Two units of 440 KW . run

about 9 gallons per horse -power
ning at 2100 revolutions per minute hour, so that cooling arrangements

(Parsons turbines will be installed,
for dealing with a maximum of 20 ,

and will require about two -thirds of 000 gallons per hour (when three

the above engine room space . The generators are in use) must be in

steam consumption , allowing for
stalled , and this amount of water

the improved condensation required
must be cooled from about 40 de

( about 90 per cent. vacuum ), will be
grees C. to 25 degrees or 28 de

slightly higher than for the triple

expansion engines.
Three power gas generators would

; Each turbine will have its own

be erected (one as a spare) with the
condenser fitted close to it , and the necessary steam raising plant, puri

condensing water cooler will have to
fiers, etc. Each generator should be

deal with a maximum of about 115,
amply large enough for 600 H. P.,

000 gallons per hour. Upkeep and
and with an efficiency of 75 to 80

repairs will be about half as great

as for the reciprocating engines .
per cent. each generator would re

quire about 7800 pounds of coke

Lubrication will be greatly reduced per day of io hours. Consumption
and less attendance will be necessary ,

tests on engines of this size were not

since in recent turbo -dynamos the available , but taking the guarantee

commutation troubles have been suc -

cessfully overcome. Comparatively consumption of coke should not ex.

light foundations will be required for
ceed 1.65 pounds per kilowatt-hour

the turbo -dynamos, but the boiler
at full load, or 2.45 pounds per kilo

house equipment will remain prac
watt-hour at half load ..

tically unaltered .
To allow for the losses in banking

CAPITAL EXPENDITURE one gas generator during the night,

( 1 ) Two turbo -dynamos
$ 35,000 an addition of 10 per cent. of the full

(2) Three water-tube boilers , with super

heaters

15,000 load consumption must be made.
(3 ) Condensing plant 14,000

( 4 ) Hot well and feed pumps.. The lubrication expenditure will be1.700

( 5 ) Live and exhaust-steam mains.
1.375 somewhat greater than for the triple

(6) Feed-water and cooling-water piping. 1,250

(7) Overhead hand-driven expansion steam engines, whilst the
about 712 tons and 36 -foot span ... 850

(8) Switchboard and connecting cables
attendance expenses will be less ,

to dynamos
1.625 owing to the absence of condensing

(9 ) Coverings for pipe troughs..

( 10) Spare parts for turbines, etc.. 750 plant. The foundations will , however,
( 11 ) Coal trucks , ash trucks , rails , weigh

have to be more substantial.
ing machine, etc .. 2,750

(12 ) Engine room , 23 feet high and 2350

square feet area .. 3,875

( 13) 2350 square feet boiler house . 3,025 CAPITAL EXPENDITURE

( 14 ) Foundations for the turbo-dynamos,

excavations for the condensers , etc. 2,375 ( 1 ) Two gas dynamos for 440 KW . each . $ 56,250

( 15 ) Chimney shaft , 160 feet high and 8 (2 ) Three gas generators with purifiers ,
feet internal diameter at the top .... 4.500 steamers , electric blowers, piping

( 16 ) Boiler brickwork 3,000 and valves 6.750

(3 ) Compressed -air plant for starting .... 1,550
Total $91,930

( 4 ) Cooling water plant with electric

The capital cost per KW . installed is thus $ 104.50. centrifugal pump, iron cooling tower

All the prices include freight and erection . and piping 3,625

( 5) Overhead hand -worked crane for 10
ANNUAL RUNNING EXPENSES tons and 53 -foot span 1,375

( 1 ) Coal consumption, including feed
(6) Gas and air piping, exhaust chambers

pumps, 10 per cent . for heating up and valves for the engines . 1,375
and condensation loss = 5417 tons . $ 24,375 (7) Switchboard and cables from the

(2) Lubrication and cleaning material .. 400
dynamos 1.875

( 3 ) Stoking, engine driving and supervi
(8 ) Coverings for pipe troughs.. 1,450

5,625

( 4 ) Upkeep and repairs :
(9) Spare parts for the engines and dy

1142 per cent . on item (1 ) of capital
2,250

cost ( 10 ) Weighing machine, rails , coke hoist,

3 per cent, on items (2 ) to (6 ) . 1,460
coke trucks , etc. 4,000

2 per cent . on items ( 7 ) to ( 9 ) , ( 11 ) ( 11) Engine room , 30 feet high , and 5400

and ( 16 ) 160 square foot area . 8,750

1 per cent. on items ( 12 ) to (15 ) 140 (12) Gas generator room , 3600 -square foot

(5) Depreciation , 7 per cent. on items ( 1 ) 4,550

to ( 9 ) and (11) and ( 16 ) ... 5.420 (13 ) Foundations and pipe troughing.... 5,500

3 per cent on items (12 ) to ( 15 ) .

(6 ) Interest on capital at 4 per cent.. 3.680 Total
$ 98,300

Total
$ 42.220

The capital cost per KW . installed is therefore

Cost per KW . -hour therefore = 1.25 cents . $ 112.50.

crane for

875

A New Source of Rubber

EPORTS come from Mexico

to the effect that there is an

active development of guayule

rubber properties. For many years

guayule was known to contain rub

ber, but it is only within a short

time that a process has been in

vented for the extraction of the gum

for commercial use .

Although the product was of an

inferior quality and of little value,

it was enough to set chemists and

inventors to work on the problem .

However, none of the methods have

yet attained a degree of perfection ,

as the known results vary from 10

to 12 per cent., whereas the quan

tity of gum contained in the shrub

is known to be approximately 18 per

cent. A sample lot of excellent qual

ity, extracted with a process in the

experimental stage and not yet pat

ented, brought between $ 1 and $ 1.25

per pound.

No claim is made that the gum ex

tracted from the guayule will ever

take the place of rubber, but it can

be made a substitute in many forms

of manufacture. This industry has

now passed from the experimental to

the practical stage, and is destined to

become a very important one in

Northern Mexico, especially in the

State of Coahuila . Factories which

are already working, and those now

under construction within a small

radius of Saltillo , will represent an

outlay of thousands of dollars .

sion

namos
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Costs of and Results from Soliciting and

Advertising

By H. K. MOHR

A Paper Read at the Recent Convention of the Association of Edison Illuminating Companies

F convention of theFR case

* *

ROM a report read before the stant study of existing as well as the use of common sense, to which

National problematical conditions. This study the manager can turn in of

Electric Light Association, held has not been individual; the know- emergency or difficulty ? Does not

last June, the following extract is ledge of one is open to all ; the ex every company employ individual

quoted : periences and difficulties and meth- methods,-not to say anything about

“ The year 1905 would appear to
ods of solution are common property . individual rates ? Is there not a ten

mark the beginning of a new period If electrical engineering had been deney to find out all you can about

in the development of electric light secretive it would never have been the other fellow and tell him as little

and power in the United States . * safe or sane. as possible about yourself ?

The gaze and the study of the man The result has been that to-day In this era of municipal owner

ager (of central stations) were turned engineering problems of the central ship agitation, the public utility com

outward rather than inward . For station are worked out on certain pany's most vulnerable point is the

several years previous a process of fixed principles based on experience lack of uniformity in rates and sell
consolidation had been going on ac- and common sense . In the event of ing methods existing throughout the

tively . In most cities the service electrical or mechanical trouble either country. Every company whose in

had become unified , financially and inside or outside of the station there terests are jeopardized finds itself im

physically , under one management.
is no confusion of method in correc- mediately upon the defensive with

* Beyond this, numerous tion : there are not four or five right regard to the principal point of at

plants scattered all over the country, ways of making repairs, and the tack , and, even if able to clear its

illy constructed, poorly run , badly wrong ways are definitely indicated. own skirts of unfair methods, must

financed , had become subject to a The same thing is true in new con- perforce, directly or indirectly, call

common ownership or operation in struction in but slightly less degree . attention to the delinquencies of its

highly competent hands. Thus, while How far would the central station sister companies.

technical changes and improvements
business have progressed if every en- Is it possible to evolve from the

did not cease , the interest shifted gineer did things in his own way, — many and varied methods employed

very manifestly from the engineering if good engineering practice was a by the member companies in their

to the commercial side of the indus- negligible quantity ? Imagine the business -getting departments certain

try , and at the present moment this confusion of methods, the uncertainty standard methods of procedure under

newer situation is still developing. of service, the expense of apparatus , similar conditions, and, if it is possi

* * * It may be asserted without the prohibitive cost of current. ble , is not such a consummation

the slightest fear of contradiction Central station engineering is not most desirable ?

that the industry has been revivified the title of this report, but a com There are those who will at once

by the 'publicity' campaigns of re- parison of methods and development claim that the great difference in the

cent date , that it has ceased to min- with the commercial side of the selling conditions existing in the

ister to the comfort of the many in
business serves a purpose. various cities makes it impossible

order to meet the necessities of the Are there any certain laws for get- and undesirable to reduce the selling

millions, and that it has made splen- ting new business and retaining old ? of electricity to an exact science , as
did advances towards the accom- Are there any fixed rules , to which is electrical engineering. There is a

plishment of its universal purpose anyone may refer, that govern the difference , however, between an ex

and potentialities . ” making of rates, the cost of a solicit- act science and general rules, and,

To what extent has the “ inward ing department, the expense of ad- after all , if the latter could be estab

gaze” of the central station manager vertising, the salary of the solicitor lished a great step forward would

been directed toward the commercial or his qualifications, the warrantable have been taken .

side of the business and to what pur financing of a customer's installation , Human nature is the same in San

pose ? Has there not been a curi- or the thousand and one problems, Francisco as it is in New York , al

ous lack of system in a concerted serious problems, with which the though its expression may vary

effort on the part of the lighting central station manager must con- somewhat; that statement is also true

companies to develop their business- tend daily ? of human capabilities. Why is it not

getting departments ? At the very Is it not true that every company possible, therefore, with the wide and

least , has there not been a surpris
in this association does all these long experience of the older com

ing lack of intelligent co -operation ? things in its own way ? Is there panies, to determine very closely

Take the engineering side of the such a thing as uniform policy in the what inducements are necessary to

central station business as an exam
matter of making investment to se- tempt an individual to purchase our

ple. From the very start there has cure new business ? Are there any commodities, how far it is necessary

been a striving for uniformity, a con- fixed rules in existence, outside of to go in rates and the financing of

325
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EPER ECO

swers, due to the fact that some of

the companies are not advertising

systematically, but it was the hope

and expectation that more of the

companies would have given full and

frank replies than has actually been
the case .
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For convenience of reference, the

questions submitted are herewith re

printed.

1 SOLICITING

1. Gross revenue per year, of your

2 company, for light and power for

An Electric Roof Sign commercial business, exclusive of

makes $ $ $ $ $ for you
municipal business and merchan

by Day andNight dise sales .

2. Average cost of soliciting for

past three years , charging to this

account all expenses for securing

new business, except advertising .
The

3. State number of contracts closed

Chicago Edison Co
Proof

and 16 -candle -power equivalent, 1905 ,Cofthe

139 Adams Stree Pudding as compared with 1904, these figures
3

to be exclusive of increase of in

stallation of old customers.

Letthe 4. Give number of solicitors em

ployed at present and average num
ARC I GET

Rise ber during the year 1905. State

number whose work is wholly solic

iting and the number of solicitors

who have mixed duties .

5. What is the average salary of

your solicitors per year ( not includ

6 ing heads of departments) ?

Cutting Off Expense
6. State methods of payment of

8 solicitors , whether salary or commis

sion , or both ; and on what basis do
The Edison

you pay commission ? If you have

7 changed from one system to the

other what has been the result ?

7. Do you allow premiums of any

Magnify the Dollar Mark
kind for successful work and

what basis ?

8. State the average number of

contracts secured per solicitor per

year . (This refers to solicitors only ;

do not include heads of depart

ments.)

9. State the average amount of
9

new business secured per year per

solicitor in 16 - candle -power equiv

alent . ( This refers to business se

cured by solicitors only ; do not in

1 and 9. Edison Electric Illuminating Company of Boston. 2. Edison Electric Illuminating Com. clude heads of departments .)

pany of Brooklyn . 3. Chicago Edison Company. 4. St. Paul Gas Light Company. 5. Potomac Electric 10. Into how many branches is
Power Company. 6. New York Edison Company. 7, 8 and 10. The Philadelphia Electric Company.

your soliciting department divided ?

Name them , prescribing the duties

first cost to obtain new business ? and advertising as demonstrated by or limitations of each branch .

How much advertising is necessary the methods in vogue and results II . Do you allow commissions to

and at what cost ? What salary is obtained by the member companies, architects, engineers, builders, wiring

necessary for a competent electricity the subject of rates being excluded. or motor contracts, and on what

salesman ? What is standard To this end, thirty -one questions basis ? If so , does it aid you in se

method for determining his efficiency were framed, eighteen on soliciting curing new business, and to what

and increasing it , and so on through and thirteen on advertising, covering extent ?

the entire selling problem ? the subject broadly. These questions 12. Do you divide your territory ,

In compiling a report on this sub- were printed upon sheets for con- giving a stated section to each solic

ject the endeavour has been to get venient reply and mailed to every itor , or do you permit each to ex

away, as far as possible , from an ex- company in the association. It was tend his work in whichever direction

pression of personal opinion, and to realized that certain questions, par- he can secure contracts ?

ascertain the facts in connection with ticularly some of those on advertis- 13. Describe your follow -up sys

the cost and efficiency of soliciting ing, would not receive many an- tem for checking solicitors ' work .

ne the

NEW YOR

A

PLANCH OFFICES

on

A
b
o
u
t

Candles

10

MAILING FOLDERS THAT WERE BUSINESS -GETTERS

a
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-

or

you look upon newspaper advertising 9. In a follow-up system , which

for the central station as a measure do you consider the better policy ,

of policy or as furnishing a direct frequent communications of average

return , or do you think it is partially workmanship as to printing, design,,

one and partially the other ? etc. , fewer communications of

7. What in your opinion is the higher grade ? How often each

best method of advertising for the month or year would you circularize

central station with a limited appro a given list ?

priation ; in other words , if an ap- 10. What did your bulletin cost

propriation of from $ 5000 to $ 15,000 you during the year 1905 ?

were made, would you spend it in II . How did you compile your

newspaper, follow -up, or street car mailing lists , and what method do

advertising , and why ? you pursue in keeping them up to

8. How much per capita of popu- date ?

lation in your territory did you spend 12. Give whatever data you have

on advertising during 1905? (In- showing the advertising value of elec

clude all advertising expenses . ) tric signs.

14. How often do your solicitors

meet for general conference , and how

freely may they discuss existing con

ditions at such conferences ?

15. State how many inhabitants

there are in your city for each solic
itor employed. Answer this by

dividing your population by the total

number of your employees who do

the work of soliciting.

16. What was your percentage

during 1905 of business connected to

business removed from your circuits ?

In other words, for every 100 16

candle- power equivalent connected to

the system , how many 16 -candle

power equivalents were lost ?

17. Do you employ women for

soliciting in the residence district ?

If so , are they successful , and why ?

18. What general or specific rules

do you follow in the matter of mak

ing investments for installation in

cident to getting new business ?

Please divide your answers as fol

lows , stating method in each case :

a Do you make free sign installa

tions ?

b Do you make free motor in

stallations or do you make use of a

loan proposition ?

c Would you make the invest

ment necessary to change an ele

vator from hydraulic to electric ?

d Do you do any wiring free of

charge ( residences or stores ) ? Do

you supply first installation and free

renewals of special amps, such as

the high efficiency and Nernst

lamps ?

e In shutting down isolated plants,

do you aid in financing the electric

installation, and how ?

2

Some

bome

Crutbo

3

Messages

firing line

from the

1

Five
Thousand

Dollar

Bills

1 前 高 自

The

Hole

In Your

Business

THE

РРОРТ.Р

MAUPUNT5

LIGHT

6

THE

EDISON PEOPLE

ADVERTISING

1. What did you spend on adver

tising during the past year , exclud

ing the cost of your bulletin , if you

publish one ?

2. State the cost of each sub-divi

sion of your advertising account,

such as newspapers , follow-up adver

tising , street car advertising, miscel

laneous.

3. State the total number of direct

replies received to advertising for one

year .

4. State the number of contracts

closed during the year 1905 by fol

lowing up actual replies received .

Exclude all contracts closed with

parties whose names are on your

mailing lists , but who made no direct

replies to advertising sent out.

5. Using the number of contracts

closed as per Question 4 , state the

16 -candle -power equivalent of this

business and the estimated yearly

value of the same .

6. How do you check up the re

sults of newspaper advertising ? Do

AT YOUR SERVICE

7

LIGHT AND POWER BOOKLETS

1 and 3. The Philadelphia Electric Company. 2. Chicago Edison Company. 4. Edison Electric

Illuminating Company of Boston . 5. Edison Electric Illuminating Company of Brooklyn, 6. Potomac

Electric Power Company . 7. New York Edison Company,
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for the element of difference in book

keeping, the figure of i per cent .

of gross revenue, exclusive of mu

nicipal business , as applied to the ex

pense of a business -getting depart

ment, would seem to be the accepted

annual cost among central stations .

It may, or may not, however, be

significant that as a company ap

proaches the two -million -dollar class

it seems to reduce its proportionate

expenditure with a proportionate re

duction in business- getting results as

shown by the per cent . increase in

new business . When a company

breaks into the three-million - dollar

class , however, there appears to be

a sudden awakening to the fact that

liberal expenditure is required if

largely increased revenue is an ob

ject , and here we see the cost of the

business -getting department almost

doubled.

Would these facts tend to prove

that the cost of an efficient business

getting department should approxi

mate 2 per cent. rather than per

cent. of the gross revenue per an

num ? If it has proved a wise ex

penditure for the three -million -dollar

company, why not for the half

million -dollar company ?

Questions 4 and 15 were asked with

the idea that there might be some

reasonable indication of how many

solicitors would be required to cover

a given field , worked out on the

population basis . The result was

unsatisfactory, the population per

solicitor varying from 10,000 to 75 ,

000. Twenty -five thousand of popu

lation per solicitor seems to be an

average figure for the smaller com

panies, although we find one $ 500,

000 company that employs no solic

itor at all. In the larger cities there

is a great divergence in these fig

ures , although it should be noted

that among the five largest cities the

companies who show the greatest

connected load per capita have the

smallest number of people per solic

itor, showing that it pays to cover

your field thoroughly .

There appears to be considerable

unanimity among the member com

panies as to the proper average sal

ary of a solicitor, the figure of $ 900

per annum being that which appears

most frequently. The business of

selling electricity requires expert

salesmanship. It frequently requires

a certain technical knowledge. The

public as a whole knows little about

electrical terms or costs . They can

be interested and finally convinced

only by salesmen who understand

their subject fully and talk of it

enthusiastically ; above all , they re

sent the sending of a boy to do a

man's work .

APRI
L

1900DA DIETE BLY
AN

OFDUT
EN

SOME EXAMPLES OF EFFECTIVE BULLETIN COVERS

13. Send a copy of what you con- company or the population of the ter

sider the most efficient advertise- ritory covered , etc.

ment you have ever issued, judged The gross revenue, exclusive of

by actual replies or sales resulting municipal business, was asked for, in

from the same . Also a copy of the asmuch as the latter is obtained , as

best newspaper advertisement; the a rule , without the aid of the solicit

best mailing card ; the best circular ing department. An analysis of the

letter ; the best booklet , judged by replies obtained discloses the fact

the same standard ; with percentage that the cost of soliciting for all

of replies received to pieces mailed companies approximates i per cent .

( if the latter is possible). Also send of the gross revenue. That figure

a copy of your most effective bulletin seems to hold, with two exceptions,

cover . in all companies whose gross reve

nue is under $ 1,000,000 per annum .
SOLICITING-COST OF SOLICITING

The cost of soliciting for com

Questions 1 , 2 , 4 , 5 and 15 deal panies whose gross revenue falls be

directly with the cost of soliciting . tween one million and two and one

They were framed with the thought half millions falls below I per cent .

that the answers would indicate a and then takes a jump to 1 per

more or less definite method of de- cent. for the companies that have a

termining how much money should gross revenue of three million dollars

be spent in order to get business in and over .

proportion to the revenue of any one If allowances are made, therefore,
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tendency ,-necessity is probably a paring it with the work of a solicitor

better word ,—to break up
the

in a town of 50,000 inhabitants, and

soliciting department into distinct that the temperament and require

branches. This phase reaches its ments of people living in different

highest development in the business- sections of the country vary so greatly

getting organization of the largest that a comparison such as this would

five or six companies, and here we be worthless.

find that tendency towards specializ- The question is debatable. If al

ing which is present to a large de- lowances are made for varying con

gree in almost all manufacturing ditions it may be possible to agree

operations of magnitude. upon some middle ground, some ap

A composite organization of the proximate standard . It does not

soliciting department of the large seem reasonable that such a great

companies would be approximately variation should exist between com

as follows: panies operating in cities of approxi

com

1-District Manager ..

Solicitors for general illu .

mination and power up to

10 H. P.

a

Contract Agent ....

General Manager..

2- Electric Sign Department.

3- Exhibition Department.

solated plantsE Power Department....- New construction ,

Refrigeration , etc.

( Adv. Manager.

Can you get any more than an

average man for an average salary

of $75 per month ? You certainly

cannot get an expert salesman !

Straight salary without premiums

is the almost universal method of

paying a solicitor, but it is safe to

say that the majority of central sta

tion managers would like to be con

vinced of the efficacy of a

mission in increasing a solicitor's

initiative.

The average solicitor working for

a stated salary is prone to fix a cer

tain number of contracts closed

monthly as a standard. If he ap

proximates that standard he is con

tent, or nearly so . Would not

commission in addition to his salary

(based on lamp equivalent contracted

for and connected ) on all lamps over

a certain determined number per

month provide the necessary fillip to

his jaded soliciting consciousness?

Three companies who answered

this question pursue a combination

salary and commission method of

paying solicitors. One answer is as

follows:

“ Each solicitor is allotted a cer

tain number of 16 -candle -power

equivalent to obtain each year, and

a commission is paid on all above 80

per cent. of this amount on a basis

of 50 cents for each customer

tained and i cent per each 16 -candle

power equivalent. About eighteen

months ago we changed to this basis

with good results, the majority of

the solicitors obtaining considerably

more business since that time. This

vcar we have changed from the

yearly basis of paying commission to
the monthly basis, with the result

that a solicitor who before did not

obtain a commission, is now receiv

ing a commission every month ."

It would be exceedingly interest

ing and instructive if the representa

tives of those three companies would

give us the benefit of their expe

rience in this matter, with a little

further information as to the details

involved.

The popular method of keeping

track of the solicitors' work is

through the medium of the daily re

port, either directly to the contract

agent, or, in some cases , to the dis

trict manager ,—some of the com

panies have the solicitors make daily

written reports of visits made, includ

ing date and result of each visit .

These reports are forwarded daily to

a record clerk at the main office for

file and follow up .

Probably the newest feature of the

business-getting department of a cen

tral station is the monthly solicitors'

meeting held by a few of the com

panies. These meetings are not un

like training schools. They are pre

sided over by the contract agent , and

papers are prepared in advance and

read each month by the engineers,

district managers, and other

ployees.

These papers are on a variety of
subjects germane to the business

getting department and perforce of
interest to the solicitor. After the

papers are read a general discussion

follows, in which all employees pres

ent are expected to take part. These

meetings are , in effect, miniature

Edison conventions, and should at

least tend to increase the efficiency

of a solicitor.

em

mately the same class , as is shown

by the answers received to the above

questions.

If we except the solicitor who is

engaged upon special work, isolated

plant investigation and follow -up, for

example, is it possible to agree upon

a reasonable number of contracts

which the general solicitor may be

expected to secure in a year's time ?

The average number of contracts
secured per solicitor for different

member companies in all sections

varied from 110 to 494 per annum ,

but that fact does not prove that

comparison is impossible, for the

above-mentioned averages applied to

two cities of the same class !

The average number of contracts

secured per solicitor per year for all

companies who replied to this ques

tion was 240. This is not an aver

age of an average, but is the total

number of contracts for all com

panies divided by the total number

of solicitors.

The smaller companies averaged

up to this figure very well ; in fact ,

the majority of them ran above it .

It would , therefore, seem that a com

pany located in a city of the first

class without competition should find

food for reflection , if its figures fall

below the average mentioned .

The average number of contracts

secured per solicitor may be affected

by the fact that one company will

have a greater number of solicitors

in proportion to the number of pros

pects than another, and there are ,

no doubt, other qualifying circum

stances ; but this data may be

entering wedge, or may at least sug

gest other methods of arriving at

some conclusion in this matter .

One of the member companies

during the year 1905 secured 20,000

METHODS OF HANDLING TILE

SOLICITOR

Questions 6, 7 , 10, 12 and 14 were

asked for the purpose of bringing

out the various methods of handling

the solicitor and developing his ca

pabilities and resources.

The answers to Questions 10 and

12 brought out nothing that is new .

The smaller companies who do not

employ more than five to eight sales

men do not sub -divide the work of

the soliciting department. The gen

eral rule seems to be to allow them

to get business of any nature when

and how they can . As the com

panies develop, however, there is a

THE RESULTS OF SOLICITING

How may we properly gauge the

results of soliciting, the efficiency of

a soliciting department and the in

dividual solicitor ? Questions Nos.

3 , 8 and 9 were intended to bring

out answers which would throw some

light upon this subject. The result

has been bewildering:
There are those who will at once

say it is impossible to judge a solic
itor's work in New York by com

an

5-2
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ELECTRIC LIGHT ? Striking
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Improvement

in Electric

Lighting

Electrical authori

ties concede that in all

the marvelous prog :

ress and development

in electricity, one of

the striking achieve .

ments of recent years.

has been the produc.

tion of the new elec

tric light known as the

Gem High Efficiency

lamp. This has a pat
ent filament (General

Electric Metalized )

which can be operated

at a much higher tem

perature than ordinary

filaments , saving mo

per cent in the current

required for a given il
lumination .

Fitted with " pris

mo " glass reflector of

the Holophane Pagoda

type, this light won

derfully more brilliant,

effective and satisfy

ing than any other. A

demonstration can al

ways be ocen at our

Mles room , No. 907

First Avenue

Electric fans, elec

tric flat irons and

ctrafing dishes are

moch in derbandin

hot weather . We have

an immense , stock.
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Chicago
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Edison Electric Iluminating Co.

08 Brooklyn ,

360 Pearl Streel, Brooklyn

THE

SEATTLE ELECTRIC

co.

Telephone 4 M

ſhrow in the Switch

E

Living in the

Open Air

WARRANTABLE INVESTMENT

CURE NEW BUSINESS

It would be entirely impossible to

do justice to this subject within the

confines of a report . There is, per

haps, a greater divergence of opinion

and treatment of this matter among

central station managers than any

other problem which they have to

face . And nowadays the condition

is met almost daily of gaining busi

ness or losing it by either making in

vestment or refusing to do so .

The policy of making free sign in

stallations seems to be generally ac

cepted as good practice . Free signs

have proved big money earners

wherever tried , and there seems to

be no difference of opinion on this

point. A number of the member

companies, however, in the face of

these results , do not as yet take ad

vantage of this opportunity for ad

vertisement and increased income .

A reasonable method of making

free sign installations, in use by one

of the member companies, is by a

term contract of two or three years ,

with a monthly guarantee (depend

ing upon the number of lamps and

cost of sign ) , the sign and wiring

remaining the property of the com

pany .

Very few of the companies make

free motor installations. One com

pany sells the motors at cost ; an

other makes a free trial loan of 30

or 60 days , the motor to be paid for

at the end of that time if satisfactory ;

a third rents motors “ on occasion at

so much per month .” There is ap

parently no well tried out method .

None of the companies makes the

investment necessary to change an

elevator from steam -hydraulic

electric -hydraulic.

The matter of free wiring is

handled in a variety of ways . Many

companies do no free wiring of any

description ; some do free wiring for

outside arc lamps only ; others do

free wiring for incandescent window

lighting, and, when policy demands

it, in order to retain old business .

One company does free wiring if

the prospective customer is of the

long -burning variety ; in practically

all cases the same company pays for

the wiring in free current. For ex

ample, if a man makes an expend

iture of $ 100 in wiring , the company

allows him to use $ 100 worth of

current at regular rates without

charge.

In shutting down isolated plants

and substituting central station ser

vice , the larger companies furnish

the bulk of experience. There is a

disposition to aid in financing this

change by the purchase of the steam

machinery at second -hand valuation .

LECTRIC LIGHT

AND POWER with

current from The

Philadelphia Electric Com

pany eliminates all coal and labor troubles - No ashes,

no dirt, no vibration , no petty annoyances - less ex

pense ! You simply throw in the switch !

Large Mills and Factories, Hotels and Office

Buildings, Hospitals and Theatres, Dwellings, Stores

and Restaurac's - 17,000 in all - are getting Electric

Light and Power from The Philadelphia Electric

Company.

Big Department Storer, grent daily Newspapers,

and Manufacturing Industries that have made world

wide reputations, have shut down their private planta

and are taking Electric Power Service from our Central
Stations

THEJEFFERSON HOSPITAL

which has just completed a magníficoat new College

and Hospital building, occupying a large part of an

entire City block , has signed a contract with us for

all lighting and power requirements, aggregat .

ing 3000 sixteen candle - power lamps and 375
Horse Power.

Do not install any sort of power until you have

received an estimate for The Philadelphia Electric
Company's Service - the Modern Method.

Send for booklet containing opinions of our com

tomers concerning the cconomy and efficiency of

Electric Power and Light

The Philadelphia Electric Company

10th and Sansom Streets

Both Phones

conecessary you

have electric vires in

your house Electric

lights censume od oxy

gendonot impoverish

the air . It is always

fresh in your room .

Electric Fans

disperse a delictous

breeze - evenly and

noiselenly. There is

no humming and so

direct dealt upon the

sleeper. Thecost is len

than onc cent per hour.

The New Rates

elective July 1st, neo
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economy
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Edison Company
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Chicago

Edison Company

Commonwealth

Electric Company

139 Adams Street

SOME OF THE EFFECTIVE NEWSPAPER ADVERTISEMENTS

a

new contracts (averaging 494 per

solicitor) ; this same company used

the combination salary and commis

sion method of paying solicitors. Is

there any significance in this fact , or

is there some other explanation for

these truly remarkable figures ?

A yearly compilation of figures

bearing upon soliciting results , with

the sincere co -operation of the mem

ber companies, should prove of prac

tical value to the central station

manager .

Proportion of lamps disconnected

to lamps connected each year may

not have any direct bearing on the

cost and results of soliciting, except

as an index of the character of the

business secured ; but , on the basis

of “ a penny saved is
penny

earned ," it is important.

Fifty-six lamps lost to 100 gained

appeared to be the highest figure in

the answers received to Question 16,

varying from that number to 20 lost

to 100 gained as a minimum . An

analysis of the received

would seem to show 43 lamps lost

to 100 gained as an average , with 40

to 100 as a figure to be striven for .

answers
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Where the size of the prospective

business demands it , the old plant is

purchased at a high valuation, the

company so doing taking a chance

of losing a little on re-sale ; necessary

wiring is sometimes done free of

charge, where it is necessary , in or

It ought to be possible, by discus

sion and free exchange of experience,

to determine what is legitimate and

what is illegitimate investment in

order to secure new business, and

also to agree upon a more or less

certain method of handling the in

The North American

AND

The Philadelphia Electric Company

The huge 21 -story North American Building and the great plant of The

North American newspaper will hereafter receive current for all lighting and

power requirements from The Philadelphia Electric Company.

The fact that a great private power plant of modern construction,

operated by skilled engineers, is admittedly more expensive and less effi

cient than Philadelphia Electric service proves conclusively that the instal

lation of a private plant at the present time is an economic error.

1000 ELECTRIC LAMPS AND

500 HORSEPOWER IN MOTORS

are used to light the office building and operate the great sextuple Hoe

presses, stereotyping plant , linotype machines, refrigerating apparatus,

hoists, exhaust fans, pumps, etc.

Five of Philadelphia's great daily newspapers have now ceased to

operate their own power plants, and are furnished electric light and power

by The Philadelphia Electric Company. Great plants in every section of

the city are being superseded by Central Station Serbice — the modern

method .

Tests, estimates, rates-free of charge. Write or telephone to the

Commercial Department, roth and Sansom Streets.

Electricity Everywhere for Everything

in Philadelphia

the proper expenditure and the rea

sonable results to be expected there

from ?

There is such a paucity of reliable

information upon this subject, as

evinced by the incomplete replies

received to the questions asked , that

it is extremely difficult to arrive at

any definite conclusions. Only four

member companies turned in a com

plete set of answers; quite a number

of the companies answered in part;

some kept no records, and others did

no advertising at all .

Questions 1 , 2 , 8 and 10 of the

advertising section are concerned di

rectly with the cost of advertising,

with a view of determining the

amount of an appropriation in com

parison with the gross revenue * of

any one company.

Advertising costs of the member

companies varied from one- quarter

of i per cent. to 21 per cent . of the

gross revenue , the average figure

being 1 } per cent. One of the

smallest companies furnished the

highest figure of 2} per cent . , and

the average expenditure of the larger

companies was close to li per cent .

of the gross . It would seem , there

fore , that the companies who do ad

vertising in the most systematic

manner are very closely approximat

ing the figure of 2 per cent. of the

gross revenue mentioned some time

ago .

A central station about to start a

systematic advertising campaign and

not knowing how much to appro

priate for the purpose might deter

inine on 2 per cent. of the gross

revenue as a very good figure , judg

ing from the experience of the other

member companies, but to state that

2 per cent. is the proper amount for

all companies might be misleading

and contrary to fact. One of the

best -known men in the advertising

world covered the question of ad

vertising appropriation as follows:

" How much can be judiciously

spent for advertising depends largely

on the possibilities of the business.

If the field is such that the business

can be increased indefinitely, the

amount of money that can be judi

ciously paid for advertising is only

limited by the ability to pay . Where

the field is limited and only a cer

tain amount of business can be de

veloped anyway, the advertising ap

propriation should be governed ac

cordingly .”

Having obtained an appropriation

for advertising, how may the money

be spent to the best advantage ?

Questions 6, 7 , 9 , 11 and 12 were

framed to bring out the experience
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MORE NEWSPAPER ADVERTISEMENTS EFFECTIVE IN GETTING BUSINESS

dividual cases arising where invest

ment is necessary .no

der to connect the business to the

company's circuits. There is

fixed rule apparently in handling such

cases; each company does what it

has to in order to secure the busi

ness , the amount of investment by

the company depending upon the

shrewdness or demands of the pros

pect .

ADVERTISING

Starting with the premise that ad

vertising is not only a good thing,

but also an essential adjunct to the

business -getting department of a cen

tral station, how may we determine

* Gross revenue , as

section .

per question 1 , soliciting
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and judgment of the various member upon the bills themselves , bearing organization to either change its ad
,

companies upon this subject. An upon matters electrical , unquestion- vertising policy or seek reasons for

analysis of the answers received ably serve a good purpose. the excessive expense .

shows a considerable unanimity in Nothing is more important than So few companies keep track of

thought regarding the most efficient the proper compilation of a mailing advertising results that it serves no
method of expenditure, and a com- list , and it is one of the most difficult very good purpose to review the fig

posite opinion upon the handling of problems the advertising man is ures ; as a matter of record , however,

a given appropriation would be ap- obliged to face . The favourite and costs per inquiry received (consider

proximately as follows: apparently the best method of mak- ing follow -up costs only ) varied from

Spend three-fifths of the appropria- ing up this list is to have the solic- $2 to $25 , and in return for ex

tion upon a follow -up campaign ofitors thoroughly canvass their dis- penditures during 1905, varying from

direct mail advertising . tricts and send in the names of the $6500 to $ 27,000, the estimated

Spend one- fifth of the appropria- most likely prospects contained there- yearly value of contracts obtained

tion upon newspaper advertising and in . The value of such a list , how- as a direct result of " follow -up" ad

street -car advertising . ever, depends entirely upon the sin- vertising varied from three -fourths

Spend one-fifth of the appropria- cerity of the solicitor, and the thor- of the investment to seven times

tion upon miscellaneous advertising, oughness with which he goes about the investment, proportionate results

including bulletin , stuffers for bills, his work . sufficiently wide apart to be worthy

and the like . In addition to the names furnished of comment.

There is a distinct feeling that a by the solicitors , the list should be The percentage of contracts event

series of novelty mailing cards, fac- filled out with names obtained from ually closed as a result of replies re

simile typewritten letters, booklets , such publications as the Stationary ceived to advertising compared to

etc. , judiciously interspersed and Engineers' Directory, the Blue Book , the total number of replies received

mailed to carefully compiled lists , is and city directory. It should also varied from 8 per cent., the lowest

far and away the most efficient nd contain the names of architects and figure, to 13 per cent., the highest ,

resultful kind of advertising for the builders and engineers and the names which figures may have some bear

central station . There are several of prominent men in the municipality. ing upon the efficiency of the re

reasons for this, one of them being The data regarding the value of spective soliciting departments.

the nature of the commodity we have electric signs erected by the central

to sell and its necessary appeal to stations for their own advertising CONCLUSION

distinct classes . purposes are not sufficiently specific The conclusions reached as set

Power users are a distinct class ; to be of value. forth in this report are based upon

so are users of electric signs; so are the data placed at our disposal.

users of electric light, although in
ADVERTISING RESULTS

Changes or modifications may result

less degree; the percentage of peo- If advertising is worth anything, it from the study of more exhaustive

ple also who cannot afford to wire should certainly be worth while to information regarding the subject.

their dwellings for electricity is con- keep a record of the traceable re- From the inception of the elec
siderable. sults; and yet only three companies trical industry special care and at

It follows, therefore, that the large kept records of replies received to tention have been given to the keep

percentage of waste circulation in- advertisements and contracts closed ing of accurate engineering data and

evitable in newspaper advertising as a result therefrom . There are , of records in a more or less uniform

reaches its maximum in the case of course, indirect results and benefits manner .

the central station . Added to this from advertising which it is impossi- Is it not time, then , for us to be

is the difficulty of telling the elec- ble to measure , but the direct reply gin keeping uniform records pertain

trical story properly and fully in the to an advertisement, with its at- ing to the business -getting depart

advertising columns of the newspa- tendant follow -up by a solicitor and ment, so that questions regarding

per without utilizing more space, at the eventual signing of a contract, important commercial problems could

greater expense, than would be com- should certainly be a matter of re- be asked and answered readily and

mensurate with results obtained . cord . The simplest kind of a card with certainty ?

The function of newspaper adver- index would fulfill every requirement Would not a committee ,—whose

tising for the central station appears for reference, and an office boy would duty it would be to collect the data

to be threefold , namely, educational, have sufficient ability to take care available and submit the results ob

supplementary, and as a measure of of it . tained and conclusions reached in the

policy . As an educational factor , in Executive officers are apt to de- shape of a yearly report to the vari

letting the public at large know what mand tangible results for moneys ous member - companies ,-be of the

you are doing, in creating an inter- spent upon physical betterments or greatest practical value and assistance

est , and , if possible , a pride in your for an increase in the salary list , and to us all ?

organization as a municipal institu- there is no good reason why they This association has at present six

tion , it is valuable ; in supplementing should not demand the same thing active committees, exclusive of the

and emphasizing your follow -up-cam- from advertising department, executive committee, and of this

paign it has its uses ; from the stand- which is spending several per cent . number there is only one, the com

point of “ good policy ” it may mean of the company's gross revenue each mittee on electrical heating, which is

a whole lot or nothing. year . directly concerned with the com

The money spent upon the bulle- If all of the companies kept such mercial side of the business. If it is

tin seems to meet universal approval; records, it would be possible to judge true that the gaze of the central sta

the results from, educational of the relative efficiency of the ad- tion manager has “ turned inward ,

standpoint, are invaluable, and the vertising issued , and possibly to de- and the interest shifted from engi

uses which it may be made to serve termine upon an average cost per neering to commercial problems,"

are only partially realized. Stuffers inquiry, as well as a maximum cost , may we not hope for a committee

of varied description, accompanying which latter figure , if exceeded, to help us overcome our rapidly in

the bills, and even printed matter would be sufficient warrant for an creasing difficulties ?

an

an

1



Business -Getting Methods in Denver

By FRANK C. FARRAR, of the Denver Gas and Electric Company
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A GROUP OF SERVICE SUPERVISORS AND YOUNG WOMEN INSPECTORS OF THE DENVER GAS & ELECTRIC COMPANY, OF DENVER , COL.

E

one man

no

XPERIENCE of a number of an impossibility if the company did atives , fourteen assistants , two spe

years has perfected the system not pursue with ever -increasing vigor cial power men , one special display

of development of new busi- its policy of aggressive business get- lighting man , one special industrial

ness of the Denver Gas & Electric ing, carried on by the best talent gas man , who devotes

Company to such an extent that it that can be obtained . On this point his time to new buildings, seven men

has become almost a science. Para- it is the policy of the company to be known as " service supervisors," who

doxical as it may seem , each step exceedingly liberal. There is give their time to present consumers,

forward has served to demonstrate hesitancy in employing a man who and seven young women inspectors

more and more positively that the can obtain results. And the policy who visit present consumers.

possibilities in both the gas and elec- is equally advanced in adopting any Briefly , the system of carrying on

tric fields are increasing rather than system or method that means results. business is as follows: Each repre

diminishing as the business grows. So thoroughly has the spirit of sentative has charge of a district that

Increasing returns in revenue have business-getting permeated the work- includes a portion of the business

themselves become the means of ing forces of the company that prac- section and a portion of the residence

bringing to the company additional tically every man — and woman , too section . Generally he takes care of

income. In other words, the prop- -connected with the company takes the business district and supervises

erly built and properly lighted sign , a hand in bringing in additional the residence district, the active work

bought and paid for by the user , has revenue. This is due, of course , to here being done by his assistant .

shown wonderful advertising and so- the policy of the management in giv- The special men all work at large ,

liciting qualities for the company. ing full recognition to ability and usually in company with the repre

Verily, in Denver business' has effort. sentative in whose territory they may

bred business. At present the business-getting- be working. The mission of the ser

This may be somewhat an ideal force --that is , the active soliciting vice supervisor , and of the young

condition . Undoubtedly it would be foice - consists of fourteen represent- woman inspector, is to visit all con

333
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ness .

sumers. In behalf of the consumer through the regular channels imme

they see that appliances are in the diately .

best of condition and giving satisfac- In the case of the electric side, the

tion in every respect. As a return inspector sees that all globes are in

to the company they bring the con- good condition, inquires about the

sumption of current or gas up to porch light, and mentions special

the full measure. lamps for reading, as well as the

The system , as far as it concerns numerous small appliances , such as

the regular solicitors, each with a electric irons, chafing dishes and hot

territory, is probably familiar to read- plates . The young woman inspector

ers of THE ELECTRICAL AGE. Sys- does not make a determined effort

tematic effort with present consum- to sell , but rather learns as accu

ers is a newer development, with the rately as possible just what pros

Denver company , at least . This pects there are for a sale . Later she

feature of the work is the result of makes another call , to see that every

gradual development through the ex- thing is working properly, and, in

perience of a number of years . case some repairs were required , to

Early this year Henry L. Doherty, see that they have been made prop

president, and Frank W. Frueauff, erly . A close check is kept on the

vice-president and general manager, consumption, to determine whether

brought the question of increasing or not there has been an increase .

business , through increasing the con- The representative is given all tips

sumption of presentconsumers, to a regarding the sale of appliances, and

practical basis. They determined he looks after this part of the busi

that two ways were open : Installing

additional appliances, and bringing The service supervisors, each with

up the consumption of those already an allotted number of consumers, are

installed . engaged in putting appliances in

Three men were assigned to the proper shape, with the object of not

work . They obtained all the neces- only giving the consumer the best

sary information regarding consump- of service, but of bringing up the

tion and appliances with respect to a consumption . Where the service su

given number of consumers, and pervisor finds his most important

went to work . At the end of three mission as regards both consumer

months their efforts began to tell to and company, though , is in supply

such an extent that it was decided to ing complete service , providing both

add four more men and also to em- gas and electricity for every purpose

ploy young women to inspect and in the household . Next to this is

adjust appliances to give fullest effi- the providing of all -year service of

ciency , and at the same time seek both gas and electricity for every

opportunities for additional installa- purpose.

tions and increased consumption. Consumers that have been brought

At first glance this method of ap- to this point naturally are the best

proaching old consumers may seem that can be had . Even then, though ,

somewhat of a deceitful nature. The the work is not ended , because it is

service supervisor or young woman always possible to introduce new ap

inspector must, of course, indicate pliances as they are placed upon the

that the mission of the call is to see market, and also to bring about still

that appliances and lights are in further increase in consumption by

good condition and giving efficient evolving new uses for appliances al

service , and that all appliances are in ready installed.

proper working order. This is true, On the electric side, the service

and the consumer appreciates the at- supervisors have had excellent suc

tention . He really gets something cess through rearranging lights to

out of the visit . It is natural, and give better service, generally install

not forced, that he should be willing ing several lamps of low candle

to do more business with a concern power for one of higher power . In

that looks after his welfare. What many cases they have completely re

one consumer does others will do, arranged the interior lighting of

and we have increased revenue sell- houses, generally adding consider

ing for us and advertising as well. ably to the consumption. Porch

At the present time the young lights, front and back , have helped to

women inspectors are making a com- bring up consumption.

plete canvass of the city , visiting Small electrical appliances open

every domestic consumer . While the the field that promises to be almost

bulk of their work pertains to the inexhaustible. Electric irons , curl

gas stove , they inspect the lighting ing irons, curling iron heaters, vi
as well, and look after any special brators and warming pads are the

electrical appliances that may be in most commonly used in Denver. As

use . Any defects that cannot be ad- all of these appliances increase con

justed on the spot are attended to sumption chiefly in daylight, the

business is exceedingly desirable.

An encouraging feature of this work

is the evidence that people are be
coming educated to the of

smaller electrical appliances, marking

the line that must always be passed

before success can be attained .

With all of this work with old

consumers the point of making

friends and better feeling is never

allowed to be in the background.

The views of Mr. Doherty on this

point are well known, and everything

that he directs or does has this as

one of the basic principles . There

fore in the end this work will do a

vast lot of general good, something

that always means direct business

results under the best of conditions.

In the business section the reg

ular representatives and special men

work upon old consumers, neces

sarily . Their work is more directly

new business, though, and is figured

as such .

Along the line of increased con

sumption a good deal has been done.

Most of the men have given some

study to the question of proper in

terior illumination, as well as attract

ive and distinctive display lighting .

This is bringing results every day .

The interior lighting and window

lighting has developed a remarkable

increase in business. Outside signs

and outlining have multiplied and

multiplied. Not only are new dis

plays being added constantly , but
business houses already using lights

are increasing their displays. A

great deal of successful work has

been done in increasing the candle

power of lamps in exterior displays

as well as interior and windows. The

men report that this is not exceed

ingly difficult business to obtain , and

constant additions to the revenue

are being made along this line .

The employment of a special dis

play lighting man, who is a draughts

man too, has had much to do with

developing this line of business dur

ing the past two years .

In Denver the power business has

grown by leaps and bounds during

the last year. Two men em

ployed who do nothing but seek

power business, and a number of the

regular representatives have devoted

much of their time to it because of

the large revenue assured by a good

power contract.

Perhaps the work of crowding out

isolated plants is one of the most

interesting features of the power

business. Good success has been

attained along this line in recent

months, and it may be of interest to

know something of the methods pur

sued . It has been comparatively easy

to crowd out small steam plants and

are
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obtained a great deal of suburban

lighting under a five -year contract

for the city. A new scheme for

lighting business streets will also

return considerable revenue . Under

this plan the main streets will be

illuminated by clusters of lamps

placed on ornamental pillars.

contract for this work has been let

and the lighting service should be

had before the end of the year.

While the soliciting of new busi

ness at the highest possible tension

doubtless is the chief factor in bring

ing about the increase in revenue,

the “ man behind " —the who

forms the policy of the company and

directs operations — has much to do

with it . For instance, Denver has a

flat rate for all display and window

lighting. This is a question often

discussed . · Denver has the business,

and that should be good answer .

Then there is the Doherty readi

ness -to -serve rate. The Denver rep

resentative can spend a day telling

about the number of complaints this

rate has adjusted, the number of

additional appliances it has sold ,

the increased consumption it has

brought. There are also many other

influences which have a share in the

policy of the company, and all have

much to do with opening the way

for the man who actually closes the

contract.

man

a was

New York Meeting of the American Electro

chemical Society

In the pres

TH

move

a

gasoline engines, but the larger in

stallations, many of them almost new ,

have given considerable trouble .

Here is one instance : A year ago

a new hotel of considerable size was

opened on a downtown corner, its
location being between double

hotel, one-half on one street and the

other half around the corner on the

other street . This double hotel con

tained an isolated plant. Overtures

were made to supply the new hotel

with power. To do this it would have

been necessary to install another unit

in the station . The new hotel asked

for a rate covering the entire estab

lishment, including considerable ex

terior lighting and a sign . After
much dickering contract

closed for two years .

Then the power man took a long

breath and began figuring on how

to shut down the plant in the ad

joining building. He kept pegging:

away, talked with employees and

help and the proprietor. Soon he

learned that the local plant was un

able to give steady service that the

starting of an elevator meant trou

ble with the lights. The additional

appliances were installed , and soon

it became evident that a new unit

must be installed to supply current.

This was the opening . Within a

short time the case was so clearly

presented that the hotel management

threw out a fine lot of equipment

only a year old and made a contract

for two years .

Usually an isolated plant in a busi

ness block can be crippled by taking

away its customers. This has been

done successfully in Denver.

Large shops of all kinds are using

central station drive now , including

the railroads as well as the big ma

chinery manufacturers. The ind:

vidual motor drive has had much to

do with this.

Incidentally it might be mentioned

that the equipping of large appli

ances with gas has made great pro

gress , and entire establishments are

so fitted , making many manufactur

ing and business

pletely all electric and all gas, the
end that is being worked for sys

tematically.

In the way of public lighting the

Denver company is in excellent con

dition . Under a charter amendment

adopted at the last election the com

pany takes over the Lacombe street

lighting plants, and obtains a con

tract for ten years for all street

lighting. This contract provides for

a considerable increase in the num

ber of lamps on streets . This public

lighting and the commercial service

will be from the same pole lines.

Within the last year the company

HE tenth general meeting of and the liquid moves.

the American Electrochemical ent case , however, the diaphragm ,

Society was held at Have- being disintegrated , moved, whilethe

meyer Hall, Columbia University, in liquid was stationary .

New York , on October 8 and 9 . Mr. Hering disagreed with Dr.

The members were welcomed by Bancroft, as he thought that the

Prof. C. F. Chandler, who spoke of disintegrated diaphragm would al

the large field open to the work of ways with the liquid . He

the society, and referred to several then described the effect of adding

cases in which electrochemical meth- colloidal particles to produce

ods had simplified metallurgical smooth and compact electrolytic de

processes. President Carl Hering, posit. The colloidal particles form

in responding, thanked him in the a protective diaphragm at places

name of the society. where trees would otherwise form ,

The first paper, on “ A Formula thus making a smooth deposit. Only

for the HelmholtzHelmholtz Concentration those particles which travel with the

Cell,” by Prof. H. S. Carhart, was current towards the cathode produce

read by Dr. W. D. Bancroft, in the this result.

absence of the author. “ Visible C. A. Acker told of a recent pat

Migration of Particles Between Elec- ent issued in this country for a pro

trodes" was the title of the next cess employing gelatine or a guma

paper, by Carl Hering . The author in a plating solution . The particles

described the movements of minute collected on the high spots of the

particles between electrodes in plated surface, and, introducing a

liquid , these being found as a result resistance, helped to build up the

of microscopic researches made in low parts of the surface. E. A.

conjunction with Dr. E. F. Nortli Sperry referred to the use of a small

rup. These particles moved along quantity of glue in the Betts elec

direct lines from one electrode to the trolytic process for refining lead .

other , some traveling with the cur- S. S. Sadtler then described some

rent and some against it . laboratory appliances for fusing ma

In a mixture containing particles terials by electricity and for other

of different kinds, one traveled with work .

the current and the other kind “ Copper Cathodes in Nitric Acid ,"

against it . In passing one another by J. W. Turrentine, was the title of

the different kinds deviated from the next paper . This also was read

their paths, apparently exerting a by Dr. Bancroft , the author being

mutual repulsion. This phenomenon, absent. Using a copper cathode in

it was thought, might explain some a dilute nitric acid solution , copper

of the peculiar effects obtained oc- nitrate was formed at the anode, while

casionally in electrolytic processes. at the cathode the nitric acid was

Dr. Bancroft sought to explain the reduced, forming nitric oxide, as in

action by attributing it to a process dicated by the brown fumes given

the reverse of electric endosmosis, off.

in which the diaphragm is stationary An aluminum -magnesium cell was

a

concerns com
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described in a paper by G. H. Cole plates in a solution of sodium bi porous cups each one communicates,

and H. T. Barnes. Dr. Bancroft chromate and sulphuric acid. The through a small opening at the bot

abstracted the paper. In the cell materials and chemical action are , tom , with a conduit in the base of

described, current Hows momentarily therefore, similar to those of other
the containing vessel .

from the aluminum to the mag- batteries, the original features being The results obtainable from the

nesium , the cell then reversing its found in the construction of the Decker battery are shown by tests

action . The electrolyte consists of parts and the manner in which they
made personally by the writer. A

potasium alum , either hydrogen are put together. cell of the form described having

peroxide being added or oxygen The size and number of plates em- two zinc and three graphite plates,

passed through . An e . m . f . of 2.14 ployed in each cell depend upon the
was discharged for a period of five

volts is obtained. current required, but ordinarily there
and one-quarter hours at 24 amperes,

S. S. Sadtler then abstracted a two or three flat zinc plates

about 53 inches wide by 9.3 inches
the external potential falling frompaper on " Melting Points of Some

Cryolite -Alumina Mixtures," by F. high , each weighing about
1.9 to 1.3 volt . In other words , the

R. Pyne. A paper by P. B. Sadtler pound. Each zinc plate and the
cell gave 126 ampere -hours at an

and W. H. Walker, on " Double dilute sulphuric acid surrounding average voltage of 1.73 , or 218 watt

Decomposition of Zinc Sulphate it are contained in a flat porous cup. hours. The cell was then shaken

and Sodium Chloride,” and one by In order to form such a cup two un as to stir the liquid and gave

H. E. Patten , on " Some Factors glazed earthenware plates with thick- 24 amperes for fifty-three minutes

Affecting the Distribution Law ," ened edges and diagonal strengthen- longer. This corresponds to the con

were also read by Mr. Sadtler. ing ribs are shaped separately in dition that would exist in electric

In the afternoon the members lis- steel moulds, a special clay mixture vehicles, boats and train lighting .

tened to a lecture at the College of being employed to obtain any de- The total output, therefore, was

the City of New York by Dr. Chas. sired porosity
147 ampere -hours at 1.684 average

Baskerville, on the use of ultra -violet These plates are made extra thick
voltage , or 247.55 watt-hours . As

light in the laboratory and in prac- to prevent warping in burning and
the complete cell weighed 16 pounds

tice . The members then visited the produce true flat surfaces and
14 ounces , including all solutions,

Waterside station of the New York straight edges. They are then united
connections, etc. , the output

Edison Company. In the evening an to form a flat cup , after which it is
14.7 watt-hours per pound of total

informal dinner was served at Lieder- ground down on each surface to the
weight, which is an output aboutkranz Hall .

desired thinness. In point of fact,
twice as great as that obtained from

The first part of Tuesday's session the finished walls are very thin , so the standard types of storage bat
was devoted to the subject of

that light will show through them , tery now manufactured and used .
pyrometry. Dr. E. F. Roeber spoke

which enables the degree and uni- The weight of zinc, sulphuric acid

of the great progress made in recent formity of thinness to be readily de- and sodium bichromate required to
years in the application of ther

termined . give one horse-power-hour, assum
mometers and pyrometers, and of the

The exceeding thinness of the ing all materials to be thrown away

necessity for an international agree
walls of these cups tends to reduce after being used once , would cost 35

ment in the use of fixed points for
the internal resistance to a minimum cents, which is a high rate . It should

calibration . He referred to the de

pendence which might be placed on

for any two -fluid cell , and the fact be remembered, however , that the

the record from a pyrometer, thus
that these walls are true permits the

several important advantages will

doing away with the importance of

offset this item for many purposes
graphite and zinc plates to be placed

skilled knowledge on the part of the close together, and thus to minimize
and in many places. The first cost

the resistance. By actual test , theworkman .
of the battery is not high , and the

A paper on the Bristol thermo- resistance is only 0.013 ohm for a
depreciation is very small.

electric pyrometer was read by F. cell of the kind described with two

F. Schuetz, after which R. C. Whip- zinc and three graphite plates, all

ple, of Cambridge, England, told of connections and the resistance of the

the progress in pyrometry in Eu- plates themselves being included. The Association of Edison Illumin.

rope, referring especially to instru- The negative plates are of graphite, ating Companies

ments of the resistance type. He being corrugated so as to offer large

recommended the use of steam to surface for the free action of the the

keep the cold joint of a thermo

electric couple at constant tem- thickened edges and diagonal ribs
minating Companies, held at

perature. to give them strength , as well as to the Hotel Frontenac , Thousand

The use of pyrometers in foundry decrease their electrical resistance . Islands, N. Y., the following officers

practice was discussed by Dr. R. The space around the porous cups were elected :-President, Alex . Dow ,

Moldenke, secretary of the American and graphite plates is filled with the of Detroit, Mich .; vice- president,

Foundryman's Association. Other depolarizer, consisting of a solution Thomas ( ) 'Dea, of Erie , Pa .: treas

speakers also discussed electric of sodium bichromate mixed with urer , Louis A. Ferguson, of Chicago.

pyrometers, several types being ex- sulpliuric acid , which is introduced Ill .; secretary , Ernest H. Davis, of
hibited . into the containing vessel of hard Williamsport, Pa.

Prof. Francis B. Crocker followed rubber, comprising four cells . Executive committee :-Alex. Dow '.

with a paper on “ The Decker Pri- order to assemble a battery, the two Detroit ; Joseph B. McCall, Phila

mary Battery ." The battery has porous cups. each containing a zinc delphia : Samuel Insull, Chicago : J.

been developed during the last two plate, with the three graphite plates, W. Lieb , Jr. , New York City;

or three years by F. A. Decker, of are placed in one of the cells of the Charles L. Edgar, Boston : Thomas

Philadelphia. It is of the two - fluid containing vessel , other similar sets E. Murray, New York City ; L. A.

type with zinc plates immersed in being put in the other cells . To sup- Ferguson , er officio , Chicago ; E. H

dilute sulphuric acid and graphite ply dilute sulphuric acid to the Davis, ex officio, Williamsport.

depolarizer, and also provided with AT be recent convention of the

a

In



Various Types of Lamps and Practical Hints

on Illumination

By S. B. BURROWS, of the Edison Electric Illuminating Company of Brooklyn

A Paper Read at the Recent Convention of the Association of Edison Illuminating Companies

important asset of any company, can

best be secured by giving all the

illumination possible from every kilo

watt-hour of current used.

The illuminating engineer's duty

does not cease when an installation

has been planned and installed , but

he must seek to educate the con

sumer to the proper use of his light

units so that he will get the greatest

efficiency out of his lighting service.

The available data bearing on this

subject is meagre, and it has been

left to those who are making a

specialty of this science to learn , by

experiment and study, the effect of

different units upon the optics, and

the source best adapted to a given

A CORRECT ARRANGEMENT OF LIGHTS IN AN ART GALLERY

HE value of illuminating engi

neering is being more thor

oughly understood with the

development of this recently recog

TH
nized science, for companies are

realizing as they have not done be

fore that the satisfaction and good

will of the customer, which is a most

A SHADE WITH GREEN EXTERIOR AND WHITE

PORCELAIN INTERIOR THE BEST STYLE FOR

READING OR WRITING

purpose, with accessories , distribu

tion and control .

In discussing the subject of " Vari

ous Types of Lamps and Practical

Hints on Illumination ,” the writer

will aim to present the types of

lamps best suited for various pur

poses of commercial illumination.

Practical illumination must include

usefulness , economy in distribution

and control, artistic and ästhetic ar

rangement, and harmony with optical

laws. Reversing the order and re

ferring to the last first, we find that

337

GOOD ILLUMINATION IS OBTAINED WITH A CHANDELIER ARRANGED AS HERE SHOWN
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sizes ranging from 25 to 100 watts

with an efficiency of 2 watts per

candle and a life of 800 hours . This

lamp indicates encouraging and im

mediate prospects in the smaller

units, and it is to be hoped that the

rumors of greatly increased efficiency

in incandescent units will in the near

future be fuily verified .

Reflectors, globes and shades play

a very important part in illumina

tion , both for reflecting and diffus

ing the light; and very often the

effect of well-distributed units is

spoiled by the unnecessary or im

proper use of reflectors or globes.

To illustrate the wide difference in

this class of ware the accompanying

illustrations are presented .

The best uniform illumination is

obtained by distributing small units

over the space to be lighted ; but

this is not always practicable, for

one must consider the architecture

and purpose for which the space is

used.

Many features must be considered ,

and one of the most important is

the colour scheme. We know that

colours are noticeable simply on ac

AN EXAMPLE OF THE ILLUMINATION OBTAINED WITH CONE LIGHTING

SkAVATS 141 Joe Nichthausen

Torcinu end nurturing Shoes

t
i
t
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A GOOD EFFECT FOR WINDOW LIGHTING IS OBTAINED WITH FRINK REFLECTORS, MANI

FACTURED BY I. P. FRINK , OF NEW YORK

THIS FANCY GLASS REFLECTOR OFFERS A POOR

REFLECTING SURFACE

opticians insist that the majority of

weak and strained eyes are due to

artificial light, such being either too

intense or not properly shaded . On

this point the following law should

be followed in practically every illu

mination No light should enter the

eye direct from the luminous centre .

In treating the several heads, it

may be well to generalize, rather

than outline minute details of ar

rangement, because persons ' tastes

differ, and the illumination must not

only comply with general rules, but

must also please the taste of the

customer ; therefore , fixed rules can

not be established, except along gen

eral lines .

The most recent development of

general illumination has been toward

the larger and more intrinsically

brilliant units, for, while there has

been a marked increase in the effi

ciency of lamps consuming from 100

to 600 watts each , the smaller units

have not made corresponding prog

ress .

In the paper, however, presented

by Mr. Willcox at the National Elec

tric Light Association convention at

Atlantic City , data were presented on

the new metallic filament lamp in

POOR FORA WHITE PORCELAIN SHADE.

READING

A WHITE PORCELAIN SHADE . THIS KIND

SHOULD NEVER BE USED
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decorations are usually in some dark

colour to correspond with this idea,

as also to give the appearance of

space .

Every lamp should be concealed

from view orequipped with a globe.

Frosted lamps will also serve the

purpose of diffusion . Studded lights

are the most appropriate in this class

of illumination, as they can be made

to carry out the line of the build

ings and the distribution is of the

best . The incandescent lamp of 16

or 32 candle -power is the best lamp

for this purpose , on account of the

quality and quantity of light in each

unit .

Electroliers should be tabooed , as

they tend to concentrate the light.

Under the balcony the units can

be best aranged by concealing them

in hemispheres, and on the forward

side of the balcony units can be best

arranged to throw the light forward ,

the units being high enough to be

out of the range of vision . The same

А A GOOD TYPE TOHOLOPHANE REFLECTOR.

USE

A GOOD DIFFUSION IS OBTAINED WITH THIS

STYLE OF HOLOPHANE GLOBE

a

count of the reflection of certain rays

of light, others being absorbed ; and

this will make a wide difference in

the illumination of two rooms of op

posite colours , with the same source

of light.

For instance , white will reflect 85

per cent.; yellow , 45 per cent .; light

pink , 35 per cent.; light blue, 25 per

cent.; brown , 15 per cent.; black, 5

per cent.; chocolate , 4 per cent.

Hence the number of candle - feet ne

cessary in a room decorated in white

would have to be increased for a yel

low or other coloured room in pro

portion to the light absorbed .

The question as to which scale is

the best to follow in figuring a given

illumination is a mioot question ; but ,

in the writer's opinion , the best

standard is the candle-foot , though

he has satisfactorily used the scales

of watts per square foot and watts

per cubic foot , the former when the

object to be lighted was on a plane

surface , and the latter in general illu

mination , such as church lighting.

Of course , as the source of light is

raised , the light on an underlying

surface will diminish according to

the law of inverse square , i . e . , the

light from a given source varies in

versely as the square of the distance ;

so that the scale of watts per square

foot will vary with the height of the

lamps and their efficiency .

The following hints on illumina

tion are offered for the several classes

of buildings as indicated :

fact , they would be in most of the

ancient types of architecture. But

in the Gothic and modern , this style

of lighting can be used to advantage,

as the general lines of the building

are plainer than in the Grecian .

The denomination of the church

will often make a difference , for you

would not plan to illuminate an

Episcopal or Roman Catholic

church with studded lights. These

two church bodies are symbolic and

present to the worshipper the Al

mighty in symbols, making the chan

cel beautiful and ästhetic, and de

noting some attributes of the wor

shipped. So the general illumina

tion must be along the same lines ,

with fixtures appropriate to the

building, keeping out the more mod

ern styles .

There is the other extreme, as in

some of the Protestant churches,

where the puritanical ideas of plain

ness and severity find expression ;

here the studded lights can be used ,

arranged in the shape of a cross , a

star , a circle, or a Maltese cross ,

each denoting some religious theme,

but in plain lines .

A good style of illumination for
the church is cove lights in conjunc

AN OPAL REFLECTOR . USELESS AS A REFLECTOR

OR DIFFUSER

arrangement is good for the extreme

rear of the theatre , the units being

placed at the junction of the ceiling

and wall .

Frosted 4 - candle - power lamps

around the usual arch of the boxes

will add materially to the artistic

effect. The lighting of the lobby is

a different proposition, as brilliancy

is desired . Electroliers can be used

to advantage with side wall brackets ,

or the brackets can be placed around

the top of the pillars, or the units

themselves can be artistically im

bedded in the decorations .

THEATRE LIGHTING

In every building the illumination

and accessories must correspond

with the architectural lines and the

decorations . The quality of light in

a theatre must be soft , well dis

tributed, and shaded from the eye in

all instances, for the eyes are tired

and distended after having looked

upon the brilliant footlights, and the

mellow light is needed as a restful

contrast . It will be noticed that the

CHURCHES

In this class of lighting the engi

neer encounters a great diversity in

architecture, and , therefore , a great

diversity in the styles of illumination

exists . For instance, there is the

Grecian or Corinthian, where studded

lights would be out of place, as, in

A GLOBE WITH A GROUND GLASS INTERIOR. THIS

GIVES A FAIRLY GOOD DIFFUSION
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SONS .

lobbies. In all cases of bank and

office lighting there are two con

siderations, one the general illumina

tion, and the other the placed light

ing over the desks. The general

illumination in banks should be de

signed, not only to illuminate the

lower region of the public space ,

but to throw enough light on the

ceiling and upper side walls to bring

out the decorations and lines of the

building. Studded lights can be used

to good effect.

There are three points to be noted

in the placed lighting for the use of

the clerks . The light source should

be shaded from the eye by a dark

coloured shade, preferably green on

exterior and white porcelain finish

inside. Frosted lamps should be

used to prevent striations , and the

light source should not be too in

tense . An illumination of from 2 to

4 candle -feet is plenty. In other

words, 8 - candle -power lamp

should be placed 18 inches to 2 feet

from the surface to be lighted.

This illumination is the correct

standard for reading. The light

should come from behind the left

shoulder . For writing,. the light

A POOR ARRANGEMENT OF LIGHTS FOR A SHOW WINDOW

an

直

APKOPER MERIDIAN REFLECTOR

PERMISSIBLE WINDOW ILLUMINATION FOR A BUTCHER SHOP

tion with a general illumination, the shadows, and this can best be ac

hidden light to be switched on when complished by studding small units

the sermon begins and the visible over the ceiling and upper walls, and

sources to be dimmed, which will then , if there are any recesses , lights

shed over the church a soft light, can be arranged in these in con

appropriate and not injurious to the formity with the other lighting. The

eyes . accompanying illustrations will ex

The control of these lights should emplify the correct lighting of a ball

be elastic , so that from one- eighth to room .

the whole can be used , as desired . Arcs or Nernst lamps are not per

Incandescent or meridian lights are missible, for they give an impression

the best units, but the writer hears of light and shadow rather than of

of satisfaction with the Nernst . uniform illumination , and their effect

upon the face is not so pleasing as
DANCE HALLS AND THE LIKE

the incandescent light.

To take the other extreme in light

ing, let us consider the dance halls BANKS AND OFFICE BUILDINGS

and ballrooms. The first requisite The lobbies of this class are gen

uniform illumination, with no erally of the same style as theatre

AN OPAL GLOBE WITH A POOR DIFFUSING

SURFACE
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FARI

A GOOD CHANDELIER INSTALLATION IN A CHURCH

should come also from the left , but

farther out and forward , so as to pre

vent shadow from the pen or hand .

The writer has not seen anything

but incandescents used satisfactorily

for the illumination of banks. The

are and similar illuminants would

not give satisfaction , on account of

the size of the unit and its tendency

to cast shadow , certainly not en

hancing the appearance of the in

terior .

The lighting of an office building

is practically the same as in a bank.

For the desks, etc. , a line could be

run around the room at a distance

of 2 feet from the floor, with plug

outlets at intervals to accommodate

a given number of desks. This would

arrange for the placed lighting.

The general illumination should be

preferably from above, as side lights

would tend to throw shadows when

one is writing at the desk , and, while

the bank's working force is enclosed

behind a partition , the office build

ings or rooms are usually open, and and the installation consists of high- yellow light is preferable, and a unit

the general illumination will affect efficiency units in the several sizes. of about 100 candle -power or more,

the light on the desk to some ex
Furniture show's up better under a fitted with a reflector to throw the

tent. yellow light than under a white light, light on the carpet (which is usually

In our Brooklyn office we use the and when a patron purchases he will hung on a movable form ) will prove

arc concentric diffuser , with no placed in most cases use the furniture in satisfactory.

lights, and the illumination for writ- a home with the first quality of The units in this class of business

ing or reading is as nearly perfect light, and wants to know how it is should be of individual control, with

as it could be and is free from shad- going to look when there. the possible exception of the main

ows. This iamp, however, is not Then, again , the high - efficiency or floor, for many times the salesman

attractive in appearance, and might
other incandescent lamps are easily will need only one or two lights at

not be acceptable in a bank or small renewed , while in the a time, and they can be readily used

office; but for large office rooms the
lamp shedding white light must be as required without wasting current.

illumination is good. trimmed, making it necessary A good arrangement is to have a

move the furniture, with a liability row of pilot lights, controlled by a
STORES

of scratching. For carpets, also, the switch, at the entrance to each floor.

Perhaps the largest part of our

light load comes from this class of

business, and the writer has special

ized somewhat on this field of illu

mination . The first point we notice

in talking with a storekeeper is that

he wants all the light he can get for

a given sum of money. It is all

right to talk about artistic effects to

him , but he is more interested in

dollars and cents and economy in

lighting. The advantages of an at

tractive store are recognized , but the

storekeeper wants to be sure that he

can get them at a reasonable cost.

What general rules can be fol

lowed to this end ? First, we will

consider the several kinds of stores ,

as to interior lighting. The writer

has found that, in cases where econ

omy is the first consideration , the

best result is generally obtained from

incandescent units at a height of

from 8 to 10 feet from the floor, and

with the arc from 12 to 15 feet high ;

the units between these in size range

correspondingly .

FU'RNITURE STORES

One of the latest propositions

dealt with has been a furniture store , ANOTHER EXAMPLE OF CHURCH LIGHTING , SHOWING THE UNITS WELL DISTRIBUTED

all cases
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2

In using the new high-efficiency

unit it is advisable to hang the units

10 to 12 feet from the floor, and

have them fitted with the style C or

concentrating shade, as the light will

diffuse of itself below a certain plane

and at the same time give greater

efficiency with style D or distributing

reflector.

" DREAMLAND, " CONEY ISLAND , HAS PERHAPS THE BEST LIGHTED BALLROOM IN THE WORLD

MILLINERY STORES

The arc or the Nernst lamp should

be used for this business, as the

white lights show the delicate colours

to best advantage. The writer's be

lief is that the arc is better than the

Nernst for this class of illumination .

The concentric diffusers are used in

Brooklyn millinery stores with satis

faction .

MEN'S FURNISHINGS

The same principle as to colour

will apply to clothing stores, though

perhaps evening clothes, since they

are to be worn under the incandes

cent light , should be fitted under the

incandescent unit .

For a men's furnishing store the

cluster, either the arc burst or the

pagoda arc , is a good arrangement;

and such units are attractive and effi

cient. In one such store we have

recently changed three arcs to four

Benjamin arc bursts , and with a

saving of 400 watts the resultant illu

mination is a big improvement.

The Nernst lamp or the high -effi

ciency lamp is being used in Brook

lyn in this class of stores . The

Nernst gives the better colour value ,

and in the two and three-glower size

the illumination is good.

The arc should not be used in

small stores , for two reasons : first,

the size of the unit and the usual

height of ceilings in small stores

will not permit of good diffusion ;

secondly, unless a number are in

stalled , shadows are frequent .
ANOTHER BALLROOM IN WHICH THE LIGHTING IS NOT SO EFFECTIVE AS THAT AT " DREAMLAND"

JEWELRY STORES

There is a diversity of opinion as

regards this style of illumination ,

some engineers claiming the white

or bluishlight should be used, others

that the incandescent is best. The

advantage claimed for the arc lamp

is that it accentuates the bluish tinge

in diamonds, and that the larger the

unit of light the more intrinsic bril

liancy the diamond will have. As

to the other classes of jewelry, the

incandescent unit is , in the writer's

opinion, decidedly the best light.

A good arrangement of units is to

have a cluster of 187 to 250 -watt,

high -efficiency lamps with D shades

in the centre of a store , placed high

to give the store an appearance of

brightness, and have special lightingA BALLROOM ILLUMINATED BY CLUSTERS OF LAMPS
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arc lamps , to remove the glare and

improve the colour values by filtra

tion .

either on cord pendants over the

cases, or reflectors inside the cases ,

the latter being the better , for the

two-fold reason that the observer

cannot be between the light source

and jewelry and that less light is

necessary

Studded lights make a very pretty

store if the decorations will allow

their use .

WINDOW LIGHTING

There are two distinct divisions in

window lighting, the concealed and

the open , and each serves its pur

pose . One is to attract attention to

the store itself , the other is to show

the goods in the window .

at the goods they are not distinct ;

it was the light units which attracted

us , not the goods.

Take the opposite. With con

cealed , reflected light, the window is

bright, but the light is centered on

the goods, which reflect the light to

our eyes , attracting our attention to

the display and not the source of

light.

When the open border lighting is
OTHER STORES

Most other stores are in the one

class , so far as interior illumination

is concerned , and the principles pre

sented will apply to cigar stores ,

drug stores , butcher stores , groceries ,

and saloons . Practically all call for

the same illumination , and if there

is any difference at all it is in the

brilliancy desired . For instance , a

drug store , saloon , or cigar store

may need more light than the

butcher or grocer, and the lights

range from it candle - feet to 5 can

dle -feet, or, if watts per square foot ,

from 1 to 3 watts per square foot,

determined by colour of store, height

of room and units used. The num

ber of lamps required for a given

service equals the above factor multi

plied by the area in square feet , di

vided by the wattage per lamp.

No definite rule can be made as

to the watts per square feet or can

dle -feet needed in an installation, for

so many things must be taken into

consideration that no definite fig

ures can be given until these factors

are known ; therefore, no scale is pre

sented in this paper .

TE

H
E

A STORE LIGHTED BY ARC BURSTS MANUFACTURED BY THE BENJAMIN ELECTRIC MANU

FACTURING COMPANY , OF CHICAGO

DEPARTMENT STORES

It would seem at first glance that ,

as the department store is a con

solidation of the smaller stores here

tofore considered , the illumination

for each department would coincide

with the corresponding small store ;

but there is a factor which governs

this, namely, uniformity. For large

spaces of this kind the arc lamp

without doubt is the unit to be used ,

as the colour values are good and

the majority of goods shown are

“ day goods,” though department

stores are providing separate rooms

for the exhibition of evening goods .

Incandescent and arc lamps should

not be used in the same space for

the same purpose . That is , while

arc lamps may be used for the gen

eral illumination , incandescent units

should not be used also for gen

eral illumination in that room , but

may be used for special purposes,

such as lighting show -cases; to al

ternate the general illumination be

tween arcs and incandescents would

be very poor arrangement. An

opalescent globe should be used with

It is obvious that the usual border

arrangement of the lights would not

show goods to the best advantage,

first, because most of the light which

is on the horizontal is being thrown

on the street , and, secondly , the rule

which was presented in the first of

this paper , that the light should not

enter the eye direct from the lumin

ous centre, is being violated . When

one looks at a window lighted with

visible units, the light itself attracts

the eye, and the sight is for the mo

ment blurred, so that when we look

used , a frosted lamp should be util

ized to reduce the intrinsic brilliancy,

and an 8 - candle -power unit is large

enough to serve the purpose of at

tracting attention. In the concealed

style there are two divisions, trough

reflectors and cone reflectors , in

cluding in the latter all cone-shaped

reflectors, whether moulded glass or

silvered .

The trough reflector should be used

where the window display rises from

the bottom of the window in the

shape of models for dresses , or where
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that otherwise the light would be

thrown on the ceiling and wasted to

some extent. The side wall brackets

can be fitted with Holophane re

flectors in ground glass shades, and

can be either pointing upward or

downward . This is a great deal a

matter of taste , as both arrange

ments can be made to conform to the

other illumination by means of proper

shades.

For the lamp, which is ornamental

rather than useful, a light of small

candle -power can be used . Two

4 -candle -power units will be suffi

cient in most cases , and in any case

two 8 -candle -power units would be

enough, which would be determined

by the density of the art glass

canopy.

ARC LAMPS WITH CONCENTRIC DIFFUSERS FOR OFFICE LIGHTING

could be turned to either side of the

gallery, the result being highly sat

isfactory .

In the Metropolitan Museum of

Art , in New York City, the luminous

arc is being installed, and the ex

perts of the gallery are of the opinion

that this gives the best light of any

artificial source .

the back of the window is used, as

the distribution of the reflector is to

ward the rear and downward. The

cone reflector should be used where

the base of the window alone is to

be used , so as to concentrate all the

light upon the goods.

Nernst lamps or units of the same

size are used satisfactorily in Brook

lyn with reflectors to throw the light

down, the unit being high enough

not to interfere with the sight.

The writer has in mind a window

where the trough reflector is used

in conjunction with an electrolier ,

but the latter is fitted with Holophane

globes, which eliminate the intense

light factor by diffusing the light.

This arrangement is both attractive

and efficient.

The tendency of the cone reflector

is to produce spots , while with the

trough reflector the illumination is

uniform and even . In lighting the

window with either the border lights,

trough or cone reflectors, the units

should be on alternating switches

for purposes of economy.

SITTING ROOM

This room is used for sewing,

reading, and is the living room of

the house, so that general, and some

special, illumination is needed. A

centre fixture with three or four out

lets , and an outlet near the desk ,

will prove satisfactory, but each pur

pose must be considered.

In reading, a light of 2 to 4 can

dle- feet is sufficient, and also on the

desk or for sewing. While, theoret.

ically , a light from above and be

hind is the best, the writer's own

taste is for the old -fashioned reading

lamp with a white enameled interior

and green exterior , first, because the

resultant light is good, and, second ,

the eyes, on being lifted from the

book , do not encounter the same in

tensity , but are rested by the soft

light diffused by the green shade .

With the other style the light is prac

tically the same, whether one's eyes

on the book or not, in fact ,

in all home lighting, if the illumina

tion be uneven , the eye is rested in

the change from bright to less bright

spots .

For sewing, an extension cord can

be attached to an outlet and the

lamp hung directly over the ma

chine.

RESIDENCE LIGHTING

The class of residences considered

will be those belonging to the “mid

dle class, " where economy is neces

sary . Where the person is willing

to spend a large amount the engineer

can give full play to the artistic , but

most of our residence business is

with people who practice economy.

are

PICTURE GALLERIES

The best arrangement for this

class of lighting is the trough re

flector, for the same reasons given

above. A new arrangement, at least

to the writer, was suggested by the

desire of a customer to light a small

gallery economically, both as regards

wiring and use . The arrangement

installed was a Frink reflector on a

pivot , run along the centre of the

room and placed high . A handleA

was attached so that the reflector

PARLOR

This room is used for entertaining

and receiving callers only, so the illu

mination should be general. In the

average room of 12 by 15 feet a

centre electrolier with the units ex

tending about a foot from the ceiling

and four or five 8 -candle -power

lamps will give a good light, the

units pointing outward at an angle

of 45 degrees ' and equipped with

either an etched shade or Holophane

shade. One or two plug outlets can

be utilized for a lamp, fan or other

apparatus.

In a room of this shape the centre

fixtures are sufficient , but when the

room is long and narrow side wall

brackets can be used to advantage.

One point in this style of illumina

tion is to have the lights pointing

downward, for it can be readily seen

DINING ROOM

The one point to be illuminated

in this room is the table, and this

can be done by one unit with a large

reflector. The reflector can be cov

ered with some dark material in

keeping with the decorations , either

crepe paper or some texture , which

will serve the purpose of an expen

sive glass design .

Side wall brackets not es

sential, but can be used if at any

time a more general illumination is

desired , such as when the guests

are seated around the sides of the

room .

are
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KITCHEN

on

re

as

The kitchen of to -day is not the

large one our ancestors were accus

tomed to , and in the average home

one unit in the kitchen is sufficient .

Cravath and Lansing recommend a

4 -candle -power unit over the sink ,

stove and table , with reflectors easily

kept clean, on account of the grease ;

these units should be on brackets

pointing downward to have light be

low 45 degrees.

It is admitted that with this ar

rangement, the equivalent of a 16

candle-power unit, the general illu

mination will not be good. The de

duction, therefore, is that a centre

unit for general illumination would

also be necessary, and that the three

4 -candle -power units would be used

in concentrating the light over the

sink , table and stove only .

small kitchen such units would be

unnecessary, as a lamp placed high ,

with a good reflector, will shed

plenty of light for all purposes, and

at the same time be economical. In

a large kitchen the arrangement sug

gested would be ideal with an 8-can

dle - power or 16 -candle- power unit

for general illumination .

The most convenient arrangement

is to have two 8 -candle -power units

on each side of the dresser controlled

by a switch the side of the

dresser or wall, the centre fixture to

be controlled by a switch by the

door and fitted with proper

flectors . In all houses fitted with

electric light, an extra switch should

be provided in the bedroom con

trolling one liglit in each room on

the first floor and the halls, so

to be able to light these rooms in

stantly in case of emergency.

The turn -down lamps can be used

to splendid advantage in residences.

There many places where a

bright light is not required continu

ously, but where a dim light is of

great service. The turn -down lamps

fill this need fully and at slight oper

ating cost . Every residence using

electric service should have a supply

of these lamps.

SPECIALTIES

Several types of lighting units

have recently been pushedpushed com

mercially for special uses ,

Luminous Arc . — The luminous arc

is used quite extensively in many

cities , notwithstanding the cost of the

lamp, and it certainly attracts atten

tion by the brilliancy and colour of

its light. It probably has a per

manent field within a limited scope ,

but its advertising value will prob

ably suffer as the number of lamps

in use increases. For general illu

mination , independent of advertising

uses, this lamp is not well adapted .

Cooper -Hewitt Tube. - This type

of unit is occupying a field in which

it is giving good service . For pho

tographic work it is very success

ful, and its use in factories and large

buildings is becoming more general .

The predominant violet rays are ob

jectionable, although not injurious to

are a

In a

FACTORIES the eyes .

Moore Tube. — The Moore tube is

now being energetically pushed by

the manufacturers, and is giving sat

isfaction in a number of places. Its

colour is more pleasing than the

Cooper -Hewitt, and its efficiency is

attractive, though its use is limited

at present to large floor spaces . The

commercial development of this type

of lighting will be watched with in

terest .

HALLS

In the halls a bright light is not

necessary . In the lower hall or en

trance an upright fixture from the

newel post in a foyer hall gives good

illumination, though the overhead

light is to be preferred , for the ten

dency of the unit upon an upright

is to throw the light up, whereas it

should be thrown down. A ground

glass or opal sphere can be used ,

and is , perhaps, more artistic than a

common reflector or shade, the lower

hall unit to be controlled by a two

way switch .

In the upper halls a light at the

head of the stairs on a side wall

bracket, to serve both for the stairs

and hall, and if the hall is long, an

other unit at the opposite end, will

light the hall well.

In factory or machine shop light

ing the problem is generally the

same as in a large office building.

Each operator should have a unit

over his machine, and this will hold

true in most all factory lighting and

the like. The incandescent lamp

should be used for special lighting.

In foundries, etc. , where the walls

are dark and the light is not so

much on a special line, a lamp is

needed to throw the light down and

to be near the colour of daylight.

The arc does not meet both these

requirements, and the lamp which

has proved most satisfactory in

Brooklyn is the Nernst lamp, as the

unit is small and can be distributed,

and the efficiency is high . The light

from the arc is absorbed by the side

walls, and the Nernst distribution is

below 30 degrees .

Tholders

SIGN LIGHTING

BATHROOM

An 8 - candle -power unit on each

side of the mirror, either with a

shade or frosted lamp, will suffice,

controlled by a switch at the en

trauce .

BEDROOMS

The most economical arrangement

here would be to have a centre fix

ture of two or three lights and use

the movable brackets , so that the

light can be used at the dresser, or ,

if a reading light is desired, it can

be placed near the bed. In a small

or hall bedroom a side wall bracket

with an 8 - candle -power lamp is

enough .

The tendency of a customer is to

put too large a unit in a sign, think

ing to make a greater display, where

as he is more likely spoiling the

effect of his sign. The smaller the
candle -power in a lettered sign, the

more distinct is the outline of each

letter ; with a unit too large, the sign

presents a blur.

A 4 - candle -power unit is large

enough for any ordinary sign, and a

2 -candle -power unit has proved sat

isfactory in outlining letters. For

the panel sign a 4 - candle-power lamp

is sufficient, although 8 candle -power

will, of course, give added illumina

tion ; if a reflector is placed above the

upper lights the sign will prove more

readable.

Annual Meeting of the Electrical

Trades Exposition Company

HE annual meeting of the stock

of the Electrical

Trades Exposition Company

was held in Chicago , Ill . , on Tues

day, September 11, for the purpose

of electing directors for the ensuing

year. The following directors were

elected :—Samuel Insull, Charles E.

Gregory, G. H. Atkin , Stewart Spald

ing, Ellsworth B. Overshiner, George

B. Foster, T. P. Gaylord, Homer E.

Niesz , H. B. McMeal, W. W. Low

and J. P. Cracraft.

At a meeting of the board of direc

tors immediately following the stock

holders' meeting the present officers

were re - elected , as follows:

President, Samuel Insull ; vice

presidents, Ellsworth B. Overshiner

and Charles E. Gregory : treasurer ,

John J. Abbott ; secretary, Stewart

Spalding.

Managing Director Homer E.

Viesz reports over 80 per cent. of

the floor space in the main exhibit

hall of the Coliseum Building already

contracted for, for the second annual

electrical show , to be held January

14-26 , 1907

5-4.



American Institute of Electrical Engineers

Papers at the September Meeting at New York

T !
HE first meeting of the Ameri- ing for meetings designed to bring Prof. F. B. Crocker and C. O. Mail

can Institute of Electrical En- out discussion from members who loux, of the committee on standard

gineers after the summer va- are too busy to prepare papers, these ization , who would represent the

cation was held at the Edison Au- meetings to be held at various United States on the International

ditorium , in New York , on the even- branches instead of at New York . Electrotechnical Commission . The

ing of September 28. The meeting The work of the committee on work of the committee on the na

was called to order by President local organizations is to bring the tional electrical code , the committee

Samuel Sheldon , after which Secre- various branches into closer co -oper- on law , the committee on papers,

tary R. W. Pope announced that 191 ation, and to increase the effective- the committee on finance , and the

associate members were elected at ness of each local organization . Dr. building fund committee, was also

the meeting of the board of directors. Sheldon here outlined a number of briefly described. The last -named

In addressing the members, Dr. suggestions, in part as follows :- committee had raised $ 132,000 , of

Sheldon took for his topic " The Limit the number of members of the which $94,000 had been paid . The

Work of the Institute." At the last local executive committee to five ; whole amount of this fund is $ 180,

convention , held in Milwaukee, he branches should be in constant com- 000 . The building is expected to

said, the question of the work of the munication with the secretary's office be ready for occupancy by the first

branches of the Institute and their as to their plans and the progress of December.

relations to the executive officers in of their work ; they should put forth Following the president's address,

New York revealed the fact that organized efforts toward increasing a paper on “ The Effect of Iron in

there was considerable lack of in- their membership ; they could sug- Distorting Alternating-Current Wave

formation concerning the scope of gest to associate members the de- Form ,” by Frederick Bedell and El

the Institute work and the method sirability of applying for transfers to bert B. Tuttle, was read by the for

of carrying it on . The growth of the grade of member; original papers mer . The paper , in part, follows:

the Institute as a national organiza- should be presented instead of only It is well known that in a circuit

tion and the extension of its useful- those read at New York ; an annual containing no iron , an impressed

ness to its membership is so largely calendar of the meetings should be sinusoidal electromotive force will

dependent upon the intelligent co- sent to the secretary's office. cause a sinusoidal current to flow ,

operation of the local organizations The committee on high -tension the current lagging behind the im

that it seemed desirable that all transmission had , during 1902-3 , col- pressed electromotive force by an

should be familiar with its work . lected data on this subject, published amount depending upon the relative

He then described the duties of it in a volume, and placed it on sale. values of the resistance and in

the secretary, and gave statistics In view of the development since that ductance, the latter in this case be

showing the amount of routine work time, the reappointment of the com- ing constant. Assuming inductance

performed by the secretary's office . mittee had seemed desirable . alone in the circuit, the sine current

The board of directors made appro- The library committee, besides in- which flows lags 90 degrees behind

priations, approved bills and recom- stalling and systematizing the pres the sine electromotive force and rep

mendations from committees, and ent library in the new quarters, will resents no power, the power factor

determined and outlined broad ques- effect some organization for co-oper- ( cos. 90 degrees) being zero .

tions of policy. Certain of the ative management in connection with It is also well known that if the

powers of the board of directors the libraries of the mining engineers conductors of the circuit encircle

may be delegated to an executive and the mechanical engineers. The iron , the inductance will no longer

committee of seven members. committee on bibliography expects be constant. The current resulting

Much of the work is performed to have on the press by December a from an impressed sinusoidal electro

by committees under the immediate chronologically arranged . annoted motive force will no longer be sinu

direction of their respective chair- bibliography of the Wheeler gift . soidal, but will be distorted and con

men . The board of examiners re- Upon the editing committee rests sist of a first harmonic or funda

ceives from the secretary all appli- the responsibility of the publications mental sine current of the same fre

cations for membership or for trans- of the Institute . The work of edit- quency as the electromotive force ,

fer, passes upon the qualifications of ing, however, should be delegated to and harmonics of 3 , 5 , 7 , etc. , times

various applicants, and makes recom- the editor of the proceedings and
the fundamental frequency.

mendations to be acted upon by the done in the secretary's office. The One of the first studies of this sub

board of directors. committee could then devote itself ject was made by Ryan and Merritt,

The work of the committee on in- to the matter of making the pro- who, from experimental curves of

crease in membership is to place ceedings of greater interest to the current and electromotive force, de

before non -members the advantages members by inserting announce- termined the hysteresis loop for the

to be obtained from membership in ments from the executive officers and iron of a transformer. Steinmetz,

the organization . The committee on concerning the individual taking certain hysteresis loops and

telephony was appointed to take members and branches. assuming a sinusoidal electromotive

measures to increase the usefulness Dr. Sheldon then briefly referred force, has determined the complex

of the Institute to the art by arrang- to the work of the two members, current wave for a great many cases .

news
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BEHIND THE

ELECTROMOTIVE FORCE E WHEN NO IRON IS

PRESENT

can

The purpose of the present writers

was to study more fully the relation

between the harmonics introduced by

iron into the current wave, and the

hysteresis loop of the iron to which

these harmonics are due. For exam

ple, it can be shown that certain

harmonics defined by their amplitude

and phase with reference to the

fundamental, can be produced by

iron ; others cannot , the latter being

excluded as impossible by the de

termination of some physical limita FIG . I. - SINI'SOIDAL CURRENT E AND INDUC

tion . TION B, LAGGING 90 DEGREES

The conditions that hysteresis in

iron causes it to absorb rather than

to give out energy, at once renders

certain harmonics impossible. The is constant, and hence the induction

fact that the current can have a max- B is proportional to the current I

imum value only coincident with the and the magnetizing force H , the

maximum value of induction in the permeability beingbeing constant. The

iron is likewise a limitation . Again , hysteresis loop, plotted between B

the fact that after saturation the and H , then becomes a straight line .

permeability decreases with the in- With iron present, inductance and

crease of the induction is a further permeability are not constant . The

limitation . induction B is no longer proportional

In case of a sine electromotive to the current I and the magnetizing
force and a complex current wave force H , and with the induction B

due to iron , the harmonics in the sinusoidal ( due to sine impressed e .

current wave (being 3 , 5 , 7 , etc. , m . f . ) , the current I is not sinusoidal,

times the frequency of the electro

motive force) represent no

power. Any power must accord

ingly come from that part of the

complex current wave which is of

the same frequency as the electromo

tive force.

If this current lagged 90 degrees

behind the electromotive force , as it

does with iron present, there

would be no power, as has already

been pointed out. But the current

of fundamental frequency is shifted

ahead by an angle, y , of hysteretic

advance due to the iron , so that it

lags less than 90 per cent . behind

the electromotive force ; consequently

it represents power, this being the TION B, WITH MAXIMUM VALUES 90 DEGREES

power expended in hysteresis .

The current of fundamental fre
SINE CURVE F LAGS 90 ~ Y DEGREES BEHIND E

quency considered might be taken

either as the fundamental sine curve,

as we analyze the current into com- but distorted, as in Fig . 2 . Since B

ponents of 1 , 3 , 5 times the frequency, and H are no longer proportional,

or, as the equivalent sine curve, instead of a straight line we have the

which is a sine curve equivalent in hysteresis loop representing their

its effect to the fundamental and cyclic operation.

higher marmonics combined. The authors dealt with the funda

If the electromotive force impressed mental and third harmonic only.

on a coil be sinusoidal, the magnetic Definite relative amplitudes and phase

flux threading the coil will also be positions were successively assumed

sinusoidal, and in phase 90 degrees for these, and the complex current

behind the electromotive force. This waves built up. From this complex

is true whether the coil embraces wave of current and the sine wave

iron or not . of flux, the hysteresis loop which

If the coil does not embrace iron , woulci cause such a current was de

the current also is sinusoidal and go termined.

degrees behind the electromotive The equation for the current is

force ; the flux is in phase with the i = sin w t + B sin (3 W t + ').

current, and proportional to it , as The amplitude of the third harmonic

shown in Fig . 1. The inductance L is B (taking the fundamental as

unity) and ® is its phase -angle, +

indicating an advance, and — a
lagging of the origin of the harmonic

relatively to the origin of the funda
mental.

Let us take a typical case repre

sented in Fig. 2. The assumed

fundamental and third harmonic of

the current are represented by dotted

curves . Here the amplitude of the

harmonic is taken to be B = 0.22

(the amplitude of the fundamental

being unity ) and 9 is taken to be

+ 45 degrees. The maximum of the

current wave necessarily coincides

in time with the maximum of the in

duction (for in a hysteresis loop the

maximum H coincides with the max

imum B ) .

The sinusoidal flux, in accordance

with Faraday's law, is 90 degrees

behind the sinusoidal electromotive

force ; accordingly , the maximum of

the induction and hence of the cur

rent is go degrees behind the electro

motive force . It will be noted , how

ever , that the fundamental of the

current wave has its maximum in

advance of the maximum of the com

plex wave by an angle , the hys

teretic angle of advance, in this case

equal to 9 degrees 23 minutes. The

fundamental current wave lags then

90 degrees — y behind the electro
motive force and represents power

consumed by hysteresis , with

power factor cos (90 degrees - 4 )

siny .

If , the phase- angle of the har

monic, is between o degree and 180

degrees , we find that the right-hand

side of the complex current wave

will have a hump, as in Fig . 2 .

The fundamental will be advanced to

the left so as to lag less than 90 de

grees behind the electromotive force ,

representing power taken by hys

teresis ,-a possible case .

If , however, o is between 180 de

grees and 360 degrees ; that is , if the

harmonic is made to be behind in

stead of in advance of the funda

mental, the hump on the current

curve will be found on the left, and

the fundamental will be shifted to the

right so as to lag more than go de

grees behind the electromotive force ,

representing power given out by

hysteresis,-an impossible case. In

this case the hysteresis loop must

needs be traversed in the reverse

direction from the actual counter

clockwise direction and its area would

represent work given out per cycle .

Fig . 2 turned upside down would

represent such a case .

The method of obtaining the

hysteresis loop was described as fol

lows :-A hysteresis loop consists in

plotting corresponding values of B

a

no

FIG. 2.-COMPLEX CURRENT I AND INDUC

BEHIND SINUSOIDAL ELECTROMOTIVE FORCE

WHEN IRON IS PRESENT. THE FUNDAMENTAL

57
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we

H

un

and H in rectangular co -ordinates . in alternating - current distribution ;

A hysteresis loop corresponding to that is , wave shape distortion may

the curves of Fig . 2 is accordingly lead to effects not only very marked

readily plotted. His directly pro- and pronounced, but occasionally

portional to I , and hence the curve disastrous.

for I may be taken as a curve for HI. Now, in general , in investigating

Corresponding values of H and B the effect of iron in alternating -cur

are taken directly from the curves ient cirucits, the curve of exciting cur

in Fig . 2 and plotted in rectangular

co -ordinates to give the hysteresis

loop of Fig . 3 .

The interpretation is this :

arbitrarily assume a complex cur

rent 1 , made up of a fundamental

and third harmonic, Fig. 2 . The

sinusoidal induction B and electro

motive force will then be as shown

in Fig . 2. The hysteresis loop.

which would produce the assumed

distortion is shown in Fig . 3 .

When Ⓡ = 0 degree, or 180 de

grees , the hysteresis loop becomes a

curved line; the ascending and
FIG . 3. - HYSTERESIS LOOP CORRESPONDING TO

descending curves coincide and en FIG. 2

close no area , representing, there

fore , no hysteresis loss, although the rent is produced and calculated from

permeability varies . They are im- the hysteresis side of the iron . Dr.

possible limiting cases ; the angle
Bedell proceeded in the inverse man

must accordingly be more than o de ner , by superimposing different char

gree and less than 180 degrees, and acteristics of current, and from these

positive. complex currents produced a hystere

The hysteresis loops derived in sis loop, and , seeing whether the
the paper from consideration of the hysteresis loop is a reasonable one

fundamental and third harmonic only or not, derived therefrom relations

in the current wave, had an regarding the relative intensity and

natural appearance, particularly near phase of the triple harmonic and

the maximum values . Hence it was also the wave of the exciting current.

concluded that the fifth and other As far as the investigation goes , it

higher harmonics are necessary in extended only to the fundamental

the complex wave in order to de- and triple harmonic, and the investi

rive therefrom more normal gation of higher harmonics is left to

hysteresis loop, particularly when a future occasion . The higher har

saturation in the iron is passed . monics are necessarily modified to

A table was given, showing the a certain extent by assuming merely

limiting values of the amplitude of the fundamental and triple harmonic

the harmonic and the hysteretic an- as present. For instance, by taking

gle of advance for various values of the fundamental wave and a triple

e . The complex current curve , harmonic, and superimposing the

fundamental and third harmonic for two waves, a wave is obtained with

various values of a were also given , a hump on the rising side and the

with corresponding hysteresis loops. hollow on the decreasing side. If

It was sought to derive an expres- one goes further and deduces a triple

sion showing the relation between harmonic of higher amplitude, the

the area of the hysteresis loop and hump develops into a double peak .

the angle of hysteretic advance. Now , it is obvious that the double

vector representation of complex cur- peak cannot exist , because different

rent was also given . relations may exist between magnet

ism and the magnetising current;
DISCUSSION

the current must rise as long as the

In discussing the paper, Dr. Stein- magnetism rises , and cannot fall ,

metz said that the paper was rather hence the cuve must steadily rise.

theoretical, and while of scientific Sometime in 1881 1882 Dr.

interest, appeared rather of little Froehlich noticed that the magnetic

practical value to the electrical engi- characteristic of the dynamo ma

neer . There is , however, to -day only chine would be properly represented

a very short step between pure bv a parabolic curve . Dr. Ken

scientific investigation and engineer- nelly showed that the B and Il curve,

ing practice , and he hoped to show the magnetic characteristic of iron ,

that the phenomenon dealt with in would be epressed by a parabolic

the paper and similar phenomena are The equation of a parabola

of very great practical importance for the relation between B and II

would be found by applying a

strictly mathematical curve, which

combining with the sine wave, the

latter representing the hysteresis

loss, would fairly closely represent

the distorted wave, or exciting loss .

In dealing with hysteresis, we have

to keep in mind the difference be

tween magnetic hysteresis and the

energy lost in the iron. Now , if iron

is exposed to the alternating mag
netic field, the loss that takes place ,

the loss of energy in the iron by

some form of magnetic friction, that

loss is usually expressed as mole

cular magnetic friction . This loss

seems to be constant, independent of

the frequency of wave shape, but de

pending only on the maximum val

ues of the magnetic induction which

takes place. If the electrical circuit ,

traversed by the alternating current,

is the only source of power, and no
power is consumed outside of the

iron, then the energy or power con

sumed by molecular magnetic fric

tion must be supplied by the alter

nating circuit and supplied in the

form of a hysteresis, and in this case

molecular magnetic friction and mag

netic hysteresis coincide, or rather

magnetic hysteresis measures the

molecular magnetic friction .

As soon , however, as there is an

other source of power present, and

power can be consumed elsewhere,

this coincidence disappears and has

no inherent relation between mole

cular magnetic friction and magnetic

hysteresis. Where there are less

laminations in the transformer, it will

be found that the electric circuit in

the form of hysteresis loss supplies

more energy than contained in the

iron or molecular magnetic friction .

The difference is consumed in the

vibration of the laminations, in mak

ing noise. Where there is energy

supplied from an outside source , this

may go so far as not only to make

the hysteresis load disappear, but to

make it negative.

Interesting conditions where the

hysteresis loop could be flattened out

or turned over were investigated by

Mr. Eickmeyer and Dr. Steinmetz in

1891 or 1892. It was found that

when running at synchronism that

such an arrangement can give all

kinds of hysteresis loss ; for instance,

it is found from such a relation that

the more the motor is loaded , the

flatter becomes the hysteresis loop;

when the friction is supplied by an

outside source the hysteresis loop

collapses.

To show the bearing the discus

sion had on practical engineering,

the speaker took the case of three

transformers connected in star or Y.

Consider the three electromotive

a

Or

a

curve .
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Wave

cause

are

forces as E - 1, E-2 and E - 3, 120 de- of triple frequency which are gen- demagnetizing the over-excited ma

grees apart. Assuming the impressed crated by hysteretic distortion, but chine.

electromotive force to be sine even if they are not serious , the rise The triple frequency current may

wave . Now if E - 1, E - 2 and E - 3 are and fall of the whole system at every reach very serious values and be

all sine waves , they would usually frequency means electrostatic induc come very considerable . If we have

have the shape of the exciting current tion on neighbouring circuits, and two generators, one having a triple

that is contained in certain har- current will be induced on the cir- frequency, the other not, the same

monics. cuit electrostatically. phenomena is obtained of the triple

These three electromotive forces Suppose a transformer has the frequency of the electromotive force

and the other currents are 120 de- neutral grounded ; that means that of the neutral, resulting in the triple
grees apart. The triple harmonies thie triple frequency current flows frequency current, but the current

and the current are , therefore, three over the ground, and we have now is not limited, and may occasionally

times 120 degrees, or 360 degrees the system a triple frequency cur- reach values comparatively high, and
apart. These triple harmonics can- rent which flows over all three lines that is why it is not safe to freely

not flow , because they have no cir- parallel and back over the ground; ground the generator. If the gen

cuit; in other words, there would be and while you do not get any more erators are grounded they should be

no triple harmonics or current in electrostatic induction , you get elec- grounded at a safe distance, or if they

the case of Y - connected transformers. trodynamic induction . get grounded or connected with each

In this system each transformer The existence of the triple fre- other, it means they must have ex

has an electromotive force higher quency or distortion of the hysteresis actly the same wave shape and the

than the size of the triple harmonic . may result in distortion of excitation kept very close in each

In cases where the neutral is not neutral or ground, or may result in generator.

grounded, these harmonics or elec- electrostatic voltages or triple fre- In continuing the discussion, Prof.

tromotive forces are all three in phase quency inside the system , being W. S. Franklin said that as to the as

with each other. The electromotive liable to destructive surges sumption which is made in all al

forces being in phase with each and result in triple frequency cur- ternating -current treatises that cur

other means that there is from a rents, causing electromagnetic dis- rents generated by alternators are

neutral toward the ground a poten turbances. harmonic, it seemed to him a false

tial difference of double frequency, If we have a three -phase gener- idea which many people had gotten

which is the triple harmonic created ator with the three coils Y - con- into , for the reason that if an alterna

by the hysteresis. The neutral of nected , if there is a triple frequency tor develops an e . m . f . of any com

the Y -connected three-phase trans- electromotive force in each phase, plicated wave shape whatever, the

formers differs in potential from the these electromotive forces in problem often arises to determine

ground, by the electromotive force series, short- circuited upon them- the current produced by the e . m . f .

of a certain frequency which is gen- selves, in the three -phase, delta -con- That problem mathematically re

erated by the hysteresis distortion in nected generator. There is , how- solves itself into a series of problems,

the transformer. ever, a very essential difference be- each one of which is an ordinary

Now , assuming that the neutral is tween this case and the correspond- simple alternating -current problem .

connected to ground, for obvious ing case of the transformer. In that The first thing is to resolve the mat

reasons the electromotive force be- case it can only be the triple fre- ter into harmonics, and then treat

tween neutral and ground will dis- quency component of the exciting each harmonic electromotive force

appear. The triple harmonic or cur- current. Here in the generator it by itself , and discuss the currents

rent still cannot flow if only one is a short - circuit current of the in- produced, and if the currents are

side of the transformer is grounded . duced electromotive force of triple distorted they must be analyzed and

That means there is a potential dif- frequency. Such a current wave was handled in an elementary way . That

ference in the three transformers,
observed years ago . It may in many is the theory of alternating currents

still containing a certain harmonic, cases be the cause of abnormally based on harmonics.

and all these triple harmonics being great hysteresis losses which have In regard to the matter of the

in phase to each other means that all escaped attention. magnetizing current, he called atten
three lines rise and fall simultaneous- In the case of the Y - connected tion to one feature, and that was , in

ly in synchronism with each other generator, the same thing is found , - speaking of the angle of hysteretic

against the ground, or a triple fre- the three electromotive forces are all advance, two meanings were attached
quency forms between three lines of in phase with each other. The neu- to it, one by Mr. Bedell and one by
the ihree-phase system and the tral against ground has a triple har- Dr. Steinmetz. He did not think it

ground, which may have a fairly con- monic, and if we do not get a path important that they should be uni

siderable magnitude. for this triple harmonic, we may form , because we do not use them

Suppose the transformer feeds into get currents which , in this case , are very much . He thought the best

a long - listance system , the neutral not merely 2 or 3 per cent. of the meaning of that expression is that

being grounded ; the , transformer
full load current, which represents which brings it into closest connec

connected to the three lines will have the frequency component of the ex- tion with what is measured on

capacity against ground represented isting current, but may be full load alternating -current circuit by am

by three condensers. There are now
current or nore . meters, voltmeters and wattmeters.

triple frequencies generated in their If the phase relation of the triple Whenever an ammeter is placed

coils in phase with each other. From frequency larmonic with the funda on a loaded transformer the effective

the neutral through the three trans- mental is the same, there would be value of the alternating current is

formers in multiple, triple frequency no current in the neutral , but if now measured. In speaking of the equiv

is obtained in series with inductance we run two machines at different ex- alent sine wave of harmonic current ,

and capacity.
citation , exciting one higher and the which is the equivalent of the mag

Suchi a combination may be very other lower, there will flow between netizing current, it should be under

serious in certain circuits with de- the two machines a wattless current stood that they must be one and

structive voltage. It is the voltages magnetizing the under - excited and the same effective value. The equiv

an
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as

on

or

alent magnetizing current should be

one which takes the same power

from the supply mains as the actual

harmonics; therefore, we ought to

define harmonic magnetizing current

as the one which takes the actual

power from the main taken

through the transformer .

Now , if we define the equivalent

harmonic magnetizing current in that

way , the angle of hysteretic advance

is simply the difference between that

current and the flux of the current.

The speaker thought that in defini

tions of equivalent sine waves and

equivalent sine currents it should be

kept in mind that experience teaches

us that we should bring our defini

tions into as close connection as pos

sible with ammeters, voltmeters and

wattmeters . We are much inclined

to analyze things theoretically into

numbers or parts that cannot be

measured .

In regard to the matter of rep

resenting alternating electromotive

force and currents indiagrams , Prof.

Franklin called attention to two dis

tinct ideas which are involved in that

representation. In teaching students,

he had, perhaps, made a mistake in

using the vector diagram , not to rep

resent effective values or anything of

the kind , but to give a picture of the

actual successive and instantaneous

values of harmonic electromotive

force or current.

The shape of the vector diagram

which seemed to be in Mr. Bedell's

mind gave a picture of the alternat

ing -current simply because it is

found that a current of fundamental

frequency, and a current of triple

frequency, when superimposed , give

an effective current which is equal

to the three, and in order to give a

geometrical picture of the diagram

Prof. Bedeli chosechose to represent

the triple harmonic . We must , how

ever , keep clearly in mind that we

are using the vector diagram merely

as a geometrical picture of a formula,

but not to represent to the student's

mind the actual physical things which

take place in the circuit . We should

limit the vector diagram as much

possible to representation of

physical effects.

Dr. Steinmetz referred to the work

done a number of years ago by Prof.

Froehlich . Prof. Franklin thought that

physical science has advanced to a

point where we should drop the

principles which prevailed in Kep

pler's time. Keppler, in discovering

the laws of planetary motion , simply

took all the available data and tried

every conceivable equation and form

of curve until he found an elliptical

loop .

What the speaker had in mind was

that engineers, especially, ought to neutral which was evidently due, as

recognize that there certain explained by Dr. Steinmetz, to the

things which are not amenable to third harmonic . In another plant

mathematical formula . He was con- operating turbine - driven generators,

vinced that certain phenomena in or rather, two plants operating ex

Nature cannot be formulated mathe- clusively steam -turbine-driven gen

matically. He did not think there erators, no short -circuit current of

was any mathematical equation of the neutral has been demonstrated

hysteresis. If that was true, why by the ammeter ; that is, the neutrals

should we have in mind the idea of the Y - connected generators were

that there is , away back in some dead grounded, still no cross current

place , a mathematical formula or
appears

the ammeter. Would

some brief curve which will fit that Dr. Steinmetz explain why the steam

case and go hunting for it when drived generator gave the third har

there is no possible way of finding monic short-circuited current, while

anything which really and actually the turbine- driven generator did not

represents the facts ? give such a current ?

We should recognize the fact that In answering, Dr. Steinmetz said

we have reached a point where we that the turbine generators were all

can see that certain phenomena can- alike , running with identical wave

not be represented by rigorous for- shapes at equal excitation . He did

mulæ , and we should drop the for- not know what station was referred

mulæ , equations and great mass of to, but thought that in the same sta

data which we find relating to those tion some steam turbine generators

things. The speaker did not mean were afterward installed , and between

thatan approximate formula was not the old ones and the new ones they

of value and use , in tabulating a got short-circuits from the neutral.

series of data , such as the coefficient It is a question whether the triple

of friction . The values may be tabu- harmonics are identical and have the

lated the curve plotted . The same phase, or whether they are not

theory of probabilities can then be identical and have not the same

applied and the curve found repre- phase.

senting all of them as nearly as pos- In closing the discussion on his

sible. Let us not , however, fall into paper, Mr. Bedell said that Prof.

the error of thinking that there is Franklin's remarks were, in general ,

actually a lot of value which stands fully in accord with his own views .

behind that curve. Prof. Franklin had also emphasized

Speaking on the effect of vibra- the authors' views in regard to the

tion upon the magnetism curve, Prof. significance of the geometrical con
Franklin said that a number of years struction . It was merely a picture

ago he conceived the idea that when which helped one to understand some

a piece of iron was magnetized, after relations, relations which are ob

the magnetism curve was carried up tained in the diagram , but the dia

to a certain point , a certain amount gram is not in any wise a physical

of the work put into the iron was representation of the facts. He fur

already converted into heat , and a thermore emphasized the fact that

certain amount of work put into the it is useless to attempt to adopt ra

iron actually existed in the iron as tional formula to perfectly represent

magnetic energy ; that is to say , al- certain relations .

though cannot separate the

amount
THE CURRENT TRANSFORMER

converted into heat, still

there is a perfectly definite amount The paper
" The Current

of work that has already been con Transformer," by K. L. Curtis , was

verted into heat, even after starting read by H. S. McAllister . This type

at zero and going up to a certain of transformer, although mentioned

point on the curve . Now, if that is but briefly in electrical literature , is

the case , there must be a potential one of the most indispensable of

associated with that magnetic en- meter auxiliaries . By means of it

ergy, and that potential will show it- currents of any magnitude may be

self as demagnetizing energy. measured with accuracy with the

Philip Torchio then asked a ques smallest of instruments. It enables

tion of Dr. Steinmetz, in connection us to use ammeters and wattmeters

with the statement made about the in circuits of the highest voltages .

harmonic short circuit, when a three- By the use of current transformers

phase generator is Y - connected to of different ratios we can use meters

the grounded neutral. In New of the same size and capacity in cir

York one of the largest companies cuits of widely varying power and

tried at the start to operate all the voltage , thereby greatly facilitating

generators steam driven with the the calibration and maintenance of

grounded neutral, and they found a the instruments. The use of trans

large short- circuit current on the formers in connection with alternat

we

on

as
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supplied to the core of the trans

former by the primary winding.

The author then proceeded to dis

cuss the transformer mathematically,

and, taking one of the present com

mercial types , computed its ratio .

this could be made to correspond

within reasonable limits with the ex

citing current determined by dyna

mometer instruments and by the

hysteresis.

per, L. T. Robinson, of theGeneral A NewPorkElectricalSociety,

a

a

ing-current ammeters and wattmeters

is absolutely necessary in either of

the following cases : first, when the

voltage of the circuit is so high as

to render it unsafe to connect the in

strument directly into the circuit ;

secondly, when the current to be

measured is greater than the ca

pacity of the instrument, and condi

tions prevent the use of a shunt .

In the first instance the transformer

insulation is made sufficient to pro

tect the instrument from the high

voltage circuit . In the second case

the ratio of turns is made such that

the current through the instrument

is within its capacity . In nearly all

cases of alternating-current measure

ments one or both of these condi

tions are met with .

The current transformer, like all

other transformers, consists of an

iron magnetic circuit interlinked with

two electric circuits. The primary is

connected in series with the line, the

current of which is to be measured,

and the secondary is connected to

the instrument terminals by leads

of low resistance . With these con

nections it is evident that the meter

reading will go up and down with

the line current ; and although the

ratio of the meter reading to the line

current may not be the same at all

times, any one value of the current

will always give the same meter

reading

If the instrument were in all cases

calibrated in conjunction with the

current transformer with which it is

to be used, the only points necessary

to consider in the design of the trans

former would be the heating and in

sulating. In well-designed current

transformers, however, the ratio of

primary to secondary current is

nearly constant for all loads within

desired limits, so it is not necessary

to test the instrument with its own

transformer, except when it is to be

used for refined measurements.

In order to predetermine the be

haviour of a transformer, it is , in

general , necessary to know : first,

the resistances and reactances of the

primary and secondary windings of

the transformer and of the eternal

secondary or load circuit; secondly,

the amount and power factor of the

exciting current at the various oper

ating flux densities in the trans

former core .

In the case of the current trans

former, while it is desirable to keep

the primary resistance and reactance

as low as possible to prevent undue

loss of energy, the behaviour of the

transformer is not affected by their

magnitude, as the secondary current

depends only on the ampere -turns

DISCUSSION A Telharmonium Concert

Following the reading of the pa
T

Electric Company, said that the sub

ject of current transformers was of
held in the Cahill auditorium

considerable interest to him at the
at Broadway and Thirty -ninth street,

the members and their friends en
present time because they had been

doing some work along this same
joyed a concert of electrical music

line, using a somewhat different
produced by Dr. Cahill's telhar

method from that given by the au monium , or dynamophone, as it is

thor of the paper ; that is , instead
also called .

of determining the exciting current
Prior to the concert , the gener

and the internal losses in the trans ating plant in the basement was open

former by means of the galvanome
to inspection. The apparatus con

ter, by means of sensitive alternating
sists essentially of inductor alter

dynamos these values were deter
nators producing currents of differ

mined directly . They had been able
ent frequencies, which when passed

to get a good agreement between the through telephone receivers produce

calculated values and the observed tones of different pitch . On

values. In connection with this the
switchboard large number of

effect of wave distortion also was
switches are provided which are op

quite a prominent feature . erated from a keyboard on which

In making these measurements, if the performers play in the audi

the resistance is included in series
torium .

with the primary of these trans
A large number of adjusting coils,

formers, the impressed electromotive with transformers and expression de

force on the transformer itself is dis
vices of various kinds, are provided

torted, the current wave is distorted , to enable the performer to give ex

and it is rather difficult to deter- pression to his playing. When the

mine, not what the exciting current
performer puts down a key on the

is , but just what it would be under keyboard, a power switch on the

the conditions of use . Bearing on
switchboard is automatically closed ,

the question as to the extent such throwing the electric vibrations cor

things affect actual results, he had responding to the pitch of the tone

measurements showing that, required upon the line . Before they

even with the small losses which reach the line these vibrations pass

these delicate instruments have, in through devices by which their power

comparison with the losses in the is controlled instantly and with the

transformer, which are very small , utmost delicacy, so that any effect,

they are appreciable, although not to
from the softest to the loudest and

the extent that they destroy the value most rousing, is produced in perfect

of the measurements altogether . sympathy with the performer's feel

He had also taken under the same ing

conditions several records of the dis- A simple wave from one generator

torted wave, which might be of in- may also be passed through the

terest both in connection with the transformer, which will combine it

paper on transformers and with the with numerous other from

discussion on the sinusoidal other generators, whose frequencies

which had also taken place .
In con of vibrations are of the harmonic

nection with this subject, the phase series , thus producing a resultant

angle between the primary and sec electric wavewave corresponding to a

ondary currents is , in some cases ,
musical sound. In other transform

of more importance than the ratio ers various of these complex waves

of the currents, and especially when are combined into still more complex

wattmeters are to be used and the waves or vibrations corresponding to

power factors of the circuits to be rich chords, and in still other trans

tested are low . formers these complex vibrations of

Good results had also been ob- the second order are again combined

tained by determining with consider- into other very complex vibrations

able accuracy the ratio of currents which represent various voices,

and then deducting from this ratio violin and 'cello , flute and piano, etc.

of currents and the phase angle be- These vibrations are then distrib

tween the primary and secondary, the uted like electric light to various

existing current. It was found that mains leading to different parts of

some

waves

wave

a
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besoldatabout the price of a high- other machines. The commonshiit's A

ex

the city . Translating devices , on the the greater saving in operation . At to me quite futile. Since we have

premises of the subscriber, are con- the end of one year's agony, during adopted the Temple electric ma

nected across these mains, translat- which we had tried three of the types chines for drifting, we have found

ing the electric vibrations into aerial of machines then offered, we were economy in the introduction of small

vibrations of exactly similar shape, forced to abandon the experiment air hammer machines (Leyner ) for

frequency, power, etc., thus produc- A good motor-driven air plant, with stoping and raising. We still find

ing precisely the musical effect de- 31- inch auxiliary -valve machines, fin- occasional use for the standard air

sired . ished the work effectively and at an machine. In the meantime, we hoist

President Condict introduced Mr. ultimate saving in cost, by reason of timber into all stopes with portable

Oscar T. Crosby, manager of the the absolute regularity of the work . electric hoists.

New York installation , who de- “ These results were not such as to " To my mind, there is a place for

scribed the operation of the various build faith in electric machines, but electric drills in many mines, and

parts . The present installation, he in 1904 our attention was called to certainly we have found one drill

said, had a capacity sufficient to sup- the new Temple electric air drill, that can fill the place here. That

ply 15,000 or 20,000 outlets . and the third Temple machine was other drills may have been perfected

Other keyboards were to be in- sent to us for trial . Our opportu- is possible ; but I desire to discuss

stalled , each one being devoted to a nities for comparative tests were ex- only what I know , so we will leave

different class of music. Rag-time cellent, as we still had 31 -inch air the other drills for other men who

might be produced on one circuit , machines working at 100 pounds may know ."

Wagner's compositions on another, pressure in the country rock of

and those of Chopin on a third . It andesitic breccia , and placed the new

was also feasible to install private machine on similar work . Standard Symbols for Wiring

plants, which, while apt to be ex- “ Day by day the Temple machines Plans

pensive at first, would in a few years would drill as fast , or faster , than the
REPORT on uniform symbols

for wiring plans was recently
grade piano . 60 feet

submitted to the National

The auditorium was provided with of hole drilled , loaded and shot by
Electrical Contractors' Association

eight outlets and to these were at- the machine runners in eight to nine
by a committee, consisting of G. M.

tached telephone receivers equipped hours as against a similar footage

with megaphones concealed in bas- drilled, but not loaded or shot, by
Sanborn, E. S. Keefer, and J. K.

kets of ferns, hydrangea bushes, and the men with the standard air ma
How , appointed at the fifth annual

at various points about the audi

convention at Boston in 1905 .
chines.

torium . A staff of musicians ren- " We purchased the machine with
The committee, desiring to obtain

dered several numbers, the pro- out question at the end of an
an expression as to the advisability

gram consisting of solos and duets . tended period of trial , and to -day,
of establishing a uniform set of sym

Vocal selections by Miss Fiske also
after nearly two years ' service, it is

bols and the best and most feasible

still at work . It is now in use by
were accompanied on the telhar

methods of having the same univers

monium .
ally used, addressed letters to the

contractors on drift work on the

The work of installing separate vein . That the machine is accept leading engineers, architects, univers

telephone cables is now under way able to contractors is , in itself, a very ities , various departments of the gov

in the conduits on Broadway over strong indorsement. ernment, and the technical press .

which the music of the telharmonium “ This machine operates on direct The replies to these letters were

is to be distributed to subscribers.
current, and this involves the in- unanimously in favor of establishing

It is believed that the arrangements terpolation of a rotary transformer ,
uniform symbols, and the writers

tendered their assistance and
for this distribution will be com- which is objectionable. Since its in

pleted by the end of October. stallation we have also bought the operation in the movement, and of

first Temple machine to be sent out
fered for the use of the committee

equipped with a 400 - volt, three-phase,
the symbols in uise in their offices .

alternating -current motor. This ma
The committee made a careful

Electric vs. Compressed Air Rock

chine has two speeds , and since the study of all the letters and systems

Drills

perfecting of the switch has given
submitted to them , desiring to de

excellent results. velop a set of symbols that would

technical press of late re- “ There have been delays in the conform as closely as possible to the

garding the relative merits of operation of the machines, but they
different ones now in use . They se

electric rock drills and those oper have been from the fact that, on a lected from the many valuable sug

ated by compressed air . What ap machine so new , sufficient informa gestions those which appeared the

pears to be a conclusive argument in tion had not been compiled. Of late
simplest in form and the easiest of

favour of one type of electric drill, un- months thiese delays have been at a
execution , and added to them such

der certain conditions at least, is given minimum . The cost of repairs has others as seemed necessary to make

in a letter to “ The Engineering and been hardly more than on the stand the system complete.

Mining Journal," by C. A. Chase, ard machines. Each symbol has been given care

general superintendent of the Liberty “ The power consumption is 5 H. P. ful study, and while the committee

Gold Mining Company, of Telluride, per drill. At our altitude, running appreciates that the subject gives am

Col. only a two - drill compressed -air plant, ple opportunity for many individual

Mr. Chase writes, in part, as fol- we found our motor input at the ideas, they believe that considered as

lows: compressor to be 50 H. P. Inasmuch a whole the symbols will be found to

" The fact of the presence of elec- we buy power on a peak -load cover all the conditions and require

tric power in the mine prompted the contract, the difference is obvious. ments of complete wiring plans.

hope that we might use electric ma- “ For any man to pose as an advo- A copy of the symbols may be had

chines, thus securing the advantage cate of either electric power or air by addressing the secretary, W. H.

of low construction cost as well as power solely for mining use, seems Norton, 94 Genesee st . , U'tica , X. Y.

CO
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Adjuncts to the Power Load

By C. J. RUSSELL, of the Philadelphia Electric Company

A Paper Read at the Recent Convention of the Association of Edison Illuminating Companies

110W

ENTRAL station development ing devices to require comnient here . type machines and all the operations

С of the electric power field has In industrial operations the sup- of thie stereotype rooms cannot be

resulted in a marvelous growth ply of electric current for heating overestimated . Some of these es

in the sales of electric energy for is intimately related to the supply tablishments do binding, and to them

transformation into mechanical en- of power, as its greatest use will be the application of electric heat to

ergy. The electric motor has invaded in establishments using power ma- press heads, shaping machines, glu

branch after branch of manufactur- chinery. The hours of its use will ing processes , etc. ,
would prove

ing industries, and data of actual in- be practically the same as those of great money savers .

stallations operating almost every the industrial motor. These facts We serve laundries to which elec

known form of machinery are entitle this class of business to the trically heated machines would bring

available for the use of the central same treatment in the matter of rates the same advantages as the domestic

station manager and his prospective as the electric power business, and it iron has brought to the residence.

customers . may properly be classed as an adjunct The metal industries on our systems

The sales of electric current for to the power load . may find in the electric welding ma

transformation into luminous and The development of the electric chine and in the electric furnace just

kinetic energy may be said to be heating business may be expected what they need in the way of im

proceeding along well-sletined and to follow the ordinary economical proved equipment.

satisfactory lines. Progress las called law's of demand and supply. The Textile mills have numerous pro

forth progress, in the one case of demand may be separated into two cess requirements which only need

new illuminants and accessories, in distinct classes : first, created de- the application of electric heat to

the other of special applications and mand, as in those cases where new produce improved results. Whether

improved methods. processes or products may make pos- it be the humble soldering iron , the

To broaden the field of sales it is sible the establishment of new in- glue kettle or the electric furnace,

but natural that central station inter- dustries ; second, existing demand, as every application of electric heating

ests should turn to the two remain- in those cases where present meth- devices will help to conquer this

ing transformations of the electric ods may be superseded by electric field for the central station , and the

currents, namely , into caloric and methods with the result of increased placing of the appliance is worthy of

chemical energy . In the first named and more perfect output. The sup earnest effort.

of these transformations the central ply rests with the inventor and elec- If the central station has proved

station las met with much encour- tric heating engineer, who must per- itself a potent selling agent in other

agement. The introduction of do- feet new processes to create demand fields , it has done so by campaigns

mestic and industrial heating appli- and devise improved appliances to of education , and in the newer fields

ances has at least blazed a trail into fill the existing demand . this experience will undoubtedly be

the undeveloped country.
It may be argued that we have repeated. Proved appliances must

Viewed from the standpoint of little to do with the first class. As form the foundation for attack upon

comparison with the early expe- a matter of fact , we may do mucli any such proposition, and our equip

riences in the lighting and power by offering attractive rates and by ment in this direction is such as to

fields , the results are certainly satis- giving our encouragement to such encourage the central station man

factory. It has been clearly proved pioneer work in every possible way. ager .

that there is a great opening for sales In the second class we are undoubt- The minor appliances are well

of current for electric heating in edly a potential factor. Just as the known, such as soldering irons, glue

cases where the specific advantages central station has been the greatest heaters, special irons for the hat fac

of flexibility, ready control, high selling power in the lines of lighting tory, warming pans and stoves for

temperature and direct application and motor appliances, so can it be- miscellaneous and special uses. The

can be made to cout. come the greatest advocate of the special applications for the binding

For industrial use electric heating Lise of electric heating for industrial and stereotype trades may not be so

may be said to present, over other purposes. well known, but they have been well

methods of heating all the advan- Our business brings us into inti- tried out, have proved very satis

tages of the electric motor over other mate relations with the possible users factory, and data regarding their

forms of motive power. Its use per of such devices. To many of them operation are readily available to

mits individual equipment, the con- we stand in the position of consult- those interested . The recent types

centration of intense power without ing engineers , and the power of our of laundry application are also giv

the conduction of dangerous or ex- suggestion as to anything relating ing very good satisfaction.

plosive mediums, and without the to their product or processes cannot The data obtainable upon the oper

losses incident to such conduction. be denied . ation of the various classes of ma

The other advantages of cleanliness, We serve printing establishments chinery mentioned would seem to

absence of vitiation of atmosphere, to which the value of electric heat- prove that the cost of heating be

etc. , are too well proved by exist- ing appliances for linotype or mono- comes insignificant in the face of the
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FIG. I.-AN ELECTRIC STEEL FURNACE OPERATED ON CENTRAL STATION CURRENT. IT IS OF THE INDUCTION TYPE AND OF I3I - KILOVOLT-AMPERE

CAPACITY. SINGLE -PHASE , 60 -CYCLE CURRENT IS SUPPLIED AT 240 VOLTS

greatly increased and improved out- than that of a motor of similar ca- sumers under the following circum

put made possible by the use of elec- pacity . stances: - In passing strips of expen

tricity . In this, as in the power The load factor of these outfits is sive rolled metal between dies it was

field , the decreased cost per unit for low, averaging three hours. The necessary to rivet succeeding strips

each perfect article produced con- reason for this is understood when together in order to allow continuous

trols the situation and may render we consider that the longest period operation. When this riveted por

the new method preferable at double of welding in average work will not tion came along it was necessary to

the cost for energy alone . exceed 40 seconds , whereas the oper- open the dies , resulting in quite a

ation of adjusting and removing the loss of the rolled metal. The welder

ELECTRIC WELDING AND TEMPERING
work may occupy three to four times was introduced and now makes a

The field for electric welding and this length of time. butt weld on these strips , the fin or

tempering is unquestionably a large Proper presentation of the advan- burr being removed by an emery

one, but machines for this purpose tages of these outfits to accomplish wheel on a flexible shaft. The dies

have not been as generally intro- specific results in large manufactur- can operate continuously, and the

duced as the publicity given to this ing establishments making metal ar- saving is from 5 to 8 per cent. of the

class of apparatus and the remark- ticles of special shape should result total length of metal worked.

able results accomplished by its use in their more general use . There In another case where thin discs

would lead one to anticipate. It is would also appear to be room in of rolled , spun or hammered metal

also to be regretted that the method each large city for a jobbing shop developed a defect at one portion of

of installation generally urged and to handle the work for smaller con- the rim , the almost completed article

adopted has been in connection with cerns which could hardly afford to had to be thrown into the scrap pile .

a special generating equipment. make individual installations on ac- A welding machine is now used to

In the sizes up to 30 KW . no valid count of the royalties charged upon weld a piece of metal on at the place

reason can be presented for the in- the machines of a fixed sum per an of the defect , which is sheared off,

stallation of a special generator . We num . and , after completion , it is impossible

have several outfits on our system Suggestion of the use of a weld- to detect the place where the joint

ranging from 15 to 30 KW . ca- ing machine was made some time was made.

pacity, and their effect is not greater ago to one of our large power con- In another case where repairs to
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costly pieces of large size constantly be regarded as one of the most im- cording as the materials to be treated

required careful soldering and re- portant tools of the electrochemist , are or are not conducting . In the

finishing, a welder was installed with and is generally classified under that direct method the heat is generated

the result of reducing the time con- branch of science. Strictly speaking , within the material itself , which in

sumed in these repairs to one-sixth it may be regarded as misplaced , this case is part of the circuit , cur

that formerly necessary . In this case since in itself it is simply a form of rent being led to it by suitable elec

certain articles were also manufac- apparatus for the utilization of heat trodes which are provided with means

tured requiring stamping from large transformed from electrical energy . to prevent their fusion, such as water

sheets with much waste on account As from the present point of view , circulation ; and in the direct induc

of their shape. The suggestion of however, such furnaces will have tion furnaces the heating currents are

welding these up from narrow strips principal use in industries dependent generated within the materials them
was made, and a few samples pre- upon physical and chemical changes selves, constituting the secondary of

pared . Within thirty days after these in their materials, the classification a transformer circuit .

went out to the trade the welding is probably both correct and proper. In the indirect method the heat is

machine had a steady six -months' From a commercial standpoint the utilized by radiation or conduction .

job on the books and our revenue
electric furnace is a piece of appara- In the arc types, the resistance is

increased from this source of current

sales .

While most of the welding done is

of the butt type , some special ma

chines have been developed, one for

making wire fencing and another for

making longitudinal welds on pieces

of large diameter, such as the joints

in the shell of hot water boilers for

domestic use.

The electric tempering process by

use of the electric welding machine
does not appear to have been devel

oped to such an extent as its ad

vantages would seem to merit. The

heating of specially shaped pieces by

the ordinary means is often accom

panied by distortion , which is fatal

to the article itself . When heated

by the passage of an electric current

this is not the case , and the temper

ing of such delicate articles as the

rolls used for drawing cotton is suc

cessfully done by means of this pro

cess . The uniformity of the heat

generated in this way in metal of

small cross - section and the excel

lent tempering results obtained have

proved eminently satisfactory in such

special lines as have come under our

observation . FIG. 2.—THE CRUCIBLE OF THE ELECTRIC FURNACE SHOWN ON THE OPPOSITE PAGE

or

ELECTRIC FURNACES
tus for the generation and utilization gaseous and the arcs are formed be

The importance attained by this of heat. The comparison between tween electrodes between the

class of apparatus entitles it to seri- various types designed to accom- electrodes and the materials to be

ous consideration from the central plish specific results must proceed treated , if they be conducting . These

station standpoint . Foreign devel- along these lines , as far as efficiency arcs may evidently be formed within

opments are attracting universal in- and economy are concerned. or outside of the receptacles contain

terest on this continent, and the next The heat may be used to accom- ing the materials to be treated , or

few years will probably witness ex- plish physical changes alone , or the latter may be made to pass

tensive applications of the electric physical and chemical changes. InIn through the arcs while being fed into
furnace in various industries on this the latter case a certain proportion the receptacles.

side of the water .
of the energy may be absorbed in In the solid resistance types , the

The obtaining of commercial data the chemical reactions necessary , and heat may be generated within solid

upon the subjects of the electric fur- it may be aided by the chemical re- conductors contiguous to the mass

nace , its applications and products, is actions occurring during the opera- to be treated . These conductors may

a somewhat difficult matter . The tions. As the heat units actually be solid or molten at the temperature

whole subject is surrounded with utilized to accomplish given results at which the furnace is run , may be

such mystery by those now using can be readily calculated, the real arranged within the refractory walls

electric furnaces, and the data ob- efficiency of any process can be de- of the receptacle , within the mass of

tained are so incomplete and vary so termined with accuracy . the material itself, or may be super

widely, that the investigator may The transformation of electric en- imposed upon the mass as in those

conclude that the apparatus is in a ergy into heat energy by means of processes utilizing heat generated

purely experimental stage . resistance may be utilized in an elec- within a slag resistance floating upon

The electric furnace has come to tric furnace directly or indirectly , ac- the bath to be treated .
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FIG . 3.—POURING MOLTEN STEEL FROM THE ELECTRIC FURNACE SHOWN IN FIG . I.

en

of raw

an

Division and subdivision of these

classes may be elaborated, but as effi

ciency must become an all-important

factor in the ultimate development of

the electric furnace, it is probable

that the classification mentioned will

be convenient for purposes of com

parison .

The maximum temperatures at

tained in commercial furnaces range

from 2000 degrees C. to 3500 degrees

C. , or from 3632 degrees F. to 6332

degrees F. The latter figure may be

anticipated , since the latest determi
nations of the temperature of the are

approach 3700 degrees C. , as given

by the United States Bureau of

Standards working with the Wanner,

Holborn -Kurlbaum and Le Chatelier

Pyrometers.

An examination of the history of

the development of the electric fur

nace is principally interesting from

the early dates of disclosure of the

vital principles of existing furnaces,

and as showing that it was retarded mission distances of large centres

only by the absence of suitable means has been in demand for light and

for the generation or supply of the power plants, and power sites not so

necessary amount of electrical situated may lack the facilities of

ergy . transportation and of ample supply

The fundamental principles of ex materials essential to the

isting furnaces were disclosed during operation of electric furnace pro
the period from 1815 to 1887 , and cesses .

this fact , together with the extensive In foreign countries the deca

foreign applications of furnace meth- dence of the calcium carbide indus

ods, is worthy of consideration on try caused active demand for

the part of those having electrical en- processes to utilize installations com

ergy for sale . pleted and under way, with the re

The tardy developments in this sult that with modified furnaces a

country have been due in a measure large and constantly increasing out

to the fact that the electric furnace put of various ferro -alloys has almost

man and the central station man did completely annihilated the old cupola

not get together. The industries re processes and products. The use of

quire comparatively large quantities these alloys in the iron and steel in

of electrical energy, and almost up dustry has called for rapiil exten

to the present time it has been as- sions of existing electric furnace

sumed that water- power alone could plants, and it is at this time esti

develop the current at a cost low mated that fully 100.000 horse -power

enough to meet the requirements. is being utilized for this purpose

Water-power within available trans- alone.
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From the production of ferro- of the new charge ordinarily takes cuits. While no large furnaces of

alloys it would seem but a step to about thirty - six minutes, and the to- polyphase type have been manufac

the production of steel . The step tal time between pours is from an tured in this country, two different

was taken and electric steel has been hour to seventy minutes, according forms have been brought out in

on the market in moderate supply to the character of steel to be made. France, one of which is much on

for about five years. The secondary current is , at the order of the one just described .

Within the past six monthis con- maximum , 15,148 amperes at 8.57 We also have on our system a

siderable electric furnace work has volts. The current consumption furnace of 100 -KW . capacity used

been done in Philadelphia with cur- varies with the percentage of carbon for the smelting of special ore . This

ient supplied from our generating in the charge and finished steel, but is of the combined direct and indi

stations . One installation is of es- it will average about 28 KW .- hours rect type, arcs being used to start

pecial interest as being the first to to melt and a total of 36 KW .-hours the process and the current being

produce high -grade crucible steel to a pour per hundred pounds of subsequently passed through the ma

upon a commercial scale on this side steel . terials which are conducting when

of the water, by heat from electrical The temperature of the cooling heated .

energy.
water is raised only from 10 to 20 The work with this furnace has

The furnace is of the induction degrees from inlet to outlet, with a not reached such a point as to ad

type, of 131 kilovolt-ampere ca- very moderate flow . The heat in- mit of more than a general reference

pacity, and is supplied with single- sulation of the crucible is so perfect to it . If as successful as the results

phase, 60-cycle current at 240 volts . that the outside of the casing is abroad indicate, it is hoped that the

It is in principle a transformer, the barely warm to the touch while the preliminary work will result in a

secondary of which is constituted by furnace is in full operation. large installation with central station

circular trough - shaped crucible Starting cold , the power factor of supply . There are also two smaller

and its contents. The primary con- the apparatus is rather low , but as furnace equipments on our system ,
sists of twenty -eight turns of copper soon as the metal in the crucible is both used for tests in the smelting

tube, cooled by internal water circu- heated to such a degree as to lose of various ores and for experimental

lation and insulated by sectional its magnetic qualities, it improves purposes.

layers of heat- insulating materials. rapidly. When in full operation the The electric furnace
presents

The furnace is shown in Fig. 1 , power factor ranges from 93 to 97 marked advantages over the old

the crucible in Fig . 2 , and the fur per cent. crucible methods. The first cost is

nace tilted as in the operation of Careful observations of about sixty from 20 to 25 per cent. of that of gas

making a pour in Fig. 3 . heats were taken with standardized furnaces of similar capacity. There

The construction is simple and instruments and much valuable is no great mass of surrounding and

rugged, as can be readily seen from data have been obtained . Several containing materials to be heated to

the illustrations. The transformer thousand pounds of each kind of a temperature even higher than that

frame is mounted upon trunnions high - grade steel of different com- necessary for the operations of fu

and fitted with gears and a hand position used for cutting tools have sion and refining .

wheel for convenience in tilting. The been made in this furnace, and sam- Repairs of all kinds are cut down

tap member, which is removable, is ples have been submitted to chem- to small figure .

provided with cams at each end for ical and mechanical tests . of crucibles in the gas processes

the application of pressure to insure Since the heat is generated in the amounts to from $ 10 to $ 16 per ton

good magnetic contact , and the crucible without external contact or of steel, as against $2 to $4 per ton

handles operating these cams can be influence, it is obvious that the re- with a built -up induction furnace.

seen in Fig. 1 , lying parallel to and sultant product will be free from The cost of labour is radically re
just above the top of the trans- contamination other than that due duced , and the discomforts of the

former frame. Bolted to each side to the materials themselves and to old process are almost entirely done

of the lower part of the frame ar the lining of the crucible . For this away with .

brackets, upon which rests a circular reason the character of the steel can From these statements it will be

piece of soapstone which serves as a be absolutely predetermined . seen that the cost of heat energy is

foundation for the crucible. The top The high temperatures attainable not the only factor in considering

lid, or covering, of the crucible is in the furnace render it possible to the electric furnace as a substitute

made in sections for convenience in thoroughly remove all gases, and the for existing appliances. Prominent

introducing materials and for observ- steel is very fluid and still in the metallurgists prophesy that the steel

ing the process. mould . The ingots are very dense industry will be revolutionized by its

The manipulation of the furnace and homogeneous, and tools made introduction and that gas must give

is very simple. In starting opera- from them present a grain and sil- way to electricity.

tions, a cast ring may be placed in very lustre unlike that of the ordi- While the central station may have

the crucible or a pot of melted metal nary crucible steel. The metal also no part in the large operations in

poured in from another furnace and has valuable characteristic qualities volving thousands of kilowatts of ca

the current turned on . When this for the manufacture of high -grade pacity, it woull appear that there

metal is at the proper temperature, tools requiring uniform temper. The should be a good field for the sup

the materials are added in the right results obtained have been so satis- ply of electric current for furnace

proportion and the whole brought factory that it is proposed to install purposes in relatively small plants

to the condition desired and an ingot a five -ton furnace calling for about requiring moderate quantities of spe

is poured off 750 -KW . current capacity. cial and high -grade steels.

When a pour is made, sufficient The magnetic effect produces some
metal is left in the crucible to main- difficulty in charging, but this is not ELECTROCHEMICAL PROCESSES

tain the circuit and new materials serious when understood and properly The subject of electrochemical pro

at once introduced . Charging avoided . It is evident that furnaces cesses is closely allied to the elec

is done gradually , in order to pre- of this type can be readily designed tric furnace and requires similar con

vent freezing the mass. The fusion on two or three-phase cir- sideration .for use

a The expense

SI

are
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process has

Leaving aside, for the moment, pulp intended for the higher grades water, and is , by microscopic obser

the question of central station sup- of product , the refining of alcohol vation , much like machine gun prac

ply of electric current for the pur- and spirituous liquors, the treatment tice to the unfortunate bacteria .

pose of the manufacture of various of varnishes and oils and for the im- One of the installations mentioned

chemical compounds a large provement and purification of water put in for the purpose of

scale, there many processes used for drinking or manufacturing improving spirituous liquors. The
.

which are applicable on a moderate The last-named application is the method of treatment is similar to the

scale to several industries with which widest one, and here ozone has water purification process, and the

we come in contact in the light and proved its superiority over all known object is to produce within a brief

power field. methods. The purification and ster- period all the qualities given by age

The various compounds and solu- ilization of water without destroy- to liquor of different sorts. With

tions used for bleaching interest our ing any of its natural qualities, with- the expenditure of a few KW .-hours

textile customers. In certain lines out the addition of any chemical per barrel, very crude raw liquor can

the use of chlorine for this purpose compound and at a minimum cost , is be made equal to that which has

is universal, and most of a subject that vitally interests all been aged in wood for several years.

familiar with the disadvantages of classes of industries and individuals. The purification of water used in

the method of bleaching by the use A gramme of ozone may be ob- breweries, both for the brewing and

of bleaching powder or chloride of tained with the expenditure of about for sterilizing receptacles for the

lime. 60 watt -hours. Two hundred and product , should offer quite an exten

By passing a current of electricity fifty gallons of water of average river sive field for the exploitation of the

through a solution of common salt , variety can be treated with this ozone process .

sypochlorite of sodium , or electro- amount of ozone . Naturally, the Several municipal plants are using

chlorine, is obtained . In properly amount of ozone required depends the ozone process of purifying water

arranged apparatus no gas escapes , upon the number of colonies, or in Europe. Individual residence

which is a point of vast importance thousands of bacteria present in the equipments have also been quite ex

to the manufacturer. The activity water . With an average of 200 per tensively introduced in European

of nascent products is well known, ounce, none remain after the amount countries, and it may be interesting

and it can be readily understood that of treatment described . With 2000 to note that portable outfits for the

the work done in this manner is to 4000 per ounce, from 3 to 30 re- same purpose were used in the field

superior and much more permanent main if the process stop at this during the Russo -Japanese war .

than that done by the older meth- amount of ozonization . Specific details of the various ex

ods . The method of treatment consists isting electrochemical industries and

This has been widely in aërating the water with ozonized applications would fill volumes.

adopted abroad, where 2000 horse- air in apparatus arranged to make While undoubtedly in their infancy,

power is used for this purpose in the air thoroughly mix or come in it must be admitted that their future

various establishments in a type of contact with every part of the water . growth depends upon the supply of

cell put out by the Siemens-Halske The electrical apparatus for the large quantities of electrical energy

Company. It has also been adopted treatment of the air consists of a at reasonable rates .

by several leading manufacturers in step -up transformer delivering high- Considerable discussion has taken

this country, and is highly recom- potential current at about 60,000 place as to the desirability of this

mended in the linen and cotton volts, to specially arranged discharge class of business to fill in the hours

trades. The process is also appli- plates between which the air passes between peaks and thus to equalize

cable to the bleaching of fibres for on its way from the pump which the station load . In these discus

paper, artificial silk , oils , etc. forces it through the water. The sions great importance has been at

Some work of this character has air may be dried by refrigeration or tached to the alleged fact that such

been done on our system , and a by passing it over chloride of cal- business need not cross the peak

motor-generator outfit of 15- KW . ca- cium before it passes to the dis- and could be supplied with large or

pacity has been found ample for charge chamber. small volumes of current, according

the satisfactory bleaching of a ton Two types of ozone generators to the capacity of generators in ser

of fibre per day of ten hours. have been used upon our system . vice and the amount of other load

The expansion of electric processes In one the dielectric was of glass and upon the system at a given time.

for bleaching, finishing and water- the discharge plates in multiple, each There is no question that such a

proofing fabrics will be an interest- provided with a high series resist- class of business would enable a sta

ing subject to follow up for central ance which permitted the cutting out tion to operate under ideal condi

stations desiring to sell current for of any which developed defects. In tions. It is evident that the ques

electrolytic work . the other the discharge took place tion , however, must be dealt with

Another promising outlet for the across air gaps , and a choke coil and according to the exact conditions of

sale of current is the industrial ap- condenser were provided to prevent capacity and load of each individual

plication of ozone. Regarded as the formation of an arc and to raise station contemplating such supply .

rare product until recently, and its the secondary voltage . General statements may lead to a

production as a laboratory experi- It has been our privilege to wit- serious misconception of the true
ment, several large establishments ness many chemical and bacteriolog- possibilities in this direction .

are now producing this powerful ical tests of the results obtained in The character of load diagrams of

agent in large quantities for bleach- the purification of water, both by all central stations which have cul

ing and purifying purposes . the Webster process, employing iron tivated the electric power field have

The applications for this , Nature's electrodes, and by the ozone process. undergone a radical change. In

own bleaching and sanitary agent, The former is principally efficacious such cases the old condition of morn

seem to be almost unlimited . Some in practice by coagulation, and the ing and evening peaks which rep

of the most practical of its uses are water needs aëration afterwards.. resented almost the total generated

in the bleaching of flour and starches The latter process provides aëra- load has passed. In the present load

of textile yarns and fabrics, of paper tion , improves the quality of the diagrams the kilowatt area of such

a
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FIG . 4. - CURRENT GENERATED DECEMBER 15 , 1905

peaks as exist bear a much smaller

ratio to the area of the daylight load .

An examination of some mixed

load diagrams may help to draw

some conclusions in this matter. Fig.

4 shows a load diagram of a small

generating station on the highest

day of 1905. Fig. 5 shows the load

diagram of the same station on

day close to the shortest of the pres

ent year .

In the case of the first diagram

the total kilowatt area was 23,540 .

In order to equalize the load to the

maximum of 1643 KW . capacity, it

would be necessary to utilize in the

twenty - four hours 15,892 KW .-hours,

and the time and rate at which this

was available is shown in Fig. 6 .

In the case of the shortest day

the total kilowatt output is 19,040,

and in order to attain the maximum

use of 1643 KW . capacity we should

have available a supply of 20,392

KW . -hours. The time and rate at

which this was available is shown in

Fig . 7 .

An examination of Figs. 6 and 7

will show that an electrothermic or

electrochemical process must be

capable of wide ranges of current

utilization in order to meet the re

quirements of equalizing the load

upon the station . As a matter of

fact, electrothermic processes require

for their successful and economical

operation nearly continuous supply.

The initial operation of bringing the

furnace and materials up to the

proper working temperatures may

involve three times the energy re

quired for their operation thereafter.

Not only is this true, but the chilling

and reheating of such furnaces is an

operation quite as destructive to

them as to the older types of appa

ratus.

Electrolytic processes are mostly

continuous. They depend for their
successful operation upon a certain

ampere density at a fixed voltage ,

and from this it is obvious that the

only method of control would be to

cut out cells , or sets of cells , when

the current supply must be reduced .

Many of these operations are chem

ically reversible, and the effect of

shutting down the process would in

volve considerable attendance .

Barring out as impracticable the

filling in of all the depressions in

the load diagrams, it will be seen

that either process could be supplied

with a capacity of 240 KW . for 20

hours per day in winter and for 24

hours in summer, without exceeding

the winter maximum peak of 1643

KW. It is also apparent that a

capacity of about 550 KW . could

be supplied for 7 hours per night at

any period of the year .

The addition of these processes to shown in these diagrams, we have

the system would place on the first never seen anything of the nature
chart an area of 8650 KW .-hours of an efficient intermittent process .

and on the summer chart an area of It may be concluded that electro

9610 KW . -hours. thermic and electrolytic propositions

The suggestion has been made of must be considered on a straight 24

the use of storage batteries for the hour basis and handled in all re

purpose of handling electrolytic spects as any other business of simi

work . As the current for such pur- lar load factors.

poses must be sold at a low rate and It may also be concluded that for

the storage equipment is rather purposes of load equalization , it

costly, this method of handling such would only be possible to add such

a proposition would seem to merit processes to any system as should

little consideration . be under the absolute control of the

While it may be possible to find central station interests which were

processes to fit into the conditions to supply them with electric current.
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that their inception was experimental

and the exact type of equipment

needed was unknown. The installa

tion of large generating units under

such circumstances was not

ranted , whereas it was possible to

purchase transforming apparatus ad

justable to several possible condi

tions.

Here is where the advantage of

our service comes in . We can meet

these exact conditions, and , with the

facilities it is possible to offer them

and the low rates we can name them

for 24 -hour business, it would appear

that the attraction of locating in ac

cessible and desirable market cen

tres should make it possible to pre

sent
very strong arguments

for this class of business,

There is one point in considering

these electrochemical and electro

thermic propositions which should be

FIG . 6 .-- CURRENT AVAILABLE DECEMBER 15 , 1905
represented in its true light in every

possible case . In estimates of the

One of the most important points may seem reasonable, ese iten of
current used for any given operation ,

in connection with such processes expense may make central station
either furnace or electrolytic, foreign

as involve the supply of large vol- service in some other and more fa
usage, sanctioned by adoption on this

umes of electrical energy is the voured locality the cheaper in the side of the water, has adopted the
question of location with regard to end .

unit, “ electrical H. P.-year." In es

the station. The elimination of dis- There some electrochemical timating, if a pound of finished

tribution expense to a large extent, industries located now in out-of-the- product requires the expenditure of

as well as the fact that the service way places which could obtain better
746 watt-hours, for example, the

investment would be very low , results near some of our great ship- cost of an electrical horse -power for

should make quite a difference in the ping centres, for the reason that the one year is divided by 8760 (24 hours

rates central stations would offer to cost of transportation of raw and X 365 days ), and the result is as

such industries as located in their finished product plus the loss of cer- sumed as the cost of energy per

immediate vicinity. tain by -products, which cannot now pound of finished product.

While the tendency seems to be be utilized, more than offsets the ad The originator of this method was
to locate such industries where water- vantages gained by the price of elec- probably an optimist along the same
power is available, there are other tricity at the present location . This lines as ourselves, in that he hoped

factors which may help the central condition of affairs was entirely un- to utilize every horse -power of gen

station to secure consideration in the foreseen , and those interested had
erator capacity during 8760 hours

matter of current supply. The ques- no one to show them the great white per annum . Experience has taught

tion of facility and low cost of trans- way leading to the central station . us the true possibilities in this direc

portation of raw materials and the A study of the various electro
tion , but the truth does not seem to

location of principal market centres chemical industries will reveal that
have penetrated deeply enough to

for finished product are important to purchased electric power has been make any change in the estimating

any industry.industry. While water -power attractive to them for the reason methods of our sanguine electro

chemists and electrometallurgists .

No process can continue at its maxi

mum for 24 hours a day and 365

clays per year. Furnaces need re

pairs, baths need renewing and over

hauling; in fact , the very processes

themselves require considerable cur

rent regulation and are not prose

cuted at a maximum rate .

These, as well as humane reasons,

prevent the fulfillment of the figure

named . If the actual use averages

from 50 to 70 per cent. of the maxi

mum , and we have never seen the

latter figures continually exceeded ,

quite a radical change in the esti

mated cost per pound of finished

product, as well as per kilowatt -hour

utilized, has been effected .

2 3 4 no 7 8 9， ， ༠ " ༢ ༢ ） 7 8 9 10 11 As a practical check upon this it

is rather satisfactory to learn the

FIG . 7 .--CURRENT AVAILABLE JUNE 13, 1906 , AT THE MAXIMUM RATE OF DECEMBER 15 , 1905 electrical capacity of an installation ,
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HEN :

the amount of energy estimated per

pound of product, and then to learn

the actual amount of finished product

turned out in a year. The results of

this character of information re

ceived from several operations in dif

ferent parts of the world would seem

to indicate that, if the amount of cal

culated energy per pound is correct,

the actual load factor of the plants

runs from 30 to 50 per cent., based

upon a 24 -hour day and a calendar

year.

The kilowatt- hour is the only true

basis for calculation , and the cost of

this unit for purposes of estimation

should be based upon the cost of a

kilowatt- year, modified by the actual

or calculated load factor.

Computation along these lines,

taking into account the cost of trans

portation of materials, will show the

range of possible business in the field

of large electric furnace and electro

chemical operations.

As adjuncts to the power load.

electrothermic appliances and elec

trochemical processes offer means of

increasing the usefulness of the cen

tral station and broaden the field of

salesmanship . The commercial de

partments which have for their motto

“ Electricity for everything every

where," must view with some satis

faction the record of every new

adaptation which brings them closer

to their ideal .

THE NEW ENGINEERING BUILDING OF THE I'NIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA

in the centre of the basement. This

plant consists of two 75 - H . P. West

inghouse standard engines and one

25 - H . P. engine direct connected to

General Electric generators. Steam

for the engines is supplied from the

central station , and, after being used

by the engines, is sent into the heat

ing system of the building .

The lighting of the halls and li

brary is by 50 -candle-power meri

dian lamps. Class rooms are lit by

clusters near the ceiling, while the

drawing rooms and laboratories are

lit generally by 5 -ampere enclosed

arc lamps with opaque bottom shade

and concentric diffuser, placed about

15 feet apart. The uniformity of the

light distribution is very fine .

In the building will be housed the

departments of electrical, mechanical

and civil engineering. It is with the

first - named , however, that this arti

cle will concern itself .

Four electrical laboratories are pro

vided, three on the first floor and

one on the second . The beginners'. '

laboratory , located on the first floor,

is intended for measurement of cur

rent, resistance, inductance, capacity,

etc. , the calibration of voltmeters,

ammeters, wattmeters, and the like .

A floor space of 4500 square feet is

divided into four separate testing

rooms, and a concrete table and a

galvanometer pedestal is provided for

each student, accommodations for

forty -two men being divided into

four sections. Each of the four sec

tions is provided with its own switch

board and its own storage battery

insulation , enabling the entire num

ber of men to be working at the

same time.

The distributing switchboards have

been designed for the work , and it

is possible to get any combination of

direct or alternating current for test

ing purposes . The apparatus sup

plied for these laboratories is , the

University authorities believe, with

out its equal in any technical labora

tory in this country.

of

O

one

The New Engineering Building of

the University of Pennsylvania

N October 19, in the presence

representatives of six foreign

governments, of the Unite </

States Army and Navy, and of

scientific societies and educational in

stitutions, was dedicated the new en

gineering building of the University

of Pennsylvania, in Philadelphia.

The new building is the largest of

the University group of seventy

buildings, having a frontage of 300

feet and depth of 210 feet at

end, and 160 feet at the other. The

approximate cost, including equip

ment, was nearly a million dollars.

It is of fireproof construction , and

the equipment is of the most modern

and approved type. The exterior is

of dark brick, with limestone thim

mings, and the general architectural

treatment is in the English Georgian

style. There are three stories, with a

basement covering about a third of

the entire building, the total floor

area being 128,000 square feet .

Electricity is used for lighting, cur

rent being supplied during times of

small demand directly from the light

and heat station , and when the de

mand is large, from the local plant

Sex

Pada B

THE DIRECT - CURRENT LABORATORY IN THE NEW ENGINEERING BUILDING OF THE

UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA

5-6
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driven by direct-current motors , three

sets having polyphase generators

and the fourth having four single

phase, alternating-current generators .

To give some idea of the instru

ment equipment for each location , it

may be said that there is the neces

sary equipment of prony brakes,

scales , adjusting resistances, switches,

thermometers, speed counters, stop

watches and tachometers, and, in

addition , there are about ninety in

struments, twenty of which are for

direct current, the remainder being

wattmeters, ammeters and voltmeters

of suitable range for the rapid and

accurate carrying on of the work, to

gether with frequency indicators ,

power -factor indicators and syn

chronizers.

Two rooms are built especially for

student's work in photometry, these

having labyrinth entrances and dull

black walls. A separate storage bat

tery is provided for handling this

work . Each photometer has a three

meter track and universal rotating

stand. One is provided with the

Lummer -Brodhum screen and one

with the Bunsen screen , and a

Flicker photometer is provided for

use in measuring lights of dissimilar

composition.

A standard room on the first floor,

with a battery room directly beneath

it in the basement, has been pro

vided for doing fine electrical stand

ardization work .

SWITCHBOARD IN THE ALTERNATING - CURRENT LABORATORY

ਬਾਬਾਵੈਦ

According to figures compiled by

C. S. Norton , secretary of the In

diana Telephone Association, show

ing the growth of the independent

telephone movement in the United

States during the past eight years , a

daily average of $ 100.000 capital was

invested in such telephone property ;

1200 subscribers were secured, three

companies were incorporated , 200

miles of metallic toll lines were con

structed , and 120 new stockholders

were secured as a daily average.

THE SENIOR INSTRUMENT TESTING LABORATORY

on

The testing laboratory for direct required for making these tests are

current has a floor space of about supplied in such numbers that it is

2000 square feet . It is the possible to run this entire laboratory

ground floor , and has all its appa- at the same time, doing any of the

ratus mounted on raised foundations, work for which any of the machines

to which any dynamo or motor can may have been installed .

be attached . Provision is made for The alternating - current laboratory

handling twelve tests at one time, is located on the second floor, and

and the apparatus for each of these covers a total floor space of over

is complete. The distributing switch- 2100 square feet . The wiring in this

board here supplies current of 110 room is overhead from a switch

volts , or at 6 , 20, 110 or 150 volts , board. This board is over 14 feet

any
combination . The main in length , and all the circuits are

power supply is taken from the protected by circuit -breakers. The

building plant, 500 amperes being apparatus installed is such that each

available at 110 volts . testing place is practically a com

All the dynamos used are motor plete isolated plant .

driven , having field rheostats for For supplying current, four di

regulating purposes. The appliances rect -connected generator sets

Throughout the Scottish coal fields,

says " The Electrical Review ," of

London, it is evident that for the

next two years a large amount of

electrical machinery will have to be

installed, both for use for plants

which are at present going in , and

for developing the new pits which

are being sunk . Many mine man

agers also in the older parts of the

coalfields are now face to face with

the alternatives of having to close

their colleries owing to the richest

seams having been worked out, or

installing mechanical cutters and

other up -to -date appliances in order

to work the thinner seams at a

profit.

or

are



Some Characteristics of Coal as Affecting

Performance with Steam Boilers

By W L. ABBOTT, of the Chicago Edison Company

A Paper Read at a Recent Meeting of the Western Society of Engineers
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HE capacity and efficiency ob- The experiments were for the pur- were obtained as shown by the dia

tained with a steam boiler is pose of studying the effect on gram .

the result of many influences pacity and efficiency due to coal of The percentage of ash in the dry

more or less variable in character, different sizes , the influence of ash coal of the various sizes were as fol

and for the purpose of studying in coal on capacity and efficiency, lows :

the effect of variation in size of coal
Square Screens ,

Through Dry Coal

screening, and the results of dif- Size of coal , inch ..... 1.25

Size of coal, inch ...

ferent thicknesses of fire . Size of coal , inch ..

The experiments illustrated by Fig. Size of coal , inch ..

Size of coal , inch .....

I consisted in the use of coal sepa

rated into various sizes by means of
The high per cent . in the smallest

size is not due to ash in the coal
screens having the following square

itself, but to the fact that all of the
openings: 0.25, 0.50, 0.75 , 1.0 and

fine sized foreign matter separated

1.25 inch . The coal was all from one
from larger coal , or which comes

lot, so that the different portions re
from roof floor of the mine,

sulting from the screening process
naturally finds its way into this

were necessarily the “ same kind of
smaller coal .

coal,” except that some portions

were uniformly larger and others
INFLUENCE OF ASH IN CO ON

smaller, and that the smallest, on CAPACITY AND EFFICIENCY

account of its size, was higher in Fig . 2 gives results of eighteen

ash . tests made to determine the effect

As shown by the curves of effi- of varying quantities of ash asso

.75 -50 -25 ciency and capacity in the diagram , ciated with coal. One result of its

five tests were made, each with a presence is to reduce the heating

different size of coal . In all other power , owing to displacement of

respects, however, everything was combustible matter. Therefore, in

equal; thus the influencing condi- connection with this , ash may be
some of these influences, certain ex

periments were conducted in which
800

coal screenings were used, the re

sults of which are presented in this
700

paper. 70

The apparatus employed in the re

searches to be considered consisted 600

60

of two Babcock & Wilcox boilers,

one with a tube surface 14 tubes 500

50high and 18 wide , and having ap

proximately 5000 square feet of heat
400

ing surface. It was fitted with a 40

chain grate stoker, 75 square feet in

area, which discharged the gases
300

30

of the fire from under an ignition

arch , 5 feet long , immediately among 200

20

the tubes of the boiler. The boiler HORSE POWER !

was also fitted with a Babcock &
100

EFFICIENCY

10 W

Wilcox superheater having an ap

proximate area of surface of 1000

square feet . The other apparatus 10 20 30 40

employed in one of the series of PER CENT OF ASH IN DRY COAL

tests differed only in size of its

boiler, which was 12 tubes high and

16 wide, with 4000 square feet of

heating surface. It was provided tions, except that due to size of considered as a dilutant, and if this

with a superheater and had a chain coal, were constant. In this

o
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way , were the only result of its presence
grate stoker 66 square feet in area . relative values for the feature studied it would have no effect on heat effi

FIG . 2. - INFLUENCE OF ASH IN COAL ON CAPACITY AND EFFICIENCY
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ciency secured through a boiler. A

proportionately less amount of water

would be evaporated by a pound of

such mixture of ash and coal , of

course , but efficiency would not be

affected . If , however, ash acts in

The test indicated by the two

points in Fig . 2 showing highest

efficiency and capacity was made

with coal just as it arrived , or , in

other words, was of the composition

shown by the analysis. Beginning

This lowering of temperature, be

sides making a long, smoky flame,

which reaches up among the boiler
tubes and is there chilled to below

the burning point, also reacts on the

fuel bed, reducing the rate of com
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FIG . 3. — EFFECT ON OU'IPU'T OF VARIATION IN SIZE OF COAL

SCREENINGS
FIG . 1. - EFFECT ON EFFICIENCY OF COAL CF DIFFERENT SIZES

some other way as well, such as an

obstruction to the combustion pro

cess , the effect of its presence is

doubly harmful.

To insure that the result would

not be affected by any influence

other than that of the ash , special

coal was used which came from the

No. 7 seam , north of Marion in

Williamson County, Ill . It was pre

pared in a Stewart washer, and is

known to the trade as No. 4 washed

coal, a size made by passing over

a screen having 1 -inch round open

ings, and through one having similar

5 -inch openings. Its composition is

represented in Table I.

TABLE I.

Composition of Coal

7.48

8.23

12,191

Moist coal :

Moisture

Ash

B. T. U

Dry coal :

Ash

B. T. l ' .

Pure coal :

B. T. I.

with the test of the second day, a bustion and still further increasing

quantity of refuse from the stoker the adulteration of the furnace gases

ash pits was added to the coal to be with free air . When the temper

used . This refuse was first weighed ature of the furnace has been thus

and the large pieces broken up , after reduced to about 600 degrees Fahr.

which it was thoroughly mixed with the boiler is unable to absorb any

the coal in the required proportion more heat than is necessary to make

and increasing amounts were added up for radiation losses.

in each test which followed . This It will be observed that the points

fuel composition was, of course , on the diagram do not fall in sym

weighed as used and a sample of it metrical order. This is particularly

selected for analysis in the regular true of ash percentages of about 34 ,

manner . which may be explained by the re

It appears from the cliagram that fuse used in these tests being prob

useful effect from the fuel crops to ably of a more fusible character than

zero with 40 per cent. of ash , not- with others. These tests with the

withstanding the fact that the other ash composition were made with the

60 per cent. of the composition was smaller boiler above mentioned .

pure coal. The fact should be em

phasized, that although over half of EFFECT OF VARIATION IN SIZE OF

the composition fed to the fire was
COAL SCREENINGS

fuel, it burned without producing In Illinois and Indiana coal not

any useful effect , for which there are sold as mine run is separated largely

two reasons : one , that on account as lump and screenings, and such

of obstructed air supply through the screenings furnish about 90 per cent.

fuel bed, incomplete combustion and of the stoker fuel used in Illinois.

escaping hydrocarbons carried away Figs. 3 and 4 illustrated the result

a portion of the heat, because the of sixty -two tests . With each , the

gases passed immediately among the size of coal is measured by screens

tubes of the boiler. The other is , with square openings, ranging in di

that owing tò the presence of an ex- mensions from 1 to 1.1 inches, ad

cess of ash , the percentage of fuel vancing by inclı, and the average

on the rear portion of the grate is sizes of coal, as shown at the base

greatly reduced . On this accout a of the diagrams, were calculated

larger proportion of the air passing from sizing tests made with these

through the fuel bed does not com- screens, and represent the dimen

bine with the fuel, but enters the sions in fractions of an inch of open

furnace as free air . As the prime ings in a screen which would allow

function of a furnace is to lieat the one-half of the coal to pass through

gases passing through it , any in- and the other half to go over the

crease in the amount of air entering screeni . It is this that is designated

the furnace without a corresponding as its average size .

increase in the amount of fuel burned Fig: 3 shows the effect produced

must lower the furnace temperature. on horse -power output owing to this

8.90
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gases which leave the surface , or, in

other words, it makes more smoke.

If a furnace is located between the

boiler and stoker , these gases will be

burned ; otherwise they will largely

The curves of efficiency in this

diagram illustrate a constant heat

efficiency produced through the boiler

for a full working range in thickness

of fire, insuring not only maximum

100

le

80

V
A
L
U
E

60

40

HOPEE POWER

20
EFICIENCY

10 20 30 40

PER CENT OF ASH IN DRY COAL

FIG. 6. — EFFECT OF PERCENTAGE OF ASH IN DRY COAL

variation in size of the coal, and Fig.

4 illustrates the resulting efficiency
from the same cause and for the

same tests .

The curves for both efficiency and

capacity drop midway between the

tests with both small and large coal.

This is a peculiarity which may be

explained as follows :-Performance

becomes better as the size of coal

increases, until a point is reached

when the quantity of large pieces

becomes so great that there is not

enough fine material to properly

close the interstices between . The

result is that the performance drops

off, due to excess of air , until a

condition is reached when all the

pieces of fuel approach uniformity,

when , owing to greater agreement in

size , they fit together better, and , in

a measure, produce a homogeneous

mass similar to that secured by the

fine dust filling the spaces in the

fuel bed in the first place.

The presence of fine dust in ex

cess is a great and important source

of trouble. Referring to Fig . 1 , coal

through a 1- inch square screen pro

duced only 108 H. P., yet a size of

fuel, known in Illinois as No. 5

washed coal , which will pass through

a 1 - inch round hole a smaller(

aperture than the square opening).

will produce as high as 600 H. P.

under the same boiler.

It is true that the lower ash con

tent of the washed coal has a con

siderable influence, but this is offset

by the larger size of the square

screen as against the round one. To

arrive at a better understanding of

the physical make-up of these two

characters of fuel, tests were made of

the dust of each , using that quan

tity which would pass through a 20

mesh screen , with the results shown

in Table II .

The quantity of the extremely fine

dust through the 100-mesh screen

is shown to be almost three times as

much in the unwashed as with the

washed coal . The third line of the

table is an average from five tests

taken from different lots of screen

ings, and shows an approximate

agreement with the quantities from

the dust through the 1 -inch square

screen , from which it follows that the

presence of the fine dust has an

enormous influence on the burning

of the fuel.

escape among the tubes of the boiler,
excess of air, but incomplete com

as they did in this case . Therefore, bustion loss as well, yet efficiency

under these conditions a thin fire in- remained un orm , and the only op

creases the loss due to excess of air , portunity for the " skillful” and “ in

but decreases that due to smoke and telligent" fireman is in selecting that
incomplete combustion . thickness best suited to capacity re

On the other hand, a thick fire re- quirements.

duces the excess of air , but in- The coal used in these two series

creases the smoke and escaping com- of tests was very uniform in size and

TABLE II .

Quantity and Size of Coal Dust Below 20- Mesh Screen . Percentage of Different Sizes

Through Through Through Through

20 and 40 and 60 and 80 and Through

Dust Sample Over 40 Over 60 Over 80 Over 100 100

No. 5 washed ..
63.36 16.78 6.51 2.93 10.42

Dust through 14 -inch square screen . 46.10 13.87 8.18 3.84 28.01

Average of five tests from ordinary

screenings
48.50 13.78 7.57 4.38 25.74

bustible gas , and so the best thick- ash content, and for these reasons

ness of fire may be a matter of im- was well suited to the purpose of

portance. With this type of boiler the experiments. In the series with

of a height of nine tubes when served thickness of fire from 41 to 8 :1

with chain grate stokers discharging

immediately among the tubes, it is

always most economical to produce

as large a volume of smoke as pos

sible with the coal being used. With

boilers of fourteen tubes in height,

the conditions are different, because

such boilers are more efficient.

With an ideal boiler the final tem

perature would be the same as the

atmosphere ; therefore, an unlimited

excess of air could be used without

causing heat loss. No practical boiler

can , of course, be an ideal one, but

the Babcock & Wilcox type of four

teen tubes high approaches much

nearer to it than does one of nine

high , and for that reason is more

efficient, and in connection with this
FIG . 7. - VALUE OF FL'EL WITH REFERENCE TO

is quite unique, as Fig. 5 will show .
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An excess of air accompanies a

thin fire, and because of it efficiency
produced through the boiler is ai

fected. On the other hand, a thick

fire reduces the excess of air, but

increases the volume of hydrocarbon
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inches , what is known as No. 5

washed coal was used, a size which

passes through a having

round openings 4 inch in diameter.

Of the other two features , namely, embracing efficiency and capacity as
amount of ash and size of the pieces , a unit .

each may exert an influence of such In placing the effect due to ash

moment that they cause the fuel to in shape for use in preparation of

a screen
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FIG. 8. - EFFECT OF SCREENED COAL ON EFFICIENCY
FIG . 9. - EFFECT OF SCREENED COAL ON HORSE - POWER

With the other series and a larger

range in thickness , washed screen

ings were employed .

Table III. gives values in one

figure for screenings containing dif

ferent percentages of ash, and of

variation in size , as measured by

that portion passing through

3 -inch round screen . The following

detailed statement explains how this

table was prepared :

The value of coal screenings is

affected by four variables , which are

heating power, moisture, ash and

size of the pieces of coal . Heating

power in Illinois and Indiana of the

pure coal ,-in other words, free from

ash and moisture , the real coal,

be valueless . Thus, in fuel inspec- Table III . , Fig. 6 , which is a re

tion service , it may be necessary to production of Fig . 2 , has a heavy

test only the latter characteristics; curve, drawn midway between those

therefore, Table III . is based on of efficiency and capacity. This

variation in percentage of ash and average curve represents the value

on size of the coal , moisture and of the fuel as far as ash is con

heating power being assumed as con- cerned, which appears to be 100 per

stant . cent . , with 12 per cent . of ash in the

The fuel in service under a boiler dry screenings, and, according to

produces two results, one of effi- this value, could be greater than 100

ciency and the other of capacity, and per cent. But 12 per cent. repre

capacity, or , in other words , quan- sents an average minimum ash con

tity of steam produced , is a matter tent for coal screenings in Illinois

of great importance. Therefore, if and Indiana at the present time;

these two effects may be averaged therefore, such fuel is the best ob

and treated as a single value , the tainable, and for this reason may

problem is much simplified. have a value of 100 per cent. as

Inspection of Figs 3 and 4 shows signed to it .
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a curvranges from 13,800 as the minimum

to a maximum of 14,500 B. T. U.

per pound, and moisture from about

9 to 14 per cent . These two charac

teristics, however, are of minimum

importance, as either can affect the

result by only a comparatively small

amount.

that resulting capacity and efficiency
are approximately the same, and that

the condition of fuel which results

in a high efficiency also produces

large capacity . This makes it pos

sible to assign two values to the fuel,

one applying to ash content, the

other to its size, each of these values

Thus Fig. 7 contains

showing value taken from Fig . 6,

and without the complication of

curves and points in the latter, and

ash values were taken directly from

it for use in the compilation of Ta

ble III.

The feature of size is a more diffi
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Fig . 8 to show harmful effect of fine

dust, individual tests were used in

the plotting of Fig . 9, the ash con

tent for the tests shown by any one

of the curves being constant, while

the size, as represented by the per

centage through the 1 -inch square

screen , varied.

The result of this analysis made

it appear that the presence of finer

sizes was sometimes harmful, and in

other cases beneficial. The scheme

of average size was then adopted and

employed, with the result shown by

Figs. 3 and 4 , described in the first

division of this paper, and as a check

on the conclusions of these two dia

grams, Fig. 10 was plotted , based on

percentages through a 4 -inch screen .

With 1 -inch screenings, this size

is nearer to the general average than

that of inch, and it is apparent

that a curve may be drawn through

the points which will show a falling

off in efficiency or capacity, with in

crease in quantity of fuel through

the 4 -inch screen , which helps to

corroborate the conclusions of Figs.

3 and 4 .

In coal inspection service , it is

quite essential that the tests be sim

ple and few in number, but deter

mination of the average size requires

that several screens be employed,

involving a large amount of work , as

well as difficult calculation , and for

this reason there is a great advan

tage in using but one screen . The

1 -inch size having received more or

less favourable consideration , in

working out a scheme for its use in

connection with Table III . , all of the

tests which showed a capacity below

575 H. P. were taken . With these

data Fig. 11 was prepared .

The average ash in the dry coal

for these tests was 18 per cent . A

curve representing values for this ash

content, and also for standard ash

of 12 per cent . , being drawn, the lat

ter curve gave values for use in Ta

ble III . The quantities of coal were

transposed from that through the

1 - inch square to a 4 -inch round

screen . Thus the final result for

ash shown by Fig. 7 and that for

size by Fig. II , furnished data used

for calculating the final combined

values in Table III . , from which it

appears that screenings , having 12

per cent. of ash or less , and of a

size that no more than 31 per cent .

will pass a 1 -inch round screen , may

be considered of 100 per cent . value ,

or , in other words, sufficiently good

for the purpose .

Basing conclusions on the meas

urement given by any one screen as

arbitrary, as four points in Fig . II

indicate, therefore, while Table III .

may be depended on to identify all
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1ABLE III.COAL VALL'ES FOR SCREENINGS CONTAINING DIFFERENT

PERCENTAGES OF ASH

-

cult problem than that of ash , as the

following will show :-After the tests

represented in Figs. 3 and 4 (sixty

two in number ) were finished , Fig .

8 was plotted, using percentages of

coal through a -inch square screen .

The diagram for efficiency only is

shown , because that for capacity

gave no different result. It is ap

parent that the arangement of points

fails to show any harmful effect due

to presence of excessive quantity of

fine dust.

The fuel used in these sixty-two

tests was ordinary screenings, con

taining varying amounts of ash . To

ascertain if this variable ash content

could be the cause of the failure of
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excess

A "

of the coal containing an

amount of fine sizes , it will , in a

few cases , condemn satisfactory fuel.

This paper does not presume to

lay down the ultimate laws by which

fine coals may be graded in value,

but rather to point out the fact that

such laws, although at present ob

scure , do exist , and that our conclu

sions drawn from numerous tests are

as herein indicated.

During the year 1905 there was

produced in Illinois and Indiana

about 50,000,000 tons of coal, 48 per

cent. of which was 11 -inch screen

ings, and although it was not in

every case separated from the lumi),

can truthfully say that this 48

per cent., 20,000,000 tons of

screenings, was sold at the mine at

an average price not to exceed two

thirds of its cost of production , and

this same fine coal was used for

making steam at average effi

ciency of less than 50 per cent..

These two facts are sufficient to war

rant further investigation of this lit

tle -known subject.

we

or
a

an

A

lamps ; also by faming are and mag

netic arc lamps, by C. H. Sharp, of

New York .

May 9.— " The Development of an

Hydraulic Transmission Plant," by

F. A. C. l'errine, Sc.D., of New

York .

Additional illustrated single lec

tures on the applications of elec

tricity will be given under the joint

auspices of the Departments of Elec

tricity and Engineering, as follows :

March 27.— " The Applications of
Electricity in the Anthracite Coal

Fields," by H. H. Stoek, Ph.D., of

Scranton, Pa.

May 16 .— “ Electric Propulsion on

Trunk Railway Lines Having Ter

minal Stations in Greater New York

and Vicinity; " by a lecturer to be

selected .

A course of six illustrated lectures

on " Physical Chemistry," by Prof.

Charles T. Baskerville, Ph.D., of the

College of the City of New York ,

with special reference to the elec

trical side of chemical action .

Six illustrated lectures on " The

Use of the Electric Current in

Chemical Analysis and in the Prep

aration of Organic and Inorganic

Substances,” by Prof. Edgar F.

Smith , Ph.D., of the University of

Pennsylvania.

Six illustrated lectures on " Su

persensible Radiations," or " Forms

of Motion That do not Affect the

Senses," by Prof. John S. Mckay,

Ph.D., of the Packer Collegiate In

stitute . The last three lectures of

this course deal with electrical sub)

jects, and the subjects of them are

as follows :

January 28 .- " Electric, or Hertz

Waves, and Wireless Telegraphy."

February 4.- " Cathode Rays and

X -Rays.'

February 11.- " Becquerel Rays

and Radio - activity .'

These lectures will be fully illus

trated by experimental demonstra

tious.

Eight illustrated lectures on " Elec

tricity,” by Prof. Charles L. Har

rington, M. A. , as follows:

April 6 .- “ Vagnetism . The Elec

tron Theory ."

April 13 .- " Dissociation and loni

zation ."

April 20.--" Electricity as l'sed in

Some Chemical Problems."

April 27.— " Some Electrical Jeas

ureneuts .

May 4 .-- " Electric Lamps.

May 11.--.“ Wireless Telegraphy."

May 18.- " Radiography and the

X -Rav."

May 25.- " Alternating Currents."

These lectures will be fully illus

trated by experimental demonstra

tions and by lantern photographs,

Diesel Engines in Central Station

Operation

T the recent convention of the

Illinois State Electrical Asso

ciation , W. J. Austin , man

ager of the Effingham Electric Light

& Power Company, spoke of the re
sults obtained with two 120-11 . P.

Diesel engines. Each of these en

gines drives a Fort Waynie 2 -phase,

60-cycle , 2200 -volt, 85- K . W. gen

erator .

On a twenty - four hour run , the

oil consumed was 15 gallons per

100 kilowatt-hours, the load vary

ing from 12 per cent . to 85 per cent.

of full load , with an average of 23

per cent. Oil costs 3.4 cents

gallon, so that the average cost of

fuel was 0.542 cent per kilowatt

hour. On another test lasting six

hours, with an average load of 70

per cent., 11.3 gallons of oil were

consumed per 100 kilowatt -hours,

making the cost of fuel 0.384 cent

per kilowatt-hour.

The units are operated in parallel

and no variation in the lights lias

been noticed. For speed regulation,

a governor pump delivers the proper

amount of oil to the engine cylinder

to keep the speed constant. Com

pressed air is used in starting, one

man requiring about two minutes

for the operation. The enclosed

crank cases are filled with lubricating

oil, from six to eight quarts being

required every twenty -four hours.

A rotary pump driven by a single

phase motor circulates the cooling

water for the cylinder jackets . After

coming from the engine the water

circulates through 1000 feet of 2

inch pipe placed around the walls of

the building. Except in

weather this supplies enough heat for

the building, which is 48 feet long,

32 feet wide, and 12 feet high.

The engines have been in opera

tion only about eight months, and

Mr. Austin could give no definite

information as to the cost of repairs.

The engines were put in operation

Feb. 15 of this year, and had run

twenty - four hours a day, exclusive oi

Sundays. During that time a shut

down had not been necessary. Three

men are employed on shifts of about

ten hours each , and are paid about

$ 50 a month .

Course of Lectures on Electricity

at the Brooklyn Institute of

Arts and Sciences

Nunusually interesting series

of lectures on electricity have

been arranged by the Depart

ment of Electricity of the Brooklyn

Institute of Arts and Sciences. Dr.

Samuel Sheldon , president of the

American Institute of Electrical En

gineers, is president of the depart

ment. Frederick V. Henshaw is

secretary.

The first lecture of the series was

given on October 11 , by William

Lord Bliss, on " The Electric Illu

mination of Traius. " The other lec

tures in the course follow :

November 8 .-- " Extra Long -Dis

tance Transmission of Power by

Continuous Currents ," by Ralph D.

Mershon , of New York .

December 13.- " The Place of the

Steam Turbine in an Electric Light

Plant,” by Walter F. Wells, man

ager of the Edison Electric Illu

minating Company, of Brooklyn.

January 10 .- " The Mercury - Are

Rectifier, " by Percy H. Thomas, of

the Cooper -Hewitt Electric Com

pany, New York .

February 14.- " Alternating ( ur“

rent Electric Traction ," by Paul M.

Lincoln , of the Westinghouse Elec

tric & Manufacturing Company,

Pittsburg

March 14 .— " The Wireless Trans

mission of Intelligence," by Lee de

Forest, Ph.D., of New York.

April 11.- " Recent Developments

in Electric Lighting," illustrated by

tantalum , osmium and other filament

zero

The General Electric single -pliase

traction system is to be used on the

line of the Washington, Baltimore &

Annapolis Railway, to be built be

tween Baltimore and Washington,

with a branch line from a point on

the main line extending to An

napolis.



Electric Heating and the Residence Customer

By JAMES 1. AYER

Quite frequently of late we have emphasized the growing importance of electrical heating devices

as a means of adding to the day load of the central station and increasing the revenue. Anything said

on this subject, however, would not be complete without a word from James I. Ayer , who may be
looked upon as the dean of the electrical heating industry. His paper read at the recent convention of

the National Electric Light Association is full of meat for the central-station man , and is instructive for

all the electrical industries as showing the possibilities in the every- day use of current. - The Editor.

TH

cor

HE subject of electric heating, The residence customer demands the The advertising methods are nu

attracting , as it is , so much service, but cannot appreciate that it merous in the way of using printer's

consideration to -day, offers is the most expensive you give, and ink , and much valuable and effective

little that is new in the way of addi- if you explain , he thinks you should work is being done in this line, and

tional development on the line of find a way to cheapen it, or average it is understood that no effort to ex

new appliances or new applications. your costs and reduce his rates . tend any business can have
any

This is not surprising when the past Human nature doesn't believe in measure of success without its lib

is considered , but how few realize paying “ something for nothing," and eral use. The space devoted to meth

the past of this industry is only ap- your minimum charge bill to him is ods of advertising in the electrical

preciated by those who have been paying " something for nothing." He press gives convincing evidence of

identified with its creation for a con- does not understand that, though he an extraordinary interest in , and an
siderable period. uses no light, the transformer loss exposition of, what is being done.

The first few years of develop- goes merrily on at your expense, With an appreciation of the situa

ment caused every possible applica- at the rate of four or five dollars per tion, it is with some diffidence that

tion to be investigated, resulting in vear , and involves additional charges the writer presumes to outline a gen

great variety of articles of common of nearly as much more, all directly eral plan for the average station so

use requiring heat being arranged created for his service, which would far as it relates to a method of ex

for electric heat,-many of which are end if his service were discontinued . tending the use of electric heating

catalogued , and many being set aside These facts have no influence with and other household devices using

as being in advance of the times, him . He only knows that the cost electricity. It has been well settled

but which will later on be found of his service is high by comparison that more goods of any kind can be

practical. with other, though less satisfactory, sold by personal presentation, and

That there is an important, almost methods. this is , in the writer's opinion, the

untouched, field for electric heating This situation , the writer thinks, is only way to get the largest return

is now broadly recognized. How fully realized , and it is of vital im- and at the least cost . In all cases

important it is and how advantage- portance at this time, with the public it is the only way to get the best

ous to develop , is , the writer thinks, interest so much centered on results.

but little understood. Its character porations, that every means at your For the solicitors, use a customer's

makes it largely a day load , and while command be put forth to put you list for meter readers' routes, and

it is of much value in its application in closer touch with your customers make a card catalogue, divided into

in business establishments and fac- and thereby let them realize that sections, and have circulars, or

tories, its most important field to the your corporation is a business enter- typewritten letter with circulars , sent

mentral station is with the residence prise managed by their neighbours, a few days in advance, announcing

customer . on the same general lines as all other his proposed call and explaining the

The residence customer to -day pays honest, progressive business concerns object. On each card a record can

the highest rate . To reduce this in the community. be kept which will be permanently

rate is most essential, for nothing Electric heating offers an oppor- valuable, as it will show when and

goes further to check popular preju- tunity to quickly get in closer rela- what articles have been placed, to

dice than personal consideration of tion with more people in an effective guide you in future efforts .

the individual, and a reduction of way than any other means at your It is necessary to send out articles

rates to residence customers reaches command , and if this be taken ad- and leave them for trial after ex

a man in his home. Electric lights vantage of to the limit , more will be plaining fully how to put them in

are used in the average dwelling done to give the people a proper operation, and how they should be

because of their convenience and point of view on public ownership cared for, as well as to leave com

other well-known virtues partly, but than volumes of statistics . By proper plete printed instructions which man

largely to be " up to date." effort and systematic work persist- ufacturers usually send with each

It costs money to be up to date ently carried out continuously you article .

in most things, and if it costs a good can secure the introduction of elec- The period of time an article should

deal more for the new than the old , tric heating devices in every home be left will be governed somewhat

we “ kick.” If it happens that a Vou serve . by the character of the device, but

public service corporation is supply- The methods that may be used are such an article as a flatiron would

ing the new , they have a common numerous, and, from experience, we better be left thirty days, that ample

enemy to “ kick ," hence much of the with confidence make opportunity be given to fully appre
trouble you all familiar with . definite statements . ciate it . In the first instance of offer
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ing electric heaters it is better to done at from $ 1 to $ 1.25 a month. cases not on the same scale as to

allow enough time for trial to insure With such results your customers quantity, and only one operation at

their thoroughly testing it, and to will use laundry irons. If they do , a time, yet its possibilities are limit

note the effect, if any, of its use on they will not " kick ” on minimum less when electrically heated. It can

their bill . charge bills , because they will ap- bake, boil, fry , stew and toast , is

Customers should be preferably preciate that they get something for under perfect control, and always

called on at the expiration of a trial their money . performs the same under like condi

period to learn their conclusions. Because of the quick appreciation tions, because its heat supply is a

This is better than leaving or sending of an electric iron you will be called known quantity.

them a blank to sign , requesting you on for other appliances, and by care- It is a simple matter to cook and

to send for the article or send a bill , fully keeping up your card index serve a good American breakfast for

as the case may be , because it is your solicior can be kept busy, as three, of a cooked cereal, eggs,

frequently the case that further in- the demands from some will suggest poached, boiled, fried , or scrambled,,

terest has been developed , and other what to push with others. with toast , in thirty minutes with a

articles are wanted . Using the flatiron as an opening chafing dish at the cost of 250 watts .

If your office be centrally locate wedge, you will do well to follow and coffee can be made for 100 watts

on the ground floor, and, of course , with circulars or folders describing more ,-a total of from 3 to 4 cents

it should be, you should have ar- such articles as water cups which at the average residence rates. The

ranged on shelves behind glass , and will furnish a pint of boiling water stove which operates the chafing

in the show-window, protected in in seven or eight minutes in the dish makes, with a kettle , a most de

the same inanner, an assortment of smaller size , or a quart in a larger sirable combination for the tea -table,

samples and a few of the popular size in ten minutes. Either will sup- and with a coffee percolator in place

small articles as stock , so that if a ply enough for a cup of tea in three of the kettle , meets the requirements

customer is interested he or four minutes, and for shaving in of the breakfast table .

supplied at once . less time. These articles are invalu- Chafing dishes , tea-kettles and cof

For newspaper advertising, small able in the sick room , and for use fee urns can be had with heaters at

advertisements, frequently changed , in hundreds of ways. Improvements tached or separate in a variety of

bui constantly maintained , are to be in these devices prevent their burn- grades and designs, and there is no

preferred, rather than occasional ing out or overheating in the event other method so safe , simple , or as

large ones ; and newspaper advertis- of boiling dry. This result is ob- cheap for performing similar service

ing is desirable , though not to be tained by the circuit being broken in the dining -room or kitchen , we

substituted for the solicitor . For automatically if the temperature rises current for performing any single

more extended methods in advertis- a few degrees above the boiling point . operation with any of these devices

ing, by circulars or otherwise with An electric heating pad can al- is more often I cent or less than

printer's ink, we will not pretend to ways be placed in a home where more, and never exceeds 3 or 4

guide you . there is use for a hot -water bottle. cents .

Exhibitions at food fairs and sim- Its superior merit is immediately ap- For equally useful devices perform

ilar entertainments always prove to preciated on the briefest investiga- ing much the same work and more,

be leading attractions, and in that tion . Aside from its usefulness in in the dining-room or kitchen , we

way do advertising, but direct results illness , it is much used by the aged must remember that the water cups

are usually few , and indirect results a foot-warmer. A naval officer previously mentioned come in as a

are difficult to estimate ; considering told the writer that he had many part of the list , because they can be

the expense and attention required, nights walked the bridge with a pad used for making coffee or tea , or

it would generally seem better to under his coat , comfortable in bitter boiling of any sort . In one case the

seek other methods. weather , in spite of side remarks writer knows of they are used for

If it can be arranged , undoubtedly about “ a monkey on a string ." cooking French -fried potatoes. This

it is a good practice to invite your The nursery milk warmer performs type of heater is also made to form

customers to a practical demonstra- its work by electricity more uniform- a combination of double boiler or

tion of the usefulness of electric ly and perfectly than is possible with cereal cooker , egg boiler, steamer,

heating and serve a light lunch , part any other method and in a shorter as well as a plain boiler.

or all of which could be cooked by time . An important feature is that Disc heaters, or stoves with uten

the demonstrator. the time required to heat it through- sils , such as sauce pans, tea- kettles ,

The universal use of smoothing out to an even temperature is less coffee pots , cereal cookers , vegetable

irons for many demands outside of than three minutes, making the pe- boilers, and the like , enable the

the laundry makes this an ideal arti- riod so short after the demand is housewife with , say , two stoves and

cle for first introducing electric heat- made that peace is certain . Its opera- two or three utensils, to do all the

ers . The success which has followed ation and sanitary character produce necessary cooking for light meals,

systematic efforts with this article universal commendation from phy- in the dining -room if she pleases,

is too well known to need further sicians . These devices are furnished within the limits of cost previously

argument for its selection for such with a socket plug arranged to re mentioned .

purposes . Thousands are used about ceive the lamp which it displaces in Realizing these facts, you must

the house other than for laundry the fixture, which is lighted when know that it only remains for your

work , and for such purposes the current is on the milk warmer . customers to know that they can do

cost of operation is but a trifle. Electric curling iron heaters are this to broadly extend their use. The

For laundry use they are required welcomed in many homes. For light writer has on several occasions made

from three to five hours a week , cooking and the dining -room there similar statements before, and sonie

costing from 15 to , at most, 50 cents are many useful articles. The chafing of you have profited by them , but

a week , the latter being for the dish has many accomplishments to many have not. Some say they are

longest period at a 20-cent rate . It its credit. It can perform nearly all drawbacks, that you have tried elec

is fair to say that at the average rate the operations of cooking required tric heaters and they are too slow ,

the average family ironing can be in homes , but, of course , in some that you cannot boil a pan of water

as
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in half a day, etc. To such , it did

not occur to them that a 200-watt

stove was hardly the proper size for

a one- gallon open pan .

Quite recently the writer received

a complaint that a stove purchased

was worthless because it would not

heat a glue pot, which investigation

developed contained upwards of one

gallon of water and glue, and the

stove was one made for dentist's use

to keep a glass of water warm .

Stoves or disc heaters should always

be supplied with utensils made for

them of suitable proportions and

with perfectly flat bottoms.

The above illustrations and

planations are given to remind you

of the necessity of learning about

electric heaters, their limitations, as

well as their good qualities, and the

difference between temperature and

heat. The difference between the ap

plication of electric heat and other

sources of heat is not difficult for

anyone to understand, and that

quickly, but there is a difference, and

for best results must be understood .

Imagine how complicated the oper

ation of the various gas appliances

would be to one who had never seen

them . If they will blow it out, how

would a gas range appeal to them ?

The importance of thoroughly ac

quainting yourself with each dif

ferent item by carefully reading the

manufacturer's instructions and ex

planation, then having them put in

operation under the working condi

tions they are designed for, is es

sential to those who propose to place

them with their customers, and can

not be too much emphasized . Take

all of the articles into your

homes and give your solicitors some

similar opportunity, and you will get

results .

The popular articles referred to are

what you should concentrate your

efforts on until material results are

accomplished, but during such pe

riod you will have demands for cook

ing outfits , kitchenettes, or ranges

for all the kitchen requirements, as

well as water boilers for the kitchen ,

heaters for bath water, and radiators,

all of which you will occasionally

find opportunity to place to advan

tage .

For general cooking , there are

available individual cooking devices

in all sizes required for the largest

household, also ovens, plate warmers,

broilers, griddles, waffle -irons, frying

kettles, and the like .

Demands for general cooking will

be to fill the place now occupied by

gas stoves, which , except in apart

ment houses, are largely summer

workers. Considering, for the pres

ent , those cases where the principal

use is in summer, it is customary tical and useful, but should have a

when using gas stoves to operate the capacity of not less than 1000 or

coal range one or two days each 1200 watts to be at all effective, and,

week for supplying hot water for except in the case of small rooms,

washing and the bath , and , of course , they should be larger . For heating

cooking at the same time. This re- the bathroom , many radiators are

duces, in many cases , the demand for sold which, to be effective quickly,

service to perhaps six days each should have 2000 watts capacity . Of

week , and in considering the subject this size , if turned on for fifteen or

the probable practice should be an twenty minutes , they fully accom

element. plish their purpose, and are not ex

Experience has shown from pensive to the owner.

great variety of sources that the The instantaneous hot water heater,

number of watts per meal per per- to be practical , requires that current

son may safely be taken at 300 , or supply 3000 watts and more is

900 watts per day per person . If, available . While for small quan

however, we allow one kilowatt-hour tities the cost of operation is not ex

per person, we have thirty kilowatts cessive , the service demand is un

for a month , which, at a 5 -cent rate , desirable, and it is expensive to in

is $ 1.50 , or , for a family of four, $ 6 stall . As small water heaters are

per month ; or at a 3 - cent rate for so much more simple and easy to

the same family, $ 3.60 per month . supply, they meet the demand for

While these rates are absurdly low small requirements .

to -day for lighting rates in resi- In referring to water heating and

dences, there are many cases where radiators, the writer appreciates that

the service may be given from sepa- the field in any community, with rare

rate service wires at a satisfactory exceptions , is very limited, yet the

profit . sale of these devices reaches a very

By careful comparison , it has been considerable sum annually, and is

determined that in cooking, an daily increasing

equivalent cost for $ i gas is 21 The service for a family kitchen

cents per kilowatt -hour, and while for the average family for cooking

electric cooking is widely practical at should have a capacity of about 3000

a higher rate , it will demand from 5 watts , and if a kitchen boiler, bath

to 3 -cent rates to make it an impor- water heater, or bathroom radiator

tant competitor to gas . Gas , how- is to be included, a double -throw

ever , occupied a broad field at a switch can be installed in the kitchen

much higher price than coal , due to or other convenient place so con

its advantages, and electric methods nected as to throw off the boiler, ra

make it possible for you to secure diator, or bath circuit when the cook

equal results because of the many ing circuit is required, and to avoid

advantages possessed by the newer the necessity of extra large service

method over the old. capacity which would otherwise be

For heating the general water sup- necessary .

ply, a kitchen boiler of the usual This also suggests a method of

type is used, varying in capacity limiting the hours for cooking ser

from ten to thirty gallons, and sup- vice to a period when lights are not

plied preferably with a heater con- required ; but it has objections, al

tained in the boiler of a maximum though it is practical.

of 2000 watts , that may be reduced The cost for heating water to dif

to 1000 or 500 watts by a controlling ferent temperatures at different rates

switch . Such a boiler should be is given on the next page . This ta

jacketed with ordinary pipe cover ble tells best what is required in

ing, and, with care, is not necessarily current supply for a given result in

an excessively expensive luxury. A quantity, temperature, and time as

ten -gallon boiler can be heated to well .

150 degrees F. with approximately The writer's judgment is that the

21 KW ., which will answer a very policy to pursue is to personally

considerable demand throughout the press the sale of small household

day from a jacketed boiler of that devices constantly, without compli

capacity. cating the situation by trying to in

For bath water , heaters are sup- terest customers with the larger

plied to be placed in the tub . Those problems, until from experience with

with 2000 -watt capacity are frequent- the smaller, they have become pre

ly satisfactory to those who under- pared for further ventures.

stand in advance that it requires During such a period you should

2000 watts for an hour to raise 20 gain practical experience in the

gallons of water through 40 de- larger problems in your own home,

and you will find customers who will

Radiators for occasional insist on complete equipments at

bedrooms for short periods are prac- such rates as you can make, and

Own

grees F.

use in
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3c.

100 .

150 .

175 .

200 .

212 .

82

85 PER CENT.

One Pint

Watts I'sed for

10m . 20in . 1 Hour

41.04 13.68

186 93 31

234 117 39

288 141 48

312 156 52

5m .

161

372

469

576

624

.041

.093

.117

.144

156

5c .

.068

.155

.195

.24

10c .

.136

.31

.39

.48

52

20c .

272

.62

.78

.96

1.04.26

5ni .

100 .

150 .

175 .

200 .

212 .

o
n
....

324

744

936

Watts Used for

10m . 20m .

162 81

372 186

468 234

576 288

624 312

.186

Cost in Cents with Current at

3c . 5c . 10c. 20c .

.08 .136 .272 .514

.31 .62 1.24

.234 .39 .78 1.56

.288 .48 .96 1.92

.212 .52 1.04 2.18

1 Hour

27

62

78

96

1041,248

One Gallon

3c .

.32100 .

150

175

200

212 .

5m .

1,296

2.976

3.744

1.008

4.992

10m .

618

1,488

1,872

2,301

2,496

20m .

324

741

936

1.152

1 Hour

108

248

312

384

416

5c .

.544

1.24

1.56

1.92

2.08

10c.

1.088

2.48

3.12

3.84

4.16

20c .

2.17

4.95

624

7.68

8.32

.94

1.15

1.25 success .

from these sources you can gain the ously consider this subject is the the smaller insects ,-not by heat,

additional knowledge to govern your writer's excuse for going over much however, as was shown when a fly

future policy. The small devices will the same ground as in a paper on was killed within a minute when

earn from $ 1 to $2 per month , which this subject at the Boston convention. brought within a half inch of the

lamp. Microbes were also killed un
INITIAL TEMPERATURE OF WATER, 60 DEGREES F. EFFICIENCY OF APPARATUS,

der its influence.

But the most important and most
Total Temperature, Cost in Cents with Current at interesting application of the ultra

Degrees F.

violet light is in the treatment of skin

diseases. Since Finsen's sensational

treatment of lupus, violet light is

acknowledged as one of the most

One Quart powerful cures . But the high price
Total Temperature,

of an apparatus that produces thisDegrees F.

light, and the difficulty in handling

it , hinder its general application ; this

1,152

is true especially in the concentrated

carbon light of Finsen . Since his

Total Temperature, Watts 'sed for Cost in Cents with Current at results were published attempts were
Degrees F. everywhere made to substitute the

Finsen apparatus with a smaller and

cheaper one, but until lately without
1,248 The iron light, richer in

short -wave rays than the carbon
will cover present transformer losses The writer has confined his re

arc light, is only superior in super
and leave a profit, and the satisfac- marks to the development of electric

ficial effect, but far inferior where a

tion of your customers with their heating with residence customers, not
thorough effect, that depends on the

use, coupled with the advantages with the thought that you should
abundance of the blue, violet and

gained by your personal interest in neglect the fertile field among manu- ultra - violet rays , is required .

them , will more than justify all your facturers and merchants, but to im
Progress in the treatment with

efforts . press on you the importance of the
light depends on a simple, cheap and

When business depression comes , small consumer, believing it to be
convenient light- source, the effect of

one may cut off his electric signs, but the most direct way of creating a
which is not only equal to the Fin

not likely a house service , which pro- widespread interest in a branch of
sen light, but even superior to it ;

vides many conveniences besides his electrical development which has a
the special mercury lamps of Heraeus

light. The writer is sure that those possible application with practically and Schott (Uviol lamp) are light

who have followed the policy out- every customer on your lines . If it
sources of this kind . The advan

lined can endorse these suggestions. is practical in his home it will sug
tages of these lamps are:-(1) Shorter

That there is a large army of man- gest its use in his business, and his
duration of treatment; ( 2) treatment

agers who have only begun to seri- demands can be met.
of larger areas ; ( 3 ) treatment of

mucous membranes ; ( 4 ) no lurry

ing; and (5 ) cheapness on account

of small current consumption, etc.

New Forms of Incandescent Electric Lamps The lamp constructed by Dr.

Schott, called the fuorescence lamp,

OME of the new forms of incav- among scientists in 1905. The strong and lately exhibited at the conven

descent electric ‘lamps are de- smell of ozone surrounding it indi- tion of scientists in Meran , is simply

scribed by Dr. C. R. Boehm , cated the wide extension of ultra -vio- a kind of l'viol lamp, modified in

in the “ Journal für Gasbeleuchtung let rays produced by them , which re- such a way as to suppress and avoid

und Wasservesorgung,” an abstract acted on the oxygen in the air . The a great part of the long wave ravs ;

being given in " The Illuminating high price of rock crystal and its for that reason it gives no briglit

Engineer" of recent date . manufacture, however, obstructed its illumination, while the outside and

The Uviol lamp is so called from general use for mercury lamps, es- arrangements are the same.

the glass used , namely, uviol (ultra- pecially for medical purposes. All objects in the light of these

violet ) , produced by Dr. Zschimmer, With Dr. Zschimmer's glass com- lamps appear indistinct and blurred :

of Jena. This glass has the property pound Uviol, improvements were though it is dark it causes

of allowing ultra -violet rays to pass made on the mercury lamp that sat- kinds of substances surrounding it

through it . isfy all expectations, scientific as a general Auorescence, as , for in

In order to develop the ultra - violet well as practical. stance, on rhodamin , fluorescin , and

radiations for more general purposes, It is expected that photography uranium glass , causing these suli

it was necessary to make the appara- will profit by this source of light on stances to shine brighter than the

tus and its use more accessible , as account of the innumerable short lamp itself . Vaseline, lanoline, soaps

in the Hewitt lamp. Since ordinary Waves , In chemistry also it is likely and the human skin show a peculiar

glass does not let the ultra - violet to be used for causing two sub- play of colours. Since in the latter

rays pass, but absorbs them , it was stances to combine, similar to the
case in daylight changes of the skin

necessary to seek another medium , action of sunlight on chlorine and are made visible, we possess in this

and molten rock -crystal was first ex- hydrogen to form hydrochloric acid. lamp not only a highly valuable

perimented with , The bleaching action of the rays means for therapeutical and path

Mercury lamps were thus made will also afford a means for testing ological purposes, but also for ili

from quartz glass by W. C. Heraeus, colours. agnosis.

in Hanau, which caused a sensation The rays of the Uviol lamp kill This fluorescence of the lamp,

So

on all
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was

was to

which naturally has an extraordinary now used in the manufacture of in- used for electric incandescent lamps.

value in physics, will undoubtedly candescent lamp filaments . But only by adding other metals of

be used also for treatment by the so- According to the patents taken out high melting points, as , for instance,

called sensitizing of light by means by Sander, zirconium incandescent Wolfram and ruthenium , zirconium

of fluorescent solutions, which are mantles are made from the hydrogen filaments could be made, the melting

now used to a considerable extent in or nitrogen compounds of the rare point of which lies higher than that

medicine. All these actions are ex- earths, especially of zirconium , with of the zirconium carbide filament.

plained by the chemical action of the the aid of an organic binding means. Such lamps burned , according to

ultra -violet rays. To obtain these compounds the zir- Bojes, with 0.6 watt over 120 hours,

In working with ultra -violet rays conium earths are reduced by mag- and , at I watt per candle, for 1000

it is necessary to protect the eyes nesium , according to Winkler, in a hours, showing in the first 500 hours

by means of eyeglasses in order to current of hydrogen or nitrogen gas almost constant values. The length
prevent a violent intlammation . More (in practice the hydrogen current of the thread is , for a thickness of

than fifty years ago it the alone is used ).
0.02 inch , about 0.195 inch for i

opinion of the French scholars, Reg- In contradiction to the analytical volt. The later zirconium lamps are

nault and Foucault, that the violet results of Winkler and Bayle, we especially suitable for low voltages,

and ultra - violet rays are injurious should obtain the pure hydrogen but, by connecting several incandes

to the eye, because they excite its compounds, if we work, according to cent filaments in series in one lamp,

Huid to fluorescence, tire the nerves , the patents, with a surplus of mag- we may obtain incandescent lamps

and change the transparent texture . nesium metal and the addition of for voltages as high as 110 and 220 .

Since the peculiar colour of the heat from an outside source . Ac- The new zirconium -carbide lamp is,

light produced by the Hewitt lamp cording to Hollefreund, the figures therefore, arranged with three fila

the greatest obstacle its of the analysis give the formula ments for 110 volts.

general use , efforts have been made 2rll ,. To remove the magnesia and Along with the improved zirconium

to remedy this defect. This objection the residual magnesium the reduction lamp an iridium lamp made its ap

has been met in the so -called Ortho- product is dissolved in a weak solu- pearance lately. Iridium , like os

chrom lamp by putting ordinary elec- tion of hydrochloric acid, dried, and mium , belongs to the platinum group,

tric incandescent lamps in the cir- then worked to a paste by means of and was mentioned as early as 1878

cuit, or by changing the mercury a binding menstruum . It is best then by Edison as applicable to electric

waves into red waves by the fluores- to heat the thread obtained by incandescent lamps. Iridium is ex

cence of rhodamin . The latter pro- pressing to about 300 degrees in an traordinarily hard and brittle, and

cess means a loss of light of 25 per atmosphere of hydrogen after it has non -malleable. It can be rolled to a

cent., but, So far, they have been been dried , in order to avoid oxida- thickness of about 0.0312 inch .

used , on account of their extraordi- tion . Gulcher applied it in the manufac

nary actinic powers, for photographic The threads possess a very low ture of incandescent lamp filaments,

purposes only . The most valuable conductivity, so that they have to be and as nothing is known about it , it

property of the Hewitt lamp is the submitted to high currents in a sub- may be interesting to give here the

possibility, as Mr. Hewitt pointed sequent treatment afterwards in the description of the patent :

out, of transforming alternating cur- recipient or they have to be heated . " A process of making thin and

rents into continuous currents . In the latter case the ordinary volt- uniformly dense incandescent lamp
Many experiments have been made age makes the thread glow , and it filaments from pure iridium , in such

to substitute other metals for mer- will always be a conductor because threads are made of

cury, but never with success . The carbide formation has taken place. iridium in a very finely divided con

volatilization and condensation of the Then by means of a hydrogen cur- dition , from which the binding means

negative electrodes is too difficult rent and gradual increase of voltage is completely removed by heating in

in the case of other metals ; nor have the thread is caused to shrink . As the air , and dried in the air in a

any good results been obtained by the voltage increases the thread moderately high temperature. They

the use of other gases with mercury changes its structure, becomes hard are then strongly heated in the open

electrodes. and metallic in appearance, and its air until they shrink completely to

Moissan hias lately proved that the electric qualities resemble those of a gether.

metallic oxides, that were thought to metal. According to Weddings, such Again : " Process for the production

be unchangeable, may be decom- incandescent lamps burn at 2 watts of thin and uniformly dense incan

posed by high temperatures . Re- per candle, and are suitable only for descent lamp filaments made from

actions that were incomplete at the low voltages. pure iridium according to the above,
temperatures of the ordinary furnace The zirconium carbon lamp con- in which iridium ore is thoroughly

were much more complete at the sisted of ordinary carbon thread hav- mixed with the combining means,

temperatures of the electric furnace. ing on the surface a thin layer of the thread formed from the stiff and

Many compounds are broken up at zirconium metal in place of the plastic mass passed through a cur

these high temperatures, and others, graphite coating . Lately im- rent of hydrogen, after drying, in

until recently unknown), are produced proved zirconium lamp is sold that order to reduce the oxide still con

in a well- established and stable form , is supposed to burn withi i watt per tained in the iridium ore to metallic

as carbides, boricicles and silicides. candle. iridium , and then heating the thread,

Ittempts to reduce all metallic The name implies that it is a consisting only of metallic iridium

oxicles by means of carbon in the elec- lamp analogous to the osmium and and the binding mass, to the highest

tric arc lamp resulted in well-clefined tantalum lamp. According to the white heat in the open air.”

compounds of carbon with the metal. description of the recent patents, it is The iridium lamp is , like the os

forming carbides . The metallic car- a carbide lamp in which the percent- mium lamp, meant only for low volt

bides may be divided in two classes : age of carbon is decreased by suit- ages, and not to be regarded as

the one is soluble in water, the other able additions and processes. serious rival of the carbon incandes

very stable. To the latter class be- The carbides of all metals, includ- cent lamp, because iridium and os

longs zirconium carbide, which is ing that of zirconium , have long been mium occur rarely in Nature.

a way that

an

a
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Seeing by Electricity

W" inventors have announced ,
ITHIN

ation are withheld. No opinion can , arranged to correspond to the posi

therefore, be expressed as to whether tion of the copper wires in the net

the claims of the inventors have ting. The holes are arranged in

been substantiated . spirals around the cylinder, and a

This is not the first instance of a steel blade is caused to pass around

solution being sought for the prob- the cylinder at the rate of 600 revo

lem of seeing at a distance by means lutions a minute . As it does so , the

of the electric current. Men well blade makes momentary contact with

fitted to attack the problem have the protruding copper wires, ten

done so in the past , but without suc- times per second . The blade, the

It is not so long ago that M. copper wires and the metallic screen

A. Nisco , of Belgium , essayed the are in an electric circuit with a bat

task . After a study of many of the tery and a telephone receiver . To

proposed methods, he concluded that this telephone is connected a minute

of them would be feasible. microphone which repeats the varia

Many of these methods depended for tions of current that may be set up

their operation on that property of in the seleniun circuit into the trans

selenium by which its electrical re- mission line.

sistance varies as the intensity of At the receiving station a second

light thrown upon it . telephone receiver , by means of

As a result of Nisco's study, he another suitably arranged micro

believes that a system constructed phone, repeats the variations of cur

on radically different lines would rent into a local circuit, which is

give practical results. This system , arranged to produce a spark , the

as described by Wm . Maver, Jr. , in luminosity of which depends on the

a recent issue of " Cassier's Maga- strength of the current, which latter ,

zine,” is as follows: in turn , varies directly with the in

Let a sensitive screen be prepared tensity of illumination at the selen

by coating a metallic net with an ium screen at the transmission sta

insulating varnish . Into the meshes tion .

of the net copper wires are inserted The spark -gap is placed within a

before the insulating material hard- cylinder which is provided with slots

ens. The surface is then filed off arranged spirally around the cylinder

smooth and a coat of selenium is in a manner corresponding to the

spread over the net , this forming a arrangement of the copper wires in

connection between the net and the the transmitting cylinder. The slotted

copper wires. The selenium is then cylinder revolves in unison with the

treated in such a manner as to crys- blade at the sending station.

tallize it , which brings it into the re- If then , says Mr. Nisco, a picture

quired sensitive condition. be thrown upon the metallic screen

The copper wires are led into while the apparatus at each station

a hollow ebonite cylinder and are is operating synchronously, the light

then brought to the outer surface of of each spark at the receiving station

the cylinder through holes that are will be cast on a receiving screen in

independently of each other,

the completion of a device for seeing

at a distance by electrical means .

An illustration of one of the in

ventor's instrument, appearing in

one of the electrical journals, shows

a woman speaking into the ordinary

telephone transmitter and holding

a receiver to her ear, while to one

side of the transmitter is a cone

shaped projection purporting to con

tain within it the device for repro

ducing the distant picture.

Four wires are used at present, so

runs the description , but these will

eventually be reduced to two . Nat

ural colours are said to be repro

duced . With the usual secrecy at

tending the introduction of such a

marvellous device, details of its oper

374
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a manner capable of producing an

illuminated image of the picture at

the transmitting station . The method

just described produces only varia

tions in illumination, and it requires

two wires, one for maintaining syn

chronism between the moving appa

ratus, the other for transmission of

the variable currents.

While Mr. Nisco's plan thus out

lined does credit to his ingenuity,

its practicability appears rather prob

lematical. It is not altogether un

likely, however, that Mr. Nisco's

suggestions have formed , and will

form , the basis of the efforts of nu

merous aspirants for fame and wealth

in this direction. The public, how

ever, should take all statements of

successful accomplishments of this

nature with a grain of salt.

Recent Incandescent Lighting

Progress

SINC Ehele incomplessiaTiroduction pradhetimolophane efficientRelaccents

an area

of - railway mo

tor the most striking advance

in the electrical field has certainly

been made by that most familiar of

all electrical appliances — the incan

descent lamp. The recent produc

tion of 50 -watt metallized filament

lamps having an efficiency of 2.5

watts per candle power (mean hori

zontal) and a useful life of 500 hours

marks a notable step forward, for ,

valuable as the higher candle -pow

ered high -efficiency units are in the

larger illuminating work of the pres

ent day, it remains for the ordinary

16 to 20 -candle -power lamp to meet

the requirements in the great major

ity of installations.

In a paper on “ Recent Incandes

cent Lamp Improvements ” presented

in September before the Vermont

Electrical Association at St. Johns

bury, Mr. Francis W. Willcox , of

the General Electric Company, point

ed out a number of significant signs

of the times in the lighting field .

By reason of its great simplicity,

moderate cost , ability to withstand

the most abusive conditions as to

surroundings, divisibility into small

units, noiselessness of operation, re

liability and ästhetic attractiveness,

the incandescent lamp is almost an

ideal piece of apparatus. In the

average case it will certainly have the

preference for illuminating work at

equal or better efficiency, and with

the recent progress in economy for a

given production of light, we can ex

pect the proportion of central station

income from incandescent service will

be materially augmented, the field

widened and the volume of business

greatly increased . The investment

required for arc lamps is relatively that is does for the carbon filament,

high; small units are unsatisfactory ; to produce the same change in candle

the limit of frequency is about 40 power. The tantalum lamp has a

cycles, and for a . c . and d . c . circuits useful life of about 700 hours on

two types of lamps are required . direct current, but only about 200 on

Even the Nernst lamp is available alternating circuits. It does not

for alternating current only, in this seem possible to reduce the size

country.
The numerous moving much below 22 candle- power without

parts of the arc lamp require atten- a sacrifice of efficiency below 2 watts

tion and adjustment while in service , per candle. Thus the 16 -candle

which is of course not the case with power lamp of tantalum filament has

the incandescent. an efficiency of about 2.25 watts .

The prices of high - efficiency lamps The lamp burns to best advantage

complete with reflectors are now suf- with a suitable reflector, and in a

ficiently low to bring the renewal pendant position. It has a useful life

costs about on a parity with those of 40 per cent. longer than the 3.1 or

the old 3.5 or 3.1-watt lamp, hence 2.5 -watt filaments, on d . c . circuits,

these lamps can be supplied on the costs about three times as much as

same liberal free renewal basis as the 3. ! lamp, 2.4 times as much as

ordinary lamps, and many companies the 2.5 -watt lamp, or about 50 cents

have adopted this policy with ad- net , dating from Sept. 1. Unfor

vantage. In the effort to improve tunately it is somewhat fragile, and
the distribution of light by the use suffers from vibration . Even with

of scientifially designed reflectors , this slight disadvantage, it should

and this is quite as important as the compete with a Welsbach mantle, if

of the price of the present incandescent

-a new Holophane “ Bowl Reflector" lamp is allowed toward a new tan

has been brought out , which gives talum .

uniform illumination over Mr. Willcox did not discuss the

equal in diameter to 1.5 times the new tungsten lamp at St. Johnsbury,

height of the lamp above it , giving and in view of the announcement
a distance between lamps for uniform that this lamp is new on the market,

lighting of 2.5 times the height. Re- it should not be overlooked in con

sults like these are nearly ideal, as sidering the latest progress in the

the curve of distribution corresponds incandescent field . It is reasonable

very nearly to the perfect curve of to expect an efficiency of from 1.5 to
uniform illumination . In comparison 2 watts per candle-power with the

with the 50 -watt lamp of 3.1 -watt tungsten filament , although a num

efficiency, the new 50 -watt 2.5 -watt ber of points remain to be definitely

efficiency lamp shows a gain of 20 determined by commercial experience

per cent. in economy and of 350 per with this type of lamp. It is some

cent. in life for the same efficiency. thing of a question just how well the
One must consider the long years of tungsten lamp will work on both

painstaking, plodding work required a . c . and d . c . circuits . The most

to increase the useful life of the old suitable candle -power for various effi

carbon filament 100 hours, or about ciencies are as yet undetermined in

25 or 30 per cent . , to realize what the minds of lamp users , but if rea

progress the new filament has made. sonable first cost and life can be guar

In the case of series lamps of low anteed , there is little doubt that the

voltage the improvement in life for ordinary carbon filament will be gen

the same efficiency is about 500 per erally superseded, particularly as
cent. With such a gain - practically tungsten is not one of the specially

I watt per candle -power for equal rare elements. Whether central sta

life — the high - efficiency series lamp tions are disposed to supply their

should be able to compete on very customers with high -efficiency lamps

favorable terms with the Welsbach, or not , the consumer will certainly

which is such a serious competitor procure them sooner or later, so

for suburban street lighting, on ac- that there is little to be gained in

count of the better value of small refusing to follow the epoch -making

and more frequently placed units of advances of the past two years .

light for this class of service. A great deal of misunderstanding

In the case of the tantalum lamp, has occurred in certain central sta

the change of resistance with respect tions in connection with the introduc

to change of voltage gives a more tion of high -efficiency lamps. There

favorable condition than for the or- has been a fear expressed in some

dinary carbon filament in respect to quarters that the central station busi

the effects of fluctuating voltage ness would suffer by the adoption of

upon candle -power and life . It re- improvements which primarily bene

quires nearly twice the per cent. fit the consumer. A broader view

change in voltage on the tantalum than this should obtain . The central
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station does not give the consumer

more electrical energy for the same

money by adopting the high -effi

ciency lamp; it simply gives him

more and better light for the same

monthly bill. It is often hard for a

central station man to realize that

light is what his customers desire,

instead of so many kilowatt -hours

by the meter . Then , too , the new

lamps cannot be turned out fast

enough to demoralize existing con

ditions. The slightly increased cost

is a small matter in the face of the

increase of business which ought to

fellow the late improvements in in

candescent lamp designs. There is

no need to wait for still further ad

vances before taking hold of present

gains , for the incandescent lamp is a

relatively short-lived piece of appa
ratus.

W

I

Taking Care of the Central Station

Customers on

N this issue, a number of articles
or

I recent
ventions deal more or less di

rectly with the attitude of the cen

tral station man toward his customer .

In describing the business-getting

and business-holding methods adopt

ed by the Denver Gas & Elec

tric Company, Frank C. Farrar

tells elsewhere in these pages of the

use of " service supervisors" and

" young women inspectors" for get

ting new business and keeping it .

There can be no doubt that this

feature will be a large factor in

promoting the good feeling between

company and customer, and is , there

fore , a valuable one aside from the

increased revenue obtained by it .

The value of anything which con

veys the impression to the central

station customer that the company

has an interest in the successful and

economical use of his lights or heat

ing devices, is perhaps underesti

mated by some. Bad service, indif

ference on the part of the company,

a " public-be-damned " policy, or, as

pointed out by Mr. Blood in his

article on “ The Corporation and the

Public ," passivity under hostile at

tacks , all contribute to the growth

of the municipal ownership idea.

Perhaps next to direct antagonism ,

the most harmful attitude of the cen

tral station manager toward his

customer is one of indifference. It

has been said before, but it will bear

repeating that the central station

manager is a merchant with goods

to sell , and the well -known rules of

salesmanship are necessary in

selling current as in selling hardware

or dry goods.

After all that has been said , writ

ten and done about and in business- indorsed that check to the order of

getting campaigns, it seems surpris- my employers and presented it to

ing that anyone having current to them , leaving them , if they saw fit ,

sell should be not yet awake to the to return it to me as a legitimate

possibilities which the field offers . perquisite of my position. They did

And yet , after reading the paper by not see fit, and they were quite right .

H. K. Mohr, reprinted elsewhere in But the most important feature in

this issue, one cannot but feel that niy action was that the return of the

many have yet to see the light. A check, thus indorsed by me in their

good deal has been said about edu- favour, convinced the manufacturers

cating the public. It appears in of my honesty as no amount of high

some cases to be of greater moment toned oratory on my part could have

to educate the central station man- done.”

ager in a systematic, persevering

Electrical Equipment for the Hud.
campaign for educating the public.

son Companies' Tunnels

Engineers' Commissions
ORK on the electrification of

the twin tunnels of the Hud

N an address on “ Professional
son Companies, connecting

Ethics," delivered by Dr. R. W.
Jersey City with New York under

Raymond, secretary of the Amer- The North River, is now under way.

ican Institute of Mining Engineers, Fiity electric cars will be operated,

to the graduating class of Lehigh taking their power from the third

University, he made the following rail . Eacii tunnel will have a single

reference to the acceptance byen- track , the north tube carrying the

gineers of commissions pur- west-bound traffic and the south tube

chases: carrying the east-bound New

" Perhaps the commonest question York traffic .

of casuistry occurring in modern
The cars will be operated in trains

business is that of commissions. As
by the Sprague -General Electric sys

the agent of your employer, you
tem of multiple unit control in a

have to purchase a steam engine.
manner similar to that employed on

After getting the prices and inspect
the New York subway trains . Each

ing the engines of all the manufac
car will be equipped with two 160

turers, you decide upon the machine
horse -power railway motors.

most suitable, on the whole, for your Power for this new development

purpose, and in all legitimate ways
will be supplied from a large station

beat down the sellers thereof to their

on the New Jersey side, located be
lowest price. Just as you are about

to close the bargain at the price, they
tween Jersey City and Xewark . Cur

say , ' This covers , of course ,
tis steam turbines will be employed,

vour

the initial equipments including two

commission of 10 per cent.' When

you reply that you do not expect
3000 -kilowatt, 11,000 - volt machines

any commission , and suggest that,
and two 6000 -kilowatt, 11,000 -volt

machines. The total power so gen
instead of paying it to you , they take

it from the amout of the bill they
erated will be distributed at ligh

send to your employers, they tell you
voltage to three sub -stations where

the alternating current will be

that, according to some trade agree
ment, they cannot charge a lower

stepped -down to 650 volts, direct

price, but can pay a commission to
current, through transformers and

the selling agent. Now , you are not
rotary converters .

The sub -stations will be located as
the selling agent, but the purchasing

agent, and , explaining this differ
follows:-Sub -station No. 1 , Green

ence to them , you tell them that you
wich and Christopher streets, New

will be in honour obliged to pay York , containing five 1500 -kilowatt

your employers whatever commis- rotary converters and fifteen step

sion may be paid you . To this they
clown transformers ; sub - station No.

reply, with a kindly, but cynicalà 2. Washington and First streets ,

smile, that they do not care what Jersey City, containing four 1500

vou do with the money after you
kilowatt rotary couverters and twelve

have got it , and you see clearly that step -down transformers ; and sub

they regard your protestations of station No. 3 , Cortlandt and Church

honour as part of the formula which streets, New York City; containing

precedes your acceptance of the two 1500 -kilowatt rotary converters

money. They do not really believe and six step -down transformers.

that you will not keep it if you get it . Each sub - station will, in addition,

" I am repeating an episode of my
contain spare 1500 -kilowatt

own experience, and perhaps my transformer.

solution may be of use to vou. Í It is expected that the running time

deciined the commission offered in between the various suburban cities

currency ; required it to be put in of New Jersey and New York City

the form of a check to my order ; will be reduced one -hali.

one

as



The Effect of Load FactorFactor on Cost of Power

By E. M. ARCHIBALD
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HE for an charging the battery even where it might be desirable,

a but rather a plant is assumed of cer

load factor with consequent of heavy load , a more constant load tain maximum capacity for the peak

greatest return on investment, load on the generating apparatus is pro- load , and we are to determine what

factor being the ratio of average to duced , with consequent better effi- effect various load factors have on

maximum load. All the factors of ciency, and, at the same time, acting the cost of power produced .

expense included in cost of power to

the consumer are then operating at 35

maximum economy, and cost of

power is at a minimum .

The lighting of residences and

offices produces a peak in the late
10

afternoon and evening, with but lit

tle load the remainder of the twenty

four hours; consequently, the aver

age load on the plant with lighting

only is very small and the load fac 1.51

tor low . A commercial motor load

in connection with lighting will in

crease the average load even though
1

causing a greater peak .
2.0

The addition of a street railway

load still further increases the day

load , but in consequence of the heavy

demand load during the rush hours,

when the public is going to and from

business, which occurs at the peak

of the lighting load , the peak load

on the plant is greatly increased .

This heavy peak , with but a small

average load over the twenty -four

hours, produces a low load factor, Prezzo bat

and a portion of the machinery being

shut down the greater part of the
Zobar Repair Shoplies

time, higher rates must be paid by

the consumer to secure a certain re

turn on first investment than when

the load factor is higher.

Evidently, when the load factor is Lead tortor
100 per cent. — that is , when the load

is constant throughout the twenty
FIG . 1. - OPERATING EXPENSES OF A 900 -KW . CONDENSING STEAM PLANT

four hours, and all the machinery WITH A 750 -KW . PEAK

is in continuous operation — the cost

of power per kilowatt-hour is a mini
mum , and the greatest return on in- as a reserve in case of accident in the

The various expenses involved in

vestment is realized. Customers hav- power plant. the cost of power to the consumer

ing a steady load or with high aver
Unfortunately, the battery is ex follows:-(1) management;

age load are greatly desired and may pensive, and a loss occurs in its oper- ( 2 ) distribution ; (3 ) production.

be offered much better rates than all ation which greatly reduces the For a given system with given

others. It will be the endeavour of higher efficiency secured by the in- peak load the cost of management is

this paper to determine the decreased creased load factor. The great bene- practically constant, no matter what

cost of power with increasing load fits obtained by its use are reserve the load factor.

factor. capacity and voltage regulation, en- The cost of distribution is constant

The storage battery is evidently a abling the of more efficient with various load factors, so far as

means in the hands of the power lamps. the fixed charges and maintenance

producing company of increasing the The storage battery, however, has are concerned . The losses in dis

average load on the machinery. By not been considered in what follows, tribution , however, vary, these con
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sisting of losses in lines, in trans

formers if alternating current be

used , in meters, losses in grounds

and losses from theft of current; all

decrease the output and accordingly

increase the cost to the consumer .

Let us take , for example, a plant

with a peak load of 750 KW. Allow

three units of 300 -KW . capacity each ,

so that in case of a breakdown to

one, the other two may take care of

the peak with an overload of 25 per

25 ,

Jo
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creased boiler capacity required on
lower load factors . A point is

reached below which it is not advis

able to further decrease the boiler

capacity, as the peak load must be

taken care of and sufficient reserve

provided for accidents and repairs ,

this point being taken in this case at

40 per cent. load factor. The effect

of this reduction is to diminish the

fixed charges at 40 per cent. load

factor by $ 1000 per year, or about 6

per cent. of the total . From these

figures the lower line in Figs . I and

2 is plotted and indicates the effect

of fixed charges on the cost of

power .

The remaining items of expense

are what are generally termed oper

ating charges, and are variable with

load factor. These consist of ( 1 )

labour, oil and waste , supplies , water

and repairs ; ( 2 ) fuel .

The cost of labour varies , to a cer

tain extent, with load factor , but a

minimum number of men required

to operate the plant is reached at

about 40 per cent. load factor, be

low which this item remains con

stant. The cost of oil and waste,

supplies, water and repairs varies

almost directly with load factor, as

the greater number of hours per day

tha: the machinery remains in service

the greater do these expenses be

come, and vice versa . The second

line in Figs . I and 2 is for these

charges reduced to the kilowatt -hour

basis and is added to the fixed

charges curve ; the difference be

tween the two curves , therefore, rep

resents the cost of labour, oil and

waste , supplies, water and repairs.

The cost of fuel, usually coal , per

unit of power generated, varies with

some power of the load factor less

than one, depending upon the num

ber and efficiency of units employed

both in the engine and boiler rooms,

also upon the cost per ton of coal ,

its heating value , and upon the abil

ity of the firemen to get the best re

sults . It is of the utmost impor

tance to watch this item carefully,

as greater economy can be secured

in the cost of coal per kilowatt-hour

than in any other item of expense.

The calorific value of the coal should

be tested from time to time and

compared with the number of pounds

used per kilowatt-hour.

The coal considered is assumed to

contain 12,000 B. T. U.'s per pound,

and two curves are plotted in Figs.

I and 2 when the cost is $2 and $3

per ton , respectively, the results be

ing added to the two previous curves

plotted. These figures of fuel cost

per kilowatt-hour above the

average usually obtained, and can

only be secured by constant atten

tartoti

FIG. 2. - OPERATING EXPENSES OF A 900-KW . NON -CONDENSING PLANT

WITH A 750-KW . PEAK

While it is possible to determine

fairly accurately the losses in lines,

transformers, and meters with vary

ing load factors , the losses from

grounds and theft are indeterminate

and require constant attention to keep

them within certain limits . Yet , as

a rule, these will become a smaller

percentage of the total output the

higher the load factor.

There yet remains for considera

tion the effect of the load factor on

the actual cost of production of en

ergy . The higher the load factor ,

the greater is the amount of power

produced , the longer does the appa

ratus operate most efficiently , the

lower the ratio of fixed charges to

total operating expenses, and conse

quently the lower the cost of power

To determine exactly in what pro

portion the cost of power is de

creased , it will be necessary to as

sume a plant, determine the fixed and

variable charges, and thereby the

cost per kilowatt-hour at various load

factors ,

cent. on each , and sufficient boiler

capacity for the same contingency.

No provision is allowed for stokers,

coal handling apparatus, or econo

mizers. The plant is assumed to be

on the water- front, providing suffi

cient water for condensing purposes.

Curves are also plotted for a sec

ond plant of the same capacity as

the first, but operating non -condens

ing. In both cases either water or

railroad connections are assumed ,

with convenient facilities for coal

handling and removal of ashes.

FIRST COST OF PLANT COMPLETE

Condensing. $ 118,425 , equivalent to $ 131.60 per

K. W.

Non -condensing, $ 114,625, equivalent to $ 127.40

per K. W.
Non.

Fixed Charges Condensing Condensing

Interest at 5 per cent .... $ 5,921.25 $ 5,731.25

Taxes and insurance at 2

per cent. 2,368.50 2,292.50

Depreciation machinery ,

10 per cent . 7.710.00 7.305.00

Building, 3 per cent. 1,122.00
1,134.00

per unit.

Totals $17,121.75 $16,462.75

are
The above first cost being for 100

per cent load factor, there will be a

varying reduction due to the de
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FIG . 3. - RATIO OF INDIVIDU'AL ITEMS OF OPERATING EXPENSES TO

TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES FOR A 900 -KW . CONDENSING STEAM PLANT

WITH A 750 -KW . PEAK

FIG . 4.-RATIO OF INDIVIDUAL ITEMS OF OPERATING EXPENSES TO

TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES FOR A 900 -KW . NON -CONDENSING PLANT

WITH A 750 -KW . PEAK

are

tion in the boiler room ; for instance, using the same per cent. for inter- two prices, $2 and $3 a ton , as be

for 45 per cent. load factor in the est , depreciation, taxes and insur- fore .

first case i kilowatt -hour is generated ance, as in the previous case , become With all these curves before us,

from 13 pounds of coal from the pile. $36,318.75 a year . Curves are plot- it might be well to make some de

The ratio of the individual items ted in Fig. 5 for fixed charges, ductions as to the advisability of

of expense to total operating ex- labour, supplies and repairs, and fuel , further expenditures in the power

pense is shown by Figs. 3 and 4 for the last -named being plotted for the plant in coal handling apparatus and

the condensing and non -condensing

plants, respectively, with coal at $3

per ton , delivered. It is interesting

in connection with this to note the

high percentage of fuel cost ; in the

average plant this percentage will be

still higher than that shown, but this

indicates how great a factor is the

cost of fuel, particularly with high

load factors. For low load factor the

fuel is subordinated by the fixed

charges, which by far the

heaviest item .

Having thus determined the cost

of power for a plant with a peak of

750 KW ., we shall consider briefly

a larger plant and ascertain what ex

tra economies may be secured. This

plant we shall assume to have a peak

load of 1500 KW . and a maximum

capacity of 1800 KW ., divided into

three units of 600 KW . each . Stokers
12bar Top.

are used, but no economizers or coal

handling apparatus; the boilers are
Tabor Repair Tom

in a single line parallel to the en

gine room , and coal is dumped from
FixedCharges

the car into a chute, whence it falls

to the floor of the boiler room .
Kood Tractor

First cost of this plant at 100 per

cent. load factor is $241,125 , equiva FIG . 5. - OPERATING EXPENSES OF AN 1800 -KW . CONDENSING STEAM

lent to $ 134 per KW . Fixed charges, PLANT WITH A 1500 -KW . PEAK
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FIG . 6.--RATIO OF INDIVIDUAL ITEMS OF OPERATING EXPENSE TO

TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSE OF AN 1800 -KW . CONDENSING STEAM

PLANT WITH A 1500 -KW' . PEAK

economizers, or, in general, any ap

paratus that tends to increase the

economy.

The higher the load factor, the

greater becomes the ratio of variable

to fixed charges, and extra invest

ment is advisable to the

greatest economy possible. Extra

investment in coal handling appara

tus and economizers will reduce the

cost of labour and fuel in greater

proportion than fixed charges are in

creased ; the economizers also pro

vide greatergreater boiler capacity and

purer feed -water, reducing cost of

repairs. On the contrary, when the

load factor on a system is low , the

fixed charges are the governing fac

tor in the cost of power, and extra

expenditures must be carefully con

sidered, particularly so if fuel is

cheap .

Having thus discussed the effect

of load factor on the cost of produc

ing power, we shall next turn to the

cost of management and distribution.

While it is beyond the scope of this

paper to fully consider these costs,

yet it was thought advisable to indi

cate by a curve, including all the

various costs approximately, how the

load factor influences the cost to the

consumer.

This is done very generally, as no

two cases are alike ; the cost of dis

tribution is more variable with dif

ferent systems than is the cost of

power , depending on the conditions

of distribution , conduit or pole -line

construction , and the extent and

density of the territory to be cov

ered .

We shall allow that $ 50,000 a year

covers all fixed charges, maintenance

and attendance on the distributing

network , and $ 35.000 a year for man

agement, dividends on stock and

miscellaneous expenses . For total

losses 30 per cent. of the output is

allowed ; this is taken constant for all

load factors, the actual losses from

grounds are constant, hence percent

age loss by grounds varies inversely

as the load factor; losses from theft

usually occur with customers having

a short -hour load , and the greater

the amount of such load connected,

the greater this loss. A customer

having a long -hour load

greater chance of detection than

others. Hence the foregoing state

ment holds that the total percentage

loss will be constant. Further, this

lost power reduces the amount of

sales, therefore affecting all the ex

penses included in cost to customer.

Fig. 7 shows a series of curves

plotted for the 1800 -KW .1800 -KW . steam

plant, the lower line representing

cost of production ; the second, cost

of distribution ; the third , cost of

management, and the fourth , the

effect of distribution losses on cost of

power, the last-named being the final

cost to the consumer.

Coal is expensive, and from the

nature of things will increase

so
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ca
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price, and it behooves us to investi- under -loacled , with consequent poor amount of storage for uniformity of

gate any methods of producing efficiency; in the second case the first gas and sudden peaks .

power which are more economical in cost will be greater , due to the extra In Fig . 8 are given curves for the

the use of fuel than the steam en- generator and increased size of build cost of power with varying load fac

gine. Naturally turning to the gas ing required. tors for this 900 -KW . gas plant. A

engine, we will next proceed to Allowing the same reserve comparison of Figs. 1 , 2 and 8 shows

make a comparison between a steam pacity in producers, and with three a greater economy for the gas plant

plant and a gas plant generating 530 - B . H. P. gas engines direct con- at the higher load factors, but poorer

producer gas for use in gas engines, nected to 300-KW . generators run- economy at low load factors , due to

and from such comparison deduce ning at 100 revolutions per minute, the influence of the heavy fixed

some general results . the first cost becomes $ 167,650, charges. The higher the cost of

As is well known , the gas engine equivalentequivalent to $ 186 per kilowatt . coal, the greater is the economy of

has a very much higher thermal effi

ciency than the steam engine, which

fact , together with the fewer number

of auxilaries required , would nat

urally lead one to suppose that a 351

greater economy could be secured in

the production of power.

Difficulties, however, are encoun

tered at the outset in the kind of
3.0

fuel that may be used successfully

in the gas producer. While the gas Peerating Esbenses

generated from anthracite coal is very

successful in the operation of gas

engines, the gas from bituminous
2001 Producer Gas Plant - fontoad 750kg

coal contains tar, which , when car

ried through the valves into the cyl

inders of the engine, clogs the valves

and carbonizes under the intense

heat to which it is subjected in the

cylinder, preventing successful opera

tion . Some manufacturers claim to

have succeeded in removing the tar

or preventing its formation , but the

burden of proof still rests with them .

The overload rating of the gas en

gine is different from the steam en

gine in the ratio of about 15 to 50

per cent. Hence in designing two

plants, steam and gas , for equal over

load capacities, it is necessary to use
Toate

either gas engines of 25 to 35 per Zobor. Rregullin

cent. higher normal rating, with con

sequent poorer economy at normal
Fx harger

load , or add an extra engine and

generator sufficient to take care of

the extra overload capacity of the Loa Tortor

steam engine over the gas engine. 7 S

For example, in designing a gas FIG . 8. — OPERATING EXPENSES OF A 900 - KW . PRODUCER GAS POWER

plant of goo KW . capacity with a

peak load of 750 KW ., allowing the

same reserve as in the steam plant

considered previously, three engines
FIXED CHARGES

the steam plant at
Interest at 5 per cent . on $ 167,650.

of 530 B. H. P. each will be re Depreciation on machinery , 10 per cent . 13,340.00
high load factors.

Depreciation on buildings, 3 per cent .... 1,005.00

quired with an aggregate normal
It must be remembered that the

Taxes and insurance, 2 per cent .

B. H. P. of 1590 and maximum B.
fuel economy in the case of the steam

Total $ 26,080.50

H. P. of 1830, as compared with
plants is taken considerably higher

three 450 I. H. P., equivalent to 410 The storage capacity at 100 per than the average and can only be

B. H. P. engines aggregating 1230
cent. load factor is small, about 20 ,- secured by constant and careful at

normal B. H. P. and 1840 maximum 000 cubic feet , and is provided more tention to all the details around a

B. H. P .; or three gas engines of for uniformity of gas than for stor- power plant; in the gas plant, the

410 B. H. P. each and an additional age .
In case of accident to one pro- fuel at 50 per cent. load factor is

engine of 360 B. H. P. aggregating ducer, a second may be under way taken at 1.4 pounds of coal per B.

1830 B. H. P. on maximum load producing gas inside half an hour. H. P.-hour, which is somewhat

( from a practical standpoint, this In a plant of this size where the higher than the manufacturers will

additional engine would be made of number of producers actually re- guarantee. No matter how the fuel

the same capacity as the rest , the quired is not over two , with a third costs may vary from those given in

cost being the same). In the first for reserve , it is more advisable to these curves , they are relatively of

case at normal load on the gen- use the same number of producers far greater importance when the load

erators the engines are 30 per cent. for all load factors and a small factor is high than when it is low .
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Water Rheostats for Alternating or 1.5 volts gave no lag in soda solu- hand, is easily obtainable even in a

Current
tions of 0.5 per cent . , but solutions of high state of purity, and is , as a con

ATER RHEOSTATS , as is
5 , 10, and 15 per cent. showed increas- sequence, an ideal source of sodium.

well known, are frequently
ing lag . As the pressure increased, The process here described consists

made use of to absorb large
the lag became less and less notice- of a combination of two methods.

electrical energies, especially for dy
able , however, and at pressures of The first stage consists of the

namo and transformer tests . Fluid
100 volts the lag became quite neg- formation of a sodium -lead alloy by

switches and current -regulators, con
ligible . the electrolysis of fused salt with a

sisting of sheet-iron electrodes in Certain points appear yet to re fused lead cathode. The second is

quadrant shape, lowered to adjust- quire further elucidation. The lag the refining process , the lead - sodium

able depths into water or aqueous
was greatest with strong soda solu- alloy being made the anode, pure

solutions of salt or soda , are applied
tions and small electrode distances ; fused sodathe electrolyte , and a cop

in regular practice.
but the strongest soda solution ap- per or nickel sphere the cathode.

There is, however, a certain preju- plied , containing 3 kilogrammes of The total cost of production is esti

dice against the use of such appa
soda in 12 litres of water, showed mated at 5.9 cents per pound of

It hasratus for alternating currents.
neither any phase lag nor any pecu metal

been maintained that the iron plates liarity in the current curve. The plant in use consists of two

immersed in water acted like con
Even when the one- plate electrode cells joined together at the bottom,

densers, and would introduce was replaced by a wire, no phase whereby the whole process is made
difference was observed with cur

phase difference which might render
continuous. Both are lined with

the results of tests too favourable.
rents of 40 amperes at 30 volts . The suitable refractory material, and are

Theoretically, this objection appears
solution was, of course , boiling in heated externally. The current passes

to be justified, and the question is ,
the neighbourhood of the wire, and round the first cell to the anode sus

in how far the capacity effect should
explosions occurred which made the pended at the center, and sets up a

be allowed for in practice .
galvanometers very unsteady ; yet the strong magnetic field in the interior

The problem has been investigated phases were not disturbed. It is not of the bath . The lines of force run

by K. Wallin in the Technical High quite clear whether this strongest soda perpendicularly, and the current in

School at Stockholm , who gives an
solution would like the others , have

the fused lead cathode at the bottom

account of his experiments in a re
given any phase difference at lower of the cell cuts them at right angles,

cent issue of the " Elektrotechnische pressures, and the influence of pres- causing a circular motion in the fused

Zeitschrift." When experimenting sure should have been fully investi- metal. Thus, after the fusion of the

with tap water or distilled water, a
gated . introduced charge of salt the current

continuous flow of the water was deposits sodium in the stirred-up lead

maintained through the fluid cell , so
cathode, in which it is evenly dis

The Production of Sodium by

that the temperature and the resist
tributed.

Electrolysis

ance of the device remained fairly The main current then passes along

constant.
'OR many years , writes E. A. the metal junction to the refining

In the case of solutions, the liquid
Ashcroft in “ The Electrical cell . Here the anode consists of the

did not circulate , but the distance
Review ," of London , attempts fused lead -sodium alloy prepared in

between the electrodes made have been continually made to re- the first cell . Fused caustic soda

adjustable. This distance was , as a
duce metallic sodium directly from forms the electrolyte , and a hollow

rule, small, varying between 0.6 and common salt by an electrolytic pro- nickel sphere running through the

0.15 centimetre (0.23 and 0.19 inch ). cess . Up to the present time no suc- bottom of the bath is made the

Measurements were made with volt- cessful method has come into use on cathode. The hollow part of the

meters and amperemeters, and with an industrial scale , the old Castner latter offers a cooling surface which

oscillographs. In most cases the process still holding the field . This solidifies the bath round the joints

pressure and current curves did not method consists of the electrolysis of and forms an effectual seal .

show any phase difference, so that fused caustic soda, the total cost in- Over the cathode a nickel funnel

the use of fluid resistance would be curred being about 145 cents for is suspended to catch the sodium as

unobjectionable in technical practice. every pound of metal produced. it rises , and protect it from the ox

A phase lag was observed with The caustic soda is an expensive idizing influence of the air . This has

solutions of soda at low pressures. item , as it can be used only in a pure an overflow at the top , down which

Thus currents of 20 amperes and i state . Common salt , on the other the molten metal may run into a

F .

was

382
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ing 18 inches space between the

two trolley wires. At each of

the outer ends of the double -curve

hangers there was bolted a regular

giant strain insulator with the usual

38 -inch stranded steel suspension

wire made up into the eye -end of

the giant strain insulator. The other

ends of the suspension wire were

made up into eye bolts in the poles

in the usual manner.

suitable non -oxidizing medium . This

hood forms part of the anode sys

tem , to confine the whole of the

metallic deposition to the hollow

sphere, and thus avoid the formation

of sub -oxides.

In this way sodium goes into solu

tion at the anode, and is deposited at

the cathode without changing the

constitution of the bath . The metal

lic connection between the two cells

consists of a composite pipe for the

inflow and backflow of the molten

alloy, which is kept in motion by

the circulation set up in the cells .

The working temperature in the first

is about 700 degrees C. , but it is

somewhat lower in the regenerating

bath . Thus the hot metal leaving

the first cell heats up the colder im

poverished alloy, and no clogging of

the system is caused .

Hissing of the Iron Arc

N telling of work done in his

I ,

With the iron are there is no

definite crater. Each electrode ter

minates in a viscous incandescent

globule, apparently magnetic oxide

of iron . When the arc is hissing

strongly the discharge seems to take

place from a small area on the sur

face of this globule. A large in

crease in diameter of the electrodes

is accompanied by only a small in

crease in the value of the critical

current. This varies between 0.8

ampere and 1.5 amperes, over a wide

range of values of length of arc and

thickness of electrodes.

With the arc burning on the quiet

stage in the neighbourhood of the

hissing point, hissing can be precipi

tated by shortening the arc . After

the current has been increased some

what beyond the hissing point the

arc begins to rotate rapidly, produc

ing a ring instead of a spot of light

on the anode. This phenomenon is

accompanied by a high-pitched whis
tle , which degenerates into a sputter

and finally turns into a steady hiss

as the current is further increased .

At the beginning of the whistling

stage the arc has a curious tendency

to jump back into the quiet stage .

It is possible that slight irregularities

in the electromotive force supply may

serve to precipitate the change from

one stage to the other, even though

the current be not that at which the

change normally takes place.

I

was

Atmospheric Dust and Electricity

I
son

Prof. W. G. Cady, in a recent

issue of " Nature," says that in ex

perimenting H. D. Arnold found

that at certain critical potential

difference an abrupt change took

place in the conditions of an electric

arc between iron electrodes. Subse

quent investigation showed that the

effect was closely analogous to the

hissing point of the carbon arc .

If the iron arc be started with a

large external resistance and main

tained at such a length that the cur

rent is well below one ampere, it

burns with little or no sound , and

its appearance in the neighbourhood

of the anode is very diffuse and ill

defined . As the external resistance

is gradually decreased , the potential

difference falls and the current rises ,

until a certain critical value, depend

ing upon the length of the arc and

the size of the electrodes, is reached .

At this point a very small decrease

in external resistance suffices to cause

a sudden increase in current and

drop in potential difference, precisely

as with the carbon arc .

At the same time, the arc

tracts, a bright spot appears on the

anode, and a characteristic hissing

sound begins. A further increase

in the current is accompanied by a

continued decrease in potential dif

ference. The hissing stage begins at

a different potential difference from

that in the case of the carbon arc .

If the experiment be carried out in

the reverse order, starting with a

large current, the discontinuity is en

countered again , but not until the

current has been diminished beyond

the value that it had at the begin

ning of the hissing stage.

With the arcs of six millimetres

( .234 inch ) in length and more the
current the hissing stage can ,

with care, be decreased until it is

smaller than the previous largest

value on the quiet stage. Thus there

are two possible values of potential
difference for the same current and

length of arc , one corresponding to the

quiet, the other to the hissing stage .

A Double-Trolley Overhead-Return

System in Key West, Florida

V the city of Key West, Florida,

the most southern city in the

United States , the double - trolley

overhead -return system
made

necessary, says F. H. Porter in “ The

Electric Railway Review ," because it

had been found that there was no

known form of bond which, after a

few months' use, would show proper

contact with the rails in which the

bonds were placed, as the peculiar

chemical elements of the soil would

so eat away and destroy the steel at

the point of contact that the bonding

was absolutely worthless.

In order to obviate the loss of

current from the enforced use of the

ground for a return circuit, and the

troubles which might follow ultimate

electrolysis as the city grew , it be

came evident that the double -trolley

overhead - return system was the only

one which could be used with any

economy. But here came the usual

and well-known objections to the

double -trolley overhead -return sys

tem as found in Cincinnati and else

where. There was the peculiar leak

age at Key West through or

the ordinary forms of strain in

sulators, because of the deposit even

during dry weather, and especially at

night, of a saline coating covering

the insulator and eating into any

joint or crack . This gave a rapid

deterioration of the insulator and

especially a leakage of the current

through this deposit carrying the cur

rent around the insulating material.

The question of proper insulation

of the two trolley wires was solved

by the use of two double - curve hang

ers , with a double - clevis giant strain

insulator bolted between them , giv

con

SO

over

N a recent issue of the “ Physikal

ische Zeitschrift," G. C. Simp

deals with the question

whether the dust floating in our

atmosphere carries an electric charge.

If the earth be negatively charged ,

as is commonly assumed, any dust

stirred up from it should be

charged . A. Schuster has observed

that the smoke from chimneys is

negatively electrified .

A. Schmauss has ascertained that

drops of water falling through ion

ized air becomes negatively charged,

and as the air is , as a rule, ionized

to a sufficient degree, we might also

expect the dust to be negatively

electrified . On the other hand, sev

eral experimenters have observed

that dust seems to settle more on

negatively charged, than on posi

tively charged, wires; that would in

dicate that the dust itself was posi

tively electrified .

Mr. Simpson himself, in his re

searches on the ionization of the

atmosphere, had expressed the opin

ion that particles floating in the air

are not electrically charged, and do

not take up any charge from the

on
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air , but rather communicate any

charge impressed upon them to the

air . The question is of considerable

importance with regard to the origin

of atmospheric electricity. For if the

dust be charged by the absorption of

ions from the atmosphere, the dust

particles falling upon the earth would

electrify the earth .

In experiments made at the

author's suggestion by Atkinson , at

Manchester, the following arrange

ment finally adopted :—Two

brass plates , 8 centimetres by 4

centimetres, were mounted 1 centi

metre apart , and charged to a po

tential difference of 5000 volts. The

insides of the brass plates were cov

ered with thin sheets of glass , so

that the amount of dust settling on

them could easily be ascertained .

After exposure to the Manchester

air for thirty hours, both the plates

were found coated with dust to about

the same thickness. That would tend

to indicate that the dust was either

electrically neutral, or that both posi

tive and negative charges occurred

in about the same proportion. The

amount of dust deposited in the open

air and in closed rooms was also

equal. The experiments, however,

can hardly be regarded as conclu

sive .

IN

10

ever, be borne in mind that these some time ago , the earth plate being

remarks apply to single and twin surrounded with coke, after which

carbon enclosed lamps only .
the usual test was made and balance

At some lighting plants it is cus- obtained on the bridge galvanometer

tomary, whien lamp trimming, to re- at 22 ohms. Shortly afterwards an

new the positive carbon and trans- other conductor plate was laid in a

fer the recovered piece, about 4 or similar sub -soil, but carbon ends

5 inches long, to the negative holder , were freely scattered thereabout; the

because, as is well known , the car- resistance measured I ohm . A third

bon on the 11egative side is consumed conductor has since undergone reno

at a much slower rate . Conse- vation , but in addition to tipping two

quently not more than 2 inches of
hand - cart loads of scrap carbon

carbon per lamp is really wasted , around the earth plate, a connection

and wherever such a practice is in
was made from the latter to a water

operation it is a moot point which
main that was encountered during

engineers must decide for themselves,
the process of excavation ; the re

sistance offered was 0.4 ohm .
whether carbon jointing is or is not

desirable

A similar experiment was made in Reducing the Cost of Incandescent

connection with the open type arc Lamps

lamps on a direct-current 220-volt N the beginning of the career of

circuit. This pressure admits of four the incandescent electric lamp,

lamps being joined in series across say's “" The Illuminating En

the mains together with a slight re- gineer, about 75 cents worth of

sistance , the latter ensuring a normal platinum was used in a single lamp,

current of amperes passing and the bulb was blown by hand

through the lamps. from a piece of tubing. At the pres

If a recording ammeter were in- ent time the platinum in a lamp

serted in the open arc 10 - ampere cir- costs about one-half cent, and the

cuit, a momentary rush of current bulb , which is made in large quanti

amounting to about 28 amperes ties at the glass factories, costs about

would be noticeable on the chart, but 2 cents. It may appear from this

within two minutes the consumption that the present selling price of such

would have fallen to the normal lamps - 18 cents for the ordinary size

figure . Now this excessive current -is unnecessarily high ; but when it

acted disastrously upon the made-up is considered that there are some

carbons, for as soon as the switch fifty operations in the process of man

was closed the jointed ends became ufacture, nearly all of which require

red hot, then incandescent, and im- special skill and many of which in

mediately afterwards broke into as volve refinements of manipulation

many parts as there were jointed sec- which are nothing less than mar

tions. velous, this thought changes to one

Why such carbons proved a suc- of wonder that the price can be

cess with one class of lamps, and a made so low . Nevertheless, manu

failure with another type, may be ac- facturers are continually seeking to

counted for by the excess of current reduce the manufacturing cost ; and

at the moment of striking -up in the a saving which would represent one

open arc, as compared with the en- or two -tenths of a cent on a lamp

closed arc circuit. The conclusion would be well worth considering.

to be drawn from the foregoing tests An inventor in Toledo, Ohio , has

supplemented by personal observa- constructed a machine for blowing

tion is this : A jointed carbon will the bulbs, which is said to reduce

safely carry a steady current of 16 the cost to about one - quarter of the

amperes or thereabout, but will col present amount. While the name of

lapse when subjected to a greater the inventor is not mentioned , it is

aniount. very likely the same one who has

Another useful purpose to which perfected a bottle -blowing machine

scrap carbon ends may be allocated which is revolutionizing the whole

is for lightning conductor work . blown - glass industry; so that there

Owing to the higher conductivity of seems little doubt of his accomplish

carbon over that of coke, these ing similar results in the manufacture

broken pieces make an excellent bed of lamp bulbs.

for lightning conductors, and when- Platinum is more valuable, weight

ever the ground is being opened out for weight, than gold , and the lim

for earth -plate repairs, this important ited supply is controlled by the Rus

fact should not be lost sight of. The sian government. Innumerable at

relative values of coke and carbon tempts have been made to find some

for this class of work may be judged substitute for this expensive metal

from the following : in the manufacture of incandescent

A certain conductor was repaired lamps; but while many devices have

Arc Lamp Carbon Ends

X economical method of using

up arc lamp carbon ends, in

stead of consigning them to

the cinder tip or mortar mill, ac

cording to “ The Electrical Review ,"

of London, consists in cementing

several ends together so as to form

a single long carbon. The cementing

is carried out by cutting the ends of

the pieces so as to allow them to fit

together, covering these ends with

a paste made of water glass and

powdered carbon, and then lightly

pressing the pieces together.

Such made-up carbons burn , both

with direct and alternating currents,

just as well as new carbons, even at

the junctions. Tests prove that the

resistance is but little greater than

that of new carbons, whilst as

gards mechanical strength the made

up carbons, when subjected to a

uniform stress , are found , if any

thing, more liable to break between

joints than at the joints.

Experiments carried on at a rail

way lighting plant in the north of

England showed that these made-up

carbons were consumed without re

ducing the percentage of light rays

which is attainable with perfect ones ;

neither was there any irregularity in

feeding, a steady are being main

tained throughout. It should , how

A

re

a
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Electrical Driving for Rolling Mills

A Review ," of London ,anelec

promised well, none have come into

practical use . It is reported, how

ever, that Maxim , the noted English

inventor, has, after long study and

research , succeeded in producing a

metal which, when drawn into wire

and platinum coated , answers the

purpose of solid platinum in every

particular. The metal has been tried

on a commercial scale in England

with apparently satisfactory results.

mainly to two effects , viz . , recrystal

ization and the penetration of gases,

which are themselves the results of

heat and electricity on the metal.

The frequent association of brittle

ness with gross crystallization has

long been known. But the evolution

of dissolved combined gas or

gases from nickel and their mode of

penetration through and eventual

exit from it by means of cracks be

tween the gross crystals are , it is

thought, described here for the first

time.

or

The Deterioration of Nickel Wire at

High Temperatures Produced

Electrically

HE results oi some researches

carried out in order to ascerTH

tain,if possible,the reason for T !
a fundamental change in the mechan

ical properties of nickel wire used as

the heating coil of an electrically

heated porcelain tube furnace, were

given by H. C. H. Carpenter in a

paper read at the recent meeting of

the British Association.

The wire contained 98.6 per cent.

nickel, 1.22 per cent. iron , 0.16 per

cent . manganese , and trace of

cobalt . Some dissolved gas or gases

were also present. The diameter of

the wire was one-sixteenth of an

inch . The ultimate tensile stress was

35.2 tons per square inch , with a

percentage of elongation of 34.4 on

338 inches, and a percentage reduc

tion of area of about 70. The resist

ivity at o ° C. was 9.2 microhms- cm .

In building the furnace the wire is

wound round an unglazed porcelain

tube ( 114 inches external diameter ),

which is enclosed in a wider one, the

intervening space being filled with

crushed quartz . The ends of the fur

nace consist of porcelain slabs which

fit into the wider tube, and are bored

so as just to allow the passage of the

narrower tube.

In actual use the wire carries 20

amperes at 50 volts pressure, and a

temperature of 1200-1300 degrees C.

can be obtained in the tubes. With

care the life of such a furnace is

usually three or even more months;

but sooner or later it breaks down.

The wire is then usually found to be

so brittle that it can be snapped be

tween the fingers . Occasionally it is

still tough , but has become perfectly

fibrous.

These changes of mechanical prop

erties are accompanied by structural

changes' which have been studied

with the microscope. They are the

result of the combined influence of

heat and electricity, and are not pro

duced by either of these agencies

singly.

It appears that the changes are due

а

” ,

tric reversing rolling train was

recently put in operation at the iron

and steel works of the Archduke

Friedrich at Teschen, Austria . The

installation is claimed to be the first

of its kind and to have passed

through its trials exceptionally well

down to the present time.

The work , which was carried out

by the Berlin General Electricity

Company, has resulted in the receipt

of new orders for similar rolling

tiains from a Hungarian works and

a large German steel works, each

order representing a value of from

$ 125,000 to $ 250,000. This an

nouncement apparently refers to the

plant at Hildegarde Hutte, which

was started in regular operation on

July 27

The application of electric driving

to rolling -mill reversing trains is said

to have brought about the complete

centralization of the production of

electrical energy at ironworks, as the

reversing steam rolling train engine

has hitherto been the sole engine

which has maintained its position

notwithstanding the varied applica
tions of the electrical transmission of

power.

The reversing train serves the pur

pose of rolling heavy ingots, about

two tons in weight, into billets, dou

ble tees ' and rails, the available power

being 10,000 H.P. The maximum

speed of the train amounts to 120

revolutions per minute, and its ac

celeration from nil to this speed is

normally attained in four seconds,

although it can be reached in two

seconds and a half in case of neces

sity.

No instance is said to have oc

curred of an ingot sticking fast ,

whereas this could not quite be

avoided with steam power. The pro

duction of the mill is claimed to be

10 per cent. higher than when driven

by steam engines.

The Use of the Electric Arc in

Clearing Away Steel Debris

HE clearing away of the mass

of bent and twisted steel

work left by the fire in San

Francisco has been largely aided ,

says the " Journal of Electricity,

Power and Gas,” by the use of the

electric are in cutting up the steel .

It occurred to R. E. Frickey that

the electric arc might be employed

here to advantage, and he carried out

at the University of California some

experiments to determine the possi

bilities of this use of the arc . As a

result of extensive experiments an

electrode has been evolved which has

proved successful. By means of this

electrode a 15 -inch beam was cut in

two in twenty minutes. To make a

corresponding cut with a hack saw

would require several hours.

For the best and most economical

results a current of about 250 am

peres at from 90 to 100 volts is

required . In starting, a resistance is

employed , but this may be cut out,

after the arc is formed . One neces

sary condition for success is the sat

isfactory protection of the operator.

Not only the eyes, but the face and

hands, must be covered or they will

be badly burned. An oilcloth hood

having a rectangular opening in

front of the eyes is employed, this

opening being covered by a mask of

oilcloth having a window of spe

cially prepared glass when the arc is

in operation. Gloves must be worn .

Since it is not practical to obtain

110 volts for the work in San Fran

cisco, and as it was not advisable to

use the 220 -volt system , since the

neutral is grounded in that city, a

portable generating set consisting of

a gasoline engine driving a dynamo

was arranged. This consists of a

25 -kw direct - current generator belted

to a 40 - H . P. single -cylinder gas

engine mounted on a truck . The

selection of the equipment was lim

ited to a considerable extent by the

apparatus available in the city .

In a note contributed to the sixth

International Congress of Applied

Chemistry, recently held at Rome,

Mr. Gin gave the results of a meas

urement recently effected by him of

the electrical resistance of molten

iron and steel . He finds that the

specific resistance of the molten met

als at a temperature of between 1280

degrees and 1300 degrees C. is about

160 microhms, or about 94 times as

great as that of pure solid copper at

ordinary temperatures.

5-9
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Electrical and Mechanical Progress

Multiple Voltage System of Motor

Control in New England

Cloth Printing Plants
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HE eminently successful opera

tion of several installations of

multiple voltage systems or

motor control, made by the Allis

Chalmers Company under the H.

Ward Leonard patents, in cloth

printing and finishing establishments

in New England, has developed a

wide field for the application of elec

tric motors in this important indus

try .

Multiple voltage installations have

been made in the following textile

finishing works : The United States

Finishing Company, Norwich, Conn.;

the Algonquin Printing Company,

Fall River, Mass .; the Glenlyon Dye

Works, Phillipsdale, R. I. , and the

Arnold Print Works , North Adams ,

Mass.

The business of cloth printing is

an extensive one, and in most cases

is done under contract, the mill sup

plying the cloth as it comes from the
looms to the finishing company,

which does the printing, and puts it

A 3 -WIRE BALANCER BUILT BY THE ALLIS -CHALMERS COMPANY , OF MILWAUKEE , FOR
in proper condition for the market .

The printing is done on one side of

the cloth , and may be in black or upon the number of colors used, a tric motor drive, the printing ma

some other single color, or may be separate roll being used for each chines have each been driven by a

in a variety of colors . Various kinds color . The roll, in revolving, takes twin -cylinder engine, direct coupled

of cloth are printed, such as calico ,
up the color from a trough into to the main driving shaft of the ma

dimity, lawn, silk , and the like . which it dips and impresses the de- chine, the variation in speed being

The cloth printing machine con- sign upon the cloth. From the obtained by hand-throttling of the

sists of a large revolving cylinder, printing machine the cloth passes on engine. The printing room was in

around which the cloth passes, and through a drying room heated by variably a dirty , oily , damp place .

bearing against the cylinder with the steam to a high temperature, whence The inefficiency of these engines, to

cloth between
more, it emerges with the ink entirely gether with the large amount of con

sometimes as many as ten , copper dried , provided the speed of its pas- densation in the long steam pipes

rolls , called printing rolls, upon sage through the drying room has between boiler room and printing

which the design has been engraved , been properly timed .
room , created a condition of powerthe number of rolls being dependent Previous to the adoption of elec- extravagance against which the elec

ALLIS-

CHALMERS

A MULTI- VOLTAGE SYSTEM OF MOTOR CONTROL

are one or

386
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New Motor Starters and Elevator

Controllers

cessitated the development Tenisa spe NEWtama interesting artiyepesand
and of

automatic motor

elevator controllers , manu

factured by the New York Electric

Controller Company, of New York ,

are shown in the annexed illustra

tions.

tric motor drive has produced most system .
To obtain the slowest

favorable results in economy. The speeds, a few steps of armature re

exhaust steam from the engines has sistance are used, and this has ne

in some cases been used for the of

heating of water, through indirect of controller . con

contact, for use in the dye houses, troller will give eighteen speeds , the

but the economy of the electric drive lowest of which are obtained through

is so great that the live steam used the use of armature resistance . Aside

in place of the exhaust from the en- from the necessity for the slower

gines is not a matter of much con- speeds, the throwing of 60 volts on

sideration . the motor armature for the first

The advantage of the multiple speed would cause a too sudden

voltage system of electric drive of jump and result in tearing the cloth .

this class of work comes in its clean- This controller, with its eighteen

liness, economy of power, saving in speeds, properly meets the conditions

floor space , and the ability to obtain of all ordinary work , but in connec

a line of speeds necessary for the tion with recent installation made for

varieties of work which may at the Glenlyon Dye Works a new con

times be put upon any printing ma- troller giving forty -one speeds was

chine. When using but one color, developed and is now in very satis

different speeds may be required ac- factory operation.

cording to the character and thick The power necessary to drive print

ness of the cloth , and the design ing machines depends upon the num

being printed upon the cloth , these ber of colors for which they are built

conditions determining the maximum and in addition the pressure neces

speed permissible with proper setting sary to force the ink into the cloth

of the color. being printed. Experience has de

With a number of colors, which monstrated that for a machine built

usually means an intricate pattern , for three colors or less , an Allis

different speeds may be required to Chalmers 173 -H.P ., 240-volt motor

obtain the proper register as well running at 750 revolutions per min

as the setting of the colors . The ute is well adapted, and for any

printer finds the multiple- voltage sys- greater number of colors a 30 - H . P.,

tem of particular advantage in " mak- 240 -volt motor running at 1000 revo

ing ready,” which usually consumes lutions per minute.

much time in getting the proper A balancer having a capacity of

register and determining the proper 174 K. W. in each machine has been

pressure of the rolls to insure good found large enough to take care of

setting of the ink. For this work the six 30 - H . P. printing equipments

very slow speeds and quick starting already installed for the Glenlyon

and stopping are a necessity . Once Dye Works, together with four other

he has all adjustments made and has 12-H . P. equipments in the same

determined the proper speed for the plant, but driving another class of

work in hand, he lets it proceed, machinery.

adjusting on the controller the notch The multiple -voltage system lends

at which he desires to run , so that itself well to the equipment of other

if it is necessary to stop the machine machinery in textile finishing works,

it can be instantly set to work again such as soapers and tender frames ,

at the same speed and without loss the latter being used to stretch and

of time in finding the proper speed. straighten the cloth . Soapers re

The usual method of equipping a quire a motor of approximately 18

printing machine is to install the H. P. at 900 revolutions per minute,

motor on the floor below the print- and the 12 - H . P. motor at 900 revo

ing room and belt up to a driving lutions per minute is ample for ten

pulley on the main shaft of the ma- der frames, the motor in both cases

chine. In one installation the mo- being direct-coupled to the machine.

tors are all located on a balcony The multiple -voltage system has

above and to the rear of the row of met with exceptional favor from the

printing machines. To save room , companies in which it has been in

the most convenient method of locat- stalled . It is stated that the use of

ing the controller is to mount it on the Allis -Chalmers system has, in

the ceiling of the floor below the some cases , been known to effect a

printing room , the shaft of the con- saving over 50 per cent. in power .

troller being extended above and

with the hand -wheel at a convenient According to recent reports , an

height in front and to the right of Italian syndicate has applied to the

the printing machine. Minister of Public Works for a con

On account of the very slow cession for a 120 -mile electric road

speeds required at different times the from Rome to Naples , which will be

four -wire multiple -voltage system is covered by express trains in one

better adapted than the three-wire hour and forty minutes.

AN ELEVATOR CONTROLLER MANU

FACTURED BY THE NEW YORK ELEC

TRIC CONTROLLER COMPANY, OF NEW

YORK

The automatic controlling device

for elevator use is designed to be

used on any type of elevator oper

ated by an electric motor, and can

be used in conjunction with any mo

tor, whether alternating or direct

AN ELEVATOR CONTROLLER ATTACHED TO A

SIDE WALL
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current, series , compound or shunt

types.

For elevator work , shunt motors

over 5 H. P. are not recommended ;

when motors are wound with

series field in sections having suffi

a

as

WARNER

The motor starter is a modifica

tion of the elevator controller made

without reversing contacts, and for

operating motors is much more

satisfactory than hand rheostats, as

it is impossible for the resistance to

be cut out other than in its proper

order, and in the same manner

the elevator controller .

On large motors, in many cases ,

there will be a saving in wiring by

the use of this apparatus, as both
motor and starter be placed

near the work and operated from

any part of the building by a small

snap switch , with two small wires in

place of heavy mains.

This apparatus can be put to many

uses , such as operating pumps,

organ blowing, grip hoists, ventilat

ing fans, compressors, wood -work

ing machines, and the like .

can

flexibility attending their use has

created a large field for electric drive

which is rapidly superseding the

methods formerly used .

An illustration of this fact is found

in the plant of the Springfield Metal

lic Casket Company, of Springfield,

Ohio , where the rapidly increasing

business created power demands that

were considerably in excess of the
steam engine equipment. Electric

motors were therefore installed in

preference to additional steam ca

pacity. This company manufactures

high -grade metallic caskets with self

locking covers that cannot be re

moved when once placed in position.

The electrical equipment consists

of two Westinghouse motors of 50

H. P. capacity each , which are belted

to line shafting, which in turn drives

various machines. This is only one

of the many instances where pro

gressive companies have shown ap

preciation of the superiority of elec

tric drive that led to its adoption .

Electric Power in the Plant of the

Springfield, Ohio, Metallic

Casket Company

as a

ELECTER CONTEM

Electrical Equipment for the Indi

ana Steel Company, at Gary,

Indiana
A MOTOR STARTER MOUNTED ON THE FIELD

FRAME OF A MOTOR

motive

power for the operation of in

dustrial plants has, by its ob

vious advantages, come into general

use in all branches of manufacturing.

The simplicity of electric motors, the

case with which they can be applied

to almost any class of work , and the

AS
S already mentioned in these

pages , an enormous plant is

being constructed at Garv , In

diana, by the United States Steel

Corporation for the manufacture of

o

cient ohmic resistance to cut the cur

rent down, the controller is furnished

without any resistance , and contacts

to suit. In all controllers above 10

H. P. the resistance is built from a

special alloy of a rectangular sec

tion, and all joints are electrically

welded together , no cast -iron grids

being used in any form .

No solenoids are used ; therefore,

the controllers can be installed where

the sliding core of a solenoid would

soon become clogged up , prevent

ing its operation. All the controllers

are fitted with very powerful mag

netic blowouts on the main line

circuit -breakers, which are of the

double-pole type.

The motor starters are for use

where it is found desirable to start

a direct-current motor automatically,

or from a distance.

Where automatic control is re

quired, in the large majority of in

stances, the starting and stopping

of the motor is dependent on the

service conditions. The most fa

miliar are those in which the motor

is pumping into an open tank, and

it is required to stop the motor at

the upper water level and start it

when the water reaches the lower

level . Similar conditions arise in

closed tank and air compressor work,

where it is desired to start the mo

tor at a predetermined minimum

pressure and stop it when the pres

sure has reached a predetermined

maximum .

ONE OF TWO 50 - H . P. INDUCTION MOTORS INSTALLED BY THE WESTINGHOUSE

ELECTRIC & MANUFACTURING COMPANY, OF PITTSBURG , IN THE PLANT OF THE SPRING

FIELD , OHIO, METALLIC CASKET COMPANY
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PEDRICK & SMITH

steel. The new plant when com- is led through the reversing switch invention of a screw capstan cable

pleted will make use of substantially of the double -pole , double-throw , jack by Pedrick & Smith , ofGerman

5,000,000 tons of ore per year, and electrically operated oil type . town, Philadelphia.
will produce annually nearly two and Special precautions have been The need of such an appliance has

one-half million tons of steel . Along taken to insure the automatic pro- been severely felt in the field of its

with the completion of the various tection of the control system . It is intended use. This simple device

buildings of the new plant an entirely impossible to operate the reversing gives the user all that he desires .

new city is going up with parks, the- switch unless the main line switch It is light , weighing but 60 pounds,

aters , streets and water sewerage sys- has been previously opened, and if and is readily portable , yet is strong,

tems all planned. the main line switch has been opened handling the heaviest cable drums

Quite in keeping with the immens- by the overload trip , it cannot be in the most rigid manner . When

ity of this project are the plans for closed without first bringing the con- the drum is revolving, not the least

the detailed equipment. Practically troller to the off position . vibration is noticed .

all the machinery in the steel plant As has been stated , a special ar- Steel angles, strongly braced, form

will be driven electrically , the gases rangement is used to assist the fly . the stand. In the construction of

from the blast furnaces being, as far wheel in restoring energy to the mo- the stand strength is combined with

as possible, used for the generation tor. So -called “ slip relays ” are pro- lightness. The jacks are used in

of the necessary power. One of the vided in which the actuating coil pairs, one supporting each side of the

first buildings to be equipped will be carries the current of the motor. drum , which revolves on an axle .

the rail mill, and the induction mo- Whenever the motors are subjected The illustration shows a jack ready

tors which will be used are not only to overloads, the slip relays operate, for the drum . The side facing the

of interest because of their size , but

because of the special method of con

trol . Moreover, this will be the first

steel mill in this country to operate

its rolls by induction motors .

Six General Electric three-phase

induction motors, ranging in capacity

from 2000 to 6000 H. P., will be

used to drive the main rolls . These

motors are reversible and are spe

cially controlled. Due to the heavy

overloads to which these machines

are necessarily subjected, each motor

is provided with a heavy fly -wheel

which , with the system of control ,

stores up energy when running nor

mally and returns it to the rolls when

subjected to a heavy overload .

In addition to the heavy fly -wheels,

each induction motor has an overload

capacity of 50 per cent. for one hour.

Thus, three of the motors having a

normal rating of 6000 H. P. can each

deliver 9000 H. P. for one hour when

called upon to do so . Mechanically

these motors are of unusually sturdy

construction , being built heavy and

rugged to withstand the shocks to

which they will be necessarily sub
A SCREW CAPSTAN CABLE JACK BUILT BY PEDRICK & SMITH ,

jected . At the same time the con GERMANTOWN, PHILADELPHIA

struction is as simple as is consistent

with reliability. The heavy bearings cutting a small portion of the re- reader is that which stands next to

and general massive appearance of sistance into each phase of the rotor the drum , and will be hereafter re

these motors is quite in keeping with circuit, causing the motor to slow ferred to as the inner support, the

the powerful rolls which they drive. down gradually, and the fly wheel opposite side being referred to as

The method of controlling these will give up a portion of its energy . the outer support.

motors was especially designed by When the load is taken off the mo- The inner support is constructed

the General Electric Company for tor , the reverse operation takes place to take up as little room as possible

this service , and is very interesting. and the motor speeds up, returning and to allow the drum to revolve as

A master controller is used from the energy to the fly -wheel. near to the jacks as possible. To

which the main line oil switch can be ward the drum it has very little slant,

opened or closed, the reversing A Capstan Cable Jack consisting of just 1.5 inches from the

thrown , or
HE the devices on perpendicular This feature adds

cut in and of strength , as it allows the drum to

rotor circuit in successive steps by large cable drums in connec- revolve close to the jacks . The

means of electrically operated tion with laying underground cable spread of the inner support just cov

switches or contractors . The main are heavy, clumsy and unsatisfactory ers 12 inches, which does not inter

line switch is a triple -pole, single- in many ways , and also that the lay- fere at all with the man operating

throw , electrically operated oil switching of underground cable increases the drum . This feature also permits

and the current passing through this enormously each year , has led to the placing the drum nearly over the

tehet elesistancencine eitheraposition the Tithe fasterkledet for handeling theTH
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manhole or aperture in which the valuation of electric properties , hav- sulting engineer by the Edison Elec

cable is being laid . ing for many years been the highly tric Company. He has already been

In the outer support, the slant successful and trusted adviser of some retained as a consulting engineer by

from the drum is 54 inches from the of the most important banking Curtis & Hine, of Colorado Springs,

perpendicular . The spread of the houses in Philadelphia and else- in connection with some of their im

outer support is 36 inches . Toppling where . Mr. Stillwell has closed a portant Colorado projects. Mr. Fin

in any direction is impossible . contract with the United Railways & kle has been chief engineer for the

The drum revolves as firmly on Electric Company, under which he Edison Electric Company for a num

these jacks , it is claimed , as if it were has assumed responsibility for elec- ber of years and has been largely in

relying on solid masonry for its sup- trical and mechanical work in recon- strumental in the design and con

port . There is no perceptible vibra- struction and new construction , and struction of its seven hydro - electric

tion or tilting, as the weight is evenly also of operation of the power plants plants in Southern California.

distributed . The screw threads are of the company. He expects to do

heavy , and of such a pitch as to in Baltimore what he did in Niagara Prof. Dugald C. Jackson , of the

raise the drum rapidly with little Falls several years ago, viz . , com- University of Wisconsin, has been

effort. plete the construction of the powerthe power appointed head of the electrical en

plant and organize and train an oper- gineering department of the Massa

ating force for its proper operation . chusetts Institute of Technology .

Personal This work is a specialty of Mr. Still- This vacancy , which has been held

well's , and he regards the organiza- temporarily by Prof. Clifford, was

Louis B. Marks has been retained tion and training of a competent caused by the resignation of Prof.

as consulting engineer in illumina operating force as a very essential Louis Duncan two years ago. Prof.

tion for the library building now in part of the work in connection with Jackson was born in Kennet Square,

course of construction in New York, the construction of power plants . In Pa . , in 1865. In 1885 he graduated

the funds for which were donated Baltimore he has undertaken to ac- from the Pennsylvania State College

by Andrew Carnegie . These build- complish this in one year . and went to Cornell for a two years'

ings exceed fifty in number. The graduate course in electrical en

selection of Mr. Marks by the ad- Thomas M. Keeley, formerly su- gineering . For two years he was

visory board of architects, Carrere perintendent of the Michigan United vice-president of the Western En

& Hastings, McKim , Mead & White, Railways , has been appointed gen- gineering Company, of Lincoln ,

and Babb, Cook & Willard , is not eral manager of the Michigan Heat Neb ., and then became affiliated with

only a flattering acknowledgement & Power Company, with headquar- the Edison interests as assistant chief

of his ability , but also an indication ters at Lansing, Mich . engineer of the Sprague Electric

that the field of the illuminating en Railway and Motor Company. Later

gineer is becoming a recognized one . C. O. Baker , formerly of the Tellu- he became chief engineer of the cen

ride Power Company, of Utah, has tral district of the Edison General

H. K. Payne, former manager of been appointed superintendent of Electric Company. During this

the Houston, Tex. , Electric Com- the Telluride Electric Light & Power period he designed, built and oper

pany, and who for the past several Company, of Telluride, Col. ated many of the largest electric rail

months has been in charge of the way and lighting plants , and is now

purchasing department of the Stone- It is announced by Sanderson & advising engineer for several large

Webster syndicate , will now make Porter, of New York , that Richard corporations . He was a member of

Houston his permanent home, and S. Buck , C. E. , consulting engineer the international jury of the World's

will be connected with Fred A. of the Department of Bridges of the Columbian Exposition in 1893 , and

Jones , consulting engineer, and who city of New York, has been admitted of the Association of Scientists at

has a number of extensive engineer- as a member of the firm . His con- the Pan-American Exposition in

ing enterprises on foot. Mr. Payne nection with the Department of 1901 , and is the author of many well

will have charge of the affairs of the Bridges will continue for the present . known books and papers .

Houston office.

J. St. John, general bookkeeper of C. W. Ricker , formerly engineer

Horatio A. Foster , the well-known the Milwaukee Gas Light Company , of power houses, sub -stations and

consulting electrical and mechanical has accepted the position of secre- electrical distribution for the Inter

engineer , is associated with tary to the Muskegon Light & Trac- borough Rapid Transit Company, of

Lewis B. Stillwell , and has removed tion Company, of Muskegon , Mich . New York , has become associated

his office from the Bullitt Building , with the Cleveland Construction

in Philadelphia, to Baltimore, where Earl McDonald has accepted aa Company, of Cleveland , Ohio, as

he is established as resident engineer position with the Shasta Power Com- electrical engineer in charge of the

in charge of the office recently opened pany, and will proceed to Redding, electrical end of the work on several

by Mr. Stillwell in the Continental Cal., where he expects to be engaged lines which this company is now

Building. Mr. Foster , as is well, during the next year in the con- building in the Central West . Mr.

known, is the author of " Foster's struction of a large hydro-electric Ricker will have his headquarters in

Hand -Book of Electrical Engineer- plant . the Schofield Building, Cleveland ,

ing ,” which is by far the most com Ohio .

plete and valuable work of the kind F. C. Finkle has resigned his posi

thus far issued ; he has also published tion as chief engineer of the Edison C. F. Baker has been engaged by

a very useful book relative to central Electric Company , of Los Angeles , L. B. Stillwell as superintendent of

station acounting, of which subject he the resignation to take effect January power and construction in connection

has made a special study. While I. Mr. Finkle plans to devote his with the engineering and operating

Mr. Foster's engineering ability and time to consulting engineering work contract which Mr. Stillwell has re

experience cover a wide range,
he and will have an office in Los An- cently executed with the United Rail

is particularly expert in the work of geles . He will be retained as con- ways & Electric Company, of Balti

now
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more . Mr. Baker has filled the office

of president of the American Railway,

Mechanical && Electrical Associa

tion , and has also taken a prominent

part in the New England Railroad

Club and of the New England Street

Railway Club. For many years he

was with the West End Street Rail

way Company, of Boston, and the

Boston Elevated Railway Company,

in charge of the construction and

operation of their power plants and

rolling stock .

Frank H. Taylor, for the past six

years vice-president of the Westing

house Electric & Manufacturing

Company, Pittsburg, Pa., and previ

ously the manager for seven years

of the Yale & Towne Manufacturing

Company's branch office in Philadel

phia , has re-entered the latter com

pany's service at the invitation of the

directors , and with the expectation

that, after the necessary action has

been taken at the next meeting of

the stockholders, he will become a

director and vice president.

Samuel C. Shaffner, formerly en

gineer and general manager of the

Illuminating Company, Mobile, Ala . ,

and G. R. Hunt, formerly manager

and engineer of the San Diego (Cal.)

Consolidated Gas & Electric Com

pany, have joined the engineering

staff of H. M. Byllesby & Company,

and will be located at the Chicago

office. 0. A. Farrar, formerly with

the Allis - Chalmers Company, is now

in charge of the construction of a

large electric lighting plant which H.

M. Byllesby & Co. is building at

Mobile, Ala.

Paul Lüpke has accepted Presi

dent Williams' invitation to serve

again as editor of the “ Question

Box," of the National Electric Light

Association, and has already begun

the preliminary work . Mr. Lüpke's

work in this department of the At

lantic City programme was most ex

cellent , especially when it is consid

ered that he was asked to undertake

the work but a short time before the

convention. With the experience

gained , and opportunity now given

for more leisurely and careful edit

ing, there is every reason to believe

that the 1907 " Question Box " will

be far in advance of its predeces

born in New York on Oct. 24, 1842 ,

and was educated in Germany . He

served in the Civil War as a member

of the Seventh Regiment. He was

prominently associated with the old

United States Lighting Company

when it was absorbed , in 1890, by

the Westinghouse Company, and was

then elected vice -president and treas

urer of the corporation. He was

also identified with the British and

French Westinghouse companies.

Mr. Kobbe was a member of the

Calumet and Richmond County

Clubs and the Society of the Colonial

Wars . A wife and five children sur

vive him .

B. H. Warren , formerly vice-presi

dent of the Westinghouse Electric

& Manufacturing Company, and later

president of the Allis -Chalmers Com

pany, died in New York on October

20. Interment was at Quincy, Mass.,

on October 25. Mr. Warren grad

uated from the United States Naval

Academy in 1874 , and after four

years of active service was asso

ciated with the Hancock Inspirator

Company, of Boston , as mechanical

engineer. After a number of years

with the Yale & Towne Manufactur

ing Company, of Stamford, Conn . ,

and the Pratt & Whitney Company,

of Hartford, Conn, he was invited by

Mr. George Westinghouse to Pitts

burg . After six years there he be

came president of the Allis - Chalmers

Company. At the time of his death

Mr. Warren was engaged in inde

pendent consulting engineering work ,

trical engineer of the Wellman -Sea

ver -Morgan Company, of Cleveland,

Ohio ; W. C. McIlheran , formerly

electrical engineer for the Deca

tur Car Wheel & Manufacturing

Company, of Birmingham , Ala . ,

also recently with the Tennessee

Coal, Iron & Railroad Company ;

W. C. McAfee, electrical engineer

for the Atlanta Steel Hoop Com

pany, of Atlanta , Ga .; H. A. Clark ,

electrical engineer for the United

States Cast Iron Pipe & Foundry

Company, Chattanooga, Tenn . , also

formerly electrical expert for the

Gregory Electric Company, of Chi

cago. The last two gentlemen will

not be actively identified with the

company for the present .

The Rust Boiler Company, of

Pittsburg , Pa ., has secured the order

for the boilers for the United States

Steel Corporation's new plantat

Gary , Ind ., the order being for six

teen 400 - H . P. Rust water -tube

boilers .

Engineering and construction work

on which Sanderson & Porter, of

New York , are now engaged includes

the Stanislaus River hydro -electric

development in California , and that

for the Inland Empire Railway Com

pany, at Spokane, Wash . , aggregat

ing some 50,000 horse-power ; exten

sive additions to the street railway

and electric light properties of the

New Orleans Railway & Light Com

pany, and those of the Mahoning &

Shenango Railway & Light Com

pany, of Youngstown , Ohio, and

New Castle, Pa.; and the power

house equipment and transmission

system of the McCall Ferry Power

Company, the Susquehanna

River . The firm of Sanderson &

Porter was established about ten

years ago , and now consists of

Messrs. Edwin N. Sanderson, H. Ho

bart Porter, Francis Blossom , Rich

mond Talbot and Richard S. Buck.

on

Trade News

The Novelty Incandescent Lamp

Company, of St. Marys, Pa . , have

transferred their office to their fac

tory at Emporium , Pa .

The Buckeye Electric Company, of

Cleveland, Ohio, has opened an office

in Dallas, Tex . The office is in

charge of H. E. Wells , and is lo

cated at 216 Commerce street .

The Connally -McIlheran Electrical

Engineering Company, of Chat

tanooga, Tenn ., was recently in

corporated with a capital stock of

$ 10,000. This company comes into

the field with a strong force of engi

neers and proposes to do consulting

and constructing engineering, sell the

leading electrical machinery and sup

plies of all kinds and do all kinds

of repair work . They will give

special attention to industrial plans ,

and years of practical experience in

this class of work especially fits them

for it . The engineers identified with

this company consist of the follow

ing :-W . B. Connally, formerly elec

sors .

What is said to constitute the

largest individual order ever placed

for tube mills for the grinding of

cement clinker is one recently placed

by the United States Steel Corpora

tion . This order calls for forty

seven tube mills, 5 feet in diameter

by 22 feet in length. Twenty of these

are to be installed in the plant of

the Carnegie Steel Company, at

Homestead, Pa . , and twenty -seven

are for an extension to the immense

modern cement plant of the Illinois

Steel Company, at Buffington, Ind.

This entire order was awarded to the

Power & Mining Machinery Com

pany, of Cudahy, Wis . In addition

to the order for the forty -seven tube

mills above mentioned, the company

Obituary

Philip F. Kobbe, vice-president

and treasurer of the Westinghouse

Electric & Manufacturing Company,

died at his country place in Stock

bridge on Sept. 21 . He had been ill

for several weeks. Mr. Kobbe was
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over any previous year, and, at the

present rate of increase, the year

1906 will be more than 100 per cent .

over any of the previous years .

cylinder Corliss ; horizontal cross

compound Corliss ; and vertical cross

compound Corliss.

an

has also booked an order for four

teen tube mills, 5 feet by 22 feet , and

a complete crushing plant, consisting

of large and small crushers and ro

tary screens, for the new plant of the

Sandusky Portland Cement Com

pany, at Dixon, Ill .

The Electric Controller & Supply

Company, Cleveland,
Ohio ,

nounces the opening of a Chicago
office in the Merchants' Loan &

Trust Building, 135 Adams street ,

Chicago, Ill . , with W. M. Connelly

in charge. Mr. Connelly was con

nected with the electrical department

of the Homestead Works of the Car

negie Steel Company for five years ,

and resigned his position there to be

come electrical engineer of the Ens

ley plant of the Tennessee Coal,

Iron & Railroad Company, at Bir

mingham , Ala . , which position he

held for three years and resigned to

enter central station work at Birming

ham , Ala . , and at Houston, Tex . ,

where he organized and had charge

of the sales department. Mr. Con

nelly enters upon his new duties

fully equipped to take care of the

interests of the Electric Controller

& Supply Company in the Chicago

district.

The Hooven , Owens, Rentschler

Company, of Hamilton , Ohio, have

licensed the Felten -Guilleaume, Lah

meyer Werke, of Frankfort -on -Main,

Germany, to build the " Hamilton

Holzwarth ” turbine throughout Ger

many . The Felten -Guilleaume, Lah

meyer Werke is one of the largest

electrical concerns of Germany, with

a capital of $ 20,000,000 , and occupy

the same position abroad as the Gen

eral Electric and the Westinghouse

companies do in America. They

manufacture both water and steam

turbines, wire cables, generators,

motors, and all classes of electrical

machinery, having recently bought

the control of the Escher, Wyss

Company, of Zurich , Switzerland,,

thus controlling the Zoelly steam

turbine syndicate of Germany.

Holding Power of Railroad Spikes

New Catalogues

A neat folder, accompanied by
States Department of Agri

culture has completed a series
samples of red rope paper, is being

sent out by M. W. Dunton & Co., of tests to determine the holding

of Providence, R. I. The samples power of different forms of railroad

of paper show the sizes carried in spikes. The tests were made on or

stock ' for insulating purposes. A
dinary commercial ties of loblolly

large stock in different widths and
pine, oak , chestnut and other woods.

thicknesses is carried constantly .
The spikes were of four kinds:

Common driven spikes; a driven

Lava for mechanical and electrical spike which is about the same form

purposes is dealt with in a pamphlet
as a common spike with a length

recently issued by the American Lava
wise channel on the side away from

Company, of Chattanooga, Tenn . the rail ; screw spikes of the Ameri

This material is not of volcanic can type ; and screw spikes similar

origin , but is the mineral talc , which
to those in use on the European

is machined in its natural condition
railways.

and then baked until extremely hard.
The common spikes were driven

This " lava" finds a wide field of use to a depth of 5 inches and the screw

fulness as an insulating material in
spikes were inserted after a hole of

electrical work . It is also claimed the same diameter as the spike at the

to be acid -proof and superior to
base of the thread had been bored.

porcelain and glass in heat- resisting
The average force required to pull

qualities and in strength .
the common spikes varied from 7000

pounds in white oak to 3600 pounds

Railway motors and controllers in loblolly pine and 3000 pounds in

built by the Allis -Chalmers Com
chestnut. The channel spike showed

pany, of Milwaukee, are illustrated
a slightly larger holding power.

and described in a bulletin recently
The two forms of screw spikes

issued . The motors are of the di
were about equal in their holding

rect-current type, for 500 and 650
power , which ranged from 13,000

volt circuits. Another bulletin is pounds in white oak to 9400 pounds

devoted to polyphase induction mo
in chestnut and 7700 pounds in lob

lolly pine. The decrease in holding
tors . Both wound -rotor and squir

rel - cage- rotor types are illustrated . power of common spikes in loblolly

pine in knots is as great as 25 per

A very complete catalogue of
cent. Screw spikes under the same

specialties was recently sent out by
conditions increase their resistance

the General Electric Company, of
about 35 per cent., as the tendency

Schenectady, N. Y. The list in
is to pull out the whole knot which

cludes a wide variety, from lamp
they penetrate.

sockets to cabinet panels. A series

of bulletins also sent out by the com- A proposal has been made to pro

pany deal with wrought copper ca vide, in the course of the reconstruc

ble terminals, arc headlight parts , tion of San Francisco, an elevated

interpole motors, carrier bus road extending from Kearney street

panels, luminous arc lamp parts , down Market street to the Ferry

polyphase induction motors, railway Building. On this portion of the

motors and feeder regulators. Core- city's main thoroughfare the traffic

type transformers are also illustrated is very heavy, and the street at pres

and described in a recent pamphlet. ent has four lines of street cars . In

the present proposition it is sug

An attractive pamphlet sent out re gested to retain the use of the road

cently by the Ball Engine Company, way for the street cars and heavy

of Erie, Pa ., bears the cover title ,
traffic, and to build an elevated road

“ Twenty -five Years Young.” The
of steel and concrete for the acconi

company was established in 1881 .
modation of the lighter vehicular and

The pamphlet recites the facts es
the passenger traffic.

tablished in the success of the com

pany up to the present, and illus- The Boston steamers of the Mer

trates the following types of engines : chants' & Miners' Transportation

Side-crank, single -cylinder ; tandem- Company are to be equipped with

compound, side crank ; cross-com- the De' Forest wireless telegraph

pound, side crank; horizontal single- system .

arc

The W. R. Garton Company, of

Chicago , report that the month of

August was the heaviest month thev

have ever experienced in their busi

ness since the organization of the

company , it being 50 per cent. ahead

of any month previous. The month

of October, thus far , is 30 per cent.

heavier than September. This com

pany has been organized nearly

seven every year has

shown an increase in the business

of at least 50 per cent., with the ex

ception of the last two years, which

have shown an increase each year

of 663 and 70 per cent., respectively,

years , and
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FIG. 1. - DIAGRAM FOR MORDEY'S COM

BINATION OF FIELD COILS FOR CIRCU

LATING POWER TEST

Testing Alternating Current Apparatus by the curient. Hence, the eight poles of

the motor section of the machine will

Behrend Method (Patented )
be strengthened by the armature cur

rent, whereas the twelve poles of the

N connection with the remarkable these sections in opposition so that generator section of the machine will

performance of the 8000 - H . P. only four coils would be effective in be weakened by the same current.

frequency changer installed at regard to the circulation of current This leads to a magnetic unbalancing

Shawinigan Falls, Quebec , which , it through the armature . The section of the machine, as the motor fields

is claimed , has resulted in the highest of the armature which contains eight carry more resultant flux than the

efficiency of transformation from 30 coils acts as motor, while the section generator fields . In Mordey's ma

to 60 cycles ever attained, it is of

interest to note the method devised

by B. A. Behrend, chief electrical

engineer of the builders, the Allis

Chalmers Company, of Milwaukee,

Wis., for testing alternating-current

generators and synchronous motors,

under full -load conditions, while they

are still in the shop. It is not al

way's possible, with the large sizes

of units of the present day, to supply

the driving power for tests required

at full load and at overload , and ,

therefore, methods of test have been

devised in which the driving power

is limited to that available in the

shops of the manufacturer. The

machines must be put under such

conditions as lead to full losses in

the core and the coils of the ma

chines.

The alternating current, by means

of its property of being able to store

energy during one- quarter of a pe
o

riod , and return it during the next

quarter, allows the flow of arge

amounts of apparent energy in the

form of so -called wattless currents .

It is possible, by properly exciting

two alternating - current machines
Exciter

operating in parallel , to circulate a

large quantity of apparent energy containing twelve coils acts as gen- chine , this condition may not have

without having to supply more true erator .
caused trouble, as his machine does

energy than corresponds to the The current which circulates not contain iron in the armature ;

losses which take place in the ma- through the armature coils is almost but in modern generators his method

chines. Such motor- generator tests , in quadrature with the resultant e . cannot be used on account of the

consisting in operating an alternat- m . f . , and is , therefore , a wattless magnetic unbalancing of the ma

ing- current machine as a motor, run

ning idle, have been made by Mr.
R= RESULTANT FIELD FOR EQUAL EXCITING CURRENT

Behrend for many years, and have

been used for the determination of

the regulation of alternators on low
N

N N N

power factors , as well as of the heat
S S

ing under the same conditions.

But this method of testing requires

two machines of the same capacity ,

and involves the expenditure of S N N
S

power corresponding to the losses of

two machines. The first to suggest

the circulation of power within

single machine was William M. Mor

dey in a paper, Volume II . , 1893 ,

of the " Journal of the British Insti

tution of Electrical Engineers.” Mr.
R

N N

Mordey's method, applied, for in S S

stance, to a single-phase generator,

having twenty poles on each side of

a single exciting coil, would be car GENERATOR SIDE

ried out by splitting the armature

into two sections of eight and twelve

coils, respectively , and by connecting FIG . 2.---DIAGRAM SHOWING EFFECTS OF ARMATURE CURRENTS IN MORDEY'S TEST

S

A

REVOLVING

FIELD

MUUTUULIL
N

a

S

S

MOTOR SIDE

5-10
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:

AN 8000 - H . P. ALLIS -CHALMERS MOTOR UNDER FULL-LOAD TEST BY THE BEHREND METHOD . THIS MOTOR IS CLAIMED TO BE THE LARGEST

EVER BUILT, AND FORMS PART OF A FREQUENCY CHANGER INSTALLED AT SHAWINIGAN FALLS , QUEBEC

chine . Instead of dividing the arma- into two sections and to connect

ture into two sections and connecting these sections in such a manner that

these sections in opposition , it the electromotive forces induced in

naturally suggests itself, especially the armature are in opposition . This

on polyphase machines of the re- method cannot be carried out in

volving-field type , to split the field practice , as the machine vibrates and

R = Resultant held for unequal exciting currents-

.
N N N N

S S S S

jars in a manner which makes its

operation under such conditions im

possible .

Referring to Fig. 1 , which repre

sents Mordey's combination of field

coils , it will be seen that the current

in the armature strengthens the field

of the poles which act as motor and

weakens the field of the poles which

act as generator , as represented in

Fig. 2.

The magnetic attraction between

the revolving and stationary parts

being proportional to the square of

the induction in the air -gap, it is

seen from Fig . 2 that the conditions

of operation are impossible, on ac

count of the unbalanced magnetic

forces .

In order to circulate power suc

cessfully within a single machine, it

is thus essential to obtain uniform

induction in the air -gap of both the

motor and the generator poles . As

the armature reaction strengthens the

motor poles and weakens the gen

erator poles , the impressed excita

tion of the motor poles must be

smaller than the impressed excitation

of the generator poles, and this can

Revolving N

Field RIPPLELAPA
N N

N

N

A
R

s S S S

Motor Side Generator Side

FIG . 3.—DIAGRAM SHOWING EFFECTS OF ARMATURE CURRENTS IN BEHREND'S

SPLIT-FIELD TEST
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算

RU R2

be effected as shown in Fig. 4 , by between the two methods is very sat- Reliable,” which supplied power and

splitting the field coils into two sets isfactory . On machines designed lighting current to the World's Fair

of an equal number, excited with by Mr. Behrend numerous experi at St. Louis. The terminal voltage

different field currents . Fig . 3 shows ments have been made to check the corresponding to the conditions un

the effect of the armature reaction new method against the synchronous der which the machine is operating

in the test can be determined by

measuring the volts on a set of

coils per pole multiplied by the total

number of coils , or by adding to the

excitation on the motor fields the

excitation required to drive the

armature current through the arma

ture winding. Both methods have

invariably given the same results .

Numerous tests have been made to

ascertain the actual losses in operat

ing the machine in the manner de

scribed by splitting the field . Fig . 6

shows the comparison between the

core loss of the machine, as deter

mined in open circuit run , with losses

as obtained in the split -field test ;

one set of readings is shown by the

open dots, the other by the dark

ones . These tests were carried out

on a 1000 -KW ., 25-cycle , 32-pole

FIG. 4. - BEHREND'S COMBINATION OF generator.

FIELD COILS FOR CIRCULATING POWER The heat runs obtained by this

Az
method on the machine referred to

in Fig . 9 and on a 3200 -KW . ma

chine, at full normal load in kilo

volt-amperes and power factor zero ,

yielded the following results:
Exciter

HEATING TESTS

on the poles . In both Figs . 2 and motor -generator tests , and the 3500 KW. 3200 KW.

have shown a very close agreement .
Volts

3 the wavy line A represents the
6,600 4,500

Revolutions per minute ..
75 75

field produced by the armature cur- Fig. 8 shows the regulation curves
Frequency 25 60

Hours 18 23

rent alone , and the wavy line R rep- of a 3000 -KW ., 26 - pole, 50 - cycle Loads, K. V. A .. 3,500 3,870

resents the resultant magnetic field . generator obtained in this manner.
Temperature rise, degs. C.:

Armature surface 30 27.5

Armature coils 34 31.5

Field coils 34 31.5

REGULATION AND SATURATION It is difficult to imagine a simpler
6000

200 K.W., 3800 Volts, 100 R.P.M. method of testing than the new

method described . The. course of

evolution in engineering has always

been from the complex towards the

simple. It has taken many years to

evolve this method of testing which

enables us to obtain with compar

ative ease the most important data

of the performance of alternating

3000 current generators .

The only drawback of the method

consists in the fact that it is ap

plicable only to machines having a

comparatively large number of poles.

30 It has not been successfully applied

to machines having fewer than eight
1000

poles. The application of this method

10 is confined to machines of the slow

speed type, and with the advent of

20 180 the steam - turbine generator

Amperes Excitation. methods will have to be devised to

FIG. 5. — COMPARISON BETWEEN REGULATION CURVES OBTAINED BY THE SYNCHRONOUS produce artificially full - load losses

MOTOR -GENERATOR TEST AND BY THE BEHREND METHOD
without the expenditure of full-load

Fig . 5 represents the regulation Fig . 6 shows the regulation curves power.

curves on low power factor obtained of a 3200 -KW . fly -wheel type, 96

by first running a synchronous mo- pole , 60 -cycle generator . Fig. 9 shows It is proposed to connect the

tor from the generator, and, sec- the regulation curves of a 3500 -KW ., peaks of Mount Lowe and Mount

ondly, by circulating power within 40-pole , 25 -cycle generator, forming Wilson , near Los Angeles, Cal., with

the machine itself . The agreement a part of the unit known as the “ Big a trolley road .
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High Tension Lightning Protection success or failure of the protective

devices. This is but natural , and the

By C. R. McKAY
cause and remedy, therefore, will be

considered later .

A Paper Read Recently Before the Central Electric Railway Association To most of us the word “ light

ning " means a visible discharge of

HE most serious obstacle to the ly from the mere absence or occur
electricity between clouds or between

continuous operation of inter- rence of trouble than from an actual a cloud and the earth . This impres

urban railroads and transmis- study of the conditions affecting the sion is incomplete and misleading.

sion plants to -day is the interruption 7000

of their high -tension transmission

lines and apparatus connected there 3200 K.W. , 4500 Volik, 75 R.P.M

to by lightning discharges and dis

turbances of a similar nature. In 6000

terurban railways are naturally more

exposed to interruption from light

ning than city roads , and since the

transmission line links together the 50001

entire electrical apparatus of the sys

tem , interruptions or damages there

to may, and occasionally do, put the

entire road temporarily out of ser
sono

vice , and cause heavy loss. Hereto

fore the protection afforded by any

known methods or apparatus has not

been wholly satisfactory , either to
3000

the operating companies or to the

manufacturing companies .

The report of the National Elec
2000

tric Light Association committee on

protection from lightning during

1905, which segregates data of high

voltage ( 10,000 and upwards) from 1000 )

low - voltage plants, is a long step in

the right direction , and furnishes in

formation of a most interesting and

practical character. Twenty - nine 0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 220 240 260 280 300

high -voltage plants reported , aggre Amp. Excitation

gating 140,500 kilowatts of capacity. FIG . 6 .--REGL'LATION CURVES FROM A 3200 -KW . ALTERNATOR. SEE PAGE 393

Thirty - eight per cent. of those plants,

aggregating 60 per cent. of the total

capacity, suffered serious damage

during 1905. Thirty - five per cent . of REGULATION AND SATURATION

the total 1100 miles of transmission 3000 K.W.2200 Volts, 231 R.P.M.

line suffered serious interference , and 3060

but 39 per cent . escaped interrup
2800

tion. Forty -five per cent. of the com

panies using choke coils suffered 2600

serious damage, an equal portion es
2400

caping . Thirty -three per cent. of the

companies not using choke coils suf 2200

fered serious damage, 67 per cent.
2000

escaping.

The figures as to the use of over- 1800

head ground wires for protection of
1600

pole lines are not very conclusive.
2000

In reply to inquiries as to whether 1400

their high-tension arresters were sat
1200

isfactory, 35 per cent. answered yes ,
1500

and 65 per cent . answered no . Of 1000

those answering yes , 78 per cent.

had suffered no damage. Of those
1000

answering no , 53 per cent. had suf 600

fered serious damage.
400

The report shows clearly, as to

high -tension lightning protection,

that great improvement is still pos

sible in devices for this purpose. It 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 220 240 260 280 300 320 340 360

also indicates that the companies
Amperes Excitation

reporting on high -tension plants FIG . 7.-REGULATION CURVES OBTAINED FROM A 3000 -KW . ALTERNATOR

formed their conclusions more large
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FIG . 8.—COMPARISON OF CORE LOSSES OBTAINED ON OPEN CIRCUIT AND IN THE

BEHREND SPLIT - FIELD TEST. SEE PAGE 393

Dr. C. P. Steinmetz has defined

lightning as being any abnormal

voltage condition on a transmission

line, whether produced by atmos

pheric electricity or by internal ab

normal surges of electricity. Obser

vation shows that the internal con

ditions of a circuit may be such as

to respond, with a dangerous internal

surge, to a light, harmless inductive

stroke from a cloud . Atmospheric

electricity may become manifest

either in gradual static accumula

tions, due to wind, rain , induced

charges, or a direct stroke. Static

induction may charge the line to an

abnormal voltage, whether produced

by cloud lightning or by the sudden

charging of an adjacent line. Surg

ing or the creation of voltage waves

of excessive maximum values may

be caused by the opening of a switch

on a loaded line, by voltage waves

of higher frequency than the im

pressed voltage, by arcs between the

line and isolated conductors, or be

tween one phase and the ground, by

short-circuits in transformer or gen

erator coils , or , again , by the sud

den interruption of a short-circuit at

the instant of the current wave maxi

mium .

The causes producing abnormal

voltage effects in transmission cir

cuits develop many different charac

teristics of discharge. The discharge

may vary in frequency from 1000

cycles per second to 1,000,000,000

cycles per second , according to the

time element of the circuit traversed

by the discharge, and which rarely ,

if ever , twice has the same constants.

Much laboratory experimenting

has been carried out, and much has

been learned therefrom , but much

must also be learned from experience

under actual operating conditions,

and that experience hitherto has

taught but little because it has not

been carefully collected , preserved

and delivered to those fitted by train

ing and study for the logical deduc

tion of profitable conclusions there

from .

There is a large field of investiga

tion in which the operating engineer,

as well as the manufacturer, should

work . The laboratory cannot in

clude in its equipment leagues of

transmission line, thousands of kilo

watts of apparatus, dozens of volt

ages and frequencies, and real light

ning storms with a hundred observ

ers for each .

Among the principal high-tension

alternating -current protective devices

in present use are overhead grounded
wires, series resistances and air gaps

with and without resistances .

GROU'NDED WIRES

The advisability of installing over

head grounded wires depends largely tion to the pole line itself as dis

upon the particular conditions of tinguished from the apparatus con

each individual system . Opinion is nected to the transmission line . Its

much divided as to their effective- use involves high first cost, and its

ness , but there seems good reason value would be doubtful in pro

to believe that when properly in- tecting a transmission line

stalled and frequently grounded they structed upon steel supports properly

do offer a material degree of protec- grounded .

a con

REGULATION AND SATURATION
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WATER STREAMS

The series resistance arrester in

one prominent form consists of

grounded streams of water directed

against the transmission wires . This

type of arrester seems to have little

value in protecting apparatus against

high -frequency disruptive discharges ;

it is effective, however, in discharg

ing gradual static accumulations.

The stream has variable resistance

and presents objectionable inductance

to high -frequency discharges .

AIR GAP AND RESISTANCE TYPES

some

Both abroad and on the Pacific

Coast the horn arrester, with and

without resistance , is much used .

This type without resistance will

maintain an arcing short- circuit last

ing several seconds , causing bad line

surges and throwing out of step

synchronous apparatus connected to

the line . When used with series re

sistance the results are improved ,

but the use of series resistance offers

the serious disadvantage of inability

to successfully pass a heavy dis

charge. Under a light discharge it

will generally operate satisfactorily,

and by limiting the flow of current

will aid in extinguishing the arc

across the air gap . Series resist

ances , furthermore, generally possess

considerable impedance , thereby

tending to force the discharge across

some alternative path with possible

resulting damage to apparatus .

The multigap arrester when used

without resistance is objectionable

in that it offers very little, if any,

obstruction to the unlimited passage

of current when the arc has been

once established across

The fundamental feature of the pres

ent form of multigap arrester is a

series of metallic cylinders of less

than i inch in diameter placed side

by side with spark gaps of about

1-32 inch intervening.

When a shunt resistance is used

in conjunction with a series resist

ance , it is customary to reduce the

value of the series resistance and

thus detract slightly from the com

mon faults of the multigap series re

sistance type . For light discharges

both the series and shunt resistance

will be operative, and for heavy dis

charges the shunted gaps are auto

matically cut in . The addition of

the shunt resistance does not , as stated

above, eliminate entirely the troubles

encountered with the plain series re

sistance . The fact still remains that

we have a series resistance , which it

self offers considerable opposition

to heavy discharges.
In using the shunt resistance with

out the series the best condition of

affairs is approached because all GROUND WIRES

light strokes traverse the shunt re
It is pertinent to refer to the

sistance, whereas a stroke of large

quantity and high frequency will
grounding of protective apparatus,

balk at the inductive path afforded
although in recent years much im

by the resistance at high frequency,
provement has been made in this

direction. Its importance is being
and will discharge across the shunted

more generally realized , but there
gaps . The shunt resistance, if prop

erly adjusted, will extinguish the arc
are many plants wherein the weak

link in the lightning protection is
in the shunted gaps and the shunt

found between the visible portions
resistance then acts in series with

of the “ ground circuit " and the earth
the series gaps to interrupt the line

itself.
current. It should be noted that the

Wherever possible the ground wire
shunt resistance comes into action

should be straight, and , therefore ,

only after the lightning stroke is
the ground itself should be directly

past . Shunting a large percentage
under the lightning arrester. In de

of the gaps with just sufficient re
signing a new power station , this

sistance to prevent excessive current
from flowing across the series gaps

condition can generally be made pos

sible, and care should be taken to
under ordinary discharges , and to

do SO . In older stations with

serve as a by - pass for the excessive
grounds already installed at

current accompanying a heavy dis
distance from the arrester, it is ad

charge , seems to satisfactorily meet
visable to make an auxiliary earth

the requirements.
connection as nearly beneath the ar

A gradual elimination of arrester

types , proved ineffective by expe
rester as possible. This is advisable

rience under the excessively severe even though the resistance of this

auxiliary earth may considerably extests of high -voltage transmission ,
ceed that of the main earth .

has left but two or three types for

serious consideration . The multigap The ground wire should be at

tached to a copper plate having an
type is most generally favoured, and

area of at least 4 square feet, em
nearly all lightning protection for

bedded in charcoal or coke and sur

voltages exceeding 600 is effected by
rounded by moist earth. The earthdevices based upon the multigap

principle in combination with resist
surrounding the pit containing the

ance . The chief improvement made coke can be kept moist by embed

during the present year in this type
ding a vertical perforated iron pipe

in the coke . The ground wire may
of arrester has been the construc

run down the side of this iron pipe
tion and adjustment of the shunt

and the plate may consist of a cop
resistance.

In the multiplex arrester a path
per strip about 6 inches wide and

from line to line is provided with the as long as convenient bent length

same number and arrangement of
wise around the pipe . Either ground

gaps and resistances as from line to
wire or plate may be soldered to the

ground. Observations made to de iron pipe. Water can both drain

and be poured into the perforated
termine the advantage of the multi

plex connection show that frequently pipe and will percolate through the

the high -potential disturbances pass
soil and coke, keeping the “ ground "

from line to line across the multiplex
perfect under most adverse circum

stances.

connection, thus equalizing abnormal

strains between lines, without travers
DATA REGARDING PERFORMANCE

ing the gaps to ground. In circuits

having considerable resonance it is Generally speaking, we lack con

sometimes necessary to increase the
clusive data showing the specific

number of gaps between line and
values of various high -tension pro

line to reduce the danger of an arc tective devices, the causes of failures,

forming and holding over the line the relative liability to trouble with

various voltages, frequencies, topog
gaps .

The design of the multigap ar- raphies and methods of construc

rester without series resistance ful- tion . More particularly is our knowl

fills all laboratory requirements, and edge limited as to what actually oc

provides greater security under oper curs, where and when a lightning

ating conditions than previous types.
disturbance takes place. We must

It protects from minor static dis- thoroughly understand the nature of

turbances, as well as being always the disease before we can cure it .

The manufacturer seeking among
ready for the severest surge or

ternal stroke, and approaches a prac- operators for accurate information on

tical solution of the lightning and these matters finds it almost impos

static strain problems which now in sible to obtain consistent or valuable

fluence long -distance transmission statements. Different operators utiliz

ing identical protective apparatus un
systems.

the gaps .

ex
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on

a

der apparently similar conditions give

wholly contradictory reports regard

ing their effectiveness . Companies

having the least trouble frequently

assume that they have the best pro

tection. No assumption could be

less justified . The remedy for this

condition lies chiefly in the hands of

the operating staffs of the stations

and the transmission lines .

It cannot be questioned that the

existing lack of practical data cov

ering these matters has been due

to the failure of the operating com

panies to record and preserve it , and

this failure is doubtless due largely

to a lack of understanding on the

part of operators and their employees

as to just what information is re

quisite and valuable. It is hardly

conceivable that operators would be

so blind to their own interests as to

neglect this question, were they

fully posted as to the character of

information required and the ease of

obtaining it .

The labour involved in taking and

recording the necessary observations

is negligible, and technical knowl

edge is unnecessary . What is wanted

are certain facts visible to the operat

ing employees of stations and lines.

These men are the ones who see the

phenomena at first hand and the

men first on the spot after a break

down, and it is only through the

data thereby obtained that a true

conception can be obtained of the

nature of the discharge and the

causes of such failures as occur .

The importance of getting the in

formation immediately at first hand

in some suitable shape for future

tabulation should be clearly realized .

It is desirable and essential to dis

tinguish between the actual observa

tions and the conclusions that may

be drawn from these observations;

in their relative importance detailed

evidence stands first, opinion second.

The universal adoption and use

of a suitable information blank cov

ering the nature of each disturbance

witnessed would, when answered ,

compiled and tabulated into a suit

able report , provide a vast quantity

of data immediately useful in de

termining the best method of in

stallation and the most suitable de

vice to meet the conditions of any

particular system .

The use of telltale papers , properly

located in the arresters and perhaps

operating with time movement,

will be of great value in connection

with the other observations, espe

cially in furnishing some record of

occurrences taking place in too rapid

sequence for the eye and brain to

catch and note them . In no other

manner so much valuable in

formation the subject be so
Book News

quickly obtained and so effectively

utilized . The advantage ofof the Designs for Small Dynamos and

method lies in speedily securing a
Motors

large amount of practical informa
tion with correspondingly quick By Cecil P. Poole. Published by the McGraw

Publishing Company, New York. Size, 642 by

benefits by the elimination of devices 972 inches; 186 pages ; 231 illustrations. Price,

$ 2.00.

proved ineffective and by materially

aiding the improvement of existing Most of the chapters of this in

devices and the production of new teresting book originally appeared

and thoroughly efficient ones. as articles in “ The American Elec

The class of information which is trician , " and many of them have

important to obtain includes details been published in the book entitled

of the following : “ Electrical Designs." Chapters X.

A description of the system cov to XVIII . , inclusive, however, have

ering its general arrangement , its not previously appeared in book

geographical and topographical feat- form . All the direct-current designs

ures ; station apparatus, power lines , in the book have been revised in ac

protective apparatus, character of ap- cordance with the changes in the

paratus protected, character of oper- practice in dynamo and motor de

ating mechanisms, observations of sign which have occurred since their

the discharge, location of discharge first publication .

and accompanying phenomena.
The book is not at all theoretical ,

A committee has been appointed but gives the dimensions of various

by this association for the express parts of a number of different sizes

purpose of providing the members of machines, with directions for ma

and their employees with specific in- chining and assembling them . The

formation as to the data necessary to machines dealt with vary from

make an intelligent report of light- 1-6-H . P. motor to a 4-KW. com

ning and similar disturbances, and to bined alternating and direct- current

provide an information blank for machine. The book should prove a

continual use by employees during valuable one for amateurs who have

the coming season in recording oc- the means and the facilities for build

currences of the kind under consid- ing their own machines .

eration . The committee will classify

and summarize the reports , placing

the resulting data freely before the Stray Currents from Electric

members of this association and the Railways

manufacturers of protective appara

tus. The manufacturers will utilize By Dr. Carl Michalke. Translated by O. A. Ken

yon . Published by the McGraw Publishing

this data toward the improvement of Company, New York. Size, 6 by 8 inches; 108

pages ; 34 illustrations. Price, $ 1.50 .

their protective devices .

According to the translator's pref

At Gysinge, in Sweden, during the ace, this book was compiled from
year ending May 31 , 1906 , from a reports on electrolysis in various

Kjellin electric furnace giving one European periodicals, these reports

ton ( 240 pounds) of steel per tap , being inspired by the accounts of the

there was produced 950 tons of tool “ horrible ” cases of electrolysis on

steel and special steel ingots . In this side of the water. An extensive

carbon and iron tool steels all the bibliography and a few foot-notes

usual tempers were made. The bulk from American practice have been

of this steel was made from charges added by the translator .

composed of about 80 per cent. of In the first chapter, stray currents

Swedish white pig -iron and 20 per with uniform current load on the

cent. of steel scrap. The percentage rails are considered , and formulæ are

of carbon was regulated by the addi
obtained for the total leakage cur

tion of briquettes. Other charges rent and the potential difference be

were made from Swedish white iron tween earth and rail . In the next

and steel scrap. The average time chapter, a uniformly increasing cur

taken per charge for the year, when
rent load on the rails is also treated

adding briquettes, was and mathematically. The resistance of

one - eighth hours, and the electric en- the rails , the earth, pipes , mortar and

ergy consumed was 1128 units (kilo- concrete , and water in pipes is next

watt hours) per ton . The average considered .

time per charge for white iron and Three chapters are devoted to

scrap charges was five and one-half corrosion and a number of pages to

hours, and the electric energy con- the taking of measurements. In the

sumed was 886 units per ton. The chapter on preventive measures , the

consumptions include all time and author suggests the use of heavy

energy lost from various causes , such rails and keeping the bonds in good

as bad water supply, ice , etc.
condition. Rails should also be thor

seven

a

can
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tric Power & Light Company, Ou

ray, Ohio .

oughly bonded at crossing points

and switches. Track resistance should

be kept low and pipe resistance in

creased as much as possible. Cast

iron pipes should be used in pref

erence to wrought iron . Insulating

the rails and pipe lines and revers

ing the polarity of the current are

suggested

Other disturbances caused by stray

eurrents, as in physical instruments,

telephones, telegraphs and signal ap

paratus, are also discussed .

he will give up and declare that he

has forgotten his calculus." This

trouble has been anticipated in the

handbook by the frequent use of

cross references. The translator has

added chapters on United States

weights and measures, annuities, in

surance, bank discount, and the like .

To attempt to tell all that is given

in the book would be impossible

here . Suffice it to say that it deals

with the mathematical processes in

arithmetic, algebra, geometry, trigo

nometry, analytical geometry, and

calculus, which are likely to be of

service to the engineer and engi

neering students.

Henry Stephenson, of the New

York Edison Company, New York ,

N. Y.

J. W. Young, of the McCall Ferry

Power Company, New York, N. Y.

H. M. Edwards, of the New York

Edison Company, New York , N. Y.

Charles S. Shepard, of the New

York Edison Company, New York ,

N. Y.

William S. Dupont, of the Public

Service Corporation of New Jersey,

Newark, N. J.

James T. Whittlesey, of the Pub

lic Service Corporation of New Jer

sey , Montclair, N. J.

J. Kennedy, of the Public Service

Corporation of New Jersey, Wee

hawken Heights, N. J.

Edward J. O'Beirne, of the Gaines

ville Electric Railway & Light Com

pany, Gainesville, Tex.

A Graphical Treatment of the

Induction Motor

National Electric Light Association

A

By Alexander Heyland . Translated by G. H.

Rowe and R. E. Hellmund. Published by

the McGraw Publishing Co., New York .

Size 6 by 8 inches ; 48 pages ; 28 illustrations,

Price , $ 1.00.

The object of the method de

scribed by the author is the expe

rimental determination of the charac

teristic properties of induction mo

tors . The method consists essentially

in the practical application of the cir

cle diagram , first described by the

author in the " Elektrotechnische

Zeitschrift," in 1894.

The general theory of the induc

tion motor is first taken up, the cir

cle diagram is then discussed, and

by means of it the theoretical de

termination of input, output, torque

and slip . To show the agreement

between the theory and practical

tests , the practical application of the

diagram is then taken up. Several sizes

of motors are also considered, char

acteristic curves being plotted and

values obtained of efficiency, input,

output , power factor , and slip.
The induction motor as

a gen

erator, and the use of the circle

diagram in obtaining the character
istics under this condition, is next

dealt with . The book conciudes

with a discussion of single -phase in

duction motors , method being

given for obtaining the diagram of

this type from that of the polyphase.

T a recent meeting of the ex

ecutive committee of the Na

tional Electric Light Associa

tion , the matter of offices in the

United Engineering Building was

formally decided . The association

will change its headquarters as soon

as practicable after the new building

is ready for occupancy . There was

an unusually full attendance at the

meeting, and several important meas

ures were set in motion .

Among the new applications for

membership passed upon and ap

proved were the following:

CLASS D

Michaelis & Ellsworth , of New

York, N. Y.

Roderick J. Parke, of Toronto ,

Canada .

The Lundin Electric & Machine

Company, of Boston, Mass .

The Condit Electrical Manufac

turing Company, of Boston, Mass .

The Shelby Electric Company, of

Philadelphia , Pa .

CLASS E

James D. Ellsworth , of Michaelis

& Ellsworth , New York , N. Y.

CLASS A

The North Georgia Electric Com

pany, of Gainesville, Ga.

The Millville Electric Light Com

pany, of Millville, N. J.
The McCall Ferry Power Com

pany, of New York , N. Y.

The Miami Light, Heat & Power

Company, of Piqua, Ohio .

The Laramie Light & Power Com

pany, of Laramie, Wyo.

The Albany Power & Manufactur

ing Company, of Albany, Ga .

The Toledo Gas, Electric & Heat

ing Company, of Toledo, Ohio .

The Escambia County Electric

Light & Power Company, of Pensa

cola , Fla.

Concerning the proposed electric

line between New York and Chicago,

" The Wall Street Journal" says:“

" Prominent railroad engineers have

given the question serious consider

ation , and a practically unanimous

verdict has been rendered that the

scheme is impracticable. Did the

plans look feasible to the large finan

cial interests, the offering of stock at

25 cents on the dollar would not be

necessary . We do not consider the

ock a good purchase. It is essen

tially speculative, and looks more

like a catch -penny scheme than a

' safe and sane proposition .'

a

CLASS B

Handbook of Mathematics

By J. Claudel. Translated by 0. A. Kenyon.

Published by the McGraw Publishing Co.,

New York. Size 612 by 912 inches ; 708 pages ;

422 illustrations. Price $ 3.50.

The need for compiling the mat

ter in this book is, perhaps, best

expressed in the preface, as follows:

" If a busy man wishes to solve an

integral which is not given in the

table, he naturally refers to his col

lege text-book on integral calculus,

spends several hours studying, and

finds that his trouble is further back,

most likely in algebra ; then the

chances are that, due to lack of time,

E. J. Fowler, of the Chicago Edi

son Company, Chicago, Ill .

J. W. Murray, of the Allegheny

County Light Company, Pittsburg ,
Pa.

A. S. Allen, of the Tonawanda

Power Company, Tonawanda, N. Y.

G. H. Patten , of the Chattanooga

Electric Company, Chattanooga,

Tenn .

Arthur L. Linn, of the Rochester

Railway & Light Company, Roch

ester, N. Y.

E. A. Phinney, of the Quray Elec

The prac

By adding metals like potassium ,

sodium , lithium , calcium , etc. , to the

mercury , the spectrum of the mer

cury arc can be changed.

tical application for the purpose of

improving the colour of the mercury

arc meets, however, with consider

able difficulties and disadvantages,

such as the attack on the glass by

the alkali metals, the lowering of

the efficiency, etc.
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The New Power Plant of the Vermont Marble Co.

By H. S. KNOWLTON

T
HE industrial plant of the Ver

mont Marble Company is

justly famous as one of the

largest establishments of its kind in

the world . A large demand for

cheap power exists in the marble

quarry and in the mill where the

product of the hills is treated and

shaped to meet the varying require- a new power station is now in ser

ments for architectural, electrical and vice , the rated capacity of the plant

other purposes. An extended use of being 2250 KW ., - a rather unusuala

electricity has, therefore, been made size for a private plant . The value

in localities where this class of power of the company's finished product

is readily available. thirty - six years ago was $ 130,000 per

At the headquarters of the Ver- year; to-day it exceeds $ 3,000,000

mont Marble Company in Proctor per year. Such a growth as this

FIG . 1. - GENERAL VIEW OF THE POWER PLANT OF THE VERMONT MARBLE COMPANY, SHOWING THE SUTHERLAND FALLS IN OTTER CREEK

6-1 401
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FIG. 2.—INTERIOR OF THE POWER HOUSE OF THE VERMONT MAKBLE COMPANY AT PROCTOR . THREE 750 -KW ., 3 -PHASE GENERATORS, BUILT

BY THE GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY , OF SCHENECTADY, N. Y., ARE DRIVEN BY TURBINES BUILT BY THE I. P. MORRIS COMPANY, OF PHILA DELPHIA

necessitated increased power The power plant is iocated on cipal mills.mills. The company shares

facilities , as well as enlarged equip- Sutherland Falls, Otter Creek , about various water privileges in the town

ment in other directions. 500 feet east of the company's prin- of Chittenden , near Rutland, with

the Rutland Railway, Light & Power

Company. The discharge of the

Chittenden water - shed traverses this

section of the country in the stream

known as Otter Creek . The power

house, shown in Fig . 1 , is built at the

bottom of a large gorge, and a head

of 110 feet is available at the water
wheels.

The building is a marble structure

supported on concrete foundations,

there being one story and a com

modious basement in the plant. The

power house is 95 feet long and 33

feet wide. It is built large enough

to house four 750 -KW . units , al

though only three are as yet in

stalled . The completed plant will

have a floor space of 1.04 square

feet per kilowatt of capacity . Fig.

I also shows the riveted steel pen

stock which carries the water to the

wheels from the dam located 500 feet

above the power house, a stairway

down the cliff for the use of foot

passengers, and an inclined railway

which greatly facilitates the hand

ling of materials or supplies between

the power house and the upper

ground levels . In the foreground is

a portion of the old power house

and shaft bridge or runway by which

FIG. 3.–A NEARER VIEW OF ONE OF THE GENERATORS AND A WATER -WHEEL GOVERNOR power was transmitted mechanically
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FIG . 4. — THE SWITCH BOARD AT THE PROCTOR POWER HOUSE . SO EXTENSIVE IS THE ELECTRIC

EQUIPMENT IN THE COMPANY'S PLANT THAT THIRTEEN PANELS, ONE FOR FUTURE USE, ARE

IEQL'IRED FOR THE INSTRUMENTS AND SWITCHES

to the marble mill just above .

The penstock is rigidly anchored

to concrete piers in its course down

the hillside from the reservoir . At

the top it is 9 feet in diameter, and

composed of 5-16 -inch steel plate ;

beyond the large pier at the summit

of the embankment just behind the

power house the diameter decreases

to 8 feet , the thickness of the plates

increasing to } inch in the 32-de

gree slope of the pipe towards the

power house, and then to 7-16 inch

in the 45 - degree section before the

power house is reached . As each

water -wheel is passed the penstock

diameter decreases I foot, so that at

the end of the run , by the fourth

wheel, the diameter will be 5 feet .

Enclosed in a wooden tower at

the top of the large concrete pier ,

shown in Fig . I , is a 9- foot relief

pipe , which makes a right-angled

connection with the penstock. The

relief pipe is anchored into the pier

by steel angles .

Fig. 2 is a general view of the

power house interior, showing the

generating units, lightning arrester

compartment on the left and operat

ing switchboard on the right. The

switchboard panels are of the com

pany's own manufacture, a large

product in this line being turned

out annually. The generator room

is served by a 10 -ton , hand -operated

traveling crane , built by the Pedrick

& Ayer Company, of Plainfield ,

N. J. The crane rail is 15 feet above

the concrete floor of the generator

room , the lift being 35 feet and the

span 28 feet 11 inches.

The generating equipment consists

of three General Electric 750 -KW .,

480 -volt, 3 -phase, 60-cycle , 14-pole ,

revolving -field, vertical-shaft alter

nators , each direct connected to a

27 -inch Morris 1200 - H . P. turbine.

On the top of the shaft is mounted

an 8-pole, 30 -KW ., 125 -volt Gen

eral Electric exciter . The collector

rings for the alternator field are at

the top of the shaft.

Fig. 3 shows one of the generating

units at close range, with the gov

ernor at the right. Each machine

has its own governor, furnished by

the I. P. Morris Company, of Phila

delphia. A strong point in the de

sign of the alternators is the provi

sion for ventilation . The circum

ference of the armature frame is

liberally equipped with air ducts,

from the base to the top of the ma

chine.

Every point in the generator room

is accessible to the crane service, in

cluding parts of the basement through

floor covers and openings. In the

southeast corner of the generator

room is mounted a General Electric

Ott

FIG . 5.-- A 250- H . P, INDUCTION MOTOR DRIVING A LINE SHAFT IN THE

MARBLE - SAWING MILL
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FIG. 6.—INTERIOR OF THE SUB-STATION AT THE WEST RUTLAND PLANT OF THE VERMONT MARBLE COMPANY . CURRENT IS TRANSMITTED

FROM THE PROCTOR POWER PLANT AT 10,000 VOLTS AND STEPPED DOWN TO 3300 VOLTS AND 460 VOLTS

asmotor-generator set for supplying

direct current at 250 volts to certain

motors in the mills . The set con

sists of a 6-pole , 150 - H . P., 440

volt , 3 -phase induction motor direct

coupled to a 4 - pole, 100-KW . , 250

volt direct -current generator .

A peculiar feature of the situation

at Proctor is the close identification

of the Vermont Marble Company

with all town affairs. The commu

nity is industrially a unit, in much

the same manner as the towns of

Hopedale, Mass., controlled by the

Draper cotton manufacturing ma

chinery interests, and Peacedale,

R. I. It is outside the range of this

article to discuss the admirable re

lations between the employer and the

employee which exist in Proctor ; but

in the control which the company ex

ercises over the town the electric

lighting is included, and current for

this purpose is drawn from the com

pany's power station . The switch

board, therefore is laid out to han

dle the municipal lighting load as

well the company's industrial high - potential line transformers ..

power and lighting demand. Three 2600 -ampere, 480- volt sepa

Fig. 4 shows the switchboard at rate single-pole knife switches, three

the Proctor power station . It con- 5000 Thomson ammeters, edgewise

sists of thirteen blue Vermont mar- type, two automatic circuit breakers.

ble panels, go inches high and 25 feet Panel 9. Motor control, mill cir

long. From left to right these pan- cuits , alternating current, three- phase.

esl are devoted to the following ser- Triple -pole, single -throw switch, 480

vices: volts , 2000 -ampere Thomson ami

Panels 1 , 2 and 3 . Exciter con- meter .

trol, with triple pole, single -throw Panel 10. Arc -light tub trans

switches, potential plugs, rheostat former, 480 -volt primary side, cir

handles and 400 -ampere Thomson cuit plugs and 8 -ampere ammeter.

static ammeters. Panel 11 . Incandescent lighting

Panel 4. Blank , for future ex- control, 480 volts, multiple three

citer of fourth unit. phase distribution , triple pole, single

Panels 5 , 6 and 7. Generator con- throw switch , 200 Thomson ammeter.

trol , with triple - pole, single -throw Panel 12 . Induction motor of

switches, potential plugs, field motor - generator set control, 480

switches. rheostats, Thomson volts, 400 ammeter and two circuit

2000 indicating edgewise ammeter breakers.

per panel, one Thomson 1600 -KW . Panel 13. Generator control mo

edgewise indicating wattmeter per tor-generator set, 250 volts. Positive

panel, one Thomson 700 alternating- and negative single- pole switches,

current voltmeter and one Thomson field switch , 600 ammeter and 350

100 ammeter per panel voltmeter .

Panel 8. Controls primaries of The largest quarries of the Ver

one
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mont Marble Company are located

at West Rutland. A three -phase,

11,000 -volt transmission line, 51 miles

long, of No. I copper, runs between

Proctor and West Rutland, via Al

bertson . A sub -station is located at

Albertson and another at West Rut

land .

In the basement of the Proctor

plant are installed three 500 - KW .

water and oil-cooled transformers

connected in delta on both primary

and secondary sides. These raise the

voltage from 480 to 11,000 volts .

The distribution circuits from the

Proctor power house are carried out

on overhead lines, the transmission

poles being 35 feet long, of cedar,

and spaced 100 feet apart.

The plant operates continuously,

with the exception of the hours be

tween 12.30 A. M. and 5.30 P. M.

on Sundays. At one side of the gen

erator room is a 50 -drop telephone

switchboard in a booth . From 6

P. M. to 6 A. M. the local night

service of the New England Tele

phone & Telegraph Company is

handled by the power station at

tendants .

The traveling crane in the yards

at Proctor, the local quarry and ma

chine shop motors are supplied with size from 75 H. P. to less . A 50

direct -current, 250-volt power. light tub transformer for street ser

In the basement of the Proctor vice is also in use at this station .

power house is a Morris centrifugal Fig. 6 is an interior view of the

pump for supplying pressure to the West Rutland sub - station , showing

governors at about 18 pounds per the 10,000-volt switchboard and trans

square inch , direct-connected to formers. A special shield was in

4 -pole, 5 - H . P. 110 -volt motor. stalled between the horizontal high

There is also a Gould triplex oil tension bus -bars and the roof, to pre

pump belted to a 480 - volt, 1 - H . P .. vent the occurrence of fire.

induction motor. The cellar drain- At the Albertson sub-station are

age is handled by a centrifugal pump
installed three 100 -KW ., water

driven by a 7 - H . P., 6 -pole, 480- cooled transformers, stepping down

volt induction motor. The from 10,000 to 480 volts . The mo

venience of the small motor in driv- tor equipment at Albertson includes

ing these hydraulic auxiliaries was a 75 - H . P. General Electric motor,

thoroughly taken advantage of at and a 75 - H . P., 440 -volt Bullock

the Proctor plant. motor, and 100-H . P. General

The load at Proctor can be oper Electric motor belted to a 75 -KW . ,

ated upon one wheel at times of low 250 - volt generator for lighting and

water, but in order to handle the crane service.

load at West Rutland, a supple- All the machinery in the mills is

mentary steam plant is in service group -driven. Fig . 5 shows a 250

there. H. P. induction motor in the mar

The equipment of the West Rut- ble- sawing mill at Proctor. The ma

land sub - station consists of three 150- chinery includes gang saws , rub

KW ., 10.000-3300 - volt transformers, ber beds, lathes and planers, polish

for an old motor equipment which is ers , gritters , pumps, air compressors,

in service , three 150 -KW ., 10,000- exhaust fans , cranes and hoists . In

460 -volt transformers for new the quarries, channelers and also an

tors, and a 250 -KW ., 250 -volt motor- experimental electric drill are driven

generator set . The motors range in by electric motors .

a

mo

Producer Gas Power in Central Station Work

The New Plant of the Citizens' Electric Company, of Keene, N. H.

By J. R BIBBINS

users

TO
O power in localities

where fuel may be readily and

cheaply secured , the question

of most economical plant equipment

is obviously not so important as in
those localities where the proper

size of fuel is not only expensive,

but also frequently difficult to ob

tain in emergencies.

A large central station delivering

24 -hour power must not only con

sider the cost of production, but

also the question of obtaining and

storing sufficient fuel to carry them

over a period of possible strikes ,

railway accidents, or other

tingencies. But in small stations,

such as form probably 80 per cent.

of the central stations of this coun

try , covering towns and cities up to
10,000 inhabitants, the question of

power costs is of relatively

greater importance than storage of

fuel, for the reason that the small

amount actually used would not oc

casion any serious inroads upon the

supply of fuel available in the im- are the power rates to customers.

mediate neighbourhood. One of the principal reasons for

In both of these cases producer the adoption of gas power at the

gas conies to the rescue, and it is new plant at Keene was to enable

the purpose of this article to show the new company to curtail their

by means of a specific example how power costs as much as possible.

the producer gas system may be ap- This was a necessity, for the com
plied effectively to the continuous pany was , in fact , organized under

production of cheap power in com- strong competition with the long es

munities using electricity for light tablished Keene Gas & Electric&

ing and manufacturing purposes. Company, formerly holding exclu

The system at Keene, N. H. , which sive service franchise in the city .

this article describes, is fairly typical Owing to the sustained price of elec

of the great majority of New Eng- tricity and the old company's re

land towns in which small anthracite fusal to deliver electric light in some

coal is the most available fuel for localities where gas mains were al

power purposes. Few towns of pre- ready laid , and similar policies tend

tentious size have failed to provide ing to alienate the support of new
themselves with electric lighting ser- customers, the Citizens' Company

vice, with the result that many small came into existence with consider

plants are in operation, usually with able private business in addition to

low efficiency, due to poor load a five -year contract to light the

factor or antiquated apparatus. Be city .

cause of the high price of coal, The company's articles of incor
the cost of power is high, and poration were filed on May 5 , 1905.

also , necessarily follows, Work was started on the lines July

con

one

SO as
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IN THE GAS - POWER PLANT OF THE CITIZENS ' ELECTRIC COMPANY , OF KEENE , N. H., THREE WESTINGHOUSE UNITS, AGGREGATING ABOUT

100 H. P., SUPPLY CURRENT FOR LIGHTING AND POWER

I , the public lighting contract was vice in Keene were as follows:

taken over November 1 , and private Lighting, 16 cents net ; power, 10 to

lighting commenced on January 1 , 4. cents . Previous to the starting

1906. Thus in a period of four of the Citizens Company service ,

months the plant was far enough however, there were no published

completed for the commencement of rates for power. The new company's

regular service, and in six months rates are based on a sliding scale ,

both station and lines were entirely tending to encourage large cus

completed. tomers: Lighting, 10.8 to 7.2 cents

The original rates for electric ser- per kilowatt-hour net, with a mini

arc

mium charge of 75 cents per month ;

power 5 cents down to 27 cents per

kilowatt-hour, minimum charge of

75 cents per E. H. P. per month .

To meet these new rates the old

company reduced to the same gross

rates , and offered , in addition , a

10 per cent. greater discount for

prompt cash payment. City arcs ( 6.6

amperes) formerly cost the city $ 100

per for sundown -sunrise ser

vice ; now the cost is $ 82.50 per arc

(6.9 amperes ). Series incandescents,

formerly $29, now cost $21 per year .

Thus the Citizens' Company has

effected a reduction in the price of

electricity to both municipal and pri

vate consumers of about one - third.

It is evident from the above that

in order to effectively reduce power

rates by so large a margin , and par

ticularly to offer a power rate as low

at 2 cents per kilowatt -hour, the

efficiency of the generating station

must be of a very high order. The

cost of fuel delivered at Keene is

from $4.25 to $4.50 per ton , so that

every possible economy consistent

with ultimate reduction of power

costs would have to be practiced.

The choice of the gas -power sys

tem as a means of securing this re

sult was determined upon after con

siderable inquiry among the various

builders of power station apparatus .

A central station has resulted which ,

THE ABSENCEEXTERIOR OF THE GAS - POWER PLANT OF THE CITIZENS ' ELECTRIC COMPANY.

OF ANY SMOKESTUCK IS A CONSPICCOL'S FEATURE
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although of comparatively small size ,

is operating with exceptional econ

omy, and has fully met the expecta

tions of the officials of the com

pany as regards general reliability

and excellence of results .

During the early part of the year,

when the load factor of the sta

tion was but 14.1 per cent. for 24

hour service , the average coal con

sumed by the producers was 21

pounds per kilowatt-hour, or less

than 1 pounds per B. H. P.-hour,

which corresponds to a plant effi

ciency of 14.35 per cent. from coal

pile to engine shaft, or 12.1 per cent.

from coal pile to bus -bar. More

over, the total operating cost at this

extremely low load factor , including

fuel, labour, supplies and repairs, is

as low as 1.7 cents per kilowatt

hour with an average output of only

about one-seventh of the plant ca

pacity. At this rate , an operating

cost of about 1 cent per kilowatt

hour will obtain when the station

load factor has reached about 25

per cent .

SYSTEM

From the accompanying map may

be obtained a clear idea of the dis

trict covered by the distribution sys

tem . It will be noted that the prin

cipal business section is located well

within the quarter-mile circle , which
fact minimizes the copper required

to handle the business load . Are and

residence transmission lines, how

ever, branch in all directions, the

former run in as single -phase and

the latter as three -phase, both with

grouped transformers. Arc , incan

descent, and power circuits are oper

ated from the same station bus , al

though an auxiliary bus is provided

at the station for emergencies.

POWER STATION

In the general view of the power

station the considerable difference

between a design adapted for gas

and the conventional design adapted

to steam power will be at

recognized . In this building the en

gine room occupies fully two -thirds

of the floor area and the producer

room one -third. Observe that no

chimney is used , with the exception

of a small vent pipe above the pro

ducers. The coal storage bin shown

in the rear of the power station pro

vides a storage capacity of 250 tons,

sufficient to run the plant at the

present rate of fuel consumption for

over seven months, which obviously

avoids any danger of fuel shortage

from almost any cause .

In the interior is a more or less

conventional arrangement of gas en

gine machinery. Three units, ag

gregating about 400 II . P., of the

W
A
R
D

1

W
A
R
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Westinghouse vertical, direct -con ply from an independent riser to the

nected type, are installed , all con- main , in which is interposed an auto

trolled from the alternating -current matic diaphragm regulator which re

switchboard shown in another view duces the main pressure to approxi

in the manner customary in modern mately atmosphere at the engine.

steam plants. Paralleling the gen- Gate valves are located at the gas

erators and adjusting the load is ac- main in each engine branch , very

complished with great facility , as much as in an ordinary steam plant.

the governors may be quickly ad- At the engine are two more regu

justed by hand while running. lating valves with graduated indices,

The engines are started by com- which serve as a guide in proportion

pressed air, as usual with Westing- ing, according to the quality of the
house engines. For this purpose a gas, the actual mixture of air and

number of storage tanks are kept gas that is sent as mixture to the

continually charged up to a pres- governing valve and thence to the

sure of 150 pounds per square inch , cylir.ders. This adjustment renders

and immediately refilled after each it a simple matter to accommodate

start , whether the pressure is low or widely varying qualities of gas should

not. As a usual thing, a few turns it become necessary .

of the engine is sufficient to enable The exhausts extend out through

it to catch its ignition . Both mo- the building wall and by long sweep

tor and gas-engine-driven air com- elbows into a brick . tunnel , 24

pressors are available. inches square, leading to an exhaust

Each engine receives its gas sup well filled with broken rock , and
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A PART OF THE GAS -PRODUCER PLANT OF THE CITIZENS' ELECTRIC COMPANY . TWO 250 - H . P. SETS ARE INSTALLED , ONE BEING SHOWN HERE.

ON THE RIGHT IS THE PRODUCER SHELL, WITH THE COAL -CHARGING HOPPER ON TOP. ON THE LEFT IS THE SCRUBBER

having a capacity of 500 cubic feet . run in loricated iron conduit right Westinghouse automatic water-sealed

This well so effectively breaks up the up to the engine cylinders. type. One complete unit is shown.

force of the successive exhausts as Lubrication is largely automatic, On the right is the producer shell,

to completely muffle the reports with as the engines are single -acting and with the coal-charging hopper on top

the result that no objections have self -contained . The crank case be- and the ash pit beneath . On the

arisen from this cause , although ing filled with oil to about the level left is a double -compartment scrub

several residences are located within of the shaft, at each revolution the ber containing, on one side, coke

a few hundred feet . cranks splash sufficient quantities of continually wetted by water sprays ,

Cooling water is supplied to the oil over the internal rubbing sur- and on the other side a drying

cylinder jackets , heads and exhaust faces as to make it unnecessary to section containing excelsior . The

valves from a 600 -gallon elevated supply further lubrication , with the scrubbed and dried gas leaves by

tank , which is , in turn , filled by a exception of the main bearings. the upper outlet shown.

motor -driven pump, the motor be- These, however, require only infre- Between producer and scrubber

ing controlled by an automatic float quent replenishing, the oil used for is located a three-way valve provid

in the tank, arranged to maintain this purpose draining directly into ing communication between pro

an approximately constant level . the crank case , and thus serving to ducer and purge stack when the new

Each unit drives itsdrives its own replenish the loss by evaporation. producer fire is being started . This

citer , although the excitation may valve at the same time shuts off the

be interchanged when desirable. The THE PRODUCER PLANT
scrubber so as to prevent any back

familiar "make-and -break " igniter A most interesting feature of the flow from other producers in opera

system is employed . Not one, but station is the producer plant , part tion . At one side is a small vertical

four independent sources of ignition
of which is shown in the accompany boiler ( not shown ), used for supply

current are available, namely, pri- ing illustration . Here is generateding illustration . Here is generated ing steam to blow the producer. As

mary batteries, storage batteries, ex- the power gas for supplying the en- the gas-making process is practically

citers and a small 1 -KW. motor- gine equipment above described . a continuous one, this small boiler is

generator set which is normally used This part of the station consists of enabled to work at a fairly constant

for this work . All igniter wiring is two 250 - H . P. producer sets of the rate .

ex
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THE SWITCHBOARD IN THE CITIZENS ' ELECTRIC COMPANY'S PLANT

ex

One of the essential points of the

Westinghouse producer is the ar

rangement for the automatic produc

tion of gas in exactly the quantity
required by the engines. Unlike the

intermittent process, this obviates

entirely the use of a gas holder, small

or large , and, consequently, the in

creased investment in a holder and

ground space and the necessity for

warming the holder during winter,

which is by no means a small item .

The governor which controls the

steam blast to the producer is sim

ple, consisting of a diaphragm regu

lator actuated by gas pressure leav

ing the scrubbers. The resulting

movements of the diaphragm are

transmitted to a throttle valve in the

steam line from the boiler. Thus

the steam blast is varied according

to the demand for gas by the en

gines . The mechanism is not slug

gish, but responds instantly to any

change in raterate of gas delivery.

Moreover, the ratio of steam to air

supplied to the producer in the form

of blast is likewise regulated to a

nicety, as is necessary for the pro

duction of good gas , all this regula

tion being accomplished automatic

ally and requiring practically no at
tention.

Another good feature of the pro

ducer plant is that not a pound of

coal is handled by manual labour

from the time the fuel is delivered

to the bins until about 15 per cent.

of it is removed in the form of ash

from ash pits . A small bucket con

veyor lifts the coal from the bins to

small overhead hoppers, from which

it is delivered by gravity to the pro

ducer hoppers as required. On this

account, the amount of manual la

bour required to run the producer

plant is astonishingly small. The

entire power plant at full load con

sumes a little over 500 pounds per

hour, or 250 pounds per hour per

producer. As each producer hop

per holds about 275 pounds, this

means that the producer needs to be

charged hardly once an hour even

at full load. As a matter of fact ,

the average time between charges is

even longer. Ashes removed

but once in twenty -four hours. This

is owing to the large volume of the

fuel bed , which allows an accumula

tion of ash without detrimental con

sequences. Tire remaining duties of

the producer attendant consist in

easing down the fuel bed from the

producer walls , which requires, per

haps, five minutes' work two or three

times during a watch .

Unlike the scrubbers used in the

cleaning of bituminous gas, these

scrubbers need almost no attention

for months at a time. The coke

section is indestructible . The

celsior section requires cleaning once

or twice a year, although recently the

excelsior was examined in the first

scrubber put into operation and was

found, after nine months' continuous

service, to be cleaner than the new

excelsior which had been obtained

for renewal purposes, and was , con

sequently, left in place .

As regards the operating staff, it

is the policy of the operating com

pany to provide at least two men

in the plant at one time, not only for

increased security against accident ,

but also from the standpoint of the

men's personal safety . Thus, one

man has charge of the engine room

during each 12 -hour shift and one

man the producer room , —500 H. P.

of power machinery per man .

But the small amount of work

E

are

EXHAL'ST SIDE OF ONE OF THE GAS-ENGINE UNITS

6-2
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high efficiency on low output, as

compared with a steam boiler , which

PlantRating
is evidenced by the fact that a pro

ducer of this size will stand an en

tire day with the addition of a few

TYPICAL 24 HOUR LOAD CURVE buckets of coal to replenish the fuel

bed . This means that the standby
Oct. 9. 1906

losses of the producer plant are

CITIZENS ELECTRIC CO . many times less than those of a

Keene N.H.
steam boiler plant, especially when the

latter must be kept banked on the line

and up to full pressure , anticipating

sudden increase in load that may oc

cur at any time. In one of the largest

and best-regulated boiler plants in

an Eastern city it has been found

that under these conditions the

standby fuel is fully 30 per cent . of

the full -load running fuel .

In conclusion , from this small

plant it is not difficult for a prac

tical man to observe the true state
Inc. Incandescent

of affairs in regard to gas vs. steam

operation. The prevailing incredu

lity of power plant men and their

bias against gas may be truthfully
StreetArcs Street Arcs set down to a lack of direct expe

rience . The running troubles of a
Power Power

steam plant have been so long en

countered that they are fixed in the

operator's mind as nothing extra

ordinary and quite to be expected .
12 2 4 6 . 8 10 12 2 6 8 10 12

P.M.
On the other hand, however , the

slightest troubles in gas working
A TYPICAL LOAD CURVE OF THE GAS - POWER PLANT OF THE CITIZENS' ELECTRIC COMPANY

have been so grossly magnified by

steam enthusiasts as to engender in

actually necessary is evident from with a load factor of 23 per cent., the mind of the power plant man

the fact that on several occasions, the fuel ratio is from 14 to 2 pounds ager (who in reality obtains his im

when the necessity arose , one per kilowatt-hour at the producers. pressions from his operators) an ad

was left in charge of the entire plant Were it possible to load this station verse opinion of unreliability which
and operated it successfully , taking up to , say two -thirds of its rated is not according to fact.

care of both producer and engine capacity , the relative coal consump- But the gas -power system has,

equipments. Moreover, this was ac- tion would be to the order of 1.85 nevertheless, come to stay , and a

complished not only when the plant pounds per kilowatt-hour, or 1.2 practical man has only to observe

was running normally , but at a time pounds per B. H. P.-hour, and the for himself the actual running of

when it was necessary to start up an- operating cost about 0.6 cent per a plant like this to appreciate at its.

other unit . This he succeeded in do- kilowatt -hour. true value this extremely simple sys

ing in less than a minute of time , the The producer-gas-engine plant, as tem . He has avoided high pressures ,

producer meanwhile taking care of a whole, is thus an extremely simple superheaters, economizers, feed

itself by means of the automatic mechanism for the efficient conver- water heaters, condensers, mechanical

regulator. sion of heat of coal into work, and draught, dry air pumps, stokers,

The fuel rate of the station operat- a distinct point in its favour is the and the like , all auxiliaries of rather

ing short time ago on a load fac- fact that it is much less affected by rapid rate of depreciation and re

tor of only 14 per cent . (average variations of load than a steam plant , quiring much attention , as well as

load on engines 40 per cent . ) was particularly if a sufficient number of an appreciable steam consumption.

21 pounds in the producers per kilo- generating units are available for This should be considered a distinct

watt-hour generated, using a medium " fitting into ” the station load curves . advantage of gas in the production

grade of pea anthracite. At present, The producer especially retains its

A.M.

man

of power .



The Inductor Alternator

By A. E BUCHENBERG
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chine ; or conversely, with a fixed dition is partly realized by the fact

armature winding the total magnetic that on account of the extremely

flux must be doubled to obtain the short magnetic path , and the com

same electromotive force . This con- paratively small amount of iron , very

HE commercial success of the

inductor type of alternating

current generators is due pri

marily to their mechanical simpli

city, substantial construction, and
high operating efficiency . The dis

tinguishing mechanical features, as

compared to the revolving -armature

or revolving-field type of alternator,

are the absence of commutator and

collector rings, and the elimination

of moving wire of every descrip

tion . The only parts of the ma

chines subjected to wear are the

bearing sleeves .

The inductor type of alternator

as usually constructed consists of

a stationary laminated iron arm

ature and a rotating inductor

with projecting poles, the tips of

which are laminated . The direction

of the magnetic lines of force is in a

plane through the axis of the shaft ,

and the magnetic circuit is completed

through the solid metal of the poles

and body of the rotor and the

structure supporting the armature

iron , as shown in Fig . 3 . The

polarity of all poles of the inductor

is the same, and, therefore, the flux

through the armature coils is always

in the same direction .

The inductor pole pieces sweeping

past the armature coils force an in

termittent Aux through the armature

iron enclosed by them ; this flux

varies from zero to maximum

value and back again to zero . The

periodic magnetization of the arm

ature iron is, therefore, carried

through but one -half the complete

cycle of magnetization, and for the

same maximum flux density, length

of path, and volume of iron, the hys

teresis loss will be but one -half that

of the other types of machines with

alternate north and south field poles.

From the above it is obvious that

for maximum effective voltage, but

one side of any armature coil can

be in an active field , while the other

side must be in an inactive, or zero ,

field ; or , in other words, one side

of the coil must lie in the space be

tween the inductor pole projections.

Therefore, with a given flux and

armature winding , the terminal volt

ages of an inductor alternator

will : be only one-half as great

as that of the other type of ma

a

FIGS. I AND 2. - INDUCTOR AND ARMATURE OF AN INDUCTOR ALTERNATOR BUILT

BY THE WARREN ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING COMPANY, SANDUSKY, OHIO .
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high Aux densities can be used in

the armature iron of inductor alter

nators without core losses of a pro

hibitive amount.

contribute to the copper losses of

the armature. In addition to this

they will not be passing through a

strictly zero magnetic field, but will

FIG. 3.-DIAGRAM SHOWING THE PATH OF THE MAGNETIC LINES OF FORCE IN

THE WARREN INDUCTOR ALTERNATOR

While only one-half the total arm

ature conductors are available for

generating the machine electromo

tive force, the idle half also must

carry the armature current, and their

self induction will affect the voltage

regulation of the machine . At the

same time their ohmic resistance will

be cutting the leakage flux emanat

ing from the poles and body of the

inductor.

The flow of current through the

armature winding in the slots sets

up a magnetic field enclosing these

conductors. This field varies directly

with the armature current, and

is inversely proportional to the

reluctance of its flux path . The

variation of this flux with the cyclic

change of armature current induces

an electromotive force of self induc

tion or counter electromotive force

in the armature conductors. The

armature current and the reluctance

of the flux path being fixed , this

electromotive force of self- induction

will vary as the square of the con

ductors per slot .

The Aux set up by the armature

current as explained above flows in

a double path , a part directly across

the slot opening and the other part

around the slot . The reluctance of

the path across the slot is directly

proportional to the width and in

versely proportional to the depth ; or

in other words, the Aux is smaller

for a wide shallow slot than for a

narrow deep one . For the above

reasons the ratio of depth to width

of inductor alternator armature slots

is always small, and rarely exceeds

1.75 .

The flux flowing entirely around

the slot is inversely proportional to

the reluctance of this path , which is

made large by the use of high mag

netic densities in the armature teeth .

The use of wide ,of wide, shallow slots ,

in conjunction with high armature

tooth and air -gap densities, keeps the

counter electromotive force of self

induction to a very low limit, and,

to a great extent , offset the disad

vantage stated above .

The action of the leakage flux

from the sides and body of the in

ductor to the surface of the armature

induces electromotive forces in the

armature windings, opposing those

generated in the active half of the

coils . The use of a small armature

air gap , and the cutting away of all

metal between the rotor poles, re

duces this action to a minimum .

Still another factor affecting the

voltage regulation of an alternator

is the armature reaction under in

ductive load operating conditions.

With unity power factor the action

of the armature current is only to

distort the field flux somewhat, but

with lagging currents the component
in quadrature with the electromotive

force tends to set up a flux in direct

opposition to that of the field . In

the inductor type of machine this ac

tion also is taken care of by working

the armature iron well above the

" knee" of the saturation curve, and

the use of high armature air-gap

densities, as before stated .

There is no difficulty whatever in

designing and building alternators of

the inductor type to meet ordinary

conditions of regulation, efficiency.

and heating, for both inductive and

WARREN .

F

FIG. 4.-A WARREN INDUCTOR ALTERNATOR DIRECT CONNECTED TO A STEAM ENGINE
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non - inductive loads. Where operat

ing conditions and machine perform

ance guarantees call for close volt

age regulation on low power factor

loads, the machine becomes some

what heavy as compared with other

types having the same character

istics.

The apparent requirements for ex

cessive weight of iron to afford the

necessary flux path area are partly

compensated for by the fact that the

inductor type of machine requires no

additional cast-iron or steel struc

ture to support the armature iron ,

and that all the metal used in the

construction of the machine is useful

in carrying active flux . The use of

high magnetic densities as stater

above materially reduces the weight

of the armature laminations.

The entire construction lends itself

admirably to the best utilization of

the maximum safe strength of the

metal in the rotating structure , al

lowing the use of high peripheral

speeds , which in many cases is a

distinct advantage in economical de

sign .

As the air gaps used are small and

the length of flux path through the

saturated portions of the magnetic

circuit very short, the leakage is kept

well within practical limits and all

other parts of the machine carrying

active flux can be worked at a mod

erately high density with but a small

expenditure of exciting energy.

The concentrated type of winding

in open slots is invariably used for

armature coils , and lends itself ad

mirably to the electrical and me

chanical requirements of this type of

alternator. Concentrated winding

permits of maximum armature cop

per and insulation area with a mini

mum loss of useful armature surface .

From the standpoint of the station

man this type of winding is conven

ient in the case of repairs, as

armature coil can be removed and

another substituted without disturb

ing a number of other coils . In

FIG . 6. — INDUCTOR OF A 2000 - KW . INDUCTOR ALTERNATOR BUILT BY THE STANLEY -G . I.

ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING COMPANY , OF PITTSFIELD , MASS .

smooth bore of the frame on the

cast-iron armature ring K, which is

supported by a shoulder on the

frame casting, as shown.

The armature laminations

punched from very soft double -an

are

11

an

M

N

E

с

K

B
B

most machines of this type the arm

ature coils can be removed without

in any way dismantling the machine,

by simply dropping a coil between

two adjacent inductor poles and then

pulling it out endwise.

As a practical example of modern

construction of inductor alternators

we have selected the machine built

by the Warren Electric Manufactur

ing Company, of Sandusky, Ohio .

In Fig. 3 A is the frame of the ma

chine which performs the triple func

tions of carrying the active magnetic

flux , supporting the armature iron C,

and affording a convenient and ef

fective support for the main field

coil F.

The annular projection of the

frame casting forming the field coil

support also performs the second

function of increasing the air-gap

area at the smooth end of the rotor,

thus decreasing the flux density and

allowing a reasonable clearance with

a moderate magnetomotive force .

While the armature air gap varies

with different machines, the above

clearance is always one-sixteenth of

an inch , and is ample for any wear

of the bearings. The armature lami

nations Care assembled inside the

N

A
E

S

a

FIG . 5. - SECTION OF A STANLEY - G . I. INDUCTOR

ALTERNATOR

FIG. 7 .-- SECTION OF A STANLEY-G. I. ALTERNA

TOR, SHOWING THE MAGNETIC PATH
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nealed electrical steel , and after being Fig. 2 will possibly give a clearer

notched are given a thin coating of idea of the frame construction .

insulating varnish in order to reduce The rotor or inductor B is smooth

the eddy current losses to a mini- on one end with projecting poles on

and for repairs the coil can be easily

removed through the front of the

machine after the rotor is taken out .

The armature coils L are machine

form wound and are readily access

ible for repairs or removal as stated

above.

The auxiliary or equalizing coil H

is connected in series with the main

field coil but in the reverse direc

tion . It is supported by the cast

iron coil case C attached to the front

pedestal, and has threaded upon it

the cast -iron ring M. This movable

ring allows for an adjustment of the

air gap N by means of which the

shaft leakage is neutralized , and the

slightly unbalanced end play of the

rotor compensated for. When this

adjustment of the movable ring is

once made the rotor remains bal

anced for all loads , and floats in its

bearings.

Fig. 8 shows an inductor alter

nator built by the Stanley-G . I.

Electric Manufacturing Company, of

Pittsfield , Mass . Fig . 6 is a view

of the rotor. In Figs. 5 and 7 the

construction of the armature and

rotor ' may be readily seen . On the

face of the rim of the rotor, the lugs

B are cast for the purpose of hold

ing the laminations N , which form

the pole pieces. A key C is screwed

to the lug, and over it are slipped

the laminations, having a slot D.

The whole is held in place by the

retainer E.

The armature laminations Kare

slipped over the bars F and held in

place by the outside rings L. Heavy

steel stiffeners M are placed at each

end of the laminated iron .

FIG . 8.—A 2000 -KW . WATER -WHEEL TYPE OF INDUCTOR ALTERNATOR BUILT BY

THE STANLEY - G . I. ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING COMPANY , OF PITTSFIELD , MASS.

mum . After being properly com- the other or open end of the machine.

pressed under heavy pressure they To avoid the eddy currents set up

are held in place by the outside cast by the sweeping of the slot openings

iron armature ring J, an extension of across the pole faces , the pole tips

which forms a portion of the arm- D are laminated . These laminations

ature coil shield . The depth of are dovetailed into the poles and

armature stampings behind the slots supported by clamping plates as

is such as to confine all changes and shown in Fig . I and Fig . 3 .

swinging of flux to them , so that The field coil F consists usually of

there are no hysteretic or eddy cur- a single coil supported as explained

rent losses in the solid portions of above. The conditions for proper

the frame and armature structure . ventilation and protection are ideal,

The Single -Phase Railway Motor

By WALTER I. TAMLYN

UNTUD recently there werebut
never be as great as the ratio of that acteristics for traction purposes, and,

two types of alternating-cur- speed to the synchronous speed.speed . in addition , work on a single-phase

rent motor on the market : the Single -phase induction motors will circuit . To this end a number of

synchronous motor and the induc- not start up under load . Induction motors were suggested , such as the

tion motor. As is well known, the motors have been used on several compensated series , the transformer

synchronous motor will not start up European roads, variable speed being series, and the repulsion motor. Of

from rest under load, but must be obtained at the expense of efficiency these , the compensated series motor

brought up to synchronous speed by by means of heavy and complicated seems to be the most satisfactory .

some auxiliary source of power, auxiliary devices . The fact that It is a well-known fact that if the

when it will continue to rotate at these motors are necessarily poly- current be reversed in direction in

this speed, independent of the load phase is another great disadvantage both the field and the armature wind

up to several times full load. Of since it requires at least two trolley ings of a direct-current series motor,

course such a motor could not be wires. the direction of rotation of the motor

used for railway work. In this country instead of using will not be changed. If then an al

The polyphase induction motor the unsuitable induction motor, the ternating electromotive force be ap

will start up under load , but it is attempt was made to develop a new plied to the terminals of such a

practically a constant-speed motor, type of alternating -current motor, machine, it will rotate in the same

and its efficiency at any speed can which should have the proper char- direction as when running on direct
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10000000

constant

( 2. )

2

current, since the current will simul force to the applied electromotive

taneously reverse in direction in both Field Core , force ; and therefore to secure a high

the field and the armature. But power factor, the ratio of the field

when so operating the motor has a electromotive force of self - induction

low efficiency, a low power factor, Pole . to the armature counter electromo

and sparks dangerously. tive force should be made as small as

The low efficiency is due mainly to possible. The electromotive force of

the fact that in addition to the field self-induction is proportional to

losses present in the direct- current
Armature .

the product of the alternations of the

motor, there is a large hysteresis loss supply circuit, the number of field

in the entire magnetic circuit. This turns in series , and the fux per pole .

loss is caused by the alternating flux , The counter electromotive force of

which also sets up in the field wind the armature is proportional to the

ings an electromotive force of self number of revolutions per minute, to

induction . The latter acts to reduce the number of armature inductors

the power component of the electro and to the flux per pole . It is as

motive force impressed on the power . sumed that the armature winding is

In Fig . 1 , AD represents the re of the usual multiple type.

active electromotive force of the FIGS . 2 AND 3 The relation between the electro

field winding , AB the component of motive force of field self -induction and

the impressed electromotive force The rapid breaking of these circuits, the armature counter electromotive

which neutralizes AD , AC the elec- in each of which the electromotive force may then be expressed as fol

tromotive force on the armature, or force tends to continue the current, lows:

the power component of the im

pressed electromotive force , and AE , E. M. F. of field self- induction Line alterations X field turns in series X flux per pole

which is the resultant of AB and
X constant ( 1. )

Armature counter E. M. F. Revolutions X No. armature inductors x Aux per pole

AC , the electromotive force im

pressed on the motor terminals. The
E. M. F. of field self- induction Linc alterations field ampere- turns

х

Armature counter E. M. F. Poles X revolutions armature ampere -turns

B
E

produces the injurious sparking. The constant depends upon the char

It is true that the sparking with acteristics of the line, and the units

direct current has a similar cause , in which the several terms are ex

being due to the reversal in direc- pressed . Equation ( 2 ) follows from

А tion of the current in the coil pro- equation ( 1 ) , since twice the num

ducing in it an electromotive force ber of armature turns in series mul

of self - induction. But in the case of tiplied by the number of poles equals

the alternating current, this electro- the number of armature inductors,

motive force of self- induction is and the current in amperes is intro

superimposed upon the electromotive. duced in both numerator and denom

force induced by the field flux , so inator. As shown above , the first

that the resulting sparking is worse. member of equations ( 1 ) and ( 2 )

It is obvious that such a motor should be made as small as possible .

power factor equals the ratio of the could not be efficiently employed with To secure this result it is evident

power component to the total elec- alternating current.
At the same that the terms in the numerator of

tromotive force, thus, time, however, it is remarkable that the second member of equation ( 2 )

1С in spite of the above difficulties should be made small as compared to

the compensated -series alternating the terms in the denominator. That

AE current motor is simply a modified is , the frequency of the supply cir

In other words, neglecting the direct- current series motor.

small l’R losses , the power factor is To reduce the eddy current loss

approximately equal to the ratio of due to the alternating flux , the field

the armature counter electromotive magnet core must be built of thin

force to the applied electromotive laminæ . As may be seen from Fig.

force. Since the electromotive force 1 , the power factor will be raised

of field self -induction of a direct- if AD, the electromotive force of

current series motor when operating field self -induction, is made smaller, ob .

on alternating current is large , it fol- or AC , the power component, is

lows that the power factor is low . made larger.

The commutation of such a motor With a given load , the only way in

when so operating will be very bad,
which AC may be made larger by

principally on account of the fact increasing the losses. This, however,

that when an armature coil is short- is not permissible. But ad may be. D

circuited by a brush , it has linked made smaller by suitable relations

with it an alternating flux from the and proportions between the parts of c.

field . The coil then has induced in it the motor, and between the motor as

an alternating electromotive force , a whole and its conditions of opera

which, on account of the low resis- tion .

tance of the coil , the two leads and As stated above, the power factor
FIG . 4. — FORM OF LAMINATED FIELD OF AN

the brush contact, causes a heavy is approximately equal to the ratio of

current to flow through this circuit. the armature counter electromotive

or

FIG . 1

power factor

c
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MOTOR BUILTEXPERIMENTAL SINGLE -PHASE

BY THE AL'THOR
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FIG. 5.—MAGNETIZATION CURVE OF A SINGLE -PHASE MOTOR

cuit should be low , while the number may be reduced without weakening

of poles and the rate of revolution the field, if the reluctance of the

should be high , and at the same time . magnetic circuit be proportionately

the ratio of field turns to armature decreased, either by increasing its

turns should be made small. cross- section or by using a smaller

The actual values of these ratios air gap. Enlarging the cross- section

are limited by practical considera- would make the motor larger and

tions, and they cannot be increased heavier, whereas railway motors

or decreased indefinitely. If, with must be built as small and light as

a given magnetic circuit, the ratio of possible, and the hard service to

field ampere-turns to armature am- which such motors are subjected sets

pere -turns be too small, the field will a minimum limit to the length of the

be distorted , causing bad commuta

tion . The ratio of field ampere-turns to

The number of field ampere -turns armature ampere -turns must in gen

eral be larger than 0.5 , and it may

sometimes be as large as 0.75 , and

0.625 may therefore be taken as an

average value. The value of the

constant divided by 2 is approxi

mately equal to the reciprocal of

0.625 , so that the last two terms in

the second member of the equation

( 2 ) cancel . Since the value of the

first member of the equation is lim

ited by the desired power factor as

explained above, it follows that this

practically limits the value of the re

maining term of the equation. That

is , with a given number of revolu

tions , the number of poles must in

crease directly as the line alterna

tions . For example, if on a circuit

having a frequency of 163 cycles per

second , a four- pole machine is re

quired , then a six -pole machine will

be required on a circuit having a

frequency of 25 cycles , the speed

being the same in the two cases.

Although neglected above, the arm

ature electromotive force also has an

inductive component. This results

from a cross -induction through the

poles , set up by the currents in the

armature coils . The path of the

magnetic lines of force so produced

is shown in Fig. 2. If now the pole

is constructed with a number of

slots , as shown in Fig. 3 , the reluc

tance of the path of these lines is

much increased.

The effect of the slots may be

made greater if copper conductors,

or, better still , coils of wire are

placed in one or more of the slots , as

shown in the cross- section in the

middle slot of the pole in Fig. 3 .

These coils, known as compensating

coils , tend to prevent the flow of

magnetic lines of force in the general

direction indicated in Fig . 2 . In

this way they more or less completely

eliminate the inductive component of

the armature electromotive force due

to the cross induction through the

poles.

When the field core is saturated ,

no further increase of current can in

crease the field strength . Conse

quently it is desirable to work the

field core at a flux density below

saturation until the current has ex

ceeded the normal full load value.

Otherwise the torque, which is pro

portional to the field strength , would

not increase as fast as it should with

increased currents.

The field yoke should be worked

at a low density to lessen as far as

possible the iron loss due to the re

versals of flux , and the magnetic

leakage through the surrounding

metal. At the same time the stronger

the poles are magnetized the less the

field will be distorted by the cross

magnetization of the armature . As

air gap .

FIG . 6. - AN EXPERIMENTAL SINGLE -PHASE MOTOR CONSTRUCTED BY THE AUTHOR
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previously pointed out, the larger the

cross - section of the air gap, the

smaller is the number of field am

pere -turns required to produce the

necessary flux , and the lower is the

value of the field electromotive force

of self - induction . It is for this

reason that the slots for the com

pensating coils are closed or nearly

closed at the pole face .

To fulfill these requirements, the

poles should be built as shown in

Fig. 3 , the net cross -section of metal

back of the pole face being worked

at such a high flux density as to

become saturated when the current

has slightly exceeded the rated full

load value ; and at the same time the

rest of the field frame should have as

large a cross - section as the available

space for the motor will allow .

The usual Aux through the arma

ture from the field coils sets up elec

tromotive forces of self- induction in

the armature windings ; but these

electromotive forces neutralize each

other since they add to the armature

counter electromotive force in one

part of the winding and subtract

from it at another. They are conse

quently of no importance, except in

coils short- circuited by the brushes,

where they are likely to produce in

jurious sparking:

It was shown above that the com

mutation of alternating current dif

fers in degree, but not in kind from

that of direct current. To reduce

both the electromotive force of self

induction , and that induced by the

field flux, the number of turns in se

ries in a single coil may be reduced ;

and to reduce the current due to

these electromotive forces , the

sistance of the coil may be increased .

The resistance of the coils could not

be increased by decreasing the size of

the wire, since the current-carrying

capacity of the inductors would be

correspondingly decreased , and the

PR loss would become very large.

If, however, the ends of the adja

cent coils be connected together ( the

winding was assumed to be of the

multiple type) and each of these

junctions be connected to a commu

tator segment by a lead having a re

sistance which is high as compared

to that of a coil, the desired result

will be accomplished . The loss of

energy due to the drop of potential

across the resistance will not heat

them up to any extent, as the leads

are in circuit but a fraction of the

time; and moreover this loss will be

small, since the actual resistance of

the lead is low , and no more than

two of them can ever be in series in

the circuit.

The writer recently rebuilt a small

direct -current motor, making it of

12 . 13 14
15 16

Amperes.

FIG . 7. — CHARACTERISTIC CURVES OF THE SINGLE - PHASE MOTOR SHOWN IN FIG. 6, WHEN

OPERATING ON ALTERNATING CURRENT

re

the single -phase type. The motor

chosen for the purpose was a direct

current shunt machine of old design ,

built by the Riker Electric Company,

of Brooklyn, N. Y. The laminated

field core is of the consequent pole

type and is made up in four sections

as shown in Fig. 4. The plates of

the top and bottom sections are held

together by bolts marked a a . The

bolts in the bottom section also serve

to fasten the field core to the bed

plate. The plates of the side sec

tions, on which the spools carrying

the field coils fit, are held together by

rivets b b . The sections are dove

tailed at the corners and fastened by

bolts c c . The armature coil is of

the drum form with thirty slots , and

the commutator contains thirty

segments, two coils must be wound

in each slot. Both the field winding

and the armature winding were re

moved, as neither was suitable for a

series motor.

Before unwinding the armature ,

the field core was taken apart and

each plate given a coat of shellac

varnish on both sides. In assem

bling the field , thin paper was put be

tween the plates at about every tenth

plate . A test field -winding of 100

turns per coil was placed in position

and a magnetization curve obtained.

The result is plotted in Fig . 5. The

area enclosed by such a curve is pro

portional to the energy lost in

hysteresis while carrying the iron

through a complete cycle. The small

area enclosed therefore indicates that

the hysteresis loss in the motor when

running on alternating current is

small.

The curve also shows that with

20 amperes through 100 turns, that

is , a magnetizing force of 2000 am

pere -turns per pole, the core has not

reached the point of saturation . Con

sequently the new field coils were

each wound with 100 turns of No.

10 copper wire. The armature coils

were connected in multiple, and there

being two wires in parallel carrying

the same current as the single wire

of the field coils, No. 14 wire was

used. Each armature coil was wound

with eight turns, making sixteen

wires per slot. It was calculated that

with such a small number of turns

per coil , the commutation should be

as

6-3
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was one

have been , and necessitated a very

high speed. The low power factor
too

noat

is accounted for by the neglect of

many of the principles set forth

above. This was unavoidable for

mechanical reasons. For instance ,

the motor should have had

poles , but it was impossible to in

crease the number of poles ; further

more, the consequent poles caused a

75 thue large magnetic leakage ; the joints in

the field frame and the large air gap

made the reluctance of the magnetic

circuit high ; and the compensating

coils were concentrated at the center

of the pole faces instead of being dis

tributed . Taking these unfavorable

circumstances into consideration , the

operation of the motor was probably
50 +

as good as could be expected.

Fig. 8 shows the performance of

the motor when operating on direct

current. The efficiency is seen to be

higher than when the motor is oper

ating on alternating current, which,

Alte ferpunde Gueret from the theory of the motor, is to

DA Motor an D.lc of
be expected, because of the smaller

gerelts . 500 losses with direct current .

There very important

thing shown in the tests which does

not appear in the curves, that is ,

the commutation, while not sparkless ,

was no worse than that of many di

rect-current machines when working

on a small but allowable overload ;

but undoubtedly the commutation

30 40 SO 6 ) could have been made practically

sparkless if high resistance leads had

Amperes, been inserted between the coils and

FIG . 8. — CHARACTERISTIC CURVES OF THE MOTOR SHOWN IN FIG. 6, WHEN OPERATING ON the commutator bars .

It should be remembered in con

nection with these tests that they

nearly sparkless and no extra re- responding to 18 cycles per second. were made to show that a single

sistance leads were inserted between was found to be convenient , but phase motor has the proper charac

the coils and the commutator bars . the normal speed of the rotary was teristics for railway work ; that a

Four compensating coils , each con- from 1200 to 1800 revolutions, the given single -phase motor is more

taining 120 turns of No. 16 wire voltage obtained at the reduced speed efficient on direct current than on

were wound upon a removable frame. very low . All the available alternating current ; and that , with a

These coils were inserted in slots cut transformers were for use on circuits small number of turns per coil and

in the middle of the pole faces as in- of higher frequency , and so the high- proper design throughout, the com

dicated by the dotted lines in Fig. 4 , est voltage that could be obtained mutation of a single -phase motor

and the ends of the coils were bent was about 60 . causes no trouble whatever, and the

right and left to clear the armature. The results of the tests are shown tests made show conclusively that the

Fig. 6 is from a photograph of the in the form of curves in Figs . 7 and motor possesses these qualities.

machine as it appeared when ready 8 . An examination of Fig. 7 will It would appear that the advan

for testing, showing clearly the field show that both the efficiency and tages of using the alternating -current

coils and the compensating coils . power factor are low . The speed and railway motor do not arise from that

It had been intended to test the torque curves, however, have the motor being better than the direct

motor on a voltage of between 125 proper relation for traction work.
current type. On the contrary, the

and 150 at a frequency of 20 cycles. The maximum current that could former is heavier, less efficient, and

The source of power was a rotary be obtained with 18 cycles was 17 costs more than the latter. There

converter which could be driven by amperes or about one- third of the are advantages, however, all of which

a shunt motor at any speed to obtain permissible carrying capacity of the are due to the use of a complete al

any desired frequency. A speed of windings. The field flux was, in con- ternating-current power system with

540 revolutions per minute, sequence , not so strong as it should the ease of transforming current.

DIRECT CURRENT

was

cor



The Electrification of the West Jersey & Seashore

Branch of the Pennsylvania Railroad

FIG . 1. — THE POWER HOUSE OF THE WEST JERSEY & SEASHORE RAILROAD AT WESTVILLE, N. J.

T !
HE Pennsylvania Railroad has

equipped for electric opera

tion its West Jersey & Sea

shore branch , involving the electrifi

cation of a main line double -track

steam road from terminal to terminal

of a greater length than any elec

trified steam road in the country .

This undertaking also involved the

construction of a power house of

original design and built in record

time. The site for it was chosen

on January 17 , 1906 ; the first pile

was driven two days later , and on

July 1 the first train to take cur

rent from the power house was run

on the newly electrified tracks . On

September 18 the line was placed

in operation for regular service .

The line of the electrified system

extends from Camden , N. J. , via

Newfield , to Atlantic City , a distance

of sixty-five miles, and froin New

field to Millville, a distance of ten

miles. In addition to the erection of

a power house, this work has called

for the building of eight sub -stations,

one of which is in the power house,

the electrical equipment of approxi

mately 150 miles of single track, the

building of 71 miles of duplicate

high -tension transmission line, and

the construction and electrical equip

ment of sixty -eight cars . In addi

tion, a great deal of other work ,

always incident to extensive under

takings of this nature, was done,

such as relaying old track , building

new track , installing block signals,

stringing telegraph and telephone

wires, building bridges and culverts,

and moving passenger and freight

stations.

Beginning at the Camden end of

the line, an entirely new terminal

has been constructed adjoining the
present ferry terminal. The work

at this point includes a number of

stub end tracks with suitable shel

tered platforms between them , and

three -quarters of a mile of new ele

vated double - track trestle , with stone

piers and steel superstructure at

street intersections, has been built to

connect this terminal with the ex

isting lines .

From a point about two miles

from Atlantic City a new right of

way has been secured, and after

crossing the thoroughfare on a new

drawbridge, the tracks cross the

Philadelphia & Reading on an ele

vated structure and enter the Atlan

tic City terminal on a descending

grade. From Camden to Atlantic

City the road has been equipped with

a third rail, with the exception of a

stretch of track about four and one

half miles in length between Cam

den and South Gloucester, the

track passing through the city

streets at grade between these points

being equipped with the overhead

trolley .

In addition to this through route,

the line from Newfield to Millville,

ten miles in length ,-has been elec

trified . On this portion of the road

the overhead trolley has been in

stalled , and new terminal facilities

have been provided.

From Camden to Atlantic City the

line is a double -track road through

out, and is a three -track road be

tween Camden and Woodbury.

It will be noticed on the map that

the Pennsylvania Railroad Company

1
1
4
2

FIG . 2. — THE STATION AT WESTVILLE , SHOWING CATTLE GIARDS. JUMPER BOXES, AND

THIRD -RAIL COVERING

419
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has two roads connecting Camden

with Atlantic City , and it is the

longer of these routes that has been

electrified . This has been done be

cause there is a large local traffic

on the longer route that can be

handled more economically and ex

peditiously by electric traction than

is possible with steam haulage.

The importance of the undertak

ing is further emphasized by the

density of the traffic on the elec

trified section of the road . The

power house and sub - station equip

ment and the line are laid out with

a view of supplying sufficient power

for the operation of all the cars now

provided , operating an express ser

vice to Atlantic City consisting of

three-car trains running on a head

way of fifteen minutes in each direc

tion at a speed , on straight, level

track , of 60 miles per hour, and for

a local service of two-car trains be

tween Camden and Millville on half
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FIG. 5.—MAP SHOWING THE ELECTRIFIED SECTIONS OF THE LINE

70

FIG . 4.-A POLE USED ON THE HIGH - TENSION

TRANSMISSION LINE

hour intervals , and single cars be

tween Camden and Woodbury on

ten -minute intervals.

The initial schedule that has been

put into service includes three-car

express trains between Camden and

Atlantic City on one -hour intervals ,

the running time being ninety min

utes , and a local service of two, three

and four - car trains running on

minimum interval of fifteen minutes

during the rush hours between Cam

den and Glassboro , every fourth

train going on to Millville. The

motor baggage and mail cars are at

tached to the passenger trains as

conditions require .

As described elsewhere , provision

is made in the power house and

sub-stations for increasing the equip

ment to accommodate the heavier

traffic which is expected to result

from the improved service . It should

be mentioned that each car in the

electric service is a motor car, no

trailers being used .

The contract for the entire elec

trification work was given to the

General Electric Company, and

through them certain portions were

sub - let. The electrical equipment

throughout is of standard General

Electric design.

The general scheme of electrifica

tion consists of generating alternat

ing current at a potential of 6600

volts at the power house, where it

is stepped up to 33,000 volts . At

the latter pressure it is transmitted

over the high - tension transmission

lines to the sub-stations , where it is

reduced to a potential of 430 volts

by means of step-down transformers ,

and then led to the rotaries and

converted to direct current at 650

volts , at which pressure it is fed to

the third rail for operating the cars .

Fig . I shows the power house ,

which is situated at Big Timber

Creek , just to the north of Westville ,

N. J., at a point somewhat more

than five and one-half miles from

the Camden terminal . An abundance

of water is available for boiler feed

and condensing purposes.

Three -phase current for transmis

sion is supplied by three 2000 -KW .,

6600-volt, 25 -cycle Curtis turbine

generators, while the exciting cur

rent is supplied by two 75-KW . ,

125-volt machines, also driven by

Curtis turbines . Current is stepped

up to the transmission pressure of

a
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33,000 volts by nine 700 -KW ., 25- three -phase current is reduced in

cycle , air-blast transformers. While pressure and converted to a direct

the present normal capacity of the current at 650 volts. One is lo

power station is , therefore, 6000 cated in the power house at West

KW.. there is , however, sufficient ville , and three terminal sub-stations

room provided in the layout of the are situated , respectively, at South

building for an additional 2000 -KW . Camden, Clayville , and Atlantic City ,
turbo -generator set , together with and four intermediate sub -stations,

the necessary auxiliaries. The founda- one at Glassboro, one at Newfield ,

tion for the extra turbine is already one at Mizpah , and one at Reega .

built. In addition to this provision The interior of the Atlantic City

for extra power, one of the end walls station is shown in Fig. 12 , and the

of the station is of a temporary na exterior of the Glassboro station in

ture , in order that increasing de- Fig . 10 .

mands for power may be met with In the different sub-stations the

plied with taps giving one-third and

two-thirds of the working voltage

to enable the converters to be started

from the alternating-current side .

This method of starting needs no

synchronizing, and should the di

rect -current polarity of the machine

chance to come in the wrong direc

tion it is readily changed by means

of the field reversing switch pro

vided for this purpose. By this
method , any of the rotary

verters can be started, run up to full

speed , and be delivering power to

the line within a minute.

con

H
a
n
n
a
t
a

L
.

)ք
ի
չ

FIG . 6. — THE BOILER ROOM IN THE WESTVILLE POWER STATION . TWELVE WATER-TUBE BOILERS BUILT BY THE STIRLING CONSOLIDATED BOILER

COMPANY , NEW YORK , AND PROVIDED WITH SUPERHEATERS, GENERATE STEAM AT 175 POUNDS

Fig. 11 shows the disconnecting

switches and lightning arresters as

located in a separate room in each

a minimum of expenditure in the equipments vary according to the re

future. quirements of the portion of the road

In the boiler house, shown in Fig . they supply. Table 1. shows the

6 , are twelve Stirling water-tube number and capacity of rotary con

boilers, arranged in pairs forming verters installed in each sub - station,

six batteries . Each boiler is rated together with the extra capacity pro

at 358 H. P. , and is furnished with vided for .

a superheater capable of delivering Three air -cooled transformers are

steam at 175 pounds pressure and provided for operation in conjunc
at a temperature of 125 degrees F. tion with each rotary , and these are

in excess of that of saturated steam . located in each case with a view to

In eight sub - stations distributed the further extension of the sub-sta

along the line, the high - tension , tion . The transformers are all sup

i

TABLE I.

KW . KW.

Capacity of Capacity of

Rotary Additional

NAME OF SUB-STATSON . Converters Rotary

Already Converters

Installed Provided for

South Camden . 2-750 1--750

Westville (in power house ) . 2--750 1-750

Glassboro . 2-750 1-750

Newfield . 2-750 1-750

Clayville . 2-500 1-750

Mizpah
2—500 1 --- 750

Reega . 2-750 1-750

Atlantic City 2-750 2-1000
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sub - station ; the high -tension circuits sulators. As will be seen in Fig. 4 ,

are of bare copper wires supported the six wires form two inverted

on insulators on a pipe framework, equilateral triangles, and the in
and each pole of the oil switches is sulators on each triangle are 42

enclosed in a separate brick com- inches apart . These wires in each

partment. triangle are transposed by one com

sion line is the method of protection

from lightning, which consists of a

seven -strand galvanized steel cable ,

5-16 inch in diameter, strung for the

entire length of the line on top of

the transmission poles, 4 feet above

Crane

Coal Hoppers

Condenser 2000ry Turbine

Boilers

Circulating

Pump

FIG . 7.—TRANSVERSE SECTION OF THE POWER HOUSE AT WESTVILLE , N. J.

plete revolution between each sub

station . The insulators are of the

3-petticoat type, manufactured by

the Locke Insulator Manufacturing

Company, of Victor , N. Y.

A unique feature of the transmis

the nearest active wire , and provided

with ground connections at every

fifth pole. This form of protection

from lightning is believed to be an

efficient supplementary adjunct to

the arresters .

-12-2 TrackCente
13-0 " Concrete or

Terracotta Cap

2100Condou

Section A - 8

ОО
FiberWosher

Burlap

Ground

Line
At

C Rubber and Weatherproof

insulation

BitumanizedFiber

The sub - station buildings are of

red brick , trimmed with Indiana

limestone facings , and the floors are

of concrete . Each sub - station

furnished with a hand -operated crane ,

capable of handling any of the ma

chinery installed .

It is a matter of interest that the

sub - station buildings, including the

foundations, were built in sixty work

ing days, and that the installation of

machinery was accomplished in thirty

working days.

The
330,000 -volt, high-tension

transmission line is in duplicate

throughout . It is Y -connected with

the neutral grounded , and consists

of six No. 1 B. & S. hard-drawn ,

solid copper wires mounted on porce

lain insulators. Chestnut poles are

used , their height being 45 feet, with

extra long poles where special con

ditions require . A spacing of 125

feet was adopted , but at street cross

ings the spacings are reduced to 100

feet .

Of the two cross-arms , the top

arm is 12 feet in length , and carries

four insulators, the lower arm , which

is 84 feet in length , carrying two in

Post projects approx

ol out ofGround

makingtotalheight 14

concrete

Post

0 0

Section

ut

soandoCMSlud end

Cewe Bond

FIG . 8.—THIRD-RAIL JUMPER, USED AT ALL GRADE CROSSINGS
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FIG. 9.–A STEEL MOTOR CAR ON THE WEST JERSEY & SEASHORE BRANCH OF THE PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD

In all , there are seventy -one miles

of transmission line . Thiswas erected

at a speed of from one-half to two

miles a day, the work including the

digging of holes and pole erection ,

besides the stringing of six wires and

tying them in position to their re

spective insulators.

The proposition of installing the

third rail for the double -track road

of this length in the prescribed time

demanded a considerable amount of

skill on the part of those organizing

the work , and the fact that a large

amount of steam traffic and double

tracking was going on at the same

time materially added to the diffi

culties of the undertaking

The Pennsylvania Railroad Com

pany provided and installed all the

necessary long ties on which the in

sulators are placed , and they also

provided and distributed along the

track all the third rail , third -rail

splice bars and bolts . The rails used

for this purpose are of the Pennsyl

vania Railroad standard cross-sec

tion and composition. This type of

third rail was used in order that it

might be interchangeable with the

track rails .

Fig. 8 shows the third- rail jump

ers which are used at all grade cross

ings and wherever continuous

third rail is impracticable. The ca

ble is drawn into a black bituminized

fibre tube , which is laid in a solid

concrete protection . The illustration

shows a double jumper. Terra cotta

covers are employed to protect the

cable terminals. Those for single

cable jumpers are of the round form

and those for double cable of an

elliptical shape, as shown.

The third rail is anchored at in

tervals by means of metal clamps se

cured to the under flange of the rail

in such a position as to engage the
insulator on either side . The third

rails are arranged in such a manner

that each track may be isolated from

the other, but normally the third

rails are electrically connected mid

way between the sub - stations through

a combined switch and fuse box , thus

obtaining the combined conductivity

of the third rails . There are also

section insulators opposite each sub

station , so that in the event of an

accident on any part of the system

only a short section of the third rail

would be dead .

The company's right of way is

fenced in , and at all crossings the

fence turns in from the property line

to meet Climax cattle guards at the

edge of the crossing. In this way

the public is prevented from reach

ing the third rail . At all stations

and in the Atlantic City and Camden

yards the third rail is protected by

a wooden top and side guard , as

shown in Fig . 2 . This consists of

2 -inch plank carried on castings at

tached to the top of maple posts ,

which are secured to the third rail

at intervals of about 6 feet .

Opposite all platforms the rails are

SANCE

FIG . 10.—EXTERIOR OF THE SUB- STATION AT GLASSBORO
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FIG. II .—THE LIGHTNING ARRESTER ROOM IN THE SUB-STATION AT NEWFIELD, SHOWING ALSO THE DISCONNECTING SWITCHES

further protected by a plank fastened

to the side of the rail . Wherever

possible, the rail is kept between the

tracks , and is , therefore, on the side

of the track farthest from the sta

tion platform , and inter-track fences

are provided to prevent crossing the

tracks . In order to prevent passen

gers or others on the platforms from

touching the contact shoes on the

platform side of the car , there is a

protecting plank similar to the third

rail protecting plank , but carried on

castings fastened to the ties . The

shoes are at all times under this

plank , and, therefore, protected . This

is used at all stations, even where

the third rail gives way to the trol

ley, although there is a switch on

the car switchboard which enables

the contact shoes to be cut out when

operating from the trolley .

At Atlantic City , where the tracks

cross the thoroughfare, a new draw

bridge has been built. The third

rails on this draw are connected to

the third rails on the approaches by

sliding contact shoes , so that when

the draw is closed the rail is con

tinuously connected . In addition to

this , two 1,000,000 C. m . submarine

cables are provided , connecting the

rails so that the opening of the draw

does not interrupt the circuit. The

submarine cables for the return cir

cuit are bare .

A point of great interest is to be

found in the fact that the third-rail

system has been adopted at both

terminal stations where there are a

number of platforms, and it will be

interesting to engineers to learn that

this system was adopted on the score

of less difficulties being encountered

in its installation than would have

been the case had an overhead trol

ley been erected .

The bonding of the main track

between Camden and Atlantic City

was a work of great magnitude ,

which will be appreciated when it is

remembered that a heavy steam

traffic was in progress during the

whole period . It is a matter of in

terest to know that all the holes

were drilled by hand , and also that

the bond terminals were expanded

6-4
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AWELEDTRID
COMPANY

FIG . 12.-INTERIOR OF THE ATLANTIC CITY SUB -STATION . THE HIGH - TENSION , 3 - PHASE CURRENT IS REDUCED IN PRESSURE AND

CONVERTED TO DIRECT CURRENT AT 650 VOLTS BY SIX AIR - COOLED TRANSFORMERS AND TWO 750-KW. ROTARY CONVERTERS

screw

a

mum

by means of compressors.

Two bonds of the “ concealed " type

were used per joint, each with

capacity of 400,000 c . m ., and on ac

count of the large size of bonds

special angle plates had to be pro

vided. As the road is double track

throughout on the main line, the re

bonding required the drilling of a

prodigious number of 1-inch holes.

This work was performed almost

entirely with untrained labour, un

der skilled foremen . The men were

given a royalty of five cents on each

hole drilled above thirty per day ,

and some reached as high a maxi

as eighty in a day's work .

The company required that

splice bar should always be kept in

place against the rail to provide for

the safe operation of the passing

trains.

Between Newfield and Millville

and on the stretch of track between

Haddon avenue and South Glouces

ter the trolley construction is of the

span type , with poles spaced at a dis

tance of 100 feet , and , where prac

ticable, the high -tension transmission

poles have been used for supporting

the span wires . Through Camden

the greater part of the trolley con

struction is on tubular steel poles.

The trolley is suspended 22 feet

above the top of the track rails .

one

For initial service sixty-two pas- out switch and the trolley fuse .

senger cars and six combination In the vestibule, at the saloon end

baggage and mail cars have been of the car , on the motorman's side ,

provided. All of the cars are mo- a switchboard is installed , on which

tor cars , the motor and control are mounted the headlight and air

equipment being the same on all . compressor switches and fuses, the

In preparing the design of these switch for cutting out the contact

cars , the engineers of the railroad shoes when operating on trolley , and

followed the general design of the the trolley cut-out switch and cur

standard Pennsylvania Railroad rent limit relav . This switchboard is

coaches, except that the height is provided with double steel doors

less than the standard, to decrease lined with asbestos, and is accessible

the weight, the shape of the roof is from the vestibule.

changed, and the interior finish is Two 200 - H . P. motors are pro

of mahogany instead of oak . These vided on each car , the control sys

cars also differ in some other de- tem being of the Sprague-General

tails , such as colouring of the seats , Electric multiple -unit type. The

tne basket racks , sash fixtures and controllers are so arranged that cur

lighting fixtures. rent is cut off from the motors

The seating capacity is fifty -eight throughout the train , and the brakes

passengers. Both ends of the cars are applied automatically should the

are provided with vestibules, and motorman release his hold of the

have the standard arrangement of controller handle.

steps , trap - doors and vestibule side A large portion of the electrical

doors , with standard equipment of apparatus was installed on the car

bronze hardware and grab handles. bodies during their construction at

The vestibule centre door is so ar- the works of the car builders. All

ranged that when it opens it slides the cables for the electrical conduits

over and encloses the control ap- are run in grounded loricated con

paratus. duits the outlets of which are

Each car has two trolleys, each provided with rubber -bushed bell

with a retriever , and on the roof mouths.

between the trolley bases there On account of the short time at

is a box in which are placed the the disposal of the contractors, it

lightning arrester , the trolley cut- was not possible to follow the usual
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cut-and- try methods in installing the

brake and control apparatus and

piping, and carefully made detailed

drawings of all conduit work and

hangers were prepared in advance

and the equipments were installed

simultaneously at the three car shops

in accordance with these plans as

soon as the car body framing was

sufficiently advanced to permitit,

thus securing uniform and inter

changeable work . The greatest care

and attention was given to all de

tails of the conduit and wiring, and

all circuits were tested with high

potential alternating current after

completion. It is safe to say that a

more carefully thought out and in

stalled piece of car wiring has never

been done.

For the sake of brevity, these

equipments will not be entered into

in detail, as they are of standard

General Electric design. With the

exception that each car is provided

with a trolley and third rail shoe,

the control system is similar to that

on the twenty - four equipments sup

plied to the Boston Elevated road

and those built for local traffic on

the New York Central's electrified

struction of the power house, sub

stations and the electrical equipment

on the cars , was awarded to the

General Electric Company, and in

accordance with the plans and un

der the supervision of George Gibbs ,

chief engineer of electric traction

in consultation with the officers of

the Pennsylvania Railroad Com

pany .

The whole of the electrical work

was under the personal supervision

of W. B. Potter, engineer , railway

engineering department of the Gen

eral Electric Company, directly as

sisted by J. Elliot Hewes, C. E.

Eveleth and W. H. Clapp.

zone .

The entire contract for the elec

trical equipment, including the con

Elevated Railways and their Bearing on Heavy

Electric Traction

By H. M. BRINCKERHOFF

A Paper Read at the Recent Convention of the American Street and Interurban Railway Engineering Association

a new

W

which

HEN entering upon a pressed upon him in elevated electric subway service , operated, in round

field of activity , or upon a railway operation which may have a figures , 170,000,000 car -miles, carried

line of work exceeding in bearing on the subject under discus- 685,000,000 passengers, and made

magnitude anything heretofore at- sion . gross earnings of about $ 34,300,000

tempted, one naturally looks about in The writer thinks it a safe state- during the year 1905.

an effort to ascertain what has been ment that the elevated railways pre- This was accomplished with elec

done in similar undertakings that sent the best example of systems, ap- trical equipments. The South Side

may in one way or another supply proaching heavy electric traction and Oak Park lines, in Chicago, and

some useful lesson or be a guide in conditions, that have been operated the Manhattan and Brooklyn lines ,

shaping the new development. for a sufficient period and on a large in New York and Brooklyn , orig

The demand for greater terminal enough scale to give us good oper- inally were run with steam engines,

facilities for the steam railioads in ating data , and show the results of which, therefore, gives us a basis
a

our great cities and the necessity for standardization and thoroughly sys upon which to draw some inter

doing away with the smoke incident tematized management. esting comparisons. Through the

to steam locomotive operation in the The interurban railways have made courtesy of the managers of these

tunnel approaches to such terminii wonderful strides in the past. few properties the writer is able to give

has practically forced a peculiarly years, but the number of car equip- data, in the tables on the next page ,

limited application of " heavy elec- ments employed and the periods placing the roads in the order in

tric traction " in the steam railway they have been in service have not they were converted from

field . given them the severe trying -out steam to electric operation .

The new and varied problems that process of continued heavy use such Under steam operation the Brook

have arisen have engaged the at- as has been the case with the ele- lyn Rapid Transit Company's re

tention and received the most care- vated railways. cords were kept in train -miles, and

ful study from the foremost electrical Commencing with the Intramural estimate of cars per train at

engineers in the country, together Railway at the Columbian Exposition this date is reliable . Electric oper

with the steam railway officials whose at Chicago in 1893, the Metropolitan ation data is kept per car -mile,

systems are involved . In the course West Side Elevated in 1895 , followed but the costs are so involved be

of this work much has been said by the Lake Street , the South Side tween the street car and elevated

and written upon this and related Elevated, and the Northwestern Ele- systems as to make an exact figure

subjects, so that the questions in- vated, all in Chicago , and the Man- impossible to reach , the power for

volved have become more or less hattan and Brooklyn Elevated, in both systems being generated and

familiar to the reading railway man , New York City, and the Boston distributed without means of sepa

whether steam or electric . In Elevated, in Boston , follow rate measurement. BothBoth kinds of

effort to present something that pos through a period of thirteen years of equipments being operated on

sibly may have been overlooked and successful practical daily performance face and elevated tracks , also makes

yet be of some present interest in of very severe service . the division of costs purely arbitrary .

connection with the “ Heavy Trac- These elevated railway systems of The general indications are, however,

tion Problem ," the writer will point Chicago, New York , Brooklyn and that the cost per car-mile is slightly

out some features that have been im- Boston, including the Interborough less with electric than with steam ,

no

an we

sur
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on

420

158
Motor cars.

Total car miles ,

15.4

at the same time giving an increased shown on the face of the figures does

schedule speed. not at all represent the true relative

MANHATTAN - INTERBOROUGH (1905 ). economy. As an example, the South

Including subway service . Side Elevated Railroad , of Chicago,

Passenger cars .
2,348

Motor cars..
1,322 increased its schedule speed from

Total car miles . 79,950,791
13.08 miles per hour to 14.95 miles

Passengers hauled . 339, 104,820

Schedule speeds: Elevated, 15 m . p . h .; subway local, per hour . This represents an in

15 m . p. h .; express, 25 m . p . h .

Period of operation (subway ), one year .
crease in power required per car

mile of fully 30 per cent.

For later references and to com- Even more marked is the increase

plete the list , the following statistics on the Manhattan Elevated , where

are added for the roads originally the actual running speed was 10.1

equipped electrically : miles per hour under steam , and

METROPOLITAN WEST SIDE ELEVATED which has been raised to 15 miles

RAILWAY (CHICAGO, YEAR OF 1905) . per hour with electric operation, an
Passenger cars ...

increase in speed of 48.5 per cent.

11,352,358 With a cost per car -mile of $ 0.095,
Passengers hauled . 46,186,753

Schedule speed, m . p . h . the proportion chargeable to power
Cost per car mile ..

$ 0.0931

Period of operation , ten years.
will range in this class of service

from $0.019 to $ 0.024 , a little less

In all the cases “ cost per car-mile ” than 25 per cent. of the total . By

given is the total operating expenses " cost of power ” is meant the total

for the road, not including taxes di- operating expenses incurred in pro

vided by the total car-mile . An ex- ducing and delivering the current to

amination of these figures for steam the car . The maintenance of the mo

and electric service shows in every tor equipment and kindred items

case a decreased cost per mile, an in- will also quickly show the effects of

crease in schedule speeds, and changes in schedule speed, and must

very large increase in traffic. be considered in these comparisons.

In considering the decrease in For these reasons, had the speed

cost per mile with electric over steam not been increased above the steam

operation in the above comparisons, schedules, when the change in mo

the fact of the increased speed must tive power was made, the electrical

especially noted , as the higher equipment would
equipment would have shown in

rate of acceleration necessary to give some cases from 25 to 30 per cent .

the higher schedule speeds mean's a decrease, other conditions remaining

great increase in power consump- stationary .

tion , so that the decreased cost As the objection is sometimes made

a

be

that the figures we are considering

are derived from electric apparatus

in use but a few years, and are being

compared with old steam apparatus

figures, let us examine the record of

the Metropolitan West Side Elevated

Railway, of Chicago , in operation

electrically now for eleven and a

half years , which stands, therefore,

a fairly equal footing with the

other steam elevated equipments.

On the data sheet in Fig . I is

shown the following :

first . The curve giving the aver

age passengers per day, plotted by

months, except for the year 1905,

which is shown for brevity by the

daily average for the year.

Second . The average car-miles per

day similarly plotted .

Third. The schedule speed in miles

per hour. This is represented by a

sloping line from 13.9 miles per hour

in 1898 to 15.4 miles per hour in

1905. This method of representa

tion was resorted to for simplicity,

as the road, having four branches,

which from time to time were ex

tended, the schedules were changed

so frequently that the facts could

not be intelligibly shown in a single

curve .

The main fact indicated, however ,

is that the schedule speed of 13.9

miles per hour early in the operation

of the road has been raised by in

termediate steps to 15.4. This does

not include the speed on the Union

loop, which is 10 miles per hour, and

is considered as a downtown terminal

for the elevated roads.

Fourth . The average cost per car

mile given by years . It will be seen

that this, commencing in 1900 at

$ 0.07151, increases gradually to

$ 0.0971 in 1905, with the introduc

tion of the multiple - unit system .

This change to multiple-unit control

involved the purchase of only fifty

five new motor equipments, raising

the number of motor cars to 158 .

The service is still locomotive in

type during sixteen of the twenty

four hours, two motor cars per train

being in use only during the heavier

periods of travel, the average cars

per train throughout the year being

less than three . It will be noticed

that the rates per hour or per day

paid to employees increased about

14 per cent., and the price of coal

about 20 per cent . in the same pe

riod.

Here, then , is an electric system

that has been in operation ten years,

upon which the motors, rolling

stock, track system , etc. , have de

veloped a practically constant main

tenance charge. That this road ,

making a schedule speed of over 15

miles an hour should now be show

OAK PARK & CHICAGO ELEVATED RAILROAD .
Increase

per cent

Passenger cars ..

Locomotives.

Total car miles ...

Total passengers hauled .

Passengers per car mile .

Passengers per car mile per annum .

Cost per car mile .

Schedule speed, m.p.h ..
Period of electric operation , eight years .

Steam Year of 1895 . Electric Year of 1904 .

100 123 (includes motors) .

35 42 (motor cars) .

2,721,965 4,550,799

9,936,450 16,005,328

3.65 3.52 (dec .)

99,364 130,124

$0.1174 $ 0.1078 (dec .)

12.5 15

3.6

23

8.2

22

SOUTH SIDE ELEVATED RAILROAD (CHICAGO) .
Increase

per cent .

Passenger cars

Locomotives,

Total car miles ..

Total passengers hauled .

Passengers per car mile .

Passengers per car mile per annum .

Cost per car mile .

Schedule speed , m . p . h ..
Period of electric operation , seven years .

Steam Year of 1894 . Electric Year of 1905 .

110 254

31 196 (all motors) .

5,182,598 8,230,415

13,587,791 32,959,752

2.62 4.00

123,525 129,762

$ 0.106 $ 0.089 (dec .)

13.08 14.95

52.6

5

16

14.3

BROOKLYN RAPID TRANSIT (ELEVATED DIVISION , BROOKLYN ) .
Increase

per cent .

Passenger cars ...

Locomotives .

Total train miles .

Total passengers hauled .

Passengers per car mile .

Passengers per car mile per annum

Schedule speeds, m.p. h .

Cost_per train mile .

Period of electric operating, six years .

Steam Year of 1898 . Electric Year of 1905 .

430 1,002 (includes motors ) .

139 558 (motor cars) .

5,158,365 22,407,331 (car miles ).

44,170,810 122,166,540

5.2

102,723 121,922

11.5 15.8

$ 0.384 ) Cost per car mile .

18.7

37

MANHATTAN ELEVATED RAILROAD (New York) .
Increase

per cent .

Passenger cars

Locomotives.

Total car miles

Passengers hauled .

Passengers per car mile .

Passengers per car mile per annum .

Cost per car mile

Schedule speed, m . p . h ..

Period of electric operation , three years ,

Steam Year of 1901. Electric Year of 1904 .

1,122 1,356 ( includes motors ).

334 833 (motors).

43.860,158 61,743,000

190,045,741 286,634.000

4.34 4.65

169,381 211,382

$0.1198 $ 0.095 (dec .)

10.1 15

40

50

7.15

24.8

20.4

48.5
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ing, in its tenth year of operation,

$ 0.0931 per car-mile, is a very rea

sonable argument for the economy

and durability of electrically

equipped system .

Referring again to the comparative
figures on electric railroads that

have changed their form of motive

power , we find increases in earnings

per mile per car per annum , etc. , all

of which point to the greater earn

ing capacity of the electric car unit.

This greater earning capacity is

shown to be due, in the systems we

are considering, to higher schedule

speed along the line and the shorter

intervals between train units , made

nue and Fifty -third street. These

tracks, two local and one express ,

lie north and south on Ninth ave

nue, and two turn east in Fifty

third street to join the Sixth avenue

line. The capacity of this crossing,

therefore, controlled the amount of

service it was possible to give on the

west half of the Manhattan system .

The north -bound tracks on Ninth

avenue, approaching from the south ,

have an ascending grade of 107 feet

to the mile. Through this junction

steam trains of five cars were sched

uled to operate at intervals of from

55 seconds to i minute and 10 sec

onds during the rush hours , but

tervals of i minute and 40 seconds.

In general terms , the irregularity

at junction points, congestion at ter

minals , and the limitations in speed

of the locomotives on the Manhattan

Elevated have caused the system to

reach its maximum usefulness, the

largest regular day's traffic being

852,000 passengers, and the total

traffic for the last years of steam

operation actually showing a con

tinual decrease . With the introduc

tion of electric service , the maximum

traffic, without adding a foot of

track, jumped to 1,076,000 passen

gers as the largest regular day's

business, an increase over the best
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possible at junctions and terminals .

As examples of these features, take

the following :

The New York terminal of the

Brooklyn Bridge depended originally

upon steam locomotives for its oper

ation . Cars were hauled by cable

across the bridge and then switched

at each end by steam locomotives.

The service proved inadequate, and

upon electric motors being installed

under the bridge cars, the locomo

tive system was done away with , and

a remodeling of the track system

was made possible, which resulted

in doubling the capacity in cars per

hour.

On the Manhattan Elevated sys

tem all the Ninth avenue trains and

the Sixth avenue trains which run

north of Fifty -ninth street pass

through the junction at Ninth ave

blocks were so frequent on account showing of steam of more than 26

of the locomotives stalling on the per cent .

up -grade in the evening rush as to The large increase on the other

make the service very unreliable. systems will be readily noted . These

The length of interval was largely results, however, are complicated in

controlled by the necessity of hold- some cases by reason of increased

ing the train back almost at Fifty- trackage having been put in opera

first street until the route was clear , tion, and, therefore, not making so

in order that the steam engine might striking a comparison as the Man

be sure of getting up the grade . hattan Elevated in New York .

With electric equipment, trains of Enough has been shown, however,

seven cars run right up to the tar- to warrant the claim for a greatly

get at the crossing and stop with increased capacity bycapacity by equipping

impunity on the grade, the regular these systems electrically .

rush hour operation now requiring Let us dwell a moment longer on

a train movement every 33 seconds the frequency of service by showing

as a minimum , which is accomplished what is the daily routine on the

with regularity and precision, and Union Elevated loop in Chicago.

blockades are things of the past. Referring to the diagram , it will

On the two -track stub terminal at be seen that the “ loop ” is a double

the City Hall station, Manhattan track line two miles in length , lo

Elevated trains now operate on in- cated on Van Buren street , Wabash
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avenue, Lake street and Fifth ave

nue , a rectangle surrounding the

business and shopping section of

Chicago. On the inner track run

the trains of the Metropolitan and

South Side Elevated roads , and on

the outer track , in the reverse direc

tion, run those of the Northwestern

and the Chicago and Oak Park Ele

vated lines . This requires a cross

ing at grade of the traffic of the

various roads. At the southwest

corner of the loop ( Fifth avenue and

an Buren street) the Metropolitan

trains enter and leave , passing to

TRAIN MOVEMENTS— METROPOLITAN

JUNCTION , UNION LOOP, CHICAGO

During twenty -four hours 1776

trains are handled, averaging one

every 49 seconds .

During two hours, 4.30 to 6.30

P. M., 263 trains are handled , aver

aging one every 273 seconds.

During one hour, 5 to 6 P. M.,

163 trains , averaging one every 22

seconds.

During 15 minutes , A. M., rush ,

75 trains, averaging one every 12

seconds.

The South Side junction, at Van

from this set of train units above

the mere promptness with which

they pass this point in the system .

Referring to our map , we will note

that the Union loop receives the

trains of four distinct elevated rail

way lines . Now , in order that this

junction shall operate smoothly, the

trains must be at their targets ready

move instantly when given the

signal. They cannot be lined up in

a row to insure this condition , other

wise the passengers will be delayed

and dissatisfaction ensue . The run

ning time cannot be lengthened out
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FIG . 2. — DIAGRAM OF THE UNION ELEVATED LOOP IN CHICAGO

and from their own tracks to the Buren and Wabash avenues, is so that the motorman can loaf along

inner track of the Union loop. The simultaneously handling substantial- and bring his train to this point

Northwestern and Oak Park trains ly the same train movements. Dur- with ease, for the street car com

cross the outgoing and incoming ing rush hours practically all the petition is severe , and the time must
tracks of the Metropolitan , and South trains consist of five cars , there be- be cut to a minimum . The various

Side trains occupy the inner curve ing only a few of four cars . roads maintain on their own lines

when passing from Fifth avenue to When one stops to consider that during the rush hours schedules of

Van Buren street . this is not a single isolated perform- from 141 to 154 miles per hour, in

To obtain the greatest capacity , ance , but the daily week -day routine, cluding stops. It takes practically

incoming and outgoing Metropolitan and that these rush hours, from the entire equipment of the road to

trains move simultaneously through which the above congested periods fill the rush hour schedules , so that

this junction , and similarly South are taken , occur twice each day, it running out gap-trains is not gen

Side and Northwestern and Oak gives a good idea of the precision erally possible.

Park trains are handled by one and regularity with whichwhich elec- Here, then , we find trains of five

movement. trically equipped trains be cars passing through this junction

This results in the following train handled. " on time," delivering or receiving

movements on every week day , Sun- Follow this matter a little further their heavy load, returning to their

day being somewhat lighter. in detail, and note what is exacted outer terminals and again returning

can
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are

a second time in the same rush hour ninety -seven per cent . of the time . strated , not only by the examples

period and “ on time." Add to this To accomplish this service the fol- here given , but by the performance

that the Northwestern runs express lowing method of inspection is of electric railway equipments gen

and local trains, making entirely dif- used : erally .

ferent runs on separate tracks after Motor cars are inspected at ter- The second item is illustrated by

leaving the loop. The South Side minal shops every 600 miles; this what we have seen is being done

runs trains into its Congress street takes one hour per car . daily on the greatly congested ele

stub terminal. The Lake Street Cars are given general overhaul- vated systems, where such service

runs also into its Market street ing of motors and control every would be impossible with locomo

stub , and further, the Metropolitan thirteen months; this takes generally tives . This forms, the writer believes,

has four distinct branches, from each two days. one of the strongest arguments for

of which is run not only the loop Motor cars average generally on the new power, that is , the possi

trains, but equal number of this road 4500 miles per month . bility of increasing the capacity of

Fifth avenue trains, leaving the Generally speaking, the statistics large city termini with electric ser

outer terminais alternately with loop for steam locomotive service indicate vice . Where real estate values are

trains, and running into the Fifth that from 8 to 12 per cent. of the so enormous and the physical diffi

avenue terminal.
time out of service

represents a
culties for enlargement of the ter

The Metropolitan loop and Fifth high state of efficiency, while on minals so great , the increased ca

Avenue sets of trains each run on a some roads 25 per cent. of the time pacity of the existing site that it is

1 -minute interval, the Fifth avenue " in shop," or an " availability for ser- possible to obtain with electricity

terminal also accommodating the in- vice," of 75 per cent. is nearer the is worthy of serious consideration .

terurban trains of the Aurora, Elgin figure for locomotives making a Given a large city terminal, sur

& Chicago road on a 15 -minute in- mileage comparable with electric rounded with expensive buildings or

terval during the rush , those passing motor mileage of 4500 miles per possibly bounded by important city

over the Garfield Park line to the month , which we have been consid- streets , and which has reached its

city limits . That such a complica- ering . maximum train capacity with steam

tion and frequency is in itself de- It is true that the elevated ser- operation, and we confronted

sirable the writer does not pretend vice, on account of its short inter- with enormous expenditures to ma

to claim , but that it is a demon- vals between trains, its frequent stops terially increase the capacity with the

strated operative fact is undeniable. and comparatively light train units, old motive power .

The amount of service exacted of presents an ideal field for electric With the electric equipment the

the equipments of these roads is also operation ; nevertheless the extent and absence of smoke allows of double

interesting , it being a fact that prac- period of constant service these sys- decking, as is being done in the New

tically all of the motor cars on the tems have gone through brings out York Central station in New York .

Metropolitan Elevated , for example, some advantages which are inter- The necessity for a local coal and

except those in the paint shop or in esting in connection with recent and water supply, round -house, etc. , is

the general repair shop for general proposed heavy electric traction de- done away with . The hauling of

overliauling. are in service every velopments. We may say that con- passenger trains with multiple -unit
rush hour. This is accomplished by sideration of the records and results control, which eliminates relay

arranging for the inspection of other of elevated electric operation , aside switching engines and adds to the

than rush hours, and by the use of from the much argued question of flexibility and ease of handling the

extra motor trucks, which are inter- economy, shows clearly the three units generally , effects an increase in

changeable. following advantages steam the passenger capacity that could not

Some of these cars , of course , operation be obtained with steam without

make only two trips each rush hour, 1. An increased capacity per car abandoning the existing location or

but they are ready for further use unit, due to greater " availability for entering into purchases and street

if required. The total mileage on the service” and higher schedule speed. closing proceedings that would prove

Metropolitan Elevated for 1905 shows 2. An increased capacity for the prohibitive in every way .
an average of 24,740 car -miles run system in general, due to shorter in- The third item is one only just

per (motor and coach ) per tervals possible at terminals and being realized in its true extent by

annum , which , considering that 50 junction points, abolishing of relays , railway men . It is a curious fact

per cent. of the passengers and general facility for handling at that electric service actually seems

handled in four hours of the day, stops and in vards. to create business ; not only do we

shows a high degree of “ availability
3. An increased earning capacity, see this illustrated in the elevated

for service." due to 1 and 2 , and to more at- systems we have been considering.

A detailed record of 105 Met
tractive service by reason of greater but in interurban work as well. An

ropolitan Elevated motor cars , which frequency of trains possible with electric line has often been known

made over 3500 miles per month economy, a cleaner and quieter ser- to run through a series of towns

each during the twelve months from vice , etc., giving returns in larger paralleling a steam railroad , and de

May 31 , 1905, to June 1 , 1906 , shows proportion than the direct ratio of velop a traffic largely exceeding that

that the general periodic overhaul- apparent increased facilities. lost by the local steam line , this

ing, the regular inspection of ter- In regard to the results to be ob
additional business being apparently

minals, and time in shop for re- tained by substitution of electric for created without increase of popula

pairs to the electrical apparatus, steam apparatus under somewhat tion , and due to the more frequent

running gear, air brakes, and all similar conditions the larger and convenient service .

parts of the equipment, calculated in steam railway system , we might rea- It is a peculiar fact that the Amer

hours, amounted to less than 3 per sonably expect to realize the first ican citizen is essentially restless

cent. of the time. In other words, item , as it is inherent in the nature and impatient, and , given two com

these cars which did the heavy work of the apparatus when its use has petitive systems, he will take that

during the year 1905-1906 were avail
been developed to meet the local offering the most frequent service ,

able for service on the elevated road conditions. This is amply demon- even at a little expenditure of time .

over

car

are

on
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He does not want to wait . He

prefers to keep moving. Again ,

trains run on even fractions of an

hour are more attractive to him than

those run irregularly; he is im

patient of time tables; he will not

hunt through the A. M.'s and P. M.'s

of a steam railroad time table when

he knows that every hour, half,

quarter hour there is an electric car .

All of these items are at the basis

of the successful inroads made upon

steam railroad passenger traffic by

the electric lines , and the writer sug

gests that what has been found true

of passengers may in a degree be road terminals were primarily in

found true of local freight business strumental in clinching the argu

as well . Is it not possible that a ments for “ heavy electric traction "

modification of present steam rail- for terminal operation . That this

way methods may be found profit- system when once introduced in even

able in the handling of freight where this limited form will extend to main

it has to be hauled with electric line work seems certain . That we

traction ? shall see radical changes in steam

Economy and efficiency in steam railway methods in yarding and

railway practice point to constantly despatching trains, in reduction in

increasing size of train units. The size and increase in number of train

lessons of electric operation are just units, will, the writer believes, follow

the reverse . as an inevitable result of the applica

The physical drawbacks involved tion of electricity to steam railway

in steam operation of the large rail- operation.

or

Relative Economy of Steam Turbines and Engines

at Varying Percentages of Rating

By WALTER GOODENOUGH

A Paper Read at the Convention of the American Street & Interurban Railway Engineering Association

I
T has become evident, from time

to time, that what is needed in

the power station is not so much

more economical prime movers , but

rather more intensive operation of the

particular type of machinery which

we now have .

The assumption that fixed charges

are spread over the whole twenty

four hours, and that the machine

operates during the full twenty-four

hours is , of course , not correct ; but

in the present instance, where it is

desired to bring out rather the effect

of the combination of fuel and fixed

charge costs, instead of actual oper

ating costs, this assumption is con

sidered to be well taken . On this

basis characteristic curves for en

gine-driven and turbine-driven units

are produced.

It is assumed for the purpose of

this paper that each plant is of one

unit running twenty - four hours per

day, and on this basis fuel costs and

fixed charges per kilowatt-hour are

plotted individually and then com
bined. No other costs have been

taken into consideration , as the addi

tion or subtraction of such constant

costs as labour, heat losses , etc. ,

makes little or no difference in the

characteristics of the curves until

these increases or decreases have as

sumed a very large size .

It is further assumed that the la

bour costs for a single engine-driven

unit will be fully as low as for a

turbine, and this assumption has also

been made for the maintenance of

the respective machines. It is taken

also that the extra heat turned into gas producers) of such an increased

the feed -water by turbine auxilaries efficiency that it will become neces

over those of engine auxilaries will sary , for many reasons, to abandon

offset the greater amount of heat our present units within a few years .

used in the work of driving the We are assured by the makers of

larger turbine auxiliaries. turbines that they are still exploring

In making the curve of fuel cost , the field , and most of us have visions

the price of coal is assumed at $2 of high economy gas-driven ma

per ton , and the evaporation per chinery at no distant date.

pound of coal as seven and one-half So unsettled are the conceptions

pounds of water. On this basis , for the future of commercial econ

1000 pounds of water evaporated omy in power generation that it can

will cost 133 cents. not be but wise to place a high de

In determining the fixed charges, preciation on our present machin

the following percentages have been ery . Competition, local disturbances

taken for engine -driven units: In- through municipal ownership , agita

terest , 5 per cent.; depreciation, 12 tion and other commercial reasons

per cent .; maintenance, i per cent .; will demand more than ever the su

taxes , i per cent .; total , 19 per cent. persedence of present-day designs for

For the same charges for turbine- new ones of higher efficiency. The

driven units the percentages have exact form in which “ depreciation "

been taken : Interest, 5 per cent.; de- is applied does not matter, the basic

preciation, 10 per cent.; maintenance, fact remains that machinery does

1 per cent.; taxes , i per cent.; total, depreciate, and the fact is not less

17 per cent. true that the genus " stockholder"

In the above tabulation interest pays the depreciation. He may do

remains standard at 5 per cent.; the it by default of dividends, held in a

maintenance remains the same for sinking fund by a careful adminis

both turbine and engine, as any tration, or by means of assessments .

good engine unit will not have a or interest on mortgages or bonds.

higher maintenance of itself and its In regard to the first cost of the

auxiliaries than a turbine with its machinery under discussion , it has

much more numerous auxiliaries. In been assumed that with the 500

considering depreciation, amortiza- KW . units the system in use will be

tion has been neglected, and the de- 500 volts direct current. It is also

preciation deliberately placed high. assumed that the engine units will

In the present state of the art we have direct- current generators, and

can expect to see developed in the the turbine units alternating -current

near future prime movers and fluid generators, requiring converting ap

generators ( including the pieces of paratus. It is further assumed that

apparatus now known as boilers and the engine will work with saturated
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steam , and that the turbine will use fruitful for them . There is some appeal to the average careful station

superheated steam . We, therefore, question , however, as to whether the manager to operate his individual

assume the following costs for the increased economies in steam con- units at continuous loads above 100

engine unit : Engine and generator , sumption they might obtain would per cent . Consideration has to be

$45 per kilowatt ; condensing appa- overcome the increased fixed charge taken of the ability of the generator

ratus, $ 4 ; foundations, $3 ; total , $52 cost due to greater expenditure to to stand continuous overload, and a

per kilowatt . On the same basis we obtain these results . margin has also to be provided for

assume that the turbine with sat- As stated in the first part of this suddenly applied overloads or swings .

urated steam would cost as follows : paper, it is of considerably greater It would seem , however, that there

Turbine and generator, $36 per kilo- importance in the immediate present should be no valid excuse in a well

watt ; condensing apparatus, $6 ; to the station manager to consider managed plant for not maintaining

foundation , $ 1 ; motor - generator ap
how he may obtain the greatest the loads as near as possible to 100

paratus and switchboard, $22 ; total, economy from the units which he per cent. rating of each individul

$65 per kilowatt .
has, rather than where he can buy machine.

In order, however, that full oper- units having half a pound better It is well known that engine build

ating value from the standpoint of steam consumption than what he ers have, for quite a number of years,

steam economy
may be obtained has. built their machinery, for point of

from the turbine, it is necessary to If we look at Fig . I , it will be maximum economy, nearer to 75 per

install with our boilers some super
noted that the fuel cost for the 500- cent. rating than 100 per cent. rating,

heaters , and for this additional cost KW . engine unit is at its lowest they assuming that the loads in a

we should apply $4.25 per kilowatt,

making a grand total for the turbine

of $69.25
" A - Engine . Saturated Steam

In order to show the effect upon
150 Superheat

Fuel &Fixed ChargeOperating-Costs

the combined kilowatt-hour cost of
without converting Apparatus Coal $ 9:00 -per- Toa

Evaporatiºn-7 % -100 -Water

having to add converting apparatus, Cost per K.W.Hr. forCoal

Curve " D , " in Fig . 1, has been,
Coal:$2.00-per- Ton

Evap. - 7.5 -Water-per- Ib -Coal

made, based on a total first cost of

$69.25 , less $22 . combinedCoal. & Fixed Charges .
For 1500 -KW . units it has been

assumed that both the engine -driven

and turbine-driven unit will generate

alternating current, and on this basis

there have been assumed the follow

ing costs : Engine and generator,

$35 per kilowatt; condensing appara Fixed Charges-per-K.W.Hr.

tus , $ 2.25: foundations. $ 2.25 ; total ,

$39.50 per kilowatt. On the same

basis as the above we have: Tur DY

bine and generator, $ 28 ; condensing

apparatus, $5 ; foundations, 50 cents ;

superheater and piping, $4 ; total,

$37.50 per kilowatt.

In the case of curves for 1500

KW . units , it has been assumed,
FIG . I.-- FUEL AND FIXED CHARGE OPERATING COSTS OF A 500 -KW . RECIPROCATING ENGINE

without question , that the engine

will run with saturated steam and

the turbine with superheated steam . point at 90 per cent . rating, while station would always be under,

On the basis of all - size units, oper- with the turbine unit this best fuel rather than up to or over 100 per

ating alternating current, the 500- cost comes near to the 120 per cent . cent.; and, therefore, they have put
KW . turbine makes quite a little rating, both with and without super- their machinery where it would show

better showing of rated load effi- heat. Now , if we add to this the up the best under loads which the

ciency against the engine unit than fixed charges per kilowatt-hour, we average engineer feels he can run .

the 1500 -KW . size. The author see in our engine unit that the point It is apparent, however, from these

would , however , suggest that the of maximum economy is moved from curves that the true economy of the

1500 -KW . unit is probably the one 90 per cent. rating to 125 per cent. plant is by no means the steam

size where conditions of total cost rating. Also , in our turbine units economy of the plant, and it is also

per kilowatt, fuel and fixed charges the point of maximum economy, seen that the engine builder, on the

come nearest those of the engine. when converting apparatus is in- basis of steam economy alone , did

For all sizes above 1500 KW . the cluded , is moved up to about 145 not shove his point of best economy

combined cost of the turbine unit per cent. rating from 120 per cent. far enough back , after all .

draw's rapidly away from the en- When the converting apparatus fixed On the other hand , it appears that

gine unit in the direction of lower charge is not included , we find the the turbine builder has not yet

cost, and it might be suggested here high point of total economy has reached consideration of this point ,

that if there any spot dropped back to around 140 per and he is building his turbine for a

where engine builders desired par- cent. rating which carries the point of

ticularly to apply refinements to their From these characteristic curves, combined economy to considerably

designs in the way of larger cylin- therefore, it becomes quite apparent over 100 per cent. rating and close

der ratios, rejacketing, reheating and that cannot carry our steady up to the point where the total econ

superheating. the 1500-KW size loads per unit any too near 100 per omy begins to fall off sharply, and

would undoubtedly prove the most cent. rating. It would not, of course , the capacity of the machine is be

27
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ing rapidly absorbed . In the par- of units in new developments or re

ticular instance of the 500 -KW . newals. The end of all construction

units, it would seem that the engine should be the minimum combined

overload capacity was not too far in cost per kilowatt -hour of operation ,

excess of its generator capacity ; and, therefore, it behooves us in se

but in the case of turbine it is ap- lecting our new units that we study

parent that the size of the turbine carefully not only the immediate

for the same size generator should loads to be applied, but also the ex

be considerably decreased and means pected future loads. It is to be sug

taken to insure, after such decrease , gested that many managers can , with

that overloads can be readily carried good success, chart their daily load

by the machine. Such changes as and fix almost precisely, from day

those would then bring the point of to day, the time when each unit shall

maximum total economy back to the enter upon its work and the load

place where it is actually possible which it shall carry .

Per Cent Rating
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rating, has at 100 per cent . rating

a much flatter curve of total econ

omy .

If we will inspect Curve “ D , " Fig.

I , we will see that for an increase

in load , from 75 to 100 per cent .

rating, the increase in economy on

the basis on which this curve is

made will be ni per cent . Of this

II per cent. gain in total cost the

steam economy gain is only 47 per

cent., while the fixed charge gain is

23 per cent ., or four times as much

gain as in steam cost . These per

centages, of course, will bear quite

some changing under different con

ditions; but it must be borne in

mind that the characteristics of the

curves will remain very generally

the same.

Again , as stated in the first part of

the paper, it is not strictly correct

to assume that the unit is to run

twenty -four hours a day at a certain

load . However, it should be noted

that applying the fixed charges to

the unit for the actual number of

hours run each day will increase

these fixed charges per kilowatt

hour, and more than ever increase

its effect on the total combined econ

omy, showing the point of maximum

economy still further up into the

overloads. The decreasing of the

fixed charges per kilowatt -hour

means, however, an increasing of the

steepness of the fixed charge curve

below 100 per cent. rating, thereby

accentuating from the other stand

point the marked effect upon total

costs which fixed charges have at all

ratings below 100 per cent. or there

abouts.

The effect of the increase in the

cost of coal, while not affecting the

strict character of the curve of cost

per kilowatt -hour, does somewhat

flatten out the inclined portions of

the curve .

Thus it may be truthfully said that

the curves " A ," " B ," " C " and " D "

will at all times retain their charac

teristic forms, and that being the

case , whatever has been shown in

this paper as to relative costs for

different percentages of full load is

very closely true. The increase or

decrease of either fuel cost or fixed

charge cost changes but very slightly

the relation of the individual fuel

and fixed charge curves to the com

bined curve .

The point has been raised that,

after a plant is once installed , the

fixed charges do not enter into the

economy of operation, and that.

therefore, the plant should be run

at its lowest steam consumption . Ií .

however, it is legitimate and neces

sarv to figure fixed charges per

kilowatt -hour in preliminary esti

400 800 600 700 800 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 1500 1600 1790 1800 1800 2000 9100 9300 2300 8400

O 60 00 70
Wollo- 130 180 190 150100 uo

Per Cent Rating

780

FIG . 2.-FU'EL AND FIXED CHARGE OPERATING COSTS OF 1 1500 -KW . RECIPROCATING ENGINE

I'NIT AND A STEAM TURBINE UNIT OF THE SAME CAPACITY

to operate the machines under steady

loads in the average power station

furnishing current for a street rail

way .

However, the turbine builder has

not supplied us with this very de

sirable machine, and it , therefore,

becomes necessary for us to make

the best of what we have. It would

seem wise to fix as high as possible

the loads at which each individual

machine in the station should oper

ate , and then maintain these loads

as continuously as possible. When

variations have to be taken they

should naturally be taken by in

creasing the load on the machines

already in service, rather than to put

in another unit and underload it , or

all of the units in service. There is

a question of reliability and safety

of service which comes in here, and

which the station manager will, of

course, have to settle according to

the character of his load and the

number and size of his units.

The foregoing naturally brings up

the question of selection of the size

The average station engineer has

too limited a view , from reasons of

training, to take any initiative of this

sort. He will often require consid

erable persuasion to get him over

the fear of running his machinery

too hard . It is the author's general

experience, however, that with some

one to start such a man authorita

tively along the lines of better econ

omy, that he becomes, not only

anxious to make a better showing,

but his pride in such a showing is

very marked.

The general statement which has

been made that turbines have

flatter load curve than engines is de

cidedly misleading when considered

from the standpoint of total cost

per kilowatt -hour. Inspection of the

combined curves on both Figs. I

and 2 show that at 100 per cent.

rating the rate of change in cost per

kilowatt -hour of operating the tur

bine is decideally greater than for the

engine. It is seen from this curve

that the engine, with its point of

steam economy at 85 or 90 per cent .

a
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mates, it appears to the author that

they should be considered when the

plant is in operation , for two rea
sons :

First , the operating reason , that

with the load usually carried by the

operating engineer, full value is not

being obtained from the investment.

A monthly report which shows fixed

charges per kilowatt -hour generated

should be of immense value to the

operating superintendent in deter

mining whether his plant is receiv

ing the particular and discriminating

attention which such a large invest

ment warrants .

Second, the investment reason ,

that a machine which has the lowest

combined cost per kilowatt-hour at

the individual loading that is car

ried , is the most desirable to con

tinue in the installation . Manifestly

a machine hich has a combined

kilowatt -hour cost lowest at 100 per

cent . rating is better than one hav

ing its lowest cost at 140 per cent .

rating

The first machine will probably

have a smaller steam end for the

same generator than the second unit .

By adding automatic overload de

vices , costing little money , to the

first machine, it can be made to

operate up to the full overload

capacity of the generator in tak

ing care of those peaks in the

load which are of short duration .

The author would point out that

this is not a consideration of station

load factors , but rather a considera

tion of the economy in operation of

individual units, and also economy

in their selection as affected by type

and design .

In conclusion, the author would

additionally point out that the gains

indicated herein for turbine and en

gines are , to a greater or less ex

tent, true for all other station appa

ratus, and perhaps no more true than

in the case of boilers whose load and

operation seem equally as far buried

under misapprehension as are the

generating units .

Brief Topics of the Month

are now

Deposits of ore containing tan- 12 amperes at 500 volts for nine electric smelting plants in Europe,

talum have been discovered at Hen- hours, a total of 54 kilowatt-hours will be in charge of the work at the

ryton , near Baltimore. The ore is per car per day. This is figured at spot .

found in crystalline form embedded a cost of 0.992 cent per unit of power .

in felspar, and yields, on analysis, Figuring up the total maintenance The Dayton Lighting Company,

38.19 per cent. of oxide of tantalum , and fixed charges cost , the hot-water of Dayton , Ohio , has announced that

and 13.21 per cent. of oxide of system was found to be 80 cents Nernst lamps will be furnished free

niobium . per car per day, and the electric 73 in the alternating -current district and

cents . gem lamps in the direct-current dis
The world's net consumption of

trict . They will be maintained as
rubber in 1904 was 57,300 tons, of

According to the Bulletin of the the ordinary filament lamps have

which 26,470 went to the United New York Edison Company, the been .

States, 12,800 to Germany, 10.030
electric equipment ofof Manhattan

to England, 4130 to France, 1320 to Island continues to grow at an in- According to a report of the Brit

Austria -Hungary, 1218 to Holland, creasing rate . During the twelve ish Foreign Office , the Japanese im

748 to Belgium , and 588 to Italy.
months ending August 31 the net in- ports of electric motors in 1905 were

According to the Mouvement Géo
crease is 9566 consumers , having an valued at $ 838,995. In 1904 they

graphique, of Brussels, the world's
aggregate installation of 866,400 were $475,995. Among the princi

production will reach 75,000 tons this 16- candle - power equivalents. One pal items of import at the port of
year . Its value is estimated at $ 115,

hundred and twenty - eight thousand Yokohama were 7368 tons of tele
800.000.

three hundred and ninety -nine horse- graph wire, valued at $372,345 . The

Experiments with a submarine tele- power in Edison motors value of the electric light apparatus

phone line are now being carried on used, and the installations, all taken imported was $ 195,910 , as against

at Lake Constance. The cable is together, aggregate 4.319,261 equiva- $ 147,615 in 1904. Of electric light

about seven miles long, and reaches lents of 16 candles. wire, $334,850 worth was imported

a maximum depth of 820 feet below in 1905. In 1904 the value of the

the surface. It connects Friedrich- In the June number of The ELEC- imports was $325,385 . Submarine

shafen , Germany, with Wurtemberg
TRICAL AGE, it will be remembered, and underground telegraph cables

and Romanshorn , Switzerland, and A. J. Rossi spoke of the possibility showed a decrease. Nearly all these

was constructed according to Prof.
of the electric smelting of the mag- imports, with the exception of the

Pupin's long -distance system .
netite iron ore on the Pacific Coast . submarine cables, were sent from the

This possibility is soon to become a United States and Germany.

According to figures gathered by fact , the Northern California

the Chicago City Railway Company, Power Company, in conjunction Fires caused electrically during the

car heating by electricity possesses with the Shasta Iron Company, is to last three months were seventy -four

many advantages over hot -water conduct a series of trials of the in number and resulted in $ 161,000

heating. The data obtained were as Héroult process similar to those re- loss , according to a report of the

follows:-Weight of heaters : hot cently made in Canada. R. A. Turn- National Board of Fire Underwriters.

water, 1454 pounds; electric, 360 bull, who participated in the smelt- Eight were due to the crossing of

pounds. Price of heaters per car : ing experiments at Sault Ste . Marie, high -tension wires with telephone
hot water, $ 140 ; electric, $80 . Re- and who is now Dr. Héroult's repre- and lighting circuits, nine were due

pairs per day: hot water, 10 cents sentative in Canada, is at present in to the grounding of lighting and

per car ; electric, 5 cents. Attendance charge of the engineering side of the motor circuits , and thirty-one were

on hot water heaters , 10 cents per car undertaking. M. Petinot, who has due to short circuits on interior wir

per day. The electric heaters used been connected with Dr. Héroult's ing.

as
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Wireless Receivers : The Audion

O

Sº the devices that within thepast

or polariphone, as it is also termed , is

based upon the polarization of a

voltaic cell to a point at which the

Hertzian oscillations readily break

down the polarization , thereby vary

ing the current in the circuit. Cer

tain people have found an anticipa

tion of this device in Woolaston's

fine wire experiments of 1801 , de
scribed in " The Philosophical Maga

zine” of that year. M. Ferrie is also

mentioned as having suggested this

detector , while others give the credit

to Dr. Pupin by reason of his work

with the electrolytic rectifier .

The audion , the wireless receiver

which Dr. De Forest described in his

recent paper before the American

Institute of Electrical Engineers,

which is printed elsewhere in this

issue, is not an exception to the rule

that has been mentioned . In its

present form it appears to be based

on the Elster and Geitel tube for

showing ionization of a gas, or the
electrification of a platinum plate , by

means of an incandescent filament ,

which device, as Dr. De Forest

points out in his paper, Fleming has

utilized for the rectification of Hert

zian oscillations. To the Fleming
modification of the Elster and Geitel

tube or bulb De Forest adds the

external electromotive force in the

flux circuit , whereupon , as he states,

the audion is born .

In his paper Dr. De Forest ex

presses the opinion that the addition

of the external flux battery causes

the audion to act as a relay to the

Ilertzian remedy.

Accepting the term relay in the

sense in which it is employed in tele

graphy, one is somewhat reluctant to

admit that this is the function of the

device. Rather it would seem that

the addition of the flux battery ap

pears to augment the Hertzian en

ergy, or to produce a condition in

eight or ten years have been

shown to be responsive to Hertzian

waves, that the announcement of a

new wireless receiver, however seem

ingly novel, scarcely excites any sur

prise.

It is nevertheless interesting to

note that, with perhaps the exception

of the Branly coherer, the operation

of these receivers is based upon the

peculiar action of Hertzian oscilla

tions upon hitherto more less

well-known phenomena. For exam

ple, the different magnetic detectors

that have been introduced into wire

less practice have availed of the Ru

therford equipment, in which electric

oscillation causes demagnetization of

steel needles previously magnetized

to saturation . Rutherford's experi

ment in turn appears to have been

instigated by Henry's well -known

experiments of 1842 , as a result of

which he suggested the Oscillatory

character of an electric discharge.

The fine wire electrolytic receiver,

the bulb that in turn enables the

variations in that condition (brought

about by the arriving Hertzian oscil

lations ) , to produce greater mechan

ical effects in the telephone receiver

in the flux circuit than appears to be

obtainable without the addition of

the flux battery.

In other words, may there not be

a certain analogy between the effect

produced by the variations in the

flux current in the audion , due to

the Hertzian oscillations, and the

greater mechanical effect produced

by the presence of a permanent mag

net in connection with the pull of an

electromagnet and its armature ? In

the latter case it is known that the

traction effect between the armature

and its magnet is proportional to the

square of the number of magnetic

lines of force in action . Hence.

while the arriving variations of cur

rent in , for instance, the ordinary

telephone receiver , are no stronger

than they would be if the permanent

magnet of the receiver were absent.

still by reason of the operation of the

law just mentioned the resulting ei

fect upon the diaphragm of the re

ceiver is greater with the permanent

magnet than it would be without it .

But the action of the permanent

magnet is not that of a relay , in the

ordinary sense at least .

Dr. De Forest states that the sen

sitiveness of the audion under

proper conditions of adjustment is

twice that of any other form of wire

less receiver . This obviously indi

cates a decided advantage if at the

same time the receiver is reliable and

durable and does not possess disad

vantages that may outweigh the high

degree of sensitiveness claimed for

it ; on which points no information

was supplied.

The electrolytic receiver or polari

phone, as it is sometimes termed , is

or
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perhaps the simplest of the efficient into direct electric currents that are which is somewhat smaller, being

long -distance wave detectors . The heard as sound in a telephone re- about 400 H. P. , while the Boston

proneness of the fine wire to burn out ceiver . The sensitiveness of this re- plant is 700 H. P. , the fuel consump

is its chief disadvantage. However, ceiver is stated to approximate that tion varied from 24 pounds per kilo

it requires no machinery for its oper- of the electrolytic receiver . watt-hour at 143 per cent. load fac

ation , and only one two very tor to 1.85 pounds per kilowatt-hour

small dry cells for polarization pur
at 663 per cent. load factor. Fig

poses . The magnetic detector which Gas - Producer Electric Plants
ures given recently by W. P. Han

ranks next to the polariphone in HE increasing importance of cock , of the Boston Edison Com

sensitiveness requires for its opera gas power in the generation pany, show that for a 10,000 -KW .

tion a revolving magnet or revolving of electricity is again brought steam turbine plant with a load fac

iron core with the necessary motor. to our attention by Mr. Bibbins' ar- tor of 641 per cent. the fuel con

The audion in turn requires a heat ticle and Mr. Windsor's paper , ap- sumption was 2.6 pounds per kilo

battery of four to eight cells , de- pearing elsewhere in these pages. watt -hour.

pending on the nature of the fila- In spite of the disadvantages which Another disadvantage cited against

ment employed, and ten to eighteen are inherent in the gas engine for the gas engine has been its large
cells for the local or flux battery. central station operation , it appears capital cost , yet in the case of the

Further experience may render a re- to have well established the fact of Keene plant capital cost was far out

duction in the number of cells pos- its fitness for just this work . weighed by considerations of eco

sible, but at present it would seem Perhaps the worst that has been nomical operation. The object sought

that the necessity for the employment said about the gas engine is that was to obtain a means of generating

of this comparatively large number it lacks overload capacity,-inability electric current at small cost , and

of cells , together with the uncertain to stand up under sudden increases this condition the installation is ful

life of the filament , must react more of load such as obtain in electric filling . On the score of heat losses

or less against the general use of this railway work , and that its range of alone the gas-producer appears to

type of receiver . economical load is practically lim- have a marked advantage. With a

On the other hand, the readiness ited to between 50 per cent. load and steam plant , the heat losses are made

with which this beautiful receiver , full load . To overcome the first up of loss to stack , boiler radiation

scientifically considered, lends itself disadvantage the suggestion has been and leakage, pipe radiation , leakage

to various methods of tuning, its made that a storage battery be em- and drips, loss to feed pump, to cir

irresponsiveness to atmospheric elec- ployed as an auxiliary or that spare culator, heating, engine radiation ,

tricity and its immunity from injury units with corresponding equipments and loss to the condenser. These,

by the violent impulses of the near- for gas storage and immediate gen- combined with engine friction and

by transmitter, are obviously im- eration of gas be provided. generator losses , according to H. G.

portant advantages upon which Dr. One notewortny suggestion is tuat Stott , make the heat units delivered

De Forest is certainly to be congrat- of H. G. Stott . He would equip a at the bus -bar as electric current

ulated . plant with a gas-engine outfit of a but about 10 per cent. of the total

The desideratum , however, in the capacity 50 per cent. of the total in the coal .

case of systems which , like wireless plant capacity, a steam turbine equip- With a gas -producer plant the

telegraph systems, go into the hands ment making up the remaining 50 losses are found in the gas producer

of men of all degrees of expertness per cent. The gas -engine cooling and auxiliaries , the cooling water ,

and intelligence, is to obtain the ut- water would be used for feed-water, the exhaust gases , engine friction

most simplicity of apparatus, and we and the exhaust gases used in econ- and generators, aggregating about

look for improvements in this rather omizers or directly in boilers or su- 76 per cent., and leaving 24 per

than in an opposite direction. In- perheaters to generate steam . cent. of the heat units in the coal to

deed, we have no doubt that the near Concerning this feature of the gas be delivered at the bus -bars as elec

future will find the wireless telegraph engine, neither Mr. Bibbins nor Mr.

art in possession of a receiver which Windsor alludes, but it may be as- Of course, the figures given in the

will combine in itself the qualities of sumed from the statement of the lat- foregoing show the result of years

reliability, sensitiveness andand effi- ter that he is absolutely convinced of development in both engine and

ciency, without the aid of moving of the economy and reliability of a producer. Ten years ago the small

parts external batteries of any gas-engine power station , that no gas engines gave a thermal efficiency

sort . trouble on the score of small over- of about 16 per cent. To -day, with

A receiver which appears to con load capacity is had in the Boston units of 1500 and 2000 H. P. ,

form to the requirements above out- plant. It may be said , in passing, thermal efficiency of almost 30 per

lined has been developed by G. W. moreover, that overload capacity is cent. is obtained , and even nearly

Pickard. The principle employed in largely a matter of builders' rating. 40 per cent. is said to have been ob

this new receiver is that of the No engine, whether gas or steam , tained abroad .

thermo- electric couple. The elec- will operate satisfactorily beyond a As to the producer, the problem

trodes employed by Mr. Pickard in certain limit . It remains, then , to of successfully using anthracite and

this receiver are pure silicon and a
make the nominal rating such that , non -coking bituminous coals seems

metallic element of low resistance . while economical operation is as- to have been solved . The use of the

According to the inventor, the re- sured , a satisfactory overload ca- richer bituminous and semi-bitumin

ceiver oscillations are converted into pacity is also provided. ous coking coals of the Eastern

heat at the high -resistance junction The fuel economy of both plants States appears to be still a

of the element having high thermo- appears to be remarkably high . Mr. what unsolved problem . From Ger

electromotive force with the low re- Windsor that his company many we hear, however, that gas

sistance or metallic element , the found the fuel consumption to be producers are operating on city re

amount of heat developed being in one-half that of a steam plant, or fuse, mine culm , and the like , mak

accordance with the CR law , the 1 } pounds to 1 pounds per kilo- ing possible the use of material un

energy of which heat is converted watt-hour. In Keene plant, suited to the steam boiler.

tric energy.

or

a

some

savs
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Institutional Telephone Service well-known Bell practice of avoid- permitted exchange calls . The re

HE selection of telephone ser- ing connection with so - called non- quirements of calling up individual

vice for a public or private standard apparatus. No independent professors were best met by installing

institution involves a number exchange service was available in
separate instruments in each profess

of practical considerations which this instance, and the rented Bell or's private study.

ought not to be overlooked . The service was selected because of its To provide for the calling up of

type of system desirable , the number reliability , freedom of responsibility the instructors after the closing hour

of stations needed at present and for repairs on the part of the institu- of the school, special trunk lines to

anticipated for the future, the prob- tion and the value of having any the private branch exchange switch

able amount of interior communica- instrument on exchange service . board were provided at a cost of $36

tion and the forecast of intercourse Forty telephones were required , per year each . This trunk line was

with the outside world, the question one telephone being installed on the given a number under the profess

of purchasing one's own equipment floor of each wing of each building or's name for $ 6 per year additional .

for interior service or of buying ex- in the establishment. It was esti- When the operator in the executive

change service for the entire installa- mated that the cost of installing the offices left the switchboard for the

tion ,—these points must all be taken private system would be about $25 day she plugged in the trunk line

up in relation to their cost and ad- per station , including wiring , switch- with the professor's instrument, so

visability before an intelligent deci- board and instruments. This that outside calls could be freely

sion can be reached . about 50 per cent. above the esti- handled , as well as originating calls

Perhaps the brief discussion of the mated cost of installing the local in the professor's study, by the regu

points at issue in the selection of telephone company's service. It was lar exchange operator of the tele

a system for a large professional estimated that the yearly cost of phone company, although the inter

school may throw some light upon operating thirty - five private stations communication system in the school

the practical side of the institutional and five stations on exchange ser- was unavailable on account of the

telephone problem . In the case in vice would be about $30 per tele- absence of the operator . This ar

point telephones were needed for phone, against $21 per telephone rangement had the advantage of

both interior and exterior inter- with the regular rented service . being available for any instrument

course . The first question that came The private -branch exchange oper- at any time, and of not being neces

up was the use of an inter-communi- ative services were figured at $ 400 sary when the system was first in

cating system . It was realized that per year in this allowance. Allow- stalled .

such systems are in successful use in ing 10 per cent. interest and depre- The wiring in this institution was

many buildings without the inter- ciation on the investment in the pri- installed so that additional instru

vention of a central operator, but the vate system , and 10 per cent. more ments could be connected in with a

best results are secured when there for maintenance, the fixed charges minimum of expense, bearing in

are not too many instruments. When and repairs came to about $2.50 per mind the common experience that

an attempt is made to install such telephone in the private system , mak- more stations are generally required

a system in a group of buildings, ing a total of $32.50 per station than are at first thought necessary .

even if there are not many instru- against the $21 charged by the local To simplify the wiring as much as

ments in a building, the wiring be- company. It was, therefore, deemed possible, cables were run from the

comes complicated and expensive, best in this particular instance to se- private-branch switchboard in the

since all the wires have to be car- lect the Bell service . executive offices to cable boxes in

ried to each telephone. Hence good In view of the fact that some of the centre of each building wing ;

service is difficult to obtain ; such the members of the teaching staff from these cable boxes conduits were

systenis are not capable of ready are frequently called by outside run up through each building touch

extension, as a rule, and for these parties , it was found undesirable to ing at a small junction box on each

reasons were not considered desir- locate telephones in the hallways for floor. No wiring was done beyond

able in the school . this purpose, as there would not be the basement cable boxes until each

The alternative choice was the regular attendance at such stations telephone was installed, when wires

equipment of a central station in to answer calls . The scheme of hav- were run for each instrument behind

the executive offices, keeping an ing one telennone in eacn building a special moulding, located for that

operator on duty from 8 A. M. to located in an office from which call purpose in each corridor, to the junc

6 P. M. Two systems of this kind boys can be sent out was consid- tion box on that floor and thence

were considered : a private line sys- ered , but, aside from the obvious in- to the cable box in the basement.

tem owned by the institution and one convenience of such a system , the Finally, several automatic instru

rented from the local telephone com- cost was found to be greater, except ments of the coin -depository type

pany. With either system each in- where office and call boys are needed were installed at various points to

strument would connect with the for some other purpose . relieve the school of all care and

switchboard in the executive offices, Each call boy would cost at least leave the operator free for her regu

where the operator would join local $ 150 per year , against $6.50 or $ 12 lar work . The combination of pay

calls , but the private system could per telephone station, according as stations, trunks and private telephones

not be connected with the public ex- such a telephone was restricted to in the branch exchange gave a well

change service on account of the local calls in the institution or was rounded institutional system .



Gas -Power Electric Plants

By PAUL WINDSOR, Chief Engineer of Motive Power of the Boston Elevated Railway Co.

A Paper Read at the Convention of the American Street and Interurban Railway Engineering Association

T

SO no

a

use .

HIS paper deals with the ex- ford plant has been run very little . and without any trouble and has made

perience of the Boston Ele- This has not been the fault of the a uniform grade of good gas.

vated Railway Company with plant, but has been owing to the com- In the engine room there have been

its two gas- engine plants. These have pany's wishing to thoroughly work interruptions, but these have almost

now been in operation , one about four out the exhaust question before put- all been of the kind to which any

months, and the other for a few weeks . ting the plant into regular operation. new power plant is subject. The

A little over a year ago the subject The station is in a residential district, longest delays, in fact the only real

came up of supplying power to two and the noise of the exhaust of the shut-downs, were due to improper

sections of the railway that were one engine started was such as to se- water connection with the piston .
rather hard to reach from the present riously annoy the neighbours. We This matter, however, has been rem

power stations, and as we had for have, therefore, been experimenting edied. We have had one case of hot

some time been looking into the ques- for nearly two months, during which crank -pin , probably due to too quick

tion of gas engines, it was decided time only one engine has been run , starting. These engines can be set
that this was a good opportunity to and that very little , that running so quickly -- well inside of 60

make a trial of them . Both plants are economy tests have been possible. seconds, and often to 30 seconds

small, one of 700 KW ., and the other The Sommerville station has that the temptation has been to see

of 975 KW . The engine load factor Loomis -Pettibone gasgas plant, with how quickly it could be done, result

in both stations can be made extremely the necessary exhauster, scrubbers, ing, as before stated, in one case of

good, as they feed into the trolley lines holders, etc .; American -Crossley en- hot crank -pin , the oil not having been

in multiple with the steam stations of gines, and Crocker -Wheeler genera- given time to reach it after 6 hours'

the road. tors . shut- down .

The buildings are of brick and con- The Sommerville station has been As a result of experience with

crete throughout, with reinforced con- in commercial operation since May 4, these plants, the writer is absolutely

crete floors and flat roofs, with a great 1906 , and up to August 31 it has convinced of the economy and relia

deal of light and ventilation. used 1.45 pounds coal per kilowatt- bility of a gas- engine power station .

The equipments of these two plants hour. The fuel consumption will be about

are radically different . The Sommer- During May - from May 4 to May one-half as compared with a steam

ville plant has down - draught suction 29 , inclusive — but one engine was in plant, running from less than 1 }

producers and 4 -cycle, single -acting Since then two engines have pounds to 1 pounds, according to

engines, and the Medford plant has been running The station is run the load factor and almost regardless

uip -draught pressure producers and week days from 7 A. M. to u P. M., of the size of the plant, as against

2 -cvcle, double -acting engines. and on Sundays in the afternoon only. 3 to 4 pounds in similar steam plants .

Unfortunately the Medford station The engine load factor has been The cost of the gas plant , includ

has been operated so little — through about 74 per cent. ing producers, is undoubtedly con

no fault of the equipment contrac- On June 10 a thirty days' test run siderably higher than the cost of a

tors — that no figures are available, and was begun. During these thirty days similar sized steam plant, and whether
the writer must , therefore, confine the station was run 16 hours per day, the fuel saved will justify the in

most of his remarks to the Sommer- from 7 A. M. to 1 P. M., with an creased capital depends on the price

ville station . engine load factor of a little over 70 of coal, but it seems that with coal

The Medford station has R. D. per cent. The average Pocahontas at $3 and upwards there will be a

Wood gas producers, with blowers, coal per kilowatt -hour delivered from material net saving by the use of

tar extractors , scrubbers, etc.; Koer- the station was 1.31 pounds. This gas .

ting 2 -cycle, double -acting gas en- included all the fuel used, whether Another advantage of a gas plant

gines, and Crocker -Wheeler genera- for running the engines, building is the high efficiency of a small plant ,

tors . fires after cleaning, or in the auxili- the efficiency being practically the

The gas plant is similar to , al same for engines as small as a couple

though larger than , the United States From May 4 to Sept. 3 , inclusive or hundred horse -power as for those

Government Testing Plant at St. the four months in which the station of larger size , which of course is not

Louis, which has been in continuous has been in regular commercial oper- true of a steam plant.

operation now for two years or more, ation — the fuel per kilowatt-hour The question is of course asked :

making gas successfully from all output has been 1.45 pounds. These “ What are the disadvantages of a

kinds of coal . figures are as good as the most en- gas -power station as compared with a

The engine plant is similar to , al- thusiastic have ever hoped for . The steam plant ?” The writer is glad to

though smaller than, the Lackawanna plant has proved its reliability, and say that they are few . The gas-pro

Steel Company's plant at Buffalo , the shut-downs have been very few . ducing portion of such a station is

where a large number of these en- There have been no shut-downs of simpler, easier to operate, and holds

gines run successfully on blast-fur- any kind in the gas house. This por- its efficiency better than steam

nace gas . As before stated , the Med- tion of the plant has run regularly plant. The losses from banking fires

ary boiler.

a
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are extremely small, and the plant or valve setting, or even leaky valves , large sizes, being expensive, if not

can be gotten into service much more is generally either to cause a knock , impossible, to build , and requiring a

quickly than can a steam plant . therefore at once announcing itself, great deal of oil . Most of the en

It is our practice to shut down at or to reduce the output of the engine. gines have been and are being built

II at night and start at 7 in the None of these things materially af- on the 4 -cycle principle, there being,

morning. Fifteen or twenty minutes fects the efficiency without showing so far as the writer knows, but one

are required to get the gas plant into also in other ways . large manufacturer of 2 - cycle en
full operation, while of course with a The water required is considerablygines.

boiler plant it takes from 1 to 11 less for a gas plant than for a con- In the last two years the large

hours to get the fires into first-class densing steam plant and considerably steam -engine manufacturers, such as
shape. The ashes have to be period than for non -condensing the Allis -Chalmers Company, of Mil

ically removed from the producer. In steam plant. A non -condensing waukee, Wis.; the Snow Steain Pump

our plant this has to be done while steam plant will use for all purposes Company, of Buffalo, and the West

the producers are out of commission from 40 to 50 pounds of water per inghouse Machine Company, of Pitts

and takes about 3 hours twice a week , kilowatt-hour. A condensing steam burg, Pa ., have been making large

although the plant can be run plant will use from 20 to 30 pounds gas engines, and there have been a

couple of day's longer without clean- for steam , and from 600 to 900 considerable number of engines of

ing, if necessary. pounds in the condenser per kilowatt- from 2000 H. P. and upward run

With some forms of producers the hour. A gas plant will use about 200 during the past year, so that to -day

cleaning can be done while the plant pounds per kilowatt-hour. there is no trouble in purchasing en

is in operation, but the writer has The only two serious troubles that gines of standard design in the large

had no experience on this point yet, we have had have been premature ex- sizes.

as the company's second plant, which plosion and back - firing in the engines All three of these companies have

has this form of producer, has not and noisy exhaust. The exhausts we adopted the successful designs of

been in continuous operation. The now have pretty well under control steam engines to the gas engines,

wet and dry scrubbers have to be and certainly they can be made en- using disc -cranks and double -acting
cleaned every few weeks , but this tirely unobjectionable, if not noiseless. cylinders, generally two cylinders in

work is certainly no more difficult Premature ignition and back -firing tandem , giving two impulses to each
than the work required around a have both given a good deal of revolution of the crank, as with the

boiler, cleaning soot from the tubes trouble , and on both types of en- single -cylinder steam engine. In the

and from the soot- chambers. gines have at times been bad , so bad larger sizes they use the two -crank

An ordinary gas man , such a man as to materially reduce the engine arrangement with the generator or

as would be considered a first - class power for the moment. This trouble fly -wheel between , each crank having

fireman , can run at least as many is now much less than it was, and two double -acting cylinders. The

horse-power of gas producers as he even if not further eliminated will valves are always poppet valves, both

can of boilers . He can make a very not interfere with the regular and intake and exhaust driven from a lay

uniform grade of gas and will get commercial operation of the plants. shaft parallel with the cylinder.

regularly very much nearer the pos- There are many forms of producers As this problem has been taken up

sible efficiency from the gas producers that can be used successfully with independently by these three large

than from the boilers. We have, hard coal , using sizes at least as and successful steam -engine builders,

however, found the “ Ardos” CO,* small as pea and as small as No. 1 and all have arrived at practically the

recorder of great assistance. With- buckwheat if it is of good quality. same solution , it is safe to say that

out it we found that the gas man Soft coal cannot be used in most of the gas engine of the immediate fu

would vary his CO , from 5 to 7 per the producers without the addition of ture will be of this type.

cent ., while with it he would hold it tar extractors . Much soft coal has The equipment of the Medford

below 5 per cent.
It is , of course, been used at the Government Testing power station consists of the follow

much more satisfactory for a man to Station at St. Louis, the tar extrac- ing :

know actually what he is doing from tors doing their work very success GAS HOUSE

minute to minute than to work en- fully .
Five up -draught water- sealed gas

tirely on his judgment. Soft coal can be used in down

The ordinary steam engineer is , of draught producers, such as are in the

producers, 9 feet in diameter, built by

R. D. Wood & Co. , of Philadelphia.

course , afraid of a gas engine, just as Sommerville plant, without any tar
One auxiliary steam boiler, coal

a stationary engineer is afraid of a getting into the gas , the tar being fired.

locomotive, but a few months' prac- " cracked " on passing through the hot One 40 - H . P. engine, for blowers

tice should make of a good steam- fires, breaking up into gas and some
and tar extractors .

engine runner an equally good gas- lamp-black, this lamp -black dirtying Five economizers for preheating
engine runner. The handling of the the scrubber water to such an

the air for producers.

water jackets is , of course , extremely tent as to make it objectionable if
Five wet scrubbers.

simple . The problem comes in the turned into a clear stream . This
Two tar extractors.

ignition, but with a well-designed gas lamp -black can , however, easily be
Two sawdust purifiers .

engine, equipped with a duplicate separated from the water by allow
One 15.000 - cubic foot gas holder.

system of igniters, there would be ing the water to become quiescent in

little, if any, trouble. a comparatively small tank, the lamp
ENGINE ROOM

A gas engine will hold its efficiency black rising to the surface. Engines. - Three single - cylinder

much better than a steam engine. For many years and up to very re- Koerting, 2 -cycle, double -acting gas

With a steam engine, poorly set or cently, gas engines have been made engines, built by the De La Vergne

leaky valves will interfere seriously by comparatively small companies and Machine Company, of New York .

with its efficiency. With a gas en- in small sizes , most of them following Cylinder, 25 ] inches diameter by 45

gine the effect of improper ignition closely the early gas engines in being inch stroke. Speed , 100 revolutions

single -acting and having trunk pis per minute. Rated capacity, 500
* This was described in the April, 1906, issue of

the Electrical Age .
tons . This form is not adapted to brake H. P. each .

ex
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FOURTH DAY ECONOMY Test- July 12, 1906 .

Duration of run ( hours ). 16

Kilowatt -hours output .. 9,480

Pounds coal in producers. 13,000

Pounds coal in boiler ..

-

ENGINE ROOM

Pounds of coal, total. .

Pounds coal per kilowatt hour.

Load factor.
Electric .

B. H.P.

Cubic feet mixed gas ..

Cubic feet water gas .

Cubic feet producer gas .

Per cent . water gas ..

Cubic feet mixed gas per hour .

Cubic feet mixed gas per kilowatt -hour.

Pounds coal..

Mixed gas B. T. Us.

Mixed gas B. T. Us .

Water gas B. T. Us

Water gas B. T. Us .

Producers gas B. T. Us .

Producers gas B. T. Us

Cubic feet water - 7 A.M.- 11 P.M.

Water cooled valves ..

Economizer ..

Scrubber..

Engines and waste

13,000

1.37

84.5%

72.1%

1,397,000

50,500

1,346,500

3.61 %

87,400

147.3

107.5

126.5

122.5

288.7

269.5

120.8

117.0

32,045

High

Low

High

Low

High

Low

1,038

277

7,445

23,285

Ignition. — Duplicate "make-and- One dry scrubber.

break ” electricalelectrical igniters . Igniter One 15,000-cubic foot gas holder

current from vibrating magnetos for producer gas.

mounted on engine. One 5000 - cubic foot gas holder for

Generators . — Three direct-con water gas .

nected railway generators, built by

the Crocker -Wheeler Company, of

Ampere, N. J. Rated capacity, 325
KW . Normal voltage, 500 volts .

Engines .-- Two two - cylinder

Normal amperes, 591.
American -Crossley, 4 - cycle, gas en

Switchboard.— .Irranged for three
gines, built by the Power & Mining

generator and six feeder panels and
Machinery Company. Cylinders, 32

one station panel, circuit breakers, inches diameter by 36 -inch stroke.
recording wattmeters and voltmeter,

Speed, 140 revolutions per minute.
etc.

Rated capacity, 600 brake H. P. each .
Overhead Crane. — The overhead

Generators. - Two Crocker-Wheeler

crane is hand-operated and supplied
direct - connected railway generators.

with an 8 -ton and 1 -ton hand hoist.
Rated capacity, 350 KW. each .

Water Supply : - The water is sup
Normal voltage, 550. Normal am

plied from three 8 -inch artesian wells

of an average depth of about 550
peres, 636.

Ignition.-- Duplicate " make-and
feet.

Rating: -- The normal rating of the
break ” electric igniters on each cyl

inder . Igniter current supplied by
station is 975 KW . Maximum ca

two motor generators and a storagepacity, 1300 KW .

battery.
The equipment of the Sommerville

Switchboard . - Arranged for two
power station consists of the follow

ing :
generators, five - feeder panels and one

station panel, with circuit breakers,
GAS HOUSE recording watt -meters and volt

Two Loomis -Pettibone soft -coal
meter, etc.

down -draught producers, 9 feet in di Overhead Crane. - Hand-operated,

ameter, built by the Power & Mining with an 8 - ton and a 1 - ton hand hoist .

Machinery Company, of Cudahy, Water Supply:-From Alewife

Wis. Brook , by two-stage, centrigugal,

One regenerator boiler.
motor- driven pumps. Filtered by a

One coal -fired auxiliary boiler. pressure sand -filter.

One vertical wet scrubber. Rating . – Normal rating, 700 KW .

One Root exhauster, steam - driven , Maximum capacity , 933 KW ., or 33

with electric motor as auxiliary. per cent. overload.

32,045

Third DAY ECONOMY TEST- July 11 , 1906 .

COAL ANALYSIS

As received Dry Coal Combustible

Moisture 2.30

Volatile matter .. 18.48 18.90 20.25

Fixed carbon 72.79 74.52 79.75

Ash .. 6.43 6.58

B. T. Us per pound . 14,030 14,360 15,380

THIRD AND FOURTH DAY ECONOMY TEST.

July 11 and 12, 1906 .

MIXED GAS ANALYSES .

Date . 6/11/06 6/11/06 6/12/06

Time, P.M ..
5:05 5:12

CO , 3.5 3.0 3.6

0 ... .2 .2 .2

CO . 26.9 27.4 27.2

CH ,
1.2 1.0 1.1

H. 9.9 9.1 8.5

58.3 59.3 59.4

B. T. Us at 60 ° F 132.1 133.8 127.5

EXHAUST GAS ANALYSIS.-- July 31 , 1906 .

Sample taken from elbow at muffler of engine .

No. -A end .

CO , 11.7% volume .
0 . 13.0% volume .

CO . trace

N 75.3% volume.

8:25

100.0 %

This sample shows that an excess

of air of 65 per cent . was being used

at the time the sample was taken .

Underground Cables

By H. G. STOTT, Superintendent of Motive Power, Interborough Rapid Transit Co., New York

I Paper Read at the Convention of the American Street and Interurban Railway Engineering Association

UND
NDERGROUND cables may be The first class, comprising what is

grouped into three classes, as popularly known as high -tension ca

follows: bles, has developed by a process of

First. High -tension multiple or evolution from the time when noth

single conductor cables of relatively ing but rubber was used for insula

small current carrying capacity, but tion to the present time where rub

capable of operating under working ber, varnished cambric, saturated,

pressures from 2500 to 25,000 volts tapes and paper insulation have been

mean effective pressure. brought to such a state of perfection

Second . Low -tension single -con- as to leave little to be desired .

ductor cables of large current car- Higher voltages than 25,000 have

rying capacity, but operating only not yet been attempted in under

under pressures of 650 volts or less . ground cables, but there seems to be

Third . Negative return cables of. no reason why a voltage of 44,000

large current carrying capacity, but should not be used with exactly the

operating only under a pressure cor- same degree of safety as 25,000 , pro

responding to the drop in the return vided a star connection is used in

feeders.
the transformers and the neutral

point is grounded, for then the maxi

mum strain is limited to 25,000 volts

to ground.

It would thus seem that our cable

manufacturers have almost kept up

with the development in overhead

construction, as at this time 60,000

volts are the maximum pressure in

use in a few cases only, and the great

majority of important transmission

schemes are under 50,000 volts .

For economic reasons, principally,

rubber insulation is only used where

local conditions seem to demand an

insulation which is impervious to

moisture, so that in case the lead

sheath should be punctured, the ca

ble will not necessarily fail . As an

6-6
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grees F.

instance, where cables have to be in

stalled in ducts which are under

water part of the time, or for sub

marine cables, the extra investment

for rubber insulation would seem to

be justified, as in the event of a leak

in a submarine cable lead sheath it

usually becomes a total loss if in

sulated with paper or other non

moisture proof material, whereas

good rubber will last indefinitely un

der water .

For potentials above 22,000 volts

it seems likely that some form of

varnished cambric or impregnated

cloth will take the place of paper,

owing to its higher puncture resist

ance for a given thickness, but ex

perience with working pressures

above 22,000 is so limited that we

must wait for some time before any

definite conclusions can be reached .

As the result of some fifteen years

of experience with underground ca

bles, the following table, giving

thickness of insulation and lead

sheath for various sizes of

ductors and working pressures, is

submitted as representing conserva

tive practice :

warm

con

TABLE No. 1 .

PAPER INSULATION .

Standard Working Pressure of 3,000 V.

Thickness Thickness of

SIZE OF CONDUCTORS . of Lead.

Insula- Single Three

tion . Cond. Cond .

No. 6 to No. 2 B. & S .... 5/32 " 5/64 " 3/32"

No. 1 to No. 00 .. 5/32" 3/32 " 7/64 "

No. 000 to 300,000 c.m. 6/32 " 7/64 " 9/64 "

400,000 to 750,000 c . m 6/32" 7/64 "

800,000 to 1,000,000 c.m ... 7/32"
4/32 "

1,250,000 to 2,000,000 c . m . 8/32 " 9, 64"

paper next the lead, so that we really ital invested becomes too great if a

start in with a cable having approxi- smaller drop than this is used. We

mately 1-32 inch of its insulation de- thus have bare negative feeders with

stroyed before it is put into com- a potential of from five to twenty

mission . This mechanical destruc- five volts on them , running parallel

tion of insulation is especially marked to our positive and high -tension

in cold weather, as the oils used with feeders, as well as our neighbours'

the paper tend to congeal when sub- cables, gas mains , water mains, etc. ,

jected to a temperature below 32 de- and a few bad rail bonds may
in

crease this drop several per cent .

The cable manufacturers have met The negative feeder may, there

this difficulty by using more fluid oil , fore, be looked upon as an infinite

with the result that the insulation re- number of small battery cells coupled

sistance of the cable may not be in series , with their negative poles

more than fifty megohms at 60 de- coupled to the negative bus in the

grees F. , but by the use of this very power house or sub -station, and their

soft insulation they have produced positive coupled to the track rail ,

a cable giving a very low insulation, with some good and some bad con

but a high puncture, test , and at the nections, all along the line to the

same time have met, to a great ex- various lead sheaths of the cables

tent, the difficulty of handling paper running near them , as well as to gas

cable in cold weather . It is always mains, etc. If the connections be

advisable, however , if a cable is to tween one of these imaginary cells

be used in a temperature below 32 and a lead sheath be sufficiently

degrees F., to keep it in a good, then this battery's potential of

place, such as a boiler room , for at perhaps ten volts will be on the ca

least twelve hours before drawing it ble sheath and will cause a current

in . The cable may then be used in to flow from it at some other point

the coldest weather, as it gives up along the line where the negative re

its heat very slowly. turn is at a lower potential. At the

The cables in Class III . have, up to point where the current leaves the

within the last three years, received lead sheath electrolysis will occur ,

very little attention, as , in almost and in time the feeder will break

every case , bare copper cables were down from the moisture admitted

installed . But a closer study of the through the perforated lead sheath .

electrolysis problem indicates that The above conditions obtain to a

in many instances the use of in greater or less extent in all systems

sulated , negative cables would elimi- having bare negative returns and

nate a great deal of the trouble and grounded negative bus-bars , no mat

damage to cable sheaths, etc. ter how many sub - stations may be in

When electricity leaves a use .

ductor in wet or moist ground, the An obvious remedy would seem ,

water in its path is decomposed into at first sight, to be the bonding of

its constituent gases . And oxygen the lead sheaths of all feeders to the

has an affinity for almost all metals , bare negative cables at frequent in

forming an oxide of iron or oxide of tervals , but this introduces another

lead or copper, as the case may be . trouble which may be as serious as

In the ordinary location of direct- electrolysis. A short -circuit in a

current power plants in our smaller positive feeder to ground will cause

cities, only one generating station is an enormous current to flow through

used , and sufficient positive copper the lead sheaths, and in all prob

is installed to give the necessary po- ability burn off the bonds and de

tential on the trolley, the negative stroy the lead sheaths in a number

or return circuits being taken care of of cables. Instances of this have oc

by the track rails up to the nearest curred to the author's knowledge, in

point to the power plant or sub- which the lead sheaths have been

station , and from this point bare neg- completely burned off for 400 feet

ative feeders are used to conduct the on cables that were entirely innocent

current back to the grounded nega- of the origin of the trouble.

tive bus in the station . Another source of trouble, due to

The maximum amount of copper the use of the grounded negative bus

installed in this negative rarely equals and bare feeders, is in the other feed

that used for the positive, so that in er's lead sheathis carrying the nega

all probability there will be at least tive current back to the power house

five volts drop from the nearest track or sub -station by an entirely different

rail to the negative bus, and if longer route from that taken by the bare

bare negative feeders were used run- negative feeders, with the result that

ning to the various points of heavy this return current leaves these lead

traffic, the drop on them would be sheaths, either in the power house

at least 4 per cent., as the financial through a ground put on them , or

burden caused by interest on cap- through some accidental ground, such

a con

a

For each 1000 volts increase of

pressure above 3000 add 1-32 inch

insulation to the wall until 11,000

volts are reached, and after that add

1-64 inch for each 1000 volts. For

example, the insulation required on a

No. o B. & S. 25,000 -volt cable

would be 20-32 inch or 5-8 inch .

If 35 per cent . para rubber com

pound or varnished cambric is used

for insulation , the above empirical

rule may be changed to read: For

each 1000 volts increase above 3000

add 1-64 inch insulation to the thick

ness of wall until 25,000 volts are

reached .

For the insulation of low -potential

cables in Class II . , 4-32 inch paper

should be used on all sizes up to

1,000,000 C. m ., and from 1,250,000

to 2,000,000 c . m ., 5-32 inch should

be used .

From a purely electrical point of

view , one -half of this insulation

would be ample to withstand 650

volts of working pressure, but the

mechanical effects of reeling and un

reeling the cables and pulling it into

ducts and bending around the man

holes are to practically destroy the

insulating qualities of the layer of
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same

2

a

on

as a cable hanger in a manhole.

Every time a short- circuit comes on

the system a rush of current will flow

through these lead sheaths, and, per

haps, puncture small holes in the

lead .

The most satisfactory solution of

these problems of avoiding elec

trolysis and saving the lead sheaths

from destruction seems to be in the

use of an insulated negative bus in

the power house and sub -station, and

insulated negative feeders right up

to the track rails . For this purpose ,

the negative feeders should prefer

ably be insulated with some material

which does not require the use of

a lead sheath . Several types of in

sulation are now on the market,

which promise to be very satisfactory

for this purpose , as the potential

carried by the negative feeders is

quite low

The ideal solution of the problem

would be found in the use of the

feeders without lead sheaths, and

some very satisfactory tests are now

being made on experimental lengths

of 650 - volt cable of this type ; but

it does not seem probable that any

cable can be constructed at present

which will safely stand being drawn

into wet ducts and manholes and

used continuously on pressures above

2000 volts without the protection of

a lead sheath to keep out the

moisture.

By using insulative negative

feeders and avoiding all grounds in

the power house or sub -station, it is

evident that there will be little or

no tendency for the return current

to leave the track rails , if properly

bonded , and absolutely no tendency

for stray currents to come back to

the power house or sub -station by

way of lead sheaths, gas mains, etc. ,

thereby relieving us of probably 75

per cent. of our present electrolysis

troubles.

Coming back to Class II . cables,

the safest plan seems to be to in

sulate the lead sheaths of all feeders

by supporting them on racks having

some form of insulation between the

lead sheath and the hanger.

All cables should also be wrapped

with two layers of -inch asbestos in

every manhole where more than one

cable is on each side , in order to

afford protection from an arc caused

by any one of them burning out.

In perfectly dry places this asbestos

wrapping can be secured very neatly

by applying silicate of soda to it , the

soda in itseif being a good protec

tion against fire; in the average

damp manhole this soda will soon

loosen and the asbestos wrapping

will fall off, so that , in this case , a

galvanized steel tape about f inch

by 1-32 inch should be used to hold shut down from the cause .

the asbestos in place . With the neutral grounded through a

In order to get early warning of suitable resistance , the oil switches ,

the breaking down of any positive on the grounded feeder only, trip

feeder , and to give time to have it out quietly without any disturbance

cut out before doing any further whatever to the rest of the system .

damage to itself or neighbours, a If the three -phase, high -tension ca

small insulated wire , say No. 14 , B. bles are not grounded in the generat

& S. , should be connected to the ing plant, the burning out of a cable

lead sheath and brought up to will puncture the lead sheath at a

panel where the switchboard oper- number of points, possibly a thousand

ator can see it . On this panel may feet away, as it is obvious that the

be mounted one or two lamps for current must leave the lead sheath

each positive feeder, and these lamps somewhere, and the easiest path is

connected to ground through a re- usually found at the cable hangers

sistance large enough to limit the in the manholes. This will be true

current to the amount necessary to no matter whether the neutral is

light the lamps when the pilot wire grounded or not.

attached to the lead sheath to any As a further precaution, it is ad

feeder becomes alive through the visable to bond the lead sheaths of

grounding of that feeder on its in- the alternating -current feeders quite

sulated lead sheath . Ammeters or frequently in the manholes by wiping

relays operating a gong may also be a lead strap , say $ inch by 2

used with advantage for this pur- inches, to the lead sheaths. Bonding

pose at a very small cost per feeder. by wrapping the lead sheaths with a

In reference to Class I. , or high- few turns of copper wire is worse

tension, three -phase cables, their lead than useless, as the copper wire, if

sheath should be insulated and put on tight enough to make a

wrapped with asbestos in the same good connection, may cut through

manner as described for Class II . , the lead , and if not tight enough to

with the additional precaution that do this it will probably make such

their lead sheaths should all be a poor contact as to arc when cur

bonded together and grounded in rent passes.

the generating plant . The neutral, In conclusion, the author wishes to

or star point, of the generators or state that , in his opinion , at least 75

transformers, should be grounded per cent. of cable trouble is caused

through a resistance of such dimen- by defects in the lead sheath and not

sions as to limit the current flowing by defects in the insulation .

through it when a ground occurs on Examine the ordinary vitrified
a high -tension feeder, to the amount duct, and you will find that the in

necessary to trip the overload relay. side, in all probability, contains sev
For example, on a large installation eral small, hard , sharp points pro

using 11,000 volts for distribution to jecting from 1-16 inch to $ inch .

its sub - stations, the neutral connec- What happens to the lead sheath of

tion is one having a resistance of six a cable when it passes over these

ohms and a carrying capacity of projections ? A groove is cut in it

1000 amperes for one minute. As in exactly the same way as by a tool

the Y potential to ground is 6300 in a planer. The result is that a lit

volts, this limits the current to a tle extra pressure, caused by a kink

maximum of 1000 amperes when a in the cable, will cut through the

feeder grounds. lead and admit the moisture, which ,

This system was adopted after sooner or later, will destroy the in

some rather disastrous experiences sulation .

with short- circuits on high -tension Outside of trouble in joints caused

feeders, and has been in successful by carelessness on the part of the

operation for over a year . jointer, practically all cable trouble

When a high -tension cable breaks can be eliminated by the

down, it almost invariably goes to careful choice and installation of con

ground from one phase only, and duits, by a very careful inspection at

then , after the charging current of the the time they are laid, and by the

whole system has been flowing to use of cutters and cleaners after they

ground through this fault for per are laid .

haps ten or twenty minutes, the in- Lastly , do not try to get a low

sulation of the other phases is price on a cable by reducing the

burned off , so that a short - circuit thickness of the lead sheath, as the

on two or three phases occurs . The integrity of the lead sheath is fully

result is that either the whole system as important as the quality of the in

is shut down, due to the sudden sulation , and the life of the latter is

fall of potential, to perhaps one- wholly determined by the degree of

fourth of its normal value, or at perfection obtained in excluding

least one or two sub -stations are moisture from it .

more



The Audion : A New Wireless Telegraph

Receiver

By LEE De FOREST

A Paper Read at the October Meeting of the American Institute af Electrical Engineers

tle was

to

same

.

a

HE story of the development flame around this incandescent man- flame receiver, was remarkably sensi

of a device of a distinctively matter in a most mobile, tive to weak high -frequency oscilla

new order, from its first in tenuous state, extremely sensitive to tions. The sound heard in the tele

ception to its practical reality, adds sound and heat vibrations, infinitely phone was an exact reproduction of

a human interest to its description more delicate than any arrangement ihat of the transmitter spark , in

which is , perhaps, too often lacking of solid or liquid particles. Why pitch, variation of intensity, etc.

among scientific records . In 1900, should it not then in some phase or It was observed that the increase

whenthe writer was beginning ex- fashion respond to the Hertzian vi- of current with electromotive force

periments on the electrolytic re- brations also ? did not follow Ohm's law ; a satura

sponder, it was his good fortune to Unable to dislodge this conviction tion value of the current was ob

have to work upon it at night in his from his mind, the writer began served . Wilson has found that the

own room , at a table beneath a soli- later to search for the genuine re- maximum current which a salt va

tary gas-burner with Welsbach man- sponse to electric vibrations in the
pour in a fame can carry is equal

tle. The source of Hertzian waves gas flame. The conductivity of the the current which , if passed

was the discharge of a small induc- incandescent mantle was found sur- through an aqueous solution of that

tion coil placed in an opposite cor- prisingly small, however, for any salt , would electrolyze the

ner and set into operation by a key voltages which would be practical quantity of the salt as was imparted

closed by pulling a string. in a wireless receiver . during the same unit of time to the

One night the author noticed, to By soaking the mantle in a potas- bcated gas.

his surprise, a decided diminution in sium or sodium solution and drying, Beyond this saturation value the

the light from the incandescent man- it was finally possibļe to pass a small current will not rise until the elec

tle whenever the coil was sparking. current from dozen dry cells tromotive force is great enough to

The constant recurrence of this effect through the flame surrounding it , enable the field itself to ionize the

induced him to investigate. Byto investigate . By using two platinum electrodes with gas , that is , until the velocity im

proper adjustment of the inflow of a telephone receiver in circuit , and parted to the negative ions by the

gas and air to the burner, an almost get a faint response to the genuine field is sufficient to enable them to

complete extinction of its light was Hertzian wave . The discovery that separate the gasgas molecules with

obtained during the sparking of the the effect predicted was actually pres- which they collide into positive and

coil . Another adjustment even al- ent was intensely gratifying. negative ions.

lowed an increase of the light above Experiments followed with the The conduction through flames

normal. Bunsen burner and other forms of under the conditions described is due

For several days the writer was flame. In the coal - gas flame the chiefly to the negative ions gener

clated over the tremendously sensi- exterior luminous portion is posi- ated , and these are chiefly in the

tive and altogether novel type of tively electrified, the interior nega- vicinity of the metallic cathode. It

Hertzian -wave responder thus acci- tively. To render these flames suffi- is necessary that the alkali vapour

dentally discovered . But alas for the ciently conducting, salts of the alkali come in contact with the glowing

over-sanguine spirits of the young in- metals were introduced. Of these metal. The increase of conductivity

vestigator! When the induction coil the cæsium , potassium , and sodium of a flame by the addition of a salt

was thrust into a closet and the salts are the most conducting, and 11 ! ay amount to several hundred per

wooden door closed, thus shutting in the order named . These salts were cent., and is due, not to the pres

off the sound of its ' vibrator and either injected into the flames as ence of the metallic atoms in the

spark , the gas light ceased to fluctu- solution, or preferably put in a little flame itself , but to the increase in

ate . platinum cup held in the luminous ionization produced by the salt at the

The writer found he had merely part of the flame and made the electrodes, notably the cathode.

discovered an extremely responsive cathode of the telephone circuit. The velocity of the negative ions

form of the sensitive gas flame, and A platinum wire oror disk held in flames at atmospheric pressure in

that a bunch of jingling keys, or a about two mm . above this cup acted creases rapidly with the temperature.

smart clapping of the hands were al- as anode. The antenna and earth Thus, at 2000 degrees Cent. their

most as efficient generators of these connection , or the two terminals of velocity is approximately forty times

Hertzian waves as was the induction the oscillating receiving circuit, were that at 1000 degrees Cent. At 1000

coil . To hopes unrealized this was connected to these platinum elec- degrees Cent. the ratio of velocity of

indeed the “ Light that Failed. trodes. An electromotive force of 6 negative ions to positive ions is cal

But the few days of illusion had to 18 volts, supplied by a battery culated as 26 to 7. At 2000 degrees

Set the writer thinking. Here in the of dry cells , was sufficient to give Cent. this negative ion velocity in

current of several milliamperes
* For the name audion the author is indebted to

his assistant , C. D. Babcock , who has been of through the coloured flame. flames is about 1000

utmost service to him in the development of this

device almost from its inception , This early form of audion, the

a cm

for a po

sec
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tential gradient of one volt per centi- given by Thomson as about 30,000 a distinct response is heard in the

metre. volts per cm . for atmospheric pres- telephone receiver when the mere

Now suppose the average velocity sure; but with incandescent gases in tip of a cold pin is suddenly intro

of a negative corpuscle to be pro- an enclosed vessel at one mm . pres- duced into the flame. The sudden

portional to the electric force; this

velocity, for a potential drop of 10

volts between the electrodes as the

author uses them , is of the order re
60

quired to traverse the distance be
50

tween the incandescent body and the

platinum anode during the time of
40

one-half the wave period of the elec

trical oscillations ordinarily used in 30

wireless telegraphy.

We shall return later to the bear

ing which this fact has upon a sug

gested explanation of the effect of

the Hertzian oscillations upon the gas

receiver. 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 1500

On account of the ionization of

the gas near the incandescent metal,

and the greater velocity of the nega

tive over the positive ions, it is to be sure a gradient of 40 volts per cm . introduction of a cold body into the

expected that even if no external is sometimes sufficient to produce active part of the fame always re

clectromotive force be applied to the this critical stage . duces the response . The salt is best

electrodes, and one of these be rela- In the case of the flame the dis- placed in , or on , one of the electrodes

tively cold , a current will pass along tances between the electrodes figures rather than held in the flame in an

a wire connecting the two electrodes, very little in the amount of current independent receptacle, or injected

the direction of which is negatively flowing, the potential drop, or the into the gas .

from the hotter to the cooler body
sensitiveness to Hertzian oscillations, The applied electromotive force is

in the flame. In other words, the
because most of the ionization at a determining factor in the sensitive

colder body will be the anode, posi- low voltages takes place at the elec- ness of this receiver. The response

tively charged .
trodes. seems greatest where the potential

Now if the Hertzian oscillations The size and shape of the elec- current curve is passing from the

traverse the hot gas, the momentary
trodes are of small moment. The oblique to the horizontal portion,

potentials thereby impressed upon writer prefers a trough anode i cm . where the saturation value is about

the moving ions will conceivably long by 2 mm . wide , holding the to be reached . Under these condi

interfere with their motions, or with potassium salt , as cathode, and a tions the sensitiveness of the flame

the rates of recombination between small platinum wire parallel thereto audion is of the same order as that

the positive and negative ions, and and held 2 to 10 mm . above it as of the electrolytic receiver using a

thius affect the current flowing anode. glass - jacketed electrode. The flame

through the wire. A telephone con- The trough electrode should pref- is not most sensitive when the flux

nected between the electrodes indi- erably be at the upper tip of the ox- is greatest . There is a close relation

cates that changes of a surprising idizing flame at its junction with the between the degree of heat and the
amount in the momentary potential reducing flame. When this is made critical impressed voltage .

difference, or flux , across the elec- negative the current is saturated with Considerable difficulty was found

trodes are effected by the high fre- a comparatively small potential dif

quency oscillations, even when no ference. The gas burner itself may

external battery is applied. be used as one electrode . The flame

When a battery of from six to must be steady and kept rich in

twenty dry cells is connected across salt . The current of up -rushing flame

the two electrodes , the positive ter- makes a rumbling noise in the tele

minal to the cooler electrode, the phone, which may interfere with the

potential current curve for the con- detection of faint signals. This

ductivity of the gas is at first ap- umbling sound increases with too

proximately a straight oblique line, great applied potentials.

tiie current through the flame in- The temperature, especially of the

creasing with the electromotive force . electrodes , is an important factor .

Soon, however, this proportionality At red heat these give off positive

of current and voltage ceases, and a corpuscles; at white heat both posi

stage of saturation is reached where tive and negative appear, the latter

there is no appreciable increase of predominating. The electrode con

current with increase of voltage. taining the salt should always be in

But when the potential difference is candescent , so that the excess of

raised sufficiently to ionize the gas , negative ions given off and stream- in getting an absolutely steady flame.

a stage is reached where the current ing towards the other electrode will even when protected by a chimney,

increase is far more rapid than that increase, rather than diminish , the as the slightest air current will de

of potential difference. This last po- current due to the flame itself . flect the sensitive portion from the

tontial gradient depends upon the The extreme sensitiveness of the electrodes , altering the sensitiveness

pressure of the gas ; it is directly pro- flame when ionized to thermal varia of response.

portional to the pressure. This is tions is illustrated by the fact that The phenomenon was next sought

G

B

FIG . 2
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in the hot conducting gases of the

electric arc . If a wire be connected

to the positive carbon of the arc and

led through a telephone to a third

electrode, platinum or carbon , which

is inserted into the border of the

arc , a considerable current passes

w

- +

current will pass from the plate to

the filament in the gas .

The electrification produced in the

neighbourhood of an incandescent

wire is a complicated affair : it de

pends on the temperature and nature

of the filament, and on the nature

and pressure of the gas . It further

more depends upon the electric and

magnetic forces to which the vessel

is subjected ; and the writer has

found that the shape and area of the

plate , or plates , the condition of its

surface and edges , as well as its dis

tance from the filament, are very im

portant factors.

If the metal plate be connected by

an outside wire to the positive ter

minal of the hot filament , a leak

current from the plate to the fila

ment through the gas will be set

up , as Elster and Geitel first found ,

passing mainly to that portion of the

filament near its negative terminal.

If the resistance of the lamp filament

and the lamp's voltage be high, a

very considerable leak current may

thus be set up .

In Fig . 3 a battery of from three

to eighteen dry cells is connected be

tween the positive end of the fila

ment and the platinum plate W , the

latter being connected to the posi

tive pole . The saturation current

increases rapidly with the heating

current through the filament, which

also increases the velocity of the

negative ions, as does also an in

crease in the applied electromotive

force between plate and filament .

The rate of discharge of nega

tive electricity from glowing carbon

+

E11
FIG. 3

the ionization produced by incandes

cent metals, frequently employed an

exhausted glass vessel containing an

insulated platinum plate , stretched

close to which passed a fine metallic

filament brought to incandescence

by an electric current .

Ordinarily at atmospheric pres

sures and red heats a positive charge

was produced upon the plate, of the

order of a few volts . This potential

increases until the wire is at a yellow

heat. As the wire gets hotter the

potential decreases , until at a bright

white heat the potential of the plate

is very slight. Diminishing air pres

sure has but slight effect upon the

plate potential until very high ex

haustions are reached , when this po

tential begins to diminish and may

even change sign , and as the exhaus

tion proceeds may reach a very large

negative value . This pressure where

the plate charge changes sign de

pends upon the temperature of the

filament, being higher at higher tem

peratures .

Long -continued heating and ex

pulsion of gas from the incandescent

metal play a considerable part in the

electrical phenomena . Long - con

tinued incandescence favours the neg

ative electrification of the plate . The

presence of oxygen aids in the car

rying off of a negative charge, thus

producing negative electrification

around the wire ; hence the action

of oxide of metal on Allaments tends

to increase the discharge of negative

electricity. But oxygen also has

tens the disintegration of the fila

ment.

Gases which are dissociated by

heat conduct on quite a different

scale from those like air , hydrogen ,

or nitrogen. Examples of such are

the vapours of iodine , bromine,

chlorine, potassium , and the like .

These furnish a much larger supply

of ions than the others. This dis

sociation occurs chiefly where the

gas is in contact with the glowing

electrodes. Of the metals. sodium

and potassium have the highest con

ductivity under the above condi

tions, for the emission of negatively

electrified corpuscles from sodium

atoms occurs even at low temper

atures ; and the writer has used car

bon filaments coated with a potas

sium compound. The conductivity

of cold mercury vapour does not

seem greater than that of air .

With hydrogen , the plate becomes

negatively electrified even at atmos

pheric pressure; and when the fila

ment is carbon instead of platinum

the electrification on the plate is al

ways negative. This means that the

gas will discharge the plate if posi

tively electrified ; that is , a positive

Hoolile

through the telephone. If these two

electrodes are now connected to the

terminals of the receiving oscillating

circuit , the conduction of the leak

current across the gas to the third

electrode is sensibly affected by the

arriving Hertzian oscillations, if suffi

ciently intense. A local battery can

also be inserted in series with the

telephone, but the voltage drop

across the arc is usually too great

to require this .

Even when the arc is fed from a

storage battery, and cored carbons

used, the hissing and frying noises

in the telephone (probably due to

the oxidation of the terminal by the

air) are generally too troublesome

to allow a clear reading of weak

signals with this form of audion .

The principles involved in its oper

ation are much the same as for the

flame audion . And although the in

tense ionization produced by the heat

of the arc renders it extremely sensi

tive to slight local variations, its

practical requirements make it less

available as a wireless receiver .

Inasmuch as the gases ionize more

readily at lower heats and are in

their most mobile, delicate, and sensi

tive conditions in vacuum , it seemed

certain , after experiments with the

flame, that the attenuated and ionized

gases around an incandescent fila

ment would undergo very consider

able changes when subjected to

Hertzian oscillations.

Elster and Geitel , * beginning in

1882 a systematic investigation of

B

T

Hi !

R

FIG . 4

greatly exceeds that from platinum ,

while that from tantalum and other

of the newer filaments, given the

same heating current , surpasses the

rate of discharge from carbon.

At 2000 degrees Cent. this rate

of emission from a platinum wire in

high vacuo amounts to 0.1 ampere

per sq . cm . of hot surface . For car

bon this current can equal severalElster and Geitel, Wied. Ann . , xvi., 1882.
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In many

or
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amperes per sq . cm . surface . In the The ratio of the velocities of nega- tween wing and filament , or the dis

audion the flux current ordinarily tive to positive ions varies greatly tance between these, the audion can

ranges from 1 to 5 milliamperes. with the temperature : thus , they are be made to a great extent selective

The metal dust, or even vapour given as 1000 to 62 at 2000 degrees per se to certain received impulses .

from the incandescent filament , may Cent . And the determining factor here is

play a part in the phenomena, but This fact explains why the posi- not merely the frequency of the elec

not a controlling one. tive conductivity of the gas in the trical oscillation ; the spark frequency ,

vessel is almost entirely from the factors determining the total

cold to the hot electrode in the gas , amount of energy received during a

А and not in the reverse direction , and very brief unit of time , determine

why this uni-directional quality is to an extent the amount of its re

more marked for higher temperatures sponse. Thus, with 12 volts across

of the cathode, the anode being kept it , it may give a loud response to a

cold . transmitter A , and with 10 volts

In the form of audion illustrated " bring in " another transmitter B to

in Fig. 4 two platinum wings are the almost complete exclusion of A ,

used parallel to the plane of the although A and B are of equal

bowed filament and about 2 mm . power and of approximately the

on either side of it . These wings are same wave -length , but differing con

soon coated with an iridescent de- siderably in spark frequency. Simi

posit from the metal filament, es- lar discrimination can be produced

pecially at the portions opposite to by adjustments of the heat of the

the negative half of the filament . filament, which also governs the

They become quite hot at this short amount of flux through the gas .

distance, but not sufficiently hot to This flux is generally reduced

take part in the ionization of the when the audion is placed in a

gas . strong magnetic field, especially
E

When connected in the oscillation when the lines of force pass through
FIG . 5

circuit as shown, properly attuned to the gas parallel to the plane of the

the receiving electromagnetic im- wings, at right angles to the electric

ways the behaviour of the audion , pulse from the antenna , the audion , field. By this means also a tuninga

notwithstanding the extremely low under proper adjustment of heating can be effected .

potentials used , is very similar to current and battery B potential, is Again, it is not necessary to con

that of a cathode -ray tube; and in extremely sensitive, giving response nect the anode to a terminal of the

one or two small pea -lamps where in the receiving telephone several oscillating circuit . One terminal

the anode disk was close to the bend times as loud as any other form of may be attached to a metal sheath

of the filament there was actually wireless receiver when subjected to or ring surrounding the glass vessel ,

obtained , at only 22 volts , a blue- the same impulses. It is , however, thus forming a condenser with the

white beam of light playing between less sensitive to atmospheric or static filament or the conducting gas with

the filament cathode and the anode. disturbances, which strongly in the tube, as in Fig . 5. In this

Upon the approach of a powerful damped or a - periodic. case the adjustment of the syntonizer

magnet this beam could be concen- The device is extremely closely

trated and deflected . A great in- tuned with the syntonizer, for its A'

crease in the current through the operation seemsto be dependent upon

telephone marked the formation of the sum total of the energy received

this beam , and a violent hissing or from the complete wave -train rather

squealing sound began when the than upon the maximum first im

magnet was approached . pulse of the train . In other words ,

The corpuscles at the filament are while instantaneous as far as

attracted by the metal of the fila- senses or instruments can perceive,

ment, and to escape into the sur- its action is sufficiently sluggish to

rounding space they must be given be determined by the additive effort

sufficient kinetic energy to carry of the entire received electroradiant

them through the surface layer where energy through a short time-inter

this attraction for the carriers is ap- val .

preciable. Thus as the temperature When the filament is first lighted,

of the filament increases, a larger an appreciable interval, about one

number of the carriers can escape quarter second, elapses before the
mon

from the wire. But the saturation full sensitiveness is established. Be

values of the flux current do not de- fore the flux reaches a steady state

pend upon the velocity of the ions, there is a period during which the

but only upon the number of ions number of ions is steadily increas- is generally different from that re

produced in uit time at the surface ing. As a result of the colliding of quired for the same oscillation fre

of the hot metal.
the initial ions with the gas mole- quency , when the interior wing is

The source of ionization is con- cules, the number of ions and the directly connected in the oscillation

fined to the gas immediately sur- current rapidly increase, until an circuit .

rounding the filament. The velocity equilibrium is finally attained . In this condenser arrangement

of the ion at any instant is dependent The audion, to a greater extent
also the sound heard in the tele

on its distance from the filament, be- than any other responder, is self- phone changes its quality to an ex

cause the temperature is not uni- tuned. By that is meant regulating traordinary degree, being of a dull,

form between filament and plate . the heating current, the potential be- muffled nature rather than sharp and

are

B T
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+

R
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staccato . Signals of this quality are The audion has the further advan- in , the action becomes quite dif

sometimes much more readily dis- tage of entire absence of adjustment ferent . It then operates as a relay

tinguished from the " static " dis- in the receiver itself . It gives no to the Hertzian energy instead of

turbances which so frequently ren- evidence of fatigue under any condi- merely rectifying this energy so that

der wireless signals difficult to read . tions of use . Furthermore, it re- it can be used directly to give the

The operator has thus a ready means quires no protection from the violent sense signal .

of changing the quality of the re- impulses of the transmitter at its The audion , therefore , is tremen

ceived signals to suit the conditions. own station , whereas the sensitive- dously more sensitive and available

This latter type of audion is the one ness of the electrolytic receiver is in practical wireless . AA sensitive

found more serviceable in practice. completely destroyed by one such direct -current instrument in the B

The audion may even be placed in violent impulse, unless its small elec- circuit shows a steady deflection

the space between two plates of an trode is protected by a shunting varying not a whit , by increase or

air condenser in the oscillating cir- switch . decrease , during the reception of

cuit . A flat-walled type of tube is The writer has arrived as yet at strong "wireless” signals . An elec

preferred for this arrangement. no completely satisfactory theory as trolytic receiver or “ polariphone ”

under
200

similar conditions would

cause a great deviation in the de

flection of a milliammeter , although

the signals in the telephone with the

electrolytic are not so loud as with

the audion .

The writer has connected two

audions in series in opposition in

the oscillating circuit , each with its

separate heating circuit, and still

heard the signals in the telephone

connected to the second audion

125

equally well whether the wing in the

first be connected to the wing or to

the filament of the second .

When one of the tubes is un

lighted, or if lighted its B circuit

is open , no high -frequency impulses

pass through it unless the wing and

filament very close together .

When cold it acts merely as a con

ductor whose armatures the

wings and filanient and whose ca

pacity is extremely small.

Considerable stress is laid upon

the potential gradient or “ variation "

layers which exist near the surface

of the electrodes when the external

applied electromotive force is con

siderable , for the reason that their

existence serves to play a very im

portant role in the response of the

audion to minute high -efficiency

FIG. 7 oscillations .

If the velocity of negative ions is

Again, the electrical oscillation may to the exact means by which the very large compared to that of the

be led through a coil of wire wound high -frequency oscillations affect so positive ions , the curve representing

round the outside of the tube, as in markedly the behaviour of an ionized the distribution of electrical intensity

Fig . 6 , and not through the audion gas . Fleming points out that when between the two electrodes is rep

at all , or through a flat coil brought the cold plate of the Elster- Geitel resented by the following, which is

up close to the tube , with its axis tube is connected to the positive end typical :

perpendicular to the filament. In of the filament, and the two put in When ions of both signs are pres

this arrangement it is chiefly the a high -frequency oscillation circuit , ent in the gas and when the electric

electromagnetic component of the only the positive half of the oscilla- field is so strong that most of the

passing oscillation which affects the tion can pass from the plate to the positive ions are driven from the

motion of the ions within the ves- filament across the gas . He uses anode and the negative ions from the

sel . The ions are readily influenced the principle to rectify the Hertzian cathode ( the filament ) , we will have

by a magnetic field . oscillations, and applies the uni- an excess of cations in front of the

By shifting the syntonizer connec- directional currents of the oscilla- anode and of anions surrounding the

tions from the wings to this helix, tions themselves to operate a sensi- cathode.

it has been possible to cut out com- tive galvanometer, or direct- current It is seen that the variation in po

pletely signals from a transmitting instrument, for quantitative measure- tential lies chiefly in the thin layers

station SO near as to baffle all at- ments over very short distances.
gas in front of the two electrodes.

tempts with the ordinary tuner meth- When an independent external It is convenient to speak of these

ods, and to bring in other relatively source of electromotive force is ap- regions as the " variation " layers .

faint signals . plied , in the manner described here- As Thomson points out, in passing

are

50

25

1 2 3 CM .

of
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of the particular wave frequency.

Or a similar effect might be ex

pected if the excursion in question

is that of an ion from the cathode

across the gas up to the layer sur

rounding the anode.

The extent to which the sensi

tiveness of the audion is sometimes

governed by a very slight change

in the heating current, or in the

is connected with the relation be

tween the product of velocity of the

ions by the distance between the

electrodes, and the period or half

period of the electrical oscillations

received .

When the anode consists of two

parallel plates instead of a cylinder

there will be a maximum of positive

electric density along their vertical

0.2 )
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FIG. 8

from the inside to the outside of the

layer of ionized gas we have to pass

across a layer of electricity. This

will produce a discontinuity in the

electrical intensity equal to 47 times

the surface density of the electrifica

tion .

There may thus be a great dif

ference between the electric intensity

inside the layer and that just out

side . The potential drop across the

layer is proportional to the square

of the current; the falls of potential

at the positive and negative elec

trodes are proportional to the

squares of velocities of the positive

and negative ions; and the velocity

of the ions is proportional to the

electric force acting upon them .

These variation layers at the elec

trodes of the audion make still more

striking itsits similarity with the

cathode -ray tube . In the cathode

tube a sudden drop in potential ,

called the " anode fall of potential,'

occurs quite close to the anode; and

in the layer called the Crookes dark

space , or cathode dark space, there

is a still greater fall in negative po

tential . But the voltages here are

enormously higher than those in the

audion . As the gas pressure in the

cathode tube diminishes, the dark

layer , or the cathode drop layer , be

comes broader .

Schuster found that the thickness

of the ca vode drop layer increased

slightly with the current passing

through the gas ; but Wehnelt found

just the reverse . Both may be cor

rect on different sides of some par

ticular value of the current for which

the width of this space is a mini

mum . This is interesting, in view

of the fact that there is a certain

current flux across the gas of the

audion for which the response of the

Hertzian oscillations is a maximum ;

supposing this response is a maxi

mum when the width of the varia

tion layer around the filament is a

minimum .

Within the cathode layer there ex

ist only negative ions, being shot

off from the cathode. Right out

side of this, in the region called the

" cathode glow ," ionization of the

gas from collisions with these nega

tive ions begins , and the width of

the cathode dark space is about the

range of the “mean free path " of the

ions .

If a similar state of affairs exists

around the filament of the audion ,

and if this mean free path of the ca

tions coincides with the excursion of

the corpuscles during one -half the

oscillation period of the impressed

Hertzian vibration , we might ex

pect under these conditions a maxi

mum effect of response to oscillation

potential drop across it , seems to

lend plausibility to such an explana

tion . And it has been shown that

in conducting flames at atmospheric

pressure a negative ion acting under

à potential gradient of 10 volts per

mm . would travel approximately 1

mm ., or a commonly found distance

between the electrodes in the audion ,

I

in part of a second , which

1,030,000

time interval is of the order of one

half the wave period of some of the

longer oscillations used in wireless

telegraphy .

For reduced gas pressures the nat

ural excursion of the ion would be

more rapidly accomplished, but its

velocity can be governed within wide

limits by regulating the applied elec

tromotive force . When we send more

current through the filament we in

crease the potential difference be

tween filament and anode , as well as

increase the heat. Both changes act

to increase the ionic velocity .

In Humstedt's experiments, where

a cathode-ray tube was exposed to

high -frequency oscillations the width

of the cathode drop layer , or dark

space, diminished as the frequency

of the oscillations increased, as if

there might be some connection be

tween the period and the time in

volved in the immigration across .

And many facts observed in con

nection with the audion otherwise

difficult to explain tempt one to sup

pose that here the degree of response

edges . The more intense parts of

the electric field will involve the

larger number of ions, and on the

anode these will generally be lo

cated at the vertical edges of the

parallel plates , provided these are

not too far from the filament.

With this type of anode a peculiar

and sudden inflection point in the

current- flux diagram , as the heating

current is gradually increased or de

creased, is noticed . The flux goes

on increasing, then suddenly drops

back to a lesser value ; at the same

time a click is heard in the tele

phone in the B circuit . Then as the

heating current is still further in

creased the B flux is again increased .

These same cusp points in the curve

are obtained if the A circuit be

kept constant and the B voltage is

increased instead .

Similarly a click is heard when

the flux current is being reduced

from a higher value , but the loca

tion of the cusp on the curve of de

creasing current is not coincident

with , but lags behind, that observed

when B is being increased . This

second cusp point shows a sudden

increase in the flux current, when

the critical point is reached , to a

value previously passed through .

Naturally the sharpness of these cusp

points can be smoothed out or quite

obliterated by putting impedance in

the B circuit in series with the tele

phone.

Fig. 8 shows the relative magni

tude of these sudden alterations in

6-7
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some

the flux current obtained with a cer

tain sample audion , and Fig. 9 the

decided hysteresis effect, showing

how the actual B current lags be

hind the increasing or decreasing

electric field which produces it . This

hysteresis effect is very like that ob

tained when the molecular structure

of iron is altered under a changing

magnetic field . Doubtless it is here

due to a resistance of the ions to ac

commodate their paths and velocities

to the impelling electric forces. The

area included between the two curves

greater than those for the same tem

perature when the metal was being

heated. In this case heating the

wire produces some change in its

surface , possibly in the amount of

gas condensed thereon or absorbed

by it , from which it recovers very

slowly .

As B voltage is increasing and

A current is increased and decreased ,

the points at which the cusps occur

on the increase and decrease A -B

coincide and more

nearly , and at the same time these

curves more
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observed during - the investigations.

The filament is always at

part nearer to one wing than to the

other. Hence the B flux is chiefly

concentrated on this wing or por

tion of wing, like a beam of cathode

rays. We may suppose that as the

B voltage is increased, as when

more heatingheating current is passed

through the filament, the flux is in

creased and spreads out over this

wing until a new sheaf or “ ray” of

ions, starting off from the filament

from another part or in a new direc

tion , suddenly leaves that wing and

takes by preference a shorter path

to the opposite wing. We would

suppose that a new path thus taken

would first be located on one of the

vertical edges of the wings parallel

to the filament .

This sudden diminishing of the in

tensity or density of the original

beam of ions may be accompanied

by a decrease in the velocity of

propagation of the ions , and thus

the resultant flux be actually less

than before . The reverse operation

will occur when the B flux is being

decreased from a high value .

When the anode consists of one

wing only , no such reverse cusp

points, or reversals of the flux in

crement, have been obtained . With

a single-plane anode, however, there

is found a point at which the flux,

if increasing, assumes a sudden in

crease in magnitude, representing an

abrupt rise in the otherwise smooth

Aux-voltage curve, and the reverse

when the current flux is being de

creased .

These effects seem to relate to the

increased values of the positive varia

tion layers along the vertical edges

of the anode which parallel the fila

ment . The distribution of the charge

upon the surface of the plate may

be described as analogous to that of

a thin film of liquid which coalesces

and is heaped up along the edges,

and from which , when the liquid is

by any means drawn away, there is
a sudden recession, the liquid , on ac

count of the surface tension, letting

go or taking hold of the edge all at
once .

It is significant that just at a cusp

point the sensitiveness of the audion

to the Hertzian oscillations attains a

marked maximum . Under the criti

cal conditions then obtaining the

slightest change in the applied elec

tromotive force is accompanied by

relatively great changes in the B

flux .

In framing any theory of the ac

tion of electric oscillations in the

audion , a variety of complex, con

tradictory phenomena are met with ,

exceedingly puzzling to explain . An
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MILLIAMPERES IN " B " CIRCUIT.

FIG . 9

represents the work lost in accom- cusps become less and less violent .

plishing this conformation . The hysteresis effect when the heat

These hysteresis curves are always ing current is increased and de

obtained even though the anode is creased is less pronounced as the B

in the form of a cylinder or flattened voltage is increased . As shown in

cylinder without the vertical edges ; the curves for a large B flux, the

but the reactive cusp points in the two A-B curves for increasing and
curves are never obtained save with decreasing A current coincide almost

the plane anodes . exactly until B flux is reduced to a

Zeleny* has found a similar very certain amount. They may again

curious hysteresis effect in the cur- cross each other at a lower point of

rents obtained from the ions from a B flux , again diverge, and then

platinum wire when heated and ex- coincide once more near their origin .

posed to ultra - violet light. When the were all taken with

metal was cooling, these currents were audions of the double-swing type ,

These curves

which feature may account for some

• Zeleny, Physical Review, Vol. XII . , 1901. of the very peculiar characteristics
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example is the fact that a continu

ous - current instrument in either the

A or the B circuit shows absolutely

no change of deflection , either of in

crease or decrease, when B is large

and the audion in its most sensitive

condition .

If only the positive halves of the

oscillations pass from anode to fila

ment these should increase the read

ing of a milliammeter in the B cir

cuit during the passage of a long

series of wave- trains of sufficient in

tensity. Or else the negative halves

of these oscillations might be ex

pected to diminish to a greater de

gree the positive charge on the

anode, and result in a diminution of

the B circuit. Or if both of these

acted equally and oppositely, no sig

nal would be obtained at all, for the

telephone diaphragm is utterly in

capable of following such rapid in

crease and decrease in the B current,

even if its impedance would allow

these pulsations to pass through the

circuit. Neither would the ear de

tect such vibrations.

If, on the other hand , the in

tegrated effect of a complete Hertzian

wave-train were either to increase or

decrease the B flux , a long succession

of such effects, all of which must be

of the same sign, ought to cause a

change in the needle's deflection , as

when a long Morse dash is sent out

from the transmitting station. We

have no reason to suppose that one

wave -train, the result of one spark ,

would produce a momentary de

crease in the B flux, indicated by a

click in the telephone, and that the

next succeeding wave-train from the

next spark would cause an opposite

increase in the B flux, and another

similar click in the telephone. Such

action would , of course, explain why

a loud sound in the telephone might

not be accompanied by any change

in the sluggish ammeter reading,

similar to the case of the magnetic

detector .

The following explanation of the

phenomena which seems to account

for many of the peculiarities of this

paradox has been suggested. It

should be remembered that if the

negative half of the electric oscilla

tion cannot pass through the gas

from cold anode to the filament , the

audion electrodes during that half

period will act merely as the two

armatures of condenser. Even

when close together, their mutual ca

pacity , when the gas is cold , is ex

ceedingly small, and only a very

small positive charge can be held

bound on the filament; or if there

are sufficient free positive ions in the

hot gap the complimentary positive

charge will be held just on the out

side of the " variation layer" at the The potential difference required

anode. to produce saturation is proportional

The falls of potential across the to the square of the distance between

variation layers at anode and cathode plates and to the square root of the

are proportional to the squares of intensity of ionization . This latter

the velocities of the positive and depends on the temperature of the

negative ions, and the ionic velocities filament .

are proportional to the electric forces In the case of the parallel plates ,

acting upon them . Supposing, then, only one of which is incandescent ,

that during the positive half of the or if both are heated , but below yel

electric oscillations the velocity of low heat so that only ions of one

the positive ions is increased at the sign (positive) are present and car

anode layer, and during the other rying the current, then this current,

half period the velocity of the nega as Thomson shows, is :

tive ions is increased , due to the

changes in the electric force acting
i

upon them . Then, regardless of the 32 πd8

sign of the change of the velocities, where R is the velocity of the ion

the potential drop across the varia- under unit electric force , Vthe po

tion layers (which varies with the tential difference, d the distance be

square of these changes) will be in- tween the two plates. According to

creased during the entire passage of this formula, the current varies in

the oscillation train . versely as the cube of this distance,

The layer will act during this in- But this formula will hold only

terval like a condenser, the potential when R is independent of X, which it

drop across which is momentarily will not be when the temperature

increased, which momentary increase through the space is not uniform . It

will disappear with the passage of holds also only for currents that are

the wave -train . It will be as if the small compared with their saturation

plates of a charged air condenser values, for the saturation currents

were suddenly further separated and depend not upon the velocity of

then brought suddenly back to their the ions, but upon the number of

normal positions, or as if the specific ions produced in unit time at the

inductive capacity of the dielectric surface of the hot electrode .

were decreased and then increased . But in the case of the audion with

This operation being repeated for small potentials, the closer the elec

every spark at the transmitter, a lis- trodes are together the more rapidly

tener in the telephone in the B cir- will the B current increase as the

cuit will hear a sound whose pitch is potential drop is increased. The

exactly that of the spark , while a trajectories of the ion are shorter,

milliammeter in that circuit will and they, therefore, undergo fewer

show no variation in its deflection . collisions, reunions, and retardations

As the fall of potential across the when the electrodes are close to

variation layers is proportional to gether.

the square of the current passing In audion where the anode is

and to that of the impelling elec- far from the filament, the saturation

tric force, it is readily understood current is not attained with the B

how , by regulating the heating cur- voltages used in practice . We some

rent and the B voltage , an optimum times have instead its inverse coun

value of the electrode drop may be terpart, a saturation voltage, so to

obtained for which the effect from speak . As shown in the curve, at

any given received impulses will be potentials from 10 to 18 volts a

a maximum . Also how by varying slight potential increment is accom

the distance between the electrodes panied by a very large increase in

the sensitiveness of response may be flux . And within these limits the

regulated . sensitiveness of electric oscillations

Thomson states that the current maximum . The cusp

between two plates for a given dif- points when present are generally

ference of potential varies inversely found near these points of inflection

as the cube of the distance between in the flux -voltage curves .

the plates up to the saturation -cur- In some cases a remarkable lag

rent stage. But in the case of the or " creeping effect" is observed at

audion, where the cathode is an in- this saturation stage . In one in

candescent filament, the law seems stance, the milliammeter needle crept

to be quite different. Thus, for two slowly up, after B was raised to 14

anodes of equal area, one approxi- cells , from 18 to 26 divisions . The

mately four times as far from the current flux required something like

filament as the other, the two cur- 15 seconds in this instance to at

rents were as 21 to 8. The flux tain its full value. The filament in

here varies more nearly as the in- this case may have been undergoing

verse distance . some change which caused it slowly

an

may be a

a
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to discharge more and more other is the resultant of the negative maximum sensitiveness of response,

puscles until that stage was reached potential of battery B and the posi- bringing up a magnet to the audion

where the recombination of oppo- tive potential of battery A. And will increase the strength of the wire

sitely charged ions in the gas ex- when the lines of magnetic force are less signals, because of the reduction

actly equaled the output of nega- so directed as to tend to sweep some of the B flux . Or if this flux be al

tively charged ones from the in- of the negative ions off from the ready below the optimum , then the

candescent surface . Sometimes this parts of the anode nearest to the presence of the magnet may decrease

creeping is accompanied by a loud filament leg which carries the greater the sensitiveness. This effect may be

frying sound in the telephone. negative potential, the reduction of more pronounced for one wave fre

the flux across the gas will be the quency than another, in which case
MAGNETIC EFFECTS

greatest possible . Hence the mag- the audion can be attuned by regu

Thomson shows that at low gas netic polarity observed . lating the magnetic field to which

pressures and high ionic velocities If the filament extend above the it is subjected .

the ions , when placed in a strong top of the anode, say for 0.5 cm . , Consider the case where the elec

magnetic field , will travel along the then a magnetic field parallel to the tric oscillations instead of being in

lines of strong magnetic force ; but filament legs may tend to force cer- troduced into the audion through

when the product of velocity and tain lost ions into a downward tra- its interior anode are brought up

field is small the ion moves parallel jectory so that they will strike upon to a metal plate outside a vessel .

to the electric force . If both mag- the anode instead of passing off Electric displacement currents in

netic and electric forces are uniform above it . In ' this case only is stead of conduction currents must

the ions, both positive and negative , increase in the B flux observed as then act upon the ions within the

will move in the same direction and a magnet is brought up to the vessel and on the charges upon the

perpendicular to both E and H. audion . electrodes .

When the electric field is not uni- In general, the flux will be di- Now in the case of an electromag

form , but radiates from a point, and minished by the magnetic field . netic wave, where H and E are per

the magnetic field is uniform , the When the magnetic lines pass per- pendicular to each other and to the

ion will describe a spiral traced on a pendicular to the plane of the wings direction of propagation , Thomson

cone of revolution whose axis is paral- the negative ions which are traveling shows that if the product of H Xe is

lel to the magnetic field . in the direction of the magnetic large (e being the electric charge on

If the direction of E and H coin- force, from filament to wing, will be a carrier ) the average velocity of the

cide , the path of the ion itself is a accelerated , but those originally ion parallel to the direction of E is

helix of gradually increasing pitch, traveling out from the filament in the zero , and the wave will carry the ion

with its axis parallel to the lines of opposite direction will be bent around along with it . When, however,

magnetic force . The radii of the or deflected from their direct paths; H Xe is small (no external mag

spirals will be small compared to the so the resultant will be a decrease of netic field ) , the effect of the Hertzian

length of the mean free path of the the total current flux . wave will be to superimpose on the

ions. This is especially true for the When the field is intense, a marked undisturbed motion of the ion a

negative ions , even when the mo- frying or hissing sound in the tele- small vibratory motion parallel to

tion of the positive ions is but little phone is heard, especially with the the electric force in the wave and

affected by the magnetic field . two -wing anode, and when the mag- thus perpendicular to its direction

When the lines of magnetic force netic force is parallel to their plane of propagation.

are perpendicular to the discharge in and thus affecting mostly the ions A very convenient form of audion

the cathode-ray tube, the magnetic which are streaming towards t..eir for investigating the relations which

field at all pressures retards the dis- vertical edges. In the hissing arc the distance, area , etc. , of the elec

charge and diminishes to a consider- parts of the arc are in rapid motion trodes bear to its response is had

able degree the great drop in the in the unstable portion around the by using a pool of mercury for the

electric force which occurs in the edges of the positive terminal. Pos- anode. This is conveniently held in

negative glow . sibly also the presence of oxygen in or more pockets blown in the

In general, it can be assumed that the gas centres into the phenomena walls of the glass vessel , and the fila

in a strong magnetic field the ions here as it does in those of the hissing ment so placed as to pass closer to

tend to follow the lines of magnetic arc . As the magnetic field lengthens some than to others.

force. The smaller the velocity of so here it lengthens the Quite frequentiy the writer ob

projection the more nearly does the paths of the ionic discharge. tained with this arrangement two

path of the ion coincide with a line The hissing is much more violent maxima of sensitiveness to the same

of magnetic force . In cathode -ray when the surfaces of the anode in- transmitter, the filament-heating cur

tubes the boundary of the negative stead of being plane are punched rent remaining unchanged ; thus , one

flow may coincide with the lines of full of little holes, whose ragged and maximum for B = 12 volts and a sec

magnetic force . protruding edges offer greatly in- ond for B = 18 volts . Again , the

In the case of the audion , if the creased opportunity for the ions to sensitiveness is maximum when the

lines of a strong magnetic field pass travel irregularly under the com- mercury surface is as near as possi

through the gas parallel to the plane bined forces of the magnetism and ble to the filament. When a globule

of the anodes, a marked reduction of the electric charges heaped up at has rolled out of its pocket, exposing

in the Aux is obtained, sometimes all such points and edges . In this a new surface for the anode, some

amounting to 20 per cent. This particular audion a great range of times half a second elapses before

effect is greater when the south pole singing or squeaking sounds could the sensitiveness is again restored .

of the magnet is nearest that leg of be obtained as the heating current This form of mercury tube is es

the filament which is attached to the was varied . Where the velocity of pecially sensitive to the influence of

negative terminal of battery A. the ions is a maximum their deflec- a magnetic field .

The negative charge on this leg tions by the magnetic field will be The optimum or critical voltage

is , of course, greater than on the lessened . of B becomes less after this audion

other , for the negative charge on the If the B flux is too great to give has been heated a little time, as

one

the arc ,
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though the heated mercury vapour have been carried out with a view tectors to be increasing in

began to act to increase the con- to reducing the filament heat neces- definitely, good, bad and indifferent,

ductivity of the gas . This critical sary to give the enclosed type of the of course . If we are going to have a

voltage keeps reducing as the vapor- audion the extreme sensitiveness which new name for each new detector and

ization proceeds, and a sudden jar now characterizes it . This is now a new name for everything that comes

on the tube can bring this down, one attained at normal brilliancy of the up in the course of the development

cell at B at a time, accompanied by filament, or a little below ; never at of the new art, pretty soon the

a loud click in the telephone at each excessive heat. Thus the life of an science of electricity and electro

reduction . Sometimes a similar re- audion should be that of an incan- technics will be a

duction of the B flux amounting to descent lamp of the same class of names, and learning the names will

as much as 25 per cent. can be ob- filament and voltage. be much more difficult than learn

tained with the double platinum Filaments have been coated with ing the facts connected with these

wing type of audion, by striking it alkali metals or salts , or vapours of arts . For that reason he was op

smartly, or a sudden increase in the these introduced into the tubes . Ex- posed to new names, and although

flux may be obtained. periments along these lines with va- Dr. De Forest was very enthusiastic

The heating current when a large rious dissociable gases are being about the beauty of the name Audion ,

anode surface is used is less than pushed with gratifying promise of the speaker was not very much im

that required to produce the same our soon being able to achieve the pressed by the name . It

degree of sensitiveness with a small present marked sensitiveness even at bastard ,-a Latin word with a Greek

pool of mercury as anode. In gen- red heats; or of still further multiply- ending to it . If he had said Acouion

eral , the flux is quite proportional ing the sensitiveness. it might have been better, but more

to the area of the anode, other con- Radioactive compounds, applied, difficult to pronounce. In Prof.

ditions remaining unchanged . A for example, between juxtaposed Fleming's book dealing with wireless

mercury are also may be substituted metal disks and heated , give little en- telegraphy, he also indulges in the

for the filament, but such an couragement. At the low voltages coinage of new words , Greek words ,

rangement is apt to be noisy in the used no increase of conductivity by and instead of calling a thing a de

telephone. their means has been observed, al- tector , he calls it a cumiscope ( ?) ,
When the Hertzian oscillations are though Swinton has found that a wrong word, because it is gram

passed through the filament instead radium - coated cathode in a cathode- matically incorrect .

of through the gas, they require to ray tube has a marked action in The instrument described is cer

be of great intensity to give any re- facilitating a luminous cathodic dis- tainly a brand-new wave detector

sponse whatever. Any results from charge, when the cathode is heated used in actual wireless telegraphy .

the added heating effect which they to redness. The mere presence of The physics of the thing is old. It

may contribute to the filament are radium salt in the tube is insuffi- was Hittorf, who, over , fifty years

quite insignificant. The response cient to produce the effect. ago , discovered that in a

when audions are connected up in Spontaneous ionization , that is , the tube very high electric tensions

parallel, or series , is always less than ionization independent of the electric would produce no perceptible dis

for one used alone. field , as, for example, that produced charge, but that the heating of the

In a tube whose two -plane anodes by the X -rays, does not increase the cathode facilitated the passage of

are fitted on hinges and backed with current flux . Only the ions pro- electricity to such an extent that a
small iron disks so that their dis- duced by the electric field itself close small electromotive force , few

tances from the filament can be reg- to the cathode, and by the heat of volts , would produce perceptible cur

ulated by an external magnet, the the cathode, is effective. rent. The speaker thought that the

response to a long wave-length is It is required that the audion be first observation of this kind . After

greatest when this distance is the made with scrupulous care ; a trace that the number of men who en

greatest possible; while to a
of impurity in the gas may produce gaged in this branch of most fas

length of about one -half this the re- surprisingly large effects in the po- cinating and interesting research was

sponse is decidedly better when the tential drop across the variation lay- legion . The literature of the sub

wings are nearer to the filament. ers . The presence of a mere trace ject is very well given in J. J.

Of course , the B flux is greater in of moisture may cause great dif- Thompson's book on “ Discharge of

this latter case , other conditions be- ference in the behaviour of a tube . Electricity through Gases . "

ing unchanged ; but the selective In all this work a bewildering host The speaker had been lately very

quality in this tube just described of new and puzzling phenomena is much interested in the subject, be

seems to be due to the regulations continually encountered. By its na- cause one of his colleagues, Prof.

of the distance between anode and ture clean and pretty, fascinating in Tufts, of Columbia University, has

cathode rather than to other factors. its ever new phases, gratifying in the made some very interesting investi

The manner in which the audion efficiency with which it responds to gations in that field , particularly in

should be located in the oscillating the difficult demands of a new and the passage of electricity through

circuit , as well as many other con- intricate art , the audion combines gases at ordinary pressures , a sub

siderations, shows conclusively that infinitely delicate matter and forces , ject to which Dr. De Forest de

it is a " potential- operated ” rather at once offering rich fields for study votes some attention in the first part

than a " current-operated" relay re- to the physicist and delight to the of his paper ; but, for reasons which

ceiver . At the same time, its ad- practical man . are evident from the paper , Dr. De

vantageous sluggishness of action , Forest abandons this form of wave

as explained above , renders it addi
DISCUSSION

detector, because it is variable, of

tive in its response to the energy of The discussion following the read- course, and refers to the vacuum

an entire wave-train or even of a ing of the paper was opened by Dr. tube. Dr. Pupin thought that a very

series of wave - trains. Hence its ex- M. I. Pupin, of Columbia University. clever step indeed , because one can

cellent and marked selective quali- Dr. Pupin said it seemed to him see at a glance that this phenomenon,

ties . that in the line of the detectors of which the author first observed in

A large number of experiments wireless waves the number of de- connection with the passage through

a

wave
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gas at ordinary pressures , flames of suppose that these waves are recti- on him some day, because if one

arc lamps, etc. , should exist also in fied . sieeps over his work for several

vacuum tubes, and that one would The only other thing we can guess months , or a year, he discovers that

expect a very much greater steadi- as possibly happening is that the he is to be congratulated on the

ness and reliability, and that, of oscillation passes through the whole fact that he did not publish results

course , is one of the highest de- circuit , but on account of some effect that might have been published, -the

siderata in any technical work, par- upon the gaseous part of the circuit , telephone has misled him .

ticularly in wireless telegraphy . In the resistance, or the diminution or The most misleading point in the
this Dr. De Forest seems to have increase of some of the other reac- telephone is to distinguish between

been very successful. tions , the original current is strength- electromagnetic effect and electro

Dr. Pupin would have been very ened very much at certain intervals static effect. The sensitiveness of an

glad if Dr. De Forest had given a during one-half of the waves and ordinary telephone has been esti

brief historical account of the sub- weakened during the other half, or mated variously from ten to one

ject , and then a brief statement of strengthened during each side of the millionths of a volt . Now that is a

the physical theory of the whole wave . That, Dr. De Forest very high degree of sensitiveness .

thing. He thought the paper would points out, is also impossible to be- It would be if it were correct . It is

have been very much more easily lieve , because the oscillations being not correct ; the telephone is not as

understood by those who are not so rapid , could not very well pass sensitive as that, and Dr. Pupin be

well acquainted with this part of through the winding of the telephone lieved that those who make measure

electrical science. He thought the in the first place, and, in the second ments did not measure the right

subject somewhat more outside of piace, could not be expected to pro- thing. If they had measured the

the ordinary line of work , it is a duce a very large magnetic effect current when they were determining

new subject, a subject that has been , upon the diaphragm , because mag- the sensitiveness of the instrument,

so far , mostly in the hands of physi- netism and demagnetism of the per- tliey would have found that the thing

cists and not electrical engineers. He manent magnet in the telephone measured was not the current pass

hoped that Dr. De Forest would , in would not follow these very rapid ing through the telephone coils , but

the final publication of this paper , oscillations . That to the that it was the current which went

contribute a brief history and a brief speaker to be one of the most diffi- through the body, all along the floor,

statement of the physical theory of cult points to understand in the the leakage current , which affected

the subject for the benefit of the paper . the magnetic current in the tele

members of the American Institute When a man discusses a paper , of phone which produced the sound .

of Electrical Engineers, who are not course he always talks on the point He had been misled that way

all of them physicists. he understands least . That seems to quite a number of times ; so that to

As Dr. De Forest states frankly, be the most important point, and day , whenever he saw anyone using

the explanation of the phenomena generally in the development of hu- the telephone in his measurements

that one meets with when he tries man knowledge, in our learning of his work, he always looked

to make a wave detector, the com- anything, the point we cannot un- askance and shook his head, and

plicated and complex phenomena is derstand is the most important point , asked himself, “ Has not this man

very large , so that it is almost ab because as soon as we get over it been deceived in his calculations ?"

solutely impossible to form a com- we advance our knowledge , we ad- He did not want to imply that Dr.

plete physical explanation of the vance the art . Whoever succeeds in De Forest might have been deceived

thing. What we have there is the explaining that point in Dr. De For
in his measurements ; he only wanted

hot electrode from which negative est's paper would, in all probability , to say when it is said we hear the

ions recede , and then we have the advance the art .
sound, the question arises in his

cooler plate, which is negatively The apparatus operates , that is all mind. What produced that sound ?

charged , is negative with respect to right; so far , so good ; but why does Was it the variation of the current

the hot anodes, and we have elec- it operate ? That is the point . To which went through the winding of

trical tension applied to these points explain why it operates an investi- the telephone, or was it the variation

and a leakage current. We call it gator must explain that point . That simply of the potential in the whole

a leakage current for want of a bet- is the stumbling point in the whole rcom , in his body, and in the wind

ter name ; it is an electrical current. thing. Why does it operate ? It ings of the telephone ?

Now, that electrical current is would be presumptuous on the speak- That seemed to him the only sug

steady, according to Dr. De Forest , er's part to offer one, even if he had gestion he might offer, and it is a

and that , in fact , is the most re- any to offer, because a man who, on suggestion in the line of which he

markable , point in his paper ; it is short notice, reads a, could see an explanation in the most

steady under all conditions, no mat- thinks over it for a day or two only , puzzling point in the paper . He

ter whether electrical waves strike the cannot be expected to know as much hoped that there was nothing in the

oscillating circuit of which the tube about it as a man who has worked suggestion , and that the point was a

is a part or not. It is steady as far on the subject for several months. real physical one, that we have

a milliammeter can tell. It is If Dr. De Forest cannot explain it , actually a sound in the telephone

not steady as far as the telephone the speaker certainly could not ; but without a perceptible variation of the

can tell . Well, now , if the effect of he had one suggestion to offer, and current, and that the sound in the

the Hertzian waves is to produce a that was this : He had employed a telephone is produced, not by the

uni-directional current, or rather, if telephone in his work for quite a electrostatic effect, but simply by a

the effect of the wave is to rectify number of years for detecting faint new effect; because if it is not an

the Hertzian waves, to let either the sounds, faint differences of potential , electrostatic effect he was sure it is

positive or negative parts of the wave and faint currents, and had found the a new effect in the investigation of

pass through unhindered, why should telephone one of the most tricky in- which we will all get new light upon

we be expected to perceive that in struments. It will lead one to draw the whole thing.

the milliammeter ? We do not per- false conclusions, and , if one does Percy H. Thomas said that while

ceive it , and , therefors, we cannot not look out, it will have the laugh he knew very little about practical or

in

paper and

as
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or

theoretical wireless telegraphy , all if you want to use them ; get them

must be interested in such a paper into a vacuum where you can con

as this , especially if it is going to trol them , but these corpuscles or

lead to new and practical develop- electrons do not exist in a free state

nients . Apparently we have come ordinarily, any more than sodium or

across another example of the new chlorine, or other materials do. If

theory in electrical science, -an ap- you want to use them you must pro
paratus depending on corpuscles or duce them . There are many ways

ions. It looks as if in the future this oi producing these corpuscles. They

would be one of the most important naturally are associated with matter.

developments , -the knowledge of They are connected with the atoms

ions, the phenomena of corpuscles. or molecules, presumably the mole

This apparatus will probably not cules, and they have to be forcibly

introduce any fundamentally new separated.

principles. At the present time peo- They are frequently separated from

ple are hardly agreed, the speaker air gases , and that is done , for ex

thought, on the exact nature of elec- ample, in the X -ray tubes, the waves

tricity, corpuscles and ions, but there that come from the X-ray tube, or

are a good many things agreed on Crookes tube, or it can be done as

which we can use in trying to un- the paper states , by letting ultra

derstand the various phenomena of violet light fall on certain materials.

this character. The easiest way to They can be produced by the arc or

look at it is to consider that elec- flame, as in the original audion, and

tricity is either corpuscles or is con- in many other ways, and can be

nected directly with corpuscles. By produced from certain liquids, as in
corpuscles or electrons he meant the Crookes tube perhaps, at any

those very small molecules, approxi- rate, in the Cooper-Hewitt lamp, and

mately one-half part of hydrogen they are produced in great quantities,

atoms. These molecules, when at probably from the electrons them

rest , are static electricity , and as selves .

such are attracted by an electrostatic Now , in the audion we have a

charge, sensitive to an electrostatic nieans of producing ions . In the

field , and not affected by electro- first place, we have a vacuum , which

magnetic influences. When , how- allows a more or less free movement .

ever , these molecules or particles are We have a means of controlling

moved rapidly, and they do move and directing these ions, that is,

extremely rapidly, anywhere from this additional battery electromotive

slow velocities to the velocity of force, and then we have, further, the

light, then they are the equivalent of waves which come in on the trans

eiectrical currents, and as such are mission circuit, which , in some way

subject to the influence of magnets. or other which we do not under

This simplifies the conception of stand, so affect the action of the

the curious relation of electrostatic , corpuscles as to make a sound in
electromagnetic and ionized parti- the telephone.

cles . These particles might be looked The speaker had discussed corpus

upon as comets, or planets, or suns cies as though they alone were the

in space. When they are important action here, while in the

vacuum they move about under the paper ions are spoken of. Perhaps

influence of the various forces, elec- it is impossible to say whether it is

trostatic or electromagnetic, as they the corpuscle itself or the corpuscles

may be , in straight lines or curved attached to portion of the

lines, as the laws which govern them gaseous molecule which is there, and

may call for ; but if they are in air ferms an ion . The determination as

or other gases, their free movements to which it is , is , perhaps, not very

are impeded, they bump against one important. The explanation that is
another, the molecules come in con- suggested for the curious action of

tact with the gases , and they are un- the telephone, that it depends upon

able to go in the direction to which a virtual change of dielectric, is cer

they are reaching, or they attach tainly an ingenious one , and might

themselves to some such particles turn out to be the correct one. There

and form an aggregate . In such is one question he would like to ask

case they are lost. In a perfect Dr. De Forest. Did the author

vacuum these particles are perfectly presume that the action depended on

free to move , and such a vacuum the ionization of residual gases with

can be obtained so that the molecules in the vacuum , or was the vacuum

may move in perfectly straight lines so perfect that the ions or electrons

and in great velocities , and these are from the electrodes them

the types of apparatus to which they selves ? There might be a difference
are mostly suited .

the residual gases ; the gases still

live in the lamp, because the vacuum

is only that which obtains in all in

candescent lamps.

Mr. Thomas, continuing, said it

would at least be largely connected

with the residual gases . We have

a number of illustrations of the ac

tion of these particles; in the first

place , there is the Geisler tube, in

which , by a strong electrostatic force

and high potential, corpuscles are

either detached from the electrodes

are produced in the residual

gases, which are purposely left in

the Geisler tube, or by both meth

ods , so that there is an agitation of

the atoms of residual gases in the

vapour space which gives light. The
different character of the atoms gives

different colours of light .

In the Crookes tube practically

the same phenomenon exists , ex

cept that the residual gases are ex

tracted and the electrons or corpus

cles are forcibly driven through the

tube again, but give no light, be

cause they meet no obstruction un

less there is some fluorescence in

the tube upon which they impinge

and give light; or the tube may be

used for the purpose of getting waves

of some other form .

The X -ray tube has the same

phenomenon, only the waves im

pinge on some surface common with

the X -ray tube in surgical work or

otherwise. The ordinary electric

arc is presumably the forcing of a

large number of these corpuscles

from one electrode to another, hav

ing them come in sufficient force and

numbers to crowd back the at

mospheric pressure and keep the gas

to one side . A large number of

them escape to the surrounding air,

which produces an ionization of the

air itself, giving a number of free

corpuscles floating around the

neighbourhood.

The Moore vacuum tube is simi

lar to the Geisler tube; the Cooper

Hewitt apparatus is of the same gen

eral type of phenomena. There is

a drawing of a large number of

corpuscles from the negative elec

trode, which , in the case of the

Cooper -Hewitt lamp, excites the

vapour in the parts so that it will

give light of the proper ray . In the

Cooper-Hewitt type of apparatus

there is this difference: that by vir

tue of the vacuum and the large

quantity of corpuscles, it requires

very little electrostatic pressure to

force them from the electrode . In

the Crookes tube, however, where

the number is very much smaller, it

takes a great deal of electrostatic

force to drive the corpuscles from the

solid electrode . That point is pre

in a

in

one

in the result .

As Prof. Pupin had said , that is Dr. De Forest, in reply, said he

the way to make use of corpuscles, thought it due to the ionization of

came
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no reason

a

sumably also another example of bring the closed resonant circuit to One of the points which struck F.

this same type of phenomenon . the point of resonance . J. Vreeland was the striking simi

Sewall Cabot asked Dr. De Forest Dr. De Forest said the capacity of larity between some of the phe

to explain two points. He stated , the audion measured in that way was nomena Dr. De Forest had pointed

“ The audion, to a greater extent than very small; a very small condenser out , and certain functions that occur

any other responder , is self-tuned ." put in shunt across it took away the in the electrolytic cells . We know

The speaker asked if that condition resistance . it is quite the fashion now to point

of self-tuning referred to being able Asked by Mr. Cabot if a consid- out the analogy between the be

to alter the electrostatic capacity of erable separation of the wings would haviour of ions in the gas and the

the audion, per se, in the resonant not relatively change the tuning of behaviour of electrons or ions in the

circuit, opening the inductance and that specific closed resonant circuit electrolytic solution, and though

capacity, which would be a tuning greatly, Dr. De Forest said no , not these analogies will not always bear

circuit, and , therefore, altering the greatly . the test of strict scientific scrutiny ,

tuning of the circuit by altering the Mr. Cabot, concluding, said that they are very suggestive sometimes .

electrostatic capacity of the audion , the principal effect in tuning, then , Dr. De Forest had pointed out that

or did it simply refer to the tuning is with regard to the spark fre- in the audion there was a produc

of the spark frequency, that is , by quency. tion of ions in the neighbourhood of

changing the battery potential, hav- As to the point that the direct- the hot filament, and also showed

ing the audion more or less respon- current milliammeter or direct-cur- that these ions were concentrated

sive to relatively slow frequencies , of , rent galvanometer, or whatever the mostly in the vicinity of that fila

say 400 a second , which might be instrument was, shows no change, ment. The ions in this case were

said to correspond with the spark J B. Taylor could see produced by the heating of the fila

frequencies ? why it need be expected to . As he ment, but if we take an electrolytic

Dr. De Forest , in reply , said that understood the action of the elec- cell , for example , a pair of platinum

both effects were present. Where trolytic detector, there is film electrodes immersed in acid , and con

the tuning of the audion is regulated formed which breaks down . A di- nected to a source of electromotive

by changing the resistance between rect-current instrument will not show force across it , we will also get a

the two electrodes , as in the last case anything ; the telephone shows it , collection of ions on the anode and

described , where the two wings are and if you put in a sensitive alternat- a collection of opposite ions on the

hinged and drawn to and taken ing-current instrument you will see cathode. The electrodes are said to

from the filament by a magnet, we it there. Just what determines these be polarized.

have there the change of capacity things he could not say ; as a rule, in The distribution of potential in the

intensity ; in the other case , where apparatus of that class what is electrolytic cell is somewhat analo

the resistance between them and the heard is more or less peculiar to it ; gous to the vacuum tube of the

heating current or the filament re- one gets a distinctively difficult qual- audion , and we can reproduce some

mains unchanged, we merely vary ity of tone . If there was a distinct of the phenomena that Dr. De For

the potential across the gap . quality of tone, he thought it due to est had called attention to . For ex

It is rather difficult to explain it the fact that the thing had its own ample, Dr. Pupin discovered years

on the ground of merely changing pitch .
ago that if we take such a cell with

the capacity. It is , of course , varied E. P. Thompson took up the point very small electrodes , connect the

by the variation of potential dif- referred to by Prof. Pupin as the battery in series with it , polarize it ,

ference, but even though the wave most important one from the phy- then that combination of cell and

frequencies of the two transmitters sical standpoint , in reference to the battery is capable of rectifying an

are as nearly the same electromagnetic action and static ac- alternating current. The current

make them , one spark being 125 per tion in the telephone. Some time will flow through it in one direction,

second and the other 60 per second, ago he was puzzled with that ques- but it will not How through it in the

the change of the battery B from 12 tion . He believed that the electro- other.

to 14 volts makes all the difference static feature has something to do Now, that is a rather close analogue

in the world between the resistance with it . In order to prove this, he of the arrangement of Prof. Flem

of the audion to A or B. made a receiver and left the electro- ing's, to which Dr. De Forest has

Dr. De Forest thought it due niagnets out , and closing one end called attention . In Prof. Fleming's

rather to the integrating effect, and up put two terminals there so that valve , he took of

would not attempt to enter into a they could be adjusted, so that they these hot filament tubes and con

greater explanation than that. There were practically alike, and in that re- nected it in series with the source

is some effect from the period of ex- ceiver the sound was produced, an of electromotive force and a galvano

cursion of the ion across the gap , exact reproduction of the transmit- meter, and he got a rectification .

or on the total energy required to ting spark . It was not very sensi- He explains that phenomenon by

produce the resistance in either case ; tive, it could not be used on the field , the fact that the negative corpuscles

in one case the ions are driven by but could be used for a matter of a leing so much smaller and more

considerably greater potential than in few feet . When resolve that mobile, and having a higher velocity ,

the other case ; in other words, both down , is it anything more than the are more easily set in motion than

effects spoken of are present. old Hertzian receiver , consisting of tlie positive electrons which are gath

Mr. Cabot, continuing, said it was two terminals forming a spark gap ? ered at the other terminal, and con

true that the capacity of the audion That is all it is . So that the tele- sequently the current will flow more

may be changed through relatively phone feature will have to be ex- readily in one direction than in the

large values so as to produce a con- plained not only on the principle of
other.

siderable difference of resonance in electromagnetic action when used in Now when we come to the polar

the closed resonant circuit across our wireless telegraphy, but on the prin- phone receiver , if Dr. Pupin had

condenser. The capacity of the ciple Prof. Pupin suggested, of some been in the position the speaker was

audion would presumably be very kind of electrostatic action , or a com- in when he coined that name, he

small with regard to its capacity to bination of the two . would have found it awkward to say

as we can

vacuum one

we
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use

“ An electrolytic wave detector which current which will affect the instru

operates by impinging Hertzian ments ordinarily used for measuring

waves." Polariphone is not quite so these currents .

beautiful as audion , but it suggests Of course, the telephone is an ex

the fact that the thing works by ceedingly sensitive instrument, and if

polarization . In the polariphone cell we discount the figure that Dr. Pu

there is a very minute anode, and pin suggests, suppose we say it is

usually a larger cathode, and that only sensitive to the millionth of an

cell is polarized by a dry battery. ampere. That is a conservative es.

As you increase the voltage across timate. Telephones are certainly sen

the cell , at first you get no current, sitive to that current. Current of a

but when you reach a certain point millionth of an ampere would not

here the current will begin to dow , affect any of the instruments which

very minutely, it is true , but still it one would be likely to in

is a current, and that is at a point measuring such an effect.

below the voltage ordinarily known Mr. Vreeland asked if it were not

as the decomposition voltage of the possible that there was a uni-direc

eiectrolyte, which is about 1.7 . tional polarized current sufficient to

This current commences at a point affect the telephone and not suffi

below that, and will gradually in- cient to affect the instrument you

crease until it reaches a point where were using

ii runs almost parallel, giving a large Dr. De Forest, replying, said it

increase of current for a small in- might have had that effect, but, at

crease of electromotive force, and the same time, he had obtained sig

finally reaching a critical point where nals which could be described as

the curve turns over and you get a tremendously loud in the telephone,

very large increase of current for a and without change of deflection , so

small increase of electromotive force . he had no reason to suppose that as

If you polarize the cells for about these signals got weaker in the tele

that point, it is very sensitive to elec- phone they would become uni-direc

trical oscillations, just as the audion tional, or, if so , there was no reason

is . These oscillations pass through to suppose they should when they

the cell , depolarize it , and as the re- are weak give an effect entirely

sult of the depolarization the counter lacking when they are strong

electromotive force is diminished and Mr. Vreeland then asked if the

a large current flows from the bat- azithor was inclined to the belief that

tery and gives impulse to the tele- the currents from the telephone were

phone. really alternating currents and did

Comparing that with Dr. Pupin's reverse ? Dr. De Forest said he was .

rectifier, get very similar Mr. Vreeland, continuing , said that

analogy to that which exists in the was an interesting point. He did

comparison of Dr. De Forest's not think these analogies strictly

audion with Fleming's vacuum valve. scientific parallels. He did not know

It is vastly more sensitive, and ex- just how far one would push them

hibits a phenomenon which is not into a refined analysis of the ques

rectification ,-it is rather a relay tion , but they were certainly sug

effect, such Dr. De Forest gestive , and he thought they tended

ascribes to the audion . to crystallize our ideas as to the re

As to the question why the cur- lation between the ionic phenomena

rent does not affect the ammeter, in gases and those in electrolytes .

Mr. Vreeland would like to ask Dr. In closing the discussion, Dr. De

De Forest if it is absolutely certain Forest said that Dr. Pupin's open

that the current which affects the ing remarks might serve as an ar

telephone is not a uni-directional gument why the study of Greek and

pulsating current. The reason he Latin should be thoroughly intro

asked this was that in the polariphone cluced into our engineering schools .

receiver by suitable adjustment His knowledge of Greek was almost

similar phenomenon is obtained , and nil; he knew , however, that aud was

a very distinct and even loud signal of Latin and ion of Greek deriva

is obtained without any increase of tion, but they are both expressive.

Where we use a term one hundred

times a day, it is necessary to have

something brief; we could not ex

pect the wireless telegraph operators

to use a long technical description

of the apparatus in speaking of it.

As to the question Mr. Taylor

brought up, as to why the milliam

meter or sensitive direct - current in

strument would not show any deflec

tion at the time the telephone re

sponded , he thought Mr. Taylor did

not quite grasp the conditions. The

sound we hear in the telephone, of

course, represents the spark fre

quency. It is the frequency which

affects the ear . These frequencies , if

they are all in one direction , are

sufficiently close together and are of

sufficient intensity to produce an

effect on the sensitive direct-current

instruments. The only reason why

they do not show an effect, perhaps,

must be that they are alternately in

one direction or the other. With

an oscillograph we would find out

just what the curve was . He hoped

some day to find out their shape.

They are undoubtedly alternating,

rather than polarized.

He hoped to have the privilege

of showing the audion in operation

to the members of the Institute, and

letting them hear the signals. He

would like Dr. Pupin especially to

hear them . Their intensity is at times

so great that he must admit that

they are caused by an electromag

netic current flowing through the

telephone, and not electrostatic ef

fects in the telephone between the

core and the diaphragm , although

the latter undoubtedly exist , and ,

under certain conditions, may pre

dominate, but in the intense signals

of which he spoke the quality of the

tone is exactly the same as we get

when we know we are alternating the

current through the telephone.

As Mr. Vreeland pointed out , there

are a number of analogies between

the audion and the polariphone. They

both employ ions or corpuscles , as

the case may be, and the forms of

the saturation curves , current and

voltage curves , etc. , are similar in

both cases. He hoped the analogies

- would not be sufficiently close that

the audion might be discussed by

lawyers in patent cases .

we а

as

A
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Early Methods of Telegraphy

In view of the recent rapid advancements in the art of communicating over long distances, a

description of some of the early methods, given by G. Lodian in the May, 1895, issue of " Cassier's

Magazine, will be of interest here. — The Editor.

Romme, mounting the tribune, thus

announced to the Convention the

particulars of Chappe's invention :

" The Citizen Chappe offers an in

genious means of aerial telegraplıy

by displaying a few characters, sim

aided by a stenograph used in diplo

matic correspondence. The em

ployees working the Chappe machine

cannot betray the secret of the mes

sages entrusted to them because they

will be ignorant of the stenographic

PUTTING UP A MILITARY TELEGRAPH LINE

re

OPTICAL TELEGRAPHY

ple as the straight lines of which

they are composed, very distinct one

from the other , of rapid movement,

and visible at long distances. At

this first part of his procedure he is

value of the signals. The news of

the taking of Bruxelles by the French

troops was transmitted from that city

over the Chappe apparatus to Paris

in twenty - five minutes. Your com

TONDE est repris !" " Condé is

retaken ! Condé will be

stored to the Republic ! Sur

render to take place this morning at

6 ! " Carnot, grandfather of the late

French President, had mounted the

tribune in the National Convention

and read a dispatch containing the

above words. It was the 13th fructi

dor, 112 years ago . That dispatch

was the first telegraphic national

message of which the old Moniteur

gives any record , whence are taken

the preceding particulars.

At that time, struggling republican

France was at war with nearly the

whole of Europe, whipping her foes

right and left . Condé was a town

besieged by the Republican troops

and it had just been retaken by them

when the historic message above re

corded was read to the Convention at

Paris . From that moment aerial

telegraphy was a triumph for France,

and it continued to grow over the

land for half a century until 1844.

It was on the 22d of March , 1792 ,

that a young man , named Claude

Chappe, presented himself at the bar

of the National Assembly at Paris .

He carried with him a secret vocabu

lary composed of 9999 words, repre

sented by numbers, and destined to

be transmitted by a system of visual

telegraphy, aided by a machine which

would signal from station to station .

The examination of the project was

at once put into the hands of a corps

of investigation , who decided on its

adoption and the Convention voted

the necessary means for conducting

series of trials . The delegate

A
a

a
A SEMAPHORE STATION ON A CRIMEAN BATTLEFIELD IN 1854
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mittee recommend the adoption of

the system of Citizen Chappe."

In the early spring of three years

ago , during a holiday ramble of sev

eral hundred miles afoot right

Dover , and the first regular message

from England was that sent to

Louis Bonaparte, then President of

the Republic.

Claude Chappe was born at Bru

an

from , but in view of, the institution

where Claude was , and it is on rec

ord how, in order to communicate

with them , he arranged a series of

signals from his dormitory window .

These being understood, were

swered according to a code. That

was evidently the foundation of

Chappe's invention . Some say that

this story is fictitious, but it is a de

cidedly pretty and natural one.

His study of the sciences was such

that at the age of 20 years he

" pleased an enemy" —if he had one

to please. In other words, he wrote

a book . These memoirs of his have

been pronounced " very remarkable,"

although the student of physics who

may consult them at certain great

libraries will probably think other

wise. Chappe put up his first tele

graphic machine at Belleville, the

Bowery of Paris , but located it on

high ground. There were “toughs”

in those days, and it was these who

destroyed the Chappe apparatus, so

that the inventor had to seek police

protection for future experiments.

Chappe was the first man to receive

the title engineer-telegraphist, and he

received the pay of a lieutenant of

engineers as in the service of the

state . Delirious, through cancer of

the ear , he committed suicide by

SIGNALING BY THE ANCIENT GAULS

through France and over the lonely lon , in the Sarthe Department, in

Pyrenees into Spain, the long walk 1763. His studies were concluded at

occupying five weeks continuously, the little seminary of La Flèche , near

the writer saw numerous vestiges of Rouen. His brothers were educated

what was once the greatest system of at a different college, some distance

aerial telegraphy in existence. These

were the remains of the solitary towers

usually erected on the most promi

nent hillocks in the district , and

which, up to 1844 , formed the tele

graphic system of France. In that

year there were 535 stations , repre

senting over 5000 kilometers of com

munication . In that year also the

electric telegraph was successfully ex

perimented with and the fate of aerial

telegraphy was sealed. Wires were

run up all over Northern France , but

the lines were exclusively reserved

for the use of the government.

Not until the end of 1850 were

private individuals allowed to send

messages by telegraph , and then only

(in the words of the law ) “ after

vigorous constation (proof) of their

identity.” The tariff then was 3

francs , or 60 cents , for twenty words,

and " the secrecy of the dispatches

was declared inviolable .” A few

months later the first submarine

cable was laid, between Calais and A LONELY POST IN TIIE HILLS, 1795
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means

throwing himself down a well in preserved the long -distance French The first Bonaparte extended the

1805 shout of " houppe-la ," being more line of these stations to Milan , then

As with electrical telegraphy , so powerfully expressive than the Eng- to Mayence, in Germany . They

with aerial telegraphy, the early at- lish equivalent, " oh -there !" went no farther. Soon the French

tempts were legion . A century be armies began to retreat to the land

fore Chappe was born, a scientific at from which they had come,

tempt at long-distance telegraphy and as they retired they

was made by the savant Amontons . fired their telegraph posts to

The author Fontenelle has written of prevent the enemy from using

these experiments. He states that using them .

the apparatus was a clever contriv A not well-read writer has

ance, permitting the transmission of stated that Alexander's quick

a message from Paris across the Alps est of sending mes

to Rome in the then incredibly brief sages was by fast horses.

time of three hours, and this without and that Napoleon , two mil

anybody knowing the nature of the leniums later, was no bet

message between the Italian and ter off . This informant, like

French capitals . millions to -day, was ignorant

The procedure consisted in placing

at several consecutive spots men ,

who, having perceived through long

distance telescopes certain signals,

made at one post, transmitted such

signals to the next post , and so on

from post to post, and these different

signals were so many letters of an

alphabet of secret ciphers . The key

to these was known only to the par

ties interested at Paris and at the

city a thousand miles away . The

maximum range of the telescope

constituted the distance between the

different posts, the fewer of which ,

the better for rapid transmission .

Some experiments were successfully

made over a little stretch of country,

but the vice - consumed functionaries

of the time pronounced the Amon

tons project " impracticable," and the

discouraged inventor abandoned his

idea .

Cæsar , in his commentaries , re

lates how , during the invasion of

Gaul , the inhabitants gave warning

of his approach by burning fires at
CHAPPE'S FIRST APPARATUS, 1792

night. These signals were called

" hauchées." In the daytime the old

Gauls resorted to cries . Thus, a The old telegraph stations of of aerial telegraphy's half century of

number of men , stationed at certain France are interesting relics of the existence as described in this article .

intervals apart over a long stretch of past and, where they have been al

country, would shout their warnings lowed to remain , form a feature of A recent development in electrical

from one to the other . This species the landscape . They were of two devices for domestic use is an

of mouth -to -mouth telegraphy an- kinds , the square towers and the electric door bell, which in many

swered so well and the dispatches round towers . They consisted of respects is similar to the ordinary

traveled so quickly that Cæsar states two stories, and the index signals, of electric door bell as commonly used
how , between the rising and setting wood or light iron , were mounted at for years ; but this new one elim

of the sun , the natives could send a the top of a pole on the roof. A inates the use of batteries, which from

verbal message a distance of over 50 ladder ran up this pole, so that the time to time need renewing, and un

leagues . A league is commonly sup- signals might be reached and moved less the owner or occupant of the

posed to represent three miles (more by hand . The telegraphers were pro- house is mechanically inclined the re

or less ( except the decimal league, vided with telescopes and there was newal of the batteries generally means

which is 10 kilometers, equal to about always somebody on watch on the something more than trifling ex

6/4 miles , so that the mouth telegraphy roof to note signals made at the pense. The first cost of the new

of the old Franks covered the re- neighboring stations. The progress door bell installation represents the

spectable distance of about 150 miles of a message at night was naturally only expense attached to it . as

a day . Bonfires and the “ houppes” slower than the day transmission . it is a permanent installation there

(from " huppa," to cry out) consti- The words were fewer at night also , after , and no repairs or renewals

tuted the telegraphy of the ancients because small lanterns affixed to in- are required . The amount of elec

and moderns until 1792. In fact , up dexes could occupy only a certain tricity required to operate it is

to the present day , in many parts of number of positions without being so infinitely small as to be negli

America and England , there is still extinguished. gible.



The Series Luminous Arc Rectifier System

By N. R. BIRGE

A Paper Read Recently Before the Ohio Electric Light Association

B
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EING the practical embodiment nary carbons used in arc lamps, the ment of the shunt armature to feed

of the modern developments upper one consisting of a bar of the lamp at its proper arc voltage

in lighting work , the new hard-drawn copper supported by iron and the setting of the stop for the

luminous arc rectifier system repre- wings, while the lower electrode is lower clutch to determine the proper

sents a great advance in the art of made of a specially prepared com- length of arc . Since an absolute

illumination . Energy, economy , the position contained in an iron tube cut -out is installed with each series

brilliancy of illumination, and the inch in diameter by 8 inches long . lamp, the switch that has been ordi
character of light distribution are Inside the globe and in close prox- narily used with lamps of this type

marked advantages of this system . imity to the arc is a horizontal re- has been omitted as being unneces

Two of the essential features are the Hector that serves to throw an ample sarv .

luminous arc lamp with absolute cut- volume of light below the lamp, with- In addition to its other advan

out on the line, and the mercury are out interfering with the main dis- tages , this lamp has a high effi

rectifier set in the station . This tribution of light in the horizontal ciency, readings made with a lu
direction. The closed base outer minometer having shown that, con

globe, the lower part of which is suming 310 watts at the terminals,

frosted , ensures an distribu

tion of the light directly beneath the

lamp.

As can be seen in Fig . 2 , the

mechanism of the lamp is without

floating parts, and when the lamp

is out of circuit its electrodes are

separated , with the lower electrode

carrier retained by a stop which

holds the tip of this electrode at a

fixed distance from the upper one .

When the current is thrown on , the

pick -up by the starting magnet

brings the lower electrode into con

tact with the upper one , thus allow

ing current to flowto flow through the

series magnet and thereby open the

circuit of the starting magnet, so

that the lower electrode falls and

strikes an arc . At this point the

lamp is burning with the lower elec

trode carrier resting on its stop and

with the series magnet holding the

cut-out contact open . As the lower

electrode is consumed, the voltage

across the arc rises and the shunt

magnet lifts its armatures so that

tue cut-out contact is closed as soon

as the arc voltage has reached a pre

rectifier is supplied with alternating determined limit . Closing of this

current and furnishes direct current contact puts the starting magnet it gives the same intensity of illumina

to the lamps, which are designed to again in the circuit and thereby tion at a distance of 309 feet as the

operate on direct - current circuits of causes the lower electrode to be 480 -watt, direct -current series

4 amperes, with 75 to 80 volts at the picked up and the arc started as be- closed arc lamp gives at a distance

terminals. fore , with the correct length for of 275 feet . Owing to its qualities

As seen in Fig . 1 , the main frame proper operation. of distribution and diffusion, this

of the lamp consists of a single large Since the series magnet is of low lamp is ideal for street lighting pur

tube , which acts as a chimney for resistance, it causes a drop of only poses. All the light comes from

carrying away fumes of the arc . At a volt or so between the terminals the are , which is exceedingly long ,

the top of the lamp are wind shields, of the lamp and arc when the lamp so that the axis of maximum dis

which prevent a downward draught is in operation. Owing to the de- tribution is almost horizontal and

into the tube. Electrodes for these sign, there are only two adjustments there are no heavy shadows and con

lamps differ entirely from the ordi- necessary , these being the adjust- trasts . More than this , the maxi

FIG . 1. - EXTERIOR OF A SERIES

LUMINO'S ARC LAMP

FIG . 2.- MECHANISM OF A

SERIES LUMINOUS

ARC LAMP
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mum and minimum luminometer this apparatus is such that it will flow of current from the low voltage

readings differ but slightly, for the regulate from full load to slightly exciting circuit connected to the

electrodes offer practically no ob- below one-half load with constant starting electrodes . By breaking this

struction to the light and the dis- secondary current. bridge, a small arc is formed at the

tribution is not disturbed by the Being enclosed in a common case , bottom of the tube between the

the small reactive coils protect the starting anodes and the cathodes ,

secondary from inductive kicks or and , with this arc in operation , the

high frequency oscillations which main arc can be established by clos

may be caused by disturbances on ing the primary switch of the con

the line circuit . Another reactive stant current transformer, thus throw

coil is inserted in the direct-current ing the secondary of the transformer

side of the rectifier circuit in series in circuit with the operating anodes

with the lamp and serves to reduce of the tube .

the pulsations of the rectified cur- With the tube operating at 4

rent . amperes, there is a drop equivalent

This tube is the means by which to about 25 volts or a loss of 100

the alternating constant current is watts which is constant at all loads .

changed to direct current for the Under normal operating conditions

series circuit. It consists of an ex- the average life of the tube on 25 ,

hausted glass vessel containing a 50 and 75 -light circuits is 400 hours,

carbon or positive terminal in each and reports from commercial installa

of two side arms, and also two tions show that the maximum life

mercury starting anodes , as well as is about 1200 hours. This system

the mercury cathode, or negative can readily be adapted to circuits of

terminal , at the bottom of the tube. any frequency from 25 to 140 cycles ,

A movable wooden holder serves to the standard sets being designed for
FIG . 3. - CONNECTIONS OF THE LAMP

support the rectifier tube on the 60 cycles . When operated at full

panel. To put the tube in opera- load and rated primary voltage and

wandering of the arc , as in the case tion, it must be shaked slightly, so frequency, the efficiency of the recti

of the open type of lamp.
as to cause a flow of mercury be- fier set varies from 85 to 90 per cent.,

Another feature which makes the tween the mercury starting anode depending on the capacity , and, un

lamp desirable for street illumina- and the mercury cathode, thus bridg- der the same conditions, the power

tion is the fact that the spectrum ing the circuit and permitting a factor varies from 65 to 70 per cent.

of the light produced is practically

the same as that of sunlight and is

as white any artificial light

in commercial service . Low main

tenance cost is another one of the

features of the luminous arc lamp .

The upper electrode, being made of Constant Current

copper, has a life of about 4500
Transformer

hours, and can be renewed at

practically negligible cost, while the

lower electrode has a burning life of
Supply

Primary

from 150 to 275 hours , so that one

man can take care of and trim a

much greater number of lamps than Secondary

is possible with the open or enclosed

carbon arc lamp.

The transformers used with the

rectifier outfit have the same general

appearance and characteristics

those used with the series alternat

ing arc lighting system , the primary

windings of the transformer being

connected to an alternating -current

supply of practically any voltage .

Through small reactances , the sec
Rectifier

ondaries are connected to the anodes
Tube

A.C. Reactance

or alternating - current terminals of

the rectifier tube, and a tap at the

middle of the secondary connects the

transformer with one end of the

direct -current circuit on which the

lamp operates. These connections

can be seen in Fig . 3 .

To obtain the proper adjustment

for current in the lighting circuit ,

small weights are attached to the

rocker arms which support the mov D.C. Reactance

able coils of the transformer, and fig. 4. — DIAGRAM SHOWING THE CONNECTIONS OF THE MERCURY-ARC RECTIFIER
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From the World's Technical Press

Calorific"valueof14,000B. T. V. I discreceng issue ofTheEngi

A Method of Comparing the Effi . the " thermal efficiency ” provides a in hot de-aerated water , which was

ciency of Electric Power Plants very equitable basis on which to then boiled as long as any gas con

Na recent issue of “ The Elec- compare the economy and efficiency tinued to be given off, the gas be

I
of different stations , since neither de- ing collected and then analyzed by

trical Review ,” of London, C.
J. Evans says that instead of pends on the cost of the coal , the Bunsen's method.

comparing the efficiencies of electric cost of its transport, or on its qual- All the above were English bitu

ity', — these varying greatly with dif- minous coal, the first being a New
power plants on the basis of cost

ferent stations, but only on the castle coal and the others from dif
of coal per kilowatt-hour, or pounds

actual quantity of heat dissipated . ferent seams in the same colliery in
of coal per kilowatt-hour, a much

This principle could also be ap- Durham . The second and third sam
more satisfactory way is to compare

the British thermal units per kilo
plied to steamships for the same pur- ples , while from different mines, were

from the same seam .
pose.

watt-hour.

The depth be

low the surface from which these
For example, in the case of a

coals were raised was as follows:

station consuming 7 pounds of coal The Storage of Coal
No. 1 , 180 feet ; No. 2 , 445 feet ; No.

per kilowatt having a

U.

N the storage of coal, 3 , 650 feet ; No. 4 , 890 feet .

It will be noted that CH ,, or
per pound, the B. T. U. per kilo

watt -hour would be 98,000 .
neering Magazine," A. E. Dixon marsh gas , formed an important por

This can also be expressed as says that coal is best stored under tion of the volume of gases given off

what may be called the “ Thermal cover, but either under cover or in by the latter three samples. This

Efficiency " of the station , which may

the open - in fact , from the time it gas has a high thermal value . The

be written

is first exposed in the breast at the same losses affect anthracite coal ,

mine — all coals ,
British thermal units in electrical energy

coals , bituminous and but only to a slight degree . Oxida

semi-bituminous in particular , are
tion or slow burning of the coal also

British thermal units in coal consumed ,
losing in heating value, a constant occurs , and it not only loses in

or more conveniently, chemical change being in progress weight, but in heating value. In

British thermal units in a kilowatt-hour by which gas is being liberated . In one instance the decrease in weight

B. T. U. in coal consumed per kilowatt -hour warm weather or in hot climates this observed in some stored coal was

One kilowatt -hour being equivalent
deterioration is more rapid than at over 35 per cent. after a lapse of

to 3414 British Thermal Units, in the low temperatures. These gases are
some years .

above example the " thermal effi
frequently several times the volume

Another trouble with stored coal

of the coal , being occluded or con
is its heating and igniting spon

3414

densed within the solid substance ,

ciency ”

taneously. Any bituminous coal of

=3.48 per cent.
until by diffusion they escape and are friable nature, and particularly

98,000

lost in the air . those containing " brasses" or iron

Even this basis of comparison is This subject has been investigate pyrites (FeS. ), are liable to this,

not strictly just , since a station using by Dr. Lyon Playfair , in England, trouble ; when the coal is stored in a

a poorer coal will have to handle a and Dr. E. von Meyer, in Germany damp condition the trouble is ag
,

greater weight for a given thermal and the following figures are
gravated . The cause of such fires

effect than one using a better coal ; tracted from a report by the latter , is obscure, but they probably arise

in a small station the difference in from the absorption of oxygen by

weight will not generally involve an
Centimeters the carbonaceous matter of the coal ,

Sample

addition to the staff, but in a larger
Percentage by Volume

in the same manner as oily cotton

one the coal handling plant will re CO2 CH , waste ignites from the same cause .

quire rather more power , though in In many plants the bunker construc

either case the difference thus made tion is well designed to contribute

will be only a very small proportion
0.55

to the starting of such fires, the en

of the total cost ; and it does not showing the quantity and composi- tire boiler room being covered and

allow for different load factors and tion of the occluded gases in freshly no outlets being provided alongside

such considerations. mined samples of coal submitted to of the bunker to permit the hot air

Notwithstanding these objections, him . The method adopted to de- arising from the boilers to escape.

however, either the ratio " British termine the amount of the gases was These fires start at or about the

thermal units per kilowatt-hour" or to place 100 grammes of the coal bottom of the pile and may burn

=

a

ex

Cubic

1

2

3

4

of Gas Given

Off from

100 Grammes

of Coal.

24.4

91.2

238.0

211.2

16.51

0.34

1.15

0.23

O

5.65

trace

0.19

trace

85.80

84.04

89.61

N

77.84

13.86

14.62

9.61
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existing horse tramway to electric

traction .

It was said years ago that the re

sistance was not insurmountable, and

that it could be overcome by the

payment of an equivalent backsheesh .

Those in power at the palace seem

to regard electricity as representing

the principal card, which they refuse

to play until they have received , it

is reported, no less than $600,000 .

It is comprehensible that foreign pro

moters have hitherto held back in

face of such a payment, especially

as the electrical undertaking would

be unremunerative at the beginning.

At present, however, two groups

are endeavoring to secure the elec

tricity concession . One is reported

to be closely associated with the

Rockefeller group of the United

States , and the other is a German

electrical company. The former is

willing to pay $ 450,000 as back

sheesh , while the German company

has offered a few thousand dollars

less than that sum .

and

Interchange of Traffic Between

Electric and Steam Roads

THAiTestrolley barsoperated couver

undiscovered for a considerable time . keeps at a standard strength and is

The indications of such a fire are permanent.

a sensible rise in the temperature “ The solution used contains mag

of the stored coal , a sickly odour, nesium chloride and sodium chloride.

and a choking or smothering sensa- Magnesium chloride used alone does

tion in drawing breath when on that not give satisfactory results , while

portion of the pile . Water is al- it more readily furnishes active

most useless in fighting a fire of this chlorine compounds than the sodium

kind , as the heat partially cokes the salt . The solution is made faintly

surrounding coal , forming a roof alkaline with caustic soda so as to

which prevents water reaching the prevent the formation and escape of

fire in sufficient quantity to do any free chlorine in the cells .

good , or the water will be turned " The electric current is governed

into steam before reaching the fire. automatically in order to give con

Sometimes it is possible to drive stant results and to avoid overheat

pipes , with pointed ends in which a ing . The stability of the newly elec

number of holes have been drilled , trolyzed fluid is secured by the addi

through the coal to the seat of the tion of a proper quantity of caustic

fire, and by this means water or soda . At the Poplar installation a

steam can be used with advantage ; paddle with rubber flaps is rotated

but to be absolutely sure it is neces- in the fluid at the moment when it

sary to move the coal and uncover leaves the electrolyzers , and it is in

the seat of the trouble. In bunkers timately mixed with some caustic

this is a very necessary precaution, soda solution. The resulting solu

as the pasty coke formed by the fire tion shows no loss of strength .

will stick to the concrete or steel “ It is probable that this procedure

and furnish a dead spot as a nucleus results in the formation of a double

for another fire. hypochlorite of magnesium

There is considerable conflict of sodium which , unlike the correspond

opinion in regard to the best method ing salt of magnesium , is quite sta

of preventing such fires, ventilation ble. The process is extremely sim

being recommended ; should this ple , and the plant requires only a

method be adopted , the ventilation minimum of attention, the output of

should be thorough, for sluggish the disinfecting fluid , constant in

ventilation will not reduce the tem- strength, being perfectly regular and

perature of the pile, but , on the con- continuous . The plant is capable of

trary , may tend to
increase the turning out an almost unlimited vol

trouble greatly . Fires of this kind ume of efficient disinfectant by mere

are very common , but are usually ly supplying a saline fluid and

discovered before they have made switching on the current. In time

much progress. In large exposed
of epidemic such an installation

piles there is less chance of their should be invaluable.”

being caught at an early stage , and

only a few years ago a fire of this

kind burned for several months in a
Electric Lighting in Turkey

large pile , being finally discovered ,

CCORDING to “ The Electrical

the snow melted as fast as it fell ,

while the remainder was deeply cov tan oi Turkey has at last re

ered . This fire was a costly one, as nounced liis opposition to the intro

several thousand tons of coal were
duction of the electric light in

consumed and considerable expense
Constantinople. As a consequence,

was incurred in extinguishing it .
foreign promoters are seeking to ob

tain concession, and their

deavors are attracting special in

terest locally .
Electrolytic Disinfectants

Ten years ago the employment of

on the electro- electricity, except for telegraphic

purposes, was in principle prohibited

at Poplar, the London " Lan- in Turkey, whereas to -day lighting

cet” says : — " There be little stations and electric tramways have

doubt that it is of the utmost im- already been sanctioned for Bey

portance that the electrolyzed saline rout, Damascus and Salonica . In

Huid should be permanent as Constantinople itself the electric

gards its strength , as represented in light has so far only been intro

terms of available chlorine. Many duced in some of the embassies and

improvements in a practical direc- in the government buildings, but offi

tion have been made, so that not cial circles have hitherto opposed the

only is an active antiseptic fluid starting of a public electric supply,

turned out continuously and need- the establishment of a telephone ser

ing little attention, but one which vice , and the transformation of the

because on this portion of the pile A Review," of London, the Sul

the same tracks during the

period of transition from the old to

the new era seems to be settled , said

C. A. Paul , in a paper read before

the National Association of Railway

Agents. In this way locomotives

can gradually be relegated to the

switching engine class , without that

loss of investment which stockholders

are so quick to think of when any

change is suggested.

As a matter of fact , the steam

roads with their heavy roadbeds

would make excellent electric lines,

and when the change is made will

win back business on through lines

which is now tending to go to the

long -distance electric lines wherever

they exist . When the steam road

finds it expedient to adopt the new

motive power they will find it will

result in a great increase of traffic ,

as business will naturally gravitate

to the roads having increased facil

ities for handling it .

The steam roads will be in a posi

tion to operate more frequent passen

ger and freight units, without a pro

portionate increase in operating ex

penses. These units can be of

size sufficient to take care of the

traffic, varying large or small, ac

cording to the demand , operating

passenger and express business on

the multiple -unit system by which

each car furnishes its own power

from the line with its own motors ,

a en

COMickdisinfectant"plantinstalled

can

re a
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and is controlled in common with usually damp condition of the at

the other cars by the motorman . mosphere in which the motors have

The heavy freight business would to work , it has been found advisable

be handled by heavy electric loco- to completely enclose them and to

motives.
depend entirely on internal ventila

When such a point of development lioni, no air whatever being allowed

is reached, the interurban roads and to enter from the outside.

long -clistance lines will be practically The electric locomotives have now

one system as far as motive power been running regularly since August

is concerned , and working arrange- 1 , and the whole system is working

ments between local and trunk lines most satisfactory . In addition to

with these increased facilities would the 1000-horse -power locomotives al

be a logical result of the change. ready supplied , Brown, Boveri &

Cars operated on the trunk lines Co. have two similar locomotives in

could be shunted to the local tracks band for the further requirements of

for distribution , and vice versa . The this service .

two classes of roads will then settle

naturally into their economic places
The Treatment of Transformer Oil

and adjust themselves the one to the

other, according to the class of traffic HE successful operation of the

they are qualified to handle.

It is a peculiar fact that the latest says S. V. hintner, in “ The

developments in electric traction are Electric Journal," depends very large

such as would make possible such ly on the condition of their in

a condition of affairs; as the new sulation. As all transformers of this

single -phase motors are , in fact , only class are oil insulated and rely to a

direct -current motors more highly considerable extent on the oil for

developed , and while built to run on their insulation, it is of the utmost

high - tension, single -phase current importance that the oil should be in

such as would be used on the main prime condition.

line, they can be adapted to operate It is generally known that the

on local 500 -volt systems.
presence of water in oil is detrimental

A car could run over the local to its insulating qualities, yet it is

lines of a community on 500 - volt hardly appreciated how slight an

current, be transferred to the trunk amount of water or moisture is re

line, make one unit in a through quired to very materially reduce the

train , controlled by the multiple- dielectric strength of the oil. Ac

unit system , furnish its own share cording to C. E. Skinner, 0.04 of 1

of the power on the trunk line, and per cent, moisture, or 4 parts in 10,

at the end of its run distribute its 000 , is sufficient to reduce the dielec

load over the local tracks of the tric strength one -half. The expe.

city lines . Such an arrangement is rience of the writer indicates that oil

one of the possibilities of the future,
is even more sensitive to change

and would conform to the modern than that. In a number of instances

idea of centralization of power at a careful chemical analysis failed to

few economical points.
show the presence of moisture, but

an electrical test indicated its pres

ence, the fact of its presence being

established by re -testing the oil after
Electric Traction in the Simplon

the removal of the moisture.
Tunnel

The question that frequently con

INCE August 1 , says " The Elec- fronts the operating engineer is how

trician ," of London , the Brown- to remove the moisture from the

Boveri electric locomotives have transformer oil. If very much water

drawn fifteen trains daily through the is present, it will settle to the bot

Simplon tunnel. The only steam- tom of a sample drawn from the

operated trains the through lowest point of the transformer. An

trains de luxe (which run three times other test more sensitive is to thrust

a week ), and , in addition to these, a red -hot nail or rod into a

one other engine passes daily through ple of oil under test . If the oil

the tunnel from the locomotive sheds " crackles," water is present.

at Brigue for service between Iselle In the electrical test of dielectric

and Domo Dossola. strength , average dry oil should not

As was only to be expected, some be weaker than 30,000 volts as the

technical difficulties were met with mean of ten tests for a 0.15 -inch

at first. Considerable deposits of gap between 4 -inch spheres. The oil

soot had accumulated on the in- should not break below 25.000 volts

sulators of the overhead conductors, in any of the ten tests .

and these had to be very thoroughly of effecting the separation of oil and

cleaned during the intervals between water as follows: - Mechanical

working. Further, owing to the un- separation , capillarity, electro - static

force, heating, vacuum and heating,

and dehydrating.

When the oil contains considerable

water or moisture, its greater density

will cause a separation between the

two materials, the water settling to

the bottom . After this separation ,

the excess water can be readily

drawn off. The same separation can

be effected by passing the material

through a centrifugal machine. The

water in this instance will settle to

the outside and can be drawn off.

As the amount of drying that can

be effected in this way is not suffi

cient for the higher voltage work ,

this separation needs to be followed

by some other more complete method

of drying.

The property of certain materials

by which they allow water to pass

through readily, but interfere with

the passage of oil, has been made

use of in the form of a separator.

This is in the form of a disc , and is

placed so that all water and oil pass

ing to the treating outfit passes over
the disc . The disc allows the sepa

ration of the excess water , and con

sequently relieves the treating outfit

of a certain amount of work . The

oil needs further treatment, how

ever, before it is sufficiently dry for

good electrical service .

One of the most common ways of

using heat to remove moisture from

oil is to immerse grid resistances

which are heated electrically . The

operation requires from ten days to

two weeks of heating, which is very

detrimental to the oil . This method

should, therefore, be used only in

those cases where other drying appa

ratus is not available . Another

method of drying by heating is in

blowing hot dry air through the

oil, but this is also detrimental to the

oil.

It has been found possible to dry

oil by the use of a vacuum tank ,

heat being applied to the oil at the

same time. The use of a vacuum

lowers the boiling point of the water,

and consequently makes it possible
to eliminate the moisture without

reaching a temperature that is de

trimental to the oil. This method,

where available, should prove satis

factory , and it is possible to secure

an oil that is perfectly dry by this

treatment. As a rule, it will require
considerable time to thoroughly re

move the moisture, and for this rea

son the method is not as convenient

as the method of dehydrating.

Moisture can be removed from oil

very rapidly and very cheaply by the

employment of suitable agents for

absorbing the moisture. The engi

neers of the Westinghouse Electric

& Manufacturing Company have de

are

sam

Several way's

are

6-9
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veloped a treating outfit which em- while the Madras Railway have de- avoided . This involves extreme care

ploys this principle, in conjunction cided to give the system a practical in devising the nozzles and in de

with the method of using a separator trial with a view to its adoption in signing the shape and varying areas

already described. mail and fast passenger trains . A of the steam passages ; it is , there

This outfit circulates the oil to be few other railways propose intro- fore, in the improvement of these de

dried through a treating tank in ducing this improvement, among tails that future development may be

which is placed a dehydrating mate- them being the Indian Midland and looked for .

rial . The oil , after passing through Great Indian Peninsula Railways, If the gas turbine becomes a com

this dehydrating chamber, is filtered , which have 29 coaches fitted with mercial success , it will undoubtedly

and thus all foreign materials that the electric light; the Jodhpur-Bika- be by development along these lines.

are in the oil , as well as any of the ner Native State line with 80 vehi- The moving Auid in this case, be

dehydrating material that may have cles, and the Burma Railways with cause of its comparatively high spe

followed through, are removed . It 20 vehicles. cific gravity, lends itself more readily

has been found possible with an out- The locomotive and carriage su- than does steam to the impulse class

fit of this kind to dry a thousand gal- perintendent of the Burma Railways of turbine .

lons of oil in a day, and to have this reports upon a six months' trial of Again , owing to the very high

oil as dry as required for the highest the Vicarino -Crawford system . “ Dur- temperature of the formation of the

voltage service . ing this time,” he says, “ the equip- working fluid , the impulse method

Lime is the material employed in ment has given 10
trouble and reduces the temperature of the fluid

the dehydrating tank. This mate- shown no faults . The only parts we before its admission to the turbine

rial has been selected after testing have had to renew , due to fair wear proper, by expansion in the diverg

a number of dehydrating agents , as and tear, were a pair of carbon ing nozzles, and is thus the only

it is usually available and introduces brushes, which were renewed after practicable and convenient means of

no possibility of injuring any part 16,829 miles in traffic service . The overcoming the difficulties caused by

of the transformer if any of it gets vehicle has up to date run 37.803 such high temperatures..

through the filter with the oil. It miles. The light has been brilliant Since the gas on entering the tur

has the additional advantage of tend- and perfectly steady, there being no bine casing will be at a comparative

ing to neutralize any acids existing perceptible difference between the ly low temperature, the necessity for

in the oil. illumination when standing and when a water jacket, which generally car

A number of other satisfactory de- running" ries away about 40 per cent . of the

hydrating agents have been used , total heat generated in a gas-engine

and in some instances where special The Future Development of the
cylinder, is obviated , and a direct

precautions are observed it may be saving over the gas engine of this
Steam Turbine

found more advantageous to employ amount of heat obtained in addi

some of these than the lime. Dry HEN we consider the results tion to the advantages of this type

sand has generally been used for the as regards steam consump- of prime mover from a purely me

filtering material, although in some
tion which have been ob- chanical point of view .

instances it has been found advan- tained up to date by the various It would appear then that we are

tageous to mix in certain proportions types of turbine, says A. H. Gibson ,, at present well in view of the ideal

of bone-black and Fuller's earth , in “ Cassier's Magazine,” it would ap- prime mover, economical in working

these last two having the property pear that the reaction class is slight- and in first cost, simple in construc

of tending to clear the colour of the ly more economical. It must be tion and of unimpaired efficiency

oil. As a rule , dry sand will be remembered, however, that consid- after long periods of operation .

found sufficient. erably more time and money have When we add to this its adaptability

been spent in bringing this class to for most of the purposes for which a

its present state of perfection than in prime mover is required , the gas tur

the case of the more recently devel- bine would appear to be an ideal
Electric Train Lighting in India

oped impulse class , and that for very worthy of the aims and aspirations

arti- large powers where the impulse of every mechanical engineer.

,

THE ELECTRICAL AGE, on elec- larly by the Curtis and Riedler

tric train - lighting systems, some par- Stumpf turbines, might be expected
Earnings of Central Stations in

ticulars on this subject, taken from to give good results , the reaction
German Cities

" Indian Engineering," will be of in- class has so far almost had a monop

terest . oly . OME interesting figures showing

On the Kalka -Simla Railway, the financial condition of cen

which passes through a series of tun- very real advantages common to the tral stations in German cities of

nels from end to end, all the coach- impulse class of turbine, it would ap- from 1000 to 5000 inhabitants, are

ing vehicles are provided with an pear that future development is to be given in a recent issue of the " Elek

apparatus that switches on the light looked for along these lines, and that trotechnische Zeitschrift." New fig

without the passenger's intervention . the reaction class of machine is la were obtained from sixty -four

The Rajputana-Malwa State Railway bouring under lisadvantages natural cities, showing a variation in gross

has 340 of its coaching vehicles, to its method of using steam , which earnings of from 19.7 per cent. to

which are used on the Delhi-Ahmed- will in the future handicap it very minus 0.6 per cent., the average be

abad through mail and passenger considerably in the race for suprem- ing 8.4 per cent .

service trains, fitted with the elec- acv . The chief drawback at pres Plants with a gross earning of 8

tric light. ent to the impulse class arises from per cent. or more are termed “ good ,"

The South Indian Railway, which the fact that a current of high -veloc- and those earning less are “ bad . "

has 99 coaching vehicles provided ity steam requires very delicate The latter show a greater first cost

with electric lights , is still dealing handling if its flow is not to become and low receipts. In the bad plants

with the matter only experimentally ; unsteady and if eddy motion is to be also the ratio of wages and salaries

W

Sulle in the October number of class, asrepresented more particu

In view of the very many and Sºn

ures
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this point.

to receipts is about 20 per cent., and gineering or business judgment, and valve is opened , and when the ca

in good plants it is 15.9 per cent. that, therefore, the inventor's pacity of this pair of wheels is

The figures indicate that even in tivities should be confined to inven- reached the automatic governors are

cities of 1000 inhabitants it is pos- tion only, while the work of develop- thrown into
gear .

In this way

sible to perate an electric plant to ing the inventions and placing them either one, two, or three pairs of

secure a good return on the invest- on the market should be delegated turbines are run according to the

ment, and that the presence of a to commercial engineers and busi- amount of power required. This

gas plant should not interfere with ness men who possess the practical effects a great saving of water , for

the electric plant doing a good busi- judgment that the inventor nearly al- each wheel is run more nearly at its

ness. ways lacks . full capacity .

The point emphasized, however, It is not forgotten that commercial The fields of both alternators are

is that it is very essential in small engineers in the regular course of excited by a 13- KW . generator,

plants to keep wages and salaries as their work sometimes devise new which is driven by a belt from a

low as possible . If these amount to machines or methods that are patent- pulley on the turbine shaft . Both

20 per cent. of the receipts, profit- able and valuable, but such cases are fields are in parallel . A Terrill au

able operation will be very difficult . sporadic and more or less accidental, tomatic regulator , mounted on the

In some of the stations considered for it is almost invariably the case switchboard, and inserted in the

they were 40 per cent. It is desir- that the work of the commercial en- fields of the alternators, keeps the

able to keep below 20 per cent., and gineer loses in value and efficiency current properly distributed between

some of the unprofitable stations by just so much as he directs his at- the two alternators, and thus the

were placed on a profitable footing tention and efforts towards inven- primary voltage is kept constant.

by having the labour cost reduced to tion . It is , therefore, the part of A hand rheostat is also in each field

wisdom for him to confine his at- circuit, so that the fields can be

One disadvantage under which tention to the solution of the prob- regulated by hand in case the Terrill

small stations labour is that they are lems in hand by sound engineering regulator gets out of order. A re

not as favourably located as are larger methods and consider inventions as serve exciter, run by a separate

stations. The limited use of auto- a mere accidental by -product. water-wheel, is used in case of ac

matic machinery possible and the cident to the other .

higher cost of fuel are also diffi When only one alternator is gen

culties. With large stations. more
An Interesting Hydro-Electric Plant

erating a current and it is desired to

over, the introduction of high -effi use both , the field of the second

HYDRO - ELECTRIC plant alternator is thrown into circuit, and

for cheaper lighting, increases the when the voltage is equal to that

sales of current in large cities . In
esting features is described generated by the other machine the

small cities, however, the lighting by C. T. Rice in “ The Engineeringby C. T. Rice in " The Engineering second machine is thrown in step .

load is small, and it is a question and Mining Journal.” The plant is This type of design obviates the diffi

whether or not the introduction of that of the Eustis copper mine, in culty often attendant upon running

high -efficiency units would have the the province of Quebec , Canada. alternators in parallel, for there is

same result as in a large plant. It
The two alternators supplying cur- no trouble getting the two alterna

is believed that the increased con- rent run in parallel, and are tors in step .

sumption of current can be obtained mounted the same shaft and The only difficulty in such a plant

only in cities where a gas company driven by turbine water -wheels.
is connecting the two alternators in

is doing business, as the cheaper The water from the dam is carried phase. This was done as follows :

electric light will induce customers by a flume to three pairs of 18 -inch One alternator was coupled to the

to use electricity for lighting instead horizontal turbines mounted on one turbine shaft. Then the other was

long shaft, on each end of which is lined up with the turbine shaft and

rigidly coupled a revolving -field al- the couplings of each brought so

ternator, one 150 KW . in capacity near together that they almost

The Principle of Sound Engineer. and the other KW . These touched. The second alternator was
ing for Inventors

alternators generate a three -phase, run as a synchronous motor, and

HE broad general principle of 25 - cycle, 2200 - volt current. when synchronism was established

what may be called the in- The effective water head on the the faces of the couplings, which

ventive branch of engineer- turbines is 38 feet . Each pair of had been previously blackened by

ing, says Thorburn Reid , in “ Cas- turbines is fitted with a separate camphor smoke, were marked with

sier's Magazine," is that invention is gate -valve. The gate -valve of the a scratch awl drawn rapidly across

an art that requires in those who centre pair is operated by a hand- the two coupling surfaces. Holes

would practice it successfully cer- wheel, but the other two are oper- were then bored and the alternator

tain rare and valuable qualities of ated by Woodward compensating rigidly fastened to the turbine shaft.

mind which are only occasionally governors . The alternators were then always in

combined with sound commercial en- In starting up, the hand gate- phase.

ciency lighting units, while making A possessing some very inter

are

on

of gas .

200
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News of the Month

A

and social, as was possible, and this

meeting doubtless marks a long step

in the progress of this co -operative

campaign, which is coming to be

recognized by all branches of the

trade as having very great com

mercial possibilities.

en

High School, and the officers of the

Branch are greatly gratified by the

continual increase in the size of the

audience. Although the admission

was by ticket only at this meeting,

the attendance was the largest in the

history of the branch .

An interesting feature of the meet

ing was the large number of men

who came prepared to join the

branch. The membership commit

tee has succeeded in building up a

branch membership which already is

more than three times the number of

regular members and associates of

the national body residing in Sche

nectady. At the same time, how

ever , the local membership of the

parent organization has been greatly

increased on account of the activity

of Institute work at Schenectady.

Weekly meetings are being held

through the winter.winter. On Friday,

October 5 , the branch was addressed

by T. Commerford Martin on " Tech

nical Journalism , " and on October 12

by E. G. Acheson on “ Inventions

and Discoveries.” The list of men for

future meetings is sufficient to carry

the branch well into next vear with

the same class of lectures.

The Co-operative Electrical

Development Association

FEW weeks ago Arthur Will

iams, president of the National

Electric Light Association,

appointed a committee of five cen

tral station managers to co -operate

in the developing and execution of

the plans of the Co-operative Elec

trical Development Association. This

committee, which consisted of three

members last year , has been

larged this year to a committee of

five, consisting of the following gen

tlemen :

W. W. Freeman, of the Brooklyn

Edison Company, chairman ; John

W. Gilchrist, of the Chicago Edison

Company; R. S. Hale , of the Boston

Edison Company; J. K. Montague,
of the Buffalo & Niagara Falls

Electric Liglit & Power Company,

and F. M. Tait, of the Dayton Light

ing Company.

Paul Spencer, who was chairman

until recently rendered excellent ser

vice in the development of the plans

last year, but special attention re

quired on another committee neces

sitated his withdrawal.

Mr. Freeman called a meeting of

the committee in Brooklyn on Octo

ber 30, and the entire day was given

over to a careful and detailed con

sideration of the proposed constitu

tion and by -laws, as well as the de

tailed commercial plans for 1907

submitted by J. RobertRobert Crouse .

President Williams was present at

the meeting for a good part of the

day.

This conference, which will be fol

lowed rapidly by similar conferences

with the co -operating committees of

the manufacturers, jobbers,

tractors and representatives of the

technical press and advertising agen

cies , is all preliminary to a meeting
of the joint committee of all

branches of the trade, to be held in

New York within a few weeks , at

which it is expected to formally

complete and finally agree upon a

scheme of organization and the com

mercial plans for work in 1907.

After a very busy day, Chairman

Freeman and his associates. F. F.

Wells, Joseph F. Becker, Jr. , P. R.

Atkinson and M. S. Seelman , gave

a dinner for the confréres at Del

monico's, followed by theatre

party . The dav's activities

cluded
very

pleasantly with

luncheon and smoker given by Presi

dent Williams.

It was the unanimous expression

that the day had been crowded as

full of " co -operation ," both business

T !

Meeting of the Schnectady Branch

of American Institute of

Electrical Engineers

HE third meeting of the season

of the Schenectady Branch ,

American Institute of Elec

trical Engineers, was held on Satur

day evening, Oct. 20. Dr. Rossiter

W. Raymond was the speaker of the

evening, and made an address on

“ Professional Ethics,” a subject of

great interest at present to all elec

trical engineers on account of Presi

dent Wheeler's address at the Mil

waukee convention of the Institute

and the present activity on the part

of the Institute's special committee

recently appointed to formulate a

code applicable to the electrical pro

fession .

Dr. Raymond was greeted by an

enthusiastic audience of about seven

hundred , and the value of his re

marks amply justified the large at

tendance.

As president of the American In

stitute of Mining Engineers for sev

eral years , as the efficient secretary

of that body for some twenty years,

and as editor for years of “ The En

gineering and Mining Journal,"

which he founded , Dr. Raymond is

particularly well equipped to speak

with authority on the subject he

chose. He addressed his remarks to

the young engineers and students,

speaking for loyalty to one's em

ployer and to one's self , with a fund

of anecdotes and wit that seemed in

exhaustible and kept the room in

laughter between the serious por

tions of his talk . He gave much

good advice and summed up with

the following general rule of en

gineering ethics :

" Do not do what you cannot tell ,

or if there be a good reason for not

telling the details, do not do what

you cannot tell without shame.”

The speakers were introduced by

Chairman Rushmore, and among the

others were Dr. Geo. R. Lunn of

the First Reformed Church , Dr. W.

R. Whitney of the research labora

tory of the General Electric Com

pany, and Prof. Hoffman , of Union

University.

The branch meetings are held in

the auditorium of the Schenectady

con

Annual Meeting of the Kansas Gas,

Water & Electric Association

HE Kansas Gas, Water &

Electric Association held its

annual meeting in Lawrence,

Kan ., on October 16 and 17 , fifty

six members of the association being

present. The following officers were

elected for the ensuing year :-Presi

dent, E. S. Springer, Leavenworth ;

first vice -president, C. L. Brown,

Abilene; second vice-president, F.

L. Williamson, Clay Centre ; third

vice -president, H. F. Jackman, Min

neapolis, Kan .; secretary and treas

urer, James D. Nicholson, Newton ,

Kan .; executive committee, John C.

Nicholson, Newton ; M. A. Patten,

Topeka; F. D. Aley, Wichita .

After the address by President W.

E. Sweezy, the following papers were

read and ciiscussed : - “ Kansas Water

Survey," Prof. F. 0. Marvin ; " A

Problem of the Country Light

Plant," H. V. Forest ; " Composition

of Natural Gas," Prof. E. H. S.

Bailey; " Developing a Day Load for

Smali Central Stations," C. L.
C.

Brown: " Relation of Kansas Uni

versity to the Electric Industry of

Kansas,” Prof. R. M. Freeman :

" The Future, What Shall It Be ?" F.

L. Williamson ; “ Profitable Co-opera

tion ," J. Robert Crouse.

The place of next meeting will be

at Topeka, and the date, October

а

con

a

16 , 1907
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Several new members, central sta- templated organization of the Allied before what may be termed the offi

tion managers, were added to the Electrical Trades Association will be cial housewarming takes place in the

list of members. The president and revived . It is proposed to bring the spring. Mr. Pope said that at about

the assistant secretary expect to do electrical men of all trades together the time first mentioned, December

some energetic work in the "Wrin- in this association, holding meetings I , he presumed anyone would be

kle Department" and have a good during the exposition to discuss permitted at least to look at the out

question box at the next meeting. topics of general interest. Members side of the building, but it is the in

The meeting was considered the of the proposed association will not tention to refrain from anything in

best of the Kansas Association, and only be eligible for the reduced rail- the way of an opening that may be

the officers look forward to a bright way rates , but will also be provided publicly reported, in order that there
,

future for another year. with a ticket to the exposition, good may be no dampening effect on the

throughout the dates of the conven- grand opening which is to take

tion , and will also be given the place in the spring. He had per

privileges of the Electrical Trades
Electric Lighting in Uruguay

sonally within a month been through

Club , specially furnished rooms for the building with some members of

which are to be provided at the the Institute, and they were all im

video , Uruguay, United States Coliseum . pressed with its very suitable charac

Consul John W. O'Hara re- Telephone manufacturers are taking ter, and felt satisfied that everyone

ports that a law has been enacted an unusually keen interest in the would be pleased with it. From what

by the Congress of Uruguay provid- coming show , owing to the keen he saw at that time, the tenth floor,

ing for the expenditure of $ 1,200,000 rivalry between the independent and which is to be occupied by the In

Uruguayan gold , equal to $ 1,240,800 the Bell interests. All telephone ex- stitute , was practically completed,

American gold , for the improvement hibitors of last year have taken with the exception of the finishing of

and extension of the electric lighting double the space for the coming the woodwork . The only thing in

system of the city of Montevideo and show , notably the Chicago Tele- the building which remained for final

suburban towns. For theFor the purpose of phone Company, American Tele- completion was the main auditorium

securing the necessary funds to pay phone & Telegraph Company, the and grand entrance hall on the

for these improvements, it is pro- Automatic Electric Company, Swe- ground floor.

vided that the city shall issue de- dish -American Telephone Company,

benture bonds bearing annual inter- Stromberg -Carlson Company,, Kel

est at the rate of 5 per cent. per logs Switchboard & Supply Com
Importing Niagara Power

annum , and 4 per cent. annual pany, Frank B. Cook, and other

amortization. firms which manufacture directly or N order to deal more intelligently

American manufacturers interested indirectly for the telephone interests. ith the question of transmitting

in the manufacture of electric light- Mr. Niesz and Vice -President E. Niagara power from Canada to

ing machinery and apparatus may B. Overshiner recently visited New the United States , Secretary of War

obtain full information by addressing York to confer with Dr. Thaddeus Taft some time ago appointed Cap

J. A. Capurro, Ministro de Fomento , Cahill, the inventor of the telhar- tain C. W. Kutz, of the Army En

Montevideo . Although the plans monium , with the view of having gineer Corps, to investigate the sub

have not vet been published, it is evi one of these installed and demon- ject and submit a report. Concern

dently the purpose not only to re- strated at the 1907 show . ing the Ontario Power Company, the

new and extend the present public
Electrical Development Company

system , but also to add a general
and the Canadian Niagara Power

commercial system . Agents of the
Company, the report says :

Opening of the United Engineering
government have been sent to Eu “ All three of these power develop

Building in New York

rope to investigate electrical plants ments were undertaken in good

and machinery. T the October meeting of the faith several years ago and long be

American Institute of Elec- fore the agitation in Congress which

trical Engineers, Secretary led to the passage of the present

Ralph W. Pope said that the new law , and there is no evidence that
The Chicago Electrical Trades

building in New York to be occu- any of their subsequent transactions

Exhibition
pied jointly by the several engineer- were made with the object of secur

HICAGO'S second annual elec- ing societies would be practically ing rights which they have not al

trical show , which is to be ready for occupancy on December 1 , ways intended to claim .

held in the Coliseum , January and would be in operation by De- " The total capacity of the generat

14 to 26, promises to be of unusual cember 15 , to be occupied by the ing machinery installed and ordered

interest . Managing Director Homer officers and staff of the three so- for the three plants is 171,000 horse

E. Niesz is authority for the state- cieties. There will be no meetings power. The probable demand in the

ment that 85 per cent. of the floor held there, however, and no opening near future from Canadian markets

space in the main building of the of an official character, until April will not exceed 40,000 horse- power,

Coliseum is already sold. It is more next, as it is the intention to make leaving 131,000 horse-power for sale

than probable that before January the opening rather an important in the United States . The granting

I there will not be an available space event in the engineering history of of permits ior this amount would

to be had. This means that the the country, with invited guests from permit the utilization to its full ca

Coliseum Annex will be used for ex- foreign parts, and the arrangements pacity of all machinery now installed

hibitors . for a function of this character will or ordered , but would not permit

Mr. Viesz is just now giving much take some time. any further development and would

of his attention to the matter of re- It is also the purpose that the not afford a reasonable return on the

duced railway rates from points in building shall be occupied, fully com- moneys now invested unless the price

the Middle West, and for this pur- pleted, and every department of the to the consumers was measurably

pose it is probable that the con- same in full and actual operation, increased . In order that such relief

ΑÁ
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as is now possible may be afforded , We are afraid of the regulation of At the present time it is proposed

it is recommended that permits be the demagogues of a common coun- to construct a power plant with five

granted for 157,500 horse -power, the cil who have developed a hatred to- 5000 -horse -power machines, which , it
maximum amount under the first ward all corporations and have gone is estimated, will deliver 18,000 horse

limitation , less 2500 horse -power re- forth as the ' saviours of the dear power in the city of Winnipeg. It is

served for the International Railway people.' estimated that the cost of this in

Company. " Securities of public service cor- Winnipeg will be $ 17 per horse

“ As to the question of granting porations are quoted at higher fig- power. It will take about three

transmission permits for amounts ures in the State of Massachusetts months for the engineer to complete

additional to the first 160,000 horse- than in any other State in the Union . plans and specifications before ten

power, it is believed to be the intent Why ? For the simple reason that ders will be asked for. All inquiries

of the law to delay the issue of such there we find sane and honest regu- regarding the proposed work should

permits until it is known what ap- lation . No road can enter there that be addressed to Cecil B. Smith , en

preciable effect, if any, will be pro- would make competition ruinous. gineer of power construction, Win

duced on the Falls by the diversion No additional capital can be agreed nipeg, Manitoba.

of the amount of water that will be upon without a substantial reason

used wder the first limitation. If for issuing the stock and stating to

this interpretation of the law is cor the commission the purposes to

rect , the granting of such permits which the additional capital is to be
Fuel Briquettes

will be a matter for the future, as it devoted . PRELIMINARY report of the

will be fully a year before the com- “ Another example is the State of tests of fuel briquettes made

panies will be in a position to de- Missouri. Several years ago a yel by the United States Geo

velop 160,000 horse -power in addi- low press in the city of St. Louis logical Survey says that the high

tion to the amounts sold in Canada .” started an agitation in which they cost of pitch, which is generally

The report also recommends that maintained that the assessed valua- used as a binding material, is one

the Niagara , Lockport & Ontario tion of the street railway properties of the barriers now existing in the

Power Company be permitted to in that city should be increased to development of the fuel briquetting

transmit 60,000 H. P. into the United $ 50,000,000. The officialsThe officials of the industry. The most favourable out

States ; the Niagara Falls Electrical company argued that the valuation look for the development of the in

Transmission Company, 37,500 H.P., should not exceed $ 17,000,000. On dustry in the United States is in con

and the Niagara Falls Power Com- the State Tax Commission at that nection with the use of briquettes

pany, 60,000 H. P ., — 157,500 H. P. time was Governor Folk , who has in locomotives and in domestic fur

in all . The American members of the acquired a national reputation, and naces and stoves . It can hardly be

International Waterways Commis Attorney -General Hadley, who has expected that, at anything approxi

sion concur in this recommendation. made the Standard Oil people come mating existing prices , briquettes

The report says , further, that if the to time. After conducting an in- can be manufactured for successful

three companies be limited to the vestigation the assessed valuation of use in the ordinary power plant fur

output of generating machinery now the properties was increased but a naces of this country.

actually installed or ordered, their few hundred thousand dollars. This In connection with the use of bri

investment in power plant per horse- illustrates the benefit of sane regula- quettes, the following advantages are

power, exclusive of franchises, will tion .” claimed :- They burn with a higher

range from $89 to $ 125 . But if efficiency and with less smoke than

they are allowed to develop to the Hydro-Electric Power in Winnipeg. coal , because they allow a better cir

limit of their approved plans, these
Canada

culation of air and the combustion is

investments will be cut down to from NITED STATES CONSUL
more complete and uniform . They

$60 to $68 per horse -power de S. H. Shank , of Winnipeg , are cleaner, and there is less waste

veloped.
reports thatthat the Winnipeg in their use . They burn with more

River has a series of falls from which flame (owing to the added combusti

it is possible to develop 300,000 or ble binding material) and at higher
The Regulation of Public Service

more horse -power. The Winnipeg temperatures. They occupy less space

Corporations
Electric Railway Company has a than does lump coal, the difference

PEAKING on the governmental power plant at Lac du Bonnet, where being from 5 to 20 per cent. They

regulation of public service cor- they have a head of about 40 feet stand handling and exposure to the

porations recently, John I. and facilities for generating about weather better than lump coal . In

Beggs, newly elected president of the 25.000 horse -power, which may be their storage , there is no risk of

American Street & Interurban Rail
increased to 50,000 horse -power. spontaneous combustion .

way Association and president of the The city of Winnipeg has au

Milwaukee Electric Railway & Light thorized the construction of a mu

Company, advocated a State com nicipal power plant at Point du
Turbine Water-Wheel Testsmission of three men uninfluenced Bois, on the Winnipeg River, and

by politics instead of a common preliminary surveys for this work PAPER of unusual interest to

council to place restrictions on pub- have already been made. The dis engineers and users of water

lic service corporations. tance of this place from Winnipeg power is a compilation of

" I do not think ,” said Mr. Beggs, is 72 miles. It will be necessary for turbine water -wheel tests and power

" that any of the large public service the city to construct a 20 -mile steam tables that has just been issued by

corporations are afraid of honest
railroad for transporting machinery the United States Geological Sur

regulation. What we are most afraid and materials. There is a head at vey . The results of tests of Vic

of is that the present frenzied public this point of 46 feet , making about Cormick, Hercules, Samson, Swain ,

opinion will bring about a condition 60,000 horse -power available at low and other modern wheels by the

of affairs in which the corporations water , with the possible maximum of Holyoke Power Company serve as a

will receive but little consideration. 100,000 horse -power. basis for the bulk of the data , but

.

a

S '

A
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onother tests and manufacturers' ta

bles have been utilized whenever

available,

One object of the paper has been

to furnish information required in

measuring the flow of streams where

the turbine is used as a water meter.

The paper contains rating tables

and the results of tests of different

makes of turbines with register,

pivot, or cylinder gates , so that the

power developed at the mills and the

quantity of water used can be de

termined from the size and type of

the wheels.

As the water rights of mills can

often be definitely ascertained only

from the quantity of water used, and
as some of the wheels are no longer

built or catalogued, the records of

tests of the older types will be of

great value to engineers who may

be required to determine questions

of water rights. The paper contains

also a clear presentation of the evolu

tion of the different types of tur

bines, all available data relative to

the efficiency of the wheels and the

power developed , a description of the

best methods of turbine setting and

arrangement, and a discussion of the

conditions that govern the economy

in size and number of turbines used.

is probably the only

published compilation of such data .

Many wheels have been tested, but,

as a rule, such work has been done

for private parties, and the results

have not been available to the en

gineering public. Copies of the pa

per, which is designated as Water

Supply Paper No. 180, may be ob

tained from the director of the

United States Geological Survey at

Washington, D. C.

tions were carried under false

pretences.

Carriers of dispatches received by

wireless who make use of conceal

ment or ruse in their work will be

regarded as spies.

Neutral ships and balloons proved

to have been used to furnish an ad

versary with information helpful in

the conduct of hostilities may be re

moved from the zone of hostilities

and the wireless apparatus on board

seized and sequestrated .

A neutral state is not obliged to

prevent the passage across its terri

tory of Hertzian waves destined to a

country at war . A neutral state has

the right to close or take over the

wireless telegraphy station of a bel

ligerent operated in its territory.

Every prohibition in the matter of

wireless communication made by bel

ligerents must at once be communi
cated to neutral governments.

a

Freight Transportation by Electric

Motor-Wagons

England,

evitable because of very heavy cap

italization of British railways, which

was due to the immense cost of

their initial construction, are a seri

ous toll on British commerce .

Canal traffic is important and help

ful, but very slow . The canals are

also small, and many are owned by

the railways. Compared to the

splendid system of canals in Ger

many and France, with their low

freight rates , the United Kingdom

is at a serious disadvantage, and

feels it more and more because of

German competition for the markets

of the world , which becomes more

aggressive and keener each year.

Then, too, German exporters have

the advantage of lower railway rates

on merchandise destined for export,

wnile the greater regularity of ship

ment of foreign goods into the

United Kingdom results in what are

really better rates on merchandise

and food products that come from

abroad than are obtained by those

destined for export. In these cir

cumstances pronounced demand for

the improvement of the British canal

system , and even for its nationaliza

tion, is not surprising.

If heavy motor-wagons prove suc

cessful carriers of freight, the further

development and improvement of the

canal system will not be so impor

tant , railway freight rates will nat

urally come down, whatever arbi

trariness there may be on the part

of railways will disappear, and the

Kingdom will be in far better posi

tion to hold its own in the markets

of the world , and even to increase

its share of those markets.

There is little reason why the ex

periment with motor -wagon freight

carriers should not be successful.

loads are almost universally good ,

distances are not great , motor con

struction is improving and the out

put increasing, while rates for car

riage should remain low because the

highways are free . There can , there

fore, be no monopoly of the new

method of freight transportation

which experts have declared would

certainly result from the develop

ment of motor -wagons.

FCnited States consul Halstead

This pape

com

T " ?

writes that an experiment is

being made in North Staffordshire

with a 70 -horse -power electric mo

tor-wagon for heavy freight traffic

that may have far-reaching results,

especially in the l'nited Kingdom ,

where distances between industrial

centres and the seaports are

paratively short.

The present experiment in using

a heavy motor-wagon , of a capacity

of six tons with a trailer carrying

four tons, to carry goods from Han

ley to Liverpool, is especially inter

esting to Birmingham , whose manu

facturers constantly complain of high

freight rates, unfair and inequitable

classifications, and the autocratic at

titude of the railways that act in

concert, even though there is no

concentration of ownership . A Bir

mingham paper says that “ if the

scheme should prove successful, the

promoters hope in time to

wagons also to Manchester and Bir

mingham and to tap the big rail

way companies at convenient points.

As the scheme develops the pro

moters propose to establish depots

and warehouse accommodation in

the same way as railway companies,

and they profess to have every hope

of a successful issue to their enter

prise . ”

If it be found that freight can be

carried expeditiously and

ically by motor -wagons the indus

trial situation of the United King

dom will be materially strengthened .

High freight rates, which seem in

con

War-Time Rules for Wireless

Telegraph Operation

HIE Institute of International

Law , which recently

cluded its deliberations at

Ghent, Belgium , adopted the follow

ing rules for the operation of wireless

telegraph systems in time of war:

The regulations governing wire

less telegraphy in time of peace are

applicable in principle in time of

war. Belligerents may prevent the

transmission of Hertzian waves by a

neutral state over the high seas with

in the sphere of their military opera

tions .

All persons taken prisoners while
receiving or transmitting wireless

messages from belligerent territory or

between different sections of a bel

ligerent army are not to be consid

ered spies, but are to be treated as

prisoners of war , unless their opera

run

9

A Magnetic Indicator of Tempera

ture for Hardening Steel

N
apparatus for indicating the

critical point for heating steel

to be hardened was described

in a paper read by William Taylor be

fore the British Association. Its opera

tion depends upon the fact that at

the critical point the magnetic per

meability of the steel is changed.

The apparatus consisted of three

econom
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use

T

path from the distributing bar to the

main studs under the car at the in

stant , and so through the car motors

and out at the car wheels. This

main current also charges the auxil

iary cells . In this way only the

main studs actually under the car are

alive at any instant, and since these

are 8 feet apart, while the collecting

rails under the car are 114 feet long,

current is collected at two studs

nearly all the time .

The contact studs consist of an in

terchangeable metal knob screwed

into a metal base , and the whole let

into asphalt insulation in a cast-iron

pot mounted on wooden beams. The

stud projects only about 18 inches

above the roadway. As soon as the

car has moved past a contact , the

auxiliary relay allows its armature to

be withdrawn by a powerful spring,

and so interrupts the main circuit to

the motors through the correspond

ing main contact stud , which thus

becomes harmless to passengers.

Should any one of the auxiliary

relays fail to act , danger to passen

gers is prevented by the provision of

a brush at the end of the car , whichi

makes contact at the main stud and

a short -circuit which blows

the fuse of the faulty stud and cuts

off the current from it , if this has

not already occurred . An additional

safeguard against any contact re

maining alive after the car has passed

is required by the authorities, and

experiments on the point are in pro

gress .

The cost of construction is more

than double that of the usual over

head system , and it remains to be

seen whether the arrangement will

prove satisfactory under all atmos

pheric conditions, or whether

cessive leakage will occur when the

roads are wet .

causes

similar flat coils of wire placed par- This device has proved of great

allel on a common axis and equally practical service by making the work
spaced , the inner coil in circuit with of miscellaneous hardening safe and

a telephone receiver and the outer certain in its results. It is notice

coil supplied in series with an al- able in every case that the temper

ternating current, and so connected ature at which hardening is thus

that at ordinary times no sound was safely accomplished is visibly lower

produced in the telephone. When , than that at which a skilled work

however, steel was placed between man would ordinarily harden steel

the centre coil and either of the when endeavoring, on the one hand ,

outer ones, the magnetic balance was to avoid overheating, with its result

disturbed and a sound produced in ing brittleness , cracking, and warp
the telephone. The steel was then ing, and, on the other hand, the

heated , and when it reached the criti- failure to harden , and the certainty

cal temperature and became non- that in rehardening these risks of

magnetic, the sound in the telephone cracking and warping would be mul

abruptly ceased , whereupon the steel tiplied .

was quenched and hardened.

Steels with carbon contents rang

ing from .7 to 1.35 per cent . were
An Austrian Surface-Contact

hardened in this way at temperatures
System

which, judged by the eye alone, no

skilled mechanic would feel safe in
HE of a surface -contact

using, while the fine grain shown on
system on the Karlsbrucke

fracture , together with the invariable
at Prague was chiefly decided

hardness, showed how closely the upon from æsthetic considerations,

critical temperature had been ob- the employment of underground con

tained . In each case on letting the duits being impossible on account of

steel cool so that sound was resumed
the small structural thickness of the

in the telephone the steel failed to bridge. The bridge is laid with a

harden, although the fall of temper
double set of rails , and between each

ature was imperceptible to the eye . pair of rails two sets of metal con

Following this experiment, the tacts have been let in . The two con

magnetic indicator attached to tacts, side by side , are about i foot

small muffle furnace was constructed , 7 inches apart , whilst the distance

and has been in daily use in a tool- from pair to pair along the rails is

room for several months, where it
8 feet . The sets of contacts nearest

has served to indicate temperatures the center of the bridge deliver the

for hardening press tools , milling main current, whilst the other sets of

cutters, traps, reamers, and the like, contacts are only auxiliary ones.

and has established a record during The cars are arranged both for an

that time in that not a single piece overhead trolley line and for the sur

has been lost through warping or face- contact system , and for working

cracking in hardening, while the the latter they are fitted underneath

quality of the hardening has been with two lengths of iron rail, which

excellent. are let down on to the contacts in the

The attachment consists of a hard- roadway when the car reaches the

ened steel permanent magnet, ex
bridge. The bottom surfaces of

tended by soft iron pole - pieces into these rails are arranged as a grid , so

the general form of a horseshoe mag- that they serve to keep the contacts

net, the gap of which is in the muf- clean .

fle of the furnace, and is so adjustable As soon as the iron rails have been

that the piece of steel to be hardened let down over the contacts an

may be arranged to fill the magnetic iliary current flows from a small

gap . The pole -piece at one side of four- cell battery carried on the car ,

the furnace is hinged by rocking on through the auxiliary contacts

the magnet, and is prolonged in such touched, through a corresponding

a way as to form a second and al- auxiliary relay and aa main relay

ternative magnetic circuit tending to ( fixed at the side of the roadway in

displace the rocking pole-piece and iron boxes on the bridge parapet),

withdraw it from the object being and back to the cells through the

heated . running rails . The armatures of the

This, however, so long as the ob- two relays are attracted , and close

ject is magnetic, is prevented ; but the circuit for the main current.

when its temperature rises to the This flows along a cable from the

critical point, and the steel object supply station to the particular relay

becoming non -magnetic releases the box, through a fuse, and through

pole -piece, the latter rocks, and in the armature of the main relay to a

so doing establishes an electrical cir- distributing bar.

cuit by which a bell is rung , giving The armature of the particular

audible warning to the attendant. auxiliary relay operated provides a

a

ex

Telephone service has been estab

lished on all freight trains of the

Galveston , Harrisburg & San Anto

nio Railroad between San Antonio

and El Paso, in Texas .

aux

It is reported that the Compania

Telefonica Mexicana is contemplat

ing the construction of a telephone

line from Monterey to Mexico City,

a distance of 683 miles.

Application was recently made in

St. Louis by the People's Elevated

and Open Subway Railroad Com

pany for a franchise for an elevated

and subway system .

Students of Purdue University are

to build thirteen miles of an electric

railway in the vicinity of Chicago.
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The Electrical Equipment of a

Cement Plant

F the many applications of elec

tric motors in manufacturing

establishments there is prob

ably no industry where the power

demands are more exacting or the

operating conditions more

than in cement works . The heavy

starting torque required by cement

making machinery, the nature of the

load handled, the constant presence

of dust and the inflammability of

pulverized coal used in the manu

facture of cement, bring up problems

in power transmission that require

the most careful consideration .

Power transmitted mechanically natural solution of the problem was

from a central source is open to the adoption of induction motors,

many objections not only on account which is aptly illustrated by the plant

of the loss in long lines of shafting of the Bath Portland Cement Com

and belting, but the lack of flexibility pany, at Bath, Pa. This plant was

and the necessity of laying out build- designed for an output of 2500 bar
ings to conform to such methods of rels of cement per day, and is a

driving add to the complexity of typical example of modern practice
such systems. in this industry, the credit for the

These considerations led to a de- successful design and operation be

mand for a substitute that would, in ing due to Frederick B. Franks,

the main , eliminate many of the ob- superintendent and mechanical en

jectionable features referred to and gineer of the plant, and James A.

provide a source of power that is Gish , assistant .

immune from fire risk and that can The power house is built 10 feet

be subdivided and applied at the above the ground level , the lower

various points of application. The part being used as a basement, which

THE ENGINE ROOM OF THE BATH PORTLAND CEMENT COMPANY , BATH , PA. , SHOWING ONE DIRECT -CONNECTED UNIT AND TWO BELTED UNITS

6-10 473
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.

manufacture of cement and the vari

ous applications of electric motors

in such industries may be gained, a

description is given here of the vari

ous processes from the time the rock

leaves the quarry until the cement is

packed in barrels.

In the quarry vertical holes are

drilied into the solid rock by pneu

matic drills , in which the blasting

charges are placed and ignited by

electricity. The loosened rock is

conveyed to the mill in cars by

means of gravity and is dumped

into two gyratory crushers, where

the material is reduced to 21 inches

and under. The empty cars then

run to the foot of the incline , where

an endless chain , driven by a 10

H. P. induction motor, draws them

to the top , and they return to the

quarry by gravity . The cars each

have a capacity of four tons, and an

average of seventeen cars per hour

are hauled up the incline.

From each crusher the rock is

delivered to a continuous bucket ele

vator, which raises it to a small hop

per . From here the rock empties

into two large crushing rolls and is

further reduced to inch and under .

From the rolls it is elevated on an

other continuous bucket elevator and

emptied into two revolving stone

dryers , 72 inches in diameter and 55

feet long, having four compartments

in which the stone is dried . An ex

hauster is used in connection with

the dryers , the stack being located on

the outside of the building.

From the dryers the stone dis

charges into a continuous bucket

contains steam and air pipes , cables , diameter and 678 inches face , which elevator and is delivered into an

overflow conduits from condensers drive twenty -two 2-inch transmis- other set of rolls driven by a 100

and a receiving tunnel from the sion ropes connected to sheave wheels H. P. motor. From this roll the

reservoir. In the boiler room on the main line shaft . To this line stone is elevated and delivered into

located eight 300 - H . P. Berry boilers. shaft are belted two Westinghouse a storage bin in the storehouse or

Bituminous coal is used for fuel. The 180 -KW . , 440-volt , three -phase, 60- onto a reversible belt conveyor trav

boilers at the present time are hand- cycle generators. All three engines eling over the top of the stone stor

fired , but the fronts are so arranged are equipped with the Consolidated age bin . The conveyor carries the

that they can be equipped with auto- Engine Stop Company's apparatus , stone into the raw mill and delivers

matic stokers . and any unit may be stopped from
it to a belt conveyor which dis

A reservoir for storing the feed several places in the works in case of charges into seventeen storage bins

and condensing water is supplied accident. above the grinding mills . The stor

from an artesian well 300 feet deep A small set , consisting of a age bin in the storehouse is of con

by a Deming pump operated by a Westinghouse 16-KW . , engine-type, crete and steel construction , and has

25 -H . P. Westinghouse induction direct - current, 125-volt generator, di- a capacity of 1200 tons of crushed

motor . rect - connected to a Reeves vertical stone . The stone is taken from this

The engine and generator equip- engine , is used for lighting. bin by a belt conveyor in a tunnel

ment consists of a 350- H . P. Wether- A motor-generator set is used for beneath and is emptied into an ele

ell -Corliss tandem -compound, con- excitation , and consists of a 15-H . P. , vator, which , in turn, conveys the

densing engine direct connected to 400 -volt inductionmotor direct con- crushed stone over the bins in the

a Westinghouse 200 -KW . engine- nected to a 10 -KW ., 125 -volt gen- raw mill. The large storage bin in

type, three-phase , 60-cycle , 440- volt erator . the storehouse is kept filled to its

generator , and two 1100 - H . P. cross- Two 20-KW . , oil-insulated , self- maximum capacity, as this depart

compound engines of the same make, cooling transformers with a second- ment operates only ten hours per

located parallel to each other, and ary voltage of 120 furnish current day , and enough excess material is

employed to drive the raw mill de- for forty - eight multiple alternating stored to enable it to close down for

partment and the clinker depart- current arc lamps and 1500 16 -can- three days at least . The machinery

ment . These engines are each fitted dle-power incandescent lamps . in this department is operated from

with a sheave fly -wheel 18 feet in In order that a clear idea of the the main line shaft, which is driven

A 10 -KW . UNIT FOR FURNISHING CURRENT FOR LIGHTING IN THE PLANT OF THE BATH

PORTLAND CEMENT COMPANY

are

a
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A 100 - H . P. WESTINGHOUSE INDUCTION MOTOR DRIVING MACHINERY IN THE STOREHOUSE 60

4400

from the cooler being controlled by livers the clinker to a conveyor dis

a hand -operated gate. The first belt tributing from the clinker storage to

conveyor empties into a second belt a belt conveyor. This empties into

conveyor, which delivers the clinker an automatic measuring device which

to an elevator which , in turn , de- discharges into a storage bin , the

from the engine room , as already

described .

The next process is taken up in

the raw grinding room where are lo

cated sixteen mills, driven from the

same line shait that operates the

machinery in the storehouse, each

mill having its independent clutch .

Large storage bins are located over

the mills, which empty directly into

their feed hoppers, ample room being

provided for any necessary repairs.

Passing through the mill , the ma

terial is delivered into a screw con

veyor located in a tunnel beside the

mill foundation and emptying into

an elevator in the kiln house. In

this house the machinery is driven

by a line shaft belted to a 100 - H . P.

induction motor, which also drives a

22 -KW ., 125 - volt exciter , which

supplements the exciters in the en

gine room proper.

The kiln house connects with part

of the raw grinding room , and the

rotary kilns are placed transversely

across the building. There are six

kilns , each 100 feet long, 7 feet in

diameter at the large end and 54 feet

at the stack end . The stacks are 60

feet high and 5 feet in diameter.

Each kiln is driven from the line

shaft by means of a Mosser speed

regulator of the interlocking-cone

pattern , controlled by a tight and

loose pulley that also controls the

feeding of the raw material from the

storage bins.

The raw material is raised by an

elevator from the raw mill to a screw

traveling transversely across the kiln

storage bins. Another screw is also

used to remove the spill and dust

from the dust chambers at the feed

end of the kilns, and, in turn , empties

into the elevator that receives ma

terial from the raw mill. At the

delivery end of the kiln the clinker

discharges into a pit, forming a chute

that empties into three bucket ele

vators , one elevator being used for

two kilns. The clinker is then ele

vated and discharged into three

clinker coolers . The elevators are

operated by a 30 - H . P. induction

motor. The coolers are arranged

with spouts, which deliver the clinker

into conveying machinery which ex

tends to the clinker storage, where

the clinkers are well seasoned be

fore grinding.

Fuel for the kilns consists of pul

verized coal, which is forced through

pipes from the feeders to burners.

The feeders, six in number, are each

operated by a 1 - H . P. induction

motor.

The clinker discharges from the

coolers on a belt conveyor traveling

through the concrete foundations

upon which they rest , the discharge

(0)

NOUT

IN THE FOREIN THE BACKGROUND IS A 100 - H . P. INDUCTION MOTOR OPERATING KILNS.

GROUND IS A 22 /2 - KW , EXCITER
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A MOTOR-DRIVEN KILN . THE PIPE EXTENDING INTO THE OPENING IN FRONT IS FOR FEEDING

PULVERIZED COAL

latter feeding three pot crushers. clinker -grinding room . The unfin

An automatic gypsum measuring de- ished clinker storage room will have

vice is used and arranged so that a a capacity of 100,000 barrels, with

continuous flow of this ingredient provision for increasing the amount

enters and mixes with the clinker if necessary .

before crushing. From the pot Three tunnels will be used which

crushers the clinker is conveyed by contain the belt conveyors, the feed
belt and emptied into a second con- ing of the clinker being controlled

veyor that discharges into an ele- by the Link Belt Engineering Com

vator delivering the material in the pany's system of under -cut gates.

These conveyors will empty into an

other conveyor, where the material

is delivered to an elevator emptying

into a measuring device located in a

bin connected with the pot crushers.

The clinker, after passing through

the pot crushers in the clinker stor

age house, enters the clinker-grind

ing room on a belt conveyor and is

emptied into a bucket elevator and

conveyed to two sets of clinker

crushing rolls , where the clinker is

reduced to about the size of peas

and then elevated and conveyed to

bins over mills in which it is ground

to cement. After the clinker-grind

ing room comes the cement stock

house where the finished product is

stored . From the former depart

ment, cement screws empty into a

bucket elevator that elevates and de

livers into an overhead screw oper

ating right and left . This, in turn ,

discharges into two screws traveling

longitudinally with the building, one

of them emptying into a large bin on

one side of the building and into a

number of smaller bins on the op

posite side, where a screw conveyor

in a large tunnel delivers the cement

to the packing house. From the

large bin a screw conveyor also de

livers cement to the packing house.

All the machinery in the stock and

packing house is operated by a 100

H. P. induction motor.

The coal pulverizing plant, where

the coal for the kilns is prepared ,

contains a self - contained coal dryer,

a crushing roll, and four mills for pul

verizing the coal. After passing
through the dryer the coal is de

livered by a screw conveyor into the

crushing roll , then into a bucket ele

vator that empties into a screw con

veyor above the storage bins for the

mills. After passing through the

mills the coai is delivered by means

of a screw conveyor and an elevator

to the coal bins in front of the kilns .

All the machinery in this department

is driven by a 200 - H . P. induction

motor.

A modern machine shop, operated

by a 10 - H . P. induction motor, where

all repairs are made, completes the

equipment of one of the most modern

and complete cement plants in this

country .

A

A Motor-Driven Window Display

N interesting application of the

electric motor to advertising

purposes is shown in the an

nexed illustrations. It is of value to

the central station man as suggest

ing a way, other than the use of

electric lights, signs, etc. , for the

customer to use electric current for

advertising his business.

o
o
o
o
o
o
o

A COAL FEEDER OPERATED BY AN INDUC1ION MOTOR
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core and coils , unless the enclosing

tank is made abnormally large . The

water-cooled transformers are made

in sizes from 100 KW. up . Water

is circulated in a coil of seamless

copper or brass tubing immersed in

the oil , and the heat is effectively

carried off.

Whenever the water is available

FROM ORE TO

FINISHED0

UTENSILS

THE APPARATUSA TRAVELING WINDOW DISPLAY IN THE STORE OF A CLEVELAND MERCHANT.

IS DRIVEN BY AN ELECTRIC MOTOR BENEATH

The apparatus illustrated is used

by an enterprising Cleveland mer

chant to multiply his available win

dow display space by four ,-a seem

ing impossibility.

This is how he did it : The win

chant has “ blazed a new trail ” in

the window display line which mer

chants in many other lines of busi

ness may find it to their advantage

to employ.

The device was home-made, simple

310

-500 -KW . , 405-2000 - VOLT , OIL - FILLED ,

WATER - COOLED TRANSFORMER, BUILT BY THE

ALLIS - CHALMERS COMPANY, MILWAUKEE,

WIS.

Ou : b
e

DIAGRAM SHOWING ARRANGEMENT OF THE APPARAT'S FOR THE TRAVELING WINDOW

DISPLAY ILLI'STRATED ABOVE

in design, inexpensive, and driven by

a small electric motor concealed be

low the floor.

and not expensive this method is

preferable to air -cooling, even with

comparatively small transformers , as

it permits operation at lower tem

peratures and allows more margin

for overloads.

Where water is not available, there

is a choice of two kinds of air - cooled

transformers, namely, the oil- filled ,

self -cooled type and the air-blast

type , which is cooled by a forced

circulation of air through the core

and coils . Air-blast transformers,

however, are unreliable for pressures

much above 25,000 volts .

The oil- filled, water-cooled trans

formers are placed in boiler plate

tanks, cylindrical in form , and pro

vided with a substantial cast - iron

base and cover . The tanks, which

are riveted and calked , are supplied

with eyebolts extending from the

cover to the base, so that the trans

formers, as a whole, can be lifted

without straining the tank . The

cooling coils are made of 11 -inch

tubing, without joints throughout

dow floor was arranged so that it re

volved like an endless chain over

two drums at either end, the window

floor extending back into the store

the depth of the window and being

separated by a black velvet cloth .

The various aluminum articles.

about 200 in number,—were wired

to the moving window floor, and

thus produced such a unique and

striking effect as to challenge the at

tention of large numbers of pedes

trians. Before this device was in

stalled but fifty pieces could be

shown , and that in the old -time, sta

tionary style . This enterprising mer

Oil-Insulated Transformers

, O
IL -INSULATED transformers,

built by the Allis - Chalmers

Company, of Milwaukee, Wis ..

are shown in the annexed illustra

tions. The self - cooled transformers

are built in sizes up to 300 KW .

Above this size the external surface

of the case is not sufficient to radiate

the heat developed in the transformer
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diameter that the transformer can be

lifted out without disturbing the coils

or water connections. Water -cooled

transformers are supplied with an oil

gauge, drain valve , and thermometer,

with contacts for an electric alarm

attachment that gives a signal in

case the temperature exceeds the al

lowable limit.

For self- cooled transformers , the

case is made of terne sheet formed

into a cylindrical tank with deep cor

rugations that present large radiating

and cooling surface . The tank has

a double bottom made of two flanged

pieces of sheet iron riveted together,

and the cylindrical corrugated part

is soldered into the annular channel

shaped space between the flanges ,

thus making a tank that is perfectly

oil -tight . The tank is provided with

a substantial cast-iron base and cover,

a lid being placed on the latter to

allow inspection and give access to

0

SECTIONAL VIEW OF AN OIL-FILLED, WATER

COOLED TRANSFORMER

ASSEMBLED COILS OF AN ALLIS -CHALMERS

OIL - FILLED TRANSFORMER

the portion immersed in the oil ; all

coils are tested with a water pressure

of 200 pounds per square inch.

With coils constructed in the usual

manner it is very difficult to drain

all the water from them , and trouble

has been caused in some cases by

water freezing and bursting the pipe.

This has usually occurred either dur

ing shipment or some time before the

transformers have been placed in

operation. In order to avoid this,

and also the danger of condensation

on exposed parts not covered by oil ,

the ends of the cooling coils in these

transformers are brought out through

stuffing boxes arranged below the

surface. The lower end is thus be

low the level of the lowest coil , so

that all water can be easily drained

off . The coils are permanently fas

tened to the case, and are of such

CORE AND COILS OF AN ALLIS-CHALMERS

OIL - FILLED TRANSFORMER

and secondary sections are inter

leaved, as shown, in order to re

duce magnetic leakage and secure

good voltage regulation .

When the conductor is large , sey

eral strips are used in parallel and

insulated from one another to pre

vent eddy currents. The coils are

neatly and tightly bound with extra

long linen tape , and no varnish or

insulating compounds are used on

the windings. Such materials de

teriorate with continued use in hot

oil , and in many cases are the cause

of a deposit on the water-cooling

coils or on the bottom of the trans

former.

The transformer core is built up

of selected sheet steel 0.014 inch

thick . The steel is the best obtain

able, and is thoroughly annealed , in

suring uniform material and excel

lent magnetic qualities. The lamina.

the terminal board in case it is
tions are thoroughly insulated from

necessary to make any changes in one another by a coating of varnish ,

the connections. which reduces the eddy current loss

All transformer coils are wound to a minimum . The steel is of such

With double cotton -covered strip good quality that it is practically

copper, one turn per layer, with ful- non -ageing, i . e . , the core loss does

lerboard insulation, in addition to the not appreciably increase under long

cotton covering, between turns. Ex- continued operation. There is no

ceptions to the foregoing are made steel which will not age slightly

only when the size of the conductor when subjected to temperatures above

is so small as to make this con- 75 degrees C.; but with normal

struction impracticable, and in such load and temperature the core loss

the coils wound witli in these transformers is guaranteed

round double cotton -covered wire not to increase, within one year , to

with a few turns per layer, so that such an extent as to decrease the

the voltage between layers is kept full load efficiency more than one

within safe limits . tenth of i per cent .

The primary and secondary wind- In larger sizes space blocks are

ings are subdivided into a number placed every few inches in the core ,

of these flat coils, which present large thus providing ducts through which
cooling surface to the oil . When the oil can circulate and carry off

the coils are assembled the primary the heat .

cases are

SECTIONAL VIEW OF AN OIL-FILLED, SELF

COOLING TRANSFORMER
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The oil used in these transformers Gas & Railway Company, has been Dossert & Co. , of New York, an

is a special grade selected after long promoted to the position of superin- nounce that they have received no

and careful tests ; it contains no acid , tendent of the Sacramento division tice from their representative in

has very slight evaporation at 100 of the California Gas & Electric Cor- Milan , Italy , that the Dossert solder

degrees C., and its flashing point is poration . He will have general less connectors exhibited at the Uni

about 190 degrees C. or 375 degrees charge of power houses and trans- versal Exhibition at Milan

F. It is a thin oil that circulates mission lines. awarded a gold medal.

rapidly throughout the transformer,
John H. Merrill, secretary of the A system of window illumination

thereby quickly carrying off the heat ;
Central Electric Railway Associa- that has been adopted by every

its insulating qualities are excellent.
tion , has resigned to accept the posi- large department store in New York

tion of general manager of the City must, of necessity, have estab

Personal Choctaw Electric Railway & Light lished a claim to all the desirable

Dr. Samuel Sheldon, president of
ing Company, of McAllister, Okla. elements in that most important field .

William F. Millholland, treasurer of
the American Institute of Electrical The special patent window reflector

the association , will fill out Mr. Mer- manufactured by I. P. Frink, of 551
Engineers, and professor of physics

ril's unexpired term , which will end Pearl street , New York, is the device
and electrical engineering at the

next January. which has this enviable record . To
Polytechnic Institute , Brooklyn , N.

Y. , recently received the honourary H. C. Abell, manager of the in it , it is claimed, more than any other

degree of doctor of physics from terests of the Muskegon (Mich .) factor may be credited also the bril

the University of Pennsylvania upon Traction & Lighting Company, has liant appearance of the retail centres

the occasion of the dedication ex- been appointed general manager of
in cities and towns throughout the

ercises of the University's new en- the American Light & Traction country . Some recent orders were

gineering building. Dr. Sheldon Company's property at Long Branch, for lighting the show -windows of

has been at the head of the elec- N. J. , known as the Consolidated
B. Altman & Co. , James McCreery

trical and physical departments of Gas Company. He will move to
& Co. , Lord & Taylor , New York

the Polytechnic since 1889 . Long Branch , but will make fre City ; the May Company, Denver,

Col.; Watt, Rettew & Clay, Roan-
quent visits to Muskegon as presi

W. H. Blood, Jr. , of 84 State oke, Va .; H. Astrich , Harrisburg,
dent of the Muskegon Traction &

street , Boston , has been retained by
Lighting Company.

Pa .; Hutzler Bros., Baltimore, Md .;

the National Electric Light Associa W. D. Kinsman Company, Spring

tion as insurance expert in the in
The following changes in the elec field , Mass .; D. J. Donahue Com

terests of the members. Any mem- trical engineering staff of the New
pany, Missoula, Mon .; M. S. Plaut

ber companies having insurance York Central Railroad were recently Company, Danville, Ill .; Sibley ,

troubles would do well to call upon announced : Edwin B. Katte has Lindsay & Curr, Rochester, N. Y.;

Mr. Blood for services that will un
been appointed chief engineer of Julius Sycle Sons , Richmond , Va.

doubtedly be of great assistance and electric traction . George A. Har- Central stations and contractors who

will be promptly rendered .
wood has been appointed chief engi- are after new business have found

neer of electric zone improvements, the Frink reflectors a material aid

Prof. H. E. Clifford , of the Mass
exclusive of electric traction and sig- to their efforts . These reflectors are

achusetts Institute of Technology, nals. John D. Keiley has been ap- becoming better known by a very

who has temporarily been directing pointed electrical engineer, and Carl thorough campaign of advertising to

the affairs of the electrical engineer- Schwartz engineer of power stations .
the possible users , all of which is a

ing department, will now be relieved
direct benefit to the electrical trades .

from this executive work , through

the recent appointment of Prof. · The permanent organization of
Trade News

Jackson to the electrical engineering the Wilkinson Steam Turbine Com

department, and is planning to de- The illustrated lectures which A. pany, of Providence, R. I. , has been

vote considerable time to consulting J. Marshall, illuminating engineer of effected , and arrangements for put

engineering the Holophane Glass Company, of ting its products on the market are

New York , is giving before the cen- being completed. It will build steam

Louis H. Frick , of Denver, Col. , tral stations and gas companies on turbines and allied machinery under

has been appointed general manager the question of light and illumina- the inventions of James Wilkinson,

of the Chevenne Light, Fuel &
tion , are proving very successful, and formerly of Birmingham , Ala. These

Power Company, which is owned by
it is expected that this work will be inventions are said to apply to a wide

the Northern Colorado Power Com
the means of greatly assisting the range of turbine improvements, pro

pany Mr. Frick succeeds N. D.
growing demand for the best kind of tected by a great number of United

Miner, who has resigned .
lights properly placed for desired States and foreign patents which

Stanley Gaines has been appointed
effects . Mr. Marshall lectured be- broadly cover systems of construc

superintendent of the Wilson Elec
fore the West Penn Electric Com- tion , of operation, and of regula

tric Company, of Huntingdon , Pa . pany, at Connellsville, Pa ., on Thurs- tion , as well as numerous detail im

The company furnishes light for the day evening, October 25 , at which an provements in many of the features

towns of Huntingdon, Petersburg
enthusiastic audience displayed great essential to a first -class turbine, and

and Alexandria . Mr. Gaines resigns interest. The Holophane Glass Com- to advance in that field beyond pres

as superintendent of the Citizens' pany wishes to announce in connec- ent practice. It is believed by the

Electric Illuminating Company, of
tion with this that while this lectur- promoters of this company that the

Wilkesbarre, Pa ., to take up his ing is planned out for some time Wilkinson systems and patents cover

cuties with the Wilson Electric Com
ahead, they will nevertheless, be the lines upon which the advance

pleased to consider application for of the steam turbine beyond present
pany.

this kind of work and deliver lec- accomplishment must be made, both

C. W. Hutton, formerly superin- tures in the order that requests are in marine and stationary practice,

tendent of the Sacramento Electric , received . and in all other countries as well as
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cases .

the United States . The Wilkinson reproductions of voltmeter charts Some of the engineering work of

turbine will be built at the Corliss show the regulation obtained by the Wellman -Seaver -Morgan Com

Steam Engine Works, Providence, means of the battery . pany, of Cleveland, Ohio, is illus

R. I. , and the executive office of the trated in a pamphlet recently sent

Electric blue -printing machines view'scompany is at that place . New out . The show industrial

York and other offices will be es- manufactured by the Buckeye En- plants, office buildings, iron and steel

tablished in due
Edward gine Company, of Salem , Ohio, plants, and the hydro - electric power

K. Hill is president of the company . are illustrated and described in a station for the Chicago Drainage

pamphlet recently issued. The trac
The Century Electric Company, of

Canal. The scope of the work of

ing and paper are placed in a cyl- the company is fully dealt with .

St. Louis, Mo., announce that the
indrical frame at the centre of which

demand for their single-phase, self hangs an arc lamp. The outfit is
starting, vertical motors for direct

A series of bulletins sent out by

compact and convenient, and should

connection to centrifugal pumps,
the Fort Wayne Electric Works, of

find a place in every shop where this

etc. , which have been on the mar Fort Wayne, Ind . , are devoted to

work cannot wait upon the bright
ket for a year, has far surpassed their

integrating switchboard wattmeters ,
ness of the sun .

most sanguine expectations. It seems
switchboard panels for multiphase

that this vertical type is becoming
generators, multiphase induction mo

A new pamphlet sent out recently
more popular all the time. The tors, and the equipment for the mul

by the Fostoria Glass Specialty Com arc
company is making them not only tiple alternating -current street

pany, of Fostoria, Ohio , is devoted

for supporting by feet, as is usual
light system .

to " noblac" inner globes for are

of this type of motor, but also so lamps. The illustrations show dif

they may be bolted to any vertical
ferent departments of the company's

“ Steam Traps " is the title of a

ercises of the university's new works, and dimensional drawings are
pamphlet recently sent out by the

support .
also given of the various types of

Joseph Dixon Crucible Company, of

The_International Jury of the
inner globes made for the arc lamp

Jersey City, N. J. The text is by

W. H. Wakeman, and the various

Milan Exposition has just announced
manufacturers.

types of traps are illustrated and

the award of a Diploma d'Onore to

the “ Long Arm ” system of elec
Portable testing sets for every

their various features explained .

trically operated bulkhead doors. purpose are dealt with in a pamphlet

The award takes higher rank than sent out recently by Queen & Co. , of Christensen air-brake equipments

the gold medal granted by the jury
Philadelphia. The various types are manufactured by the Allis -Chalmers

in some The “ Long Arm ” illustrated and the particular use of Company, of Milwaukee, Wis . , are.

System Company, of Cleveland, Ohio , each explained. illustrated and described in a recent

had an elaborate installation of its pamphlet. The various parts of the

water -tight doors at the Exposition ,
Single-phase motors built by the equipment are illustrated and num

and so much attention was attracted Century Electric Company, of St. bered, the name of each part being

Louis, Mo., are illustrated and de
by the exhibit as to give rise to a

tabulated with its number. The

demand upon the government to scribed in a recent pamphlet. These main parts of the equipment are also

make the installation of electrically motors are of the self- starting, com- described.

operated bulkhead doors on large mutator type, and are built for both

passenger ships obligatory. Some constant and variable speed .

time ago the “ Long Arm " system
Electrical Development in Bombay

passed the severe tests put upon it A catalogue of electric railway

by the United States Navy Depart- supplies was sent out recently by RITING under recent date

ment, and the electrical doors and the General Electric Company, of from Bombay, India, Special

hatches of this system are now in Schenectady, N. Y. The book is Agent Chas. M. ' Pepper

use upon most of the new American bound with board covers , and, with says that electrical installation in that

warships. From a central emergency its 233 pages and numerous illus- city has just begun . Several years

station above deck all the principal trations, makes quite a pretentious ago the Boston capitalists who

bulkhead doors can be closed in a
publication . owned the tramway system proposed

few minutes. The great advantage the change from horses to electric

gained is that the electrical con- Water - cooling towers built by the traction and to provide power for

trol makes closure of the doors pos De La Vergne Machine Company, a variety of purposes. A local Eng

sible under all circumstances, even of New York , are illustrated and de- lish official, who was strongly op

in the event of a hull puncture be scribed in a folder recently issued . posed to American enterprise, suc

low the water line, or when the con A sectional view shows the construc- ceeded in blocking an agreement

ditions would make it impracticable tion of the tower. with the municipality which would

to close bulkhead doors by hand
have enabled this to be done.

against inrushing water . Pulverizers and crushers for Finally the Americans closed out

variety of purposes are illustrated their interests and the work was 111

and described in an attractive pam- dertaken by British company,

New Catalogues phlet sent out recently by the Jef- which , after several years, is just

frey Manufacturing Company, of getting into shape to supply power.

A builetin recently sent out by the Columbus, Ohio . The illustrations At present not more than 200 elec

Electric Storage Battery Company, show the machines assembled and in tric fans are in use in Bombay, but

of Philadelphia, deals with the in- partial detail. Some of the other their number will be largely in

stallations of " chloride accumu- products of the company :-screens, creased . The business of supplying

lators" for the Columbus Railway & cars , elevators, conveyors, rock drills hotels, bungalows, etc. , with small,

Light Company. The illustrations and electric locomotives and dump electric plants appears to be in the

show the equipment installed, and cars, -are also illustrated. initial stage.
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